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TALES 0 F HEROISM,
AND

Itcgtsstcv of Strange anO aaiouOerful anbrntures.

GRACE M A L V E R N,
A TALE OF OLD CHARING CROSS.

IME has rolled on and generations
have perished since the period of our tale.

Old Charing Cross, the place erected
by King Edward, to mark the resting
place of the corpse of Queen Eleanor, has
disappeared, yet in the place of the few
huts which were then scattered over the
waste of land, a second London has arisen,

and the deep silence of the country has
changed, for the noise of many tongues,
and the clamour »f a hurrying business
life.

Grace Malvern was the daughter of Henry Malvern, who, at
one time, was the possessor of a castle, and an ample estate in
the county of Kent. But, in endeavouring to benefit the
country, he far from benefitted himself; for a certain member
of his body—the tongue—having uttered some truths, prejudi-
cial to the court and government, they severed his head from
his body, which effectually removed them from any fear of his
chattering propensities for the future. The honour of the

j

kingdom needed his death, and the coffers of the exchequer
were equally in want of his valuables and riches; botli of which
were, without any very lengthy consideration, disposed of.

He left to the mercy of his persecutors an only child. Eager
as the greater portion were for his death, little anxiety was felt
for his offspring. There was amongst the clan—one, whose heart
was touched by the child's beauty, or hel plessness, or both : for he
took the slumbering infant, carefully wrapping it in his warm 1

No. 1

thick cloak, to his own home. This was an act of great humanity,,
inasmuch as it was attended with great danger; for, in those times,
celebrated more for their barbarity and ignorance than aught else’
let either the relative or friend of a proscribed person be suc-
coured, and the law looked upon the good Samaritan, as a pos-
sessor of the same obnoxious tenets, and one meriting the
same punishment. Humanity preponderated over the fear of
self, and the child was saved. The performer of this charitable
action, was Sir Walter Garveston, a man of much weight in
the political world, and of much worth in the private circle.

The child grew: the bud of childhood ope’d its beauteous
fragile leaves, and shone with all the brilliancy of woman. Sir
Walter Garveston had a son, an intelligent, handsome young
man,* some two years the senior of our heroine, bound with
every sentiment of esteem and gratitude; she (for the feeling
grew imperceptibly and sweetly upon her) stored the son of her
benefactor in her heart of hearts, as a jewel worth prizing and
loving.

One summer’s eve as she was promenading the streets or

London, a heavy shower of rain forced her to take shelter in a
court, whose dark uninviting entrance was still preferable to
the.wet without. There were two other persons at the far end
of the court, engaged in earnest conversation. A word from
one awakened her curiosity, and creeping with stealth} step?
towards them, she hid herself in a recess, from whence she could
both see and hear the parties thus occupied, without the danger
of being discovered.

He is tall,” said one, who appeared to be giving directions
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to the other; “ and many say handsome. But I imagine beauty

is no consideration with you. He wears in his bonnet a silver

Ihistle. His name is Walter Garveston; mention it; and when
lie turns, sheath your knife in his heart. D’ye hear? No
trembling hand—no wavering purpose!”

“No trembling?” repeated the assassin contemptously. “/
tremble at the sight of blood, when killing is my living?—death

my means of existence ?-r-oh, no! My first victim was a

woman. I robbed her of all—she clung to me—implored— be-

seeched me to have mercy—not to bring her to destitution;

she grew frantic—screamed with agony—I drew my “ silencer,”

and buried it in her left bosom. Her warm life-blood spirted

forth, on my face and neck; and then I felt—I can’t say how

—

like a murderer—Gain’s mark was upon me ! I was accursed

—

doomed! For many a day,” continued the murderer, wiping

the perspiration from his face, livid at the bare recollection,

“ sleeping, or waking, her blood-stained bosom, and her pale

distorted face, were at my side. At length, I got better—got

used to my trade, and came at last to like it!” he said in a tone

so fiendish, and inhuman, that the novice at blood-shedding,

shuddered. “Look on this steel,” said the assassin, who
noticed the movement of the other with savage satisfaction

;

“here’s a point—here’s a blade! as sharp and effective as

death’s dart. Touch it with your hand. How tender you

are,” he observed sarcastically, “ over your own little finger

!

fancy this drilled through your own heart instead of your
friend’s.”

“ Silence, villain!” exclaimed the other in a tone accustomed

to command; then immediately bethinking himself how little

weight authority would have at such a time, he lowered his

voice.
“ Accept or decline my proposal. If you kill this Walter

Garveston, one hundred crowns shall be yours. He will be

at the foot of Charing Cross to-night, at nine. A forged letter

will draw him out to meet, as he thinks, the girl of his heart.

Probe the tender part with your knife instead.”
“ Give me the money.”
“ ’Tis there. Remember! the silver thistle—Charing Cross

at nine.”
“ At half-past, reckon him among the dead/'’ And the two

villains parted, the one, to drown reflection iu drink; the
other, to his deed of blood.
Poor Grace! astounded and paralysed at the awful plot, to

which she had been a listener, grasped the wall for support.
“ He must not die!” she cried; “he loves me not; and yet,

he shall see, how truly and silently I have loved him—how
devotedly I will die for him. Courage, my heart! your beat-
ing will soon be hushed. Courage! the evils and heart-
burnings of this world I shall leave for the calm and peace
of the grave.” She sprang on, at her utmost speed, fearing
to be too late to save him. She reached the house of him,
who had been to her, a friend, a benefactor, and a father; and,

kneeling, poured forth, to the throne of her Creator, a prayer

for his preservation. For his son, for whom, she was about to

sacrifice her life, she could find no words; but if the unutter-

able thoughts, that filled her bosom, were heard in Heaven, the

blessing, so sought, was true and heartfelt indeed. She now
arose from her kneeling position, and wrapping around her

shoulders an ample cloak, threw back her luxuriant hair, and
placed upon her head the bonnet decorated with the silver

thistle. Then, with a firm, resolution and heart, started for

the Old Cross at Charing.
“ Thank Heaven, in time!” she exclaimed, fervently, erecting

herself at the same time to her full height, she walked proudly
on. Watching the opportunity to strike—the murderer lay

crouched behind the cross. The time had come—a spring—

a

blow—a groan—a stream of blood—and all was hushed!

* * . * Q>

Sir Walter Garveston, erected over the body of the heroic

girl, who had thus lost her life to preserve that of his son, a

stone cross: it stood for years over her grave, which was made
within a short distance from the place where she received

her death wound. She lingered for twenty-four hours, and
from the sentences which fell from her during that period, they

learnt the whole truth.

The instigator of this atrocity (a young nobleman), was
killed in a duel, by Garveston—and the assassin met the fate,

he had dared so often, and so richly deserved, from the hands
of the public executioner.
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The stern hand of time has been laid upon the place where
this incident occurred, and all trace of it has vanished like a
dream.

James Lindridge,

THE ATTACK ON WINDSOR CASTLE.
BY PRINCE RUPERT, A D., 1642.

Charles L, whom our historians have described as “ a

scholar, a man of taste, a gentleman, a Christian, yet any-

thing but a king,” having brought upon himself the dangers

and horrors of a civil war, at length felt that every sinew

must be strained, every exertion made, to preserve that autho-

rity, which, when it was wholly his own, he had .treated both
unwisely and unjustly.

Charles first raised the standard at Nottingham: and by
proclamation, enjoined all the loving, loyal subjects, capable of

bearing arms, “ who loved God and honoured the king,” to fly

and protect the sacred person of their lawful sovereign* It

would appear, that loyalty was at a low ebb, for the arrivals

were very scanty, and a strong unruly wind carried away the
standard.

The Parliamentarians in the meantime were mustering their

adherents in large numbers, and making every preparation for

the fight.

War is a great evil; desolating, destroying, yet not possess-

ing one single good. Worse still is civil war, which embroils
kindred and families—when brothers, like angry demons, seek
each other’s lives, and the hearth over which they have often

sat, in love and confidence, bears the sanguinary stain of

their blood.

There were a number of gentlemen assembled in the camp of

the royalists, and it might be gathered from the whispering,
passing from one to the other, coupled with the anxiety which
each face displayed, that an important movement was under
consideration.

The moving of tapestry silenced the whispering tongues, and
admitted into the space Prince Rupert, the nephew of the king,

whose courage and bravery were undoubted; but whose un-
scrupulous conduct after engagement (giving the soldiery the
right to pillage and plunder, when fighting, as they reported
themselves, for liberty and dominion, they ought to have scorned
such mercenary actions,) gained for him the name of “ Rupert
the Robber.”

“ Gentlemen,” he said, after a pause, “our next movement
will be against the Castle of Windsor, now the stronghold of
the accursed rebels ; but whicli will be, by the grace of God,
and by the virtue of our right arms, in possession of our royal
king, and his loyal subjects.” He paused for an observation;
none having been made, he proceeded

“ 1 have gathered from the spies which I have placed in the
enemy’s castle, and which are, through their specious promises
and fine pretext, grand favourites in the rebel camp, that five

hundred men will leave the castle at daybreak, and that anti-
cipating no attack, a mere handful will be left to protect it.

To force the gates will be the first trial; should that, eventu-
ally, fail, of which I have little doubt, the walls must be
scaled, the inhabitants piked, and the royal flag of England
must fly instead of the false one which has usurped its place.”

“ Who brought this intelligence?” asked the Earl of Lindsay,*
a valiant soldier, and most noble gentleman.

“ I,” exclaimed a youthful voice; and a young man moved
from the camp. He was tall and handsome, but there was that
in his restless dark eye, that a suspicious man would have
received with mistrust.

“ Ft is rash and impracticable,” continued the veteran soldier,

slowly, as though weighing every word. “It must fail: I have
no hand iu it.”

* The Earl of Lindsay was called the chief general, beneath
the king; but disgusted with Prince Rupert’s insolence, he re-

garded himself only as possessor of the rv-pfinpl dignity.

“ Then, I’ll lead tlie troops myself,” exclaimed the impetous
prince, “’tis ever thus! Come project—come obstacle!—Re-
linquish it! By the cross it cannot—shall mot be!”
“Your highness speaks like oue whose heart is in the cause,”

observed the spy; “and doubtless these brave gentlemen are

as ready to follow as their prince is to lead.”
“ Aye, aye,” was the response given by many a lip.

* * * *

Within an hour the spy stood in the open air, and springing
upon the back of a horse ready caparisoned, that stood quietly
gx-azing, he plunged his sharp /dagger-like spurs into the sides

of the animal, who„maddenedby the torture, sprang forward at

a furious gallop. “'Clever Prince Rupert!” muttered the spy,

.between his compressed lips. “lie thinks he has us; this time,

at least, the duper’s duped!”
» * * *

The besieging party stood before the castle, whose gigantic

towers and battlements showed not a human being Even the

sentinels were missing. Suchquietness in such dangerous times
would have convinced any one possessing the least foresight or

penetration, that there was some treachery afoot. But this was
imputed by Rupert (placing every belief in the spy) as the result

of the castle being deficient of a large number of men. After a
brief exhortation to his men, Prince Rupert commenced the

attack. The gates which opened with ease to a friend, were suffi-

ciently strong to resist every attack ofa foe. Scaling-ladders were
placed against the massive walls, and a number of royalists

sprang forward, eager to be the first possessors of the castle,

but fate ordained them to be the first to die. Hundreds of heads
suddenly appeared above the battlements, and a shower of huge
stones swept the ladders of the human beings gathered upon
them, and laid many a brave royalist low. Erom the loop-

holes the petronels poured forth their death-dealing fire. With
a courage as dauntless as it was fruitless, Rupert urged his

men on. At length, however, it became obvious even to him,

that the day was lost—that the only course to prevent a

a wanton sacrifice of life was retreat. This he accordingly did.

As he was retreating, a small stone, around which was wrap-
ped a paper, fell at his feet, having been thrown by the enemy
from a tower—on which was written, “ Welcome to Windsor!
Trust yourself but little, and a spy- less.”

HUNTERS OF THE PRAIRIE.

The heavy mists which, during a cool October night had

rested upon the waterg of the Nemahaw river, were wreathing

through the woods that bordered its banks; the tops of the trees

were gilt with the bright rays of a morning sun, which gave a

gorgeous beauty to the rainbow tints of the autumn foliage,—

the mantle of the departing year. Occasionally small flocks of

parroquets flew with swift wing through the branches of the

trees, making the woods re-echo to their noisy screams. A soli-

tary raven had left the watch-tower upon the silvery top of a

dead sycamore, and was soaring high up in the heavens; and
even that vagabond bird, the turkey-buzzard, the vulture of

America, was floating far up in the blue sky, rivalling the

eagle in the beauty and majesty of his flight. The dew-drops

were sparkling like gems upon the leaves of the trees, and a

freshness was playing in the morning air, which gave the in-

dication of a bright and cheery day. In the midst of a grove

shading the banks of the river, and in front of a large fire, were

seated two persons. The age of the youngest might have been

twenty, perhaps more. Ilis dress was simple, and suited to the

wildness of the country around him. A light hunting-coat of

highly-dressed deer-skin was girded round his waist by a broad

leathern belt, serving to set off a form whose slightness gave

more promise of activity than strength. A few locks df light

hair escaped from beneath a gay cap, also made of deer-skin,

and curiously ornamented with stripes of porcupine quill. It

was worn, however, more for appearance than use, as it served

rather to adorn than shade the frank and fearless face beneath

it. In his belt lie carried a silver-hilled dirk, a substitute for
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the less elegant, though more serviceable, hunting-knife. A
pair of buck-skin leggings, which bore the marks of rough
usage, and many a hard encounter with bushes and briars, were
drawn over his pantaloons, and completed his dress. With the
excerjtion of these last articles, the lightness and even richness

of his attire, though modelled after that of the hunters of this

district, at once pointed him out as not belonging to a class

who look alone to durability in their habiliments. Near him,
against the trunk of a tall cotton-tree, rested a light rifle, whose
highly-finished barrel, and stock inlaid with silver, showed that
it had come from the forge of no workman west of the Missis-
sippi. His associate was, in every respect, a back-wood hunter.
He had numbered about forty, winters; and his scarred and
weather-beaten features told many a tale of danger and ex-
posure. His broad white forehead strongly contrasted with a
face of the most swarthy hue, and gave an air of natural nobility

to his whole countenance. There was stamped, too, upon his

mouth an expression of unwavering resolution which that
feature alone can convey, giving to him an air of quiet intre-

pidity, that bespoke one who felt a full reliance upon his own
powers, and would not shrink from bringing them into action.

His eye was grey, stern in its expression, and exceedingly
brilliant. His dress,

though of coarser
materials, resem-
bled that of his com-
panion, and in the
formation far more
attention appeared
to have been be- a
stowed upon the |
usefulness than the
beauty of the gar-

ments. Like his

companion, his
waist was belted

with a broad lea-

thern girdle. To
it was attached a
short scabbard of

undressed cow-hide,
containing a strong

bladed knife, which
might serve either

as a weapon of de-

fence, or for the
more peaceful em-
ployment of cutting

his food. Between
his knees was a
short yager,—

a

species of riflemuch
in vogue with the hunters of this part of the country, both on
account of the convenience of its length, and the large size of
its bore, which rendered it more fatal in its effects. At the time
of introducing these characters to the reader, they were both
seated on a large log in front of the fire. The eyes of both
were fixed on a line of blue smoke which floated upwards,
forming a pale canopy over their heads, and slowly wreathing
among the branches of the overhanging trees. Some deep and
engrossing subject seemed to be pressing on the minds of both,
and to have wrapped them up in a world of its own, leaving
its traces on their grave and silent faces. At length, the
younger of the two broke silence. “ You are moody this morn-
ing, Norton,” said he. “ I would give the two best bullets in
my pouch to know what occupies your thoughts.” His com-
panion raised his head—“My thoughts, Herrick, are not
pleasant, that you need wish to buy them.” “Ah! I suppose
you are still harping on the foot-print in the ashes of the burnt
prairie. This same track appears to have troubled you much.
But, cheer up! The trappers are returning from the mountains
about this season, and it may have been left by one who had
straggled from the main body. Besides, it might have been
made some days since;—or even were it the fresh moccassin-
print of an Indian, you could scarcely find a hostile one here-

abouts. So you may scatter your fears to the winds.” The
other mused for some moments, and then fixed his clear eye
on the face of his companion. “ But this scalp-lock,” said he,

extending a long thin braid of human hair, “ it must have
fallen from the legging ofan Indian. The Konzas and Otoes rarely
wear them. It has come from the dress of an Omaliaw or

Pawnee. The first are not too friendly, and a tomahawk and
scalping-knife would be our certain welcome from the last.

The track, too, was fresh
;
for the gale which swept over the

prairie in the morning, would have covered it with ashes; but
it was clean, and made by the heavy tread of a strong-limbed
man. There are those in our neighbourhood, whose best

wishes could not stop the flight of an arrow, should they catch
a glimpse of us. It was thoughtless in you, boy, to kindle

so large a fire, and above all, to heap it with green brushwood.
It will send up a heavy smoke, that will scarcely escape
the eye of a Redskin, should any chance to be lurking in

these clumps of forest. The eagle has not a quicker eye for his

prey than these cut-throat Indians. “ Well ! well ! let them come,
we have arms.” “ Arms !” replied the other, half contemptu-
ously. “ What will two rifles and two knives do against a hun-
dred bows and tomahawks? Think you a PaAvnee or Omahaw

would venture
alone, or even in

a small band, in

this neighbourhood,
where every tribe

is at open war with
him? Take my
word for it, if we
fight one, we shall

have to fight a hun-
dred.” “ Well, well,

Norton, we will do
that when they
come

;
but don’t let

us fight them before

we see them : it is a
waste of ammuni-
tion.” The hunter
laughed as he re-

plied, “I am some-
times surprised at

myself for still

clinging to you;
for your thought-
lessness is con-
stantly getting us
into scrapes. How-
ever, I was once
young and thought-

. less myself.” “ That
of course,” replied Herricic, in a merry tone. “ It’s the way with

all old people to give that advice to their children which they

never followed themselves. If the rising generation followed

to the letter the precepts of fathers and grandfathers, what a
grey-headed world we should live in!” “ Herrick,” said the

other, eyeing him good-naturedly, “ will you never cease this

bantering?” “Certainly. In thirty years I shall be as de-

mure and staid a gentleman as any of my age, and will give

the same advice to my children, if I have any, that I now re-

ceive; and shall be as much astonished if they do not follow it,

as my present advisers are. Ha! look yonder.”

At this exclamation the hunter sprang to his feet, and in-

stinctively cocked his rifle. He cast a hurried glance in the

direction intimated by the extended arm of his companion. On
the brow of a low hill, at a short distance from the thicket, stood

a large cluster of animals closely crowded together. “Psha!

it is only a gang of elk,” said Norton, dropping his gun into

the hollow of his arm. “ A fine herd, though. They will pro-

bably make for this timber.” “ If they do, we’ll have one of

them,” said Herrick, eagerly. “ Yes,” answered Norton, “ and

perhaps an Indian arrow by way of sauce.” “ Hush! Norton,

don’t speak so loud; you may startle them. Look, are they

not beautiful?” The herd now stood with uplifted heads,
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surveying the whole exjjQilSB of prairie, seemingly in doubt

whether to continue theiv /our&ej 0» to make for the inviting

thicket at their feet. A j length a bilge veteran, whose heavy-

branching antlers gave m air Of importance to his move-

ments, walked a few ftWY* ft' top of the hill;—one

followed—then another aud anotner. From a walk, their

pace quickened to a trot, and in' a few moments the whole

herd poured down towards the spot were the hunters were

standing. There was, however, a suspicion of lurking danger

in the action of the leader; for as he bounded swiftly for-

ward, his ears were pricked up; his head, high in the air,

moved from side to side as if in momentary fear of some

hidden foe. The rest, relying wholly upon his guidance, fol-

lowed frollicking and gambolling. They passed along the bor-

der of the woods, and came close upon the two men. From the

moment that they had left the hill a new flame had kindled in the

eye of Herrick. His fingers wandered round the trigger of his

gun, and then were jerked away, as if restrained by the con-

sciousness that danger might ensue. Still, as they approached,

his restlessness increased. “ I dare not fire. Yet, how easily

I might drop that leader;” said he, raising his rifle to his cheek,

and taking sight along its barrel. “ He is very near: I might
make sure of him. There! I have him now—exactly behind

the left shoulder. Norton, shall I pull?” “ No, no; I tell you
no! Should there be Indians about, your rifle crack would be

sure to call them. Have you forgotten the footmark? ’Tis a

warning that should not be disregarded. Our lives are

worth more than a dead elk.” This answer seemed to carry

conviction with it. With a sigh, which showed how great

was the sacrifice, Herrick dropped the butt of his rifle

heavily upon the ground. The animals still advanced,

though not as before. A feeling of insecurity had spread

throughout the troop: their pace was 'slow; they crowded
together; every Dostril was expanded to the breeze, every eye
on the watch, and every ear open to drink in the least

sound of danger. Herrick again lifted his rifle. lie grasped
its barrel with his left hand, and his finger again strayed
around the trigger. Slowly, aud almost unconsciously, he
raised it to his cheek, and brought the muzzle to bear upon the

leader. “Norton, did you ever see such antlers? He is not

ten yards off. I do not think there can be much danger.” His
voice, though suppressed, reached the ear of the already startled

beast. Instantly his nose was raised higher, and his eyes rested

upon the spot from whence the sound proceeded. “ There!
there! Norton, he sees us! By Heaven! he is turning away:
we have no provisions—we shall be starving to-morrow. He is

starting.” Crack! The sharp report of the rifle rang through
the woods. The singing of the bullet was heard, and the noble

beast fell forward on his knees. The effect upon the rest of the

herd was electrical. At first they crowded round the wounded
leader, snorting loudly: then, apparently comprehending his

fate, they scoured off over the hills. The deserted beast sprang
up, and rushed madly forward in the direction they had taken;
the leaps grew less and less; one more bound, he landed on his

feet—his legs tottered—they yielded under him, and he fell at.

the edge of the thicket, with the death quiver running through
his limbs. “ Hurrah! there’s elk meat for you!” shouted Her-
rick, drawing his dirk. He thrust the bushes apart with the

breech of his rifle; bounded through them; sprang over the
dead logs; and in a moment reached the spot where the beast
lay. “ ’Twas the act of a fool!” muttered Norton, as he slowly
prepared to follow. “ Yet, the temptation was strong, and
there’s hot blood in that young frame. Perhaps, had they
•topped much longer, I too should have done the same.” Thus,
half muiing, half speaking, he slowly advanced to the edge of

the thicket. Here he paused and keenly surveyed the prairie

before venturing from the woods. Nothing was to be seen, and
he was in the act of stepping out, when his ear was arrested by
a sharp sound, as of a dead twig breaking beneath the tread of

an animal. Quick as thought he crouched, and peeped through
the bushes, scanning with a sharp eye every shrub and every
tree trunk around him. His fear had been awakened, and the
recklessness of his young companion, in discharging his rifle,

had increased his watchfulness. Everything, however, was
quiet, and he was preparing to rise from his concealment, when

his attention was caught by an unusual quivering of the leaves

of a small bush at a short distance, overgrown with wild pea-
vines. He drew closer to his hiding-place. Presently the bush
shook violently; the dark painted head of an Indian was pro-
truded from beneath it; a pair of naked shoulders followed;

and an Indian, completely armed, emerged to view. With snake-
like silence he stole from tree to tree, slowly winning his way
towards Herrick. But though he moved with all the instinctive

craft of his people, he was under the eye of one, whom many
years spent in these wilds had rendered fully his equal. Inck
by inch he moved forward—the hunter did the same. When-
ever he paused and looked around, Norton crouched to the
earth—and again as he crept cautiously forward the white fol-

lowed. Some time had been consumed, and Herrick was im-
patiently looking about for his companion. The Indian watched
him for an instant, then rising behind the trunk of a large lin-

den tree, fitted an arrow t. his bow. There was no time to be
lost. Norton sprang to his leet. The noise of the motion caught
the ear of the Indian. He turned, but too late. He had but
time to see the hunter’s yager pointed at his body, ere a stream
of fire poured from its mouth. Its sharp report rang through
the woods, and the wild scream of the warrior, as he leaped in

the air, announced that its bullet had been a death messenger.

THE GUERILLAS OF LEON.

“ The spur has lanced his charger’s sides,

Away! away! for life he rides.”

The Giaour.
“ This leap through flame into the future.”

Sardanapalus.

The regiment of French Hussars to which Eugene Daverny
was attached was pursuing its march far from the spot where
its brief halt had taken place, when that young officer emerged,
alone, from the forest forming the boundary of the principal
road from the north of the province of Leon to Valladolid. It

was towards the close of a magnificent day, early in the event-
ful year which witnessed the liberation of the Peninsula from
the sway of France, and at the time when Marmont was
making the most desperate efforts to collect a force sufficient to

save Ciudad Rodrigo from the grasp of Wellington, whose iron

hand was wrenching fortress after fortress from the possession
of King Joseph. Daverny’s regiment had been suddenly
ordered southwards, and so hasty was it? progress, that

although the relaxed discipline of the French armies permitted,
and frequently sanctioned the straggling of parties of marau-
ders along the line of march, for the purpose of plunder, few
upon the present occasion dared to avail themselves ot their

liberty, so far as to risk, for the chances of pillage, the proba-
bility of being abandoned by their comrades to the terrible

vengeance of the Guerillas, who hung upon the traces of the
column, and found oft-recurring opportunities of avenging upon
a Frenchman the outrages and atrocities perpetrated upon
Spain by the soldiery of France. The disappearance of Eugene
Daverny, which took place when the troops halted for their

brief refreshment, had therefore excited as much surprise as

regret; and although the peremptory orders under which the

regiment was hurrying on, precluded all delay, often through
the*remainder of the day did his comrades turn in their saddles

and strain their eyes along the winding road, or gaze into the

thick woods around it, in the hope of discovering the young
officer on his return. But it was not until night had nearly
fallen that Eugene Daverny dashed into the remembered road,
though unfortunately several leagues behind his regiment.

“ Mon Dicu /” was his exclamation; “ I am again at the place
where we halted, and I thought myself miles further. A curse
on those forest paths for their strong family likeness! Eh hien,

we will see whether my spurs prove more serviceable than my
eyes.”

And suiting the action to the word, he struck the rowels deep,

and galloped off at full speed in the traces of his comrades.
“ Now have I played the fool once more,” soliloquized he;

“ and have, with great dexterity and neatness, involved myself
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in a net out of which I very much doubt my getting. First,

when I join the column, I shall be severely rebuked for loiter-

ing; next, I shall ruin my horse; and finally, my fear of which
considerably alleviates my other apprehensions, I expect to be
shot by some outlying guerilla before I can come up with the
ranks at all. Three pleasant paints for contemplation!”
He drew rein as he reached the foot ofa steep hill, over which

the road went, and up which he allowed his charger to pace
slowly. Looking to the summit, the young .Frenchman thought
he discerned a figure crouching, but watching him. His first

instinct was to draw and cock a pistol, and to spur forwards.
The horse started at the stroke of the steel, and in all probabi-
lity saved the rider’s life by the motion, for a flash from the dark
nook in which the figure was shrouded, followed by the report
of a carbine, told Daverny that the guerillas were*around him.
He heard the erring bullet whistle behind him, and levelling his

own weapon,,he fired, apparently with effect, for as he dashed
to the spot, a man was seen to stagger backwards among the
forest trees, in the shade of which he was instantly lost. The
Frenchman, aware that his safety was in flight, gave his horse
the rein, and shot along the now descending road with head-
long speed. A mile thus rapidly traversed, he began to hope
he had distanced his enemies; but he continued to urge forward
his charger at full gallop, until he came to a part of the road
where it narrowed to the width of a few feet only. The animal
seemed to hesitate at entering the pass ;

but the fiery rider, with
spur, stroke, and voice, forced him on. With an angry neigh
the charger hounded forward, as if to clear some unseen ob-

stacle, and the next moment dropped upon earth, with the

hideous cry a horse utters only in his extreme agony. As
Daverny went down with his charger, he saw the fatal artifice

by which the animal had been sacrificed. Two long and sharp
scythe-blades had been fastened into the massive trunks of two
opposite trees, in such a position as that the lower blade would
come in contact with the legs of an advancing horse, and the

higher one would transfix the rider. The noble animal on
which Eugene rode had seen the former obstacle, and in leap-

ing to avoid it, had a second time saved his master’s life, at the

expense of his own. He lay writhing in the death-struggle,

with a wide and deep gash in his ample breast and glossy

shoulder, from which the life blood was flowing in torrents.

As Eugene extricated himself from the fallen horse, he felt

that his chance was now slight indeed. His heavy boots were
not among the least obstacles to his effecting the long march
which must intervene between him and his regiment, and* bit-

terly did he curse the foolish impulse which, had that day drawn
him from its ranks. He felt, also, the painful conviction that

every moment was increasing the distance between himself and
his comrades, and must continue to increase it, let him add
what speed he could to his steps. It was now dark, and the

probability of his pressing into the service of France the horse

of some wandering peasant was diminished to hopelessness.

But he was young and active, and his natural high spirits for-

bad his abandoning himself to despair.
“ After all,” he said, “ the darkness is as much in my favour

as in that of the enemy, and in the morning, fresh troops will

be up. If I could conceal myself until then, I might manage.
I hope I have killed that rascally brigand in any event.”

He stooped to take his pistols from the saddle of his slaugh-

tered horse, which, exhausted with torture and loss of blood,

was now motionless.
“ Poor Pius!” he said, “ when we rode on the great corona-

tion day, and I afterwards christened you in a bumper to the

health of your godfather the Pope, who came all the way from
Rome to give a crown to Napoleon and a name to you, we did not
think to part in this manner. But I will revenge you before long.”

“ Revenge your beast now, if you will, Frenchman!” said a

loud and mocking voice, in tolerable French; and as Eugene
looked up, be saw himself surrounded by at least a dozen
Guerillas. He now gave himself ifp for lost.

“ I take you at your word,” he said, levelling his undis-

charged pistol at the speaker, and firing, with one of those

rapid aims which in other days had won him so much fame at

his military school. The Spaniard fell instantly; the bullet had
«gdged in his brain, carrying away an eye in its course.

The Frenchman laughed scornfully, as he was seized and dis-

armed in the attempt to draw his sword. His captors bound
his arms, ’and leaving their slain companion where he had
fallen, hurried away Daverny into the forest. Reckless and
audacious to the last, he repeatedly addressed them in alternate

French and Spanish sentences, occasionally varied with heart-
felt maledictions in both languages ; but he could obtain no re-

ply. As they proceeded, he was reduced to the necessity of
monologue or of silence, and as he was a Frenchman, his selec-

tion was soon made.
“ Diabla! this is a night-rehearsal of Don Giovanni, with a

slight exaggeration of the seizure by the demons; only that it

is I who am unhorsed instead of the commandant, and Donna
Anna is no donna at all, but only a peasant girl.”

As he spoke the last words, bis eye fell upon the face of a
young Spaniard, who was one of his guards, and Eugene’s
hardihood was almost staggered by the expression of deadly
hate with which the Guerilla was regarding him.

“ That savage looks unhappy in his mind
;

is it possible that
I can have- the thought is charming, my vengeance is not
yet over. I am a petard sent by Providence for the express
castigation of rebellious Spain—to-day I explode, killing one
Guerilla, as I hope, and another, as I am sure, and causing great
uncomfortableness to a third respectable savage touching his

mistress. Viva la France
The party had now reached a cottage, built, as it appeared to

tho Frenchman, in a cleared space in the very heart of the
forest. Here they halted, and one of the Guerillas knocked
loudly. The door was opened, and a woman, bearing a light,

by which some remains of great beauty could be discerned in

her care-worn face, demanded their errand. The reply was
given in a patois which baffled Eugene. He determined, how-
ever, to have a word.

“ A woman!” he said—“ nay, allow me to speak. Where-
ever I meet a woman, I am always fortunate. Besides—do

#
not

prevent me—I think I observe in her a relation—a distant*one
—an aunt—at least a great aunt, who disappeared from among
us one Christmas, and whose loss plunged six families into tears

and black
; it'is most distressing and unnatural that you will

not allow me -to embrace her. Figure to yourselves, if it should
be she, what must be the state of our affectionate hearts, and do
not deny us this consolation. Diablel these savages have no
feeling,” he added, as he found unavailing the energetic chatter,

with which, as a last.resource, he had, half in jest, sought to

delay his captors. The woman retired, and presently re-ap-
peared with several torches, which she distributed among the
party, and then lighted from her own lamp. The sudden glare
falling upon the disordered but splendid uniform of the pri-

soner, the gaudy dresses of the Guerillas, and upon the dark
green foliage around, contributed to render picturesque in the
extreme a scene, none of the actors, in which had then leisure

to regard its effect. A few words passed between the female,

and a powerful, thick-set man, who seemed to take the lead,

and the eyes of the former settled upon the Frenchman, with an
expression of pity, which he was not slow to, notice.

“There!” he exclaimed, in his best Spanish, “the ties of

nature had only stretched, not cracked, and a benign aunt or

grandmother, whichever she may be, smiles upon an affectionate

nephew, or grandson, and is about to clasp him to her bosom,
and ask him to supper. Monsters, will you arrest such a con-
summation?”
The^ appeal was in vain; the woman, with a melancholy

smile, "closed the door of her cottage, and the party proceeded.

It now occurred to Eugene that they might, by possibility, be
near some road, or perhaps some place where French troops

might have baited to bivouac. With this idea be at once
3egan to shout loudly, and to uplift a variety of chansons

,

all

tending to the great glory of France, and the extreme hoarse-

ness of Eugene Daverny. His companions did not interfere,

but allowed him to exhaust himself, from which circumstance
the unfortunate officer concluded that he was far from all aid.

“Where in the world are we going?” was his next ejaculation.

Apparently he was understood, for the young Spaniard whom
he had noticed as looking so revengefully upon him came up
close to his side, and said, in good French—

—
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“ Are you well prepared to die?”
“ I am better prepared to sup,” was the reply.
“ The clock of your life has run down,” said the Spaniard.
“ I should like to wind it up again,” returned Eugene, “ with

the aid of some of your partridges and sherry, the former of

which, I do not say it to flatter you, are best praised in being

pronounced worthy of the latter.”
“ Nor will you find a soldier’s tomb,” continued the other, re-

gardless of Daverny’s jesting answers.
“ I will not complain of the omission, if I find an officer's

truckle-bed,” replied Eugene.
“ You laugh, Frenchman, but you are approaching your last

home.”
“ A Frenchman generally thinks lightly of home,” said the

young officer, determined not to show symptoms of fear.

“We believe it,” said the Spaniard, fiercely, “ by the calm-
ness with which he violates the homes of others.”

“ You believe us without hearts, too?” demanded Eugene,
endeavouring to sustain the dialogue.

“ I am in doubt,” said the Guerilla; “ but,” he added, mean-
ingly, as his hand fell upon his knife, “ we shall presently settle

that question.”

Daverny shuddered, for the tales which were told in the
French camps concerning the wild and horrible fury which
the Guerillas manifested towards their enemies, had gradually
shaped themselves into an impression that the atrocities of
the invaders had converted the children of the soil from mere
foes into actual fiends. He made no answer, but waited till the
Spaniard should speak. After a short pause, the latter said

“ You were well entertained this day, Frenchman?”
“ What know you of my movements?” asked Eugene, in

surprise.
“ Last year,” said the Spaniard, in a calmer voice than he

had yet employed, “ not far from this very spot, stood a cottage
in which dwelt a mother and her daughter. The daughter
was beautiful, and when the campaign was closing, a young
Frenchman found means to tell her so, and much more. It
was shame that a Spanish girl should listen even to the words of
the foe; but her mother was old, and her brother— yes, I was
away. The campaign ended, and the Frenchman bore to his
quarters a lock of raven hair as a trophy of his victory. I
think you wear it even now about you.”

“ You.'” said Eugene; “ you the brother of Anna!”
“ I was her brother this morning,” said the Guerilla, in the

same quiet voice. “ Listen. As soon as the shame you had
wrought was known, my old mother died. Well, I returned
when winter came, and I heard it all. I did not strangle my
sister, for, kneeling at my feet, she uttered one word which gave
me much comfort to struggle with my disgrace. She said that
you would return.”

“ She trusted my vow, and I have kept it,” said Eugene.
“ Hear me,” continued the Guerilla. “ She said you would

return to part from her no more. This day you have kept a
part of your promise; but it remains for you to fulfil the rest.

The miserable girl
”

“ She is an angel,” interrupted Daverny.
“ She is so, now,” said the Guerilla; “ unless her guilt in

listening to your vows have condemned her at the bar which
she has this day sought.”

“ Wretch!” shouted Eugene, “ what mean you? Am I
speaking to the murderer of his sister?”

“ At sunset,” said the Spaniard, “ your heart was pressed
to hers as you parted. I watched you, and having accom-
plished all I wished in making your person known to me, why
needed I spare her life longer? The next pressure to the false
one’s bosom was mine— was this

l"

Here he drew his knife from its sheath, and exhibited it to the
horrified gazo of the Frenchman. Rut there were no revolting
evidences of the crime upon its glittering blade; on the con-
trary, it was bright and unsullied. The Spaniard understood
tho searching glance of Eugene, and added

“ You doubt, even now. Look around you.”
Daverny obeyed, and instantly discovered that he had been

led back by his captors to the very cottage, to visit which he
had left h>3 regiment in the morning—the cottage of the beau-

tiful Spaniard. His heart sank within him, as he recognised
the window at which they had, a few hours before, exchanged
their last embrace. The thatched cot itself stood upon a slight

eminence, and, surrounded on three sides by the forest, it had
its fourth open to the country, over which it could be seen for

a considerable distance. The haste with which Eugene was
conducted to the door prevented his observing that a num-
ber of peasants had collected around, and that looks of gratified

hate were cast upon him by all present.

As Daverny was led to the door, the Guerilla with whom he
had spoken, drew his knife and severed the bonds which had
confined the young Frenchman’s arms. He then opened the
door, and said

“ Enter, for the first time, with the owner’s will, and for the
last time you will need a bidding.”

Thrusting Eugene forwards into the house, the Spaniard
closed the door, and the young officer was left in total dark-
ness. He knew the cottage well, but in the agitation of the

moment he missed his footing, stumbled, and fell. In despera-

tion he exclaimed
“ For Heaven’s sake, give me a light 1”

The answer was given in the voice of the brother.
“ Pardon, Frenchman!—the omission shall be speedily re-

paired.”

The unfortunate Daverny listened as he knelt in the dark
ness, and heard heavy footsteps around the house, as of men
bringing and depositing loads. This continued for some
minutes, when he again heard the same voice, but apparently
deadened by passing through some thick substance.

“Farewell, Eugene Daverny!” to which was added what
sounded like a signal.

The horrible idea that he was incarcerated to be starved to

death, flashed upon the mind of the young Frenchman, and he
started to his feet, while drops of anguish stood upon his brow.
But that idea was almost instantly dissipated. A sudden crack -

ling rapidly increased around the cottage, and almost immedi-
ately became a roar. The atmosphere within grew more and
more oppressive, and smoke found its way through the cre-

vices. Eugene stood stupefied, but recovering for a moment,
rushed to the door. At first it resisted his agonised efforts,

but giving way, a flood of red light burst upon him, and flames,
the itensity of which drove him back, leaped into the apart-
ment. As the wretched Eugene turned to avoid them, he saw,
lying on a couch before him, a. sight which added to the
horrors of his doom. It was the corpse of the murdered Anna,
who had died that day by the hand of her brother. By the
glowing light which now broke in on all sides, as the flames
mounted the cottage and revelled in the thatch of the roof,

Eugene gazed for the last time upon the beautiful face and
form, which, a few hours before, had rested in his arms in all

the glow of life and love. He could gaze no longer, for the
heat now became intolerable, and the ill-fated Daverny sank
insensible upon the ground at the foot of the couch as the
blazing roof fell in upon the living and upon the dead.
That funeral pyre was seen for miles, a wonder alike to

peasant and invader, but the dreadful secret of its kindling was
religiously preserved until long after the Great English Lord
had driven the last French soldier from the soil of Spain.

DEATH OF CAESAR.

[Ctesar returns in triumph from Spain, whither lie has followed
the two sons of Pompey, and at the banquet of Lupercal, held
in honour of the victor, the dignity of king is publicly of-

fered him by his friend Mare Antony. The jealousy of se-

veral inliuential nobles of Rome is naturally excited at this

intended usurpation of sole authority, and the result is, the
formation of a formidable band of conspirators, at the head
of which are Marcus Brutus, and Cassius, determined to

subdue this spirit of ambition and tyranny in the person of

Csesar,

Corrupted and giddy through success, he not only received

too many honours— the continued consulate— the perpetual
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dictatorship—the control of morals—the designation of com-
mander—the title of father of his country—the statue among
those of kings in the capitol—a seat above the senate in the

theatre; but he permitted some to be decreed which went be-

yond the bounds even of human pride: a chair of gold in the

senate, and in front of the tribunal—and the monstrous impiety
of divine honours ! He openly avowed, that the republic was
nothing but a name without substance or form; that Sulla had
shown his ignorance of the meaning of the dictatorship in abdi-

cating that office; and that men ought to receive his decisions

as the supreme law

!

Decimus Brutus was not a man remarkable for either skill or

courage, but as he was much with Caesar, and had the command
of a large body of gladiators ready for a public spectacle, whose
help would be of value in the popular excitement they ex-

pected, the conspirators wished him to join them. Among the

other conspirators—all men of senatorial or equestrian rank

—

were Servius Galba, who had been Caesar’s lieutenant in Gaul,
and who was exasperated against him because he refused him
a consulate; the two Cascas, Tillius Cimber, and Minucius
Basilus. There was another Cassius—of Parma, and Pontius
Aquila, the tribune lately mentioned; these were both of the
number. They took no oath

;
and it is remarkable that a secret

intrusted to so many was not betrayed, though one of them,
Tillius Cimber, was notoriously addicted to excess in wine.

The secret was penetrated by one woman, the daughter of

Cato, and the wife of Brutus. Brutus maintained his calmness
during the business of the day, but the searching eye of Portia
saw that his heart was burdened. She tried her own courage
by wounding herself secretly with a knife ; and the loss of

blood and the pain were followed by a fever. Brutus was over-
whelmed with distress; but, in the moment of her sharpest
sufferings, she said to him, “ Brutus, I am Cato’s daughter, and
I have been given to you in marriage, not only to minister to

your pleasures, but to be a partner in your most serious cares.

Your conduct to me is without reproach; but how can I show
my gratitude and love, if I do not help you to bear your secret

disquietude? I know that women are not generally regarded
as able to keep a secret; but a good education and virtuous
society have great influence on the character; and who can
have juster reasons to boast of these advantages than the
daughter of Cato, and the wife of Brutus? I should reckon
little on the past; but now let me prove to you, that even pain
cannot subdue my courage”—showing him her wound, and her
motive for inflicting it. Brutus, lost in admiration and .asto-

nishment, raised his hands to Heaven, imploring that, by the
success of his enterprise, he might be regarded as worthy of

such a wife. He told her all; and he had no reason to repent
of the confidence of which Portia showed herself so worthy.
The conspirators met in the night, at the house of Brutus, to

decide on their plans.

At first it was proposed, that when Csesar would be upon a
bridge in the Field of Mars, presiding at the election of magis-
trates, they should form themselves into two parties, one to

throw him down from the bridge, and the other to kill him
when he fell. Another proposal was to attack him in the Sa-

cred Way leading to the capitol, where he lived; or at the

entrance of the theatre of Pompey, in which the public games
of that season were exhibited, it was finally determined to

fall upon him in the full assembly of the senate, because their

presence there would excite no suspicion, and because they
hoped that as soon as the dictator fell, the heads of the republic
would rally round them in the cause of liberty. On that day,
the ides of March, (15th,) it was looked on as auspicious that
the senate were to meet in a portico which Pompey had built

near his theatre.

It was impossible that so large a conspiracy could manage
their proceedings so secretly as entirely to escape suspicion.

Caesar knew that nightly meetings were held, and one expres-
sion used by him shows that he paTtly suspected Brutus and
Cassius: for when some of his friends advised him to be on his

guard against Antony and Dolabella, he replied, “They are not
those hearty fellows, well-fed, and daintily dressed, that one
should fear, but those who are thin and pale.” Yet though he
knew Brutus’s courage, the rigidness of his principles, and the

number of his friends, when he reflected on his virtuous cha-

racter, these suspicions vanished; and when some one urged
him to distrust him, he put his hand on his own body, say-
ing, “ Don’t you think Brutus will wait till this poor skin is

laid aside?”

We cannot be supposed to have any faith in the prodigies

related by the ancient historians, forewarning Csesar of his ap-

proaching danger. Some of them are manifestly inventions;

some of them, of course, are greatly exaggerated; and all of

them, so far as we can gather, were mentioned after his death.

A few months before, Suetonius informs us, the colonists settled

in Capua, by Caesar’s agrarian law, were digging up ancient

sepulchres for the sake of using the stones in building their

villas. In the place where Capys, the reputed founder of the

city, was said to have been buried, they found some vases,

which induced them to proceed cautiously in their work. On
a monument they descried a brazen tablet, with this inscrip-

tion, in Greek: “When the bones of Capys are uncovered, one

of the Julian race will fall by the hands of his countrymen, and
they will immediately be visited with dreadful slaughter.” For
the truth of this narrative, Suetonius vouches the authority of

Cornelius Balbue, one of Caesar’s intimate friends. He adds,

that a few days before Caesar’s death, the troops of horses

which he had consecrated when he crossed the Rubicon, and

had suffered to run at liberty, refused their food, and—wept pro-

fusely. Surinna, a soothsayer, had forewarned him of a great

danger for thirty days, ending with the ides of March. The
evening before his death, he was supping with some friends at

the house of Lepidus. While Caesar engaged himself in reading

and arranging some papers, a question was proposed by one of

the company, “ What kind of death is most to be desired ?”

Caesar promptly answered, “ The most sudden.”

That night, Calphurnia, Caesar’s wife, dreamed that she was

holding him, pierced and bleeding, in her arms, and Csesar

heard her sob in her sleep. On awaking she intreated him to

remain at home that day. Her fears made some impression on

him, as he had never seen her give any signs of superstition;

and, as his health was not very strong, he began to hesitate.

Sacrifices were offered, and the priests pronounced the signs

unfavourable. Caesar was about to send Antony to dismiss the

senate; but Decimus Brutus, who was with him, earnestly

persuaded him against it. He told him that this would furnish

his enemies with new grounds of reproach: that the senate,

which was assembling for the purpose of giving him the royal

title and diadem, everywhere beyond Italy, would think itself

insulted; that if any one should say that the Roman senate

was made to wait till Caesar’s wife had happier dreams, his

friends would have great difficulty in defending him trom the

charge of bringing his fellow-citizens into bondage; or that, at

any rate, if he meant to postpone the meeting of the senate till

another day, it would still be better to go in person, and make
that proposal.” Thus saying, he took him by the hand and led

him forward. As he was leaving his house, a slave tried to ap-

proach him, but was prevented by the crowd of attendants; he

went in and put himself under Calphurnia’s care till Caesar’s

return, when, he said, he had some important communications

to make to him. On the road, Caesar passed Surinna, and said

smiling, “ The ides of March are come.” “ They are not over,”

said the soothsayer.

Artemido, a Greek philosopher, who had much knowledge of

many of the friends of Brutus, watched the petitions which

were put into Caesar’s hand as he Avent on; when he saw that

he handed them over as he received them to a secretary, he

came close to his side, and gave him a paper, saying, “ Read
this quickly— it concerns you nearly.” Caesar kept the paper :

but, finding it impossible to read in the pressure of the crowd,

he went to the portico with it in his left hand. One hour had

already passed since noon. The conspirators were there.

Brutus was standing by himself, with a dagger under his robe.

Some of the conspirators were attending calmly to the public

business of their office. The delay o.f Caesar had somewhat

alarmed them. Casca was addressed by a man, who sai<L

“You have been very resenred; but Brutus has told me.

Casca imagined that the secret was betrayed hit he re-

covered from his fright Avhen the man added, “How, my friend,
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have you become suddenly so rich as to aspire to the Eedile-

ship?” Brutus was also thrown into the most cruel perplexity

by being told that his wife was at the point of death ;
but he

was steady to his purpose, for, at that moment, Caesar was ap-

proaching. As the dictator was sorting his letters, they saw
him listening very attentively to a senator, named Popilius

L»nas, who a short time before had said to Brutus and Cassius,

“ I wish your design may prosper, and I advise you not to

delay; for it begins to be talked of.” When they saw him thus

closely engaged with Caesar, they made signs to one another to

kill themselves, to avoid the disgrace of punishment. Cassius

and gome of the rest had already put their hands to their dag-

gers, when Brutus observing that Popilius was evidently seek-

ing some favour, he recovered his confidence, and cast a serene

look on his associates, assuring them there was no danger. In

a few moments, Popilius kissed Caesar's hand and retired. The
whole senate rose to receive the dictator. The conspirators

surrounded him, and conducted him to his seat, while Decimus
and Trebonius detained Antony at the entrance of the portico.

Tillius Cimber then came to Caesar, petitioning that his brother

might have leave to return to Rome. The other conspirators

joined Cimber in his petition, and were taking the dictator’s

hand, under the pretence of kissing it, as if to move his genero-

sity. He refused the petition, and, seeing himself too closely

pressed, he was about to rise. At that instant, Cimber, with

both hands, pulled Caesar’s robe from off his shoulder, which
was the signal for attack. Caesar cried out, “ This is not en-

treaty, it is violence.” Casca, who was behind the seat, struck

the first blow, but feebly, with a trembling hand. Caesar turned

round, and, seeing Casca, wounded him in the arm with his

stylus, (steel writing-instrument,) saying, “ Wretch! what do
you mean?” At the same moment, Casca called to his brother,

in Greek, “ Brother, help!” They all dreAv their daggers, and
Caesar, in struggling to escape, received in his heart the only
wound which was really mortal. .When he saw himself thus
surrounded, he covered his head, lowered it, and fell, in silent

dignity, at the foot of Pompey’s statue, with tbree-and-twenty
wounds in his body. It is currently believed, oil somewhat
doubtful authority, that when he saw Brutus rushing on him,
he said faintly, “ And thou—too—my son!”

THE BROTHERS.
A Tale of Scotland.

“’Tis bill a worthless world to win or lose,

So hath it proved to thee, and all such lot who choose.”

B V RON.

Ronald and Herbert Ramsay, were twin brothers, yet was
there a most striking dissimilarity in their persons and cha-

racters. Ronald was robust and athletic, of a majestic stature,

and fair, ruddy complexion. His features were regular and
finely formed, and his hair clustered over his brow in rich

chesnut curls. Herbert, on the contrary, was shorter, and more
slightly made ; his hair and eyes were dark, and his complexion
swarthy; his features, though less handsome than those of his

brother, possessed more expression, and his broad high forehead
bespoke au intellect of no common stamp. They had early

been accustomed to manual labour, having been left orphans in

their infancy, and dependant alone upon the bounty of their

neighbours. Their father had been a husbandman, and no
sooner were the two boys able to follow the plough, or handle
a tool, than they were obliged to quit the school to which they
had been sent by the generosity of their humble friends, to

pursue the toils of the field. But although the superior strength
and height of Ronald, rendered him the most fitted for the oc-

cupation, he had early exhibited a dislike to it. He would sit

and listen for hours to old Else Granton’s stories of the heroes
of Scotland, who had fought and bled for her freedom and her
rights; and then, fired with military ardour, seize some one of
his tools of husbandry, and imagine it a weapon, and he a fol-

lower in the train of Wallace or of Bruce. Else Granton, was
a childless widow woman, who had undertaken the charge of

the orphans when they were too young to appreciate the value

of the kind offices she did them; she was their nurse, and never
did mother watch over her infant offspring with more tender

solicitude, than did this worthy old creature her charge. As
they grew up into manhood, they endeavoured to repay the

debt of gratitude they owed her, by not only providing for her

the comforts which advanced age more particularly requires,

but by bearing with patience her peculiarities, and repaying
Avitli equal ardour her affection. But, although Ronald was
such a willing listener to her oft repeated tales of “ Auld lang

Syne,” Herbert was her favourite. The passions of the former
were stroug, and he had not sufficient command over them to,

at all times, check their impetuosity. The generosity and in-

genuousness belonging to his character, would cause him to

repent most sincerely any injury he had done, either to the
persons or feelings of his friends, especially to his brother or

his nurse, whom he loved with enthusiasm. The latter was of

that mild and gentle disposition, which cannot fail to inspire

affection. The contemplative turn of Herbert’s mind induced

him to find an unspeakable pleasure in the avocations for

which Providence had designed him. He loved to trace the

progress of the A7egetable world, and mark every day its course

from the simple grain to the full fruition of its glory; he de-

lighted to behold the trees burst into blossom, the flowers

spring beneath his feet, and the fields enrobe themseWes in their

verdant livery; his ear was charmed with the music of the

groves, and even in boyhood, he disdained the cruel sport of

robbing the nest of its unfledged young, or even of the senseless

egg. Nor were the more wild or dreary scenes less dear to his

loving heart; he >vas a child and a pupil of Nature, and he

loved her as a mother and as a preceptress; loved her in her

shade as Avell as in her sunshine. The brown foliage of autumn
was not less grateful to his eye than the vernal aspect of spring,

and the siioav storms and the wild torrents amid his native

mountains, Avere viewed with equal complacency. Of books, he

had read but few; a torn and defaced history of his country, a

volume of miscellaneous poems, and a bible, were all the library

of hi3 father; and these Avere Herbert’s greatest treasures. The
history was read occasionally by Ronald, but the poems, ex-

cepting some few of them, which were patriotic, he scorned.

The holy scriptures it was old Else’s constant practice to read

to them daily, Avhen they Avere children; and as her eyes grew
weaker, she requested them to read to her, often interrupting

to comment on, and enforce in her simple manner, the sacred

truths they contained.

It must be whispered, for it never gained the ear of mortal,

save one only—that Herbert Ramsay was a poet; as he pursued
his occupations among the wild and beautiful scenes of Scotland,

he felt inspired to compose, and sometimes to pencil in rude

characters (for lie was not initiated into the art of caligraphy),

the overflowings of his warm imagination in metre. His sub-

jects were as simple as bis pretensions; they were the early

violets, or primroses, which greeted his eye in springtide hours;

the birds which enlivened his toils by their melody, or the

charms of a cottage maiden, who had from his earliest recollec-

tion been the object of his affection. Whether it was that the

youth was unambitious of fame, and loved rather to hide the

knowledge of his superiority within his own breast, or Avhether

he was fearful of exciting ridicule, we know not; but not even

his brother dreamed of the gift he possessed, and it was only

when alone, he gave vent to his “ wayward fancies ” in this

manner.
Scotland at this time exhibited a register of rebellion, desola-

tion, and bloodshed. The rejected grandson of James II.,

commonly known as the Young Pretender, pampered by the

exaggerated accounts ofthe strength to be raised in that country

from the clans attached to the exiled family of Stuart, and en-

couraged by the promise of poAverful succours from the French
monarch (Avho in reality had his OAvn interests alone in view)

embarked on board a small frigate, accompanied by a few Irish

and Scottish adventurers, and landed on the coast of Locliaber,

where they were soon joined by a considerable body of Highland
clans, under their respective chiefs. Having assembled about

fifteen hundred men, the Chevalier encamped in the neighbour-

hood of Fort William, and immediately commenced hostilities.

King George II. was at this time on a visit to his German domi-
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nions, and had the Regency during his absence acted rigorously
upon the first intelligence of the Pretender’s arrival, his efforts

must have been instantly crushed; but they were lulled to a
fatal socuritv, till the evil had spread too far to be inconsiderable.

A courier was despatched to require his Majesty’s return, and
the immense sum of three hundred thousand pounds was offered

to any who one should apprehend the young adventurer.
The intelligence of these proceedings (though far removed

from the spot) reached the little village in which our heroes
resided. Herbert heard it with a blanched cheek, “ God for-

bid,” he energetically exclaimed, “ that our quiet homes should
be invaded and desolated by rebellion. Alas ! that lust ofpower
should impel men to lay waste the world, and spread bloodshed
and ruin on this fair and beautiful land.”

“ For shame, brother,” exclaimed Ronald, his cheek glowing
with indignation and martial ardour.
“ If our hands are summoned to take up the weapons of war,

would you not cheerfully wield them in the cause of the de-

scendants of our Scottish monarchs?”
“ Never,” returned Herbert, with warmth, “ never would I

become a traitor to our king and our religion, by enlisting in

the cause of rebellion and popery.”
This was the first time the young men had ever expressed

their political sentiments, and old Else seeing that violent anger
was fomenting in the breast of Ronald, and some little even in

the mild bosom of Herbert, besought them not to quarrel, but
drop the subject until they might be called upon to act instead

of talk.

It was some weeks after this conversation, as the brothers
were returning together from the labours of the day, Ronald
intimated to his companion, that he had something to commu-
nicate, which would surprise him.

“ Herbert,” he said, in a tone half serious, half jestingly, “ I

know you have always imagined me to be of a wild and wander-
ing spirit, impatient of restraint, and unfitted for domestic life;

you will be astonished when I own my heart subdued by female
attractions, and above all, when I tell you it is my intention to

enter into that state which will bind me by the powerful fetters

of duty to fix my restless spirit at home.”
Herbert was indeed surprised. “ And may I inquire,” he

asked, “ who is this charmer who has had such power over my
brother, as to cool his military ardour?”

“ My ardour is not cooled,” interrupted Ronald, in a voice
which indicated his rising choler, “ but I have other passions
than that of thirst for glory.”

“Forgive me,” returned Herbert, “I meant not to offend;”

and he took his brother’s hand within his own.
Ronald’s hasty indignation was in a moment vanished, and

he returned the pressure with warmth.
“ Can you not surmise who is the mistress of my affections?”

he pursued after a pause, “is the language of the eyes so unin-
telligible to you, that you have not discovered my love for

Kattie Macdonald?”
“Kattie Macdonald?” repeated Herbert, starting and turning

pale. The sudden movement attracted Ronald’s attention, but
the change in the hue of his cheek was unnoticed.

“ And is there anything astonishing,” he asked, “ that one
so beautiful, so amiable, and whose sentiments are so much in

unison with my own, should be an object of regard?”
“ Certainly not,” Herbert replied, with an effort at composure,

he did not feel. “ But have you made known your wishes to

the maiden?” he asked.
“ I have.”
“ And gained her consent?”
“ Yes—that is, what is tantamount to it—the consent of her

parents. It is only a little girlish bashfillness, or perhaps some
mixture of coquetry which induces her to withhold a positive
acceptance.”

Herbert was silent; they had by this time reached their cot-

tage, and he immediately sought his own chamber, where
throwing himself upon a chair, he buried his face in his hands.
How had the last few minutes blighted the visionary happi-

ness of his future existence. Kattie Macdonald was the secret

object of his deep and devoted love, and had been from his

earliest childhood. In infancy they had been playmates, in

girlhood and boyhood confidants on every subject, but the one

!

nearest to his heart, and as their childhood began to blossom
into maturity, it was the cherished desire of the youth to make
her the partner of his remaining years. Yet with the timidity

of genuine affection, he had forborne to speak of it, never
dreaming of any rival—especially that it was possible he could
meet with one in his brother. He now recollected that that

brother possessed personal attractions superior to his own;
that his martial ardour had often been a theme of commenda-
tion with the maiden, and that the political opinions of her
father and mother agreed with his. These things all conspired

to overwhelm him in distress; but, above all, the thought of

rivalling his brother in her affections, was not to be borne.

“No,” he said, rising and pacing the room with rapidity, “I
will bury my affection and my wretchedness in my own bosom

;

she shall become his wife, for he will make her happy.”
Time, with its rapid wing, glided on, and the brothers still

continued their avocations ; Ronald elated with rapture in the

prospect of happiness, and Herbert feeding a secret passion,

though he almost wholly discontinued his visits to Jamie Mac-
donald’s cottage. He thought by absenting himself from her
presence he might succeed in conquering his passion; but her
form, in imagination, was ever before him, and never was he
less alone than when in solitude. He recalled, with the tena-

cious memory of love, her looks, her attitudes, her words

—

especially those which had encouraged his affection. He
fancied her voice wafted in every breeze, dwelt with delicious

anguish on the past, and sighed at the anticipations of the

future.

Meanwhile Ronald gained at length from the maiden the

tardy consent which was only wanting to complete his happi-

ness, and an early day was fixed upon by the impatient lover

for the solemnization of that service which was to unite them
for ever.

As the dreaded season approached, Herbert felt his courage

decrease, and his melancholy augmented. He feared to meet
the searching eyes of his brother; and, above all, those of

Kattie, whom he strove in vain to behold with indifference.

When they met, which was but seldom, he would, as soon as

possible, hurry from her presence, and seek to find in solitude

a relief for his feelings. At length the eve preceding the im-

portant day arrived. The bride elect was busy in preparations

which even the most humble make for so eventful an epoch of

their lives. The lover met her, after his daily task was per-

formed; his language wras affectionate and ardent as usual,

nay, even more so; but there was a wildness in his gestures

which surprised her. He parted from her with a faintly-

breathed hope it would be for the last time—“ To-morrow,”

he murmured, “ we meet to part no more!”

The morrow dawned—it was a lovely, auspicious morning.

The sun shone resplendent, and the birds sang a welcome to

its invigorating beams. But there was one who arose from his

pallet with eyes which no sweet sleep had visited— it was Her-

bert. He had resolved to bear with calmness and composure

the events of the day; but, as he surveyed the beauties which

his casement commanded, enlivened by the glory of the sun-

shine, and sparkling in the dews, he turned aside with a sick-

ening heart, which wished, yet refused, to share in the general

joy.

The bridal party went to breakfast at Jamie Macdonald’s

cottage, and thence proceeded to the church, there to witness the

solemn ceremony. Herbert delayed, till he could delay no lon-

ger, his visit; and it was the resolution of despair more than

that of fortitude, which urged his steps to that spot.

Upon reaching the door, a wild tumult of voices met his ear,

as of persons in dispute and in grief. In surprise and alarm,

he hurried into the lower apartments, where the guests had

assembled, what a scene of confusion met liis view. The
maiden, dressed in her bridal habiliments, was weeping in the

arms of her father, who was venting a volley of curses upon

some one, whom he could not in the moment distinguish. The

I
rest of the party, male and female, were all speaking; some

essaying to comfort Kattie, and others joining with or op-

posing her father in his maledictions. Herbert looked in vain

for his brother; then, advancing through the crowd, de-
i
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manded, in a voice, almost choked by emotion, the cause of

the tumult.

At the sight of him, Kattie buried her face on the slwulder

of Macdonald, and sobbed still louder.

“A pretty trick your brother has served us,” began the

latter, “ to offer himself to my daughter, and then decamp on the

wedding-day. Kattie, give Herbert Ramsay the note he left

you instead of himself.”

“ I cannot, oh ! I cannot, father,” she cried, still averting

her head, and crushing in her palm a piece of paper she held

in her hand.
“ Ridiculous girl! this is no time for false shame. Give him

the note.”

Kattie still resisted, with tears.

In an agony of mind Herbert stood, unable for some time to

articulate a word. At length he entreated Macdonald would
tell him what had occurred, and not distress his daughter.

The maiden now disengaging herself from the arms of her

father, rushed from the room, dropping in her haste the paper

she had held. Herbert stooped to take it up; he saw it was
the handwriting of his brother. “ Read it ! read it” exclaimed

Macdonald; and he strove to decipher the rude and mutilated

characters ;

—

“ Ever-beloved Kattie,—I know you will pardon the line

of conduct I have chosen, because the motive which urged me
to it was love for you. I love you dearer than life; dearer

than fame and renown, which I gave up seeking to acquire

—

for you! But I love you too dearly to see you sacrifice your-
self to what you consider your duty. You and my brother

are, I am sure, attached. I have long surmised it, and this

night feel certain of its truth. Be happy with each other. I

will never mar that happiness. I go to peril, and perhaps to

death
; but it is in a cause we both love. Your approval of it

makes it more sacred to me.—Think of me sometimes. God
bless you and Herbert. Say one kind farewell for me to dear
old Else, and tell her I caught from her my ardour for a mili-

tary life. Again, God bless you.
“Ronald Ramsay.”

Herbert felt as one stupefied—his eye wandered again and
again over the writing, but his mind seemed not to take in its

import. At length he turned hastily from the group, and
hurried to his home.
The opposing and contending feelings which strove for mas-

tery in his heart, seemed almost to threaten the dissolution

of Sis frame. The brother he so tenderly loved, and who was
the only relative he possessed, had abandoned him, his home,
his affianced bride; and was gone, perhaps, to meet the fate of

a rebel. Yet he had left him the assurance of Kattie’s love,

and earnestly desired their union. This was happiness too
intent for expression; but by what a sacrifice had it been pur-
chased ! *****

It was weeks after the departure of Ronald before the lovers
met, for the maiden purposely shut herself from all, save her
own parents, and Herbert forbore to seek an interview; but
when they did meet, their hearts could not conceal the affec-

tion long pent up. Kattie confessed her’s had ever been en-
tirely his, though duty to her parents had impelled her to ac-
cept of Ronald’s offer; and Herbert now, for the first time,
breathed forth his cherished, but hidden, tenderness. He told
her how from childhood he had regarded her as the partner of
his future days; he showed her the poems he had inscribed to
her charms; and, although the conversation was broken by
many a sigh heaved to the memory of the unfortunate Ronald,
yet they parted happy. Could two fondly attached hearts,
long separated by untoward circumstances, feel otherwise than
happy in their re-union—in pouring forth their past griefs to
eacli other, and planning a future of felicity.

The same bridal robe which had decked the fair form of
Kattie Macdonald on the morning of her expected marriage
>vith Ronald Ramsay, was put on to meet him whom her heart
had selected, and no cloud of sorrow darkened the bright radi-
ance of that happy morn, save the recollection of him whose
generosity, and whose love for her, still claimed her gratitude.*****

Swiftly flew the days and months to the happy pair. Her-
bert deemed the toils of the day but as pastime, when cheered
by the anticipation of his Kattie’s smile on his return

;
and she

thought the devotion of her whole life too small a recompense
for the possession of such a heart as his. One barrier there
was yet to perfect felicity—one barrier there must always be;
and it is doubtless well it is so, since our hearts might be other-
wise too closely chained to earth—that was the uncertainty of
Ronald’s fate. No tidings had ever reached them of him; and
Herbert was sometimes afraid he had already fallen a victim to
his false notions of patriotism.

Scotland still remained in a state of commotion, owing to the
attempts of the young Pretender to gain the ascendancy. Still

the little village in which our hero dwelt remained unmolested.
The inhabitants listened with terror to the repeated, and not
unfrequently exaggerated accounts of the bloodshed and rapine
which devastated other parts of their native country- At
length the intelligence of the battle of Culloden, and the utter

defeat of the young Pretender’s troops, reached them; but,

amid the general joy of such a victory, the heart of Herbert
Ramsay beat high with anxiety and fear, for he had imagined
his beloved brother, glowing with all his love of fame and con-

tempt of danger, fighting by the side of his master, and fore-

most in the affray, he fancied he beheld his body, covered with
wounds, falling in the ranks, and trodden beneath the feet of
his enemies, with the indignity shown to a rebel and a traitor.

It was on the evening succeeding that in which the news of
the battle had reached them, that Herbert and his wife sat, con-
trary to their usual custom, each lost in the labyrinth of

thought. In vain old Else endeavoured to draw their thoughts
from the subject she knew engrossed them, by telling her oft-

repeated tales; nor was she really less concerned than them-
selves at

#
the idea of Ronald’s sad destiny, though she gene-

rously strove to conceal it beneath the appearance of indiffer-

ence. The supper had been removed from the table, almost
untasted, and Else was in the act of placing upon it the folio

volume of Sacred Writ, from which they never omitted to read
a portion ere they retired to rest, when a loud tap at the door
of the cottage attracted their attention. The females looked
aghast, for their imaginations immediately pictured some of the

defeated rebels come to wreak their vengeance on their peace-

ful but unprotected homes; but Herbert, rising instantly, an-

swered the appeal to his hospitality, determined to face either

friend or foe.

“Who is there?” he demanded, as he opened the door, and
beheld the outline of two men in the darkness.

“Brother, do you not know me?” answered a voice; and
Ronald Ramsay was clasped the next moment in the embraces
of his brother.

“ Thank God you yet live!” exclaimed Herbert, fervently.
“ Peace

!
peace !” whispered Ronald, extricating himself from

his brother’s embrace. “ Are you alone?”

“Here is Else and Kattie,” he returned; and his voice fal-

tered as he pronounced the latter name.
Ronald looked on them for a moment, as they sat in amaze-

ment, unable to move, and strove to conceal the emotions his

countenance betrayed. Then turning to his companion, he
motioned him to enter.

The stranger was masked, and muffled in a large cloak,

which so effectually concealed his person as to prevent the be-

holder from guessing his age or rank. He whispered to Ro-
nald, who bade his brother secure the door; then, advancing
to Else and Kattie, embraced each hurriedly and in great

agitation.
“ Herbert,” he said, turning again to his brother, “ I know you

are an enemy to Prince Charles and his cause; but I also know
you to be the soul of honour. Will you succour, for one night,

one of his most attached adherents and—” He stopt.

“ Prince Charles himself!” exclaimed the stranger, suddenly
throwing off his cloak and mask, and displaying to their view
his figure in the attire he had worn at the memorable battle.

Herbert started in surprise.

“Yes,” pursued the young man, “I am in your power—an
immense sum is set upon my head; but I fear not to trust my-
self with the brother of Ronald Ramsay, One in whose veins
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flows the same blood with that noble youth, cannot but be alike

noble-minded.”
As the stranger spoke, Else and Kattie sank on their knees

before him.
“Your confidence is not misplaced,” returned Herbert, still

maintaining his erect posture. “ My life and my influence, if

any I had, should be exerted for my lawful sovereign; but I

would scorn to betray the man who relies upon my honour, and

above all a fallen foe. You are safe, Chevalier; my cottage

shall be to you as a sanctuary.”

Ronald again embraced his brother, and the prince extended

his hand to each. Else and Kattie reverently kissed it; but

Herbert only bowed in return to the mark of courtesy.

“I cannot accept your hand, Chevalier,” he returned, “unless

my heart was with you.”

Else now busied herselfdn respreading the table with the best

fare their cottage afforded, and the prince sat down to partake

of it. In vain did he press his faithful follower to share with

him. It was enough for him to sit and gaze upon the beloyed

ones from whom he had so long been separated. Their guest,

after courteously thanking his entertainers for their hospitality,

and presenting Kattie, (whose beauty and artlessness appeared

to strike him more especially,) with a brooch which fastened his

collar, retired to the chamber which had once been Ronald’s;

the youth declaring “ he would lay his body to repose at the

door, that whoever should attempt entering, might tread over

him.”
The rest of the family sought also their respective domiciles,

but not to sleep. The occurrences of the evening were too

deeply impressed on the memory of each for sleep to visit their

pillow.

The morning dawned, and Herbert arose early that he might

seek his brother, and speak with him alone on the events which

had occurred during their separation—but what was his surprise

to find he was gone! The door of the Prince’s chamber was

open, both had departed; but a few lines, in the hand-writing

of Ronald, assured his brother, Kattie, and Else, of his un-

changed affection for them, but of his resolve to follow the for-

tunes of his master even through poverty and disgrace.

Intelligence some months after reached them that the young

Pretender, after suffering innumerable hardships, had em-

barked, with a few adherents, for France; and they supposed

Ronald to have been of the number, for they never heard of

him more.

THE SPY.

’Twas in the middle of the year 1810, when the British

army, after various struggles and hard-fought actions, suc-

ceeded in occupying the very heart of Spain, that the enemy,

greatly reinforced, and far exceeding our forces in numbers,

had taken up a very strong position in our front: their out-

posts were so much advanced, that the greatest vigilance was

necessary to prevent a surprise, but our’s were on the alert,

and ready to check the slightest movement: rare, indeed, is it

to find a British soldier slumbering at the post of honour. The

night, for the time of year in a southern country, was dark

and lowering; all was hushed in silence, save the gentle sounds

which broke upon the ear, of the sentinel’s footsteps, as they

paced to and fro on the short space of ground allotted as their

post; or the visiting officer on duty, cautiously passing from one

spot to another, to see that all were attentive and steady. A
gentle rivulet ran by the right of the British outposts. Ever

and anon a distant murmur of a movement in the French lines

struck through the still air; then would the officer place his ear to

the earth, by which, from frequent habit, he could almost ascer-

tain the numbers in motion; at all events, he could determine

the direction they were moving in. Two or three deserters

this night crossed a ford higher up than the army, and present-

ing themselves to the pickets, were conducted in the usual form

to the head-quarters. Whatever information they gave, whether

it was considered true or false, or what might or might not have

been the cause, so it was, that an attack which had been medi-

tated at daybreak was countermanded, aud the army remained

quietly looking at their opponents, making the necessary dis-

positions to secure, if possible, a victory ; it being decided, for

no doubt good reasons, to avoid, at least for the moment, a

general action, and simply to hold the enemy in check. On
the first of these nights it was, tlxit I found an amiable young
friend and brother officer gazing on his Eliza’s miniature, and
employing his fancy in the pleasing retrospection of the happy
hours he had passed with those he loved, when my sudden
appearance startling him for an instant, broke the delightful

charm—destroying all his airy, blissful visions, and bringing

him back to the full feeling of his real situation, with its vari-

ous sensations. A warm and friendly squeeze of the hand
assured me, that he forgave my interruption, which was in no
small degree increased on my introducing a person who greatly

excited his curiosity. Figure to yourself a man dressed in a

sort of French-Italian costume,—a face stained with a yellowish

hue,—a box, suspended from his shoulders by a leather-strap,

containing snuffs, tobacco, perfumes, trinkets, and a variety of

articles likely to be purchased by officers and soldiers : these

he showed and expatiated on with all ttye volubility and gas-

conade of a French pedlar following an army.
Our youth’s curiosity was so greatly excited, that all his

thoughts of home and love were for the moment obliterated.

The questions of “ Where the man came from?” “ How he
came?” “Why ho came?” and many others, were put in

rapid succession. I bade him look on the man, and tell me if

he had ever before seen him. He gazed intently on liis face

and figure, and assured me he had not. Thus did the dis-

guise appear perfect, though our young friend added mourn-
fully, “ his features at first reminded me somewhat of my dear

friend N
;
but that is not possible, for in a skirmish with the

pickets two nights ago, I was told he had been severely wounded
and taken prisoner, whilst driving them from an ambuscade.”

The scene now became of intense interest: friendship—sincere

and disinterested friendship was put to the test and proved.

“Poor Frank!” cried he; “ Heaven knows if ever I may see him
again. I loved him as a brother from early youth: his heart

was the seat of goodness; his soul of honour; and yet he had
his full share of life’s misfortunes.”

N stood with his eyes fixed on his youthful friend’s

changing countenance, and the various feelings depicted on his

expressive features, then suddenly raising his cap of disguise,

casting on him a look full of pleasure, and beaming with friend-

ship most ardent, calling on his name, lie rushed to embrace

him. Inquiries of how he escaped? what were his wounds?
and why he was habited in his present costume? were the im-

mediate consequences of recognition. For the first, it appeared,

that being closely engaged at the edge of the rivulet, as before

described, dusk coming on, when the pickets were all pell-mell

together, N fell by the blow from a musket, which for a

time completely stunned him, and on recovering, all was still;

no being with life remained near liim. Not exactly recollecting

the spot on which he was, and it being dark, he cautiously

forded the stream at a little distance, believing he was joining

his troops, it having already been passed more than once; at

break of day, however, he found out his mistake, when to pre-

vent being taken by the enemy, he was forced to make a cir-

cuitous route of some miles, ere he could venture again to at-

tempt passing over to regain his own lines; this, however, he at

last did in safety, and no sooner arrived, than he was told an
intelligent officer was wanted to volunteer for a particular ser-

vice. Ever on the qui vive to show the greatest zeal in his pro-

fession, he instantly waited on the general of the division,

became acquainted with the hazardous and arduous nature of

the undertaking, when he not only offered himself for it, but

begged the general’s particular interest in his behalf. This he

most cordially promised him, not only from his knowledge ot

his abilities as an officer, but in all other respects, especially his

perfect acquaintance with several languages, the French par-

ticularly, which for pureness, elegance of pronunciation, and

fluency, could scarcely be surpassed by even a Parisian. The
general’s report to the commander-in-chief j)roved sufficient,

and our gallant friend was appointed to a post, at once* of the

highest consequence to the army and of peril to himself; yet was
his brave heart undaunted. He received his instructions, as^
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ranged his disguise, and was now devoting this last hour to the
delights of sincere and real friendship. It was, indeed, an hour
awakening sensations amongst the three friends easily to be
imagined by minds capable of sentiments calculated to make
life an enjoyment: to describe their feelings would be difficult;

suffice it to say, that when the moment of parting arrived, it

was one of melancholy in the truest sense of the word. It was
midnight. N was conducted by his two friends to the ex-

treme verge of the advanced sentinels, where a fervent and rapid

adieu was exchanged, wlum N rushed forward to prevent

those strong emotions of friendship overcoming the feelings,

which, with such a triumvirate, would otherwise certainly have
been the case, and have sent poor N on his way depressed

and sorrowful. Our two young officers retraced their steps in

silence to their separate quarters, and retired to rest, offering

up a prayer for the safety of their early friend. Behold now
our Spy, tracking his solitary road to a small village, about two
leagues’ distance, in order to avoid as much as possible the

chance of falling in with the enemy’s videttes, until he had at-

tained a point beyond the reach of suspicion. At day-break,

he arrived at the village of Calvero del Monte, and entering a

Venta, demanded of the old Alberguero, in good Spanish, some
breakfast. A few French riflemen were in the room smoking,

together with half-a-dozen Spanish muleteers, who immedi-
ately on the entrance of our pedlar Spy, approached inquisi-

tively to ascertain the contents of his packages; he showed
them several things, quite like a regular trader, and conversed

with them in perfect good-humour; but his great object was
to engage the attention and cultivate the acquaintance of the

soldiers; for that purpose, accosting them in pure French, he
requested their observance and opinion o£ pome peculiarly fine

tobacco, which he had to sell cheap; then giving them a little

to make trial of, and speaking then* own language with great

fluency, an instant friendship was brought about. N told

them a fictitious story of his birth-place being Baigneres, a
small town celebrated for its baths, just on the other side of

the Pyrenees,—a place with which he was well acquainted,

having resided there for a long time when a boy, witli an uncle

who went there for the recovery of his health. Then, like a

true Frenchman, assuming a liveliness of disposition, singing,

laughing, chatting, and recounting anecdotes about dear France,

N—-— became so great a favourite, that at the hour of relieving

the pickets, they begged him to accompany them; the request
was of course complied with, and he thus soon passed through
pickets, advanced guards, &c. to the main body of the army,
minutely noticing the various dispositions made and making,
the numbers, and all that could be of service. Being fearful of

committing any thing to paper, as the most trifling circum-
stance, or observation, might cause a discovery, with the in-

stant forfeiture of his life, and as it would have been next to an
impossibility for him to carry a recollection of every thing in

ltis mind, he resorted to a curious method of keeping his me-
mory alive. His box contained three separate compartments,
each of which had three divisions, filled with trinkets of vari-

ous kinds, tobacco, small packets of snuff, scents, soaps, &c.
One part was considered the main body, and head- quarters

;

the other parts were designed to represent other divisions, ad-
vances, &e.—in fact, all that was necessary, and when sepa-

rately taken to pieces, and regularly laid out, they could repre-

sent the object intended, as accurately as could be desired.

Thus did N , with his box strapped before him, pass
through the whole French army, mingling with the soldiers

and officers, selling some few of his articles, and minutely
taking his observations of all that was going forward. On one
occasion he was placed in some jeopardy: being seated on the

ground in the evening, laying out his plans, an officer passing
observed him attentively, and, before he was aware of it,

touched N on the shoulder, asking him, “ whether he was
trying his skill at copying the movements of an army, or
whether he intended entering the service, and becoming a great

general, by study and practice.” N was at first much
alarmed, but finding the officer was not particularly scrutiniz-
ing in his manner, he quickly recovered himself, and without
the least hesitation or apparent embarrassment, he replied in

60 artless and clear a way, as to throw off all suspicion, and

gave the officer an idea, that his intellects were rather ill-cal-

culated for a general or any other post in the army. N
soon repacked his box, saluted the officer, and joined the host
of followers of which there is never any lack in such situa-
tions.

Having soon gained all the information he wanted, he quitted
the French position by a different route to that he had entered,
stating his intention of proceeding on his journey to Madrid;
and making a circuit of three or four leagues, regained in safety
the advanced posts of his own troops early in the morning, and
was immediately conducted by a corporal and file of men to the
officer who commanded the guard, to whom he was entirely un-
known; and had it been otherwise, he could not have dis-

covered himself. He named the general of his division, and
requested to be carried before him: the general welcomed his

safe return, and after some few inquiries accompanied him him-
self to the commander-in-chief, to whom N so fully and
ably explained every particular of the enemy’s army, and
evinced so much precision and clearness, that all was com-
pletely understood. N was immediately recommended for

the rank of captain; indeed, it was but the just reward of merit,

in risking so dangerous a service to accomplish an object so in-

valuable to the commander of an army, and which he had done
with such skill. N now repaired to his quarters, where he
was received by his brother officers with every mark of sincere

friendship. The day was occupied in making the necessary
preparations for an attack at day-break. Orders arrived at the

different posts in quick succession
;

all was on the qui vive, and
at the close of the evening, with the utmost caution and silence,

the troops commenced moving to take up positions so as to

meet more advantageously those of the enemy, according to the

report brought by N . This at once proved the value of
our friend’s information : the night was thus passed, all anxiously
anticipating the result of the morrow, both as a body and to

themselves individually. Alas! many who were then so re-

flecting on that morrow, ceased for ever to think on sublunary
things.

At the first dawn of day, a rocket from the right of

the advance was the signal of attack, and quickly afterwards

an incessant roar of cannon and musketry reverberated through
the air, and shook the earth. Now did the vivid flashes send
their death mandates to many a brave and gallant soldier. The
husband, father, son, and lover, the courageous and the coward,
all alike fell without distinction; foes and friends lay heaped
together in one short minute in close embrace, at rest and peace
with each other for ever. The battle raged with the utmost
ftiry the whole day; positions were taken and retaken; men
fought hand to hand till towards sunset; then it was that the

French, after struggling to the last, began a rapid retreat,

leaving several hundreds of dead and dying on the field, with
all their baggage and materiel. The British troops trium-

phantly entered the town
;
the victory was complete. Thanks

were due to N for the assistance he had afforded by his

valuable information; but, alas! fate ordained he should not be

conscious of the result of his exertions; he lived not to en-

joy the proud feeling the glory of this day would have given

him.

When the returns were sent in, poor N was amongst the

killed, and by inquiries in the regiment it was ascertained, that

he had fought nobly during almost the whole day, and it was
not till nearly the close of it that the fatal bullet carried its

billet. Thus ended the short but brilliant career of one alike

distinguished as an ornament to his profession as lie was for

his private virtues. Peace to his manes

!

HARD UP AT TAR I FA.

An Extract from a Keeper's Log.

In the year 1811 ,
I was a midshipman of an 18-gun brig,

lying at Gibraltar, and commanded by that noble old veteran,

Cfl.pt, William Shepheard. On a certain night I had the mid-

file-watch, and like all other proper midshipmen under the
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same circumstances, I was fast asleep in my hammock. On a J

sudden, the quartermaster awoke me with the agreeable intel-

ligence that the first lieutenant wanted me on deck; well,

thinks I, that is No. 1 ;
and No. 2, will be a precious growl from

the old brute, No. 3, a few hours extra on deck; and perhaps
No. 4, a mast-heading to-morrow morning.
As I did not, however, want to extend this enumeration of

blessings, by keeping the old fellow waiting any longer than
could be helped, I got my legs over the gunwale of my ham-
mock as quickly as possible, slid into my trousers, and putting

on an old pair of slippers, which were stuck in the batten over

my head, went up the fore-ladder, shipping my jacket and
waistcoat on the road; and then coming aft with as innocent a

face as possible, met with the Turk, with “ Just gone forward,

sir, for a minute, that’s all.”

“ Yes,” said he, “ and I might have hoisted that story in, if

I didn’t know it was as old as the ark: the first time Sliem was
caught off deck in his watch by Noah, he made the same ex-

cuse.’’ To my great relief, however, he ordered me into a boat

alongside, which I found manned and armed, and commanded
by the master. When I first saw the cutlasses in the boat, I

thought we were going on the press-gang system, but happen-

ing to cut my ancle against the flint of a musket as I stumbled

half asleep into the stern sheets, I found thereby, as mathe-
maticians would say, “ Quod est demonstrandum,” there were

fire-arms in the boat, which we never took on those excur-

sions.

Not liking to be very conversationable, for fear of being asked

why I kept the middle watch without stockings, neckerchief,

to stow these articles away in my jacket-pockets

every night for—the future,) 1 was for some time puzzled as

to when and where we were to commit murder; at last, how-

ever, we proceeded, by the master’s orders, alongside the

commodore’s ship, the old San Juan, lying in the Mole. Here

they handed down three day’s provisions to us, and told

us to follow the other boats, down the Gut of Gibraitar. and

that we should find our commander among the headmost

ones.

Thus “following my leader,” we after sixteen hours’ hard

pulling, head to wind and stem to tide, at length landed at

Tarifa on the Spanish side of the Gut, nearly opposite Tan-

giers. Here we found that the French were close to the

town, and that against all evil-disposed persons, we were to de-

fend the said town, for the honour and glory of King Fer-

dinand the Seventh, that he might in due time weave petticoats

for our lady of Loretto.

I was going to say a word about Jack’s soldiering, but what
is the use of making game of the honest fellow? The devil

himself could not hinder a soldier from laughing at a sailor on

shore, but Jack has his turn when he gets the soldier afloat,

and a green sea or two begins to make the pipe-clay run, and

he tries to settle his account* out of a weather-port first, and
then finding them literally all aback, in attempting to get over

to leeward, goes sprawling into the leescuppers, knapsack and

all; musket flying one way, cap and feather the other, &c., &c.

There were five hundred of us altogether, and also a portion of

troops sent from Cadiz by Sir Thomas Graham; and fine work
Jack made of mounting guard and going sentry all night upon

the ramparts: not that I know anything about this latter part

of the business, for “ I was never called, sir.”

The soldiers christened us Beelzebub’s Rangers, or the Devil’s

Fusileers. There was but one wine-shop took our fancy, it

was in the middle of the town, and from our invariably gra-

vitating towards this as a centre, we also had the name of

Guzzle-eers. Jack, however, took it all in good part, and
contented himself with calling the red- coats a parcel of brass-

mounted, leather-necked lobsters.

I must now get a little stern-way for a minute. It was so

late when we landed, that we could not receive any billets that

night, and were therefore quartered altogether in an old

church,—as my coxswain said, in a “ levy in smash ;” and the

first act of the grateful Spaniards was to steal all our pro-

visions as soon as we went to sieep. I suppose the last sermon

preached there was to the text of the eleventh commandment,
—take care of yourself; but as we had not heard it and the

Spaniards had, they profited and we lost. The next morning
I was billeted in a chandler’s shop, where, moreover, on making
my appearance, I received anything but a welcome. Here I

was, hungry and pennyless, and slioe-and-stocking-less, with

not a very light heart, yet an undeniably thin pair of breeches,

for being rather ancient, there were two or three holes in the

stern of them. The first question was, how to raise a break-
fast; or, the time being between-whiles, that and dinner might
be included in a parenthesis. I cast my eye over the shop;

all its contents were rotten cheese, mouldy garlic, and stinking

Sardinias, and after waiting some time for a favourable cast of

countenance in my surly landlady, aged sixty-five, I ventured
to prefer my humble request, of having trust given me for one

of the said Sardinias, (value three-farthings, I having left my
ship without a maravedi in my pocket, in my great haste to

defend the noble Spaniards against their foes.) She slapped
“ no” at me almost before I had done speaking, and this small

matter being so unceremoniously refused, I knew it was a

clewer up with me altogether in that quarter.

Going to visit my friends I found them no better off, and
blessing Spanish generosity, I wandered about the town forty-

eight hours without a morsel to break my fast. We had sent

to Gibraltar to advise our shipmates of our wants, but it was
not till the third day we saw a boat from thence, approaching
the eastern roadstead of Tarifa. The master of the brig and I

ran down to the beach to meet her, and there our longing eyes

were gratified with the sight of a basket sent to us, containing

wine, rum, biscuit, and to crown the glory, a leg of mutton.

When famine has had two or three days roving commission in

a man’s internals, he is not mighty particular about appear-

ances; I therefore grappled the leg of mutton by the shank,

and sallying through the town with it over my shoulder, “ My
quarters are nearest,” said I to the master, “ I’ll whip this in

the pot, if you will bring along the rest of the traps.”

A very few minutes ushered me into the presence of mine
hostess of the chandler’s shop, “ Come,” said I, “ mother, bear

a hand and on with this mutton, for the love of all the saints

in your calendar, for I’m dying with hunger.” To my very

great astonishment, she answered me in Spanish, with what in

English would be equivalent to a person telling you they would

see you d—d first. “ Why, what do you mean, old woman?”
said I, getting rather warm upon the subject, “ will you cook

the mutton, or will you not?” “ No, I won’t,” said she, as cool

as a cucumber.
Well, thinks I, this is a queer rig, but as it was no time for

ceremony, I was not long in getting it into a pot and putting it

on the fire myself. During this process, I received sundry
blessings from the old dame, and at the end of it she began very

deliberately to undo my work in the same number of motions

which I had employed in doing it: she had got the pot down
off the fire

;
I, however, quickly came to the rescue and put it

on again; she then to )k off the lid and threw it to the other

side of the room
;
while I ran after the lid, she got the leg of

mutton out, and hove it down in the ashes—and then, God help

me! I got out of all patience, and laying hold of it, I banged

her over the head with it till her old lantern-jaws rattled like a

dice-box.

Just at this moment in came the master, “ What!” said he,

“ have you had any words, or did you fall out without them?
what’s the matter, old dame?” “ The matter!” said she, “ why
you are two cursed English heretics, and no heretic’s mutton

shall go into my pot.”

And are such people as these to be emancipated? I say no.

I am no politician, and I can also forget and forgive, but this

old devil made such an infernal row, that I was glad at last to

eat the mutton half raw; and what with that and its cinder

sauce, it has certainly stuck in my throat ever since. I would

be civil to Mahometans, Brahmins, Jumpers, Shakers, any
thing but the playmates of St. Peter, after the way they served

/
i

my mutton; and I hope all those who say the same, have at

least as good a reason.
L. C.
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THE ENNISKILLEN DRAGOONS,
On the evening of the 15tli of Jane, 1815, a party of Ennis-

killen Dragoons were carousing in a wine establishment at

Brussels. The flower of this noble regiment were here con-

gregated, recounting the dangers or perils each had severally

met with, and pledging with a gusto, the health of those

friends, who, though dear to them in heart, were many along
mile distant. This inn was most picturesquely situated.

Built in the old Gothic style, its mullioned windows were
shaded by a magnificent vine, which twining its creeping

branches around them, threw a soft, pleasing light.upon the

rooms. A dark-eyed brunette, who entered the room with
refreshments, threw a sly and apparently half-loving glance

at a young man’s handsome face,*who sat somewhat thought-

fully in a nook by himself.
“ Come out of the corner,” cried an old veteran, in a ban-

tering tone, and whose head was ornamented with a black
patch that hid a half-healed sabre wound. “ Here’s poor
Marie, here, looking unutterable things

;
whilst you, you

stupid loon, are looking nowhere, thinking of some sweet
little bit of rusticity in the land of our homes ;

and who
- -take the word of a soldier on’t—if she isn’t flirting with
a neavy-legged, and heavier headed ploughman, and ha3 lost

all thoughts of the wild rascal, that enlisted in the dra-

goons—
“ Thrue for you, man,” chimed in another

;
“ sure, when

we lay at Dublin, I picked up with as nate a little human
being as ever sported blue ribbon. ‘ Sure, my heart’s split

in pieces intirely,’ says she, when we parted
;

and she
cried in a manner that bid break the heart of a stone. Oh !

the fidelity she swore, good lord! Well, we were drafted

back again to the old spot, and off I went like a rocket,

whizzing and jumping about for sheer joy. I came to the

mansion, which her kindred inhabited, pleasantly situated in

a beautiful bog. ‘Oh, the angel,’ thinks I, ‘and there’s the
blessed chimley that has wanted a top to it these twenty years
past

;
and I began making vows to give up the liquor, and

the baccy, to build a bran new one. Well, I gets up, and
looked through a crevice : for you see, in that district, they
study the thorough ventilation system

;
and who should I

clap my blessed daylights on, but Kattie herself, nursing as

fine a little spalpeen, as ever aspired to be an Inniskillen

Dragoon.”
“ By Jove, there’s something up !” cried one, springing to

his feet. And as he spoke, the bugles and drums, sounding
the alarm, broke the still air of the night. Hundreds of
soldiers were collected in a very few minutes—some venting
curses at being awakened out of their sleep—others cutting
jokes at the dishabille and confusion—whilst in the darker
corners of the buildings and avenues, might be seen the hus-
band parting from his wife—the consoling words of the man,
the sobs of the female—the loud authoritative voice of the offi-

ce s, commanding the troops to fall in—and the adieus of

friends parting for ever, were drowned by loud cheers, as the
first regiment defiled, and took their way to the field of blood.
The issue of the Battle of Waterloo is well known. In the

thickest of the fight, whero death was busy at work, there was
this gallant band, and by their daring and intrepidity, fully sus-

tained the glorious name that had been given them—a title

hardly earnt, and richly deserved—“ The Flower of the Allied

Army.”
Of the high-hearted company which we have described, who

a few short hours before were careless and gay, few lived to

boast of this victory. Their bodies on the field of carnage,

marked the spot whereon the most determined struggle ever
made—took place.

INTREPIDITY OF LIEUTENANT CLARKE, IN
AFFGHANISTAN.

Lieutenant Wat.pole Clauke, of the 2nd Bombay
Grenadiers, son of Dr. Clarke, whose travels in Russia so
well known, in command of fifty Scinde Irregular Cavalry,
formed part of the force under Captain Brown of the 5th
Bombay Native Infantry, which in 1840 took possession of

I the fort of Kahun, above the NufFoosk Pass. A few days
af ter the occupation of that place, he was ordered to take
charge ot the unloaded camels back to Poolagee. He was the
only European officer of the escort, consisting of his fifty ir-
regular cavalry, and one hundred and forty infantry of the 5th
regiment, eighty ot wliicn he sent back on getting over the
Nuffoosk Hill. He had got the convoy safely down the Surtoff
mountain, when the Belochees, Murrecs, &c,, were seen as-
sembling in great numbers at the top. After placing his convo y
and the cavalry to the best advantage, he took up a position
with sixty infantry, along the crest of a hill, overhanging and
commanding the road, where he maintained himself for two
hours against the fearful odds that opposed him. The ammu-
nition being expended, the Belochees rushed on, and sabred
the whole

; not however, without severe loss on their part.
In a journal kept by Captain Brown, on his march to Kahun*
and while there, he thus feelingly alludes to the character and
loss of that brave young man.—“ Poor Clarke ! although
having known him for only eight or nine months, still it was
during scenes when months became years, and friendship be
come firm and lasting. We first met in November, 1838.
when he joined a field detachment, of which I was staff offi-

cer, proceeding against the Belochees in these same hills. ,U<

,

at this time commanded 150 of the Scinde irregular horse.
From the day he joined he was the life and soul of the party

;

and although a stranger to most of us, he gained the esteem
of all. Before he arrived, the country around had been sub-
ject to almost daily plundering. Enthusiastically fond of his
profession, more particularly of his new command, he sought
daily and hourly opportunities of distinguishing himself. Tie
was in the opinion of all, the bean ideal of an irregular horse-
man. Bravo and daring himself to a degree, he soon inspired
his men with the same spirit

;
men, who were before almost

a perfect rabble, became, through his bright example, most
excellent soldiers in a short space of time. The men became
fond of him to excess, and with him at their head, seemed to
think any odds againet them of no account. During our short
campaign of four months, he was engaged in every skirmish
we had. A few days after he joined, being detached to a post
nine miles off, he succeeded in surprising sixty Belochees,
plundering some fields about an hour before daylight. At
the time he fell in with them, he had only ten men up with
him

;
but not hesitating a moment, he dashed in amongst them,

killing seven, and taking three prisoners, the rest escaping
through the jungle. Again when the Boogties attacked a
party under Lieutenant Haiti, in the hills, he distinguished
himself greatly, charging through and through the enemy, and
killing three with his own hand. On our march up to Ka-
hun, he was of the utmost assistance to me, not only in com-
manding the rear guard the whole way up, but in his strenu-
ous exertions throughout. When wounded in the thigh at
the last hill, his coolness and courage showed themselves
conspicuously. Thinking the ball had gone through, (ho
afterwards described the feeling to be just the same as when
wounded at Kurracnee, when the ball went through his thigh)
he said to me, ‘ Don’t say a word, it has gone through me ; but
I don’t wish to show these fellows the shot has taken effeot.’

To this day the Murrees speak of his bravery, calling him
the Bura Bhadoor.”

SIR THOMAS PAKENHAM.
Few officers have passed through the Navy with a higher

character, or have been more liked, though some have been
more fortunate in having better opportunities of distinguishing

themselves, than the late Sir Thomas Pakcnham. There are,

however, circumstances in his life which demand particular

notice. He went to sea, if we are rightly informed, as early as

the year 1770, and on the breaking out of the American war
was employed on the coast of America, and was at the storm-
ing of Omaoh, in the Havannah, from whence he returned to

England with strong recommendations on account of his zeal

and bravery.
Early in 1781 lie was appointed to tlie command of the

Crescent frigate, rated 28 guns, with 200 men. lie sailed in com-
pany with the Flora, a large 36 gun frigate, commanded by Cw-
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tain Peese Williams, an officer of consummate skill and bravery.
Off the Barbary coast they fell in with two Dutch Frigates, the
Oastor and the Brill, rated at 36 guns, with a crew of 230 men
each. The Dutch captains behaved like heroes; the action
commenced with all four frigates at the same time, at a close
distance; the Flora selecting the Castor as rather the larger
ship, leaving the Brill as the Crescent’s antagonist, and con-
tinued without intermission for two hours and a quarter, when
the Castor, having 22 men killed, 41 wounded, struck to the
Flora, and was taken possession of by her. The Flora was
severely handled and much crippled. The Crescent, in the
meantime, had not been favoured by a like good fortune,
and her action lasted somewhat longer. The Brill shot away
her main and mizen masts, and the wreck falling within board
rendered her guns useless and the ship unmanageable.
At this moment the Dutch Captain hailed the Crescent:

“ Brave English Captain! why don’t you strike? you can resist

no longer.”

Captain Pakenham replied, “ I know it,” and was obliged
to haul down his colours.

It would be a gratification to be informed of the name of this

noble fellow, who would not allow a single gun to be fired into
the Crescent after she lost her masts, that honourable mention
miyht be made of it, but unfortunately we are not acquainted
wfith it.

The Brill was much damaged, but her loss could not be
ascertained. That of the Crescent was 26 killed and 67
wounded—a sufficient proof of her intrepid resistance. Peese
Williams, however, was not slow in coming to the rescue of his

friend; with great difficulty he got the Flora’s head towards the
Crescent, and prevented the Brill from taking possession of her,
and the latter with considerable difficulty made her escape.
The misfortunes of Captain Pakenham did not end here: a few
nights afterwards two large French frigates hove in sight. In
the crippled trim of our ships, all resistance would have been
useless and wanton, the Castor made her escape to the enemy,
and the Crescent was taken. The Flora, however, arrived safe
in England. The court martial, which, as a matter of course,
was held upon Captain Pakenham, acquitted him of all blame
whatever and in the most flattering terms.

Captain Peese Williams, whose reputation, at that time, stood
as high as any officer’s in the Navy, received, as he considered,
a gross affront; and soon afterwards withdrew himself from all

active service in disgust The report then current was, that
after he had distinguished himself so remarkably the preced-
ing year, in the action with La Nympe, which he carried by
boarding, it was expected of him that he would have shone
himself at court, but being exceedingly attached to a very
amiable wife, he remained with her in Devonshire, while the
Flora was refitting, which was considered a breach of etiquette
of so grave a character as to demand a mark of displeasure;
and that was unhappily shown by refusing to confirm the pro-
motion of one of his most deserving officers. The consequence
was, that he remained unemployed during the whole of the
Revolutionary war. His merits were always duly acknowledged

;

and we believe that he owed to the kind feelings of his Majesty
William the Fourth, the appointment of Admiral of the
Fleet.

But to return to the subject of our memoir. On the break-
ing out of the late war in 1793, Captain Pakenham was ap-
pointed to the Invincible, 74 guns, and was in her on the me-
morable 1st of June, 1794, when Lord Howe defeated the
French fleet. He there distinguished himself exceedingly! he
was closely engaged with La Juste and captured her, which
ship he afterwards commanded. He had all his life been noted
for original humour; perceiving at the close of the action,

which happened, as did that of Waterloo, on a Sunday, the
Defence, one of our small seventy-fours, commanded by Cap-
tain, afterwards Lord G-ambier, an admirable officer and most
religious man, whose heroic gallantry had been the admiration
of the whole fleet lying immovable upon the water, with every
mast shot away by the board, sailed passed him and hailed

him 6

,
“I say, Jemmy; whom the Lord loveth lie chastiseth!

jbiiffl itim’ It Vv'itS in vaili for Jemmy to attempt to
hh? wMJuihl fd| fettl in pr-ohalffy ehjoygj us ttrnoh m

any one, the good humoured raillery of his tnenu. Captain
Pakenham s gallantry in the action was not more remar kable
than his right feeling afterwards, andfor which he deservedly
obtained the highest respect. Lord Howe had been called

upon to mention the names of those admirals and captains

whom he considered as having distinguished themselves.
The list was shown by Sir Roger Curtis to Captain Pakenham
before it was sent up to the admiralty, who observed “ I don’t
see Duckworth’s name here.”

Sir Roger Curtis said that Lord Howe did not know that
Captain Duckworth’s name ought to be there.

“ Well, then,” said Captain Pakenham, “ if Lord Howe
does not put in Duckworth’s name, I wish that he would
take out mine.”
Upon which, Sir Roger Curtis went back to Lord ITowe,

and Captain Duckworth’s name was inserted. It is to be la-

mented that a commander of the age, station, rank, and
influence, which Lord Plowe possessed, did not distribute his

laurels with a more just hand. Captain Basely who fought
the Alfred most nobly, was omitted to be mentioned; and
Collingwood, whose bravery and science were conspicuous,
had no place in the list, where his admiral’s name, on board
the Barfleur with himself, was very properly inscribed.
Captain Pakenham was soon after the action, appointed to

La Juste, and continued to command her till the unfor-
tunate mutiny broke out at Spithead, when he and Captain
Nicholls of the Marlborough were, with many other cap-

tains, sent ashore by their crews. Captain Pakenham had
been made Colonel of Marines in 1795; in 1799 he was pro-

moted to the rank of Rear-Admiral; in 1804 to that of Vice-
Admiral; in 1810 to that of Admiral; and in 1820 was created
a Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath.

It is not so much on account of his merits as an officer,

though they were great, that we offer this notice of Sir

Thomas Pakenham to the attention of our readers, but rather
to declare our warmest approbation of his unbidden gene-
rosity to the merits of a brother officer, when it was of the
last importance to his character and prospects. Sir Thomas
Pakenham was an exceedingly good-humoured man; it was
told of him that, after his unfortunate capture by the Brill,

whenever he went to church, he alluded to the circum-
stance in the Litany: “ From battle and murder, and from a
Dutchman, good Lord deliver us.”

THE DEATH OF MARAT.
THE CAUSE.

Tiie dawn of a summer morning slightly streaked the verge
of the horizon, when the heavy bell of Notre Dame was heard
sending its deep and solemn tones over the towers of Paris. The
citizens were seen hastily hurrying from their homes, and
crowding towards La Place Louis Quinze. In its centre was
placed the black and blood-encrusted scaffold of the guillotine,

that terrific symbol of Jacobin fury. As yet, no guard sur-

rounded that shrine of Moloch, no headsman stood waiting to

accomplish the sacrifice, but an almost breathless and trembling

crowd looked anxiously towards the scaffold, and surmising
in their hearts for whom the death-knell was then sounding.

Suddenly a low murmur was heard, and a movement in the

crowd was perceptible. In the distance appeared the large and
heavy cart of the executioner, who, with his victim, and a friar

of the Cistercian order, were its only occupants. The latter

was busily employed in endeavouring to impart instruction and
consolation to the condemned, who, however, appeared un-
willing to listen to him, while ever and anon lie bent his head
in, as if in the act of recognition to some friend or acquaintance
among the fast increasing crowd.

He was a young man of apparently twenty-three years of

age, his features were elegantly and correctly formed; his head
which was uncovered, presented a profusion of dark glossy hair,

falling in graceful tresses down his back, while his throat

already laid bare for the axe, gave to view a neck and bosom
white as the Parian marble; thick moustaches covered his

upper lip, which, with the tuft upon his chin* completed ahead
fit for the chisel of a Ganova of the pencil of a The
exgeutigti0*» who was habited iff the frfghtM and fUspsting
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dress of his office, exhibited a singular contrast in physiognomy
and apparel to his victim. His low brow, which receded

abruptly, was partly shaded by coarse brown hair; his small

grey eyes were deeply sunk beneath the same, his cheek bones
were high and sharp, his nose short and dilated, while a mouth
around which played a mixture of sarcasm and stupidity, com-
pleted the caput of “ La Main Sanglante.” His body was en-

cased in a jerkin of slate-coloured cloth, while over the breast
'

was placed a greasy and blood-bespattered apron, his shirt*
j

sleeves carefully folded up to the shoulders, displayed a pair of '

long and sinewy arms, which, as he occasionall}' stretched to-
J

wards the prisoner, strongly reminded you of a tiger about to
j

pounce upon his prey.

On and on came the chariot of slaughter, when having
.

reached the bottom of the scaffold, it was in an instant sur-
j

rounded by a squadron of armed men, whose weapons of war- !

fare gleamed like a forest of steel in the beams of the morning,
j

The first who presented himself upon the altar of death was a

tall and aged man, his countenance was pale and ghastly, and i

he looked like a tenant of the tomb, who had risen to witness

the sacrifice of Jacobin destruction. He gazed maliciously and
exultingly upon the prisoner, who in return cast upon him the

;

fiercest looks of contempt and revenge. The old man saw and
felt them, and in a state of apparent exhaustion from internal

agony of spirit, leaned upon the barricading of the scaffold,

then beckoning to the executioner, who approached him, he
muttered something brief and revengeful, which seemed to

expedite the work of destruction.

The executioner proffered his assistance to the prisoner,

which he respectfully declined, then stepping to the verge of

the scaffold, in a loud and distinct voice, exclaimed, “ French-
men, I die a martyr to the cause of Freedom! My blood be on
the head of the murderer, Marat!” The old man, for such was
the name of the denounced, trembled violently, he waved his

hand to the troops that surrounded the scaffold: a loud burst of
martial music drowned the voice of the speaker, he smiled and
bowed to the populace, then retiring to the block, a brief and
breathless pause ensued, the heavy and crashing descent of the
axe fell upon the ears of the spectators, and the next moment,
the executioner holding on high the bleeding and quivering
head of his victim, showed that Frederic Beauchamp was no
more.

THE ARREST.
At the hour of twelve, on the 20th of July, 1793, in a large

and gloomy apartment in one of those ancient mansions with
which the church of Notre Dame is surrounded, were seated
some of the principal heads of the Convention, of that fearful

and eventful period. The wine had circulated freely, still, how-
ever, distrust and suspicion were strongly imprinted upon each
countenance—for patriotism was but a cloak for deeds of mur-
der and anarchy, and no one knew who was then his friend or
foe. At the head of the table was placed Monsieur de Beriot,
a bold and fearless patriot; his dark eyes glanced mistrustfully
around him, while his ear was occasionally turned to the door
of the apartment, as if listening for some expected sound; op-
posite sat Duperret, a principal leader of tbe Jacobin faction,
while Barbaroux, Doumouriez, Clauson, Perrotier Vergniaud,
completed the party. Although the jest broke the monotony
of the meeting, yet again the cloud of apathy returned. What
had become of Marat? Why to-night was his presence with-
held, and no apology sent or cause assigned? Could he have
been detained by some sudden and important business? Was
he ill? Could he have been surprised and destroyed by the
rival myrmidons of blood and ambition? Or, what was worse,
could he have become faithless to their visionary cause of free-
dom? Doubt, surmise, and uneasiness completely enveloped
the party, and the first hour of morning had arrived ere they
thought of departing for their various homes. De Beriot arose,
and filling his goblet, drank to the triumph of their cause.
They were in the act of separating, when a loud knocking at
the outer gate, accompanied by the heavy and measured tramp
of armed men, told them that no good was betokened by such
sounds, and at so unreasonable an hour. Terror and confusion
took possession of the party, when the door of the apartment
was quickly opened, and an officer of gens d’armes, with six

men, intruded themselves, to the surprise of De Beriot and his
guests.

“Who are you, and what seek you here?” asked De Beriot.
“ In the name of the Republic I arrest Messieurs Barbaroux

and Vergniaud as traitors to the cause of Liberty!” replied the
officer.

Astonishment seized on all; while the accused individuals,
quietly submitting to the order of arrest, slowly, and as if

already in the grasp of destruction, departed for the Con-
ciergerie. The next morning, they were the victims of the
guillotine.

THE INTERVIEW.
Day after day thus fleeted on the wings of murder and mas-

sacre; he who in the morning awoke sanguine in hope and
happiness, ere nightfall was, perhaps a cold and headless corpse.
No home, no sanctuary, Avas safe from the spies and tyrants of
the code of blood. One universal chaos pervaded all sects and
society, while the \dsionary creed of the Jacobins tended to

create and keep alive all the bad passions and feelings “that
human flesh is heir to.” Life with them was considered but as
a necessary link of the illimitable chain of matter—and a here-
after was but a false and mercenary creation of churchmen, to

rifle and dispossess the community of their rights and property.
Such tenets, carefully disseminated, and possessing the minds
of the populace, Avas it to be wondered at, if morality was dis-

regarded, and vice and anarchy prevailed? But to return to

the mansion of De Beriot. Stupefaction had seized upon the
remaining guests; vacantly they gazed upon each other, white
suspicion at once, and with general concurrence, fixed upon
Marat as their betrayer. Doumouriez was the first to break
the silence—“ We are betrayed!” he breathlessly exclaimed, an$
in terror fled from the mansion of De Beriot.

With more firmness, but yet in the thrall of fear, Perrotier,

Duperret, and Clauson followed, and De Beriot stood alone in

the gloomy apartment, with the lights fast Availing. His eyes
were fixed and motionless, a thousand surmises were floating in

his mind, while the guillotine and its horrors Avere bright in the
prospective. Unconsciously he sank into a chair, his head
dropped upon his bosom, and he felt as one on whom the hand
of death was irrevocably placed.

Thus abstracted and almost poAverless, he was suddenly
aroused from his reverie by the sound of a female voice, in-

quiring if she stood before Monsieur De Beriot. In alarm he
started to his feet, for he already imagined that the minions of

Marat had come to drag him to the tribunal of blood, and he
Avas at least agreeably surprised to find that it was a young and
lovely girl Avho stood in his presence.

“ I am De Beriot!” he exclaimed, “to what, at such an un-
timely hour, am I to attribute this interview?”
The young female, with a countenance in which beauty and

determination were finely blended, in a voice of the sweetest

melody, replied “ Revenge on the tyrant of the Republic!”
“ And who is he?” inquired De Beriot.
“ Can De Beriot ask?” said the female. “Look around the

streets of Paris—who seeks to Avidowthe wife and mother, who
slays the son and the lover? Thoughts of purity and Avords of

innocence are the marks for destruction, and the stream of

blood is increasing hourly. Yet exists no hand to stop the

source of the current, and broader and deeper will it Aoav, ’till

the green fields of France are turned to crimson, and her child-

ren shall weep in sack-cloth and ashes!” and as she spoke, with

her right hand she plucked from her. bosom a poignard, and
held it aboAre her head, her left Avas placed upon her bosom; her

hair had fallen loosely upon her shoulders, while in the centre

of the circle that encompassed her broAv, gleamed a bright and
dazzling jewel, representing the emblem of liberty, a super-

human radiance lighted up her countenance, and as she gazed

tOAvards Heaven she looked like the goddess of Retribution,

armed for the blow. De Beriot beheld her with awe and ad-

miration, and again inquired the name of the destroyer.

“ Marat!” she replied, in a voice of thunder; “ Marat, that

old and heartless tyrant; with him blood is but as water—affec-

tions are but as ice; but the angel of justice now rides on the

wings of the whirlwind, and the murderer shall die the death

of the wolf.”
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45 And who dare act such a part?” asked De Beriot.
“ I dare!” she replied; and drawing the dagger between the

linger and the thumb of her left hand, as if in the act of wiping
from it the blood of Marat, whom, in her enthusiasm, she already
contemplated as dead, she smiled and looked earnestly upon
De Beriot,

“ Foolish girl, you are but a visionary—an enthusiast of some
unknown sect who deem, as all now do, their principles to be
the most correct, and hesitate not even to wade through blood
to attain their accomplishment. Go! such a deed, even if

Marat deserved it—-”

“If!” exclaimed the impassioned girl, “he has—he does
deserve it, and God so help me, De Beriot, he or I must fall.

You. think him your friend—you are deceived—he is your
enemy—even now he is concerting plans for your destruction

—

the object of which is
—

” And here she paused, as if overcome
by her feelings, while her whole frame was violently convulsed,
then suddenly pointing to a portrait which hung against the
wall, shrieked aloud, “There! there!”
“Holy Virgin!” exclaimed De Beriot; “mean you my

daughter?”
“Fes!” replied she, “ thy daughter, that blue-eyed, young,

and beauteous maiden, is already in the fascination of the silake

—thy existence alone is the barrier to ins wisnes. Thou once
removed, his folds are entwined around her, and in the morn-
ing of her youth and beauty she will perish.”

“Woman, art thou indeed sincere?”
“ Let God hear witness that I am.”
“And how, how can I save her?” asked the frantic father,

the tears streaming down his manly countenance.
“By aiding me in the prosecution of my purpose. Gain for

me an interview with Marat—I ask no more, 1 will answer for

the conrpletion of the deed.”
“ Impossible! you know that access to his presence is entirely

forbidden. He will see no one, admit no one hut his friends
and colleagues of the Convention.”

“ Then you refuse me?” she inquired in a tone of despair and
disappointment.

“ I do, I do, my child, my child!” and the old man sank into
his chair and wept bitterly.

The female seized the opportunity to quit the apartment by
the same way in which she had entered—having followed in

the wake of the gens d’armes, and secreted herself in a small
recess of the corridor ’till such time as they departed, when the
interview we have just narrated took place.

Lost in the intensity of his feelings, the old man neither heard
nor saw her departure, and when he looked up, he could
scarcely believe hut that the past scene was some illusion of the
brain, and not the words and acts of reality. He cast his eyes
upon the picture of his daughter; a thousand horrible figures

were presented to his imagination; he felt sick at heart, he
rushed to the window to breathe the morning breeze, that was
now rustling among the gardens of Paris, and cresting the blue
and silent waters of the Seine. The grey dawn was setting on
his misty throne, on the summits of the mountains, while one
by one were fading the tapers of the night—the lark was
trilling his lay in the heavens, and all the earth was awaking
in its mantle of beauty and fragrance—he gazed wildly upon
the scene, hut the cool air felt to him as a furnace, he gasped
for breath; every object grew dim before his vision, and he sank
on the floor, hopeless, helpless and alone.

THE DENOUEMENT.

The morning which dawned was the Sabbath, but no marks
were visible to denote the same. Ho priest was seen bending
his steps to the house of prayer. In place of the trim-attired
citizen, was beheld the soldier with his implements of war and
blood. Groups of unwashed and haggard artizans were hurry-
ing to their professions—the sound of labour everywhere struck
upon the ear. The wine-house, the halls of gaming, and
temples of amusement—all were thrown open, and contributed
to banish from the mind ofman the day that the Lord had set

apart for his praise. One hell alone, which fell heavily upon
all hearts, told that the work of slaughter had commenced. "As

we have said, the victims of that sacred morning were Dou-
mouriez and Vergniaud; their' trial immediately followed their

arrest—the evidence was summary—they were convicted, sen-

tenced, and their blood helped to swell the human tide that
daily and hourly rolled around that tribunal of terror and of
death.

On this morning, immediately after the execution, a young
female called at the house of Marat, and presented a letter, re-

questing an interview. Her application was unsuccessful. She
was told that no interview could he granted. Sick and dis-

pirited, she retraced her steps to the Hotel du Providence, and
in the silence of her chamber, sat meditating how she could ac-
complish the sole object of her existence—a personal interview
with the minister of terror. In her hand she held a miniature,
which she bathed with her tears, and covered with her kisses.

A gentle knock at the door apprised her of the presence ofsome
visiter, and placing the miniature in her bosom, and wiping the
tears from her eyes, in a calm and collected voice she bade him
enter. The door opened, and a tall and cadaverous person,
in the capacity of Capitaine du Surveillance, stood before her.

“Your business, sir?” demanded she.
“ I come, citizeness,” answered the officer, “ in the name of

the Republic, to receive what intelligence you have to communi-
cate to citizen Marat.”

“ It is to him alone,” replied the female, “ that I can disclose
strong and important facts

;
with you, sir, I can hold no com-

munication,” and curtseying, she was about to retire into an
inner apartment.
“Your pardon, citizeness, I am ordered not to lose sight of

you ’till I am in possession of those facts;” while, at the same
moment, he attempted to intercept her passage to the door to
which she was retreating.

With the agility of a deer, she bounded past him, and seizing
a small pistol which lay upon the chimney-piece, held him at
hay. “ Attempt to intercept me,” she exclaimed, “ and that
moment is your last.” She entered the apartment—the door
was closed and bolted in an instant, while the minion of authority
departed, abashed, chagrined and disappointed.

The evening of that day had arrived, heavy clouds wore
gathering in the heavens, and the distant hurtling of thunder
foretold that a tempest was fast approaching. The citizens
had sought their homes for shelter, and a death-like stillness

pervaded all around. Darker and darker grew each moment,
till at length, one deep impenetrable veil of night enveloped the
heavens and the earth, and the voice of the elements burst forth
in terrific fury. It seemed as if the Supreme Judge was de-
nouncing his anathema against the blood- polluted walls of
Paris. At that hour of storm and tempest, a solitary female
was seen threading the dark and intricate streets of the city.

Nothing appalled by the darkness of the hour, she boldly pur-
sued her course, till at last she entered the Rue de Saint Denis.
With caution she glanced around her, then hastily ascending
the steps of the mansion of Marat, she applied the iron knocker
with such vehemence, that the whole street echoed from the
sound. After a considerable pause a figure presented itself at

an upper casement, and demanded the reason of so furious

a summons. “ I wish to speak with citizen Marat,” was the
answer.

“’Tis impossible,” replied the person at the casement, and Avas

about to withdraw.
“ ’Tis an affair that concerns the safety of the Republic. I

come from Caen, and my sojourn in Paris will admit of no delay.

Fear nothing from me, I am but a Avoman.”

The figure withdrew from the window, and after an absence

of nearly ten minutes, the heavy iron bars that secured the

door within, were heard to give Avay, and the female
,
stranger

was admitted to the mansion of the Republic Tyrant. The
door Avas again made secure, and the old woman, for such was
the Cerberus of the mansion, conducted the young female, by
the feeble light of a little lamp, through several ancient and
curiously-formed passages, till at length they stood before a

small door in a gloomy corridor. The old Avoman gave three

distinct knocks upon it, when a tremulous voice within cried,

“ In the name of the Republic, enter,” She applied her finger

to what seemed a secret spring, and the door flying open, the
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den of, the monster was revealed to view. From the roof hung
an.iron lamp by a chain of the same material, whose light

faintly dispelled the gloom of the apartment. At the farther

end was seen the head and shoulders of an old and hideous-

looking man, who was reclining in a bath—his right arm and
hand rested upon a block of wood, which served as a desk,

where were implements of writing, with which he was busily

employed. He did not deign to cast his eyes upon the female,

but muttered in a low and almost stifled voice, “ Your pardon,

La Belle Citoyenne, you must wait.” Then waving his hand
to the old woman, she quitted the apartment.

Thus left alone with the man of blood and terror, it is

natural enough to suppose that fear would have seized upon a

voung and helpless female, but she trembled not—her pulse

beat regularly as in her most placid moments—her eye was
intently fixed upon the minister, of murder, and she only felt

anxious for a fitting opportunity to plant her poignard in his

heart.

Marat, at length ceased writing, and turning towards her
with a ghastly smile, exclaimed—“ Ah, citizeness, had I been
aware that one so young and beauteous as yourself had thus
been waiting, these importantmatters would have been deferred.

Now, what seek you? Speak, and freely. Marat can refuse

nothing to beauty like yours.”
“ I come, citizen,” she replied, “ to tell you of danger that

threatens the Republic.”

“How

—

'when—where?” he ejaculated. “Nothing but plots

—nothing but treason. No matter, they must be cunning‘wlio

can outwit Marat.”
‘

“ In Paris, perhaps,” interrupted the female; “ but there are

spirits beyond it. I come from Caen. I wished to impart my
intelligence this morning, but I was rudely driven from your
door, and afterwards insulted, by your order, in my hotel, by
the officer of surveillance.”

“ Your pardon, La Belle Citoyenne, I knew not that it was a
goddess who sought me. Well, what seek you? What in-

iuries can I redress? Who has deceived you? Speak, speak,
rny divinity. The word of Marat is his death warrant.” And
the old man seized the pen, eager to add another victim to his

catalogue of destruction.

The young female advanced nearer to the hoary ruffian.

Marat, with difficulty, stretched forth liis withered arms as if

he expected she would drop into them in gratitude for his

sanguinary proffer. But she paused, and casting her eyes
upon him, in which the lightning of revenge was flashing

—

“You remember Frederic Beauchamp?” said she.

Marat convulsively started in the water. The name of

Beauchamp seemed to awaken the slumbering spirit of the

monster. “ Ah, ha!” he exclaimed, his whole countenance
gleaming with demoniac fury; “ Beauchamp, the traitor. Yes,
citizeness, he expiated his principles on the scaffold. Caen!

—

lie was the spirit ofthat province. Is rebellion not yet subdued?
Must I find more food there for the guillotine? Speak, speak!
What dangers threaten the Republic. Tell me, that my fiat

may go forth for their destruction. Speak, speak!” and as he
finished, he sunk back into the hath from exhaustion.
“You have heard of Charlotte Corday?” said the female,

standing closely to Marat.
“ Yes,” said he, “ the betrothed of Beauchamp. She, too,

must perish. The axe thirsteth for her blood. Knowest thou
ought of the traitress?”

“ I do!” replied she, “but Marat shall never live to behold
her perish.”

“ Say’st thou

—

thou speak’st in riddles, my Diana. Tell me
of her—how—where is she to be"'found ?”

“Ilere!” exclaimed she, and at the same moment drew from
her bosom the poignard. The old man endeavoured to raise

himself in the bath, but, like a tigress, she sprung upon him.
With her left hand she grasped him by the throat-—“Mercy!
mercy!” he ejaculated, in a voice of desperation and despair.

“Mercy! ha, ha, ha!” and she laughed in exultation as the
wretch, in the agony of fear, appealed to her pity for preserva-
tion. “Mercy! dar’stthou to sue for mercy, thou grey-headed
ruffian? ’tis a word unknown to thy tribunal of murder. Seek
it of the elements, into which, a3 a dog, according to thy creed.

thou say’st we shall resolve.” She raised her arm to give
force to the blow. Marat, rendered desperate from all hope of
rescue being denied to him, struggled fearfully, but in vain.
The poignard descended—the blood spouted forth from his
heart, and tinged the water of the bath. He made an effort to
sail, but the cry was feeble; his eyes glared wildly in their
sockets, and his bead fell upon his bosom, “ Frederic!” she ex-
claimed, “ thou art avenged. The sacrifice is accomplished.”
She relaxed her grasp of the body, and it fell sullenly among
the water. The door of the apartment was burst open* The
servants of Marat rushed in, oaths and imprecations were
heaped upon her. She made no reply—offered no resistance,

but a smile of satisfaction played upon her beauteous features
as they dragged her to the tribunal of the Republic.

The morning beams shone brilliantly on the towers and tur-

rets of Paris. The axe of the guillotine awaited for a victim.

It waited not long—a young and elegant girl ascended the

scaffold; in her hand she held a rose—a black veil shrouded
her features from the gaze of *the populace. The executioner

approached to prepare her for the axe. Proudly she waved her

hand for him to desist. She removed the veil—she stood re •

vealed to view. Reader the victim was the destroyer of the

monster Marat—the affianced bride ofthe murdered Beauchamp
—Charlotte Corday.

ANECDOTE OF BEN BOW.

In the year 1680, Captain Benbow (afterwards the Vice

Admiral, so justly celebrated,) in his own vessel, the Benbow
frigate, was attacked in his passage to Cadiz, by a Sallee cor -

sair, against whom he defended himself, though very inferior

in his complement of men, with the utmost bravery, tilt at

last the Moors boarded him, but were quickly beaten out of

his ship again, with the loss of thirteen men, whose heads

Benbow ordered to be cut off and thrown into a tub ol sail

brine. When he arrived at Cadiz, lie went on shore, and

ordered a negro servant to follow him with the Moors’ heads

hi a sack. He had. scarce landed before the officers of the

revenue inquired what lie had in the sack?^ The captain

answered, “salt provisions for his own use.'’ “ Ihat may
he,” answered the officers, “ but we must insist on seeing

them.” Captain Benbow alleged “that he was no stranger

there—that he did not use to smuggle goods,” and pretended

to take it ill that he was suspected. Tho officers told him,

“that the magistrates were sitting, not far off, and that if

they should be satisfied with his word, liis servant might

carry the provisions where he pleased; but otherwise, it was

not in their power to grant any such indulgence.” The cap-

tain consented to this proposal
;
and away they marched to

the Custom-house—Benbow in front, his man in the centre,

and the officers in the rear.

The magistrates, when he came before them, treated Mr.

Benbow with great politeness; they told him, “they were

sorry to make a point of such a trifle
;
but since he had re-

fused to show the contents of his sack to their officers, the

nature of their employments obliged them to demand a sight

of them
;
and that, as they doubted not they were salt provi-

sions, the showing them could be of no great consequence,

one way or tbs other.” “ I told you,” said the captain,

sternly, “ they were salt provisions, for my own use. Ceesar,

throw them down upon the table; and, gentlemen,^ i: you

like them, they are at your service.” The Spaniards were

exceedingly struck at the sight of the Moors’ heads; and no

less astonished at the account of the captain s adventure

;

who, with so small a force, had been able to defeat such a

number of barbarians, flhey sent an account or the whole

affair to Madrid
;
and Charles the Second, then king of Spam,

was so pleased with it, that. he wrote a letter, in liis behalf, to

King James the Second
;
who, upon Benbow & return, gave

him a captain’s commission; and appointed him to the com-

mand of a ship in the royal navy.
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THE FACTION FIGHTS.
“ The faction fights, plaze your honour,” said an intelligent

countryman to Mrs. Hall, when spoken to on the subject, “ the

faction fights are a’most, and maybe more than a’most, gone
off the face of the country. The boys are beginning to talk

about them as things they have seen—like a show or a giant.

We ask each other how
we were ever drawn into

them, what brought them
about; and the one an-
swer to that is—whiskey

!

No gun will go off until it

is primed, and sure whis-
key was the priming.
That made more orphans
and widows than the fe-

ver or starvation. Thanks
be to God, if death come
upon us now, it is by the

Lord’s will, and not our
own act.” It was en-

couraging to hear such a
remark from one of “the
people;” and this was by
no means a solitary in-

stance. The man had, he
confessed, many a time,

when a mere child, in-

cited by the example of

the faction, to whom his parents belonged, nerved his little

arms to cast heavy stones into the melee, not caring how or

where they fell. “We usen’t to mind a bit of a shindy in those

times

:

if a boy was killed, why we said it was 4 his luck,’ and
that .it couldn’t be helped ;

if a fellow trailed his coat over

the fair green and dared any one to stand a foot on it, we en-

joyed the fight that was sure to follow, and never thought or

cared how it would end. Sure I remember my own brother

—

and now since he’s been a Temperance man, he hasn’t raised a

finger in anger to any living creature—sure I mind him well,

feeling the tents for heads, and when he’d got one to his liking,

giving it first a good rap, and then calling on the owner to

come out and fight him;
sure he’d never have
done that but for the

whiskey. Ah,” he con-

tinued, 44 that was a fool-

ish divarshin, but there

was no heart bitterness

with it; nothing to lay

heavy to the end of one’s

days. But the faction

fights war the bitterest

of all—black hatred de-

scending from father to

son against the opposite

faction, as if poor Ire-

land hadn’t enough ene-

mies without turning

—

worse than a wild beast

—to murder and destroy

her own flesh and blood.

Now there’s a poor wo-
man,” he said, pointing

to a pale patient-look-

ing person who sat knit-

ting at her cottage door,
44 there’s a poor creature

!

Mrs. Lawler knows
what faction’s come
to, and so she ought;
she’ll tell the lady her story, and welcome, if she has any
curiosity to hear it. Good morrow-morning to you, Mrs. Law-
ler, and how’s your girleen, ma’am? The lady would be glad
to rest while the gentleman and 1 get up the far hill; and you

have always a welcome, like your people before you, for the
stranger.” 44 Kindly welcome,” said the widow. “ Mary, dust
the chair, avourneen.” The cabin was clean and neat, and
bearing no evidence of the presence of that sad poverty which
we had so frequently seen, though it did not dim the smile or
lessen the welcome; nor was it difficult to lead the widow to
the story of sorrows, which, however softened by time, were

ever uppermost in her
mind. 44 My mother and
myself were widowed by
factions—plaze God, my
little girl won’t have the

same tale to tell, for the

’Connels and the Lawlers
might put salt to each
other’s potatoes without
fear of fighting now. It

was a shocking thing to

see the arm of brother
raised against brother,

only because as battle

and murder war in the
hearts oftheir forefathers,

and they must be con-
tinued in their own. I

was born a ’Connel, and
almost the first thing I

learned was to hate a
Lawler, from the lip out;
and yet hard fortune was

before me, for the very first passion my heart felt was the
same love it feels still for a Lawler; it has known no change;
though it has known sorrow; the first knowledge I had of the
wild beatings of my own heart was when I saw that girl’s

father. Ah, yah! it has heat with joy and terror often
;
but the

love for my first love, and my last, was always one; and now,
when all is past and gone, and that you, Mark Lawler, are in

your green, quiet grave, I am prouder to have been the choice
of your own fine noble spirit, than if I was made this moment
the queen of all Ireland’s ground. O, lady! if you could have
seen him! 4 Norah,’ said my father to me, and I winnowing at
our barn-door with the servant-maid, 4 Norah keep your eyes

on the grain, and not
after the chaff, and don’t

raise them above the

hedge, for there’s many
a Lawler will be passing
the road this day on ac-

count of the fair, and I

don’t wish a child of

mine to notice them, or

to be noticed by them.’

I intended to do his bid-

ding, and whenever I

heard a horse, or the

voices of strangers

coming down the boreen,

I kept my eyes on the

grain, and let the chaff

fly at its pleasure, until

a dog broke through the

hedge, and attacked a
little beast of my own;
so as soon as that came
to pass, I let the sieve

fall, to catch my own
little dog in my arms;
there was no need for

that, for he was over

the hedge, lighter and
brighter than a sunbeam.

Ah, then, I wonder islove as quick at taking in all countries a3 it

is here ? Mark Lawler didn’t sx>eak ten words, nor I two ;
and yet

from that out—under the bames of the moon, or the sun, in the

open field, or in the crowd, it was ail one; no on® hut Mark Law-
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ler was in my mind. I knew lie was a Lawler by his eyes, and 1

well he knew I was a Connel; but the love would have little of boy
and girl love in it, that would heed a faction. We, who had never
met till that moment, could never go astray in the fields with-

out meeting after. Ah! Mary,” she continued, addressing her
daughter, and yet in her simplicity, quite forgetting she had
been proving the uselessness of precept by her own confession—“ Ah, Mary dear, if ye feel yer heart soften towards a young
man, keep out of his way intirely, avourneen; have nothing to

say to him, don’t drive your cow the same road he walks, nor

draw water from the same well, nor go to the same chapel, Mary,
barrin you have no other to go to : there’s a deal of mischief in

the chapel, dear, because you think in your innocence you’re

giving your thoughts to God, and all the time, maybe, it’s to an
idol of your own making, my darling child, they’d be going;

sure your mother’s sorrow ought to be a warning, avourneen!”
** Yes, mother,” replied the blue-eyed girl, meekly. “ Well, lady,

my poor father thought I grew very attentive intirely to the

young lambs, and watchful over the flax; but at last some of

the ’Connels whispered how it was, that Mark Lawler met his

child unknownst; and he questioned me, and I told the truth,

how I had given my heart out of my bosom, and I fell at his

feet, and cried salt and bitter tears until they dropped upon
the ground he
stood on; and
seeing his heart
was turning to
iron, I, who had
ever been like

a willow in his

hand, roused
myself, and
challenged him
to say a word
to Mark’s dis-

advantage. I

said he was so-

ber, honest, in-

dustrious; and
my father was
struck with the
strength of the

heart I took,
and listened,

until at last he
made answer,
that if a saint

from Heaven
came down, and
was a Lawler,
he would not
give him a drop
of water to wet
his lips. He threatened me with his curse if I kept true in
my love, and thought to settle the thing out of hand by
marrying me to my own second cousin; but that I wouldn’t
hear to; God knows I did not mean to cross him, but what
could I do? Mark sent to ask me to bid him farewell, or
his heart would break

; I thought there could be no harm in
blessing him, and telling him to think of me no more. “ Mary,
avourneen,” she said, again addressing her daughter, “ if ye
really want to break off at once with a young man, take warn-
ing by me.” “Yes, mother,” was again Mary’s gentle reply.
“ At that meeting, we agreed to meet again ; and so we did, until
we got a priest to make us one. At first I was as happy as a
young bird; but soon my heart felt crushed, for I had to carry
two faces. My father was more bitter than ever against the
Lawlers, and my brother, ‘Dark ’Connel,’ as ho was called,
more cruel than my father. At last I was forced to own that I
was married. I watched the time when my brother was away,
for one storm was as much as I could bear. My father cast
me like a dog from the hearth I had played on when a child;
in his fury he knelt to curse me, but my mother held a gos-
pel against his lips, so I was saved his curse. The arms of a
loving husband were open forme: and until the Midsummer

fair I thought my happiness was sure; I worked hard to keep
Mark from it, for the factions were sure to meet there; he swore
to me that he would not raise a finger against my father or
brother, nor let a drop of spirits pass his lips. I walked with
him a piece of the way, and I thought all pleasure in sight
left ray eyes when he waved the last Avave of his hat on the top
of the hill. As I was turning into our own field, a lark was
rising above its nest singing its glory to the heavens in its

sweet voice, when a shot from the gun of one of those squireens
who are thick among the leaves as spiders’ webs, struck the
bird, and it fell quivering and bleeding close to where I
knew its nest was in the corn. I opened the bending grain
to see if I could find it, it was lying quite dead, and its°poor
mate standing close by. The lark is a timid thing, but she
never minded me, and my heart felt so sick, that I went into
my house crying bitterly. I could not rest; I thought in a few
hours I might be like that innocent bird; and taking my
cloak about me, I' walked on, and on, until I came in sight of
the fair green. It was a woeful sight to me—the shouts of
the shoAvmen, the screams of the sellers, the lowing of cattle

and bleating of sheep, were all mixed together—while the yell
of the factions, every now and again, drowned everything in its

horrid sound. I knew my father’s voice as he shouted ‘ ilurroo
for the ’Connels— doAvn with
the Lawlers.’ I

'saw him tiien

standing before

Mark, aggra-
vating him.
My husband’s
hands were
clenched, and
he kept his

arms close by
his side that

he might not
strike. I pray-
ed that God
might keephim
in that mind,
and flew to-

wards them.
Just as I drop-
ped on my
knees by his

side, he had
raised his arm,
not against

my father, but
against my
brother, who
had drawn the

old man back; and there they stood fnce to face—the two young
heads of the old factions—-blows were exchanged, for Mark had
been aggravated beyond all bearing; and I was trying to force

myself between them, when I saAv my father stretched upon the

green, in the very hour and act of revenge and sin. It was b}r a
blow from a Lawler—the old man never spoke another word

—

and the suddenness of his death (for he was liked by the one
and hated by the other) struck a terror in them all—the sticks

fell to their sides—and the great storm of oaths and voices sunk
into a murmur while they looked on the dying man. Oh ! hitter,

heart bitter, was my sorroAV. I shrouded my father with my
arms, but he didn’t feel me; the feeling had left his limbs, and the

light his ejms; however hard his words had been, the know-
ledge that I was fatherless, and my mother a widow, made me
forget them all! ’W hile some of the neighbours ran for a priest,

and others raised the cry, my brother

—

darker than ever I had
seen him—fell upon his knees, and dipping his hand in

- the

warm blood that poured from the old man’s Avounds, held it up
in the sight of the ’Connels. ‘Boys,’ he shouted, and his voice

Avas like the howl of a wild beast—‘Boys! by this blood I

swear, neArer to make peace till the hour of my death Avith one
of the name who ha\re done this, but to hackle and rive, and
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destroy all belonging to the Lawlers.’ And the women who
war about me cried out at my brother and said, sure his sister

was a ’Connel
;
but he looked at me worse than if I was a sar-

pent, and resting his hand-wet as it was—upon my head,
turned away, saying, 4 She is marked with her father's blood in

the sight of the people I thought I should have died, and when
I came to myself I found I was in a poor woman’s cabin, as

good as half-way home, with two or three of the neighbours
about me ;

and my husband, the very moral of a broken heart, by
my side. ‘Avourneen graS’ he said striving to keep down the
workings of his heart; ‘Avourneen gra! I had no hand in it at all.

God knows I wouldn’t have hurt a hair of his white head.’ I

knew itwas the truth he was telling, yet somehow the words ofmy
brother clung about me

—

I ivas marked with my father's blood.

And the ’Connels put the old man’s corpse upon a cart, and
laid a clean white cloth over it; and carried him past my own
little place— keening over it, and cursing the hand that gave
him his death : hundreds of the neighbours mixed with my own
people, my widowed mother, and my dark brother following;

and so they passed by our door; for miles along the road, I

could hear the loud scream of the mother that bore me high
above the voices of all the rest. Oh ! it was a horrid sound
and a horrid sight! His death was talked of far and near

; the
magistrates set to putting down the factions, and the priest

gave cut from the altar, Sunday after Sunday, such commands,
that, without flying in his reverence’s face, they could not keep
on at the fights in public; every innocent diversion through
the country was stopped on their account; but though there

was outward peace, yet day after day I was followed by the

spirit of my brother’s words; the world wouldn’t put it out of

his head, that Mark struck the mortal blow, and he turned his

ear from me, and from his own mother, and would not believe

the truth. For as good as two years, the husband, whose life

was the life-beat of my worn-out heart, seldom left the cabin

without my thinking he would never come back. I’d wait till

he was a few yards from the door, and then steal out to watch
him till he was out of sight. At ploughing, or haymaking, or

reaping, his whistle would come over the little hill to me, while
I sat at my w heel, as clear as a blackbird’s

;
and if it stopped

but for a minute, my heart would sink like death
;
and it’s to

the door I’d be. If I woke in the night, I could not go to sleep

again without my arm across his shoulder to feel that he was
safe and my first and last prayer to the Almighty, night and
morning, was for him. My brother was very fond of children,

and though he had gone to live at the other side of the parish,

I managed to meet Mm one evening and place little Mary
before him

;
but his face darkened so over the child, that I was

afraid she might be struck with an evil eye, and, making the

sign of the cross on her, I covered her from his sight with my
cloak : after that, I knew nothing would turn his hatred,

except the grace of God
;
and though I wished that he

might have it, whenever I tried to pray for it for him, my
blood turned cold. I’ve often thought,” she continued, after a

pause, “ what a blessing it is, that we have no knowledge of the

sorrow we’re born to
;
for if we had, we could not bear life. /

had that knowledge

;

Mark never smiled on me that I did not
feel my flesh creep

,
lest it should be his last. He’d tell some-

times of how things were mending, how there was much bitter-

ness going out of the country; and though there was no talk of

temperance then, he saw plain enough that if men would keep
from whiskey, they’d forget to be angry. And every minute,
even while I trembled for the life of his body, the peace and
love that was in him made me easy as to the life of his soul.

At last I persuaded him to leave the country ; a new hope came
to me, strong and bright, and I thought we might get away to

America, and that, maybe, then, he’d have a chance of living

all the days that were allotted at his birth. I did not tell him
that, but having got his consent, I worked night and day to get
off. It was all settled; the day fixed; and none of the neigh-
bours, barrin one or two of the Lawlers, knew it, and I knew
my brother would not hear it from them; and then my mother
lived with him. The evening before the day was come, that
time to-morrow we were to be on ship-board. ‘ I’ll go,’ says
my husband, ‘ I’ll go to the priest this evening, who christened,

confirmed, and married me, and who knows all that w*w in me

from the time I was born; his blessing will be a guard over us
and we’ll go together to his knee.’ We went; and though the
parting was sad, it was sweet: we walked homewards—both
our hearts full. At last Mark said, that only for me he’d never
have thought of leaving the old sod; but, maybe, it would be
for the best. I opened my mind to him then intirely

, and owned
more than I ever had done before ; how the dread of the factions
had disturbed me day and night; though I did not tell him how
n\y father's blood had been laid on me by my own brother. He
laughed at me—his gay wild laugh—and said he hoped my
trouble was gone like the winter’s snow. How, this is a simple
thing, and yet it always struck me as mighty strange intirely;
we were walking through a field, and, God help me, it was a
weak woman’s fancy, but I never thought any harm could come
to him when I was with him, and all of a sudden—.started, may-
be, at his laugh—a lark sprung up at our feet; we both watched
it, stopped to watch it, about three yards from the ditch, and
while it was yet clear in sight, a whiz—a flash as of lightning

—

the sound of death—and my husband was a corpse at my feet.”
The poor woman flung her apron over her face to conceal her
agitation, while she sobbed bitterly. “ The spirit of the factions,”
she continued, “ was in that fatal shot. Oh that he, my bless-
ing and my pride, should have been struck in the hour of hope!
Oh, Mark! Mark! long ago you, that I loved so well, were
turned into clay—many a long day ago; and still I think when
I sit on your green grass grave, I can hear your voice telling
me of your happiness; the heart of the youngest maid was
not more free from spot than yours, my own darling!
And to think that one of my own blood should have
taken you from my side. Oh, then it was I who felt the
curse of blood.” “ And was it—was it?” we would have asked,
“was it your brother?'’ “Whisht!” she whispered; “whisht,
avourneen, whisht! he's in his grave, too—though I didn't inform
—I left him to God. When I came to myself, the place around
—the very sky where the lark and his soul had mounted to-
gether—looked dismal, but not so dark as the dark-faced man who
did it

:

he had no power to leave the spot; lie was fixed there;
something he said about his father and revenge. God help me!
sure we war nursed at the same breast. No one knew it but me

;

sol left him to God—I left him to God! And he withered,
lady ! he withered off the face of the earth—withered, my mo-
ther told me, away, away—he was eat to death by his conscience

!

Oh, who would think a faction could end in such crime as that!
Ah! people who live among the flowers of the earth know
little of the happiness I have in taking my child, and sitting
beside her on her father’s grave

;
and as month after month

goes by, I can't hutfeel I'm all the sooner to be with him!" When
she said this, it was impossible not to feel for her daughter;
the poor girl cast such a piteous look upon her mother, and at
last, unable to control herself, flung her arms tightly round her
neck, as though she would keep her there for ever. Again and
again did her mother return her caresses—murmuring, “My
colleen-das will never be widowed by faction now; the spirit is

all gone, praise be to the Lord: and so I tell him when I sit

upon his grave.”

—

Mrs. Hall’s Ireland.

DON JUAN DE PADILLA, THE PATRIOT CHIEF
A TRUE TALE O3? SPAIN, IN THE YEAR 1520.

Perhaps the most heroic attempt made in defence of liberty
against despotic sway, recorded in Spanish history, is that
which was boldly undertaken by Don Juan De Padilla, and the
comuneros or commoners of Castile. Padilla, whose name is

sacred amongst the martyrs of liberty, was a young cavalier
of extraordinary courage, enthusiastic temperament, and great
abilities. His hatred of oppression, was as patriotic as his
spirit—unalloyed by the admixture of those baser ingredients,
which are but too often found in the character of professed re-
publicans. To the reckless intrepidity of a hardy soldier,
lie united the polish of courtly manners; nor did his ardent
character ever lead him into any of those excesses by which
enthusiasm is so often instigated.

Such was the man whom the comuneros of Castile choose
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for their leader, when they resolved to oppose by open violence

the arbitrary measures, which the Emperor Charles V. in con-

tempt of the ancient laws of Spain, scrupled not to adopt.

Padilla was the first man of note who raised the cry of liberty

in Castile.

Padilla had established his head quarters at Valladolid, to

which city the comuneros flocked from every side to follow the

standard of freedom. But a serious obstacle opposed their

operations—the ruinous wars, carried on by the emperor, had,

in some measure, drained the land of specie; and the Junta
being afraid of levying heavy contributions on the people,

Padilla found the necessity of providing some means to remove
so grave an inconvenience.

This was accomplished by a female Donna Maria Pacheco,
the worthy spouse of Padilla. This extraordinary woman, the

first heroine of that land, where heroines have never been
wanting, resorted to the following bold expedient. She
assembled the women of Toledo, having previously ordered
that they should appear habited in deep mourning. Her com-
mands were promptly obeyed; and early in the morning the
Zocodover was crowded with a multitude of females in gloomy
attire.

“ My dear, and brave countrywomen,” she said, in a firm
voice; “ the defenders of the liberties of Castile are now im-
peded in their sacred enterprise, for want of that coin which
the despotic emperor lias so lavishly used in foreign wars, and
in pampering favourites. Our coffers have already been drained
in the glorious cause. Wealth is nowhere to be found but in

the places of worship. Start not at the proposition I am about
to make; but Heaven will surely forgive an act prompted by the
most sacred reasons. Women of Toledo! follow me boldly, and
let the gold and silver ornaments, with which the churches are
encumbered, be converted into coin to provide for the necessities

of the state.”

This proposal was received without a dissentient voice by
the female multitude, yet such a step was not taken without
some feeling of awe; and, as the gloomy procession bent their
course towards the cathedral, they humbly called on Heaven
to pardon the expedient which they were compelled to employ,
i he scruples of conscience were silenced by degrees, and the

• ork of spoliation commenced. The booty was immense; and
the whole of it applied to the sacred purpose for which the
collection had been undertaken.

Padilla and the comuneros being enabled to take the field by
this timely subsidy, lost no time in prosecuting their designs.
The whole country was in a ferment. The city of Tamora
had openly revolted, and placed the venerable Bishop Acuna
at the head of the comuneros : nearly all the principal cities in
the kingdom followed this example; and in Madrid the male-
contents had proceeded to remove all the functionaries acting
by the emperor’s nomination. Padilla next succeeded in ob-
taining an interview with Donna Juana, the Dowager Queen, to
whom he represented the arbitrary conduct of her son; and
invited her, in the name of the people, to assume the crown.
Juana was solemnly recognised as Sovereign of Spain: and
every public transaction of the comuneros was undertaken in
her name,

Padilla had taken possession of Torro-Lobaton, when intelli-

gence was brought that the royal army, commanded by the Counts
of Haro and Onate, was advancing by the most rapid marches.
The superiority of the enemy’s forces, made the leaders of the
comuneros sensible of the necessity of retreating to some place
where they might present a suitable defence. The city of
Torro offered all the advantages desirable, and to this place the
retreat was begun in strict order, though in a most expedi-
tious manner. Meantime the royalist chiefs, having received
due information of the enemy’s movements, suddenly ordered
a numerous body to intercept their retreat, whilst the main
army commenced a vigorous pursuit.
The morning had been excessively sultry, and the troops of

Padilla, worn out with fatigue, had halted on the road leading
to Villanar; Padilla having granted a,n hour of repose to his
drooping soldiers, when a rumour was heard, and a man was
seen hurrying from the out-post.

“ The enemy!—the enemy! ’ was the word of alarm. The

whole army was thrown into commotion. Padilla advanced in
front with his principal officers, and, in a loud and animating
voice, exclaimed

“ Comuneros of Castile! the moment of retreat is past.
The foe is in sight; and it shall never be said that we fly

before the tools of oppression. To entrust our cause to the
event of a battle is now inevitable. I need not excite your
courage, nor remind you of your duty. Castilians! you
fight for your sacred rights. A foreign prince now governs
the country with an iron rod, to which Spaniards have
never, until now, been exposed. Our liberties are trampled
upon—our Cortes treated with insult and contempt. Charles
considers Spain as a convenient mine, whence he may draw
a plentiful harvest. Comuneros! show yourselves worthy of
the glorious Castilians from whom you are descended. Fight
like heroes—die like freemen.”

This address was greeted with shouts of approbation by the
army, which, despite their exhausted condition, now made ready
for the fight with heroic intrepidity. The enemy was pre-
sently seen advancing to the charge. Padilla placed his troops
in battle array, and with undaunted resolution and coolness,

awai ted the attack of the royalist s, who alone filled the air with
acclamations, which were immediately returned by the cries ot
“ Liberty! and Castile!”

The conflict now became animated and vigorous^ sustained
on both sides, notwithstanding the superiority the emperor’s
troops had over the enemy, in number and discipline.

Despite of their desperate exertions, however, the royalists

were gradually gaining ground, and symptoms of disorder be-
came discernible in the comuneros ranks.

Padilla called out with a voice of enthusiasm to his compa-
nions to strain their energy in this crisis. He himself per-

formed prodigies of valour, and at last was wounded in the thigh,

and fell. The battle continued for some time after, but the
comuneros were at length defeated, and a terrible confusion
followed. Padilla, in the general confusion, had succeeded in

dragging himself towards a hedge, where he lay concealed in

the most pitiable condition.

The report of his death circulated amongst both the con-
querors and the vanquished, but the Count Haro was not to be
satisfied with idle rumours and uncertain reports. lie gave
strict orders that a minute search should be commenced in the
field of strife, for Padilla, dead or alive, for it was of the highest

importance, that the general of the comuneros should be brought
to his enemy, who fondly expected to terminate the war, by the

death or capture of this famous chief.

After an unwearied and long search over the field of battle

success crowned the endeavours of the royalists : a soldier cried

out that he saw a man resembling the chief of the comuneros.

At the grateful sound, an officer and several followers hastened

to the spot.

By the side of a hedge, bushy, retired, and nearly covered

with water, a eomunero was indeed seen, crouching, to keep

himself concealed; but he was dragged from the hollow in

which he had taken shelter, and a burst of congratulation broke

from the royalists, for it was indeed the leader of the comu-
neros that had fallen into their power—the gallant and unfor-

tunate Padilla. Although bleeding profusely from his wound,

and ready to sink under this accumulation of evils—yet his

countenance though squalid and distorted with pain, preserved

that noble expression for which it had been noted. The fire

of his eye was dimmed, hut not quenched; and the glance he

cast on his captors, was of noble sorrow, blended with heroic

resignation.

Padilla A^as carried in this wretched condition to the com-

mander of the Royalists, amidst the triumphant cries of his

enemies. When he arrived in the presence of the Count of

Haro, a melancholy scene took place. Padilla found many of

his principal officers and companions prisoners, like himself,

and the greeting of the unfortunate patriots was one of the

most painful nature, though not, perhaps, unmixed with satis-

faction. Padilla’s wound having been dressed, he was thrown

into a cart, together with other suffering men of his party, and.

conducted under an escort to Villalar.

The conquering army soon entered that place, filling the air
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with their acclamations, and leading their prisoners in a rank.

On the following day it was intimated to Padilla and liis chief

adherents, that they were to suffer death. They received this

intelligence with stern composure.
“ It is well,” said Padilla, firmly; “nothing now remains to

fulfil our duty to our countrymen, than to die with the same

noble resolution that we have defended its rights.”

Tim Count of Haro then entered the place where Padilla was
confined, previous to his being led to execution.

“ Don Juan,” said the count, “ your bravery and abilities

merit my sympathy, however your crime may call for the

severe award I have decreed. Confess your guilt, implore your

pardon from the emperor; and though your lot cannot be

amended, yet such a proceeding will be advantageous to your

family.”
“ My lord count,” said Padilla, resolutely, “ I will not stain

the glory of an honourable life, by an unworthy end. The con-

fession which you propose, not all the tortures which can afflict

human nature, shall extort from me. I have stood up in arms,

for the defence of the rights of Castile, which I saw trampled

upon by a foreign prince; either little conversant with our old

constitution, or else knowingly and willingly despotic. In either

case my conduct, in opposing tyranny, was not only justifiable

but praiseworthy. Would to God that the grandees of Castile

had not, on this occasion, forgotten the independent spirit of

their ancestors. But mark me well—the day will come when
our descendants, as well as those of the rest of your class, will

deeply lament the hour in which the grandees of Castile either

made common cause with an arbitary ruler to crush the liber-

ties of their land, or looked with apathetic indifference on the

struggles of their more patriotic countrymen. With regard to

my family, I have no boon to crave, save that this letter be

delivered to my wife; happily she and her offspring partake of

the noble sentiments b}' which I am actuated. I bequeath to

them a name of glory and pride, not one of shame and dis-

grace.”

After this he spoke no more;

—

he shook hands with his

brave companions, and was then led to the place of execution.

His composure and noble bearing affected the spectators of the

melancholy scene.

When they arrived at the scaffold, a herald came in front of

the platform and proclaimed, “that Don Juan de Padilla,

Don Juan Bravo, and Don Francisco Maldonado, were to die the

death of traitors, as rebels to their liege lord, the emperor.”
At this announcement, the fiery temper of Bravo could

not be restrained, and he cried with great indignation—
“It is false! we are no traitors and rebels, but true gentle-

men, and good Castilians. Traitors are those who have shame-
fully betrayed their country, and brought us, good patriots,

to this end.”

“Peace! peace! my honourable companion,” said Padilla,

addressing himself to Bravo, in a tone of kind reproof. “ Let
them say on; idle words cannot stain our honour. Yesterday
we were bound to exhibit the courage of Castilian gentlemen

—

to-day we must die with the meekness becoming good Chris-
tians!”

Thus ended the gallant Padilla.

H. A. D.

THE MARVELLOUS LEGEND OF TOM CONNOR’S CAT.

“There was a man in these parts, sir, you rmu;t know, called
Tom Connor, and he had a cat that was equal to any dozen of
rat-traps, and he was proud of the baste, and with rayson; for
she was worth her weight in goold to him, in saving his sacks
of meal from the thievery of the rats and mice; for Tom was
an extensive dealer in corn, and influenced the rise and fall of
that article in the market, to the extent of a full dozen of sacks
at a time, which he either kept or sold, as the spirit of free-
trade or monopoly came over him. Indeed, at one time, Tom
had serious thoughts of applying to the government for a mili-
tary force to protect liis granary, when there was a threatened
famine in the county.
“‘Pooh! pooh! sir,’ said the matter-of-fact little man. * as

if a dozen sacks could be of the smallest consequence in a whole
county—pooh! pooli!’

“ ‘ Well, sir,’ said Murphy, ‘I can’t help if you don’t believe;

but it’s truth what I am telling you, and pray don’t interrupt

me, though you may not believe; by the time the story’s done
you’ll have heard more wonderful things than that—and besides,

remember you’re a stranger in these parts, and have no notion

of the extraordinary things, physical, metaphysical, and magical,
which constitute the idiosyncrasy of rural destiny.’

”

“ The little man did not know the meaning of Murphy’s last

sentence—nor Murphy either; but having stopped the little

man’s throat with the big words, he proceeded.
“ This cat, sir, you must know, was a great pet, and was so

up to everything, that Tom swore she was a’most like a
Christian, only she couldn’t speak, and had so sensible a look

in her eyes, that he was sartin sure the cat knew every word
that was said to her. Well, she used to sit by him at breakfast

every morning, and the eloquent cock of her tail, as she used
to rub against his leg, said, ‘ Give me some milk, Tom Connor,’

as plain as print, and the plenitude of her purr afterwards,

spoke a gratitude beyond language.—Well, one morning, Tom
was going to the neighbouring town to market, and he had
promised the wife to bring home shoes to the childre’, out o’

the price of the corn; and sure enough, before he sat down to

breakfast, there was Tom taking the measure of the childre's

feet, by cutting notches on a bit of stick; and the wife gave him
so many cautions about getting ‘ a nate fit’ for ‘ Billy’s purty
feet,’ that Tom, in his anxiety to nick the closest possible mea-
sure, cut off the child’s toe. That disturbed the harmony of

the party, and Tom was obliged to breakfast alone, while

the mother ivas endeavouring to cure Billy; in short, trying to

make a heal of liis toe. Well, sir, all the time Tom was taking

measure for the shoes, the cat was observing him with that

luminous peculiarity of eye for which her tribe is remarkable;
and when Tom sat down to breakfast, the cat rubbed up against

him more vigorously than usual, but Tom, being bewildered

between his expected gain in corn, and the positive loss of his

child’s toe, kept never minding her, until the cat, with a sort of
caterwauling growl, gave Tom a dab of her claws, that went
eleau through his leathers, and a little further. ‘Wow,’ says

Tom, with a jump, clapping his hand on the part, and rubbing
it, ‘ By this and that, you drew the blood out o’ me,’ says Tom,
‘ you wicked divil—tish,—go along!’ says he, making a kick
at her. With that the cat gave a reproachful look at him, and
her eyes glared just like a pair of mail-coach lamps in a fog.

With that, sir, the cat, with a mysterious ‘ mi-ow ,’ fixed a most
penetrating glance on Tom, and distinctly uttered his name.

“ Tom felt every hair on his head as stiff as a pump handle—and scarcely crediting his ears, he returned a searching look

at the cat, who very quietly proceeded with a sort of nasal

twang
“

‘ Tom Connor,’ says she.

“‘The Lord be good to me, says Tom, ‘if it isn’t spakin’,

she is.’

“‘Tom Connor,’ says she, again.
“ ‘ Yes, ma’arn,’ says Tom.
“‘Come here,’ says she, ‘whisper—I want to talk to you,

Tom,’ says she, ‘ the last taste in private,’ says she—rising on
her hams, and beckoning him with her paw out o’ the door,

with a wink and a toss o’ the head aiqual to a milliner.

“Well, as you may suppose, Tom didn’t know whether he
was on his head or heels, but he followed the cat, and off she

went and squatted herself under the hedge of a little paddock
at the back of Tom’s house; and as he came round the corner,

she held up her paw again, and laid it on her mouth, as much
as to say ‘be cautious, Tom.’ Well, divil a word Tom could

say at all, with the fright, so up be goes to the cat, and says

she
“

‘ Tom,’ says she, ‘ I have a great respect for you, and there’s

something I must tell you, bekase you’re losing characther with
your neighbours,’ says she, ‘ by your goin’s on,’ says she ;

‘ and it’s

out o’ the respect that I have for you, that I must tell y ou,’ say s she.
“ ‘Thank you, ma’am,’ says Tom.
“

‘ You’re goin’ off to the town,’ says she, ‘to buy shoes for

the childre’, says she, ‘ and never thought o’ gettin’ me a, pair/
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“‘You?’ says Tom.
“‘Yis, me, Tom Connor,’ says she; ‘ and the neighbours

wondhers that a respectable man like you, allows your cat to

go about the counthry barefutted,’ says she.
“ ‘ Is it a cat to wear shoes?’ says Tom.
‘“Why not?’ says she, ‘ doesn’t horses wear shoes—and I

have a prettier foot than a horse, I hope,’ says she, with a toss
of her head.
“ ‘ Faix, she spakes like a woman

; so proud of her feet,’ says
Tom to himself, astonished, as you may suppose, but pretend-
ing never to think it remarkable all the time; and so he went
discoursin’, and says he, ‘ it’s thrue for you, ma’am,’ says he,

‘that horses wear shoes—but that stands to rayson, ma’am,
you see—seeing the hardship their feet lias to go through on
the hard roads.’
“ ‘ And how do you know what hardship my feet has to go

through ?’ says the cat, mighty sharp.
“ ‘But, ma’am,’ says Tom, ‘I don’t well see how you could

fasten a shoe on you,’ says he.
“ ‘ Lave that to me,’ says the cat.
u

‘ Did any one ever stick walnut shells on you, pussey?’
says Tom, with a grin.

“
‘ Don’t be disrespectful, Tom Connor,’ says the cat, with a

frown.
“

‘ I ax your pard’n, ma’am,’ says he, ‘ but as for the horses
you wor spakin’ about weariu’ shoes, you know their shoes is

fastened on with nails, and how would your shoes be fastened on ?’

“ ‘ Ah, you stupid thief,’ says she, ‘ haven’t I iligant nails o’

my own?’ and with that she gave him a dab of her claw, that
made him roar.

“
‘ Ow! murdher!’ says he.

“ ‘ Now, no more of your palaver, Misther Connor,’ says the
cat, ‘just be off and get me the shoes.’

“‘Tare an ouns,’ says Tom, ‘ what’ll become o’ me, if I’m
to get shoes for my cats?’ says he, ‘for you increase your
family four times a year, and you have six or seven every
time,’ says he, ‘ and then you must all have two pair apiece

—

wirra! wirra!—I’ll be ruined in shoe leather,’ says Tom.
“

‘ No more o’ your stuff,’ says the cat, ‘ don’t be standin’
here undher the hedge talkin’, or we’ll lose our cliaracthers

—

for I’ve remarked your wife is jealous, Tom.’
“ ‘ ’Ron my sowl, that’s thrue,’ says Tom, with a smirk.
“

‘ More fool she,’ says the cat, ‘ for, ’pon my conscience,
Tom, you’re as ugly as if you wor bespoke.’

“ Off ran the cat with these words, leaving Tom in amaze*
ment; he said nothing to the family for fear of frigkt’ning them,
and off he went to the town as he pretended—for he saw the cat
watching him through a hole in the hedge; but when he came
to a turn at the end of the road, the diclcins a mind he minded
the market, good or bad, but went off to Squire Botherum’s,
the magisthrit, to sware examinations agin the cat.

“
‘ Booh! pooh r nonsense;’—broke in the little man, who had

listened thus far to Murtough with an expression of mingled
wonder and contempt, while the ref>t of the party willingly gave
up the reins to nonsense, and enjoyed Murtough’s legend, and
their companions more absurd common sense.

Don’t interrupt him, Goggins,’ said Mister Wiggins.
‘“How can you listen to such nonsense?’ returned Goggins.

‘ Swear examinations against a cat, indeed, pooh! pooh!’
“

‘ My dear sir,’ said Murtough, ‘ remember this is a fairy
story, and that the country all around here is full of enchant-
ment. As I was telling you, Tom went off to swear examinations.

“
‘ Aye, aye;’ shouted all but Goggins; * go on with the story.’

“ And when Tom was asked to relate the events of the morn-
ing, which brought him before Squire Botherum, his brain was
so bewildered between his corn, and his cat, and his child’s toe,
that he made a very confused account of it.

“
‘ Begin your story from the beginning,’ said the magistrate

to Tom.
“‘Well, your honour,’ says Tom, ‘I was goin’ to market

this mornin’ to sell the child’s corn—I beg your pard’n—-my
own toes, I mane, sir.’

“
‘ Sell your toes?’ said the squire.

“ ‘No, sir, takin’ the cat to market, I mane—’“
‘ Take 8. eat to market?’ laid the squire—‘you're drunk, man.

‘“No, your honour, only confused a little; for when the toes
began to spake to me—the cat, I mane—I was bothered clane.’

The cat speak to you?’ said the squire; ‘phew,—worse
than before; you’re drunk, Tom.’

“
‘ No, your honour; it’s on the strength of the cat I come to

spake to you—

’

“ ‘ I think it’s on the strength of a pint o’ whiskey, Tom.’
“‘By the vartue o’ my oath, your honour, it’s nothing but

the cat.’

“ And so Tom then told him all about the affair, and the
squire was regularly astonished. Just then, the bishop of the
diocese, and the priest of the parish happened to call in, and
heard the story; and the bishop, and the priest, had a tough
argument for two hours on the subject; the former swearing
she must be a witch—but the priest denying that, and main-
taining she was only enchanted—and that part of the argument
was afterwards referred to the primate, and subsequently to

the conclave at Rome; but the pope declined interfering about
cats, saying he had quite enough to do, minding his own bulls.

“ ‘In the meantime, what are we to do with the cat?’ says
Botherum.

“ ‘ Burn her,’ says the bishop; ‘ she’s a witch.’
“ ‘ Only enchanted,’ said the priest— ‘ and the ecclesiastical

court maintains that
’

“ ‘ Bother the ecclesiastical court!’ said the magistrate; ‘I

can only proceed on the statutes;’ and with that he pulled down
all the law-books in his library, and hunted the laws from
Queen Elizabeth down, and he found that they made laws
against everything in Ireland, except a cat.—The devil a thing

escaped them but a cat, which did not come within the mean-
ing of any act of parliament;

—

the cats rnly had escaped.

‘“There’s the alien act, to be sure,’ said the magistrate, ‘and
perhaps she’s a French spy, in disguise.’

“‘She spakes like a French spy, sure enough,’ says Tom;
‘and she was missiii’, I remember, all last Spy-Wednesday.’

“
‘ That’s suspicious,’ says the squire—•* but conviction might

be difficult; and I have a fresh idea,’ says Botherum.
“

‘ Faith, it won’t keep fresh long, this hot weather,’ says
Tom; ‘ so your honour had betther make use of it at wanst.’

“ ‘ Right,’ says Botherum— ‘ we’ll make her subject to the

game laws; we’ll hunt her,’ say he.
“* Ow!—iligant!’ says Tom; ‘we’ll have a brave run out of

of her.’
“

‘ Meet me at the cross-roads,’ says the squire, ‘ in the

morning, and I’ll have the hounds ready.’
“ Well, off Tom went home; and he was racking his brain

what excuse he could make to the cat for not bringing the

shoes ; and at last he hit one off just as he saw her cantering

up to him, half a mile before he got home.
“

‘ Where’s the shoes, Tom?’ says she.
“ ‘I have not got them to-day, ma’am,’ says he.
“ ‘Is that the way you keep your promise, Tom?’ says she;

‘ I’ll tell you what it i3, Tom—I’ll tear the eyes out o’ the

childre’, ifyou don’t get me shoes
—

’

“‘Whist! whist!’ says Tom, frightened out of his life for

his children’s eyes. ‘ Don’t be in a passion, pussey. The shoe-

maker said he had not a shoe in his shop, nor a last that

would make one to fit you; and he says, I must bring you into

the town for him to take your measure.’
“‘And when am I to go?’ says the cat, looking savage.

“‘To-morrow,’ says Tom.
“

‘ It’s well you said that, Tom,’ says the cat, ‘or the divil an
eye I’d lave in your lamily this night,’ and off she hopped.

“ Tom thrimbled at the wicked look she gave.
“ ‘Remember !’ says she, over the hedge, with a bitter caterwaul.
“

‘ Never fear,’ says Tom.
“ Well, sure enough, the next mornin’, there was the cat at

cock-crow, licking herselt as nate as a new pin, to go into the

town, and out came Tom, with a bag undher his arm, and the

cat aftlier him.
“ ‘ Now, git into this, and I’ll carry you into the town,’ says

Tom, opening the bag.

“‘Sure I can walk with you,’ says the cat.
“ * Oh, that wouldn’t do,’ says Tom; ‘the people in the town

is curious and »landherous people, and it would. ri»e ugly
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remarks if I was seen with a cat aftlier me:—a dog is a man’s
companion by nature, but cats does not stand to rayson.’

“ Well, the cat seeing there was no use in argument, got into

the bag, and off Tom set to the cross-roads, with the bag over

his shoulder, and he came up, quite innocent,-like, to the corner,

where the squire and his huntsman, and the hounds, and a pack
o’ people were waitin’. Out came the squire on a sudden, just

as if it was all by accident.
44 4 God save you, Tom,’ says he.
44 4 God save you kindly, sir,’ says Tom.
44 4 What’s that bag you have at your back?’ says the squire.
44 4 Oh, nothin’ at all, sir,’ says Tom—makin’ a face all the

time, as much as to say, 4 1 have her safe.’
44 4 Oh, there’s something in that bag, I think,’ says the squire,

4 and you must let me see it.’

44 4 If you bethray me, Tom Connor,’ says the cat in a low
voice, 4 by this and that I’ll never spake to you again

!’

44 4 Ton my honour, sir,’ says Tom, with a wink, and a twitch

of his thumb towards the bag—4 1 haven’t anything in it.’

44 4 1 have been missing my praties of late,’ says the squire,
4 and I’d just like to examine that bag,’ says he.

44 4 Is it doubtin’ my cbaracther, you’d be, sir?’ says Tom,
pretending to be in a passion.

44 4 Tom, your sowl!’ says the voice in the sack, 4

if you let

the cat out ofthe hag. I’ll murther you.’
44 4An honest man would make no objection to be searched,’

said the squire, 4 and I insist on it,’ says he, laying hold o’ the

bag, and Tom pretending to tight all the time,; but, my jewel!

before two minutes, they shook the cat out o" the hag, sure

enough, and off she went with ’her tail as big as a sweeping
brush, and the squire, with a thundering view halloo, after her,

clapt the dogs at her heels, and away they went for the hare

life. Never was there seen such running as that day—the cat

made fora shaking bog, the loneliest place in the whole counthry
—and there the riders were all thrown out, barrin’ the hunts-
man, who had a web-footed horse on purpose for soft places;

and the priest, whose horse could go anywhere by rayson of

the priest’s blessing; and sure enough, the huntsman and his

rivirence stuck to the hunt like wax; and just as the cat got on
the border of the bog, they saw her give a twist as the foremost
dog closed with her, for he gave her a nip in the flank. Still she

went on, however, and headed them well, towards an old mud
cabin in the middle of the hog, and there they saw herjump in at

the window, and up came the dogs the next minit, and gathered

round the house with the most horrid howling ever was heard.

The huntsman alighted, and went into the houSe to turn the

cat out again—when what should he see but an old hag, lying

in bed in the corner

—

44 4 Did you see a cat come in here?’ says he.
44 4 Oh, no

—

o—o—o!’ squeezed out the old hag, in a trembling
voice, 4 there’s no cat here,’ says she.

“Yelp, yelp, yelp! went the dogs outside.
44 4 Oh, keep the dogs out o’ this,’ says the old hag

—

4 oh—o—
o—o!’ and the huntsman saw her eyes glare under the blanket,

just like a Cat’s.

“‘Hillo!’ says the huntsman, pulling down the blanket

—

and what should he see but the old hag’s flank, all in a gore of

blood.
44 4 Ow, ow! you owld divil—is it you? you owld eat?’ says

he, opening the door.
“ In rushed the dogs—up jumped the old hag, and changing

into a cat before their eyes, out she darted through the window
again, and made another run for it

;
hut she couldn’t escape,

and the dogs gobbled her while you would say 4 Jack Robin-
son.’ But the most remarkable part of this extraordinary
story, gentlemen, is, that the pack was ruined from that day
out; for after having eaten the enchanted cat, the divil a thing

they woidd ever hunt afterwards, hut mice.”

—

Handy Andy.

LTNFURST, OR THE SIEGE OF PARIS.
A Tale of 887.

In the year eight hundred and eighty-seven, on a certain
Island in the Seine, there stood a city surrounded by a wall,

flanked with towers. In the midst of its narrow streets and
blackened walls, arose some loftier buildings, which confer-
red on it an air of grandeur, when viewed at a distance

;
but

on nearer inspection, it presented to the eye only a confused
mass of houses, generally mean and discoloured, and built of
earth, strengthened by beams of timber. By means of a
wooden bridge, thrown over either arm of the river, the city
communicated on one side, with an extensive faubourg

;
and

on the other, through some rows of houses, with the open
country. The bridges were defended by wooden towers

;

and so secure was the city deemed, in its natural situation
and artificial bulwarks, that it was considered by the en-
gineers of the time, to be almost impregnable. This city was
Paris,

Night had crept gradually and sullenly over the city. The
fires,- as usual, had been extinguished at seven o’clock

;
for

even in war, the Count Gtlion enforced the salutary regula-
tions oi peace. Suddenly, however, a blast of the horn was
heard echoing from station to station, and, at a signal, a hun-
dred fires blazed up from their summit. A strong glare was
thus thrown upon the turbulent waters be1 ow, and discovered,
just beyond arrow-shot, a numerous fleet of barges moored
to the banks, and to each other, so confusedly, that the pas-
sage of the river was completely stopped.

On the north bridge, and on the tower which defended it,

these alarm fires were more numerous than elsewhere, and
threw a strong light over a wide area around. At the foot of
the walls were huddled, in wild confusion, huts, tents, and
hovels oi every imaginable form and material, apparently
thrown together in a moment of hurry and dismay. Some-
times as one of the alarm fires, caught by a strong gust, flared
or flushed over the ramparts, its light fell upon the shapeless
roofs below, and exhibited, mingling with coverings of straw
and mud, rich banners and embroideries, converted into a
shelter from the weather.

Sentries, pacing from tower to tower on the city walls, were
ever and anon visited by some officer of rank, armed to the
teeth, who anxiously scanned the appearance of the river
below, and directed a glance of keen scrutiny to the huts
beyond. Within the walls, the soldiers, destined to relieve
guard, were seen sleeping in groups, by the light of a solitary
torch that burned in the black-looking courts appointed for
that purpose; and^ as the flame flickered in the wind, it dis-

closed their ghastly faces, torn and neglected dress, and all

the usual tokens of protracted strife. All things, in short, de -

clared the immediate presence of war, and the danger which
hovered round the beleaguered city.

For nearly two years had Paris presented the same specta-
cle. It hafl once (forty years before) been invaded by those
northern pirates, who were accustomed to alight, periodically,
upon the shores of- Neustria, like a cloud of locusts, only
waiting till the booty was worth their pillage, and then, sail-

ing up the Seine, began their ravages anew. At this last

descent of this formidable enemy, the weak and cowardly
Charles, surnamed the Bald, instead of opposing force to

force, had bought the retreat of the invaders by a bribe of
seven thousand pounds’ weight of silver : and when Paris had
risen from its ashes, the Normans having burned the fau-
bourgs about their ears at their last visit, they naturally
looked for its renewal, as the former had been productive of
so rich a harvest.

_

While viewing the strangers with instinctive dread, the
citizens were well aware their position was greatly improved
since the last fatal visit, for Charles the Fat now sat upon
the throne of Charlemagne

;
and, in addition to the good for-

tune of existing under an imperial regime, the city possessed
the advantage of being governed by one of the bravest,
highest spirits of the time. Othon, Count of Paris, on the
approach of the Normans, unfurled the standard of St. Mar-
tin upon the walls, and called upon the nation to defend its

honour.
The northern bridge, connecting the city and its faubourg,

was defended by a wooden tower raised on solid masonry
;

and against this, the most, accessible point of attack, the
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whole force of the Normans was applied; but they were re-
;

ceived with showers of boiling oil and burning bitumen,
j

Their fury, baffled in this quarter, was then directed against

the faubourg, which they laid waste with fire and sword, as
,

far as the celebrated monastery of St. Germain.

Finding that the riches ot Paris were not, by any means, to !

be obtained at a single swoop, Sigemrond, the general- in-

1

chief of the Normans, witn cool determination, set himseii to

fortify his camp, and construct such mighty engines of

offence as were known at the time. Among the warriors who
had rallied, in the hour of need, round the French standard,

there were many daring aihd desperate spirits chiefs de-

possessed of their estates—spendthrifts who had dissipated

their patrimony—sons whose only succession was the sword

and shield of their fathers. Some few were impelled by the

loftier motives of patriotism, and a number, smaller still, con-

sisted of young men, panting for valorous distinction, who
courted danger wherever its aspect was most terrible or

splendid.

Among these last, was a youth whose name was Lmfurst.

His ancestors had been high officers in die court of Charle-

magne, but later the fatal battle of Fontenoy, and the succeed-

ing dissensions had scattered the family, and rent away the

estates
;
and Linfurst,, at the date of the siegi5 of Paris, found

his possessions reduced to a horse, a hound, and a good

sword. Being a German by descent, he both disliked and

despised the French— and this, in conjunction with a cer-

tain reckless, and even aimless courage, gave an air of

haughtiness to his manner, which, unsupported as it ^ was,

either by wealth, dignity, or reputation in arms, repelled and

almost disgusted.

In the first few months of the siege, therefore, he found
himself alone, even in the crowded city. In the defence of

the walls, and the sorties from the gates, he played his part

like a skilful and gallant soldier, and amused himselfbetween
whiles with a solitary march upon the ramparts. But this

inode of life soon began to grow flat and wearisome ; and
Linfurst at last felt a sensation of restraint and confinement,

and panted for the freedom of the fields, where heads were
defended by bucklers instead of stone walls.

The Count Othon, in the meantime, to introduce and sup-

port a spirit of union and rivalry in the garrison, resorted,

for this purpose, to means which betrayed a policy more
refined than that of the age he lived in.

His sister, Bertha, a young woman, at once of admirable
beauty, and extraordinary talent, was his principal agent;
and, by her assistance, a little court was speedily formed in

the beleaguered city
;
in which amusement was rendered sub-

servient to more important services, and where the brave and
fair met in daily intercourse.

The pride, reserve, and mere indifference with which,
j

among the whole body of the defenders of the place, a single

young handsome soldier kept aloof from these new festivities,

could not have escaped observation. In Linfurst, Bertha
encountered the first obstacle she had yet met; and with the
enthusiasm of genius, she applied herself to the task of

overcoming his obstinacy. The young man suddenly found
himself in a singular position. One day his taste was con-
sulted, and his society solicited

;
and the next, he was un-

noticed and overlooked. By turns, his self-love was wounded,
and his curiosity piqued. His thoughts and his eyes were
thus drawn to the young Bertha, and a half-pleasing^ half-
painful shudder ran through his frame, when these instinctive
questions were answered: “Who and what was this would-
be queen, who affected to dispense the favours and slights of
royalty ?”

Bertha was no would-be queen: but a right royal woman of
Nature's own crowning. Her stature was commanding

;
her

air divided between grace and majesty
;
her locks were like a

rich cloud turned into gold by the sun
;
her forehead was lofty

and pale, and smoother than the sea before the winds were
born

;
and her eyes were as bright and holy a blue as ever

painted the heavens. Linfurst received the portrait upon his

heart, touch by touch, trait by trait; and at last he felt that
the deepest injury he could sustain from the sword of the

foe piercing into the fountain of his life, would be the de-
struction of that glorious picture.

Bertha herself was insensible, for a time, of the peril or

allowing her thoughts to dwell upon the proud and handsome
stranger ; but at length, her maimer became colder

;
the inti-

macy which had insensibly begun was broken off ; and Lm-
furst, with indignant grief, yet unabating love, found himself,
to ail appearance, an object of indifference, if not contempt,
with his imperious mistress. In this mood of mind, it was,
with fierce joy, he one day heard that a general attack was to

be made by the enemy, on the following morning; and
although he had, for some time, studiously absented himself
from the soirres of the princess, he now resolved to drink
one last draught of inspiration from her haughty eyes; and
then, rush into the battle, determined to conquer her esteem
or lose his love and his life together.

A spectator would not have been able to conjecture from
the appearance that evening of the little court of Bertha, that

a struggle was 30 near at hand, which would, in all probabi-
lity, decide the fats of the city. The laugh and jest went
lightly round

;
lays were sung, and legends recited of the

olden time ; warriors whispered soft tales in ladies’ ears
;
and

ladies blushed and smiled while they listened. Each lady
imposed some' task, to be executed in the expected sally,

upon her admirer; and Bertha gave trifling commissions of

this kind, to almost every one present. Conscious that the
admiring eyes of her brother, Count Othon, whom she her-

self admired, more than any human being, were fixed upon
her, she became more wildly gay, and gave more extravagant
scope to her imagination.

“Listen, sirs,” said she, “there is one thing I had forgot-

ten—a very trifle, it is true, and' hardly worth the asking; but
there may -be some one here, who will condescend to the task

for the sake of Bertha.”
“Name it, name it!” cried the chiefs: and the circle nar-

rowed round her as she spoke.
“There is a tent/’ she continued, “at the eastern angle of

the Norman camp, distinguished from the rest by the splen-

dour of its appearance, and the wide open area that encircles

it
;
guarded by a double wall of huts. Except on particular’

nights, when the idolatrous fires are blazing, and the heathens
gather into this enclosure, for the performance of their un-

holy rites. The sole inhabitants of the tent, are an aged
woman of lofty stature, and a young child. The former
appear to be, even as a priestess among this unbelieving
people; and either the mother of the infant, or a nurse ap-

pointed to tend or care for him. ” Bertha paused
;
and glanced

carelessly round among the crowd of admiring hearers.
“ Speak !” cried they with one voice ;

“ command ! we are

ready !”

“ I would that some one,’* said the spoiled beauty, “ would
bring me that Pagan boy for a foot page !” The chiefs were
silent, some from surprise, and some in the belief that she

had spoken in jest, so madly desperate did the enterprise ap-

pear
;
but the next moment Linfurst stepped into the circle.

“Madam,” said he, with a low obeisance ;
“if I return

from to-morrow’s sally a living man, I will lay that infant at

your feet.” A flush of triumph rose into Bertha’s face, but

was instantaneously succeeded by a deadly paleness. Lin-

furst retired when he had spoken, amidst the applause ©f the

ladies, and the concealed ridicule of the chiefs, and imme-
diately after, warned by the usual evening blast from the

ramparts, the assembly broke up.
The next morning, as a long loud peal of the horn, from the

towers of the city, announced the break of day, every head
started from its pillow, and the besieged crowded to the walls,

to watch with eager interest the first stir in the enemy’s camp.
Among these spectators, the earliest foot challenged by the

sentry, was that of the sister of the Count of Paris. Wrapped
in a dark cloak, she traversed the ramparts alone, from tower

to tower. When the morning became lighter, she joined for

a moment the different knots of cavaliers as they gathered

upon the walls, but turning away successively from each, she

appeared to look impatiently for some one w ho bad not yet

appeared, with a pale face and eyes unusually bright.
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As the mist of early morning floated slowly away from the

enemy’s camp, it was clearly perceived that the expectations

of the besieged were about to be realized. Men, women, and
children, all were in motion. Parties of both sexes were
hanging in clusters upon their rude fortifications, repairing

the breaches with stones and mud
;
while groups ofmen were

seated on the ground examining the tension of their bows,
sharpening their swords, and pointing their arrows, and be-

hind, a countless multitude were removing the valuables,

together with the sick and infirm, to the rear. The confusion
in the camp cleared gradually away with the morning twi-

light, and by the time it was completely daylight, the N or-

mans were seen arranged in regular masses, under the chiefs

of their tribes. Count Othon, in spite of the numbers of the
enemy, and their unusually skilful order and compact array,
was so sanguine of success, that he already gave commands
respecting the sally, which was to be made at the first symp-
tom of disorder in the ranks of the enemy.

“ See,” cried he to the young chiefs around him,“ our mis-
tresses are looking at us,” and turning their eyes to the walls,

the ladies were seen arrayed in all the bravery of the time,

clustering upon the towers. A biast of the moving wind
blew cheerily over the ramparts, and the banner of St. Mar-
tin rolled suddenly out its gallant folds, and waved over their

heads. Othon sprung to the summit of the wooden tower, and
threw a proud and rapid glance upon the imposing scene.

“ France, France !” shouted he in a voice of fierce exulta-

tion.
“ Mont joie, St. Martin!” replied the cavaliers, and their

war-cry rolled like a peal of thunder over the Norman camp.
The invaders were not slow of answering the signal, and in

another instant their whole force was in motion. The gates

were instantly thrown open, and Count Othon, followed by
the flower of the garrison, swept headlong upon the enemy.
The Normans gave way, but struggled furiously the while,

fighting more like famished wolves than men
;
but the force

and suddenness of the attack from the cavaliers were irresis-

tible, that they were compelled to retreat to the very inclo-

sures of their camp, where Othon, by command, entreaty, and
even force, prevailed upon his friends to retire from the
bloodiest field that had ever yet been known in the seige of

Paris.

Among the foremost of the pursuers of the enemy, wras

Linfurst. Maintaining his advance during the whole of the

bloody affray, he at length arrived at the Norman intrencii-

ments, where he leaped from a wall into a crowd of his ene-

mies. They fled at the first sweep of his sword, and finding

themselves unpursued, almost fancied that what they had
beheld was some gory apparition, rather than a living warrior.

In the meantime the adventurer pursued his way amoDg
hovels, and tents, and mud Avails, towards the habitation of

the young child. The women and children fled shrieking
from his rapid steps, and some of the alarmed warriors rushed
back in dismay to the main body, with the intelligence that

their camp was in the hands of the French.
His limbs trembling with fatigue, and blood and sweat

raining from his brows, Linfurst at length found himself
within the circular enclosure, which appeared to be held so

sacred in the superstitions of the Heathen people. Further
on, the tent described by Bertha, presented a striking and
beautiful contrast. It was surrounded by a little grove of
flowering shrubs, Avbich filled the air with a delicious fra-

grance, and a stream trickling from a fountain of carved
stone, wandered murmuring through the green pasture at the
entrance. The pace of the adventurer slackened as he ap-
proached, and it was at last with noiseless tread and sup-
pressed breathing that he entered the tent, where in the
softened light, admitted by the open lattices, "chrough leaves
and flowers, he discovered nothing more terrible than a lovely
infant, sleeping in a cradle of wicker upon the floor. The
features of the warrior relaxed at the sight : he gazed upon
the little creature with a feeling of joy and tenderness

;
and

taking it up cautiously in his arms, he fled with his prize.

At the instant a startling scream rang in his ears, and an
elderly woman of lofty statue, and extravagantly picturesque
caskum.e* who had been concealed by the drapery of the tent,

rushed after him. Linfurst had hardly time to turn round
and to gaze upon this strange apparition, when he felt him-
self wounded by a lance she bore in her hand. Disdaining to
combat with a woman, he merely parried her furious blows,
but finding at length the odds less unequal than he imagined,
he was constrained to disarm her. He would then have re-

sumed his flight, but the old woman seizing on his mantle,
with the most passionate entreaties and lamentations, partly
in her own language,and partly in his, besought his forbearance.

“ A Christian and a soldier!’’ she exclaimed; “by the

sword of thy father, by thy home, thy altar, and thy God,
have mercy on the child of a nation’s hope. He never in-

jured thee, or thine; see—yea, even uw he smiles in thy
face. Give him back to my arms, and receive the blessing
of the aged and the stranger. Give back my child—my life

of life—my own—my beautiful—-my boy, my boy !” and she
threw herself at the feet of the warrior, weeping and lament-
ing as if her heart would break. Linfurst hesitated. The
smiles of the young infant—the tears of the aged woman—tbe
breath of the flowers and shrubs—the coolness of the air—the

murmur of the water—all Nature, animate and inanimate,
conspired to shape his resolution. His soul was touched with
pity; his eyes filled with tears; and pressing his trembling
lip to the cheek of the babe, he restored it to its nurse; and
springing over the wall of the enclosure, he made his way
through the half-yielding, half-resisting few he encountered ;

and jumping over the fortification, he regained the city.

In the evening of the day of the battle, Bertha, according
to her brother’s command, sat like an actual queen, prepared
to admit the homage of her court. The chiefs, one by one,
redeemed their promises to their lady loves. Bertha had
speedily a lapful of tokens ; and as each warrior raised her
fair hand to his lips, he felt overjoyed at receiving so extra-
vagant a price for his gear. Linfurst, at length, stood alone :

dangling bis sword, and biting his lips, with embarrassment
and vexation.
“ Plague take that Heathen priestess,” thought he, “with

her doleful cries. Were I by her side, now, she would not
find rue so chicken-hearted. Would that I were in the midst
of them now ! Would that they had cut me into inch-pieces,

or baked me in their hellish fires against supper time !” con-
tinued he, as he found that tbe eyes of the whole party were
turned towards him in expectation.

“ Brave Linfurst,” said his mistress, with some surprise
;

and in as haughty a tone as she could assume; “ touching
that small boon I begged of thee yesternight, where. I pray
thee, hast thou bestowed the little Heathen page ?”

“Madam,” replied the adventurer, “tbe Count Othon is

my witness, that I was actually within the enclosures of the
enemy’s camp; and on thy errand, and no other. I reached
the tent, where I saw—shrubs—and water—and pleasant-
smelling flowers—and the young child in a wicker cradle.”

“Go mi, go on!” cried Bertha, “I vow a most pleasing
passage, and described to the life.”

“ Well, madame,” continued Linfurst. hesitating; “ I took
up the young child in my arms and then a woman begged
me to leave him alone—and—and—

”

“ Go on,” cried the whole company.
“ By the blessed mother of God,” said the cavalier, “I have

nothing more to tell.” A shout of laughter rang through the
room at this lame conclusion ; and Bertha, for the moment,
felt the indignation her eyes expressed.

“When I have again a request to make,” said she, with
some bitterness. “ I shall apply to those who will esteem it

more.”
“That is impossible,” exclaimed Linfurst, with heat; “and

I will maintain it to be so, with my sword or lance
;
onfooLor

horseback; against any cavalier here present.” Several of
the chiefs, thus challenged, sprang forward to solicit the lady
to vouchsafe them the honour of being her champion : and a
scene of confusion ensued, which threatened to end in mis-
chief. Count Othon at length succeeded in restoring peace;
and Linfurst, mortified and indignant, strode out of theroorrq
with a swelling heartland a gloomy brow.

(To h? continued
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BULL-FIGHTING IN SPAIN.
“ Our approach to the capital was marked by groups of

peasantry eagerly making their way as though to the scene of
some promised enjoyment. It was a lively and picturesque
sight to see the swarthy Andalusian clothed in the various
colours of his holiday attire, and the women with their laugh-
ing black eyes and their dark braided hair, some on mules and
others on foot, pressing forward with a joyousness and hila-
rity as though care and toil were utterly unknown to them.
It was Sunday morning, and I found the day, (a festival here)
was to be honoured with one of those grand national specta-
cles, the bull-fights. I had heard much of these exhibitions,
and therefore was glad to have an opportunity of witnessing
one, particularly as the bulls of Andalusia were esteemed the
fiercest, and their adversaries the most expert in Spain. I
entered Seville about eleven o’clock, and proceeded to hear
grand mass at the Cathedral. After the service I was con-
ducted through this sumptuous edifice, where, amongst other
rich and valuable relics, was shown me the silver tables pre-
sented by Alphonso the Wise. Beneath a large tablet of stone
in this cathedral lie the remains of the son of Christopher Co-
lumbus—who bequeathed to the church a library of 20,000
volumes, which has since been increased by various donations.
About three o’clock, crowds began to assemble at the Plaza

de los Toros, or the Amphitheatre, the exhibition being an-
nounced to the public by bills describing the breed of the
bulls, and the persons engaged in the performance. Shortly
after, a company of soldiers marched through the streets, ac-
companied by a full band playing some national airs, as ' Tra-
gula Tragula,’ which was then the favourite anthem—and
entering the Plaza de los Toros, the band were placed near the
box occupied by the magistracy. A party of dragoons kept
tha ground. In the meantime, the, amphitheatre was filling
rapidly. The boxes were occupied by families of distinction,
and by four o’clock every avenue was completely crowded.
A herald who stood opposite the centre box then sounded a
blast, and immediately the military, who were in the arena,
formed in line and marched from one side to the other,
forcing all those persons to their seats who were not already
placed. Directly the arena was cleared, another trumpet an-
nounced the approach of the performers in the forthcoming
spectacle. The cortege was preceded by a herald dressed in
black, wearing a short cloak and ruff, with Spanish hat and
ostrich feathers. He was followed by the four picadores mounted
and seated in curious Moorish saddles. They were dressed iu
jackets superbly embroidered with gold and silver, wearing a
round straw hat profusely decorated with bows of ribbons and
flowers. Their long hair was confined in a net; they wore
stout buff leather breeches and boots to defend them from the
horns of the bulls, and carried a long lance in their hands.
These lances, from their peculiar construction, can only pene-
trate skin-deep; therefore they rather tend to irritate the ani-
mal than to injure him. The bandarillos came next on foot.
It is their duty to assist the picadore when dismounted, oy
diverting the attention of the bull towards themselves. They
were elegantly attired in embroidered jackets, and wore long
cloaks over their shoulders of differently coloured silks. The
matadore next followed alone, and is the principal person of the
entertainment. He was dressed in a splendid jacket, and wore
white silk stockings and pumps; he carried in his right hand
a naked sword, and in his left a small red flag. He has
to oppose and kill the bull single-handed; and as his post
is the most dangerous, so it is the most honourable.
After these came two sets of mules, richly caparisoned,
and adorned with ribbons and flags, whose duty it is to
remove the dead bulls and horses from the arena. This
splendid array entered the arena amidst the acclamations of
the people, and advancing to the city authorities demanded their
consent to the forthcoming exhibition. This was, of course,
instantly granted; and the keys, being thrown into the arena’
were picked up by an attendant, gorgeously attired, when the
whole party, after saluting the magistracy, retired to their re-
spective stations. The four picadore3 placed themselves at

equal distances in the arena, and ten bandarillos dispersed
themselves, when, on the sound of a trumpet, a door opened
opposite the centre or royal box, and out rushed a tremen-
dously large Andalusian bull. He halted for an instant,
and rolled his eyes around: then lashing his sides with his tail,’
he darted at the nearest picadore, who, dexterously receiving
him on the point of the lance, repulsed him in his head-
long career. This feat elicited rapturous applause from
the spectators; the ladies waving their handkerchiefs and
the gentlemen clapping their hands. As though to indem-
nify himself for this defeat, the animal rushed at the se-
cond horseman with additional fury, and, plunging his horns
into the body of the horse, overthrew him and his rider. The
third shared the same fate; and such was the ferocity of the
charge, that the bull with the greatest difficulty disengaged his
horns from the slaughtered animal, tearing and mangling the
body with the most savage fury. The rider was so injured by
the fall, that it required the utmost address of the bandarillos
to rescue him from his perilous situation, by lifting him over
the fence from the arena. The bull then attacked the fourth,
by which time the other dismounted picadore re-appeared with
a fresh horse—the company still expressing approbation, and
shouting ‘ Bueno toro

, bueno toro — Brave bull, brave bull.’ A
trumpet then sounded, and the picadores retired; when the ban-
darillos advanced to exhibit their address. They were each
provided with six darts, which they endeavoured to fix about
the head and neck of the bull, and the courage and dexterity
in accomplishing this, without injury to themselves, drew
forth the most vivid marks of satisfaction. The animal, feel-
ing the sting of the darts, became outrageous, and amongst so
many enemies knew not on whom to vent his rage. They
then threw their party-coloured cloaks in his face, and, trailing
them on the ground, he rushed after them, tearing and tramp-
ling on the silken vestments in impotent anger. When excited
to a state bordering on madness, foaming at the mouth, and
bleeding from every pore, the bandarillos suddenly retired, and
the matadore advanced alone. This was a period of most in-
tense interest. The infuriated animal, thus suddenly delivered
from a crowd of goading tormentors, and seeing but one enemy
opposed to him, seemed to collect his energies for this final en-
counter, as though aware of his deadly issue. He rolled his
eyeballs beneath their shaggy brows, with an expression of ma-
lignant fierceness not to be described. Then tearing up the
ground of the arena with his feet, and uttering a yell that
caused the blood to recede to the hearts of the spectators, he
rushed towards his adversary. The matadore, intent on his

every movement, waited to receive him; when waving his

sword above his head, as the infuriated beast swooped his gory
horns to rend his intended victim, he plunged it into his body,
between the shoulder and the ribs, and piercing his heart, with
a stifled roar of agony the poor animalfell dead on the arena

—

when the matadore bowed, and retired amidst the reiterated

shouts of 12,000 spectators. The mules then galloped in, and
in the space of five minutes the dead bull and the mangled car-

cases of the horses were removed, the band during the time
playing several national airs.”

[Such is the account of a recent visiter of that celebrated pen-
chant amongst Spaniards, a man and bull-fight: with the fol-

lowing and more elaborate account of Mr. Twiss, taken from his

published “ Travels through Spain,” we opine our readers will

be better pleased.]

On Sunday, the 25th of July, I crossed the bay, which is nine
miles broad, in a boat, and after sailing an hour I landed at the

town of Port St. Mary, and had the satisfaction I so long desired
of seeing a bull-fight, of which spectacle I had formed very
erroneous ideas. As there has been no modern account of it

published in the English language, excepting by Mr. Clarke
and Mr. Beretti, and those accounts differ greatly from what P
saw both in Port St. Mary and in Cadiz, I shall endeavour to

describe them exactly as they were exhibited. Mr. Clarke had
an opportunity of seeing a fiesta de toros, which I never had:
this signifies bull-feast, and is only celebrated on extraordinary
occasions, such as a coronation, the birth of an heir to the crown,
the marriages of the royal family, &c. Those which I saw are

termed regoevos de toros
,
bull-rejoicings. In Port St. Mary there
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are annually ten, in Cadis twelve, in Seville four, in Granada
four, and in Madrid and Af&njuez each six, on the Sunday of

the months of June, July, and August, because the bulls will

not fight except during the hot season.

The amphitheatre of Port St. Mary, as well as that of Cadiz,

is entirely built of wood, and of no better architecture than the
scaffoldings at Tyburn. Their form and dimensions are like

those which have been before described; usually about two
hundred feet in diameter. At four in the afternoon I secured

one of the best places, paying fifteen reals, or three shillings

and fourpence. Those on the side which is exposed to the sun,

are only ten reals, and the lowest places are sixpence each. The
amphitheatre was soon filled, the boxes with ladies and gentle-

men full dressed, and the benches underneath with the mob;
the coup d’ceil was very pleasing, especially by reason of its

novelty. If woman acted consistently, it were to be wondered
at how those who would either faint or feign to faint at the

sight of a frog, a spider, &c., can delight in spectacles so barba-

rous as these are, where they are certain of seeing a number of

bulls expire in agonies, horses with their bellies ripped open,

men tossed on the beasts’ horns, or trampled to death, and every

species of cruelty exhibited
;
but, as they do not act consist-

ently, the wonder ceases : the greater the barbarity, and the

more the bloodshed, the greater enjoyment they testify, clap-

ping their hands, waving their handkerchiefs, and hallooing,

the more to enrage the bull. I have seen some women throw
handfulls of nuts into the area of the combat, in hope of causing
the men who fight the bull on foot to fall over them. But as

no general rule is without its exceptions, I own, with pleasure,

that I am acquainted with many Spanish ladies who never
were present at a bull-fight, neither did they intend ever to see

one. The Rev. Mr. Clarke says, that he saw “ ladies feasting

with these bloody scenes those eyes which were intended only

to be exercised in softer cruelties.” The governor of the city

having seated himself in his box, the men who were to fight the

bulls made him their obeisance
;
the area was then cleared of

the mob, by a company of soldiers, who placed themselves just

within the rails, which are breast-high. Ten bulls, which is the

fixed number, were to be killed. Three men on horseback were
to encounter the bull; these are called picadores, jockeys; be-

sides these, were four men who were to fight on foot, these they
term vanderitteros, flag-bearers, and three matadores, slayers.

These are all butchers, cattle-drivers, &c., trained up from their

youth to, and who gain their livelihood by, this perilous profes-

sion : the first are paid between three and four pounds each,

every day on which they fight; the second have half that sum;
but the last, being the most exposed to danger, and more dex-

terity being required of them, are allowed ten or twelve pounds
each. Seventy or eighty horses are kept in readiness in an ad-

jacent stable; each of these beasls is of the value of about five

or six pounds; as they are often killed, and almost always
maimed, these answer the purpose sufficiently. The saddles

have a high peak before and behind, without which it would be

impossible to sit on the horses, which are with great difficulty

made to face the bull; sometimes they tremble with terror, rear

up, kick, and are ungovernable: they are then obliged to have
a handkerchief tied over their eyes, especially those which have
been wounded in some former combat. Their riders wear a
kind of breeches and boots made of very thick buff leather, more
impenetrable than even the bottes fortes of the French postillions,

but supple; these are to prevent the bull’s horns from goring
the man so easily as they might otherwise do: strong spurs are

fastened to their heels. They are dressed in a waistcoat and

short cloak, a broad-brimmed hat on their heads, tied by a rib-

bon under thiir chins; their left hand manages the reins, and

in their right they have a lance as thick as the wrist, and ten

feet long, armed with a broad iron blade of a foot in length, but

which is, by a thong twisted round it, prevented from entering

mere than a hand’s-breadth into the bull’s body. The footmen

wear light jackets and a long cloak; they have each a small

dart in their hands, with a barbed point; the dart is ornamented
with cut paper, like fly-traps; there are basketsfull of these

darts behind the balustrades, as the men frequently use half a

dozen apiece to each bull, which, when dead, is dragged away
with all the darts sticking in its body. The matadores are

habited in the same manner as the last mentioned, and like-

wise amuse themselves by striking darts into the bulls. Their
particular office will be explained hereafter.

Everything being ready, the bulls remained to be driven across
the area from the stable where they were, to a smaller stable be-
hind the amphitheatre, where each was to be kept apart. The
first stable was not far from the amphitheatre, and a wall of
boards six feet high was put up the whole way the bulls were
to pass. At a quarter past four the ten bulls were let into the
area, in order to be put into the stables at the opposite door;
a man on foot led a tame ox, which had been bred with the
bulls, before, to decoy them into these; they followed the ox
very quietly

;
but they do not always do so. The three horse-

men placed themselves at some distance, one on each side of,

and the other opposite, the door at which the bull was to enter;

a trumpet was then sounded as a signal to let a bull in, and tho
man who opened the door got behind it immediately.
During this last quarter of £» hour the bulls had been teased

by pricking them in the backs; this is done by persons
placed on the ceiling of the stables, which was low, and con-
sisted only of a plank laid here and there, and between those
planks was space enough to use any instrument for that pur-
pose. The bulls were distinguished by a small knot of ribbon
fixed to their shoulders, the different colours of vvhich

where they were bred, which is known by the advertisements.

The bull made at the first horseman, who received it Ou "he

point of the spear, held in the middle, tight to his side, anu
passing under his arm-pit, which, making a wide gash in the
bull’s shoulder, occasioned it to draw back, the blood running in

torrents : the force with which the bull ran at the man was so

great, that the shock had nearly overset him and his horse. It

was then another man’s turn to wound the bull, as only one is

to cope with it at a time. They are never allowed to attack
the bull, but must wait the animal’s approach. The bull

trotted into the middle of the area, and stared about, frightened
by the clapping and hallooing of the multitude, the man on
horseback always facing the beast, and turning when it turned:
it then ran at the horse, and got another wound in the breast,

and a third from the next horseman it attacked. It was now
become mad with pain, the blood issuing from its mouth in

streams, and faintness made it stagger, its eyes “flashed fury,”

it pawed up the ground, and lashed its sides with its tail; its

breath was impetuously discharged like smoke from its nostrils;

so that its head appeared as if in a mist. A trumpet then
sounded, which was the signal for the horsemen to retire, and
the men on foot began their attack, sticking barbed darts into

every part of its body; the torture they inflicted made the bull

leap from the ground, and run furiously at one of the men, who
jumped aside; the bull then turned to another man, who had
just struck a dart into its back: this man took to his heels, and
leaped over the rails, where he was safe ; in this manner all the
men continued tormenting the bull, which could hardly stand
through loss of blood. The trumpet then sounded again, upon
which the mcitadore appeared, with a cloak extended on a short

stmk in his left hand, and in his right a two-edged sword, the

blade of which was flat, four inches broad, and a yard long; he
stood still, and at the moment the bull, in the agonies of

despair and death, made at him, he plunged the sword into the

spine behind the beast’s horns, which instantly made it drop
down dead. If the matadore misses his aim, and cannot defend
himself with the cloak, he loses his life, as the bull exerts all its

remaining strength with an almost inconceivable fury. When
the matadore succeeds in killing the bull by a single thrust, the

populace throw money to him
;
I saw a Spanish nobleman fling

a gold piece of three hundred reals, three pounds six shillings

and eightpence, into the area for him, on one of these occasions.

The dead bull was immediately dragged out of the area by three

horses on a full gallop, whose traces were fastened to its horns.

A quarter of an hour was elapsed, which is the time allowed
for the murder of each bull, five minutes to the horsemen, five

to the footmen, and five to the slayer.

Another bull was then let in: this was the wildest and most
furious of any I ever saw. The horseman missed his aim, and
the bull thrust its horns into the horse’s belly, making the

bowels hang out: the horse became ungovernable, so that the
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mail was obliged to dismount and abandon it to the bull, who
\

pursued it round the area, till at last the horse fell and expired,
j

Four other horses were successively killed by this bull, which,

till then, had only received slight wounds, though one of the

horses had kicked his jaw to pieces. One of the horsemen
broke his spear in the bull’s neck, and horse and rider fell to

the ground ; the rider broke his leg, and was carried off. The
footmen then fell to work again, and afterwards the matadore

put an end to the life of this valiant animal, whose strength

and courage were unavailing to save it. The third bull killed

two horses, goring them under the belly, so that the intestines

hung trailing on the ground. The seventh bull likewise killed

two horses. In this manner were ten bulls massacred, and the

whole concluded in two hours and a half. The bulls’ flesh was
immediately sold to the populace at ten quartos per pound,
which is about threepence.

When the last bull had been sufficiently wounded by the

horseman, the mob were allowed to enter the area; they at-

tacked the bull on all sides, and killed it with their knives and
daggers. The bull sometimes tosses these fellows over its

head.

The Spanish bulls are shaped like English oxen; their horns
are very long, and they never bellow or make the least noise

when they fight.

Dr. Goldsmith’s remark is partly just; he says, “Those
wild bulls, which the Spaniards pride themselves so much in

combating, are very mean, despicable little animals, and some-
what shaped like our cows, with nothing of that peculiar stern-

ness of aspect for which our bulls are remarkable.” They are

however, formidable enough.
The foot combatants are not exposed to much danger

;
their

security depends upon their cloaks, which they fling on the
bull’s head when pursued by it, and by that means evade the
animal, which always shuts its eyes before it pushes. Much
of their safety is likewise owing to their number; because, when
the bull runs at one man, another attacks it behind, and makes
it turn. Some of these fellows will wait the bull’s coming, and
then purposely fall flat down, when the beast runs over them,
and spends its fury in the air. Some cast their hats on the
ground, which diverts the bull from the pursuit. Some bulls

will not fight at all; but of those which do, each has its peculiar
manner. I afterwards saw several of the former; the populace
cried out, “ Los perros, los perros,” “The dogs, the dogs;” upon
which three buil-dogs were let loose, and in a moment seized

the bull by the nostrils, with a fierceness equal, if not superior

to that of the English dogs
; they pinned it to the ground, and

then the matadore killed it by striking a small dagger into the
spine behind the horns; the dogs could not be forced to quit

their hold, even though the bull was dead, till their masters
had almost strangled them by twisting ropes round their necks.
These dogs are of the breed of those which the Spaniards car-
ried with them when they conquered America, and by means
of which they so barbarously caused the natives to be torn to

pieces.

The bulls’ skins are generally pierced with so many holes, or
wounds, that they might be compared to sieves. Sometimes a
bull leaps over the rails among the people but this unwelcome
visiter is soon killed, being entangled between the benches.
The horsemen always endeavour to place themselves front-

ing the bull, rather towards its left side, when they can the
better direct the lance which they have in their right hand.
The next day being a festival, I saw another bull-fight, which
was performed in the same manner, but the ten bulls were not
so quiet when they crossed the amphitheatre before the combat
began: irritated by the noise of the multitude, they wreaked their
vengeance on the man who led the tame ox: they tossed him
on their horns from one to another for several minutes; the fel-

low however escaped with life, but terribly wounded. Nine of
the bulls went at last into the stable, but the tenth, attacking the
horseman, was despatched in the usual way by all the combatants
successively. The bulls sometimes halt and smell at the blood
which flows on the ground

;
and often when they have advanced

half way in their career, they stop short, and survey the man
on horseback calmly, whereupon they seem to collect courage,
and then their fury redoubles. Sometimes the horse and the

ball are both seen standing on their hind legs, leaning against
each other, the cavalier’s spear being in the bull's nedk; but as
this animal is the heaviest of the two, its weight always prepon-
derates, so that the horse has no means of escaping but by flight,

and the bull is so swift in pursuing, that it will follow a horse
on full gallop, three or four times round the area without losing
ground, and with its horns touching the horse’s buttocks. I
observed that almost all the male spectators, smoked cigars
during the whole time; they carried flints, steels, and a kind
of tinder, called yesca, which consists of white filaments of a cer-
tain plant, to light their tobacco with. Many Spaniards smoke
tobacco shred fine and wrapped up in a small piece of paper,
which they light; this method of smoking, they call “ chupar
toibaco en papel.”

I afterwards saw a bull-fight in Cadiz. The advertisement,
which was put into my hands, concerning it, runs thus :

—

“ Twelfth and last Corrido (Course) this year.

“ Punctual account of the bulls which are to be coursed in

the plaza (amphitheatre), of the very noble and loyal city of

Cadiz, on Sunday, the 29th of August, 1773, in the afternoon.
“Being deputies and perpetual governors,

“ Don N. N. and Don N. N.

“ The ten bulls are the following: six from the town of Alcala,

bred by Don N. N., distinguished by a scarlet device. Three
from Chiclana; bred by Don N. N., with a white device. One
bull para jugueie, for a play-thing.”

The names of the picadores
,
matadores

,
vanderilleros

,
are then

specified, and as a postscript,
“ To augment the diversion, the picadore N. N. is to fight a

bull on horseback without a lance; he is then to combat on
foot, and afterwards to kill it with the broad-sword. The last

bull is to have wooden knobs on its horns; the valiant Negro
N. N. is to fight with it, and give pleasure to the public by his

great valour and dexterity.”

In Mr. Clarke’s book are some conjectures about the origin

of these spectacles, to which I refer :

—

“ No corro sanguineo o ledo amante
Yendo aformosa dama desejada,

O touro busca & pondose diante,

Salta, corte, sibila, acena & brada:

Mas o animal atroce nesse instante,

Com a fronte cornigera inclinada,

Bramando duro corre, & os olhos cerra

Derriba, fere, mata & poem por terra.”

Os Lusiadas, canto i., v. 88.

TRANSLATION.
“ The joyful lover, seeing his beautiful and desired lady, seeks

for the bull in the bloody circus; he places himself before it,

he leaps, runs, whistles, makes signs, and shouts; but the fero-

cious animal, in that instant inclining its horned front, runs

loudly bellowing, with its eyes shut, overturns, wounds, kills,

and throws him to the ground.”
According to the Spanish historians the first bull-fight was

exhibited in Spain in the year 1100.

ANECDOTE OF GEORGE MONK, DUKE OF
ALBEMARLE,

This celebrated commander possessed personal courage in

the highest degree, of which the two following instances may
serve as a proof. In the second Dutch war, a chain- shot took

away part of his breeches, yet he never altered his countenance,

nor changed his place. In the Chatham business, apprehending

the Dutch would land, he exposed himself to the hottest of their

fire, that his example might keep others to their duty, and de-

feat the design of the enemy; and when a person of distinction,

expostulated with him on the danger to which he exposed him-

self, and would have persuaded him to retire, he answered very

coolly
—“ Sir, if I had been afraid of bullets, I should have

quitted this trade of a soldier long ago.”
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LINFURST, OR THE SIEGE OF PARIS.
A. TALE OP 887 .

( Concluded.)

Linfurst, while religiously believing that his mistress, had she
been aware of all the circumstances of his visit to the Norman
camp, and the feelings they gave rise to, would have applauded,
rather than blamed, his conduct, was yet prevented by pride,

resentment, shame, and conscious poverty, from intruding, un-
sought, an explanation. Day after day he waited for some
message from Bertha, and watched, when he saw her, for some
.look which he might construe into a question. Messages came
not; looks were cold and silent; the time for explanation
passed away; new sallies were made, and new trophies taken

—

new themes appeared to engross her mind; and Linfurst, passing
through the intermediate stages of heat and cold, self-reproach,

pride—anger—grief—regret—sunk at last into a lethargy. His
occupation was gone.

The Normans in the meantime relaxed gradually in their of-

fensive operations. The most extravagant joy prevailed in the
garrison, and the cavaliers, undisturbed by the enemy, occupied
their leisure in laying closer siege to their mistresses, and en-
deavouring to bring their love matters to a triumphant close
•with those of the war.

The favourable auguries of the French seemed to be con-
firmed at every glance taken from the walls of the enemy’s
camp. The Normans were seen amusing themselves with their
great fires on shore, and constructing boats, apparently for the
purpose of returning down the river. One barque particularly,
of an enormous size, appeared to occupy much of their atten-
tion, and became, therefore, an object of proportionable curiosity
to the idlers on the ramparts, by whom it was at first conjec-
tured to be a luggage vessel to be towed down by others; but,
as every day after it was completely finished, its position was
removed nearer the city, this idea was found to be erroneous.
No danger, however, was augured from this phenomenon, and

the garrison began to indulge in relaxation from watchfulness
and the tiring duties of war. For some days a religious festi-
val was held in the city, where nothing was to be seen but pro-
cessions, banners, and reliques, and nothing heard but the
tinkling of bells and the chanting of hymns and prayers
One dark and windy afternoon, when one of these proces-

sions, in making the tour of the walls, stood opposite the river,
Linfurst .found himself placed accidentally near his lost mis-
tress.

“ Will the gallant Linfurst,” said she, addressing him, sud-
denly, and in a kinder voice than usual, “ favour us with his
opinion of the nature and purpose of that mysterious barque
which sits so still and solemn on the surges before us?”
“I know not, madam,” replied Linfurst; “or rather, I do

know that it sits there for no good.”
“ There is, at least, ingenuity,” remarked the lady, “ in the

supposition; surely thou dost less than justice to our Norman
friends, in suspecting them of harbouring aught of evil pur-
pose against their neighbours?”

“ What thou hast spoken in jest or sarcasm,” said Linfurst,
“ the Count Othon would repeat in right earnest. Were I
governor of the city, I would he beforehand with the Normans,
and request some one to swim out with a lighted torch in his
teeth and burn that barque to the water’s edge.”

“ Ha!” exclaimed Bertha, and a deep and confidential glance
passed between her and the adviser. Linfurst’s cheek flushed,
and he bent eagerly forward to drink-in the command with
which he hoped to be honoured. “I know not,” said she at
last, after a momentary struggle; “I have no skill in such
matters, but methinks the counsellor, supposing him sincere,
should, for his own sake, adopt what would seem at least to an
inexperienced maiden, no unreasonable precaution.” Linfurst’s
chest fell, though without any audible sigh, but the next mo-
ment fortifying himself with his wounded pride, he replied,
coldly, “It is somewhat late in the day for a bath, and besides
the water no doubt begins to smack shrewdly of winter, or one
might even venture;” and, with an affected shiver, the cava-
lier lounged to another part of the ramparts. Bertha seemed

I

for an instant iu the act of following him, but stopped sud-

j

denly short and began hurriedly to address another on the
i same subject. Some unacknowledged feeling, however, pre-
vented her from finishing the sentence; she looked, with a sigh,

to the quarter where Linfurst had vanished, and the next
moment the priests began to chaunt and the procession passed
on.

That night, when the city was buried in the profound sleep
of fancied security, a fierce and shrill blast from the walls
startled the inhabitants. Echoed almost instantaneously from
tower to tower, the sound became more alarming, and in a few
minutes the ramparts were crowded with gazers. The night
was dark and gusty; but all was silent in the enemy’s camp.
Nothing could at first be descried indicative of danger, till, fol-

lowing the finger of the sentinels with their eyes, the chiefs
discovered a black and undefined object moving on the waters
towards the bridge, and on flinging down some lighted torches,
they exhibited for an instant the mysterious barque moved
along by men swimming at the sides. A shower of arrows was
immediately directed towards the strange visiter, but ap-
parently without effect, for it continued its crawling motion
undisturbed, and at length it ran foul of the wooden work ot
the bridge which was raised from a stone foundation where it

was soon made fast, and with every rise of the surge some new
part of its machinery became entangled with the bridge, from
which the defenders fled in dismay, some taking refuge in the
city, and some in the wooden tower.
The eyes of some of the besieged cavaliers were fixed, by a

kind of fascination, upon the black and fearful object which
thus held, in its grim embrace, the access to the city and its

hitherto impregnable tower of defence. The train which,
doubtless, lurked in the vessel, was apparently un fired. A
shout burst from their lips, as the conviction seemed to dart
simultaneously into their minds; and the bridge was again
manned, and the hasty blows of stakes and hatchets, resounded
on all sides.

A vapour was soon observed rising as if from under the
bridge, thin and pale, like the fog in the dawn; but gradually
its colour darkened, and it mounted in slow successive columns
for a considerable distance, then opened, spread, and fell in
showers of thick smoke over the river and city. These were
at length illumined by some faint flashes of light, which be-
came broader and broader, till blending as if into one; they
rose in a single stupendous column to the heavens

;
and revealed

to the spectators, with all the precision of daylight, the details
of the scene.

The mysterious barque, though rent and shattered, still held on
with a death-like grip to the bridge; and the starting and
splitting timbers of the latter, seemed to shrink and shriek
with fear and agony. In some places, the fire had fairly caught,
and everything served to convince the French that the critical
moment was arrived; and a fresh detatchment of the bravest
of the garrison, was sent to the fatal bridge. However, all

their efforts were in vain—-for the mighty torrent of flame
rushed on, destroying all before it; and at last, from examina-
tions promptly made at the command of the governor, it was
ascertained that the works would not hold an hour beyond the
dawn. In this predicament, nothing was left to be done, but to
recall the renowned band, which had so gloriously garrisoned
the tower; barricade as completely as possible the city gates,
and wait, with patience, for the rescue which was still expected
at the hands of the cowardly and sluggish Emperor.
A messenger was accordingly despatched into the wooden

tower, to advise its gallant defenders of the posture of affairs,
and request them to return into the city. He found the
eleven cavaliers of high rank, who had distinguished them-
selves in defence of the tower, already as well acquainted as
himself with everything it concerned them to know.

“ Tell the Count of Paris,” said they, “ that deeply as we la-
ment depriving him of assistance, even so numerically slight as
ours, we are constrained, by our honour, as cavaliers, and our
vows as Christians, to die in defence of the tower, we have
hitherto garrisoned so successfully. We ask no succours, which
would be vain—we are perfectly aware that before the setting of
to-morrow’s sun, this pile wiU he a heap of ruins; and then
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the visiter who seeks us here, will find nothing to answer his

inquiries, save blood and ashes. Tell our friends and kinsmen,
that we loved them to the last—tell our king and our country-

men, that our parting thought was France; and our latest cry,
‘ Mountjoye Saint Martin !’ ” The envoy returned, blinded with

tears of grief and admiration; and when he had told his tale,

he was answered by sobs and lamentations of the whole city.

Innumerable lights were seen in the Norman camp, which
presented the appearance of an illuminated city; as between
the pauses of the blast wild shouts were heard along the shore.

When the morning dawned, these sounds were accounted for

by the battalions of the enemy being seen already under arms.

The planks of the bridge were in many places broken up; and
the boiling flood rushed furiously between; while the whole
construction, rocking and waving with the agitation of the river,

seemed just in the act of being swept from its base. At this

moment, a cavalier, completely, and even fancifully armed and
accoutred, was seen stepping along the crowded walls, when he
attracted the attention of every one, as he passed by the strange
incongruity exhibited by his air and dress with the scene.

When he reached the place where Bertha and the other ladies

of the court were standing, he stood still, and addressing the
former

—

“ Madam,” said he, with a grave and courteous obeisance,

“thou didst honour me once before with thy commands—

I

promised to fulfil them— but I failed in the performance. It

may be, that if certain circumstances were fully known to

thee, which attended that adventure, they might abate in some
measure, the scorn with which thou hast since regarded me

;

but of that it is not now my purpose to speak—let it pass. To
crave another trial would be both unskilful and dishonourable;
and I have therefore imposed a task upon myself. The defence
of that glorious tower, is of the last importance to the city, and
I go there to add one other life to the sacrifice, and to interpose
one other body as a bulwark between thee and the foe. I go
to compel them to acknowledge, Bertha!—that he who fought
and fell on that spot, could have been no disloyal cavalier.”

Linfurst knelt and kissed her passive hand; then plunging
down the slope of the wall, disappeared in an instant.

“ What is this? Who spoke to me?” cried Bertha, looking
about like one awakened from a trance. “ Linfurst,” and she
flashed an eagle glance on the faces around her—“Linfurst,
Linfurst,” she continued, till her voice rose in a wild shrill

scream. The gate opened below; and the cavalier was seen
stepping proudly upon the bridge, like a gallant for the field.

The timbers rocked and yawned below his feet; the spray
dashed over his head; and by the time he had gained the mid-
dle, the whole fabric was rent from its support. A light and a
bold leap were sufficient to place him on the threshold of the
wooden tower, and at the same moment, the mighty fragments
of the bridge were swept with a crash and a roar down the
foaming river.

The tower was now within the clutches of the Normans, and
with loud shouts their ranks closed round it, except at the side
defended by the river, where they might still have been galled
by arrows from the city walls. The attack was begun with
customary fury; but though unassisted by crowds of bowmen,
who were wont to be posted on the bridge; the brave cavaliers
drove back their assailants. The Normans, roaring like wild
beasts disappointed of their prey, dispersed themselves along
the shore, and gathering together the wrecks of the bridge,
heaped them around the tower, and set fire to the funeral pile.

At this instant, the distracted Bertha, who had remained
standing on the walls, in a robe of virgin white, with golden
hair, and gems blazing on her hands and bosom—and the
fever-spot burning on her cheeks—leapt down and glided swiftly
towards the city gates. The crowd instinctively made way for
the sister of Count Othon, wild and fantastic as was her ap-
pearance, and the postern door was thrown open at her bidding.
The spectators upon the ramparts, even in the midst of the
scene of horror, which occupied them, withdrew their eyes to

gaze upon the strange apparition which was now seen gliding
without the walls. Bertha stepped into a light skiff, moored to
the bank, near where the bridge had stood, and h aning upon an
oar, pushed out into the stream. The light shallop caught in

an eddy, whirled into the middle of the river; while Bertha,
with the unconscious courage of insanity, struck her little oar
into the stream, and restored its equipoise and direction to the
boat, which skimming along the surface, darted into a creek on
the opposite side, formed by the wrenching out of the posts ot
the bridge in the storm. Then climbing over the wet and yet
burning wrecks, which formed the funeral pile of the cavaliers,
she reached the door, now in ruins, of the wooden tower, and
disappeared in the smoke and darkness within. At length the
burning walls of the tower, still erect and menacing in their
ruin, yielding like some stout warrior to inevitable doom, fell

groaning to the earth. For some time the whole was shrouded
from view by the clouds of smoke and dust, which seemed to
rise to the very heavens; but in the midst, a few vivid flashes

of fire and steel gave fearful hint of what was going on within.

The darkness was at length swept suddenly away by a linger-

ing breath of the storm, and the wolfish cries of the Normans
sunk simultaneously into silence.

The lifeless bodies of the eleven original defenders of the place,

strewed the bloody ashes, mangled in some instances out ot the
form of men; but leaning against the door-way, which had
communicated with the bridge, the twelfth appeared, faint and
exhausted, but still alive. Hanging over him, a female figure

of lofty stature, and ravishing beauty, arrayed in a garb of
fantastic splendour, which was only dimly seen through wreaihs
of golden hair, descending to her feet, stood embracing and suo-
porting his neck with one hand, while with the other, she
pointed in a manner, half deprecatory, half menacing to his
enemies.
The wild Normans stood aghast at an apparition, which they

could identify only with the heavenly virgin of the Christians,

appearing in bodily presence to save heir worshipper, but when
Bertha, whose reason had returned with the counter-shock she
had undergone, was seen leading away her bewildered lover,

half by force, and half by whispered persuasions and caresses,

their fury re-awoke, and with clubs and spears they rushed
over the bloody and smoking ruins, to finish the sacrifice.

“ Forbear!” was uttered at that instant by a shrill and start-

ling voice; and the Norman priestess, rising, as if from the
smoking ruins, held forth the young child, as a shield between
the Christians and their doom. Crouching back at the sight,

the crowd stood amazed and irresolute; Bertha, clasping her

lover still more closely, half dragged him uown the uneven de-

scent; and followed by their protectress, covering their retreat

and at a cautious distance by the whole body of the barbarous
host, whose mingled shouts of wonder, rage, and superstitious

terror, drowned the ear and appalled the heart, she at length

gained the bank. They entered the boat, and she allowed the

exhausted warrior to sink upon the beams ;
then with one gesture

of devoted gratitude to her preserver—one sob from her lull

heart—and one gush of tears from her dim eyes, she pushed out

into the river, and reached the opposite shore in safety.

That very evening, the long promised succour arrived, but
instead of men and steel, they consisted of gold, with which the

Imperial Caitiff bought I he forbearance of the Bormans.
Charles le Gros, then returned into Germany, where he be-

came insane, and died in 888, an object of horror and contempt.

The expected dismemberment of the empire took place, and the

gallant preserver ot the capital was unanimously called to the

throne, and Othon the Count of Paris became King of France.

And Linfurst, the brave, the simple hearted, the noule, the

generous, what saitli the chronicle further of his fate and con-

duct? That as the husband of the Princess Bertha, and the

brother and councillor of a king, he forgot not the duties of a

soldier, a lover, and a man. H. A. D.

GOOD ADVICE.

A German soldier, who was suspected to be of Parolles*

valour, and more given to words than fighting, was well ad-

monished by his officer, who heard him railing against the

enemy. “Sir, you were paid to fight against the enemy, and
not to rail at them ”
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MIRVA N:

A TALE O? THE MOORS OF GRENADA,
CANTO I.

T.

The slcy is delicately fair

As beauty’s face in pensive thought,
And night through its transparent air,

Appears so soft, so lightly wrought,
As ’twere a canopy
Far floating ’tween the earth and sky

—

ii.

Amid that scene which speaks of rest,

Of drowsy night in slumber hushed,
Of hope by happier visions blest

Than e’er the waking sense surveyed,
Of hoty peace to spirit crushed,
And pallid cheek and aching head

—

Why from yon casement streams the lamp,
Its star-like wak- ful ray?
Are watchers there by sickness’ bed,
Would terror’s thought the night evade;
Or does the mind, of holier stamp,
In secret silence pray?
Yet hark! some wandering zephyr’s nigh
Soft music’s mingling tones conveys;
Or is’t a gentle grieving sigh
Hath stolen joy’s soft voice away?
It comes again, and now more clear,

And words and thoughts are hovering near
And night amid her silence caught,
Through all Jier dreamy soul is wrought
Suspensively to hear.

1 .

And wilt thou come when all is peace,
And wilt thou keep thy vow to me,

And prize the tender hour of bliss

That joins our hearts in constancy?

2 .

Still wilt thou find this bosom thine,

Though love to tnee should work its death,

Then be thine own the pledge to mine,

And time dissolve ere break our faith.

3 .

Should other charms thy heart assail,

Should other eyes essay to win,

Should other tongues pour forth the tale,

To list to which thy vow makes sin.

4 .

Ah, heed not thou the newer face,

Let time her first impression prove,

And truth will add a holier grace,

And tell how dearer Zehra’s love.

5 .

Nor deem us changing passion’s foil,

To be a fleeting hour carest,

Thou know’st not half the strength, the soul

That swells in constant woman's breast.

6 .

The drooping head and crimsoned cheek
May ruined virtue’s a.iguish tell

;

The broken heart more fit shall speak
How slighted Zebra loved too well.

if.

The strain i ceased, and o’er her lute

A lady hung with pensive brow,

But though her passioned voice was mute,

Her inward thoughts tumultuous glow,

v.

On high her silver lamp was hung,

And o’er the roof and walls it flung

On gilded arabesques its light;

—
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Full on the maid the lustre shone
And o’er her airy form was thrown,
Sparkling amid her rich attire,

From gems that multiplied its fire,

A glow of brilliant spars;

In that full glow, more softly bright,

She seemed a rival queen of night
Amid her clustering stars.

VI.

While still her pensive head declined,
And o’er her face the feelings wrought
Which half had called her love unkind,
And half on hope still seemed to dote,

A voice invades her watchful ear,

And stifled steps approaching near
Salute the silent ground.
“ ’Tis he!” She started from her seat,

And rushed impetuous to meet
The wished and welcome sound.
But scarce the casement had she gained
With one glad bound, to reach his breast,
Ere, full upon her view contest,

A warrior of her own dark creed,

With haughty brow and turbaned head,
Her heart’s wild joy restrained.

VII.

“Ha, Jussuf, you!” The panting maid,
With looks of dread the chief surveyed,
And would have fled, but that surprise
And fear at once had fixed her eyes,

And made her tremble to the heart.
“ ’Tis I,” he said, and seized her hand,
And drew her shrinking form more near.
“ Speak then, what would’st thou here demand?
I like not that imperious air.”

He laughed :
“ Fair maid, thine ire controul

;

’Tis now the hour when lovers roam,
Kindly forbear the censor’s part
In pity to thy stranger knight,
For he hath come a weary way,
Unblest by candid light of day.”
His voice waxed harsher as he spoke
His eye flashed fiercely forth its ire,

Which from some late carousal took
A more licentious look of fire;

And sternly with his foot he smote
The ground; nor was an answer slow:
For instant at his side a slave,

Obsequious to his master’s sway,
With ready hand, to mischief taught,
Stood eager to obey.
“ Here, Ciiab, bear this lady hence;
Yet, tell me, hast thou dug the grave?”
“ ’Tis ready.” “ Ha! thy recompense
Shall fitly match such faithful trust:

Take hence this maid.” Scarce had the chief
The prize resigned, ere swift relief

Ends brief possession of his prey,
A blade, with deadly vengeance fraught,
His menial levelled to the dust.

VIII.

Dark Jussuf started at the sound;
And more his soul was startled yet
To see the prize with all its charms,
On which his heart was madly set,

A captive in another’s arms,

—

Her will without a struggle bound.
IX.

Fierce as the bursting thunder’s wrath,
His rapid arm and flashing blade
Heal forth their strokes

;
and in the death

The madness of his ire essayed
He deigned not to avoid that maid,
But through her breast had struck a blow,
So eager bent to reach his foe.

That foe Recedes : ’tis but a step
To save a life prized o’er his own,
Which never yet had sought escape
Where daring most in danger shone.
His dark alboanozo* thrown
Around the maid, prepared he stood
Brave as the Moor in equal mood
The strife of hatred to decide.

And fast and well their flashing steel

Contest the palm of hate and skill.

And make the gloomy eyes of night

To sparkle with impetuous light.

XI.

As thunder-clouds together driven
A deeper frown o’er darkness thrown,
And each with other’s lightnings riven,

While silently the moon looks on—
So rushed those chiefs with gleaming steel,

So stood that maid in mute suspense,

Nor seemed her breast with life to swell,

So much her mind was more intense;

But while these foes still rise in strife,

As streams their winter torrents roll,

Within her eye enough of life

Is passing to engross the soul.

XII.

Ha! out upon the slippery ground,
Now dabbled with that menial’s blood

!

Her hero falls, and on his breast

The Moslem’s knee’s exulting prest.

The lady may no more survey
With form transfixed the direful feud.

Swift as the Moor his sabre raised,

Swift as his eye its triumph blazed,

His arm with frantic hands she bound.
“ Fool! from the tiger tear his prey,”

He fiercely said, as in the air

He reared and dashed away the fair.

But in that instant to his feet

As sudden sprung the prostrate knight,

And shewed the combat but begun,
And hate its vengeance still to win.

XIII.

But briefer is that second strife,

The Moor more reckless seems of life;

As if he sought in mutual death
At once to vent his bursting wrath.
Each blow is dealt with deadlier rage,

And clashes on the steel-clad breast.

The mail their sabres cannot stay.

But piece by piece is hacked away.
Few in such desperate feud engage
Who care to live, or hope to wrest
A trophy for the victor’s crest.

XIV.

With foot to foot so close they stand,

Each arm feels fettered by its brand,

And its free range restrained; but who
Will yield the space for freer blow?
No, closer still they strive and press,

And more each baffled arm distress,

And round and round—there mortal wound
Must win each inch of beaten ground.

They grapple—close: but still no sign

Of ’vantage may the end define.

Now they throw off each iron grasp,

And Stand an instant still, and gasp
Apart; and now again they pour
The fatal sabre’s thickening shower.
The furious Moor must learn, at length

To s*ek more hope in skill than strength.

* mantle worn by the Spanish Moors in winter.
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Forced for ffia instant to recede,

He seeks by wearying to defeat.

Now back the knight in turn is prest,

And parries each fierce blow addrest;

But notes too late the wall behind,

’Gainst which impelled he stands confined.

The Moor throws all in one dread stroke;

But, ah ! too keenly overdealt,

That envious wall receives his shock.

His sabre’s shivered to the hilt;

And to the hilt as swift the knight

Has plunged his poignard in his side,

xv.

Back falls the Moor a senseless weight,

But with such burning eyes of hate

As if his soul, mad with despair,

Sought in that basilisk-like glare,

To spend itself in vengeance; yet,

Struck from the tempest of his heart,

It burst at once in one fierce dart

Of lightning to his struggling hate.

XVI.

But little cares that victor now
His flaming eye and scowling brow.

As fair a brow, as soft an eye
As ere the sunniest smiles had lit,

Reward the hard-won victory;

And, like the sunbeam on the cloud,

Smile o’er the tempest’s darkening fit;

While tenderest accents thank aloud,

And fonder thanks in blushes glow,

Such as love only can bestow.
XVII.

“ Ah! Zehra, dost thou think me changed?
Yet so I am—but not to thee.

—

By fate, by death, alone estranged,

May falsehood never make me free.

No! though upon life’s desert cast,

With scarce a blossom o’er the waste
To warm the sympathetic breast,

Or charm its nobler powers;
Thy love was still a fountain there,

A crystal streamlet gushing fair,

In the savannah of my soul

—

A blessing jewelled in a flower

That could my wildest mood controul,

A talisman of Eden’s bower,
With all its pristine charms arrayed;
Thou, in thy beauty flourishing,

Wert still a garden of the spring,

To which my fainting spirit turned,

When parched, and wearily it mourned
To find the freshness and the shade!”

XVIII.
“ And thou,” she answered, 45 What hast thou,
My absent Mirvan been to me!
A cedar on the mountain’s brow,
To which my fond and fluttering heart,

Like some poor timid peaceful bird,

Hath clung and sought to build its nest,

Happy in thy sheltering breast

—

But say what sound disturbs my brave?”
“Ah, ’tis a signal from my slave
Of danger. I must say farewell,

Though I have much of love to tell.

Yet fear not, here I leave my heart,
Whence vain were ought but death to p

—

One more embrace—farewell! farewell!”

END OF CANTO I.

When the Duke of Marlborough was informed that an
officer, whom he had broken for ill behaviour, would take
some opportunity of doing him a deadly mischief

;
‘‘I have

no fear,” he replied,
44
for I know him to be a man of courage.’

THE IMMURED ONE.
(BY GEORGE CRAWFORD.)

44As in a vault, an ancient receptacle,

"Where, for these mauy hundred years, the bones
Of ail my buried ancestors are packed. ’

—

Shakspeare.

In the year of our Lord 1400, there lived in Florence an
ancient, noble named Antonio Marceilino. His family had
been formerly one of the wealthiest in that city, but through
the boundless extravagance ot the late marchese, had become
much reduced in circumstances. As if to complete the ex-

tinction of a family which traced its descent Irom Marcellus
—the opponent of Hannibal, and the champion ot ancient
Rome—Marceilino was the last of his race

;
and though he

was blessed with a daughter, beautiful enough to be the he-

roine of a three-volume romance, he could not help sometimes
repining that she was not qualified to add another medallion
to the family pedigree.
Being beautiful, as I said before, and moreover the heiress

of the patrimonial remnant, Ginevra was surrounded by
suitors of all ages, countries, and complexions. Like Fortia,

she was adored by an idle Neapolitan, a lively Frenchman, a
drinking German, and a silent Englishman,which last seemed
to have got his doublet in Italy, his round hose in France,
his bonnet in Germany, and his behaviour everywhere.
Of these and numberless other competitors, one only found

favour in the e>es of old Marceilino and his marchesa.
Francesco Agolanti, was a man of few words, and fewer ideas.

He had acquired considerable wealth as owner and captain
of a large teiucca engaged in the oil-trade

;
and his colloquial

pittance was generally made up of a fai rago of those eleganc es

which glide so liquidly from the lips of the Mediterranean
mariner. Althougii a short man, he affected a dignified style

of walking, seldom stirring abroad without a long silver-

mounted rapier, sheathed in black leather, which he assured
his friends was a genuine Toledo : when in goo i humour,
(which was not often tile case,) he was fond of uilating upon
the merits of one Don iSancho Perez, ot Cadiz, an exquisite

master of fence, to whose instruction he owed much ut the
renown he had acquired in various street rencouutres, at the
different ports wiiere he was in the habit of trading.

From those days down to the present, the Italian maiden
has seldom been consulted upon an affair so uninteresting to

her as her own marriage; when, thereiore, Agolanti (whom
Ginevra particularly aetested) Was introduced to her as her
future spouse, she did not display more violent symptoms of
aversion than a modern ball-room belie upon the approach of
an “ ineligible” in the shape of a partner.

When it was publicly announced that Francesco Agolanti
was to be the husband of the lovely and tolerably wealthy
Ginevra Marceilino, the sensation among the rejected suitors
was considerable. The Neapolitan sang, the Frenchman
danced, the German got drunk, and the Englishman did ail

three. There was one, however, who was not so easily con-
soled ; he was a Florentine, and noble, of equal rank with
Marceilino : his character somewhat resembled that of the
late marchese ;

like him, he had wasted his substance, and,
though not altogether ruined at the time I speak of, he bade
fair to rival the illustrious personage mentioned by Boccacio
in his “ 11 Falcone for the rest, he was young, handsome,
good-humoured, and sometimes good-natured : he dressed
well, talked much, and was the self-complacent possessor of
the heart of Ginevra Marceilino.

But Giraldi Fiance&chi, for that was the lover’s name, felt

amazingly disconsolate at the summary disposal of his young
favourite. His attachment was so vehement, and the lady's

fortune so particularly convenient, that he really knew not
how to give up a prize which he had until then looked upon
as his own property. He debated the matter for upwards of
half an hour with his kinsman Yincenzio Rondmeiii. They
agreed that the proposed arrangement was a scandalous one

;

that perhaps it would be more prudent to consign the parties

to oblivion ;
and concluded by adopting the somewhat Irish

expedient of carrying the laay off by the strong hand. As
Fianceschi’s retainers were numerous, and unencumbered
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with consciences, his idea was by no means an absurd one ;

and his family influence in the city being considerable, he

trusted to put to defiance any legal prosecution that the in-

jured father or bridegroom might set on foot.

The youthful noble was not a man to consult his pillow

upon an occasion of this kind. He was aware, moreover, that

if the slightest hint of his intention were made public, his

labour would be altogether in vain. Having, therefore, hastily

summoned his domestics, hired a few professional bravoes,

whose services he had on divers former occasions put in re-

quisition ;
and distributed amongst the whole party a portion

of the arms with which his palace was plentifully provided,

he set off at their head shortly after nightfall, for the mansion

of the Marchese Marcellino.

The police force of Florence, in those days, was neither

very numerous nor very efficient. There was, indeed, a

species of patrole which perambulated one or two of the prin-

cipal streets, making more noise than the drowsy inhabitants

deemed either necessary or agreeable ; but the less fre-

quented and smaller thoroughfares, unenlightened by gas,

and unprotected by policemen, were abandoned by the

worthy civic authorities to the tender mercies of the robber

and the assassin.

These circumstances considered, it is not surprising that

the advancing force met with no interruption in its silent

progress. The young count rode in front, attended by Vin-
cenzio Rondinelli, the volatile partaker of all his kinsman’s
frolics

;
but, with the exception of two of the bravoes, who

acted as adjutants, the remainder of the party, amounting to

about five-and-twenty, marched on foot. Fianceschi himself

was armed after the most approved fashion of the time ;
his

light and flexible cuirass was formed of plated rings of Milan
steel

;
his gloves were of the same material

;
by his side was

suspended his long two-handed sword, and his head was de-

fended by a light unvisored head-piece, ornamented by a
plume of black ostrich feathers.

But it fell out unluckily for our hero, that the evening on
which he chose to put his design into execution, was pre-

cisely the most unfavourable one he could have selected for

the purpose.
The marriage-contract having been completed by the seals,

marks, and signatures of the parties and the witnesses, old

Marcellino had decided upon celebrating the event by an
unusual display of hospitality. The relatives and connex-
ions of the contracting parties were all invited

;
and it was

amusing to observe the dignified hauteur with which the noble
kinsmen of the bride demeaned themselves towards the ple-

beian Tuscans with whom they found themselves associated.
The Englishman too was there, in his quaintest attire, seem-
ing well content to swallow his disappointment in the “la-
chrymal Christi” that flowed in such profusion, and to devour
his chagrin with the exquisite marchpane, and other condi-
ments, whose names I am unhappily ignorant of. Agolanti
was as silent and as sullen as usual

; ate much, drank more,
looked often at his rapier

,
then at his bride, and appeared

altogether to resemble a Low Dutch Lanzknecht more than
an Italian bridegroom.
The revelry was at its height, the song was blithest, and

the laugh was loudest, when the Conte Fianceschi thought
proper to make his headlong and unexpected attack. Driving
before him the astonished domestics, whom he found loung-
ing in the hall, he penetrated, without much opposition, to
the immense saloon in which the company was assembled.
With the prompt, though dogged resolution which was the
distinguishing trait of his character, he lost not a moment in
providing against the imminent peril. Drawing up the cava-
liers, who were well satisfied at such a moment to place
themselves under his direction, he sternly confronted the
tumultuous and ill-arrangod mass which was headed by
Fianceschi and Rondinelli. The Englishman, hearing there
was a raw

,
drew his sword, and threatened with annihilation

the villains who dared to interrupt gentlemen at their meals.
1 he lotty and ancient apartment, the stern and impassioned
attitudes of the figures by which it was partially occupied,
the picturesque diversity of their costume, and the terror-
stricken group of females that stood huddled together at the

farther end of the room, formed altogether a picture which
Salvator would have loved to copy.
The general melee, which seemed about to take place, was

prevented by an incident that neither party seemed disposed
to murmur at.

Agolanti, who had hitherto been engaged in the disposal of
his forces, advancing somewhat in front, appeared by his
gestures, for he spoke not a word, to invite his rival to decide
the matter with him single-handed. Fianceschi, nothing
loath, sprang forward to meet him, and a combat ensued
between the two champions, which their respective followers
prudently refrained from interrupting.
But the combat did not remain long undecided

; the
knightly two-handed sword was no match for the Toledo
rapier. Agolanti waited patiently until his opponent, wearied
by the weight of his own weapon, began to relax his exer-
tions, when, with a dexterous lunge, which would have
elicited the approbation of Sancho Perez himself, he passed
his blade through the unguarded sword arm of the unlucky
Fianceschi, whose friend Rondinelli received the discomfited
suitor in his arms, and, seconded by his companions, suc-

ceeded in bearing him off to his palazzo without further
injury.

Agolanti. was too experienced a fighter to embroil himselt
unnecessarily with so formidable a force

;
wiping, therefore,

his ensanguined blade with a napkin, he silently observed
the retreat of his baffled assailants.

* * * *

In the year 1400, when the cities of Italy were laid deso-
late by a dreadful plague, Florence became in a peculiar
degree the object of its visitation. Unlike the cholera of the
present day, the commencement of the malady was scarcely
perceptible, many of the most eminent physicians disbeliev-
ing its existence in the city

;
aud even when the deaths had

averaged three hundred a day, practitioners were found obsti-

nate enough to deny that the disease was an unusual one.
Although the fifteenth century had not arrived at the refine-

ment of a “ board of health although journals were yet
undreamed of, the piazzas, which in Italy supply the absence
of Sunday newspapers and tea-parties, amply made up for

the want of official information upon the subject which
engrossed the attention of the Florentines. The details

which were the subject of discussion to the animated groups
who daily assembled after sunset to enjoy the freshness of

the evening breeze, were, to be sure, none of the most ac-

curate
;
marvellous anecdotes were bandied about, wi a

facility that told much for the imagination of the narrators.

I think it is Hoffman who says, that in his time the devil was
to be seen walking publicly in the streets of Berlin ;

accord-
ing to the testimony of several respectable citizens, bis Sa-

tanic majesty seemed to have been affected with a similar

penchant for promenading in the streets of Florence.

But in spite of all that the Tuscan gossips could say or do,

the mortality increased from day to day; funerals were to be

seen issuing from every street; the aristocratics and wealthier

portion of the community fled to their country-houses ;
the

public buildings were turned into hospitals; deep and yawning
pits were dug for the reception of the dead; those of the autho-

rities who dared to remain at their posts became the victims

of their courage and humanity; the physicians perished; the

hospital attendants were swept off by the pestilence; the once

lively and animated city became silent and desolate, and grass

grew thickly in the streets of Florence.

But many weeks intervened between the commencement
of the pestilence and the deplorable consequences I have just

now related. At first there were considerable doubts as to the

identity of the disease with the plague ;
and even when the

alarming mortality had dispelled all question on the subject,

the rapid transfer of property which took place, the sudden

accession of younger brothers and poor relations to wealth, by

the death of those who, in the common course of nature, would
have rendered their “ post obits ” of doubtful value, were the

occasion of a degree of bustle and “ empressement” in the

city, which, like artillery on the battle-field, served to deaden

the attention of the inhabitants to the work of death which

was going on around them. It is observed by the historians
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the period, that banquets, totiriiamertts, and other pageants,

were never §o frequent or so magnificent in Florence, as

shortly after the appearance of the plague within its precincts.

It was about this period that Fianceschi thought proper to

make his rash and ill-advised attack upon the mansion of

Marcellino
;
the ill-success of his attempt has been already

described, as well as the self-possession with which Agolanti
conducted himself throughout the transaction. The equani-

mity of the accepted wooer, however, was destined to ex-

perience a severe shock upon hi3 return from the outer gate,

which he had been occupied in securing against any retrograde

movement on the part of his adversaries. Ginevra, who had
remained unnoticed in the agitation of the late conflict, was
discovered to be in a state of insensibility ;

upon being re-

moved to her chamber, she was assailed by a succession of

hysterical attacks, and in a very short space, to the inexp *es-

sible grief of her parents and relatives, who stood round her

couch, lay apparently lifeless before them. Had Ginevra been
one of us, she would have probably figured as a case of cholera

in one of our daily reports; but the then prevalent disease

being plague, she was of course pronounced to be striken

thereby, and treated accordingly. The city authorities, now
thoroughly alarmed, had become exceedingly strict in all mat-
ters connected with the public health

;
persons even of the

highest rank were, upon being attacked, conveyed to the

hospitals appointed for the reception of plague-patients ; and
where the progress of the disease was too rapid Lo admit of

such removal, the immediate interment of the corpse was en-

forced in the most rigorous manner : in the present instance,

the melancholy event took place about sunrise, and it was
scarcely noon when the long funeral procession of Ginevra
Marcellino entered the ancient cemetery of the cathedral of

Florence.
It was evening, and the wounded cavalier lay groaning and

tossing upon a couch which might have contented even a

Sybarite ; but the fever and irritation, the effects of his recent
wound, rendered Fianceschi as fastidious a recumbent as the
hero of the ruffled rose-leaf. The apartment was spacious
and well arranged; the walls were covered with French
draperies representing the loves of the heathen mythologies

;

Venus made love to Adonis, Apollo ran after Daphne, and
Diana descended from Olympus to meet Endymion : the
corners were occupied by Grecian statues of marble and
bronze; in sculptured niches reposed the laurelled busts of
the ancestors of the Conte Fianceschi

;
lamps of opaque

crystal shed a tempered light around ; and, from the alabaster
vase, which stood upon a marble slab at the lower end of the
apartment, ascended a steaming vapour, filling the room with
delicious perfume

;
the floor-cloth was of the thickest velvet;

the hangings were of the richest satin. But Fianceschi saw
nothing of this ; the opium which his bewildered physician
had administered, chiefly with a view of ridding himself for
a space, of so outrageous a patient, had obscured his percep-
tion without diminishing his sensation : and the fever, which
seemed to feed upon his vitals, was still predominant above
the ghastly visions that appeared to flit before his aching eye-
balls.

Some hours of the night had now passed away, and the
dismal cemetery looked yet more ghastly by the light of an
April moon. The vault in which Ginevra lay, extended in
an open coffin, was large and ancient

;
it had been constructed

by one of her old Roman ancestors ; and, after the Roman
fashion, the walls had been raised to a considerable height
above the level of the churchyard, in the form of a tower.
Although the remains of the Marcellini were wont, from time
immemorial, to be deposited in that place, the vault was not
nearly full, the work of decomposition had gone on well; and
the heap of bones that lay piled up at the further end, showed
into how small a compass a long line of ancestors may be
compressed, and furnished a practical illustration of Juvenal’s
“expende Annibalem.” A ray of moonshine from the di-

lapidated roof fell upon the face of Ginevra, as she slowly
awakened from the death-like trance into which she had

|

fallen. When she opened her eyes, the sounds of the conflict

!

of the preceding evening were ringing in her ears, and the
i

moon's pallid fay eeemed t<? ^ash before her confused vision
like the rapier of Francesco Agolanti* But her uncertainty
was of short duration; the noisome smell—the ghastly rem-
nants of mortality, which wer exhibited to great effect by
the imperfect light—and, above all, the dank, unwholesome
vapours of the place, against which her funereal garment was
an insufficient protection,—quickly brought our heroine to a
sense of her situation. The scene would have been an in-

valuable one to a cynic philosopher—he might have moralised
and sneered at his species without interruption

;
but Ginevra,

being of another school, felt more anxious to make her escape
than to indulge in speculations on human nothingness.
Pursuing, then, the suggestions of her untutored reason, she
hastily ascended the tottering steps leading to the narrow
entrance of the time-worn turret, the iron door of which had
been carefully locked by Agolanti himself, who, at the request
of the afflicted Marcellino, had officiated as chief mourner on
the late melancholy occasion. It was well for Ginevra that
the Italians were then, as now, the most execrable construct-
ors of locks in the civilised world; had it been otherwise, she
would have passed a very uncomfortable evening in her sub-
terranean abode—as it was, with the assistance of a
fragment of the upper step, which lay iuvitingly at band, she
found no great difficulty in forcing hack the holt, and emerging
once again into the upper world. In sunny Italy an April
night is sometimes quite as cool as one in the same month in
foggy England. Ginevra drew her slight garment about her,

hastily took the road named, from her adventure, the Via della

Morte, and passing through the lane that lies at the rear of the
Via Calzajoli, with unsteady steps approached the mansion of
her father.

The marchesa had retired to her couch some time, ere the
knocking at the gate attracted her attention. She dreaded
lest the disturbance, unusual at so late an hour, might awaken
her husband, who lay buried in that profound slumber which
is so often the effect of violent grief. Hurrying to the window,
she was greeted by the view of her daughter, who stood shiver-
ing beneath: the horror of the old lady at so unexpected an
apparition was of the first magnitude—she was enveloped in

the bed-clothes in a moment, and lay for many hours marvelling
at the unquiet nature of her daughter’s spirit, and vowing
sundry additional masses for the repose of the same.
Finding her summons quite disregarded, and feeling naturally

very impatient of standing in the cold, Ginevra bethought her
of one of her uncles who lived on the Corso Adimari, not far

off. Old Bernardo Amieri, however, when he found out who
the applicant wa3 that stood knocking at liis portal, became
very much of the opinion of the marchesa; and, taking counscd
of two confessors who resided in the house, proceeded to assail

his unfortunate niece with such a deluge of holy water from the

casement as quickly obliged her to depart from the premises.

Disappointed in her second experiment, Ginevra could now
think of nothing better than applying to her affianced bride-

groom, Francesco Agolanti. The reception she met with was
characteristic: with his usual mixture of caution and boldness,

he unbolted the door with his left hand, holding his trusty

rapier firmly grasped in the right; then, seeing the pallid

figure of his betrothed before him, he gruffly bade her go to the
devil, adding, that she had given him enough of trouble while she
was alive, and, by way of closing his argument, shut the door
in her face.

Reduced to despair, and overcome by the variety of mis-
chances she had experienced, the unhappy lady sank down
beneath the small piazzo of St. Bartholomew, and there en-
deavoured to resign herself to the fate she now believed to be
inevitable. In these afflicting circumstances, the image oi

Fianceschi recurred to the memory of the forlorn outcast : she
contrasted his devoted and honest affection with the selfish ter-

ror and sullen brutality with which she had been greeted
elsewhere.

Fianceschi’s mtnage was at no time remarkable for its regu-
larity; and on the present occasion, from the illness of the
master, it was in a more disorganised state than usual

; the
servants had adjourned to a distant part of the mansion to

enjoy an uninterrupted carouse, leaving the various entrances,
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which in those unsettled times ought to have been carefully

secured, invitingly open for the benefit of those who might be

inclined to enter.

Ginevra found little difficulty in gaining the interior of

the palace, nor in reaching, which she accidentally did, the

chamber in which Fianceschi lay suffering from the effects of

his wound: his astonishment at beholding the object of his late

enterprise at his bed-side may be easily conceived. The tidings

of her supposed decease had not yet reached him, and he knew
not how to account for the unexpected visitation. When he
heard the hurried narrative of her sufferings from Ginevra’s

lips, his wonderment knew no bounds; while, in spite of his self-

gratulation, he was not sparing of his strictures upon the con-

duct of Agolanti and the other parties. Hastily summoning the

duenna who presided over his establishment, he commended
the worn-out sufferer to her care, and enjoining the strictest

secrecy to all present, rested upon his couch with a feeling of

satisfaction which contributed more to his convalescence, than
all the ptisanes and soporifics that Signore Quachanini had ad-
ministered.

But if I were to detail the recovery, and subsequent secret

marriage of Ginevra and Fianceschi, the rapturous astonishment
of old Marcellino at the re-appearance of his much-lamented
child, and the anger of Agolanti against himself, and every one
else, for the absurd manner in which he had lost his bride;

were I to detail, I say, circumstantially, how the good marchese
became reconciled to his son-in-law, and constituted him his

heir—how Agolanti equipped a brigantine for a piratical cruise

in the Mediterranean, where he was slain by some Algerines,
who looked upon him as an interloper—and how Fianceschi
ultimately became a great man, and sat in the council-chamber
of the Grand Duke—I should far exceed the limits prescribed
to me by a tyrannical editor, and might exhaust that stock of
patience on the part of my readers, which, I doubt not, has been
freely drawn upon on former occasions.

A POLISH HEROINE.
Antoinette Tomaszewska took part in the dangers and

novations of the Polish insurrection. She was born in 1814,
of noble parents, in Samogitia. In person she is not tall, but
well-formed, with fair hair, and large blue eyes, which give
great expression to her pensive countenance. She would
dwell with transport on the annals of Poland’s former glory,
but shed burning tears at the recital of her country’s misfor-
tunes, and the odious despotism under which it groaned. Her
mind brooded over bitter thoughts. When the revolution
broke out, Antoinette was scarcely sixteen years of age; but
the news roused her from her intense reveries. Superior to
all considerations of age, sex, or weakness, and inflamed with
patriotic ardour, she quitted her convent, bade a hasty adieu
to her sorrowing family, repaired to the camp of the Samo-
gitians, and joined the corps under Gruzewski. She was re-
ceived with acclamations of enthusiasm and sympathy—her
countrymen scarcely knowing which to admire most, her
beauty or her extraordinary patriotism. But it was not ho-
mage that she came to seek. Full of the noble sentiment
which ruled her conduct, she went directly to the chief, ex-
plained briefly the motives of her proceeding, and asked for
a horse and arms. In spite of every objection it was found
necessary to yield to her wishes. She was then enrolled
among the cavalry, and in a few days could manage the lance,
and perform her evolutions as well as her companions.
Through all the actions in which this corps was engaged, she
accompanied it, and faced danger and death courageously.
In a charge which took place at Mankuni, the youthful An-
toinette performed prodigies of valour. Generals Gielgud
and Chlapowski commanded in this affair, in which a regi-
ment of Circassians harassed the rear of the Polish columns,
which were losing ground before a force of ten times the
number. It was important to stop this hot pursuit, and the
Samogitian cavalry received orders to charge the Circassians.
Antoinette darted forward with the body to which she was
attached, her eyes sparkling, and her cheek glowing with
courage au'1 indignation : the young heroine penetrated the

ranks of the enemy, giving an example of heroic energy to
her countrymen. Gielgud, Chlapowski, and the whole staff
could not recover from the admiration excited by such noble
devotion. After this decisive action, which compelled the
Circassians to retreat, the young heroine was saluted, on her
return to the camp, with enthusiastic hurras. Notwithstand-
ing the reverses that followed, she faithfully remained at her
post. She was engaged in the affair at Schawld, and dis-
tinguished herself in such a manner at Powendenie as to ob-
tain the epaulettes of a sub-lieutenant. In the course of :i

distressing retreat, throughout the fatigues of the bivouac,
and amid hardships of all kinds, no word of complaint or re-
gret escaped her lips ; but with admirable patience, resigna-
tion, and endurance, she even consoled her companions in
arms by encouraging the hope of a brighter futurity. She
acquired the habit of command, and by a dignified »nd seri-

ous demeanour, gained the veneration and deference of all

her comrades. Under Amazonian attire they knew hoty to

respect the maiden whom patriotism had transferred from the
convent to the battle-field.

At length, when all hope was abandoned in Lithuania,
Antoinette followed the fortunes of the army, and entered
Prussia with the corps of General Rohland. When there, the
recital of her adventurous life, and precocious exploits, made
every one eager to see and to interrogate her. All were emu-
lous in extolling her heroism, and in offering her the most
cordial hospitalities. Prussians and Poles were equally as-

tonished at the sight of a delicate maiden who had just per-

formed a campaign as a common soldier, and won, at the point
of the lance, the epaulettes of a sub-lieutenant. Since that

period, Antoinette Tomaszewska has been married to a gal-

lant Polish officer, who deeply admired her heroism and vir-

tues. The duties of a wife and mother have, doubtless,

softened in some measure the griefs of an ardent and patriotic

soul
;
but the annihilation of her beloved country, the dissi-

pation of her early dreams and aspirations, must have deprived
her of one great charm of existence, and have cast the veil of

mourning over her future life.

THE MARINER’S LAMP.—A TALE OF SCIO.

In one of those little bays, or rather inlets, which indent the

coast of Scio and the other Greek islands, lay, during a breath-

less calm, a graceful and elegant schooner. This vessel, usually

used in the trade of the Archipelago, was sufficiently superior in

her appointments to induce notice. Her long low hull, of an
uniform black, rose not more than three feet from the water's

edge, including the diminutive bulwarks, while her raking ta-

pering masts were disproportionally high. Her huge main beam
showed what a vast amount of canvass was packed on her,

while a squaresail, flying topsail, foresail, and jib, proved her

fully appointed for fair and foul weather. Her rigging was taut

and neat, while the ends of her flying gear lay coiled on the

deck with an attention to order which spoke volumes for the

discipline on board. Her jib alone, of all her sails, was loose,

and hung lazily over the long protruding boom, shaken only by
the motion of the vessel as it rose and fell on the never resting

billows. The anchor-chain had been hauled in, so as to be right

up and down, proclaiming that wind alone was wanting to send

the schooner to sea.

Before a cottage door, a few hundred yards from the beach,

and in a position to command a full view of the entrance of the

bay, was a young man, who, from his costume, might have been

readily supposed one of her crew. It was, in reality, her com-
mander. Zetzos Zeulonghi owned the schooner that floated upon

the water, like a duck, and fixed his eye in all that admiring

gaze which the sailor ever bestows upon the vessel that he rules.

Zetzos was calling the attention of a young girl, the owner of

the cottage, to the beauty of the Clio—so he called his schooner

—after the maiden who stood by his side.

Clio was an orphan and an heiress. That is to say, she owned
the cottage that she lived in, enough land to yield her an in-

come, and to enable her to support an aged female domestic.

It may be naturally supposed, therefore, that Clio had number-

less suitors, and the supposition was but a part of the truth, for
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they came in shoals, which very often is the case, when a girl

is pretty, rich, and amiable. Zetzos was of the number, and
there was something in the frank, manly, though somewhat'

wild character of the sailor, which won upon her heart, despite

her dislike to his calling, which was that, to speak in soft

language, of an unlawful trader. It is wonderful how the many
sympathize with the bold smuggler. This is a mistaken sym-
pathy. The laws which they evade may or may not want re-

laxing; but a life of constant violation of the law is one which
is sure to endanger more of evil than of good. So thought Clio;

and Clio had vowed to wed Zetzos only when he ceased his viola-

tion of the laws, and added to his store as a legal merchantman.
Moved by this determination, the Clio was now to sail, for the

last time, with a valuable cargo, and in future to be a schooner

trading between island and island, with the consent and appro-

bation of all constituted authorities.

“Is she not lovely, like her mistress?” said the enthusiastic

sailor, gazing affectionately on his vessel, “and may not a man
be proud of owning two such neat creatures?”

“ You talk boldly of both, Zetzos,” replied Clio, sadly; “were
you as fond of one Clio as the other, you would not make this

voyage.”
“ The last, the very last,” said the young man gaily, “ and

then my Clio will give me a right to say that both are mine.”
“ I hare so promised, and my word was ever true,” continued

the beautiful Greek girl, more sadly still; “ but I have my fears,

Zetzos
;
I would wed you in an hour,” added she impetuously,

“ to spare this voyage. I speak as I thought I never could have
spoken; but I see death in this enterprise.”

The young man’s brow was overcast for a moment, and then

he cried, “’Tis hard to dally with such an offer; but see, the

wind gently stirs; I feel it fanning my cheek warmly from the

hills. Adieu, my Clio, for a few days : and then, farewell my
trade and all for thee

!”

The sailor embraced his weeping mistress, and then hastened

down to the beach, leaped into a light skiff, and shortly stood

upon its deck, where he waved his cap in another adieu to his

promised bride. Then the merry sound of the sailor’s song was
heard, the anchor was tripped, the main and foresail were
hoisted up, and bellied to the wind, when the light schooner,

under her captain’s steerage, headed for the open sea, and gently

glided out of the harbour.

Clio was a charmed spectator of all this. Every manoeuvre
was watched with an anxious eye. and one, too, that understood
the handling of every sail, and the object of every rope, for

Zetzos had with delight taught his mistress all that gave him so

much pleasure. At length the schooner rounded a point, and
was lost to view, just as evening began to fall upon the scene.

The day had been serene and lovely, the sky was blue and
cloudless, with all the mellow sweetness common to the Mediter-
ranean; but the night promised otherwise. The sun set in an
angry bank of vapour in the west, the wind scattered mares’
tails in profusion over the heavens, and in about an hour after

sun- down, began to howl fitfully round the lonely cottage.

Clio’s sensitive heart took alarm; she stood at the threshold,

and watched, with intense anxiety, the progress of the storm.
It increased—the dark columns of vapour which at first rose

only in the East spread with awful rapidity over the whole face

of the heavens, and canopied them in black; a rumbling sound
of thunder was heard in the distance, while the faint glimmer
of lightning came fitfully upon the startled senses. Clio shud-
dered : she was too well versed in the signs of warning which
Nature gives of her convulsions not to know that a fearful

tempest was brewing, and would sweep grimly over the ocean
that night. So sudden is the advent of a gale in the Mediter-
ranean, that ere she thought it, it was upon her, and Clio

retired trembling to her cottage.

Her first thought was that Zetzos would again try to enter
the bay he had left; and with this fancy in her head, she sprang
to a shelf, and taking therefrom two antique and valuable lamps,
placed them at the window, and lighting them, left them in

charge of her aged domestic. Then wrapping herself in a cloak
and hood, she hurried down to the beach to see if they gave
sufficient light to be remarked. Her heart beat with joy when
she saw that they burned in such a way as to leave no doubt of

theirbeing seen by any vessel endeavouring tomake the harbour.

Returning to her cottage Clio felt herself somewhat relieved.

She had the satisfaction of feeling that the little in her power
had been done. Still hours passed, the storm abated not, and
no sign was heard or seen of the schooner. At dawn of day
the Greek girl was upon the beach, gazing with straining eyes

upon the main. Not a sail was in sight, save, afar off, a square
rigged vessel, engaged in unfurling the sails, which had been
handed during the storm. The tapering spars of the Clio were
nowhere visible on the horizon.

The day passed, and many other days, and yet no tidings of

the schooner or her master. Deep was the affliction of the
lovely young Greek, the more that if her lover had perished, it

was while pursuing an unlawful trade. But Clio was true to

her vow. Every night, at eventide, the lamps were lit and well

filled, while Clio, ever anxious, would, in the still watches of

the night, rise and replenish them, lest their brightness should
fade. And great was her reward. Many a fishing bark belonging
to the village hard by, was, by the timely apparition of Clio’s

lamp at night, piloted safely into port, when otherwise, perhaps,

the boat had foundered and all had perished. Far and wide
spread the fame of this pious and delicate act of the despairing

Greek girl. Many a vessel made that little bay their port, that

otherwise would never have entered it. The village increased

in importance—the inhabitants blessed Clio; but Zetzos came
not—he for whom the task was first begun, and the faint hope
of again seeing him made it light and pleasurable. Three,
six months—a year passed—two years, and yet no tidings.

Clio at length gave herself up to hopeless despair, and yet
patiently did she persevere in the self-allotted task, and for

many a restless hour outwatched each star.

One evening, about two years after the departure of Zetzos,

another storm, almost equal in fierceness to that which had fol-

lowed the departure of the schooner, burst upon the vexed
waters of the Mediterranean, and Clio, who was ever faithful to

the memory of the horrors of that night, attempted not to re-

tire; but sitting up beside her lamps, carefully trimmed them,
and looked with anxiety for the morning, thinking of long ago.

At length, wearied with sitting beside her tiny beacon, she
wrapped herself warmly in her cloak, and caring not that the

chill blast blew upon her head, walked down to the beach. The
heavens were once more clothed in pitchy black, and the hollow
moaning of the waves sounded ghastly in her ears. Turning
back, the cheerful glimmer of her beacons alone looked hopeful

in all the whole scene around, and they twinkled star-like in a
whole heaven of darkness. Poor Clio ! her thoughts centred on
one dear object, walked along the beach, heedless of the wild

fury of the wind, and of the foaming billows at her feet, when
a sound met her ear, to which, on such nights, it had long been
familiar—it was the swinging of the yards of a large vessel, at

no great distance in the bay. She listened—the storm seemed
to drown every sound

;
and then again the flapping of sails, the

creaking of yards, and then the swift hurrying of the chain-

cable through the hawse-hole, showed that a vessel was about
to enter. The faint outlines of a large ship now caught her eye,

and again Clio thanked Heaven that she had thought of the

mariner’s lamp, for without it surely no vessel could have entered

that bay at night, during the gale, much more have dared to

anchor.

The lovely Greek girl listened with charmed senses to all that

passed, and presently had the satisfaction of seeing the brig,

for so it proved, riding at anchor under bare poles. A loud order

was now given to lower away the boat, which, under the lee of

the land, was no very difficult undertaking; and presently, a

party having entered it, began to pull for land. The task was
no easy one. Stoutly did the rowers lay to their task, and at

length the exclamation, “ in bow,” proclaimed that her keel had
touched the bottom. In a few minutes more, six sturdy sailors

were in the water, and ran the boat, up upon the beach.

Two men now left the cutter and landed. They spoke; their

language was modern Greek, though one used it but badly.
“ That lamp proved a mighty handy thing, I must say. I do

believe but for it we should have never got into these snug

quarters; for how a ship is to find its way in the dark, is a

mystery to me.”
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“Heaven be thanked for that light, which, if I mistake not,

comes from a cottage I know full well, though what the girl can

want un at this time of niffht, is more than I can say. Never

mind, Heaven bless her, for she has saved all our lives!” said

the other.

She was rewarded now, and oh, how richly ! She had been

proud of saving lives before; but now she had saved her lover.

“ Zetzos!” she cried, “Zetzos! Have I then brought him back

to lifer
“ Clio,” the astounded mariner replied, “on the beach at this

hour!”
“Yes! Zetzos!” the girl shrieked rather than said, as she

hung upon his neck, “and it was no accident saved your life.

That lamp has burned for you during two long years— for two

long years has Clio watched, and you have come at last, and
saved by me.” %

“ Mv Clio,” said the young sailor, deeply affected, “let us to

thy cottage and there we can mutually explain. My friend and
super-cargo will accompany us.”

Clio, with a proud, grateful, and glad heart, led the way, and
when the first burst of joy and delight was over, what an ex-

quisite Clio she was, and how she attended to the comforts of

the wearied sailors, how she would provide them with warm food

and drink ere a word was said, were all in admirable keeping

with her character. Zetzos followed her movements with proud

and moistened eyes; and no sight could be more pleasing than

that rough, sun- burnt sailor, softened, as a woman, under the

influence of happiness and love. They supped, the men having
returned to the ship; and then their stories were told. That of

Clio is already known. Zetzos, on the night of the old storm,

had been wrecked, the schooner striking upon a rock. On this

the crew saved themselves, and were, in the morning, picked up
by an American vessel, bound from Leghorn to New York.
Having, when a lad, served in English and United States’ ships,

Zetzos, who had lost his all, took service. His talents as a
seaman were at once appreciated, and in New York he found
ample employment. His conduct giving universal satisfaction,

he was at length entrusted with a brig bound for Leghorn, ac-

companied by a super- cargo, who knew the Mediterranean well.

Overtaken by a storm, the young captain had run for shelter

to Scio, trusting to his knowledge of the coast to enable him to

run irfto his favourite bay. What he could do with his quick
schooner was not so easily done with the square-rigged
vessel, and Zetzos was about to turn his head seaward, when
the Mariner’s Lamp caught his eye, and, guided by the welcome
light, he reached the desired haven.
A happy woman was Clio, and a happy man was Zetzos, who,

having taken his vessel to Leghorn, resigned his command, re-

turned to Scio, and wedded his faithful mistress, becoming a
plougher of the land instead of a plougher of the deep. They
prospered, and prosper still; nor did Clio neglect her vow, as
her husband each day blesses, so do many others, the Mariner’s
Lamp!

FEARFUL TRIAL OF COURAGE,

We had drank deeply; Writers’ Buildings re-echoed with
our shouts of mirth; eleven o’clock sounded, yet not a word of
parting had yet been pronounced. The loll shrob (claret)

was excellent
;
the guests amusing

;
unlike orgies of a similar

description in Europe, not an argument had arisen to dim the
bright hilarity of the evening. A feeling of brotherhood
exists amongst Englishmen in India, arising from the dis-

tance of their common home, that joins them in closer ties of
friendship than those we enter into elsewhere, more particu-
larly if you are “in the service.’’ In our country a man may
be in the army, navy, church, or law, and yet not feel that
every one in his profession is, consequently, his intimate
friend. In India, however, those who, as I said before, are
“in the service,’ ’ consider themselves as members of a frater-
nity which binds them together by links of the strongest
friendship. It is true, the civilian is apt to think himself a
much greater man than the soldier

;
yet, as this feeling is

principally displayed by opening his house, and entertaining
his less rich fellow-labourers, the military man has little to
grumble at, and, consequently partakes of the sumptuous
fare afforded him without murmur, as I did on the evening
I have selected for this sketch.
Jack Thornton had lately arrived. He was the son of a

director, and, perhaps, assumed a few airs and graces in con-
sequence, which were willingly admitted

;
for in Bengal we

look upon the lords of Leadenhall as something exceeding
the Emperor of Russia in power, in riches beyond Croesus,
and (I must in common gratitude add) in kindness unequalled
by any other rulers in the world. To come back, however,
to my story.

The conversation had turned upon ghosts. Some boldly
admitted their belief in such appearances

;
others half-

doubted ;
while the third, and most numerous portion of the

company, loudly ridiculed the idea as being impossible, offer-

ing to undergo all kinds of tests in order to prove their scep-
ticism. At the head of this party was young Thornton

“ It is really too ridiculous to talk of such things in the
nineteenth century,” cried he. “Ghosts, indeed! I should
like to see one.”
“ So should I,” chimed in Gravestock

;
“ nothing would

give me so much pleasure.”
“Here’s a health to all ghosts and goblins!” laughingly

shouted Tom Baghott, a young cavalry-officer, and the toast

was drank with great merriment.
“ As an amendment, I vote that we go and drink it in the

churchyard,” said Thornton
; “they will hear us better

there.’’
“ Really I fear, my dear sir, you are going a little too far,”

said Mr. Martin, the clergyman of St. John’s
;
“like your-

self, I am no believer in such appearances as you describe
;

but I must confess that I am wholly opposed to such inde-

corous proceedings as those you propose. Invocations of the
kind might, indeed, summon with anger the dead from their

graves.”
“Twaddle!” interrupted Gravestock.
“Egad! if they’re to be had out of their very resting-

places,” said Thornton, “ we’ll have e’m. Here goes!” said

he; and assuming a very serious air and manner, in despite

of the opposition of the clergyman, he pronounced in a
solemn voice, “By all the powers of necromancy, past, present,

and future, by every incantation, holy and unholy, by every
adjuration, I hereby, if such a thing he possible, call upon
the dead to appear!”

Baghott, who had left the room for a single instant, hearing
this pompous conjuration, suddenly burst into the room with
a loud “Bah !”

The effect was so sudden, so unexpected, that Thornton
uttered a loud scream, and sprang from his chair. In an in-

stant the general laugh recalled him to himself, when, smart-

ing under the quiz, which being unanimously kept up at his

expense, he wisely refrained from resenting; he seated him-
self, determined, however, not only to be quits with Master
Tom on a future occasion, but also to redeem his character

from the braggadocio hue which now slightly tinged it.

After much laughing, after a hundred other topics had been
in turn discussed, Thornton suddenly turned round, and ab-

ruptly adverted to the conversation which had already caused
him so much pain.

“ Gentlemen, I was taken by surprise just now
; I was

startled, I acknowledge, and overcome by sudden fear
;
but,

as you have had your laugh at me, it is but fair, in my turn, I

should have my revenge on some of you. I require but a
slight one. A thousand rupees will compensate for the little

affront that has been put upon me. Now, gents, who will

bet me a thousand rupees that I do not go through any ordeal

with respect to ghosts and goblins that may be assigned to

me ?”

“ I will,” replied the president ; for he wished sincerely

to make up for his apparent rudeness in having joined tho

laugh at Thornton’s expense, even though he felt he should

lose his money.
“ Done !”

“Done !

’
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“ Now, then, what am I to do V*

“It is nearly twelve o’clock. You shall go to the church-

yard of St. John’s, which is close by, and pick up a skull I

saw lying there to-day, near old Halliday's tomb, and with a
hammer and nail, which you can take with you, fasten the

said skull to the wooden monument temporarily erected over
the grave of poor Martin

; come back, and finish the evening
here.—I think I have let him off lightly, ” added the president

in a whisper to his next neighbour.
“ I only bargain for one thing, namely, that no practical

jokes are played off on me. To insure this, promise me that

no one stirs from this table till I return ;
I, on the other hand,

am willing on my return, to pledge my honour that I have
accomplished the task, or pay the bet. You must, however,
allow me two hours to perform it, as I must take the oppor-

tunity when the watch is off his beat.”

These terms were agreed to, the required assurances given,

and Thornton started off to his house to prepare himself for

his undertaking, leaving the revellers to enjoy themselves till

his return.
Once more at home, Thornton sent out a scout to see that

the coast was clear ; then changing his dress, and donning a
large military cloak, he armed himself with a hammer and
nail, and started off for St. John’s churchyard. The night

was one of those beautiful specimens of oriental climates,

which in some degree compensate for the violent heat of the

day. The heavens presented a sheet of the very darkest blue,

thickly studded with stars. No moon was visible, but the
lesser luminaries gave sufficient light to distinguish imper-
fectly objects in the immediate neighbourhood. A gentle

breeze fanned the earth, slightly sighing as it passed through
the ornamental buildings of the city.

Arrived at this destination, without meeting with a single

living being, Thornton boldly entered the churchyard, steadily

resolved to accomplish the feat that had been proposed to him.

It is true he felt a slight fluttering around the region of the

heart, for which he could not account; a continual desire to

swallow his saliva, which, though generally admitted to be an
indication of fear, or strong emotion, could scarcely be so in

the present instance ; for the youth never stepped more firmly

than when he entered the place of Christian sepulture.

Without much difficulty he found the skull; but as he poked
it up, he could not help thinking he heard some one pronounce
his name. As he raised himself, a shadow appeared to flit by
him. Could he be deceived bv his senses? Could the dead
thus rise to reproach him ? Well he knew, after the pledge
that he had received, that none of his companions could have
followed him. The man he had sent as scout, had too well
examined the place to believe that any one could lurk there.

Whence, then, the sound which he had heard, as it were,
close to his ear ? Already he began to feel that he was
wrong in thus desecrating, by his presence, the place of tombs.
For a moment he hesitated, whether he should not return
and give up the bet. The money was no object ; but the
taun tings which would attend such a result he could not
bear

;
so, in spite of everything, he determined to complete

his task.

He now strode across the burial-ground. He suddenly felt

a jerk. He started, and uttered a low ejaculation. He
looked round

; it was merely his cloak that had caught the
corner of a tombstone. He hastily snatched it away, and
proceeded. Presently he felt a blow on his leg. For a mo-
ment he was startled. In the next he smiled, as he perceived
it was only against a prostrate iron rail that he had hit it.

On coming close to Martin’s place of rest, he stepped on
some new earth, and sank ankle-deep into it. It was the new
grave of a friend, a fellow-passenger, who had been interred
that morning. He felt shocked

;
yet, determined on accom-

plishing his enterprise, he at length laid his hand on the
wooden tablet, which, till the marble one should be com-
pleted, covered the remains of poor Martin, his brother
writer, his late chum.
As he knelt down beside the monument, which consisted

of a flat piece of board, resting on four brick walls, about
eighteen inches from the ground, he felt more inclined to
pray for the repose of his friend’s soul, than thus to pollute

the covering to his ashes by an unholy act. Again, however,
the idea of the ridicule to which he would be exposed, shot
across his mind, and he set about his task, being determined
to do it as quietly as possible.
Having placed the skull upon the tablet, he was pulling his

hammer from his pocket, when, in turning, his hat was sud-
denly knocked off. He rose, and with the boldness often in-

spired by fear, looked around him. No one was near. He
had, most likely, struck it against something, and so caused
it to fall off. In groping around, he grasped a human bone,
which he threw away with a shudder. Again he felt about,
and his hand touched a cold, slimy frog. Its icy, clammy
chill, reminded him of death, and he determined to finish his
labour before he again sought his hat

; so down he knelt,
and earnestly commenced his task. With extreme agitation
he began to fasten the skull to the tomb. As the nail ground
through the bone, he fancied some one or other twitched him
from behind

; but, determined that nothing should now deter
him, he gave one more stroke, and the dead man’s head was
firmly affixed to the monument of his friend.

He was about to rise, when he felt himself held down by
the back of his neck. Here there could be no mistake. “Who
is there?” loudly demanded Thornton. “ By heaven ! if you
don’t let me go, I’ll strike you dead with this hammer!” No
answer was given, and Thornton began to feel extremely
agitated. “ Who’s there, I say ? I’ll not consider this a
joke. Scoundrel, let me up !

” And he strove to rise, but ?n
vain

;
the same firm grasp held him by the nape of the neck.

His horror now almost amounted to madness; for, by stretch-
ing out his leg, he had clearly ascertained that no one was
behind him. “ Living or dead, you shall not conquer me !”

added he, in a paroxysm of fear and desperation
;
“ you shall

not hold me !”—and he attempted suddenly to spring up. In
the next instant he was dashed down upon his face, perfectly
insensible.

In the meantime the two hours demanded by the adven-
turous bettor had expired, and some of the party at the
Writers’ Buildings proposed to go and look after Thornton,
and claim the bet, which was now clearly won. Supposing
that his courage had failed him, and that he had quietly
sneaked home, to avoid the sneers of the company, it was pro-
posed they should one and all go to the young man’s house,
and have their laugh out at his expense.
The proposal was warmly approved of, and they sallied

forth
;
but, alas ! the bird was flown. From the servant’s

account, he had evidently gone forth to accomplish the task
he had undertaken

; so to the burying-place they joyously
trudged. The gate was open ;

Thornton was evidently there.
They shouted to him

;
no reply was given

;
so in they marched.

Presently they came to Martin's grave, beside which lay
their friend, perfectly motionless. In an instant the drunken
party became sobered, and they felt, too late, that they had
engaged in an affair likely to terminate in a disagreeable
manner, and reproached themselves with having seriously
frightened a good comrade and a valued friend. Those who
were nearest immediately stepped forward to raise poor
Thornton up. He was cold and insensible. A doctor, who
was of the party, advanced ; he looked alarmed, felt the
pulse, put his hand upon the breast, then turning round, ex-
claimed, in a voice which struck terror to every heart around
him, “ He is dead—quite dead /”

The friends who supported him hoped he was deceived,
and attempted to remove the body. It was attached to the
tomb. In an instant the whole cause of his terror and death
was apparent. His cloak had slipped in between the skull
and the tablet—he had firmly nailed it to the monument, so
that when he had endeavoured, poor fellow ! to rise, he had
been held down by the back of the collar, and, striving with
a jerk to free himself, had been naturally thrown down by it.

The matter was hushed up. To this day the friends of the
unhappy youth know not the cause of his death. From that
moment none of the company have ever indulged in a prac-
tical joke. A brave, good, and virtuous youth was thus im-
molated in attempting to prove his courage, where no such
test was required.
May his example serve as a beacon to the foolhardy !
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DARING FEAT AT KOLAPORE, 1845.

We detail several of the circumstances connected with the

skirmishing at Kolapore, particularly the hazardous plan of

lowering troops, ammunition, provisions, and stores down a
perpendicular precipice of 1 1 0 feet in descent (of which we
have given a representation.) A writer in India observes :

—

“ The miserable war in the Kolapore country seems as far

from being at an end as ever : some of the troops, more now in

the field than took Scinde, are below the Ghats, others above,

and there is plenty of most unsatisfactory jungle-fighting for

our brave fellows. In this petty squabble, the merits of which
I have detailed to you before, we have already lost eight offi-

cers killed, and a dozen or more have been badly wounded.
Many sepoys have died too, and we have spent some lacs of

rupees. Yerily, though many of our little wars have been vex-
atious, we never had so vexatious a one as this before

; and
where and how it will end, seems at present very doubtful.

The rebels have been chased from fort to fort into the dense
iuDgles of the Sawuntwarree district, where they seem to be
well able to bid them a long defiance, as the troops cannot
move without paths of some kind, and the cutting down of
trees, to make any sort of one, entails severe loss upon the
parties employed in this very unsatisfactory and perilous duty.

I question whether the hot weather will see this Kolapore war
at an end, and if not, the troops cannot remain in those jungles

in the rains; when they are not only flooded, but in the last

degree unhealthy. To add to the troubles of the Bombay Go-
vernment, a rebel has started up in the Northern Concan, and
commands the country from Nassuk to Tanna, making his own
collections, plundering villages, and slitting quiet people’s ears

and noses
;
giving out, too, that no collector need trouble him-

self about the revenue this year, unless he wishes to be served

in the same manner. The Poonah police corps and that of

Tanna have tried to put down this bold fellow in vain, and
some troops have been ordered out from Bombay. Such a rising

as this may be accounted for, by the fact of any bold villain

being able to arouse the idle and disaffected of a strong

country, which affords him leisure and protection. But the

Kolapore war is, I conceive, a miserable blunder, and one very
deeply to be deplored.

“ A poor young man, Ensign Caldwell Faure, of the 2nd
European Regiment, was shot in an attempt, with two other

officers and a small escort, to get towards Yingorla, his com-
panions having a hair-breadth escape also. A fine young man,
Lieutenant Campbell, of the same corps, who had previously

distinguished himself in action, has also been killed
;
in fact,

there is a very melancholy list of casualties, and I fear they are

far from being ended. It is, I believe, determined to have a

Bereel brigade formed in those districts, certainly the most effi-

cient kind of force for those jungles, and the command of it is

said to have been given to Colonel Outram, with his old adju-

tant, Captain Graham, Major Harris’s companion in Abyssinia,

as a second in command. Graham has also been appointed a

political assistant. I do not see exactly who manages the affairs;

certainly neither Ovans nor Outram. I presume Mr. Reeves
and the military commanders, for the present.”

Another communication, dated “ Belgaum, Jan. 22 :

—

“ As I am certain every item of news from the seat of war
will be acceptable to you, and interesting to your readers, I give

you the following from letters received here two days ago, re-

lative to the attack and subsequent occupation of the village

of Seevapore—Colonal Wallace commanding the 1st brigade of

the Kolapore field force. Instead of making a road through
the jungles—an operation which, in its slightest consequences,

would have led to a heavy sacrifice of men—he preferred the

dangerous and novel experiment of effecting a passage over a
carp rock of 100 feet of perpendicular fall into the very heart

of the valley, thereby enabling himself to take possession of

the village of Seevapore; 600 infantry and three mortars were
sent down, which seemed to astonish the rebels not a little. The
#nly casualties sustained in the two days’ operation, the 17th
and 18th, are stated to be one officer—Lieutenant C. Thomp-
son, of the 2nd European Light Infantry—and nine privates

wounded, which mustbe considered trifling in comparison to the
importance of the operation, and will, on the whole, be pro-
nounced a most daring enterprise. Several tents, with a large
quantity of baggage and ammunition, had been lowered down
the same evening by means of a crane constructed by the
colonel.

.

A bazaar had also been established; but the most
distinguishing feature ot the measure is, that while the troops
and iollowers were being let down by the ladders, the baggage
mortars, and ammunition, &c. were lowered by the crane thus
effecting a double communication with ease and celerity where
the greatest object that could be desired—a saving of ’time—
was so admirably overcome. Some books and papers taken
from the 8th Madras Native Infantry, while on its way from
Belgaum to the seat of war, are said to have been recovered
Rapine and marauding seem to be the order of the day with
the insurgents; and these their ‘forest home’ and the ‘ broad
canopy’ enable them to do with impunity.”

THE EXECUTION.
‘
k Charles . Be not afraid of danger or of death

; for over us pre-
sides a destiny, which cannot be controlled. We all hasten to
the fatal day

; die we must, whether upon a bed of down, the
field of battle, or the scabold; one of these must be our lot.”

The Robbers.

A tew minutes elapsed, when a movement among the sol-
diers near the door attracted my attention, and Colonel La
Coste, attended by several officers of inferior rank, entered
the kitchen of the posada. The commander was a soldier of
the republican school

;
a hale, stout man of sixty

; one who,
like the best of the French officers, had risen by merit from
the ranks, without family, descent, wealth, or education. The
honest boast of La Coste was, that he had been the architect
of his own fortunes, and had raised himself to distinction.
The colonel was highly esteemed as a soldier

;
but, if the

times when his career commenced are remembered, it may
be readily supposed that La Coste was loose in his moral
principles, cold to human suffering, and indifferent, provided
the end were gained, as to the n ' that he employed in at-
taining it. The sternest hearts inivt; generally some softer
point that unites them to their fellow men, and the rude sol-
dier’s was no exception. That solitary place in his affections
was occupied by the orphan of his sister

;
Henri le Fevre was

the sole object of the love and ambition of the old republican—and, dead to others, the young lieutenant of chasseurs.was
dearer to that cold-hearted soldier than all the world beside.
In the career of life, the most unpitying do not escape mortal
visitations, which force the heart to feel. Henri had perished
in the recent affair—and the misery that he himself had pro-
bably inflicted upon ethers, was about to fall on the head of
one, whom sympathy for human suffering had never turned
from a purpose which he conceived that duty pointed out.
When he entered the apartment, he appeared excited and

out of temper, muttering to himself as he approached the fire,

and then, turning short round, he drew himself up haughtily
between the manacled guerillas and myself.
“ So,” he said, sarcastically, “ Captain St. Pierre, methinks,

to-night you have had but indifferent success. Five soldiers
lost, the great brigand escaped, and these paltry scoundrels,
fit only for hanging in terrorem at a market-place, the sole
fruits of a bloody, and, as it has turned out, a bootless expedi-
tion ! How could this possibly occur ?— a squadron of chas-
seurs, checked, defeated, by some half-dozen - call them not
soldiers—but banditti ! Ay, Captain St. Pierre, defeated !

Has not the only captive we aimed at escaped ye ? Except
as examples to the peasantry, these fellows are not worth the
snapping of a flint—or value of a halter. Is not this failure

—defeat?”
“Colonel La Coste,” returned the captain of chasseurs,

“much of what you say is true. We counted with too great
confidence upon surprise, and overlooked the danger that lies

in desperation. It lias, indeed, turned out a sorry promenade—
little gained, and much, unfortunately, lost!”

“Where did the brigands escape to?—where did they seek
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shekel ?— why were they not pursued?” continued Colonel La
Coste, speaking with breathless rapidity.

“ The Empeeinado, with one companion, have fairly got

away,” replied Captain St. Pierre; “ the other three are in your
presence.”
“The other three!” exclaimed Colonel La Coste, contemptu-

ously—“ bah!—what matters the capture of these small scoun-

drels, when the greater bandits have escaped? Have they

indeed got off? and liow, in the devil’s name, did they effect

it?”
“ I would half believe, through the especial assistance of the

black gentleman. To steel and lead, they seemed impervious,

or they never could have been proof against one hundred shots

and sword-cuts. By Heaven! their escape appears miraculous!

They gained the river, plunged into the swollen stream, and
under a biting fire, while bullet after bullet struck the water
before and behind, they reached the opposite bank unhurt,

scrambled up the bank, and were instantly lost in the thick

cover of yonder cork-wood.”
“ Were they not followed, hunted, pursued? Is Henri after

them?” inquired the colonel, with impatience; but the question

was unanswered. “ Speak, St. Pierre!—where is my nephew?
— close on the brigands’ footsteps?”

The captain shook his head.

“What mean ye?” exclaimed the old republican; “Is he
hurt, or wounded?”

“ Worse—’

”

“ Worse!—what dead?”
“ Dead!” was the suppressed reply

“How?— when?—where? I know the worst;—go on, St,

Pierre.”
“ Colonel La Coste, my heart bleeds to tell the story. Henri,

your adopted son, and our beloved companion, is, indeed, no
more! The felon leader, who has escaped us for the present,

singled your nephew out and stabbed him!”
“ Great God!—Henri!—my son, my hope, my pride, fallen

—

and thus to fall. Die in the court-yard of an obscure posada,
and perish ingloriously like a peasant in a drunken brawl

—

Henri! Henri!”
A long and melancholy pause succeeded.
“ Where is my nepheAv?” exclaimed the old man, suddenly.
“ Here,” returned Captain St. Pierre, and his voice faltered.

“Well, let me see thee, Henri, even though it be in death.”
When I had been removed into the posada, I was for some

time insensible to everything that passed, and, unknown to

me, the body of the young lieutenant had been carried in,

deposited on a bench immediately beside me, and covered
with a military cloak. Some of the chasseurs who stood
between me and the dead officer, now moved aside, and
others brought lights, while the covering should be removed,
and the veteran “ look his last

” upon the only being whom
he loved.

In post mortem experience I was a novice. Of course, like
every Irish boy who made his entree on the world five and
forty years ago, I had seen a criminal hanged, and a gentle-
man shot occasionally. To do him justice, old Doctor Dozey,
“ our very learned and approved good master,” was an indul-
gent and considerate divine

;
and as the school was in an as-

size town, where hanging-matches and affairs of honour came
off frequently, we were always, on such occasions, favoured
with a half-holiday, to enable us to have a sly peep at the pro-
ceedings. Although I had often been “in at the death,” yet
with the exception of Mr. Sloman, I had never seen the de-
funct after this mortal coil had been shuffled off; and hence
the appearance of the countenance, where death had been
violent, was new to me. I turned my eyes to the bench where
the body of the Frenchman lay, and, for many a day after-
wards, the dead man’s face was painfully recollected.

I was told that the departed soldier had been considered
particularly handsome, but looking at his countenance after
death, I never could have imagined it. Its expression was
that of one whose spirit had departed in intense agony, and
every feature was distorted. I saw his companions shudder
as they looked upon the corpse

;
and, after one hurried glance,

the old colonel turned his eyes away, and signed to a chas-

seur to replace the cloak, which had been removed to permit
him to view the body of his favourite nephew.

“ Now for another duty,” the old man muttered. “ Place
these prisoners before me!” and, drawing himself stiffly up with
his back to the fire, he remained in gloomy meditation, while
the guerillas and myself were conducted from our benches, and
drawn up in front of a judge from whom, were the countenance
an index of the heart, little mercy could be hoped for.

“ Who are ye ?” he said, addressing himself to me
;
“ you wear

an English uniform—stolen from the living, or stripped from
the dead?—say which.”

“Neither,” I returned, boldly; “mine is the dress that my
rank entitles me to wear—I am a British officer.”

“ And wherefore the companion of brigands ? Why are you
the confederate of these murderers?”

“ I am not their companion,” was the reply; “I knew not
who or what they were. By accident I met them here last
night.”

“ You knew them not, and yet you ate with them, drank
with them, fought with them?”

“ I did.”
“ You shot a French chasseur, and cut down a second, as I

am informed.”
“ It is true; these things I did in order to effect escape.”
“ Then, did you not meet these bandits here by previous ap-

pointment? Are you not a spy—ha?” exclaimed the colonel.
“ No—this posada lay directly in my route, as I was bound

for Valencia. Chance brought these men and myself together,
and I knew nothing of their designs, their names, nor their
occupations. On this head, my guide, the muleteer, will satisfy

you.”
At this period of the proceedings, Captain St. Pierre whispered

something in the colonel’s ear. It was a corroboration, on his
part, that the statement I made was true. The colonel nodded,
and thus continued

—

“ My friend, St. Pierre, confirms your story. I have had the
honour of meeting your countrymen in the field, and they have
taught me to respect them. The English are stout and gallant
soldiers; and at a soldier’s hands are entitled to that honourable
consideration which the brave give and receive from each other.

But these brigands with whom you have unhappily associated,

—these murdering, dastardly, Spaniards ”

“False, by the Virgin!” exclaimed the younger partida of the
two: “No dastards, robber!—Look out in yonder court- yard
—you'll see there a few mementos of a Spaniard’s vengeance;
and if you lift yon cloak again, you will find, that though he
departed somewhat hurriedly, the Empeeinado did not forget
to leave behind a token that will bring him occasionally to your
remembrance.”

“ The Empeeinado!” exclaimed a dozen voices.

“Ay, Juan Diez!” was the answer.
“ Hell and furies! Mount every man; cross the bridge, Cap-

tain St. Pierre; surround the cork wood—they may still be
lurking there. I’ll give you twenty voltigeurs. Carry them
en croupe. They will beat the coverts that horsemen cannot
enter. Bring back, dead or living, the enemy of the emperor
—the murderer of Henri le Fevre!”
The guerillas laughed scornfully. “ The cork-wood!—will

Juan Diez stay there to listen to the nightingales?” said the
younger.
The order was instantly obeyed; the horses of the chasseurs

re-saddled, and, with a dozen picked sharpshooters to scour such
portions of the wood as might be impenetrable to the cavalry;
Captain St. Pierre rode off to recover a reputation he considered
tarnished by his recent failure; and, dead or living, bring back
to his commander that dreaded chief, the Empeeinado.
The preparations for this new expedition consumed nearly

half an hour
;
the Spaniards suddenly resumed their seats

;
I

sunk into sombre meditations
;
and in short, everybody, captives

and captors, appeared superlatively unhappy. It was a relief

when the door opened, and Colonel La Coste entered the kitchen
of the posada, accompanied by a person whe bore the appearance
of a civic magistrate. Once more the Spaniards were placed before
their judge; and the Alcade, for such the stranger proved,
assented silently to all the French commandant decreed.
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“I know not, nor ask your names—you are rebels to the

king, and false to France and your country!”
“A lie! by the immortal Judge!” boldly returned the elder

partida.

“True to Spain : ay, true to the last. Psha!—abridge this

mockery. We are doomed—we know it. Speak the sentence,

and let the spirit, as it was ever, still be free!”
“ You know all the circumstances of this case already,”

observed Colonel La Coste, addressing himself to the Alcade:
“ these men are traitors. What penalty should be exacted for

treason and rebellion?”

The Spaniard looked confusedly around, turned his eyes aside,

and then, in an under tone that scarcely reached the ear, he
muttered, “Death!”
Low as the voice was, in which the opinion was delivered, it

fell upon the ready ear of the younger of the partidas.
“ Death !” he exclaimed, “ and doomed to that dread penalty

by a countryman?—Countryman!—no, no—the craven has no
country. Live, Julian Lopez, live for a brief time; but let me
add to the terms on which that wretched existence of thine shall

be continued. From the hand that tenders a petition, dread the
knife. Reject the food offered thee—it will be drugged. Touch
not the wine-cup— it will be poisoned. Well, though thou es-

cape these, a more infamous fate will be reserved thee: you will

perish on a tree; none pitying, and all pouring out execrations
as you go along. Some galley-slave will affix the felon- halter;

and when the carrion is committed to mother-earth, every true
Spaniard as he passes the unholy spot that covers it, will strike

his boot upon the clay, and mutter ‘ Curses on the ashes of the
traitor!’”

“ Stop!” cried the commandant. “ Advance these criminals;
you guess your doom ”

“ Guess ?” asked the elder partida
;
“ no, no—to guess would

infer uncertainty. We know it well. Thou and I, Jose, shall

die, as many' better patriots have died before us.”
“ You are friends of that dark brigand, whom you call the

Empecinado?” observed the French commandant.
“ It is indeed a proud distinction you confer, in calling us

friends of that bold enemy to French oppression.”
“ You share his confidence?” continued the colonel.

“Undoubtedly,” returned the elder; “ay, and I believe as
much as any living men.”

“ You knew his errand here, then?”
“ Yes.”
“ Name it!”

Both the partidas laughed contemptuously.
“You trifle with me, villains! But, by Heaven! I will no

longer trifle with you. Cammaran,” he said to a voltigeur,
“get your men under arms; throw the gates of the court- yard
open; admit the villagers, and prepare for an instant execution.
Let twelve files load; we’ll join you in five minutes.”
The officer left the room, and the old soldier thus continued ;

—

“ Time presses: are you prepared to die?” he said, address-
ing the condemned.
A proud glance from the condemned conveyed the guerillas’

answer to the commandant.
“ Would you avert your fate?”
“Willingly!” replied the elder of the two.
“Wherefore? and by what means?” said Colonel La Coste.
“ 1 11 tell you briefly,” replied the elder: “ I am no soldier; I

wras born on the banks of the Sedana, and inherited a farm my
ancestors had tilled for centuries. We lived then in humble
opulence. My father died

;
I succeeded to his small possessions,

married as suited my lowly rank, and was as happy as love and
contentment can make a humble man. r

I\vice I became a
father : need I add that this fond tie bound me still closer to the
partner of my home and heart? Your armies over- ran the
country

; but for a time the remoteness of our hamlet protected
us. Where was the dwelling, however isolated, that at one
time or other escaped the fearful visits of your marauders? A
foraging party entered our hamlet. They took what they would,
and none resisted; they ate, and drank, and plundered—none
offered remonstrance or complaint. I was from home

—

aud I tell the tale as it was told me afterwards. Within that
solitary hamlet, there lived some of the fairest peasants in

Toledo. The morning rose upon them in happy innocence

—

when ib set they were ruined and dishonoured. Maid and ma-
tron alike were exposed to licentious brutality. My poor Inez
told me the story of her wrongs, and made me swear eternal
vengeance on the villain who had robbed her of her honour.
He was the leader of the party, and that enabled me to trace
him. Where he went, I followed—ay—followed close as a
bloodhound on the trail. Night and day I dogged his steps.
When he removed, no matter how distant were his quarters,
there did I, his evil genius, appear. Nine months passed, and
still I never could strike a certain blow—but he who waits for
vengeance seldom waits in vain. The moment came at last,
and in the public square of Salamanca I stabbed him to the
heart. Vengeance was satisfied: and did I then return to my
home? I had no home—it was a ruin. My farm was wasted,
my cattle taken away; I found my wife a maniac—for insult
and cruelty had deprived her of reason. I sought my children
—they were beggars, living on the bounty of the charitable.
What could I do but swear vengeance anew, and band with
those gallant spirits who were in arms against the oppressors
of their country. Well, you ask me, would I live? I answer
yes—not that life to me is worth the holding; but for the sake
of that poor maniac and her starving orphans—still would I

live.”

While he told this simple story, the recollection of his wrongs
supported him; but the allusion to the sad calamities which
French barbarity had entailed upon his wretched family, evi-
dently affected him; and I observed that the dark eye which
lately flashed defiance was moistened with a tear.

“Spaniard, what wouldst'thou give for life?” demanded
Colonel La Coste.

“Auglit that became an honest man,” was the reply.
“ I will name the terms, and then say wilt thou accept them,

and be free?”

“Speak!” said the guerilla.
“ Thou knowest the Empecinado—thou art in his confidence

—his haunts are known to thee;—couldst thou, if at liberty,

find him out?”
“ Were my foot free upon yonder mountain, I could within

six hours hold Juan Diez by the hand,” returned the con-
demned.
“Enough. A thousand Napoleons are on his head. Wilt

thou place the enemy of France within my power?”
“Never!”
“ Think—thy life hangs upon the answer: wilt thou win gold

and freedom?” repeated the Frenchman.
“ Never!—the word is spoken.”
In a moment the young Spaniard threw the arm that had

remained unshackled around his comrade’s neck.
“ Velasquez,” he said, “ I doubted thee, and feared that thy

courage might fail. Thou hast much to bind thee to life; but
is a life of infamy like that false traitor’s?”—and he pointed
to the Alcade,—“ is such worth holding?—No. But as thou
hast addressed this, our executioner, so too will I.”

Colonel La Coste knitted his brows together, and the young
guerilla thus continued :

—

“lam indebted to you; I have escaped the insult offered

to my companion, for you did not propose life to me at the ex-

pense of faith and honour. Velasquez has told you a sad
history—now hear mine. I am a soldier’s orphan—1 have no
kindred left; for when my only uncle, the good old canon of

Seville died, 1 saw my last relative on earth committed to the

grave. I was then a student, and, but for circumstances, would
have been, most probably, a monk. You came, and war,
and violence, and insult, followed in your footsteps. Day after

day, I heard the hateful tale of French oppression, until my
blood became gall, and I burned to take vengeance on the in-

vaders. The slow and cautious movements of regular warfare
were unsuited to a spirit active and ardent as mine; 1 sought
a daring leader, and found him in Juan Diez. For three years
I have followed the Empecinado. Would you know more of

me?—ask who 1 am ? Mine is atitle second only to my leader’s

— I urn ‘ lhe Student,’ Jose Martinez!”
lie ceased, as he announced his name. La Coste, the moment

that the wordsw.ere uttered, signed to a chasseur, whispered soma
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seer ror e, and then, turning to the guerillas, he coldly pro
iiounced their doom.
“The time is short,” he added, “have either of you aught to

ciSiS. •

«‘I would wish,” replied the elder Spaniard, “ to spend afew
minutes with a priest.”

“ The cure shall be sent for,” replied the French comman-
dant; “and thou, young man—hast thou no request to make?’’

“None from thee!” returned the Student boldly. “Here!
landlord fetch me a cup of wine!”
The order was obeyed : and holding the untasted horn in his

hand he thus continued—
Tis the last wine that I shall drink ! Tell the Empecinado,

also, what was the last pledge that passed the lips of Jose

Martinez!—‘ VivaEspana!—Mueranlos Franceses!”* And he

emptied the cup to the bottom.

The cure obeyed the summons of the French commandant,
the manacles were removed from the wrists of the captives, and

the priest retired to a corner of the kitchen, apart from all

besides, to shrive the condemned offender. Scarcely ten

minutes passed, beforeVelasquez rose from his knees, and,with

a face that bespoke a perfect resignation to his fate, stepped

back to tbe place where his fellow -sufferer, the Student

was standing still holding the empty wine-cup in his hand.

The cure motioned Martinez to retire—he obeyed; the shrift

was short, and, in five minutes, the Student rejoined his com-
panion in misfortune.
“ Are the prisoners ready?” said Colonel La Coste to the

priest.

Both the partidas returned a steady—“ Yes.”
The Frenchman waved his arm. and, with a voltigeur on

either side, the condemned guerillas left the kitchen of the

posada for the court-yard.

I followed in the crowd—in fact, I was not regarded a3 a
prisoner. I mingled with the chasseurs, and, in the interest

which the coming event occasioned, I seemed to be forgotten
altogether. We entered the fatal enclosure—and although the
villagers had been summoned to witness the execution, not a
dozen of the peasantry were to be seen

; and, on their affrighted
countenances, horror and indignation were apparent.
In the centre of the court-yard, twenty voltigeurs were drawn

up in double files, with ordered arms, and commanded by a
lieutenant. A dead wall was directly opposite, at the distance
of twelve paces; and thither the Spaniards were conducted by
their escort.

Colonel La Coste took his stand on the right of the firing
party, some half-dozen paces from t'he subordinate officer that
commanded it; and, on either side, the chasseurs and peasantry
formed a line of lookers-on.
The colonel advanced two steps, as the cure kissed and

blessed the sufferers for the last time.
“ Wilt thou be free?—you know the terms,” he said, adress-

ing the elder of the partidas.

“No!” was calmly answered.
“"Enough!—y our blood be on your own head, and not on

mine.”

Turning to the second, he thus continued:—
“ Young man, pause—death is bitter! thou hast many a day

of life and happiness before thee, if thou wilt but choose wisely.”a
I have chosen!” was the calm reply. “And now permit

me an indulgence—a few last words. I see the faces of deadly
enemies round me, and, on the blenched countenances of some
dastard Spaniards, who stoop and kiss the foot that presses on
their necks. I look in vain for sympathy

;
but the very walls

around me will find a tongue, and the last message of ‘The
Student’ will be correctly carried to his friend, the Empecinado.
Tell him I died a true and faithful Spaniard. Tell him, that
my friend and I were slaughtered in cold blood, and that we
expect at his hands ample and immediate vengeance! Proceed!
—art thou ready, Velasquez?”
A silent inclination of the head was returned by his fellow-

sufierer, to the Student. Colonel La Coste signalled to the

* c
Live Spain!—Death co the French!’'

officer, and the firing party shouldered arms. A dead silence
prevailed, and, at the movement of the muskets, my heart beat
wildly as a startled girl. Many of the French soldiery turned
pale, and but a very few looked on the scene of death with in-
difference. The emotions of the peasants were now beyond
concealment, and tears and prayers were freely given to the
sufferers.

“Are you ready ?” inquired the commandant.
The elder Spaniard bowed, while the Student boldly ex**

claimed, “ Ready 1”

Colonel La Coste nodded to the lieutenant; at a motion of
his sword, the firing party came to the “ present,” and the next
moment the fatal word was given—a volley answered it—and
Velasquez and his companion dropped dead on the pavement

ki
court-yard. Hastily, a cloth was thrown over the

bleeding bodies, the court-yard was cleared, the soldiers were
ordered to rest and refresh themselves, and I returned to the

i caen of the posada, at the same time a guest and prisoner ;

and,m the same apartment, and within twelve hours,—I supped
with the departed, and breakfasted with their executioners

—

buch is the fortune of war.

MORGAN PRUSSIA.
Morgan, the gay and handsome son of a low Irish farmer,

tired of home, went to take the chances of the world, and seek
his fortune. By what means he traversed England, or made
his way to France :s not told. But he at length crossed France
a so; and probably without much knowledge or much care
whether he were moving to the north or south pole, found
rniself in the x russian territory. This was in the day of the

first Frederic, famous for his tall regiment of guards and forno hing else, except his being the most dangerous compound of
tool and madman among the crowned heads of the continent.He had but one ambition, that of inspecting twice a-day a regi-ment of a thousand grenadiers, not one of whom was less than
six feet and a half high. Morgan was au I i:ish giant, and was
instantly seized by the Prussian recruiting sergeants, who
forced him to volunteer into the tall battalion. This turn of
fate was totally out oi the Irishman’s calculation : and the nros-
pect of carrying a musket till his dying day on the Potsdam
parade, after having made up his mind to live by his wits and
rove the world more than once tempted him to think of leaving
his musket and his honour behind him, and fairly trying his
c ance of escape. But the attempt was always found imprac-
ticable ; the frontier was too closely watched, and Morgan stillmarcaed up ana down the Potsdam parade with a disconso-
late heart; when one evening a Turkish recruit was brought
in

;
for Frederic looked to nothing but the thews and sinews of

a man, and the Turk was full seven feet high.“ much did his majesty give for catching thatheathen ?”
said Morgan to his corporal. “ Four hundred dollars,” was
the answer. He burst out into an exclamation of astonish-ment at this waste of royal treasure upon a Turk. fi Whv
they cannot be got for less,” replied the corporal. “ What a
pity my five brothers cannot hear of it !” said Morgan. “ Iam a dwarf to any one of them, and the sound of half themoney would bring them all over immediately.” As the dis
covery of a tall recruit was the well-known road to favourite
ism, five were worth at least a pair of colours to the corporal •

the conversation was immediately carried to the sergeant,
and from him through the gradation of officers to the colonelwho took the first opportunity of mentioning it to the king!
I he colonel was instantly ordered to question Morgan. But
he at once lost all memory on the subject. “He had no
brothers: he had made the regiment his father and mother
and relations, and there he hoped to live and die.” But hewas urged still more strongly, and at length confessed, that
he had brothers, even above the regimental standard, but that
nothing on earth could stir them from their spades.

After some time the king inquired for the five recruits
and was indignant when he was told of the impossibility of
enlisting them. Send the fellow himself, ’ he exch.imed,
and let him bring them back.” The order was given, but
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Morgan was broken hearted at the idea of so long an absence

from the regiment. He applied to the colonel to have the

order revoked, or at least given to some one e*se. Bn. . this

was out of the question, for Frederic’s word was always irre-

vocable ;
and Morgan, with a disconsolate face, prepared to

set out on his mission. But a new difficulty struct him.

How was lie to ltio-ko his brothers coiriGj unless Iig whs to

show them the recruiting money ?
’ This objection was at

last obviated by the advance of a sum equal to about three

hundred pounds sterling, as a first instalment for the pur-

chase of his family. Like a loyal grenadier, the Irishman

was now ready to attempt anything for his colonel 01 h.tb liing,

and Morgan began his journey. But, as he was stepping out

of the gates of Potsdam, another difficulty occurred ;
and he

returned to tell the colonel, that of all people existing the

Irish were the most apt to doubt a traveller’s story, they being

in the habit of a good deal of exercise in that style themselves
;

and that when he should go back to his own country and tell

them of the capital treatment and sure promotion that a sol-

dier met with in the guards, the probability was, that they

would laugh in his face. As to the money, there were some

who would not scruple to say that he had stole it, or tricked

some one out of it. But, undoubtedly, when they saw him

walking back only as a common soldier, he was sure that they

would not believe a syllable, let him say what he would about

rising in the service.

The objection was intelligible enough, and the colonel re-

presented it to Frederic, who, doubly outrageous at the delay,

swore a grenadier oath—ordered Morgan to be made a sous

offlrCier, or upper sergeant, and with a sword and epaulette, sent

liim instantly across the Rhine to convince bis five brothers

of the rapidity of Prussian promotion. Morgan flew to his

home in the county of Carlow, delighted the firesides for

many a mile round with his having outwitted a king and a

whole battalion of grenadiers, laid out his recruiting money
on land, became a man of estate at the expense of the Prus-

sian treasury.

One ceremony remains to be recorded. Once a year, on

the anniversary of the day on which he left Potsdam and its

giants behind, he climbed a hill within a short distance of his

house, turned himself in the direction of Prussia, and with

the most contemptuous gesture which he could contrive, bade

good-by to his majesty ! The ruse ivas long a great source

of amusement, and its hero, like other heroes, bore through

life the name earned by his exploit, Morgan Prussia.

LEGEND OF LAMPIDOSA.

In one of those short and brilliant nights peculiar to Norway,
a small hamlet near its coast was disturbed by the arrival of a
stranger. At a spot so wild and unfrequented, the Norwegian
government had not thought fit to provide any house of accom-
modation for travellers, but the stranger was directed to the

pastor’s house, which was easily found. The minister’s name
was Thorsen, and though his hut scarcely afforded room for

his own numerous family, he gave ready admission even to an
unknown guest, and placed before him the remains of a dried

torsk-fish, a thrush, and a loaf, composed of oatmeal mixed with
fir-bark. To this coarse, but hospitable banquet, the traveller

seated himself with a courteous air of appetite, and addressed
several questions to his host respecting the produce, customs,
and peculiarities of the district. Thorsen gave him intelligent

answers, and dwelt especially on the cavern of Dolstein, cele-

brated for its extent beneath the sea. The traveller listened

earnestly, commented in language which betrayed deep science,

and ended by proposing to visit it with liis host. The pastor
loved the wonders of liis country with the pride and enthusiasm
of a Norwegian; and they entered the cave together, attended
only by one of those small dogs accustomed to hunt bears. The
torches they carrie 1 could not penetrate the tremendous gloom
of this cavern, whose vast aisles and columns seemed to form a
cathedral fit for the spirits of the sea, whose eternal hymn re-

sounds above and around it.

“ "We must advance no further,” said Thorsen, pausing at the

edge of a broad chasm, “ we have already ventured two miles
beueatli the tide.”

“ Shall, we not avail ourselves of the stairs which Nature has
provided here?” replied the traveller, stretching his torch over
the abyss, into whicli large masses of shattered basaltine pil-

lars offered a possible hut dreadful mode of descent.

The pastor caught his cloak, “ Not in my presence shall auy
man tempt death so impiously ! Are you deaf to that terrible

murmur? The tide of the northern ocean is rising upon us. I

see its white foam in the depth.”

Though held by a strong grasp, the stranger hazarded a step

beneath the chasm’s edge, straining his sight to penetrate its

extent, which no human hand had ever fathomed. The dog
leapt to a still lower resting-place, was out of sight a few mo-
ments, and returned with a piteous moan to his master’s feet.

“Even this poor animal,” said Thorsen, “is awed by the

divinity of darkness, and asks us to save ourselves.”

“ Loose my cloak, old man !” exclaimed the traveller, with a

look and tone which might have suited the divinity he named,
“ my life is a worthless hazard. But this creature’s instinct in-

vites us to save life, not to lose it. I hear a human voice !”

“It is the scream of the fish-eagle!” interrupted his guide;

and exerting all his strength, Thorsen would have snatched the

torch from the desperate adventurer, but he had already de-*

scended a fathom deep into the gulf.

Panting with agony, the pastor saw him stand unsupported

on the brink of a slippery rock, extending the iron point of his

staff into what appeared a wreath of foam, left on the opposite

side by the sea, which now raged below him in a whirlpool

more deafening than the Maelstrom. Thorsen, with astonish-

ment, saw this white wreath attach itself to the. pike- staff; he

saw his companion poise it across the chasm .with a vigorous

arm, and beckon for his aid, with gestures which the clamour

of waves prevented his voice from explaining. The sagacious

dog instantly caught what now seemed the folds of a white gar-

ment ; and while Thorsen, trembling, held the offered staff, the

traveller ascended with his prize. Both fell on their knees and

blessed Heaven. Thorsen first unfolded the white garment,

and discovered the face of a boy, beautiful, though ghastly,

about eleven years old.

“He is not dead yet!” said the good pastor, eagerly pouring

wine between his lips from the flask they had brought to cheer

them
_

The boy soon breathed, and the traveller, tearing off lus wet,

half-frozen vestments, wrapped him in his own furred coat and

cloak, and spoke to him in a gentle accent. The child clung to

him, whose voice he had heard in the gulf of death, but could

not discern his deliverers.

“Poor blind boy!” said Thorsen, dropping tears on his cheek;

“ he has wandered alone into this hideous cavern, and fallen

down the precipice.”

But this natural conjecture was disproved by the boy s re-

plies to the few Norwegian words he seemed to understand. He

spoke in a pure Swedish dialect, of a journey from a very dis-

tant home with two rude men, who had professed to bring him

among friends, but had left him sleeping, he believed, where he

had been found. His soft voice, liis blindness, liis.unsuspicious

simplicity, increased the deep horror which both bis benefactors

felt, as they guessed the probable design of those who had

abandoned him. They carried him by turns in silence, preceded

by their watchful dog; and, quenching their torches at the

cavern’s mouth, seated themselves in one of its concealed re-

CGSSGS.

The sun was rising, and its light shone turough a crevice on

the stranger’s face and figure, which, by.enveloping the child in

his furred mantle, he had divested of disguise. Thorsen saw

the grace and vigour of youth in its contour, features mrmed to

express an ardent character, and that fair complexion pecuhai

to northern nations. As it aware of his guide s scrutiny, the

traveller wrapped himself again in liis cloak, and looking on

the sleeping boy, whose head rested on his knees, broke the

thoughtful pause.
« \\re must not neglect the existence wo have saved; 1 am a

wanderer, and urgent reasons forbid me to have any companion.

Providence, sir, has given you a right to share in the adoption
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of this child. Dare you accept the charge for one year, with

no other recompense than your own benevolence and this

small purse of dollars?”

Thorsen replied, with the blush of honest pride in his fore-

head, “ I should require no bribe to love him, but I have many
children, and their curiosity may be dangerous. There is a

good old peasant whose daughter is his only comfort and com-
panion. Let us intrust this boy to her care, and if in one

year
”

“ In one year, if I live, I will reclaim him!” said the stranger,

solemnly.—“ Show me this woman!”
Though such peremptory commands startled Thorsen, whose

age and office had accustomed him to respect, he saw and felt

a native authority in his new friend’s eye which he obeyed.

With a cautious fear of spies, new to an honest Norwegian, he

looked round the cavern entrance, and led the stranger by a

private path to an old fisherman’s liut. Claribell, his daughter,

sat at the door, arranging the down feathers of the beautiful

Norwegian pheasant, and singing one of the wild ditties so long

preserved on that coast. The fisherman himself, fresh-coloured

and robust, though in his ninetieth year, was busied amongst
his winter stock of oil and deer skins. Thorsen was received

with the urbanity

peculiar to a nation

whose lowest classes

are artizans and
poets

;
but his com-

panion did not wait
for his Introduc-

tion.

“Worthy woman,”
he said to Claribell,

“ I am a traveller,

with an unfortunate

child, whose weak-
ness will not permit

him to accompany
me farther. Your
countenance con-

firms what this ve-

nerable man has

told me of your
goodness: I leave

him to appeal to
Z L )>
lb.

He disappeared

as he spoke, while

the blind boy'clung

to Claribell’s hand,

as if attracted by
the softness of a

female voice.

“Keep the dollars, pastor,” said Hans Hofland, when lie

had heard all that Thorsen chose to tell, “ I am old, and my
daughter may marry Brande, our kinsman—keep the purse to

feed this poor boy, if the year should pass, and no friends re-

member him.”

Thorsen returned well satisfied to his home, but the stranger

was gone, and no one in the hamlet knew the time or the way
of his departure. Though a little Lutheran theology was all

that education had given the pastor, he had received from
nature an acute judgment and a bountiful heart. Whether the

deep mystery in which his guest had chosen to wrap himself
could be connected with that which involved his ward, was a
point beyond his investigation; but he contented himself with
knowing how much the blind boy deserved his pity. To be
easy and useful was this good man’s constant aim, and he
always found both purposes united.

The long, long winter and brief summer of Norway passed
away without event. Adolphus, as the blind boy called him-
self, though he soon learnt the Norwegian language, could give
only confused and vague accounts of his early years, or his

journey to Dolstein. But his docility, his sprightliness and
lovely countenance, won even the old fisherman’s heart,

increased ClaribeH’s pity to fondness.

Under Hans Holland’s roof there was also a woman who
owed her bread to Claribell’s bounty. She was the widow of a
nobleman, whose mansion and numerous household had sud-
denly sunk into the abyss now covered with the lake of

Fredericstadt. From that hour she had never been seen to

smile; and the intense severity of a climate in which she was a
stranger, added to the force of an overwhelming misfortune,
had reduced her mind and body to utter imbecility. But Clari-

bell, who had been chosen to attend her during the few months
which elapsed between her arrival in Norway and her disastrous
widowhood, could never be persuaded to forsake her when the
rapacious heir, affecting to know no proofs of her marriage, dis-

missed her to desolation and famine. The lady, Johanna, as
her faithful servant called her, had now resided ten years in

Hans Holland’s cabin, nursed by his daughter with the tender-
est respect, and soothed in all her caprices. Adolphus sat by
her side, singing fragments of Swedish songs, which she always
repaid by allowing him to share her sheltered corner of the
hearth; and he, ever ready to love the hand that cherished him,
lamented only because he could not know the face of his second
foster-mother.

On the anniversary of that brilliant night which brought the
stranger to Dol-
stein, all Holland's

happy family as-

sembled round his

door. Hans him-
self, ever gay and
busy, played a rude
accompaniment on
his ancient violin,

while Adolphus
timed his song to

the slow motion of

the lady Johanna’s
chair, as it rocked
her into slumber.
Claribell sat at her
feet, preparing for

her pillow the soft

rich fur of the
brown forest-cat,

brought by Brande,
her betrothed hus-
band, whose return
had caused this ju-
bilee.

While old Hans
and his son-in-law
were exchanging
cups of mead, the
pastor, Thorsen,

was seen advancing in company with the stranger.
“It is he!” exclaimed Claribell, springing from her kins-

man’s side, with a shriek of joy.
Adolphus clung to his benefactor’s embrace; Hans loaded

him with welcomes, and even the lady looked round with a
faint smile. They seated their guest amongst them, while the
blind boy, sorrowfully, asked if he intended to remove him.

“ One year more, Adolphus,” replied the traveller, “ you shall
give to these hospitable friends, if they will endure the burthen
for your sake.”

“ He is so beautiful,” said old Hans.
“ Ah, father!” added Claribell, “ he must be beautiful

always, he is so kind!”
The traveller looked earnestly at Claribell, and saw the love-

liness of a kind heart in her eyes. His voice faltered as he
replied,

—

“ My boy must still be your guest, for a soldier has no home;
but I have found his small purse untouched,—let me add
another, and make me more your debtor by accepting it.”
Adolphus laid the purse in Claribell’s lap, and his benefactor

^^rising hastity, announced his intention to depart immediatelyaaBk guide could be procured.

4HB* My kinsman shall accompany you,” said the fisherman,
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“ lie knows every crag from Ardanger to Dofrefield.”

Brande advanced, slinging his musket behind his shoulder, as

a token of his readiness.
« Not to-night !” said Claribell, “ a snow-fall has swelled the

flood, and the wicker-bridge has failed.”

Thorsen and Hans urged the tedious length of the mountain
road, and the distance of any stage* house. Brande alone was
silent. He had thought of Claribell’s long delay in fulfilling

their marriage contract, and his eye measured the traveller’s

graceful figure with suspicious envy. But he dared not meet
his glance, and no one saw the smile which shrivelled his lips

when his offered guidance was accepted.

“ He is bold and faithful,” said the pastor, as the stranger

pressed his hand, and bade him farewell.

Brande shrunk from the pastor’s blessing, and departed in

silence.

All were asleep in Ilofland’s hut when Brande returned, pale

and almost gasping.
“ So soon from Ardanger?” said Claribell; “ your journey

has speeded well!”
“ He is safe!” returned her lover, and sat down gloomily on

the hearth. Only a few embers remained, which cast a doubt-

ful light on his countenance.
“ Claribell !’” he exclaimed, after a long pause, “ will you

be my wife to-morrow ?”

“I am the Lady Johanna’s servant while she lives," an-
swered Claribell, “and the poor blind boy ! wrhat will become
of him if I leave my father ?”

“ They shall remain with us, and we will form one family.
We are no longer poor—the traveller gave me this gold, and
bade me keep it as your dowry.’’

Claribell cast her eyes upon the heap of rubles, and on her
lover’s face—“ Branae, you have murdered him !” With
these half-articulate words, she fell prostrate on the earth,
from which he dared not approach to raise her. But pre-
sently gathering the gold, her kinsman placed it at her feet.

“ Claribell ! it is your’s ! it is his free gift, and I am inno-
cent!"

“ Follow me, then,” said she, putting the treasure in her
bosom

;
and, quitting her father’s dwelling, she led the way

to Thorsen’s. He was awake, reading by the summer moon-
light-

“Sir 1" said Claribell, in a firm and calm tone, “your
friend deposited this gold in my kinsman’s hands—keep it in
trust for Adolphus in your own.”
Brande, surprised, dismayed, yet rescued from immediate

danger, acquiesced with downcast eyes
;

and the pastor,
struck only with respectful admiration, received the deposit.

Another year passed, but not without event. A tremen-
dous flood bore away the chief part of the hamlet, and swept
off the stock of timber on which the good pastor’s saw-mills
depended. The hunting season had been unproductive, and
the long polar night found Claribell’s family almost without
provision. Her father’s strength yielded to fatigue and grief;
and a few dried fish were soon consumed. Wasted to still

more extreme debility, her miserable mistress lay beside the
hearth, with only enough of life to feel the approach of death.
Adolphus warmed her frozen hands in his, and secretly gave
her all the rein-deer’s milk, which their neighbours, though
themselves half-famished, bestowed upon him. Brande, en-
couraged by the despairing father’s presence, ventured to
remind Claribell of their marriage contract.

“ W ait,” she replied, with a bitter smile, “ wait till the
traveller returns to sanction it.”

Moody silence followed; while Hans, shaking a tear from his
long silver eyelashes, looked reproachfully at his daughter.

“ Have mercy on us both,” said Brande, with a desperate
gesture “ shall an idiot woman ana a blind boy rob even your
father of your love?”

1 hey have trusted me,” she answered, fixing her keen eyes
upon him, “ and I will not forsake them in life or death. Hast
thou deserved trust better?”

Brande turned away his face and wept. At that terrible in-
stant, the door burst open, and three strangers seized him.
Already unmanned, he made no resistance; and a caravan,

sent by judicial authority, conveyed the whole family to the
hall of the viceroy’s deputy. There, heedless of their toilsome
journey and exhausted state, the minister of justice began his
investigation. A charge of murder had been lodged against
Brande, and the clothes worn by the unfortunate traveller,
found at the foot of a precipice, red with blood and heaped to-
gether, were displayed before him. Still he professed inno-
cenco, but with a faltering voice and unsteady eye. Thorsen,
strong in benevolence and truth, had followed the prisoner’s
car on foot, and now presented himself at the tribunal. He
produced the gold deposited in his hands, and advanced a
thousand proofs of Claribell’s innocence; but she herself main-
tained an obstinate silence. A few silver ducats found in old
Hofland’s possession, implicated him in the guilt of bis kins-

man; and the judge, comparing the actual evidence of Brande’s
conduct on the fatal night of the assassination, with his present
vague and incoherent statements, sentenced the whole family
to imprisonment in the mine of Coningsburgh.
Brande heard his decree in mute despair; and Claribell,

clinging to her heart-broken father, fixed her eyes, dim with
intense agony, on the blind boy, wrhose face, during this igno-

minious trial, had been hidden on her shoulder. But when the

conclusive sentence was pronounced, he raised his head, and
addressed the audience in a firm and clear tone

—

“Norwegians!—I have no home— I am an orphan and a
stranger among you. Claribell has shared her bread with me,
and where she goes, I will go.”

“ Be it so,” said the judge, after a short pause, “ darkness
and light are alike to the blind, and he will learn to avoid guilt

if he is allowed to witness its punishment.”
The servants of justice advanced, expecting their superior’s

signal to remove the prisoners, but his eye was suddenly ar-

rested. The Lady Johanna, whose chair had been brought be-

fore the tribunal, now rose from it, and stood erect, exclaiming,
“ I accuse him /” At this awful cry from lips which had never
been heard to utter more than the low moan of insanity, the

judge shuddered, and the officers shrunk back as if the dead
had spoken. The glare of her pale grey eyes, her spectre like

face shadowed by long and loose hair, were such as a Norwe-
gian sorceress exhibits, liaising her skeleton hands high

above her head, she struck them together with a force which
the hall echoed—“There was but one witness, and I go to

him." With these words, and a shrill laugh, she fell at the

judge’s feet, and expired.

Six years glided away, and the rigorous sentence passed on

these unfortunate Norwegians had been long executed and for-

gotten, when the Swedish viceroy visited the silver mines of

Coningsburgh. Lighted by a thousand lamps attached to

columns of the sparkling ore, he proceeded with his retinue

through the principal street of the subterranean city, while the

miners exhibited the various processes of their labours. But
his eye seemed fixed on a bier followed by an aged man, whose
shoulder bore the badge of infamy, leaning on a meagre woman
and a boy, whose voice mingled with the rude chant peculiar

to Norwegian mourners, like the warbling of an iEolian lute

among the moans of a stormy wind. At this touching and
unexpected sound, the viceroy stopped, and looked earnestly at

his guide.
“ It is the funeral of a convicted murderer,” replied the su-

perintendent of the miners; “and that white-haired man was
his kinsman and supposed accomplice.”

“ The woman is his widow, then ?” said the viceroy, shud-

dering.

“No, my lord; her imprisonment was limited to one year,

but she chose to remain with her unhappy father, to prepare

his food, and assist in his labours; that lovely boy never leaves

her side, except to sing hymns to the sick miners, who think

him an angel come among us.”

While the humane superintendent spoke, the bier approached,

and the torches carried by its bearers shone on the corpse of

Brande, whose uncovered countenance retained all the sullen

fierceness of his character. The viceroy followed to the grave;

and advancing as the body was lowered into it, said, “ 1’cacc be

with the dead, and with the living. All are forgiven.”

The superintendent ot the miners, instructed by one of the
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viceroy’s retinue, removed the fetters from Hans Holland’s
ancles, and placed him with his daughter and the blind boy in

the vehicle used to reach the outlet of the mine. A carriage
waited to receive them, and they found themselves conveyed
from the most hideous subterranean dungeon to the splendid
palace of the viceroy. They were led into his cabinet, where
he stood alone, not in his rich official robes, but in those he had
worn at Dolstein.

“It is the traveller!” exclaimed Claribell
;
and Adolphus

sprang into his arms.
“ My son !” was all the viceroy could utter, as he held him

close to his heart. “ Claribell!” he added, after a few moments
of agonizing joy, “I am the father of Adolphus, and the Lady
Johanna was my wife. Powerful enemies compelled me to

conceal even my existence; but a blessed chance enabled me to

save my only son, whom I believed safe in the care of the
treacherous kinsman who coveted my inheritance, and hoped
to destroy us both. Braude was the agent of his guilt; but
fearing that his secrecy might fail, the chief traitor availed

himself of his power as a judge, to bury his accomplice and his

innocent victim for ever. Providence saved my life from his

machinations, and m3
’' sovereign has given me power sufficient

to punish and reward. Your base judge is now in the prison to

which he condemned your father and yourself. You, Claribell,

if you can accept the master of this mansion, are now in your
future home. Continue to be the second mother of Adolphus,
and ennoble his father by a union with your virtues.”

THE FAITHLESS GOVERNOR; OR,
A TRAITOR’S DOOM.

A Tale of the Mogul Empire
,
in 1525.

The fort of Gualior was in a state of siege. Mahmood Chan
was at this time governor of it; but being beleaguered by the

Rajah of that country, and not in a condition to resist the

numerous forces of the Hindoo, Mahmood Chan solicited

Babur’s aid. The detachment of troops, sent by the Mogul
Monarch, defeated the Rajah, and obliged him to raise the

siege. The governor, however, repenting of his promise of sub-

mission to the Mogul, delayed, under plausible but frivolous

pretences, to put the latter in possession of the fortress. His
general, therefore, retreated in disgust, with a threat of soon
returning in larger force, to compel this fulfilment of the con-
ditions upon which his services had been expressly rendered.

The Moguls had no sooner retired, than the Iiajah returns with
his forces, and invested Gnalior. Mahmood Chan was again in

a dilemma, but feared making another application to the Em-
peror, whom lie had lately requited with such signal ingra-
titude.

Within the fort was one, Sheikh Eiz-ood-Deen, a very learned
man, and who was looked upon as an oracle throughout the

province. In his difficulty, Mahmood Chan repaired to the

sage, and asked him what was to be done, under the present
unpromising aspect of his affairs?

“ We have not provisions,” said he, “ for more than a few
weeks, and the garrison is already so much reduced, that a sally

cannot be prudently attempted. What is to he done?”
“ You have asked my advice under your present difficulties,”

gravely replied the Sheikh. “ I give it. Make your peace
with the Mogul Emperor, perform the conditions upon which he
lately granted you assistance against the foe, by giving him
possession of this fortress, only stipulating to retain the com-
mand of it, as his vassal.”

Though Mahmood Chan did not much relish the advice of the
sage, he nevertheless saw that lie had no choice between com-
plying or capitulating to the Rajah. He therefore despatched
a fukeer, who succeeded in passing through the enemy’s lines

—(for these visionaries pass everywhere unmolested) entreating
the Emperor Babur to advance once more to his assistance, and
offering him full security for the performance of the conditions
upon which he solicited his aid.

About five weeks after the consultation just described, the
garrison was reduced to extreme distress. Mahmood Chan did

his best to soften their privations; hut the besiegers were 60

vigilant that they cut off all supplies, and were determined to

starve their enemies into a surrender. Mahmood Chan was
anxiously expecting a reply to his messenger from the Mogul
Emperor. Famine was already raging within the walls of
Gualior. The lamentations of the sufferers were every moment
becoming louder and more fearful. The governor was taxed as
the cause of all their misery, in not having given up the fort to

the Mogul general, as originally stipulated. From reprehen-
sions, they proceeded to threats, and at length Mahmood Chan
began to fear for his personal safety. In his perplexity he
sought Sheikh Eiz-ood-Deen, to ask his advice agaiu, under
circumstances of such unusual difficulty.

“ We had better die starving,” said the sage, “ than to capitu-
late to enemies, who will visit us with an equally painful death.
If we tamely submit to their yoke, we shall perish in ignominy;
but if we die free within these walls, we shall at least expire
with honour.”

“ But disease and famine are raging in different quarters,
and the enraged populace threatens my life.”

“ I will go and appease them. I will persuade them to wait
with patience another day or two, within which interval I have
no doubt an answer will be returned. If favourable, we can have
no cause for apprehension; if adverse, it will be then time
enough to adopt desperate measures.”

Sheikh Eiz-ood-Deen went into the bazaar and harangued
the inhabitants. He was revered by them as a prophet, and
they listened to his voice as to a revelation from Heaven. They
yielded to his entreaties, they hushed their cries, and consented
to abide the issue of their governor’s message to the Mogul
potentate.

That very night the watchword was heard at the gate; the
messenger was admitted, and with him a party hearing a sup-
ply of provisions. They had evaded the enemy’s picket, by a
secret path unknown to the Hindoos. Eifteen camels, loaded
with rice, entered the fort, amid the shouts of the starving gar-

rison, and the welcome information came, that an army was on
its way to relieve them. This intelligence so gladdened the

hearts of the despairing inhabitants, that shouts of rejoicing

were heard from every part of the fortress. The enemy knew
not how to account for this sudden change, and the boisterous

noise carried by the wind to their camp; but the conclusion

they came to was, that it was a feint to throw them off their

guard; they derided, therefore, the rejoicings of the besieged,

and slumbered that night in perfect security.

On that very night, however, at the suggestion of Sheikh
Eiz-ood-Deen, Mahmood Chan determined upon making a sor-

tie at the head of a chosen body of his bravest soldiers, now
elated to the highest pitch of enthusiasm at so near a prospect

of relief. An hour past midnight was the period fixed, when
it was imagined the Hindoo army would be the least apprehen-
sive of an attack from a weakened and starving garrison.

The soldiers selected for the enterprise, were assembled
shortly after midnight, quitted the gates in silence, and marched
stealthily towards the camp. As they approached, they were
hailed by the sentinel, who was instantly shot dead by an ar-

row. Proceeding noiselessly onward, the hail of a second sen-

tinel was answered in a similar manner. No alarm was yet
given. They were within a hundred yards of the enemy’s
lines when their approach was observed, and a shout raised.

The Hindoo soldiers, starting from their sleep, issued from their

tents, many of them unarmed, and others with only a dagger
or short sabre. The besieged rushed forward to the tents of

the besiegers, creating a dreadful panic. The groans of the

dying, mingled with the shouts of the assailants in every part

of the camj>. The carnage was appalling, and morning dawned
before the terrible work of slaughter had ceased, when Mail-

mood Chan and his bold followers, satisfied at their success, re-

turned to the fortress with the loss of only fifteen men.
On the following days, shouts of triumph were heard from

the walls of Gualior. A great number of oxen and sheep had
been driven into the fort during the struggle of the preceding
night, and a large quantity of rice secured. The inhabitants

were now as much elated as they had before been depressed.

The prospect of speedy relief from the Mogul army, and the
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present unlooked-for supply of provisions, stilled their mur-
murs

;
and the governor’s success in the late enterprise recon-

ciled them to his former breach of faith with a generous ally.

Mahmood Chan already began to repent that he had sought

the assistance of the Moguls. Though a brave, he was a vain

and stubborn, man, full of ambition and without integrity. He
would not bear to think of holding the fortress in fealty under

a prince, who was not in the habit of allowing his vassals the

privilege of independence. It was a hard thing to relinquish

authority which he had struggled so hard to maintain
; or at

least to have it abridged by the influence of greater. He had
been relieved from present embarrassment, and. his pretensions

rose in proportion.

There was one difficulty ;
he knew it to be the prevailing

opinion of the garrison, that in case the enemy was obliged to

raise the siege by the Mogul army, the fortress should be put

into the immediate possession of their general. Babur’s go-

vernment was popular; and he was dreaded by all the neigh-

bouring potentates. His renown, as a warrior, filled the nation

with awe. His alliance was a blessing—his hostility a bane.

The governor of Gualior sought Sheikh-Eiz-ood-Deen, as

usual, in his difficulties.

“ Well, Sheikh,” said he, “ I think we have been rash in

so hastily soliciting aid, when we might have accomplished
with our own arms, what, we seek for from those of our
allies.”
“ Then why have you not done it. You grow presumptu-

ous from temporary good fortune ; but rely upon it, if you do
not take heed, the success of a moment will act as a spark
upon gunpowder, and produce an explosion that shall spread
ruin around you. An act of bad faith can find no excuse j it

seldom remains unpunished, sooner or later."
“ But I must relinquish my government

; and I would
rather die than do that.”
“ You should have come to this conclusion before you

despatched a messenger for assistance in your extremity.
You are bound by solemn engagements, and it is too late to
retract. Besides, your personal advantages should weigh but
as a feather against the general interest. The lives of those
you govern are dear to tnem, so are their liberties

; and you
have no moral right to put these in jeopardy

;
for as sure as

to-morrow’s sun shall rise, if you attempt to break your
faith a second time, with those who are coming to your re-
lief, your ruin will be the consequence. Act the part of a
just man as you did last night that of a brave one, and you
may look confidently for your^reward

; but I repeat it, a
second breach of faith will terminate in your doom.”
The governor was exceedingly mortified at the result of

this interview. He resolved, however, not to be guided by
the counsel of the sage, and quitted his presence with angry
feelings he did not think it prudent to express

; for Eiz-ood-
Deen was too much respected by the garrison to render it
safe to treat him with indignity. Having sounded several of
his officers, he found two or three among them who readily
concurred in his views, though the majority were decidedly
opposed^ to them. Making, therefore, his determination
known but to those on whose fidelity he thought he could
rely

; he awaited patiently the advance of the Mogul forces,
whom ho determined to render subservient to his purposes,
and then dismiss without reward.
Sheikh Eiz-ood-Deen was not blind to what was passing in

the governor’s mind
; he knew his craft, and resolved to

counteract it, although the latter was thrown off his guard
by the Sheikhs affected confidence in his integrity. Two
days after the late nocturnal encounter with the enemy, the
Mogul forces arrived to the relief of Gualior. The shouts of
exultation from the town and fort were heard with feelings
of deep vexation within the hostile lines; but there was no
time for encouragement of petty feelings with so formidable
an enemy at their backs.
The Moguls pitched their camp almost in sight of the Hin-

doo army, and immediately advanced to the attack. The
Hindoos were drawn out to receive them, their line extend-
ing to a great length, curving in the form of a crescent, as if to
enclose their foes, whom they greatly outnumbered. The
battle commenced with terrible impetuosity on the part of

the Moguls, their charge being received by the foe with great
steadiness ; no sensible impression being made on the Hindoo
line. At length, a portion of the Mogul troops were thrown
into confusion, by a sudden and severe charge of the enemy’s
horse, a large and well appointed body. At this moment the.
horns of the crescent were seen gradually closing to encom*
pass the Mahomedan army. Their leader, perceiving the
crisis had arrived, dashed his turban from his brow, calling
aloud upon the prophet, and with the cry of Allah Akbar,
charged the centre of the enemy’s line with irresistible impe-
tuosity. The shock immediately arrested the advance of the
wings. The line wavered—it gave way—instant confusion,
ensued. At this moment, a body of Mahmood Chan’s troops
issued from the town, and attacking the foe in the rear, com-
pleted the rout ;

they fled on all sides, and abandoned their
camp to the victors. The battle had been short but de-
cisive. Immense quantities of provisions were found in
the Hindoo camp, which were removed to the town and
fort, amid the acclamations of the inhabitants of the gar-
rison.

Mahmood Chan immediately sent a message to acknow-
ledge the timely assistance of the Moguls, but said not a word
of putting Gualior into their possession. ?

The morning after the Hindoo general had raised the siege,

the Mogul chief sent to Mahmood Chan, to demand a fulfil-

ment of the conditions, upon which he had repaired to the
relief of Gualior. For a day or two, he was amused with
frivolous excuses, and then a peremptory refusal was given
to resign the town and fort into his possession.
Meanwhile, Sheikh-Eiz-ood-Deen, disgusted at the gover-

nor’s baseness, sent a private message to the Mogul-general,
to say, that if he would trust himself, singly, within the fort,

he would engage to find means of introducing his troops, and
of shortly putting the town and fortress of Gualior into his
bands. The Mogul, accordingly, affected to receive the re-

fusal of Mahmood Chan in a friendly manner, leading him
to suppose, he was prepared to relinquish his claim ; but re-

presented to him that, as the enemy might muster in stronger
force, and return, it was desirable he should be allowed to

bring his troops, under the protection of the fortress. He
further requested, as an especial favour, that he might be per-
mitted to visit the learned Sheikh-Eiz-ood-Deen, of whose re-

putation he had heard so much, in order that he might tender
him the homage of his admiration. Both these requests were
acceded to without scruple : the governor having no suspi-

cion that mischief could accrue from admitting a single war-
rior within the fort, so well guarded by the vigilance of a
brave and active garrison.

During the Mogul’s visit to the sage, who had provided a
liberal entertainment, to which several officers of the garrison
were invited, he sent word to the governor, from time to

time, requesting permission for such and such officers to be
admitted also, until at length Mahmood Chan desired the

commander of the guard to use his own discretion in admit-
ting whom he chose, conceiving himself secure in his fidelity.

That officer, being privy to the plot, availed himself of this

order to permit anybody the Mogul wished to pass in, till at

length a considerable body of resolute warriors were within
the walls, before the entertainment was ended. The fort

thus fell easily into possession of the Moguls without blood-

shed. The governor was summoned before their general.

“Traitor!” said the latter, “know that you stand in the

presence of Babur Padshah, Emperor of the Moguls. Fol-
low me to the ramparts.”
Having reached the battlements, accompanied by several

of his own officers, the emperor said, “ What does your faith-

lessness deserve?”
“The pity of a conqueror,” replied Mahmood Chan.
“ Princes have a solemn duty to perform, in ridding the

world of those who do not deserve to live. Your doom is

sealed." Saying which, Babur seized the trembling gover-
nor by the waist, and raised him from the ground, as if

he had been an infant, and flung him over the battle-

ments.
H. A. D.
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A TALE OF VENICE.

All travellers agree in describing Venice as one of the most

romantic cities in the world. Its splendid palaces crumbling

to decay, its long, dark, silent canals, its gliding, solitary gon-

dolas, are the first things which strike the attention of all who
visit this city of the waters; but their thoughts are soon carried

back to the power and splendour of its early history, and the

contrast between its modern aspect and its ancient condition,

forces itself strongly on their minds.

A recent traveller remarks :
“ Her grand canal is still lined

by some of the noblest and most substantial palaces in the

world; but they are tenantless, or partly neglected to decay;

and only here and there darts by a solitary gondola, where once

the waters were so gay. The Rialto is still standing, as in her

proudest days, but a few miserable merchants and swindling

Jews ply the only remnant of its former enormous trade. The

ducal palace, the domed cathedral, the winged lions, and the

steeds of brass, all are there; but the senatorial halls are silent

picture-galleries— the altar is an almost neglected shrine, and

at the base of those lions stand two insignificant pieces of ar-

tillery, and a regi-

ment ofragged Ger-
mans, to overawe
all the fallen inhabi-

tants of that once
illustrious ground.

Again, her river is

only busy with a

squalid population,

discharging > the

coarse cargoes of a
few Austrian small

craft. Before her

arsenal lies the hull

of an Austrian fri-

gate, all the navy
necessary to hold a

whole city in awe.

And on the almost
deserted walls floats

the bloody eagle of

the north, while the

condemned crimi-

nals of Venice la-

bour below at the

construction of a

few naval stores,

and one or two small

gun vessels, for the

forces of their con-

querors !”

In that wonderful city, crimes have been committed which
make humanity shudder. Treachery, indolence, intrigue, and
subserviency, seem to be the ingredients of the national charac-
ter. The vices of the modern inhabitants are so great and so

debasing, that while the traveller cannot fail to admire the sea-

built towers, and even yet gorgeous palaces of Venice, he de-

spises from his heart the abject and degenerate race which at

present call themselves Venetians.
The following narrative, illustrative in some degree of Italian

manners, is true in all its details. To an English reader, it

will appear more the subject of romance than a real occurrence;
but while murder and robbery and abduction are not confined
to Italy, there they seem to form, in too many instances, the
common business of life. The traveller, already quoted, ob-
served, “Of all cities, ancient or modern, Venice most distinctly

expresses in its construction, the minds and disposition of its

people. No individual can avoid observing, how admirably the

innumerable narrow, mazy alleys—there are no streets—are

adapted to the intrigues, secret arrests, and diabolical assassi-

nations of a people like the ancient Venetians, who, to the table

of their festas,
carried the death’s head, and fully realised the

scriptural assertion, that ‘ in the midst of life, we are in death.’

The little tortuous path-ways are so numerous, the canals so

many, and the bridges so alike, that ingenuity must exert its

utmost to acquire a knowledge of this city. The lady meets
her lover in the crowd of St. Mark’s place; they leap into a

gondola, snugly hid under the dark entries to the many little

canals around, and darting off among the crowd of boats, all ex-

actly alike; for a few minutes they escape all notice, and then
row quietly up an unlighted stream to their retreat.”

But, to my story. A young English lady, whom circum-
stances had obliged to leave her native country, went to Venice,

some years ago, to reside. There she made acquaintance with
a Signora Beatrice Rivarola, and a similarity of dispositions

and pursuits elevated their acquaintance to one of the warmest
friendships. The brother of Beatrice was subsequently intro-

duced to the young English woman, whose name was Maria
Wentworth. He fell in love with her, and she was not indiffer-

ent to his suit. They loved each other passionately ;
but

neither Luigi, for so the young gentleman was named, nor
Beatrice, deemed it expedient, for a time, to mention the sub-
ject to their mother, so long as she was alive.

The affection subsisting between the brother and sister was
very great. He was the natural son of their mother, who lost

her husband early.

Luigi had twice seen
his father since the
death of his mo-
ther’s husband. He
was walking with
his mother in Flo-
rence, when he saw
a man staring at

her wildly, through
the window bars of
a prison for debt,

that stood on the
opposite side of the
way

;
she hurriedly

took Luigi’s hand,
and walked on at a
rapid rate, mutter-
ing, as it were, in-

voluntarily, “ Good
God, it is Camal-
doli!” He after-

wards learned that
this was his father’s

name. Two years
afterwards he saw
the man again,

working in the
streets, in chains, a
galley slave.

After the death of his mother, a brain fever laid Luigi on a

sick bed for three weeks, during which time his sister and Miss

Wentworth attended him with the greatest solicitude and affec-

tion. He had gathered, from a conversation he had one even-

ing accidentally heard between his sister and their English

friend, that for three or four nights previously, the house in

which the latter lived, had been alarmed by noises which no

one could account for, as the doors and windows on the morn-

ing afterwards, were all found fastened as usual. Luigi had,

for many days dwelt on the mystery referred to in this conver-

sation
;
in his waking hours and in his dreams, it haunted him,

till he, at last, began to think that there might, possibly, be

more in it than at first seemed likely. He determined to sift

the matter; and, for this purpose, about a fortnight after he

had quite recovered from his illness, he concealed himself one

night in a cupboard, in the house in which Maria lodged, and
which faced her bed-chamber door, having provided himself

with a brace of pistols, and a sword and dagger. At about two
o’clock in the morning, he heard something fall heavily, and
immediately over his head. Maria’s door opened; she put her

head out, and casting the dim light of the candle over the hall,

stood there a minute, and retiring, closed and locked the door.

He trembled with fear—but not for himself. An hour passed
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away, and all remained quiet. Shortly, however, he heard

steps, as if descending a staircase, and just above where he lay,

a door opened, and closed immediately afterwards. A crack

down the cupboard, enabled him to see a great portion of the

hall, and some yards on each side of Maria’s chamber. It was
not his wish to discover himself until he had first ascertained

what the men, if they were men, had in view. He listened

breathless.
“ Touch not one hair of her head,” whispered a man’s voice

near him, “ threaten, if she cries, but do no more than threaten,

though she alarm the whole neighbourhood. Quick, or we
shall have daylight at our heels before we pass the first moun-
tain.”

The two men, who were masked, moved towards the door of

Miss Wentworth’s chamber. Luigi, a sword in one hand, and
a pistol in the left, followed them on tip-toe, and concealed

himself within a yard from the two men and the lady’s cham-
ber door, behind a large clock.

“ Make a slight noise,” said one of them, “ she will open the
door as she did before; then seize her, and bear her through
the trap-door, on to the leads, and so down the ladders; mount
speedily, and be off.” The other tapped the scabbard of his

sword against the marble floor, and moved aside, that as the
door opened, they might be concealed by it. They were thus
within half a yard of Luigi, with their backs to him. Nervous
and faint, he presented the nistol close at the back of their

heads. He trembled lest they should hear his breath. Miss
Wentworth opened the door. They rushed upon her. Luigi
immediately fired. One of the men fell. The other pursued
the flying girl into her chamber, followed by Luigi, who, clos-

ing with the ruffian, stunned him with a blow on the forehead,

from the hilt of his sword. He turned to the lady; she had
fallen, wounded—his pistol had shot her in the side.

The report of the pistol, the screaming, and the scuffle,

had alarmed the house
;
and its inmates to the number of some

twenty, had all assembled in the room. The scene was dread-
fully striking. The solitary candle’s dim light, “much like

a shade,” but rendered “ the darkness visible.’’ In the
middle of the chamber lay the senseless body of the ruffian

whom Luigi had struck—by him the wounded Maria. Luigi
stood over her, dumb with intensity of horror. Not a word
was uttered as the crowd passed into the room over the life-

less body of the man whom the lover had shot. Silence
made more solemn the chamber of mystery and bloodshed.
After a time, an old man stepped forward from the crowd,
and, supporting Luigi, led him to the door of the apartment.
The face of the ruffian, clothed in gore and filthiness, lay in
the light of the low candle. He beheld it but for an instant

—

it was Camaldoli ! the galley slave, his father
;
the next mo-

ment, he had fallen lifeless, by the side of his wretched parent.
For two months, Luigi lay delirious and wasting, attended

by his sister. Miss Wentworth never recovered from the
wound

; she died some months after the fatal night. Luigi
did not survive her long.

It was conjectured that Camaldoli intended to carry her
off to the mountains, to live with him there as a brigand’s wife

;

for it was afterwards ascertained that, on being discharged
from the galleys, he had fled to the neighbourhood of Fiesoli,
and formed a band of the most notorious and daring robbers,
that at this moment infest the Appenines.

THE GHOST.

“Well, I believe your honour heard me tell long ago how
my father left the army, and the way he took to another line of
life that was more to his liking. And so it was, he was happy
as the day was long; he drove a hearse for Mr. Callaghan, of
Cork, for many years, and a pleasant place it was; for ye see,
my father was a ’cute man, and knew something of the world,
and, though he was a droll devil, and could sing a funny song
when he was among the boys, no sooner had he the big black
cloak on him and the weepers, and he seated on the high box
with the six long-tailed blacks before him, you’d really think
it was his own mother was inside, he looked so melancholy and

miserable. The sexton and grave-digger was nothing to my
father; and he had a look about his eye, to be sure there was a
reason for it, that you'd think he was up all night crying;
though it’s little indulgence he took that way.

“ Well, of all Mr. Callaghan’s men, there was none so great a
favourite as my father: the neighbours were all fond of him.”

“ ‘ A kind crayture every inch of him,’ the women would say.
‘ Did ye see his face at Mrs. Delany’s funeral?’

“ ‘ True for you,’ another would remark, ‘ he mistook the
road with grief, and stopped at shebeen house, instead of Kil-
murry Church.’

“ I need say no more, only one thing, that it was principally
among the farmers and the country people my father was liked
so much. The great people and the quality—I ax your pardon

:

but sure isn’t it true, Mister Charles, they don’t fret so much
after their fathers and brothers, and they care little who’s
driving them, whether it was a decent respectable man like

my father, or a chap with a grin on him like a rat-trap? And
so it happened, that my father used to travel half the county;
going here, and there, wherever there was trade stirring; and,
faix, a man didn’t think himself rightly buried if my father
wasn’t there: for ye see he knew all about it; he could tell to a
quart of spirits what Avould be wanting for a wake;—he knew
all the good cryers for miles round; and I’ve heard it was a
beautiful sight to see him standing on a hill, arranging the pro-
cession, as they walked into the churchyard, and giving the
word like a captain.

“‘Come on, the stiff—now, the friends of the stiff—now de
pop’lace.’

“ That’s wliat he used to say, and, troth, he was always re-

peating it, when he was a little gone in drink,—for that’s the
time his spirits would rise, and he’d think he was burying half
Munster.

“ And sure it was a real pleasure and a pride to be buried in

them times; for av it was only a small farmer with a potatoe
garden, my father would come down with the black cloak on
him, and three yards of crape behind his hat, and set all the
children crying and yelling for half a mile round; and then the
way he’d walk before them with a spade on his shoulder, and
sticking it down in the ground, clap his hat on the top of it, to

make it look like a chief mourner. It was a beautiful sight!”

“But, Mike, if you indulge much longer in this flattering re-

collection of your father, I’m afraid we shall lose sight of the
ghost entirely.”

“No fear in life, your honour, I’m coming to him now: well,

it was this way it happened.—In the winter of the great frost,

about forty-two or forty-three years ago, the ould priest of

Tulloughmurray, took ill and died : he was sixty years priest

of the parish, and mightily beloved by all the people, and good
reason for it; a pleasanter man, and a more social crayture
never lived: ’twas himself was the life of the whole country
side. A wedding nor a christening wasn’t lucky av he wasn’t
there, sitting at the top of the table, with maybe his arm round
the bride herself, or the baby on his lap, a smokingjug of punch
before him, and as much kindness in his eye as would make the

fortunes of twenty hypocrites if they had it among them. And
then he was so good to the poor; the Priory was always full of

ould men, and ould women, sitting around the big fire in the

kitchen, that the cook could hardly get near it. There they

were eating their meals, and burning their shins, till they were
speckled like a trout’s back, and grumbling all the time; but

Father Dwyer liked them, and he would have them.

“‘Where have they to go?’ he’d say, ‘av it wasn’t to me;
‘ give Molly Kinshela a lock of that bacon. Tim, it’s a could

morning. Will ye have a taste of the dew?’

“Ah! that’s the way he’d spake to them: but sure goodness

is no warrant for living, any more than devilment; and so he

got could in his feet at a station, and he rode home in the heavy
snow without his big coat—for he gave it away to a blind man
on the road—in three days he was dead.

“ I see you’re getting impatient; so I’ll not stop to say what
grief Avas in the parish when it was known; but troth there

never was seen the like before; not a crayture would lift a

spade for two days; and there was more whiskey sold in that

time than at the whole Ulster fair. Well, on the third day the
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funeral set out, and never was the equal of it in them parts :

—

first, there was my father : he came ’special from Cork with the
six horses all in new black, and plumes like little poplar trees,

then came Father Dwyer, followed by the two coadjutors in

beautiful surplices, walking bare-headed, with the little boys of
the Priory school, two and two.”

“Well, Mike, I’m sure it was very fine, but for heaven’s sake
spare me all these descriptions, and get on to the ghost.”

“ ’Faith, your honour’s in a great hurry for the ghost; maybe
.you won’t like him when ye have him, but I’ll go faster if you
please. Well, Father Dwyer ye see was born at Aghan-lish, of
an ould family, and he left it in his will that he was to be
buried in the family vault; and, as Aghan-lish was eighteen
miles up the mountains, it was getting late when they drew
near. By that time, the great procession was all broke up and
gone home. The coadjutors stopped to dine at the ‘ Blue Bellows’
at the cross-roads

; the little boys took to pelting snow-balls

;

there was a fight or two on the way besides, and, in fact, except
an ould deaf fellow that my father took to mind the horses, he
was quite alone. Not that he minded that same, for when the
crowd was gone my father began to sing a droll song, and tould
the deaf chap that it was a lamentation. At last they came in
sight of Aghan-lish. It was a lonesome, melancholy looking
place, with nothing near it except two or three ould fir trees, and
a small slated house with one window, where the sexton lived,

and even that same was shut up, and a padlock on the door.
Welt, my father was not over much pleased at the look of
matters; but, as he was never hard put to what to do, he
managed to get the coffin into the vestry; and then when he
unharnessed the horses, he sent the deaf fellow with them down
to the village to tell the priest that the corpse was there, and to
come up early in the morning and perform mass. The next
thing to do was to make himself comfortable for the night

;
and

then he made a roaring fire on the old hearth—for there was
plenty ofbog fir there—closed the windows with the black cloaks,
and wrapping two round himself, he sat down to cook a little

supper he brought with him in case of need.
“ Well, you may think it was melancholy enough to pass

the night up there alone, with a corpse in an old ruined
church in the middle of the mountains, the wind howling
about on every side, and the snow drift beating against the
walls; but as the fire burned brightly, and the little plate of
rashers and eggs smoked temptingly before him, my father
mixed a jug of the strongest punch, and sat down as happy
as a king. As long as he was eating away he had no time to
be thinking of any. thing else

;
but, when all was done, and

he looked about him, he began to feel very low and melan-
choly in his. heart. There was the great black coffin on
three chairs in one corner; and then the mourning cloaks
that he had stuck, up against the windows moved backward
and forward like living things

;
and, outside, the wild cry of

the plover as he flew past, and the night-owl sitting in a nook
of the old church. ‘ I wish it was morning, anyhow,’ said
my father

;

‘ for this is a lonesome place to be in
; and, faix,

he. 11 be a cunning fellow that catches me passing the night
this way again.’

^
Now there was one thing distressed him

most of all : my father used always to make fun of the ghosts
and sperits the neighbours would tell of, pretending there

^ suc^ ^ing
»

an<I the thought came to him.
Maybe they’ll revenge themselves on me to-night when

they have me up here alone;’ and with that he made another
jug stronger than the first, and tried to remember a few
prayers in case of need: but somehow his mind was not too
clear, and he said afterwards he was always mixing up ould
songs and toasts with the prayers, and when he thought he
had justgot hold of a beautiful psalm, it would turn out to

v? if Tnfk Walsh,’ 0r ‘ Limping James,’ or something
like that. The storm, meanwhile, was rising every moment,
and parts of the old abbey were falling, as the wind shook the
ruin, and my father’s sperits, notwithstanding the punch,
were lower than ever.

.
^ ma^e it too weak,’.said he, as he set to work on a new

jorum
;
and troth this time that was not the fault of it, for

the first sup nearly choked him.
AW said he now, ‘ I knew what it was; this is like the

thing
;
and, Mr. Free, you are beginning to feel easy and

comfortable : pass the jug
:
your very good health and song.

I’m a little hoarse it’s true, but if the company will ex
cuse ’

“And then he began knocking on the table with his

knuckles as if there was a room full of people asking him to

sing. In short, my father was as drunk as a fiddler
;
the last

brew finished him
;
and he began roaring away all kinds of

droll songs, and telling all manner of stories, as if he was at

a great party.

“While he was capering this way about the room, he
knocked down his hat, and with it a pack of cards he put
into it before leaving home, for he was mighty fond of a
game.

“
‘ Will ye take a hand, Mr. Free?’ said he, as he gathered

them up and sat down beside the fire.

“‘I’m convanient,’ said he, and began dealing out as if

there was a partner fornenst him.
“ When my father used to get this far in the story, he be-

came very confused. He says, that once of twice he mistook
the liquor, and took a pull at the bottle of potteen instead of
the punch

;
and the last thing he remembers was asking poor

Father Dwyer if he would draw near to the fire, and not be
lying there near the door.

“ With that he slipped down on the ground and fell fast

asleep. How long he lay that way he could never tell. When
he awoke and looked up, his hair nearly stood on an end with
fright. What do you think he seen fornenst him, sitting at
the other side of the fire, but Father Dwyer himself: there
he was, divil a lie in it, wrapped up in one of the mourning
cloaks, trying to warm his hands at the fire.

“
‘ Salve hoc nomine patri /’ said my father, crossing himself

;

‘ay it’s your ghost, God presarve me!’
‘“Good evening t’ye, Mr. Free,’ said the ghost; ‘andav

I might be bould, what’s in the jug?’—for ye see my father

had it under his arm fast, and never let it go when he was
asleep.
“

‘Pater noster qui es in .——-potteen, sir,’ said my father, for

the ghost didn’t look pleased at his talking Latin.
“ ‘ Ye might have the politeness to ax if one had a mouth

on him,’ then says the ghost.
“

‘ Sure, I didn’t think the like of you would taste sperits.’

“‘Try me,’ said the ghost ; and with that he fiiled out a
glass, and tossed it off like a Christian.

“
‘ Beamish!’ says the ghost, smacking his lips.

“
‘ The same,’ says my father; and ‘sure what’s happened

you hav not spoilt your taste.’
“

‘ If you’d mix a little hot,’ says the ghost, ‘ I’m thinking
it would be better

;
the night is mighty sevare.’

“ ‘ Anything that your reverence pleases,’ says my father

as lie began to blow up a good fire to boil the water.
“ ‘ And what news is stirring V says the ghost.
“ ‘ Devil a word, your reverence : your own funeral was the

only thing doing last week ; times is bad ; except the measles,
there’s nothing in our parts.’

‘“And we’re quite dead hereabouts too,’ says the ghost.
“ * There’s some of us so, anyhow,’ says my father, with a

sly look. ‘ Taste that, your reverence.’
“ ‘ Pleasant and refreshing,’ says the ghost

; ‘and now, Mr.
Free, what do you say to a little spoil five, or beggar my
neighbour V
“

‘ What wall we play for?’ says my father ; for a thought
just struck him,—‘maybe it’s some trick of the devil to catch
my soul.’
“ ‘A pint of Beamish,’ says the ghost.
“ ‘ Done,’ says my father ;

‘ cut for deal ; the ace of clubs
;

you have it.’

“ Now the whole time the ghost was dealing the cards,
my father never took his eyes off of him, for he wasn’t
quite asy in his mind at all but when he saw him turn up
the trump, and take a strong drink afterwards, he got more
at ease, and began the game.

“ How long they played it was never rightly known ; but
one thing is sure, they drank a cruel deal of sperits ; three
quart bottles my father brought with him were all finished,

and bj that time his brain was so confused with the liquor.
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and all he lost,—for somehow he never won a game,—that he
was getting very quarrelsome.
“‘ You have your own luck to it/ says he, at last.

“ 4 True for you
;
and, besides, we play a great deal where

I come from.’
“ ‘ I’ve heard so/ says my father. ‘ I lead the knave, sir/

‘spades ! bad cess to it, lost again.’

“Now it was really very distressing; for by this time,

though they only began for a pint of Beamish, my father

went”on betting till he lost the hearse and all the six horses,

mourning cloaks, plumes, and everything.

“‘Are you tired, Mr. Free ? maybe you’d like to stop V
“ ‘ Stop ! faith it’s a nice time to stop ; of course not.’

“‘Well, what will ye play for now V
“ The way he said these words brought a trembling all over

my father, and his blood curdled in his heart. ‘ Oh, murtker !

’

says he to himself, ‘it’s my soul he is wanting all the time.’
“ ‘ I’ve mighty little left/ says my father, looking at him

keenly, while he kept shuffling the cards quick as lightning.
“ ‘ Mighty little ; no matter, we’ll give you plenty of time

to pay, and if you can’t do it, it shall never trouble you as

long as you live.*

“ ‘ Oh, you murthering devil !’ says my father, flying at

him with a spade that he had behind his chair, ‘ I’ve found
you out.’
“ With one blow he knocked him down

;
and now a terrible

fight begun, for the ghost was very strong too : but my
father’s blood was up, and he’d have faced the devil himself
then. They rolled over each other several times, the broken
bottles cutting them to pieces, and the chairs and tables

crashing under them„ At last the ghost took the bottle that
lay on the hearth, and levelled my father to the ground with
one blow ; down he fell, and the bottle and the whiskey were
both clashed into the fire

;
that was the end of it, for the

ghost disappeared that moment in a blue flame that nearly
set fire to my father as he lay on the floor.

“ Ocli ! it was a cruel sight to see him next morning, with
his cheek cut open, and his hands all bloody, lying there by
himself

;
all the broken glass, and the cards all round him :

the coffin too was knocked down off the chair, maybe the
ghost had trouble getting into it. However that was, the
funeral was put off for a day

;
for my father couldn’t speak,

and, as for the sexton, it was a queer thing, but when they
came to call him in the morning, he had two black eyes, and
a gash over his ear, and he never knew how he got them. It
was easy enough to know the ghost did it ; but my father
kept the secret, and never told it to any man, woman, or
child in them parts.”—Charles O'Malley .

H. M. S. PIQUE, THIRTY-SIX GUNS, IN A STORM.
(By Ilawki?is A. D'Alton.)

The storm-king’s abroad,—his dark pinions are spread
’Neath the sky, whence sunshine in terror hath fled;

He stalks on in might, and each wave where he treads
Swells into a mount, with a thousand white heads

;

The lightning illumines his foam-sparkled path,
Flashed over the waters that rage on in wrath;
The spirits which dwell in the deep shout aloud,

And shriek out in wildness, ’midst canvass and shroud;
While gallant the frigate rides over the sea,

And spurns the proud surges that dash on her lee.

She’s now in her glory,—she’s now in her pride,

—

A gem of the ocean,—a queen of the tide;

See! see! like a bird that doth flutter its wing,
In joy, on the May-bough in hey-day of Spring,
So over the billows she cleaveth in play,
As her bows are enshrined by bright showers of spray,
And her bellying canvass stands stiff to the gale
While swan-like she leaveth white waves as her trail

;

So gracefully too doth she rise o’er the sea,

And spurn the proud surges that dash on her lee.

A TALE OF A DUEL.
I stake my word upon it, there is not an old soldier in this,

our much loved land of England, that does not look back with
a feeling of pleasure and regret for the joy departed which the
bivouac fire afforded them. ’Tis then the gallant soldier
stretches his weary limbs—’tis then all cares are forgotten—
all darkening omens of the future disregarded—all rambling
thoughts of injuries past are stilled, and the song and glass go
merrily round, and the glare of the dancing flame shows as true
a smile of content on the face of him, who has faced many a
danger—undergone many a fatigue—“ the hero of a hundred
fights!”—as ever you can find on the face of a civilian, whose
life, were it not for the troubles which mankind are ever dig-
ging for, yet never satisfied when they get, could have been
marked with fewer cares.

It was during the Peninsular war—a war that will vie with
any in point of intrepid deeds and personal heroism—that the
tale we are about to chronicle, was first narrated.

Picture to yourself, a large and cheerful fire, around which,
in every variety of attitude, some twenty or thirty officers of
the British army were lying. The boisterous laugh

—

the
pledge of health was silenced, a3 one in obedience to a general
invitation, commenced the tale of his life. The speaker, who
bore in every appearance, the marks of a thorough gentleman,
was fair—almost of feminine whiteness: his large mild blue
eyes seemed more fitted by their brilliancy, to charm the ladies
of a court, than elicit the praise which courage and self-en-

durance alone can win from the camp. His face showed, at the
same time, one to whom deep thought and melancholy were
frequent companions

;
whilst his firm-set lips, denoted as plainly,

one who was steadfast in a resolve.

“My tale,” said he, “is not one of joyous mirth, but of a
sorrow which is as heartfelt as it is deep and lasting. When quite
a child I formed an intimacy with Frank Hervey; a noble
youth, to whom my soul was not only bound with ties of friend-
ship, but strengthened by many a deep obligation conferred on
me by him. We had been schoolfellows and collegians,

and this fact, perhaps, served to knit our friendship in stronger
bonds still—we were both destined for the army. Frank being,

by some two years, the senior, received his commission first,

and sailed for a foreign clime. His career was brilliant in the
extreme, for he had in a few months gained both fame and
promotion. My heart bounded with rapture as I read his

eloquent description of the various engagements he had been
in

;
and I, partaking of the impetuous feeling of youth, for aught

new, longed to join him. At last, (for it seemed a long
time) my turn came, and I grew frantic with joy. The
Peninsula war had then just commenced, and thither I was
bound. I did not hear from Frank for a long period, for though
his regiment was engaged in this same expedition, he was quar-

tered so long a distance off, that communications were rare,

from the risk that was run in obtaining them. Riding with
despatches one excessively hot day, I cantered to an inn, to pro-

cure a draught of wine. There I met, for the first time since

our parting in the land of our homes and our birth, my old and
esteemed friend, Frank. Our meeting was one of rapture and
joy; for our friendship, at all times sincere, returned with re-

doubled ardour when we met beneath the fair sky of a foreign

clime. What bright remembrances were kindled then of home,
of childhood; and all that we held dear in times past, were re-

vived and spoken of with deep affection. 1 procured, through
the interest and kindness of my general, an appointment near

the place where my old companion was quartered. We were
inseparables. We lived, fought, and bled together. Seated alone

in my room, for Frank’s duties called him for a few days to

the town a few miles off’, a horseman, at full speed, came gal-

loping up to the place where I was staying. An idle curiosity

induced me to walk out, to learn who this new arrival was; I

had no sooner done so, than he sprang from his horse, thrust a

letter into my hand, and exclaimed, ‘ Answer, monsieur!’ I re-

turned to my room, broke the seal, and read, if my memory
fails me not, these words:—

“ ‘Mv Friend,—My evil genius has again involved me in
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a cursed scrape, which it will be well for me if I emerge
scathless from. Like the rest of mankind, I do not forget,

in the hour of tribulation, those who have styled themselves
my friends : to you, as the only one bearing that name this

side the water, I apply. I am in a row, from which I cannot
escape, except by the only path open to the soldier,—a pro-

ceeding, which, though it bears the name of honour, is at as

much variance from it, as it is obnoxious to my tenets ; still

’tis the only alternative. I want to see you immediately, for

I need both comfort and counsel. Take the bear.er’s horse
and come at once, for the affair comes off by daylight to-

morrow. For Heaven’s sake, don’t neglect me now

;

but there

I can depend on you, as long as life is
“ ‘ Your friend,

“‘Frank Hervey.’
“ You will grant I needed no second invite, but springing

into the vacant saddle, I urged the beast on at its fastest

speed. In a short time I stood beside my friend, who
wrung m37 hand in silence. For a few moments, such was
the state of our feelings, neither uttered a word. At length,

he pointed with his finger to the decanter, and bade me
drink. There was a dry choking sensation in my throat; I

obeyed his bidding, and felt relieved. I threw myself in a
seat, and begged him to begin.
“

‘ I joined a party of jovial souls
; we were in the height of

merriment, when a Captain Tomlinson started a subject,

which became the theme of conversation throughout the
room, and which interested me deeply. It was no less than
calling into question the bravery of our worthy general,

whose conduct was malignantly and vilely aspersed.

Honoured by his friendship, and possessing every esteem for

the man so calumniated, I considered it my imperative duty
to give an emphatic denial to so unjust an accusation. This
was met with a terrific uproar, that prevented those few who
were willing to hear the truth, from gaining the purport of

my words. The drunken braggart, heated by wine and the

temporary triumph, seized the chair, on which I sat, and
hurled me to the ground—an action that was greeted with a

loud roar of laughter. This only added to the sense of shame
and indignation that filled my heart, and maddened my brain.

I sprang upon the miscreant, dragged him into the centre of

the room, and demanded of him an apology, for the base
calumnies he had uttered. His answer was a blow: mine a
response to it, that levelled him with the ground. The result

of this fracas, as yet, lies there. To-morrow may tell a longer
tale.’

“‘You must decline this challenge,’ said I, ‘ your life is too
valuable to be risked for this villain, whose neck has been
well nigh encircled by the halter some dozen times. And
bears, moreover, the notorious name of a professed duellist.’

“ ‘ I am no coward,’ he replied, coolly
;
“ nor am I ambitious

to be, nor will I bear the name.'
“ ‘ You have faced death too often not to be above the reach

of so degrading an appellation—never, believe it
;
there is not

a brave man in our army but will acquit you of such an im-
putation.’

“‘Some few might, certainly,’ he continued, ‘were I to test

their faith in me, which I have no inclination to do.’

“‘I say all, Frank
;
this man is universally detested.’

“‘Even as I should be,’ he exclaimed, ‘ were I to refuse his
offer. By Heaven, friend, it cannot be ! Frank Hervey,
who, ’ere this, has faced a host, to crouch, and cringe, and
whine to one man

; and he the basest animal that ever bore
the name. Come, friend, be yourself— the same spirit that
has ever been in union with me— the same right hand that
has ever been at my service when required, you must still

extend tome. I need all your assistance now, and surely you,’
he added, in a tone that showed how much lie felt my un-
willingness to acquiesce in his wishes

;
‘ who have shared the

sunshine of my life, will not desert me whilst a dark cloud
hangs hovering over it.’

I would have died for you, Frank, rather than have been
forced to this necessity

; now that it has come unwelcome,
unbidden, and unblessed

;
I cannot—will not desert you.’

“ ‘ Bravely said, Richard is himself again !’ he exclaimed,
gaily. ‘Come, load these pistols, we have a long journey be-

fore us—whilst I make some few provisions for my family, in
case the lot of death is mine.’

“ He wrote until morning. The necessary arrangements had
been completed, and we took our way to the place appointed
for the meeting. The sun was rising in the east with a splen-
dour that betokened a bright and beautiful day. Frank bent
his eyes upon it, and said, ‘I am not much prone to supersti-
tion, yet there is a something in my heart tells me, that I shall
never see that glorious orb retire to rest.’

“ * ’Tis the thought of an excited, o’er-taxed brain,’ observed I.
“

‘ No, no, my friend, it lays here,’ he said, placing his hand
on his left breast.

“ He then pointed to two men who were pacing up and down
some distance off, and then walked forward with heightened
colour and a bolder, quicker, step. Presently we entered a
noble avenue, and the persons spoken of advanced to meet us.

“ ‘ Fifteen minutes behind time, gentlemen,” said Tomlinson’s
second; ‘ but, in an affair of this kind, some little delay is ex-
cusable. Pistols! splendid weapons, by George. May I ask
the price?’ said he, scrutinising them with a somewhat closer
attention than I fancied they deserved. After having satisfied
his curiosity, he proceeded to measure the ground, and place
the men in their positions. There was an awful pause: the
stillness—the silence of the grave—my brain reeled—the fear-
ful excitement kept me up, or I should have fallen to the
ground;—then the silence was broken by a loud explosion

—

myriads of flames were dancing before my eyes—and then I
fell senseless to the earth. Returning life revealed to me the
fearful catastrophe. I was alone with the corpse of my friend.
One tear of bitter agony—and then, the only feeling stirring in
my soul was—vengeance—vengeance—vengeance!

“ Twelve months after this, passing an hotel in Lisbon, I
heard the sound of loud and boisterous laughter. Some inde-
finable feeling attracted me towards the place. I entered.

“ There was something about the voice of one, that sent my
blood tingling to my heart; and I listened greedily, like a devil,

as he said
“ ‘ Begad ’tis twelve months ago to-day. I picked a quarrel

with him, and had him out. My second—while he was pre-
tending to examine the fool’s pistols, instigated by a large bribe,
drew the bullets—and I let him have mine in the heart.’

“ I sprang forward and struck the heartless, scoffing, mur-
derer to the floor. That day we met!”

“ And what?” asked one.
“ He shared the fate of my friend,” said he, in a voice of such

profound grief, that it cast a gloom upon the party for the rest
of the evening, and more than one learnt how insufficient to
allay the pain of injuries, was the disgraceful system of duel-
ling.

James Ltndridge,

A CALM.
(By Hawkins A. D'Alton.)

In the weed-girt caves of the far north west,

The King of the Winds is now lull’d in rest;

And the stormy spirits at his command
Are watching his slumbers—a silent band—
All eager to fly when his sleep is o’er

To awake the waves with their fury’s roar.

’Tis midnight’s hour, and the orb of night

Smiles over the ocean in trains of light.

As the quiet swell of the glassy sea

Alternately heaves to her brilliancy:

While the dark-hull’d ship with its outspread wings
Is wooing the air’s softest whisperings.

How solemn the scene of the watery waste,

With an outline faint as its boundary traced!

There is not a stir to disturb the whole,

Save the dull, low, sound of the vessel’s roll;

And the flapping sails, on the creaking spars,

As each against each in its swinging jars.
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THE FALLS OF NIAGARA.

The Erie and Ontario are united by the river Niagara, which
forms the boundary between the United States and Upper
Canada. Its course is thirty-six miles in length between the

two lakes, running through a level country at the rate of about

two miles an hour. At Grand Island it is divided into two
arms, but at Navy Island, about ten miles lower down, these

arms are re-united, and from bank to bank is about two miles

wide. On reaching the entrance of the Chippeway river the

channel becomes suddenly contracted to less than a mile, and
this compression gives great rapidity to the current, which in-

creases to seven or eight miles an hour. The river rushing
down an inclined plane is dashed against the Canadian shores,

and the turn of the river being altered from its original course

by about one quarter of the compass, a great commotion is

caused by the waters, which are almost immediately afterwards
hurled down a steep precipice 160 feet in height, and display a
succession of fearful cataracts, divided at their summits by
Goat Island, which is about 320 yards wide. The width be-
tween this island and the American side is the same distance,

and 162 feet in fall; but between the island and the Canadian
shore it is 700 feet in width and 150 feet in depth. The fall

on the American side is separated by a small rock, which has
only ten yards of width between it and Goat Island, and this is

called the Fall of Montrnorenci. The Horse-shoe fall is adjacent
to the Canadian shore, and as its summit projects about 50
feet over its base the waters descend in a curve, so that be-
neath, between the rock and the fall, there is a space of about
thirty yards, which admits of persons passing along the slip-

pery ledges. The sensations produced on the mind whilst
roofed over by the cascade, which rushes down and intervenes
between the beholder and the light of Heaven, has been de-
scribed as being peculiarly exciting and strange. The continual
roar of the immense sheet of fluid as it rolls its mighty weight,
and the deafening din arising from its violent union with the
gulf below, cause strong feelings of awe. At first the brain
becomes confused and bewildered amidst the terrible tumult
and the grand magnificence as well as strangeness of the
spectacle, whilst a curious desire is frequently experienced

—

such as that described by Sir Walter Scott in his “ Lady of the
Lake,” of the sleeper on the“ dizzy tower,” who, on awaking at
daybreak

—

When dazzled by the eastern glow,
Has, startled, cast his eyes below,
And saw unmeasured depth around,
And heard unintermitted sound,
Amid his senses giddy wheel,
Did he not desperate impulse feel

Headlong to plunge himself below,
And meet the worst his fears foreshow ?

This “desperate impulse” is no common thing; and, like the
longing of the spirit to dive into the dark depths of futurity, is

foiled by the uncertainty that may ensue.
On the United States side a wooden bridge has been thrown

over, extending to Goat Island, and from whence visiters may
view the awful and sublime effects of the fall. It is only raised
a few feet above the crest of the foaming stream. On the
Canada shore a secure projecting platform is placed, and affords
an admirable view of the raging flood beneath.

Several affecting incidents are narrated of the loss of life

down these cataracts of waters. A canoe, in which was a
sleeping native, broke from its moorings, and was hurried on by
the current towards destruction

; the native continued to sleep
on, unawakened by the motion or the noise, and was not aroused
till he was in the circling eddies of the rapids; then, suddenly
starting up, he became in an instant fully aware of the extreme
danger, and plied his paddle with all the*vigour he could master.
In vain he strove to near the shore; the current hurried him
on with fearful haste; he was in the swiftest part, but still he
continued his arduous exertions, till finding that every effort
was useless he laid in his paddle, folded his arms, and sat with
seeming calmness awaiting his inevitable fate, which a few short

minutes determined; firm and erect he sat as his small barque
was hurled over, and then was seen no more. If we recollect

right, one man, however, took the terrible leap and survived;
he tried it a second time and perished. A vessel with some
animals on board was sent down by way of experiment, but she
was speedily dashed to pieces, and the animals were killed. At
the period when revolution reared its head in Canada an Ame-
rican steamer had been known to disembark revolters and others
upon our colonial shores; this so exasperated a few individuals,
that in the dead of night they seized the vessel, and having set
fire to her, she was precipitated down the fall; it was said with
one or two men in her, but we believe that was not proved.
The leader in this transaction was then a lieutenant, but is now
a post-captain in the royal navy.
Below the falls it may naturally be concluded that the cur-

rent runs with great rapidity; and at a distance of about four
miles down the river it rushes into a semicircular basin, and a
frightful whirlpool is the consequence ; it then passes on and
enters Lake Ontario. The difference in the level between
Lake Erie and Lake Ontario may be shown as follows. The
descent is—
From Lake Erie to the head of the rapids above the falls 15 ft.

By the rapids above the falls 51
By the great fall on the American side 162
From the base of the falls to Queenstown 104
From Queenstown to Lake Ontario 2
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It may be naturally concluded that the falls of Niagara must
act as a barrier to communication by means of the river. It
was on this account that the Welland Canal was formed on the
Canadian side. This canal takes its name from the adjacent
river, which was formerly called the Chippewa. It is forty-one
miles in length, fifty-six wide, and the depth of water eight
feet; the summit level is 330 feet; the number of locks is thirty-
seven—twenty-two feet wide and one hundred feet in length.
It cost upwards of £500,000, and has since incurred further ex-
pense by improvements.
At the time of war with the United States, in 1814, the

river Niagara was the arena of many gallant naval exploits
under Sir James Lucas Yeo, when our troops bravely repelled
attempts at invasion.

WOMAN’S DEVOTION; OR, THE ROMAN’S
DAUGHTER OF THE APPENINES.

A TALE OP THE LAST OP THE LOMBARD KINGS.

In a lovely and secluded valley, in the lower acclivities of the
Tuscan Appenines, and in the rear of a village, there stood, in
the year of human redemption, 772, a considerable mansion or
castle, in its style, magnitude and distribution referring to the
days of the Roman empire. Retired from the high roads, and
far out of the line of communication between the great cities
of the Peninsula, this edifice was indebted, rather to its local
situation for having preserved it in the midst of the general
ruin which befel Italy, than to any other cause, and it was ne-
cessary to seek for it ere it could be seen. The dark, nar-
row gorge, its only access from the Tuscan plain, would hardly
have betrayed the existence of an inhabited, and comparatively
prosperous, district. Lambrechtius, the occupant of the castle
in the valley, who claimed, as his ancestors, some of the great
names of old Rome, was like Cincinnatus, a farmer, and culti-
vated his own estate. Deficient, however, as he may have been
in what we consider wealth, he lacked none of the essential
comforts of life ; and a family of sons and daughters grew
around him, such as the wealthy cannot always boast.
Late in an October evening, Lambrechtius was sitting with

his family round a large and cheerful fire. The night was
dreary and stormy, and the heavy rain pattered on the broad
leaves of the chesnut trees that grew round the house, when,
in the pause of the noisy gust, they fancied they heard th
sound of voices crying as if for help or guidance.
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“Hark!” said Leolina, one of the fair daughter’s of the protestation and sigh of a lover: nor did she see the handsome
Roman, “what voices are those at this hour, and in such a Lombard take his departure on the following morning without
night?” having been consoled by the assurance that he would come

“ The voices of the wolves, I suppose,” said Lambrechtius. again.
“ There, there!” again repeated the fair damsel, “ wolves are And he came again. Within a few weeks he re-appeared in

not apt to pronounce such words as—Hilloa! ho, hilloa!” and the solitary valley, and one, two, or three days glided away with
the voices now rose clear and loudly without “Hilloa! hilloa! a exquisite happiness—but Leolina’s fond hopes were for ever
light to guide our steps in the name of the Holy Virgin.” blighted, when on bidding her adieu, and kissing the tears from
At these plain indications of a cry of some one in distress, her innocent eyes, the stranger informed her she had enter-

the Roman rose, and taking some branches of the resinous pine tained and loved—- her king. The information was but too
that were blazing on the hearth, descended to see what it might correct: the Lombard being no less a person than Adelchi, who
be, followed by one of his sons. was associated with his father, Desiderius, in the Kingdom of
Seldom was aid more opportune; for when they went out, Italy. The capricious tenderness, or the easily disposed of

they discovered, by the aid of their bright torches, two men on passion of a thousand-ways occupied man, may be lingering
horseback, advancing to the edge of a considerable cliff, which anguish, or death to a passionate and solitary woman—and we
in that direction formed the embankment of a mountainous repeat but an old tale, in saying Leolina drooped from that
stream that ran at the back of the house. Another step or hour.

two forward, and by a precipitous descent, the benighted wan- More than a year had passed since that stormy night, re-
derers would have found themselves with broken bones in the ferred to in the commencement of our tale. The fate of Italy
bed of that torrent. had undergone a change in that interval. Charlemagne had
“Back, back!” cried Lambrechtius, waving the burning pine descended the Alps, and the throne of the Lombard’s was tot-

as high as he could to light them; “ to your right there is a tering to its fall. Events of such importance had reached even
path that will lead you to the edge of the stream where the the secluded mansion of Lambrechtius, and the ears of Leolina;
bridge is.” The strangers made a brief reply, to show that but it was not till the news that the Franks had besieged and
they understood his directions and set about following them, taken Pavia, the Lombard capital, and slain Desiderius, and
The family within doors, who had all quitted their comfortable that the triumphant Charlemagne was now preparing his

fire-side, and were on the tip-toe of expectation, presently saw march to Rome, with King Adelchi a prisoner in his train, that
their father and brother return with two men wrapped up in the fair Roman was observed to wear an expression of unusual
large riding cloaks, with hoods, that entirely concealed their wildness on her wasted countenance, which was well recol-

persons. The first duty of hospitality was to disencumber lected afterwards by her family. The following day to that on
them of these streaming garments. Lambrechtius and his son which this last intelligence had been brought to the inhabitants
did this; but the surprise of the domestic circle was greater of the castetto, the fair daughter of Lambrechtius had quitted
than their pleasure when they saw two Lombard warriors stand it, and was nowhere to be traced. Meanwhile Leolina, attired

before them. as a peasant lad, was traversing on foot the 'black and stony
To refer to a somewhat less remote period, and to our own Appenines. She might be sinking with bodily fatigue, but her

country, the effect of this apparition was kin to what would ardent soul was animated with a feeling and intensity of pur-
have been produced on the minds of a Saxon family by the sud- pose, all but equal to the performing of miracles. Adelchi who
den intrusion of a couple of haughty Norman barons; and had been humble enough to love her, might forget her in his

though the rule of the Lombard’s had now lasted nearly two elevation and prosperity; but now in the days of sorrow the
hundred years, the Italians still continued a distinct people, and king might recollect an Italian maiden, and the lowly might aid
the seclusion of the Roman establishment, in this Appenine the exalted. She would seek him in his prison—she would fol-

valley, had kept them almost strangers to their conquerors, low him through the vast world—and if she could b\it die for

whose insolence and ferocity they had heard recorded in many him she had loved, her destiny would be accomplished to her
a woeful tale. They could not, however, expel those whom heart’s best wishes.

they had admitted, and it behoved Lambrechtius, moreover, as Such thoughts and persuasions had occupied her from the
a prudent man, to behave courteously to these stray members moment she heard ofAdelchi’s ruin, and these with a passionate
of the ruling powers. Yet it would have been curious to ob- heroism and devotedness, that love only knows, carried her
serve the workings of the Italian’s mind while doing this, through a long toilsome journey, and a thousand perils, to the
Whilst tendering his services, and offering his hospitalities, gates of the “ Eternal City,” where she arrived in time to see

Lambrechtius, conscious of his political inferiority, strove to Charlemagne’s pompous entrance.

maintain a bearing and dignity on an equality with his guests, During the important proceedings and gorgeous pageants
who, to do them justice, were mild and well-behaved, and that might interest millions, where was she who was abstracted

neither in manners or person disclosed any of the traits of the and absorbed by the fate of one? Alas! Leolina had looked in

revolting portrait drawn by their inveterate enemy. In truth, vain for her royal captive lover; and after that disappointment
before that evening closed, the young and lovely Leolina made she contrived to ascertain that the news she had heard in the
the discovery, that the younger of the strangers was a very valley, and which had so determined her, was incorrect or pre-

handsome man
;
and as she met the glance of his fine large mature. Pavia, though closely blockaded by an army Charle-

blue eyes, which were frequently cast on her evidently in admi- magne had left behind him, had not yet fallen, nor was Adelchi
ration. The Roman maiden already felt it would not be im- a prisoner. She closed her eyes, and raised her hands to

possible to love a Lombard. Indeed, in the course of the Heaven in silent thankfulness at this intelligence, but the sequel
evening, on either side, many of the antipathies, instilled by of the conversation from which she gleaned it repressed her
theory or prejudice, disappeared before the sympathies of hopes and her momentary joy. Although (it was said) the
human nature, and both parties were glad of the chance that capital of the Lombard Kingdom had not fallen, from the con-
had brought them together—an accident explained by the dition to which it was reduced, it was impossible it could hold
Lombards as having resulted from their getting a numerous out when the victorious Charlemagne should appear before its

company, with whom they were travelling, to find a shorter road walls, which he would do in a few days. Verona then would
over the mountain. This business, on which they were way- be the only city that resisted the conqueror; but its state of de-

faring, did not seem fco be of an urgent nature, for they loitered fence was even weaker than Pavia
;
and Adelchi, who com-

the next morning, and an invitation from Lambrechtius to pass manded there, must fall into the hands of Charlemagne, from
the day at his ccistello, was immediately accepted by the younger whom he could hardly expect mercy.
of the Lombards, to whom his companion seemed to pay ex- Her generous devoted love now presented another and a
treme deference. When time is short, lovers do well (or ill as longer journey to Leolina, for she resolved to reach Verona, and
it may happen) to make ready use of it; and the manners of to trust to Providence for the means of seeing, or serving the
the age, and the simple single-heartedness of Leolina, must be object of her heart’s idolatry. To this end, the masquerade
her excuse if she heard that day, and for the first time, the ' which concealed her sex, her youth, and her loveliness, was
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artfully rendered still more impervious, and hiring herself as a
palefrenier,

or groom, to one of the courtiers of the Frank King,

she took with him the road to Lombardy. Charlemagne’s re-

turn was, as had been predicted, speedily followed by Heside-

rius’ surrender; and Leolina witnessed at Pavia the captivity

of the father, mother, and sister, of her royal lover. This being

achieved, the next city the conqueror laid seige to was Verona.

Though defended by a hero, its fall rapidly approached. Famine
raged within the walls, and treachery was at work without.

Leolina whose intelligent mind had acquired much knowledge
of the world, in little time endeavoured to detect what was
passing in the besieging camp, so as to be useful to the besieged

Adelchi, and save her from the impotence of despair. It would
be long to tell how she became mistress of a plot, by which one
of the gates of the city was to be betrayed to the troops of

Charlemagne—how she gained admittance within the walls,

and stood at last, by night, before her lover Adelchi—alone

before him, with feelings of the wildest nature. If an unseemly
attire, and the dye of berries, and fatigue, and a scorching sun,

disguised the Italian maiden; long suffering, privation, ex-

ertions extended beyond the strength of nature, and at last

despair, did almost as much for her lover. Where was the

robust, yet graceful buoyant figure—where the gay and hand-
some face that had captivated her in the valley of her father,

and had at first awakened in her young heart the boundless

sense of love? His frame was emaciated and bent, his cheeks

were sallow, his brow wrinkled, his eyes hollow and ghastly,

and his flowing beard turned grey and matted. But thus, was
he less dear? Oh, no! The being beloved, the object of a pure,

ineffable and all self-denying passion, wins on affection as it

loses its own adventitious advantages; and Adelchi was now
dearer, far dearer, in his sickness and woe, than ever he had
been before.

“ Youth,” said Adelchi to the silent and trembling visiter, as

he stood with his arms crossed, and his head sunk on his breast

before the king; “you have most importunately sought our pre-

sence—may I ask the object of your visit?”

Her reply was forced out word by word. “Prince—King—

I

am one who would save you with my life: I am come to show
you that there is still devotion and fidelity to your cause,
and ”

“ By heavens!” interrupted Adelchi, “ I have need of the con-
viction : for since the day I was foiled at the passes of the Alps,
I have scarce known aught, save treachery

; my chiefs have
betrayed me :—my Lombards, my own blood and race, have
one by one fallen away from me: but menial! what is this to

you?”
“ Menial !” cried Leolina, throwing back her clustering hair

from her forehead, and approaching the solitary lamp that
lighted the apartment, “you have called me by a milder and
a fonder name, Adelchi.”

“ Ah! do I dream!” exclaimed the king, grasping her arm;
“or is a miracle performed; and the Italian maiden of the
valley here before me?”
“ Leolina !” faintly articulated theyoungRoman—she could say

no more : but giddy and oppressed, well nigh fainted in the arms
of the king. In his misfortunes and abandonment, Adelchi’s
heart might glow for a moment at the affection and devotion
even of a solitary individual; that individual too was a female,
and young and handsome, and already familiar to his tenderer
feelings,—yet on reflection, he wished in the generosity of his
nature, she had not shown her love for him, by deeds that
might end in her own destruction. Something like this which
he e xpressed to Leolina, revived all her energies.

“ Adelchi, my kmg,” said she, “ these considerations for my
late should have preceded or prevented the scenes in my native
valley, where you vowed you loved me, and taught me to love
you,—now they come too late. The destruction of my happi-
ness was completed at one blow; when, departing thence, you
told me the distance that must separate us, and, indeed, it is

not much to sacrifice a valueless life.”

“By my sweet Leolina,” replied Adelchi, “you cannot bear
—you cannot imagine the horrors that await those who linger
within these walls. Ho you hear those groans ? they are some
of the few of my remaining faithful subjects, expiring of fa-

mine. I would not see you exposed to sufferings like their’s

—

like mine ”

“It is to save you from these, at the risk of sharing them
with you that I am here. You must flee with me, and in-
stantly,” said Leolina, firmly.

The king shook his head incredulously, and sighed “Is
flight so easy from these doomed towers, and through the
host of enemies that hold me at bay?”
The fair daughter of Lambrechtius then concisely, but ener-

getically, disclosed the treachery that was to deliver the gate
of the city to the besiegers

;
and pressed again the necessity

of instant flight. Adelchi might have believed his generous
Roman maiden, inspired with superhuman intelligence and
spirit; the surpassing talent and perseverance she had dis-
played, in an enterprise of so much peril and difficulty

; the
justness of her reasoning and conclusions, and the firmness
which, after the first moments of irresistible tenderness, she
had assumed, all justified his reliance on her; and he would
have followed her, when a sense of shame, at abondoning those
who had remained true to his standard to the last; and then a
generous desire of making some of the dearest of his friends,

the companions of his flight, impeded his steps. Leolina, who
had tenderly drawn him to the threshold of the door of the
tower, in which the interview took place, hurriedly remon-
strated, “ My lord ! my lord ! this cannot be

;
we must depart

alone. You cannot save your friends; yet a minute’s stay, and
you may lose yourself. The post I have bribed, may be
changed,—those who await me under the walls, may be scared
away: even now the Franks may be within your betrayed
gates. Adelchi! you would not be the captive of Charle-
magne?”

“ No ! but I will flee to wound him ; and now I swear to tra-
verse the face of the whole globe, to raise enemies to the usur-
per!” The Lombard girded his heavy sword to his side, took
his redoubtable mace in his hand, and giving a casket, contain -

ing some gold and jewels, the melancholy wreck of his royal
fortunes, to the devoted Italian, he desired her to conduct
him whither she list. They had scarcely passed the Lombard
guard, at the battlements by the tower, when a tremendous
tumult and flames suddenly arose on the darkness of the
night, informed the fugitives that treason had kept its

promise, and that the “ furious Frank ” was master of the
devoted city of Verona.
The hurried steps of Leolina paused before a little postern

gate, in a solitary part of the fortifications, of the existence of
which not even Adelchi was aware. She clapped her hands.
The signal was answered from without, and the low door
turned on its hinges. The door opened on the narrow ledge
of a cliff' that rose perpendicular from the bed of the river
Adige, and two men in disguise stood ready with cords, to
lower the fugitives to a skiff' that lay close under the rock.
The skiff was gained, and a silent boatman rowed it across
the tranquil bosom of the Adige, now red with the reflection
of the conflagration. In a dark nook where they landed, the
habiliments of a Frank warrior were found for Adelchi

;
and

a guide silent, like the rest, who all did the bidding of Leolina,
as if she had been a mighty necromancer, and they, the spirits,

subject to her control, conducted the king and her through
rough broken ground, from the banks of the Adige to an open
meadow, where he disappeared. Leolina now clapped her
little hands, and presently a groom appeared with" two led
horses. “ All is well,” said the menial, who spoke to Leolina
in her own language

;

“ our post has not been visited—we
have kept this avenue clear for your escape—take the path
to the right, that leads to the hills, and fear not, Charle-
magne.” The heroic girl having mounted, Adelchi vaulted
into his saddle : the steeds were urged to their full gallop

;

they were strong and swift; and thus the last of the Lombard
kings fled, lighted by the fire of his captured city, which by
this time cast a lurid glare over the whole atmosphere.

From the banks of the Adige to the mouth of the Arno was
a long journey, and it was made longer by the state of the
country, which everywhere seemed devoted to the conqueror,
and obliged the dethroned Lombard frequently to take un-
frequented circuitous paths; but at last, after innumerable
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hardships, the free waves of the Mediterranean danced before

them; at Porto Pisano they found a vessel belonging to the

independent republic of Pisa, which soon wafted them beyond
all fear of the Franks.

Leolina had saved her royal lover. His gratitude was pro-

portionate to her heroic deeds—the flame of his love revived,

even from the ashes of his consumed fortunes; and when hope
came with it, his ambition was made the servant ofhis love; and
his ardent resolves to recover his kingdom were strengthened

by the pride and bliss he should feel on placing the Roman
Maiden on the throne of Italy. Leolina was happy : a languor

had succeeded the intense excitement and unparalleled fatigue

she had undergone ; her strength began to fail her from the

moment her task was completed, and Adelchi safely embarked
at Porto Pisano. The morning and evening breezes which
wafted their galley over summer seas, blew on a pale cheek,

and she must have felt the precariousness of health
;
yet still

was she exquisitely happy, and with her lover by her side she

forgot all the world and herself in him. Happiness like this

and repose might have restored health; but, alas! in a fatal

hour the king landed on the coast of Pelaponesus, to commu-
nicate with a general of the Eastern Emperor, to whom he was
now repairing to supplicate for assistance. Leolina, who could

not bear him a minute from her sight, went with him; they
slept on shore one night: the place was unhealthy—for Greece
was already desolated. She returned on board with the endemic
fever. The assiduous, unwearying care—the tender passionate

affection that may have sweetened her last moments could not
prolong them. Their bark was now gliding through the maze
of the clustering Cyclades; and as she gazed on these fair

sunny islands, she felt she was fast hastening to other regions

whose gloomy portal was the grave! Yet was Adelchi unable
to conceive this, and he started as at the intimation of an un-
thought of calamity, when to soothing caresses and words that

would cheer her with future prospects, she solemnly replied,

“ Adelchi, I am dying!” His agitation was increased, when on
looking in her eyes, he thought he saw an expression he had
never seen there before. It was some time ere he could reply, “ Not
so, my love; away with these vain fears! the fever will have
its course; our journeying will soon be over, and you shall rest.”

“ In the grave!” murmured Leolina.
“ No, my loved preserver! in my fond arms, within the secure

walls of Constantinople! and when I take you thence, it shall

be to place a royal crown upon your beautiful brow.”
“A cypress wreath—a coronal of death!” said the fair Ro-

man. “Yes my lord—my love!—you will give me this, and see

me quietly interred in one of these remote islands!”

The thoughts of Italy and home here flashed on her mind,
and she shed some tears. The Lombard still clung to hope

;

and it was not with the idea of performing her obsequies,

but in order to procure her assistance, and a more convenient
domicile than a confined ship, that he ordered the mariners to

steer for Milo, to which they were now near.

The sun had sunk beneath the waves, and the sides of the

lofty peaked mountains of Milo wore the hues of the deepest
purple as they made the island, and propelled by oars, the
galley glided into the confined, rock-girt, strait, the entrance
of its well-sheltered and magnificent port. Leolina was lying
on deck, supported by Adelchi, who was speaking of the
superior degree of comfort she would find here, and hoping the
island might contain some Greek, skilled in the healing art.

She faintly grasped his hand, and raising her eyes to his face,

said indistinctly, “ Heavens ! it is painful to leave you, Adelchi !”

Her heavy eyelids drooped—he took her in his arms—he felt

a brief shivering. The galley anchor was cast off, but before
it grappled the sand of the deep harbour, the fugitive, hapless
Lombard embraced a lifeless body. Adelchi saw it not; but
the next moment a star—a bright and solitary star appeared
above the high hills of the port, as if the fleeted-spirit of Leolina
had repaired to the heavens, and looked earthward in loveliness

and purity. The remains of theyoungRoman found a quiet grave
in Greece, with such obsequies as her lover could command;
and after many years wandering through the world to raise up
enemies to Charlemagne—he was slain in a pitched battle with
the detested Franks. H.

THE FRENCH FISHERMAN.

We had scarcely swallowed our meagre breakfast of weevilly

biscuit and cocoa next morning, when our poor old captive was

sent for to be examined by the captain. His sloop lay at

anchor within half a cable’s length of our starboard-quarter.

Her sails were neatly furled, and, as if to mock the misery of

the old man’s feelings, she looked better than he had ever seen

her look before. The English union-jack hung in loose folds

over a small cotton tri-coloured flag at her mast-head;

and the little skiff, which had carried the old man to his cottage

for more than forty years, was moored under her stern. The
sea, extending along the coast from Rochelle to L’lsle Klie, was

covered with fishing boats, which were grouped together as th e

morning breeze had left them; and the lively songs of the

fishermen might be distinctly heard, as their voices swelled

over the smooth surface of the water.

Our aged prisoner was habited in the costume of his humble
station : a large pair of boots, drawn loosely over his trousers,

had settled down in ample folds over the knee; a blue and white

striped Guernsey frock fitted closely the upper part of his

slender person, and a pea-jacket of considerable dimensions

covered his shoulders, very much in the style of a handspike

in a purser’s bread-bag. In the days of his youth he must have

stood, at least, six feet two; but age had materially crippled

his height, and his weather-beaten features were wrinkled by
time. His hair showed itself in silvery whiteness beneath the

margin of his nightcap; and he held in his shrivelled hands a

ball of twine and a mesh with which he had been mending his

nets the day before.’ He was eighty-three years old, and his

little grandson stood timidly by his side, gazing in mute as-

tonishment at the order in which everything was beautifully

arranged on the quarter-deck.
During the examination of the old man, we all listened with

eager attention to every syllable that was said. The inquiry was
carried on through the medium of an interpreter, one of our

forecastle men, who spoke French so fluently that, upon one

occasion, when he was himself a prisoner of war, he narrowly

escaped being shot for a spy. As the vessel was not worth

sending to England, we all concluded she would be given back

to the poor old fisherman, and I think we all hoped so; when,

however, it was announced to the afflicted captive that his

sloopwould be set on fire that night, he clasped his hands in silent

energy, and raising his mild eyes to Heaven with an air of pious

resignation, stood for some moments transfixed to the spot, as

pale and as motionless as a marble statue. I cannot recollect

a more painful incident in my life; and I have at this moment
the meekness of the captive’s attitude so strongly pencilled in

my memory, that I can scarcely imagine more than twenty

years have elapsed since I witnessed the event. Relaxing

from his humble posture, the countenance of the old man under-

went a sudden change: his features became convulsed with

agony; the blood rushed to his temples, and snatching up his

grandson in his arms, he held him forward as an appeal to the

feelings of the captain, while he invoked a blessing on the

children of the British warrior. He called on the names of his

beloved wife and the father of the youth, pointed to the cottage

on the beach about a mile from Rochelle, wherein he had dwelt

for sixty years ; and when he found that the usage of war en-

forced the severity of his destiny, he laid the little boy beside

him, and cursed it with all the bitterness of despair.

As soon as the captain communicated with the commander-
in-chief, the sloop was hauled alongside our ship and dismantled.

Every article that could be made convertible to our use was
taken out of her. The almost worn-out tanned sails gladdened

the sharp eye of the first lieutenant, who secured them to add
to the whiteness of the quarter-deck; the fishing-nets, which
had so many years provided for the wants of the old man’s

family, were headed up in a cask, and consigned to the charge
of the boatswain ; and the purser came in for his share of the

prize for fuel. In a short time nothing was left but the shell

of the sloop; her planks and rafters were cutaway, and at

sunset she was set on fire. I could not help thinking, young

as I was at the time, that the hour selected for the destruction
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of the old man’s vessel was the most appropriate throughout
the day, as the flag of England was lowered at the moment the
deed was done. It blew a strong breeze out of the roadstead;
and as the burning mass slowly drifted out to sea, the fisherman
and his grandson sat together upon one of the carronades,
watching in silence the receding speck of what had been the
day before all the property he possessed in the world.
Towards midnight, all that remained visible of the sloop was

a glimmering spark on the horizon, which became fainter and
fainter as it receded from our view. After we lost sight of it

from the deck, the little boy went up the mizen rigging, where
he remained until it disappeared altogether. The assistant-
surgeon, an intimate friend of mine, was my companion on
watch that night, and as he understood the French language
he felt a lively interest in the passing scene. When the little

boy left his grandfather to ascend the shrouds, we went up to the
poor old man, who still occupied his station on the carronade.
We were both struck by his appearance, and I have never seen
a picture of mute despair equal to the features of the captive
that night. He sat in gloomy abstraction, with his eyes intently
fixed on the spot whence the last vestige of his sloop had dis-
appeared. The attitude we found him in he had occupied for
five hours

; his hands were folded on his breast, and there was
a vacant 3tare nearly approaching to wildness in his eye, which
might hare been mistaken for insanity. My friend laid his
hand upon the old man’s shoulder; he started; the touch
awakened him to a sense of his miseries. At first he shrunk
from it; but the mild benevolence of my companion’s features
softened the bitterness of the captive’s feelings; the tears un-
consciously trickled down his weather-beaten cheeks, and
abandoning himself to the intensity of his grief, he wept like a
child.

My friend, whose feelings were of the first order, had com-
passion for the old man’s sufferings. It was a scene of agony
which I trust I may never again witness. We gently removed
him—for he suffered himself to be led passively—to a seat we
had formed of some signal flags near the cabin skylight; and
a little rum and water, the only nourishment he had taken all

day, revived him. We sat down beside him; the night was
cold and damp; a few lights glimmered along the coast; the
little boy descended the rigging, and nestled himself under the
lee of his grandfather. The captain’s bell rang—we started:
it was only to inquire if the wreck had disappeared? I
answered, yes—he turned on his pillow, and fell fast asleep.
When I returned to the quarter-deck, I found the officer of

the middle watch waiting to relieve me
;
but my thoughts were

so much engrossed with the expected story of the fisherman,
which he promised to narrate to us before I went down to the
captain, that, instead of going to my hammock, I reseated my-
self in a coil of rope close to the mizen-mast, and after we had
each of us taken a glass of grog to keep the cold out, the old
man began his story thus

—

“Were I to go back, gentlemen, to 1729, the year in which
I was born, I should probably speak of events in which at this
distant period, you cannot feel much interest, especially as they
relate to the history of a humble French fisherman. It will,
however, astonish.you to hear that my ancestors were English;
and little did our progenitors think, when, after the capture of
Rochelle, they were induced to remain there, that the welfare
of their children would be for ever blasted by the cold-blooded
unnatural decree of their own country. At the age of five*
and-twenty I married the daughter of a respectable innkeeper
of Rochelle, and with our small capital I purchased the sloop,
of which there does not now remain the shadow of a shade.
She was all we possessed in the world, and well and faithfully
she served our purposes for a period of sixty years! We had
five children—three boys and two girls, but they all died in
their infancy, except the youngest, who was the father of my
little boy here, and he was taken away from me in my old age
to fight under the banner of the Emperor.—‘ Vive l’Empereur,
mon fils!’

—‘Vive l’Empereur! Vive Napoleon!’ responded the
boy, as he drew from his bosom the little cotton tri-coloured flag,
which, in the bustle of the day, had escaped the observation of
every one else. I will not attempt, at this distant period, to
describe the powerful effect which this little incident had upon

the old man : he caught his grandchild in his arms, clasped him
with energy to his bosom, and it was some moments before he
recovered himself sufficiently to renew his narrative.

“ The father of this boy, gentlemen, was, ten years ago, the
finest looking man I ever beheld. He was tall, athletic, and
vigorous. He had the strength of a lion, with the docility of
a lamb. My child,” said the old man, as the tear glistened in

his eye, “ was both brave and generous. Mais helas, messieurs
We carried on our humble occupation together with every

prospect of happiness. During the summer we helped to supply
the market of Rochelle with the produce of our labour, and in

the winter our sloop brought wine from Bourdeaux. We were
one evening seated, after the toil of the day, upon a rude bench,
which he constructed in the front of our cottage, when the

fatal mandate arrived which made my only child a conscript.

His wife—poor Annette!—was getting our evening meal ready;

alas
!
poor thing, it was the last she ever prepared for us—they

took her husband away from her, and she died that night in

giving birth to this boy.
“ For sixty years everything had gone on so smoothly with

me, that I was ill prepared, in my old age, to stand this blow
—I felt it rankling at the very core of my heart. My cottage
looked sad and mournful—my sloop looked deserted, and in

sorrow I prayed to be taken to the grave where my daughter
lay. But Providence willed it otherwise. After days and
weeks of restlessness and disquietude, I suddenly resolved on
going to Paris. ‘ The emperor,’ said I, * is generous—he
will hear the prayer of an old man, and restore his son to him.*
This idea gave me the energy of youth. I travelled to Paris
on foot

; and there the scene of bustle which everywhere met
my astonished eye, lulled for a moment my resentment
and my sorrow. It was just before the battle of Austerlitz.
The boulevards were thronged with the gaudy equipages of

the rich and powerful. Peers, councillors, and senators were
crowding to the palace, to make their homage to the emperor.
Praise and adulation re-echoed from every street and square
in the capital ; and the military energies of France were in full

preparation for war. Hurried along—I knew not whither

—

by the impetuous rush of the multitude, I found myself in

the Champ de Mars, where thousands of the finest looking
troops in the world were assembling amidst the enthusiastic

cheers of the Parisians. In vain I cast my searching eyes
along the ranks—my boy was nowhere to be seen. A sudden
and convulsive movement announced the approach of the
emperor. The air resounded with acclamations. The count-
less multitude rushed simultaneously towards the post of
honour. I was carried along with it : resistance was vain ; and
scarcely knowing what would become of me, I raised my
eyes, and discovered my son in the body-guard of Napoleon.
With the energy and vigour of my early days, I made an
effort to get near him, and at the moment he seemed within
my grasp, I was borne away in another direction by a counter
movement of the crowd. I called upon the name of my son,

but my feeble cry was lost in the deafening shouts of ‘ Vive
l’Empereur !’

“ Again the stream took another course, and I found my-
self within a few yards of the emperor. My despairing cry
of ‘Mon fils !’ opened me a passage— it caught Napoleon’s
ear ;

he turned round
; I rushed forward, and throwing my-

self at his feet, besought him to restore my son to my arms.
“ * France,* said Napoleon, ‘ has need of all her sons.

Grieve not, old man. These,’ he added, extending his hand
towards the magnificent array before him—‘ these are all my
children !’

“The air was rent with shouts ot ‘Vive l’Empereur ! Vive
Napoleon !’ Overcome with grief, I turned from the Champ
de Mars, and wandered to an obscure hostelrie at the other
end of the town. The hopes which had sustained me on my
long journey were shattered, and I felt my frame sinking
under the weight of my miseries. My child—my only child,

was on the eve of quitting France. The glory of our country
was to be purchased only byoceans ofher blood. In my heart I
cursed the ambition which robbed every cottage of its children

—the wife and mother of her protector—the aged and infirm

of their support.

“Slowly and in sadness I traced my feeble steps back to
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my home; but how changed was its aspect : no longer the
abode of contentment and happiness—no more, after our anx-
ious toil upon the deep, was the glad song of the fisherman
to enliven our frugal meal—no more the lively voice of our
poor Annette to cheer us after the peril of some stormy day.
Still I would not despair,— my little boy tied me to life. I
looked forward with anxious hope to the return of his soldier
father, and joyed in my anticipations of presenting him his
son. During my absence, my boy contrived, with a touch of
paint, to make our old sloop look well again : he had, more-
over, mended our nets ; and, encouraged by the good example
my child set me, I renewed my daily occupation.
“Thrice only did I hear of Jerome. Shortly after the

glorious day of Austerlitz,when the star ofour emperor shone
forth in all its magic brilliancy, I received the first tidings of
my boy ; he had distinguished himself on that bloody but
memorable field—he had drawn upon himself the notice of
his commanding officer, and was promoted. After an inter-

val of some months again I heard of his increasing fortune.
Little did the emperor consider, when he presented him with
the cross of the Legion of Honour, that this was the soldier
whom the poor old fisherman claimed of him in the Champ
de Mars. These glories, gentlemen, raised my heart within
me. ‘Did not Ney, Davoust, and Lannes,’ said I, ‘ rise from
the ranks, and may not the humble fisherman live to see his

son a general—a marshal of France !’

“ Alas ! alas !—Honour and rank lead but to death. In the
next battle—fired by the praise he had received, stimulated by
ambition—my boy was foremost in the fight, and fell

—

‘covered/ said the letter I received, ‘ covered with glory.’

“It was then I felt, in all its force, the vanity of my aspira-

tions. Humbled though I was, and little as I had to bind
me to this world, I struggled to suppress my grief; and many
a long winter’s night, when the pitiless storm has dashed
against the casements of my cottage, have I exerted myself
to conceal the sorrows of my aching heart. ‘ Le bon Dieu
has left me/ said I, ‘in this boy, the image of my child—for

him, shall my grief be forgotten—for him will I labour on
;

and for liis sake, have I continued to stem the tide of my
affliction.’ But I felt the infirmities of age creeping on me : I

had no longer the manly assistance of my son to lessen the
dangers to which the appearance of your squadron exposed
me. I could no longer venture, as we used to do, along the
coast with the boldness and freedom of an expert mariner.
My little voyages were protracted

; my sloop like myself, was
almost worn out

;
and upon one occasion, a cannon-shot from

that black schooner of yours,* struck us on our starboard bow
tore away our bulwark, and nearly deprived me of my boy.
Yesterday morning, we returned to Rochelle with a cargo of
wine ; the old sloop almost knew her way along the coast

;

and I had made up my mind, if God spared me my life, to

work for my boy, until I earned enough to purchase a small
ehasse-mciree for him. By that time I hoped he would be man
enough to manage a vessel of his own, and his poor old

grandfather might then sink in quietness to his grave.
“ Mais, Fhomme propose et Dieu dispose !—the event of

last night has withered all my hopes. I have seen my poor
old sloop—my friend, my companion for sixty years

—

broken, unmercifully broken to pieces, and her shattered re-

mains burnt to the water’s edge. ’Twas a sad sight, gentle-

men, for an old man of eighty-three years to behold : and as
the timbers crackled in the blaze, I thought my poor heart
would break from its feeble tenement ; ana now, what am I ?

—a broken-down captive in the hands of a powerful enemy.”
The old man checked himself ; he seemed to feel that his

grief was hurrying him into expressions which he should not
give utterance to ; and raising his eyes, he touched his cap in

silence as an atonement for what he had already said. The
recital of his simple narrative seemed to be a relief to his

mind, and he thanked us with a modesty I shall never forget

for our kindness in listening to it.

To sleep that night was out of the question—in fact we had
not much time to think of it, as it struck seven bells (half-past

three o’clock) just as the fisherman finished his story, and we

were in one of those smart frigates, the regulations of which
obliged us to turn out of our hammocks every morning at five

hells, just allowing those who had the middle watch a two
hours’ restless nap, amidst the almost suffocating fumes of
the finer particles of sand which enveloped them from the dry
holy stoned deck. I thought a good deal of the French fish-

erman ; and my reflections carried me with delightful ra-

pidity from the dark cockpit to the command ofa noble frigate

:

I imagined myself in all the pomp of power and authority,
looking with benign compassion on the sorrows of the poor
old captive. I thought of the happiness I should feel in re-

storing to him the remnant of his property; in fact, my
aspirations carried me so far, that I actually dozed off into

the visionary idea of being a post-captain, and to complete the
fabric of my dream, I was one of the the finest post-captains
in the service : when the hoarse voice of the master-at-arms,
who shook my hammock until he almost shook me out of it,

roared out “ Past five bells, sir !” I then discovered I was but
a younker. I had scarcely dropped off into another nap—for

I generally stood a second call—when the voice of the quarter-
master roused me :

“ The first-lieutenant wants you on the
quarter-deck, sir.” I gave a spring from my hammock in right

good earnest. Such a summons, and at such a time, boded
nothing good

;
instead of looking forward to what I would

have done in my dream, I looked backto what I had left undone
in my waking moments

; but my thoughts were too confused
to take a distinct glimpse of anything retrospective. Dressing
myself with amazing alacrity, for a second call, in this case,

was quite out of the question, I was on the quarter-deck with •

the speed of lightning, when, to my horror, the first objects

that met my eye were the signal-flags we had used the night

before, lying in disorder abaft the mizen-mast, an empty black
jack, scraps of cheese and biscuit, and my Britannia-ineta!

tooth-cup—the sorry remnants of our middle watchers. The
first-lieutenant, to do him justice, never passed over the de-

linquency of the youngsters, and I verily believe that one or

two mast-headings in the morning sharpened his appetite for

his breakfast. On the present occasion, he eyed me with a

malicious grin, which had more of pleasure than reproof in it,

and to give my midnight frolic its full effect, had given strict

orders that the flags should not be touched. Habit had accus-

tomed us to each other; that is to say, I knew my man; for I

walked quietly to the Jacob’s -ladder, and slowly ascended the

rigging to the main-top-mast head, while he called out, “ Four
hours, younker.”

This sudden transition, somewhat cooled the enthusiasm of

my dreaming lucubrations, especially when I thought of the

assistant surgeon, who lay snugly shrouded in his hammock,
whilst I was trying the difference of the temperature between
the cockpit and the mast-head. The moment the first-lieu-

tenant descended to breakfast, I took the immmediate liberty

of descending also; and calculating the exact time he would
take to masticate his hot roll—which, by the by, I had learnt

on former occasions to estimate to a nicety—I ascended again,

and had just resumed my elevated post, when he returned to

the quarter-deck. His first glance was at the mast-head. He
called me down. “ Well, youngster,” said he, “ have you re-

covered the effects of your middle watch, eh?” “ I have,” said

I, rather meekly. “Very well; you may go down to your
breakfast.”

The worst part of the affair was, however, to come. The
first-lieutenant had ordered the midshipman’s black-jack to

be thrown overboard, and the offender must be punished. I

was tried by a court-martial, fined six for one, and received a

feeling mark of the caterer’s striking propensities, which again

convinced me of the fallacy of my dream.

At twelve o’clock, a boat with a flag of truce, left the ship,

under the command ofmy friend, Mr. Elwin, with the fisherman

and his son. I ran up to the main-top with my telescope, that

I might uninterruptedly watch their progress to the land.

A croAvd of fishermen collected round the old man’s cottage, as

soon as they observed the boat leave our ship; but when they
perceived she was pulling in towards the town, they all hastened

to welcome the old man’s arrival; and at two o’clock, he was
restored to his aged wife, a heart-broken bankrupt.* II.M.S. Arrow.
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IBRAHIM PACHA.
We are happy at being able to give our readers a spirited

and life-like portrait of Ibrahim Pacha. This illustrious in-

dividual has been the lion of the metropolis during the last

month, where he has visited many establishments and objects

worthy of note. He has also been to Birmingham, Manchester,

and Liverpool, and from thence he went to Ireland, landing at

Belfast. He has since returned to London.
Ibrahim Pacha is the second son, and now heir apparent,

of Mehemet Ali, the illustrious Pacha of Egypt. Ibrahim was
born in 1797. He first distinguished himself by the war in the

Hejaz with the Wahabites. The command against them was
originally consigned to another son of the Pacha, Toussoum,
who died of the plague at the camp of Hamanhour in 1816,
when scarcely twenty years of age. Ibrahim Pacha, in suc-
ceeding to the command, defeated the Wahabites in several
encounters

;
wrested Mecca and Medina out of their hands ; and

re-established the regular course of the caravans. On the

death of his elder brother, Yussuf Pacha, in 1819, Ibrahim was
universally recognised as Mehemet Ali’s prospective successor
in the government of Egypt. When, in 1821, the duty of sup-
pressing the Greek insurrection was assigned to the Egyptian
Pacha by the Sultan, shortly after the death of his eldest son,

Yussuf,* Ibrahim was selected by him for the office; and in

the capacity of a naval officer, accompanied the Capitan Pacha
to the Morea.

Ibrahim’s career in the Morea may be briefly recapitulated.

After a number of sanguinary and hard-earned successes, dur-
ing the long campaign in that half-depopulated country, which
was protracted through the years 1822-3-4-5, and 6, Ibrahim
would, probably, have succeeded in subjugating or extirpating
the Greeks, had not fate otherwise decreed. The three allied

powers—England, France, and Russia—prompted chiefly by

* Ismail Pacha, another younger brother of Ibrahim, and a
great favourite of Mehemet Ali, perished, in 1816, in an unfor-
tunate pursuit of the remaining Mamelukes.

the eloquence and statesmanship of George Canning, sent a

combined fleet to the Archipelago, in the latter year, for the

purpose of liberating Greece from her Mahometan invaders.

The allied fleet met in the Greek seas in August, 1827; and,

on October the 22nd, 1827, fought the great battle of Navarino,
which totally destroyed the Turko-Egyptian fleet, and gave
birth to the sovereign independence of Greece. Ibrahim, who,
commanded on this occasion, did all that a skilful and courageous
admiral could have done to win the victory, or mitigate defeat.

That victory has been pronounced “ untoward,” on account of

its political results. It was, nevertheless, one of the most bril-

liant naval actions which modern times have witnessed.

Ibrahim’s march from Syria on Constantinople, in the great

campaign of 183‘2, constitutes the next bright point in his dis-

tinguished career.
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THE COUNTESS OF CASSILIS.

At a short distance from the ancient castle of Tyningham

—

the seat, at the period of our story, (the beginning of the
seventeenth century), of Thomas, first Earl of Haddington, a
man remarkable at once for his talents and successful ambition
—there is a little sequestered spot, enclosed with steep banks,
now cleared and cultivated,but then covered with natural wood,
which, together with the abruptness of the rising ground, ex-
cluded all view of the smooth stripe of greensward that lay
between, until approached within a few yards’ distance.

Here, in this lovely and retired spot, met, every evening, or
at least as often as circumstances would permit, two fond and
happy lovers; and here had they vowed a thousand times to

remain true to each other while life endured, under all changes
of circumstance and time. One of these personages was a re-

markably stout and tall young man, of about three-and-twenty,
of a frank, bold, and sanguine expression of countenance; the
other was a young lady in the nineteenth year of her age, pos-

sessing more than ordinary beauty, together with a singularly

graceful form and carriage. The first was no other—a per-
sonage of no meaner note—than Sir John Faa, of Dunbar—

a

gentleman who had already established a high reputation for

bravery and for superior prowess and dexterity in all manly
exercises. The other, more than his equal in rank, was the
Lady Jane Hamilton, daughter of the Earl of Haddington,
already spoken of.

It may be thought that such clandestine meetings between
persons of such condition as this, was not altogether becoming
in either. But there was a reason for it.

The addresses of Sir John to the earl’s daughter were not
approved of by her father, who, desirous of connecting himself
with the older peers—his own title being but a recent one—in-

tended that Lady Jane should marry the Earl of Cassilis—

a

stern Covenanter, and a man, besides, of haughty and impe-
rious temper, who had already made some overtures for the
hand of the Lady Jane.
The interviews between the lovers, therefore, were—no un-

common thing—stolen ones
; as the earl, aware of their attach-

ment, had peremptorily forbidden Sir John his house, and had as
peremptorily forbidden his daughter ever to see or to hold any
correspondence with him. But love was stronger than the
sense of duty; and the fair lady continued to evade her father’s

injunctions, to elude his vigilance, and to meet with her lover,

in the little dell between the woods, as often as occasion per-
mitted or opportunity offered.

This intercourse, however, was carried on, on the part of the
young knight, at the imminent risk of his life; since, had his
stern rival, the Earl of Cassilis (who already considered him-
self as the affianced husband of the Lady Jane, although he
had never deigned to consult the lady herself on the subject)
been aware of his perseverance in his suit, his death would
have been inevitable. The proud earl would not have brooked
the insult, and it is not unlikely, had he known what was going
forward, that others besides Sir John would have felt his ven-
geance. The lovers, therefore, were perfectly aware of the
dangerous game they were playing; but this circumstance, in-

stead of damping the ardour of their passion, had the effect

only of increasing it, and of endearing them still more and
more to each other.

It will readily be conceived, from what has been related, that
the two rivals for the hand of the Lady Jane Hamilton enter-
tained the most deadly dislike of each other—for the Earl of
Cassilis was not ignorant of Sir John’s pretensions

; and this
feeling never failed to evince itself when by any chance they
happened to meet—a circumstance which more than once oc-
curred.

On one of these occasions, they had even gone so far as to
draw upon each other, and were prevented from closing in

deadly strife only by the determined interference of some mutual
friends who chanced to be present.

“Beware, Sir John,” said the stern earl, on the occasion we
allude to, at the same time returning his sword with violence

into its scabbard— Beware, Sir John, of crossing my path

—

you know the quarter I mean—otherwise, you may rue it. Re-
member, young man,” he added, “ I have cautioned you.”

“ And remember I have defied you,” replied the undaunted
youth, whom he addressed, “ earl though you be!” And he
turned haughtily on his heel and left the apartment which was
the scene of this occurrence. To this defiance the earl made
no reply; but those who were near him saw an expression of
deadly wrath on his dark stern countenance that made them at
once congratulate themselves on not being the objects of it,

and fear the worst for him who was, should he ever be unfor-
tunate enough to fall into his power.

“ And when, Sir John, will you return?” was a question put
in a gentle and faint voice—faint with emotion—by the Lady
Jane Hamilton to her lover, as they walked arm in arm in the
little sequestered dell, of which we have already spoken, one
beautiful summer evening, shortly after the occurrence of the
circumstance just related. “When do you think you will re-

turn?” she said, sadly, on being informed by her lover that the
following day was fixed upon for his departure for the Conti-
nent, whither he had, for some time previously, intended going
—an intention of which the Lady Jane had been perfectly

aware—to improve himself by a few months’ travel.
“ This is June,” said the young knight, in a voice scarcely

less tremulous than that of his fair companion. And he paused
a moment, and then added—“ I will be home, my love, God
willing, about the latter end of October; and, believe me, Lady
Jane, short as this time is, it looks an eternity to me.”
A lengthened silence succeeded; for both were too much en-

grossed by the melancholy thoughts which their approaching
separation gave rise to, to prosecute the conversation. Another
short, but sad and yet happy hour, quickly flew over the lovers,

when the gathering shades of night intimated to them that
their interview must terminate. Feeling this, the fond pair,

for the thousandth time, solemnly pledged themselves, in the
face of Heaven, to continue faithful to their vows, tenderly em-
braced each other, and parted.

On the day following, Sir John set out for London, from
whence he proceeded to Paris, thence to Madrid, where sud-
denly all traces of him were lost; and no after inquiries could
ever elicit the slightest explanation of his mysterious disap-

pearance.
Weeks, months, and years passed away, but they brought

no intelligence of the fate of the unfortunate young knight.
It was the universal belief that he had perished by the hands
of assassins ;

and in this conviction all further inquiry re-

garding him finally ceased ; while time, as it passed on pro-

duced its usual effects in lessening the general interest in his

fate, and in gradually obliterating the recollection of him
from the minds of his acquaintance. But there was one over
whose memory time had no such power—one who did not
only fondly remember him, but who, night and day, sorrowed
for his loss through long tedious years. Lady Jane Hamilton,
although circumstances subsequently changed her destiny,

never forgot the first love of her young and affectionate heart.

Soon after the departure of Sir John Faa, the Earl of Had-
dington, taking advantage of that circumstance, resolved, if

possible, to accomplish the marriage of his daughter to the
Earl of Cassilis before the return of the former; and, for-

tunately, as he conceived, the latter himself, as if actuated by
the same motive, renewed at this moment certain overtures
connected with this matter which had lain for some time in

abeyance, and pressed his suit with the lady’s father with an
urgency that would admit of no evasion or delay.

For full two years, however, after the departure of her
lover, and fully a year and a half after the period when he
was first believed to have perished, neither the threats of her
father nor the importunities of her noble suitor could prevail
on the Lady Jane to become the Countess of Cassilis. At the
end of this period, however, the broken-hearted maiden

—

believing in the death of her lover, and unable longer to with-
stand the incessant and remorseless persecutions with which
she was assailed, daily and hourly, by her ambitious father

—

permitted hersejf to be dragged to the altar, but not before
she had been shown a letter, whether forged or not is not
known, from the English ambassador at the Spanish court,
giving assurance of the death of Sir John Faa, whom he re-
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presented as having perished in!the way generally believed

—namely, by the daggers of somefbravos.
The marriage of the Lady Jane Hamilton to the Earl of

Cassilis was celebrated at Tyningham Castle, with all the

magnificence and pomp which the magic wand of wealth

could call into existence. Its tall and numerous windows
blazed with light. Its liveried lackeys flew through its illu-

minated halls, preciously burdened with silver trenchers, on
which smoked the rarest and the richest viands ; or bore

massive flaggons of the same precious metal, filled with the

choicest wines ;
while its gorgeous apartments rung with the

joyous sounds of mirth and music. But it was a striking

thing to note, in the midst of all this splendid pageantry, and
in the midst of this crowd of merry faces, that the only one
who wore sad looks, the only one who appeared unmoved by
this stirring scene, and who took no share in the rejoicing

that was going forward, was her on whose account and whom
to honour, all this bustle and magnificence had been created.

In a corner of the principal hall, where all the elite of the
night were assembled, the Countess of Cassilis sat all alone,

pale as death, gazing with vacant eye on the moving and
glittering spectacle before her, and looking only the more
wretched and unhappy for the splendour with which she was
attired. All the efforts of her father and her husband were
unable to compel her even to assume the appearance of a be-
coming happiness ; and, finding this, they at length refrained
(from a fear that perseverance on their part would lead to

some more awkward exposures) from insisting upon her
taking any share in doing the honours of the evening, and
allowed her to occupy undisturbed the retired seat which she
had chosen, and to which, though frequently brought forward
to receive the congratulations of new comers, she seized
every opportunity of instantly returning. Nor was the con-
duct of the unhappy bride during the ceremony of these con-
gratulations, brief though they were, less marked by indica-
tions of the wretched feelings which overwhelmed her, than
on other more important occasions. Her pale and emaciated
countenance, the faint forced smile, and the slight, cold,

formal curtsy with which she acknowledged the wishes of
the guests for long life and happiness to the Countess of
Cassilis, but too plainly showed how little of the latter she
anticipated, and how little of the former she desired.
All the stirring and joyous revelry usual on such occasions,

nevertheless, went on ;
but it was soon interrupted by an oc-

currence that threw a damp on the revellers, and finally

hastened their departure. In the very midst of the mirth
and rejoicing, and at the moment when those seemed to have
attained their height, the whole assembly was suddenly
thrown into the utmost consternation by aloud and piercing
shriek proceeding from that end of the hall where the Count-
ess ot Cassilis was seated. All hurried towards the spot

—

some leaving the dance unfinished, others hastily throwing
down the untasted goblet—and crowded around the sufferer
from whom the alarming cry had proceeded. It was the
bride. Senseless and extended on the floor, there lay the
miserable Countess of Cassilis. But what had happened to
cause this extraordinary accident no one could tell. It was
ascertained that she had been sitting quite alone when the
illness, of whatever nature it was, under which she was now
suffering, had seized her ; so that no sudden injury of any
kind could have befallen her. Her illness, in short, was
quite inexplicable. But, as she was about being removed,
which was instantly done, there were one or two around her
who, hearing her muttering, as she was being raised from the
floor, “ I’ve seen him, I’ve seen him !’’ more than guessed the
cause ot the poor lady’s sudden illness.
On the removal of the countess, there were some attempts

made to revive the revelries of the evening and to reinfuse
the spirit of mirth into the revellers, which the occurrence
just related seemed to have dissipated

; but in vain. After
some ineffectual efforts of this kind, the company broke up

;
and, long before the anticipated hour, the guests were gone,
the lights extinguished, and silence reigned in the halls of
Tyningham Castle.
On the day following this event, the Countess of Cassilis

was removed by her husband to Cassilis Castle, an old, heavy,

gloomy-looking fortalice on the banks of the Doon, in the
shire of Ayr, where the unhappy lady remained for four-

years, heart-broken, crushed in spirit, and looking forward to
the grave as the only termination of her sorrows. Ber stern
husband took no pains to reconcile her to her destiny, nor
did he even show her any of those little kindnesses and at-

tentions which are so well calculated to Avin on the female
heart, and which, had they been employed in this case, might
have induced the Countess of Cassilis, since she could not
love, at least to esteem her lord. But the earl had obtained,
in a large accession of wealth, all that he desired or cared for
in uniting himself to the unfortunate Lady Jane

; and the
consequence Avas, that, soon after his marriage, he neglected
her, to pursue his schemes of ambition and personal aggran-
dizement. Thus left alone, as she often was, for >veeks, nay,
for months, in the lonely castle in which she had been im-
mured, the Countess of Cassilis might often be seen walking
on the battlements—almost the only species of recreation
within her power—in solitary saduess ; at one time, stopping
to gaze, but with listless eye, on the wide and romantic scene
that lay around her

;
at another, to look on the leaping and

foaming waters of the Doon immortalized by the poet’s song,

and to think of the days that were past, of her blighted hopes
and untoward destiny.

Most appropriate to her feelings and circumstances, would
have been the melancholy song of Burns, of which her pre-

sent locality was long afterwards to be the scene. Well might
the poor Countess of Cassilis have exclaimed

“ Ye banks and braes o’ bonny Doon,
How can ye bloom sae fresh and fair?

How can ye chaunt, ye little birds,

And I sae weary fu’ o’ care!”

But this beautiful lyric was not then in existence, nor for nearly
two centuries after.

It was about the end of the fourth year after her marriage,
and while leading this solitary and melancholy life, that the
Countess of Cassilis, as she walked one evening, as was her
wont, on the battlements of the castle, was suddenly alarmed
by seeing a numerous band of gipsies approaching the building;

and she was the more alarmed, that the earl, with nearly all

his immediate retainers, was at that moment from home : the
former being then in attendance on the assembly of divines at

Westminster. The countess, however, would have felt but
little uneasiness at the threatened visit of these wanderers,
although they had been even much more numerous than they
were—for such visitations were then of ordinary occurrence-
had they presented the usual appearance, and had the band been
composed of the usual materials—that is, of men, women, and
children, but in this case, there were none of the latter. The
whole were men—and all young, stout, active-looking, men
they were ; and hence, the alarm of the countess.

Her fears, however, did not prevent her watching their mo-
tions for some time ere she descended from the battlements;
and this surveillance discovered to her that they were under the

conduct of a leader, and that they were approaching the castle

Avith a very suspicious degree of caution, and yet with a still

more startling haste.

Strongly suspecting that the designs of the gipsies were evil,

the Countess of Cassilis hastened down from the battlements,

and secured herself within the walls of the castle. In the

meantime, the band of gipsies approached ;
but, instead of at-

tempting any violence, they began to sing some of the wild

strains with which they usually sought to attract the notice and
excite the charity of those to wjhom they appealed. Her ap-
prehensions somewhat allayed by this pacific indication, the

countess ventured towards a window that overlooked the rude
minstrels, and was about to fling them a suitable guerdon,

when, on obtaining the nearer view of their leader which this

step afforded, she uttered a piercing shriek and fell senseless on
the floor. His disguise had not been able to conceal from her—
for sharp, sharp arp the eyes of love— that, in the leader of the

gipsies, she had met with the lost Knight of Dunbar. In the

next instant, the countess was in the arms of the lover of her

youth.

(To be continued
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TIGER AND LION HUNT.
The following narrative of a tiger and lion hunt in the upper

regions of Hindostan, is extracted from the familiar correspond-

ence of the dauntless heroine of the chase, who is a British

lady of high rank, who lived several years in India.

We had elephants, guns, balls, and all other necessaries pre-

pared, and about seven in the morning we set off. Our course

lay north-west. The jungle was generally composed of corinda

bushes, which were stunty and thin, and looked like ragged
thorn bushes; nothing could be more desolate in appearance; it

seemed as if we had got to the furthest limit of cultivation, or

of the haunts of man. At times, the greener bunches of jungle,

the usual abodes of the beasts of prey during the day-time, and
the few houses scattered here and there, which could hardly be

called villages, seemed like islands in the desert waste around
us. We stopped near two or three of these green tufts, which
generally surrounded a lodgment of water, or little ponds, in

the midst of the sand.

The way in which these ferocious animals are traced out is

very curious, and, if related in England, would scarcely be

credited. ;A num-
ber ofunarmed half-

naked villagers go
prying from side to

side of the bush,
just [as a boy in

England would look
after a stray sheep,

or peep after a
bird’s nest. Where
the jungle was too

thick for them to

see through, the

elephants, putting
their trunks into

the bush, forced

their way, tearing

up every thing by
the roots before

them. About four

miles from our
tents, we were all

surrounding a bush,
which might be
some fifty yards in

circumference ;
all

including William
Eraser, alone upon
his great elephant,

Mr. Barton and my-
self upon another equally large, Mr. Wilder upon another, and
eight other elephants; horsemen at a distance, and footmen
peeping into the bushes. Our different elephants were each
endeavouring to force his way through, when a great elephant,

with houdah on his back, called muckna, started from near the

centre of the bush, a royal tiger. In an instant, Eraser called

out, ‘ now, Lady H
,
be calm, be steady, and take a good

aim ; here he is.’

I confess, at the moment of thus suddenly coming upon our
ferocious victim, my heart beat very high, and, for a second I

wished myself far enough off', but curiosity and the eagerness of

the chase put fear out of my head in a minute; the tiger made
a charge at the muckna, and then ran back into the jungle.

Mr. Wilder then put his elephant in, and drove him out at the

opposite side. He charged over the plain away from us, and
Wilder fired two balls at him, but knew not whether they took

effect. The bush, in which he was found, was one on the west
bank of one of those little half dry ponds of which I have spo-

ken. Mr. Barton and I conjecturing that, as there was no
other thick cover near, he would probably soon return, took

our stand in the centre of the open space, in a minute the tiger

ran into the bushes on the east side ; I saw him quit the plain

;

we immediately put opr elephant in the bushes, and poked

about, till the horsemen, who were reconnoitring round the

outside of the whole jungle, saw him slink under the bushes to

the north side: thither we followed him, and from thence traced

him by his growling, back to the outer part of the eastern

bushes. Here he started out just before the trunk of our ele-

phant, with a tremendous growl or grunt, and made a charge
at another elephant, farther out on the plain, retreating again

immediately under cover. Eraser fired at him, but we supposed

without effect; and he called to us for our elephant to pursue
him into his cover.

With some difficulty we made our way through to the in-

side of the southern bushes
;
and as we were looking through

the thicket, we perceived the tiger slinking away under them.

Mr. Barton fired, and hithim amortal blow, about the shoulder

or back, for he instantly was checked
;
and my ball, which

followed the same instant, threw him down. We two then

discharged our whole artillery, which originally consisted of

two double-barrelled guns, loaded with slugs, and a pair of

pistols. Most of them took effect, as we could discover by his

wincing, for he was not above ten yards from ns at any time;

and at one moment, when the elephant chose to take fright

and turn his head round away from the beast, running his

haunches almost
into the bush, not
five. By this time,

William Fraser had
come round, and
discharged a few
balls at the tiger,

which lay looking
at us, grinning and
growling, his ears

thrown back, but
unable to stir. A
pistol, fired by me,
shattered his lower
jawbone, and in-

stantly (as danger
of approaching him
was now over; one
of the villagers,

with a matchlock,
went close to him,
and applying the

muzzle of his piece
to the nape of his

neck, shot him
dead, and put him
out of pain. The
people then drag-
ged him out, and
we dismounted to

look at him pierced through and through ; yet one could not
contemplate him without satisfaction, as we were told that he
had long infested the high road, and carried off many passen-
gers.

When one hears of the roar of a tiger, he fancies it is like

the grunt of a hog, though twenty times louder
;
and, cer-

tainly, it is one of the most tremendous animal noises that can
be imagined.
Our tiger was thrown across an elephant, and we continued

our course to the south-west. In a jungle, at the distance of
about two miles, we started a wild hog, which ran as hard as
it could away from us, pursued by a Toowar without success.

Soon after, we started, in a more open part of the plain, a
herd of the nilghau. This animal is, in appearance, some-
thing between a horse, a cow, and a deer ; delicate in its

legs and feet, like the latter; of a bluish-grey colour, with a
small hump on its shoulders, covered with a mane. Innu-
merable hares and partridges started up on every side of us.

The flat, dreary waste still continued, though here and there,
at the distance of some miles, we met with a few ploughed
lands, and boys tending herds of buffaloes. In a circuit of
almost sixteen miles, we beat many jungles, in the hope of

grousing a lion, but without success. One of tl?ese jungles, in
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particular, was uncommonly pretty; it had water in the

midst of it, in which was a large herd of buffaloes cooling

themselves. We returned home at three p.m.
;
and after a

cup of tea, I fell asleep, and did not awake till eleven at night.

On the 23rd, we again set off at nine in the morning, in

quest of three lions, which we heard were in a jungle, not un-
like the skirts of a coppice in England, and which was princi-

pally composed of stumpy peeple-trees, and the willow-like

shrub I observed the other evening. Fraser desired us to halt,

whilst he went on foot to obtain information. The people

from the neighbourhood assembled round us in crowds
; and

in a few minutes all the trees in the jungle appeared to be

crowded with men, placed there by Fraser for observation.

After waiting nearly an hour, we were at last sent for. We
found him posted just by the side of the great canal which
was cut by the Emperor Firoze, across the country from Jum-
ma, at Firozebad, to Dehli, for the purpose of supplying the

cultivation of this part of the country with water. Fraser had
received intelligence of both a lion and a tiger being in the
jungle which now chokes up the canal. He desired Barton
and myself to go down upon our elephant, and watch the bed
of the canal, moving slowly towards the south, while he should
enter and advance in the contrary direction. The rest of the

party went to beat the jungle alone, where it was so very
thick that, in most places, it would have been impossible for

an elephant to attempt to force a passage through it.

When we had gone about a quarter of a mile down the
Nullah, there being but just room at the bottom for one ele-

phant to walk clear of the bushes, we came to a spot where it

was a little wider, and where some water had collected. Here
we fell in with Fraser, on his elephant, who had met with no
better success than ourselves, though we had all searched
every bush as closely as we could with our eyes in passing
along. He desired us to wait there a few minutes, while he
mounted the bank alone to look after the rest of the elephants

;

though none of us were very sanguine of sport here, from the
jungle being so thick and so extensive on every side. He had
hardly gone away, when the people in the trees called out that
they saw the wild beasts in the bushes on our left hand; and in

a few minutes, a lioness crossed the narrow neck of the canal
just before us, and clambered up the opposite bank. I imme-
diately fired, but missed her; the men pointed that she had run
along the bank to the westward. We turned round, and had
the mortification of seeing her again dart across the park, and
run into the water through the Nullah for some yards; at which
moment our elephant became refractory”, kept wheeling about,
and was so unsteady as to make it impossible for us to fire.

However, we followed her up the thicket, in which she had
taken shelter, and put the elephant’s head right into it, when
we had the satisfaction to hear her growling close to us. Just as
we were expecting every minute to see her, and had prepared
our muskets ready to point at her, round wheeled the elephant
again, and became perfectly unmanageable.
During the scuffle between the elephant and the Mahout, we

heard the cry that the lioness was again running down the
bank, and a gun went off. She again crossed the Nullah, and
we saw the partridges start up from a thicket into which she
had penetrated. Just as we got our elephant to go well in, she
ran back again and couched under a thicket, on our left hand
bank, near to which she had originally been started. All this
happened in the short space of a minute. Fraser then called
to us to come round the bush, as the lioness being in a line

between him and us, we hindered him from firing. As we got
out of his reach, he fired

; and as soon as our elephant stopped
I did the same. Both shots took effect, for the poor lioness
stirred not from the spot; but lay and growled in rather a more
mellow or hollow tone, than that of a tiger. All our guns were
loaded with slugs, and after a few discharges, the lioness tried
to sally from her covert, and rolled over and over the bed of
the canal below. Her loins were all evidently cut to pieces,
and her hind parts trailed after her. This was lucky for us,
as her fore parts appeared to be strong and uninjured. She
reared herself upon her fore legs, and cast towards us a look
that spoke revenge, complaint, and dignity, which I thought to
be quite affecting, perhaps, however, it was the old prejudice

/ in favour of lions that made me fancy this, as well as that there
was an infinite degree of spirit and dignity in her attitude; her
head, half averted from us, was turned back as if ready to start

at us, if the wounds in her loins had not disabled her. As it

was now mercy to fire, and put an end to her sufferings, I took
a steady aim, and shot her through the head. She fell dead at
once, and it was found, on going up to her, that the ball had
completely carried away her lower jaw. Her body was dragged
up the bank, and Fraser pronounced her to be not two years
old.

We now learned, that the shot which we had heard when
down below, was occasioned by the lioness having made a
spring at a poor man who stood panic* struck, unable to dis-

charge his piece, or to run away. She had thrown him down,
and got him completely under, and his turban into her mouth.
The elephants, all dismayed, had turned back, when Mr. Wil-
der, seeing the imminent danger of the moment, fired at the

lioness and grazed her side. She immediately left her hold,

ran back into the jungle, and across the canal where we first

perceived her. This grand sight we lost, by being stationed in

the bed below. It was said to have been very fine, but then we
had, instead of it, several views of this noble animal in full

vigour, and the sight of a hyena, which also ran across the
Nullah.

THE WOUNDED SOLDIER; OR, THE
SISTER OF MERCY.

A TRUE TALE.

When Paris was taken by the allies, on the .30th of March,
1814, the sisters of St. Camille were among the foremost of

those who hastened to succour the wounded. Forgetting in

that moment the timidity of tlieir sex, they were seen even
before the conclusion of the battle, gliding through the ranks,
that they might be the first to succour the wounded. The holy
zeal which filled their hearts, retained them in the field long
after the combat was terminated, and they continued through -

out the night their labours of benevolence.
A few days afterwards the horrors of war were at an end;

the abdication of Buonaparte stopped the effusion of blood, and
gave peace to Europe. The principal object then, was to heal
the woes, which the tyrant had caused, and they were innu-
merable. The French hospitals were everywhere filled with
wounded. The sisters of mercy were still among the foremost
of those who surrounded the beds of the wounded; but a sen-

timent of adoption drew one of these pious sisters oftener

towards the couch of one of the wounded soldiers, than to those
of his comrades. She was ignorant of his name, or his country,

but conducted by Providence, she had succeeded in saving
him from certain death, and the difficulty she had encountered
in doing so, endeared him to her benevolent heart. The
danger she had incurred, in snatching him from the fate that

awaited him, formed a tie, which for ever attached her to his

destiny.

On the evening of the battle, while her companions eagerly

surrounded those of the wounded, who Avere near the barrier,

she cast many a look behind on the field of blood ;
in vain did

night cover it with a thick veil, her straining eyes, every mo-
ment, sought to pierce the gloom, while she repeated to herself

“Ah! perhaps, even at this moment, some unfortunate may
be expiring there, for want of succour.” Almost involuntary

she drew back a little from the croAvd, proceeded a feAv steps

beyond the walls, and fancied that, in the sighing of the wind,

she could distinguish the tones of a human voice. She ad-

vanced a few steps farther, and listened in breathless im-

patience; the sound was not repeated, and she began to fancy

that her heart had deceived her, when again a murmur struck

her ear: guided by the sound which every moment became
more distinct, she traversed the terrible plain, till she found

amidst the dead, the unfortunate, whom she sought with such

tender compassion.

It was a young soldier, Avhom the loss of blood had, for some
time, deprived of his senses. Recalled to himself by the cold
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of the night, the intolerable anguish of his wounds drew from
him those feeble cries, which brought an angel to his aid. The
tender cares of the sister soon restored him to a full sense of his

Situation. Ah! with what affright did he consider it. He had
lost his left arm; his leg was broken; it was impossible for him
to stand; and in a dark night, in a spot so deserted, his sole

hope of preserving a life which seemed fast ebbing, was the as-

sistance of a helpless woman. A sense of utter hopelessness

of his situation struck him to the heart; his head dropped

from the arm of the sister, and he resigned himself to death,

which he believed to be approaching him.

But the good sister could not resign him to it. “ No,” said

she, 44 Providence will not suffer you to perish. The Almighty
has sent me to your aid ; doubt not that he will give me the

strength to save you.” Roused by her words, he exerted him-

self to crawl with her assistance to a more elevated snot, where

she, stooping down, took him upon her shoulders, and, totter-

ing under her burthen, she arrived at last, with a heart elated

with joy at the spot where she had left her sisters attending

the wounded.
Younger than her sisters, she had but lately entered the

order of St. Camille, and was yet new to the performance of

works of mercy. The pleasure of benevolence made her heart

throb with the most lively emotion, as she approached the bed

where he, who owed his life to her, reposed. If at times he

complained of the evils that had befallen him, the good sister

reanimated his courage; was he indignant at having been con-

quered; she spoke to him of the happiness that peace promised

to France. His looks sufficed to inform her of his feelings and

of his pains, and by turns, she calmed his indignation, or

soothed his sufferings.

While the life of the young soldier was in danger, the sister

prayed for his restoration to health; but she soon found his

re-establishment too prompt. “ Alas!” said she, mentally, “ he

is surely without fortune, and his wounds will prevent him
from getting a livelihood; what then will become of him, when
he is obliged to leave the hospital?” These reflections dis-

quieted the mind of the good sister, and the nearer her patient

approached to convalescence the more uneasy she became.

The young soldier was sufficiently acquainted with the heart

of his benefactress to divine the cause of the anxiety, which
she showed in speaking to him of his future prospects. “ Tran-

quillise your mind, my dear preserver,” said he to her one

day: “ it is probable that I shall not perish for want; but over-

whelmed by the remembrance of past sorrows, and having still

many to undergo, life tome is far from being welcome
;
yet

fear not that I will neglect any means of preserving it. No,

my dear, my generous benefactress, trust me that I will exert

all my powers to preserve the existence I owe to your heroic

piety. It is right also that you should know who it is that

you have preserved. My name is Leopold. I was born in

Normandy, of poor parents, whose fourth child I was; but as

their eldest son died only four days before my birth, I came
into the world in the midst of the grief of my parents for

him.
“ During my youth they lost their two other children, and

though they loved me with the most tender affection, yet more
than once, without doubt, they have thought that their adver-

sity began with my birth. My elder brothers were still living,

when a brother of my mother’s, a venerable priest, took me to

his curacy, and charged himself with the care of my education;

and fondljT attached himself to learned and scientific pursuits,

his greatest pleasure was to instruct me, not only in the

severer branches of learning, but also in some accomplishments,

which had formed the amusements of hi3 youthful days. Thus
my education was greatly above my situation in life, and it

became my greatest misfortune. I was too proud to seek com-
panions among lads of a condition superior to my own, and
my equals kept a humble distance from the nephew of the cure.

Although at those times that I returned to pass a few weeks
with my parents, I experienced a cordial and sincere welcome,

from my old comrades, yet the difference of our pursuits oc-

casioned a sort of inequality, which estranged us from each

other. In short, I had neither friend nor companion of my own
age; such was the first fruit of my education.

“ When I lost both my brothers, I insisted upon returning to
my parents, that I might spare my father the labour which,
was too severe for his old age. My uncle opposed it.

4 The
conscription,’ said he to my parents, 4 will soon deprive you of
Leopold. You cannot save him from it, and you will then have
no one to cherish you in your old age. Let him continue to
study for the church, it will exempt him from the conscription;
and until he is able to assist you, I will provide for his wants.”
“We followed the counsel of my kind uncle; but all turned

out contrary to my hopes; an apoplectic attack deprived me of
that excellent man, just as I had finished my first year at col-
lege. He had saved nothing, for all that he could spare had
been devoted to the wants of my parents. It was then neces-
sary for me to resume immediately, that laborious life, of
which I had lost the habits, and to run the chance of the con-
scription; or to remain at college, and let my parents find bread
how they could. My choice was soon made; I renounced, at
least, for a time, the clerical life, bid adieu to our superior, and
with a stick in my hand, and my bundle under my arm, I took
the way to my native village.

“ I had informed my mother of the time at which I should
return; and she waited for me on the road that led to our vil-

lage. With what joy did I throw myself into her arms! but 1

saw that she wept. Affrighted, trembling, I had scarcely power
to pronounce the name of my father. She answered me in a
voice almost stifled by sobs, ‘ Yesterday he spoke of you for

the last time.’ The words went to my heart. Unable to stand,

I sank on the road side, and there clasped in the arms of my I

poor mother, I silently mingled my tears with hers.
44 The remains of my father were not yet buried, and my

mother had no money to defray the funeral expenses. I paid it j

by the sale of my ecclesiastical dress. As the only son of a
widower, I was now exempt from the conscription. I resumed
with alacrity the rural toil, now our only resource. The little

patch of ground which my father left me, prospered in my
hands: my labour afforded my mother a decent support; and
now I began to enjoy happiness in saving her from fatigue, in
seeing her once more cheerful, and in hearing her bless me as
the cause.

|

!

j

44 Alas! those days, the only really happy ones I ever knew,
were too short! I lost my poor mother, and her death left me
alone in the world. No one was interested enough in my fate,

to dissipate my melancholy; and without doubt it would soon
have conducted me to the grave, if the news of the successive
defeats of our armies had not roused me from the apathy in
which I was plunged. I had sold my little inheritance soon
after the death of my mother, with the intention of returning to

college.

The invasion ofmy country could not disquiet me, on my own
account, for I had nothing to lose; but as I prayed at the grave
of my poor parents, I felt myself impelled to defend from viola-

tion, the spot where their bones reposed. I bought my uniform
and arms that l might satisfy a fancy which, I had to procure
from the prefect of my department, a certificate that I had
voluntarily entered the army, with my own arms and baggage.
I was immediately marched to Paris, and received two shots,

!

almost at the same time, under the walls of the city.
“ You know the rest. The loss of my arm deprives me of

the possibility of entering the Church, and the weakness ofmy
leg, prevents my return to my native village, where I might at
least enjoy the satisfaction of laying my bones by the side of
my parents. Although only the soldier of a day, my country
owes something to my distress ; but I shall not need to seek for

that small relief to my wants. My education and talents will

procure me bread in Paris ; but it is something more than bread,
it is affection that I require; it is that alone which can excite

in my mind a desire to live.”

The sister listened in silence to this recital, and when Leo-
pold concluded it, with a profound sigh, she tried to recall him 1

to hope. She spoke to him of the inexhaustible bounty of Pro- !

vidence, and exhorted him to place the utmost, unlimited, con- !

fidence in him, who has declared that he is the friend of the
friendless.

Her pious cares were not unavailing; the looks of the young
soldier became less sorrowful; and she saw with delight, that if
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she could not succeed in raising hope, she had at least banished

despair.

The day that Frederick received his discharge from the hos-

pital, his benefactress said to him, after having listened with
tears, to the expressions of his pious gratitude, “ Oblige me
by delivering this letter yourself. The street is far off, and it

will be very fatiguing for you to go thither; but it is of import-

ance to me that it should be safely delivered, and for that

reason I shall confide it to you, if you will promise to render

me this service.”
“ If I will promise,” cried Leopold. “ Oh! if I were to crawl

thither on my hands and knees, your wish should be accom-
plished.”

In taking the letter he raised the hand of the sister to his

lips : and this chaste kiss, covered by the burning tears that fell

from his eyes, filled the heart of the benevolent nun with the

sweetest emotion.

Hardly able to support himself on a crutch, placed under the
stump of his arm, Leopold quitted the hospital; but he had only
taken a few steps, when he took from his bosom the precious

letter confided to him by the good sister, and inquired his way
to rue Fer a Moulin

,
Faubourg St Marceau, The person whom

he addressed, looked first at him, and then glancing back at the
hospital, said in a benevolent tone, “ I fear you will not be able

to reach it; suffer me to call a coach for you.”
“No, no!” cried Leopold, with vivacity; “I must find the

place myself.” The passenger, who understood this reply only
as a refusal, contented himself with pointing out the way, and
Leopold, heedless of the fatigue, went on cheerfully.

The sister of St. Camille had parted from him without in-

quietude for his fate. She believed that she had provided for

him
; the letter that he carried, was to procure him an asylum.

“ Take care, and above all, encourage him,” wrote she to her
best friend, “ for depression will be a mortal blow to him. He
does not want resources; but the will to make use of them.
Strive, oh, strive to make him love life!”

This mission of benevolence was sure to be fulfilled; for the
person to whom the letter was addressed, had known misfor-
tune. Formerly she was rich and happy in the affection of a
worthy husband; but he was then no more, and a law suit had
deprived her of her property. A daughter was the only com-
fort that remained to her; but how precious was that comfort!
Though only sixteen, Isabella had already undertaken to sup-
port her mother, whom weeping had nearly deprived of sight:
for more than a year, all her moments had been consecrated to
this pious duty. She worked without ceasing: her efforts had
succeeded, and Madam de Waldemar owed to her industry the
decent necessaries of life.

Leopold quitted the hospital at seven in the morning, and it

was mid-day before he reached the Rue Fer a Moulin

:

he
mounted to the fifth story of a house of good appearance, and
was going to knock at the apartment of Madam de Waldemar,
when he heard the voice of some one moaning as if in pain.
After listening for a moment, he knocked; the groans continued,
but the door was not opened. As the key was on the outside,
he opened it softly, and saw an aged female apparently asleep
near the fire-place. Awakened by the noise of his crutch, she
started up in surprise at seeing a stranger. Leopold advanced
timidly, saying, “ Pardon my unceremonious intrusion, but I
have promised to deliver this letter into the hands of Madam
de Waldemar; and, doubtless, madam, you are the lady?”
She extended her hand for the letter, and sighed heavily when
she had finished reading it.

“ You come from a friend who is very dear to me,” said she,
in a sorrowful tone; “ she has charged me to take care of you,
and to try to dissipate your melancholy; but, alas! she knows
not, for I could not resolve to tell her, that I have myself the
greatest need of consolation; that I am sinking under a new
and terrible misfortune. My daughter, the sole support of my
old age, exhausted by her incessant labours, is dying of a slow
fever. Three days ago, she was first attacked with it; but she
refused to yield to my entreaties to seek a little rest, because
she wanted to finish a drawing that was ordered. She was un-
able to complete it; for, yesterday, she was obliged to keep her
bed. I have not the means to procure her medical assistance.

nor even necessaries. Good young man, I see that you are af-

fected at my sorrow ; I am obliged to tell it to you, that you
may see how impossible it is for me to serve you at this mo-
ment.”

“ Ah! madam, put me entirely out of the question; I think
only of you at this moment,” said Leopold, in a tone of lively

interest. In fact, her sorrowful recital sensibly touched him;
the sweet hope of being useful to a fellow-creature, roused him
on a sudden from the apathy in which he was plunged, and the
pleasure he felt appeared in his countenance.

Madam de Waldemar saw the change with surprise; but she
was not long ignorant of the cause. He seated himself, without
speaking, at the table, on which the unfinished drawing lay,

and prepared to complete it.

“ You know how to draw then?” said Madam de Walderm%r„
re-animated by a sweet hope.

“ Yes, madam, thanks be to God!” replied Leopold, “ I have
preserved my right arm. I can finish this piece in a few
hours.”

In spite of fatigue, hunger, and weakness, he fell to work
with alacrity. He was really a clever artist; but the sweet
sentiment that inspired him, made him excel himself: the draw-
ing was a masterpiece.

While hewas thus occupied,Madam deWaldemar, leaning over
the head of her daughter’s bed, which was placed in an alcove,

and concealed by curtains, conversed with her in a low voice on.

the providential chance which has sent him to their relief.

Isabella wished to see the drawing when it was completed, and
though too weak to take more than a transient view of it, yet a
glance sufficed to show her, that it was the performance of a
master, whose talents she was far from equalling; and the
faint smile that followed a movement of admiration, apprised

Madam de Waldemar, that the future already presented itself

under a less dreary aspect to her daughter.

The good mother, leaving her daughter under the care of a
female neighbour, hastened to receive the price of the drawing.
She soon returned, followed by a physician, who declared that

repose and nourishment were all that was necessary to restore

Isabella to health.

Madam de Waldemar now prepared a comfortable supper,

which the young soldier partook of, with a delight to which he
had long been a stranger. He had been able to serve a fellow-

creature, and one, too, who was beloved by his preserver. He
had made, as he hoped, a friend. Peace and joy dawned on
his soul, and he retired to, the humble bed which Madam de
Waldemar had engaged in the same house for him, in a hap-
pier frame of mind than he had known since the death of his

mother.
From that day the affairs of this little family prospered.

The health of Isabella was soon re-established ; she pur-
sued her labours with alacrity, and under the tuition of
Leopold, with increased success. Leopold himself worked
incessantly, and as he obstinately refused to receive any
other compensation than his board and lodging, Madam de
Waldemar soon found herself able to live comfortably, and
even to save money. In a word, notwithstanding her reverse

of fortune, the good woman would have thought herself at

the height of human felicity, could she have secured to her-

self the blessings she then enjoyed; but Leopold and her
daughter were too young to be so constantly together without
giving rise to scandal : there was but one way to obviate it,

and that was to marry them. But Leopold had never spoken
of love, and though Isabella appeared partial to him, yet, she
was so very young, that she might perhaps mistake a tran-

sient inclination for a real passion. These thoughts embit-
tered the happiness of Madam de Waldemar, and she
determined to open her heart to her friend the sister of
charit3r

. An occasion soon offered itself which the good
mother eagerly seized. One of the sister’s patients was suf-

fering under a fever and delirium, occasioned by his dread
of never more beholding a young woman to whom he was
espoused. The frightful spectacle which, his ravings pre-

sented, sensibly touched the heart of the good nun, and
Madam de Waldemar happening to call at that moment,
she related the circumstance to her, saying at the same time.
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‘How much are those unfortunates to be pitied, whose re-

pose is troubled by this frightful passion I”

Madam de Waldemar seized the occasion to speak of her

own situation, and her fears for the future happiness of Isa-

bella. The sister looked at her for a moment with surprise
;

then, appearing to descend from a region where the passions

are unknown, and to deliver herself up to an affectionate

sympathy for feeble humanity, she said, in a calm tone

—

“ Why do you not marry them V*
“

I think they are too young,” said Madam de Walde-
mar.
“ Well, then separate them/’ observed the sister.

“ Ah ! it will be cruel to hearts so formed for one another.”
“ Then why not marry them ?”

V But if Isabella should afterwards repent
;

if she should
take a disgust for a husband mutilated as Leopold is?”

“ If you are afraid of that, it is better to separate them im-

mediately.”
“ And then we shall perhaps fall into the misery from

which the talents and industry of Leopold have drawn

“ You may prevent that, by making him your son-in-law.”
“ But he has said nothing to authorize me to propose my

daughter to him.”
The sister smiled at the irresolution of Madam de Wal-

demar.
“ My dear friend,” said she, timidly, while the glow of

modesty tinged her cheek. “ I shall come to see you to-

morrow, and although it belongs not to my province to inter-

meddle between lovers, yet I will take upon myself, with the
blessing of God, to put an end to your embarrassment.
A visit from the sister was a family festival ; and they pre-

pared to receive the humble nun en reine. Leopold deter-

mined to spare nothing that could testify his gratitude and
veneration for her, from whom he had received so affecting

a service. Their work was put away
;

the apartment
neatty arranged and adorned with flowers, and a little colla-

tion placed in readiness to regale the sister after her walk.
A smile from her overpaid the pains taken for her reception.

“I cannot stay long with you,” said she, on entering, “ we
must therefore make the most of our time. Come, Leopold,
show me your drawings ; I am told that you are a clever ar-

tist.” He had foreseen this moment ; and after showing
some flowers, he presented her a finely finished drawing of a
scene which the sister could not fail to recognise

;
it repre-

sented her tottering under his weight as she carried him
wounded from the field of battle. The good sister, in whose
heart vain glory had no place, surveyed it with a calm smile,

and, seeing at the same moment, a portrait of St. Camille

—

“ Ah !” said she, with a lively emotion of pleasure, “ this is

for me, I am sure. I accept it; and shall take it home with

me. Now, Leopold, let us speak of your affairs; your healthy
and cheerful look proves to me that you are happy in your
present situation. But can it always last? Does not decency
oppose your residing in the same apartment with this young
maiden ? It is time to put an end to what the world may j ustly

condemn; and therefore, my children, you ought either to

marry or to separate.”
“ Oh !” stammered Leopold, “ if I were thought worthy to

become the spouse of Isabella!”
46 It is for thee, my child,” said the sister, tenderly taking her

hand, ‘‘to reply to that.”

The blushing girl cast a look upon her mother, who readily

answered for her; and it was agreed that the nuptials should
be celebrated without delay. The saintly purity of the sister,

had given a solemnity to this scene, which effaced every sen-

sual thought, and tinctured even the happiness of the lovers

with a religious awe. As she ceased to speak, Isabella invo-

luntarily threw herself at her feet, saying in a tone of the most
fervent pity, “ Oh, my mother, bless me.” Impelled by the

same sentiment, Leopold sank on his knees by the side of Isa-

bella ;
and the benevolent nun, as she raised her clasped hands

above their heads, exclaimed, “ My children, I bless you in the

name of God! never forget that it is by good works alone that

we can duly honour that holy name.” D.

ADMIRAL BOMBELL.
This brave officer was a native of Sleswick, and bis proper

name was Nis Ipsen. He served for some years as a groom to

the lord of the manor of Bombell, till during the war with
Sweden he quarrelled with a soldier of the regiment of Stein-

back, and in the vehemence of his passion stabbed him mortally.
He was now obliged to abscond; fled to Holland, and made
several voyages as a sailor to the East Indies. Being an active

young man, of good natural abilities, he gradually got forward,
and was at length appointed captain of a merchantman. The
States general being informed of his extraordinary skill in liis

profession, gave him the commission of lieutenant in their navy,
and he rose, through all the intermediate ranks, to that of ad-
miral. He then addressed the following letter to a young
woman who had been his fellow-servant at Bombell.

“ My Peggy,—If thou art still in the same mind as when I

were thy fellow-servant at Bombell, come to me ht the Hague

,

and be my wife. I am now a Dutch admiral.

Hil de Bombell,

Formerly Nis Ipsen, thy constant bridegroom.

This female was still single; she repaired accordingly to the
admiral’s invitation to the Hague, where they were actually

married.

CHEVALIER TURGOT.
During the reign of Louis XV. the post of Governor of

Cayenne became vacant. This new colony, from its import-
ance, seemed to require a man possessing superior qualities of

head and heart. The Duke de Choiseul, then prime minister,

conceived that he had found out a person in the Chevalier
Turgot, brother to him who was subsequently Minister of Fi-

nance. The chevalier, a solid, sober man, devoted to the sci-

ences, lived retired, and was scarcely known by name to the

king. It was, nevertheless, of importance to Cayenne, that he
should obtain the appointment; and it was therefore necessary
to dispose the king in his favour. The minister had in vain
several times spoken in commendation of him to the monarch.
Louis remained quite indifferent. At length, in his despair

Choiseul applied to his friend, the Duke d’Ayen (son of the

Duke de Noilles) a favourite with the queen. “ Cost what it

will,” said he “remind the king, either in joke or earnest, of

my good Turgot.” Ayen promised to do so. One day, at

dinner, Louis happened to praise a savoury sauce called sauce

au chevreuil. With the boldness that none hut a French cour-

tier can possess, the Duke d’Ayen immediately exclaimed,
“ Sire, it was invented by the Chevalier Turgot.” Next day,

the Duke de Choiseul, submitted to the king the list of vacan-
cies, and the names of the persons proposed to fill them. When
the king came to the name of Turgot—“Aha!—Turgot,” said

he, “ a very clever fellow—a man of talent—a genius. I have
heard a very high character of him.” Need we add, that the

appointment of the inventor of the savoury sauce to the

government of Cayenne was forthwith conjoined.

THE LAST SHOTS.
An English frigate was obliged to strike to a French vessel

of superior force. The English captain, on resigning his

sword, was treated rather rudely by the French commander

;

who reproached him with having, contrary to the usages of

war, shot pieces of glass from his guns. The English officer,

conscious that no such thing had been done, made inquiry
among his men, and found the fact to have been this. An
Irish seaman, just before the vessel struck, took a parcel of

shillings out of his pocket, and swearing the French rascals

should have none of them, wrapped them in a piece of rag,

and thrust them into his gun, exclaiming, “ Let us see what
a bribe can do.” The shillings flying over the vessel, were
mistaken by the French for glass. This explanation, not
only satisfied the French officers, but put them in goodhumouir
with their captives.
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ELLEN CORBET.

Ellen Corbet was the daughter of a fisherman, belong-

ing to one of the little marine towns on the coast of Sussex.

She was distinguished in early youth by a degree of simple
gracefulness, rather uncommon among lasses of her rank in

life, and which served to set off, in a very interesting manner,
a countenance characterised more by delicacy and intellectual

expression than what is generally understood by the term
beauty. We will not stop to inquire whether the former
quality is not in itself beauty of the highest grade, but pro-

ceed to state that Ellen, to a docile and capacious mind, added
a facility of disposition which might have led persons apt in

drawing deductions to prognosticate unfavourably as to her
power in resisting temptation whenever it should occur.
Her parents, although moving in a humble sphere, were

by no means penuriousiy circumstanced. They had where-
withal to live in decent competence—the fruits of many a
year of hard labour, added to still-continued exertions on the
part of Corbet himself. Ellen was their only child

;
and the

old people took great pride in purchasing for her all the little

gaieties their means could compass. Hence she was regarded,
in no small degree, superior to the generality of the country
maidens around her, who had neither natural aptitude, nor
ambition to step one pace forward from the rank and file in

which nature had incorporated them.
She grew up thus in tranquillity and seclusion—gradually,

like the rose, unfolding her charms—the various charms of
innocence, loveliness, and good temper

; until the son of a
gentleman residing in the place returned from college. This
youth and Ellen had been playmates, when children, at the
common infantile school of the town

;
and Edward Leslie, on

his return, failed not to recognise, with mingled surprise and
admiration, his little schoolfellow, in the blooming, shapely,
and retiring Ellen Corbet.
Ellen herself noticed not the young gentleman’s return.

His situation in life seemed so much above her own, that she
was aware of no mental association which should lead her to
remark the occurrence. Soon after, however, she perceived
that, in her little occasional rambles, she was almost always
followed by a genteel-looking youth—though at too great a
distance for her clearly to distinguish his person

;
till one

evening, instigated probably by that principle so commonly
an inmate of female bosoms, she made a sharp turn, and walk-
ing briskly forward, soon came in contact—for it was he

—

with the handsome Edward Leslie.

Edward stopped, and gave the fair girl the salutation of the
day—proceeding to remind her of their childish frolics, and
to remark upon her altered and improved appearance. What
else they chatted about, as they walked slowly towards her
father’s dwelling, we will not pretend to say—nor to account
for that crimson tint which suddenly flushed over her face
and neck at parting, whilst her eyes were bent upon the
ground. Suffice it to say, that from this hour, Ellen’s ram-
bles were seldom solitary.

They who have ever been accustomed to live in a country
town, know how much the population of such places is inclined
to inquisitiveness and scandal. The Paul Pry principle is

constantly in activity ; and should food not be duly presented
for the supply of this morbid appetite, the good folks set about
concocting it for themselves. Thus, the eyes of all the inhabi-
tants of were turned upon the circumstance of Ellen’s
familiarity with the rich landowner’s son, and many were the
speculations hazarded both as to the origin and issue of this
connexion.
And Ellen, herself, could not but see the impropriety of

which she was thus guilty. But she loved
;
her young breast

was touched with that sweet passion which never fails to
ennoble its object, and she felt that to be joked with, and
sneered at, on account of Edward Leslie, was preferable to
being the open and acknowledged sweetheart of any other
man.
The parents, on both sides, disapproved of the intimacy.

Old Corbet, whose heart overflowed with tenderness and
aasiety far hU sweet daughter, cautieaed and persuaded her

to check the growing prepossession for an object placed be-
yond her honourable reach

; while Mrs. Leslie remonstrated
with Edward, in strong terms, against the sin of deceiving so
fair and amiable a girl : and when he protested that nothing
was further from his intention than to deceive her, launched
forth with increased vehemency against so degrading a
connexion. At length Ellen, distressed by the adverse cir-
cumstances surrounding their attachment, and really be-
lieving that she had acted wrong in permitting its growth,
summoned all the resolution she could muster—-and, in spite
of her lover’s most earnest prayers and entreaties, firmly ab-
stracted herself from his society.

Things were in this position when an incident occurred which
served to throw over the whole affair a new character. Mr.
Leslie, sen., had inherited, from his father, a good estate which
he farmed himself. He had a large family, most of whom were
settled in the world—when, rather late in life, a passion that
had predominated somewhat in his youth, but slumbered during
the intermediate period, again developed itself with twofold
vehemence. It was the passion of gaming. Through its in-

dulgence, Mr. Leslie has sustained repeated losses—yet were
they insufficient to eradicate this vice, which, like the fabled
basilisk, attracted him too strongly, and held him, as it were,
spell-bound.

The instances are unfortunately numerous wherein this ac-
cursed propensity plunges its victim into the very profound of
human misery. In the case we are recording, the family of
Mr. Leslie, although aware of the existence of the evil to a
limited degree, yet by no means guessed its full extent. It was,
therefore, with equal surprise and consternation, they one
morning received a letter from London (where Mr. Leslie spent
a considerable portion of his time) couched in broken and
scarcely coherent sentences—and intimating that he was a
ruined man, and should be compelled to seek the shelter of
another country.

This communication was shortly followed by the return of
Mr. Leslie, who seemed somewhat more composed than when
lie had written. He stated, that lie had revolved in his mind
all the circumstances of their position, and that no resource
appeared to him so eligible as that of emigration.

This was a sad blow to the pride and to the hopes of a family
who had held up their heads among even the old gentry of the
neighbourhood. It required no small fortitude to quit a spot
endeared by numberless of the sweetest associations; a spot
too on which nature appeared—now as if in mockery—to lavish
all her charms. The snug yet substantial house, set; as it were,
amidst embowering trees: the long close-shaven lawn which
stretched away towards the entrance-gates, and was bordered
on each side by the choicest of odorous and flowering plants,

—

the garden-terrace on the right, from whose gentle rise the mag-
nificent ocean was seen, assuming from time to time all its

variety of tints and moods;—the renouncing these, together
with the friendship of the rich and goodwill of the poor sur-
rounding them, might be likened to a task hard to learn—

a

cup bitter to empty.
“Ill news,” says the old adage, “ travels apace;” and it is

quite extraordinary how soon an event affecting unfavourably
the fortunes of any of its inhabitants—more particularly those
in a superior sphere—gets circulated in a country place. Tho
change that awaited the Leslie family soon became town talk;
and amongst others, the news found an unwelcome recipient in

Ellen Corbet. Tbe poor girl’s thoughts recurred with double
earnestness to her lover: latterly, she had suffered his image
alone to be present to her imagination: that same evening, she
felt in sweet though sad reality the pressure of his infolding
arms.
And what led the fair girl now to seek that which she so long

had shunned?—What, but triumphant love!—set free from re-
straint, by the consciousness that it would no longer be mis-
construed. What, but the all-absorbing, all-purifying princi-
ple which drew the youthful Juliet to her balcony amidst the
dews and shadows of night to meet the innocent enemy of her
house—and caused the princely Imogen to select a nameless
advocate in preference to all the nobles that thronged her
father’s court?—“ We shall hear no more of Ellen Corbet’*

I faye far yeung Leslie,” muttered tbe goedn^tured yiUage go§-
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sips;—from the hour in which she learnt that fortune had aban-
doned his family, her fidelity to him was decided and irrevocable.

Preparations were now busily made for the removal of the

Leslies to Upper Canada: and as Edward had no profession or

immediate prospects in England, it was arranged that he
should be a sharer in their new speculation. A grant of land,

sufficient for both father and son, was obtained in the usual
way, and steps taken to make over the property in England to

Mr. Leslie’s creditors.

Ellen’s parents watched the course of these proceedings with
satisfaction. “It will put an end to this harebrained attach-

ment,” said old Corbet, “ in the best way : by removing from my
girl’s eyes the object of her folly.” How greatly, therefore,

were they thrown aback, when Ellen took occasion to declare

her purpose of following her lover. Gently, but with a degree
of quiet resolution hitherto undeveloped by her, did she express
this determination, and her parents soon perceived that it

would be vain to persevere in remonstrances against it.

It was arranged among the Leslies, that Edward should first

go out and get things properly in train for the reception of his

friends. He took with him several young men belonging to the

neighbourhood and willing to seek a new field of action, to as-

sist in clearing the ground, &c. : and having himself, when a

lad, been a constant observer of agricultural labours, he was
well qualified to superintend their exertions.

But he quitted not his native town ere he had obtained the

plighted troth of Ellen, and her sacred promise to join him as

soon as he should apprize her that he had a home wherein to

welcome and receive her. “ Then,” whispered he, “ with what
alacrity shall I fly to meet my bride—the dear one whose antici-

pated presence will sweeten all my labours and anxieties!”

He departed
;
and in due course of time came an intima-

tion that his family might set forth on their voluntary exile.

It might be reasonably imagined—for they well knew how
matters stood between Edward and Ellen—that Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie would descend from the high ground they had for-

merly taken, and display their sense of the damsel’s disin-

terested affection by offering her their countenance and pro-

tection across the Atlantic. But, although kind and generous
in some respects to persons below them, they had not suffi-

cient magnanimity for this : and, probably, the very circum-
stance of their reduced condition tended in this particular to

increase their hauteur. Be that as it may, they quitted Eng-
land without making Ellen any communication

;
and our

heroine, with beating heart yet unfailing resolution, awaited
the despatch from Edward, which was to be the signal for

her solitary voyage.

It came; and she, without hesitation, prepared to leave

her home, her friends, her country, to seek a foreign land

and a strange connexion : she a young and timid maiden,
who, under any other circumstances, would have shrunk
from journeying, unaccompanied, a dozen miles from her

father’s cottage. Oh, thou mysterious sentiment! thou elec-

tric spark, whose vibration causes the crooked to become
straight, and the rough places plain, to what heroic achieve-

ments, to what abandonment of self, and scorn of danger,

wilt thou not impel thy true votaries !

Edward had pointed out to a certain vessel, commanded by
a gentleman of whom he had obtained some knowledge, and
whom he had led to expect so interesting a passenger. To
this gentleman Ellen procured an application to be made, re-

questing to learn when and whence he started; and at the

precise hour Ids answer specified, our true heroine stepped
from a Thames wherry on board the bark which was to waft
her to the half savage land of Canada.
Meanwhile the young planter proceeded briskly in his seve-

ral preparations. Enormous trees, whose tops seemed lost in

the clouds, fell in great numbers beneath the axes of Ed-
ward’s workmen, and yet abundance remained to surround

and shelter the two commodious though simple habitations

which rose amidst the solitude, and constituted the first inno-

vation of the principle of comfort upon its rudeness and deso-

lation. The tracts, thus cleared, were found to possess all

those qualities desirable in the pursuits of agriculture, which
were carried on, without the attention being abstracted by

any other points—for the profoundest silence reigned here >

and was only interrupted, from time to time, by the savage
cries of the Indians, as they followed the chase; formidable
enemies to the isolated colonist, but inspiring little dread
in Edward, who had made up his mind to encounter danger as

well as fatigue.

Twelve months had now elapsed since they had felled the

first tree, and already^ did this new estate begin to assume the

character of a regular farm. A space of' several hundred
acres was carefully planted, and a rich harvest of wheat and
rye promised to crown the exertions of the indefatigable

young man, whose activity must be estimated with a regard
to the prospect of independence in which he had been
brought up. His own little mansion, constructed of trunks
of trees, carefully hewn and prepared for the purpose, was
placed upon a gentle slope, towards the entrance of the entire

plantation
;
and that intended for his parents was of some-

what larger dimensions, with a little attempt at architectural

display, and situated more towards the centre of the enclo-

sure. A few clumps of trees bad been tastefully left standing
immediately around these houses

;
whilst wild roses and

other flowering shrubs added to the ornamental part of the

retired dwellings. Dense masses of wood bounded the hori-

zon in every direction. One solitary opening in the woods
displayed a view of Lake Erie, whose pure waters reflected

the rays of the sun, and gave repose to the eye, wearied by
dwelling on the sombre tints of the forest.

To those accustomed to live in a thickly-peopled country,

where all the conveniences and luxuries of civilization are

continually at command, this habitation could scarce appear
other than a dismal prison

;
yet Edward, although he had

been bred up in affluence, and in England, when he looked
on the result of his labours, felt a glow of satisfaction and
delight—for they were the result of hi?, labours. He might be
almost termed the creator of all those marks of advancing
civilization spread around him; and, as he gazed on the

pretty though homely dwellings above mentioned, and the

numerous cots of his workmen peeping here and there from
many a little sheltered nook, his heart swelled with exulta-

tion as he thought, “ I can at any rate welcome my Ellen

here, and she shall be future lady of the manor over a new
and a faithful tenantry.”
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie had arrived some time, and begun to

feel a little settled in their transatlantic abode—although
their habits, confirmed by years, did not y ield to new circum-

stances so flexibly as Edward’s—when Ellen set foot once
more on terra jirma

,
after a passage which had tried her firm-

ness in more ways than one. As soon as the excitement of

starting had left her mind, there came over it a sense of

strangeness and solitude—added to which, a vague presenti-

ment of some evil at hand—an emotion for which she could

not account—troubled her inmost spirit: it was, therefore,

with no small pleasure she disembarked, on reaching the end
of her voy age, and found her betrothed in readiness to

receive her.

Edward, according to previous arrangement, conveyed the

blushing girl to the house of a gentleman, a brother planter,

whose residence was wit!* in a couple of leagues from his own.

Here Ellen was to abide until the second day after her arri-

val, upon which the marriage ceremony was fixed to take

place, the daughter of her kind host officiating as bridemaid,

and a reverend gentleman from Quebec performing the holy

rite.

And the long-wished-for day dawned at length upon the

faithful pair. Edward had prevailed on his parents to assist,

at and to bless his nuptials
;
and reduced a little in feeling

and expectations, they at last made a virtue of necessity.

Most of the surrounding planters of respectability, who dwell

within a reasonable distance, were bidden to the festivity7

;

and the wedding-feast, if not so choice and elegant as might
be enjoyed in England, displayed an abundance of excellent

and substantial fare, which was succeeded by the production

of a variety of both foreign and home-made wines—the whole
served with zeal and precision that amply compensated for

the absence of powdered menials and a French cook.
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The good liquor went round, and the joke was sported with

almost primeval simplicity and heartiness, when the approach-

ing dusk reminded Edward and his party that it was time to

journey towards home.

The greater part of the company expressed their intention

to escort the young couple to their dwelling ;
and, the horses

being saddled, they set forth, Edward leading Ellen’s steed—
not from apprehension, for she was a good horsewoman, but
from the impulse of affection. They followed first a regular

highway, then struck into a path leading through the forest
;

when Edward, better mounted than the rest, and impatient
to reach home, advanced before his companions, and soon in-

sensibly left between them, and himself and bride, a consider-

able space.

The lovers rode gaily and speedily forward—until, on turn-
ing a sharp angle, formed by the forest path, they were
alarmed by hearing a wild and sudden shout. Ellen’s steed
was startled and sprang forward, and Edward was in the act
of dashing on to seize its reins, when a blow from behind
struck him from his horse : he lay upon the ground stunned.
He soon,however, recovered perception, but it was to find him-
self alone,. Both horses, even, had disappeared. lie scrambled
up

;
he gazed around

; he shouted the name of his beloved ;—in vain. Maddened by the violence of his anguish, lie

awaited not the coming up of the bridal party, but followed
a track pointed out to him by broken branches and marks of
horses’ hoofs. For several miles did the bereaved man pur-
sue his venturous and painful way — until, just as the declin-
ing sun was gilding the extreme verge of the horizon, he saw
the trees open before him, and expand gradually into the
clearing that marked an Indian encampment.
Edward was aware that it was now necessary to be ex-

tremely cautious. He had traced the footmarks to this point,

and felt instinctively sure that hither his bride had been con-
veyed. He continued to move stealthily among the trees

that surrounded the clearing, and soon saw that which con-
vinced him his surmises were correct. The spot he had
reached was of a peculiar kind, and under happier circum-
stances would have drawn forth his admiration ! It was a
kind of oasis in the wilderness. A bubbling rill descended
from an abrupt and jagged eminence that rose on one hand,
forming itself into a little lake at the foot— on whose danc-
ing waters the moon (which had now risen) cast a silver

lustre. A few rude shreds were scattered about the fountain,
and stretched on the grass lay the dusky figures of three
Indians.

Our hero paused, in doubt, what further course he should
pursue. He did not see the person of his Ellen, but doubted
not she was within one of the temporary huts. He listened
to the conversation of the Indians, the earnestness of which
was favourable to his ambush. They were warmly disputing;
and, as he at length made out, their dispute related to the
possession of some prize. After a while, two of these men
started to their feet, and commenced a desperate conflict, the
third appearing to act as umpire. Edward trembled from the
excess of his excitement. Should one of these combatants fall

or should they, by a still more fortunate chance, disable each
other, the odds would be turned greatly in his favour. This,
result soon partially occurred. One of the natives succeeded
in wounding and disarming his opponent

;
and in the next

moment, the third party led forth, from an adjacent shed, the
prize—Edward’s beloved and half unconscious wife ?

The indignant young man could withhold no longer. With
one bound he sprang upon the scene of action, made towards
the Indians, and seized the weapon of the prostrate comba-
tant, while Ellen, on recognising him, shrieked with mingled
apprehension and delight. But alas ! weak and exhausted as
Leslie had become, he was speedily overpowered by his an-
tagonist, who had been aided likewise by the defeated party.
They were about, in fact, to follow up their advantage by the
sacrifice of the European, when a new actor appeared upon
the scene. This was a young man whose accoutrements and
deportment proclaimed him to be an Indian chief. His
presence arrested the purpose of the victors. He instantly
demanded the circumstances of the affray

; and, on learning

j

them, to the utter surprise of Edward, pronounced the follow-
ing decision :

—

“ Children of the forest, your leader feels shame for you

!

The Europeans who encroach upon our boundaries, should be
taught to respect, not to despise us. Your conduct but tends

|

meanly to prove their boasted superiority. Strangers, you
are free : depart in peace ;—and if, as it should seem, ye are
affianced, remember in after life, and transmit to your poste-
rity, the truth that an Indian can act justly.”

Thus saying, he retired, and drew after him his abashed
followers; while Leslie supported his now reviving bride
from the spot. By dint of great exertion, they had advanced
a considerable way in the direction of home, when they were
met by several of their friends, who were scouring the
country in search of them, and hailed their return with en-
thusiasm.
And Edward and Ellen did remember the friendly inter-

position of the Indian chief ;—and took closer to their hearts
that charitable and ennobling maxim, that all tribes of the
great family of man are inherently equal in the eyes of the
Supreme Originator, and that the voice of an exalted nation
may find a vent even from the bosom of a reputed savage.

INTREPIDITY OF ADMIRAL DUNCAN DURING THE
MUTINY AMONG THE NORTH SEA SQUADRON.
Nothing peculiarly interesting occurred within the limits of

Admiral Duncan’s command, until the summer of 1797, when
the mutiny which unhappily at that period raged in the Channel
fleet, and with disgraceful violence at the Nore, made its ap-
pearance in the North Sea Squadron. On this distressing oc-
casion Admiral Duncan behaved himself with remarkable
firmness and resolution; he visited every ship in his fleet and
his presence for a short time allayed the rising discontents.
The disease, however, was only checked, not cured. The fleet

was then lying in Yarmouth Roads. On the evening before the
Admiral himself put to sea, he made the signal for the Trent
frigate to get under weigh, but his commands were not com-
plied with; and, on inquiring into the cause, it was found that
the crew peremptorily refused to obey their officers under pre-

tence that the regulations recently established with respect to

the weight and measure of provisions in the Navy had not been
carried into execution. The fact was, that the alterations al-

luded to had taken place so short a time before, that it was
impossible they should be generally adopted; but this reasoning
had no effect on the crew of the Trent, and they continued
mutinous and refused to sail.

Admiral Duncan, on this alarming occasion, ordered all hands
to be called alt on the quarter deck of the Venerable; he ac-

quainted them with the disobedience of the Trent’s company,
and informed them of his intention to go alongside the frigate

the next morning, and compel her rebellious crew to return to

their duty. “ Who is there,” said he “ that on this occasion

will desert me?” The question was immediately answered in

the negative, his people unanimously declaring their abhorrence

of such conduct, and assuring him of support to the utmost of

their power, in the punishment of it. The next morning, the

frigate proceeded on the service whither she was ordered by
the commander-in-chief.
Towards the end of the month of May, Admiral Duncan

quitted Yarmouth Roads by order of the Admiralty, with in-

structions to cruize off’ the back of the sands which surround

that anchorage, until he should be reinforced. The Nassau and
Montague, two of the ships of his squadron, refused to put to

sea, under pretence that their wages were in arrears, and their

example was followed by the other ships, so that the Venerable

and Adamant, whose crews remained loyal and steady to their

duty, were left to proceed by themselves off’ the Texel, whither

Admiral Duncan, unattended as he was, immediately repaired.

At this critical period, stratagem supplied the place of num-
bers; for the Admiral, making a variety of signals, as if to

ships in the offing, deceived Admiral de Winter into the belief,

as he himself afterwards confessed, that he was blocked up by
a squadron superior in force to his own. About this time the

only symptoms of mutiny that was ever observed on board the
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Venerable made its appearance. A plot was actually on foot,

which was happily discovered by some of the gunner’s crew.
The Admiral as he had before been frequently compelled to do,

during the critical period alluded to, ordered all hands to be
called on deck. He immediately addressed them in the firmest

and at the same time in the coolest terms. After a few minutes,
six men, among the stoutest in the ship, and who were charged
With being the ringleaders of the conspiracy were brought
before him. The Admiral then addressed them in the following

terms:—-
“ My lads,” said he, “ I am not in the smallest degree ap-

prehensive of any violent measures you may have in contem-
plation; and though I assure you I would much rather acquire

your love than incur your fear, I will, with my own hand put
to death the first person who shall presume to display the

slightest symptom of rebellious conduct.” Turning round im-
mediately to one of the mutineers, “ Do you, sir,” said he,

“want to take the command of this ship out of my hands?”
“ Yes, sir,” replied the fellow, with the utmost assurance. The
Admiral immediately raised his arm, with an intent to plunge
his sword into the mutineer’s breast; but he was prevented by
the Chaplain and Secretary, who seized his arm from executing
this summary act of justice: an act rendered at least justifiable,

if not necessary, by the particular situation, in which, not only
himself, but the greatest part of those whom he commanded
were at that time placed.

The blow being prevented, the Admiral did not attempt to
make a second, but immediately called to the ship’s company
with some agitation-—“ Let those who will stand by me, and
my officers, pass over immediately to the starboard side of the
ship, that we may see who are our opponents.” In an instant
the whole crew, except the six fomenters of the disturbance, ran
over with one accord. The culprits were immediately seized,

put in irons, and confined in the gun-room ;
from whence they

were afterwards liberated, one by one, after having shown those
signs of real penitence, which induced the Admiral by well-
timed acts of lenity to endear himself if possible still more to a
faithful crew, who, in the midst of tumult had stood firm to
their trust, uncorrupted in the very focus of sedition.

THE COUNTESS OE CASSILIS.
( Concluded.)

He it was who acted as leader of the gipsies; and the
purpose for which he now came, was to carry off in the -ab-

sence of her husband—-of whose absence he was aware—the be-
trothed of his early years.

In place of having been assassinated, as was generally be-
lieved, Sir John had been consigned to the dungeon of the
Inquisition in consequence of some unguarded expressions,
regarding the holy office, which he had allowed to escape him
when in Madrid

; and in these dungeons had he lain, from
the time he was first iost sight of, till within about six weeks
of bis appearance atCasMis Castle. On his return home, he had
learnt, for the first time, of the marriage of the Lady Jane to
the Earl of Cassilis

; and this information having been ac-
companied by the intelligence that the latter was then in
London, had determined him on the desperate enterprise in
which he was now engaged. All this, Sir John now commu-
nicated to the countess, and ended with proposing that she
should fly with him.
“No, no, Sir John,” said the now weeping and dreadfully

agitated lady—“ I cannot, I will not, do anything so unbecom-
ing the daughter of the Earl of Haddington and the wife of
Cassilis. However unwillingly I may have become the latter,
1 feel myself equally bound to consult his honour as my own,
and to do nothing that might sully either. Go then, Sir John,”
she continued—“ oh, do depart from me—do leave me, and
take with you an assurance of my continued and unabated’’
—she paused for a moment, and added—“esteem.”
But vain, vain were the good resolutions of the unfortunate

countess—vain her determination not to take so hazardous,
and perhaps it ought to be added, so infamous a step as that
proposed by her desperate and unthinking lover. Love,
almighty love, finally prevailed—all the countess’s resolutions

melted away before the energetic importunities of her lover,

like snow beneath the midsummer sun
;
and the succeeding

hour saw her mounted on the mettled steed which he had
brought for the express purpose of carrying her away—

“ So light to the croup the fair lady he swung.
So light to the saddle before her he sprung.”

This done, exactly as the poet has described it, the ill-starr«d

pair commenced their flight, still attended, however, by the
gipsy band which Sir John had employed to aid him in the
abduction, and which he thought necessary to keep around
him, till he should have got a sufficient distance to be relieved
from all apprehensions of pursuit.

Leaving the guilty lovers to pursue their way, we shall re-

turn to Cassilis Castle, destined to be almost instantly after-

wards the scene of another interesting and most ominous
event. This was the unexpected return of the earl, who, with
a large body of retainers, suddenly rode into the castle yard,
within less than half an hour after the departure of the
countess and her lover.

Before he had yet got his foot to the ground, the earl was
informed of what had occurred.
“ Gone, said you ?—the countess gone, and with Sir John

Faa !” exclaimed the amazed and now infuriated nobleman,
to the person who gave the intelligence. “ Impossible ! Thou
liest, knave !—thou wouldst deceive me, and thou shalt hang
for it.” But, exhibiting a strange contradiction between his

conduct and his language, the earl, even while he spoke,
sprang again into his saddle, and fiercely calling on his re-

tainers to follow him, set off at full speed in the direction
which the fugitives had taken. Nor was his ride, though a
rapid, a long one. At a ford across the Boon

,
not many miles

from Cassilis Castle, and still called, from the circumstance
we are about to relate, the “Gipsies steps/’ the earl and his

party overtook his unfortunate countess and her still more
unfortunate seducer.

On seeing the former approach, which the fugitives did
with a degree of amazement which could only have been
equalled had they seen them drop from the clouds, Sir John,
his natural intrepidity not permitting him to reckon on the
fearful odds that were coming against him, prepared to offer

resistance ; and in this hopeless resolution he persisted, al-

though aware that he could place but little reliance on the
co-operation of those around him—the gipsies showing but
little inclination to fight, from a well-grounded fear that such
a proceeding would increase the severity of their treatment in

the event of their being taken
;
and of this, from the over-

whelming superiority in point of numbers of the party coming
down upon them, they had no doubt.
Dismounting now from his horse, Sir John assisted the

countess to alight
;
and placing her at a sufficient distance to

insure her safety from any instant danger, the brave young
man leaped again into his saddle, and, drawing his sword,
awaited the onset of his enemies, determined to defend the
fair companion of his flight so long as he could continue to

wield the good weapon which he now so resolutely and proudly
grasped.

In a few minutes after, the pursuing party were down upon
the fugitives, when the earl, singling out Sir John, exclaimed,
as he rushed upon him—“ Have at thee, villain 1” and with
these words discharged a blow at him which would have im-
mediately unhorsed him, had it not been adroitly warded off.

But of what avail was the averting the stroke of one sword
when there were many to contend with, and one single arm
only to oppose them ; for the gipsies had not offered the

slightest resistance. In an instant, a score of weapons were
flashing around the head of the solitary combatant

;
yet

obstinately did he continue the unequal fight, and well
did he prove his manhood, although it could have been wished
that it had been exhibited in a better cause. More than one
of Sir John’s assailants fell beneath his sword, and numbers
felt the keenness of its edge, and the dexterity with which it

was handled, in their gaping wounds.
Such a contest as this, however, when it was one to fifty,

could be but of short duration. In a few minutes, Sir John
was severely wounded, unhorsed, andjborne, or rather dragged
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down, bleeding and exhausted, to the earth. The moment he
fell, the points of some eight or ten swords were levelled at

his heart, and would have instantly transfixed it, had not the

earl called out to those who wielded them to desist.

“ Don’t kill him—don’t kill him !” he shouted out, at the

same time forcing his way through the crowd that surrounded

him. “I will clear scores with him in another way,” he
added. “ A dog’s death is more befitting him than a gen-

tleman’s.” These were ominous words and well understood
by all who heard them.
The earl now rode up, for the first time, to where his un-

happy countess stood, and assuming a mock gallantry a3 he ap-

proached her, but with a bitter smile on his countenance,
took off his hat, and pointing to Sir John, who was now bound
and placed on horseback, informed her that her lover in-

tended honouring his castle with another visit, and had com-
missioned him to say that he would be glad of the countess

of Cassilis’ company. Having said this, he desired some of

his attendants to assist his wretched wife to get on horseback,

when, leaving her under their care, with instructions to see

her safely conveyed to the castle, he left her without further

remark or observation, to join the party who surrounded the

prisoners.

The whole cavalcade-—the captives, consisting of Sir John
and the whole of the gipsy gang, being placed in the middle
—now set forward for Cassilis Castle. On their arrival there,

the prisoners were halted beneath a large plane tree, which
grew, and, we believe, still flourishes, on a. little knoll in front

of the castle gate. All, both the prisoners and their captors,

knew full well what the earl meant by his selection of their

halting place. The tree alluded to was one of dismal noto-
riety ; it was known far and wide by the name of the “ Dule
Tree”—a name which it had acquired from its having been
used by the Earl of Cassilis as a gallows on which all offend-

ers, within his jurisdiction, who were condemned to death,
were executed.
The prisonei'3 were now drawn up in a line, and there kept

until they had witnessed, what was immediately exhibited,

the fatal preparations for execution ; which consisted simply
in fastening a rope, with a running noose, to one of the
lower branches, and placing a cart underneath it, with a per-

son standing in readiness by the horse ’3 head to drive off at a
given signal.

When these very primitive preliminaries were gone
through, all the prisoners, including Sir John Faa, with the
exception of one who was left for instant execution, were
marched into the castle, and shut up with a strong guard in

one of its apartments.
Everything being now ready for the performance of the

dreadful tragedy which was about to be enacted, the Earl of
Cassilis proceeded to the countess’ chamber, and again as-
suming the mock air of politeness of which we have already
spoken, he bowed low as he entered the apartment and begged
to inform the Countess of Cassilis that he had got up a play
for her divertissement, in which her lover, Sir John, had
obligingly undertaken to perform a principal part, and desired
that she would condescend to witness the pastime. Saying
this, he rudely seized the countess by the arm and dragged
her to an apartment where there was a window that over-
looked the place of execution.
Having placed the countess at this window, the earl made

a signal to those assembled beneath the “ Dulo Tree,” and in

an instant afterwards the first of the unhappy captives was
seen suspended by the neck, struggling in the agonies of
death. Another and another of these miserable men followed
in due time, until, of the whole party, their unfortunate leader,
Sir John, only remained.
On this ill-fated gentleman being brought out for execu-

tion, the earl roused the attention of his unhappy wife, by
calling out to her, with savage glee, “to look attentively, as
her lover, Sir John, was now about to play his part; and he
had no doubt, he said, that he would do it handsomely.” The
wretched lady glanced towards the fatal tree and saw him
who had been her first, and was yet her only love, about to

suffer an ignominious death. The fatal rope was already

about the neck of the gallant, but erring young man,
wnose hearing, in this dreadful situation, evinced all that
unflinching fortitude for which he had always been remark-
able.

Just before being thrown ofi, he caught a glimpse of the
countess figure at the window. He bowed gracefully to-
wards her, kissed his hand to her, and waved an eternal
adieu. In the next instant, he was insensible to all earthly
objects. These last proofs of the undaunted young man’s
unalterable affection, however, of which we have just spoken,
were not seen by her for whom they were intended; for, al-
though at the window, she was forcibly held there by her
savage husband : her eyes were closed on the dreadful scene,
and she herself wholly unconscious of what, at that fatal in-
stant, was passing before her.

The apartment from which the miserable Countess of Cas-
silis was compelled to witness this dreadful tragedy, is still

pointed out by the name of the “ Countess’ Room.” In this

chamber the unhappy lady was kept a prisoner for several
days after the execution of Sir John and his followers, when
she was removed to another of the family residences in the
town of Maybole in Ayrshire, where she was confined during
the remainder of her life— the earl, her husband, in the mean-
time, marrying another wife.

Such is the story of the Countess of Cassilis, and a veritable
tale it is.

AN IRISHMAN’S MODE OF RAISING A DINNER.
Once upon a time, a son of Erin entered a jeweller’s shop in

the far-famed city of Dublin. Now it happened that Patrick
was completely strapped—that is to say, hadn’t the first red
cent—and furthermore, he was exceedingly hungry. But he
had hit upon a happy alternative for making good this defici-

ency. Approaching the jeweller, he said:

“What’ll ye give me for a lump of gold as thick as my wrist,
and as long as the half of my arm?”
The jeweller had often heard of large pieces of gold being

discovered in certain parts of Ireland, which pieces of gold, it

was surmised, had been left by the Danes, on their expulsion
from the country. Thinks he to himself, very wisely, “ This
ignorant Irishman has found this gold of which he speaks, and
may the powers help me, but I’ll take him in.”

“Will you take a drop to drink, my good fellow?” he cun-
ningly asked, well convinced that a few drops of the “ craythur ”

would be effectual in the performance of his object.

“Upon my sowl, and Jim Elannegan’s the man to do that
t*

was the answer.
“ But may be you’d like a hit of breakfast, my good fellow?”
“ Bad luck to me, but I’m as hungry as a handspike,” re-

sponded Mr. Flannegan.
Some bread and butter, and several other dainties, which

enter into the composition of the necessaries of life, were accord-

ingly ordered and brought. Our hero made an excellent re-

past, which ever and anon, at the instigation of the kind and
benevolent jeweller, who showed his guest every possible kind-
ness, was washed down with a copious potation of poteen.

After Mr. James Flannegan had ministered to the cravings

of his stomach, and moreover had got pretty well inebriated

with the poteen, his host nudged him and slily inquired
“ Mister, where is that lump of gold of yours?”
“What lump of goold, yer honour?” said Pat, staring the

jeweller in the face.
“ You spalpeen, didn’t you tell me you wanted to sell me a

lump of gold,” cried the jeweller, flying into a furious passion.

“Don’t be so fast, yer honour,” replied Pat. “ Sure and you
1 know as well as the nose on yer face, that I merely asked, like

a gentleman, for the sake of information, so that if I’d iver find

a lump of goold, I’d know its value.”

A kick, which sent Pat reeling out of the shop, was admi-
nistered to him by the jeweller, who was incensed to think of

the imposition played upon him; and Mr. Flannegan went off,

swearing by his grandfather’s ghost, that that bread and butter

was the best he had tasted since the time he stuck a pin in

Jerry O’Hanlon, at Jerry’s father’s wake.
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JOHN HAMPDEN.
It is now more than 200 years since John Hampden fell on

Chalgrove Field, a martyr in liberty’s cause. He was born in

1594, and three years after his father died, bequeathing him a

considerable estate. His ancestry was of a character which
every true Englishman is prepared to respect. It could be

traced in an unbroken line to the old Saxon times, having been
enriched by Edward the Confessor, and was found strong

enough to resist the tyranny of the Norman barons. When,
afterwards, the families ofSaxons and Normans began to mingle
and lose their peculiarities in the common name of Englishmen,
the “ de Hampdens,” appear to have been distinguished by the

love of fair play, and the disposition to resist everything like

princely oppression. John Hampden was sent to Oxford at

fifteen years of age, and at nineteen he entered the Middle
Temple. He married in 1619, and in the following year he
was returned to Parliament for the borough of Grampound.
Clarendon describes him in his early years as “ indulging in

all the license in sports, and exercises, and company, which
were used by men of the most
.jolly conversation.” But when he
was about twenty-five years old,

an extraordinary change took
place in his conduct and charac-
ter. Abandoning pleasure, he “re-
tired,” says the same historian,

"‘to extraordinary sobriety and
strictness — to a more reserved
and melancholy society.” This
happy change is said to have been
effected chiefly by his union with
a woman whom he loved, and
thencefore domestic enjoyments
and the performance of public
duties seem to have been his “end
and aim.” Rich and accomplished,
his mother was desirous that he
should attain a peerage

;
but as

the sale of titles was at that time
notorious and admitted, he scorned
to accept the venal honour.
The kings in whose reigns

Hampden lived had an unhappy
combination of qualities, which
led them to seek the maintenance
of undue prerogatives for the
Crown, and at the same time in-

curred the loss of them. They
had a share of intelligence enough
to cherish a love for theories, but
none of the wisdom requisite for

efficient government. T1 ey had the
rashness which urged tinm to threaten, and bluster, and irritate;

but they wanted the courage which would cause them to be
dreaded. They had the vanity to assert prerogative : but none of
the Tudor pride which could maintain them. They both affected
a religious air; but they alike wanted the moral force which real
religion gives, though one was called the Solomon of liis age,
and the other is still honoured as the martyr of his church.
Such were the men who found themselves called upon to battle
with the Genius of Freedom

; such were the feeble spirits who
attempted to control the popular mind, just at the period when
it had awoke from its long slumbers, and was panting to em-
ploy its recovered energies.

In June, 1625, Charles met his first Parliament, and in it

Hampden had a seat for Wendover. The king found it un-
manageable, both as regarded refusing him supplies and assert-
ing. the necessity for redressing grievances; and hence, in the
spring of 1626, he called together another Parliament, in which
wendover was again represented by Hampden. A large supply
of money was voted to the king, but it was not to be paid un-
till the complaints of the nation had been redressed. A violent

struggle ensued. Buckingham was impeached; and the king

imprisoned those who caused that step to be taken. The Com®
mons declared that the king could not levy poundage and ton
nage unless with their consent. To rid himself of their oppo-
sition, he imprisoned some, and dissolved the others. A forced
loan to the crown was then exacted from men of property; and
thereupon John Hampden took his first decisive stand for the
fundamental principle of the British constitution. He would
not lend a farthing, and for this he was imprisoned, first in the
Gate-house and afterwards at a place in Hampshire. Eighty
other gentlemen shared his fate. Upon his release he again
sat for Wendover, in 1628, when the Petition of Rights was
triumphantly carried. Shortly after he retired to the duties

and pleasures of a rural life at his seat in one of the most beau-
tiful parts of Buckinghamshire, where he passed several years,
amusing himself with books and field-sports.

With the morals of a puritan, Hampden had the manners of
an accomplished courtier. His literary acquirements were
considerable, and at one time it was said to be in contemplation
to entrust him with the education of the Prince of Wales. In
1634 he sustained the loss of his wife, who was interred in the
parish church of Hampden; and his noble mind was further

pained by finding that the perfidi-

ous monarch set the Petition of

Rights at defiance, and broke his

promises. Religious persecution

became the portion of the puritans

;

monopoly was cherished, and cruel-

ties of the most atrocious charac-

ter were perpetrated. In Laud
and Strafford the king had found
ministers as mischievous as Buck-
ingham, whom they succeeded.

Strafford had been Hampden’s
early friend, hut he afterwards

hated him with the hatred of a re-

negade. He wished to govern with
the sword and without parlia-

ments. At the suggestion of this

man and of Justice Finch, and
Noy (the Attorney General), who
had imitated Strafford in his apos-

tacy, and who equalled him in

vice and tyranny, the king issued

his writ, not only for London and.

the coast towns, but also to the

inland counties, to equip and man
ships-of-war. This was a piece

of exaction, the like to which had
never been known in England.
The share of “ship money” which
fell upon Buckinghamshire was
£4500. Hampden was assessed

at only a few shillings, but he
refused to pay it, and deter-

mined to incur all the certain expense and probable danger
of bringing to a solemn hearing this great controversy be-

tween the people and the crown. Late in 1636 this great

cause was tried before all the Judges of England. Corrupt as

the judges were, and holding their situations as they did during

the royal pleasure, five out of twelve pronounced in the patriot’s

favour. The popular cause was much promoted by this deci-

sion, and ever after it Hampden knew that he was watched
with the eye of a tyrant. In 1637, eight years had passed

without a parliament, and the property of every man obnoxious
to the Crown was completely at its mercy. Hampden resolved

to leave England, and he and Oliver Cromwell were actually on
board to sail for America, when an order in council prohibited

emigrant ships from sailing. At this period disturbances broke
out in Scotland, and a parliament was hastily summoned.
Hampden was elected for Buckinghamshire, and from this time
till the day of his death, he entirely gave himself up to public
affairs. He lived in Gray’s Inn-lane, London, near to his friend

Pym. Charles asked for supplies. The House knew not how
to act. Hampden displayed great tact in preventing the king
from getting a victory, and the next day his majesty dissolved
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the parliament. Immediately after, he threw several of the

late members into prison. Soon after the Scots (it is alleged

by Hampden’s advice) marched into England, and Charles was
obliged, after much ignominy, to make a truce with them, and
summon a parliament. This parliament met in November,
1640, and never did an assembly experience such reverses of

fortune—empire and servitude, glory and contempt. To detail

here its proceedings is impracticable. The infatuation of the

king continued—the determination of Hampden and others in-

creased. In January, 1642, his Majesty ordered the impeach-
ment of Ivimbolton, Hampden, Pym, &c. He ordered them to

be impeached at the bar of the House of Lords in contemptuous
violation of the right of trial by jury. The Commons would
not give up their members. Charles went with an armed force

to arrest them in parliament, but they had escaped, and taken
refuge in Coleman-street, in the city. London was in arms all

night, and the next day the king was hissed. In a few days the
Commons openly defied the king, and the citizens conducted the
proscribed members in triumph to their seats in, Parliament. *

Buckinghamshire was roused. Four thousand freeholders from
that county, each wearing in his hat a copy of the protest in
favour of parliamentary privileges, rode up to London. At
length the obstinacy of Charles plunged England into civil w'ar.

Hampden raised a regiment of infantry in his own county.
The uniform of the men was green, and the regiment was con-
sidered one of the best in the parliamentary service. At length,
upon a sally being made out of Oxford by Prince Rupert, his
forces were encountered by Hampden and some trusty followers
on the field of Chalgrove. In the first charge he was struck
in the shoulder by two bullets, which broke the bone and lodged
in his body.

The events of the day and the close of Hampden’s life are
thus described by Lord Nugent in his admirable life of the
patriot :

—

Hampden, with his head drooping, and his hands leaning on
his horse’s neck, moved feebly out of the battle. The mansion
which had been inhabited by his father-in-law, and from which,
in his youth, he had carried home his bride, Elizabeth, was in

sight. There still remains an affecting tradition that he looked
for a moment towards that beloved house, and made an effort

to go thither to die. But the enemy lay in that direction. He
turned his horse towards Thame, where he arrived almost
fainting with agony. The surgeons dressed his wounds; but
there was no hope. The pain which he suffered was most ex-

cruciating; but he endured it with admirable firmness and
resignation. His first care was for his country. He wrote
from his bed several letters to London concerning public
affairs, and sent a last pressing message to the head- quarters,
recommending that the dispersed forces should be concentrated.
When his public duties were performed, he calmly prepared
himself to die. A short time before Hampden’s death the sa -

crament was administered to him. He declared that, though
he disliked the government of the Church of England, he yet
agreed with that church a9 to all essential matters of doctrine.
His intellect remained unclouded. When all was nearly over,
he lay murmuring faint prayers for himself and for the cause
in which he died. “ Lord Jesus,” lie exclaimed, in the moment

i of the last agony, “ receive my soul. O Lord, save my country.

0 Lord, be merciful to .” In that broken ejaculation

passed away his noble and fearless spirit.

He was buried in the parish church of Hampden. His sol-

diers, bareheaded, with reversed arms and muffied drum c
j and

colours, escorted his body to the grave, singing, as they
marched, that lofty and melancholy psalm in which the fra-

gility of human life is contrasted with the immutability of
Him, to whom a thousand years are as yc-sterday when it is

passed, and as a watch in the night. The news of Hampden’s
death produced as great a consternation in his party, accord-
ing to Clarendon, as if their whole army had been cut off. The

j

journals of the time amply prove that the Parliament and all

its friends were filled with grief and dismay. Lord Nugent has
quoted a remarkable i>assage from the next Weekly Intelli-

gencer;

—

“ The loss of Colonel Hampden goeth near the heart

of every man that loves the good of his king and country, and
makes some conceive little content to be at the array now that

he is gone. The memory of this deceased coloncd is such, that
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in no age to come but it will more and more be had in honour
and esteem; a man so religious, and of that prudence, judg-
ment, temper, valour, and integrity, that he hath left few his

like behind.”

In honour of this unflinching patriot, a memorial has been
erected. Such a tribute should long ago have been paid.

On the two hundredth anniversary of the day on which he re-

ceived his death wound, the monument was completed. We
subjoin an engraving of it.

The monument was erected by a comparatively small
number of subscribers, for the public had but little inti-

mation of its progress. Notwithstanding this, however,
the ceremony appeared to be very generally known, and
to excite very great interest over the counties of Berks, Ox-
ford, and Buckingham. Numbers of persons from the very
confines of each of these districts made their appearance, drawn
to such distances from home by an enthusiastic feeling of vene-
ration for the name and fate of* Hampden. On arriving within
sight of the field, numbers of persons in every variety of con-
veyance, and a still more numerous throng trudging forward
on foot, were seen drawing near the scene of action from every
quarter, and on arriving beside the monument, the spot pre-
sented the appearance of a small fair. The memorial itself is

a simple and massive square pillar. Upon the side facing

Warpsgrove, is placed the medallion portrait of the patriot,

carved in marble by Scoular; and on the opposite side are en-

graved his arms. The third side exhibits a list of the subscri-

bers to the monument, and the fourth side bears the following
inscription, written by Lord Nugent:

—

“ Here, in this field of Chalgrove,

“ John Hampden,
6i After an able and strenuous, but unsuccessful resistance in

Parliament, and before the judges of the land, to the measures
of an arbitrary court, first took arms, assembling the levies of
the associated counties of Buckingham and Oxford, in 1642.

“ And here, within a few paces of this spot, he received the
wound of which he died, fighting in defence of the free mo-
narchy and ancient liberties of England, June 18th, 1643.

“In the two hundredth year from that day, this stone was
raised in reverence to his memory.”
The monument stands at the junction of the lane leading

from Chalgrove village, with the Oxford and Wallingford road
in the corner of a large field. An open plain of some extent
stretches round on all sides save one, where an avenue of
somewhat scrubbed trees and thick bushes, approaching close

to the pillar, mark the exact spot where Hampden was mor-
tally wounded.

IMELDA; OR, JEALOUSYS REVENGE.
A TRUE TALE OF THE PIEDMONTESE REVOLUTION.

The inhabitants of Drappo, in the vicinity of Nice, were re-

turning home from the feast of a neighbouring village, when
one of the young females of the party slipped into the Paglione,

and the mountain torrent, swollen by the bursting of a cloud,

hurried her away with irresistible impetuosity. A shriek of

terror issued from every spectator, but one youth only of six-

teen had the courage to leap in after her, and to save her at the

risk of his own life. The damsel named Nina was a lovely girl,

scarcely fifteen; being an orphan, she was brought up by a poor
grandmother, and she was kind and affectionate, but at the same
time obstinate, like most spoiled children. Anselmo, the youth,

was the son of Eioriano, the village bailiff*, a man in tolerably

good circumstances, who was in high .favour with the Marchese
Rodalgi, the lord of the village, because he had once saved his

consort, the marchesa, from imminent death, by stopping the

horses which had run away with her carriage, and were drag-

ging it to the bank of the precipice; and after the decease of

this lady, to whom he was tenderly attached, their daughter
(Imelda) had been suckled and brought up by Eloriano’s wife.

Anselmo was a handsome, spirited youth, but of a wild and
unsettled disposition. His favourite occupation was wolf hunt-

ing, in which he frequently spent several successive days, with

his large shaggy dog, climbing the rugged mountains, and never

thinking to return home till he could show his more timid com-
rades in the village, the head of a wolf, or though more rarely,

that of a wild boar, as a proof of his prowess and perseverance.

He had rescued young Nina, apparently lifeless, from the roar-

ing torrent, and in this state she was carried home and put to

bed. By the next morning, however, she was quite recovered;

she hastened at an early hour to Eloriano’s house, to thank her

deliverer, but found that he had long been gone to his usual

sport; so that the grateful girl, vexed, she knew not why, was
obliged to return home without accomplishing her purpose.

Anselmo was meanwhile wandering over precipices and
through ravines, till towards evening, according to a precon-

certed arrangement, he joined at the foot of the Col di Tende, a
party of roving mountaineers, who were there tarrying in the

only hut which the valley contained. They dwelt somewhere
on the sea coast, and were in external appearance, rude and
wild as the mountains over which they strolled; nor did any
one seem to believe their assertion, that they had come to those

parts, merely to purchase such necessaries as they wanted of

the itinerant dealers who passed that way; nay, Eioriano and
the marchese had even warned Anselmo against associating

with these suspicious people. He found them busily engaged
in reading a printed paper, calling upon the Piedmontese, in the

name of liberty and equality, to throw off* the yoke of the clergy

and nobles, and to incorporate themselves with the French re-

public. Anselmo had heard for some time past of these pro-

clamations, without paying any attention to them; but the

comments of these ferocious men, and their anticipations of the

future equality of all ranks, when the peasant would have a

right to aspire to the hand of the daughter of the first grandee
in the country, inflamed his imagination.

He thought of Imelda—the daughter of the marchese, the

beautiful, the sweet and gentle Imelda, his foster-sister, whom
he had so long loved in secret, without confessing it even to

himself, and the idea of the possibility that he might some day
clasp the lovely girl to his bosom as his wife, threw his blood

into commotion, and opened his ear and heart to the pernicious

councils of his rude companion.
Under the influence of these feelings, he was persuaded by

the leader of the party, to swear adherence to the new princi-

3les of liberty^, which were to bring destruction on all tyrants.

It was not till too late, that he learned that the marchese was
at the head of the proscribed list; and he strove in vain to pre-

vail on them to forego their intention, in regard to him. Find-
ing he could make no impression on the barbarians, with whom
he had so improvidently leagued himself, he resolved to profit

by his knowledge of their design, and to save his benefactor.

He had but too soon occasion to carry this resolution into

effect. It was night, and some of the party were already asleep,

when a man came in great haste, and announced “the accursed

marchese and his daughter,” would the following morning cross

the mountains, on their way from Turin. This intelligence

produced general exultation, and they all swore that this time
he should not escape with life. Anselmo also turned pale and
trembled. “ Recollect thy oath,” cried the leader to him, and
immediately ordered one of the band to guard the door with
loaded musket, lest he should give them the slip.

Long did he watch in vain for a favourable opportunity. At
length it seemed to have arrived. His companions were buried

in profound sleep: the sentinel leaning on his musket, stood

with his face turned towards the door, which was a-jar. An-
selmo ventured on a bold leap, the force of which overthrew the
sentinel; in a moment away he bounded among the rocks. His
dog scampered after him, and followed by this faithful attend-

ant, he ran up the hill with such speed, as in a few minutes to

be out of hearing of the cries and execrations of the pursuing
banditti. After a toilsome struggle with the difficulties which
lay in his route to the only inn, that time on the Coll, where
the marchese was reported to have stopped, he succeeded in

reaching it, where he found him and his daughter. He pre-
vailed upon them to take a strong escort to Tende, the nearest
town, without communicating to them the precise plan of the
conspirators; his oath prevented him from disclosing that, and
he was satisfied for the present with having saved Imelda.

;

}3
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j
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As the curious reader may wish to know the reason of the

inarchese s journey to Turin, the following explanation will

elucidate that point. The Court of Sardinia, alarmed at the

proceedings of the French apostles of liberty, summoned the

principal of the nobility of Turin, in order to learn from them
the real state of the provinces. Among these, was the mar*
ehese

; and the result of his journey was an order to appre-

hend a party of suspicious persons who had been for some
time roving among the mountains

;
and who were no other

than Anselmo’s new confederates. The motive for taking
his daughter along with him, was an acquaintance she had
formed with a young officer of the guards, and as the latter

possessed wealth and rank, he wished to cultivate that ac-

quaintance.

The young people seemed so pleased with each other’s

society, that the marchese gave the young count an invitation

to his country seat. The count accepted it the more readily
because it was currently reported that his regiment would be
speedily stationed in the environs of Nice, as the King of
Sardinia was then taking measures for establishing a strong
cordon sanitaire along the frontiers of France. The marchese
and his daughter were, as we have seen, returning from this

visit to the capital, and were at the little town of Tende,
which gives name to the peaked mountain, on the summit of
which the fertile plains of Lombardy burst all at once on the
view of the traveller. It was already late in the afternoon,
and the marchese resolved to pass the night where he was.
As, however, notwithstanding all his gratitude, he thought it

not advisable to suffer young Anselmo, who had accompanied
them hither, to remain any longer in the society of his

daughter, he persuaded him meanwhile to pursue his way
home, and to put an end to his father’s alarm on account of
his long absence

;
and induce him to comply the more cheer-

fully, he promised that Imelda should dance with him at the
next village feast.

Half rejoiced, and half affronted, the youth hastened to
Drappo, and announced the return of the marchese. The
whole village was in joyful commotion, and a day was ap-
pointed for celebrating the happy event, peculiarly happy for
Anselmo, because it would soon give him Imelda for his part-
ner in the dance. *

Next morning, therefore, he hastened to the mansion, to in-

timate his expectation to Imelda. Pier father received him
very kindly, but would not permit him to see his daughter;
she would fulfil his promise, lie said; but he hoped that An-
selmo, on his part, would not forget what was as sacred as any
promise, namely, the respect due to his superiors. The youth
sullenly turned away, and reluctantly obeyed the marchese,
when he ordered him to assist the aged priest who had
come up with him, down the steep declivity. On the way
down, the housekeeper of the ecclesiastic, related many things
which she had heard from the count’s servants, respecting Turin,
and among the rest, what was whispered there concerning the
progress of the French revolution; and, that an army was ex-
pected in the neighbourhood. “ The Lady Imelda, I am told,”
continued the loquacious old woman, “ is not at all displeased,
at the prospect of our having troops in the place, for her lover
is to be among them.” “ Who?” cried the youth, as if starting
from a dream.—“ Why the handsome young officer, to be sure,
to whom her father has promised her.”—“ Then, I am undone!”
exclaimed Anselmo, in accents of despair; and leaving the
priest to shift for himself, ran off like a maniac.
Like a hunted deer, the youth bounded over hill and dale,

through woods, and across rocks, till he stopped amid the ruins
of an ancient aqueduct, and considered the whole extent of the
loss with which he was threatened. His love for his foster-
sister, which had, unperceived, grown up with him, and ani-
mated his bosom, as unconsciously as the air he breathed, could
not fail in a mind so impetuous as Anselmo’s to be heightened
by the sudden opposition that it encountered at every step, into
the most vehement passion, which disposed him to join in the
most hazardous schemes, if they but showed him the way to
Imelda’s hand.
With joy he now greeted the Genoese, who has already

been introduced as the leader of the conspirators, and who,

at this juncture, advanced from among the ruins, and asked
whether he had considered better of the matter, and was now
ready to renew his oath, and strenuously co-operate in the
liberation of his country, or to see the object of his affection
in the arms of another. The inflamed mind of the youth
needed no further excitement

; he resolutely followed the
crafty leader to a secret cavern, from which the report of its
being haunted, kept the common people aloof, and where he
found five of liis former colleagues assembled. Beneath the
raised poignards of these ruffians, he swore whatever they
required, and was then dismissed, with the assurance that a
French army was on its march, and the recommendation of
the strictest caution and silence ; on which he returned with
feigned composure to liis father’s habitation.

The next day was Sunday, and the marchese and hig
daughter were received at church with due solemnity, by the
bailiff and the congregation. The old pastor was assisted in
the performance of divine service, by a priest who had been
sent from Nice with other missionaries, to counteract the
effect of the new doctrines among the country people

;
and,

at the same time, to note, for the information of the magis-
trates, such persons as were considered to be most suspicious.
The sermon of the pious ecclesiastic was full of energy and
unction

;
but it made not the least impression upon them

;
for

Anselmo observed, “ that while many seemed devoutly to
swallow every word of the pious priest, others cast signifi-

cant leers, and smiled sarcastically at one another,” when,
towards the conclusion, the priest launched out into menaces
against the rebels. This Circumstance convinced him, that
many more were infected by the new notions, and the dis-

covery served to strengthen the hopes of the infatuated
youth. The marchese and the priest also remarked the same
thing

; and Anselmo’s wild looks and strange manner had not
escaped the latter

; on which account, lie recommended
the nobleman to keep a strict watch over him, as a dangerous
character.
The same day, the troops that were expected arrived in the

valley, and Count di Zuchuliwas received as a welcome guest
at the mansion of the marchese. Anselmo saw him, and
gnashed his teeth, but had sufficient self-command to repress
his rage : it was nevertheless obvious to every one, that he
was an altered creature, and the marchese deemed it the
more necessary to keep him away from the mansion. Under
these circumstances arrived the day appointed for the festi-

vities, at which Imelda was promised him for his partner in

the dance.
The whole village was assembled

;
the marchese appeared,

and his daughter, hanging on the arm also of the detested
Count di Zuehuli. Anselmo’s blood boiled ; but in spite of
the count, she should be his partner, and as soon as the mu-
sic began to play, he walked boldly up to the young lady,
who was at the moment engaged in earnest conversation with
her lover. At this sight, such a multitude of conflicting

emotions filled the bosom of the youth, that his features were
quite distorted by their vehemence.
“ Who is this young madman ?” said the count.
“ Oh ! ’tis only one of the peasants—my foster brother,”

wras the reply
;
but he has lately become so strange, that I

begin to be afraid of him
; I promised to dance with him,

but ”

“To dance with him! Indeed you must not. You will

dance with me—won’t you ?”

Imelda assented ; she rose, and without noticing Anselmo,
advanced with the count to open the dance—“Strike up,”
cried he, to the musicians

; to Anselmo, “ out of the way,
young man.”
The youth obeyed, with a terrible scowl, which was fortu-

nately not observed by the other. At the next pause, how-
ever, he suddenly rushed before Imelda, and exclaimed, with
eyes flashing fire, “ You have broken your promise—you
shall repent it.”

“ Go to the devil, unmannerly clown,” cried the count,
shaking his fist, “ or you shall repent your impudence !

’ An*
selmo’s rage was on the point of bursting forth in all its fury,
when he perceived amongst the crowd the Genoese motion-
ing to him. Controlling his unseasonable passion, he stole
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a-way from the village* and entered a wood in which the Ge-
noese had disappeared from his view. He soon found him,
and received a severe reprimand for his hasty conduct. “But
come,” said he, cheering up, “ the time is now not far distant

when we shall all have an opportunity of revenging our-

selves on our enemies. Savoy is already ours, and occupied
by the French. It is now your turn to act : an army of one
hundred thousand French, is in the mountains between this

place and Grasse; you must conduct it through bye-ways into

the rear of our rascally troops, and that this very night.”

Anselmo was staggered. His reason had hitherto been con-

fined solely to words; but now, that he was actually to set

about what he had promised in the wild tumult of his passion,

he felt himself thrilled with secret horror. He would have re-

monstrated
;
but at that moment they heard voices, and saw

weapons glistening between the trees. “Follow me, or you are

lost,” cried the Genoese, and sprang up the rocks. Anselmo
followed : shots were fired, and several bullets whizzed behind
him, but both escaped. A soldier had seen them both steal

into the wood, watched them, and overheard their conversa-

tion, on which he had fetched some of his comrades to assist in

securing them. Anselmo, finding himself treated and pursued
as a traitor, had no alternative; he took proper directions from
the Genoese, and set out the same evening for the French head-

quarters.

Two days afterwards, the mountains about his birth-place

re-echoed the thunder of artillery and the din of battle. The
Piedmontese were posted on the high bank of the then nearly
dry Paglione, from which the French sought to dislodge them.
Thrice had they charged, and thrice been repulsed with consi-

derable loss from the artillery on the hills, and especially in the
elevated fortress of Montalbano, which covered the rear of the
Piedmontese. They advanced the fourth time, and the assailed

expected once more to witness their discomfiture, when the
batteries of the Montalbano suddenly ceased firing, and imme-
diately afterwards the flag of republican France waved instead

of their own colours from its pinnacles. Anselmo had conducted
them unobserved through a secret pass which he had discovered
in his wanderings, and they had surprised the fortress, which
was none of the strongest. This event decided the fortune of

the day
; the Piedmontese retreated into the mountains : and as

soon as they quitted a place, a majority of the inhabitants de-

clared in favour of the new liberty. Anselmo again repaired
to his home; but neither his father nor the old pastor, who
adhered faithfully to their duties, would hold any intercourse
with the traitor. Finding that lmelda, for whose sake he had
made such sacrifices, had escaped with her father, he was at

first furious, on account of his disappointment; but when he
began to consider what he had once been, and what he now
was, he was overwhelmed with keen, but too late, remorse.
The French, who had meanwhile gained possession of Nice,

conceived themselves to be masters of the whole country, and
felt perfectly secure when they were suddenly attacked by the
whole of the Sardinian force. At first they maintained their

posts with the greatest obstinacy; and when thejr were at length

forced to yield to superior numbers, they defended every foot

of ground with unparallelled bravery; but they were, never-
theless, ultimately driven back into the valley. During the

action, a tremendous tempest burst upon the combatants; the
rain fell in torrents

;
and when the French were obliged to re-

cross the Paglione, they lost a great number of men, from the
impetuosity of its current.

Anselmo had naturally fought in the ranks of his confede-
rates ; but all he thought of was liow to revenge himself on the
Count di Zucfnili. He sought him throughout the whole army,
and when found, attacked him like a ferocious beast; but a
troop of Sardinian horse, coming up at this juncture, rescued
their colonel, and carried off their traitorous countryman a
prisoner.

While the French were retreating, and the Sardinians resum-

ing possession of the country, which had been wrested from
them, Anselmo was conveyed to Montalbano, which had
shortly be ore capitulated. In a dark dungeon there he again

met the Genoese, who strove to cheer him with the hope ot es-

cape. The unhappy youth, however, had conceived such a dis B

gust for life, that he seemed to receive with joy the sentence of

death which the Marches® and even the Count di Zuchuli had
sought in vain to avert from him. He had been taken in arms,
and the king was inexorable.

He was thus given up for lost by himself, and all who knew
him; but the innocent Nina, whose affection for the wild youth
seemed to increase the more he spurned her from him, resolved

to save him—for she liad now room to hope that she might at-

tach him to herself by gratitude, especially as be could think no
longer of lmelda. She had heard that among the troops in the

fortress, there was a soldier who had been once quartered at

her father’s, and had always shown particular kindness to her;

and on this man she built her hopes. Without communicating
lier design to any individual, though Floriano’s distress had
well nigh induced her to make a confidant of the unfortunate
old man, she stole away from the village early in the morning,
and hastened up the steep path to the fortress. Luckily, the

soldier whom she sought, happened to he just then on duty at

the gate. She went boldly up to him, made herself known, and
implored him, with tears iti her eyes, to admit her to lier

brother—for so she called the prisoner. The soldier assured

her that this was impossible. “ But,” added he, “ the priest

is to come to him this evening; be in the way, and beg him to

speak a good word for you. I shall then be on guard again,

and, if he says that I am to let you pass, I will even shut one
eye.”

This kind hint was enough for Nina: at the appointed hour,

she was again at the gate of the fortress
;
and seeing two priests

approaching in the dark, she threw herself at their feet, and,

with tears, entreated them to take her with them to see her

poor brother who was sentenced to die, and to whom she could

not otherwise gain admittance. The two friars were moved by
the grief of the girl, and one of them granted her request, while

the other, for money, accommodated her with the loan of his

frock.

Meanwhile intelligence had reached Anselmo that this very

evening the Count di Zuchuli was to lead the fair lmelda to

the altar; and this intelligence had re-kindled in his bosom all

the hateful passions which were fanned into a furious flame by
the villain who was confined with him, and who had not yet

relinquished the hopes of escaping and revenging himself on
his enemies. The youth was ripe for any crime into which his

heartless fellow prisoner might desire to lead him. “ I love her

still—the false one!” he exclaimed; “I love her to distraction ;

but, were I only free, before I would see lier in the arms of

another, this hand should plunge the poignard into her heart.”

At this moment, the locks and bolts grated, and the two

priests entered. The door was again closed after them. Nina
immediately went up to the object other love. “Anselmo,”
said she, in a whisper, “ I am come to save thee; they will not

hurt me—make haste, put on this frock, and escape; and when
thou art safe, let me know, that I may come to thee!”

Anselmo, as if thunderstruck, knew not in the first moment
what to say, or what to do. The Genoese, however, who had

recognised the girl in spite of the disguise, instantly conceived

a plan, to the execution of which, he proceeded without delay.

The friar approached him to hear his confession: when suddenly

clapping his hand to his mouth to prevent his crying out, lie

threw him down, gagged him with a cloth, and bound him with

a cord which had accidentally been left in the prison.

All this was the work of a moment: having secured the

priest, he drew a file from his bosom, relieved himself from his

chain, and did the same for Anselmo, before he and Nina had
recovered from their astonishment. “Now, we are free!” he

whispered, wrapping himself in the garment of the friar, and

approaching the door. Anselmo hesitated to follow : he looked

first at Nina, then at the Genoese. The latter but too well ac-

quainted with the weak side of the youth, said in a low tone,

“ Make haste, or we shall be too late for the wedding.” These

words operated like an electric shock : he took the frock brought

by Nina, and threw it over him, while she retired to the farthest

corner of the dungeon.
A violent storm raged over Nice, when the two false priests

entered it by one of the- gates, and mingled among the crowd

pouring towards the cathedral, where, as they collected from

I
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the talk of the people, the Count Zuchuli was about to be united

to his beaftiteous bride. This intelligence accelerated their speed

:

they threw off their friar’s garb, and reached the church, just as

the service had begun. The bride and bridegroom were already

kneeling by each other before the altar. Anselmo saw Imelda;

never had she appeared to him so lovely; and, when the count
put the ring on her finger, such was the tumult of his rage,

that he would have sprung forward and betrayed himself, had
not the Genoese detained him. “ Art thou mad?” he whispered
to him, “it is not yet time; come with me.”
With these words, he drew him to the door by which the

people were retiring. Many stopped there, eager to obtain a

close view of the bride. Anselmo and the Genoese stood among
them : the former trembled, for full well did he know why the

wretch had led him thither : but an evil spirit had taken possession

of his soul, and deprived him of the control over his resolutions.

Still he wavered, when he beheld the count and Imelda ap-
proaching, arm in arm. The people extolled the beauty of the

bride, and the happiness of the bridegroom, and crowded close

round the nuptial procession. All at once, a piercing shriek

was heard, and the lady stabbed by the knife of an assassin,

sunk a corpse into the arms of her friends. In the confusion,

the murderers escaped: no one was at a loss to guess who they
were, when, on the following morning, the flight from Montal-
bano became publicly known.
Poor Nina was soon apprized of the melancholy consequence

of her generous deliverance of a desperado,—she was informed
of them in the prison, where she was kept confined; but as the

friar persisted that the Genoese had used violence, she was, after

a while, released, and presently disappeared. Nobody knew
what had become of her. Pioriano, the unfortunate father did

not long survive his misery; and the events which speedily

succeeded, drove many of the persons mentioned in this nar-
rative into exile, where they died one after another.

Several years elapsed and nothing was heard of Anselmo or
the Genoese. Tranquillity had been meanwhile restored at Nice,

which, after long and sanguinary conflicts had been incorporated
with the Trench empire. This tranquillity was, however, oc-

casionally interrupted by the ravages committed in the adjacent
country by a formidable band of robbers, which haunted the
woody mountain of Estrella. Its leader was the terror of the
inhabitants; it was said that he had frequent paroxysms of
frenzy, and that in one of these he had given himself the sur-

name of Jesus, which he had ever after retained. Every
attempt to take him and his band, which was composed of all

the lawless characters in the country, had proved fruitless.

Information was at length received that the leader, with part
of his band, was in his usual lurking place. The mountain was
encompassed, and the gens d’armes boldly clambered up the
steep path, under the guidance of a man who seemed to

be well acquainted with the retreat of the robbers
;
when all at

once a smoke arose, and in a moment the whole wood around
them was in flames. With great difficulty they wound their
way through the labyrinth of fire, and came suddenly upon the
whole force of the banditti. Both parties were nearly equal in

number, and a tremendous conflict ensued. It was soon evident
that all the combatants were soon likely to experience the same
fate; for the conflagration, the progress of which had been some-
what retarded by a ravine, now burst forth with renewed fury,
and in a moment all were enveloped in a sea of flame,
which cut off from both parties the possibility of flight. Among
the band the ferocious captain was distinguished by the crown
of thorns which he was accustomed to wear over his hat; and
he seemed at the time to be under the influence of one of his
fits, for his cries were appalling. “Where is the accursed
count, who robbed me of my love? Where is the devil? Come
with me to !” With these words he grappled the leader of the
gens d'armes, and dragged him to the spot where the fire was
flercest. Each of the banditti followed his example, and the
struggle continued amid the devouring element till it had en-
veloped all the combatants, and put an end to their inhuman rage
by a death of torture.

It was not till the third day that the fire became extinct;
nor till the fourth, that it was possible to explore the field of
battle. I must beg the leader to spare me the description of

,

the horrid scene, which here presented itself. The fate of
the captain, however, must not be omitted. He was found
upright, jammed between two trees, one of which had fallen
against the other; the officer with whom he had fought lay
mangled and bloody before him, and not far from them was
the singed carcass of a large shaggy dog. The feet of the
bandit were consumed by the fire which had run along the
ground, and reached him

;
but the upper part of his body had

suffered little from the flames. His agony must have been
excessive; for in his efforts to extricate himself, he had
broken off a thick bough.
The remains of the slain were collected, and sent to Cannes;

when several persons from Nice, recognised, in the dreaded
bandit captain, the once happy, but headstrong, Anselmo.
Very few gens cVarm.es escaped, and it was they who commu-
nicated the particulars of the terrible affray. Not long after-

wards, Nina made her appearance at her birth-place
;
she

looked at least ten years older than she really was, so that
she was scarcely to be recognised. No one ever knew where
she had been during her long absence, for she never would
enter into conversation on the subject; but it was evident
her bosom was racked by profound grief and painful reool-
lections. She dragged on a miserable existence, till the
grave closed over her ; also —— the last person of this me-
lancholy drama. A. H.

MY YOUNG AUNT.
“Do anything but love.”—L. E. L.

Often in the stilly night, or the dusky evening, she comes
before me, just as she was in her happiest days, when her eye
would brighten at some sportive jest, or her voice warble some
favourite song; she was generally admired, and though many
might deny her claims to actual beauty, all willingly acknow-
ledged her to be lady-like and graceful in her deportment, and
fascinating in her manners. Though our positions were such
as generally precludes any strictly confidential intimacy, yet
with us it was different: we were more like an elder and younger
sister: and though I cannot tax my memory with any distinct

recollections of her early conquests, yet her last love tale is so

deeply imprinted on my heart that it will never be forgotten.

She was my father’s youngest sister, and resided with my uncle
in a town I shall call Wansleigh, about one hundred miles from
London. Though so far apart we carried on a regular corres-

pondence, and it was with feelings of heartfelt pleasure that I

heard from her she was about to be married, and that she in-

tended it to take place in town. She came to us as happy as

hope and love could make her, talking for ever of Charles Wal-
lington, her intended, who was to join her a week after her ar-

rival. I was sorry to find her health but indifferent, for she
had a low troublesome cough, and a pain in her side; but her
spirits were excellent, and she was too engaged making the ne-

cessary arrangements for her approaching wedding to think
much of it. At last the day came when the lover was ex-

pected, and our surprise may be imagined when, instead of him,
he sent a letter, strange and inexplicably written, wherein he in-

formed her, circumstances had occurred which would prevent
him completing liis engagement, and after many hurried apolo-

gies, stated that he was going abroad. As for myself, I was
absolutely stunned; but my aunt seemed scarce to feel the ex-

tent of the injury; she leant her head heavily upon her hand,
and was racking her almost bewildered brain to account for this

awful change; but in vain; she could discover no solution to

this mysterious enigma, and at last, scarce knowing what she

proposed, and resisting all entreaties, she decided upon return-

ing home, and that same evening, attended by my mother, she
quitted London. They entered Wansleigh as secretly as pos-

sible, and soon found the real truth. He had, during the few
days of my aunt’s absence, formed an acquaintance with a

designing unprincipled woman, who by some stratagem had
induced him to promise marriage to her daughter, a young
and exceedingly beautiful girl, whom she had fetched from
boarding-school, in order to become his bride. She was
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wholly unacquainted with his treachery, and was too thought-

less to refuse a young man possessing the united attractions

of being handsome and rich. What my aunt suffered can
never be known; to all outward appearance she was calm
almost to apathy, and never to her dearest friends did

she betray her grief at his perfidy, but that she felt it

deeply and acutely is past all doubt. She heard the bells of

Wansleigh church ring their joyous peal, she saw the waving
blond of the young bride, but she was never heard to heave a

sigh, nor was the slightest tremor audible in her voice.

But a few days after his marriage, and he again crossed her

path, and notwithstanding all her efforts insisted upon being

heard: lie told her he was miserable; he said that in a moment
of delirium he had sealed his fate to one he could never know
peace with; on his knees implored her, by everything sacred, to

let him occasionally see her as a friend. Whilst he was speak-

ing, her every pulse throbbed with indignation; at his first

pause she desired him peremptorily to leave her then and for

ever. This somewhat awed him, and uttering curses on the

beings who had wrecked his hopes, he departed, but it did not

prevent him again molesting her; he entirely left his wife, and
took up his abode at an hotel, the windows of which overlooked

my uncle’s house, and there for hours he would sit anxiously

watching to catch but a glimpse of her: and innumerable were
the letters he contrived to send that were as regularly returned
unopened. But this state of agonized feeling was too much
for my aunt’s delicate frame. Mental and bodily suffering in-

creased her illness, and gradually her form became more attenu-

ated, her cough more hollow, and the bright hue which crim-

soned her cheek, was plainly the hectic of consumption. Poor
girl ! she well knew she was dying, but her very look and tone

too clearly indicated that nothing now remained worth existing

for. Once more they met : for finding nothing would induce her

to see him, Charles Wallington took his passage in an Ameri-
can vessel; but previous to leaving England, he again intro-

duced himself into her presence, and bade her farewell, an
action lie was perfectly convinced was on earth a final one:

and truly was it; a few days after his departure, the troubled

heart of the unhappy one was at rest. But a short period in-

tervened when news arrived that, in a foreign land, the blighter

had also found a home among the silent dead. His young
widow still lives a lonely and desolate being, with her, whose
power hath ruined the happiness of her child, and scattered

sorrow and misery around her, like an evil and a destroying
spirit.

MILITARY MURDERS.
On the 12 th of December, a painful circumstance took place,

that for some days after threw a gloom over the city and its

inhabitants. I allude to the execution of our friends in the
Chapelgorees, which took place on the above day on the road
to Puebla, about a mile above the spot where our regiment was
parading at the time. The circumstances, which have been
variously related, giving place to a variety of opinion, occurred,

I believe, in the following manner. The Chapelgorees, some
time previous, in a reconnaissance, attacked a party of Carlists

who had taken possession of a church in a village some miles

out of Vittoria. The Carlists, finding they were likely to be
cut off, after a severe skirmish, retreated, leaving behind them
several dead. Among others, who had fallen, it appears, in the
church, was a priest, who, according to the statement of the
Chapelgorees, had been seen foremost in the fray, inciting the
Carlists to resist. The priest, however, being a favourite with
the people of the village, a complaint was made to the Govern-
ment at Madrid, distorting the facts, and accusing the Chapel-
gorees, (who, if taken themselves prisoners by the enemy,
are executed without mercy,) of the crimes of murder, sacri-

lege and robbery. Fearfully were these poor fellows to suffer

on a charge scarcely well inquired into, much less proved
to have been committed by them. Such was the secrecy

preserved by Espartero of his intention to punish the Chapel-
gorees that I was informed by a Spanish officer, bis own

staff were not acquainted with his intention. Marching out
on the above morning at the head of the division to wnich the
Chapelgorees were attached, the Spanish soldiers were specu-
lating on their destination, when they were halted in a plain
on the left of the road. A square was formed, and the unfortu-
nate corps to be punished composing one side, with cavalry
in their immediate rear. The command was then given for

the Chapelgorees to “take open order " and “ ground arms,"
and then to take ground to their front, which, with much
surprise and presentiment of the approaching tragedy, thej1,

did. An address was then made by Espartero to the assem-
bled troops, on the crimes with which a part of the unfortu-
nate disarmed corps stood charged, which was concluded by
his sentencing the men employed in the skirmish to be deci-
mated. The unfortunate fellows, who had previously been
formed a short distance from the remainder of their regiment,
were then counted. They were one hundred and five, and
every tenth man was doomed to suffer instant death. In this

dreadful business it chanced that the ten men picked out for

execution were considered to be some of the bravest and most
devoted men in the regiment, and a general murmur was im-
mediately raised among their comrades, complaining of the
injustice of their sentence. However, it was to no purpose :

the general was inflexible. One side of the square opened
out, and the ten victims thus chosen at random were placed
in a row, where they stood calm and collected, avowing their

innocence, until the firing party gave their fatal volley.

The division was then formed into a column : the Chapel-
gorees were suffered to repossess themselves of their

arms, and, after marching past the dead bodies, the force
proceeded back to Vittoria. I chanced to be riding out
that day, having an exemption from parade duty, and never
did I see a greater appearance of gloom pervade a military

spectacle than I beheld that day in the Spanish division, as I

accompanied it into town, gleaning the particulars I have re-

lated by the way, from a Spanish officer who was present at the

fatal scene. But the most extraordinary fact remains to be
told, in the escape of one of the ten soldiers led out for execu-
tion. He had fallen stunned by a shot striking him on the

head, the only one that hit him, lying, to all appearance, dead.

After the troops had departed, he made off, and returning to

the city at night, placed himself under the protection of Gene-
ral Janregui, to whom, it was said, he was distantly related,

and who, on the following day, procured his pardon. After
this occurrence, as very considerable discontent was manifested

,

among the Chapelgorees, it was thought expedient to place

them in the British Division, which they professed much plea-

sure in joining.

ECCENTRICITIES OF THE LATE MORRIS QUILL.

“ I knew him, Horatio—a fellow of infinite jest—of most ex-
cellent fancy." Shakspere.

Few indeed are there in the army who have not heard of

Morris Quill; and fewer still are they who have known a better

man, or a merrier companion. He was a medical officer of the
31st regiment—an Irishman, with one of the softest, soundest,

and most gentlemanly brogues that ever eulogised a bottle of

genuine port, or asked a favour from a wealthy widow’s lip.

He was a fine, portly, good-humoured-looking, summer- faced

son of Erin, with that sort of fun about him, which, if it did

not injure himself, carried no sting to the bosom of anybody
else, except when his wit was directed to the operation of crush-
ing some impudent coxcomb; and then it left its penal effects

with him who deserved them. He is now no more, poor fellow

!

He died at Cork, a short time ago, and his last march was at-

tended by all the military (both half and full pay) in the city

and its vicinity. His memory still lives: and so long as there
shall be a gallant Peninsular hero to sit at a mess-table, the
eccentricities and whims of Morris Quill can never be forgotten.

The few which I recollect, will be recognised m genuine by
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those officers who served in the Duke of Wellington’s army. I

knew him; I have known his friends: I have seen and heard

of most of his drolleries; and from the many, I select the few
which follow.

For this purpose of creating hilarity, Morris would often

effect the greatest simplicity of Irish manners, when strangers

were at the mess-table. He would on these occasions, tell such

anecdotes of himself, as were calculated to make him appear
but little removed from barbarism; and this always afforded

the highest enjoyment to those who were by, most of whom
knew that he was anything but a barbarian. I was once present

when he played off this whim in a most laughable way. There
were several very prim and “ monstrous” important gentlemen
dining at the mess—perfect strangers to anything like a joke,

and equally so to Quill.

As soon as the bottle was fairly adrift, Morris seized an
opportunity of gravely addressing the president. “ Colonel,”

said he, “ I received a letther to-day from my ould mother in

Kerry. Just read the direction on it. I’m sure ’tis plain

enough, and yet it has been two months coming.” The letter

was handed about the table, and the officers read aloud the ad-
dress to the perfect astonishment of the visiters.

“To Misther Doctor Morris Quill, Esquire. Along with
Lord Wellington’s fighting army in France, or Spain, or Por-
tingale, or may be elsewhere, and in the Western Indys. From
his loving mother.”
The gravity with which he managed this piece of humour,

excited the mirth of all his companions, at the expense of the
strangers, who looked very contemptuously on Morris, when
they saw this specimen of the family education. However, be-
fore they left the table, all was explained, and Quill reinstated
in their good opinion.

Morris had served in a regiment before he joined the 31st;
and one of his old brother-officers having met him in Dublin,
shortly after the exchange, asked him why he did not stay with
his old friends?—“Oh, I’ll tell you then,” replied Morris.
“You see I have a brother in the 32nd, and I wanted to be near
him in the wars, so I changed into the 31st, which you know is

as close as possible to his regiment.” At this time they hap-
pened to be two thousand miles asunder.
With all the appparent simplicity which Quill exhibited, he

was as good a judge of politeness, and knew as well the dif-

ference between gentlemanlike familiarity and impertinent
freedom, as any man in the army; which the following anecdote
will in a great measure prove. He exchanged from the 31st,
after having been a long time in the regiment, for no other pur-
pose but to be attached to one about to go on actual service,
in order that he might have a better chance of promotion. On
joining, he had in his pocket letters from all those officers of
his old corps who had happened to be acquainted with those of
the one into which he exchanged; but he did not take the
trouble to present a single one, lest they would suppose, a 3 he
said himself, that he wanted them to give him a dinner. In a
few days after his joining, a very supercilious officer of the
regiment, no less a personage than one of the majors, met him
in the mess-room, tete-a-tete, and after a little conversation,
put a very impertinent question to Morris. “ Pray, sir,” said
he, “ were not you a considerable time in the 31st?”

“ Oh, yes, I was, faith.”
“ It is a very good corps indeed—very good corps. I wonder

you did not remain in it! Pray, what made you leave it?”
Morris hesitated a little, and then replied; “ Why, faith, I

don’t like to mention exactly the reason, major.”
“ God bless me! what was it?”
“ Why, you see, major, I know you are a gentleman every

|

bit of you; and if you will solemnly pledge me your honour
that you will never mention it to anybody, I’ll tell you the
whole affair.”

“’Pon my honour, I won’t. I pledge you my honour I will
not mention it.”

“’Pon your honour!” said Morris, emphatically.
“ ’Pon my honour!” echoed the major.
“Why, that’s enough,” observed Morris; “I’ll tell you all

about it. But shut the door, major.”—The major obeyed and
hurried back to his chair.—“ Well, then, you see, when I was

in the 3 1st I owed a little money here and there, and I was
bothered with duns.—Oh! the 31st was a fine regiment; it was
there we had plenty of credit wherever we went; more is the
pity for me; because I just—one day that I was short of a
little money

—

(whispering)

“Well, sir!” interrupted the major.

“I—a—just—a—put a few of the mess-table spoons and sil-

ver forks into my pocket;—that’s all.”

“Indeed!” observed the major, drawing back his chair.

“Yes, indeed,” continued Morris; “and a fellow there,
dressed up in livery (they call him the mess-waiter), saw me do
it, and stopped me before the officers;—so I was obliged to
leave the regiment; but the colonel was a civil fellow, and let

me off without a court-martial.”

“Indeed!—ho—hum Good morning, sir,” politely replied
the major, and left the room.
Of course, a thing of this kind was not suffered to lie hidden

under a bushel half an hour by the major. He proceeded in-
stantly to the colonel, and gravely laid open to him the alarm-
ing discovery. The colonel lost not a moment in calling a
meeting of the mess. The mess assembled (all excepting
Morris, to whom the meeting was not made known, for obvious
reasons), and the major, in an energetic speech, informed the
mess that he had heard the fact from Mr. Quill’s own lips, with
that gentleman’s solemn injunction upon the major to be se-

cret. All were equally astonished and alarmed: each man put
his hand instinctively to his fob; and a little attorney-faced

captain despatched his servant to see if hi3 trunks were all

safe. The mad dog had got amongst them, and there was but
one opinion about his expulsion.

Morris was sent for forthwith:—the orderly-serjeant was des-

patched to tell him that the colonel and the members of the
mess were assembled, and that he was to attend immediately.

The delinquent appeared without the least hesitation, and
looking as pleasantly as ever. On being informed by the

colonel of the cause of the meeting, he paused, cast his eyes
archly at the major, and exclaimed, “ Ah ! major, major! so

you have told on me, though you pledged your honour!” (Not
a wordfrom the major.) “ Now, colonel, the fact of the matter
is this; I was asked a question by that gentleman, which,
however he might have meant it, I could not receive but as a
joke (a little too free, I must say), and so I—just answered him
as the joke deserved. The major, in a way I did not much
relish, asked me, ‘ What was the reason I quitted the 31stf and I

gave him an answer. It was a question of an odd meaning,

and so I gave him an odd reply.” (A stare and a smilefrom all

except the major.) “ Now,” continued Morris, pulling out a

bundle of letters, “ there’s a letter for you, colonel; and one for

you, Captain Smith; and for you, Captain Jones; and for you.

Lieutenant Edwards —so on, until he delivered the bundle of

introductions which he brought from his last regiment. The
letters were read aloud, and better fun was never enjoyed in

the mess-room, nor relished with greater zest before or since;

even the major
“ Join’d in the laugh that almost made him sick;”

and Morris became the favourite of every officer in the regi-

ment, always excepting the honourable major himself.

At one period of the Peninsular war, the army was several

months in arrear«of pay. Money was not to be got anywhere
by the advanced troops, except in the class of generals and
higher officers. Morris Quill was, of course, one of those whose

purses were empty—indeed there was not a dollar to be caught

in the regiment from right to left.

A general officer was passing with his staff (General Craw
ford, I believe) through the village in which Morris was quar-

tered. As soon as he saw the general, he turned to a brother

officer, and said, “ By J ! I’ve a great mind to ask the gene-

ral for a few dollars.”
“ That you may do,” replied the officer; “ but I’m sure you

will not get them.”
“Will you bet me 5l. I don’t?” returned Morris.

“ I will bet you 5/. you do not borrow 5/. or twenty dollar*

from him.”

“Done. I’ll bet you a bill on the paymaster.”

“Done!”
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“ Done—and I’ll dine with him too,” said Morris, as he

started off on his pony. He trotted up to the general
;
taking

off his liat in the most official manner,

—

1“ General,” said he “ I

beg your pardon—I have to mention to you that my siek are

without any comforts
*—they will be in a bad way if I cannot

buy something for them; and I have no money at all.”

« Well, Mr. Quill, that is a very unfortunate thing. How
much money will he enough for you?”

« Oh! about twenty dollars, sir; and if you will lend that

sum to me; I will give you an order on Oox and Greenwood

for the money; which you can send over, and it will be just the

same thing to you.”
“ Very well, Mr. Quill. Come to my quarters, and you shall

have the money.”
Morris jogged off with the general about two miles to his

quarters; and during the time they were going, the general

found him a very pleasant and humourous fellow. Morris, as

he *was receiving the money, mentioned something about the

scarcity of provisions, and concluded by saying, “ Faith, gene-

ral, I don’t know when I had a dinner, or even saw the ghost of

one : there is a very savoury smell here, I can perceive ;
but that

is a general thing, I suppose, in this quarter?

The general, without hesitation, asked Morris to stay to din-

ner; and highly enjoyed his society during the evening.

It was eleven o’clock before he returned; when producing

the cash, he convinced his friend and the other officers of his

success;
5

so they finished the night over a cigar and a bottle of

ration grog.

Quill, duringithe whole time he served in the Peninsula, had

a servant who was as whimsical and as humourous as himself.

This servant, he used to say, “ was the best caterer for a gentle-

man’s table in hard times, that ever came from Kerry.” And
so he was; for Morris Quill had always a fowl, or a sucking

pig for dinner, when the rest of the officers (except those who

dined with Morris) were obliged to be contented with a biscuit

and a bit of hard beef. Indeed, so excellent a purveyor and

cook was Dennis, that his master made it a practice to ask his

friends to dine with him, without (of himself) knowing where

the eatables were to come from. “Dennis,” he would say, “I

am going to ask a couple of gentlemen to dine with me to-day—

indeed, I have asked them already. What have you got?”

“Oh, musha! Docthor Quill, I don’t know that 1 have any-

thing, barrin’ a shouldther o’ vale and a hen or two.”

( A* shoulder of veal, and a brace of fowls! when they were

starving!—no bad things.)—Or, perhaps, as it might happen,

Dennis would say, “ Faith, Masther, I haven’t a toothful in the

place, barrin’ the rations.”

“ Well, Dennis, get what you can. Try: can you bay any

thing about the country?”

(Bay, indeed! and not a sixpence in the whole division!)

Morris and his friends would come to dinner at the usual

hour, perfectly confident that Dennis had done his duty* and,

perhaps, a good pair of fowls, or a piece of pickled pork, or a

sucking pig, would welcome their longing appetites.

“ Where did you buy these things, Dennis ?” Quill would ask.

« q j
plase your honour, up there above—over the hill—down

there, at the farm-house yondther.”

« You’re sure you bought them, Dennis?”

“ 0 yes; I ped for ’em, sir—that is, I offered money to the

farmer; but he said, ‘Never mind, Dennis,’ sa^s he, ‘it will do

another time.’ So I mane to pay the next time I go.”

“ Very well, very well, Dennis; so as you paid for the provi-

sion, it’s all well; but take care the Provost doesn’t give you

your change one of these days.”

“ Oh, never mind that, sir; the Portuguese hereabouts all

knows me very well, and wouldn’t mind if I never ped them a

vintin.”

And they had a right to know Dennis,— at least their live

stock had, for there '^as scarcely a fowl, rabbit, pig, sheep, or

calf in the country, tnat he had not paid his respects to. Dennis

used to say, “ We are here starvin’ and fightin’ for the Portu-

* Such articles as sugar, wine, sago

comforts

&c., are termed medical

guese; so the laste they can do, is to give us our dinner, at any
rate”
The last anecdote of this singular character, which I recol-

lect, is as follows:

—

A very hot engagement had taken place, in which the 31st
regiment had been hard at work. Quill had his instruments,
&c. under a hedge, in a valley, at a little distance from the hill

which his regiment was endeavouring to take from the French.
He stayed pretty near the corps, (for Morris was no flincher,)

and one of his brother officers being wounded in the leg, he ran
over to him to render what surgical assistance he could. It

was necessary to have something from the medicine chest,

which was behind the hedge in the valley, and Morris started

off like a hare, to fetch it. At this moment the regiment was
suffering from grape shot, and the brigadier-general, who was
coming at a gallop along a narrow lane, saw Quill running, in-

side a hedge, as fast as he could, away from the regiment, in

the uniform of which he was
;
and, thinking it was some cowardly

officer who feared the grape, the general cried out to him,
“ Where are you going, sir?” To which Morris only replied,

still running under the hedge, “By J s! I won’t stay any
longer there; it’s too hot.” The general again cried out to

him, and ordered his aid-de-camp to follow, and march him
back a prisoner ; but Morris out- ran the aid- de-camp’s horse,

and arrived before him at the hedge where his instruments
were. When the latter saw who it was, he well nigh fell off

his horse with laughing, as he galloped back to tell the general
his mistake. Morris laughed heartily, too

;
and, indeed, he

had the laugh all on his own side, as he returned with the
medicaments for which he bad gone, to assist his wounded
brother officer, and with which he ran as fast into the field as he
had run out of it.

ADMIRAL KING.

In the engagement between Sir Edward Hughes and M. de
Suffrein, in 1781, the Exeter was almost reduced to a com-
plete wreck, having at times from three to five ships upon
her. Commodore King, who commanded her, displayed the
most unshaken fortitude and presence of mind. Towards the
close of the action, as two of the enemy's ships were bearing
down to attack the Exeter, already a wreck, the master asked
the commodore what he should do with the ship? To which
he bravely replied, “There is nothing to be done, but to fight

till she sinks.”

HEROIC OBEDIENCE.
When Kleber was in Egypt, he sustained, during five

hours, with only two thousand men, the united efforts of
twenty thousand. He was nearly surrounded

;
was wounded,

and had only a narrow defile by which to escape. In this

extremity, he called to him a chef de Bataillon, named Chevar-
din, for whom he had a particular regard. “Take,” said he
to him “a company of the grenadiers, stop the enemy at the
ravine. You will be killed, but you will save your comrades.”
“Yes, my general,” replied Cbevardin. He gave his watch
and his pocket-book to his servant; executed the order, and
his death, in fact, arrested the enemy, and saved the French.
There is something grand in the judgment of Kleber, of the
character of Chevardin; and on the side of Chevardin, what a
capacity for self devotion! It is the heroism of Leonidas that
dared to command; and the devotion of Decius produced by
a signal word of confidence.

SPARTAN SPIRIT.

A Spartan mother, after the first news of a battle, went out
of the city to obtain more intelligence. A messenger coming
in, informed her, that both her sons were among the slain.

“Wretch,” exclaimed she; “ I did not ask the fate of my sons,

but that of my country.” Being told that Sparta was victori-

ous, she exclaimed, “ then I rejoice in the death of my sons.”
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THE KAFFIR WAR.
The Kaffir tribes, are a numerous race of blacks who have 1

gradually extended themselves southwards from the tropics,

expelling from the fine grazing countries on the banks of the

numerous rivers that fall into the Southern Ocean, the less

warlike aborigines, the last remnants of whom, the Hottentots,
j

on the colonisation of the cape by the Dutch, in 1652, were
found occupying the most extreme parts of the continent of

Africa, whither they had been driven by the invaders. Kaffir,
j

is neither a native or a Dutch word, but signifies in the Arabic
language, “ an unbeliever,” and has evidently been derived

from the slave-dealers of that country, who traffic considerably

on this coast, and from whom the Dutch colonists, no doubt,

obtained their slaves, and also this general designation of the

heathen population in the interior. The advent of these

savages, is within the memory of many of the remaining Hot-
tentot tribes, and their family traditions sometimes, contain

curious particulars of their expulsion or oppression if they
submitted to the rule of the new-comers. Instances of this

latter policy, indeed, are very numerous, and such social

connexions in some localities, raised a bastard population more
debased and degraded in their condition, than their parents of

either side. These, in fact, were mere slaves to the real Kaffir;

and according to the information given by a large body of

them, rescued from slavery by the English government, hard
and cruel task-masters were these black savages, whose inroads

now in the eastern parts of the colony of the cape, have raised

such a well-grounded alarm among the inhabitants. We
have no doubt, however, of the reception they will receive. It

is only astonishing that they have so soon forgotten the lesson

they received in 1834, when their greatest and proudest chiefs

were compelled to submit, and to solicit in the most abject

terms, the restoration of peace. It was in this war, which was
one rapid and effectual campaign, the hero of Aliwal, Sir Henry
Smith, came into personal collision with the great Kaffir chief,

Hintzo, in the attempt of the latter to escape from his guard,

and which resulted in the death of Hintzo, who was shot

through the head by one of two brave boors who followed up
in pursuit, The Fingoes, who have so honourably distinguished

themselves in the recent affairs, belong to a tribe that was long
oppressed by the Zoolahs, a Kaffir people, who so late as 1822,

extirpated several of the Bechuana tribes, and held possession

of their country. These Fingoes sought the protection of the

British, who compelled the invaders to give them, at least, their

liberty, promising to find them fresh countries within the
boundaries of the colony. Their exodus, forms an interesting

and affecting chapter in the recent missionary accounts; and
that they have proved grateful* and are fully deserving of the
protection now afforded them, their conduct in the late affairs

against their former oppressors is good and sufficient evidence.

There cannot be a question either of the excellence of that

policy which has placed here native tribes whose interests and
inclinations have been educated so as to render them favoura-
bly disposed to the innovations of an advancing civilisation, and
ready defenders of its agents against the inroads of their savage
and unreclaimed brethren. The sketch on the first page, re-

presents an engagement with the Kaffirs.

A CHRONICLE OF THE DEATH OF JAMES I.

The scrupulous, we might almost say affected regard for
what they conceive to be historical truth, on the part of many
historians, leading them to admit nothing into their veritable
histories but what has been “proven,” and proven in such a
manner as to please themselves, has been productive of at
least this effect—that many a fact in history has been con-
signed to the regions of fable and romance, because supported
only by that evidence which has hanged millions of God’s
creatures—-viz., the testimony of witnesses. The weight of
tradition, often the very best and truest evidence, in so far as
it combines experience and faith, is, in the estimation of his-
toriographers, overbalanced by a fragment of paper, provided
it be written upon, and the writing bo formed after some old

court-hand, or black-letter style
; though, after all, the valued

antiquarian scrap, formed by the operation of one goose quill,

moved by one hand, and that hand impelled by the mind of
one frail mortal, may be merely a distorted relic of that very
tradition which is so much despised. We do not profess to be
fastidious in the selection of authorities. Tradition, in our
opinion, ought to be tested by the experience of mankind :

where it stands that test, it ought to be received as a part of
veritable history ; and sure we are, that, if by this mode any-
thing may be thought to be lost in point of strict truth, it will

be well balanced by what is gained in point of amusement.
It is upon these principles we have selected, and now lay be-
fore our readers, an account of a well known catastrophe of
Scottish history, much more full in its details than any that
has yet been offered to the public.

In the beginning of the winter 1436, Sir Robert Graham
(whose nephew, Patrick Graham, had been married to the

daughter of David, Earl of Strathearn, and who himself

bore that dignity) appeared at the royal residence of Walter
Stuart, Duke of Athol, his kinsman, (the latter being uncle
to Patrick, Earl of Strathearn’s wife,) in a state of disguise.

The night was far advanced when he arrived, and the duke
was called from his bed to see the visiter, who had been for

some time under the ban of the stern authority of his Sove-
reign James I. The duke knew well what was the main ob-
ject of the knight, though he was entirely ignorant of the
special intelligence that the latter had to communicate to him.
They met in the large wainscoted hall, which, in brighter days,

had resounded to the merry sounds of the wassail of King
Robert’s sons, but which, ever since the accession of the

reigning king, had echoed nothing but the sighs and groans of

the persecuted victims of James’ vengeance against all the re-

latives and supporters of the unfortunate house of Albany.
The duke and the knight were now both old men, though the

former was much in advance of the latter ; they were both
grandfathers— the grandson of the duke being Sir Robert
Stuart, Chamberlain to the king, and the grandson of the for-

mer being Malise Graham, who had been disinherited of his

earldom of Strathearn, by the unwise policy of the monarch
;

but, old and grey-headed as they were, they, true to the cha-

racter of the age in which they lived, retained that fierce spirit

of vengeance which was held one of the cardinal virtues of the

creed of nobility and knighthood of that extraordinary period.

As the duke entered the hall, which was lighted only by a
small lamp that stood on the oaken table at which the inhabi-

tants of the castle dined, he required to use well both his eyes

and his ears, obtuse as his external senses had become by age,

before he was apprised of the situation occupied by the knight,

who, musing over his schemes of revenge, did not observe the

duke enter. He was roused from his reverie by the hand of

his old friend, applied by way of slap to his shoulder, as if for

the purpose of wakening him from sleep—a power that seldom

overcomes the restless spirit of vengeance.
“ The arm of King James,” said the duke, “ reaches farther

than mine, and a smaller light than that glimmering taper

that twinkles so mournfully in this ancient hall of the Stuarts,

enables him to see farther than is how permitted to these old

eyes ;
and yet you are here on the very borders of the Low-

lands and within a score miles of the court, where the enemy
of our families holds undisputed sway. Are you not afraid of

the Heading-hill of Stirling, which still shews the marks of th®

blood of the murdered Stuarts ?”

“I have come from the fastnesses of the north,” said Graham,
as he took off his plaid, which was covered with snow, to

shake it, and exhibited a belt well stored with dagger's and
hunting knives—“ I have come from my residence among the

eagles, like one of the old grey-headed birds with which I am
become familiar, to warm the cold blood of a mountain life

with some of the warm stream that nerves the arms of my
enemies of the valley.”

“ Or rather,” replied the duke, smiling, “ you have come to

ask an old fox, with a head greyer than that of an eagle, to

hunt with you, and guide you to the caves of your foes
; but

you have destroyed your scheme of vengeance, by advising

your principle enemy of your intention. Why, speaking seri-
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ously, did you write such an epistle to the king ? You have
lived among your grey-headed friends to little purpose, when
you have used one of their feathers as an instrument for tell-

ing your victim that another is to fledge the arrow that is to

seek his heart’s blood. Such an act may lae said to be noble,

when the avenger is to give his enemy a fair chance for his

life ; but that you do not intend to do, for your vengeance
(which must be glutted in secret, if it is to be glutted at all)

is not to be stayed by the forms of the laws of chivalry. James
is now on his guard. You have told him you intend to slay

him—and slay him now if you can !”

“ And, by the arms of the Grahams of Kincardine, I will
,

Athol—I will
,
I shall

!

Is it your Grace who would dissuade
me from my purpose of revenge, merely because the fire is so

furious that it sent forth a gleam on the victim that is destined

to feel its scorching heat ?—you, who have within these few
minutes brought up to our burning imaginations, the bloody
scene of the Heading- hill of Stirling, whereon perished so many
of your kinsman—you, whose dukedom has been first wrested
from you, and then bestowed on you in liferent, because you
are old—you who should” (here lie spoke into the ear of the
duke) “ be king /”—pausing. “Who does not know that Ro-
bert III., your brother, was born out of lawful wedlock ? Ilis

father never married Elizabeth More
;
but who could doubt

that Euphemia Ross, your mother, the widow of the famous
Randolph, was joined to him in lawful wedlock ? The people
of Scotland know this, and they are sick of the bastard on the
throne”—pausing again, and looking earnestly at the duke
through the gloom of the large hall. “ Is it to be tolerated

that legitimacy is to be longer trampled under foot by bas-
tardy ? Too long have you overlooked your right of blood ;

but it is not yet too late for ample amends. The usurper has
done all in his power, by oppressing you and slaying your
friends, to force you to assert and vindicate your indefeasible

right, and gratify a legitimate revenge. In these veins,” seiz-

ing the old man’s shrivelled wrist, “ runs the blood of the the

Bruce ! What a thought is that !—what heart could resist its

impulse ? what brain its fire ?”

After whispering with great earnestness, this speech into

the ear of the old duke, Graham paused again, and looked at

him. The words had produced the effect which they might
have been expected to produce on the mind of one who had
long dreamed over the same thoughts and purposes, and been
fired by the same feelings, but who had been prevented, by un-
manly fears, from obeying the dictates of his judgement, the
call of his ambition, and the spur of revenge. The energetic
manner in which the old fancies had been roused by the wily
Graham threwhim into a reverie, the result ofwhich the knight,
did not think fit to wait. He had already, to a certain extent
succeeded in stimulating the lethargy of age, and and sending
through the shrivelled veins of the scion of royalty, the blood
that owned the influence of the passion struck heart : it was
now his purpose to keep the ground he had gained, and push
for more

;
and as the duke still stood muffled up in his morn-

ing-gown, and his chin upon his folded arms, the tempter pro-

ceeded

—

“ Your Grace has oftened declared to me,” he continued,
“ that you have faith in our Highland seers, and believe the

sounds of the taisch
,
as given forth by the inspired visionary.”

“ Who can doubt these things ?” replied the old duke,

looking seriously, and continuing his musing position. “ I

certainly never had the hardihood. I have seen too many in-

stances of their verification to be sceptical on that head.

The fate of the family of Albany, as Chambers will tell you,
was foretold by a seer, many months before the execution of

Duke Murdoch and his sons. Rut what has this to do with
my persecution, or with my being King of Scotland ? God
knows, I have at this moment visions enough !—your remarks
have roused my sleeping mind

;
yet I could almost say I

dream.”
“ This dark hall, that little flickering lamp, and my pre-

sence at this late hour, may well produce an allusion ; but I

deal in no fancies. I have only truths to tell, and deeds to do

—ay, and such deeds as may well cross the rapt eyes of the

seer ; Scotland has not seen such for many a day, sad and
sorrowful as have been the fates of her kings. Will your
Grace hear your fate, from the lips of a seer ?”

“I would rather hear that of my enemy, who rules this

kingdom with a rod of iron,” replied the duke.
“ You will hear the fates and fortunes of both,” said Gra-

ham—“ ay, even as is seen the scales of justice, which-, as the
beam moves, lifts one only to depress the other. If you will

accompany me to a shepherd’s hut, back among your own
hills of Athol, you will hear what time has in store for you
and King James.”
“I will,” replied the duke, anxiously; “but age requires

rest. I was hunting all day, and feel weary. Let us postpone
our visit till to-morrow evening.”

“ Ah !” cried Graham, “ the hunter may say he is wearied,
but the hunted has no title to speak the language of nature.
If we go at all, we must go now. The visions of the seer come
on him during night. At the solemn hour of midnight, futu-
rity is revealed to him—to the hunted outlaw, whose bed is

among the heather, there is not vouchsafed the ordinary cer-
tainty of seeing even another sun. Come, dress—I will lead
your Grace’s horse through the hills. We have no time to lose
—the old enemy is before-hand with us, and our grizzled locks
mock the tardiness of our revenge. Come !”

“ My weakness leaves me under the charm of your words,
Graham,” said the old duke. “ Tell Malcolm to get my horse
in readiness

;
meanwhile, I will dress, and be presently with

you.”
The duke went up to his bedroom, and Graham sought the

servant, who proceeded to obey his directions. He came back
again to the hall, and, folding his arms, walked to and fro, mut-
tering to himself, stopping at times, and raising his hand in a
menacing attitude, as if he were wholly engrossed by one feel-
ing of revenge, and then resuming his musing attitude. The
duke, dressed, belted, and muffled up in a large riding cloak,
again roused him from his reverie. They proceeded to the
court-yard, where the duke mounted, and Graham taking the
bridle into his hand, took the horse away into a by-path that
led to the hills. After proceeding forward for about an hour
in the dark, they observed a small light, glimmering in the dis-

tance, and coming apparently from the window qf some cot-
tage. For this, Graham made as directly as the unevenness
of the ground would permit ; and, in a short time, they arrived
at the door of the small dwelling, from the window of which
the beam of light shot out amongst the darkness, suggesting
the idea of life, and probably some of its comforts, (at the
least a fire,) amidst the dead stillness of a winter night in so
dreary a situation.

At the door of this cottage, Graham rapped in a peculiar
manner

;
and, without a word being spoken, it was opened by

a young man clad in the highland garb. The two friends en-
tered. The scene presented to them was the ordinary appear-
ance of a mountain hut in those days : a small fire of peats
burned in the middle of the apartment, and sent forth the
light which, beaming through the small aperture in place of a
window, had attracted the eyes of the guests. In a corner, a
small truckle-bed, stuffed with heather, part of which protru-
ded at the side and end, and covered with a coarse blan-
ket or two, contained an old woman, with a clear, active eye,
which twinkled in the light of the fire, and moved with great
rapidity as she scanned narrowly the persons of the guests.
In another corner was the bed of the young Highlander, com-
posed simply of a collection of heather, and without blanket
or covering of any kind. The guests seated themselves on
two coarse stools that stood by the fire

; holding their hands
over the flame, to receive as much as possible of the heat, to

thaw their limbs, which the freezing night air, co-operating
with their advanced years, had stiffened and benumbed. While
they were engaged in this preliminary, but indispensable ope-
ration, the young man who appeared restless and confused,
placed another stool before the bed of the old woman, so that
when seated upon it, his back would be supported by the side

of the bed, and his face in some degree concealed from the
gaze of the guests, who being on the other side of the peat fire,



COUld, through the ascending gmoke, see hitn only indistinctly
and at intervals.

With the exception of a few words that had passed between
the young Highlander and Graham—and which, being in Gae-
lic, were not understood by the royal duke, who, though for-

merly Lord of Brechin and resident in thenorth, had been too
long in leaving the royal residence of his father Robert II. to
acquire the language—there was nothing for some time said.

The guests continued their manual applications to the peat
fire, and the young Gael, who had for some time been seated
on his stool, threw himself occasionally back on the fore part of
the bed, then brought himself forward again, and at intervals
muttered quickly some words in Gaelic, accompanied with
sounds of wonder and surprise, from all which he suddenly
relapsed into quietness and silence. While these strange
operations were going on, Graham directed the attention of the
duke to the uncouth actor, and whispered something in his
ear which had the effect of rousing him, and making him look
anxiously through the smoke, to get a better view of the
strange gestures of the youth. The old woman in the bed,
made, in the meantime, efforts as if she intended to speak ;

but
these were repressed by a sudden motion of the youth, whose
hand, slipped back, was applied as secretly as possible to her
mouth, and then, in a menacing attitude, clenched and shaken
in her face.

“Is your hour come yet, Allan?” said Graham, in a deep
and serious voice.
“ He says no,” answered the old woman, with a sharp clear

voice, from the bed, translating the Gaelic response of the
youth

; “but he sees signs o’ an oncome.”
“ Is it to be a mute vision, Allan ?” again said Graham

;

“ or see you any signs of a taiscli ?”

“ He thinks,” said the woman again, as translator, “ he will

see again the face and feir o’ a dead king, wha will speak wi’
sobs and grains o’ him wha will come after him, an’ sit in the
browden and burniest ha’ o’ Scone’s auld palace, whar he will
be crowned.”

Silence again succeeded the clear notes of the woman’s
voice

; the young man’s movements and gestures recom-
menced

; and the old duke’s attention was riveted by the
strange proceedings which, to an absolute believer in the
powers of the seer, were fraught with intense interest. The
prophetic paroxysm seemed to approach more near : the body
of the seer was bent stiffly back, and leant on the bed ; his

eyes were wide open and fixed upon a mental object
;

his

hands were extended forth ; his lips were apart
;
and every

gesture indicated that state of the mind when, under the
influence of a rapt vision, it takes from the body its nervous
energy, and leaves the limbs as if under the power of a trance.
He remained in this condition for fully five minutes ; and then,

throwing his arms about he cried out some quickly-uttered
words in Gaelic, which the old woman translated into—“ It

comes ! it comes !” After a pause of a few minutes, during
which the most death-like silence prevailed throughout the
cottage, he began to move his hands slowly through the air,

from right to left, as if he were following the progress of a
passing creation of the mind ; and, as he continued this move-
ment, he spoke, in a deep, tremulous voice, with a kind of
mournful, singing cadence, the Gaelic words which were con-
tinuously translated by the old woman.

“ There comes slowly, as if frae the womb o’ a cloud o’

mountain mist, the seim o’ a turreted abbey, wi’ the tomb o’

the Bruce and the monuments o’ other kings, amang which a
new grave, wi’ the moul o’ centuries o’ rotton banes lying on
its edge, and mixed wi’ the skulls o’ dead kings, an’ arm-banes
that ance bore the sceptre o’ Scotland !—It is gane !—the
seim has vanished, and my eye is again darkened !”

A deep silence succeeded, and lasted for several minutes.
The speaker’s hands again began to move from right to left,

and slowly uttered words again came from his lips !

“ The cloud throws back its misty faulds, and shews the
wraith o’ a gowd-graithit bier, movin to the wast

;
the Scotch

lion is on the lid, and a shinin halbrik, owro whilk waves the
royal pennon o’ Scotland, begirt wi’ gowd, is carried afore, by

the king-at-arms* A warlock, auld and shrivelled, wi* a whit®
beard, touches, wi’ his wand, the coffin, the lid lifts, and the
head o’ a king, wi’ a leaden crown, rises frae the bier ! A
taisch

!

a taiscli

!

—hark ! the lips o’ the dead open and move,
and he speaks the weird that never deceives ! ‘ Hail Walter
King o’ the Scots r ”

This extraordinary statement was accompanied by a kind
of yell or scream, that rung through the cottage and pierced
the ears of the listeners. Silence again followed, and lasted
several minutes, during which the seer was quiet. The duke
was apparently entranced, and Graham looked wonder and
surprise. The seer began again to move nis hands, and speak
as before :

—

“The cloud throws back its misty faulds, and my eye follows
the seim o’ the royal chair o’ Scone, wherein sits”—(a loud
scream of surprise broke from the seer)—“ Walter, Lord o’

Brechin that was, Duke o’ Athol that is—King o’ Scotland,
that will be !”

These words were no sooner uttered than the duke started
from the stool on which he sat, and shewed strong indications
of surprise and confusion. His belief in the predictions of a
seer was, as -was common in that age, unbounded ; and, when
he heard himself pronounced King of Scotland, his mind, freed
from all manner of scepticism or doubt, reverted to the cir-

cumstance of the doubtful legitimacy of his half-brothers ;

the aspirations and day-dreams he had so long indulged seemed
in an instant to have received the stamp of truth ; the prospect
of having his ambition at last gratified, by wearing the crown
which his enemy now bore, inflamed his mind

; and the cold-
ness and lethargy of old age seemed to have been supplanted
by the fire and energy of youth.

“ Is the vision complete ?’’ said he to the old woman, as he
saw the seer gradually regaining his upright position, and
resuming his natural manner, like one who had come out of
a fit.

“ Ay,” replied she. “ Allan is himself again ; but, if ye
are the Duke o’ Athol, as I tak ye to be, I could rede ye, be-
fore our reddin, never mair, aiblins, to meet on this side o’

time, something that wad make your auld een glimmer through
the smeik o’ that ingle mair swith and deftly than could a’ the
visions o’ the seers o’ Scotland.”

Graham looked alarmed at this unexpected speech of the
old woman ; and Allan, the seer, slipping gently his hand
behind his back, stopped her mouth, and produced silence.

The duke and Graham left the cottage—the latter exhibiting

a wish that the former should not remain longer, after the
object was attained for which they had made their visit.

They returned in the same way they had come ; and for some
time the duke was so much occupied with the thoughts of the
extraordinary vision he had got declared to him, that he rode
forward, still led by Graham, without uttering a word. The
night was, if possible, darker than it was when they left the
castle ;

and the stillness of a lazy fall of snow reigned among
the hills, unbroken by a single sound, even of the night-birds.

“It is then ordained above,” said the duke at last, in a low
tone—“ my lot is already cast among the destinies, and all the
dreams of a long life are at last to be realized. I can scarcely

believe that I have been awake for this last hour
; yet what

can be more certain, than that I am now suffering the cold

of these hills, a bodily feeling which dreams cannot simulate ?

‘ Walter, King of Scotland !’ Ha ! it sounds as well as James

—

we are both the first of our name. It is tardy justice, but it

is justice accompanied by retribution ;
and when is the blood

too thin and cold to feed the fire of revenge ? When do the

pulses of the old heart cease to quicken at the thought of a
just retribution ? When is the head too bald to bear a crown
lined with purple velvet ? My spirits, frozen by age and this

cold night, are thawed by the fire of these visions of vengeance,

and dance in the wild array of youthful delight. Ila ! he took
from me the fee of my dukedom, and gave me, because I was
old

,
the usufruct, the liferent : I shall now have the usufruct

of a kingdom—his kingdom by courtesy, mine by right. Hark,
Graham ! How is this vision to be realized ? The seer pointed

to James’ death—who is to kill the tyrant ?”
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“ I with this hand shall strike the blow,” replied Graham—
«my plans are already laid, and I wanted only your co-opera-

gion and assistance ; for why, you know, should I be so im-

provident as to kill one king, until another is ready to take

his place ?”

“I cannot speak lightly of this affair,” said the duke, in

check of Graham’s levity. “What are your plans ? The
fewer co-operators in a conspiracy the better.”

“ I know it,” replied Graham. “ Your grandson, Sir Robert

Stuart, whom James has foolishly retained as chamberlain,

while he has taken from him his chance of succeeding you in

your dukedom, waits for your command to give us access to

the royal chamber. The king is to celebrate the Christmas

holidays at the monastery of the Dominicans in Perth ; he

comes to the point of our dagger, held by a hand nerved by a

thousand wrongs, to plunge it into his bosom. I can command
the services of Sir John Hall, and Christopher and Thomas
Chambers, who cry for revenge for the murder of their master

Albany ;
three hunder katherans are at my service, ready

to do the work of death at my bidding
;
and all that was re-

quired to complete my schemes, was the consent of your

Grace, now happily obtained, to the act which is to right you,

to revenge you, to crown you.”
“ If the king is to be at Perth,” replied the duke, after a

pause, “ I shall be at the revels of Christmas. My grandson

Sir Robert, who, as chamberlain, may be said to be the keeper

of the king, can let your three hundred katherans into the

monastery, and the work maybe finished with a facility which
seldom attends the execution of the purposes of revenge.”

“ Your Grace has anticipated my very thoughts and words,”

replied the wily Graham. “ Heaven aids the work of a just

retribution on the head of the tyrant . Mark the supernatural

coincidences. When was the vision of the seer presented to

the living senses of the avenger of his own and his country’s

wrongs—the executioner of a tyrant, and the successor who is

to occupy his throne—as if to urge them to their duty ? When
did the groaning victims of royal cruelty get a chamberlain to

turn for them the key of the tyrant’s sleeping room ? And
when were the suspicions of remorse and guilt of the

wronged ever so opportunely lulled, as to give room to a con-

fidence which brings him to the dagger’s point ?”

“ Walter, King of Scotland !
” ejaculated the duke, who,

during Graham’s speech, had been musing over the sudden
change in his fortunes. “ Ha ! how many acts shall I have to

repeal ! how many nobles to right ! how many wounds to bind

up of my bleeding country ! Graham, you shall be Earl of

Menteith, and your grandnephew, Malise, shall have, instead

of that earldom, his own Strathearn. How my mind burns
with the thoughts of turning wrong into right, and taking the

weight of the royal sceptre out of the scales of justice !”

By this time, the pair had arrived again at the palace of

Athol. Their plans were completed : the duke retired to

dream of his crown and sceptre, and Graham returned to seek
a heather bed, in his retreat, beyond the reach of his enemies.

Some time after, he met Allan the seer, whose surname was
Mackay, among the hills. The Gael had apparently gone in

quest of his employer, and seemed to have some important ob-
ject to attain, by travelling so far as he had done to meet him.
“I peg your honour’s pardon,” said the seer, as he came up

to Graham
;

“ te katherans are to“pe at the red stane in te

howe o’ te hills, on te saxth. I hae seen a’ te praw fallows,

wha are as keen for te onset as te eagles o’ Shehallion. Ye
will meet them, dootless, and keep up the fire o’ their pluid,

pe te three grand powers—te speeches, te peat reek and te

pay. Boo did I manage te duke ? Te play was weel played,

your honour, though Allan Mackay pe te man wha says it

;

and te mair’s my credit, that I never pefore acted te seer in

presence o’ te son o’ a king. Ugh—ugh ! put it was a praw
performance, and ane that deserves to pe weel paid for. Hoo
muckle did your honour promise to gie me for my remunera-
tion ? Te sum has clean escaped my memory.”

“ It was five merks, Allan,” said Graham.
“ I peg your pardon, your honour,” said Allan. “ It was

shust exactly seven ; and little aneugh, seein I had my mither’s

mouth to keep close, for fear she wad peach te secret to te

duke, pesides te grand story o’ Dutnferlin Appey, and te

funeral, and te taisch, and te Palace o’ Scone, to invent and
perform. King Shames’s actors are petter paid for performin
his ‘ Peebles to te Play.’ Maybe your honour can pay me te

seven merks shust now ?”

“I cannot quarrel with you, Allan,” said Graham; “but
our bargain was five, Here’s your own sum, however. Since
that night, I have had apprehensions about your mother’s
steadfastness. You must watch her, and prevent her from
going from home. Women have been the ruin of all plots,

since the beginning of the world.”
“ That was shust what I was to speak about, next after the

payment your honour,” said Allan. “ She’s awa owre the
hills already, Cot knows whar.”

“ What !” cried Graham, in great agitation—“ has she gone
away without your knowledge, and without telling you whither
she was going ?”

“ That’s shust the very thing I hae to inform ye o’,” replied

the phlegmatic Gael. “ Te last time I saw her was on Wed-
nesday morning, when she was warstlin wi’ the winds that
play ower te tap o’ te hill o’ Gary. A glint o’ the risin sun
shewed me her red cloak as it fluttered in te plast, and, in a
moment after, a’ my powers o’ the second sight couldna dis-

cover her. But we’ve ae satisfaction, she’s no awa to the
duke. Put maybe” (turning up his eye, slily) “ she’s awa to
King Shames. I would follow her, and pring her pack, but I

require te seven merks I hae got frae your honour, for other
necessary occasions, and purposes, and necessities ; and a pody
canna travel in the Lowlands, whar there’s nae heather to

sleep on, without pawbees.”
“ Death and fury !” cried the agitated Graham,” are all my

long-meditated schemes of revenge, are the concerted purposes
for cutting off a tyrant and righting a nation, to be counter-

acted by the wag of an old woman’s tongue ? Allan,” (lower-
ing his voice,) “ you must after yourmother—dog her through
hill and dale, highway and city vennel ; seize her, by force or
guile ;

prevent her from seeking the presence of the king, or
those who may have the power of communicating with him ;

and get her back to her cottage, on the peril of all our lives.

Here’s money for you,” (giving him a purse,) “ and here is a
passport to the confidence of Sir Robert Stuart, the King’s
chamberlain, one of our friends, who will co-operate with you,
in preventing her from approaching the royal presence.”

“ She’s a Lowlander, your honour,” said Allan, putting the
money in his pocket

;
“ and maybe she’s awa to see her praw

freends o’ the south, whar she gaes ance a-year, shust about
this time

;
put, to oplige, and favour, and satisfy your honour.

I’ll awa doon te Strath o’ te Tay ; and, if I dinna find her wi*

her relations in Dundee, there maybe some reason, and,
occasion, and authority for your honour’s apprehension, and
for my crossin te Tay and te Forth, to prevent her frae payin
her respects to Shames, whilk she wad think nae mair o’ doin
than o’ speakin in the way she did to the Duke o’ Athol.

”

“Away—away, then!” cried Graham; “and remember
that your head’s at stake as well as that of the best of us. So
look to yourself.”

Graham went away to an appointed place, where he was to
meet Sir John Hall, who was to accompany him to the meeting
of the Katherans, and Allan went back to the cottage, and,
taking out some necessaries, proceeded to Strath Tay. He
arrived at the town of Dundee next evening ; and, having
ascertained that his mother had crossed over to Fife, had no
doubt that she was away to Edinburgh, for the purpose of
communicating to King James what she knew of the conspi-

racy of the north. He, therefore, also crossed the Tay, pro-
ceeded through Fife, and, after considerable delay, produced
by ineffectual inquiries after an old woman in a red cloak, he
arrived in Edinburgh on the third day after he had set out
from his cottage. He had procured no trace of his mother,
and all his wanderings and searchings through the Scottish
metropolis were unavailing—he could neither see her nor hear
of her

;
and he therefore resolved to wait upon Sir Robert

Stuart, to put him on his guard, lest she might, by her
cunning, escape also his notice, and get access to the king by
means of some subtle story told to the usher. He had no
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difficulty in getting access to Sir Robert, who was, about that
time, too much occupied with secret messengers from the seat
of the conspiracy in which he had engaged, to hesitate an
instant about consenting to see the Gael, who, he doubted not,
came from Sir Robert Graham, or his grandfather, the duke

—

both, he knew, were deeply engaged in the secret affair. Haying
been admitted, Allan, as he walked up to the end of the
apartment where Sir Robert was seated, looked cautiously
around

; and, seeing no one near, assumed an attitude and
demeanour somewhat bolder, but still suited to the secrecy of
his message.

“ Has your honour seen an old woman in a red cloak, apoot
the precincts o’ the king’s residence ?” said he, in a whispering
tone, as he slipped Graham’s token—a piece of paper with
ciphers on it—into Sir Robert’s hand.

“ Sir Robert has himself written to me about that beldame,”
said the chamberlain. “ She is in our secret, I understand

—

an extraordinary instance of imprudence, which I must have
explained to me. Meantime the danger must be averted. I
have not seen her. Have you, sir ?”

“ No,’’ answered Allan. “ I wish I could get a glimpse o’
her.^ It’s te very thing I want. She would never see te face o’
te king, if she ance crossed my path—tamn her !”

“ What would you do with her ?” inquired the chamberlain
eagerly. “ I wish we could get her out of the way. You
know what I mean : a sum of money is of no importance in
comparison of security—real, absolute, undoubted security

—

from this plague. You understand me ?” And he touched his
sword, to make himself better understood.

(

‘‘Understand ye !—ugh, ugh, your honour,” cried the Gael,
“ there was nae occasion for touchin te sword ; your words are
sharp aneugh for gettin to my intellects. You mean” (whis-
pering in the chamberlain’s ear) “ that, for a praw consider-
ation and remuneration, I might kill te auld hag. Eh 1 isn’t,
that it, your hqnour ?”

“ Supposing, but not admitting, that that was my meaning,”
said the chamberlain, cautiously, “ what would you say to
the proposition ?”

“ Say, to’t, your honour !” said Allan. “ Ugh ! ugh ! Let
your honour say te word and pay te remuneration, and te auld
harridan is dead twa hoors after I get a glimpse o’ her. Of
course,” ("looking knowingly into the chamberlain’s face,)
“ your honour would protect me till I got to te hills. Te
work itsel is naething—an auld wife’s easy killt—it’s no pe tat
te remuneration should be measured—it’s pe te risk o’hangin.
Was it ten merks your honour said ?”

“ I did not mention any sum,” said the chamberlain ;
“ but

you may have twenty, if you relieve us of this fear in the
manner you have yourself mentioned.”

Ten in hand, I fancy,” said the Gael—“ word for word,
your honour. If I trust you ten merks, you may trust me te
trine o’ killin an auld wife—a mere pagatelle—I hae killt
twenty shust to please te Wolf o’ Padenoch’s son, Duncan.”
“But do you know the woman ?” said the chamberlain.
“ I think I do” answered Allan. “,There’s nae fear o’ a mis-

take
;
put, if I should kill ae auld wife for anither, whar’s te

harm ? The right one can easily be killt afterwards.”
The importance of being entirely relieved from the danger

that thus impended over the heads of the conspirators, was
very apparent to Sir Robert Stuart. He knew well the cha-
racter of James : a hint was often sufficient for him

; and the
statement of a woman, if it quadrated with known facts
and suspicions, would be believed

; enquiry would follow : one
foct would lead to another, and the whole scheme be laid open.
He, therefore, eagerly closed with Allan’s offer

; the ten merks
were paid, and it was agreed upon that the murderer should
receive his other ten merks, as well as harbourage and protec-
tion, upon satisfying the chamberlain that the deed was
executed. Well pleased at having made so easily a sum of
considerable magnitude in those days, Allan went to look tor
his mother—not, it may readily be conceived, for the purpose
of killing her, but simply with the view of getting her out of
the way, until the king had set off for Perth, which he under-
stood he would do in a few days.
He wandered round the skirts of the town, musing on his

good fortune, looking at the novelties that presented them-
selves to his view, and keeping a sharp eye for a red cloak. In
this way, he past the time, until the grey of the twilight ;when, as he sauntered along the foot of the Calton Hill, he
saw, lying in a sequestered spot, his aged parent, wrapped up
in her red cloak, and apparently in a sound sleep, into which
she had, in all likelihood, fallen, from the excessive fatigue to
which she had been exposed in her long journey to the metro-
polis. The affection of th<? son produced only an involuntary
sigh, and a musing attitude of a few moments. He hastened
to the residence of the chamberlain ; and, as he passed the
door of a flesher who was killing sheep, ran in, and, without
saying a word, "dipped his sword in the blood, and then pro-
ceeded on his way. He got instant admittance to his employer,
who was sitting alone, occupied by the thoughts of the mighty
and dangerous enterprise on which he had entered. Slipping
up to him, with an air of great secresy, he stood before
him :

—

“ She’s dead,” said Allan, looking into the face of Stuart,
with an expression of countenance in which triumph and
cunning were strangely blended.

“ You are a most expeditious workman,” replied the cham-
berlain

;
“ but where is the evidence of our being freed from

this plague ?”

“ Will her heart’s pluid satisfy ye ?” replied Allan, holding
up the sword covered with sheep’s blood. « Waur evidence has
hanged a shentleman before noo. Ye ken there’s twa kinds o’
pluid in the human body—a red and a plack : the ane comes
fra flesh wounds o the skean dhu when its bashfu and winna
gang far ben, and the other follows the plow o’ the determined
dirk when it seeks the habitation o’ life in te heart itsel. Does yer
honour ken the difference ? What say ye to that ?”—shewinf
him the sword. “ I’m sure ye never saw ponnier black pluidi
the heart o’ a courtier o’ King Shames.”
“You are getting ironical in your probation,” said th®

chamberlain. “I’m no judge of the difference of veinous an®
arterial blood

; but, if I were, how am I to be satisfied that
this is the life- stream of the old woman ?”

“ Nae other auld plack teevel could hae kept it sae lang in
her gizzard,” replied the Gael ;

“ put I’m no limited to this
evidence. An honest man is like gowd—he rejoices in the fiery
furnace. I’ll shew ye the body o’ the treacherous hag hersel,
wha would hae sent us a’ to the head o’ her clan, Satan, if I
hadna peen before-hand wi’ her. She lies on the Calton yonder,
as quietly as if she were in the Greyfriars : and if your
honour will accompany me, ye may satisfy yersel o’ the
absolute truth and verity o’ my statement.”

“ The dead body cannot be long there,” answered Sir Robert,
“ without being discovered

; and by approaching the spot we
may subject ourselves to suspicion, especially if you were pre-
viously seen hounding about the place.”

“ Ugh I ugh ! Is that a’ your honour kens o’ a Gael’s pru-
dence ? replied Allan. “ Think ye I wanted to let your
Edinburghers see how neatly we Gaels can strike pelow the
fifth rib ? Na ! I was working for te ten merks, and te
salvation o’ myself, your honour, and Sir Robert Graham ;

and if the auld witch hersel wasna inclined to spake o’ the
affair, it didna pecome me to say a single word. She took it
as quietly and as decently as I’ll receive the ten merks (and
whatever mair my expedition merits) frae the hands o’ yer
honour. Put the night’s fain and there’s nae danger in looking
at the pody o’ a dead wife. Come, your honour, and trust to
me for your guide.”
The chamberlain, pleased with the issue of his negociation,

was, notwithstanding; fully aware of the danger to which he
was exposed by his connection with the murderer. He hesi-
tated about examining the evidence of the murder

; but how
otherwise could he have any faith in the statement of the
Highlander ? and his piece of mind as well the safety of his
colleagues would repay the slight risk he ran in taking a
cursory view of the body of the murdered woman. He resolved,
therefore, on accompanying Allan to the spot

; and having
1 equested the Gael to go before, he secretly followed him, until
he saw his guide stop, and point with his fingers to the spot
wliq^e his mother lay. Still under an alarm, which the increas-



ing gloeffl might hate in sotae measure allayed, he walked irre-*

solutely forward, and having seen the body of the woman wrap-

ped up in the red cloak, lying extended on the gound, lie had
not the slightest doubt that she was dead, having been killed by

the stern Gael. He instantly retreated, and, having waited

for the approach of Allan, paid him twenty merks (being ten

in addition,) and requested bim to fly with all expedition to

the Highlands. Allan received the money, counting it with a

nonchalance which surprised the chamberlain ;
and, bidding

him good night, walked away to awaken his mother and take

her
t
o a warm bed, while the other went home, delighted that

this great danger had been so easily averted..

S ome days afterwards, the king and queen set out for Perth

—Sir Eobert Stuart, now freed from all alarm, having pre-

ceded them, for the purpose of making the necessary prepar-

ations at Dundee, for the reception of his royal master and
mistress, and for their journey along the north bank of the

Tay to Perth. The royal party arrived at Leith about twelve

o’clock of the day, for the purpose of embarking in a yacht,

which was to carry them across the Perth. A large assemblage

of people was present, collected from Edinburgh and Leith, to

see the embarkation ;
among whom, courtiers, dressed in

their gay robes were conspicuous—as well from their dresses,

as the air of authority they assumed, on an occasion which
some of them might suspect was to be the last in which their

monarch would ever require their attendance. The sounds

of the carriages and horses, of a tumultuous crowd, and of

those actually engaged in the embarkation—with the crushing

of anxious spectators, and the efforts of the military to produce

order, and make room for the progress of the party towards

the yacht—produced the confusion generally attending such a

scene. The queen had been escorted forward to the side of the

vessel, and been assisted on board ; and the king was on the

eve of taking the step which was to remove him from the pier

into the yacht, when an old woman, wrapped in a red cloak,

rushed forward, and holding up two spare wrinkled arms in

the face of the monarch, cried, in a wild and prophetic

manner

—

“ James Stuart, receive this warning ! It is not made in

vain, however it may be received. If you cross the Scottish

sea, betwixt and the feast o’ Christmas, you will never come
back again in life.”

Having said these words, she waved her hands and dis-

appeared. Struck with her solemn and impressive manner,

and her extraordinary appearance, James started, and stood

for a moment mute. Kecollecting himself, he called out to a

knight to follow, and question her. He obeyed : bnt, ere he

could make his way among the crowd, Allan Mackay had
seized his mother, (for such she was,) and hurried her beyond
the reach of the courtiers. The event struck James forcibly.

He concealed it from his queen ;
but during the passage to

Kirkalday, he was remarked to be silent and abstracted—

a

mood which remained on him during a great part of his

journey. At Dundee he repaired to the palace, in St. Mar-
garet’s Close, where he still meditated secretly on the strange

warning, and compared it with the denunciation and threat

contained in the letter he had some time before received from
Sir Eobert Graham. After retiring to his chamber, he sent

for Sir Eobert Stuart, to commune with him on matters of

importance. The message alarmed the guilty chamberlain,

who conceived that the conspiracy of the north had been dis-

covered, in spite of his murderous effort to conceal it, by the

death of the Highland woman. He repaired to the presence

chamber, trembling, and full of fearful anticipations.

“Sir Eobert,” said the king; as the chamberlain approached

him, “ I am filled with gloomy apprehensions of a violent

death, that will prevent me from re- crossing the Forth. Have
you heard anything of late of my bitter foe Graham, who has

denouncedme ? Are you certain he is not hatching against

me some bloody conspiracy in these fastnesses of the

north ?”

The question went to the heart of the conspirator. He gave
up all for lost, and guilt supplied all that was wanting in the

king’s speech to fix upon him the reproach of plotting against

the life of his sovereign. Happily, James did not observe his

agitation, ImVirig relapsed, after his question, into tile gloomy
j

despondency in which he had, for several days been immerged.
All the resolution of the guilty man was required to enable him
to utter a solitary question.

“ What reason has your majesty,” he said, “ for entertaining
these fears, apparently so unfounded ;”

“ I have been warned,” replied the king, in a deep voice—
“ surely by a messenger from Heaven. As I stood on the
pier of Leith, ready to step into the yacht, a strange woman,
muffled up in a red cloak, approached me, and holding out
her hands, warned me against crossing the Forth, and said
that, if I did, I would never come back alive. Her manner
was supernatural, her voice hollow and grave-like. She disap-
peared, and notwithstanding the efforts of my messengers to
seize her, could nowhere be found. I cannot shake this vision
from my mind. Every one knows that I despise superstitious
fears

; but that very circumstance makes my gloom and des-
pondency the more remarkable.”

This speech struck another chord in the mind of the guilty
courtier. No doubt had remained in his mind, that the old
woman in the red cloak, mentioned by Sir Eobert Graham,
had been by his orders killed

; he had seen her blood on
the fatal sword, and he bad seen her body lying lifeless on
the ground. Who, then, was the second old woman in the red
cloak, that had made such a fearful impression upon the king ?

Had Heaven not taken up arms against him, and reincorpo-
rated the departed spirit of the murdered woman, for the
purpose of her humane object being still attained ? Had not
the king himself, the most dauntless of men, said the figure

was supernatural ? And, above all, was it not certain that
there was a just occasion for the interposition of Providence,
when one of the rulers of the earth, who have often been pro-
tected by Heaven, was about to fall a victim to a cruel purpose,
in which he himself was engaged ? These thoughts passed
through his mind with the rapidity of light,' and struck his

heart with a remorse and fear which made him quake. James
looked at him with surprise

; but attributed his agitation to

the strange tidings he had communicated regarding the sup-
posed supernatural visitation. Eelieved, however, from the
fear of personal danger produced by the king’s first announce-
ment, the guilty chamberlain endeavoured to shake off his

superstitious feelings, and, summoning^ all powers, con-
trived to put together a few sentences of vulgar scepticism,

recommending to the king not to allow the ravings of a maniac
(as the old woman undoubtedly was) to disturb his tranquility,

or interfere with his sound and philosophical notions of the
universe.

The king proceeded to Perth, and subsequently overcame the
feeling of apprehension and despondency produced by the

supposed apparition; and the chamberlain got again so com-
pletely entoiled in the details of his conspiracy, that the affair

passed from his mind also. By the time the festivities of

Christmas came to be celebrated, the apprehensions of evil

had died away, just in proportion as the real danger became
every day more to be dreaded. The power of the chamberlain
was now exercised vigorously, and with ill-merited success. He
contrived to gain over to his side many of the royal guards ; :

while Sir Eobert Graham was not less successful in his

organization of the external forces, composed of wild and
daring Katherans, ready, on being let into the palace, to spread
death and desolation wherever they came. Meanwhile, the
Duke of Athol dreamed his day-dream of royalty, and indulged
in all the intoxicating visions of state and power which he
thought were on the point of being realised. Yet the con-
spiracy was confined to a very few influential individuals—the
duke himself, Graham, Stewart, Hall, and Chambers, being
almost the only persons, of any distinction or authority, who
had been asked to join the hold enterprise ; and these, is it

supposed, would not have ventured on the scheme, had they
not been blindfolded by personal cravings of insatiable

revenge, which prevented all prudential calculations of con-
sequences.

As the revels approached, the chamberlain took care to

prevail upon the king to send an invitation to those of the
j

conspirators who were considered to be so much in favour at
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court as to be entitled to that mark of the royal favour, while
especial care was also taken to get the invitations to the real
friends of the king so distributed that there should, on the
night intended for the murder, be collected in the monastery,
as few as possible of the latter, and as many of the former as
the king could be prevailed upon to invite. There would thus
be insidious enemies within, at the head of whom would be the
Duke of Athol ;Jand fierce foes without, led byjthe furious and
blood-thirsty Graham, to the latter of whom, by the bribing of
the guards, a free passage
would be opened to the sleep-

ing apartment of the king,
where the bloody scene was
intended to be acted in the
presence of the queen.

It was on the night of the
20th of February that the
conspirators had resolved to

execute their work of death.

All things were carefully pre-

pared ; wooden boards were
placed across the moat which
surrounded the monastery, to

enable the conspirators to

pass unknown to the warders,
who were p laced only at the
entrances; and the extraor-

dinary precaution was taken
by the chamberlain, to destroy

the locks of the royal bed-
chamber, and of those of the
outer rooms with which it

communicated, where by it

would be impossible for those
within to secure the doors,

and to prevent the entrance
of the party. Meanwhile, in

the inside of the monastery,
a gay party was collected,

consisting of young and gal-

lant nobles and knights, and
crowds of fair damsels, dres-

sed in the glowing colours so

much beloved by the belles

of that age. In the midst of

this happy group were the
traitors, S*r Robert Stuart
and his aged grandfather
Athol, who looked and smiled

upon the scene, while they
knew that, in a few minutes,
that presence chamber would,
in all likelihood, be flowing

with the blood of the king
who sat beside them, and
become, through their means,
a scene of massacre and car-

nage.

Of all the individuals in the

royal presence chamber on
that night, no one was more
joyous than the merry mo-
narch himself. A poet of ex-

quisite humour, as well ex-

emplified in his performance
of “Peebles to the Play,”
he was the life and spirit

of the amusements of the evening, which consisted chiefly
of the recitation of poetical stories

; the reading of romances
;

the playing on the harp, to the plaintive tunes of the old Scot-
tish ballads—(the touching words being the suitable accompa-
niment ;) the game of tables

; and all other diversions of the
age. In all this, the king joined with (it is said) greater plea-
sure and alacrity than he had exhibited for many years. In
the midst of his jests and merry sayings, he even laughed and

made light of & prophecy Which had foretold his death in that
year—an allusion perfectly understood by those who knew of
the apparition of the old woman in the redjcloak, whose warn-
ing, though not forgotten, was now treated with his accustom-
ed levity. In playing at chess with a young knight, over
whose shoulder the grey-bearded Athol looked smilingly into
the face of the king, his jesting and merriment was kept up
and exercised in a manner that suggested the most extraordi-
nary coincidences. He had been accustomed to call the young

knight “the king of love
and, in allusion to the war-
ning, advised him to look well
to his safety, as they were
the only two kings in the
land. The old duke started

as he heard this statement
come from the mouth of one
on the very eve of being con-
signed to the dagger

;
and

for a moment thought that
the conspiracy had been dis-

covered
;
but a second look at

the joyous merry-maker left

no doubt on his mind that
hisjestingwas the mere over-
flow of an exubrance of
spirits.

At this moment, a hundred
wild and kilted katherans,
armed with swords and
knives, and thirsting for

blood, were lurking in the
dark angles of the court of

the monastery, directing

their eyes to the blazing

windows of the presence
chamber and listening to the

sounds of the revels. The
conspirators within knew, by
a concerted signal, that

Graham and his party were
in this situation, and look-

ed anxiously for the break-
ing up of the entertainment;
but the king was inclined to

prolong the amusements, and
the hour was getting near
midnight. While the king
was engaged in play with the

young knight, Christopher
Chambers, one of the con-

spirators, was seized with a
fit of remorse, and repeat-

edly approached the royal

presence, with a view to in-

form James of his danger ;

but the crowd of knights

and ladies who filled the pre-

sencechamber, prevented him
from executing his purpose.

The amusements continued ;

it was^now long past mid-
night, and Stuart and Athol
heard, at length, the long

wished for declarations of the

king, that the revels should

be concluded.

Just as James had uttered this wish, the usher of the pre-

sence chamber approached Stuart, and wispered in his ear

that an old woman, wrapped up in a red cloak, was at the door,

and requested permission to see and speak with the king.

The guilty Chamberlain, who was on the point of giving the

fatal signal, heard the statement with horror, and recoiled

back from the, usher
; but the die was cast, and„ even the

powers of heaven were disregarded amidst the turmoil ol wua
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thoughts that were then careering through his excited mind.
“ JBid her begone—thrust her from the door !” he whispered,

in the ear of the usher, and applied himself again to the dread-

ful work in which he was engaged.
Soon after this, the king called for the parting cup, and the

company dispersed—Athol and Stuart being the last to leave
the apartment. With the view of going to bed, James and his

queen now retired to the sleeping chamber, where the merry
monarch, still under the influence of high spirits, stood before
the fire in his night-gown, talking gaily with those around
him. At that moment, a clang of arms was heard, and a blaze
of torches was seen in the court of the monastery. The quick
mind of the king saw his danger in an instant : a suspi-

cion of treason, and a dread of his blood-thirsty enemy, Gra-
ham, were his first thoughts. Alarm was now the prevailing

power; and the ladies of the bedchamber, rushing into the
sleeping room, cried that treason was abroad. The queen and
her attendants flew to secure the doors; the locks were useless;

and the certainty of having been betrayed by his chamberlain
now occupied the mind of the king. Yet, though he saw his

destruction resolved on, he did not lose his presence of mind. He
called to his queen and ladies to obstruct all entrance as long
as they could, and rushed to the windows. They were firmly
secured by iron bars, and all escape, in that way, was impos-
sible. The clang of arms increased; and the sounds of the
approach of armed men along the passages, came every instant
nearer and nearer. The ladies screamed, and held the doors;
the king was in despair; and, seizing a pair of tongs from the
fire-place, with unexampled force wrenched up the boards of
the floor, and descended into' a vault below, while the ladies

replaced the covering.

A slight hope was now entertained that he might escape.
The vault communicated with the outer court; but, unfortu-
nately the passage had been shortly before, by the king’s own
orders, built up, to prevent the tennis balls of the players in

the tennis court, to which the passage led, from rolling into
the vault, (as they had often done,) and being lost. There
was, therefore, no escape. Meanwhile, Graham and his
katherans rushed towards the bedchamber, and having slain

Walter Straiton, a page they met in the passage, began to

force open the door, amidst the shrieks of the women
;
who

still, though weakly, attempted to barricade it. An extraor-
dinary circumstance here occurred : Catherine Douglas, with
the heroic resolution of her family, thrust her arm into the
staple from which the bolt had been taken by the traitors

—

and in an instant it was snapt asunder. The conspirators
yelling like fiends, and, with bloody daggers and knives in

their hands, now rushed into the room, and cowardly stabbed
some of the defenceless ladies, as they fled screaming round the

apartment or trying vainly to hide themselves in its corners
and beneath the bed. The queen herself never moved :

horror had thrown its cataleptic power over her frame: she
stood rooted to the floor, a striking spectacle—her hair hanging
over her shoulders, and nothing on her but her kirtle and
mantle. In this situation, she was stabbed by one of the

conspirators, and was only saved from the knives of others

and death itself, by a son of Graham’s, who, impatient for the
life of the king, commanded the men to leave such work for

that which was more important. The king was not to be
found; and a suspicion gained ground, that he had escaped
from the sleeping room by the door. A search was therefore

made throughout the whole monastery, in all the outer rooms
along the corridor, and in the court ; and had it not been that
Stuart assured them that it was impossible the king could have
escaped beyond the walls, the search would have been relin-

quished in despair.

Meanwhile, the citizens and the nobles, who were quartered
in the town, heard the tumult, and were hastening to the spot.

The king might yet be saved; for his place of escape had not
been discovered, and rescue was at hand. Alas ! his own
impatience brought on his head the ruin that seemed to be
averted. Hearing all quiet, he fancied that the traitors had
relinquished the search, and called up from the vault to the

ladies to bring the sheets from the bed and draw him up again

into the apartment. In attempting this, one of the ladies,

Elizabeth Douglas, fell down into the vault. The noise recalled

the murderers. Thomas Chambers, who knew all the holes

and recesses of the monastery, suddenly remembered the small
vault, and concluded that James must be concealed there.

He therefore returned ; the torn floor caught his eye

;

the planks were again lifted, and a blazing torch was soon
held down into the dark hole. The king and the unfor-

tunate lady, who lay apparently breathless beside him, were
seen; and, glorying in his discovery, the relentless ruffian

shouted aloud with savage merriment, and calling his com-
panions back ;

“ for,” as he said, “ the bride was found
for whom they had sought and carolled all night.” A dread-

ful scene was now enacted in the vault, in the hearing of the

queen, who, with her attendants, was still in the apartment.

Sir John Hall first leapt down; but James, strong in his ago-

ny, throttled him, and flung him beneath his feet. Hall’s

brother next descended, and met the same fate; and now came
the arch enemy Sir Robert Graham. Like a roaring tiger, he
threw himself into the whole, and James, bleeding sore from the

wounds of Hall’s knives, was overcome and fell with the stern

murderer over him. The wretched monarch implored mercy
and begged his life, should it be at the price of half his king-

dom.
“ Thou cruel tyrant,” said Graham, “ never hadst thou com-

passion on thine own noble kindred; therefore, expect none
from me.”

“ At least,” cried James, “ let me have a confessor for the

good of my soul.”
“ None,” replied Graham, “but this sword !” Upon which,

he stabbed him in a vital part ; but the king continued to im-
plore so pitiously for mercy that even Graham’s nerves were

I

shaken, and he felt inclined to fly from the dreadful scene.

His companions above noticed this change ;
and, as he was 1

scrambling up, leaving the king still breathing, they threatened
him with death if he did not complete the work. He at last

obeyed, and struck the king many times till he died.

The story of the Highland woman who appeared to king
James, which to his ^historians, has so so long been a subject

|j

of mystery, is thus, by our chronicle, cleared up. We may ji

afterwards do the same good office to other curious and doubt- ;

ful parts of Scottish history; but in the mean time, as it may be
satisfactory to know the fate of those bold conspirators who
executed so desperate a purpose as that we have narrated,

we may mention that the queen never rested till she had
j

brought them all to justice. Never was retribution so certain,
!

so ample, so merited, and so satisfactory to a whole people;
!

for James’ alleged harshness was confined to the nobles, and
never extended to the people, who loved the royal poet and re-

j

vered their king. Sir Robert Stuart and Thomas Chambers
were first taken; and, upon a confession of their guilt, were
beheaded on a high scaffold, raised in the market place, and
their heads fixed on the gates of Perth. Athol next suffered ;

and, as he had sighed for a crown, his head, when it was severed

from his body, was encompassed by an iron one. Graham
was next seized; and, after the manner of the times, was tor-

tured, before his execution, in a manner which we cannot
describe. Hall, and all the others, suffered a similar fate; and
it was alleged that not a single individual who had a hand in

the terrible tragedy was allowed to escape—thus justifying the

ways of God, where vengeance, though sometimes concealed,

sooner or later overtakes those who contravene his laws.

BEATRIX CENCI; OR, THE PARRICIDE.
A TRUE TALE OF THE CHRONICLES OF ROME.

Francesco Cenci belonged to one of the most distinguished

and most ancient families of Rome. As the only son of an
opulent marchese

,
he inherited at his death a considerable

fortune
;
and by the bequest of a Monsigniore Cenci, his

father’s brother, who had amassed great wealth under Pius V.,

it was so increased that he derived from all his possessions, a
yearly revenue of 80,000 Roman sindi, which in those times,

(the 16th century,) was a very large sum. He was twice mar-
ried. His first wife was a rich Roman lady of high rank, by
whom he had six children, four sons and two daughters.
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Soon after her death, he united himself with a young and
beautiful female of high birth, but poor; and by her he had
no issue. Born in the lap of fortune, and favoured by all

external circumstances, he might have ended his life as hap-
pily as he commenced it, had not the most frightful passions

made themselves master of his soul. A disobedient subject,

he was at the same time a bad citizen, who kept a number of

banditti in his mansions, for the purpose of revenging every
affront; a bad husband, enslaved by lustand the basest avarice

;

but above all, a cruel and unnatural father
;
so that his life,

even in that immoral age, excited the most deserved abhor-
rence among the nobility of Rome.

His three sons—Jacob, Christopher, and Roche, had been
sent by him while still very young, to the University of Sala-

manca in Spain. It was not a laudable solicitude to procure
them superior means of instruction, but the most sordid ava-
rice that induced him to remove them such a distance from
Rome, where an education suitable to their rank, would have
been attended with greater expense. He left these unfortu-

nate youths to languish in a foreign country, upon a scanty
pittance

;
so that when all their applications to him for an

allowance more adequate to their wants had proved ineffectual,

they found themselves necessitated to have recourse to the

pope himself, who fixed the sum that was to be paid yearly

for their maintainance. He treated his two daughters with
the like severity. They, too, were obliged to complain of

their cruel father to the pope, who, moved by the account of

the ill-treatment which they had received, gave the eldest in

marriage to Gabrielli, a gentleman of Gubbio, and this saved
her from the catastrophe which soon afterwards befel her
family. The youngest only, named Beatrix, was left in the

hands of the father, who, incensed in the highest degree at

ttffe invasion of his paternal rights by the pope, in the mar-
riage of his elder daughter, sent for his sons home from Sala-

manca, that he might wreak his vengeance on their innocent
heads.
Two of these, however, not long after their return, were

suddenly placed beyond the reach of his tyranny—they fell

by the daggers of assassins. Beatrix, was at this time in

the flower of life. Endowed by nature with the most exquisite
personal charms, she bore away the palm from all the beauties
of Rome, and became the idol of the Roman youth

;
but,

unfortunately for her, they kindled a detestable flame in the

bosom of her father, who stifling the voice of nature, and the
reproofs of conscience, determined to reserve them for his

own enjoyment.
All his attempts to carry his guilty purpose into execution,

were, as might be expected, repulsed with great abhorrence.
His rage was roused by this resistance. Beatrix patiently

endured personal insult, and confinement in the dungeons of

his houses, rather than yield to the criminal desires of her
father. At length, when he resolved to try the effect of milder
measures, and accordingly set her at liberty, she addressed
three successive petitions to the pope, imploring him to deliver

her from her state of torment, to which memorials no answers
were returned ; the probability being, that her father had
found means to intercept them, before they could reach the
hands of his holiness. The unhappy Beatrix, was left a prey
to despair in her helplessness, and imagining that there was
no other way of escaping dishonour, she conceived the design
of abridging her father’s life

;
the first idea of this project

originating with other persons, who encouraged her to put
it into execution. These persons were her step-mother, her
elder brother, and a Monsigniore Guerre, who was tenderly
attached to Beatrix.

Francesco Cenci intended to remove for the summer to one
of his country seats at Frescati, in the lordship of the house
of Colonna, where now stands the celebrated Villa Aldo-
brandi. Twelve assassins were bribed with the promise of
fifty thousand crowns, to lie in wait for him, and dispatch him
on the road. Whether he set out earlier than was expected,
or whether the contract with them was finally concluded is

not known, but this plan completely failed. Another plan
was now projected for her deliverance.

There was at the Pedrella, two vassals of Francesco. One

of them was named Marzio, and the other Olimpio. Both
were bitter enemies of Cenci who had from time to time,
offered them various insults. They were easily prevailed
upon by Beatrix to undertake the intended murder; but,
that it might be executed without noise, it was agreed it

should take place in his own chamber. In order to make
doubly sure, in the evening before he retired to bed, an opiate
was mixed with his drink. The night advanced—the opiate was
taken—and the murderers concealed in the house. Beatrix
led them from their lurking place, to the perpetration of the
horrid deed. Provided with the instruments of death, they
reached his room, where the defenceless and unsuspecting
Francesco was locked in the arms of sleep. Beatrix, herself,

with averted face, stopped trembling at the door. But the
darkness of the night, the horror excited, by the idea of co-
operating in a parricide, the emaciated figure of the slumber-
ing old man, who already looked like the image of death,
conspired to paralyse the arms of the two enemies, though
thirsting for revenge. Repeatedly, they drew aside the cur-
tains of the bed—repeatedly, were their daggers pointed to

the bosom of the sleeping Francesco
;
but as often did their

hands shrink from the task. An unusual paleness over-
spread their faces, as they returned from his bed to Beatrix.
“ Have you done the business ?” said she to them, in a trem-
ulous voice.—“ No,” they replied

;
“ we had not the courage

to murder an old man, who seems to be dead already !”

—

Beatrix sunk as if thunderstruck, into an arm-chair. Her
whole frame was violently convulsed : it was the conflict be-
tween life and death, between honour and disgrace. Amidst
this contest of the passions, she sprung furiously from her
seat, and with terrific voice, thus addressed the assassins.
“ What ! traitors, and cowards, have ye not executed my
order? By my soul! I swear that ye shall not go out of
this house alive, until you have performed what you have
promised.”
The awful tone in which she pronounced these words—the

threat which they conveyed—and above all, the idea that

they, disguised in such a place, were exposed to the fury of a
female, deterred the assassins from farther opposition. They
again entered the chamber of the old man, and while Marzio
held an iron wedge to the right temple, his comrade with one
blow of a mallet upon it, dispatched the miserable Cenci.

Scarcely had he heaved his last sigh
;
when his body, covered

only with his shirt, was carried into a waste garden, adjoining
to the house, and thrown into a bush, in order to encourage
a belief, that having had occasion to rise in the night, he had
fallen over the low wall of a high terrace, leading from his

bed-chamber to the offices, upon a shaip-pointed stake, which
penetrating his temple, had occasioned his death.

After several judicial enquiries, which were adroitly stifled

by Beatrix, she was sometime afterwards arraigned and tried

by the voluntary confessions of the two assassins, Marzio,

and Olimpio, and found guilty. Great interest was made by
Cardinals Sforza, Martino, and some of the first nobility of

Rome with the pope, but it was of no avail. She was con-

demned to death, and when she was made acquainted with

the fatal sentence, she received it with resignation. Beatrix

received an assurance, that agreeably to her wishes, hr ebody
should be buried in the Church of St. Pietro Montor/o, that the

sum of fifteen thousand sindi should be paid to the monks be-

longing to it for masses for her soul, and tfte rest of her property

divided among fifty unmarried young women. The following

day, she was conducted in solemn procession, to the place of

execution in front of the Castle of St. Angelo. Her head fell

under the axe of the mannaja, which is the modern French
guillotine. The large estates of the Cenci family devolved by
confiscation to the papal chair. H.

THE UNHOLY COMPACT ABJURED; OR,
THE HEROISM OF LOVE.

A POPULAR FRENCH LEGEND OF SUPERSTITION.

In the churchyard of the town of Salins, department of Jura,

may still be seen the remains of a tomb, on which is sculptured

in figures as rude as the age in which they were carved, a re*
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^presentation ©£ a soldier^ firmly clasped ia the arms of a
maiden; near them stands the devil in a menacing attitude.
Though the inhabitants of the town, are all ready to swear to the
truth of the story, they are not agreed as to the time when it
happened; so that we can only say, that some centuries have
rolled away, since a young soldier named St. Amand, a native
of Salins, was returning after a long absence to the bosom of
his family. He walked with quick and cheerful steps, carrying
with ease, in a small knapsack, the whole of his worldly goods.
Never since he quitted the paternal roof, had he felt so happy;
for he hoped ere night, to see his pretty cousin, Ninette, whom
he loved with all his heart, and whom he intended to make
his wife.

He walked on, gaily carolling, till he saw a cross-road before
him, and uncertain of his way, he called to an old woman, with
her back towards him, to direct him. She was silent : and, as
he approached, he repeated the call, and she raised her head to
answer it. The stout heart of the young soldier quailed, as he
cast his eyes upon a countenance, such as never before had met
his gaze. He had indeed, reason to tremble; for he had just
disturbed in the middle of an incantation, one of the most
powerful witches in the country, She regarded him with a
demoniac smile, and said in a tone which froze his blood, “ Turn
where thou wilt, thy road is sure,—it leads to death!”
hor some moments, he stood as if rooted to the spot; but,

soon, fear of the sorceress, who remained gazing upon him,
gave him strength to flee. He ran forward, nor stopped till he
had completely lost sight of the fearful being, whose dreadful
prediction had struck him with such horror. Suddenly a
frightful storm arose; the thunder growled, and the lightning
flashed round the weary traveller, who, drenched with rain, and
overcome with fatigue, had hardly strength to proceed. How
great was his joy, when he saw at a distance, a magnificent
chateau, the gate of which stood open. He exerted all his re-
maining strength to reach it, and precipitately entered a large
hall. There he stopped, expecting every moment to see some
domestics, but no one appeared. He remained some time,
watchmg the progress of the storm : at length it began to abate,

^
6 “^ermined to pursue his way; hut as he approached

the door, it closed with a loud noise, and all his efforts to open
it were vain.

Struck with astonishment and dismay, the young soldier now
believed that the prediction of the witch was about to be ac-
complished, and,that he was doomed to fall a sacrifice to magic
art. Exhausted by his vain efforts to open the ponderous door,
be sank for a moment in helpless despondency, on the marble
pavement; put his trust in providence, and soon revived. He
said his prayers, and rising, waited with firmness the issue of
this extraordinary adventure. When he became composed
enough to look round him, lie examined the hall in which he
was : a pair of folding doors at the further end, flattered him
with the hope of escape that way; but they too, were fastened,
ihe hall was of immense size, entirely unfurnished; the walls,
pavement and ceiling, were of black marble; there were no
windows, but a small sky-light faintly admitted the light of
day, into this abode of gloom, where reigned a silence like that
ot the tomb. Hour after hour passed; this mournful silence
remained still undisturbed; and St Amand, overcome with
fatigue and watching, at length sunk into a deep, though per-
turbed slumber.

His sleep was soon disturbed by a frightful dream : he heard
all at once, the sound of a knell, mingled with the cries of bats,
and owls, and a hollow voice, murmured in his ear, “ Woe to
those who trouble the repose of the dead /” He started on his feet,
but what a sight met his eyes ! The hall was partially Ulu-
lated by flashes of sulphureous fire; on the pavement was
laid the body of a man newly slain, and covered with innumera-
ble wounds, from which, a band ofunearthly forms, whose fear-
ful occupation, proclaimed the hellish origin, were draining the
yet warm blood.

St. Amand uttered a shriek of terror, and was in an instant
surrounded by the fiends

; already were their fangs, from which
the remains of their horrid feast still dripped, extended to grasp
him

; when he hastily made the sign of the cross, and sapk
senseless upon the ground. When he regained his senses, the
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infernal band had vanished* and he sa# bending ever him, aii

old man, magnificently hut strangely dressed: his silken gar- i

ments flowed loosely around him, and were embroidered with
figures of different animals, and mystic devices. His counte*
nance was majestic, and his venerable white beard, descended
below his girdle : but his features had a wild and gloomy ex-
pression: his eyes above all, had in their glance, that which
might appal the stoutest heart. St. Amand shrunk from this
mysterious being, with awe, mingled with abhorrence, and a cold
shudder ran through his veins, as the old man bent upon him
his piercing eyes.

“Rash youth,” cried he in a severe tone, “how is it that
thou hast dared to enter this place, where never mortal foot
save mine has trod?”
“I came not willingly,” replied St. Amand, trembling; “an

evil destiny, and not vain curiosity brought me hither.”
“ Thou wouldst not the less have expiated thy presumption

with thy life, hut for my aid,” returned the old man, austerely.
“ I have saved thee from the vampires who guard it, and it

depends upon me, whether thou shalt not still become their 1

prey.”

“Oh! save me, then, I pray thee!”
“And why should I save thee?” demanded the venerable

magician. « What price art thou willing to give me for thy
life?”

“Alas! I have nothing worthy of thy acceptance,” sighed
St. Amand.

“ But thou may’st have; and it is only through thee that I
can obtain what I most desire.”

“How?”
“ The blood of a dove, for me, would be a treasure, but I may

not kill one ; she must be slain for me, by one whose life I haye
saved. Should I liberate thee, a dove will fly to thy bosom ;

swear that thou wilt instantly sacrifice her for me, and thou
shalt be free.”

“ I swear it!”

Hardly had St. Amand uttered the words, when he found
himself in the chamber of Ninette, who, with a cry of joy,
rushed into his arms. He pressed her with transport to his
breast; but scarcely had he embraced her, when he saw the

|

magician standing by his side.

“Wretch!” cried he, “is it thus thou keepest thine oath?:
Pierce her heart—she is the dove that thou must instantly!
sacrifice, if thou wilt not become a feast for the vampires!”

“Sacrifice her? Never! Never!”
“ Then, thou art my prey!” and the fiend assuming his own!

form, sprang towards his victim; but he stopped suddenly—he
dared not seize him : for the maiden held him firmly clasped in
her arms, and the little cross of gold, which night and day she!
wore upon her bosom, had been blest by the venerable priest,!

whose gift it was. Thus, nought unholy dared approach the
maiden, and the baffled fiend fled with a tremendous yell, as the
crowing of the cock, announced the approach of dawn.
The cries of the maiden, soon brought the neighbours to her,

chamber, and among them was the pastor, to whom St. Amand!
related his adventure. “ Oh, my son !” said the good priest,)
“ what have you done ? See you not, that you have entered into a
contract with the powers of darkness? Unable to wreak their
vengeance on you, when you had guarded yourself with the!

blessed sign of our redemption, the fiend has had recourse to
craft to draw you into his power. You have promised a sacri-i

fice, to the enemy of God and man, but you have done it in
ignorance. Abjure then, solemly, the cursed contract, andj
dread no longer the vengeance of the fiend.”

The young soldier made the required abjuration, during
which, the most dreadful noises were heard : it was the last

effort of the demon’s vengeance; for, from that time, he was
never seen, nor heard of. St. Amand married Ninette, who had:
given him such a courageous proof of her love; and the cross!

transmitted from her, to her descendants, was always considered
by them as the most precious part of their inheritance. In
process of time, the family became wealthy, and a great grand-i

son of St. Amand erected the monument we have described,!;
j

commemorate the miraculous escape of his ancestor, A.
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JACOBA, COUNTESS OF IIAINAULT,
THE HEROINE OF FLANDERS.

The records of history present few narratives more inte-
resting than the history of Jacoba, the only child of William
Count of Hainault, and Margaret of Burgundy. She was
born at the end of the fourteenth century, when her family
possessed the sovereignty not only of Hainault, but also of
Holland, Zealand, and Friesland. Connected by consan-
guinity and affinity with some of the most illustrious heroes
in Europe, and distinguished by beauty and mental accom-
plishments, Jacoba was married at the age of fifteen to
the Duke of Touraine, second son of Charles VI. king of
France, who became Dauphin on the death of his eldest bro-
ther, a few months after their nuptials. The flattering pros-
pect opened to her by this alliance soon vanished; in the second
year of their marriage the Dauphin died suddenly, not with-
out suspicion of his being poisoned by his unnatural mother,
Isabella of Bavaria, to whom may justly be applied the cha-
racter given to Catherine de Medici, by Dr. Robertson
“Her boundless and daring ambition never recoiled from
any action necessary towards attaining the objects which she
had in view.” No sooner had Jacoba become a widow than her
father with a view to strengthen the succession of the house of
Hainault, planned an alliance for his daughter, with the neigh-
bouring Duke of Brabant, a prince who had no qualifications
either ofperson or mind, to win the heart of Jacoba. He urged
in his dying injunctions the completion of this match

; and when
his decease in 1417, made the princess mistress of his exten-
sive possessions, those'injunctions were powerfully seconded
by the solicitations of her mother, who foresaw that such an
union might ultimately prove advantageous to the house of
Burgundy, from which the Duke of Brabant was descended.
Jacoba, from deference to her parents who were influenced
by motives of state policy alone, consented at the age of
eighteen, to a marriage with a man for whom she felt no
affection

; and this ill-advised step proved the grand source
of her subsequent misfortunes.

It was not long before the indifference which Jacoba felt
for her husband, was converted by his conduct, into con-
tempt. Her uncle, John of Bavaria, having asserted an un-
founded claim to Holland, and Hainault, appeared in arms,
in the former province. The princess, endowed with a cou-
rage, equal to her beauty, took the field, at the head of her
Hainault troops, and performed prodigies of valour ; which,
however, were rendered ineffectual, by the pusillanimity of
her husband, who spread dejection, and dismay, among the
Brabanters. At length ashamed of the disgraceful part
which he acted, he withdrew his troops from Holland, com-
manded Jacoba to follow him to Brabant, and concluded an
ignominious peace, with his antagonist.

It is easy to conceive what impression this dastardly con-
duct of the duke, was likely to make in that age of romance
and chivalry, upon the mind of his high spirited and martial
consort. She was filled with shame and disgust, and on her
return to court, she expressed in strong terms, her feelings of
indignation. This want of policy, on her part, produced the
effect, which it might naturally be expected to have upon a
narrow and sordid mind. Neglecting the princess, the duke
indulged in the lowest debaucheries, and not satisfied with
estranging himself from her society, he treated her with
every kind of contumely, harshness, and brutality. Per-
sonal neglect from such a man could not, under all circum-
stances of the case, excite in the mind of Jacoba, any other
sentiment than regret, for having bestowed her hand upon
me to whom she could not give her heart

;
but his ill-

lsage, which would have sufficed to alienate her affections,
lad she felt any for him, changed her contempt into resent-
ment. Giving way to the dictates of anger, she resolved to
withdraw entirely from her husband and Brabant ; and to
retire to her native country, Hainault. This resolution she
carried into effect in the full lustre of her beauty, when she
lad attained only her twentieth year.
With a heart susceptible of all the tenderness of love and

eeling, the anguish of the bitteiest disappointment, in her

union with the Duke of Brabant, she availed herself of a plea
foi dissolving it, which had been decreed so strong an ob-
jection to the marriage as to require a papal dispensation,
namely, the^nearness of blood. While she sought on this
ground to obtain a divorce from the Duke of Brabant, she
became acquainted with a prince who completely made a
quick conquest of her heart. This was the handsome,
brave, and accomplished Humphrey, Duke of Gloster, the
youngest brother of Henry Y. king of England. At their
first interview Jacoba made a visible impression upon the
duke, and they soon became warmly and mutually attached.
The duke, however, though captivated by the charms of the
princess, was not dead to ambition

; and the prospect of
attaining to the sovereignty of so many rich and extensive
provinces, stimulated his eagerness to have the former
marriage of Jacoba annulled. While they were indulging a
hope of the speedy accomplishment of this object, a kinsman
of Jacoba, Philip, Duke of Burgundy, exerted all his power to
raise obstacles to the intended union. Already master of
large domains in the Netherlands, and ambitious to augment
the power of his house in that country, Philip aspired to the
possessions of the patrimony of the princess, and therefore
had recourse to all the arts of political intrigue to prevent her
marriage with the Duke of Gloster. Notwithstanding his
powerful opposition to the match, especially in the English
court, where he had considerable influence, the cause of love
triumphed. The marriage of Jacoba with the Duke of Bra-
bant was annulled by the pope ; the princess repaired to
England, where she was received with extraordinary distinction
by the king and the court, and married with great pomp to
Humphrey, who now assumed the title of Count of Hainault,
Holland, and Zealand.

After some time the Duke of Gloster passed over with
the princess to Hainault, and every thing seemed to promise
the illustrious pair an uninterrupted enjoyment of public and
domestic felicity. This pleasing prospect was however of short
duration. Soon after her return she began to feel the effects
of the resentment of the Duke of Burgundy. Joining his
troops to those of the Duke of Brabant they invaded Hainault,
and defeated the Duke of Gloster with great slaughter at
Braine. Humphrey returned to England to collect reinforce-
ments. Jacoba, who had fixed her abode in Mons, whose
people had vowed to defend her in her husband’s absence, had
cause to repent of the confidence she had placed in their
promises, for having been seduced by the Duke of Burgundy
from their allegiance, the latter compelled her to surrender,
and she was taken prisoner to Ghent. In this extremity the
courage and address of Jacoba did not forsake her; and she
found means to escape, disguised in man’s apparel, to her
province of Holland, where she was soon at the head of a nu-
merous force. Her enemy, the Duke of Burgundy, hastened
with his army to that country, and defeated a body of English
sent thither to her aid. This stroke was followed by fresh
disasters in other quarters, and by domestic troubles still more
severe. Pope Martin;V. having triumphed over Benedict, who
had annulled the first marriage of Jacoba, was prevailed upon
by the Duke of Burgundy to confirm that marriage, and to
issue a bull dissolving the second,with the addition of a severe
clause, restraining her from marrying the Duke of Gloster,
even in the case of the decease of the Duke of Brabant. But
the blow that inflicted the deepest wound on the heart of
Jacoba was the inconstancy of Gloster, who, under various
pretexts, which thinly veiled his passion for the daughter of
Lord Cobham, who afterwards became his wife, declared his
intention of separating from the princess of Hainault, and has
thus left a stain upon his memory, which all his great and
popular qualities cannot efface. Thus forsaken by the un-
grateful Gloster, deserted by her perfidious subjects, and
pressed by the forces of the Duke of Burgundy, the unfortu-
nate Jacoba, after many displays of noble and valiant spirit,
was obliged to yield to the latter; and the terms which he
prescribed were such as plainly evinced the motives by which
he had been actuated. It was stipulated that all the dominions
of the princess should be governed by himself with the title of
h§r lieutenant ;

aud that being now a widow by the death of
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the Duke of Brabant, she should never contract another mar-
riage without his consent, and that of the states of her
provinces. Jacoba was not more than twenty-seven years of
age when these rigorous terms were imposed upon her. She
submitted to her hard fate with magnanimity becoming her
heroic character; and stripped of every thing but the name of
a sovereign, she retired to the province of Zealand, where she
lived upon a pittance allowed her by the Duke of Burgundy.
In this manner did Jacoba pass two years when love once

more surprised her in this retirement. Among the noblemen
of Holland was Francis Borselen, Lord of Martendyke, who
had formerly been most hostile to her cause. He possessed
large estates in Zealand, where he frequently resided; but his
opposition to the interests of the princess, long kept him at a
distance from her, till accident introduced him to her acquain-
tance. Her mother sent her a fine horse as a present from
Hainault; but Jacoba, from the extreme parsimony of the
Duke of Burgundy, was unable to reward so liberally as she
Wished, the person by whom the horse was brought. Borselen
learning her distress from a servant, took occasion to supply
her with a considerable sum in such a delicate manner, that
the princess forgetting the enmity which he had manifested
towards her, intimated a wish to have an opportunity of
thanking her benefactor in person. Kindness from one whom
she had long considered as a foe, filled the tender heart of
Jacoba with feelings of gratitude and admiration^

; and personal
acquaintance, prepossessed her still more in favour of Borselen,
who united the most engaging manners with a handsome
figure. Agrowing inclination for this nobleman, strengthened
perhaps by the solitude in which she lived, at last took complete
possession of her heart, and she could no longer conceal the
impression he had made. Jacoba’s charms had kindled a
reciprocal passion in the bosom of Borselen, and regardless of
the disparity of rank, and the engagements by which she was
shackled, she united herself with him by a private marriage.
The Duke of Burgundy, though really well pleased, affected

vehement indignation. He ordered Borselen to be apprehended,
and conveyed to the castle of Ruplemonde, situated In Flanders,
at the conflux of the Rupel and Scheldt. In order to alarm
the princess, he caused a report to be spread that the life of
Borselen should atone for the presumption of which he had
been guilty; Jacoba, anxious to save her husband from the
danger in which his attachment to her had involved him,
collected a small force in Zealand, and having equipped some
vessels sailed up the Scheldt, in the hope of surprising Rupel-
monde, and delivering Borselen. On her approach she learned
that her design was known, that a large force was assembled
to oppose her, and that the Duke of Burgundy himself was in
the castle. Disappointed in her plans she requested to speak
from her vessel with her cousin, the Duke of Burgundy, who
agreed to the conference. She inquired, with all the anxiety
of love, if her husband was still alive. In answer to her ques-
tion the duke ordered Borselen to be brought out upon the
terrace bordering the river; upon which the princess, with
her characteristic ardour, overjoyed at the sight of so dear an
object, and forgetting that she was placing herself in the
power of the duke, leaped from the vessel upon the shore,
and eagerly run to embrace her husband.

Philip had now obtained the advantage which he sought;
and detaining the princess, wrought so powerfully on her fears
for her husband, that to purchase his freedom and life, she
consented to yield to the Duke of Burgundy the entire
sovereignty of all her dominions. Having thus gained the
object to which he had long aspired, the duke took possession
of her states, which accustomed to his control, and alienated
by his arts from their rightful sovereign, quietly submitted to
his government. In return for these concessions he assigned
to the princess certain estates in Holland and Zealand

; which
she in her unbounded affection, bestowed as a free gift on her
husband, who was created by Philip, Count of Qstervant, and
decorated with the order of the Golden Fleece.
Thus were the provinces of Hainault, Holland, Zealand, and

Freisland, acquired by Philip, and by him transmitted to his
descendants. Jacoba, who had now exchanged all her pom-
pdUi titles for that of Countess of Qstervant, retired to Zea-

land to enjoy the pleasures of a comparatively humble station,
in the society of a husband who gave her unequivocal proofs
of entire affection, and whose love she rewarded with the pos-
session of her whole heart. She died at the age of thirty-six.
During the last and happiest period of her life she was ac-
customed to amuse herself in making vases of earthenware,
many of which were afterwards found in the lake that sur-
rounded the mansion where she resided

; and were long pre-
served by the people of the country with religious veneration.

H. A

TWO YEAR’S SERVICE OF A BRITISH SOLDIER.
I hope your honour will pardon the liberty I hav© taken,

in presuming to present you with a few particulars of my
services in America, while a private in the 41st regiment
of Foot.

I was picked from the light company with twenty-three
more, when laying at Fort George, to serve under the com-
mand of General Brock, and sent to Sandwich, from whence
we crossed the river and took Detroit on August the 16th,
1812, at which time, after the enemy had marched out of the
Fort and laid down their arms, there was a party warned
for duty (of which I was one), to go through the Fort to see
if any ot the enemy was remaining in it, when he found
two or three of them in the officers’ apartments about to
destroy the colours of the 4th American regiment

;
but we

took the colours from them. But although thus employed,
and there were two different payments of prize-money for
taking this Fort, amounting to several pounds each man, I
never received one farthing : owing to the neglect of the
clerk, or some other cause, my name was omitted from being
inserted in the prize list.

After this we were sent to the Mawme Rapids, or Fort
Maggs ; here we were employed in raising batteries opposite
to the Fort; after which the grenadiers and light company
were ordered to cross the river and lay near the Fort. At
this time, 1300 of the enemy’s troops came down on the
other side, and took possession of the batteries we had just
raised, with all the ordnance

; we then received orders to
cross the river back again, and I and one of my comrades
had orders to take a box of combustible shot and throw it

into a creek, that it might not come into the hands of the
enemy. By the time we had done this, the enemy had
marched out of the Fort also, when my comrade said to me,
we could stop where we were, we had no need to go back to
the fight

; but I replied to him, “ What ! see your comrades
fighting and not go back to help them : if you don’t go back.
I’ll shoot you.” I hasted back, but cannot tell how he acted
on the occasion

; when I arrived, they were rallying for the
charge

; we charged them close up under the Fort, but were
obliged to retreat, because of their great guns, and were
ordered to make the best of our way to the boats to cross
the river. After re-crossing the river we had orders to march
towards the batteries as quick as possible

; but not long
after this, we had the pleasure of retaking all our ordnance,
and all the American army, prisoners. After this, I, with
some more of the light company, were sent to scour the
woods; I had but just entered the wood when I took a
prisoner, just as an officer passed by, who inquired what I
had there, I told him <e A prisoner,” he then exclaimed
“ Shoot him,” which I had not the heart to do : I gave him
up to one of my comrades, and pressed on. This was on the
22d January, 1813. .

We were then informed that the enemy was at the river
Reasin, and were ordered to march there about 500 of our
troops and a few Indians, had here to meet 1400 of the
enemy. We came in contact with them on January 22nd,
1813, about two hours before daylight ; within those two
hours we charged them several times, thinking that we were
close upon their line ; but when charging, our poor men
were so cut up, that after every charge we were obliged to
retreat to the covert of a rising piece of ground

;
and as the

day approached, we discovered that what we haid taken for
the enemy’s line was a made fence, behind which they were
fchelfceredj with holes in it through which they fired at us.
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Just as there was light enough to discover the fence, I saw
a man come out between it, and said to my comrade, “ There
is a man, and I’ll have a shot at him just as I had said

the words, and pulled my trigger, I received a shot under
my left ear, and fell immediately, and in falling, cut my
comrade’s leg with my bayonet

;
he exclaimed, “ Byfield is

dead,” to which I replied, “ I believe I be.” As soon as I

had sufficiently recovered so as to raise my head from the
ground, I crept away on my hands and knees, and as I was
creeping I saw a serjeant in the rear, who said “Byfield,

shall I take you to the doctor ?” I answered, “ Never mind
me, go and help the men.” I at length arrived where the
doctor was, who, wh§n it came to my turn to be dressed,

put a sticking plaistef to my neck, and ordered me to go to

a barn which was appointed for the sick
; as I was going, the

blood flowed so freely from my wound as to force off the
plaisfcer. About this time, I saw a man between the woods,
and asked him what he did there

;
he told me he was wound-

ed in the leg ; I observed to him, that if I had not been
wounded worse than he was, I should be back helping the
men ; I then asked him to give me a pocket handkerchief
to tie round my neck to stop the blood ;

he told me he had
not got one

; I observed, that if I did not get something 1

should bleed to death, when he took and tore off the tail of
his shirt, and tied it round my neck. I then went to the barn
and lay down with my fellow sufferers, but had not been
there long, before the doctor came and said, “ My dear
fellows, you that can, had better get away, for our poor men
are terribly cut up, and I fear we shall be all took he
rode away, but returned again very soon, saying, “ My dear
fellows, we got them all prisoners at which news I ex-
claimed (being quite overjoyed), “ I don’t care about being
wounded since that is the case !” We were then taken to
Maldon, where I remained until I recovered from my
wounds.
Being informed that the enemy’s provisions were lodged in

the Fort St. Dresky, as many as could go were ordered to
attempt to take it

; when we arrived there we had orders to
storm

; we advanced for that purpose, but the light infantrv
and part of one battalion company were all that reached the
works, the rest being beat back. When the enemy found
the rest had retreated, the greater part of them came to that
part of the Fort on the outside of which we that were left
lay, and a dreadful scene ensued. My front rank man, the
serjeant on my right, Major Short, Lieutenant Gordon, and
a great many more were killed, and many wounded ; my
left hand man had six balls in him at once ; we that remain-
ed alive lay under the bank of the outside entrenchment
until night, when we received orders to retreat. A little

after the order was given I went down the trench among
my dead and wounded comrades, to try to get some ammu-
nition, as all mine was expended, when I said to one of my
comrades, “ Bill, how bee’st he said to me, “ There is one
of the Americans keeping on firing on us out of one of them
loop holes.” I requested him to tell me out of which of the
holes he was firing, and I would have as hot at him ; he told
me, and I fired, but I had scarce fired before I saw him fall

back wounded, I stept to him and said, “ Bill, what’s the
matter ?” He replied, “ They have shot me again.” By this
time the enemy had nearly ceased firing, and those of our
men that could were getting away out of the ditch as fast as
possible, and I do not believe that there was either a com-
missioned or non-commissioned officer left in the ditch, and
our poor wounded men groaning and crying, saying, “Now we
have done the best we could, you are all going to leave us.” This
the American officer heard from the Fort, and said, “ I know
your men are going away, but never mind, my brave fellows,
when they are gone. I’ll come out and take you in, and use
you well

I

said to him, “Why don’t you com© out now, and
we’ll fight you, five to one ? He answered, “ No

;
I shall

not, but when you are gone I shall come out and clear the
ditch.” I then said to one of my comrades, “ Now I shall
start,” and ascended the works ; but just as I arrived at the
top the flash of the guns caught my eye, and I immediately
tell on my face, and a shower of shot fell around me. I
then arose and hasted to one of our batteries, and .when

jumping into it, General Proctor said to me, “ Where are
the rest of the men ?” I said to him, “I don’t think there are
any more to come, they are all killed and wounded.” He
added, (weeping) “ Good God l what shall I do about the
men ?”

This was in September, 1813. We got down to the boats
the next morning, and returned to Maldon

; soon after
which our shipping on the upper lake were taken by the
Americans. Orders were then issued that we were to quit
the upper country ; when General Harris, landing a large
army, pursued us, and overtook us at Moravian Town, where
we gave them fight, on October 5th. 1813, but being over-
powered by numbers, our men gave way, and the line was
broke, and the greatest part of the regiment taken prisoners;
but I escaped into the woods, where I was with the Indians
for three days,—when, finding one of my comrades, we came
down the country together, and found a party of our men
who had made their escape, under the command of young
Captain Bullock ; we then returned to Fort George, and,
with the 100th Regiment, crossed the river, and stormed
Fort Niagara, and took it with but little loss—December 19.
1813.

On the following morning we marched to Lewis Town,
drove the Americans, and took one piece of cannon—
December, 1813.

After this, a amall party of us had orders to go up to
Slustua, to destroy the enemy’s stores ; I, with a serjeant
and three men more, being on the advance, were challenged
by an American sentinel, who attempted to fire,—but his
piece not going off, we immediately charged against the
door of the guard-house, and broke it open, and having thus
surprised the guard, threw them into a state of complete
confusion ; our men being close upon us, took the greatest
part of the guard, while the remaining few escaped outi of
the windows.

Being obliged to keep in our charge, the prisoners we had
taken, our men marched on as quick as possible, to prevent
the enemy from taking the alarm from those that had
escaped from the guard-house. We that had prisoners
marched on afterwards with them,—but arriving where two
roads met, we took the wrong. We had not marched far up
the road before we heard some persons coming behind us.
Having no non-commissioned officer with us, I said to one of
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do you belong t© ?'* He said, “The Americans.” I said,
“ Stand fast, or 1 11 blow your brains out at the same time
throwing my piece to the charge, and cocking it, I advanced
towards him : as I got near him, he said, “ I’m a prisoner
I took hold of him with one hand ;

he then said, “ You are
one of the men that came into the house just now

;
I have

been back to the house, but one of your men got my boots ;

I am the officer of the guard.” “ I told him, I had a pair of
shoes in my knapsack

;
he should have them if he would

but he said, “ If he was to put them on his feet they would
be frost bitten.” I offered him some rum also

; he told me
he never expected he should be treated in such a manner if

taken prisoner; and wept, begging me not to let him fall

into the hands of the Indians, and be hurted. I told him
that if he behaved himself no one should hurt him.

We went on
;
and after burning some mills, and destroy-

ing the stores—December 22, 1813—we crossed the river to
Black Rock, and made our landing good, marched into
the town, and commenced the fight. When charging a
battery, which was playing on the 1st Royals as they
landed, my right-hand man said, We shall have them
directly,”—a ball struck him, and he was dead in an instant

;

and as we were advancing a ball came and cut one of the
Royals across his cheek ; I said to him, “My dear fellow, you
had better go back—you’re wounded but be replied, “ I’ll

pay some of them forjhie first, lad ” The Americans were
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completely beat, some took prisoners, and the rest retreated.

We then returned, and crossed the river back again.

By July 25, 1814, the 1st and 2nd battalions were joined. I

then belonged to the light company, commanded by Captain

Glue. We were marched to Lundie’s Lane. The battle having

commenced before we arrived on the spot, we were served out a

noggin of rum each man, and the Captain had orders to lead

his men on to action directly. It being dusk, and the enemy
not knowing our strength, became intimidated. We were

hailed with three cheers by our other soldiers. We came at

once to a charge,—and although the two corporals on my right

were killed, and the trumpet knocked from the trumpeter’s

mouth, the enemy retreated, and we gained a complete advan-

tage over them. In consequence of this circumstance, there

was a letter of commendation sent, and read to every regiment

in the country, declaratory of their valour.

After this, we crossed again at Black, where, in covering a

company while employed in making a breach, I lost my left fore-

arm. Then returning to Niagara to have my arm taken off, when
about to leave the regiment, my comrades, from the respect

they had for me, made a subscription of several pounds, and

presented it to me.
Shadeach Byfield.

WHO’S AT THE WHEEL?
BY SOL. SMITH.

Western men will remember the Vandalia,
which was for

many years, a popular and profitable freight and passenger

boat on the Mississippi, and which only ceased running in 1842

or ’43. She was an “ eight day boat,” and before the intro-

duction of the Meteors, Scotts, Whites, and the Missouris, was

set down as a “ fast running,” being rated at our insurance

offices A No. 1.

The incidents I am about to relate occurred in the summer
of ’40.

The river was low, and it was not thought advisable to “ run,

nights” at any rate until we got below Memphis.

There was considerable sickness among the deck passengers

and as I was the only physician on hoard
,
my time was much

occupied in weighing out grains and scruples of calomel, jalap

and ipecacuanha from the medicine chest. This I got along

with very well, having a faithful assistant in the clerk, Thomp-
son, who went the rounds with me, and took particular care

that my prescriptions were attended to.

One evening a steward came to my state room, and said,

“that Captain D desired to speak with me.”

“What!” I exclaimed, more than half asleep—for truth to

say I was snatching an afternoon’s nap, to make up for the loss

of rest caused by my professional attendance on the lower-deck

—“is the captain taken sick? well bring me the medicine chest

—how was he taken?—fever? Tell Thompson to give him the

usual dose of ipecac to clear out his stomach, and I’ll be with

him before it operates.”
“ You are mistaken, doctor,”—(they all called me so during

tjiis voyage) “ the captain is not sick; he wants to see you on

particular business.”
“ Oh, that’s a different matter, ask the captain to come to

my state-room.”

Away went the steward, and soon after, the captain made
his appearance. After the usual inquiries from me, of “ how
do we get on?” and “how far have we run to-day?” and an

apology from him, for disturbing me, the worthy opened the

business of the evening.
“ I fear our first pilot’s in a bad way—nothing will stay on

his stomach,” remarked Captain D ,
taking a chair, and

stretching out his legs, in the easy way that captains of steam-

boats will—“ can’t you do anything for him?” he asked.
“ I fear not,” was my answer; “I have tried everything in

the medicine chest—there is no hope, whatever, of his jbeing

able to take his post at the wheel during this voyage; as soon

as we amye at New Orleans, he had better go to Stone’s hospi-

tal—a month’s care in that excellent institution will probably
restore him.” *
“This is d lisli unlucky,” grumbled the captain; “I

wanted to run night after night, and the second pilot cannot
stand double watches—what’s to be done?”

I quietly told him “ I didn’t know what was to be done, and
supposed the business was over;” but Captain D lingered,
gave two or three “ h-hems,” spat violently through the state
room door, and over the guards, changed his position several
times, and at length continued the conversation.

“ Mr. Sol., I understand that during your life you’ve turned
your hand to ’most everything?”

“Well, I have.”

—

“ I have heard of your merchandising, your preaching, your
acting, and your doctoring—did you ever try your hand at
PILOTING?”

“Piloting? never, unless occasionally lending a hand at
steering a flat boat may be considered piloting.
The captain looked somewhat disappointed when he received

my answer, and rose to depart.
“ What is it you want?” I asked.
Looking up in my face, he said, “I want a pilot; we can’t

run nights with one—Jim being down with the fever and there
being no hope of getting him up, I thought of you.”

—

“Am I to understand you, that failing to get Jim on his legs,

you wish me to stand watch as pilot?”
“ Why, if you would—Thompson says you can if you will.”
“ But what would the insurance companies say in case of

accident?” I inquired.
“ That’s the point,” answered the captain—“ I wanted you

to take Jim’s place at the wheel, and assume his character at the
same time! If you will do this, we shall save at least 48 hours
between this and Orleans.”

I pondered a moment, and then asked “ when he wished me
to assume my duties?”

“ At six, p. m., to-morrow,” he answered.
“Enough said

—

i’ll do it! Consider me engaged, and be
so good as to send Thompson to me.”
The captain departed, rejoiced at my ready acquiescence, and

that same evening a report went through the boat that Jim was
much better, and would be able to resume his post at the
wheel very shortly. Thompson came to me, and I arranged
with him to give our patients a farewell dose all round, and
pronounce them cured.

Next evening, I visited the pilot’s stateroom, and just before

six o’clock, the tall figure of Jim was seen (or was supposed

to be seen) enveloped in his great coat, a large hat pulled over
his eyes, and a bandanna tied round his neck, coat collar, and
all, stalking up to the wheel-house. A supposed sore throat,

the effects of salivation, was a sufficient reason for the pilot’s

taciturnity during the remainder of the voyage.
In my character of doctor, I had some difficult duties to per-

form; as an actor and manager, my path had not always been
strewn with roses

;
as a preacher, I had perspired a “ few ;” and as

a lawyer, some hard cases had come under my superintendence;

but this piloting was by far the most difficult job I had ever

undertaken! It was observable, that while passing over “ bad
places,” Captain T> was always in the pilot house

,
which was

somewhat strange, as Jim was known to be one of the most
careful and competent pilots on the Mississippi; but this was
accounted for in the fact that the captain was young at the

business, and wanted to learn the river.

We arrived without accident at New Orleans— and I do as-

sure you I felt relieved myself—though as a faithful physician,

I felt it to be my duty to recommend that poor fellow, being much
worse, from his constant attention to his duties at the wheel, should

be sent to .Dr. Stone’s hospital for a month. I am happy to

say that Jim recovered, and was ready to resume his post in

the wheel-house on the very next trip of the Vandalia. He
never meets me, without calling out, “ Sol., who’s at the
wheel?”

G;

I
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a mine was fired—an explosion

—

an infernal hissing from

lighted fusees succeeded ; and, like the raising of a curtain

on the stage, in the hellish glare, the French lining the ram-

parts in crowds, the English storming-parties descending the

ditch, were placed as distinctly visible to each other as if the

hour was noontide.

A tremendous fire from the gun s of the place, which had
been laid upon the approaches to the breach, followed the explo-

sion ; but undauntedly, the storming-party cheered, and
bravely the French answered it. A murderous scene ensued ;

for the breach was utterly impassable. Notwithstanding the

withering fire of the breach ; and, amidst the grape from
every gun upon the works that could play upon tha assailants,

or supporting columns, the British mounted. Hundreds were
thrown back, and hundreds promptly succeeded them. Al-

most un-harmed;,themselves, the French dealt death around ;

and secure in their defences, that even in daylight, and to a
force unopposed, would prove almost insurmountable, they

ridiculed the mad attempt ;
and while they viewed from

the parapets a thousand victims in the ditch, they called in

derision to the broken columns, and invited them to come
on.

I, though unwounded, was hurled from the breach, and fell

into the lunette, where, for a few minutes, I had some diffi-

culty to escape suffocation. The guns of the bastion swept the

place where I was lying ; and the constant plash of grape
upon the surface of the water, was a sound anything but

agreeable. The cheers had ceased ;
the huzzas of the enemy,

at our repulse, had died away ,* and from the ramparts, they
amused themselves with picking off any one they pleased.

Fire-balls occasionally lighted up the ditch, and showed a

miss of wretched men lying in the water, mobbed together,

unable to offend
;
and, poor wretches, at the mercy of the

enemy, for retreat was impracticable. As the French con-

tinued hurling cart-wheels, planks, and portions of the ma-
sonry of the parapet, which our own battering-guns had
destroyed, it was pitiable to see the feeble efforts of the

wounded, as they vainly strove to crawl from beneath the ram-
part, and avoid the murderous missiles that were momently
showered down. Now, and again the gurgling noise of some one

drowning close beside, was heard in the interval of the firing
;

while the groaning of those from whom life was ebbing, the

the cursing of others in their agonies, joined to the demon
laugh which was frequent from the breach above, gave the

passing scene an infernal colouring, that no time shall ever

obliterate from the memory of him who witnessed it.

Yet never was the indomitable courage of Britain more
singularly displayed than during the continuance of this mur-
derous attempt. Although at dusk, when the English batteries

ceased their fire, the breaches were sufficiently shattered to be

practicable, during the three hours that intervened before the

assault commenced, Philippon had exhausted his matchless

ingenuity in rendering the entrance of a storming party by
the ruined bastions utterly impracticable. Harrows and
planks, studded with spikes, and bound firmly by iron chains,

were suspended in front of the battered parapet, like a curtain :

a deep intrenchraent cut off the breach from the interior, even
had an enemy surmounted it ;

and a line of chevaux-de-j?ise
t

bristling with sword-blades, protected the top. With these

insurmountable obstacles before them, and death rained upon
them from every side, even in handfuls, the light and fourth

divisions continued their desperate attempts ;
and many of

the bravest, after struggling to the summit of the bastion,

were shot down in their vain attempts to tear the bastions

away, which no living man could clamber over. While the

sanguinary struggle was proceeding in the bastions of Trinidad
and Santa Maria, the castle was escaladed on the right, and
the bastions of San Vincente afterwards, by the fifth division,

on the opposite quarter of the town. After a fierce contest of
an hour, the third division mounted by their ladders ;

and,
driving all before them at the bayonet’s point, fairly carried
the place by storm, and remained in possession of the castle.

Nothing could surpass the daring gallantry of the escalade :

and the heap of dead and broken ladders strewn next morn-
ing before the lofty walls, showed how vigorously the enemy

had resisted it. Leith s division was unfortunately ’ delayed
from their scaling-ladders not arriving for an hour after the
grand assault had been made upon the breaches

; but they
nobly redeemed lost time

; and while the Portuguese cayadores
distracted the garrison by a false attack on Pardaleras, a
brigade of the fifth overcame every opposition

; and, supported
by the rest of the division, drove all before them from the
ramparts, and established themselves in the town.

It is astonishing, even in the spring-tide of success, how the
most trivial circumstance will damp the courage of the bravest,
and check the most desperate in their career. The storming-
party of the fifth, had escaladed a wall of thirty feet with
wretched ladders, forced an uninjured palisade, descended a
deep counterscarp, and crossed the lunette behind it

;
and this

was effected under a converging fire from the bastions, and a
well-sustained fusilade, while but a few of the assailants could
force their way together, or form on the rampart when they
got up. But the leading sections persevered until the brigade
was completely lodged within the parapet

;
and now united,

and supported by the divisions who followed fast, what could
withstand their advance ?

They were sweeping forward with the bayonet—the French
were broken and dispersed

;
when, at this moment of brilliant

success, a port-fire,
.

which a retreating gunner had flung upon
the rampart, was discovered. A vague alarm seized the lead-
ing files

; they fancied some mischief was intended, and
imagined the success which their own desperate gallantry had
achieved, was but a ruse of the enemy to lure them to destruc-
tion. ‘ It is a mine, and they are springing it,’ shouted a sol-
dier. Instantly the leaders of the storming-party turned : it

was impossible for any effort of the r officers to undeceive
them. The French perceived the panic, rallied, and pursued,
and friends and foes came rushing back tumultuously upon a
supporting regiment (the 38th) that was fortunately formed
upon the ramparts. This momentary success of the besieged
was dearly purchased

; a volley was thrown closely in
; a

bayonet rush succeeded
;
and the French were scattered be-

fore the fresh assailants, never to form again. The fifth

division poured in
;
everything gave way that opposed it. The

cheering was heard above the fire ; the bugles sounded an ad-
vance

;
the enemy became distracted and disheartened ; and

again the light or fourth division, or, alas ! their skeletons,

assisted by Hay’s brigade, advanced to the breaches. They
entered

;
and Badajoz was our own ! Philippon, finding all

lost, retired across the river to Fort San Christoval, and,
early next day, surrendered.

During this doubtful conflict, Wellington, with his staff,

occupied a commanding position in front of the Tete-de-
Pont, that defends the great stone bridge across the
Guadiana.
The deep silence after the divisions moved to their respec-

tive positions
;
the chime of the town-clock

;
the darkness of

the night; the sudden blaze of rockets and blue-lights from
the garrison, followed by an interval of deeper obscurity;

the springing of the mine, succeeded by the roar of artillery

and the bursting of shells
;

while musketry and grenades

kept up an endless spattering : all this, added to the un-
certainty of the assault, must have tried even the iron nerve
of the conqueror of Napoleon’s best commanders.

Presently an officer rode up at speed, to say, that the at-

tempt to force the breaches had failed, and the result had
been most disastrous. Pale, but unmoved, the English

general issued hi 3 orders for a fresh brigade to support the

light division; and the aid-de-camp galloped off to have it

executed. An interval of harrowing suspense followed.

Another of the staff came up in haste
;

‘ My lord, General

Picton is in the castle.’ ‘ Ha ! are you certain V ‘Yes, my lord.

I entered it with the 88th.’ ‘Tis well; let him keep it.

Withdraw the division from the breach.’ An hour after

another horseman announced the fifth division to have com-
pletely succeeded in escalading SanVincente. ‘Bravely, done!

Badajoz is ours !’ was the cool, half-muttered observation of

the British commandant, J. W.

;— 'aHar:
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SHIPWRECK OF THE FATTYSALAM.

Shipwreck of the English East Indiaman, the Fattysalam on the

Coast of Coromandel
,

the 28 th of August, 1761 .

The following narrative of the loss of the Fattysalam is

given in a letter from M. de Kearney, a captain in Rally’s

regiment, who Avas taken prisoner by the English, to the
Count D’Estaing, lieutenant-general commanding the French
troops in the East Indies, during the war of 1756.
Some time after your departure from India (says M

de Kearney) I was taken prisoner by the English, at the
battle of Vandevachy, a small Fort betAveen Madras and
Pondicherry. My conquerors treated me with the greatest

generosity, and even did all in their power to save my effects.

But I lost absolutely everything I had taken with me for the
campaign

;
the Sepoys plundered me Avithout mercy.

I slept one night in the English camp, and Colonel Caillot

paid me the greatest attention. The next day I obtained per-

mission to go on my parole to Pondicherry, where I remained
several months, and made every possible exertion to procure
my exchange. When the place was invested by the English,

I was summoned, together with the other prisoners of war, to

repair to Madras. I accordingly went to that place, where I

found almost two-thirds of the officers of the king’s army, taken
on different occasions. I was therefore at Madras when the
English, having made themselves masters of Pondicherry,
resolved to send all the French officers to England. I was, in

consequence, directed to hold myself in readiness for embark-
ing ; Lord Piggott, the governor of Madras, kindly permitted
me choose the way by which I wished to be conveyed to Eng-
land. I chose that to Bengal, on account of the good accommo-
dation which Lord Piggott had provided for me on board the
Hawk, I never 6hall forget the favours and civilities he con-
ferred upon me. By this arrangement I hoped to alleviate the
hardships and fatigues of my passage to Europe. The appre-
hensions arising from the prospect of such a long voyage, with
upwards of fifty prisoners of war, of all descriptions, confined

within a narrow compass, and suffering many inconveniences

;

but, above all, the necessity to which, as I was informed, we
should be reduced, of living seven or eight months on salt pro -

visions, though the company had given orders to the contrary,
induced me to take this step, as the safest under such cir-

cumstances. It Avas, however, the cause of all my subsequent
misfortunes.

The Hawk, in which I was to be conveyed to Europe, pro-
ceeded without me from Madras to Bengal, because I had not
yet settled my affairs. I was therefore ordered to prepare to
join her by the first opportunity that should offer, and which
could not be far distant in a season Avhen vessels Avere sailing

every week for the gulf.

The first ship that happened to depart was the Fattysalam,
which had been built at Bombay, and had never been em-
ployed but in the Indian seas. She was intended to carry
great part of the stores taken by the English, and near five

hundred troops, which it had been thought fit to send to
Bengal, because after the reduction of Pondicherry, they were
not wanted on that coast.

In this unfortunate vessel I embarked on the 26th of August,
1761, and the same day we set sail. On the 28th, between ten
and eleven in the morning, the captain of the ship, in con-
fidence, told Major Gordon, the principal officer of the troops,
that there was seven feet water in the hold, that, notwith-
standing the exertions of the men, the Avater continued to gain
upon them, and that the ship could not live above two hours
longer.

When the people had been nearly two hours employed in
lightening the vessel, by throwing everything oA^erboard, I
kept a watchful eye upon the captain. I saw him speaking
with the major, with an air of consternation, denoting the
greatest misfortune. I immediately advanced toAvurds them
and asked in a whisper, in English, what Avas the matter.
Major Gordon with tremulous voice repeated Avhat he hadjust

heard of the captain. Struck with the dreadful intelligence
but not deprived of the power of acting, I instantly formed my
resolution, Cutting short all useless words, I only asked the
captain if we might not save ourselves? by taking possession of
the boat which was laden with pigs, and in tow astern of the
vessel. He replied with the most dejected and discouraging
look, that this expedient would only cause us to survive a
feAv hours, those whom we should leave on board ; and he did
not think this measure practicable among so many soldiers and
sailors. This ansAver convinced me that the pusillanimous
captain had no resource. I told him we would undertake the
execution of the design, and that, for his part, he had only to
observe two points, not to mention it to any others, and to fol-

low when he should see us in the fatal boat. He immediately
j

left us. The major and I being left together, concerted our
;

escape from the vessel which we executed in less than two
jj

minutes. He descended from the deck by a private ladder,
into the great cabin, to inform the officers of his regiment, who
might chance to be there, of our design, for the moments were

j

too precious to go elsewhere to seek them. For my part, I cal-
J

led my servant, a trusty fellow on whom I could depend. He
jhad been a soldier in my company and had likewise been taken
j

prisoner
; but I obtained his liberty of Lord Piggott. I told ij

him in few words what was our intention. I immediately shut
|

the door .that the people might not see from the forecastle what
we were about. As the ship, though large, had no gallery, I
directed my servant t,o go out at one of the windows of the

j

cabin, and by means r * a rope he let himself down into the
j

boat. I had previously furnished him with my sword and
j

a hatchet, ordering him to dispatch Avithout mercy, all who
attempted to get into the boat, excepting they came from the
spotAvhere I was stationed to conduct our descent. Everything
was executed in the best manner ; this intelligent servant kept
the boat for us till all those whom it was intended to receive,
had descended, and our little embarkation was effected with such
success and expedition that he was not under the necessity of

,

making use of his weapons. As soon as the captain, who
j

)

through his irresolution had nearly lost the boat, had entered,
j

i

Avith the rest, the first thing we did was to cut the rope by
j

which she was fastened to the vessel, and to push off, so that 1

(

in a short time we had got to a considerable distance.
We were now in an open boat abandoned to the impulse of the

f

wind and waAr
es, to the number of twenty-five persons, among I

Avhom were two young ladies, the Avives of English officers,
j

belonging to Coote’s regiment, all badly accommodated, ill-
jj

I

clothed, and mixed higgledy piggledy with the hogs. Our first ob-
I]

I

ject was to make room, for which purposewe began to throwthe 1

pigs overboard
;
but a lucky reflection of one of the company, j; I

caused us to keep seven, in order that, at all events, we might !

j

I

not be reduced to the horrible necessity of devouring each ;
1

other, which must have been the case Avithout this very j|
wretched resource. Having thus cleared the boat a little, we

;

I

were obliged to attend to another point, equally pressing. I

Each of us took off his coat or Avaistcoat, to make a kind of
j

I
sail to our bark, and even the ladies were each obliged to give 1

1

one of the petticoats they had on, which were only of muslin,
j
fl

All these things being joined and tied together, with our II
handkerchiefs torn into slips, formed a kind of sail equally

J

I

weak and awkward. 1
While we Avere thus employed, the unfortunate creAV kept

j

1
making signals that everything Avas repaired, with a view to 1 1
induce us to return. This artifice was employed by our wretched
companions, in the hope of saving themselves in our boat. I
If we had been so Aveak as to listen to our captain, who fell I
into such an evident snare, we should have gone back, and all I
have perished together. We, however, took care not to go I
near them, and it was fortunate for us we did

;
for a few

jj

I
minutes afterwards the ship presented the most distressing

jj

I
spectacle. She was no longer under any government

;
some-

j
H

times she drifted away, and at others she turned round like a H
whirlwind. Soon afterwards one of the masts Avent by the I
board : another followed, and the third went next. The ship fl

Avas now a sheer hulk, still floating at the will of the waves ; fl
but which, appeared to be kept afloat only by the incessant fl
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exertions of the poor wretches, whose, piercing cries filled us

with horror. A fog came on, we could no longer distinguish

the vessel, and she must in a short time have gone to the

bottom.
It is always by comparison that we are fortunate or misera-

ble. What great reason had we to thank Heaven for having
preserved us from the fate to which between five and six hun-
dred persons left on board were doomed ? But what was the

price of our escape ? For what miseries were we not reserved?

and, how melancholy was our situation !

We were in the open sea, in a crazy boat, which a single

wave would have sent to the bottom,, in the hand of Provi-

dence, without compass, or any other rigging than our little

sail, which required all our attention.

We had not a drop of water nor provisions of any kind. We
were constantly wet with the waves which entered our boat,

and continually employed in baling out the water, with which
we were incessantly inundated ; and, notwithstanding this

fatiguing labour, we were shivering with cold, because we
had very few clothes to cover ourselves, and those few were
thoroughly soaked. In this state we floated at the mercy of

the waves seven days and seven nights.

Our only nourishment was a spoonful and a half of pig’s

blood, distributed to each every twenty-four hours ; for in

order to allow two spoonsful, it was necessary to mix it with a

I

little salt water
;
and never was anything more exactly mea-

sured than this scanty pittance. Many of us, whose appetites

and stomach were equally good, ate the flesh of the pigs quite

raw, and we killed one each day, so that on the seventh we
had nothing left. My principal regale was the liver, or coagu-

lated blood, which I only sucked, and then spat out. My
servant, who was our butcher, always reserved that part for

me.
Soon after twelve o’clock of the seventh night, we thought

we heard a noise, which at the first appeared very strange, but

which we afterwards adjudged to proceed from the dashing of

breakers against the rocks, or against some shore. We floated

between fear and joy, and impatiently waited for day-light.

That light so slow in its approach, at length arrived, and
everthing disappeared. The revolution produced in our minds
and bodies by this vain hope destroyed, as soon as conceived.

We were plunged into such profound consternation, that we
should not have been able to bear up against it, had not the

hand of the Almighty speedily afforded relief.

About seven the same morning, one of the company cried

out, “ Land ! or something like it.” We now distinguished in

the horizon a speck which our ardent desire to meet with land,

actually caused us to take for such. Nature was once more
animated by a ray of hope. We directed our course towards

the point which appeared in the horizon, and at nine we began
to distinguish hills, but we saw no land till we were on the

beach, because the shore is so extremely low. It is impossible

to describe the effect which this cheering sight had upon us.

I will, however, endeavour to give you some idea of it. We al

immediately experienced a certain impression of joy, vigour

of life, with which our souls were penetrated, as a person is

penetrated by the heat, when after enduring excessive cold, he

comes to a good fire, whose genial influence re-animates his

benumbed powers. We felt a delicious sensation of our feeble

existence, and this sensation diffused through all our faculties,

seemed to restore us to new life. It is only those who have
been in the same situation that can know the inexpressible

enjoyment of a moment which assuredly no other situation in

life can afford an idea.

The question now was, how to disembark. Here we were
under some embarrassment

, for the surf was very strong, and
the desert appearance of the coast, on which we discovered

neither houses nor habitations, nor chelinguis (small boats,

which are used in the East Indies, for embarking and going on

shore), were a more convincing proof than the assertion of the

pusillanimous captain that no European boat had ever landed

there. A consultation was held, in which it was resolved to

make the attempt, let those save themselves who could. This
opinion, supported by those who could swim, and particularly

by the captain, who even declared that he was sure of getting
on shore safe, was too contrary to humanity to be adopted by
?ood sense. It was the same as condemning those who unfor-
;unately were not familiar with the water, and in particular,
the two females, and to myself, who knew no more how to
swim than they, to almost an inevitable death, at least except
the Almighty should work a new miracle in their behalf. I
reprobated the measure, and told the captain in a firm tone,
that it should not be executed as long as I had breath

; but
since part of the company were in the same predicament as
myself, and my servant, whose life was as dear to me as my
own, it was their duty to steer the boat in such a manner,
that we might all get to land in safety. I added, holding my
drawn sword before him, that he should answer with his life

for that of every individual.

At these words, an English officer, of the namo of Scott, a
hot-headed man, and always inclined to the most violent mea-
sures, exclaimed.—“What does a single Frenchman, and
prisoner of war, here pretend to give laws to us, and dare to
call us barbariahs?”—“Sir,” said I, calmly, “our common
misfortune renders us all equal ;

I am free here as well as your9

and repeat it at the risk of all who are on shore ;
the captain

shall answer with his life, for the lives of all our com-
panions.”

The captain being intimidated, ordered two lascars, who
were good swirffiners, and had escaped with us, to place them-
selves beside me and not to to quit me till I was on shore. He
then went to the helm, and managed so skilfully, or rather
with such good fortune, that we ran aground without
any accident. In consequence, however, of a a very natural
impatience, twelve of our companions, the moment the boat
struck, leaped into the water, and even some of those who
could swim nearly perished. They were besides separated from
us, the boat being thrown by two waves into a river, which
we did not perceive till we had entered it. This river was so

rapid, that our boat was soon driven aground, and we thus
had an oppotunity of getting on shore.

I wish I could describe this moment
;
but how shall I trace

it with all its circumstances, with the simplicity, the energy,
the truth of nature ! We scarcely felt the ground; when each
occupied only with himself and the single sentiment of his

own preservation, no longer thought of his companions. Our
eyes sought only fresh water, and something to prolong our
existence. We perceived a small lake, and instantly ran to its

banks, plunging over-head into the water like ducks, to allay

a dreadful thirst of eight whole days, to which the heat of a
burning fever bears no comparison. It would be necessary

to have endured, for the same length of time, the devouring
fire of thirst, of all human wants the most insupportable, and
the most pressing, to form any conception of ours, and our

eagerness to appease it. In such a situation, the sufferer would
give, for a glass of water, all the gold and all the diamonds of

India ; he would give the whole world. From this you may
judge of our protracted sufferings, our transports on the banks

of the lake, and the delight we experienced. Having drank
our fill; we began, some to eat the grass, and others the shell-

fish, which fortunately happened to be on the spot where we
landed, and during forty-eight hours we had no other nourish-

ment.
We now began to be distressed at our separation into two

parties. We endeavoured to join each other again, but being

prevented by the depth of the torrent which separated us, each

company began to march towards the interior of the country,

in quest of some habitation. The country in which we then

were, belonged to the dominions of the Rajah of Arsapour,

situated near the mouth of the Ganges. We had not advanced

far, when a snare was laid for us by the natives, that they

might the more easily get us into their power. Two fisher-

men, by whom we had been discovered, were directed to tell us

to remain where we were. They assured us that the sovereign

of the plaec was informed of our arrival in his dominions,

that he was acquainted with our disaster, and our unfortunate

situation, and that being a prince of a benevolent disposition,

he would yery soon send us relief of every kind. A few hours
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afterwards, a quantity of rice and hog’s lard was actually

brought us, with the rajah’s compliments, and a promise that

the following day, we should be sheltered from the inclemency
of the weather, and particularly the night dews, which was
very dangerous in that climate. This promise was punctually

performed, for the next day, people came to fetch us
;
but it

was for the purpose of conducting us to a small island, where
we were kept as prisoners. Each of the two divisions was con-

ducted by a different route, and we knew not what had become
of the other. There we remained seven weeks, having no other

nourishment than black rice, with which we were furnished on
paying for it, and detestable salt fish

;
and to procure even

this, we were obliged to sell everything we had about us. We,
however, found means to tame two blacks, to whose care we
were consigned, and to procure of them some indulgences.

One of the ladies, Mrs. Tait, a native of Ireland, who had a
good voice, sung them some English songs, to which they
listened with great pleasure, though they understood not a
word of them. This complaisance obtained us from time to

time some fruits and other refreshments. Yet the water we
had to drink was so unwholesome, that out of the two com-
panies, thirteen died, and the twelve survivors were everyone
attacked with the fever or dropsy, and were either livid or

yellow, and so disfigured, that no one would have taken us for

Europeans. m
But as no distress is so great as to deprive men of all hope

or the power of relieving themselves from it, so our attention

was incessantly directed towards the means of escaping from
our island. The two Lascars who were in our company, ap-
peared likely to aid us in our design. With a pencil, which one
of the ladies chanced to have preserved, we wrote a note to

Barasole, where the English have a small factory. This we
prevailed upon the Lascars to take, promising them a con-
siderable sum of money when we should be released from cap-
tivity, and on our arrival at the first European settlement. The
Lascars complied with our desire, and, notwithstanding the
difficulties of the journey, they setoff. They were obliged to swim
across three or four large rivers, and always to travel in the
night, to prevent being discovered by the natives. Having
escaped many dangers by their dexterity, or surmounted by
their boldness and perseverance, they at length arrived at

Cattack the residence of a rajah, or chief of the Mahrattas.
On their arrival at that place they were carried before the
rajah, and being interrogated respecting their business there,

they gave an account of our shipwreck, the manner in which we
had escaped, the distresses we had experienced

;
and our con-

finement by the rajah of Arsapour. They did not forget to

add that we had with us two young white women, and that
the men were people of consequence. The Mahratta chief
then enquired if the men were proper for soldiers ; likewise
asking whether the women were very fair, and handsome
enough for his seraglio. The Lascars having satisfied him
relative to these particular inquiries, the rajah immediately
sent for the son of the rajah of Arsapour, who was then his

hostage, and ordered him to write to his father, to send off to

Cattack immediately on receipt of his letter, the Europeans,
both men and women, whom he had, for two months kept
prisoners in an island. Conformly to the policy of all the
petty sovereigns of India, he likewise took care to order that
we might be sent by the worst and least frequented roads,
to conceal us as much as possible from the sight of the natives.
The order for our departure having been given separately to
the two parties, we set off with our guides, and had pro-
ceeded some hours, when we met. We had been parted two
months, and during this interval had received no tidings of
each other ; you may therefore conceive how great was our joy
on seeing one another again. We mutually learned the death of
those of our companions, which each party had lost; and actual
skeletons, walking spectres, who could scarcely walk, congra-
tulated each other on being still alive.

The distance to Cattack was fourteen days’ journey ; this

was travelled on foot, and almost without shoes. Our journeys
were very short, because we were all ill, and exhausted with
fatigue ; besides; as our way lay continually through marshes,
we were up tQ our waists in mud, We had several large rivers

to cross, in the passage of which those who could swim assist-

ed the others. The two young English women, who, certainly,

were not formed for such hardships, were in a most deplorable

condition, and the sufferings of these poor creatures seemed to

aggravate their own distresses. One of them, Mrs. Nelson,

died four days before we reached Cattack ; but the other,

though three months advanced in her pregnancy, was so for-

tunate as to arrive at that place in safety.

Exhausted as we were with fatigue at the end of each day’s

journey,we were obliged to pass the night under trees, because
the people of that country would not permit us to set foot in

their houses, the exercise of hospitality towards Europeans
being prohibited by their religion. We at length arrived at

Cattack, but some several days before the others. There we
learned that the English had a factory in the place, and re-

paired thither immediately
; but we found only some Sepoys

in the company’s pay, and not a single European. The Se-
poys received us with great kindness, and, moved by our
situation, they first went to the bazaar, or market, to procure

us some bread. This we greedily devoured, drinking water,

which they gave us, and thus made a delicious repast. We
congratulated one another on finding ourselves under a roof,

and sheltered from the inclemency of the air ; we then lay

down and slept. We expected the next day that the Mahratta
chief would send some orders relative to us, but he was then

on a tour in the country. His minister took no notice of us,

and we were allowed nothing to subsist upon. The Sepoys,

therefore, continued to*maintain us in the best mannewThey
were able.

During our journey from the island in which we had been
confined to Cattack, the two lascars who had effected our re-

lease, and had concealed from the Mahratta chief the commis-
sion with which they were entrusted by us, proceeded on their

route, and arrived at Barasole, where they acquainted the

English with our situation. They then went to Calcutta, and
called upon Mr. Yansittart, the English governor of Bengal.

The governor lost no time in sending us relief ;
but on account

of the distance, we did not receive it till twenty or twenty-five

days after our arrival at Cattack. He used all his interest

with the Mahrattas to obtain our liberty, but as they were
not, at that time, on good terms with the company, they re-

fused to grant this favour to merchants. It was therefore

necessary that Colonel Coote, the conqueror of India, should

demand our release, which he obtained without difficulty.

Our company was soon anxious to repair to Barasole, at the

distance of six days’ journey. As for me and my faithful ser-

vant, we did not wait for the general order to depart, but set

off before the rest. I had found at Cattack an European, a
native of Russia, who had been a gunner in M. de Bussy’s

army, and who was now an artillery officer in the service of

the Mahrattas. As he understood and could speak the French
language, I endeavoured, without informing him who I was, to

learn his sentiments relative to M. de Bussy. He assured me
it was he who had given the Asiatics the highest idea of the

Europeans ; that he should regret him all his life, and should

never cease to adore him ;
those were his very expressions. On

this I told him that I was a Frenchman, and a prisoner of

war to the English
; that I had with me a servant, to whom I

was strongly attached, and that I was very desirous of leaving

Cattack as speedily as possible. He replied that he would
procure me permission to leave the place, provided the others

should know nothing of the matter till the moment of our de-

parture. I kept the secret, and he actually obtained a kind of
permission for me and my servant. I immediately hired two
dooleys, a kind of hand-barrow carried by men. To pay for

these, and to support us on our journey, I sold stock, buckle,

and some sleeve buttons, which were the only things I had left.

I then took leave of my companions, frankly informing them
how and by what means I had obtained permission to depart,

that they might employ the same method.
The journey to Barasole had nearly proved fatal to ils. We

were twice attacked by tigers, and had the pain to see a Moor,
who had been very serviceable to us in many respects in our
distress, carried off at the distance of a few paces from us, by
one of these cruel animals, The same tiger? after dispatching
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the unfortunate man ; came again out of the wood, and gazed

on us with a most terrible look, but keeping close together,

our firmness and the noise we made obliged him to retire.

On my arrival at Barasole I met with some Englishmen,

who were going to embark for Bengal. They proposed to me

I

to accompany them. I had scarcely time to drink a glass of

wine, and went on board.

We were seven days reaching Calcutta, it being so very dif-

ficult to ascend the Ganges, and we were again near perishing

in this short passage, where you meet with rocks upon rocks.

When we had arrived at Goupil, I saw several of the East
India Company’s ships, and begged the English, with whom I

was, to suffer me to go on board one of them. They perceived

that both myself and my servant were sick, exhausted, and in

want of every thing
; therefore, at the expense of two rupees,

which was all the money I had left, I procured a boat to carry

me on board the Plassy, commanded by Captain Ward. When
I had got on board this ship, I imagined my hardships at an
end, and every thing was almost forgotten. The first person
I spoke to was Mr. White, a captain of the company’s troops.

He took my servant and me for two soldiers who had been rob-

bed ; our figure and dress equally worthy of pity, announced
the most miserable condition. This generous Englishman, ad-
dressing himself to me, said, in his own language :

—“ Poor
soldier ! you are badly equipped. Who are you, and whence
do you come ?”•—I replied in English

;
“ You are right, I am

a soldier, and my servant there is one likewise ; we think our-
selves very fortunate in being still in existence.” I added, that
I was one out of twelve who had escaped from the ship Fatty-
salam, which had been lost, together with the crew, on the
coast of Coromandel

;
that I was indebted for my life, in the

first place to my soldier’s courage, and in the next to the exer-
tions of my benefactors, and faithful servant, whom he saw
overwhelmed with disease and unable to stand

;
and concluded

with tellingmy name and rank. Mr. White immediately went
to his cabin and brought me a change of linen and clothes from
head to foot, of which I certainly was in great want. I had
for ten weeks worn the same shirt, which was all in tatters

;

my servant only dipped it from time to time in water to ease
me a little. The poor fellow, who was quite naked, was like-

wise supplied with clothes. Mr. White then presented me
with chocolate and something to eat ;

but I was so weak that
the smell only of the chocolate had nearly made me faint, and
I could not touch anything. I drank some tea, and that was
all I could get down. I received a thousand other civilities

from this worthy, man and the captain showed me equal kind-
ness. When I had changed my things, and taken my tea, those
gentlemen proposed to me to go up the Ganges to Calcutta
with them, in a vessel that was just going to set off. I con-
sented, but not without great regret at being obliged to leave
behind me in the vessel my faithful companion, who was at-

tacked with a violent fever. However, as there was no alter-

native, and as the kindness of those gentlemen, both to him
and to me, rendered me easy with regard to his fate, I left

him, but [not without great reluctance. He died soon after-

wards in the English hospital at Calcutta.

We arrived at that place the next day. I went to the gover-
nor, Mr. Yansittart, who received me with great humanity,
and assigned me, as a prisoner of war, 120 rupees per month
for my subsistence. I was in want of everything, and he did
not make me any advance. I had recourse to my benefactor,
Mr. White, who lent me 300 rupees, which I expended in the
purchase of linen and clothes. I was two months without
drawing the allowance assigned me by the governor. I was
about to receive it, when I suddenly received an order to em-
bark in the Hawk, which was still on the coast. I was sick,
had no linen made up, nor anything necessary for a long voy-
age. I was, however, pressed to set off. Colonel Coote had
the kindness to defer my departure, and the Hawk sailed
without me. I therefore had time to equip myself. I flattered
myself that Mr. Yansittart, to whom in the quality of an
officer of the king’s etat-major and captain of his forces, I
offered the necessary securities, or bills of exchange on the
French East India Company, if they would advance me a sum
to pay the debts which my situation had obliged me to con-

tract ; but in this hope I found myself mistaken. I mentioned
this subject shortly before my departure to Colonel Coote, who
sent me 300 rupees. The governor hearing of it, likewise
transmitted me 400. This was all I received from him, and
I could not help receiving this scanty relief, that I might
leave no debts behind me.
On the 2nd of February, I left Calcutta, and returned to

Goupil, on the Ganges, where I embarked in the Holdernesse

,

commanded by Captain Brooke. I was received with great
kindness by the captain, who had on board, thirteen or four-
teen other French officers, prisoners like myself. The ship
arrived without accident, and, after a months’ residence at
London, I was permitted to return to France.

THE DOCK-YARD GHOST.
It was a dull and rainy afternoon in a dreary sea-port towns

the very waves came in sluggishly, as if they found it too
much trouble to wash the shores ; while the idle winds wantonly
played with their rippling curls, instead of blowing them up
for neglect of duty. I do not mean to say, that the borough of
Dockarton was a dirty town, and wanted more purification
than other communities of men; far be it from me to make so
unkind an assertion : but Mr. Mouscribe’s guide to the beauties
of “ this ancient port and its neighbourhood,” makes particu-
lar mention that its shores are “ washed by the boundless deep,”
and I am old soldier enough to require contracts to be properly
performed. The eventful day the incident occurred which has
made me turn scribbler, was in the autumn of 18—, not many
years after the close of the ever-to-be-remembered European
war, which covered England with national glory and national
debt, and entitled her to that continental gratitude which, I

am inclined to think, was incontinently forgotten. The town
I refer to, had greatly flourished during the struggle of king-
doms; for it possesses, as Mr. Mouscribe has it, “ a dock-yard,
where the giant oak of England is hollowed and squared, and
fashioned to stem the heaving tide, and go forth the mighty
bulwark of our native land.”

Dockarton in the war-time was consequently a bustling sea-
port, and had a large garrison of veterans and militia, together
with a goodly population of sailors and slop-sellers, innkeepers,
and outfitters, pimps, crimps, and prize-agents, tailors, hatters,

wine, brandy, and provision merchants among the sterner sex;

while the ladies boasted a miscellaneous assemblage, which,
for the most part, had better be imagined than described.

Peace arrived, and in a short time grass was actually discovered
growing in the streets. Ships were no longer launched, and
but rarely commissioned or paid off; Jack now seldom came
“ capering on shore,” with money in both pockets; the Jews’
watches were at a discount, as it was no longer the fashion to

buy them by the half dozen; and when a five-pound note was
cashed for a new hat, it had ceased to be usual to “ d—n the

change!”
Tailors were now too busily engaged looking after old bills

to entertain old customers with champagne lunchions ; hotels

were shutting up, or dwindling into pot-houses; and shops
once abandoned by their tenants remained unoccupied. Change
followed upon change: even the veterans and militia departed,

and in their place his majesty’s— regiment did duty on the dis -

mantled lines, silent saluting batteries, but still noisy dock-yard
of Dockarton,
The reader will now understand why I called this a dreary

town. I believe it has since, in some degree, recovered from
the sudden effects of the peace; but stupid enough it was when
Ensign Augustus S looked from the windows of the King’s

Head Inn, at the drizzling rain which begreased the pavements
of the principal strret in Dockarton. Bitterly he cursed the

showers which had converted a fine morning into a wet afternoon*

and prevented a certain damsel with whom he was desperately

enamoured, from keeping an appointmeut duly made in a
meeting-house the Sunday before.

The fair Mary caded herself a nursery-governess, and it is

certain she governed the nursery of a family in the vicinity

:

but though, “ Master Bobby,” and “Miss Emma,” were too old
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to carry, they were yet rather young to learn $ and, not speak-

ing their native tongue with fluency, it is probable they did

not trouble their protectress by entering into component parts

of the language. Be this as it may, it pleased the nursery-

maid to aspire to the dignity of governess; and Ensign
Augustus cared not to oppose or contradict her, as, clad in

mufti, he would stroll beside his innamorata and her young
charge, when the weather and her mistress permitted them to

take the air. On the present occasion, the pretty Mary was
prevented from meeting her lover by the rain; and the ensign

was consequently out of temper with himself, with her, with
the world, and every body in it.

After having proposed other terms of capitulation in vain,

he had just determined on a mesalliance with Miss Mary, in

sovereign contempt for the prejudices of his forebears, who had
made it their custom to marry in their own station of life; and
and the sooner he informed his gentle enslaver, the sooner En-
sign Augustus thought his heart would be at rest. The only

Way of unburthening his mind, was to embody his honourable
proposal in a letter; but this seemed a plan of proceeding
which, with a latent dread of a possible action for breach of

promise of marriage, he hesitated to adopt. Brooding over his

disappointment, he finished his sherry and sandwich; sauntered
to a billiard-room, where he made two or three foolish bets,

losing his money with a still greater profusion of his temper;
and from thence lounged to his quarters. Here we will leave
him, playing Bobin Adair, Dulce, Dulce Domum, with other
heart-in-thrawling airs, on his german flute, whiling a:vay tedi-

ous moments till the mess-hour, and transport ourselves to the
royal dock-yard of Dockarton. It is the evening of the same
day, eventful in the records of the regiment, to which our
gallant friend belonged, and Tom Mason, a full private in the
ensign’s own company, is on sentry in a retired part of the
« Yard.”

It was still “ very dubersome weather,” as Tom remarked
to himself, as he walked to and fro before his box. The rain

had ceased, and the moon seemed making up her mind to s^ine,

as if in attempt to dry the wet-blanket-looking clouds, that
hung around her heaven-built hall. Not a soul was stirring

in the dock-yard—-at least, not to the eye ofTom Mason—except
a brother sentry on a distant jetty, when the clock chimed the
half-hour past eight. Twenty bells now took up the sound as

they were set going by the hands of the civil watch—worthy old

men!—showing that they were not yet gone to sleep, whatever
might happen; while sentinel answered to sentinel, and watch-
man to watchman, in on6'long continuous cry of “All’s well!”

which, echoing in the distance, died into silence.

I have said Tom’s post was in a very retired part of the
“ Yard,” and have further to mention that the place was
“ banned with an evil name.” Whether some “ Jack the paint-

er’s” wandering ghost really visited “ the glimpses of the moon”
in that particular quarter, I cannot take on me to say; but
certain it is that several soldiers declared they had beheld a
figure pass them that would give neither the “ parole” nor
“ number.” To pursue this apparition, whatever it might be,

would take them from their posts, and be contrary to orders

;

while to fire at everybody they could not otherwise secure,

supposing their challenge to be unanswered—their strict line

ofduty—had on a late occasion, been fatal to the intruder though
ludicrous to the thoughtless soldiery, called forth a caution from
the commissioner of the dock-yard, not to be too precipitate
with their muskets.
A sentry had one dark night shouted “ Who goes there?”

till he was hoarse—fired—alarmed the guard.
“ Why did you shoot him?” said the serjeant.
“ Why did not the jackass answer, then?” cried the sentinel.

“ Who have I shot?”
“ Jackass, indeed,” rejoined the noncommissioned officer,

raising the head of the dead body, and letting the light of his
lantern fall on the long visage and leaden eye of the deceased.

It was the commissioners donkey

!

But, to return to Tom Mason. Scarcely had the dock-yard
relapsed into silence, when a black figure, holding what ap-
peared a small white flag or handkerchief in its hand, passed
along a range of timbei>sheds about flfty yards from Tom’s

post, and then came to a dead halt. Our sentry duly challenged,
though, it must he confessed, with a trembling heart; for he

|

had not the slightest doubt he beheld a ghost. The dark form
answered not, but slowly waved its flag. With a last effort oi

despairing courage, Tom challenged again; and the apparition,

! uttering a faint scream, seemed to sink into the earth. This

;

was too much for mortal man to support; at least so thought
' Tom Mason, as he took to his heels, and never rested till he
had reached the opposite jetty, where, holding by the arm of

his astonished comrade, he once more looked in the direction

of the gliost-walk, he had quitted.
“ There it is again!” exclaimed he, pulling at the shoulder of

Dick Cummings, who, being no believer in spirits except those
sold at the canteen, most provokingly declined to take an old

anchor-stock, in the distance bedaubed with a patch of white
paint, for a supernatural visitant: Tom’s fears having by this

time appointed a deputy ghost to do duty in the absence of the
late apparition.

“ You are a fool, Tom Mason,” answered his comrade, with
that easy address distinguishing a familiarity which, if it does

not always breed contempt, is fruitful of black eyes.

“If ever I saw a ghost in my life, that's one!” obstinately

continued Tom.
“Very likely; and yet that’s the old anchor-stock you and

I passed three times to-day when the reliefs went round,” dryly
answered his brother soldier. “ An’t you a pretty fellow to

stand sentry? Why, Paddy O’Brien’s story of the black and
white ghost—that pepper-and-salt bit of the devils cookery

—

has fooled the wits out of you!”
“Well, well!” said Tom, taking a long breath, “I believe

you are right as to the anchor; but the thing I challenged just

now walked, and waved a white flag after the same fashion that

Paddy told us of, and screamed, and sank into the ground,
which is more than he ever saw.”

Without seeing anything further to alarm him, Tom Mason,
soon after nine o’clock, was relieved by the very Paddy O’Brien
who had strengthened the superstitions of the garrison, as to

the dock-yard being haunted, by roundly asserting that he had
seen the apparition. In a few minutes more, Dick Cummings
also had resigned his post to another, and was marching beside

Tom to tlie guard-room. Whatever might have been the in-

tention of our ghost-ridden sentinel, whether to report what
he had beheld, or keep the secret to himself, in the hope of
Cummings not betraying him to the ridicule of bis companions,
little time was allowed him for deliberating, ere Dick taunt-
ingly asked him if he had “seen the devil, again?” Angry
words arose; blows were exchanged; and the whole affair was,
in consequence, referred to the officer on duty, who happened
to be no other than our friend, Ensign Augustus, he having
been disturbed at mess to fill the position of a brother sub-
altern taken suddenly unwell on guard.

The pugnacious soldiers were reprimanded, and reserved for

report to the higher authorities on the morrow; and the ensign
who bad a small touch of romance in his composition, sallied

forth alone to investigate the mystery of the haunted jetty.

Here he found Paddy O’Brien—a huge specimen of the grena-
dier company—quite on the alert, challenging at the top of his

voice, and clashing his arms, as he brought his musket across

his chest to the port, with a noise enough to frighten any ghost
happening in the days of its body to have tasted cold steel.

“ Paddy,” said Ensign Augustus, “ what is this story of

yours about the black and and white apparition? Tom Mason
says he saw it and spoke to it just now.”

“ Oh! the devil he did. sir!” cried O’Brien, with a start that
brought the chin-stay of his grenadier’s cap across his mouth,
while the bearskin itself stuck out at right angles with his

back. “ Ob, the divil, thin, what a mistake!”
“ Mistake?” repeated the ensign, in no little surprise, at the

sentry’s exclamation. “Who made a mistake? answer me,
sirrah !”

“She, sir!—-he, sir!—the ghost, I mane. Oh! blood and
’ounds! what will I do, anyhow?”
“Walk your post, sir,” said the ensign angrily, “while I get

behind your box; and we’ll gee if this ghost of yours, pays you
a yisit.”
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i “Oh! don't stir, don’t!” cried the soldier, now in evident
and undisguised trepidation; “ 'twill be the ruin of me!” Tliis
was addressed to Ensign Augustus as that gentleman stepped
behind the box; and what answer so curious an appeal might
have elicited, it is impossible to say, for just at that moment,
the young officer caught sight of a black figure comirig towards
the jetty.

“Challenge it!” exclaimed the ensign, putting his head out
from his concealment.
“ I won’t!” shouted Paddy, in an agony of desperation;

adding in a parenthetical cry, which resembled the howl of a
whipped dog, “Oh! blood and 'ounds ! she’ll know the sound of
my voice, and come up to me!”
“Oh! will she?” answered Ensign Augustus from behind.

“Is that your fun, O’Brien? Challenge, you scoundrel! or I’ll

pink you!” at the same time giving Paddy the slightest
possible taste of the point of his sword, in the rear.
“Who goes there?” roared the sentry, from habitual sub-

ordination no longer resisting his little officer. The apparition
waved its handkerchief, but remained silent. On it came,
though with an undetermined gait, as if not perfectly satisfied
as to the reception it might expect.

“Tell it to advance, you rascal!” whispered the ensign.
“Oh ! pray, excuse me, sir ! For love and honour’s sake,

excuse me, sir !” cried O’Brien, now turning round on his
prosecutor. “ It’s the commissioner’s daughter

; she’s com-
ing to spend an hour wid me.” Impulses are strange
things ; had it been possible to have believed Paddy’s appeal
to his generosity,—had the ghost been declared to be the
commissioners cook, or the housemaid,—our ensign might
not have so rudely interfered with the Irishman’s amour

;

but the commissioner’s daughter was too good a joke. He in
an instant dashed past the bewildered sentry, and gave
chase to the apparition, which fled before him

; leaving the

for ora grenadier stamping in despair at his post, his musket
at his feet, his cap flung to the earth, as now shouting after
his officer, and now apostrophising himself, he exclaimed,
Stop, sir . stop, stop . Let the poor cratur run, if there’s

any mercy in ye Oh ! what will I do ? The old commissioner
will be the death of her ! and she so fond of me ! and what a
swate pretty cratur she is, and the five thousand pounds to
her fortin ! Oh ! Paddy O’Brien ! why did ye till her the
wrong relief, and let Tom Mason git sight of her 2”

While Paddy was thus lamenting his sad fate, the ensign
was fast gaining on his chase an unlucky log of timber was
in her way, down came the mysterious fugitive, and by the
aid of the mischievous moon, Ensign Augustus S fixed
his astonishing gaze on the well-known features of his faith-
less Mary, the pretty nursery-maid. That young lady, of
course, essayed to make all proper explanations

; but without
effect, as “ her Augustus” would not be convinced that it was
all a mistake, and a moonlight walk to meditate on his affec-
tion. The cruel ensign escorting the weeping damsel to the
house of her mistress, the wife of a dockyard dignitary, whose
abode was within the walls. He even* most inhumanly in-
formed the said dignity, of the strange predicament she
had placed herself in. Miss Mary consequently lost her
place, nor did she, I believe, gain a husband

; Ensign
Augustus, about a twelvemonth after that eventful night,
making a most determined sacrifice to the prejudices of
society, actually married a gentlewoman

; and Paddy O’Brien,
when he discovered that his beloved was not the com-
missioner’s daughter, declined her alliance. There is a re-
port that the parish authorities found it ultimately neces-
sary to induce the Irish Grenadier to make an honest woman
of his ghostly comforter during the watches of the night

;

this is, no doubt, a piece of barrack scandal, but, “ I tell the
tale as ’twas told to me,” on the “ Main Dock Guard” of
Dockarton.

In an obscure cor-

ner of the town of

Galway, in Ireland,

stands a house of ex-

treme antiquity; over

the door of which are

still to be seen a skull

and cross-bones, re-

markably well sculp-

tured in black mar-
ble. This house is

called the “ Cross-

bones,” and its tra-

gical history is as

follows :

—

In the fifteenth cen-

tury, James Lynch, a
man of old family,

and great wealth,

was chosen mayor of

Galway for life ;—an
office which was then

nearly equal to that

of a sovereign in

power and influence.

He was reverenced

for his inflexible rec-

titude, and loved for his condescension and mildness. But yet
more beloved—the idol of the citizens and their fair wives
—was his son, who was one of the most distinguished young
men of the time. To perfect manly beauty, and the most
noble air, he united that cheerful temper, that considerate
familiarity, which subdues while it seems to flatter ;

while
his oft approved patriotism, his high-hearted generosity, his
romantic courage and complete mastery in all warlike exer-
(piees, secured to him the general esteem#

But, alas ! for the
imperfections of our
nature so much
light was not without
shadow. Deep and
burning passions, a

haughty temper,
jealousy of all rival

merit, rendered all

liis fine qualities ODly

so many sources of

danger to himself

and others. Often
had his stern father,

although proud of

such a son, cause for

bitter reproof, and
for vet more anxious
solicitude about the
future. But even he,

could not resist the
sweetness of the
youth,—as quick to re-

pent as to err : and,
who never for a mo-
ment 'failed in love
and reverence to

himself. After his first displeasure was past, the defects of his

son appealed to him as they did to all others, only spots on

the sun. He was soon still further tranquillised by the vehe-

ment and tender attachment which the young man appeared

to have conceived for Anna Blake, the daughter of his best

friend, and a girl possessing every lovely and attaching

quality. He looked forward to their union, as to the fulfil-

ment of all his wishes
;
but fate had willed it otherwise.

While young Lynch found more difficulty in conquering

TRADITION OF THE CROSS-BONES.
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the heart of the present object of his love, than he had ever
experienced before, his father was called by business to

Cadiz;—for the great men of Galway, like the other inhabi-

tants of considerable seaports in the middle ages, held trade

on a large scale, to be an employment nowise unworthy even
of men of noble birth. Galway was at that time so powerful
and so widely known, that, as the tradition relates, an Arab
merchant, who had long traded to these coasts from the east,

once inquired “in what part of Galway Ireland lay V ’

After James Lynch had delegated his authority to trusty

hands, and prepared everything for a distant journey, with
an overflowing heart he blessed his son, wished him the best

issue to his suit, and sailed for his destination. AVherever,
he went, success crowned his undertakings. For this he was
much indebted to the friendly services of a Spanish merchant,
named Gomez, towards whom his noble heart conceived the
liveliest gratitude.

It happened that Gomez also had an only son, who, like

Edward Lynch, was the idol of his family, and the darling of

his native city ; though in character as well as in external ap-

pearance, entirely different from him. Both were handsome

;

but Edward’s was the beauty of the haughty and breathing
Apollo : Gonsalvo’s of the serene and mild St. John. The
one appeared like a rock crowned with flowers; the other
like a fragrant rose-coloured knoll, threatened by the storm.
The pagan virtues adorned one

;
Christian gentleness and

humility the other. Gonsalvo’s graceful person exhibited
more softness than energy : his languid dark blue eyes more
tenderness and love, than boldness and pride ; a soft melan-
choly seemed to overshadow his countenance, and an air of
voluptuous suffering, quivered about his swelling lips, around
which a timid smile rarely played. His mind corresponded
to such a person ; loving and endearing, of a grave and me-
lancholy serenity, of more internal than external activity,

he preferred'solitude to the bustle and tumult of society ;
but

attached himself with the strongest affection to those who
treated him with kindness und friendship. His inmost heart
was thus warmed by a fire which, like that ofa volcano buried
too deep to break out at the surface, is only seen in the in-

creased fertility of the soul above, which it clothes in the
softest green, and decks with the brightest flowers. Thus
captivating, and easily captivated, was it a wonder if he stole

the palm even out of the hand of Edward Lynch ? But Ed-
ward’s father had no such anticipation. Full of gratitude for

his friend, and of affection for his engaging son, he determined
to propose to old Gomez, a marriage between Gonsalvo and
his daughter. The offer was too flattering to be refused.

The fathers were soon agreed ; and it was decided that Gon-
salvo should accompany his future father-in-law to the coast of
Ireland, and if the inclinations of the young people favoured
the project, their union should take place at the same time
with Edward’s

;
after which they should immediately return

to Spain. Gonsalvo, who was just nineteen, accompanied the
revered friend of his father with gladness. His young ro-

mantic spirit enjoyed in silent and delighted anticipation the
varying scenes of strange lands which he was about to see

;

the wonders of the deep which he would contemplate
;
the

new sort of existence of Unknown people with whom he was
to be connected ; and his warm heart already attached itself

to the girl, of whose charms her father gave him perhaps a too
partial description.

,

Every moment of the long voyage, which at that time
abounded with dangers, and required a much longer period
than now, increased the iritiinacy and mutual attachment of
the travellers

; and when at length they descried the port of
Galway, old Lynch congratulated himself not only on the
second son which God had sent him, but on the Beneficial in-

fluence which the unvarying gentleness of the amiable youth,
would have on Edward's darker and more vehement charac-
ter.

This hope appearedlikely tobe completely fulfilled.“Edward,

who found all in Gonsalvo that was wanting in himseif, felt

his own nature as it were completed by his society
;
and as

he had already learned from his father that he was to regard
him as a brother, their friendship soon ripened into the
warmest and most sincere affection,

But not many months had passed, before some uneasy feel-

ings arose in Edward’s mind to trouble this harmony. Gon-
salvo had become the husband of his sister, but had deferred
his return to Spain for an indefinite time. He was become
the object of general admiration, attention and love. Edward
felt that he was less happy than formerly. For the first time
in his life neglected, he could not conceal from himself, that

he found a successful rival of his former universal and un-
contested popularity. But what shook him most fearfully

—

what wounded his heart no less than his pride—what prepared
him for intolerable and restless torments, was the perception
which every day confirmed, that Anna, whom he looked upon
as his—though she still refused to confess her love—that Ms
Anna had, ever since the arrival of the handsome young
stranger, grown colder and colder towards himself. Nay,
he even imagined that, in unguarded moments, he had seen
her speaking-eyes rest, as if weighed down with heavy
thoughts, on the soft and beautiful features of Gonsalvo, and
a faint blush then pass over her pale cheek ;

but if his eyes
met hers, this soft bloom suddenly became the burning
glow of fever. Yes, he could not doubt it; her whole
deportment was altered ;

capricious, restless, sometimes sunk
in deep melancholy, then suddenly breaking into fits of violent

mirth, she seemed to retain only the outward form of the

sensible, clear-minded, serene, and equal-tempered girl she
had always appeared. Everything betrayed to the quick eye
of jealousy, that she was the prey of some deep-seated passion

—and for whom ?—for whom could it be, but Gonsalvo ?—for
him, at whose every action it was evident the inmost chords
of her heart gave out their altered tone. It has been wisely

said, that love is'more nearly akin to hate than to liking.

What passed in Edward’s bosom was a proof of this. Hence-
forth it seemed his sole enjoyment to give pain to the woman
he passionately loved ;

and now, in the bitterness of his

heart, held guilty of all his sufferings. Wherever occasion

presented itself, he sought to humble and to embarrass her ;

to sting her by disdainfnl pride, or to overwhelm her with
cutting reproaches

;
till, conscious of her secret crime, shame

and anguish overpowered the wretched girl, and she burst

into a torrent of tears, which alone had power to allay the

scorching fever of his heart. But no kindly reconciliation

followed these scenes, and, as with lovers, resolved the

the dissonance into blessed harmony. The exasperation of

each was only heightened to desperation ;
when he at length

saw enkindled in Gonsalvo—so little capable of concealment
—the same fire which burned in the eyes of Anna ;

when he
hought he saw his sister neglected, and himself betrayed, by

t serpent whom he had cherished in his bosom, he stood at

that point of human infirmity, of which the All-seeing alone

can decide whether it be madness, or the condition of a still

accountable creature.

On the same night on which suspicion had driven Edward
from his couch, a restless wanderer, it appears that the guilty

lovers had, for the first time, met in secret. According to the

subsequent confession of Edward, he had concealed him-
self behind a pillar, and had seen Gonsalvo, wrapped in his

mantle, glide with hurried steps out of a well-known side-door

in the house of Anna’s father, which led immediately to her
apartments. At the horrible certainty which now glared

upon him, the fury of hell took possession of his soul ;
his

eyes started from their sockets, the blood rushed and throb-

bed as if it would burst his veins ; and as a man dying of thirst

pants for a draught of cooling water, so did his whole being

pant for the blood of his rival. Like an infuriated tiger, he
darted upon the unhappy youth, who recognised him, and
vainly fled. Edward instantly overtook him, seized him, and
burying his dagger a hundred times, with strokes like light-

ning, in the quivering body, gashed with satanic rage, the

beautiful features which had robbed him of his beloved and
of his peace. It was not until the moon broke forth from be-

hind a dark cloud, and suddenly lighted the ghastly spectacle

before him—the disfigured mass, which retained scarcely a
feature of his once-beloved friend, the streams of blood which
bathed the body, and all the earth around it—that he waked
with horror, as from some infernal dream. But the deed was
done, and judgment was at hand,
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Led by the instinct of self-preservation, young Lynch fled,

like Cain, into the nearest wood. How long he wandered
there he could not recollect. Fear, love, repentance, despair,

and at last madness, pursued him like frightful companions,

and at length robbed him of consciousness, for a time annihi-

lating the terrors of the past in forgetfulness ;
for, kind

nature puts an end to intolerable suffering of mind, as of body,

by insensibility or death.

Meanwhile the murder was soon known in the city; and
the fearful end of the gentle youth, who had confided himself,

a foreigner, to their hospitality, was learned by all with sorrow

and indignation. A dagger, steeped in blood, had been found
lying by the velvet cap of the Spaniard

;
and not far from it,

a hat, ornamented with plumes, and a clasp of gems, showed
the recent traces of a man who seemed to have sought safety

in the direction of the wood. The hat was immediately re-

cognised as Edward’s ; and as he was nowhere to be found,

fears were soon entertained that he had been murdered with

his friend. The terrified father mounted his horse, and, ac-

companied by a crowd of people calling for vengeance, swore
solemnly that nothing could save the murderer, were he even
compelled to execute him with his own hands.
We may imagine the shouts of joy, and the feelings of the

father, when, at break of day, Edward Lynch was found sunk
under a tree, living ; and although covered with blood, yet,

apparently without any dangerous wound. We may imagine
the shudder which ran through the crowd—the feelings of the

father we cannot imagine—when restored to sense, he em-
braced his father’s knees, declared himself the murderer of
Gonsalvo, and earnestly implored instant punishment.
He was brought home bound, tried before a full assembly

of the magistrates, and condemned to death by his father.

But the people would not lose their darling. Like the waves
of the tempest-troubled sea, they filled the market-place, and
the streets, and forgetting the crime of the son in the stern

relentless justice of the father, demanded, with threatening
cries, the opening of the prison-gates, and the pardon of the
criminal.

At this, the inflexible magistrate took a resolution, which
many will call inhuman, but whose awful self-conquest cer-

tainly belong to the rarest examples of stoical firmness. Ac-
companied by a priest, he proceeded through a secret passage
to the dungeon of his son; and when, with the newly-awakened
desire of life, excited by the sympathy of his fellow-citizens,

Edward sank at his feet, and asked eagerly “ If he brought
him mercy, and pardon?” The old man replied with unfalter-
ing voice, “ No, my son, in this world there is no mercy for

you
;
your life is irrevocably forfeited to the law, and at sun-

rise you must die. One and twenty years I have prayed for your
earthly happiness,—but that is past—turn your thoughts now
to eternity: and if there be yet hope there

;
let us kneel down

together, and implore the Almighty to grant you mercy here-
after ; but then I hope, my son, though he could not live

worthy of his father, will at least know how to die worthy
of him.” With these words, he rekindled the noble pride of
the once dauntless youth, and after a short prayer, he sur-
rendered himself with heroic resignation to his father’s piti-

less will.

As the people, and the greater part of the armed men mingled
in their ranks, now prepared amidst more wild and furi-

ous menaces, to storm the prison, James Lynch appeared
at a lofty window; his son stood at his side, with the halter
round his neck. “ I have sworn,” exclaimed the inflexible ma-
gistrate, “that Gonsalvo’s murderer should die, even though j
must perform the office of executioner myself. Providence has
taken me at my word; and you, madmen, learn from the most
wretched of father’s that nothing must stop the course ofjustice,
and that even the ties of nature must break before it.”

While he spoke these words, he had made fast the rope to an
iron beam, projecting from the wall; and now suddenly pushing
his son out of the window, he completed his dreadful work.
Nor did he leave the spot till the last convulsive struggles gave
certainty of the death of his unhappy victim.

As if struck by a thunder-clap, the tumultuous mob had be-

held the horrible spectacle in death-like silence j and eyery

man glided, as if stunned, to his own house. From that time

the mayor of Galway resigned all his occupations and dignities,

and was never beheld by any eye, but those of his own family.

He never left his house till he was carried from it to his grave.

Anna Blake died in a convent. Both families, in the course of

time, disappeared from the earth ; but the skull and cross-bones

still mark the scene of this fearful tragedy.

THE DEAD HAND.
“Jem Barry, you must now attend to what I say to you.

You have received a very bad cut in your right hand
; so

bad a cut that I cannot promise you it will ever be perfectly

cured. It is likely at this moment, if any violent exertion

be used with it, to terminate in trismus
, or lock-jaw. So

Jem, you must promise me not to strike a blow with that

hand for the next six months.”
“ For how many months did you say, doctor 2”

“ Six months.”
“ What ! is it six entire long, long months, doctor V*
“ Not one single day less.”
“ Oh ! murder, murder, doctor. Why, you might as well

bind a man to keep the peace.”
“ And the peace you must keep to all his majesty’s sub-

jects, or you will lose that hand, if not your life.”

“ Oh, here’s a saying for a doctor ! To all his majesty’s sub-
jects, you say, I’m to keep the peace ? Why, then, now,
doctor, can’t I even beat a foreigner—arn’t I to be allowed
to touch a hurdy-gurdy Italian, or a French dancing master ?

Oh, doctor, jewel ! only consider, I may lose the use of my
haud entirely.”
“Why, Jem Barry, you are a most obstinate brute. I tell

you again, that you must lose the use of your hand if you
employ it in any violence.”

“ But then, doctor, only consider the way them Maras will

be cock-crowing over me.”
“ Yes, but consider your life.”
“ I do, doctor dear, consider my life

; but who cares for it

if the Maras are to be walking over me entirely ? Would
you have the conscience, or the heart either, doctor, to say
that the Barrys can’t, from this day to this day six months,
show their faces at a fair, and that the Maras (my heavy
hatred on them!) are to have it all their own way 2”

“ I say you must, keep yourself quiet.”
“ And so I will, doctor, if the Maras will keep themselves

quiet. But they won’t, the vagabonds ! I know very well
they’ll be asking me to fight, aud I could no more refuse do-
ing that than I could throw a glass of whiskey over my
shoulder.”

“ I tell you that you cannot fight.”
“ What, doctor ! is it if I heard one of the Maras calling

out for the face of a Barry ?”

“No.”
“ Nor if they said, * Who dare say peas 2”

“ No, I tell you.”
“ Nor if one of them took off his coat, hung it over his

shoulder, and let the sleeves trail on the ground, and asked
who dare stand on them 2”

“ No
; for if you do, I repeat, you will lose your hand.”

“ Why, then, by the powers, doctor, I’d sooner lose the
two hands—ay, and the two legs—ay, and the head off my
body, than hear one of the Maras say and do in quietness any
of the things I was saying to you. I’m much obliged to you,
doctor, for dressing my hand, and giving such good advice,
(long life to your honour !) and if I can I’ll keep it ;

for
I’ll be really quiet and civil, and not say a cross word to man,
woman, or child—only, if I should happen to meet Paddy
Mara, who gave me this hand—that is, I mean, the cut with
his scythe at the last fair of Toomevara—if I see his ugly
face, I’ll knock—but no matter.”
Thus terminated a conversation between Dr. M’Arthur

and one of his patients, whom the renown of the doctor’s
skill in the speedy cures of cuts, bruises, and such other ail-

ments to which a pugnacious peasantrv are liable, had at-
tracted from the neighbouring country of Tipperary to the
Shinrone dispensary. The impression produced upon th<i
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doctor’s mind was evanescent, for he had every day to do

with such men as Jem Barry. Such, however, was not the

effect of the interview upon the feelings of the patient, for,

as he wended his way homeward, he thus soliloquised.

“ Well, to be sure, these English doctors are the devil.

They havn’t a hit of heart in their bodies at all, at all. Why,
that Londoner of a physicianer can’t have a taste of spirit

about him by no means, or he would never tell me to knock

under in any case to the Maras ;
and me, too, to do that

same—me—myself, that’s the head of the Barry faction !

me, to hould my pace, suppose I heard Luke Mara cry out

to my very nose, ‘ Who dare say peas !’ Why, it I was a

corpse, I’m sure I’d strike at any one, supposing it was a

giant itself, that would try to aggravate me in that way.

And then, too, to say that I can’t strike a blow for six

months from this date. Phew ! he might as well have said

to me, * Jem Barry, don’t eat a potato or drink a glass of

whiskey for six months ;’ or, ‘ Jem Barry, go and die at once

;

for one is just as bad as the other. But who’s that I see

going into Mick Mulcahy’s shebeen-house yonder 2
^

That I

may never smoke the full of another dJiudeen but it’s five of

the Maras, and there’s the murderer in the middle of them,

Paddy Mara, the very fellow that killed me with his scythe.

Maybe I won’t wallop the senses out of him in less than no
time. Hallo, you spalpeen ! are you able to face a man 2

Heigh ! for the—but whisht : sure, it’s a fool I’m making of

myself to be thus going on bragging and boasting, and not one
ofmy back with me. It’s a regular omadhoun of a bosthoon ofa
poor cripple I am this day ;

and the doctor too after telling

me, on the peril of my life, to keep the pace for six months !

Instead of bawling out, ‘ Heigh for the Barrys,’ I think it’s

making myself scarce I ought to be about. Oh ! murder,
murder ! but isn’t this a pity, and they all so convanient for

a beating ! Oh! the devil take the hand off me, why havn’t
I got in the place of it the fist of Fin-ma-Coul just for half-

an-hour, and maybe I wouldn’t make every mother’s soul of

them vagabonds jump.”
“Give me yonr hand a-lanna,” said a tattered-looking beg-

gar-woman who had erected on the road-side a small house,
where it appeared she intended to fix herself for the night.

The house of the beggar was, like that of many of her com-
peers in Ireland, so simple in its construction, that it could
be carried on her back, when the neighbours got tired of her
company, or the road upon which she had settled was not
much frequented, by charitable travellers. The house con-
sisted of three boards, the shortest being intended for the
roof, the two others for sides, and the mud Avail of the hedge
she placed them against forming the back of the house.
Thus defended from the weather the Irish mendicant is

crippled up for the night, whilst the straw or hay from an
adjoining haggard serves as a couch and a covering for the
miserable inmate. From one of those squalid-looking holes
peeped forth the dark-flashing eyes and sun-burnt counte-
nance of the old female, who said, “ Give me your hand a-
lanna. and I’ll try if something can’t be done to please you.”

“ To please me ! Ah ! then, what is there in the power
of a poo dissolute creature like you to please me ?”

“ No matter, Jem Barry, what’s in my power : but would
you like to be"after. bating the six Maras that are nowin
Mick Mulcahy’s 2”

“ Would I like to be after beating them, indeed ! Would
I like to be after eating my dinner and I hungy 2 Would
I like to have my wheat saved, and threshed, and rainy
weather setting in ? Would I like to have lashings and
cavings at my own wake ? Would I like to have the finest

wedding or the grandest berrin’ in the country 2 If I’d like

every one of these, why shouldn’t I like to have the beating,
by myself alone, of six of the faction opposed to me ? Why,
if I could do that, wouldn’t it be a thing to be talked of for

a twelvemonth in Tipperary ? May the devil take this hand
off me, but I don’t know what I wouldn’t give to be after
molavoginff, those half-dozen of villains.”
“Well, then, Jem Barry, give me your hand, and you shall

have the balf-murfchering of them.”
“ Oh l wait, my old woman l l can’t pee how you can be

—, . „n.i -T- i mOUrna* — — -p— —

of any use to me, unless you made them all speechless drunk
so that I could ‘ shovel the buckle’ in comfort over their

ugly faces. I’m sure that an old halfpenny would be of more
use to you than a cut hand like this.’’

“ That’s none of your business, J em Barry. Give me your
hand, and you shall have for half-an-hour the fist of Fin-

ma-Coul.”
“ What’s that you say, old woman 2 Is it the real fist of

Fin-ma-Coul 2”
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“No less
; and not merely the fist, but the sinews and the

bones, and, what’s more, the strength of that fist too.”
“ Why, ifyou could do that for me, you must be ”

“ The devil himself, you great omadhoun ! I know well
it’s that you were going to say.”
“Why, then, saving your presence, and to tell you the

truth, it was, although it’s the first time I ever heard the
devil was an old woman. But what could I do with Fin-ma-
Coul’s fist 2”

“ Beat rings round you ; clear out a fair if there were
thousands before you—fight your way through a guard of
soldiers, and scatter all the magistrates, constabulary, and
peelers as if they were so many sheep. That and twice as
much more you could do with the fist of the great Fin-ma-
Coul.”

“ By dad ! I wish I had it.”

“ Well, then, give me your hand.”
“ Is it for all out and for ever ?”

“ Yes, for ever and a day.”
“ And I could beat them Maras 2”

“ Ay, as long as you could stand over them.”
“ Oh ! then, maybe if I could, it would be a mighty long

time before I’d ask for a seat to sit down upon. Hut then,
as to giving away my hand, somehow or another it is quite
contrary-like to my conscience.”
“ Very well, very, Mister Barry, keep it if you like, and

the leathering you’ll soon be after pocketing. A bargain’s a
bargain, you know. Your hand, and amigty.y ugly cut hand
it is, by the same token, and no more use to you than if you
had a Avisp of straw tied to the end of your arm—your hand,
or Fin-ma-Coul’s fist for half-an-hour; I wonder which
would be of the most use to you 2 But I’ll say no more :

keep your hand; and yet I wouldn’t be under your trusty
(big-coat) for the next half-hour if I was to be the daughter-
in-Jaw of a bishop for the remainder of my life.”
“Faith it’s mighty great temptation, surely; but I don’t

think, however, that I——

”
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“ The cowardly Barrys ! Here’s a coat-full of broken bones,
high hanging, and a windy day to the Barrys, breed, seed,
and generation. Amen.”
Such were the expressions borne to the ears of Jem Barry

as he was still speaking to the old woman. The sounds evi-
dently came from the shebeen-house, where the Maras
had rapidly drunk themselves into a fighting humour.
“Ay, ay, listen to that, Jem” observed the beggar. “See

wha’s before you and your broken fist, now. Skulk back, I
tell you, for it’s more than your life is worth to go by that
house now.”

“ And who’s to hinder me going peaceably on the king's
high road ?” asked Barry, whose anxiety for a row was evi-
denced by his claiming the prerogative of a quiescent citizen.
“ Who’s to hinder me 2” he added, “ or who dares to hinder
me from being amicable if I like it 2”

“The Maras will hinder you. The six Maras will knock
the six senses out of you if they see you. So run off with
yourself, for you might as well be beating them with a bull-
rush as that lame fist of your’s” replied the old woman.
Again the shebeen-house rang with the cry of “ The

cowardly Barrys—Barrys, the traitors!”
“ Oh, the villains I” exclaimed Jem, dancing with rage.

“ Oh ! by the powers, I ca’nt stand this.”
“ Will you give me your hand 2”

“ Give you my hand ! Why, then, I can hardly refuse
you, but—”
The sentence of the prudential and cautious Barry was cut

short, for ho heard the Maras exclaiming, as if with oaf
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voice, “Any money for the face of Jem Barry, the spy and

!
informer

!”

“A spy and informer ?” shouted Barry, foaming with rage.

I

“ Why, if it was the pope himself that was called such names,

|

he could not have the patience to stand them. Oh! here, old

! woman, at once take my hand, and give me in a hurry the

fist of Fin-ma-Ccul.”
“There it is for half-an-hour, just as you wished it,” said

the beggar-woman, rubbing her long and slimy fingers over

the right hand of him she addressed ;
“ there it is,” she ob-

served ;
“ do you feel your hand growing bigger and bigger ?’’

“ I do—I do,” answered Barry
;
“ every one of my fingers

seems to be swelling to the size of a sheep’s trotter
; and as

to the hand itself, a bull’s head seems to be nothing at all

to it. But how can I know there is any good in it, before I

bang these vagabond Maras ?”

“ Why,” replied the old woman, “just try if you can knock
down this house, on top of me, with one blow.”

“ But won’t you come out of that before I knock it down ?”

“ Not at all—I defy you to stir it.”

Jem Barry, thus challenged; put forth his utmost strength
;

he raised his hand high in the air, and let it fall with the
weight and strength of a sledge-hammer upon the roof of
the temporary shelter of the beggar. The house was not
merely prostrated to the ground, but every portion of wood of

which it was composed was smashed into atoms. It was scat-

tered as flat on the earth as a pack of used cards. Jem kicked
about some of the shattered particles, expecting to see the body
ofthe woman he had been but a moment before speaking to

—there was not the least appearance of it. “ Well, well,”

continued Jem Barry, “ that is the greatest hlow ever I
struck : only to think of knocking an old woman and a house
into nothing, or next to nothing, into smithereens, at one
stroke ! By dad, that old woman, was not waiting for an
ejectment, for she took a mighty short i notice to quit’ to
leave the tenement. If she has any friends, they will have
to bury herself and her lodgings in the one coffin, for there’s

no telling the one from the other.”
“ Here’s confusion to Jem Barry, and all the Barrys—to

spies, traitors, and informers !” sang out in one chorus the
men of the opposite faction, who were regaling in the low
public-house.
“And here,” exclaimed Jem, who had now got up to the

shebeen-house, running his hand through the window, and
seizing a full quart of porter that had been placed before
one of his enemies, “here’s the worst confusion to the
dirtiest faction in Tipperary, the sneaking, snivelling, thiev-
ing, sheep-stealing, pig-faced, faint-hearted Maras !

”

In an instant the hand was withdrawn, and Avith it the pot
of porter. In a moment the liquid was swallowed, and in an
instant afterwards the pewter quart came whirling amongst
the glasses and tumblers used by the Maras in their pota-
tions. “ There,” continued Jem, “ is my share of the reck-
oning

;
if there’s anything over, you can give it to the wait-

er. Why, then,” added he, altering his tone, as if frightened
at what he had done, “isn’t it a shame for decent-looking
people, like you, to be calling names this \vay after a poor
quiet boy, and he going quietly along the road, and uot say-
a cross word to one of you, nor even as much as looking
crooked at you? But, take my advice, Baddy Mara, and the
rest of you ; just go your way3 straight home ; and if any-
body ever asks you again about Jem Barry, just say you
never saw him.”
“Heigh ! for the Maras!” cried Paddy, jumping out of the

window. “ By the powers, .Tern, you’ll never bring home
your life along with you this night.”

“ Take care, Paddy, you’re not in a greater hurry going
into that window than you were ever in coming out of it,’

replied Jem, “but tell me,” he continued, “has your mother
any more of you ?”

“She has five,” answered Paddy, “ and here they are com-
ing out of the door now.”
“And what is it you want with me, Mr. Paddy Mara ?”
“ To fight. Are you able to fight ?”
“ To be sure, I am ; but are six of you going to box one

man ?”

“Not a doubt of it : what made you insult the six. you
cowardly nigger ?” * J

“ Oh ! don’t be calling names that way. Paddy ; if you’re
strong, be merciful ; but mind me now

; do you see that win-
dow you have just come out of ? I’ll tell you what I’ll just
do with it—I’ll make a bull’s eye in a target of that, and a ball
of the body of every man that lays a finger on me. So go
home, I tell you, Paddy Mara, and the rest of your dirty fac-
tion, or I’ll leave you such a show that the mother that own3

you Avould not he able to swear to your condemned-looking
carcasses.”

“ Why, then, upon my veracity you are mighty strong in
the tongue, however Aveak you may be in the fist,” observed
the head of the opposite party, Luke Mara, advancing towards
Barry, and making a blow at him. The stroke aimed at
Barry Avas skilfully parried by his left hand, and with his
right was delivered a smashing hlow full in the face of his op-
ponent, Luke Mara stood with his back about ten yards from
the window out of which Paddy had jumped. Luke, with the
force of the blow, seemed to be driven completely off the ground
and, hitting with the centre of his body against the window
stool, fell backAvards into the room, and with his heels kicking
high in the air, he disappeared from the eyes of Jem and
the astonished Maras.

“ Oh, then,” observed Barry, “ but wasn’t that mighty great
man, Luke Mara, in a Avonderful hurry to drink again ? Sure,
he might as Avell stop to see the fight out.”

“ Hullubaloo ! Jem Barry, do you want to pull down my
house ?” cried out the owner of the shebeen-house, who now
appeared for the first time, and, being opposed to the Barry
faction, would not have thought it is duty to interfere had it

been Jem’s lot to be waylaid and beaten. “ Can’t you,” he
added, “fight like a Christian, and uot be throwing men
through windows? why, you have knocked mine to smash
already.”

“Well here’s something to repair it,” answered Jem, at the
same time unexpectedly seizing another of the Maras by the
nape of the neck and the waistband of his pantaloons, and
sending him, flying through the air, straight into the window,
where Luke had hut a moment before vanished. “You see,

Mick Mulcahy, I was afraid these shabby felloAvs had not paid
for their liquor, and I am sending them back to you to settle

the account.”
“ Oh ! here’s real murder, entirely,” screeched out Mulcahy ;

“ may I never sin, but he’ll be the death of every one of them,
Here’s Mark Mara’s face knocked into the back of his head

—

there’s Teddy Mara after flying through the air like shuttle-

cock—and there, ho ! mnrder again, there’s Mike hopping like

a ball after him, and into the same place—and there’s Jack
Mara, ocli, honey, I believe he’s as dead as a herring, there’s

his poor carcass spinning into the windoAV—no, not clane

through the Avindow, for he hasknocked the sill off of it. And
where’s Paddy Mara ? Oh ! the creature, he was running
away with himself like a sensible man, but that beast has
caught hold of him, and Lord knows what will be done Avith

him ! I think I had better make myself scarce, and rout up
our faction, so that that devil incarnate, Jem Barry, may get

his bite and his sup from us before he goes home to-night.”

Jem Barry having despatched four of the Maras in the man-
ner described so pathetically by Mulcahy, along Avith their

leader, had now caught hold of Paddy, to whom he owed a
particular grudge, for his having wounded him in the manner
he had described to his doctor.

“ Why, then,” said he to the trembling Paddy, “ arn’t you a

mighty smart fellow ? You were not satisfied with cutting my
hand, "but you also want to cut off with yourself. Sure, you
are not such an unnataral animal, as to think of running away
from your company, and particularly when you knoAv they are

all waiting in the parlour for you, Avith plenty of the best of

eating and drinking, and not one of them I’ll be bound for it,

inclined to stir until you come to them.”
“ Oh ! Jem Barry, Jewel !” exclaimed the hitherto vaunting

Mara, “ I don’t care what you do with me, so as you don’t

throw me into the window.”
“ Very well, then, Paddy ; first of all there’s a kick for the
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cut ; and as your gossip Mulcahy wants a sign for his public-

house, up you go on the roof.’*

* “Oh Jem! oh, don’t do that!” yelled forth the terrified

Paddy; but the words were not finished when he felt himself
sprawling, bruised and scratched, upon the slates of Mulcahy’s
low-roofed house.
“ And now, high as you are up there, PaddyMara, I think,”

said Jem, “
it’s I that have a right and the real reason to cry,

‘ Heigh for the Barrys ! Hurroo!’ But what the devil is the
matter with my hand? Eh ! but that is a real pain—is it a red
poker or a fist that’s sticking to my side ? Oh ! murder, I

see it now ; the half-hour is out ; Fin-ma-Coul’s fist is gone,

my hand is hopped after it, and in the place of the two it’s a
bit of hot iron or the devil’s own paw I have got in the place

of it. It’s plain, I see, what’s going to happen : I am as dead
as a nail from this day out. Well, a man can die but once

;

and what man but myself in all his life -time was ever able to

beat six ? What a shalloo there will be after the Maras at

the next fair of Golden, and what talking about myself. I

wouldn’t wonder but they put me in a ballad, and sung me
through the streets of Clonmel and Cahir. But I must make
haste home and die. Heigh for the Barrys !”

The warning advice of Dr. M’Arthur was neglected, and his

prediction proved correct. The hand of Jem Barry had been
employed in violence, and in less than twenty-four hours after-

wards the cabin that he once owned was filled by friends, who
came to lament for his sudden death, and make merry at his

wake. In the ravings of his delirium he had given the ac-
count to his astonished relatives of having had the use of Fin-
ma-Coul’s hand for half-an-hour, the manner in which he had
obtained it, and the penalty he was to pay for it. His tale

was credited, even though the priest averred that it was all a
“ sick man’s dream.” But their credence was settled down
into unshaken faith, when it was discovered, just as the body
was going to be interred, that the right arm and hand had
disappeared ! Here, indeed, was a proof of the truth of Jem
Barry’s statement, although the incredulous priest again de-
clared that it was not at all improbable that the apprentice of
the doctor, who had been very busily engaged about the
corpse, might have taken the missing member for the purpose
of studying the anatomy of the hand. The clergyman might
as well have preached to the winds, as seek to convince the
Barrys that their hero had not beaten the Maras with the
real fist of Fin-ma-Coul, and they supported their opinion

logic as cogent as it was unanswerable ; that—“ Sure, there
byas no denying that Jem Barry had beaten six of the strong-
wst and cleanest boys in the county

; that such things could
enly be done in the olden times

;
and that there was not a

Giving hand now that could win such a battle ; and if it wasn’t
/a living, why then it must be a dead hand

;

and if a dead hand,
what other hand, but Fin-ma-Coul’ s—as Jem himself would
say, if he was to the fore; and who could know better than
Jem,who had the hand in his own fist, and made such good use
of it, and more power to his elbow !”

FREDERICK THE GREAT.
When Voltaire returned from France, to Potsdam, in

August, 1750, he was not a little proud to be the bearer of
the respects of the Marquise de Pompadour, the favourite of
of Louis XV., to the Prussian monarch. “ I forget to tell

you” he thus writes to his niece, Madame Denis, “That
when I took leave of Madame de Pompadour, she desired
me to assure the King of Prussia of her profound respects.
I could not have been charged with a more agreeable com-
mission

;
nor could one have been given me in a more amia-

ble manner
; sometimes it was sifosois and presently hien de

pardons. I presented the respects of the marquise to his
Majesty, in the full confidence of a French courtier, that
this homage would prove most flattering to the monarch :

but whether it was owing to any awkwardness on my part,

or to some other cause that I am not aware of—the king
replied drily

—

4
I do not know her.’—How great this reply

makes Frederick appear, and how little Voltaire, Pompa-
dour, the French Court, and at courts where Pompadours
gre suffered to ha?© sway,”

THE PRINCESS CHARLOTTE.

* Thus be we sailors all the go,

On fortune’s sea we rub
;

We works, and loves, and fights the foe.

And drinks the generous bub.’

Here I come again ! Lord, Ben, arn’t the boy to run away
from his friends, you may be sure, for he never did from his

enemies : and, as for shrinking from his duty—but there,

what’s the use of boasting ? Here I am again, like a true son
of the ocean, ready for peace or war, as the matter may be.

Why, Pve been rated an able-bodied seaman from the time I

was sixteen years of age, along with the veteran Cook}, when
we sailed round the top of the outside of the world.

But what of that ? as our chaplain used to say :
‘ Lift not

up your horn on high, for promotion cometh neither from the

east nor from the west.’ Where it does come from I could

never learn, seeing d’ye mind, that it’s a sort of a tread mill

consarn to a great many, who are always a singing ‘ Here we
go up, up, up,’ without getting a step the higher. No, no

;

its only the gemmen that have got handles to their names as

long as a Welsh pedigree that get commissions now a- days,
‘ My lord,’ or ‘ Sir Gimcrack ;’ and all our old officers are obliged

to lay
‘ Skulking under gingerbread hatches ashore,’

because our titled youth of noble daring have ventured, since

the peace, to quit their mothers ridicules, and get provided for,

to the exclusion of those who fought their country’s battles,

and bled in her defence.—To be sure I arn’t much wit, but I

think I have got my senses ; and, d’ye see, it seems to me to

be a gross injustice to those brave men who can count their

honourable scars. What can be a greater mark of indignity

or insult to our truly gallant commanders, whose names,

coupled with their heroic actions, reflected the highest credit

on our navy, than to see the self-same ships which they once

carried into action now commanded by mere boys, whose
principal merit consists in their having been born with silver

spoons in their mouths ? I have always had a wooden spoon ;

and good enough too, as long as you can get some-ut to eat

with it—for there’s the rub after all.

I have been led to make these remarks by falling in with an
old lieutenant, ’t’other day, in the Strand (a worthy and brave

officer he is, too), who went to school with the grandmother,

and was at the christening of the mother, of one of our post-

captains. He received his commission when the latter lady

was five years of age ;
and there he has stuck ever since. My

eyes ! what a power of lingo he overhauled ! and, says, he,

‘ Ben,’ says he, ‘ so I see you’ve turned author, and writes for

the Journal of—what d’ye call it ? Now, I could never indite

much, because, d’ye see I’m a little knock-kneed, as it were ;

but if so be you’ll just spin the editor a yarn or two about it

—I hear he’s an honourable man, and so we are all, all honour-

able men, for the matter o’that ;
but that’s neither here nor

there, only tell him how we’re bamboozled. I think he said

bamboozled, but, may-hap, that’s a dickshineary word of my
own), how we’re bamboozled and jugular’d out of our rights :

and d’ye hear ? mind and tell him, likewise, we shall soon have

a naval edition of the tenth huzzars, who will sometimes bully

the admiralty and be bullied in return.*

He said a great deal more ; but I arn’t got time to recollect

it all now—you shall have it on some future occasion, for I

hear that Mr. Hume is going to have t’other touch at ’em.—
Ah ! I remembers old Peter Rainier was a good old soul. He
loved to see merit rewarded, whether in officer or foremast-

man. I sailed with him when he had his flag in the Trident,

and he used to be wheeled about in a chair, propped up with

cushions—yet he carried on the duty like a Briton. Didn’t the

old King love his navy ? Ah ! if our amiable Princess

Charlotte was alive ! she was the lass for a sailor.

I remember before she got spliced to Prince Loophole, I

I think they call him, I belonged to the Leviathan’s barge, and
so, d’ye see, we fell in with the royal yacht cruising off Wey-
mouth, ‘ Away, there bargemen V cried the boatswain’s

i
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mate ; and we manned the boat, all rigged in our best gear, to

carry the captain alongside, that he might pay his respects to

the great folks. Well, aboard he goes, and we hung on by a

tow-line, for it was blowing very fresh at the time, and a bit of a

gea running; when a gemman in a cauliflower wig, with a dish-

clout countenance, looked over the gangway. 4 Indeed, indeed,

your royal highness,’ said he turning round, ‘there is consider-

able danger to be apprehended.’ ‘ That’s a bishop,’ whispered

the coxswain, as his reverence drew back. But the next

minute a lovely smiling face appeared, that set all our hearts

a working like Dutch doggers in a gale of wind. Every truck

was dowsed—every eye was bent on her as she looked at the

boat and then at the sea. ‘ Danger !’ said she, for we heard

every word, ‘ Danger never deterred Queen Elizabeth from
visiting her ships ; and surely, with such brave men as these

to row me, I shall be in perfect safety.’ God bless her ! it

made us glow to down our fingers’ ends, for then we knew it

was the princess. ‘ Captain Nixon,’ she continued, ‘ will you
have the goodness to receive me in your barge, and let me be

carried to the Leviathan, for I am both desirous and determined

to inspect her ?’

So down she came, followed by one of the bishops and some
ladies, and away we shoved off. My eyes ! how we bent to

our oars, and made the boat fly through the water like a

dolphin. Our first lieutenant cotched a sight of what was
going on ; and so by the time we swept up alongside, the yards

were manned and the chair overhauled down. How gratified

she looked when the lads ran out upon the yards, and
seemed as if they were hanging on by their eyelids ! but when
she saw the chair, and the young gentlemen ’tending the side,

‘ Captain Nixon,’ says she—bless her sweet voice ! ‘ Captain

Nixon, I mean to be a sailor to-day ; I should be ashamed to

be hoisted up in that chair. No, no, sir
;
favour me by following

close behind, for I shall go up the side as seamen do, and then

you may send down the chair for the bishop and the ladies.’

The ould gemman turned up his eyes ;
indeed, he deserved

reproof, for all the time we were pulling between the two ships,

at every swell that lifted the boat, he shrunk in his head till

his wig rested upon his shoulders, and put me in mind for all

the world of a tom-cat in a bowl. The ladies looked at one

another, while all hands swore that ‘the princess was the queen
of trumps.’ As for the coxswain, I thought he’d have gone
distracted ; and it was as much as we could do to keep him
from going and kissing her.

Well, up the side she went, as nimble as a top-man, and all

the officers stood ready to receive her on the quarter-deck and
gangway. But what was her astonishment when she gazed
fore and aft at the stupendous fabric which supported her, and
saw the men come rattling down from aloft, as if it had been
hailing sailors

!

‘ This is indeed, a grand sight,’ said she
;
‘and I feel prouder

at this moment than ever I did in the whole course cf my life.

You must permit me, Captain Nixon, to visit every part of the
ship : but first let me have the satisfaction of an introduction
to your officers.’

This was immediately complied with ; and she received
them with that sweet affability so peculiarly her own. Well,
d’ye see all hands were ordered down to their mess-berths ;

and, as the princess passed round the decks, her face glistened

with pleasure, and a drop trembled in her eye. I don’t mean
‘ a drop in the eye,’—but a pearly drop of rich unutterable

gratification, as she viewed the proud structures—and viewed
them as ‘ Old England’s wooden walls !’

She had a kind word and a smile for every body. ‘Well,
my friend,’ said she to Jack Buntline, who was fumbling
about the breech of his gun, and taking a side glance at the
ladies, ‘ well, my friend, and would you use it in my defence ?’

‘ Yes, ma’am, please your majesty I mean—that I would,
and do any thing for your honour, by night or by day. God
bless your sweet face !’

The princess laughed, ‘ And so you would go any where to
serve me and your country ?’ inquired she.

‘ Go ! ah to be, sure I would ! I’d go to the ; but I
ax pardon of your majesty’s reverence,’

‘With such brave fellows as these/ added she, turning to

the captain, ‘ England can never be subdued. Indeed, I never
beheld a scene that gave me more satisfaction than the pre-
sent.’ She passed on to examine the store-rooms, and even
the magazine was overhauled.

‘ I’d marry her directly,’ says Jack, ‘ if she’d have me : why,
I never felt such a tremblification in my life. I’d rather be
peppered with the whole broadside of an enemy’s three-de cker,
than stand the fire of those beautiful bow-chasers. There’s
a run !’ continued Jack, looking after her, ‘ God bless her.’

SIR WILLIAM WALLACE.

Oh a certain evening in the autumn of the year, 1297, a
small party of soldiers from the castle of Dumbarton—which
was then, with every fortress in the kingdom, garrisoned by
English troops who lorded it over the liberties of

Scotland—might be seen wending their way towards the

town. The men were not on duty, nor had they, apparently,

any particular object or purpose in view. They had come
abroad merely to while away a part of that idle time, of
which so much lay upon their hands, as was significantly

expressed by their straggling, sauntering order, and by their

loud and boisterous laugh, which the rough jest or witty

remark, was, ever and anon, eliciting.

When, however, we said thatthe men had no directpurpose

in view, we had not taken into account the circumstance

of there being a certain inn or hostel in the town of Dum-
barton, much frequented by the soldiers of the garrison

;
and

that, therefore* it wasnotunlikely that they had an eye to some
of the creature comforts which were to be found, and con-

templated a call on Margaret Rae, the hostess of the house
in question.

This was, in truth, the case, as we find that, on entering

the town, the party instinctively—for there seemed to be no
previous concert amongst them—bent their steps towards a

certain narrow street that ran in a northern direction from
the centre of the town—Having entered this street, they
proceeded leisurely towards its further extremity, till they
arrived in front of an isolated house of more respectable ap-

pearance than those around it; and over whose door-way there

was carved on stone, in high relief, the figure of a ship
;
Dum-

barton being, even at this early period, noted as a seaport.

The house, just described was the hostel of Margaret Rae
—an active, bustling woman of about forty-five years of

age.

Margaret was a staunch patriot
;

but, as the English sol-

diers of the castle brought her good custom, she was fain to

keep her patriotism in her pocket, and to sacrifice her feel-

ings to her interest.

All her caution, however, as regarded this particular, had
not enabled her to conceal her sentiments from the English

soldiery who frequented her house
;
for the worthy lady was

sometimes outspoken on occasions, and could not always

control a certain little mischievous member of which her

sex are alleged to have a remarkably ready use ;
but her

military guests took it all in good part, and rather delighted

in rousing Margaret’s patriotism, and in provoking her to

express her national antipathies in the plain vigorous ver-

nacular for which she wras somewhat famous.

They, in short, considered the matter as a good joke, and
readily overlooked Margaret’s reflections on themselves and
country, in consideration of the excellence of her liquors,

and the promptness and readiness of her services.

“ Well, Dame Rae, how dost ?” said the foremost of the

party of soldiers above spoken of, as, followed by his com-

rades, he entered the kitchen of Margaret’s hostelry.

“Oh, Chester, is that you? and Gouldin, and Toonsend,

and a’ the lave o’ ye?” said Margaret, turning round from

the fire, at, or on which she had been superintending some
culinary process when they entered. “ Comeawae; I’m glad

to see ye
;
that is, I’m glad to see your change, and ready

to gie you fair value for’t, in guid meat or drink, whilk ever

ye choose, and baith an’ ye like. Tak’ seats, gentlemen, tak’

seats
;

” and, bustling about, she quickly placed five or six

chairs round a small table, that always stood in the corner

I
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of the kitchen, ready for the accommodation of such
visiters.

The soldiers having seated themselves, the table was
quickly covered with drinking horns, in the centre of which
rose majestically, a huge flagon of double ale—a kind of
beverage for which Margaret was celebrated.

“ Hast heard the news, Dame Rae?” said he of the party
who had first spoken on entering the house—a stout, portly
man, large whiskered, and of florid complexion. “ Hast
heard the news ?” he said, replacing a horn, which he had
just emptied with great apparent relish, on the table, and
winking to his comrades as he spoke.
“Na, I’ve heard naething very particular,” replied Mar-

garet, with an air of great interest and curiosity. “What
is’t?”
“ Why, haven’t ye heard that the bandit rebel, Wallace,

has been taken by some of our people, near a place they call
Hambledon, or Hamilton, and that he is to be hanved to-
morrow morning?”

“ Tuts is that a’,” replied Margaret, with an air of indiffer-
ence. “ That’s nae great news to make a phrase aboot.
There’s as guid fish in the sea as ever cam’ oot o’t. If Wal-
lace be ta’en, the waur for himsel’ puir] man. He has done
your folk a gey heap o’ mischief in his day.”
“Ay, curse him, that he has,” replied Chester, becom-

ing suddenly earnest both in tone and manner; “and,
amongst the rest, he has the death of my old comrade,
Rancliff, to answer for—as good a fellow as ever drew’
shaft.”

“Where did that happen?” here inquired one of the
party

a— rST.-a -* .4—y-

“ Why, in the neighbourhood of Ayr, to be sure,” replied
Chesjter. was in garrison* there at that time, and so
was Rancliff. One day, he and I, and two or three more of us,
went out to have a walk, when, as we were going along, we
met a great big fellow—certainly, I will say of him, the tallest,
stoutest, and handsomest man I ever saw—carrying a fishing-
rod, with a boy behind him, bearing a fishing-basket full of
trout.

“ Well, we civilly asked the fellow-we didn’t know his
name then, but it was Wallace—to let us have a few of his
trout ; and he civilljr enough, too, I must say, desired the
boy to give us them. The boy was doing so, when Rancliff
came up, and, seizing the basket, said

Nay, by St. Rloy, we must have the whole of them boy.
A part won t be a mouthful to us. Your master can go and
catch more for himself.’

“‘Why, my masters, what’s this of it?’ said Wallace,
returning, on seeing the struggle between the boy and Ran-
cliff

;
for he had gone on slowly a hit, after having desired

the former to give us a few of the trout. ‘ You must have
the whole, must you ? A part won’t serve you.’ Then, with-
out waiting an answer— 4 Let go that basket, you. sirrah, 5 he
said to Rancliff, in a thundering voice and looking as black
as midnight.

“ 4
1 won’t,’ said Rancliff, ‘at the bidding of any rascally

Scot that ever lived, let him be ever so big.’
“And he was clapping his hand on his sword, when the

ruffian, Wallace, who had no arms about him, raised the
stock of his fishing-rod, and, with the hut-end, struck poor
Rancliff a blow on the ear that laid him dead upon the spot,
having done this, he pounced upon RanclifFs sword before
we eould prevent him, drew it, and set to work upon us
with might and main. We, of course also drew, and a stout
tussel began. The fellow was a good swordsman, and devil-
ish long in the arms

;
so that, although there were four of

us, we had tightish work of it for awhile
; but the big fel-

low’s courage began to fail him—for I had let him blood™yB
.
elf

_
m

_
tw<> or t^ee places-and he, at last, fairly took to

his heels for it. We gave him chase for a bit, but found him
too long in the legs for us.”

“ See to that noo,” here exclaimed Dame Rae, as Chester

? j - - .
e noo,” she exclaimed with a well-

affected air of implicit credence in the version of the well-
known incident just given by her guest. " There's aye twa

ways o telhn a story. As ye war present, Chester, yours is,
nae doot, the true ane

;
but ye’ll no hinder some folk sayin,’

rfu
re®nirr wretches, that it was vou that ran, an* no Wallace,

-that the hail four o ye gaed aff like the win*, when ye sawmm get hand o the dead man’s swurd
; and that it was weel

tor ye ye did sae, or he wad hae shorn ye doon like as monv
coleworts. Heard ye ever the like o’ that ? What lees folk
will tell, after a .

.
“They lie in their throat,” roared Chester, with redden-

ing lace, and striking the table fiercely as he spoke, “ who
S
£
y ^a

J. L
we ran from tlle rebel

5
and

> by St. Bridget, I
should like to see the man who says it. Shew him to me,dame—just let me see him

; and if I don’t make hawks’
meat of him in ten minutes, my name’s not Harry Chester,
that s all. I tell you what, now, I should like too,” continued
Chester— I should like much to meet this fellow Wallace
hand to hand, and foot to foot, with'

i C 1 n t • 1 « G -a

*>

wad lose a

forbid'!”
6 forbid'” bere interposed Margaret Rae. “Gude

„
so dame asked Chester, in some surprise.

Because, if Wallace an* you foregathered, I wat
guid customer,” replied mine hostess.

^
sb°ut of laughter from Chester's companions, shewed

that they at once understood and enjoyed their hostess's
JcSt#

“ Why, dame, you think he wauld pink me,” said Chester,
making an abortive effort to laugh with the rest. “Well,
perhaps lie might

;
but I’d give him some warm work for

At this moment, Chester’s eye fell, for the first time,
on a little ragged boy, who was sitting in a dark corner of
the huge kitchen fireplace, and who appeared to be sound
asleep.

Had this youngster’s conduct, however, been watched
during the previous part of the evening, it would have been
cnown that he was not asleep; but, on the contrary, was
and had been, an attentive listener to every word that had
been said

;
and it might, moreover, have been further noted,

that he had been studiously endeavouring, if not. absolutely
to conceal himself, at least to avoid, as much as possible,
attracting the notice of the soldiers.
On discovering the boy

—

Ha, whom have we here, Dame Rae ?” said Chester,
who was always on the look* out for suspicious character and
circumstances

;
the refractory spirit of the Scots, under the

thraldom of English dominion, rendering the utmost vigilance
necessarjr

,
on the part of the latter, in all their outgoings

and incomings. “ Whom have we here?” he said, fixing his
small, keen black eye on the apparently sleeping boy.

Just a bit puir laddie, sir, that gaes frae door to door
seekin his mouthfu o’ meat, puir thing. He comes aften
aboot me

; and I mak’ him welcome to a corner o’ the ingle,
and a bit and a sup o’ what’s gaun.”
“ Bring him forward here, dame, and let’s look what like

he is.

“Johnny, Johnny,” shouted Margaret, shaking the boy
by the shoulders; “vvaukin up, man, waukin up. Here’s a
gentleman wantin’ to speak to ye.’’

With a well-affected semblance of sudden surprise and
alarm, the boy started to his feet, and rubbing his eyes,
asked what was the matter.

It’s a gentleman wantin’ to speak to ye, Johnny.
Ihis gentleman, here,” repeated Margaret, pointing to
Chester.
The boy now approached the latter, with the unsteady

step and dazed look of one who has just awakened from a
profound sleep.

Chester scanned him narrowly for a few seconds without
speaking. At length—

I say youngster, he said, “ were you ever in the neigh"
bourhood of Ayr?”

Never, in a my life, sir,” replied the boy, with a
look of great stolidity. “ Never oot o’ the county o’ Dum-
barton.” J

(To be Continued.)
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no equal in the practice of the bow, was obliged to remain an
idle spectator, in order to give others a chance for the prize.

With such varied qualifications, and being also characterized

by a courteous disposition, Tell was a general favourite

among his countrymen, and an acceptable guest at every fire-

side. Meanwhile, in his humble home, he remained without a
mate; and desirous of finding a partner who might grace his

little domain, he fixed his attentions on Emma, the daughter
of Walter Furst, who was considered the best and fairest

maiden in the whole canton of Uri. His advances being well

received by both father and daughter, Tell in due time called

Emma his wife, and henceforth his mountain home was the
scene of happiness and contentment. The birth of a son, who
was named Walter, in honour of his grandfather, added to the

felicity of the pair. Until the age of six, Walter was left to

his mother’s care, but at that period the father undertook his

education, carried him to the fields and pastures to instruct

him in the works of nature, and spared no pains at home to

cultivate and enlighten his mind. Other children subsequently
added to the ties of family.

With other sources of happiness, Tell combined that of

possessing a friend, who dwelt amid the rocky heights sep-

arating Uri from Underwald. Arnold Anderhalden of Melch-
thal was this associate. Although similar in many salient

points of character, there was still an essential difference

between the two men. Arnold of Melchthal, while he loved

his country with an ardour equal to that of Tell, was capable
of very great actions, without being prepared for much patient

suffering or long endurance of wrong. Tell, whose temperament
was more calm, and whose passions were more influenced by
reason than impulse, only succeeded in restraining his friend’s

impulsive character by the stern force of example. Meantime
the two friends passed their days in the enjoyment of one
another’s society, visiting at intervals each other’s humble
residence. Arnold had a daughter, Clair by name, and Walter,
the son of Tell, learned as he grew up to love and cherish her.

Thus, in simple and tranquil pleasures, in the industrious

prosecution of their several occupations, these two families

dwelt in tranquillity and mutual happiness.

The introduction to power of Hermann Gessler broke in

upon the joys of every citizen of Uri. Besides the allowance
of the utmost license to his soldiers, the tolls were raised, the
most slight and trivial offences punished by imprisonment and
heavy fines, and the inhabitants treated with insolence and
contempt. Gessler, passing on horseback before a house built

by Stauffacher, in the village of Steinen, near Schwytz, cried,

“What! shall it be borne that these contemptible peasants
should build such an edifice as this? If they are to be thus
lodged, what are we to do ?” History records the indignant
remonstrance of the wife of Stauffacher upon this occasion.
“How long,” exclaimed she, “shall we behold the oppressor tri-

umphant, and the oppressed weep ? How long shall the inso-

lent stranger possess our lands, and bestow our inheritances
upon his heirs ? What avails it that our mountains and val-

leys are inhabited by men, if we, the mothers of Helvetia, are
to suckle the children of slavery, and see our daughters swel-
ling the train of our oppressors ?” The energetic language of
his wife was not thrown away upon Werner, but settled, and
in due time brought forth fruit.

Meanwhile some of the instruments of oppression were pu-
nished when they were least prepared for retribution. As an
example, we may iustance the governor of Schwanau, a castle
on the lake of Lowerz, who, having brought dishonour upon a
family of distinction, perished by the hand of the eldest son.
As a parallel instance, we may mention that a friend of
Berenger of Landenberg, the young lord of Wolfenchiess, in

Unterwalden, having seen the beautiful wife of Conrad of
Baumgarten at Alzallen, and finding that her husband was
absent, desired, in the most peremptory terms, that she should
prepare him a bath

;
but the lady having called Conrad from

the fields, and explained to him the repeated indignities to
which she had been exposed, his resentment was so inflamed at
the recital, that rushing into the bath-chamber, he sacrificed
the young noble on the spot. In a state of society but just emer-
ging from barbarism, and which as j^et knew but little of law or

justice, continual instances were of daily occurrence in which
private individuals thus took the law into their own hands.
The result, however chivalric the custom may look in the ab-
stact, was most fearful and terrible, and is but one of the
many proofs how great a blessing civilization has been to
mankind.

Tell foresaw, on the arrival of Gessler, many of the mis-
fortunes that must inevitably follow his iron rule, and without
explaining his views even to Arnold of Melchthal, with-
out needlessly alarming his family, endeavoured to devise
some means, not of bearing the yoke demurely, but of deli-

vering his country from the galling oppression which Albert
had brought upon it. The hero lelt satisfied that the evil
deeds of the governor would sooner or later bring just retri-

bution upon him
;
for this, and many other reasons, therefore,

despite his own secret wishes, when Arnold poured out his

fiery wrath in the ear of his friend, lie listened calmly, and, to

avoid inflaming him more, avowed none of his own views or
even feelings in return.

One evening, however, William Tell and his wife sat in

the front of their cottage, watching their son amusing himself
amid the flocks, when the former grew more thoughtful and
sad than usual. Presently Tell spoke, and for the first

time imparted to his wife some of his most secret designs.

While the conversation was still proceeding, the parents saw
their son rush towards them crying for help, and shouting the
name of old Melchthal. As he spoke, Arnold’s father appeared
in view, led by Clair, and feeling his way with a stick. Tell

and his wife hastened forward, and discovered, to their incon-

ceivable horror, that their friend was blind, his eyes having
been put out with hot irons. The hero of Biirglen, burning
with indignation, called on the old man to explain the fearful

sight, and also the cause of Arnold’s absence. The unfor-

tunate Melchthal seated himself, surrounded by his agonized
friends, and immediately satisfied the impatient curiosity

of Tell.

It appeared that that very morning the father, son, and
grand-daughter were in the fields loading a couple of oxen
with produce for the market-town, when an Austrian soldier

presented himself, and having examined the animals, which
appeared to suit his fancy, ordered their owner to unyoke the

beasts preparatory to his driving them off. Adding insolence to

tyranny, he further remarked that such clodpoles might very
well draw their own ploughs and carts. Arnold, furious at the

man’s daring impertinence, was only restrained by his father’s

earnest intreaties from sacrificing the robber on the spot

;

nothing, however, could prevent him from aiming a blow at

him, which broke two of his fingers. The enraged soldier

then retreated
; but old Melchthal, who well knew the cha-

racter of Gessler, immediately forced Arnold, much against

his inclination, to go and conceal himself for some days in the

Rhigi. This mountain rises in a somewhat isolated position

—

a rare circumstance with the Swiss Alps—and is one of the

most conspicuous hills of Switzerland. In form a truncated

cone, with its base watered by three lakes—Lucerne, Zug, and
Zurich—this gigantic hill is pierced by deep caverns, of which

two are famous—the Bruder-balm, and the hole of Kessis-boden.

Scarcely had Arnold departed in this direction, when a de-

tachment of guards from Altorf surrounded their humble tene-

ment, and dragging old Melchthal before Gessler, he ordered

him to give up his son. Furious at the refusal which ensued,

the tyrant commanded the old man’s eyes to be put out, and

then sent him forth blind to deplore his misfortunes.

Tell heard the story of Melchthal in silence, and when he

had finished, inquired the exact place ot his son’s concealment.

The father replied that it was in a particular cavern of Mount
Rhigi, the desert rocks of which place were unknown to the

emissaries of the governor, and there he had promised to re-

main until he received his parent’s permission to come forth.

This Tell requested might be granted immediately ;
and turning

to his son, ordered him to start at once for Rhigi with a mes-

sage to Arnold. Walter gladly obeyed, and providing himself

with food, and receiving private instructions from his father,

went on his journey under cover of the night.

Tell himself then threw around his own person a cloak of
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wolf-skin, seized his quiver full of sharp arrows, and taking his

,

terrible bow, (which few could bend,) in hand, bade adieu to his

wife for a few days, and took his departure in an opposite di-

rection from that pursued by his son. It was quite dawn when
Walter reached the Rhigi, and a slight column of blue smoke
speedily directed him to the spot where Arnold lay concealed.

The intrusion at first startled the fugitive ;
but recognising

Tell’s son, he listened eagerly to his dismal story, the con-

clusion of which roused in him so much fury, that he would
have rushed forth at once to assassinate. Gessler, had not Walter

restrained him. Schooled by Tell, he informed him that his

father was engaged in preparing vengeance for the tyrant’s

crime, being at that moment with Werner Stauffacher con-

certing proper measures of resistance. “ Go,” said my father,
“ and tell Arnold of this new villany of the governor’s and
say that it is not rage that can give us just revenge, but the

utmost exertion of courage and prudence. I leave for Schwytz
to bid Werner arm his canton ;

let Melchthal go to Stantz,

and prepare the young men of Underwald for the outbreak
;

having done this, let him meet me, with Furst and Werner, in

the field of Grutli.” *

Arnold, scarcely taking time slightly to refresh himself with
food, sent Walter on his homeward journey, while he started

for Stantz. Walter, when alone, turned his steps towards
Altorf, where unfortunately, and unknown to himself, he came
into the presence of Gessler, to whom he uttered somewhat hard
things about the state of the country, being led to commit
himself through the artful questions of the tyrant, who imme-
diately ordered the lad into confinement, with strict injunctions
to his guards to seize whomsoever should claim him.

Meanwhile certain doubts and fears, from he knew not what
cause, arose in the mind of Gessler, and struck him with a pre-
sentiment that all was not right. He imagined that the people
wore in their looks less abject submission to his authority

; and
the better to satisfy himself of the correctness or erroneousness
of this view, he commanded Berenger to erect at dawn of day,
in the market-place of Altorf, a pole, on the point of which he
was to place the ducal cap of Austria. An order was further
promulgated, to the effect that every one passing near or within
sight of it should make obeisance, in proof of his homage and
fealty to the duke.
Numerous soldiers under arms were directed to surround the

place, to keep the avenues, and compel the passers-by to bend
with proper respect to the emblem of the governing power of
the three cantons. Gessler likewise determined that, whoever
should disobey the mandate, and pass the ducal badge without
the requisite sign of honour, or who should exhibit by his bear-
ing a feeling of independence, should be accused of disaffection,
and be treated accordingly—a measure which promised both
to discover the discontented, and furnish a sufficient ground
for their punishment. Numerous detachments of troops,
among whom money had been previously distributed, were
then placed around to see that his commands were scrupulously
obeyed. History scarcely records another instance of tyranny
so galling and humiliating to the oppressed, and so insolent no
the part of its author.

The proceedings of Tell in the interval were of the deepest
concern to the country, Having arrived within the territory
of Schwytz, and at the village of Steinen, he called at the
house of Werner, and being admitted, threw at his feet a heavy
bundle of lances, arrows, cross-bows, and swords. “Werner
Stauffacher,” cried Tell, “the time is come for action;” and
without a moment’s delay, he informed his friend of alt that
had passed, dwelling minutely on every detail; and when he
had at length finished, the cautious Werner could restrain his
wrath no longer, but exclaimed, clasping the hero’s hand,
“Friend, let us begin; I am ready.” After further brief con-
ference, they, by separate ways, carried round arms to their
friends in the town and the neighbouring villages. Many
hours were tlm? consumed, and when 'the whole were at last

*A lonely sequestered strip of meadow, called indifferently
Rutli and Grutli, upon an angle of the lake of Lucerne, sur-
rounded by thickets, at the foot of the rock of gSeelisberg, and
opposite the village of Brunneib

distributed, they both returned to Stauffacher’s house, snatched
some slight refreshment, and then sped on their way to Grutli,
accompanied by ten of their most tried adherents.
The lake of Lucerne was soon reached, and a boat procured.

Werner, perceiving the water to be agitated by a furious tem-
pest, inquired of Tell, if his skill would enable him to struggle
against the storm. “ Arnold awaits us.” cried William, “and
the fate of our couutry depends on this interview.” With
these words he leaped into the boat, Werner jumped after him,
and the rest followed. Tell cast loose the agitated vessel, sei-

zed the tiller, and hoisting sail, the little craft flew along the
waves.

Presently, it is said, the wind moderated, and ere they
reached the opposite side, had ceased altogether—a phenome-
non common in these mountain lakes. The boat was now
made fast, and the conspirators hastened to the field of Grutli,
where, at the mouth of a cavern of the same name, Arnold and
Walter Furst awaited them, each with ten other companions.
Tell allowed no consideration of natural feeling to silence the
calls of duty, but at once came to the point. He first gave a
brief sketch of the state of the country under the Austrian
bailiffs, and having shown to the satisfaction of his compan-
ions the necessity for immediate and combined action, is rela-

ted to have added—“ We may have our plans frustrated by
delay, and the time has come for action. I ask only a few
days for preparation. Unterwalden and Schwytz are armed.
Three hundred and fifty warriors are, I am assured, ready. I
leave you to assign them a secluded valley as a place of rendez-
vous, which they may gain in small parties by different paths,

j

I will return to Uri, and collect my contingent of a hundred
j

men; Furst will aid me, and seek them in the Moderan and
'

Urseren, even in the high hills whence flow the Aar, the Tessin,
the Rhine, and the Rhone. I will remain in Altorf, and as
soon as I receive tidings from Furst, will fire a huge pile of
wood near my house. At this signal let all march to the ren- !

dezvous, and, when united, pour down upon Altorf, where I
will then strive to rouse the people.”

This plan of the campaign was, after some deliberation,
agreed to, and it was further resolved unanimously, that in the
enterprise upon which they were now embarked, no one should
be guided by his own private opinion, nor ever forsake his
friends; that they should jointly live or jointly die in defence
oftheir common cause; that each should, in his own vicinity,
promote the object in view, trusting that the whole nation
would one day have cause to bless their friendly union; that
the Count of Ilapsburgh should be deprived of none of his

|

lands, vassals, or prerogatives; that the blood of his servants
and bailiffs should not be spilt; but that the freedom which
they had inherited from their fathers they were determined to I

assert, and to hand down to their children untainted and un-
diminished. Then Stauffacher, Furst, and Melchthal, and the
other conspirators, stepped forward, and raising their hands,
swore that they would die in defence of that freedom. i

After this solemn oath,'and after an agreement that New-
Year’s Day should be chosen for the outbreak, unless, in the
meantime, a signal fire should arouse the inhabitants on some I

sudden emergency, the heroes separated. Arnold returned to
Stantz, Werner to Schwytz, while Tell and Furst took their
way to Altorf. The sun already shone brightly as Tell en-
tered the town, and he at once advanced into the public place,
where the first object which caught his eye was a handsome
cap embroidered with gold, stuck upon the end of a long pole.
Soldiers walked around it in respectful silence, and the people
of Altorf, as they passed, bowed their heads profoundly to the
symbol of power.

Tell was much surprised at this new and strange manifes-
tation of servility, and leaning on his cross-bow, gazed con-
temptuously both on the people and the soldiers. Berenger,
captain of the guard, at length observed this man, who alone,
arffid a cringing populace, carried his head erect. He went to
him, and fiercely asked why he neglected to pay obedience to
the orders of Hermann Gessler. Tell mildly replied that he
was not aware ofthem, neither could he have thought that the
intoxication of power could carry aman so far

; though the cow-
ardice of the people almost justified his conduct. This bold lam
guage somewhat surprised Berenger, who ordered Tell to be
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disarmed, and then, surrounded by guards, he was carried be-

fore the governor.
“Wherefore,” demanded the incensed bailiff, “ hast thou

disobeyed my orders, and failed in thy respect to the emperor?
Why hast thou dared to pass before the sacred badge of thy
sovereign without the evidence of homage required of thee?”
“Verily,” answered Tell with mock humility, “ how this

happened I know not; ’tis an accident, and no mark of con-
tempt; suffer me, therefore, in thy clemency, to depart.”

Gessler was both surprised and irritated at this reply, feel-

ing assured that there was something beneath the tranquil and
bitter smile of the prisoner which he could not fathom. Sud-
denly he was struck by the resemblance which existed be-
tween him and the boy Walter, whom he had met the previous
day, and immediately ordered him to be brought forward.
Gessler now inquired the prisoner’s name, which he no sooner
heard than he knew him to be the archer so much respected
throughout the whole canton, and at once conceived the mode
of punishment which he afterwards putin practice, and which
was perhaps the most refined act of torture which man ever
imagined. As soon as the youth arrived, the governor turned
to Tell, and told him that he had heard of his extraordinary
dexterity, and was accordingly determined to put it to the
proof. “While beholding justice done, the people of Altorf
shall also admire thy skill. Thy son shall be placed a hundred
yards distant, with an apple on his head. If thou hast the
good fortune to bear away the apple in triumph with one of
thy arrows, I pardon both, and restore your liberty. If thou
refusest this trial, thy son shall die before thine eyes.”

Tell, horror-stricken, implored Gessler to spare him so cruel
an experiment, though his son Walter encouraged his father
to trust to his usual good fortune; and finding the governor
inexorable, our hero accepted the trial. He was immediately
conducted into the public place, where the required distance
was measured by Berenger, a double row of soldiers shutting
up three sides of the square. The people, awe-stricken and
trembling, pressed behind. Walter stood with his back to a
linden tree, patiently awaiting the exciting moment. Hermann
Gessler, some distance behind, watched every motion. His
cross-bow and one bolt were handed to Tell

;
he tried the point,

broke the weapon, and demanded his quiver. It was brought to
him and emptied at his feet. William stooped down, and taking a
long time to choose one, managed to hide a second in his gir-
dle

; the other he held in his hand, and proceeded to string his
bow, while Berenger oleared away the remaining arrows.

After hesitating a long time—his whole soul beaming in his
face, his paternal affection rendering him almost power-
less—he at length roused himself, drew the bow—aimed—shot
—and the apple, struck to the core, was carried away by the
arrow 1

The market-place of Altorf was filled by loud cries of admi-
ration. Walter flew to embrace his father, who, overcome by the
excess of his emotions, fell insensible to the ground, thus expo-
sing the second arrow to view. Gessler stood over him, awaiting
his recovery, which speedily taking place, Tell rose and turned
away from the governor with horror, who, however, scarcely
yet believing his senses, thus addrssed him:—“Incomparable
archer, I will keep my promise; but,” added he, “tell me,
what needed you with that second arrow which you have, I

see, secreted in your girdle ? One was surely enough.” Tell
replied, with some slight evidence of embarrassment, “that it

was customary among the bowmen of Uri, to have always one
arrow in reserve;” an explanation which only served to con-
firm the suspicions of Gessler. “ Nay, nay,” said he, “ tell me
thy real motive, and whatever it may have been, speak frankly,
and thy life is spared.” “The second shaft,” replied Tell,
“ was to pierce thy heart, tyrant, if I had chanced to harm my
son.” At these words the terrified governor retired behind his
guards, revoked his promise of pardon, commanding him fur-
ther to be placed in irons, and to be reconducted to the fort.

He was obeyed, and as slight murmurs rose amongst the peo-
ple, double patrols of Austrian soldiers paraded the streets,
and forced the citizens to retire to their houses. Walter releas-
ed, fled to join Arnold of Melchthal, according to a whispered
order from hi? father,

Gessler, reflecting on the "aspect of the people, and fearful

that some plot was in progress, which his accidental shortness
of provisions rendered more unfortunate, determined to rid his

citadel of the object which might induce an attack. With
these views he summoned Berenger, and addressed him in these
words :

“ I am about to quit Altorf, and you shall command
during my absence. I leave my brave soldiers, who will readily
obey your voice; and, soon returning with supplies and rein-

forcements, we will crush this vile people, and punish them for

their insolent murmuring s. Prepare me a large boat, in which
thirty men, picked from my guard, may depart with me. As
soon as night draws in, you can load this audacious Tell with
chains, and send him on board. I will myseff take him where
he may expiate his offences.”

Tell was forthwith immediately conducted to Fluelen, the

little port of Altorf, about a league distant, at the foot of

Mount Rorstock. Gessler followed, and entered the bark
which had been prepared with the utmost despatch, ordering

the bow and quiver of the famous archer to be carefully put on
board at the same time; with the intention, it is supposed, of

either keeping them under safe custody, or hanging them up,

according to religious custom, as an offering for his personal
safety. Having started with the prisoner, under the safe con-
duct of his armed dependants, Gessler ordered them to row as

far as Brunnen, a distance of three leagues and a half; intend-
ing, it is said, to land at that point, and, passing through the
territory of Schwytz, lodge the redoubted bowman in the dun-
geon of Kussnacht, there to undergo the rigour of his sentence.

The evening was fine aud promising
;

the boat danced
along the placid waters. The air was pure, the waves tran-

quil, the stars shone brightly in the sky. A light southern
breeze aided the efforts of the oarsmen, and tempered the
rigour of the cold, which night in that season, rendered al-

most insupportable so near the glaciers. All appeared in

Gessler’s favour. The extent of the first section of the lake
was soon passed, and the boat headed for Brunnen. Tell,

meantime, loaded with irons, gazed with eager eye, shaded by
melancholy, on the desert rocks ofGrutli, where, the day before,

he had planned with his friends the deliverance of his country.
While painful thoughts crossed his mind, his looks were at-

tracted to the neighbourhood of Altorf by a dim light which
burst forth near his own house. Presently this light in-

creased, and before long, a tremendous blaze arose, visible

all over Uri. The heart of the prisoner beat joyously within
him, for he felt that efforts were making to rescue him. Gessler
and his satellites observed the flame, which in reality was a
signal fire to rouse the cantons ; upon which, however the
Austrians gazed with indifference, supposing it some Swiss
peasant's house acccidentally set on fire.

Suddenly, however, between Fluelen and Sissigen, when in

deep water, intermingled with shoals, the south-wind ceased
to blow, and one of those storms which are common on the
lake, commenced. A north wind, occasionally shifting to

the westward, burst upon them. The wind, which usually
marked the approach of a dangerous tempest, raised the
waves to a great height, bore them one agaiDst another,
and dashed them over the gunwale of the boat, which, giving
way to the fury of the storm, turned and returned, and de-
spite the efforts of the oarsmen, who were further damped
by an unskilful pilot being at the helm, flew towards the
shore, that, rocky and precipitous, menaced their lives : the
wind, also, brought frost, snow, and clouds, which, obscuring
the heavens, spread darkness over the water, and covered
the hands and face of the rowers with sharp isiclcs. The
soldiers, pale aud horror-stricken, prayed for life

;
while

Gessler, but ill-prepared for death, was profuse in his offers

of money and other rewards if they would rouse themselves
to save him.

In this emergency, the Austrian bailiff' was reminded by
one of his attendants that the prisoner Tell, was no less

skiful in the management of a boat, than in the exercise of
the bow. “And see, my lord,” said one of the men, repre-
senting to Gessler the imminent peril they were all incurring—“all, even the pilot, are paralysed with terror, and he is

totally unfit to manage the helm. Why then, not avail thy-
self, in desperate circumstances, of one, who, though a pri-
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soner, is robust, well-skilled in such stormy scenes, and who
even now appears calm and collected 2’’ Gessler’s fear of

Tell, induced him at first to hesitate
; but the prayers of the

soldiers becoming pressing, he addressed the prisoner, and
told him, that if he thought himself capable of promoting
the general safety he should be forthwith unbound. Tell,

having replied, tc that by the grace of God he could still save

them,” was instantly freed from his shackles, and placed at

the helm, when the boat answering to a master’s hand, kept
its course steadily through the bellowing surge as if con-

scious of the free spirit which had now taken the command.
Guiding the obedient tiller at his will, Tell pointed the

head of the boat in the direction whence they came, which
he knew to be the only safe course, and encouraging and
cheering the rowers, made rapid and steady progress through
the water. The darkness which now wrapped them round,

prevented Gessler from discovering that he had turned his

back on his destination. Tell continued on his way nearly

the whole night, the dying light of the signal-fire on the

mountain, serving as a beacon in enabing him to approach
the shores of Schwytz, and to avoid the shoals.

Between Sissigen and Fluelen are two mountains, the greater

and the lesser Achsenberg, whose sides, hemming in and rising

perpendicularly from the bed of the lake, offered not a single

platform where human foot could stand. When near this

place, dawn broke in the eastern sky, and Gessler, the danger
appearing to decrease, scowled upon William Tell in sullen

silence. As the prow of the vessel was driven inland, Tell per-

ceived a solitary table rock, and called to the rowers to re-

double their efforts till they should have passed the precipice

ahead, observing with ominous truth, “ that it was the most
dangerous point on the whole lake.”

The soldiers here recognised their position, and pointed it

out to Gessler, who, with angry voice, demanded of Tell, “ what
he meant by taking them back to Altorf?” William, without
answering him, turned the helm hard a-port, which brought
the boat suddenly clese upon the rock, seized his faithful bow,
and with an effort which sent the unguided craft back into the
lake,; sprang lightly on shore, scaled the rocks, and took the di-

rection of Schwytz.
Having thus escaped the clutches of the governor, he made

for the heights which border the main road between Art and
Kussnacht, and choosing a small hollow in the road, hid him-
self nnder cover of the brush, intending to remain in ambush
until such time as the bailiff should pass that way. It appears
that the governor had the utmost difficulty to save himself and
his attendants after this sudden disappearance of their pilot, but
at length succeeded in effecting a safe landing at Brunnen.
Here they provided themselves with horses, and proceeding in

the direction above alluded to, advanced towards Kussnacht.
In the spot still known as “ the hollow way,” and marked by a
chapel, Tell overheard the threats pronounced against himself
should he be once more caught, and, in default of his appre-
hension, ^vengeance was vowed against his family. Tell felt

that the safety of himself and his wife and children, to say
nothing of the duty he owed to his country, required the
tyrant’s death. He instantly, therefore, showed himself, and
seizing an opportune moment, pierced Gessler to the heart with
one of his arrows.

This bold deed accomplished, the excited hero effecting his

escape, made the best of his way to Art, and thence soon
gained the village of Steinen, where he found Werner Stauffa-
cher preparing to march. The news, however, which Tell

brought, removed the necessity for further immediate action,

and prompt measures were taken to arrest the progress of their

allies. A joy, which deeply proved the wrongs of the people,

spread over the whole land, and though they delayed to strike

the blow for universal freedom from the Austrian yoke, the
final decision of the conspirators was only the greater.

On the morning of New-year’s Day, 1308, the Castle of Ross-
berg, in Obwalden, was adroitly taken possession of, and its

keeper, Berenger of Landenberg, made prisoner, and compelled
to promise that he never again would set foot within the terri-

tory of the three cantons; after which he was allowed to retire

to Lucerne. Stauffacher, during the earlier hours of the same
morning, at the head of the men of Schwytz, marched towards

the lake Lowe rz, and destroyed the fortress of Schwanau; while
Tell and the men of Uri, took possession !of Altorf. On was
follewing Sunday the deputies of Uri. Schwytz, and Unterwal-
den met, andrenewed that fraternal league which has endured
even unto this day.

In 1315, Leopold, second son of Albert, determined to punish
the confederate cantons for their revolt, and accordingly

marched against them at the head of a considerable army, ac-

companied by a numerous retinue of nobles. Count Otho, of

Strasberg, one of his ablest generals, crossed the Br unig with
a body of four thousand men, intending to attack Upper Un-
terwalden. The bailiffs of Willisau, of Wollhausen, and of

Lucerne, meantime armed a fourth of that number to make a
descent on the lower division of hh same canton ;r while the

emperor in person, at the head of this army of reserve, poured
down from Egerson on Morgarten, in the country of Schwytz,
ostentatiously displaying an extensive supply of rope where-
with to hang the chiefs of the rebels—a hasty reckoning of

victory, which reminds us of similar conduct and similar results

when YVallace repulsed the invaders of Scotand.
The confederates, in whose ranks were William Tell and

Furst, in Order to oppose this formidable inva sion, occupied a
position in the mountains bordering on the convent of our
Lady of the Hermits. Four hundred menof Uri, and three
hundred of Unterwalden, had effected a junction with the
warriors of Schwytz, who formed the principal numerical force

of this little army. Fifty men, banished from this latter

canton, offered themselves to combat beneath their native

banner, intending to efface, by their valour and conduct, the
remembrance of their past faults. Early on the morning of
the 15th of November 1315, some thousands of well-armed
Austrian knights slowly ascended the hill on which the Swiss
were posted, with the hope of dislodging them ; the latter,

however, advanced to meet ‘their enemies, uttering the most
terrific cries. The band of banished men, having precipitated

huge stones and fragments of rocks from the hill sides, and
from overhanging cliffs, rushed from behind the sheltering

influence of a thick fog, and threw the advancing host into

confusion. The Austrians immediately broke their ranks,

and presently a complete route, with terrible slaughter, ensued.

The confederates marched boldly on, cheered by the voice and
example of Henry of Ospenthal, and of the sons of old Red-
ding of Biberegg.

The flower of the Austrian chivalry perished on the field

of Morgarten, beneath the halberts, arrows, and iron-headed

clubs of the shepheards. Leopold himself, though he succeed-

ed in gaining the shattered remnant of his forces, had a narrow
escape ;

while the Swiss animated by victory, hastened to

Unterwalden, where they defeated a body of Lucernois and
Austrians. In this instance Count Otho had as narrow an escape

as the emperor. After these two well fought fields, the con-

federates hastened to renew their ancient alliance, which was
solemnly sworn to in an assembly held at Brunnen on the 8th

day of December.
All that remains to be told of the Swiss hero’s life is the

immemorial tradition, that William Tell, the same who shot

Gessler in 1307, assisted at a general meeting of the commune
of Uri, in 1337, and perished in 1350 by an inundation which
destroyed the village of Biirglen, his birthplace. According to

Klingenberg’s chronicle, however, written towards the close of

the fourteenth century, when many of his contemporaries were
still living, Wilhelmus Tellus of Uri, as he calls him, the libera-

tor of his country, became, after the battle of Morgarten, ad-

ministrator of the affairs of the church of Beringer, where he
died in 1354.

EXTRAORDINARY INTREPIDITY.

On the 11th of March, 1812, after Sir John Purcell had re-

tired to bed, he heard some noise outside the window of the

parlour. He slept on the ground-floor, in a room immediately
adjoining the parlour. There was a door from one room into

the other, but this having been found inconvenient, and there
|

being another passage from the bedchamber more accommo-
dating, it was nailed up, and some of the furniture of the par**
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lour placed against it. Shortly after Sir John heard the noise

in the front of his house, the windows of the parlour were
dashed in, and the noise, occasioned by the feet of the robbers
in leaping from the windows down upon the parlour, appeared
to denote a gang not less than fourteen in number, as it struck
him. lie immediately got out of bed, and the first determina-
tion he took being to make resistance, it was with no small

mortification that he reflected upon the unarmed condition in

which he was placed, being destitute of a single weapon of the
ordinary sort. In this state he spent little time in deliberation,

as it almost immediately occurred to him, that, having supped
in the bedchamber on that night, a knife had been left behind
by accident, and instantly proceeded to grope in the dark for

this weapon, which happily he found, before the door, leading
from the parlour into the bedchamber, had been broken. While
he stood in calm but resolute expectation that the progress of

the robbers would soon lead them to the bedchamber, he heard
the furniture, which had been placed against, the nailed-up door,

expeditiously removed, and immediately afterwards the door
was burst open. The moon shone with great brightness, and
when the door was thrown open, the light streaming in through
three large windows in the pari ur, afforded Sir J dm a view
that might have made an intrepid spirit not a little apprehen-
sive. His bed-room was darkened to excess, in consequence of
the shutters of the windows, as well as the curtain.*, being
closed; and thus while he stoo 1 enveloped i i darkness, he saw
standing before him, by the brightness of t hi e moonlight, a body
of men, well armed, and of those who were in the van of the
gang, he observed that a few were blackened. Armed onlv
with a case knife, and aided only by a dauntless heart, he took
his station by the side of the door, arid in a moment after one
of the villains entered from the parlour into the dark room.
Instantly, upon advancing, Sir John plunged the knife at him,
the point of which entered under the right arm ; and so home
was the blow sent, that the knife passed into the robber’s body,
until Sir John’s hand stopt its further progress. Upon receiv-
ing the thrust, the villain reeled back into the parlour, crying
out that he was killed; and shortly after another advanced,
who was received in a similar manner, and who also staggered
back into the parlour, crying out • that he was wounded. A
voice from the outside gave orders to fire into the dark room.
Upon which a man stept forward with a short gun in his hand,
which had the butt broke off at the small, and which had a
piece of cord tied round the barrel apd stock near the swell.
As this fellow stood in the act to fire, Sir John had the amazing
coolness to look at his intended murderer, and without betray-
ing any audible emotion whatever, that might point out the
exact spot which he was standing in, he calmly calculated his
own safety from the shot which was preparing for him. He
saw that the contents of the piece were likely to pass close to
his breast without menacing him with at least any serious
wound; and in this state of firm and manly expectation, he
stood without flinching until the piece was fired, and its con-
tents harmlessly lodged in the wall. It was loaded with a brace
of bullets and three slugs. As soon as the robber fired, Sir
John made a pass at him with the knife, and wounded him in
the arm, which he repeated again in a moment with similar
effect

; and as the others had done, the villain after being
stabbed, retired, exclaiming that he was wounded. The rob-
bers immediately rushed forward from the parlour, into the
dark room, and then it was that Sir John’s mind recognised
the deepest sense of danger, not to be oppressed by it, however,
hut to surmount it. He thought that all chance of preserving
his own life was over, and he resolved to sell that life still dearer
to his intended murderers, than even what they had already
paid, for the attempt to deprive him of it. He did not lose a
moment, after the villains had entered the room, to act with the
determination he had so instantaneously adopted

;
he struck at

the fourth fellow with his knife, and wounded him, and at the
same instant he received a blow on the head, and found him-
self grappled with. He shortened his hold of the knife, and
stabbed repeatedly at the fellow with whom he found himself
engaged. The floor being slippery, from the blood of the
wounded men, Sir John and his adversary both fell, and while
they were on the ground, Sir John thinking that his thrusts

with the knife, though made with all his force, did not seem to
produce the decisive effect, which they had in the beginning of
the conflict, he examined the point of his weapon with his fin-

ger, and found that the blade of it had been bent near the
point. As he lay struggling on the ground, he endeavoured,
but unsuccessfully, to straighten the curvature iu the knife, but
while one hand was employed in this attempt, he perceived
that the grasp of his adversary was losing its constraint and
pressure

;
and in a moment or two after, he found himself re-

leased from it ; the limbs of the robber were in fact, by this
time, unnerved by death. Sir John found that this fellow had
a sword 'in his hand, ami this he immediately seized, and gave
sever-.’ 1 blbtvsj with it, hii knife being no longer serviceable

;

.it length die robbers finding so many of their party had
been killed or wounde 1, employed themselves in removing the.

bodies, and Sir John took this opportunity of retiring into a
place a little apart from the house, Where he remained for a
short time. They dragged t heir companions into the parlour
and having placed chairs with the backs upwards, by means
of those they lifted the b » lies out of the windows and after-

ward • took them away. When the robbers retired, Sir John
returned to the house, and called up a man-servant from his
bed

;
who, during this long and bloody conflict, had rot

appeared, and had consequently received from his master
warm anti loud upbraid i tg for his cowardice. Sir John
then place l his daughter-in-law and grand-child, who were
Ids only inmates, in places of safety, and took such pre-
cautions as dreunwdauc s pointed out, till the day light

.appeared. Tiie nc^ day the alarm having been given,
search was made afier the robbers

;
and Sir John having gone

to the house of Maurice Nooran, upon searching, he found
concealed under his bed, the identical short gun, with which
one of the* ronb rs h id fired at him. Nooran was immediately
secured and sent to j u!

;
and upon being visited by Sir John

Rurci.ll, lie acknowledged that Sir John “had like to have
done for him.’, and was proceeding to show, until Sir John
prevented him, the wounds he had received from the knife in

his arm.
An accomplice of the name of John Sullivan was pro-

duced, who deposed to the same effect. The party met at

Nooran’s house, they were nine in number, and had arms ;

that the prisoner was one of their number, and that he
carried the small gun. Upon the gun being produced, with
which Sir John had been fired at, the witness said it was that

with which the prisoner was armed the night of the attack :

two men were killed, and three dreadfully wounded.
A. W. H.

BEAUCHAMP TOWER.
A TALE OF THE TUDORS.

“Forget not yet thine own approved,
The which so long hath thee so loved,

Whose steadfast faith yet never moved

—

Forget not this!

—

Sir T. Wyatt.
“ Go, weigh against a grain of sand
The glories of a throne!”

It was the night before the first of June 15—, and the gallant-
est lords and loveliest ladies of England—each vying with the
other in the splendour of their habiliments, and the courteous
mystery of their devices—were assembled in Beauchamp
Tower. In the midst of the radiant circle sat the “ Cynosure”
of all eyes, the charming Anne I^plcyn, surpassing all around
her by the playful grace of her smiles, and the sparkling wit
of her discourse; her beauty was of that warm enjoue character
which is so peculiarly fascinating ; the large dark loving eyes,
“half languor and half fire ;” the ripe, rich, delicate lips ;

the
sight and swan-like neck, shadowed only by the long and
clustering ringlets of dark brown glossy hair

; the clear
crunette complexion—heightened by the rich roses of her
bheek—and the nymph-like grace of her form—all united to

render her the most bewitching woman of her times.
Triumph and gratified ambition gave brighter lustre to her

eloquent eyes, and the smile of her lips repaid the homage of
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her surrounding courtiers. Her attire was splendid satin

and silver, and purple and ermine, arranged with a taste

peculiar to herself, and displaying the graces of her figure with
rather more latitude than the rigid costume of the ladies of

her court. She appeared half occupied in examining the pro-

fusion of jewellery on a table near her, and half listening to

the polished wit of Sir Thomas Wyatt, who stood behind
her chair.

“ How like you the crown, daughter ?” said the Countess
of Wiltshire, placing before her one of exquisite workmanship,
composed almost entirely of the richest gems.
“I thank Heaven, well, lady mother,” answered Anne ;

and
turning to Wyatt she added, gaily, “ How like you the crown,
Sir Poet ?”

“ So well, lady, of all hearts

—

That may the Falcon never rue
The gallant height she won unto !”

“ How now ! an evil prophecy on the eve of our coronation ?

That is not well from our knight and minstrel !” and taking a

lute from the hands of an attendant lady, she held it forth to

Sir Thomas. “ Here, Sir Poet, we command thee, on thine

allegiance, instantly to supplicate the Muses, and to do homage
on Parnassus for thy fault.”

Wyatt knelt with graceful ease, and receiving the lute

murmured some words, which brought a blush to her cheek,
and a casting down of her long fringed eyelids, as if to hide
the language of her smiling eyes, as the poet, rising, accom-
panied his rich and powerful voice with the lute, and poured
forth

—

THE LAY OF THE FALCON.*
There are crests in merry England,
On their banners fair and free,

But the proudest and the gallantest
Is the one that’s dear to me !

It is the first in battle field,

The first in lordly hall.

And shines out like a silver star,

The brightest of them all

!

It ever bore a stainless name
In ancient chivalry :

’Tis the gentlest and the courtliest—
Oh, the Falcon crest for me !

There’s a bird sings sweet at sunset,
And its music in that hour
Seems whispering of the balmy south,
And the silvery almond flower.

The soft low voice of fountains,
In its own bright summer clime,
Seems murmuring in the melody
It pours at even time.
’Tis in the bower of beauty,
’Mid smiles and revelry

;

But the bold and fearless Falcon
In the cloudless sky for me !

There’s a step heard on the forest leaves,
As if a fawn were there,

And white hands shed aside the boughs,
And ringlets soft and fair

Are shaken from a brow of snow
As if they feared to hide
The timid light of the blue eyes,
My young and gentle bride !

I own their sweet afcd touching charm,
My beautiful Marie

;

But the flash of summer lightning
In the Falcon’s glance for me !

It was the night before her coronation, and Anne Boleyn held
a revel in Beauchamp 'lower, herself leading the masque, and
presiding at the banquet in all the pride of her beauty, her
power, and her triumphant ambition—one alone in that gay

assembly won not the smiles and ready words of the animated
queen. The lover of her youth, the forsaken Percy, whose
heart she had sacrificed for a crown sat apart, gazing on the
fair idol of the hour, his thoughts wandering to the sweet time
when, as the page, and the maid of honour, they were the
happiest and the gayest in the stately court of the now exiled

Catherine. “ All earthly things have their change,” mur-
mured Percy to himself, “since thy heart could forget its

early vows !—But that thy joyous smile may ne’er be dark-
ened, or thy delicate brow withered by the crown thou hast
chosen, is the true prayer of him thou hast deserted !”

* * -X- * * * *

Stowe, the gorgeous chronicler of England’s glories, has, in
his own quaint style, pictured the splendour of Queen Anne
Boleyn’s coronation, and the radiant triumph in which she
moved from the Tower to Westminster—the proudest peers of
England bare-headed at her bridle rein ; the “ marvellous
rich and goodly” pageant of the heavenly Bose and the crown-
ed Falcon at Leadenhall

;
the Tower of the Virtues at Lud-

gate
;

the “ heavenly noyse” of the singing men at Temple
Bar

; and above all, of the many conduits “ running con-
tinually wine, both white and claret,” till the very imagination
is fatigued with the overpowering magnificence which was the
prevailing characteristic of the court of Henry. Of a verity,

if all is true which is there described, of the costly dress of the
peers and peeresses of those days, the goldsmiths must have
possessed the secret of the philosopher’s stone to furnish the
profusion of wrought gold and ‘ powdering of diamonds and
balass rubies,’ Avhich so lavishly mingle in his description of
the grandeur of Anne Boleyn’s inauguration.

History has largely dilated on the circumstances attending
her short career, aud on the glorious reform of which she was
the principal instrument. The suddenness of her fall, and the
bitter indignities which were cast upon her by the vicious
courtiers of the time, have long held forth their lesson to
posterity. Attired with the royal magnificence in which she
had presided for the last time at the court pageant of May-day
at Greenwich, she was hurried away into a solitary barge, and
treated with contumelv and disdain by those who had the
same morning bowed the knees and bared the brow before
her. The passionate avowals of her innocence, which she pro-
tested on her knees, were disregarded

; and of all who were
the actors in the first p.frt of her sad tragedy, Sir Thomas
Audley was the only one whose attention and respect showed
her she was still a woman and a queen. On entering the
Tower, she turned to Kingston, the governor, and exclaimed,
“ Come, sir, lead me to my dungeon !” “ Not so, madam,” he
replied, “ I lead you to the same lodging in Beauchamp Tower
which you had before your coronation.” And, opening the
door as he spoke, Anne was left alone in the silent chamber.
Alas ! how many different thoughts rushed wildly to her
heart. The last time she had been beneath that roof, how
bright and glorious were all her dreams of days to come !

Lovely and beloved she left it a queen, to meet the admiring
gaze of thousands—to have the lordliest barons in England for
her servitors, and to feel the crown of St. Edward on her
delicate brow ;

she came again to Beauchamp Tower, neglect-
ed and despised—insulted and abused—to leave it for a scaf-
fold, and to exchange the jewels of a diadem for the cold
glitter of the headsman’s steel.

“Oh, Beauchamp Tower !” said the weeping beauty, “could
I but wear now the light heart with which I left thee ! Oh, that
day of triumph ! Oh, this sad night of worse than despair !

Catherine, Catherine, thou art indeed avenged !” and she
buried her face in her delicate clasped hands, as if to shut out
the record traced by memory and conscience deeply on her
heart. She had wept long and unrestrained, for none were
near to soothe or court the fallen, when a portion of the
tapestry was cautiously removed, and a stranger, wrapped
closely in a mantle, was in an instant at her feet. Anne
sprang wildly up, and casting back the long ringlets of her
chesnut hair from her pale face, glistening with tears, she
gazed upon the intruder, who, at the same time, throwing

* The Falcon was the appropriate device of ofAnne Boleyn.
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away, his disguise, discovered her once loved and still faithful

Northumberland !

“ Ah !” half shrieked Anne, “ I thought—I hoped—it was,”—“ Lady of my heart,” said the still kneeling Percy, “he to

whom thy thoughts glanced holds dalliance in a palace—he for

whom the truest lover was forsaken has forsaken thee—has
doomed thee. Oh ! mistress ofmy soul, can that delicate beauty
be abandoned to so harsh a fate? Can the faithless tyrant—

”

“ Rise my Lord of Northumberland. Towhom do you hold this

language ?—to ths wife of your King ?—to your crowned
Queen ? How know you of the royal Henry’s thoughts, or of

my fancied doom ? How, or why come you hither ?” And
as she spoke, Anne gathered her queenly robe around her
slight and graceful form, and stood forth as proudly as when
her smiles were a world’s guerdon.

“ How I came boots not now,” said Percy, rising, “ and I

have but a few short moments to plead to that heart which
should have been my own.—Anne, my beloved Anne ! I can
save' thee from death—I can bear tliee to a happier clime ?

Speak but the word,and thou art free ! Gold can even unbar
the prison of a Queen, and love can —

”

“ Hold ! hold ! my Lord Percy ; I am not now that Anne
Boleyn whose girlish heart listened to your fond love tales in

Havering Bower, I am the wife of your king !—the mother of
a Princess of England !—I hold no parley for flight or fear.

—

Henry, the Royal Henry, does this but to try my faith.* I
rest secure, even were the axe before me, that this is but an
ordeal of the true constancy of his anointed Queen !—Speak
not, Percy, I can help, and —

”

“ I have dared death for these Avords ! Anne, my worship-
ped Anne ! to-morrow they will condemn thee, and I must
look on and see thee perish ! Let it not be thus—let the agony
of thy lover —

”

“ Mary Talbot would not thank thee for this,” said the
queen, sinking on the chair, as Percy grasped her robe

;
and,

kneeling, wet with the truest tears, the hand she suffered him
to retain. Percy looked up

;
there was reproach in the glance,

* Anne Boleyn’s own words during her imprisonment.

and her heart ’felt it deeply; her pride and her ambition

j

seemed to lade,away, and the sweet dream of love in Havering
Bower, when Percy knelt before her, and in the same voice of
music Avooed her for his bride, rose, like a pleasant thought, to
vanish before the image of his despair and her own broken
vows. Percy Avas again the loArer of her youth, and the sweet
eyes of Anne Boleyn looked sadly through their tears on him
she had deserted; when the approach of footsteps roused her
from that trance of a moment, and trying to withdraw her
hands from his trembling clasp, she exclaimed—“ Fly, Percy,
fly ! let me q^have thy death to ansAver for. I know thy
generous purpose—I thank thee truly

;
but I have no fears

for the issue of to-morroAV. The Falcon lias not yet flown its

flight. Thy Queen shall yet reward thy faith ! Nay, nay ;

linger not if thou hast ever loved Anne Boleyn !”

“ If I ever loved thee ! My beautiful,—my lost ! I cannot
save thee—but never shall word of mine aid their detested pur-
pose. Farewell ! farewell, my first and only love ! Oh, Anne
Boleyn, would that thou hadst never entered Beauchamp Tower
—would that —

”

Voices were noAv heard so near, that Percy, moved by the
agony of Anne, who feared all things in the discovery of his

presence, with a desperate effort released her hands, which he
had already covered with passionate kisses, and disappeared
behind the tapestry, as the Lady Edward Boleyn and the at-

tendant maidens of the queen entered the apartment.
* * * * *

History has recorded the fatal 15th of May (the peculiar

month of her destiny), when the doom of Anne Boleyn was
pronouuced ; and its records also shew that Northumberland,
who had gazed on the beautiful queen— as she stood before

her judges, calm in her innocence—till his heart seemed burst-

ing with agony, suddenly rose and left the hall, unable to bear

the fatal verdict which doomed her to the block ! Years have
gone by since the beautiful martyr yielded her spirit (in the

pure faith of the reformed religion) to her Creator : but when
can ambition find a truer lesson on the vanity of this world’s

hopes, than by remembering the contrast of the first and last

nights spent by Anne Boleyn in Beauchamp Tower !

THE FAWN’S LEAP.
A long peace ex-

isting between the
Natchez nation (one
of the aboriginal
tribes of America)
and those tribes
nearest to their bor-
ders, strengthened
by a league against
the French for mu-
tual protection, led
to much friendly in-

tercourse and reci-

procal offices of kind-
ness. A casual in-

terview between the
young and gallant
warrior of one of
them, and a Natchez
girl, produced im-
pressions, which, ma-
tured by time, ripen-
ed into mutual at-

tachment. Overtures
were made to the
family of the maiden,
and presents ex-
changed

; the union was regarded by all as auspicious to the
interests of both nations

;
the bright moons and beautiful skies

of the south never smiled on a happier pair than the Avarlike
Alamaand the dark- eyed youthful Xalissa. About this period,
the arts and gold of the French prevailed over the faith of

some of the nations,

heretofore united with

the Natchez in oppo-

sition to the intolera-

ble oppressions heap-

ed upon them by these

adventurers. False-

hoods Avere invented,

and treacherous de-

signs attributed, to all

parties in the league,

through emissaries

and spies secretly

sent among them.

Complaint and recri-

mination Avere follow-

ed by aggression and
open hostility. The
hatchet was unburied,

and the runners bear-

ing the red symbol of

combat, passed rapidly

among the tribes. The
first onset was between
the Natchez and the

native tribe of Alania,

and sosudden,that the

last interview between him and Xalissa Avas broken oft* by the

terrific cry of their respective tribes, summoning the youthful

warriors to the Avork of death. Alama, high in reputation and

command, reluctantly obeyed the call* He panted pot for the

glories or dangers of war, but sighed for days of pease and
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happiness with his beautifnl Fawn. This was the name of

Xalissa, when translated into our tongue : with it well cor-

responded fher starry eye, fringed with lashes as dark and
silky as the raven plume that decked her hair ;

her slender
form, graceful as the neck of the swan, clearing the waters
of her own blue lake ; and her tiny foot and agile step, elastic

as the tread of the young panther upon the quicksands of

her native stream. It. is unnecessary to dwell on the bloody
scenes which ensued, or to detail the various fortunes that

attended these destructive wars, stirred up by the fatal policy

of the French. So far as the present contest^as involved,

the Natchez were successful. They had routed raeir enemies,
and taken many captives, who, according to the usages
of savage warfare, were condemned to torture. Among them
was Alama. All the friendly sentiments heretofore existing

between the tribes, were superseded by that settled and
deadly hate characteristic of barbarians. Alama, after

fighting with the desperation of a tiger, pierced like a target,

with a hundred arrows, fell into the power of the Natchez.
His wounds though dangerous and numerous, were not
destined to prove mortal. His althletic form, in the vigour
of youth and manly strength, had been trained and hardened
amidst enterprise and danger

;
and his soul rose superior to

misfortune and suffering. This heroic bearing only exasper-
ated his enemies, and sealed his doom

;
but under present

prostration, he was deemed an unfit object for the extremi-
ties of an Indian execution

;
it was therefore deferred.

^Xalissa, in the agony of her soul, had witnessed his suffer-

ings, but dared not exhibit the sympathies she so deeply felt,

or betray an emotion calculated to rouse suspicion, and.thus
precipitate his destiny. One thing she had resolved upon,
notwithstanding the fearful obstructions opposed to her de-
signs, to save or to perish with him ! Among the Natchez
were certainsuperannuated women, generally blind or crip-

pled, pretending to supernatural powers, and dealing in

charms and witchcraft. These beldames were held in un-
defined and superstitious awe by young and old. When cap-
tives were brought in by the warriors, their misfortunes were
aggravated by every insult that the resources of savage in-

genuity could suggest
;
and not the least were the revilings,

taunts and incantations of these hags, to whose power they
were subjected preparatory to execution. They dressed them-
selves in strange and fantastic attire, and wore hideous masks,
to heighten the effect of their uncouth and antic ceremonies.
They were unquestioned in their proceedings, being avoided
by all, through mingled emotions of fear and detestation.

Xalissa availed herself of this superstition to effect her designs.

Habited in the disguise of these pretended magicians, she came
by night to the place where Alama was confined. It was an
inclosure, strongly constructed of stakes sunk in the ground,
and covered by like materials, firmly set on in the form of a
roof. His companions had been successively led out to ex-
ecution, and he lay alone, in the centre of the prison, bound
to a post driven into the earth. On the outside, a gallery,

composed lightly of cane, and covered with branches, shel-

tered a numerous guard, and the entrance was constantly
occupied by a powerful Indian. These precautions inter-

posed difficulties of no ordinary kind
;
the approach of Xalissa

was, however, unobstructed; the Indian reverently gave way,
and she was soon at the side of the prisoner. He had been
accustomed to such scenes, and marked the entrance of his

supposed tormentor with perfect unconcern. She performed
over him various unmeaning ceremonies

;
she heaped abuse

and insult on the victim, cast opprobrium upon his name and
tribe, and kneeling over him, chaunted those low, sad tones,
which warn the captive of doom and death. Then she recited
the victories of the Natchez, their deeds of renown, and the
glories of their ancestors, uttering new imprecations on their

foes. At length, however, as the curiosity of the guard sub-
sided, she gradually brought her face near to that of Alama,
and, taking his hand, addressed him in a whisper, “ Let your
eyes be open, your tongue still, your face unchanged—I am
here to save you ! Fear not ; I am Xalissa !” The warrior,

overcome by love, gratitude, and joy, with a heart bursting to

give expression to his emotion^ exerted nevertheless, the

control over his feelings so remarkable in the Indian. “Your
wounds,” resumed the beautiful girl, with her mouth close to

his ear, and she was heaving her arms in all the frenzy and
eccentricty of the character she had assumed, “ your wounds
will not suffer you to fly—promise to obey me. To-morrow
I will tell you all—promise !” Alama pressed her hand in token
of assent, but whispered as he did so, “ My foot is heavy, but my
hand is not weak. Cut the thongs that bind me

;
give me my

hatchet; 1 will yet open our path to the forest.”—“ No blood

must be shed,” rejoined Xalissa; “ my brother guards you; he
must not die by your hand. You have promised ! Silence !

the Natchez are wary. • If I am suspected, we are lost ! I will

come again.” She now sprang suddenly to her feet, and rock -

ing her body to and fro, often repeated the same like mockeries,

and then slowly left the prison. Here she wandered about
among the guards, who were lying sluggishly around the fire,

took their bows in her hands, and pronounced over them
certain cabalistic words, at the same time dancing round
them with grimaces and frantic gestures. Having thus
familiarised herself with those whom she intended to deceive,

she laid a plan for accomplishing a most important design in

relation to their arms, and lulled suspicion asleep, she retir-

ed. The following day the same mummery was repeated

;

and the guard, not only unsuspecting, but exhibiting some
symptoms of disgust and weariness at the perseverance of

the sorceress, lay indolently about the dungeon, thus enabling

Xalissa briefly to unfold her plans. “ To-morrow you are

doomed to the stake. We must fly to-night. The 'warrior

who guards the door, I have told you, is my brother
;
his life

must be safe—at least till all else fails. We must exchange
dresses. I know the passes to the river, which you do
not

;
wounded, you could not escape. I will break

the guard ! When the Natchez pursue me, take your
course to the Humachitto. I will meet you where
it joins the Mississippi. Fear not for me—tke bow-
strings will be charmed ! My foot is light. Be silent

j

—obey, and we are safe !” Then, with a wild and unearthly
|

shriek, she seized a firebrand, and renewing her sybii-Iike
j

1

denunciations, and incoherent maledictions, her voice sank
away, as if from the exhaustion of passion, into coarse and
direful tones

;
the notes were taken up by the guard excited

to fury, and the song of death rang fearfully among the sur-
j

rounding echoes. Xalissa returned at night, prepared To
||

accomplish her hazardous purpose. She^ had brought with

her a vegetable acid, active and powerful in its effects
;
and

with this, in the progress of her pretended witchcraft, she
j

managed to touch all the bow-strings. The savages were

passive and unsuspecting, for they regarded her as being

supernaturally inspired, and excited to new raptures by the 1

near prospect of vengeance and blood. So soon as all became
silent, and the watch-fire sunk down upon the embers, she

again seated herself by the side of Alama, and cautiously

severed the cords which bound him. She took his bright

head-piece, and clasped it on her own brow. She then put

her mask upon him, and threw around him the party-colour-

ed tunic she had worn, at the same time enveloping her little

person in his hunting-shirt, stiff with blood from numerous
and ghastly wounds. She now took the position he occupied,

while Alama, assuming hers, personated the character of the

tormentress, while she appeared as the wounded and con-

demned captive. These changes were effected more silently
j

and rapidly than can be explained by words. Fuel had been

added to the fire by the Indians ; and, by the time they were
accomplished, the flame went up, bright and sparkling, in

the midst of a savage but picturesque group, worthy the

pencil of SalvatorRosa. Now was the moment for action.

Xalissa sprang forward, and by a blow dealt with all her

force, threw her brother from his balance, and passed him.

He, not doubting that the prisoner had escaped while the old

woman slept, raised a whoop which alarmed all his com-
panions. They seized their bows, and, before Xalissa had !

passed beyond the light of the fire, 20 arrowswere drawn upon
her, either of which must have proved mortal ;

but the charm *

she employed proved effectual, and the bow-strings snapped,

into a thousand pieces ! They were, of course, relinquished,
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and the whole band, with a shout of vengeance, pressed hotly

on the flying girl. We now return to Alatna. The brief com-
munications which necessarily passed between him and
Xalissa, and the engrossing interest of the occasion, did not

enable him properly to appreciate the motives of his gener-

ous girl. All now flashed upon his mind. After his fetters

were removed, he might haVe passed the guard, as she had
done, and with no greater hazard ; but she dreaded lest

Alama, in the struggle for escape, would endanger the life of

her brother
; or, that stiff from wounds, he would be over-

taken in flight. But, if these apprehensions had proved ground-
less, his ignorance of the passes might involve him in difficulty,

or, at best, leave him to contend, at fearful odds, with those
who could tread blindfold every bayou and deer path of these
intricate defiles. On the other hand, disguised as she was, she
did not deem it possible that the Indians would suspect any
stratagem, and, consequently, the pursuit being drawn upon
her, Alama, though wounded, might in a few hours be beyond
the fear of danger. So far all had succeeded ; and the prisoner
left the scene of his sufferings unmolested, and with new senti-

ments of admiration and affection for the devoted maid.
Divesting himself of his encumbrances, he was soon buried in

the recesses of the forest, and turned his yet feeble steps to

the point designated by her. In the meantime the lovely
Fawn, impelled less by fear for herself than anxiety and affec-

tion for him, fled before her pursuers. Her light and symme-
trical form, borne along as if by the breeze, seemed to flit on-
ward like some bird of night on its noiseless wing. The
Indians, in the outset, were in no doubt of overtaking the
wounded prisoner, and laughed in scorn at the shallow attempt
made to escape, where cunning had not been resorted to, and
where physical power or personal bravery could not avail.

They were, however, speedily undeceived, and derision turned
into utter astonishment at the spectacle of a wounded and
emaciated prisoner, with the speed of a deer, setting at defi-

ance their fleetest runners. With every inducement, therefore,
to urge them on, they encouraged one another to new efforts

and redoubled exertion. They now rapidly approached the
rugged and uneven ground which marks the line of the “ Ellis

Cliffs.” The continual abrasion of the Mississippi undermines
huge banks of earth, over-hanging here the margin of the
precipitous shore, leaving frightful chasms and deep bayous
running on a level with the river, and at various angles to its-

course, far up into the heights. This, together with the
springs, bursting out at various altitudes and passing through
sandy or decaying strata, produces, particularly in the rainy
season, a melting and sinking of the soil, and a waving,
uneven surface. On the return of the summer suns the soil

becomes baked, and his extremely rigid and disagreeable to the
leet. It was here that Xalissa, struggling against difficulties

and dangers, and beset by enemies active and persevering,
found her strength beginning to yield. From the operation of
causes just detailed, the pass to the river, formerly used by the
Natchez, had been cut off, and another one was now resorted
to, though further and more circuitous. The former fan
along a narrow ridge, between two deep ravines. Across this

a rain gutter had been formed, which gradually widening, had
become a deep and dangerous gulf, deemed impassable by the
foot of man. The object of those in pursuit was, therefore, to
cut off the retreat of Xalissa by the new, route, should she at-

tempt it, and drive her upon one of which they supposed her
ignorant, being that abandoned as impassable by reason of the
“ break.’’ Xalissa, however, knew them both. She strained
every nerve to reach the new and safe descent. It was in rain.

The poor girl, nearly exhausted, found as daylight approached,
that her brother, the fleetest of the Indians, was gaining upon
her, and that, in fact escape by mortal means was almost hope-
less. She, therefore, ceased her flight, and paused as if

collecting her powers for some desperate resource. Upon, this
the Indians, secure of their victim, sent forth a yell of triumph,
Xalissa now turned suddenly, and went directly down the
deserted pass. In this attempt, no interference was offered by
the Natchez. On the contrary, when they reached its entrance,
and saw her pent up between the highlands and the chasm,
without hope of escape either to the right or the left, their joy

was uncontrolled, and a savage and exulting cry rang omin-
ously among the cliffs. The enthusiastic girl felt that a mo-
ment Lmd arrived, involving her own fate and that of her
wounded lover ; for her capture must expose the stratagem,
and place his fate beyond the reach of hope. Between these
probabilities and personal danger, there was, in her mind, no
hesitation. She hastily threw off the hunting shirt taken from
Alama, tightened the belt that clasped her person, and with a
fearless bound, cleared the appalling gulf, now spreading forth
its terrors between her and the astonished and baffled savages!
Pausing for a moment to recover from the stunning effect of
^the leap, she raised her beautiful eyes in adoration to her
divinity, whose warm rays were just emergingfrom the east. To
her his rising seemed invested with new glories

;
perhaps she

believed that he contemplated her enterprise with favour, and
thus benignly smiled on its success. Be it, however, as it

may, she offered to heaven the purest of all sacrifices—the
tribute of an innocent and grateful heart ; then plunging for-

ward into the forest, she sought the shores of the Mississippi.

Every common emotion, which might be supposed to influence

the pursuers on such an occasion, was merged in utter astonish-

ment, and they stood lingering on the edge of the precipice,

wrapt in silent admiration. They were unwilling, however,
to follow the example of courage they had witnessed, and,
turning their course to the adjoining pass, rushed tumultuously
down. They repaired to the outlet, where Xalissa must gain

the level, trusting that the intricacies of the path would impede
her flight. But they were too late ; a light impression on the

waving sand, disappearing almost as soon as seen, was an
unequivocal indication of her having passed there on her way
to the river. Hopeless of success, but impelled by curiosity,

they followed to the margin, and there, on the prostrate body
of a noble oak, whose gigantic limbs lay far out into the stream,

they beheld her standing calm, secure, and unconcerned.

Collecting herself for a lasteffort, she gave the shout expressive

of victory, waved her hand in token of defiance, and plunged
into the dark and angry stream ! The waters closed over her,

and they saw her no more ! The Natchez returned, disappoint-

ed and ashamed. Fortunately for themselves, as they con-

ceived, they brought with them the funeral shirt of Alama
as evidence of their story. This circumstance, the situation

of their bow-strings, discoloured, rotten, and useless, the sud-

den restoration of their prisoner, his great speed, and unac-

countable knowledge of the defiles, and finally, his prodigious

leap and sudden disappearance, afforded ample ground for at-

tributing the whole to demoniacal interference and super-

natural agency. This construction soothed their own vanity,

and for the moment, satisfied the nation ; but so soon as it

was discovered that Xalissa had disappeared, no doubt existed

that she was privy to the escape ; in what way, however, it

remained for time to develope. Alama, in the meanwhile,
unobstructed and unpursued, reached the mouth of the

Humachitto ; and there, upon the bank, trembling with

anxiety for his safety, sat his beloved girl ! She sprang for-

ward, in her artlessness and affection, and clasped in the arms
of the wounded chief, hid her face, radiant with joy, in his

manly bosom. They speedily reached the native forests of

Alama, where the exalted virtues of Xalissa received addi-

tional lustre from this distinguished act of heroism, and where
she was amply rewarded, in the affections of her chosen war-
rior, and the gratitude of a nation. The hostile tribes again

became friends, and Alama and Xalissa, with the aged'
;
warriors

and the youth of both nations, would often assemble upon the

heights which have been described, to amuse themselves in

their plays and pastimes
;

and the scene of the adventure
witnessed many a jest at the expence of the Natchez guard.

Frequently, too, with wonder and admiration, did they mea-
sure the incredible vault that Xalissa had accomplished ; and,

in honour of her virtue, and in commemoration of the achieve-

ment, they called it “ The Fawn’s Leap.”
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SIR WILLIAM WALLACE.

( Concluded.)
•* Sure?’*

Positive.”

“Well, now, I’ll tell you what it is, boy,” continued Chester—“ It strikes me that you have a confounded strong resem-
blance to the young dog that carried the Scotch rebel leader’s

fish-basket, at the time he killed my comrade RanclifF, as I

was telling my friends here.’*

^

“ It couldna’ be me, sir,” said the boy, with the same
simplicity of manner as before, “ I ken naething aboot
the Scotch rebel leader, as ye ca’ him, nor aboot his killin’

onybody.”
“What a precious bit of ignorance you are, to be sure.”-

said Chester, laughing heartily at the lad’s apparent stu

pidity. “ What, have, you never heard of the traitor

Wallace ? Never heard of his murders, of his atrocities of
all sorts, eh ?”

**
No,’’ replied the boy, with a vacant stare at his in-

terrogator.

“Well, you are a bright one,” said Chester; “and I

absolve you from all identity with the rebel’s fishing attend-

ant; for he was a sharp dog, and a spirited, to boot
;

for, on
our engaging his master, he armed himself with a stick, and
shouted and struck at us like a very devil. He was, too,

when I think of it, a bit taller than you, as I imagine ; dark
haired, too, if I recollect right, and you are light. Still, com-
rades,’’ he said, now addressing his friends, “ if this springald

was as well attired as the young rascal I speak of, the resem-
blance would be very strong. However, like is an ill-mark.

Here, boy, take a mouthful of this ale, and you may kennel
up again.”

The boy put the proffered horn to his lips, laid it down
again, thanked the donor, and returned to his corner by the

fire.

“ He’s a fool, I think,” said Chester, on the lad’s retiring

out of earshot. “ Still I can’t get out of my mind that he’s

devilish like the boy that carried the arch traitor’s fishing-

basket. But this is a simpleton, and a beggar to boot. The
other young dog was neither : he was a sharp one, and trimly
clad.”

Dropping this subject, and, indeed all others, for a time,

the party now took to their ale in right earnest ;
flagon after

flagon being called for with a frequency that excited the
surprise of Margaret herself, who could not refrain from
saying, as she placed the fourth or fifth measure on the
table

—

“Hech, sirs, but ye hae been dry the nicht. But it wad be
a gey sair drouth that I couldna’ slocken.”

Oh the party who were drinking of it so freely, the ale soon
produced its usual effects. They began talking furiously ; and,
in the unreservedness of liquor, to discuss sundry matters,
which, in their more sober moments, they would hardly have
made a subject of conversation in the kitchen of a house of
public resort.

It was in this mood they talked over certain military matters,
chiefly relating to the nature and order of duty observed in

their own garrison—the number of men quartered there, and
of the merits and demerits of their several officers. This last

subject was a fruitful source of discussion, and one that led to

the following disclosure of the tyrannous oppression and law-
less rule which the English soldiery at this time exercised over
Scotland.
“ Speaking of Captain Musgrave,” said Chester, who was

now pretty much intoxicated—“ I’ll tell you what, comrades,
he’s a devilish good fellow

; and I’m the man, for one, that
will stand by him in anything reasonable he has a mind to, as
to-morrow night will prove.”

“ Why, what’s in the wind for to-morrow night, Chester ?”

said another of the party.
“ Dicken’s don’t you know, Tom ?” replied Chester, with a

look of drunken surprise. “ I thought you had been engaged
for the thing. All here are, excepting yourself. Hasn’t
Musgrave spoken to you at all on any matter of a particular

nature ?’*

“ Not a word,” replied the man.
“ Why, then, as I know you love a bit of harmless mis*

chief, Tom, I’ll engage you for him, and give you a scant-

ling of the matter. You may swear, before I begin, there’s

a woman in the case. There is, and the affair is this :

—There’s a certain pretty lass, who lives at a place they call

Birkenford, about three to four miles from this, whom our
captain has taken a fancy to. Now, he has been to see her
several times ; but she will, on no account, have anything to

say to him. He has tried every means in his power to bring
her to reason, but nothing will do. Neither fine gold, nor fair

words, well, then, seeing this, Musgrave has determined on
strong measures with the wench. He has engaged a dozen of
us to go out with him to Birkenford to-morrow night, and to

have the obstinate jade brought into the castle, to see if a little

garrison discipline wont bring her to her senses. A good notion,

eh ? Toss her up into the saddle beside Musgrave, and away
they go. Hey, presto, begone! There may be some brawling
about the business, mayhap some blows going, if any of the

rascally fellows about, take it into their heads to resist us ; but
we mean to go strong, and will show them a little English fight

for it.”

“ Is she a girl of family or note ?” inquired the man for

whose edification the above particulars had been given.
“ Not a bit of it,” replied Chester. “ She’s safe game. Just

the daughter of a poor beggarly hind, of the name of Ralston.

Fanny Ralston is the wench’s name. A devilish pretty girl,

though, as you shall see, Tom. Well, are you agreed to be

one of us, eh ? It will be a bit of good sport, and quite in

your way, Tom.”
“ And the guerdon,” said the latter. “ I always like to have

some notion of that in such cases.”
“ Ten broad gold pieces,” replied Chester, “ if we manage to

get the wench off : five, if we don’t, and through no fault of

ours.”
“ Put me down on your roll, Chester,” said the soldier, “ I

go—so book me for one.”
“ Done,” replied the former; “ and that business is settled.”

Shortly after this matter had been adjusted, the party
broke up ;

when, as Chester was staggering towards the
door, he was suddenly struck with the recollection of the
boy, who had occupied a corner of the fireplace during the

previous part of the evening, but who had now left the
house.

“ I say dame,” he said, pausing midway between the table

and the door, “ where is the young scapegrace who was dozing
by the fire there all night, eh ?”

t

“ He’s na five minutes awa’, sir,” replied Margaret Rae. “ I

wonder ye didna’ see him gaun oot. He’s awa’ to seek a
bed somewhere, puir thing, as I ha’ na’ accommodation for

him.”
“ Ay ;

well, now, do you know,” said the maudlin soldier,

forgetting, apparently, that he had already quite said enough
on the subject, which yet seemed greatly to annoy and per-

plex him—“He was devilish like that boy who was with the
rebel scoundrel, Wallace, when my poor comrade, RanclifF,

was killed. As like as two peas, by St. Bridget! Yes, by St.

Bridget, as like as two peas. But it don’t matter. However, if

he had been here now, I’d have put a few more questions to

him. I’d have turned him inside out
; for I’m a very devil at

cross examining. But, never mind. It don’t matter. Good
night, Dame Rae—good night.”

And the drunken soldier reeled out of the door after his com-
panions, who were already making the best of their tortuous

way towards the castle.

Leaving them to accomplish this feat in the best way they
could, we will take up the history of the boy’s proceedings on
the night on which the incidents just recorded occurred.

It was true, as Margaret Rae, had said, that he had left the
house just as the party of soldiers were about to break up ;

and, had he been watched, it would have heen seen that he
had studiously timed the moment of his departure ; that he
had, in short, marked the first symptoms of the termination of

the debauch
; and , seeing them, bad slipped unobserved out of

the house,
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But, he had not'gone far ; for the soldiers had not been many
minutes away when he returned, and, from her manner, it

would seem, as Margaret Rae had expected.
“ It was as weel ye gaed oot o’ the way. laddie, whan thae

English loons war leavin’ the house,” said Margaret ; “for yon
chiel, Chester, seems to be bothered wi’ the notion that he has

seen ye before ; and if he had begun wi’ ye again, as he was
muckle inclined to do, might hae ended wi’ bringing baith yo%
an’ me into trouble.”

“ I thocht it as weel to keep oot o’ the red-faced sot’s way,
when gaun’ oot,” replied the boy

;
“ for I guessed that he wad

say something in passing. Seen rae before, the blin’ beast !

Ay, he has seen me before, and ’ll maybe see me again to his

cost.”
“ Weel, but Geordie, ye hae na tell’t me whar he is, or whar

I’m to send the bread to,” said Margaret Rae.
“ I hadna’ time whan thae English loons cam’ in,” replied the

boy ; “but I’m comeback now to tell you. Mv master, who,
as I told you before, kens you of auld to be a friend, and put’s

every confidence in you, is wi’ his men at the head o’ the Hawk
, Glen ; and if you will send a person there, with a pony load of

bread, as early the morn as ye can, he will not forget the obli-

gation, besides paying you handsomely.”
“Na, na, nae payment, Geordie ; I can weel afford a load o’

bread : and do ye think I wadna’ do that muckle for that guid
cause, and for him wha’s at the head o’t? Ay wad I, lad, and
a thousand times mair. The bread will be there, Geordie

; but
hoo will the man find ye oot? for the Hawk Glen’s a gey wide
word, and I warrant me ye’ll na be a’ stanin’ on a craig to be
seen by the hail world.”

“ Never fear ye for that part o’ the matter, Dame Rae, as

these southrons ca’d ye,” said the boy. “ Let the man come
within a mile o’ us, and we ’il see him if he doesna’ see us.

He’ll na hae put his nose in the glen before our watchers will

hae their een on him.”
“Weel, weel, an’ that be sae, a’s richt, Geordie. The bread

will be with you in the morning. I ken a fine canny chiel

that ’ll do the job for me, and defy a’ the pock puddins
on the rock to fin’ oot what he’s aboot or whar he’s gaun.”

“ That’s a’ settled then,” said the boy ;
“ and noo I maun,

be gaun. I hae gathered some news thenicht that ’ll mak’some
folk rue the day they war born, or I’m sair mista’eu.”

Shortly after, the boy left the house: and it will be matter
of some interest to follow him after he had done so.

On quitting Margaret’s Rae’s, the lad, with hurried steps,

hastened out of the town, taking an easterly direction, or
near about the route marked by the present Glasgow road.

Haviug proceeded in this direction for about three miles, he
suddenly struck off to the left, and began to scramble up the
face of a pretty steep acclivity, covered with brushwood. It

was a clear moonlight night, so that he had no difficulty in

finding out the best and easiest routes through the thick
bushes and projecting crags with which the face of the ascent
was covered. Selecting these, he quickly reached the sum-
mit; when a broad glen or gully, entirely free from wood, but
filled with huge masses of rugged rock, and whose sides were
formed by two extensive ranges of precipice of great height,
and of a light silvery grey colour, lay before him.

This glen the boy now entered, and, tripping lightly over
its level bottom, soon reached its upper extremity, when,
pausing for a few moments to take breath, he placed his

fingers to his mouth, and drew forth a whistle, which, low at
first, gradually rose to a shrillness that must have penetrated
into the deepest recess of every crevice in the glen.

Having delivered this intimation of his presence, he bent
his ear as if to catch a reply. In a few moments it came—

a

whistle also—but low aud faint, as if from a great distance.
On hearing the sound, the boy commenced scaling the rocky
heights, in which the upper or northern extremity of the
glen terminated, and toiled on over the rugged way for another
quarter of an hour or so, when he again whistled, but this
time carelessly and in a low tone—its sole purpose, seemingly,
being merely to give intimation of his whereabouts. Neither
did he pause for any answer on this occasion, nor did any
come. But, instead, there came, even to the boy’s surprise,

ftomthe top of a huge mass of rock, but, of no great height,
whose summit was crowned with bushes, and which he was at
the moment passing, a hand that suddenly snatched the bon-
net from his head, as he walked beneath.
“Wha’s there?” shouted the boy, starting back in alarm,

and looking towards his bonnet, which he saw dangling in the
air at greater height than he could reach.

A laugh was the only reply.

“ Ah, it’s you, Dalziel,” said the youngster, recognising, by
the voice, the person he named. “ Give me back my bonnet.”

“ I won’t, till ye tell us the news,” replied the sentinel
;
for

such was the person who occupied the summit of the rock; and
admirably situated he was for the duties of his trust.

Extended at full length on the top of the granite mass, his

whole body, with the exception of his head, buried in the
foliage of the shrubbery, with which it was covered, he could

not be seen at the distance of a yard, while he himself com-
manded a full and extensive view of one of the most accessible

routes that conducted towards, and through the rocky regions

that lay behind.

Without moving from his recumbent posture, and still

holding the boy’s bonnet tantalisingly beyond his reach

—

“ I won’t give it ye, ye young mosstrooper, till ye tell us all

the nows. I warrant me, you have a rare budget.”
“ If I had my crossbow here, I would soon make you drop

that bonnet, Dalziel,” said the boy, who showed now very
little of that simplicity, or rather imbecility, of character

which he had so successfully assumed before the English soldiers

in the kitchen of Margaret Rae’s hostelry.

“ An’, thinlcest thou, jackanapes, I can’t draw a shaft, too?”

said the sentinel. “ But come hither, Geordie, and thou slialt

have thy bonnet, man. Thou art a clever little dog, and worth
to us a score of fighting men.” Saying this, he pitched the

bonnet towards the boy, who stooped down, picked it up,

and placed it on his head. “ Now, man, Geordie,” continued

Dalziel, “tell us what thou hast seen and heard in Dumbarton
to-day. Was’t at meg Rae’s? and didst see any of the haggis-

faced knaves from the castle there? Eh? Didst pick up any-
thing that we can make a job of ?”

“Perhaps I have,” 'replied the boy; “but, you know, I

must tell him all that I have heard first, and before I mention
it to another living soul. Nor must I mention it at all to any
other, if he forbids me as he often does.”

“ Well, well, boy, it is, no doubt, best so,” replied the man.
“It is right, that lie who acts so wisely and so well for his

country’s good, should be alone left to judge of what should

and should not be done. If you have any intelligence that

will be the means of presenting us with an opportunity of

revenging us on our oppressors, we shall hear of it in good

time. Speed on boy.”
“ Where is he just now, know ye?” said the youngster, as he

was about to depart.
“ He has been going the round of the outposts lately,” re-

plied the sentinel; “ but, I think, you will now find him in the

dell by the cascade.”

The boy hastened on his way; now clambering over rocks,

now directing his route through the narrow defiles which they

occasionally formed, till he arrived at an open space, but of

limited extent, into which a tiny stream was tumbling with a

brawling noise, the height of its fall compensating its want of

volume.
All was still in this little, lonely retreat—all noiseless save

the monotonous sound of the descending waters of the little

cascade, which fell with a mournful sound on the ear, increas-

ing the depth of the surrounding solitude.

But, peaceful as the little dell appeared, it held in its bosom, at

that moment, a terrible array of the fiercest passions of human
nature.

From even a very short distance, no living object could be

discerned in the ravine ;
but, entering it, it would have

been found filled with armed men, who, wrapped in their

plaids, lay thickly strewed on the grourfd—some asleep, some
musing deeply on the wrongs of their country, and some
brooding over the revenge they had already had, or anticipa-

ting that which was to come
j
but all silent aud motionless.
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At the farther extremity of the ravine, a faint light shone
amongst the rocks. A nearer approach discovered that it

proceeded from a deep recess, or cave, in which were several

persons.
Towards this cave the hoy now directed his steps, threading

his way through the recumbent warriors, who, ever and anon,
greeted him in low whispering tones, as he passed, but, for the
most part, merely uttering his name.
Having reached the mouth of the cave, which was guarded

by two sentinels, who were pacing to and fro before it with
drawn "swords ’in their hands, the boy asked one of them
whether there was anything of a particular nature going on
to prevent him from entering.

“ Nothing that I know of, Geordie,” replied the man. “They
were talking very earnestly a little a go, but they’re all quiet

now; and, I suppose, are half, if not wholly, asleep, the most
of them.” .

"

Without further, parley, the boy now entered the cave,

doffing his bonnet as lie did so.

Around a fire, which blazed up against the wall of the
cavern, sat, on rude blocks of stone, hastily selected for such
purpose from the fragments of rocks with which the ground
outside was thickly strewn, five persons of a mien and appear-
ance betokening superior rank. Two of these, when the boy
entered, were leaning back against the wall of the cave, and,
with closed eyes, seemed to be indulging in a sort of dreamy
reverie ; for their countenances had not the entire repose and
unconsciousness of sleep. The other three, with folded arms
and bent heads, reclined, seemingly in deep thought, on the
pommels of their swords, which they held perpendicularly
between their knees.
At the farther end of the cave lay extended on the ground,

with a plaid spread beneath him, a sixth person—a man
apparently, of immense stature.
At the moment the boy entered, he was reclining on his

elbow, seemingly asleep. But it was not so; or, if he slept,

it was but lightly; for, at the first footfall of the youngster
within the cave, he raised himself up, and with a look of great
satisfaction, exclaimed

—

“Ha! George, my brave boy, glad to see thee. I was get-
ting very uneasy on thy account. I must not risk thee on any
more of these expeditions, but must be content to gain my
information by some other means. I would not have thy
young life perilled again by such dangerous adventures. Well,
my boy, how didst get on? didst see Margaret Rae ? and
will she send us the bread ? We are in much need of it.”

The lad repeated what Margaret had said on this subject.
“ And the principal part ofthy errand, boy ? Didst see or

hear anything worth noting ?”

The boy now knelt down on one knee, and, in a low tone,
told Wallace—for it was no less a personage to whom he spoke
•—uf all that had passed at Margaret Rae’e, relating every
particular with the utmost fidelity and minuteness of detail.
When he had done, the great Scottish patriot mused, for

several seconds, without reply or remark. At length, alluding
to Chester’s conduct towards the boy

—

“ The fellow recognised you, George ?” he said.
“ So far, sir, he did/’ replied George, who, we need hardly

inform the reader, was indeed the identical boy who carried
the patriot’s fishing-basket on the occasion referred to by
Chester, and who was held in high favour by his master, on
account of his fidelity, his intelligence, and daring spirit ; for
these excursions, in quest of information, that might be ser-
viceable to Wallace, and the patriot band by which he was
accompanied, and of which he had now made many in different
parts of the country, were the result of a proposal of his own,
reluctantly agreed to, however, by his master, who dreaded
the boy’s falling into the hands of the English. Changing his
disguises, however, and affecting that simplicity of character
which he had so successfully assumed in Margaret Rae’s, he
had hitherto escaped *all suspicion; and had been the means of
bringing such intelligence as frequently enabled Wallace to
cut off large detachments of English troops, and thus to render
it unsafe for them to move from one point to another unless in
great force.

“ So far he did, sir,” said George, in reply to Wallace’s re-

mark on the subject of Chester’s recognition. “ But he found
differences that saved me from entire conviction; and, I think,
I played the sheep pretty well.”

Wallace smiled, and, after a moment, added—
“Well, boy, lay ye down on my plaid here, and take an

hour or two’s sleep, while I go and consult with our friends
on the intelligence you have just brought me.” Saying this,

the patriot arose from his recumbent postnre, and quickly stood
at the full height of his majestic form. He then strode towards
the party, who were seated around the fire, and, placing his

back to the latter, with his hands joined behind, began to

inform them of all he had just heard.
What the result of this communication was, and of the

deliberations that followed it, we leave to the sequel to dis-

cover
; shifting in the mean time, the scene of our story to the !I

castle of Dumbarton.
It was on the night following that on which the incidents

j ust recorded occurred, that a party, consisting of about twelve
or fourteen men, were seen mustering on the open space or

esplanade on the summit of the rock.
The hour was late, and the garrison all still

;
for its

occupants, with the exception of those just alluded to, and
the sentinels on duty at different points, had long since re-

tired to rest.

The turn-out, then, of the party in question, had the
appearance of some intended secret expedition—of some
projected enterprise not within the line of ordinary duty.
The men having been drawn up in order, were, shortly

after, joined by a person closely wrapped up in a cloak,
who, passing along their line, seemed to be carefully in-

specting the state of their arms and armour, which were,
ever and anon, flashing brightly in the moonlight.
The scrutiny over, he gave the word to march ; when the

soldiers, wheeling round simultaneously, moved off, with
regular step and measured tread, towards the long winding
flight of stairs by which the lofty rock is ascended—their

commander, as the person above spoken of seemed to be,

advancing at their head. Having reached the level ground
|

at the bottom of the rock, the party were halted for a mo-
ment till their leader mounted a horse, which was found
to be there waiting him in charge of a soldier. This done,
the band again moved on in silence, taking a northerly
direction towards the hill of Dumbuck, which those who
have been in that part of the country know, projects like a
bold headland on the champaign country beneath.
Holding on their way for about an hour, the party arrived

on the brink of an extensive open hollow, of but slight dip,

however, from the surrounding surface. Through this hollow I

ran a river of considerable breadth and volume
; on the !

banks of which, at the upper end of the little strath, was a
mill, and, scattered around, several cotters’ houses. It was
Birkenford.
On arriving at the edge of the descent, the party halted,

when Musgrave—for it was he who commanded the expedi-
f

tion—made a signal with his hand to one of the men to

approach him. On the man’s doing so

—

“ Chester,” he said, “ what, think you, will be our best

mode of procedure ? Shall we force open the door at once,

gag the wench, and fling her on horseback ? Or shall we
proceed gently in the first place ; that is, seek admittance
in a civil way, and do thereafter as circumstances may

j

require ?”

“ Why, captain, I’m afraid gentle and civil means wont
do. I think it would be but a waste of precious time to try

j

them. So, with deference, I would recommend strong
measures at once. I’d give them no time to think. Let us
advance cautiously and quietly towards the house, surround
it, burst in the door, and carry off our prize. If resistance

is offered” the speaker finished the sentence by drawing
his finger significantly across his throat ;

then added—“ And
no great harm though we set fire to their pigsty hovels
when all’s done,”
“ Well, be it so,” said Musgrave. “Let us move on, then.

AH seems quiet.”
“Ay, ay, captain. They little dream who is so nigh
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them ; but we’ll give some of them a wakening up pre-

sently.”

The party now marched on, slowly and cautiously, towards

the hamlet, which presented a scene of the most profound

repose. Not a sound nor a moving thing was to.be heard or

seen within or around it.

On reaching the houses, one a little apart from the rest

was selected. It was the residence of William Ralston.

Advancing almost on tiptoe, and moving now by signs alone,

and these from Musgrave, the party silently surrounded the

particular house alluded to. Two men, one of whom was
Chester, now approached the door ; Musgrave, the while

remaining a little apart, and still mounted. Placing their

shoulders to the door, the men gave the latter a forcible

and simultaneous jerk, when it instantly flew open, and with

a readiness which rather surprised them.
Having forced the door, the men immediately entered

;

and, for some seconds after they had disappeared, all re-

mained quiet. At length, however, a frightful cry from
within, and recognised to be in the voice of Chester, gave
intimation to those without of some dreadful catastrophe.

“Stand to your arms, men I” shouted Musgrave; bnt they

were the last words he ever spoke; for, at that instant, the

the bolt of a crossbow shot from behind a thick hedge close

by penetrated his brain and tumbled him from his horse a dead
man. The successful shot was accompanied by a shout of

exultation in the shrill treble of boyhood. It was the voice

of Geordie Hedderwick ;
and it was from his bow the fatal

shaft had been discharged. Alarmed and confounded by these

appalling occurrences, the men who had surrounded the

house huddled together distractedly, not knowing in what
quarter to look for the enemy.
Their surprise however, was of but short duration. In a

moment after, they were surrounded by an armed band; and,

in the same instant, a man, whose appearance alone was
enough to strike terror into their hearts, was amongst them
sword in hand, calling out in a voice of thunder

—

“ Taken in the very act !—Down, knaves—down, down !”

and laying an unhappy wretch prostrate with every blow of
his powerful arm.
Some feeble cries for quarter, arose from the unfortunate

Englishmen, as they cowered beneath the death-strokes of the

Scottish patriot
;
for it was he who was now stalking amongst

them like the angel of destruction.
“ Such quarter as ye give, ye shall have,” replied Wallace,

as he continued the’ work of extermination. “ Remember the
Barns of Ayr—remember the wrongs of Scotland—remember
the thousand misdeeds wrought by your plundering and blood-

stained hands. Remember all this and die !” he added, with
fierce and bitter emphasis, as he struck down the last of the

unhappy soldiers.

Several of them had been killed by his followers ; but by
far greater number had perished by Wallace’s) own hand;
the mangled image of his murdered wife, who had been bar-
barously put to death, but a month or two before, by
Hazelrig, the English governor 6f Lanark, being constantly

present to his mind, inspiring him with a hate which hardly
any measure of vengeance could appease, and converting a
disposition naturally gentle and humane, into one of stern and
unrelenting ferocity.

“There they lie,” now exclaimed Wallace, thrusting his

blood-stained sword into its sheath; “and. as low lie all

the oppressors of Scotland ! George, my boy, where art

thou ?”

“Here, sir,” replied the latter, stepping forward with a
crossbow in his hand.

“ Thou hast done us good service, my brave boy, as thou
hast often done before. If God spare thee, and our cause
prosper, thou shalt yet wear the spurs of knighthood. Count
me the slain, George.”

“ Two in the house, sir,” replied the boy; “the one who was
on horseback, whom I tipt over with my crossbow;” (Wallace
smiled;) “and, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight,

nine, ten,”—he went on counting the bodies which lay thickly

strewn around. “ Thirteen, sir, altogether.”

“ So,” said Wallace, “ by so many, then, are our enemies
the less.”

“ Shall we throw the bodies out of the way ?” inquired one
of the patriot’s followers.

“By no means,” replied the former. “Let the carrion lie

where it is—a warning and a terror to our oppressors. Let
the full horrors of the scene meet their sight, that they may
know that Scotland has an avenger ; ay, one who has devoted
every energy of his soul, every nerve of his arm, every faculty
which God has given him, to the accomplishment of the in-
dependence of his country, and the destruction of her en-
slavers.”

The work of retributive vengeance completed, Wallace and
his patriot band returned to their retreat in the mountains

;

hut, not deeming it safe, after such an occurrence, to remain
in so near a vicinity to tho castle of Dumbarton, which was
strongly garrisoned, they, on the following day, moved to a
different part of the country, to pursue that desultory warfare
against the invaders ,

which was all that Wallace could yet
attempt.

Having presented the last incident of our tale in action, we
have now to lay before the reader a brief detail of the pre-
vious proceedings of the actors in reference to, and in connex-
ion with that event.

On Wallace’s communicating to his friends—in which cir-
cumstances the reader will recollect we left him—the informa-
tion brought him by the boy, Hedderwick, it was determined
to open a communication immediately with Ralston, the
father of the girl whom Musgrave had intended to have car-
ried off.

This was accordingly done ; and the maiden, by the advice
of Wallace, removed to the house of a friend in a distant part
of the country.
He then, towards the dusk of the evening on which the ab-

duction was to have taken place, introduced six picked men
into Ralston’s house, giving them orders to observe the utmost
silence, to keep the house perfectly dark, and to make no
noise or motion when they should hear the soldiers forcing the
door, but allow them to enter, and then stab them with their
daggers—a part of the plan which, we have seen, was executed
to the letter.

The remainder consisted in Wallace taking up a position,

with twenty picked men also, behind the hedge, from which
the boy, Hedderwick had shot his successful bolt. Here,
lying at full length on the ground—for the hedge, though thick
in foliage, was low—they awaited the approach of Musgrave
and his party. The result is before the reader. .

Such was one of the many striking incidents that marked
the earlier part of the career of that great man, whose name
no Scotsman can mention without a feeling of the deepest
veneration—whose struggles for the liberties of his country
no Scotsman can recollect without the most overpowering
emotions.

THE BETRAYED; OR, THE FAITHFUL MINSTREL

PAGE.

A TALE OF THE TIMES OF BRUCE OF SCOTLAND.

The products of agriculture began to assume yellow tints,

beneath autumnal skies, when Lord De Brechin left his forta-

lice, with the avowed purpose of deer-stalking, in the Morven
forest, in Aberdeenshire, where many of the northern chiefs

had assembled for the pastime of hunting, and the joys of

society. The vassals, menials, and retainers, anticipated tho

pleasures of relaxation from tlieir several duties; but some

youths envied the distinction and indulgence accorded to the

melancholy minstrel, who, alone of all his domestics, was

called upon to attend their lord; and, they conjectured that,

the large package entrusted to Vogran, the wandering Ar-

mourer, must have contained tho garb and apparatus of the

the chase.
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As the bounding fawn of seven morns, strains his unprac -

tised sinews, to keep pace with a leader-stag, the champion of

the high-antlered herd, so Leonard Mar, climbed the steeps, or

skimmed the vales after Donald De Brechin, the far-renowned

nephew of Robert Bruce, L, King of Scotland. Though slender

in person mild and retiring in his demeanour, and passive on

trivial occasions of offence, the minstrel, with unconquerable

resolution and spirit had, during a course of years, participated

the toils and dangers encountered by his warlike lord. The

scorching heat of the east, could not enervate his devoted mmd;

nor, had the icy winds of Scandinavia chilled his zealous ex-

ertions. Amidst adversaries and adventures by sea and land,

the diminutive Leonard Mar, pressed through hostile ranks,

the inseparable undismayed attendant upon Donald De Brechin

;

and every mark of preference was conferred, as the meed of

faithful, undaunted, and persevering, service.

On the first day of their journey, Lord De Brechin and Ins

minstrel-page, took their route through the most populous

hamlets leading northwards; but at night, when the waning

moon threw her pale light over the copse-woods that marked

the southern skirts of Aberdeenshire, Vogran, the grandson of

Himbilella, chieftainess of a race, sprung from the followers of

red-cross knights, cautiously emerged from a thicket, and in

silence delivered the package committed to his charge. Lord

De Brechin took a key from his pouch, opened the triple-locked

leathern sack, and the minstrel attendant, drew forth a shep-

herd’s grey plaid and bonnet, with which the warrior covered

his padden pourpoin ene and enveloped his steel head-piece and

frontlet. Leonard then produced a trusty sword, and a two-

edged dagger; within the folds of the plaid both found conceal-

ment; a shepherd’s scrip filled with homely provisions, hung

down from the shoulders, and a shepherd s staff was grasped by

the right hand that never struck a successless blow, nor raised its

prowess against a suppliant enemy—the hand which, from the

gripe of a Saracen, wrenched the double-edged poniard, when

directed to the heart of Robert, the future King of Scotland.

Leonard having equipped his lord, took from the leathern sack

a pilgrim’s garment, and seeking the closest shade of the birch-

grove, entwined by honey-suckles, a reputed work ot fairy

fingers, he disarrayed himself of the minstrels vesture, and over

his armour of leather, strengthened by thin plates of metal, he

laid the pilgrim’s cassock of the coarsest German linen. He
then carefully folded his robe of fine Spanish cloth, wrapping

within it, the bisegel en armes for his breast; and with his lute

and harp inclosed in their respective cases, he deposited all in

a leathern bag. As he locked the triple fastenings, and re-

stored the key to his lord, he shuddered with indefinable pre-

sentiments. His fears were in some measure abated by a brief

communication from Vogran; but they rose in new horrors in

perceiving that Lord De Brechin had diverged from the north,

and conducted him westward through a wilderness of pines,

coeval perhaps with the earliest vegetation in Scotland, and

bordered by heathy deserts, trodden only by the animals that

fly from man. If tradition speaks true, these are the haunts of

evil sprites, that oft mislead the stranger in his way; yet De
Brechin ventured to pass the shaking bogs, scaled mountains,

never climbed by the most active hunters, and from their sum-

mits, the chieftain gazed around, evidently apprehensive that his

progress might be observed by unfriendly eyes. At times he

lost the intended path, crossed rivers near their hidden sources

and endeavouring to. retrace some tracks of human feet, the

second night of their pilgrimage, brought them within view of

of Mardun, the gia^it mountain of Perthshire. De Brechin

always gay and amusing, often looked back to invite his

fellow-traveller’s nearer approach; but the minstrel referred

to a vow he made on becoming a follower of Lord De Brechin,

and kept an humble distance. Wreaths of evening vapours,

thickened to masses of sombre fog, obscuring all landmarks,

except the rocky peaks of Mardun, where entire stillness of

the air, permitted lighter mists to float like gathering snow,

slowly rolling into crevices of the stony or grassy hollows.

The warrior stopped suddenly and exclaimed, “Leonard,

where art thou? I cannot see thee; and, if I mistake not, we

are very close upon the fathomless lochans and treacherous

marshes, where so many unwary night-wanderers have per-

ished. Thou must take my arm, that we may not separate.

“ Let me hold by a corner of the plaid, my lord,” answered

Leonard; “ my vow sanctions no more.”

“ I lament, hut reverence thy scruples,” answered De Bre-

chin.

Sheltered from the north by the towering mountain, grew a

a belt of oak, hazel and sallow.

“ Here, we might find a pleasant resting-place, said the

knight; “ but the leaves are dripping with dew. We must as-

cend a part of Mardun; and perhaps even amidst darkness,

I can reach a well-known projecting crag. Here it is. Leonard,

if thou wilt not share my plaid, thou must take it all. Unfit

is thy slender frame to bear the damps of night. I am chilled

by them, though born a hardy northern. In such a case, the

mose rigid vow, will not prohibit thee from obeying thy lord

that we may reciprocally impart a cherishing warmth.
“ My ever gracious lord! pardon the reserves enjoind by holy

lips, and rendered sacred by vows. Moreover, this is to me a

season of penance. I may accept of no defence, from any se-

verity of the weather ;
and oh ! the cares of Leonard Mar, soar

so high beyond his own sphere, that privations or external in-

commodities are uufelt, unheeded. My lord, ever indulgent to

to the poor minstrel, if indeed, the humble fidelity of a weak

servant may plead for a privilege of free communion, may I

speak from a breast labouring under fears more appalling than

the dread of immediate death to myself?”
,

“ Hast thou seen a frightful vision, my poor son of music!

said De Brechin smiling. “ Solitude, fasting, and melancholy,

beget strange fancies.” .

“ i would it were the most hideous creation of the brain, that

ever impressed the nerves of a feeble mortal, rather than dan-

ger, substantial danger to my lord. Pardon my boldness! I

speak in ignorance and presumption, but in devoted attachment

to my honoured lord,”

“Thouknowest Leonard, that I shun no dangers nor guard

against assault, unless where my honour is the mark of a foe ;

nor art thou a craven follower. Scotland is at peace ; iniy

fame is established above the reach of the shafts ot malice.

Some idle talker makes sport of thy sensitive nature ;
yet,

speak with the freedom of a trusted friend ; a lull disclosure

of thy thoughts, may dispel their gloom.”
,

“ May the humblest of his servants with the most profound

deference, offer counsel to the counsellor of princes and he-

roes ?”

“ Speak with the ample license of a trusted friend, De
Brechin, if he cannot approve, will assuredly take thy moni-

tions kindly.” r
“ Then, O, my lord, let us meet the northern chief in Aber-

deenshire, or return to Brechin Castle. Perfidy lurks in the

south and western district.”

“ Take care, Leonard; use no insinuations which thou

can’st not explain. Thou knowest I spurn dark hints, and I

require thee to utter thy notions without disguise.

“ Then, my lord, I shall declare that when Lord boulis,

and his train, awakened the echoes of Brechin Hills, some ot

his retinue, inflamed with wine, spoke fiercely of good King

Robert’s demand for a sight of the charter by which his no-

bles held their territories ;
and in terms ambiguous, yet to

me intelligible, subjoined that their mighty lord, endowed

with prowess beyond the common reach of man, had a

right to the crown, which by the nearest relatives of Robert,

was admitted, and would be supported with bowstring and

point of steel !” ,,,,,, *

“Credulous, self-disquieter ! never may st thou be long at

peace, if the idle bragging of menial pride, finds belief with

thee. Now, to set thy mind at ease, I will divulge to thee

the purport of my journey. Know that I am pledged to meet

a few chosen friends of Lord Soulis, to arrange measures

for releasing his domains from Wadset to Mantulant, a

knight of new name who is enriched by the spoils of lands far

remote.”

(To be continued.)

\
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AFFRAY IN IRELAND.

Our readers have already been furnished with narratives of

the Faction Fights which have from time to time disgraced the

people of “ Old Ireland ’’—we give one now of a more san-

guinary character than usual, viz— : an affray between the

armed Police and the Irish People ;
which occurred in July,

1845. It will be seen from the following report, that the dis-

turbance commenced as usual, at a fair.

The party at the fair consisted of three constables, two

acting constables, and thirteen sub-constables, who had oeen

marched in from different stations, and who were under the

cgmmand of Mr. J. Kelly, first-class sub- inspector of Kinsdale,

who liad been but two months in the district. The business

of the fair proceeded as usual up to four o’clock, when symp-

toms of hostile significance began to be exhibited amongst the

the country people. The magistrates who attended the fair,

retired to Mr. Molony’s residence, at about a quarter of a mile

distant, to dinner. They were, however, but a short time gone,

when the leader of one faction, a man named Sullivan, who is

better known by the cognomen of ‘ Ranter,’ threw up his hat in

the green, and, whirling his stick, gave the faction whoop,

when his friends and adherents immediately gathered about

him. The police, however, interfered, and the men of the op-

posite party, the ‘ Neills,’ retired from the green. Ranter and

his party then left the green, and took a different road from

the Neills. In a few minutes the latter returned to the green,

to the number of a about 200, and a large body of people moun-

ted the ditches around the cross, in expectation of fray. In a

moment after, Ranter appeared on horseback, and rode furi-

ously down the hill, followed by above 300 men. When he got

to the middle of the cross he pulled up, and, addressing his

own men in Irish, broke a new hat which he wore, upon

his horse head. This was the signal for attack ;
a yell follow-

ed from those on the cross, which was answered by another

from their opponents on the green. Hearing this yell of

defiance, Ranter leaped from his horse, and rushed at the

entrance to the green, which was a narrow gap. There

he was met by the leader of the Neills, a man named Walsh.

He grappled him, and when dragging him into the green,

constables Pigott and Hannan dashed through the mob, and

laid hold Of Ranter, who had his coat off at the time. He
struggled for his release, and called upon his faction to rescue

him, but the other policeman having come up at the moment,

he was lodged in the dispensary. The crowd then surrounded

the house, yelling in a hideous manner, and demanding the

release of Sullivan, which was of course refused, by Mr. Kelly,

who told them, that it was his duty to convey him before a

magistrate. He implored the people to be quiet. There was
then a cry of buoileidh

,
which means ‘ Strike them.’ The

attack commenced and stones where thrown. The police then

got the order to fix bayonets. They did so, but stones fell

upon them so fast that they were forced to retreat into the

house. The police attempted to keep the door closed, but it

was forced, aqd one fellow—a very able man—caught the top

ofi it and tried to drag it into the road, so as to expose the in-

mates to the fury of the mob ;
but one of the constables drove

his bayonet into the desperado’s breast, and he fell back.

Three^.others of the crowd then seized the door and dragged

it into the road. A cry was raised amongst the mob, and they

were exhorted to tear down the house and kill the police. A
body of the people then rushed to the back of the house, and
with tent sticks began to strip off the roof. The police now
perceiving that their lives were in imminent danger, repeated-

ly called upon Mr. Kelly to permit them to defend themselves;

but he answered by saying ‘ No firing,’ and came to the door

to implore the people to desist, but before he had uttered many
words he received a blow of a large stone on the right side of

his face* which drove him back. Instantly a fellow rushed at

the door and threw a large stick at constable Pigott, which
struck him on the head ;

but the stick had no sooner left his

hand than he was shot from the window on the right
; and,

reeling for a short distance, he fell. The mob now became
more violent, and dashed forward, yelling hideously, and
as they closed in at either side the ringleaders were shot,

The police then determined on retreating, and acting-con-

stable Dawson led ;
but no sooner had he left the threshold

than he received the blow of a stone on the mouth, which split

his upper and lower lips, and knocked out two of his front

teeth. He fell, and hir carbine was wrested from him by a
fellow, who struck Dawson with it on the head while he lay ;

but this man paid dearly for his barbarity, for a shot from the

window at the same moment stretched him alongside his victim.

Dawson again got up, and staggered along the road in the
direction of Mr. Keller’s house. He was overtaken, and
beaten into the ditch. Dr. Stewart J. Tresilian at that mo-
ment came up and cried out, ‘ Run, run, here come the Dra-
goons,’ which caused the fellows to fly from their victim.

Dawson then got up, and staggered to the house of a Mrs.

Oakes, but her son drove him off, and he reeled to the house

of a man named Barratt, but the door was shut against him.

He stood there for a moment, but seeing his assailants return-

ing, he got to the other side of the road and went into the

house of a man named Lacy. Lacy closed the door and push-

ed Dawson into a pigsty at the other end of the house, and
concealed the aperture. During the search of the mob, Daw-
son contrived to force himself through a small hole' from the

pigsty into Mr. Keller’s meadow, and crawled through the

high grass up to the house, where he was secreted by Mr.

Keller’s man in a loft. The mob, finding that Dawson had
escaped, wreaked their vengeance upon Lacy, by breaking

his windows and door, and beating a woman with stones until

they left her apparently lifeless. But to return to the scene

at the dispensary. The police left the house, and, forming in a

body, charged up the hill, in the hope of gaining the police-

station, which was about a mile off. In the confusion attend-

ing this movement, the prisoner Sullivan escaped. Having

got into the station-house, they made preparations to defend

themselves against any renewed attack, and were shortly

joined by the magistrates. Mr. Meade, fearing an assault

upon the station-house, sent off a special messenger to Cork

for a reinforcement. Within two hours from the time the

messenger was despatched, forty police had arrived from the

city, in jingles, under the care of sub-inspectors, Walker and

Green, and head-constables Condon and Moylan, accompanied

by Dr. Harris, physician to the constabulary. The firing of

the police was remarkably accurate, there being thirty-four

shots discharged, every one of which must have taken effect.

Thirty two shots were fired while they defended themselves in

the'house, and two during the retreat. Each policeman had

twenty rounds of ball-cartridge, yet no man fired more than

four shots. Groups of distracted people surrounded the dead

and the dying filling the air with shrieks and lamentations

—

some bereaved father or son flinging himself frantically on a

lifeless body, calling on the deceased by the most endearing

names, thinking in his mad hope that the glazed eye would

again beam with light, and the tongue, silent for ever, once

more respond to the voice of affection. Old men stood- there

in the fading light, flinging up their shrivelled hands to Heaven,

calling on God to restore their children, their only support.

Others were plunged in despair, cold, sullen, silent, their lips

not even moving. This wao, of all griefs, the most affecting,

because the most intense. It was with much difficulty that

the good clergymen could perform their sad and solemn

duty : for no sooner did they arouse the attention of one suf-

ferer to his awful position, than the wife or sister or father of

another seized him by the arm, and conjuring him, in the

name of God, and by everything sacred, to go to one who was

then at the last gasp. For more than three hours some of ihe

creatures lay exposed to the night air, while the friends of

others bore the dead away on doors, and the wounded in butts

filled with straw.

THE OUTLAW.

A TALE OF THE HIGHLAND CLANS.

“ The rage of a moment made me an outlaw
;
but by the

help of God I will never make myself a villain. The deer of

the forest once scared by the hunter, snuffs the air to trace
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the steps of man; but he, has many of his own kind to watch

with him. I wander alone. I must shun the blessed light

of day ;
and by night when I venture to change my hiding

place, when I lie down in some wild cave of the rock, or un-

der the deep shelter of woods.—I try to sleep, my ear catches

every sound, and I start up in terrors. I fear not to die, as

my fathers died in battle, or on the bed of peace, surrounded

by my friends—but to be made a gazing stock on the gallows

tree! Oh! that I had never been born.” The speaker paus-

ed, and stood a few moments, with his head bent and his

hands clasped in bitter emotion
;
then drawing himself up to

his full height, he subjoined. “ But though pierced and

torn with cares, my spirit is not broken, for I can still say to

myself I am an honest man, who never designed harm to any

one. Often has this thought served to quell my hunger, and

slake my thirst, when day after day my pursuers were so

near, that I was obliged to keep close to save myself from

them. Judge then if I am fit for the enterprises you propose.

I will not betray your employer, in the matter you have told

to me, but I shall have no concern in it.”

These or words to the same import, and far more energetic

in the Gaelic language were spoken by Grant, who in a sud-

den impulse of clannish pride aimed his dirk at a gentleman

because he spoke jeeringly of his chief and clan, Mum-oof
Calcaina, a Captain in the Black watch in which Grant with

many of the younger sons ofrespectable families, endeavour-

ing to ward off the stroke, sprang before Mr. Russell, and was

thrust through the body. This unfortunate affair happened

at Culloden, the Highland residence of President Forbes.

Instantly after inflicting the wound Grant burst from the

hold of several gentlemen, but a cry of “ murder! ” brought

the servants
;

the fugitive met them in a narrow passage.

He had almost cleared his way, when at the outer door a

woman entangled his legs with a blanket ; he was taken and
committed to the gaol of Inverness.

He had been some time a prisoner before the jailer re-

mitted his vigilance over a man whose great muscular powers

had been celebrated since he and Shaw, (another native of

Strathspey) overcame a posse of the Earl of Moray’s, people

assembled to maintain the debateable land at Dava. How-
ever, one Sunday when all were gone to church in the

northern capital the jailer took Grant to a more airy room,

and sat down to ask him about the exploit, he performed
against Lord Moray’s factor and his myrmidons. ” I am a

poor talker, if I have not a drop of whiskey before me,” said

Grant. The jailer soon produced a pint stoup filled with

the inspiring potation. Grant paid for it, at the highest pri-

son price, and the jailer willingly tasted if it was good
;

so

good did it prove that bumper followed bumper, and laid

him under the table. Grant took the keys from his person,

and once more breathed the atmosphere of Craig Phadrie
where he concealed himself till night.

He was now hunted by the magistracy of Inverness and
by the public prosecutor. His escapes were on many occa-

sions marvellous
;

but he was no boaster, and his veracity

was unquestionable. At one time he lay concealed under a

heap of brushwood, at an old woman’s door; and a party of

soldiers tossed it writh their bayonets, and pierced his plaid

through the sheepskins, which the compassionate female
spread under and over him, as the weather was very cold.

She had bought the skins, for the sake of the wool, only that

dav. They prevented the soldiers from discovering Grant.
Ho wever, he did not think himself safe, and bent his steps

east for Strathspey. Near the river of Inverness, he was so
beset by soldiery, but be plunged into the stream, employing
the ruse ascribed to Rob Roy. He threw his plaid and sur-

coat before him and heard many shots directed against these
vestments. Swimming and diving when the balls whizzed
over him, he crossed the river, and through many perils got

to Strathspey. The Laird of Grant heard he had been seen
at a shealing and sent for a sagacious farmer, of the name of

Gumming whose cattle were at the glen, where the outlaw
was reported to receive supplies of food. The farmer went
to Castle Grant, resolved to tell nothing, because his daughter

swore him to secrecy before she revealed to him that Grant
was iu the country.
The Laird of Grant, did not send for Cumming to extort

information. He at once said, he desired only that if at any
time Cumming fell in with the unfortunate man, he would

]

learn from him, what provocation impelled him to draw his >

dirk. It could be no light cause since Grant the handsomest,
stoutest, and strongest, of his company, was remarkable for

1

good temper and forbearance. Cumming said, he would
gladly spend many days in search of Grant, to give satisfac-

tion to the laird, and returned home to meet him the same
night. However, he delayed going to Castle Grant, that it

might be supposed the outlaw was far distant. He gave the
following detail from the lips of the fugitive.

“ I had been dancing at the marriage of Sarjeant Gregor
Shaw, two days and two nights, and was very near giving up
with fatigue, when Colonel Grant, of Ballindalloch, sent for

s

me to take letters for the president with all speed to Culloden.
I was not very fit for a hurried journey

;
but as the colonel

always trusted me with papers of consequence, I resolved to

do or die. I set off after pouring a glass of strong whiskey
into my shoes, and never bent my sinews to rest till I enter-
ed the room, where the president Forbes sat with several i

gentlemen, after dinner with bottles and glasses before them
; I

and I saw with one glance that the wine had been more than
a match for some of them. The president rose to a window i

to read his letters, and the gentlemen diverted themselves
with jeering at the bare legged messenger. One asked ‘if

I had a mountain pony to carry me so fast from Ballindalloch?’ !

another desired to know ‘ what short cut I had contrived for

myself?’ and another insisted ‘it was impossible such a way
j

could have been travelled since morning.’ I answered that
;

‘the date of the letters I brought would tell if I spoke truth.’

They asked my name, and when told, a low country tongue 1

inquired ‘ if I was the Laird of Grant’s champion?’ I replied
‘ that every man of my name would be proud to serve their

chief.’ ‘ It is well for chiefs, they have others to fight for
!

them
;
though they are cowards, they may speak as big as

the Laird of Grant himself, with his half naked savages
j

about liim licking tlie dust at his pleasure.’—I was hungry
!

and wearied and burning with thirst ’’ continued Grant
“ and felt it hard to stand as a mark for the mockery
of these idle gentlemen ;

but when the Lowlander spoke so

shamefully of my chief and of the clan, I lost all command
j

of myself—drew my dirk—Captain Munro threw himself
i

before the dastard, and to my sorrow 1 shed his blood, though
at any time since I have been under his command I would
have risked my life to preserve him from such an outrage.
I am thankful to providence that he has recovered—but
how many deaths have I suffered in flying from the gallows

;—for it is not death that I am anxious to avoid. In Knoid-
art, I was asked to join a band of freebooters ; but I told the
man employed to engage me, ‘ that though the rage of a mo-
ment made me an outlaw, I would never make myself a vil-

lain!’” Grant repeated thememorable sentiments with which
his story has been introduced, and he never deviated from
the rectitude they distinctly imply. The clan Munro joined
the public prosecutor, and the magistracy of Inverness in

j

pursuing him during many years. He was hunted from
place to place, north and south, yet always eluded the snares

laid for him. In advanced age, he settled quietly and died in

Strathspey. He was married and his descendants maintain-
ed the hereditary character.

The strife concerning an insulated piece of ground which
a rivulet in its impetuous course had separated from Dava
is worthy of record : not only on account of the participation

of our hero, but as a picture of lawless times. This debate-

able land is situated in the eastern extremity of the parish of
Cromdale

;
but was cut off as already mentioned by a sweep-

ing inundation and approximated equally the estates of the
Laird of Grant and the Earl of Moray. Our hero though a
very young lad, proposed to his relations a family of the
name of Shaw to join him in taking possession and keeping
the debateable land. Shaw with his wife, two daughters, and
four sons set out to occupy the ground with the stripling
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Grant as their pioneer, A heavy mist clouded the May-
morning

;
but just as they came in sight of their destined

abode the “orient sun” came forth resplendent in beauty,
and the thick vapours disappeared. The sudden brightness
was hailed as a good omen

;
yet they had just succeeded in

kindling a fire with brushwood gathered on the premises,

when they accidentally learnt that Mr. Russell the Earl of
Moray’s factor or chamberlain, was approaching with a
numerous band to expel the Laird of Grant’s tenant, and to

invest a tacksman appointed by Lord Moray. Grant said

they must at all hazards prevent, this legal point of right,

and he would take the brunt of resistance, there was little

time for deliberation. They concealed themselves among
underwood, close to the road where the assailants had to

pass, and darted upon them, shouting to fictitious comrades
as if they were only the van of an ambuscade. Many of the
chamberlain’s people seized with a panic fled, and did not re-

turn to the charge; but a great superiority of numbers re-
mained with him, and he stood his ground valiantly. Grant
fought his way to the chamberlain, grappled with him and
dragged him along, again calling aloud to the strength of the
Grants to hasten to the spot. They were far distant; but
the chamberlain’s attendants believing they must be over-
powered, took refuge in flight. Grant still held his captive
fast

;
he suffered no personal injur)', nor loss except his wig,

which oldSbaw said “must go as a trophy to Castle Grant;
but if ever Mr. Russell attempted to molest the possessors of
the debateable land not only the wig, but the head it covered,
should be laid at the feet of the Laird of Grant.”

TRUE COURAGE; OR, THE DUELLIST
VANQUISHED.

A TALE OF THE FRENCH CONVENTION.

The decree of the French convention, that one third of the
officers of the army should be named by the government, was
very ill received by the troops, who saw in it, a new infringe-

ment of that liberty which they had bought at the expense
of so many crimes

;
and what rendered the measure still

more disgusting to them, was, that the officers thus named
who were generally the minions of some great man, were in

most cases very unfit for the situation which favour, not
merit, bad procured them. It was, indeed, no unusual thing
to see a beardless boy, one of the half-monkey, half-tiger

class, so common in those days, put over the head of one
whose numerous scars ought to have entitled him to the
rank thus unjustly wrested from him.
Those intruders were, however, mostly made to pay dearly

for their elevation
;

every means fair and foul being used by
the other officers to disgust them with their situation and
compel them to abandon it. If, as generally was the case
they were men of courage, they were soon provoked into a
duel, and this usually settled the matter one way or the
other ; for if they had the good luck to kill their antagonist
they were suffered to remain in peace afterwards^

It was during this epoch that Emile Bernardin a young
man of good family was named to the captaincy of a regi-
ment stationed in Provence. His appointment was peculiar-
ly disagreeable to the officers of that regiment, because they
were all extremely attached to their first lieutenant

;
they

had joined unanimously in recommending him to the Con-
vention for the vacant company, which to say the truth, he
well merited by the services he had rendered his country

;

services of which his scars presented abundant testimony.
The officers espoused his cause with more than common
eagerness

;
and it was determined nem.con. to make unusually

short work of the new intruder.

Bernardin presented himself at the Colonel’s house wholly
unsuspicious of the persecution which awaited him. That
officer had need of all his prejudices against the new comer
to enable him to persist in the resolution he had formed of
receiving him very coldly. He was a noble looking youth
of about twenty-two, whose handsome manly countenance
was rendered extremely prepgssessingby a blended expression

mi

of frankness, bravery, and.benevolence. Represented him-
self to his colonel with a mixture of modesty and self respect
in his air which shook for a moment that gentleman’s reso-
lution

;
but the entrance of the other officers who had heard

of the arrival of the new comer, and who all, on some pre-
tence or other flocked in to behold him, recalled it to his
mindf
“I hope, sir,” cried he in an austere tone “you will pay

proper attention to the duties of your command; and that
you will not attempt to introduce into my regiment the vices
of Paris.”

“ Colonel” replied the young man with an ingenuous blush
“ I trust that you will have reason to be satisfied with me.
I shall endeavour to follow the example of my comrades,
and I hope that my efforts to gain their regard, will obtain
for me the benefit of their advice, which I am certain I must
from my inexperience, have great need of.”

“ Sir” replied the colonel, “ you would have acted more wise-
ly if you had acquired the experience you must be so much
in want of, before you took upon yourself the command of a
company. It is more than indiscreet in a boy to put him-
self over the heads of brave and experienced men. Look at
your first lieutenant, and judge how painful it must be to
him, to see himself commanded by one of your age, by a
mere novice in a profession of which he is thorough master.”

“ I feel all the truth of your observations” replied Ber-
nardin, in a modest, but firm tone, “but do me the justice,
sir, to believe, that I am not here by my own choice. I
would gladly have contented myself with an inferior rank,
but my patron thought it beneath him to solicit anything
under a captaincy. If, however, colonel, you find my inex-
perience renders me unfit for the duties of my post, I shall

certainly resign it.”

The colonel turned his back upon him without reply.
Bernardin then addressed himself to St. Vallery the first

lieutenant, and begged him to present him to his brother
officers. “You are old enough to introduce yourself sir,”

was the answer delivered in a most disobliging tone. It

brought a blush of anger into the young man’s face
;
but re-

collecting himself, and perceiving no friendly expression in

any countenance around him, he bowed and retired.

Next day according to the usual custom he called upon
each of the officers. They had expected this visit and they
took their measures accordingly. He had the mortification

to hear them tell their servants one after another in a tone
evidently meant for his ear that “they were not at home.”
They met him at the parade with averted or insolent looks;

no one returned his civilities, or even answered his ques-
tions. If at the coffee-house, he proposed to one a game of

billiards, he, was refused, and directly afterwards, another
was accepted without the slightest apology beingmade to him.
In short they sent him completely to Coventry; or rather

they did still more, they evinced the most determined reso-

lution to quarrel with him if possible.

For some time Bernardin endured this treatment in

silence; but to judge from the expression of his eloquent

countenance, not without feeling very severe mortification
;

particularly when one day a stranger who was playing at

billiards with St. Vallery, at the coffee-house, asked his

opinion on a doubtful point of the game, and just as he was
about to give it, St. Vallery interrupted him by exclaim-

ing “ I protest against that gentleman’s opinion in anything

that concerns me.”
“ And for what reason ?” cried a young ensign, who thought

that he now saw the moment to force Bernardin to fight.

“Because” replied the lieutenant scornfully “ I like him
not.”

At these words, Bernardin lixed his eyes upon St. Vallery

with an expression of fierceness, which was almost imme-
diately succeeded by a look of sorrow. He was evidently on

the point of breaking out; but constraining himself by a

strong effort, he quitted the coflee-house without speaking,

and from that day he entered it no more.

“O, the poltroon!” said St. Vallery, looking after him,
“ there’s no provoking him to draw the sword.”
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« It is singular enough” cried the young ensign, who had

tried to draw him into a quarrel by the insidious question

he put to St. Vallery, “ for he is certainly no coward .”
_

“How no coward ! a fellow who puts up with every insult

is not a coward? You joke.”

“No, faith I do not
;
and if you had seen his look when

you told him so plumply that you did not like him^ you

would agree with me that he must be brave at bottom” St.

Yallery replied only by a look of incredulity, and the conver-

sation dropped.
, ,

Although the amiable manners of Bernardm had tailed to

conciliate the minds of his comrades, they gained him the

good will of all the gentry in the town to whom his situation

and the respectability of his birth and connexions, introdu-

ced him; among those who showed him particular marks of

attention was General Barvoisine a veteran officer who had

known his father ; and, who invited him to consider his

house as his own. This acquaintance was extremely agree-

able to the young man; the general had an amiable, wife,

and a charming daughter, with whom he soon found himself

domesticated; and they on their part were so pleased with him,

that the veteran said to him one day—“ We look upon you

already as one of ourselves.”

These words delighted Bernardin, on whom the charms

of Therese had made a very strong impression. He opened

his heart to the general and had the satisfaction to hear,

that if he could make himself agreeable to the lady, he had

nothing to fear from her parents, the consent of his own
being understood.
The notice taken of Bernardin by the gentry of the town,

and above all the consideration which he enjoyed in the

Barvoisine family, were a fresh cause of irritation to his

enemies ; he was however so punctual in the discharge of

bis duties, and so much upon his guard, that some weeks
elapsed without their being able to draw him into a quarrel;

at last an opportunity presented itself.

A squadron of dragoons with whom the regiment had
gome time before been in garrison at the frontiers, came to

share their quarters in Provence. The officers of Bernar-

din’s regiment invited the others to a dinner at the mess.

Bernardin was one of the company ; and the cavalry officers

who were not blinded by prejudice, were delighted with his

frank and social manners. The applause given to his lively

sallies, and the laughter which his bon mots excited, provok-

ed some of the most inveterate among his enemies, to turn

him into ridicule. But he replied with so much good
humoured drollery, and turned the laugh against them in a

manner at once so clever, and so free from asperity, that

they could find no fair pretence to insult him. The officers

of dragoons shook him heartily by the hand, and showed
so much admiration of his conduct, that St. Vallery’s anger
was inflamed to the highest pitch. “ What Melnotte” cried

he abruptly addressing one who seemed the most delighted

with Bernardm, “you who have gained your epaulettes at the

point of your sword—you who have so many honourable
wounds, as testimonials of your services, can you suffer

yourself to be dazzled by the frothy notions of a man who
ow his promotion to favour alone V*

‘^How!” cried Melnotte briskly drawing back his chair

which was close to that of Bernardin “is it really possible

that you belong to a class which all brave men detest
“Yes captain, it is unfortunately true that my commis-

sion is neither the meed of my services, nor the fruit of the
suffrages of my companions. God knows how often I have
regretted that it should be so ;

and, how impatiently I wait
for an opportunity to prove to my comrades that I am not
unworthy to march with them under the banners of my
country.”
“ That is all very well for the future” said Melnotte coldly

*{ but it is nothing to the purpose at present. St. Vallery has
insulted you, and there is but one way in which you can
answer him. What !” added he more warmly seeing that
Bernardin remained silent, “ would you prove yourself in-

sensible to the honour of a Frenchman ?”

“He is a coward!” cried the lieutenant.

Without noticing this speech, Bernardin said to Melnotte,

“I should indeed prove myself insensible to honour, were I

to commit a base action, but I defy the world to prove me
guilty of one.” w ,, ..

“What, you do not think it base to suffer yourself to jbe call-

©d ft
11 coward

“No; for if abuse dishonoured a man, whose name would

be unstained? The most illustrious patriot, the greatest

heroes might then be dishonoured by the folly of a drunk-

ard, or the infamous language of a blackguard.”

“Oh! pshaw ! all this sort of abstract reasoning does

very well in the discussions of philosophers, or the writings

of moralists; but we learn a different lesson in the school ot

honour. In a word our creed is, that an insult leaves a stain

which can only be effaced by the blood of the insulter. Such

has always been the custom of the army, and he who enters

it, must conform to its usages.”
“ I beg your pardon, this custom is not so ancient as you

suppose ; the Greeks and Romans ”
« What the devil have we to do with them ! The cus-

toms of France, are the only customs Frenchmen ought to

follow. But what need of all this prosing about such a trifle.

It is clear enough that you must fight your antagonist, or, he

must apologize to you, or
”

“ I apologize ?” said St. Vallery interrupting him “ never!

« Very well then, Monsieur Bernardin you mqjst either

fight or quit the regiment.”

“I hope to settle the affair without doing either one or the

other, by bringing back my comrade to sentiments more just

to me, and more honourable to himself.”

He turned to the door but St. Vallery called to him in an

imperious tone. “ Before you go Sir, I expect that you will

name the hour and place where you will meet me to decide

our difference.”
“ Monsieur St. Vallery, I know you to be a brave, and 1

would willingly think you an honourable man. Take then

I request you three days to reflect on this subject ; to ask

yourself coolly and dispassionately, how far this thirst for the

blood of a man who never injured you, is consistent with

true honour. I hope at the end of that time to find you in a

more just way of thinking, and, that you, will assist me to

convince these gentlemen that it is not necessary to shed

blood, because a word has been dropped inconsiderately.”

At these words cries of indignation resounded from all pre-

sent, and Bernardin left the room while they were swearing

that he should fight or quit the regiment.

The slights with which they had before treated him, were

nothing to the insolent contempt they showed for him during

the three following days, and the patience with which he sup-

ported it, appeared in their eyes a meanness, that nothing

could justify. The general had been immediately informed

of what had passed, and full of the prejudices of the military

profession, he remonstrated with him in the strongest terms

upon his conduct, and ended by forbidding him his house,

till he had wiped out the stain upon his honour. Therese

was forbidden to see or write to him ; but for the first and

only time the gentle girl disobeyed the 'will of her parent

by conveying a line to Bernardin, expressive of her appro-

bation of his conduct, and of her hope that Heaven would

give him strength of mind to persevere in it. His heart

swelled with a mingled sensation of pleasure and pain, as he

read this letter; “Yes dearest Therese” cried he “you,

and you alone, understand me ;
and in your approbation of

my conduct I could find a balm for the unjust scorn with

which I am treated ; but alas L how long shall I be able to

preserve that approbation so precious to my heart? how
long shall I be able to defend myself against the commis-

sion of a crime at which I shudder?”
When the three days were expired, he entered the coffee-

house at the moment all the officers were assembled. “Mon-
sieur St. Vallery” said he addressing his antagonist “I hope

that I now find you in a disposition to appreciate more justly

the motives of my conduct. I am satisfied that in your heart

you acquit me of cowardiee ;
but I frankly avow that a duel

inspires me with horror ; and never will I raise my arm, but

against the enemies of my country. I do not ask you for any
i
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apology. I am willing to bury the past in oblivion ; accept

my hand and let us be friends.”
“ I shall never be friends with a man who acts as a pol-

troon.” •

“ Then I must fight.”

‘‘To be sure you must,” cried all the officers at once,
“ Very well then, let our difference be decided to-morrow

morning at six o’clock, in the presence of three officers of our
corps, and three of the dragoons. As the party challenged I
ought to have the choice of weapons

;
but I wave it.”

“If lam to name them, I say swords.”
St. Vallery smiled with a peculiar expression in his coun-

tenance and retired without making any observation.
“ So then” cried Melnotte “ we have at last provoked this

pretty gentleman to run the chance of being let blood.”
“ I think” cried another of the officers “ it is doubtful

after all.”

“ No” cried St. Vallery “ whatever strange notions the fel-
low has got into his head, I do firmly believe he is no coward.
The tone of his voice, the firmness of his look, assure me of
his courage: and I should be almost sorry to have used him
as I have done, if I did not consider after all

, he will have an
equal chance with myself for his life.”

“ Provided” cried one of the officers drily « he is as good a
swordsman.” St. Vallery reddened but made no reply.
The following morning the lieutenant and other officers,

were on the ground exactly at the appointed time
; where, in

less than two minutes they were joined by Bernardin; who took
a letter from his pocket and presented it to Melnotte request-
ing if he fell, it might be given to General Barvoisine. The
combat then began. St. Vallery was an excellent swordsman,
but he soon found that he had to do with his master. At
first he fought with great temper

; but soon abandoning him-
self to the fury of his resentment he made the most desperate
passes, and left himself so open to his adversary, that Bernar-
din might have repeatedly taken his life

;
but it was evident

that he acted merely on the defensive, and avoided even wound-
ing him.

“ Let us have done with this child’s play” said the enraged
St. Vallery at last “ you knew what you were about, when you
agreed to fight with swords

$ but if you are not dead to every
sentiment of true honour, give me a fair chance and let us take
pistols.”

Bernardin looked at him with horror. “0, my God!” cried he
“ how much more barbarous is man under the influence of blind
rage, than the most savage of animals ! You still thirst for
my blood. Well then, unjust man, satisfy yourself if you can.”

Pistols were produced
; they tossed up for the first fire, the

chance fell to St. Vallery : he fired and missed. Bernardin
turned round and taking direct aim at a tree thirty paces dis-
tant, lodged the bullet in it, breast high.
A cry of mingled astonishment and admiration burst from

all the officers “’Sdeath!” said St. Vallery “this is not to be
borne ! I will not receive my life at your hands

; I insist upon
your firing.”

“Be satisfied Mons. St. Vallery
; you have gained one

point
;
you have succeeded in bringing me into the field,

Heaven knows sorely against my will; but I entered it with a
firm determination not to raise my hand against your life: in-
sult me as you please, you shall not provoke me to break my
resolution.”

Overcome by these words St. Vallery stammered out “ I am
to blame ”

“But I am more so” cried Bernardin interrupting him
;
« I

ought mot to have suffered any provocation to draw me into an
action so contrary to my principles. Thus you have lowered
me in my own eyes, and I am determined to have my revenge,
for I swear to you from this moment I shall not cease to seek
your friendship, till I compel you to grant it to me.”

“ It is yours already” said the subdued St. Vallery, “ yes
Bernardin, the promise of your friendship, is the only thing that
could reconcile me to myself

; that could give me courage to
avow the injustice, the barbarity of my conduct to you—con-
duct which I now publicly declare to have been unworthy of a
gentleman and a soldier, and for which, I sincerely ask your
pardon.”

It was granted with a hearty shake of the hand. The other
officers flocked round Bernardin eager to solicit his friendship,

and to prevail on him to be present at an entertainment which
they determined to give in his honour. He would have declined
this public acknowledgment of the superiority of his conduct,
but they were too pressing to be refused; he agreed to accept
it, and they all returned amicably to the parade together.

The subsequent conduct of St. Vallery proved that he was
not unworthy of the generous forgiveness he had received. He
published everywhere the particulars of the rencontre and
gave to his antagonist all the merit which was so justly his

due. The old general was delighted : he declared that the
nuptials of Bernardin and his daughter should be celebrated the
moment the consent of his father was obtained.

“Ah,” cried Therese, extending her hand to Bernardin,
“ Heaven be praised thou art safe! I wish not to reproach

thee, but yet ”

“ I should have done better not to have mqt him, is not that

what my Therese meant to say ?”

“Yes.”
“Foolish girl!” said the general frowning.
“ No,” cried Bernardin “ she is right. I have but half ac-

quitted myself to my conscience : it is only in refusing a challenge

altogether
,

that a man can prove himself possessed of True
Courage.

THE OLD HUSSAR’S TREASURE; OR,
AVARICE PUNISHED.

AN HUNGARIAN TALE.

Old Fritz Holtzen always regarded his saddle with the

deepest veneration
;
and yet there appeared nothing about it

capable of exciting his idolatry. It was a turkish saddle, old,

and deeply stained with blood: yet to the brave Fritz, it re-

called a tale of other days, when young, ardent, and enthusi-

astic, he first drew his sword in defence of his country against

its enemies.

He had been opposed in battle against the hostile invadefs
of his native Hungary, and many an unbelieving dog, had his

good sword smitten to the earth. Various had been the for-

tune of the war, and too often was the glory of the holy cross

dimmed by the lustre of the triumphant crescent. Such sad
disasters were seldom alluded to by the brave liussar, but lie

loved to dwell on the successful actions in which he had been
engaged.

It was in one of these fierce combats, that suddenly cut off

from his party, he found himself surrounded by four infuriated

Turks.
“But the recollection of you and your angel mother,” would

Fritz say to his daughter, “ nerved my arm. I was assailed

by all my opponents. How three fell, I know not; but severe

and long was the conflict with the last of my foes, whose
powerful arm was raised against me. Already I saw my
mournful wife a widow, and my child fatherless, and these

dreadful thoughts infused fresh vigour into my arm ;
I smote the

infidel dog, to death, hurled him from his steed, and rifled him as

he lay. At this moment, several of the enemy appeared in sight,

but I was too much exhausted, to renew the perilous conflict.

My gallant horse lay wounded and in the agonies of death ;
I

threw myself on the Turkish courser, and forced him on at his

utmost speed, until I regained my squadron. The saddle was
steeped in the blood ofmy foe, and mine mingled with it. When
a cessation of hostilities permitted the troops to rest for a space

from the horrors of war, I hastened with the treasure, which,

during the campaign I had acquired, to my home, purchased

these fertile fields around my dwelling, and forgot for a season

the miseries of war.”
The good Fritz would here pause. He still retained a lively

recollection of his lost wife, and he could not bear to relate the

circumstance of her illness and death. After that sad event,

his home became hateful to him, and he resolved again to en-

gage in the arduous duties of a soldier. The little Agnes was
kindly adopted into the family of his only brother, and there
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after a lapse ofsome years, our good hussar found her blooming

in youthful beauty.

Fritz arrived only in time to close the eyes of his brother,

who, on his death-bed, entreated him to bestow Agnes on his

only son, when they shonld have attained a proper age. Grate-

ful for his almost parental care of his child, and moved by the

situation of his brother, whose whole heart seemed to be

bent on this union, Fritz promised that when his daughter

should have reached the age of eighteen, she should become
the wife of Caspar, provided Caspar himself desired the con-

nexion at that time; and satisfied with this promise, the old

man died in peace.

This engagement was concealed from Agnes, but it was
known to Caspar, who exulted in the thought that this rich

prize would one day be his. With low habits and a coarse

turn of mind, the delicate graces of Agnes had no charms for

him; he loved her not, but he loved the wealth which would
one day be her’s^and which he looked on with a greedy eye.

The thousand soft and nameless feelings which accompany a ge-

nerous, and tender passion, were unknown to Caspar. It was a

hard task to him to attend his gentle mistress
;
nor did he ever

appear disposed to play the part ofa lover, except when some other
seemed inclined to supply his place. It was at a rural Jete

given by Fritz, to his neighbours at the termination of an
abundant harvest, that Caspar first chose openly to assert his

right. He had taken it for granted, that he should open the

dance with Agnes. What then was his indignation, when on
entering the apartment, he saw her slender waist encircled by
the arm of a young hussar, moving in the graceful waltz ! The
evident superiority of his rival, whose well-knit limbs, firm step,

and martial air, formed a striking contrast to his own clownish
figure and awkward gait, only increased his ire, and in violent

wrath he advanced to Agnes, insisting on his right to open the
dance with her. Agnes pleaded her engagement; he persisted;

she refused his request and laughed at his anger. He became
violent and rude. The hussar interfered, and the quarrel rose

*o high as to draw Fritz to the spot.

Caspar, in a voice almost choked with passion, laid his

grievances before him. Agnes, in a tone of indignation, com-
plained to her father ofhis insolence, and appealed to him whether
she was not at liberty to select any partner for the dance she
thought proper ? “You have no such liberty !” thundered forth

Caspar. “ You are my betrothed wife, and as such, you belong

to me alone.”

Agnes cast on him a smile full of scorn and contempt, but it

faded as she looked to her father, and a deadly paleness over-

spread her countenance as she inquired, “Father, does this

man speak truth?”

“He does, my child!” was the reply; and she dropped in-

sensible at his feet.

The young hussar now knelt down beside her, passionately

kissedher fair forehead, and raising her in his arms, bore her to an
adjoining apartment, followed by the father and Caspar. Agnes
slowly revived. At first she saw no one, and breathing a deep
sigh, murmured, “ It was all a horrid dream.” An anguished
groan startled her into perception and agony. She looked up and
saw her father standing before her with folded arms, and a
countenance clouded with grief. Caspar also stood near with
an exulting smile; and the hussar knelt down beside her, but
his face was buried in his hands. She then found it was no
dream. She looked to her father—“ Father, is there no hope?”
“None—my honour is pledged!”

She then turned to the hussar and placed for a moment her
cold hand in his; then rising suddenly, threw herself at the feet

of Caspar. “ Oh, Caspar!” she imploringly cried, “ have mercy
—I love another—you do not love me—have pity on us!”

“By all the powers of Heaven and hell! you shall be mine,
Agnes.—I appeal to thy father,—will your father violate his

promise to the dead?”
“ I will not!” said Fritz solemnly,

“Then, Agnes,” cried Caspar, with fiend-like exultation,

“no power on earth shall save you from being mine!” and thus

saying, he left the house.

Agnes rose from her knees and threw herself into the arms
pf ber lover. The presence of her father was no restraint; on

|

her pure tenderness. Her tears fell fast oil his manly counter
nance, but his agony was too great for that relief. Fritz was
deeply moved. He approached them—endeavoured to calm
their affection, and related the circumstance under which this

promise had been given; but his concluding words that “ he
must hold it sacred!” threw them into a new paroxysm of
grief. “We must part then, Albrecht!” said the weeping
Agnes. “ We must part—ah! can we survive this cruel blow?”

“No,” said Albrecht, “no; I cannot live without you; let us
oncemore entreat yourfather to have pity on us.” And theyouth-
ful lovers threw themselves at his feet. “ Albrecht,” said Fritz,

sternly, “thou a soldier, and ask me to tarnish my honour?”
Albrecht felt the appeal; he started up and raised the weeping
Agnes, cut off with his sabre one long bright tress, embraced
and kissed her, placed her in the arms of her father and fled.

Every passing day carried with it some portion of the forti-

tude of Agnes, as if she saw the near approach of the period
which was to consign her to a fate so dreadful. Three little

weeks were all that lay between her and misery. Fritz

endeavoured to soothe her, but she would not be comforted.

Had even her affections been disengaged, Caspar would have
been distasteful to her; but with affections placed on another,

the idea of an union with him, appeared insupportable.

“My dear child!” would Fritz say, interrupting a passionate

burst of grief, “ by what magic has Albrecht gained possession

of your heart?”
“ hie is an hussar,” replied Agnes. There was something in

this reply, that moved Fritz : he recollected that he himself

had imbued the mind of his daughter with sentiments of respect

and esteem, for the character of a good soldier; and conscience

reminded him that he had too often exalted the profession of

arms above the peaceful and unobtrusive occupations of the
husbandman. Was it wonderful then, that Agnes sheuld have
imbibed something of this spirit? or, that she should have
yielded her heart to one that possessed coqrage to defend her,

and tenderness to soothe her under the afflictions of life? Al-
brecht dwelt near them; he had been the early playmate of

Agnes, and with glowing cheeks and sparkling eyes, they had
often listened together to the warlike exploits which the good
Fritz delighted to relate to them ; and to these conversations,

might be attributed the passionate desire of Albrecht to adopt
the profession of arms. Accustomed to see them play together

j

as children, and liking the society of the generous and spirited

boy, Fritz, forgot the danger when their childhood passed away,
J

of their affection assuming a totally different character. It

was so, and Fritz now saw with deep grief that his daughter I

was unalterably attached to the youthful soldier. I

If Agnes was unhappy, her father was scarcely less so : he I

blamed his own imprudence; and on contrasting the characters 1

of the two youths, a violent conflict between his feelings and I

his duty arose in his breast; but the stern honour of the sol- I

dier triumphed, and he deemed himself bound to complete the
f

sacrifice. Unable however to endure the sight of her grief, he 1

carried her to the abode of a youthlul female friend, who I

formerly resided near them, but on her marriage, had re- I

moved to a village sixty miles distant. There he left Agnes, 1

after receiving her solemn promise, that she would return 1

with him the day before that on which she shonld complete I
her eighteenth year. “Father,” said she with streaming I
eyes, “ I have never deceived you. If I live, I will return

; I
but do not grieve too deeply should my heart break in this I
fearful struggle.” The old hussar dashed away a tear whieh I
strayed down his scarred and sunburnt cheek, embraced his I
his child and departed. 1

Time woregradually away, and at last the day arrived which I
was to seal Agnes’s fate. It found her in a state of torpid I
despair. Exhausted by her previous struggles, all feeling I
seemed dead ; but her mind was awakened to new suffering. I
A friend arrived to conduct her to her father. The good I
Fritz lay apparently on the bed of death ;

and with breathless I
impatience Agnes pursued her journey.

On her arrival, her father’s sick room was nnfc solitary. I
The detested Caspar was there, and the!*e too, was the youth- I
ful hussar.
“ My child 1” said Fritz,

ft my days are numbered ; my I
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fate must soon be decided, and alas ! your’s also. To my
dying brother I solemnly promised, that on this day I would

offer you to his son as his bride. Without fulfilling my en-

gagement, I could not die in peace ;
even the grave would

afford no rest. Can you sacrifice yourself for my future re-

pose /”

“I can—I will 1” cried the unfortunate Agnes, sinking on

her knees, “so help me, Heaven V*

“ Heaven will bless a dutiful child !” said Fritz, with fer-

vour. “ Caspar, draw near—Caspar, you say you love my
child : cherish her, I conjure, as you hope for future happi-

ness. In her you will possess a treasure ; but I must warn
you, she will bring you but one portion of my possessions.’'

Caspar started and retreated a few paces. “ That, however ”

continued Fritz, “which Hook upon as my greatest earthly
treasure, I give Avith my daughter. You, Caspar, believe me
to have some virtues. Alas ! alas ! you knew not the secret
sins which have sullied my life—the rapine—the murder
but enough of this ! I have confessed to my spiritual father
and have obtained absolution for the dark catalogue—but on
-the condition that I leave all my wealth to the church as an
atonement for my transgressions. I could not forget I was a
father ;

I pleaded the destitute state ofmy child—I implored
I entreated—at length I wrung from the pious father his con-
sent that I should retain my greatest treasure for my Agnes.
I chose my saddle. Keep it dear child, in remembrance of
an affectionate father. And you, Caspar, are you satisfied to
relinquish worldly goods for the welfare of my soul ! Are
you content to take my daughter with this portion 2”

“Fool!” exclaimed Caspar, “doting idiot! how dare you
purchase exemption from punishment, at my expense? Your
wealth is mine ;

your possessions must be the portion of my
bride. I will reclaim them from those rapacious monks, and
tear them from the altar !”

“You cannot—you dare not!” replied Fritz, raising his
voice to anger, “ my agreement with your father had re-

ference to my daughter only—my wealth formed no part
of it.”

“ Driveller—dotard!” vociferated Caspar, “think you that I
will accept a portionless bride? You must seek ^some other
fool for that purpose: I renounce her!”
“Give her to me father ” cried Albrecht “ I swear to cherish

and protect her while I live. Give her to me and when she
shall be the loved wife of my bosom, I will live for her—aye—and die for her—

”

Casper laughed in mockery “you value life but little,” said
he “to talk of sacrificing it for a woman. I never knew one
worth the trouble of winning, and least of all Agnes.”
The Young hussar laid his hand on his sabre. Agnes threw

herself between them. At the same moment Fritz sprang from
his couch, tore the covering from his head, snatching his sad-

dle from the wall where it hung, seized his sabre, with one
stroke laid it open, and a stream of gold bezants, oriental

pearls, and sparkling jewels fell on the floor!
j

“Wretch!—worm—vile clod of earth! art thou not justly

punished? Hence reptile, before I forget that thou art of

my blood!” Fritz raised his sabre, and the dastardly Caspar
fled without daring to give utterance to the imprecation which
hung on his colorless lips.

Trampling under feet the costly jewels which lay strewed
around, Agnes rushed forward and embraced her father ex-
claiming “ Is not this a dream? Can this bliss be real?”

“Forgive me my child” exclaimed Fritz “the pain I have
been obliged to give your gentle heart. My effort to make
that wretch resign his claim to your hand has been successful.

Grudge not that part of our store has been appropriated to

holy church—not to purchase forgiveness of the sins

I mentioned, and of which thank God! I am guiltless, but to be

the blessed means of saving you from a miserable fate. Kneel
down my children—Aye support her Albrecht lay her innocent

head on your bosom and receive the fervent benediction of an
OLD HUSSAR.” H. A.

THE STUDENT OF LEIPSIC.

Leipsic ! — pleasant
Leipsic ! How my
heart warms Avhen I
call to remembrance
the happy hours I

spent in my youth,
within her walls! No-
thing is more common
among such of our
countrymen as have
yisited Germany, than
to speak with contempt
of the leaden character
of her population. Her
learned men they stig-

matize as bookworms

—

the students in her
universities as bullies

— her merchants as

automata, . who go
through the routine of

business without ming-
ling a single ennobling
sentiment with its

cares, and only leave

the quay and mart to

seek the congenial so-

ciety of the beer-flagon and meerschaum. Although they have
probably seen nothing of Germany, beyond the romantic
scenery of the Rhine, they level their remarks Avith as much
coolness, as though they examined every link of her society,
from the levees of her petty princes, to the less ostentatious,
but more heartfelt hospitality, of her burghers. A long resi-
dence jn fhat country has effectually cured pie of the silly

prejudices which 1 felt

on entering it. It is

now nearly fifty years

since my first visit was
paid to Germany. At
that time her scenery

was comparatively un-

knoAvn to the mass of

the British population.

It is true that her

venerable forests, and
magnificent mountain

ranges, and majestic

rivers, Avere as distinct-

ly marked in the route-

book of the traveller in

1790, as in 1837; but

the number of foreign-

ers who visited them
was inconsiderable,

when compared with

the swarms of tourists

who now croAvd, with

each successive au-

tumn, to saunter for a
few days through its

provinces, and then

return to inform their gaping companions, in London or Edin-

burgh, what a’wonderfully dull race the Germans are!

I was scarcely sixteen when I left England; for my father

had determined that, instead of joining the ranks of those who

do not study at Oxford, I should enter as a student in the

university of Leipsic. In a few days after my arrival in that

city, I was enrolled amoDg the Burschen
?
and commence^
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labours. I had no time to become melancholy at the change
which had taken place in my situation, for the professor to
whose charge I had been committed, took sufficient care that
a lack of employment should offer no pretext for the inroads
of ennui; and I spent my time within his house with as much
ease and cheerfulness, as though I had been seated by the
hearth of the old priory in Essex. At first I was somewhat at
a loss for associates

; but 'this want was soon supplied by the
acquaintance of a number of my fellow students, in wandering
with whom through the pretty environs of the city, my leisure
hours were chiefly occupied. It is a mournful task to recal
those days of happiness, Johan Wetterman was the earliest of
my German friends. We loved each other with as much
fondness as though we had sprung up together under the same
roof.

Johan was the son of an opulent merchant in one of the
Hanse Towns, but had come at an early age to Leipsic. His
mind was of a cast very common among our continental
neighbours, having enthusiasm for its ruling principle in all

its motives. On what subject soever he was engaged, he
devoted himself to it with unwavering singleness of purpose,
till its difficulties were overcome, or a new object of pursuit
presented itself. The natural result of this was, that his ex-
ertions were almost superhuman in themselves, ,but of com-
paratively little advantage to the cause of truth.

It was at this period that the French revolution was at its

summit, and the whole civilized world rang with its move-
ments. Even in Germany—in spite of the cordons of her so-
vereigns—the tidings of its progress were circulated ;

and
many an ardent spirit thrilled with ambitious aspirations,
as day after day the rumours of its successes were spread
abroad. On the enthusiastic spirit of Wetterman, as^might have
been foreseen, they acted like a charm

; and he busied him-
self in prognosticating the effects which it would produce
on the face of European society. A marked alteration took
place in his character, and the fields of Science and lite-

rature were deserted, for investigations into the origin of
despotic power. It was not for a considerable time that I
discovered the means by which so marked a change had been
effected. We had wandered together one Sunday afternoon,
to a village a few miles distant from Leipsic, with the intention
of witnessing the holiday games of the peasantry. For some
time we pursued our way in profound silence. At last we
reached the brink of the Elsler, and sat down by its margin.

“Johan.” said I, after a short pause, “have you heard the
report of the invasion projected by the French ?”

“ I have,” replied he, “ and if their usual success attend
them, it must inevitably place the Broad Stone of Honour
in their hands. What a mighty responsibility 'hangs upon
their steps ! On their movements depend for

* a time, the
destinies of man.”

“ What opinion do you entertain of their motives ? ” conti-
nued I, with an air of affected indifference.

“ History offers no parallel to their exertions. The march
of events hurries onward

; ere two years elapse, the German
Confederacy shall go down before the iron hand of their
power. In each of their measures I recognise a blow struck
for the benefit of mankind. Our hereditary governors may
tell us that it is our duty in this crisis, to rally in defence
of our national institutions, and drive legions of France into
the Rhine. Their appeal is made to the passions of the
multitude. He is the true friend of his country who now
stands aloof from the camp of legitimacy and leaves her to die
in the struggle. I love my native land—you know, Earnest,
how I love it—but I would hail, as a special boon of Pro-
vidence, the appearance of a French army under the walls
of Vienna. Come with me to-night, and I shall convince
you that there are many of my countrymen who wish well
to the movement.”

I readily assented to his proposal, and in a short time we
found ourselves at the door of a Commerz-house. A cloud of
smoke met us as we entered, but I was able |to conclude
from the clanking of flagons, and the jingling of voices,
that a party of topers had assembled. The meeting con-
sisted of about twenty young men engaged in smoking, and

»

occasionally relieving their conviviality by snatches of poli-
tical discussion. I saw, without much difficulty, that the
majority of them were boys, who had probably, joined the
association without having any distinct idea of its nature
beyond the fact that it was directed against despostism in all
its forms. One individual, a student from Jena, fixed my
attention as soon as I heard his foice. In the midst of their
discussions he remained silent, and only opened his lips to
swallow another draught, or join in the chorus of their revolu-

I

tionary songs. A profound feeling of hatred towards him im-
mediately filled my mind. I could not divine the reasons for
such an emotion

; but I turned my eyes from him with dis-
gust. Perhaps, unknown to myself, by one of those involun-
tary perceptions which are so common among sensitive indi-

1

viduals, I saw injiim the Judas of the little knot. I retired
at a late hour, leaving them still busily engaged in discussion.
Next morning, Johan roused me from my bed at an early

hour, and requested me to accompany him a few miles on a
journey which he meditated.
“What is your object in leaving Leipsic so suddenly ? ” in-

quired I, as I grasped his hand at parting.
“ FareAvell !

” was his only reply
;

“ I shall answer your
question ere long.” He mounted the stahl-wagen, and, in a
few minutes, was out of sight.

A month elapsed before he returned to Leipsic ; when he
informed me, that the enthusiasm of his mind was so great, as
to induce him to undertake a journey to Paris, for the pur-
pose of having an interview with the ferocious Danton, one of
the master- spirits of the revolution, from whom he had received
the cheering assurance, that the cause of Geman regeneration
would pot be forgotten. I immediately saw the danger in
which he had wantonly involved himself.

For some time after his return he passed his time wholly in
his own apartment. His fellow students said that he was en- I

gaged in scientific research, but I knew that tWeir conjectures
were false. In the meantime, a report was circulated that a
French army was about to cross the Rhine, and a general
gloom was spread over the face of Germany. The inhabitants

j

of Leipsic were thrown into a paroxysm of terror, and nothing
was spoken of in the groups of citizens, who were seen col-
lected around the corners of her streets, but spoliation, and
conflagration, and massacre. In her university it was received
with equal alarm

; and our professors, instead of honouring
us with the usual dissertations, chiefly occupied their attention
in inciting us to remember with gratitude the institution under
which we had sprung up. On Johan their advices fell without
effect, for his mind was in a state of tumultuous excitement,
and he believed that the liberty of Germany was now about to
be established by the invading hosts.

At this period urgent business led me for a few days to
Berlin. It was nearly noon on the seventh; day after my de-
parture when I returned to Leipsic. As I was passing through
one of the principal streets, my curiosity was excited by Seeing
a crowd gathered in the centre.

“ What is the cause of this unusual commotion ? ” said I to
an old Jew, who was lounging in the skirts of the multitude.

“ A young student,” replied he, “ has been found guilty of
treason, and has just been seized.”

A strange feeling passed over my mind as Jie spoke, and
I rushed into a house that I might see the prisoner from its

window. In the middle was a young man—evidently the ac-
cused individual—surrounded by a number of soldiers. He
raised his head as I looked out—our eyes met—he started
back, as though a sudden blow had been dealt to him

; and
I seized on the window-sill for support. It was Wetterman.
My worst fears had been fulfilled, and I sjiud&ered at the

.

fate which awaited him. Before I could recover my com-
posure, he had disappeared in the gate of the prison.
On making inquiry, I learnt that he had been convicted

of treason by the testimony of the young man, whose ap-
pearance had excited my suspicion so strongly in the meet-
ing of the Burschen, and had been condemned to suffer the
full penalty of that crime.
From the hour of his condemnation till that of his execution,

much of my time was spent in his cell, hut he neyer expressed

,
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the slightest feeling of regret at the part he had taken. On
the contrary, he still identified the cause of the revolution

with that of liberty. I remained with him during the whole
night which preceded his execution. He slept at intervals,

but as soon as he marked the daylight breaking through the

dingy bars, he rose from his pallet, and paced hurriedly along

the damp pavement. He then arranged his apparel with unusual

care, and spent the remainder of his time in devotion. About
nine o’clock in the morning the magistrates entered his

cell, and their satellites approached to lead him forth to

punishment. Supported on my arm, and presenting an un-

dismayed look to the bystanders, he slowly emerged to the

front of the prison.

Every thing * was in readiness : the headsman was in wait-

ing. He inspected the sword for a moment—presented a ring

to the executioner—requested him to do his work skilfully

—

embraced me tenderly, and laid his head upon the block-

I covered my eyes as I saw the glittering weapon descend,

iffg. I heard a suppressed murmur-—a blow—a rolling to and
fro on the scaffold—a gushing of blood ; and on raising my
eyes, a headless corpse met my gaze ! No shout arose from
the multitude—gn awful silenee reigned throughout the whole
living mass

;
and even the headsman, though long inured to

scenes of diorror, trembled as he grasped the long hair, and
held up the gory head to the shrinking gaze of the spec-

tators.

Many years after this melancholy event, I was travelling

in Carniola. I had halted for the purpose of examining one of

the mines. As I stood at its brink, a swart miner advanced
with the intention of descending. I started back, for I was
convinced that his features were familiar to me.
“ What is his name ?” inquired I of one of the bystanders,

pointing to him. “ Strange stories are told about him, ” was
the reply. “It is said that he was once a student at Jena,
.but that having betrayed

1

one of his associates, who was in

a conspiracy, he has never been happy since.”

I returned at a slow pace to the little hotel, and as I went,
the conviction became rooted in my mind, that punishment
sooner or later, inevitably overtakes the guilty, even on this

side of the grave.

THE BETRAYED} OR, THE FAITHFUL MINSTREL
PAGE.

A TALE OP THE TIMES OF BRUCE OF SCOTLAND.

(Concluded,}

“Most honoured Lord De Brechin ! not on light suspicion
would the poor minstrel dare to trouble the reposing confi-

dence of your generous soul. Precise and deep were the
notes of jeopardy conveyed to me ; and in faithful solitude

repeated to your ear ; I may not say whence the alarming
sounds vibrated to my heart. I would die to prevail with
Lord De Brechin to avoid the Torwood, even for one week j

but I dare not live a perjured informer. I may but allude
to Mother Himbilella and her tribe. Their accuracy and
truth are unquestionable, and they are unchangeably bound
to serve the Lord De Brechin, with hand and spirit. On my
knees, I beseech thee Donald De Brechin, not to mix thy
nobleness with the malcontent Soulis and his partisans”

“ Minstrel, thou hast computed too largely the extent of
my endurance ; and thou seemest to forget how the blood
U’oyal in my veins, must abhor all malcontent devices. Hast
thou no memory for the recital I made thee of the defence of
Kildrumney Castle, where I first raised my arm against the
foes of Scotland. I at least, should keep in mind, and never
forget that Lord Soulis, spared my life, when all were put to

the sword, or died by the stroke of the executioner. My
mother perished in the flames, communicated to the castle
by the English. I had been two days confined to bed by
Bickness which raged in consequence of fatigue, and scanty
and bad provisions in our beleaguered fortress. Roused by
the conflagration, I leaped from the bartizan in weeds of
night, My youth, for I was a stripling of thirteen years, and

my profusion of flaxen hair, made Lord Soulis take me for a
girl ; but even alter he knew I was a kinsman to the Bruce,
he treated me with favour and did not give ine up to the
English ,

and should I refuse to help to save his fortunes
from ruin, I must be the basest niggard, that ever scraped
the mud for sordid ore.”

“ Thrice honoured warrior, the obscure minstrel hath indeed
too boldly tempted your forbearance. Let his blood atone for
renewing his importunity! His zeal and urgency are irrepres-
sible. Your darkening looks cannot intimidate him when the
hazard or loss of life may avert from his lord evils, more dire
than natural, and honourable death. Send this point to my
vitals

;
it gleams through the fog and I fear not to have it

sheathed in my breast. It cannot iflnict a pang so bitter as
the refusal of that boon I have taxed all my feeble eloquence
to obtain. One week to delay the meeting with Lord Soulis,

will place beyond doubt the real intention of this conference.”
“ Good Leonard, peace! Thy words are wasted in vain. De

Brechin hath given Lord Soulis the pledge of a true knight
to meet him to- morrow evening, ai?d will keep his appointment
though death and desolation were the certain issue. I charge
thee on thy duty to thy liege lord, speak not another word on
this offensive and unavailing topic. Sleep glides over my
senses. Let the same oblivious soother hush thy bootless cares.

Compose thy perturbured spirit; and since thou wilt not ac-
cept my plaid, stretch;thy limbs under the screen of this hol-

low rock to the left, and pray to the saints
; or tell thy beads

and sleep will softly weigh down thy eyelids.”

The page obeyed; but in the prayers be offered for his lord,

sad forebodings mingled with devotion. The night breeze
sprung up; the fogs and dews were dissipated; a sable shroud
of obscurity still hung over every object and the sound of wa-
ving trees with the low murmurs of a rivulet lulled the war-
rior to rest. Not so tranquil passed the silent watches with
the minstrel. Groping his way from the sheltering rock, he
threw himself on the cold sods at some distance. Smothered
groans and half- stifled sighs betrayed the dolorous current of
his meditations. The voice of De Brechin came to his ear.

He wiped his swollen eyelids and answered the supposed
summons with prompt alacrity. He found his lord fast asleep

and was again withdrawing, when in words distinctly articula-

ted De Brechin, said “ Leonard Mar, faithful servant, true

friend in the love of Donald de Brechin, second to none except

Isabella de Courcy—Isabella de Courcy, loved, but forbidden

name!”

The minstrel crossed his forehead and breast, then wrung
his hands, and with irregular movements regaining his former

station, sunk in the attitude of humble supplication to the su-

preme object of worship. The call of his master summoned
him from these prostrate -effusions of anguish. “ Behold Leo-

nard “ said de Brechin “how the faint, yet lovely dawn of morn
incites activity! Ah! my self-disquieting page, now I view thee

near, I can perceive in what manner the hours have worn
away in thy seclusion. I have been too hasty, too thankless

for thy faithful remonstrances. They, indeed, deserved a

kindlier reception. Lave thine eyes in yonder mountain stream

:

the traces of grief on thy cheeks upbraid the rash humour of

thy master: yet trust me that if the paramount favour of De
Brechin could diffuse unclouded sunlight over thy fate, no sigh

would heave thy bosom, no wish of thine remain ungratified.

Think gaily on thy lady-love
;
quaff to her health trom my

wine-cup. I understand thy repelling fingers; why hast thou

fettered thy life with vows of mortification ? Is celibacy inclu-

ded? If not intrust me with thy wishes, and question not my
endeavours to promote their success.”

“ My gracious lord, in solemn truth, I declare my breast has

never harboured a fond thought for mankind. To live and

die a trusty follower of the Lord De Brechin, is the height of

my pride and my felicity.”

“Trustworthy hast thou ever been; yea, thy prudence

and valour have been the guardian angels of a reckless, restless

leader; and when he ceases to value thee and thy service, he

must be lost to himself. Cheer thee my minstrel of vast price,

and let this morning morsel recruit thy strength. My repast
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and a few hours rest hare invigorated all my powers. A little

food and a little sleep go a great way to brace the sinew of a
warrior. Lo! this beautiful dawn presages a glad evening:

and if I have rejected thy solicitations regarding myself to

day, I will grant thee on thy own account to-morrow, whatso-
ever thou shait ask.”

Once more the minstrel on his knees and in a voice agitated

by intense anxiety, said “ My lord most honoured, suffer me
again to implore from thee, even for three days a postpone-

ment of the journey to Torwood.”
Lord de Brechin sprung from his moss-covered seat, and in

a tone of displeasure replied “ silence good Leonard on this

important theme ! I am off for Torwood. Follow when it

likes thee.”

De Brechin bounded through a track clothed with herbage
so luxuriant as showed it to be unvisited by man or beast

:

and the intervening wood concealed it from the common road,

which on the hill might be discerned afar off. Leonard quick-

ly pursued the rapid progress of his lord,* saying to himself
“ My last hope is now the influence and explicit communica-
tions of mother Himbilella.”

De Brechin with frank cordiality spoke to Leonard when
overtaken by him. They proceeded westward by a course 1 he
least exposed to observation, and twilight brought them close

upon the forest, so dreaded by the minstrel. He looked for

mother Himbilella—she came not—and while he stood peering
in every direction, his lordship asked him for his golden
spurs. “ They are in the leathern sack” answered the page.

“I shall then get them at Torwood. A messenger from
Lord Soulis would meet Yogran last night and receive my
accoutrements. Thou, Leonard, art recommended to the holy
fraternity in the religious house, whose lights are twinkling
very near us. I must go unattended to the conference with
Lord Soulis and his friends. The dignity of a nobleman
be guarded by every delicate precaution, nor may I infrin-

ge the rules on which we agreed to that effect.”

With vehemence of language and gesture, Leonard begged
leave to accompany his lord; and when peremptorily for-

bidden, his distracted importunity almost shook the firm
nerves of De Brechin; but rallying his fortitude he recapitula-

ted the considerations that with-held his compliance. Leo-
nard’s agony subsided, and be compromised for allowance to

spend the night in prayers for his lord on the spot where
they were to part. De Brechin wrung the hand of his
mournful follower, and plunging amidst the trees, was soon
concealed by their thick umbrage. During this tedious
night, the afflicted, the almost frantic solitary, listened with
excruciating alarm to every sound, or glared with wild im-
patience to ascertain the cause of hurried accents and incon-
stant lights, which seem to pass and repass beyond the
distant interior of the forest. Sometimes he fancied that
a gleam from unsheathed weapons flashed upon his sight,

and as it became certain, he rushed through the trees, every
pulse throbbing with eager haste to find his lord. He ob-
tained his wish—but oh! how obtained. A stately figure
wrapped in a horseman’s cloak was strapped behind a mounted
soldier. The care taken to prevent the populace from recog-
nising their idol, assured Leonard too truly that the pri-

soner must be Donald De Brechin. His visor was closed;
but the cloak too short for a prisoner of uncommon stature,
could not hide from the keen glance of the minstrel, the
golden spurs bestowed on his nephew, by King Robert, in ac-
knowledgment of many heroic actions and of saving his own
life. Leonard could not withdraw his eyes from this woful
spectacle, though it froze his blood, and almost suspended every
vital function. At that trying crisis a secular priest laid hold
of his arm, and hardly conscious of life or motion, the unhappy
minstrel was thus dragged to a barrier gate of Edinburgh
Castle. The priest slipped a piece of gold into the fist of the
sentinel, was admitted into the fortress and witnessed the com-
mitment. of the prisoner to the keep for state criminals. The
priest drew Leonard aside and whispered, “We have looked
upon a sorry sight.”

“ Oh ! oh !” replied the minstrel in a voice half suffocated by
groans “ it was a dream of horrors that might divorce soul raid

body. Now that I am awake do you, whoever you are, in
pity, bring a poor bewildered creature to his lord—the Lord
De Brechin—that I may know of a truth that he is safe and
free.”

“Poor lad ! and is your mind indeed clean gone? No won-
der you have not found me out by the natural voice I now
take in speaking to you; but that is no wonder since you be-
lieve a miserable reality to be a dream. Recal your wits and
think of mother Himbilella and her grandson. Returning from
where I last saw you, I found the mother and one of my aunts
in our hiding place, half-way to Torwood, my other aunt was
gone in search of a horse, or ass, or any beast of sure feet for
the mother : she had fallen from a high spirited shelty, and
dislocated her ankle. I hurried back to your lord with the
messages and proofs which Himbillela wanted to deliver from
her own lips; but though I travelled without rest like a shoot-
ing meteor, I was hours too late. Alas! that the mother with
the over-caution of age, would trust no one but herself to

undeceive the noblest the most betrayed of heroes!”
“ Blessed saints, have mercy upon my scorching brains—my

bursting heart!” said Leonard, “I am now awake to my fullest

wretchedness—yes—yes—I feel—I know all.”

“ Son of sorrow,, answered Vogran “ you are not in a state

to be left alone: yet I dare not fail to bring speedy tidings to

the mother. I must see you lodged with a friend. Some of

our blood has warmed his brave heart, and at my bidding he
will be kind to you. However, keep your own secret, and to

him be no more than a pilgrim. If you are forced to trust

somebody, let it be him. He has fought and bled with him—
that shame on his betrayers will lift a spear never more.”

“ Say not so, if you would not kill me; and oh, Holy Mary!
let me expire before

—

”

“ Poor mourner, praise to the prophet, thy brain is not quite

dry! I just wished to see thy tears abroach ; but vent your
thoughts in a lower key. You must not be known for a fol-

lower of him, who, but yesterday had the best in Scotland,

proud to belong to his train. Dry your cheeks, and be more
of a man. My heart is half-broken for him that was the best

protector of our tribe; but I will not wail like a woman. Wo-
men were made to weep; but to man, every loss may be made
up by stout courage in fighting against ill fortune. Come,
come, take heart. We are now near your safe lodging, and
off I must be.”

While speaking the armourer had drawn Leonard Mar to

a cluster of inferior houses erected by veteran soldiers, under
protection of the castle walls. Vogran introduced the pilgrim

and spoke ' to his kinsman in their own foreign lingo. The
host set bread and beer before his guests. Leonard recollected

that the last morsel he tasted was given from the hand of his

lord and his senses failed. He was laid on a truss of straw.

The soldiers covered him with a cloak, and then tried to open
his mouth that he might receive a little brandy; but Vogran
begged him to desist, as the pilgrim was under vows of ab-

stinence.

“A pestilence upon the shaven crowns!” said the soldier
“ they forbid brandy to their classes that they may have the

more for their own gullets.” Leonard, a little recovered, beg-
ged for a draught of water. The soldier offered beer; but the

minstrel shook his head against it, and renewed his entreaty

for water—having obtained it, and refused to take apiece
of bread, he said he would try to sleep. The kinsmen sat by
the fire : the soldier placed a measure of brandy on the bench
which served for a table; Vogran produced from his pouch a
massy slice of beef, and divided it with the soldier.

They talked in their own dialect, and after a hearty meal,

Vogran departed.

Leonard had slumbered—his dreams were filled with images
of the Lord De Brechin. He seemed to figure the charm and
grace of festive hours at the social board, or, in the danoe, or

he trod the hills gay and free as a hunter, or shone terrible in

ranks of war,—now, she was a oaptive to barbaric hosts and
bathed in blood. The minstrel cried out “my sword! my dag-
ger! I will rescue the Lord De Brechin or die with him!”
Hist own voice awoke the sleeper. A light flashed close to his
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faoe, and looking up he saw the soldier with a lamp, as if scru-

tinizing his countenance.

“When, where am I?” said Leonard.
“ In safe keeping” replied the soldier, “and safe shalt thou be,

though thy own lips have betrayed thee. Thy ravings in sleep

have told that thou hast served the Lord De Brechin. He
is now on his trial: awful to the bravest, for the bravest quake
if their fame is assailed. The loss of life is but as the scratch

of a thorn, to mortal anguish, for tarnished honour.”

“Who shall dare to tarnish the honour of Lord De Brechin?”

said the minstrel, “ I give them the lie to their teeth, and this

arm shall vindicate my words.”
“ This is raving, awake, poor mourner.” answered the soldier,

j

“ If courage and might could justify thy lord, his own hand
would vanquish his false accusers; but alack! lie was caught
in a trap, he was caught as the confederate of traitors, and the

haste of his judges to convict him shews no touch of lenity;

and a murrain on them all that sported in the warm light of

the great star of Scotland ! they have to a man deserted him in

his fall, except the high-minded English gray-haired glory of

chivalry; Sir Ingram De Umfraville; yet he is not the only

lord or cavalier of the court that owes his life to the hand dis-

armed by lying witnesses.”

“You give me a ray of comfort” said Leonard, “but are you
sure that Sir Ingram owes his life to the bravest of men, and
adheres to him in his desolation?”

“ Hast thou never heard of that noble exploit, and hast been
so long, in his train? Yet it is possible thou mightest live ages

with the Lord De Brechin, and never be told of his

achievements. I can relate to thee how he snatched Sir Ingram
De Umfraville from the death-points of ferocious enemies.

These eyes saw him fight his way through a crowd of assassins

with the wounded Sir Ingram on his back; and this old fist with
a blade of our own tempered steel, and supported by a handful
of Scots and a few faithful English defended the gallant Donald
on his rear.”

“ Saint Mary be praised!” said Leonard Mar “ that Lord De
Brechin has still one fast friend. Oh, let me get speech of Sir

Ingram, valiant soldier if ever you have gained honour in fol-

lowing the banner of Lord De Brechin—if ever his voice of

kindness has been felt at your heart—if ever his open hand re-

lieved you in need, carry this hallowed token to the noble De
Umfraville, and bid him name where I shall see him. In pity
help me to rise ! If I can stand I may be able to walk. I can
stand—yea, and I can walk. Good Veteran, speed thee to Sir

Ingram,—and oh! return as soon as thou hast done thy
errand!”

“My heart cannot withstand thee;” said the soldier, taking
the rosary, and hastening on his mission.

It was near midnight when he reappeared and found Leo-
nard like a statue in the same spot where he was left. Like a
person suddenly roused from sleep, he asked “what news?”
“Question me not:” the soldier replied, “I thought my heart

was hardened by scenes of bloodshed, but here I am a very
woman.”

“ A woman?” sighed the minstrel “but man must learn firm-
ness, and learn to endure the worst tidings that

—

”

“We have no moments to waste in words” said the soldier,

“Sir Ingram De Umfraville wants thee at a dark corner of the
ruined rampart where Vogran took thee from observation in

thy sorrow.”
“ Come let us fly to find the knight” said Leonard, running

as he spoke and vaulting up the steep and broken stair of the
rampart, in tones of agony, asked Sir Ingram for the Lord De
Brechin.
“ He desires to see thee,” said Sir Ingram “ and the king has

allowed thee a last interview. His mighty heart is pierced
with grief for the son of his sister. He would spare De Brechin
if the laws permitted mercy, but misprision of treason is a crime
unpardonable. He believed the assertions of the prisoner, that on
his part no conspiracy was ever imagined; so is believed by
the king, but taken with those against whom their own papers
prove treason, his nephew must share their doom.”
“Oh, let me die with him, if I may not die-for him.” said

Leonard, as Sir Ingram piade the unfortunate minstrel take

his supporting arm, in crossing the outer ballium of the keep;
and at the sight of the king’s signet aU the bolts of the inner
prison were opened. Sir Ingram led his sad charge to the
door of Lord De Brechin’s ward, and beckoning to the jailer to

retire with him, they left the master and devoted servant to
unreserved communion. Lord De Brechin with a breviary in

his hand, stood bending towards the lurid light of his lamp, his

back turned to the door and regardless of the creaking of hin-

ges and bars, his attention was fixed upon the offices of re-

ligion, until a stifled moan from Leonard, attracted his ever-

susceptible feelings. He would have clasped his humble fol-

lower in his arms, but the mourner sunk on the ground and
clinging to the feet of his lord, firmly resisted aU efforts to

raise him.
“Thou faithful until death!” said De Brechin, “death levels

all distinctions. No longer a servant but a loved and trusted

friend, refuse not my first and last embrace. The distance be-

tween us subsists no more.”
Leonard still persisted in declining his lord’s caresses, repeating

“ To the last—to the last may I hold the honourable place of

servant to the best and noblest of men! and 0, Lord of life! in

thy pitying mercy, then take me from this earth.”
“ Not so my dear, unalienable follower!” answered De Bre-

chin forcibly lifting the minstrel from his prostrate attitude.
“ I have much to say to thee and our time is short. Weep not

my kind friend but prove thy obedience to thy sometime mas-
ter by an exertion of fortitude, and by listening with earnest

composure to his last request. Thou must be the knight er-

rant of Donald De Brechin, and bear this golden crucifix to a

lady—the Lady Isabella de Courcy. Restore it to her with the

fondest adieus and blessings. Why didst thou start? Why
that tremor in that grief-exhausted frame? Thy sensitive rec-

titude need not be appalled at the name of a beloved, a spotless

female. The name of Isabella De Courcy can be associated

with no recollections to sting the conscience of a dying man,
and a brief sketch of our disastrous story will remove from thy
scrupulous mind, all objections to seek her out, and to deliver

the pledge of my unalterable esteem for her virtues. Years

are past since we have seen each other, and two months ear-

lier than your entry into my household was the first date of

our acquaintance. A few weeks preceding that most inte-

resting point in my existence, I was sent with a large com-
mand of soldiers and mariners to check the pirates that so

often ravaged the coast of Ayrshire. The spoilers had spread

such terror, that all who were unable to defend themselves,

fled and removed their property to inland fortresses. The
marauders laid every building in ashes, and while my men
were busied in erecting huts they sheltered themselves by night

\
in the caves of Culzean. It was in stormy weather that the

pirates made the most successful attacks upon our shores; and
during a violent gale which sprung up late in the evening I

gave orders in case they might come to prepare our boats to

repel them. I was buckling on my sword to take the direc-

tion of our force, when a man, reputed a champion in moun-
tain warfare, but who was never at the sea-side until he at-

tended me in Ayrshire, left his post, and darted into my cave,

his countenance distorted with affright. I ordered him to ac-

count for having left his po3t
;
and gasping with terror, he an-

swered ‘that a flaming demon was riding on the waves, and

would be upon us before our prayers could avert his landing;

for too surely mother Himbilella, the gipsy queen, was at her

cantrips to welcome the evil spirit!’

‘If mother Himbilella has any influence,’ I answered ‘she will

not employ it to our hurt!’ When I gave this reply, I had left

the cave followed by the quaking soldier. A voice responded

‘Himbilella is in duty and inclination bound to save the Lord

De Brechin, but the demon so formidable to that white-livered

champion, is a ship on fire.’ I waited to hear no more; but all

hands exerted every nerve to push our boats out to sea. The
night was dark but the flaming ship shewed to us three boats

struggling against the raging billows. Before we could reach

them, they ran foul of each other, and all our endeavours could

|
save only one slender being, whose lightness and the buoyancy

! of her wide garments floated her. The father of Vogran, a brave

|
and active fellow, snatched her from death and gave her to my
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care. I had despatched a boat to desire mother Himbilella to

have beds ready for the sufferers we hoped to rescue. Her
wisdom had anticipated my suggestion, and I found the prepa-

rations completed. I had the lady carried to my own cave,

purposing to shift for myself among my vassals, and I left the

patient to mother Himbilella and her daughters. One of the

younger girls soon came to say that acute sense of pain had
called the lady to life, and that the mother, wished me to give

my opinion of the cause. Since the days of Josina, the ninth,

king of Scotland, all the nobles and chiefs have paid great at-

tention to leech-craft, and I had much practice during the wars.

I found a fracture of the lady’s collar-bone, and her shoulder

bruised, which gave occasion to the torture she endured when
the women undressed her. I attended her as a leech—a friend

and—must I confess it?—as a lover. I forgot my compulsory
betrothment to Margaret Douglas ; I forgot all but the charms
—the excellences of Isabella de Courcy. Those are as fresh

in my mind as if no more than days had elapsed since I beheld

her. My existence has since been a blank filled only by im-

pressions associated with her idea. Even now on the verge of

another world, I seem to gaze on the ships that bore the lovely

Isabella to our shores. Perhaps the strong excitement created

by that scene disposed my heart to deeper susceptibilities.

The sweet delirium had no intermission until all my hopes

were blasted. A special messenger called me to bring the ma-
rines and soldiers under my command to the northern coast,

which was manned by a Scandinavian fleet. I was obliged to

obey; and separated from Isabella de Courcy, I recollected

my engagements to Margaret Douglas with indignation

against her for insnaring my youth. I was but sixteen, and
Margaret Douglas within one year of double my age, when her

beauty and address flattered my vanity in being singled out by
the blandishments of the most admired, and most exalted lady

at the court of of King Robert. I fancied myself captivated by
her, and when the king, my uncle, proposed our betrothment,

I consented with the facility of a giddy boy. The king saw
his own advantage in my alliance with Sir James Douglas, the
most powerful chieftain in the realm. I soon repented my
enthralment, and twice volunteered to foreign wars, to shun ri-

veting my chains by marriage. I know that to the resent-

ment of the Douglasses, I may attribute my present condition;

yet weep not my soft-hearted friend! death is preferable to an
enforced marriage, and such has been the alternative offered

to me. Be comforted and hear how I was separated from Isa-

bella! I am now certain that some creatures of the Douglasses
were spies on my conduct, and gave notice that a lady lodged

in the caves of Culzean. To that centre of my wishes, I

hastened to return. Cold, dark, cheerless was the place where
I hoped to find a congenial soul. I rushed with impetuous speed

to Himbilella’s cave, the cave where she chiefly resided.

In answer to my inquiries for Isabella de Courcy, she gave
me a slip of parchment on which was written ‘Isabella de

Courcy is now aware that the Lord De Brechin is the betro-

thed spouse of the Lady Margaret Douglas; and Isabella ad-

jures him by every sacred name, to fulfil his engagement.
She exhorts him to look upon the golden crucifix as a mon-
itor, that duty should rule inclination. Isabella de Courcy,
has taken a vow of celibacy, and no search can discover the

place of her retreat!’ I read this fatal scroll, and life seemed
departing from me. I was long ill, and I may ascribe my re-

covery, kind Leonard to thee: thy offices of faithful service,

of friendship have been innumerable, crown them by seeking
Isabella de Courcy. I shall die satisfied if thou wilt pro-

mise never to remit thy search, while any means are left

untried to find her. Promise this, good Leonard—thou
can’st no longer doubt her innocence.”

The minstrel, in broken tremulous accents replied, “ On that

head my honoured lord, be assured of my fidelity. With truth

I speak it, that with the aid of Mother Himbilella I may confi-

dently engage to deliver the crucifix to Isabella de Courcy.

She will
”

These words were interrupted by the entrance of Sir Ingram
De Umfraville with the father confessor. Lord De Brechin rose,

and taking the right hand of Sir Ingram, placed within it the

cold passive hand of Leonard Mar, who now seemed uncon-

of any procure o? teasgaetioa.

“ My dear Sir Ingram,” said De Brechin ; “I have done
with all earthly concerns : when this poor minstrel is placed

under your guardianship, the king will allow him a pension
from my heritage.”

“ I take Leonard Mar under paternal guardianship,

1

H

said

Sir Ingram ;
“ but I require no pension for him. My fortune

will suffice for us both, and he shall be my heir. God and the
saints, and this holy father, are witnesses to my promise ;

and may all the heavenly powers forsake me, if I break the :j

engagement !”

The appearance of a priest with Sir Ingram De Umfraville,

apprised the minstrel that his lord drew near the final hour.

The stupor of overwhelming sorrow paralyzed his faculties.

No tear, no word, vented his feelings. Sir Ingram and the

father confessor raised him from his seat, gave him in charge to

the old soldier with whom he had lodged, and a trusty domestic
of the English Knight was directed to take him to his house,

within the precincts of the court, as Leonard, Lord de Brechin’s
ward; the noble victim crossed his arms on his breast and/

breathed a prayer for his afflicted servant, whose mind, over-

powered by anguish, was insensible to all around him. Sir

Ingram’s domestic took him by one arm, the soldier seized

the other, and several of the running footmen belonging to

the knight’s household, gathered round, that their tall

figures might screen the diminutive minstrel from observation.

He was taken to the apartment destined for him. Bread and wine
stood on the table; the servants withdrew, leaving the soldier

to attend Leonard Mar. It was no trivial proof of the popu-
larity of Lord De Brechin with all who served under him, that

when Leonard rejected a goblet of wine, and the veteran half

raised it to his own lips, he set it down muttering, “ No, no, |

I would not swallow any liquor from the best vintage of

France, and he—I cannot speak the rest. Often has he

led me to victory. Would that the hero had died in

battle!”

To this soliloquy, though the most touching, to his heart, 1

Leonard gave no attention. With person immoveable, his

every feature fixed, and his eyes glazing, he remained until late

at night, when Sir Ingram, who had attended Lord De
Brechin’s last moments on the scaffold, returned to his

house. He spoke to the minstrel, but received no ajiSWer.

He shook the poor wasted arm, and squeezed the slender

fingers. He looked in his face ;
it was pale and still as mar-

|

ble. The soul had burst its frail bonds, and. winged its flight
S

to mingle in sweet communion with that of his betrayed lord—> i

so precious to him while on earth. Sir Ingram, taking the

lifeless body in his arms, laid it gently on a couch, and ex-

amined the features and person mpre closely, for a suspicion

had suddenly crossed his mind, and that suspicion soon

proved correct when he loosened the shirt collar of the page.-

The faithful minstel was of the gentler sex—It wskS the Lady
Isabella De Courcy. A.H,

THE PILGRIM KNIGHT; OR, THE RINGS
EXCHANGED.
A TALE OF ITALY.

Valembert, Marquis of Ferrara of the House of Este, had

by his mistress, three sons, and a daughter who was named
Lauretta Aldobrandini . She was reckoned one of the first

beauties of her time, and combined great firmness, with the

highest degree of feminine delicacy. *

Among the numerous strangers who frequented her
6

fa-

ther’s court, was Leo Visconti, a nephew of John Visconti,

the powerful Archbishop of Milan, who had conceived no

less a plan than to procure for his house, the supreme au-

thority over all Italy. Leo saw the fair Lauretta for the

first time, at a procession ;
she was absorbed in devotion

and none of her thoughts belonged to earth. The youth’s

heart was inflamed with l$ve, and it soon became unsuscep-

tible of any other impression. He repeated the name of

Lauretta a hundred times in his dreams, and Lauretta was

the first word he uttered on waking,
g
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His mind was now incessantly engaged in devising the

means of acquainting the lady With his passion. This was
however attended with difficulties ;

for Lauretta lived very

retired, and never appeared at court, except on extraordinary

occasions. He at length contrived to bribe one of her at-

tendants, and through him to get a note conveyed to her

bed-chamber. Lauretta found it at night laying on her

table. As nobody could or would give any account by
whom it was written and how it came thither, she burned it

unopened.
Leo was informed the' next morning to his mortification,

of the failure of his attempt. He had heard of a prophetess,

who resided in a small lonely habitation, out of the gates of

Ferrara, near the church-yard of St. Magdalen. He repaired

to the place, and implored the witch to tell him whether
Lauretta would return his love.
“ I will consult my dead’ ' murmured the prophetess, and

descended into a deep vault, from which, as she removed
the stone, arose a cadaverous smell. Leo heard with horror,

the rattling of bones, and a low conversation in a language
with which he was unacquainted.
The witch ascended again from the cavern ; her hair seemed

singed with sulphureous flames, and her hideous face was
still more pale and haggard than before.
“ Lauretta Afdobranaini will never part her love from her

hand’' cried she with tremulous accents. Leo would have
asked some further questions but the old woman commanded
him to retire. “ Go ” said she “ the dead are uneasy, when
blooming life approaches too near to them.’*

He went, and was now firmly resolved to solicit Lauretta’s
hand, of the Marquis. On his return home, he commu-
nicated this intention to the chamberlain. Pagliano, who
accompanied him, and took the greatest pains to dissuade
him from it. In vain did he represent the consequences to

the love-sick youth ; in vain did he assure him that his uncle
the powerful Archbishop of Milan, would employ all the
means that lay in his reach, to prevent such a union; in

vain did he remind him of the increasing aggrandizement of
the house of Visconti, and of Lauretta’s illegitimacy. “She
must be mine even if I sacrifice all Italy for her was the
only answer returned by the infatuated youth.
Pagliano immediately dispatched a messenger to the arch-

bishop ; but Leo laughed at his officiousness, repaired the fol-

lowing day to the marquis, and formally solicited the hand of
his daughter. This proposal, however unexpected to the
prince, was not disagreeable. “ If you can obtain the
consent of your uncle, you have mine” was the reply. He
immediately introduced the count to Lauretta, in the garden
of the palace

;
her beauty, her dignified modesty, and the

fascinating tone of her conversation, completed the conquest
of the heart of the enamoured youth . Lauretta remained
tranquil and shared not the flame that she had excited.
In Leo’s figure and features there was indeed nothing to be
found fault with, but Lauretta immediately discovered in him
both that obstinacy and want of firmness, the one of which is

as incapable of yielding as the other of resistance.
It was not long before the archbishop’s answer arrived; it

consisted of these few words :
—“ My nephew has to seek his

bride among the first sovereign houses af Italy, for his inhe-
ritance is a duchy.” Pagliano at the same time received secret
orders to set out immediately with the Count of Ferrara. The
latter absolutely refused to comply; he even threatened to put
an end to his life, and the violence of his disposition afforded
room to apprehend the worst. The marquis was not a little

embarrassed : for he had reason to fear that the anger of the
archbishop would fall upon hte house, and he well knew the
implacability of his resentment. He went therefore with a
heavy heart to his daughter, to concert with, her how to act.
Alter a little reflection, she said, “ I will go into the country,
or into a convent, and there keep myself concealed till the
young man has got rid of his foolish passion.’’
Whilst they were consulting upon the place where Lauretta

should fix her abode, an old servant brought a basket of flowers.
He was going to present it to the Countess Aldobrandini,
when he turned pale, trembled convulsively, and fell senseless
upon the ground, Lauretta called her people; the duke’s own

physician was instantly sent for. He thought the circumstance
extraordinary; examined the man, shook his head, and whisp*
ered the marquis, that the flowers were poisoned, and probably
the poor fellow had smelt them by the way. After some time,
the unfortunate man was called to life; but his intellects
were deranged, and it was of course impossible to learn from
whom he had received the flowers.

The marquis shrewdly suspected that the archbishop was at
the bottom of this business, and that Signor Pagliano was the
instrument he had employed. He loved Kis daughter with the
tenderest affection, and would have given all that he held
most valuable to place her in security. To accomplish this
was no easy task. The marquis consulted his confessor, a
venerable friar of the Barefooted order, upon the subject.—“I
always trust more to God than myself,” said the monk; “I
will pray, and will then communicate to your lordship what I
consider most expedient.”

Father Hilderbrand repaired to the chapel, and there pros-
trated himself before the altar. An idea suddenly flashed upon
his soul,, as if inspired from above; he rose and went back to
the marquis.
“Do you bring me good counsel reverend father?”
“In my opinion,” replied Hildebrand, “ there is no safety

for the Countess Aldobrandini till her name is erased from the
list of the living.”

“ How do you mean?”
“ We must give out that she is dead.”
“ People will not believe us.”
“ They must and shall believe us. Your lordship can rely

upon the fidelity and abilities of your physician, and also upon
the silence and discretion of the*prioress, of the Ursuline
nuns. There is no need to acquaint any one else with the
secretr.”

The plan was then communicated to the physician, and also

to Lauretta, who agreed, with a smile, to contribute her part
towards its execution.

On the eveniug of the same day, it was reported all over
Ferrara that the fair Lauretta Aldobrandini had retired to the
Convent of St. Ursulines. Count Visconti bit his lips with rage’

when he heard this intelligence. “And yet she must be mine,’

cried he, stamping on the ground.
“ She is the bride of Heaven” rejoined Pagliano.

“We will see which will be obliged to cede to the other”

retorted the count with fury, running out to brood over the

most singular projects. 4
The following day he called at the palace of the marquis

;

but the latter would not see him, as he wished to avoid giving

the archbishop the slightest cause for fresh suspicion. The
count went out to the Convent of St. Ursula, situated a league

from the city, in a swampy spot beyond the Po. On seeing the

solitary walls be felt somewhat more composed. He seated

himself under a poplar that stood by the road and revolved va-

rious plans, but soon discovered the impracticability of them all.

Night gradually came on and threw her sable mantle over

all around. A bell rung in the convent; its sound was sweet

and melancholy.
“ Is that the bell for prayers” said the count to a girl who

was carrying milk and fruit to the monastery.
“ No—it is the passing bell” replied the girl.

His mind began to misgive him. At this moment a man
upon a mule rode out of the court of the convent, and took the

road to the city.

“For whom is that bell going?” asked Count Leo.

“For the beautiful Lauretta Aldobrandini” answered the

man. “ I am carrying to the marquis the account of the sudden

death of his daughter.”
“ Then” muttered the youth “ she is the bride of Heaven in

spite of me, and her fair blooming body will be consigned to

the worms.”
He rose and strolled about for some time in the fields. On

his return to the city lie was met in all quarters by the news

of the sudden death of the fair Lauretta, and some even ex-

pressed their conjecture that she had been poisoned.

When the count had reached home, he said to his attendant,

« You have no doubt heard, ray worthy Pagliano, that the
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beautiful Lauretta cannot be mine; because she cannot be the
bride of any man. If there be any truth in what they say.

‘•I know perfectly well who prepared the fatal draught and
consigned her to the arms of Heaven. For you kind Pagliano
I will provide a similar potion which shall not kill you in a
day, but after years of lingeringtorment. Sleep peaceably to-

night: the day after to-morrow I shall set out for Venice, and
I advise you to go to the place where ropes are dearest, as

then you may preserve your life the longest.”

With these words fhe count retired, leaving Pagliano quite

confounded. The intelligence of Lauretta’s death had been
immediately conveyed to him, and he thought it not improba-
ble that it might have been occasioned by poison

;
but this

time, at least, he was innocent of the deed.

The following day Count Visconti took his leave of the

court; the marquis assured him that his daughter had not

died a violent death, but of apoplexy arising from a sudden
chill after overheating herself. This declaration pacified the

young man, who without further ceremony would else have
snatched the thread of Signor Pagliano’s life out of the hand of

the Fates. He left Ferrara the same evening, to escape as

speedily as possible from painful recollections.

The day fixed for the interment of the fair Lauretta arrived.

Her father went the preceding evening to Modena, but his

three sons and a greatnumber ofpeople from Ferrara, attended
the funeral. As Lauretta’s brothers were not in the secret,

and were deeply afflicted at the loss of their sister, they stayed
no longer than until mass was finished, and quitted the
church when the body was removed from the sacristy and
the requiem began. The coffin was open. Lauretta lay in it

like a saint whose body is pfroof against corruption. She was
attired in white, with a wreath of lilies round her head, and
a rosary of red coral in her hands, which were folded upon
her bosom. The hymn of everlasting peace commenced

;

the priest entered and pronounced the benediction. There
was not an eye but overflowed. The coffin was then carried

by twelve nuns, from the choir, to the nave of the church,
where was the entrance to the vault. Here it was to

remain till vespers, and then to be removed to its resting
place.

The concourse gradually dispersed, for the hour of dinner
drew nigh. A young pilgrim alone remained, as if rooted
by the side of the coffin, and contemplated the pallid fea-

tures of the celestial form. When he perceived that all but
himself had left the church, he knelt before the coffin, drew
a plain gold ring froift Lauretta’s finger, and put on it a
valuable diamond ring instead. At that moment the prioress
stood before him.
“ What are you doing here pilgrim ?” said she “ surely

you would not rob the dead ?”

“I have only made an exchange,” rejoined the pilgrim,
ft and upon my honour, not for the sake of base lucre

;
for

only look at the two rings, venerable lady !’’

“ But why is this V*
“She who here slumbers must be a saint, for her face has

no mark of death and sin. The ring which she wore is to
protect me in my dangerous peregrinations.”

“ You are no ordinary pilgrim.”
“ True, lady

; this hand once wielded the sword.”
“ From what country are you ?”

“From Germany. *My name is Victor Von Schoneck.
An aged monk has predicted that I should be the last of my
race. Here would I fain lay myself down and die, that I
might awake together with this angel. Farewell, reverend
lady, and if my way leads me again to your convent, per-
mit me once more to contemplate the face of this sainted
virgin.”

Bending over the 'coffin, he imprinted a fervent kiss on
Lauretta’s hand, and retired from the church.

Lauretta was removed at the appointed time into the vault.
The prioress, a relation of her mother’s, did not quit the
coffin for a moment, and towards evening, came the physi-
cian, with a trusty servant of the 'marquis’s, for the time
approached when the effect of the opiate was to cease, and
Lauretta to^wake from her. death-like slumber.

Lauretta at length opened her beauteous eyes * a carriage

was in waiting, and the physician conveyed her to a small
country house which he possessed in the neighbourhood of
Ferrara, where she remained for a few days. From that place
her brother conducted her into ths Tuscan states, to her aunt,

the Countess Della Casa, who resided in a villa in a seques-
tered situation near the sea. She had been for many years a
widow and devoted herself entirely to -the education of two
daughters, who were still very young1

. Here Lauretta, who
now assumed the name of Rosina Della Casa, lived very
contentedly

; but a fresh storm soon gathered over her
head.
Her aunt very seldom received visiters ;

1

educated in a convent, and was not fond of company; hut
she went every day with her niece to the church of the Holy
Cross, which was not far from her house, and the duty of
which was performed by the monks of a neighbouring
hospital. Near this church also lived a monk of mid-
dle age ; nobody could tellwho or what he was

;
and he was

known in those parts by no other name than Signor Nioumo.
He generally wore the Spanish uniform, and it was whisper-
ed that he was connected with pirates, who notunfrequently
ravage the Tuscan coast.

This man once met the Countess Della Casa and her
niece, as they were returning home from the church. Lau-
retta had thrown aside her veil, as the day was extremely
sultry. Signor Nioumo fixed his eyes upon her; he stood as
if rooted to the ground, gazing after her, even when she
had disappeared behind the trees of the villa. From this

time, he tried all possible means to obtain access to the
house of the countess, but in vain. At length, he conceived
the idea of expressing his passion in writing

; but as he had
not learned to write, he employed a person to pen for him, a
tender letter

;
in which he, without ceremony, made Lauretta

an offer of his hand and fortune. He took her for some
|

needy relation of the countess, and flattered fhimself, that '

his proposal would be joyfully accepted. He was only at a
j

loss how to forward the letter to its destination ;
he hoped

to find a messenger among the servants of the Countess
Della Casa ; and actually discovered one, who was disposed
to serve him for money and good words. The conveyance of I

a letter was the only thing that he would not undertake ;
ho

had suffered, he said, in his former place, and he was sure
that such an attempt would cause him to lose his present
situation and his bread.

Signor Nioumo walked in an angry mood to and fro under
the poplars before his house

;
for love, which produces in

noble minds only what is beautiful and excellent, generates
only noxious weeds in those of a contrary character. The sun
was just setting—A pilgrim approached the house, and solici-

ted of Signor Nioumo a lodging for the night. “ You look

like a hearty fellow;” said the signor to him, “ I dare say you
would have no objection to earn a ducat. In yonder villa lives

the Countess Delia Casa, with her niece, the fair Rosina.

These ladies will cheerfully give you a lodging; you will then

find an opportunity to deliver this letter to Rosina, and that

shall be your reward.” With these words, he handed the pil-

grim the letter and a piece of gold.
“ It will not, indeed, become me to carry love-letters;” re-

plied the pilgrim, looking stea ifastly at him “ yet I will take

charge of this : but keep your money ; for a pilgrim ought to

do what is right, for the sake of Heaven, but not what is wrong
at any price.”

The pilgrim was no other than Victor Von Schoneck. He
had lost his way in these parts, and it was too late for him to

reach a town that night. He well knew the signor, though he

had seen him only once, but Nioumo did not know him.
“ I was vexed,” said Victor to himself, as he proceeded to

the villa, “ but, perhaps, after all, this way may be the right

one, and Providence may Lave sent me hither to prevent mis-

chief.’’

(To be continued.')
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THE LIFE OF LORD NELSON.

This great hero was the fourth son of the Rev. Edmund

quitting the snip without leave and, in a severe tone, demand-
ed what motive could possibly induce him to undertake so
rash an action. The young hero, with great simplicity, re-

plied, pointing to the bear, “ I wished, sir, to obtain the skin
for my tather.”Nelson Rector of Burnham Thorpe, in the county of Norfolk,

and Catherine, daughter of Maurice Suckling, D.D. incum-
bent of two preferments in the county of Norfolk, and one of

the prebendaries of Westminster. He was born on the 29th

of September 1758, and received the first rudiments of his

education at the high school of Norwich, from whence he was
removed to North Walsham, both in his native county. He
did not, however, remain long there

;
having been destined by

his father for the sea, though as it is said, entirely with his

own approbation, he was entered as a midshipman when only

twelve years of age, on board the Raisonable, of sixty-four

guns, commanded by his maternal uncle, Captain Maurice
Suckling. This occurred in the year 1770, in consequence of

the dispute between England and Spain relative to the Falk-
land islands

;
but that matter being soon after adjusted, the

Raisonable was paid off
;
and young Nelson, by the advice of

Captain Suckling, made a voyage to the West Indies.

On his return from this voyage he found Captain Suckling
commanding the Triumph, of seventy- four guns, stationed as a
guard-ship at Chatham, and repaired on board in his former
capacity of midshipman. It is a curious circumstance, that

during the time of his employment in the merchant service,

he contracted a strong prejudice against the discipline anc
subordination of the navy, so that it was not without much
difficulty that his uncle could reconcile him to that service of
which he afterwards became so bright an ornament.
He continued to serve on board the Triumph till the month

of April 1773, when an opportunity of enlarging his profes-
sional knowledge and of gratifying his spirit of enterprise,

presented itself, and was seized by him with the utmost ardour.
An expedition towards the North Pole being determined on,
for the purpose of ascertaining to what degree of latitude it

was possible to penetrate, and also to attempt the discovery
of a passage into the South Seas, two ships, the Racehorse,
command by Captain Phipps, and the Carcass, commanded by
Captain Lutwidge, were equipped for the voyage. By an
order from the admiralty no boys were permitted to be receiv-
ed on board

; but our hero, though then not fifteen years of
age, in consequence of his own pressing solicitations, was taken
on board the Carcass, and served in the humble capacity of
coxswain of the captain’s barge.
The ships sailed from the Nore on the 4th of June, and on

the 28 th made the land of Spitzbergen. They continued in
those frozen seas until the 10 th of August, without being able
to penetrate farther north than the latitude of eighty- one, an
impenetrable wall of ice, extending more than twenty degrees,
without any opening to the northward. On the 31st of July
the ships were closely surrounded by the ice, which became
thick and impenetrable, and the greatest apprehensions were
entertained that they would be prevented from returning. In
this critical situation thejr remained five days, during which
the boats were hoisted out, and hauled over the ice, with a
view to reach the open sea, should the ships continue frozen
up. At length, after much labour had been fruitlessly ex-
pended, a change of wind separated the ice, and enabled the
ships to get clear of it.

An anecdote is related of young Nelson, when the Carcass
was in the dangerous position here alluded to, which affords a
striking instance of his juvenile intrepidity and filial affection.
In those high northern latitudes the nights are generally clear;
during one of them, notwithstanding the extreme bitterness
of the cold, young Nelson was missing

;
every search was

instantly made after him but in vain, and it was at length
imagined he was- lost ;

when, as the rays of the rising sun
opened the distant horizon, to the great astonishment of his
messmates, lie was discerned, at a considerable distance, on
the ice, armed with a single musket, in anxious pursuit of a
large bear. The lock of the musket being injured, the piece
would not go off, and he had pursued the animal in hopes of
tiring him, and being able to effect his purpose with the butt-
end. On his return, Captain Lutwidge reprimanded him for

The further prosecution of this voyage being given up, the
ships returned to England, and were soon after paid off.

Young Nelson, by no means intimidated by his polar expedi-
tion, was anxious for employment

;
he accordingly applied for

and received an appointment to the Seahorse frigate, com-
manded by Captain Farmer, in which ship he proceeded to
the East Indies, and by visiting every part from the Bay of
Bengal to Bussora, in the Gulf of Persia, he was exposed to

extreme heat in the course of this voyage, nearly equal to the

degree of cold which he had experienced in his former. His
health, in consequence, being so materially impaired, that
Commodore Hughes, who then commanded on the Indian sta-

tion, gave him permission to return to Europe in the Dolphin
frigate. His constitution suffered so severely in the East
Indies, that he continued ever after in what is called a delicate

habit.

Soon after his arrival in England in 1776, he was appointed,
by an order from Sir James Douglas, then commander- in-chief
at Portsmouth, acting-lieutenant of the Worcester, a third
rate, commanded by Captain Mark Robinson, and remained
in this ship until the time requisite to qualify him for promo-
tion was expired, when having undergone the necessary ex-
amination, and acquitted himself with the highest credit, on
9th of April, 1777, he received a commission as second lieuten-

ant of the Lowestoffe frigate, Captain Locker. The Lowestoffe
sailed to the West Indies, and was employed as a cruiser

against the Americans. In a strong gale of wind and a heavy
sea, the Lowestoffe captured an American letter of marque.
The captain ordered the first lieutenant to board her

; which
he readily attempted, but was not able to effect, owing to the
tremendous sea running. On his return to the ship, Captain
Locker exclaimed, “ Have I then no officer who can board the
prize ?” On hearing this, the master immediately ran to the
gangway in order to jump into the boat ; when Lieutenant
Nelson suddenly stopped him, saying, “ It is my turn now ; ifl
come hack it will he yours.”

In 1778, Nelson was appointed by Sir Peter Parker, then
commander-in-chief on the Jamaica station, third lieutenant

of the Bristol, his flag-ship; and rising from thence in regular
rotation to be first; he was shortly afterwards promoted to the

command of the Badger sloop of war. His employment whip
in this vessel was cruising in the bay of Honduras, for the pro*-

tection of the British commerce in that quarter. On the 11th
of June 1779, he was advanced to the rank of post-captain,

and at the same time appointed to the command of the Hin-
chinbrooke, a twenty-gun ship. When the island of Jamaica
apprehended an attack from the French fleet under Count de

Estaing, Captain Nelson was appointed to the important com-
mand of the batteries which defend Port lloyal. Early in the

ensuing year, all apprehensions for the safety of Jamaica hav-
ing subsided, an expedition was planned against the Spanish
settlements situate on the river Saint John, in the Gulf
of Mexico. Captain Nelson commanded the naval part of

the expedition, and not content with coldly fulfilling what
the strict tenour of his instructions required, he gallantly vo-

lunteered his services, and very piaterially assisted at the cap-

ture of fort St. Julian. Captain (afterwards major) Poison,

the commanding officer of the land forces, pays the following

handsome tribute to his conduct, in his public despatches;—“I

want words to express the obligations I owe to Captain Nelson;

he was the first on every service, whether by day or night;

and there was scarcely a gun fired but what was pointed by
him, or Lieutenant Despard, chief engineer.”

The fatigue suflerod by Captain Nelson in this expedition,

and the unwholesomeness of the climate, so impaired his health,

that he was obliged to return to England at the close of the

year. He remained at Bath until he had sufficiently recovered

iis health to solicit a command, when, in the month of August

1781, he was appointed to the Albemarle, a ship of twenty-
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eight guns, taken from the French, and purchased into the

king’s service. He remained during the winter in the North

Sea ;
and the following spring was sent with a convoy to New-

foundland. Having performed this service, he was ordered to'

cruise off Boston, where he distinguished himself in a very re-

markable manner, when chased by three French line of battle

ships and a frigate. Finding that the enemy gained upon him,

he pushed for St. George’s bank, in hopes of entangling his

pursuers among the shoals, or of inducing them to desist from

the chase. The line of battle ships soon shortened sail, but the

frigate continued to pursue him till near the close of the day,

when being almost within gun-shot of the Albemarle, Captain

Nelson ordered his ship to be hove to, for the purpose of enga-

ging the enemy. The Frenchman, dismayed by the firmness

shown by his opponent, though considerably superior in force,

declined the contest, and, hauling his wind, rejoined the line

of battle ships.

Captain Nelson continued actively employed during the

remainder of the American war, but without having the good

fortune to meet with any opportunity of distinguishing him-

self. On the conclusion of peace, he attended his Royal High-

ness Prince William Henry, on a visit paid by him to the

governor of the Havannah : from thence he returned home to

England, and was paid off about the end of July, 1783. He
immediately after went over to France, as well for the purpose

of relaxation, as for the re-establishment of his health.

Nelson continued in France till the spring of 1784, when he

returned to England, and soon after his arrival he was ap-

pointed to the Boreas frigate, of twenty-eight guns, then or-

dered to the Leeward Island station, as a cruiser on the peace

establishment: he remained on this station till the month of

June, 1787, when the customary term of service being expired,

he returned home. In the preceding March, he married Mrs.

Francis Herbert Nesbit, a widow lady of property in the island

of Nevis; Prince William Henry, who then served as captain

of the Pegasus on the same station, honoured the nuptials with

his presence, and acted as father to the bride.

From this period until the war of the French revolution*

Captain Nelson lived in retirement at the parsonage-house of

Burnham Thorpe, which his father gave him as a residence.

On the commencement of hostilities with France in 1793, he

was appointed to the Agamemnon, of sixty-four guns, and
soon after sailing to the Mediterranean, joined the fleet under

the command of that gallant and experienced officer Lord Hood.

Nelson served at Toulon, and afterwards at the sieges of Bas-

tia and Calvi, in the island of Corsica, where he commanded
a detachment of seamen on shore, and greatly distinguished

himself by the management of the batteries. At the siege of

Calvi he had the misfortune to lose the sight of his right eye,

a cannon ball having struck the ground on the spot where he
stood, and driven some particles of sand into his eye.

Captain Nelson was likewise present at the encounters which
took place between the British and French fleets in the months
If March and July, 1795, and materially assisted in the cap-

ture of the Ca Ira, of eighty guns. In the month of August
he was detached with a small squadron from the Mediterranean
fleet, with which he scoured the coast of Italy, and cut out or

destroyed nine ships of war belonging to the French in the bay
of Alfassio and Languilia, in the neighbourhood of Vado.
When it became necessary to evacuate Corsica, and the

Viceroy, Sir Gilbert Elliot, thought proper to seize on the Isle

of Elba, Captain Nelson was employed on that service. Having
first effected a landing, he placed the Captain, of seventy-four
guns, within pistol shot of the grand bastion, which he would
have attacked, but the governor consented to a capitulation,

and the town of Porto -Ferrajo, with one hundred pieces of

cannon, was immediately surrendered. About this time he
was advanced to the rank of commodore, and hoisted his broad
pendant on board La Minerve, a frigate of thirty-two guns.

Proceeding, in the month of December, 1796, from Porto Fer-
rajo to Gibraltar, in company with the Blanche frigate, the
commodore, during the night of the 19th, fell in with two large

Spanish frigates. The commanding ship carried a poop-light

and was immediately attacked by the gallant Nelson, who at

the same time directed the Blanche to engage her consort. The
encounter between the commodore and his antagonist commen-
ced about forty minutes past ten at night, and after a spirited

contest which continued nearly three hours, the enemy w^s
compelled to surrender, having one hundred and sixty-four
men killed and wounded. The prize was named the Sabina, a
frigate of the largest dimensions, mounting forty guns. Un-
fortunately the next morning three other Spanish ships hove
in sight, which obliged the commodore to abandon his prize,

and make the best of his way to Gibraltar.

The commodore’s share in the glorious action with the Spa-
nish fleet, on the 14th of February, 1797 will be best described
in his own narrative, and that of Lieutenant-colonel Drink-
water, who happened to be present in the engagement. The
commodore, in La Minerve, was chased on the 11th of Feb-
ruary, off the entrance of the straits, by two Spanish line of

battle ships, their fleet at the same time being in sight. He
was fortunate enough, however, to escape, and on the 13th,

he formed a junction with Sir John Jervis, and the British
fleet under his command. He immediately shifted his broad
pendant on board the Captain, and the enemy being in sight,

the signal was made to prepare for action. The Spanish fleet

consisted of twenty-seven sail of the line, while that under
the British admiral amounted only to fifteen. Four Spanish
ships, the Salvador del Mundo, and San Josef, ofone hundred
and twelve guns each, the San Nicholas of eighty, and San
Isidro of seventy-four guns, struck, the two former, incredible

as it may appear, to Nelson in the Captain.

“When Sir John Jervis,” says Colonel Drinkwater, “had ac-

complished his bold intention of breaking the enemy’s line, the
Spanish admiral, who had been separated to windward with
his main body, consisting of eighteen ships of the line, from
nine ships that were cut off to leeward, appeared to make a
movement as if to join the latter. This design was completely
frustrated by Commodore Nelson, whose station in the rear of
the British Line afforded him an opportunity of observing this

manoeuvre; his ship, the Captain, had no sooner passed the
rear of the enemy’s ships that were to windward, than ho or-

dered to wear, and stood on the other tack towards the enemy.
“In executing this bold and decisive manoeuvre, the commo-

dore reached the sixth ship from the enemy’s rear, which bore
the Spanish admiral’s flag, the Santissima Trinadada, of one
hundred and thirty-six guns, a ship of four decks, reported to

be the largest in the world. Notwithstanding the inequality

of the force, the commodore instantly engaged this colossal

opponent, and for a considerable time had to contend not only
with her, but with her seconds a-head and a-stern, each of
three decks. While he maintained this unequal combat, which
was viewed with admiration mixed with anxiety, his friends

were flying to his support. The enemy’s attention was soon
directed to the Culloden, Captain Trowbridge; and in a short

time after, to the Blenheim, of ninety guns, Captain Frede-
rick, who opportunely came to his assistance.

“The intrepid conduct of the commodore, staggered the
Spanish admiral, who already appeared to waver in pursuing
his intention of joining the ships cut off by the British fleet,

when the Culloden’s timely arrival, and Captain Trowbridge’s
spirited support of the commodore, together with the approach
of the Blenheim, followed by Rear-admiral Parker, with the
Prince George, Orion, Irresistible, and Diadem, not far dis-

tant, determined the Spanish admiral to change his design
altogether, and throw out the signal for the ships of his main
body to haul their wind, and make sail on the larboard tack.

“ Not a moment was lost in improving the advantage now-
apparent in favour of the British squadron. As the ships of
Rear-admiral Parker’s division approached the enemy’s ships,

in support of the Captain, Commodore Nelson’s ship, and her
gallant seconds, the Blenheim and Culloden, the cannonnade
became more animated and impressive. In this manner did
Commodore Nelson engage a Spanish three-decker, until he
had nearly expended all the the ammunition in his ship,

which had suffered the loss of her fore top-mast; and received
such considerable damage in her sails and rigging, that she
was almost disabled. At this critical period, the Spanish

i
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three-decker having lost her mizen-mast, fell on board a Span-
ish two-decker, of eighty-four guns, that was her second

; this
latter ship, now became the commodore’s opponent, and a
most vigorous fire was kept up for some time by both ships.

“ It was now that the commodore’s ship lost many men, and
that the damages already sustained, through the long and ar-
duous conflict which she had maintained, appeared to render a
continuance of the contest in the usual way precarious or per-
haps impossible. At this critical moment, the commodore,
from a sudden impulse, instantly resolved on a bold and deci-
sive measure, and determined, whatever might be the event,
to attempt his opponent sword in hand; the boarders were
summoned, aud orders given to lay his ship on board the
enemy.
“Fortune favours the brave! nor on this occasion was she

unmindful of her favourite. Ralph Willet Miller, the commo-
dore s captain, so judiciously directed the course of the ship,
that he laid her aboard the starboard quarter of the Spanish
eighty-four

; her spritsail yard passing over the enemy’s poop,
and hooking in her mizen shrouds : when the word to board
was given, the officers and seamen destined for this perilous
duty, headed by Lieutenant Berry, together with a detachment
ot the sixty-ninth regiment, commanded by Lieutenant Pear-
son, then doing duty as marines on board the Cap-
tain, passed with rapidity on board the enemy’s ship, and
in a short time the San Nicholas was in possession of her
intrepid assailants. The commodore’s ardour would not per-
mit him to remain an inactive spectator of this scene. He was
aware the attempt was hazardous, and he though his presence
might animate his brave companions, and contribute to the
success of this bold enterprise; he therefore, as if by magic
impulse, accompanied the party in this attack; passing from
the fore-chains of his own ship into the enemy’s quarter
gallery, Avhere he arrived in time to receive the sword of the
dying commander who had been mortally wounded by the
boarders.

. “He had not long been employed in taking the necessary mea-
sures to secure this hard-earned conquest, when he found him-
self engaged in a more arduous task. The stern of the three-
decker, his former opponent, was placed directly amidships of
the weather beam of the prize; and from her poop and galleries
the enemy sorely annoyed with musketry the British who had
boarded the San Nicholas.

“ The commodore was not long in resolving on the conduct
to be adopted on this important occasion. The two alterna-
tives that presented themselves to his unshaken mind, were, to
quit the prize; or instantly board the three-decker. Fully con-
fident of the bravery of his seamen, he determined on the lat-
ter. Directing, therefore

t
an additional number of men to be

sent from the Captain on board the San Nicholas, the un-
daunted commodore, whom no danger ever appalled, himself
headed the assailants in the fresh attack, exclaiming, ‘ West-
minster Abbey ! or glorious victory

!'
Success in a few minutes,

and with little loss, crowned the truly wonderful enterprise.
“Such, indeed, was the panic occasioned by his preceding

conduct, that the British no sooner appeared on the quarter-
deck of their new opponent, than the commandant advanced,
and asking for the British commanding officer, dropped on
one knee, and presented his sword, apologising at the same
time for the Spanish admiral’s not appearing, as he was dan-
gerously wounded.
“For a moment, Nelson could scarcely persuade himself of

this second instance of good fortune
; he therefore ordered the

Spanish commandant, who had the rank of a brigadier, to as-
semble his officers on the quarter-deck, and direct means to be
taken instantly for communicating to the crew the surrender
of the ship. All the officers immediately appeared; and the
commodore had the surrender of San Josef duly confirmed by
each of them delivering his sword.

“ The coxswain of the commodore’s barge, John Sykes, had
attended close by his side throughout this perilous attempt: to
him the commodore gave in charge the swords of the Spanish
officers as he received them; and the undaunted tar, as they
were delivered to him, tucked these honourable trophies under

ment also, that a British sailor, who had long fought under
the commodare, came up in the fulness of his heart, and ex-
cusing the liberty he was taking, asked to shake him by the
hand, to congratulate him upon seeing him safe on the quar-
ter-deck of a Spanish three-decker.
“ This new conquest had scarcely submitted, and the com-

modore returned on board the San Nicholas, when the latter
ship was discovered to be on fire in two places. At the first
moment appearances were alarming; but the presence of mind
of the commodore and his officers in this emergency, soon got
the fire under.
“A signal was immediately made by the Captain, for boats

to assist in disentangling her from the two prizes; and as she
was incapable of further service until refitted, the commodore
again hoisted his broad pendant, for the moment, on board La
Minerve frigate; and in the evening shifted it to the Irresisti-
ble, Captain Martin; but as soon as his own ship was refitted,
he re-hoisted his pendant on board.”
The commodore, in his own account of the action, says;—

“At one, a.m., the Captain having passed the sternmost of the
enemy s ships, which formed their van and part of their centre,
consisting of seventeen sail of the line, they on the larboard,
we on the starboard tack, the admiral made the signal to tack
in succession; but perceiving all the Spanish ships bearing up
before the wind, evidently with an intention of forming their
line, going large and joining their separated divisions, at that
time engaged with some of our centre ships, or flying from us—to prevent either of their schemes from taking place, I or-
dered the ship to be wore, and passing between the Diadem
and Excellent, at a quarter past one o’clock was engaged with
the headmost, and, of course, leewardmost of the Spanish divi-
sion. The ships which I knew, were the Santissima Trina-
dada of one hundred and thirty-six guns, San Josef of one hun-
dred and twelve, Salvador del Mundo of one hundred and
twelve, San Nicholas of eighty, another first-rate, and a seventy-
four, names unknown.

“ I was immediately joined and most nobly supported by the
Culloden, Captain Trowbridge. The Spanish fleet not wishing,
I suppose, to have a decisive battle, hauled to the wind on
larboard tack, which brought the ships above-mentioned to be
the leewardmost and sternmost ships in their fleet. For near
an hour I believe, (but I do not pretend to be correct as to
time) did the Culloden and Captain support this not only appa-
rently, but really unequal contest; when the Blenheim, in pas-
sing between us and the enemy, gave us a respite, and sickened
the Dons. At this time the Salvador del Mundo, and San
Isidro, dropped astern, and were fired into in a masterly style
by the Excellent, Captain Collingwood, who compelled the
San Isidro, to hoist English colours, and I thought the large
ship, Salvador del Mundo, had also struck; but Captain Col-
lingwood, disdaining the parade of taking possession of a van-
quished enemy, most gallantly pushed up with every sail set,

to save his old friend and mess-mate, who was to appearance in
a critical state. The Blenheim being a-head, the Culloden
crippled and a- stern, the Excellent ranged up within two feet
of the San Nicholas, giving a most tremendous fire. The San
Nicholas luffing up, the San Josef fell on board of her, and
the Excellent passing on for the Santissima Trinidada, the
Captain resumed her station abreast of them, and close along-
side.

“ At this time, the Captain having-lost her fore-top-mast,
not a sail, shroud, nor rope left, her wheel carried away, and
being incapable of further service in the line or chase, I
directed Captain Miller to put the helm a starboard, and called
for the boarders, ordered them to board. The soldiers of the
sixty-ninth, with an alacrity which will ever do them credit,
and Lieutenant Pearson of the same regiment, were almost
the foremost on this service. The first man who jumped into
the enemy’s mizen-chains was Captain Berry, late my first

lieutenant. Captain Miller was in the act of going also, but I
directed him to remain; he was supported by our spritsail-

yard, which hooked in the mizen- rigging. A soldier of the
sixty-ninth regiment, having broken the upper quarter-gallery
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window, I jumped in myself, and was followed by others sa

fast as possible.
<s I found the cabin-doors fastened, and some Spanish offi-

cers fired their pistols ; but having broken open the doors,

the soldiers fired, and the Spanish Brigadier, (commodore
with a distinguished pendant) fell, as he was retreating to

the quarter-deck. I' pushed immediately onwards for the

quarter-deck, where I found Captain Berry in possession of

the poop, and the Spanish ensign hauling down. I passed
with my people and Lieutenant Pearson on the larboard
gangway to the forecastle, where I met two or three Spanish
officers, prisoners to my seamen : they delivered to me their

swords. A fire of pistols or muskets opening from the ad-

mirals’s stern-gallery of the San Josef, I directed the soldiers

to fire into her stern, and calling to Captain Miller, ordered
him to send more men into the San Nicholas, and directed

my people to board the first- rate, which was done in an in-

stant
;
Captain Berry assisting me into the main-chains. At

this moment a Spanish officer looked over the quarter-deck
rail, and said they had surrendered.

“ From this most welcome intelligence it was not long be-

fore I was on the quarter-deck, where the Spanish captain,

with a bow, presented to me his sword, and said the admiral
was dying of his wounds. I asked him on his honour, if the
ship was surrendered. He declared she was ; on which I

gave him my hand, and desired him to calt on his officers and
ship’s company, and tell them of it, which he did ; and on
the quarter-deck of a first-rate, extravagant as the story may
seem, did I receive the swords of the vanquished Spaniards.’'

As a reward for the above brilliant exploits, Commodore
Nelson received the order of the Bath, together with a gold
chain and medal ; and the city of London voted him its free-

dom. in a gold box. On the 20th of February, he was pro-
moted to be rear-admiral of the blue

;
and in April was sent

up the Mediterranean to bring away the garrison of Porto
Ferrajo. After performing this service, on the 27th of May,
he shifted his flag to the Theseus, and was appointed to com-
mand the inner squadron then blockading Cadiz.

In the night of the 3rd of July, Admiral Nelson made an
attempt to bombard the town of Cadiz, and he conducted
this enterprise with his usual energy and resolution . The
Thunder bomb was placed by his directions within two
thousand five hundred yards of the garrison, and began to
throw shells with great precision ; but unfortunately the
large mortar was soon found to have been so materially in-
jured from its former services, that Sir Horatio was obliged
to call her off. The Spaniards despatched a great number
of boats and large armed launches, to attempt to cut her off

;

but the British resisted them with such determined bravery
that they were obliged to retire.

On this occasion, the commandant of the Spanish flotilla,

Don Miguel Tyrason, and Sir Horatio were personally
engaged. The former, in a galley rowed by twenty-six oars
and thirty men, made a desperate attack on the British
admiral, who was in his own barge, manned only with its

ordinary complement. They fought with their swords
hand to hand, and the conflict was long and doubtful. At
length, however, eighteen of his crew being killed, and
himself and all the rest wounded, the Spaniard was obliged,
to surrender. In this encounter Sir Horatio owed his safety
to the intrepidity and affection of his coxswain, Sykes,
who was wounded in defending him, as were Captain Free-
mantle who accompanied him as a volunteer, and several of
the boat’s crew.
Two night’s after, another bombardment was attempted

and effected with superior success ;
for the next morning

ten sail of the line, including the flag-ships of Admiral
Mazzaredo and Gravina, were obliged to warp out of the
range of the shells. Lord St. Yincent concludes an account
of these achievements, in a letter addressed to the admiralty,
with emphatically observing, “That any praise of his would
fall far short of Admiral Nelson’s merits. 5 '

The next exploit in which the admiral was engaged was
an attempt to gain possession of the island of Teneriffe, which
had been represented to Earl St. Vincent as by no means in a
formidable state of defence. Sir Horatio was despatched from

the fleet offCadiz, with the following ships under his command

:

Theseus, seventy-four, Rear-admiral Nelson, Captain R. W.
Miller: Culloden, seventy-four, Captain Trowbridge; Zealous,
seventy-four, Captain S. Hood ;

Leander, fifty, Captain
Thompson; Emerald, forty-four, Captain Waller

; Seahorse,
thirty-two, Captain Freemantle ; Terpsichore, thirty-six,

Captain Bowen; and Fox cutter, fourteen guns, Captain
Gibson.
This armament arrived off Santa Cruz on the evening of the

22nd of July, 1797, and anchored a few miles to the north-
ward of the town. Tiie admiral finding it impossible for the
ships to approach sufficiently near the town to cannonade it

with any effect, ordered a body of one thousand seamen and
marines to be landed from the different ships, under the com-
mand of Captains Trowbridge, Hood, Thompson, Miller, and
Waller. At eleven o’clock the men were all in the boats,
and rowed towards the shore in six divisions. Sir Horatio
whose gallant spirit always led him to be among the foremost
where there was glory to be acquired, accompanied them, at-
tended by Captains Freemantle and Bowen.
At half past one in the morning, the boats had reached

within half-gun shot of the mole- head undiscovered; when the
alarm bell rang, and a most tremendous fire was opened from
one end to the other of the town. The Fox cutter on approach-
ing the town received a shot under water, and instantly sunk,
by which unfortunate accident her commander and ninety-six
men perished. The night being extremely dark, the boats were
unable to to keep together.

The admiral, however, and Captains Thompson and Free-
mantle, with four or five boats, landed at the mole, which
they stormed and carried, although defended by between four
and five hundred men, and six twenty-four pounders, which
they spiked. But so heavy a fire of grape shot and musketry
was kept up from the citadel and houses at the mole-head,
that it was impossible for them to advance. At this

time, Sir Horatio was deprived of his right arm by a cannon
shot, and for some minutes left behind, IJis son-in-law, Lieu-
tenant Nesbit, immediately on missing his gallant relative, re-

turned, and finding him speechless, placed Sir Horatio on his

back, and carried him to a boat, which conveyed him on board
the Theseus, under a most tremendous cannonade from the
enemy’s batteries.

In the meanwhile, Captains Trowbridge, Hood, Miller, and
Waller, landed with many of the boats a little to the south-
ward of the citadel, passing through a violent surf, which stove
the boats, and wet all the ammunition. But notwithstanding
these difficulties, they scaled the walls, and took possession of

the town. Their force consisted of eighty marines, as many
pikemen, and one hundred and eighty small armed seamen.
Having formed in the great square of the town, Captain
Trowbridge, determined to storm the citadel ; but, on his ap-
proach, he found it was too strong to render such an attempt
practicable. Some prisoners who were taken, informed him
that there were three thousand Spaniards in arms, and one
hundred Frenchmen, with five field pieces, assembled at the
entrance of the town.

Seeing the impossibility of getting any assistance from the
ships, Captain Trowbridge despatched Captain Hood with a
message to the governor, to propose, “ that if he should be al-

lowed freely and without molestation to embark his people at

the mole-head, in such of the ships’ boats as were not stoved,

and that the governor should provide others to carry off the re-

mainder, the squadron before the town would not molest it.”

The governor replied, “ that he thought in their situation, they
ought to surrender prisoners of war:” but this being perempt-
orily rejected by Captain Trowbridge, with a threat of setting

fire to the town, and attacking the Spaniards sword in hand, if

his proposals were not acceded to, the governor thought proper

to comply with them. Captain Trowbridge accordingly marched
to the mole-head, where boats were provided by the Spaniards
to carry them off’ to the ships. There is a remarkable incident I

connected with the loss of Sir Horatio’s arm on this expedi-
tion. In an earlier part of his life, he had received a small,

sword, as a present from his uncle, Captain Suckling. With
the sword, the youthful hero received the strong injunction

i
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never to part with it but with his life. He constantly wore

his uncle’s valued present; and with this sword in his hand lie

led the attack against Santa Cruz. With his arm the sword

necessarily fell; stunned by the shock, he was for some mo-

ments deprived of sensation, but slightly recovering, he re-

membered the injunction, groped for, and fortunately recovered

Hie sword with his left hand, and again relapsed into a state of

insensibility. In this manner he was discovered by Mr. Nes-

bit, firmly grasping the sword, with his arm shattered, and

himself apparently lifeless. Mr. Nesbit immediately applied

his cravat as a tourniquet to Sir Horatio’s arm, and had him
conveyed on board the Theseus. The same night, at ten o’clock

his arm was amputated; immediately after which, he began

his official letter, and finished it by eleven. On the following

day, he wrote to Lady Nelson; and in narrating the foregoing

transactions, said, “ I know it will add much to your pleasure

in finding that your son Josiah, under God’s providence, was
instrumental in saving my life.” Unfortunately, the opera-

tion being performed in the night, some mistake was made in

taking up the arteries, which afterwards occasioned the ad-

miral to suffer the most excruciating pains, and ultimately to

come to England.
It is related, much to the honour of the Spanish governor,

Don Juan Antonio Gutterez, that he furnished the retreating

invaders with a ratio of biscuit and wine; and at the same
time intimated to Admiral Nelson, that he was at liberty to

send on shore, and purchase whatever refreshments the squa-
dron might be in need of while they remained off the island.

The wounded were taken into the Spanish hospital, and treated

with the utmost humanity. The loss sustained by the British

in this unfortunate expedition was considerable, amounting to

forty-four killed, and ninety-seven drowned, one hundred and
five wounded, and two missing.

Immediately after this expedition, Sir Horatio returned to

England. On his first appearance at court his majesty re-

ceived him in the most gracious manner, and was pieased to

express regret, that the state of liis health and wounds were
likely to deprive the nation of his future valuable services. On
this, he replied, with all the fire and enthusiasm peculiar to

1 his character—“ I can never think that a loss which the per-
1 formance of my duty has occasioned

;
and so long as I have a

J foot to stand on, I will combat for my king and country.”
As it was proposed about this time to confer a pension of

1 one thousand pounds per annum upon him, as a remuneration
• for his wounds and services, it became necessary, according to
8 the custom in the navy, that he should send in a distinct state-

? ment of his claims. In consequence of this, he drew up the
i following paper, which alone, had services ended here, would
ij have transmitted his memory with unrivalled glory to the re-
a

*
I

motest posterity.

(7b be continued.')

THE WHITE SQUALL.

The sea was bright and the bark rode well,

And the breeze bore the tone of the vesper bell ;

‘Twas a gallant bark with a crew as brave
As ever launched on the heaving wave.
She shone in the light of declining day,
And each sail was set and each heart was gay.

They near’d the land where in beauty smiles,
The sunny shore of the Grecian isles,

All thought of home, and that welcome dear,
That soon should greet each wand’rer’s ear,

And in fancy joined the social throng,
And the festive dance and the joyous song.

A white cloud flies through the azure sky
What means that wild despairing cry
Farewell 1 the visioned scenes of home,
That cry is help where no help can come.
For the white squall rides on the surging wave,
And the bark is gulph’d in an ocean grave.
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THE ILLUMINATED CHURCH AT NEISSE IN SILESIA.
A GHOST STORY.

The following narrative is given in the words of Lieu-
tenant Colonel Weiss, of the Prussian artillery, who, at the
beginning of the present century resided in Wesel.

“ During the seven years war, being then in garrison in the
fortress of Neisse, in Silesia, I was an eye witness of a sin-

gular and exceedingly mysterious phenomenon, which oc-
curred at that place. By command of Frederick II., of Prussia,
the Jesuits had been obliged to remove into the country for
the purpose of continuing there the instruction of youth.
When therefore they had completely cleared out their

church at Neisse, they quitted the town altogether. Not
one of them was left, when the commandant of the fortress

gave express orders that this church should be turned into

a magazine for provisions
;
but at the same time he directed

that care should be taken to leave the high altar unencum-
bered, and not to injure it, on account of the beauty of its

construction.
“A rumour suddenly spread through the town that a bright

light, which illuminated the whole church, was seen at night
upon the altar. People thronged from all quarters, to wit-

ness this wonder ;
and curiosity induced me to go likewise to

see this light. For two successive nights I endeavoured to

reach the place from which it might be perceived, but in

vain
;
the concourse was too great, and I felt no particular

call to elbow my way into the midst of the crowd.
“On the third evening when the commandant himself re-

paired thither, I was lucky enough to arrive in liis suite at

the envied spot, where the miraculous light was to be view-
ed. 1 must confess that it threw me into no small astonish-

ment to find everything tally with the accounts which I had
heard. The whole church was so light, that every object

within it might be distinguished through the windows. It

looked as if the light proceeded from the high altar. The
commandant immediately ordered the key to he brought, and
the church opened. I, with many others, accompanied him
to the door, and our astonishment was infinitely increased
when, on opening it, we found the whole church in profound
darkness, and could not discover in it the least trace of light.

“The commandant was, therefore, necessitated to send for

lanterns that the church might be examined. Nothing what-
ever was found that tended in the slightest degree to eluci-

date the mysterious affair. Neither could the people per-

ceive any light while we were in the church ; according to

their assurance, it disappeared the moment the door was
opened.

“It seemed, therefore, that for this time nothing more could
be done, and we accompanied the commandant back to his

residence. To this end we were obliged to pass the above
mentioned place. Judge then of our surprise when we again

saw the church as brilliantly illuminated as before
; so that

every object, and especially the altar appeared perfectly dis-

tinct through the window.
“ It may be easily supposed, that even amid the reflecting

portion of the spectators, opinions differed widely on the

subject of this extraordinary light. The multitude considered

it as an omen that peace would be speedily restored, and that

the king would then permit the Jesuits to perform again their

devotions in this church, as they had formerly done.

“To make an end of the matter—the commandant ordered
sentinels to be placed the following night in the church.

This was done, but no discovery ensued. That night the
church remained in darkness, and no light was perceived

either from within or without ;
but no sooner was the pre-

caution of posting sentries omitted, than the light was again

discovered on the altar, and the Avhole interior of the edifice

appeared illuminated.
“ The commandant then issued a proclamation, offering a

considerable reward to any person who should discover, and
satisfactorily explain the nature of the mystery. Two days

passed and no clue was obtained
;
but on the third, a private

belonging to the garrison, desired to speak with the com-
mandant, and promised, in the most positive manner, to solve

the mystery to his entire satisfaction.
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“ The same evening, the general, accompanied by a numerous
party of inquisitive persons, repaired at the usual time to

the place near the church. The ' soldier was already there,

and the wonderous light was again visible.

“ The concourse of people was, as may be easily imagined
immense on this occasion. The general found it necessary to

post a guard at the church-door, before it was opened. As
soon as we entered the church, we found ourselves surrounded
by a magic light, the rays of which seemed to be thrown from
exactly that part of the high altar, where the pyx is usually

kept : nay, what was still more wonderful, it was of a circular

form, and precisely the dimensions of the Host. This pheno-
menon could not fail to produce many extraordinary and ab-

surd inferences in the minds of the yet very superstitious

spectators.
“ The soldier then conducted us to the altar, and directed our

attention to that part of the church window from which the
rays of light concentrated into a focus, were thrown upon the

altar. He next begged the commandant to take the trouble

to go with him to his quarters, where he would show him how
he contrived to make the concentrated rays of light fall upon
the window, and precisely upon the high altar. The general
and as many of his suite as the place would admit, followed

the soldier to the garret of a high house exactly opposite the
church. Here we found a mechanic, who, with a concave
mirror, had agreeably to the known rules of optics, but quite

accidentally and undesignediy, produced the phenomenon,
which appeared so wonderful, and had given rise to so much
conjecture. <-

“ 4 1 am employed,’ said the soldier, 4 by this optician, who
sometimes gives me work to take home with me to my quar-
ters. Some time ago I had a tolerably large concave mirror
or burning glass to frame. This glass chanced, one evening,
while I was at work, to be placed in such a position as to

throw a light through my window, upon one of the windows
of the church. I was suddenly roused from my occupation by
a noise in the street, which proceeded from a number of people
collected there. Curiosity induced me to open the window,
and I heard them talk of a wonderful light in the Jesuits,

church over the way. I myself was not a little astonished on
looking at the church, to see that it was completely illuminated
It was not long, however, before I guessed the real cause of
this phenomenon : I changed the position of my mirror, and
the light in the church instantly vanished.

44 4 Soon afterwards, when the gaping spectators had dispersed,
I made repeated experiments, and always with the same suc-
cess as before : not a soul, besides my comrade who lodged
in the same room with me, knew what had happened with the
mirror. I charged him to keep the matter a profound secret,

and he did not betray it. When I had finished the mirror, I

ought to have delivered it
; and yet I wished to keep it a little

longer for this purpose. I therefore disclosed the matter to

this optician, and begged him to allow me to retain the mirror
for a short time for this use. lie not only complied with my
request ; but also assisted me by his skill, to render the illu-

sion more complete
;
he also raised an objection at the out-

set to my room
;

for, said he, 44
if we do not procure another,

people will perceive whence the light proceeds.”
4 * 4 We therefore consulted the landlord of the house, and ini-

tiated him into our secret. He offered us this little garret,

the window of which is not visible from the street. Here it is

that till the present moment our operations have been carried
on. Whenever they were going forward, my comradewas sent
out into the street to notice what was passing, and to bring
me word. Accordingly I made the light disappear when your
excellency caused the church to be opened ;

but no sooner did
I hear that it was shut up again, than the light became again
visible. In like manner I was cautious enough not to produce
any illumination on the night when the sentries were stationed

in the church, as they might easily have discovered the de-
ception.’

“ This explanation was perfectly satisfactory to the general,
and to every other person of ordinary intelligence. He there-

fore paid the soldier the promised reward of ten dollars ; but
h a strict injunction pot to play any more tricks of the

sort. The general was nevertheless prevailed upon the follow-

ing day, by the solicitations of many curious persons, to per-

mit a few more repetitions of the spectacle for the benefit of

the actors who obtained a considerable sum by the exhibition.

After curiosity had been gratified, and ignorance duly enlight-

ened, there was an end to the wonder.” H.

THE ITALIAN WANDERER; OR, THE HEROISM OF
FILIAL LOVE.

A TRUE STORY OF 1828.

Tiie Captain of an English merchant vessel was walking
at a hurried pace along the Como, the principal street of Mar-
seilles, intent upon transacting the last commercial business

which detained him in that city. His brig was lying i# the

harbour with all her crew on board;—the wind was favourable.

He stopped an instant at the door of an hotel to bid farewell to

a friend—when a little boy seized the skirt of his coat and with

almost extravagant volubility accompanied by very significant

gestures, shewed that he had some favour of a peculiar nature

to ask from the good natured seaman. The boy was evidently

not a beggar; but the impatient captain thrust a few small

coin into His hand and increased the rapidity of his movement.
Still his little friend was at his heels;—and pursued him with

unceasing perseverance, till they both stopped at the door of

the merchant whom the Englishman sought. Fairly run to

earth, -he was obliged to grant a moment’s attention to the im-

portunate child;—but even his patience was fruitless. The
boy spoke only liis native Italian, with the exception of a few

of the very commonest words of French;—the captain’s ac-

quaintance with the languages, was upon a level with that of

many other honest voyagers, who would scorn to permit their

own dear English to be corrupted by the slightest disuse. Still

the boy was inexorably persevering;—and the captain to save

time, was obliged to take him to his friend the merchant, who
was proud of his talents as an interpreter, and delighted to

carry on his correspondence with London, Hamburgh, and
Leghorn, in the languages of their respective countries.

The mystery was speedily solved. The little Italian had fol-

lowed the English captain from the quay, where he had watch-

ed him giving the last orders to his men. He wanted to go to

England.
“Psha ! the silly boy, what can he do in England ? Does he

mean to carry images or exhibit monkeys?”
“ He wants to find his father.”

The poor child rapidly told his story. His father had been

compelled by the distractions of Italy, having taken an active

part in the ill-judged Neapolitan insurrection, to fly from his

native shores. He had left lachimo, his only child, with a sis-

ter residing at Palermo. ,11 is relative was dead:—he had now
no one to protect him;—he had, perhaps money enough to pay
his passage to England:—he was determined to seek his father.

“But what will the poor boy do when he gets to London?
He will starve.”

The doubt was communicated :- but the anxious lachimo

exultingly produced twenty ducats, with which he proposed

to pay his passage, and to maintain himself after his arrival.

The Englishman laughed: — but the gesticulations of the boy
were irresistible. The merchant made interest to procure him
a passport without delay. A handsome poodle, which the sai-

lor had not before observed, was leaping upon the boy, who
seemed anxious to communicate to the dog a decision, which
had caused him so much gladness.

“He does not mean to take that confounded cur with him?”
said the sailor.

The interpreter remonstrated:—but the boy was firm. His
dog had wandered with him along the coast; had shared with

him his scanty food, and his leafy bed. He could not part with

his dog:—it was his dear father’s favourite.

The last appeal subdued the captain; and lachimo with his

dog, was soon under weigh.
The young adventurer performed his voyage without any

great peril. He found himself after six weeks, in the streets

of London, with his twenty ducats still in his pocket,—for the
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good natured captain gave him his passage:—but he was with-
out the slightest knowledge of any human being in the wide
city; without the least clue to his father’s address, for he had
forgotten how the letters to his aunt were dated:—and without
any chance of procuring a subsistence, when his little money
was expended. But, his object was to find his father:—and to

that purpose, he devoted himself with such an enthusiasm, as

nothing but deep affection can supply. He wandered up and
down the crowded streets;—he lingered about the doors of ho-
tels and coffee-houses;—he even ventured to pronounce the
name of the Marquis de : but all in vain. The wilderness

of London was ever shifting its appearances, though ever the
same. He was lost in wonder and perplexity :—but he did not
despair.

At the end of three months, the unfortunate Iachimo - was
without a shilling. He had met with boys of Italy; but they
were low and profligate vagabonds, and they drove him from
their company, as much as he shunned them. He perceived
that there were irregular modes of obtaining subsistence in

London.—He went into the parks, and attracted the attention
of the idlers there, with his faithful dog. Numberless were
the tricks that Riquet could execute: and they were of infinite

use to poor Iachimo in his extremity.
The little wanderer soon became comparatively rich. He

observed that the English were fond of street music. One
evening, he ventured to sing in a by-court, a song of Italy.

The attempt succeeded. His means thus increased. He was
invited to join an itinerant, party, that compelled a subsistence
out of the musical barbarism of England. For some months,
he led a vagabond life with his companions

; but, Iachimo was
a boy of real taste, and he despised their filthy and pilfering

habits. He hated also, the hurdy-gurdy, upon which, he

1 — — - - -
,

. _

learnt to play; but he was instructed, that the English are fond
of that delicious instrument(?) and it became the constant com*
panion of his wanderings.

Two years had passed in this wretched state of existence.
Iachimo was growing beyond childhood:—he was ashamed of
his occupation,—but he could not starve; and the thought that
he might meet his father, supported him.

The wandering pair, Iachimo and his dog Riquet, had one
day been exhibiting their choicest performances, at the door
of a cottage. The master sung his merriest airs, and the dog
balanced a stick With wonderful agility. They were invited
within the walls,—for the children had possession of the pre-
mises. Iachimo was weary, and had sat down, while four
happy urchins were delighting themselves with the tricks of
poor Riquet. Very uproarious was the joy; when, in an in-

stant, the little company was alarmed by the voice of a gentle-
man upstairs,—the lodger, in the one bed-room.

With a step of authority, the interrupter of mirth descended.
He was a thin, pale personage, in very shabby black; and his
domicile was established at this humble cottage, in a suburb of
London, as he had the honour to teach Italian, at four guineas
per annum, each, to six delightful pupils at “Hanover House
Establishment for young ladies.” He reproved the children in
very broken English. Iachimo recognised a countryman :—the
sagacious poodle, discovered a nearer acquaintance. In an in-

stant the dog ceased his tricks, and was at the feet of the pale
gentleman in black. Iachimo blushed—then grew white—then
stared—then rose from his seat—and, at the moment when the
well known voice exclaimed to the dog, “Poverino ! Poverino !”

the boy sighed out, “Mio Padri !” and was in his father’s

arms. A.

ADVENTURE IN SOUTH AFRICA*
There is a good

deal of enjoyment in

following the chase in

this country, and ma-
ny sportsmen do the

thing with spirit: but
however exhilarating

it may be, it is gene-
rally deficient in what
may be called adven-
ture. It is only from
the accounts of tra-

vellers that we can
learn anything of the

danger and excite-

ment which attend
hunting scenes in Af-
rica, or other remote
parts of the world.

The narrator of the

following graphic sto-

ry, having occasion

to visit the Cape of

Good Hope, was de-

sirous of seeing an
elephant hunt, and
proceeded a consider-

Besides this person

and myself, there

were in our party, a

little boy, his son,

three Hottentots, and
a number of dogs
trained to the perilous

pastime. The Hot-
tentots carried the

food requisite for our
wants while away
among the hills, and
the sheep-skins on
which we were to

sleep
;

they lighted

also the fires which
Avere necessary at

night for scaring

aAvay the avoIvcs, and
other wild animals.

The first day’s search

after the elephants

was in vain ;
we fol-

lowed the tracks made
by the animals, wind-
ing over hills, and
through deep ravines

t

able distance up the country, that he might have an oppor-
tunity of partaking in the sport.

In the hills through which Aoavs the Fish River, in South
Africa, the country is thickly covered with bushes, and as it

is quite uncultivated, only wild animals live in it. Elephants
particularly abound there. I accompanied a man who was a
regular hunter of these animals, and he made it his boast that
he had seen as many as three thousand elephants in a troop
at a time. The only roads through this wild thorny
country, are those made by the foot-prints of these animals.

and thick brushwood, of which the thorns were very sharp,

until i became quite fatigued. The hunter, however, was not

at all tired. He was used to it, and he encouraged me to ad-

vance. One of the Hottentots pointed out the track which
would be the best to follow. He knew it by the mark of the

foot-print being recently formed, a proof that the elephants

had very lately passed that way. He could tell at once the

age of the spoor,
or foot-mark. The foot-prints are generally

to be found in the mud round the small ponds. The elephants,

as well as the other wild animals, leave their haunts at night,
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and come to drink, and the foot-marks of the various animals

are easily to be tracedby experienced hunters. The discovery

of the track emboldened us to proceed, which we did in spite

of the intense heat. Towards evening, our search was becom-

ing hopeless ; no elephant had been seen, and I told the

hunter that I must stop awhile to rest. “ Not now,” said he,

“ for at this very instant I see a troop of elephants passing

over yonder hill,” I looked, but could see nothing. The in-

telligence, however, induced me to go on, and we took care to

ascend the hill with the wind in our faces. We did this that

the animals might not smell us, even at such a distance,

which they would have done had the wind blown from us to

them. We marched on, in single file, along a narrow rocky

path, which skirted one bank of a small hollow, and we saw

the huge beasts feeding on the opposite bank.

The hunter and the men halted, and the former desired me
and the little boy to make a light, and set fire to the bushes

and grass, and then, in case the animals should rush our way,

to run as fast as possible to the fire. We saw the tremendous

creatures quietly feeding on the long grass and bushes, and

flapping their large ears, and looking very indolent. We
lighted a bush, and before it had burnt up to a flame, we
heard a shot fired, and then another, and the elephants,

thoroughly roused, began to run. We observed one totter as

he ran, halt a little and then fall, endeavour to rise, and
tumble all his length upon the ground. His groans were

terrific to hear. We went up to him, a ball had pierced his

shoulder, and reached the heart. We cut of his tail, marked
his tusks, and followed the troop down the hill. We saw them
tearing on, destroying everything that was in their path.

Both trees and shrubs were broken and uprooted, and their

tread sounded like thunder. Being much fatigued, I could not

post after them so quickly as my companions did, and so I

seated myself on the ground, and told the hunter to send one

of the Hottentots for me when he had hunted enough for that

night. “ It is impossible,” he said, “ the night is coming on ;

no one will be able to find you ;
you must keep up with us.”

I told him that I could go no farther, and that I did not wish

to spoil his sport, and then I stretched myself out at full

length on the ground.

After some delay, the hunter resolved to leave his boy with

me, as being better acquainted with those hills than I was ;

and he desired us, when we should be sufficiently rested, and
able to follow the party, to light fires all up the hill, to mark
our course. The hunter and the Hottentots then proceeded

in pursuit of the elephants. In half an hour, I rested on the

ground, and then, with the boy, who had been very impatient

at my delay, mounted the hill by the elephants’ track. The
valley we had just left was so thickly covered with high
bushes and trees, that we could not see through them. Slowly

were we climbing up the hill, trailing our guns after us, when
we heard the heavy gallop of a large animal approaching. My
little companion was blowing a lighted stick, in order to set

fire to the bush, as his father had desired. “Listen,” I said,

“ do you hear anything ?” The boy became quite alarmed,

and in a moment he ran away from the sound, while I ran up
the hill, not doubting but it was a rhinoceros. The heavy
tramp was behind me, and the next instant a large dark
animal burst through the branches close to me, and turned

into the path I was following. I did not stop, but dashed
across from the path to my little companion, who, with great

presence of mind, set fire to the bush. It was very lucky
that I ran away, for when I tried to fire offmy gun, it snap-

ped. and would not go off. The burning bush, however, pro-

tected us, as the rhinoceros ran from it with all speed. After
the animal was out of sight, we lost no time in ascending the

hill. When we reached the top, we saw the elephants

tramping about, their huge backs being higher than the

bushes. Presently we heard our companions fire, and all in a

file the animals rushed away, charging directly upon us.

After the rhinoceros had gone, I had taken a lighted torch in

my hand, and now that I saw these elephants coming, I set

fire to the bushes and grass that were around us—we were
obliged to stand in a circle of flame—we listened, but the burn-

ing of the wood made such a noise, as it cracked and spit, and

the flames roared so, that we could hear nothing else. We
waited till the fire had burnt sufficiently low, to let us pass
through it. We then went on, and the boy lighted every bush

jj

in our track, so that we might proceed in safety.

We soon came to the place where. the elephants had last

been shot at. On the ground lay one, heaving her sides in

agony. She had ten balls in her body. A young elephant
was with her, and was walking round and round her. It was
covered with the blood of its dying mother, and still clinging
to.her in death. We passed on, and now became anxious to

rejoin our party. We wanted some water to refresh us, for

we were quite parched with thirst, I had sucked through my
closed teeth water out of a pool which the elephants had
trodden into a muddy puddle, and so thirsty was I, that I

thought it delicious, We had made a long line of fires, and I

fired off the boy’s gun, but no shot was fired in return. We
both became uneasy. Dark night now came on, and with it

came on the heavjr dew that prevents the bushes and grass
from burning. The boy’s courage, which had hitherto been
so steady, at last fell. We both hallooed as loud as we could ;

but neither halloo nor gun did we hear in answer. I felt

sorry for the boy, tried to laugh him out of his fears, and
persuaded him, while the bushes would still burn, to collect

sticks and wood for our night fire ; for I saw clearly that we
should have to pass the night where we were. With his help,

I soon made a cheerful blazing pile of wood, and then spread-
ing our sheep-skins, I bade him lie down to sleep, and pro- 1

mised to keep watch till daybreak. The little fellow soon
snored upon his sheep-skin.

I kept watch for five hours, and did not feel at all inclined

to sleep. I was too anxious about our safety : I heard so jjl

many noises all around me. First, a hollow tramping which
made me think that hundreds of elephants were crossing the
hills, close to us

;
and whenever the fire burned dim, I heard

the short howl of the wolf approaching us. But I soon made
them keep their distance. I stirred up the fire, or put fresh

wood upon it, and the brisk flame made them quickly depart.

A noise, however, came so near, that I awoke my little com-
panion. It was a strange noise, something between a chat-

tering and a howl. The boy begged me to heap up more
wood, and make a large blaze ;

for he knew, by the noise,

that a hyaena was near. The howl of this animal was the

most unpleasant noise I had heard ; but he, too, was scared

away like the rest. At last day appeared, and we arose, and
took our guns, and lighted sticks from the fire, and again set

off in search of our party. I soon perceived that our fire had
preserved us from being trampled to death that night, for the

ground all around was marked with the fresh foot-prints of

the elephants, buffaloes, hyaenas, and other animals, whose
gallopping I had heard. We soon had the pleasure of meet-
ing our friends. They had passed the night on one of the

hills not far from us. When we told the hunter of our escape

from the rhinoceros, he said it was fortunate that my gun had
not fired, for if the rhinoceros is shot at and wounded, he
turns against his enemy, and then the sight of the flames of

the burning bush fail to frighten him. We learnt that the

hunter and his men had killed five elephants. The last three

were caught in a narrow pass between the hills, where they
were quietly feeding, and the hunter took such sure aims at them,

that they fell dead in a few minutes. I did not remain much
longer with the hunting party, but took one of the Hottentots

to guide me back to Cape Town.

TIM HOGAN’S GHOST.
BY J. 8. COYNE

“What in the world can keep Dermot away from me so

long? ’Tis four days since I laid eyes upon the scapegrace.

I wondher what mischief he’s afther now. Fighting or coort-

ing somewhere, I’ll be bound. Afther all, though he’s a

quare devil, rollicking and taring through the country like a

wild coult, he has a true and loyal heart to me. Isn’t there

Peggy Reiley would give her new yallow gown for one kind
look from his two black eyes ; but though she has a couple

of pigs, and twenty guineas fortune, she can’t coax him from
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his own poor Norah, that dotes down on the very ground he
j
Dermott did such ample honour, that he soon became obli'

walks on.” vious of everything around him.
Thus soliloquised Norah Conolly, the prettiest belle in the

village of Ardrossan. Her spinning-wheel had for several
minutes ceased to perform its revolutions, so deeply was she
engrossed by her meditations. The^object of her solicitude
was a young fellow, who by the proper use of a well-shaped
leg, a pair of merry black eyes, and a tongue mellifluous
with brogue and blarney, had “ played the puck” with half
the girls hearts in the barony.
Dermott O’Rourke, or, to give him his more popular

name, “Dermott the Rattler,” was the handiest boy at a
double jig or a faction-fight within twenty miles of where
he stood. So notorious had he become for his wild pranks,
that every act of mischief or frolic that occured in the parish
was laid at his door. Yet, with all this, Dermott’s love for
Norah Conolly sprang up green and beautiful, amidst the
errors of an ardent and reckless disposition.

<(
There’s no use fretting.” continued Norah, after a long

silence. “The blessed Mother will, I know, watch over
and restore my dear Dermott to me. ”

“lo be sure slie will, ma callieen bawn ;* and here I am
safe and sound, come back to you like a pet pigeon,” cried a
well-known voice, and at the same instant a smacking kiss
announced the return of the truant.

“ Why, then, Dermot,” cried the blushing Norah, “ have
done now, will you. Sit down, and tell me where you have
been philandering this week past.”
Dermott twirled his stick, looked puzzled and irresolute,

and made no reply.
‘ Ah! ” cried Norah, “ you have been about some mischief,

-*• Tell me, Dermott, what has happened ? ”
W by then, a mighty quare accident has happened to

me, sure enough. I listed for a sojer at the fair,’’ replied the
Rattler.

Listed for a soldier, Dermott !
” cried Norah, growing

deadly pale.

((

The devil a doubt of it, Noreen,” answered Dermott.A civil-spoken gentleman, one Sergeant Flint by name
slipped a shilling into my hand, stuck a cockade in my hat,
and tould me that he’d make me a brigadier or a grenadier,
1 don t well remember which.”

Oh ! Dermott, dear, is it going to lave me you are, when
you know ’twill break my heart ? ” And the poor girl burst

and threw herself into her lover’s arms.
Whisht, whisht, Noreen asthore

!

I’ll never lave you.
1 have resigned. I threw up my grenadier’s commission, and
quitted the army, for your sake. I’m detarmined never to

heaven with a red coat upon my back.”
,‘But if you are listed, Dermott—-if you took the shilling—”

1
ft

°7l! never mind—that’s nothing,” he replied quick-
ly> 1 m above such mane considherations. Make your
mind asy on that subject. But in the mane time, I’d as
neve keep out of the way of that civil-spoken sergeant, by
rason of the shilling which I forgot to return him, in my
hurry coming away.”
The fact was, that a recruiting sergeant had fallen in with

Dermott at the fair, and, taking a fancy to his light active
nguie, had endeavoured to persuade him that four-pence a
day, with the privilege of being shot at in a red coat, was
the summit of human glory. Our hero, whose heart was
softened by the spirit of the mountain- dew, listened to
toe sergeant’s romances of woman, war, and wine with a
greedy ear

;
and when the old crimp, like the ghost of Ham-

let s, father whispered “List, list! oh list!” Dermott’s palm clos-
ed upon the shilling that purchased his liberty for life, and
throwing his caubeen f into the air, he fancied himself already
a victorious general, with a grove of laurel encompassing his
brows. JLhe party then repaired^ the inn, where a gallon of
hot punch was instantaneously ordered to celebrate the intro-
duction of the new recruit to the—th regiment of foot. Seve-
ral loyal toasts were proposed by the sergeant, to which

* My fair girl,

t An old hat.

Consigned by his comrades to bed, our new hero dreamed
a troubled dream “ of guns, and drums, and wounds,” until

the first beams of a summer sun shining through a curtainless
window full upon his face, recalled him to a state of con-
sciousness. Starting up, he rubbed his eyes, and gazed
around him in indescribable amazement. One ofthe soldiers,

who as well as himself had taken his share of the drink, was
reposing in his full uniform upon a pallet beside him, with his

mouth expanded in a peculiarly favourable manner for catch-
ing flies. The gaudy cockade which was fastened in his hat,
together with some faint recollection of the events of the pre-
ceding night, produced in the Rattler some very uncom-
fortable sensations

;
and finding that his military enthusiasm

had considerably abated, he resolved to make a hasty retreat,

without any unnecessary ceremony. For this purpose, he
arose softly, and tried to open the door, hut discovered, to his

mortification, that it was fastened on the outside. He next
examined the window, and finding that it was only a single

story from the ground, quietly opened it, and dropped from it

on the roof of a friendly pig-sty beneath, leaving his friend
the sergeant to catch him again when he could.
Norah being assured by Dermott that there was no chance

of bis being pursued to Androssan by the soldiers, brightened
up, and laughed heartily at her lover’s adventure.

“Well,” said she, “ that’s the funniest story I ever heard.
What a pucker the sojers must have been in when they found
you had given them the slip! Ah! Dermott, Dermott, I’m
afeard you 11 be always the same wild

—

”

“ Batliershin

!

” exclaimed the Rattler, interrupting her,

“nevermind that. Do you know that this is the evening
the cake is to be danced for up at Moll Doran’s on the Hill,

between the boys and girls of Ardrossan and Kilduff ?
”

“ I heard them say so,” answered Norah.
“ Well,” replied Dermot, “ I mean to have a fling there,

and jmu shall be my partner. There will be lashins

of company there, and the grandest divarsion ever was
seen. So come along— put on your bonnet and things—come
along.”

Norah, who was easily persuaded to appear al the rustic

festival, was not long in completing her simple toilette ; and
with a light grey cloak flung over her graceful figure, and a
smart straw bonnet tied under her chin by a pale blue ribbon,

which contrasted charmingly with her fair neck and fresh

complexion, set out, under the protection of her lover, for

the village dance.

At the intersection of two remote and rarely-frequented

roads stood the principal hotelrie of the village of Ardrossan,
kept by the widow Doran, who announced to all travellers,

by means of a sign-board painted black, in large white let-

ters, that she supplied “ entertainmt. tor man and hors,”
with “ Good dry logings” to boot.

Adjoining to Mrs. Doran’s hotel, a natural enclosure,

presenting a favourable level of about two acres in extent,

was the chosen spot where the candidates for dancing fame
assembled annually to contend for the cake,* which, like

the golden apple of old was often the cause of feuds and
heartburnings amongst the rival fair ones of Kilduff and
Ardrossan.
At the further end of this plain, a primitive-looking tent

was erected, where a plentiful supply of potteen was pro-

vided for the spiritually disposed. In front of the tent a
churn-dash wa3 fixed, with the handle thrust into the earth,

* In the west of Ireland a custom exists somewhat similar

to that of choosing the May Queen in England. On the eve

of May day, the young people of a particular parish, or some-
;imes of two adjoining parishes, dressed in their holiday

clothes, assemble at an appointed place for the purpose of

;rying each other’s strength and skill in the art of dancing.

The fortunate girl who tires down all her competitors is

declared the winner of a large prize- cake prepared for the

occasion, and retains until the day twelvemonth following

re envied title of callUen a vcoiragk.
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and on the head, or flat end, the prize-cake was placed full in
sight of the competitors. A tall gaunt-looking man, in a
rusty wig, and a coat which might once have been termed
black, was standing in the midst of a group of attentive
auditors, whom he was addresing in a solemn harangue, but
with a countenance so full of dry humour, that the effect was
irresistibly comic. This was Matt Fogarty, the village
schoolmaster, not only venerated as the oracle of wisdom
and learning, but also regarded as the unerring arbiter in all
matters of etiquette and ceremony by the entire parish.

And now, boys and girls,” said he elevating his voice,
.
as surveyor and directhor of this fantastic and jocular meet-

mg, I direct the demonsthrations to begin. You all know the
rules. The best couple of dancers win the cake. So take to
your partners, and commence your flagitious recrayations.”A loud hurrah followed this pithy address, the fiddles be-
gan to squeak, and the bagpipes to scream in the agonies of
being tuned ; and Barney Driscoll, a young good-looking

^ ,

0 d *videc* the attention of the girls with Dermott
the Rattler, stepped with a confident air into the circle,
leading by the hand Peggy Flynn, the belle of the rival
parish of Kilduff. A loud cheer from Barney ,

s friends
greeted his appearance

;
but before it had subsided, DermottO Rourke and Norah Conolly stood beside their competitors,

and were hailed by a still more deafening cheer. The
schoolmaster, seeing that both parties were prepared, thus
addressed the musicians, who were elevated on a temporary
dais of turf:— 1 J

“ Now, ye vagabone sons of Orpheus, begin. Mike, your
sowl, rosin your bow Terence, you divil, inflate your
musical appendages, and strike up something lively.”

ii j • .1 ^ pair struck up with an energy
that, m the opmion of tbe hearers, more than counterbalanced
any little discord observable in the harmony. The two cou-
ple of dancers, fired by a spirit of emulation, exerted them-
selves to the utmost

;
and as the mirth and music waxed

loud and louder, the spectators, carried away by the enthu-
siasm of the moment, encouraged their respective friends by
applauding shouts and vociferous support, until at length,
after a severe contest, Peggy Flynn was compelled from ex-
haustion to give in, leaving Dermott and Norah undisputed
victors of the field. A lofty eaper, and a hearty smack onms partner s lips, testified the delight of the Rattler, who

to*Norah
^ Ca^ e fr°mthe churn-dash, carried it in triumph

Matt Fogarty now advanced, and waving his hand to pro-
cure a bearing, again addressed the assemblage.

Neighbours all — I announce and promulgate that the
cake has been fairly won and achieved by Norah Conolly,
vi et armis, that means by force of legs and arms. So now,
boys, give one cheer for our purty little Noreen, and thenhands round for a fling ot a dance altogether.”
The words were hardly spoken when a hearty hurrah rent

the atr, a circle was formed, and every person who could
shake a leg joined in a. merry dance round the successful pair.In the full tide of their mirth, a small military party was
observed on the brow of the hill, approaching the village at a
siYicirt pace.

“The sojers are coming,” cried an old woman, the firstwho had perceived them.
in an instant the hands that were grasped together in

friendly union became unlocked, the joyous circle was bro-
ken, and the shouts of laughter which rang so cheerily a-mongst the hills died into solemn silence. Looks of suspicionand alarm were exchanged between the men, who conversedm whispers together; while the unmarried girls by their

thes^lSers^
63 S^ewe(^ *he pleasu*e they felt at the sight of

Norah, who partcipated in this feminine predilection for a
bit of scarlet, clapped her hands in ecstasy.

.
’ Derniott/’ cried she, half dragging her reluctant

partner towards the road, “come and see the sojers. There-
in
0*
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A single glance was sufficient to convince Dermott that
the party belonged to the regiment which he had so uncere-
moniously quitted; and worse still, that his quondam friend,
Sergeant Flint, was amongst them. Having no desire to
renew his acquaintance with that facetious gentleman, he
plucked Norah hastily back, and whispering in her ear, said,

, . fyr
tbe PJPer 0 war

,
I’m sowld, Norah! There’s that

thief of a sergeant that listed me amongst the sojers. As sure
as the Pope’s a jintleman, ’tis hunting afther me they are!
What in the world am I to do now?”

Oh ! Dermott, dear, run for your life afore he sees you.
What a misfortinet girl I was to bring you into this trouble

!”

replied the now terrified girl.

Never mind, Norah, darling; I’ll get out of his way as
fast as I can, cried Dermott.

home, they’ll be sure to find you,” said she.
Divil a doubt of that, ’’replied the Rattler. “I’m too ’cute

xt j^tt
0 betaken that way. Is there not a wake down at

Ned Haggarty’s?”
Sure there is,” answered Norah. “Tim Hogan, theould

piper, died last night, and they’re waking him in Ned Hag-
garty’s barn.”

• - ^ CJ / w v 11. J
in the mountain at cock-shout in the morning.”

This plan appearing the most feasible he could hit on for
avoiding his military friends, Dermott, accompanied by his
sweetheart, slipped quietly out of the crowd, and hurried
down a by-path through the fields to the barn, where the re-
mains of the defunct piper were laid out.

Meanwhile the officer in command of the little party, hav-
ing seen his men disposed as comfortably as the limited ac-
commodations of the village would allow, took up his own
quarters in the Widow Doran’s hotel, where, being ushered
into a small earthen-floored whitewashed room, he threw
himself into a chair, inwardly cursed the irksome duty that
had devolved upon him,—which was, in fact, the very unro-
mantic and harassing one of affording assistance to the
excise-officers in an extensive “still hunt,”* through the
mountains in the neighbourhood. His meditations were how-
ever shortly interrupted by the entrance of the landlady.
“Mrs. What’s-your-name,” said the young soldier, “I—

a—suppose there’s no kind o amusement to be found in this
infernally stupid place?”

Amusement ! cried the widow, bridling up. “Ardrossan
beats the whole world for it. ’Tis a thousand pities yer ho-
nor, wasn there yesterday; we had a bit of the finest divarsion
you ever seen.”

“Indeed ! Pray what was it.?”

“Why, the boyscotch a bailiff, and gave him a steeple-
chase, sir,’ replied Mrs. Doran.
“ Gave him a steeple-chase ? I donfc understand you.”

I 11 insense your honour, then. You see, sir, a parcel
of the boys cotch one of them vagabone bailiffs trying to sarve
a writ upon the masther at the Ilousef below. They said it
was about some ould account he owed a tailor in Dublin, and
that they wanted to make him pay it, which your honour
knows, is contrairy to all sinse and rason, any way. Some
of the tinants was for cutting off the bailiff ’s ears, and send-
ing them in a letter to the sheriff,—more of them wor for
ducking him in the mill-pond

; but others were for giving him
a steeple-chase across the country first. Well, they all agreed
to that, and they started him from the gable-end of Shawn
Ruagh’s turf-rick, with his coat turned inside out; the boys
giving him a good piece odds, to make the more fun for them-
selves; for it was settled that if the bailiff could beat them as
far as the ould church of Kijduff, he was to be let off free ;

* The officers of excise frequently scour the country in
search of illicit distilleries in those remote districts where
the potteen is manufactured. These forays are called by the
peasantry “ still hunts.”

fThe landlord is usually called “the master by his tenants,
and his residence is known par excellence, as “the house”
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the bailiff, and maybe he didn’t run like mad, jumping over I separated from that in which the company were assembled
hedges and drains almost as smart as the best of them. How
s’ever there was a little fellow among the hoys,—one Phil

Donelly, a weaver; and though the crathur had legs like a

spider, he ran better than any one of the others. ’Twould have
made yer honour laugh to see him splashing through the

by a thin partition and a slight door, was left “ all alone by
himself,” forgotten by all his friends, except a knot of elderly
ladies, who discussed the merits of the deceased and the qual-
ity of the whisky by turns.

“Have you seen the corp yet, Biddy Mulcahy?” inquired
ditehes like a fairy, till, bedad ! at last he came up with the 1 one of the hags of a visiter who had just joined their group,
bailiff near Tom Delany’s haggart, where an ould ancient and was in the act of conveying the whisky-bottle to her
goose and gander, with a dozen young ones, wor divarting face.

themselves in the sun. Well, the weaver grips the bailiff by “Troth I have, Nelly, and straight and purty it looks. It’s

the neck as bould as brass, but though Phil had a powerful poor Tim would be proud, and well he might, if he could see
sperrit, he wasn’t a match in strength for the bailiff, who himself lying'there in his dacent white shirt, snug aud com-
cotch him, saving yer honour’s presenoe, by the wisband of fortable, with the blessed candles lighted around him.”
4h r\ Ta V A/\ 1 4* /A /l h 1 1V» 1 1 Ir n It 1 4 4 VA ATfAM 4-1A /A 1a A Acrvnv4 I
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bury his pipes along with him?” inquired Biddy.
“ The sorra word of a lie in it,” replied Nelly. “And more

betoken he has his pipes laid on one side of him, and a full

bottle of whisky on the other, within there, this very minnit.”
“Blessed Saver ! What’ll he want with whisky and music

where he’s going?”
“Lord knows! Maybe the poor crather was afeard of

the breeches, and pitched him like a kitten over the haggart
wall into the middle of the goslings. The ould gander, of

coorse, wasn’t a bit too well plased at Phil dropping in a-

mongst them in such a promiscuous manner, and flew at him
in a desperate rage. The poor weaver had no means of es-

caping but by jumping into a barrel of hogwash which hap-
pened to be near him. And there he stood up to his neck,
roaring for the bare life, while the ould thief of a gander kept
walking round the barrel, stretching oul*his long neck, and I being lonesome on the road, and there’s no better company
hissing, as much as to say, ‘ Come out of that, if you dare, than-

and see what you’ll get.’ At last the rest of the boys came The old woman’s harangue was here interrupted by the
up; but when they saw the weaver in the washtub, and the sudden opening of the barn door, outside which the scarlet
gander keeping guard upon him, they were ready to drop uniforms and glittering arms of Sergeant Flint and his party
with the dint of laughing. When they got tired, they pulled

j

were distinctly visible. The sergeant advanced, and address
the weaver out, all dripping with wash, and almost frightened ing the people, bade them be under no apprehensions, as he
out of his seven sentences. But the delay gave the bailiff was only in search of a deserter named Dermott O’Rourke
time to escape, and so they gave up the chase, and returned “ Dermott O ’ Rourke !

” repeated twenty voices, and every
home. Wasn’t it a murdher, sir, you warn’t here to see the eye was turned to the place where Dermott had been sitting

fun?” beside Norah Conolly, at the moment when the soldiers’ ap-
The officer could not exactly perceive the fun of hunting pearance had thrown the assemblage into confusion. Norah

an unfortunate devil for his ears, and was beginning to ex- was still in the same place, pale as a winding sheet, but the

press his distaste for such amusements, when a single tap
j

Rattler had vanished no one knew whither,
was heard at the door.

“Come in!” cried the lieutenant.

The door opened, and Sergeant Flint advanced into the

“ I am positive he was here,” said the sergeant.

Every one present knew that the sergeant was right, but

room.
As soon as the landlady had quitted it, the lieutenant turned
to the sergeant to hear his news.
“ We have found him, your honour,” said Flint, touching

h’is cap.
“ Found whom ?

”

*‘The deserter, sir,—Dermott O’Rourke,—the fellow that

gave me the slip last week at the fair of Ballintubber, ” repli-

ed the sergeant.
“ Well; you have arrested him ?Y said the lieutenant.
“ No, your honour,” replied Flint. '‘I only caught a glimpse

of him amongst the crowd a while ago; and then the fellow

disappeared as if he had sunk into the earth. However I

determined not to lose him so easily, and by a few careless I ported by a chair at the head and foot, and decently covered
inquiries amongst the villagers, I have discovered that he has by a large winnowing-sheet, that reached the floor in ample
sneaked off to the wake ofran old piper, a short distance

|

drapery on either side,

from here.”
“Well—aw—sergeant,” said the officer, yawning. “You

had better order out a corporal’s guard, and take the rascal

prisoner. We must make an example of him.”

all remained silent, and anxiously waited the result of a ri-

gorous search which the soldiers were making. Chairs, tables,

and benches were overturned; still the runaway was nowhere
to he found.

“ What have we in here ?” said Flint, approaching the door
of the inner room.

“ Only the coiy of the piper, your honour,” replied one of
the old women.
The sergeant pushed the door open, and peeped in curi-

ously. The room, which was small, had no windows, but
narrow loopholes like the outer apartment. It was perfectly

empty, excepting the ghastly corpse of the piper, (rendered
still more ghastly by the light of three small candles falling

on his rigid features,) which lay stretched upon a door, sup-

Sergeant Flint, though a brave man where a living antag-

onist was opposed to him, had, like many other brave men, a

mysterious horror of the dead
;

he therefore closed the door

hastily, convinced that the defunct Tim was the sole occu-
The sergeant brought his hand to his cap with a military I pant of the room. Dermott’s friends, who were even more

sweep, and marched out of the room. surprised than the sergeant at his sudden disappearance,

Meantime Dermott had reached the barn where they were now imagined that he had slipped off without being observed
waking the dead piper. It was a low thatched house, crowded by the soldiers, and in order to allow him full time to escape,

with persons of both aexes, who were seated on rude benches eagerly pressed Flint and his party not to go away until they
and blocks of wood ranged on either side along the walls, had warmed their hearts with a drop, just to shew that there

Thick clouds of tobacco-smoke curled up to the dark roof, was no ill-will between them. The sergeant, who never decli-

and partially dimmed the light of the candles, which, by ned a liberal offer, consented: and the privates following the

means of tin sockets were stuck in the mud walls at respectful example of their officer, sat down with little ceremony, and be-

distances. The potteen circulated freely,—tales were told, gan to make the punch disappear very rapidly. Jug after jug of
and songs were sung; the old crones gossipped, tippled, and the steaming beverage was mixed and emptied; and at every
smoked apart from the others; the steady married folks talk- fresh brewing the sergeant found himself more loth to quit

ed of the crops, the markets, and the Rvpale; while the “boys his present quarters. He was in high spirits, and in the

and girls ” carried on several prosperous courting matches fulness of his heart volunteered to sing a favourite song; but
in remote corners. hardly had he begun“to clear his throat, and pitch his voice,

In the general enjoyment, poor Tim Hogan, who lay when he was interruptedly a discordant tuning of bagpipes,

stretched as stiff as old Brian Boru, in a small room, only A general scream from the women followed, and the men
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but, if he was caught afore getting there, he should lose his

ears ;
which of coorse he wished to keep if he could. Well,

as was saying, away they all started like greyhounds after

started up in undisguised alarm. Sergeant Flint, the natural

purple of whose nose had faded to a slaty blue, endeavoured
to look unconcerned, and inquired in a faltering voice what
had occurred.

“Don’t you hear?” cried an old woman, who had grappled

him firmly round the waist. “ Sargint avourneen, ’ tis Tim
Hogan’s ghost tuning his pipes.”

“Nonsense! Let me go ;
there’s no such thing. Who

ever heard of a ghost playing the bagpipes ? Zounds ! I

say, loose me, woman !” cried the sergeant struggling hard

to liberate himself. But while he spoke a figure enveloped

from head to foot in a white sheet, and producing a variety

of unmusical sounds from a set of pipes, appeared at the

door of the inner room.
“The ghost !—the ghost !—Tim Hogan’s ghost !” shouted

the terrified people, who, without waiting to see more, rush*

ed pell-mell, screaming, swearing, praying, and tumbling
over stools and tables to make their escape.

In the melee the sergeant contrived to be one of the first

out of the barn, and, without stopping to muster his men,
took to his heels, and never cried “ halt” till he had reached
his quarters, leaving his party to follow him at their own
discretion.

The wake -house being thus summarily cleared, no one
would venture to return to it during the night ; the follow-

ing morning, however, a few of the boldest villagers sum-
moned courage to revisit the scene of the preceding night’s

adventure ;
but great was their surprise on discovering the

unruly piper lying quietly, with his pipes beside him, pre-

cisely as he had been disposed by the persons who had laid

him out. Nothing appeared to have been touched except the
bottle ef whisky, and that had been drained to the bot-

tom. Upon hearing which, Biddy Mulcahy was heard to

exclaim

—

“Ah ! then, I wouldn’t doubt poor Tim; dead or alive, he’s
not the boy to leave his liquor behind him.”
Notwithstanding the frightful stories that circulated

through the parish of the appearance of the piper’s ghost,
and the disappearance of the whisky at the wake, poor Tim
was in due time put quietly under the sod in the little

church-yard of Ardrossan, with his favourite instrument at
his feet, and a full bottle of choice poteen at his head.
Some days after these occurrences the military party,

with Sergeant Flint, quitted Ardrossan, and then Dermott
O’Rourke, who had privately withdrawn from the neigh-
bourhood, returned to the village, and explained the
mystery of the ghost. He said that, in the confusion which
took place on the unexpected entrance of the soldiers, he
had, unperceived by any one except Norah Conolly (now
Mrs. O’Rourke) slipped into the room where the piper was
laid

; but finding there no means of escape, and being hard
pressed, he crept cautiously under the boards which support-
ed the dead body; after awhile he ventured to crawl out, and
discovered the bottle of whisky, which he tasted so fre-
quently that he became ready for any devilry. In this
humour a droll thought struck him of masquerading in the
character of the dead piper. With the help of the winnow-
ing-sheet and the bagpipes, he succeeded, as we have seen,
in raising a beautiful ruction amongst the villagers, and in
effectually frightening away his unwelcome friend, the
sergeant.
The truth of Dermott’s story was, however, stoutly denied

by the majority of those who had been at the wake.
Ashamed ot being alarmed so ridiculously, they maintained
that they could not be mistaken, and that the appearance
they had seen on that memorable night was no other than
the genuine ghost of Tim Hogan, the piper.

THE HEROIC MOTHER.
During the usurpation of the Scottish throne by Edward

Baliol, the Castle of Berwick was besieged by English forces,
by sea and land. Being reduced to extremity the Scots held

a temporary truce, agreeing that if the garrison should re-

ceive no supplies before a certain day, the governor would
surrender. The eldest son of Sir Alexander Seton, the governor
had been taken prisoner by the English. The youngest was
was given as a hostage during the truce. The King of England
had sure intelligence that Earl Douglas was at hand to relieve

Berwick, and though the time of truce had not expired, he
sent a herald to tell Seton that if he did not give up the place,

both his sons should he hanged. In vain did the distracted
father remind Edward, that the time of truce was not elaps-

ed ; a gibbet was erected in full view of the garrison, and the
gallant youths led out to execution. What a dreadful conflict

between natural affection and patriotic fidelity, agonized the
heart of Seton. His tender feelings were almost predominant
when his wife, the mother of the victims reminded him that
they had other children to perpetuate their name

;
and that

the beloved objects before them, must die either by old age,

or premature fate
;
they never could resign life more honour-

ably than in performance of duty to their country
;
and if by

giving up his trust, previous to the termination of the truce,

the governor could prolong their days, wliat enjoyment could I

they have in life, after the family honour had suffered an
indelible stain ? She therefore besought her husband not to

purchase a momentary respite from sorrow, by everlasting-

disgrace. As she spoke thus, she drew him away from the

soul-rending scene, and King Edward ordered both the young
men for execution. If Queen Philippa had been near, or iff

any courtiers had spoken truth like the noble minded Sir

Walter Mauney in behalf of the citizens of Calais, Edward j

III., of England, would not have tarnished his warlike renown
by a deed which even if the Scots had been rebellious subjects, ,•

as he was pleased to regard them, was vengeance against a
brave and faithful commander, unworthy of a royal leader

of hosts. I

TUDOR VAUGHAN AP GRONO
Was a worthy of the brilliant era, of Edward III., without

any title of hereditary or legal origin, he assumed the style of

Sir Tudor, ap Grono. The king being informed of this pre-

sumption sent for the eccentric self-derived knight, and de-

manded of him by what power he assumed a prerogative which
belonged only to royalty. The Welchman replied “ that Ire

preserved that right in virtue of the laws of King Arthur. In
the first place he was a gentleman ; secondly he had a large

estate ;
thirdly he was valiant and resolute, and if any man”

he continued “ shall doubt my valour I throw down my glove in
j

test of courage, and stand ready to encounter the gainsayer.”

The king was charmed by this intrepid defiance, and im-
mediately confirmed the assumed honours. Henry VII., was
descended from this illustrious knight, being the son of Edmund
Earl of Richmond, son of Sir Owen Tudor, who was the son

of this courageous Sir Tudor Vaughan ap Grono.

:

~

FEMALE PATRIOTISM AND INTREPIDITY.
In the fight with the Bernians before Prome, three young

females of superior rank, encountered the British forces with

Amazonian courage and resolution. Two of those ladies were
left dead on the field. At Fravenbrunnen in Switzerland, two
hundred and sixty heroines armed themselves and fought for

their country. A matron named Glas, had three daughters

and three grand daughters fighting by her side. They were
all slain. The history of southern and northern Britain re-

cords the valour of many ladies, and of women in an humbler

sphere who defended castles, organized troops, and bled in the

cause of freedom. At the battle of Boroughmore, a Scottish

Esquire named Richard Shaw, was furiously assailed by a

Flemish combatant, and both continued the fight until mutu-
ally transfixed by wounds. On taking the armour from the

dead bodies, the valorous Fleming proved to be of the gentle

sex. Tradition says she had seen her lover bleed to death by

a wound from Richard Shaw.

A Motto.—Never employ those whom you suspect ;
nor

suspect those whom you employ.
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THE PILGRIM KNIGHT; OR, THE RINGS
EXCHANGED.

A TALE OF ITALY.

( Concluded.)

The countess received him kindly, and ordered wine, bread,

and fruit to be set before him. She questioned him con-
cerning his pilgrimages, and to what place he was now
journeying.

“ To you, noble lady,” replied he, “I shall make no secret of

my business; your house has always been faithfully attached
to the emperor, and assisted to oppose the pretensions of the
popes. I am Victor Von Schoneck, a knight and servant of

the Emperor, Charles IV., who has sent me to Italy, with
verbal messages to the princes and nobles, who adhere to his

cause. The emperor himself, intends, in a few months, to

come to Italy. I have desguised myself in a pilgrim’s garb to

avoid suspicion and danger; for the Bishop of Rome, has not
only hands, but eyes and ears, in every quarter.”

The countess was pleased at this confidence and conversed
with her visiter a considerable time about her deceased hus-
band and her way of living. “ Youhave a bad neighbourhood,”
said Victor : recollecting his commission ; and taking the
letter from his wallet, he related how he had come by it.

“Can the audacious man imagine that my niece will re-

ceive a letter from him?” cried the countess somewhat
indignantly.

“ I know him,” rejoined Victor, “you must be upon your
guard against him. He is a Piedmontese, named Crivello; he
served in the Imperial army and was to have been hanged for
treachery. The emperor, who just then came to the camp,
pardoned him with impolitic elemency. I saw him with the
rope already about his neck, and his features are deeply im-
pressed upon my recollection. For the rest I will give him
back his letter at the first opportunity.”
The countess appprovedhis intention, and at the same time,

requested him not to mention the matter in the presence ofher
niece, lest it should alarm the latter.

A bell rang for supper. The countess conducted her guest
into the eating room, the windows of which looked into the
garden. The door of an adjoining apartment opened, and
Lauretta entered, leading two pretty little girls by the hand.
Victor was thunderstruck, and could not conceal his astonish-
ment when he perceived his diamond on Lauretta’s finger.

“ Do you feel unwell, Sir Knight?” asked the countess with
some anxiety.
“ Pardon me lady,” answered Victor, “ it is most extra-

ordinary
; I imagined that it was an apparition which I saw,

and still
”

“ Do I look like an apparition then?” said Lauretta, interrupt-
ing him.

“ Lady” replied Victor, “ you look like a celestial spirit, and
resemble that saint whom I lately saw in a coffin, in the Con-
vent of St. Ursula,” the countess and her niece were embarassed

“ Sir Knight” began the former after a pause, “ we will
bestow confidence for confidence. You have made me mistress
of your secret; I will entrust you with ours.” She then briefly
related Lauretta’s history. Victor listened with the strongest
interest, and gave the ladies the joyful information, that the
danger was almost over. “ The Archbishop of Milan” said he
“ is dangerously ill, and there are no hopes of his recovery;
but his nephew Count Leo Visconti, is gone to Palermo, for
the purpose of proceeding to fight the infidels.”

The conversation again became cheerful and unrestrained
;

and the German Knight evinced so much prudence, courage,
and integrity that the countess conceived a regard, and Lau-
retta, almost, an affection for him, especially as his person,
manners, and demeanour, were highly prepossessing.
The next morning they breakfasted in the garden. Lauretta

observed her ring, on Victor’s finger.

“Sir Knight,” she hastily exclaimed “how came you by that
ring?” and the same moment she repented having put the
question.

“ This ring, I took from the finger of a corpse, as a sacred

relic,” replied Victor, and looked at her so wistfully, as if he
would have said— Allow me to keep a jewel which I prize
beyond what I can express !”

“I suppose,” rejoined Lauretta fixing her eyes upon her
own ring, “ I suppose you must have changed with me.”

“ I did,” answered the knight, “ but listen to a fair proposal.
Suffer me to keep your ring, till you hear that I have com-
mitted, I will not say a disgraceful, but an equivocal action

;

and put off*my ring, and do not wear it again, till I have done
something that confers honour on a knight.”

The countess thought this proposal perfectly reasonable,

and that her niece could have no objection to make against it.

“ Then” said Lauretta smiling, “we shall always be just
where we are at present ;

for the knight will no more tell us
when he does anything good, that when he does, what is bad.”

Victor pledged the word of a knight, that he would fulfil the

terms of the agreement ;
and the countess observed that he

looked so honest, she would venture to be his security.

The conversation was prolonged, till Victor at last thought
it time to retire. The countess begged him to stay a couple of

days longer with them ;
and Lauretta, though she said no-

thing, stood in such an attitude as might be taken for an
earnest entreaty to comply with her aunt’s invitation. The
knight joyfully accepted it, as his presence was not so urgently

required at that moment in Florence.

The knight had never passed more happy days, than at this

villa. Every hour rendered him dearer to the heart of the fair

Lauretta, who had already.made a complete conquest of him as

she lay in the coffin.

It seemed to him, absolutely necessary to put a stop, during
his stay with the countess, to the projects of Signor Crivello.

He went therefore towards evening, to his home, and returned

the letter with tills message, “ that the niece of the countess

never received any letters except from persons of her own
family ; that moreover she could not bestow her hand without

the consent of her illustrious and powerful relatives at

Florence, whom it would cost but a single word to ruin the

Signor, in case he should presume to offer any further

molestation.”

The Piedmontese laughed sarcastically, and abruptly turned

from the pilgrim and withdrew
;

while Victor pursued his

way back to the villa, not without considerable apprehension,

for he augured nothing good from the laugh of Signor

Crivello.

It was growing very dusk. Victor saw on his right the re-

mains of a temple of Minerva, of which nothing was left

standing but a door-way, and some columns. He walked up
to the ruins and seated himself at the foot of one of the
pillars. The first star began to twinkle in the firmament

;

a solemn silence prevailed around ;
Victor thought of Lau-

retta. and raised his eyes to the star of love as though to

inquire his own fate. All at once footsteps were heard
; a

man entered the ruins ; a second immediately followed.

They stood very near to the knight, but he was so concealed

by the column as not to be observed by them.
“ Hark, ye Nicolo,” said one of the men, “now is the time

for making a good prize. A corsair from Tunis is cruizing

off* our coast ; his messenger is at my house. Donzella Ro-
sina would be worth two thousand zechins between brothers

at the market of Tunis. We’ll e’en let her go for a thousand

and divide the money. You comprehend me Nicolo ?”

“For five hundred zechins I’m your man,” replied the

other.

“ To-morrow night then” rejoined the first “you will be
sure to let me find the doors open, and show us the way to

Donna Rosina’s chamber. Twenty men will be more than
sufficient to settle this business ;

for besides yourself, there

are scarcely four men iu the villa, capable of making any re-

sistance.”
“ And those you may fairly leave out of the account,”

rejoined the other, “if I secure the door towards the garden,

and that of the gallery, they will be completely cut off and
none of them can give us any trouble."

Victor recognised the Piedmontese in the voice of the one,

and by the name gf Nicolo* he knew that the other was the
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countess’s porter. Unable to restrain himself any longer
he drew his short sword, which he carried constantly about
him, under his pilgrim’s habit, rushed upon the villains and
at the first stroke extended Crivello on the ground. Nicolo
needed no further warning, but betook himself to his heels.
“ You forgot the pilgrim in your reckoning,” cried Victor,
thrusting the weapon into the breast of the groaning Pied-
montese. He then returned to the villa and there related

his adventure.
From this moment Lauretta’s heart beat for her valiant

deliverer alone. Victor however, had not now courage to

declare his passion, as in his opinion, it would appear like a
claim upon her gratitude. At the moment when he was
about to depart, the countess stepped between the knight and
her niece and thus addressed them

i( I will say what you have not courage to tell one-another.

You sir knight, are in love with my Lauretta ; and you
Lauretta, feel an equal attachment to this young man. Be
not ashamed to pronounce the promise of everlasting con-
stancy.” The lovers looked at each other, and plighted their

troth, by joining their hands.
The knight went to Florence, and thence to Ferrara, which

the emperor had already reached. Lauretta and her aunt,

arrived nearly about the same time. The marquis cheerfully

consented to the union of his daughter, with the German
knight, and the emperor himself conducted the bride to the
altar. The happiness of the lovers was great, but not of long
duration. Lauretta died, half a year after their marriage on
her way to Germany, and Victor conveyed her remains to

the castle of his ancestors. He founded a convent, in which
he was buried by her side, and in him his family became
extinct. The ruins of his patrimonial residence are still to

be seen, in the mountains of the Vosges. D.

ANECDOTE OF THE FRENCH GENERAL GILLY.
General Gilly was one of the victims in the reaction in

the south of France, in the year 1815. Born in the depart-

ment of the Gard, he though himself a catholic, was so well

acquainted with the philanthropic sentiments of the protest-

ants of those parts, that when presented and a price set upon
his head, he felt no hesitation to seek an asylum with one of

them. A peasant at Toberargue, in the canton of Anduze,
named Perrier who subsisted entirely by daily labour, received
him into his cottage. No one inqnired the name of the fugi-

tive ; the events of the times, had accustomed these people to

the sight of “persons suffering persecution, and needing pro-
tection.

It was agreed that the general should disguise himself an<?’

assume the character of Perrier’s cousin. In this manner he
passed several months at Toberargue not without anxiety,
indeed, since the armed patroles appeared frequently and un-
expectedly and strictly searched the houses, especially those of

the protestants. In such cases Gilly slipped away, often in the
middle of the night, perhaps only half-dressed, and hid him-
self in the fields or woods, till the unwelcome visiters had with-
drawn. The general felt most severely the unpleasantness of

this situation, of which he occasionally conq)lained bitterly.

This might probably have been the case, one day when honest
Perrier had returned from the small town of Anduze—“You
have little reason to complain,” said Perrier to comfort his

guest, “in comparison with the poor people on whose heads I

have heard a price set by the public crier, as on any other
marketable commodity, you may think yourself fortunate.
Two thousand four hundred francs are offered for parson Briere’s,
Two thousand four hundred, for that of the late mayor of
Busse, and ten thousand for General Gilly’s.” —-—— “ How!”
cried the astonished general.—•“ Yes, ten thousand,” repeated
Perrier.

The feelings of the fugitive mav be better imagined than
described. He strove to suppress them

;
and lest he should

betray himself to his honest host of whom he entertained a
slight mistrust, he seemed to consider for some time. He
then addressed him in these words. “ I am tired of this kind
of life, aud am determined to put an end to it, Hark you

my friend, you are poor, and can have no objection to earn
money. I know General Reilly, ancl the place where he is con-
cealed : we will denounce him—I demand my liberty for my
reward, and you shall have the ten*Hiousand francs.”
At these words old Perrier wasjpetrifled : he was unable

to reply. His son a young man oftwenty sevenwho had served
in the 47th regiment of the line, and who had sat by the fire

without taking any part in the conversation, now sprang up,
advanced close to the general, and in a menacing tone “ Sir,”
said he, “we have hitherto taken you for an honourable man;
but if you are one of those execrable informers who plunge
their fellow creatures in destruction, there is the door

; hasten
away, by it, or by Heaven, I will throw you out of the win-
dow.” Gilly hesitated to go, and attempted to explain him-
self, but to no purpose. . The soldier seized him, and to avoid
the impending danger he exclaimed, “ know then that I am
the General Gilly for whose head the ten thousand francs are
offered.”

The tumult of joy that now pervaded the, humble family
baffled all description. Father, mother, children thronged
round him, caressing him, and kissing his clothes : they im-
plored him to remain with them, promising to sacrifice their
lives in his defence. The general actually stayed withthem a con-
siderable time longer, and when he quitted them, he could not
prevail on them to accept any remuneration for their hos-
pitality; their fidelity it was impossible to repay. It was not
till long subsequent to this event that he was allowed to make
a substantial expression of his grateful feelings for the disin-
terested services of this worthy family.

FRIENDSHIP.

Hail, Friendship! Parent of delight,

And soft’ner of the cares that blight
The fairest flowers of life;

Thine influence, oh! how benign!
How bright thy charms—thy graces shine

In this dark world of strife!

Sweet child of virtue! whom to know
The sons of pride, could well forego

Their boasted, best, resource:
For me—may glittering wealth depart,
But let me with some honest heart
Hold kindly intercourse.

Let others, famed for greatness, see
Before them bend the supple knee,

Whilst slaves behind them wait;
The thronging host, I would not claim,
Of Parasites with but a name.
Who court, yet inly hate.

I heed them not—a faithful few
Unknown to guile, and sternly true,

Frank, sensible, and kind;
With such, would I reciprocate
The secrets, pleasures, pains of fate,

Exchanging mind for mind.

The joys of friendship none can share,

But those, who in their bosoms bear
A kindred sympathy;

Whose feelings, thoughts, and wishes meet
In fellowship divinely sweet.
And meek simplicity.

’Tis blended spirits that compose
The friendly band, and blest are those
Who own the sacred tie:

When sorrows wring, and griefs assail,

This is a power that will »Qt fail,

AsQlaoe eyernigb*

a h.
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LIFE OF LORD NELSON.
( Continuedfrom our last.

)

“to the king’s most excellent majesty.

“ The Memorial of Sir Horatio Nelson ,
K. B. and a Bear-

admiral in your Majesty's fleet.

“ That, during the present war, your memorialist has been

in four actions with the fleets of the enemy, viz : on the

13th and 14th of March, 1795 ; on the 13th of July, 1795 ;

and on the 14th of February, 1797 ; in three actions with

frigates i six engagements against batteries ; in ten actions

in boats, employed in cutting out of harbours, in destroying

vessels, and in taking three towns. Yoifr memorialist has

also served on shore with the army four months, and com-
manded the batteries at the sieges cf Bastia and Calvi.
“ That during the war he has assisted at the capture of

seven sail of the line, six frigates, four corvettes, and eleven

privateers of different sizes
;
and taken and destroyed near

fifty sail of merchant vessels
;
and your memorialist has

actually been engaged against the enemy upwards of one hun-

dred and twenty times.

“ In which service your memorialist has lost his right eye
aad arm, and been severely wounded and bruised in his

body. All of which services and wounds your memorialist

most humbly submits to your majesty’s most gracious consi-

deration.

“Octoher, 1797.” “ Horatio Nelson.”

When the admiral’s health was sufficiently recovered to per-

mit of his taking a command, he hoisted his flag on board the

Vanguard, of seventy-four guns, and sailed in the spring of

1798 to join the fleet under Earl St. Vincent off Cadiz. On
the 22nd, at two in the morning, the squadron encountered a
violent storm in the Gulf of Lyons, in which the Vanguard
lost her fore-mast and top-masts, and the frigates parted com-
pany. The same day the French armament, commanded by
Bonaparte, sailed on the celebrated expedition to Egypt. The
Vanguard was taken in tow by the Alexander, and bore up
for Sardinia. Having refitted in St. Pierre’s road, the squa-

dron put to sea again on the 28th, and on the 4th of June,
reached the place of rendezvous. On the 8 th, Sir Horatio was
joined by ten sail of the line under Captain Trowbridge, and
immediately sailed in pursuit of the French fleet.

On the 16th, being in sight of Mount Vesuvius, Captain
Trowbridge was sent to obtain what information he could

from the British minister at Naples. He returned with a re-

port only, that the French fleet were gone towards Malta.
The admiral lost no time in pushing by the shortest route for

that island, and on the 20th, passed through the Straits of

Messina, with a fair wind. Two days afterwards he received
the intelligence that Malta had. surrendered, and that the
French had sailed from thence on the 18th, with a fresh gale at

N. W. He immediately bore up, and steered S. E. with all

possible sail.

From this time to the 29th, the fleet had only spoken with
three vessels two of which had come from Alexandria, and the
other from the Archipelago, without having seen any of the
enemy’s fleet. On the same day they saw the Pharos of Alex-
andria, and on approaching near the land, both harbours, in

none of which, to the admiral’s great mortification, was a
French ship to be seen.

He now shaped his course for the coast of Caramanea, and
steered from thence down the south side of Candia, under a
press of sail, and a contrary wind, until the 18th of July, when
they made the island of Sicily, and entered the port of
Syracuse. Although many of the ships were in great want of
water, not having a supply for above two months, the fleet

was completed and ready for sea in five days. On the 25th of
July, they again sailed, without having been able whilst at

Syracuse, to obtain any certain information of the enemy’s
destination. The same day, however, they received inform-
ation from a turkish officer, that the French fleet had been
Peering to the S. E. from Candia, about four weeks before.

Upon this information the admiral was resolved once more to
visit Alexandria, and accordingly steered for that place. Of
the subsequent events, the following we believe to be the most
correct narrative that has been published.

“ The Pharos of Alexandria was seen at noon on the 1st of
August. The Alexander and Swiftsure had been detached
a-head, on the preceding evening, to reconnoitre the port of
Alexandria, while the main body of the squadron kept in the
offing. The enemy’s fleet was first discovered by the Zealous
Captain Hood, who immediately communicated, by signal*
the number of ships, sixteen, lying at anchor in a line of
battle, in a bay upon the larboard bow, which was after-
wards found to be Aboukir Bay. The admiral hauled his
wind that instant, a movement which was immediately ob-
served and followed by the whole squadron

; and at the same
time,- he recalled the Alexander and Swiftsure.

The wind was at this time N. N. W. and blew what seamen
call a top-gallant breeze

;
it was necessary to take in the

royals to haul on a wind. The admiral made the signal to
prepare for battle, and that it was his intention to attack the
enemy’3 van and centre as they lay at anchor. His idea, in
this distribution of his force, was, first to secure the victory,
and then to make the most of it as circumstances might per-
mit. A lower cable of each ship was immediately got out abaft,
and bent forward. He continued carrying sail, and standing
in for the enemy’s fleet in a close line of battle.

As all the officers of the squadron werd
1

totally unacquainted
with Aboukir Bay, each ship kept sounding as she stood in
The enemy appeared to be moored in a strong and compact
line of battle, close in with the shore, their line describing an
obtuse angle in its form, flanked by numerous gun- boats, four
frigates, and a battery of guns and mortars on an island in
their van. The situation of the enemy seemed to secure to
them the most decided advantages, as they had nothing to
attend to but their artillory

;
in their superior skill in the use

of which the French so much pride themselves, and to which
their splendid land victories is in general chiefly to be imputed.
The position of the enemy presented the most formidable

obstacles
; but the admiral viewed these with the eye of a sea-

man, determined on attack, and it instantly struck his eager
and penetrating mind, that where there was room’ for an ene-
my’s ship to swing, there was room for one of ours to anchor.
No further signals were necessary than those which had already
been made. The admiral’s designs were as fully known to his

whole squadron, as was his determination to conquer or perish
in the attempt.

The Goliah and Zealous had the honour to lead inside,

and receive the first fire from the van ships of the enemy,
as well as from the batteries and gun-boats with which
their van was strengthened ;

these ships, with the Orion,
Audacious, and Theseus, took their stations inside of the

enemy’s line, and were immediately in close action. The
Vanguard anchored the first on the outer side of the enemy,
and was opposed within half pistol-shot to Le Spartiate, the

third in the enemy’s line. In standing in, the leading ships

were unavoidably obliged to receive into their bows the
whole fire of the broadsides of the French line, until they
could take their respective stations

;
and it is but justice to

observe, that the enemy received us with the greatest firm-

ness and deliberation, no colours having been hoisted on
either side, nor a gun fired, till the van ships were within half

gun-shot.

At this time, the necessary number of our men were employed
aloft in furling sails, and on deck in hauling braces, and other

necessary duties preparatory to our casting anchor. As soon
as this was accomplished, a most animated fire was opened from
the Vanguard, which ship covered the approach of those in

the rear, which were following in a close line. The Mino-
taur, Defence, Bellerophon Majestic, Swiftsure, and Alexander,

came in succession, and passing within hail of the Vanguard,
took their respective stations opposed to the enemy’s line.

All our ships anchored by the stern, by which means the

British line became invested from van to rear. Captain

Thompson, of the Leander, of fifty guns, with a degree of
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judiciously aroppe .. _ -

lin, raking her with great success—the shot from the Leander’s
j

without accident,

broadside which passed that ship, all striking the I’Orient, the

flag-ship of the French commander-in-chief.

The action commenced at sun-set, which was at thirty-one

minutes past six, p, m. with an ardour and vigour scarcely

possible to describe ;
at seven o’clock, total darkness had come

on, but the whole hemisphere was, at intervals, illuminated by

the fire of the hostile fleets. The English ships, when dark-

ness came on, had ail hoisted their distinguishing lights, by a

(To be Continued.)

IZCMT.

signal from the admiral. The van ship of the enemy, Le

TIIE DUEL.
I was educated, said a French gentleman, whom I met in

quarantine, at Poitiers, though Lusignan is my native town.

Poitiers is well known to the antiquary as having possessed a

Guerrier, was dismasted in less than twelve minutes
;
and in Roman amphitheatre, of which, however, when 1 was at that

ten minutes after, the second ship, Ls Conquerant, and the university, only a vault, supposed to have been a cage for

third, Le Spartiate, very nearly- at the same moment shared : the wild beasts, remained. This cage, from the solidity of the

the like fate ;
the L’Aquilion, and Le Soverain Peuple, the! masonry, and the enormous size of the blocks, seemed inde-

fourtli and fifth ships of the enemy’s line,were taken pos-
I

structible, but was not so; for when I last visited Poitiers,

session of by the British at half-past eight in the evening.
j

and aske 1 for the key of the cavern. I found that it no longer

Captain Berry sent Lieutenant Galway, of the Vanguard.
:

existed, and that on the site had been constructed the inn of

with a party of marines, to take possession of the Spartiate,
|

the “ Trois Pelerins.” It is a Stone's throw from the Salle

and that officer returned by the boat the FrendlT captain’s
j

d’Arpies, a place with which I had been better acquainted

sword, which Captain Berry immediately delivered to the than with the schools. To revive my ancient recollection I
1

entered the salle, and found there an inhabitant of the town
whom I had known at college. He proposed that we should
dine together at the “ Trois Pelerins;” and, after drinking as

good a bottle of wine as it afforded, he related to me what a

admiral, who was then below in consequence of a severe

wound which he had received in the head during the heat

of the attack.

Ho sooner had Nelson been conveyed below, than the

surgeon, who was engaged with some wounded seamen, im- : few days before, in the very room where we were sitting, had
mediately hastened to attend him. The firmness of the ad- ; happened at a dinner of the collegiaus. It was ordered for

miral, who himself believed his end fast approaching, was here I twel ve; but. one of the party having invited a friend, the

most conspicuous
;
and could anything be necessary to throw ' number swelled to thirteen. It is said that superstition sup-

an additional lustre on his character, his benevolent answer i plies the place of religion
; I have observed’this to be the case

to the surgeon would alone be sufficient: “No,” said he, with with the most sceptical of my acquaintance; and thus this

the greatest composure, “ I will take my turn with my brave
!
number thirteen occasioned some! remarks, and the stranger

fellows.” Supposing himself to be at the last extremity, he was looked upon with no very favourable eye, and considered
employed himself in sending some confidential messages to his as a supernumerary, who brought with him ill luck,
intimate friends, and more particularly one which he wished

!
One of the set at last Summoned resolution enough to say,

to he conveyed to Lady Nelson by the chaplain.

Four ships in the enemy’s van had now surrendered: the
battle had lasted three hours, and continued in the centre,

with heroic bravery on both sides. At three minutes past

I do not dine thirteen.”
“ Nor I,” said another. •

“Nor I,” was repeated on all sides.

The guest naturally embarrassed at this rudeness, got up,
nine, a fire broke out in the cabin of the TOrienf, and, dread- and was about to retire, when Alfonse, to whom lie came
st -a o . jsj , • -w—ir ti m-ii i

•

ful as it may appear, Captain Hallowell ordered as many guns
as could be spared*to fire on that part of the ship, the marines
from the poop, under the command of Captain Allen, pouring
in, at the same time, volleys of musketry. This Avas a painful
but an imperative duty. The enemy was not subdued, and
there was no alternative.

Ball, in the Alexander, kept up his Are, on the other side,
to the same point. The gallant Brueys, thrice wounded, still

kept his post, and encouraged his men to extinguish the
flames, until a camion ball cut him in two as he stood on the
arm-chest. His captain, Casa Bianca, fell by his side: and the
ill-fated 1’ Orient was now given up to the flames, which, hav-
ing spread along the decks, mounted the rigging with uncon-
trollable and terrific rapidity. The whole noble fabric was one
blaze, fore and aft, from the mast-heads to the water; hundreds
of the crew committed themselves to the waves, hoping to
escape the severer fate of being burnt alive

;
many "sank—

some swam to our ships—ropes, spars, gratings, and other
buoyant objects were thrown to their assistance, and every I

endeavour was used by the British sailors to s?,ve their sup-
pliant

as
an umb'a

,
proposed an ingenious expedient for doing away

with the evil augury, and said, “ There is one way of an-
nulling the proverb that threatens death in the course of the
year to one of a party of thirteen; that way is, to decide which
of us shall fight a duel this evening or to-morrow morning.”

“ Done!” cried all the students at a breath.
“ Shall it he among ourselves?” said one of them.
“No,” replied the author of the proposition; “ for then two

of us would have to fight, whereas it ought to be
thirteenth.”

“ Right,” said all the young men.

the

“ Then let it be with one of the officers of the garrison.”
“ Be it so,” said Alfonse; “ we will make a pool as mini
ie cafe. nil thirteen of ii<s • rmrl ” ? ’ ' 1the cafe,

all thirteen of us; and-
“ The first out,” said the student.

at

adversaries, a few of whom (the first lieutenant, com-
!
got up and with a niwi Sh^<il%Ann

-----e r—
« ,

missary and ten men) were drawn into the lower deck ports of
j

assembly. « Gentlemcm ” said be" “ 1 ?
dd

,

r8S
.

sed
.

th
?

the Swiftsure, whale her own fate, and that of the Alexander, I with a sublime idea. We are about to eat and
grea

f
n8ss (alluding to the amphitheatre). Letus mutate that people in everything that is great. Nocould be more splendid than the garnet

“ No,” interrupted Alfonse, “ that would be a bad omen- it
shall he the winner.”
“Agreed! replied all, and they sate down to table with asmuch gaiety an i. msouicance as if nothing had been said.

?er, jus & as the soup was being put ‘on the table
iVlth a niaCriCt-OTMol Crin/i _ a 1 .

’

The ;rang<

“ Blood trembling on the balance.”
At thirty-seven minutes past nine, the flames communicat-

ed to the magazine, and she blew up “ with a crashing sound
that deafened all around her.” What must that crash have
open to tear asunder the oak-beams and ribs of a ship of her
size, to snap the shrouds and stays which secure her lower
masts, and to scatter the whole component parts of a first-rate
ship as chaff before the whirlwind! ‘ The vibration of this ex-
plosion was felt to the very keels of the ships, andthe burning
fragments fed for some moments upon the decks of the Swift-

great. Nothing
I,.-- - o >s of the gladiators whichwere celebrated over the tombs of the might# dead-LThingmore sumptuous than the feetiW* nma A .

uuuuug

This is probably
™ -P™ 1* heH at their Gerais.

if io
a funeral fete; with this difference, that

it is held before and not after death.
"

lival Romo in her nia°riif
Let Poitiers therefore

“ orf wbioh «'e are sitting, let it moriiu'rosacred to -.mi who is about to perish.”

ucence; let this and be in honour of
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“Bravo!” exclaimed the guests, otic and all
;

* £ a splendid
idea, by Jove!—a splendid cena be it!”

“ Open the windows,” cried Alfonse. The windows were
opened.

«s soon as the soup was served, smash went all the plates

into the yard, and shivered against the pavement. So, during
the rest of dinner, every plate as fast as it was cleared, every
bottle as soon as it was emptied, followed their fellows. One
might perceive, by the practised doxteriO^tf this feat, that it

was not the first time they had play™* the same game.
During the first course nothing particular occurred to disturb
their harmony; but it so happened that the roti, which is, as

you know, in France always served last, was burned. Then
there arose a general hurst of indignation.
“ Send the cook!” exclaimed they all to the waiters. “ Order

up the cook! Here, cook ! cook !” was the universal cry. But
the chef was not forthcoming.

Alfonse, the president, then said, “ Must I go myself and
fetch him?”
This menace had its effect: the pen/rre chef, pale as dead,

and cotton cap in hand, crawled into the room. He was
greeted with deafening shouts.

“ Come here!” sam Alfonse. “ Do you take us for the
officers! What do you mean by serving us in this manner

—

eli?’ The man of the spit stammered out an apology. Alfonse
looked at him askance. “ If I served you right,” said lie, “ I

should make you eat this detestable rod of yours; but, as it is

the first time of happening, my chastisement shall be a paternal
one. Hold out your cotton cap.” The chef obeyed, and
Alfonse turned out of a dish into it an enormous clouted cream
(omelet souffle), and said, “Come, now, on with the cap. and see

you don't first spill a drop.” lie was forced to comply; and
the unhappy Ude (udus), his fime and white jacket streaming
with the contents of the plat, was followed out of the room
with hisses and bursts of laughter.
Thus went on the dinner, and with it a concert of broken

plates, dishes, glasses, and bottles, accompanied by noises of

all sorts, which rose tofortissimo as the wine, of which they
drank to excess, got into their heads. The dessert, which suc-

ceeded the second course, was ended by what they called a
salad. This salad was thus mixed. They turned up the four
corners of the table-cloth, and rolled therein all the fragments
that were left. At this juncture the waiters disappeared, con-
jecturing shrewdly that, if they stayed any longer, the feast

might be too grand for them. In short, when all that remained
of the dessert was bundled well up, the collegians got on the
table, and, at the risk of cutting their feet with the fragments
of the crockery, and the splinters of the glass, danced thereon,
till everything was pounded, smashed, and broken. Then the
table-cloth, with all it contained (the salad), was thrown out of
the window; after it the table, then the chairs, then the rest

of the furniture, and, when there was nothing more to destroy,

the frenzied youths thought they could do no better than throw
themselves out; and all the thirteen “followed their leader,”

Alfonse, and jumped from the first floor into the court.

There is a saying, that over drunkards watches an especial

Providence. But there are, it seems, two; for the students, on
this occasion, found one of their own, which doubtless be-

friended them in this mad leap. Certain it is that none of the
party met with the slightest accident, and, gloriously drunk,
they rushed out into the street, after the most remarkable
orgie that had taken place for some time at Poitiers. They
made a brilliant entree into the cafe—a general place of ren-
dezvous for the students and officers when they were not
at daggers-drawn. Two of the latter were playing at billiards

when they entered. But Alfonse, without waiting till the
game was ended, asked, or rather demanded, in an authorative
tone, that the table should be given up for a single pool to the
thirteen. Thinking that the object was, as usual, to decide who
should pay for the dinner, or the demltasse et chasse, the players
did not seem inclined to comply with this requisition

;
but when

they learned that a more momentous affair, a duel, was on
foot, they hastened to lay down their cues. A duel ! every-
thing must yield to that! There were but few military men
present, for that very day there wa9 a soiree at the general-

command ant's of the garrison
; and those few consisted of

veterans, who preferred passing the evening at the cafe to

putting on silk stockings and shoes, or of chenapans

,

who in

the regiment went by the name of c runs or bourreaus dcs cranes.

The old grognards

,

however, did not quit the room. The
chenapans interchanged glances with each other

;
and one or

two of the sub-lieutenants, who had come to take their demi-tasse
before they went to the hall, also remained. They had all,

more or less, formed a shrewd guess of what -was t,o happen

*

and for the honour of the service, waited for the quarrel to

break out.

In our school of Paris we are totally unacquainted with that
esprit des corps which engages a whole regiment, and an entire

body of young men, in a duel, when two only are concerned;
nor can we form a notion how slight a thing a duel is con-

sidered when it is the custom to decide all questions sword in

hand. Habit is all in all
;
and people soon learn to. think no

more of fighting than going to breakfast. It becomes a
general endemic; and a person who, lost in the world of Paris,

where he is unknown, might hesitate about demanding satis-

faction for an insult however gross, would, in that atmosphere,
be ready any day to call a man out for merely looking at him.
The pool was began. Fever did a party, when a large sum of
money depended on the issue of the game, play with more care

and caution than those thirteen to decide which of them was
to fight. By degrees the players lost their three lives, and the

number was at last reduced to two
;
these were the stranger

guest and Alfonse. The lookers-on watched anxiously every
stroke. Those balls, that as they rolled carried wth them the

fate of a man, were followed by earnest looks. The officers

came nearer and nearer, and ranged themselves round the

billiard. They were not a little interested to know whether
they, or rather one of them—which, they knew not—was to

enter the lists with a fresh man, no doubt unpractised in

fencing, or with the most adroit and terrible duellist in the

university. The chances were against them. The stranger

lost.#A singular excitement was occasioned by the disappear-

ance of the last ball in the pocket. Some faces grew pale; no
one stirred from the spot wliere he had been standing as a

spectator. Alfonse looked steadily round him, and made two
or three times the circuit of the room, as though he were in

search, but in vain, of some one worth -quarrelling with. At
last he perceived a sort of sub-lieutenant, originally arum-
major and nuntre-d'-armes, and who- boasted of having killed

his thirty pequins, sitting quietly in a corner. Alfonse walked
straight up to him, and, saluting him with a politeness that

electrified the company, said in his cool way—“ Monsieur, I

am exceedingly distressed at the situation in which I find my-
self placed; but my honour is concerned, and you will allow me
to engage yours.” Without farther preliminaries, he gave him a

severe hit in the face. The officer, who little expected so

abrupt and unanswerable a mode of provocation, sprang like a

madman from his chair; and had not Alfonse, with the activity

and nimbleness of a cat, leaped with one bound on the table,

the ex-drum-major would probably have strangled him on the

spot. He was quickly at tthe aggressor’s heels, when his own
comrades stopped him of lieir own accord, saying—“ Come,
come ! no child’s play or boxing ! the thing is too serious !

C'est un combat a la mort
“ Where shall I find you to-morrow ? ” said one of the

officers, addressing Alfonse.
“ Fix your ground,” was the reply.
“ No to-morrows !” said the officer who had received the

blow; “ this instant!” *

“ This instant be it, ifyou please,” replied Alfonse, with the

utmost indifference.
“ I shall not sleep to-night till that blow is avenged !” said

the other, foaming with rage.

“ I, too, want to unnumb my hand. I have hurt my
knuckles against your cheek-bones,” said Alfonse.

“ Where would they fight at such a time of night as this?”

observed some of the officers.

“In the garden behind the cafe,” cried the ancient maitre-d’-

armes ;
“ a sword in one hand, and a billiard-larpp in tho

other,” r,
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“ But,” said Alfonse, “ I am tired. I know your style of

fighting- men, Crane

;

you want to make me break ground, and
drive me step by step round the garden. Don’t think it, my
lad. Besides, the lamp may go out. But if you have no ob-
jection, the billiard-table will be a good arena. We shall be
well lighted, and there will be no means of drawing back a
foot.”

“ Be it so,” said the other.

The doors were closed, and they laid hands on the waiters and
the proprietor of the cafe,

who were going to the police. The
swords were then brought. The two adversaries cast lots for

them, and then pulled off their coats and waistcoats, and un-
buttoned their shirts, to show that they had nothing under.

Both then took their swords. The officer wrapped round
his hand a handkerchief, leaving both ends dangling. Alfonse
neglected this practice, the object of which was to distract the
attention of his adversary by the perpetual flutter of their two
white points, thus to turn away his attention from the sword.
But Alfonse had a manner of fighting of his own, and cared
little for these petty proceedings. lie never looked at the steel;

' but, fixing his eye on that of his antagonist, anticipated every
motion that he made.

The two wrestlers, or gladiators I might say, got on the
table together, and, according to the terms or conditions agreed
on between the students and the officers, rested their s-words on
the toes of their boots. A traveller from a commercial house,
who happened to be present, and who could have no interest in

the scene other than its novelty excited, was fixed on to clap
his hands thTee times, and at the third the swords were up-
raised in the air, and the two combatants came to guard.

A terrible silence reigned through the room, and for some
seconds it was only broken by the clashing of the steel; for

both parties, as they skirmished, were well aware that a single

faux pas was death. The slightest stepping back, shrinking
of the body, or leaping on one side, must inevitably prove
fatal.

%

The officer was a head and shoulders taller than Alfonse,
and looked as though he could crush him

; but he little heeded
this advantage, if advantage it was, for he by degrees lowered
his body till he was right under the sword of his foe, and
almost bent himself down upon the bed of the table. No
other change in his attitude then took place. All at once the
officer, taking this posture for the effect of fear, made a furious
lunge, which was parried with the greatest sangfroid and skill,

and Alfonse allowed the officer to return to his ground without
attempting to return it. His adversary was deceived by this
sort of timid defence, and, become more adventurous, attacked
him again with increased fury—so much so, that, thrown off
his guard his lei t foot quitted the cushion of the table against
which it had been fixed. Then it was that Alfonse made a
rapid lunge at the officer’s face. He endeavoured to regain the
ground he had lost, to resume his position. The student would
not give him time, and charged with impetuosity his disconcerted
enemy, who could only avoid his thrusts by keeping his body
bent backwards. Alfonse forced him to the edge of the table
when his foot tripped, and at that moment he drove the sword
up to the hilt in his heart.

The unhappy officer cried out, “Hit! hit!” Then he raised
himself to his full height, and fell backwards from the top of
the table to the floor. Awful was the sound that the weight
of that body made upon the boards of the room! There was
mixed up with it a feeling—a dread lest the dead man should
hurt himself in falling. Never did I see, for I was present, so
dreadful a contest! Never did I experience anything so
frightful as the silence of those two men—as the flashing of
their sWords by the light of the lamps—as the fall of the van-
quished, who, disappearing behind the table, seemed at once to
have been engulphed in a tomb that opened from behind to
receive him!

—

Bentley’s Miscellany.

“I know my redeemer livefch,” as the flat-iron said to the
pawnbroker.

FEARFUL ADVENTURE IN THE CATACOMBS OF
MALTA.

Engaged in the subject of our conversation, I paid little or

no attention to the path, when, suddenly missing my step, I

distinctly felt my treacherous companion give me a push, and
I down I fell through an opening in the ground, but whither 1

|

knew not. The scene of horror thus produced was sufficiently

;
awful, but when my fall was terminated by a plunge in some
deep body of wate^that resounded with a stunning noise

throughout the sullR echoes of a seemingly vast cavern, the

effect produced on the mind was truly dreadful. On rising to

the surface, after the first immersion, it instantly occurred to

me that I had fallen into one of the immense tanks or reser-

voirs of which, in Malta, such numbers are hewn out of the

solid rock in all directions, to guard against the scarcity of

water, in an island that has, or is supposed to have, no springs.

As this conviction took possession of my mind, it was with a

degree of the utmost loathing and repugnance; and though I

scarcely could say why, I expected every instant to feel the

slimy touch of the vilest reptiles twining about me, in a body
of water that had remained stagnant, as it were, for years.

Looking up at the aperture through which I had fallen, there

was just visible, in the dim light, the diabolical features of the

wretched creature to whom I owed this refined piece of

cruelty. “ In future,” said she, with an expression of unsur-

passable malignity, “ you will know what it is to reject a
woman.”

“ You surely cannot mean to keep me here?” I cried.
“ No!—In truth, when you can get out you may; but to my

thinking, the sooner your mind is made up to dispense with
your confessor the better.”

So truly awful did such an end appear, that, raising my
voice to the utmost, I shouted the name of Jeremy, in hopes
that he might, by some lucky accident, be loitering in the
gardens. . Nothing replied to me but the horrid reverberations

of the dismal place, beyond which my voice seemed unable to

rise; while, with a look of hellish exultation, the detestable

hag rolled the stone over the mouth of the tank, and left me
to the agony of despair.

Nothing of anguish that I ever knew, either from expe-
rience or recital, came up to the suffering I endured in this

execrable place. I could not make my mind up to sink with-
out a struggle, and yet I saw no single possibility of effecting

an escape. More from that instinct which naturally leads us
to preserve life, than from any other motive, I continued swim-
ming round the steep sides of the cavern, vainly endeavouring
to ascertain its extent, or to find any ledge on which to crawl
and repose myself. Occasionally a transitory hope Would
steal upon me, that the revengeful wretch would not take my
life, and, after what she might consider a sufficient space of

torment, would return. This feeling for some time kept me
up, but as the minutes stole away the suspense became heart-

rending. Again I swam round, and again I listened; again I

tried distinctly to go over the reasons for or against her thus
leaving me to perish, and again all was uncertain and indistinct

as before. At length, in what appeared to be one of the distant

corners of the tank, and so high above the surface that I could
scarcely reach it, my fingers did, indeed, discover a ledge, such
as I sought, but of what extent I knew not. Drawing my-
self up with all my remaining strength, I got just high
enough to know that it was sufficient to allow me to lie down,
and then, at the very instant I had formed this conjecture, my
hold slipped, and I fell once more into the water. Eleven
times successively did I make this attempt to succeed* and at

the last accomplished it ; but so faint, so weary, so utterly

Worn out had I become, that I could only stretch myself
along the cold rock, and know that sense was leaving me.
How long I remained thus, of course I know not. On thfe

return of animation, my limbs were so cold and stiff that it

was with the utmost difficulty I could move. My wet clothes

and the dismal darkness and air of the vault, at once brought
back to my remembrance the frightful situation in which I

was placed. Musing to consider what resources Were left to

one so utterly betrayed, I remembered that I had about me a

I
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small box in which I carried opium. By extreme good for-
tune this happened to be nearly full; and, thankful that I had
this sheet-anchor on which to depend, I took a full dose, and
being soon sensible of its invigorating effects, began to feel
about me. I now discovered that I was sitting on the last of
a flight of steps. The tumult of hope that this excited in my
bosom was, indeed, beyond everything, but it was soon at an
end, for, on ascending three stairs, I found myself at the end
of a low vaulted passage. On the third stair my foot struck
against some curiously sounding object—fancy my loathing
and dismay when, stooping down, my fingers distinctly traced
a human skeleton. The body was laid along the passage, and
the head was declining down the steps towards the water.
“ I am not the only victim!” said I, sorrowfully leaning back
against the wall, and relinquishing my hold on the wretched
remains. As I did so, the skull, loosened from its ligaments
by age and decay, slowly rolled down the stairs, step by step,
and fell with a sudden splash into the large volume of water'
over whose dead surface the sound undulated dismally for
some minutes, then once more subsided in calm. Strange,
almost incredible as it may appear, yet, when the sounds
ceased, I felt as if in the sunken skull I had already lost a
newly found friend. After the first horror of such a discovery
was over, it seemed a link, however frightful, with that former
world of which I was still a part, although a dissevered one,
and I lingered by the side of the bones some minutes before I
had courage to proceed. Arising once again from my miser-
able seat I carefully examined, as far as practicable, every
inch of ground before I ventured on a single step; for amidst
all my distresses there was nothing which I so greatly
dreaded as a plunge into a second tank, my meeting with
which, to my excited imagination, seemed probable enough.
After proceeding some short distance, I came to recesses in
the walls on either side of me, which on exploring I found to
be filled with human bones. This at once told me I was
wandering in the catacombs, and that the skeleton with which
I had first met was most probably that of one of the many
unfortunates who had lost their way in these caverns, and thatm all likelihood, perishing of hunger and of thirst, he had been
searching out the reservoir of water, and died while yet on the
steps that led to it. From this also I concluded, that when
the tank into which I had fallen contained its proper quantity
of water the surface would not be so much below the stairs as
I found it, but on a level with them. Gaining in some degree
fresh courage from knowing even the loathsome spot where I
then was, and feeling moreover greatly influenced by the
quantity of opium I had taken, as well as the fact that it was
now the hour at which I ordinarily retired to rest, I lay down,
and more thankful and confident of heart than it is easy to ima-
gine a human being under such circumstances, I fell fast
asleep.

On awaking, after many hours spent in slumber, I expected
to find myself convulsed with aches, cramps, and rheuma-
tisms of every description; but in this I was pleasantly disap-
pointed, for, such is the effect of necessity on the human frame.
1 could not have felt less from such complaints had I slept on
the most luxurious couches, instead of being wet through, andymg on the humid earth without the slightest covering, and
with the mouldering fragments of my species lying on every
side of me.

' & J

Thinking it would be as well to provide myself with some
weapon, in case the rats, from some mistake, should be in a
neighbourhood where they surely could have nothing to prey
on except on one another, I took the liberty of borrowing for
the present the longest thigh-bone that I could find among the
plentiful heaps around me; and thus appropriately armed, I
°^e n™re proceeded. Winding after winding I passed, and
still with unwearied determination I pursued my path. After
rambling thus for some time, without seemingly attaining any
results, or being in the least degree nearer my deliverance, I
began to recollect how many cases I had heard of people who,
having imprudently advanced too far into the catacombs, had
thereby become lost in their interminable windings, and
perished horribly. If such is to be my lot, thought I, would
it not have been better to have sunk quietly into the horrid

tank that at first received me? Yet in this there was some-
thing so abhorrent, I thought I could almost prefer to bear the
pangs of starvation. I hat in this respect I did not speak
altogether unadvisedly, may be readily imagined. Indeed, the
p&ngs of hunger became most severe. In. this emergency I
had still no resource but the opium, which not only allayed the
gnawing of want, but produced those exhilarating effects which
for a time defied even staivation itself to crush their joyous
feelings. This over, I would get up and walk; but I began at
length to fear that I might have got into a certain circle of
windings, and thus might wander on for ever. Thirst also
oppressed me dreadfully, and my stock diminished to not more
than a few hours farther would consume. Thus brought again
within the alarming grasp of a frightful death, I laid down to
ponder over and over every possible scheme by -which I had
any chance to free myself.

Suddenly my musings were interrupted by a sound. I
listened—could I be correct? It was so—I heard the sound of
some animal breathing. The perspiration stood upon my brow
as I heard it approaching the spot where I lay, and snuffing the
air which communicated to him the fact ofmy presence. Soon I
distinctly saw two glowing eyes. I tried to move, but my limbs
were no longer at my own bidding, The animal approached—
walked round my body—I felt its cold nose touch me, still I
lay as part of the insensate rock. In another instant I felt the
sharp tusk of the intruder pierce my thigh. This effectually
dissolved the spell. Springing up and seizing the thigh-bone
that I had by me, I struck the creature a most severe blow on
the head, which felled him to the ground. Looking upon it as
a most merciful supply for my extreme want, I began, by
feeling, to find out if possible what animal I had killed. I
soon came to the conclusion that I had killed no animal, since
the one now in my power was only stunned, and to the best of
my belief was a jackall. This at once set me thinking. This
fellow, said I, must have some communication with the world
above. If I could only persuade him to show it to me in return
for sparing his life, it certainly would be a pity to destroy a
creature possessed of a secret so valuable to my existence.
Resolving at any rate to try the experiment of getting the
truth out of my friend, I drew forth my pocket-handkerchief,
fastened it securely round his loins and tail, and tying the
other end to my finger, awaited till my gentleman should get
up and help himself. Mr. Jackall did not keep me long in
suspense, but, finding himself under equivocal circumstances,
he no sooner gained perfect animation than he started to his

feet and made off. Though I could not indulge him by going
quite so fast as he wished, I nevertheless followed him very
nimbly. At first he was somewhat refractory, notwithstanding
the band about his loins, but my good thigh-bone soon beat a
very respectable portion of sense into these, and on we pro-
ceeded. Occasionally, too, my good fellow got into a hole,

from which I had great difficulty in dislodging him, and then
not without some severe bites: At length I began to be sen-

sible of fresher air. Delightfully did it play upon my
fevered temples; after the charnel atmosphere I had just
quitted, my lungs seemed scarcely able to inhale enough of it.

With every passing moment this feeling increased, till at
length we came to some ascending ground, that might once
have been a flight of steps, and, treading intricacies that I
should scarcely ever have been aide to get through alone, we
emerged among some ruins. The morning was about to

break into life, as the sky first met my eye, clear, cloudless,

and transparent, where the eastern horizon met the sea. With
exquisite joy did I gaze once more around, and think from
what a death I had been rescued. Much did I long to take
with me and preserve to the last moment of life, the animal
whose sagacity had effected my deliverance; but when I be-

held the poor creature shrinking with abhorrence from the
light, and struggling to get free, I thought it would be a much
more grateful reward to give him his glorious liberty: un-
loosening the ties of my handkerchief, and bestowing a fare-

well caress, the creature bounded forward, and in another
moment was hid from my sight among the ruins .— The Priors

of Prague .
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THE SULTAN'S DREAM; OR, THE PREDICTION8
FULFILLED.

A TURKISH TALE,

is the year of the Christian Era, 1390, Amnrath the Great,
4he most powerful warrior and. statesman that ever filled

the Turkish throne, put himself at the head of an army of

200,000 men, to crush the last resistance of the Hungarians
and Servians. The sternness of the Ottoman government
had alienated the chief tribes of that immense region lying

between the Atlantic and the Epxine ; and the abilities and
intrepidity of Lazarus the prince of Jervia, had combined
their strength into an insurrection that threatened the em-
pire of the Turks in Europe ;

Amurath, though nearly

70 years old, instantly rushed into the held, passed the Dar-
danelles, and clearing the way with an irresistible cavalry

laid the land in ruin, up to the memorable plain of Cassovia.

But there he found he must fight for his supremacy. The
army of the confederates of Hungary Cervatia and Servia,

reinforced by knights and eminent soldiers from France and
Germany, were seen drawn up before him, under the com-
mand ofLazarus. The Ottoman troops had never encounter-

ed so formidable an enemy, and even the invincible Lord
of the Janissaries began to fear for the result of the day.

—

The battle commenced as usual in the Turkish warfare, by
successive charges of cavalry. They were repulsed and.the

mass pressed back towards the infantry, where the Sultan

had continued, sitting upon his horse,
_

and waiting for the

tidings from the troops engaged. While he was nervously

listening to every sound of the struggle, he, saw two of his

Delhis, that corps of desperadoes ;
which, always as a forlorn

hope, heads the Turkish charge, rushing back from the field.

Amurath galloped up to meet them. They were both
covered with wounds

;
and their chargers were evidently

exhausted with fatigue, and the loss of blood
;

yet they
bounded through the thicket and broken ground with ex-

traordinary rapidity, and the Sultan could catch but a sen-

tence from each, as they darted by him. The first cried out
“ Thou shalt conquer !” The second “Thou shait be con-

quered, 5 ’ then instantly plunged into the depths of the forest,

and pursuit was vain. Amurath, like all his countrymen
was superstitious ;

and the contradiction of his Delhis seem-
ed a foreboding of some strange catastrophe. But there
was now no time for thought. He advanced at the head
of the Janissaries, gradually bore down all resistance and
after a day of various change and memorable havoc re-

mained master of the field, and with it of the destinies of

Servia.
But even in the tumult of battle and of triumph, the words

of the Delhis were not forgotten and Amurath, while still in

the field ordered that they should be brought before him—the
prophet of good to receive a present, and the prophet of evil

to pay for his presumption by the loss of his head.
They were speedily found and brought before this restless

dispenser of life and death. Yet as the Delhis prided them-
selves on their love of hazard, both men kept a firm counten-
ance, and seemed to have even taken advantage of the few
moments of delay afforded them, to clear the dust and gore
from their forms and features. They were two remarkably
handsome soldiers, and with but little difference, except in
colour, one having come of the bright skinned race of
Georgia, and the other wearing the deep tinge of Asia
Minor.
“Thou saidst” was the Sultain’s exclamation to the

Asiatic, “ that I should conquer
“ Said I not true ?” was the soldier’s reply.
At a sign from Amurath, a purse of a thousand sequins, a

pelisse and a richly caparisoned charger, were the reward
of the lucky prediction.

£< And thou saidst that I should be conquered ?” was the
scornful observation to his Georgian comrade.

“ Said I not true ?” was the reply.
The Pashas were indignant at the mockery, and would have

cut him to pieces on the spot. But Amurath respecting the
dignity of justice in a strange land, ordered that he should
be reserved for death after evening prayer.

The sun was going down? when the Sultan awaiting the
return of his son Bajazefc from the pursuit, walked, over the
field, attended by the Vizier and a glittering train of Beys
and A gas.

He paused on reaching a spot where the last charge of the
Janissaries had decided the day

;
and pointing to a heap of

the dead, laughed at the weakness of prediction.
“.There” said he “lie those who were to have trampled on

my turban.-—Yet last night I had a dream that disturbed
me. I thought that a man stood beside my couch, and sum-
moned me to walk forth. I followed him, and the spot was
not unlike the one where we now are. Pie fiercely accused
me of blood

; I resisted the charge and would have turned,
away. But he seized me with an irresistible strength,
stamped on the ground and from a multitude of dead, two
arose up at his command. They had the hue of the grave,
but both wore golden diadems. On the hea,d of one, the
diadem was complete, though stained with gore. On the head
of the other it was also stained but it was broken, and round
the neck was a heavy chain. While I gazed, life came into
their faces, and in one of them, I recognised my own coun-
tenance, and in the other that of my son.”
The Vizier prostrating himself, said “May the evil be to

the enemies of my lord. What are dreams but the inven-
tions of the spirits of the air ? So saith the book of wisdom
the volume of the prophet.”
“True” exclaimed the Sultan with a smile, “dreams are

the works of folly, and let fools alone, believe them ;
this

day's chances are over.
’

He turned away disdainfully, and grasped the mane of his

horse, that he might ride to welcome Bajazet, who was seen
coming back in triumph at the head of the cavahy. His
foot accidentally struck one of the wounded, lying on the
field. The man though at the point of death, rose on his
knee and gave a bewildered look around him. The Sultan
held" his foot suspended in the stirrup, as lie gazed with a
fixed eye on the wild, yet singularly grand figure, then ris-

ing as if from the tomb, there in the next moment to return.
“Is the battle to the Christian or Infidel V

r asked the
warrior.
“God is great,” said the Sultan, “and the dogs have died

the death!
”

The man sprang on his feet, and drove his sabre up to the
hilt in the Sultan s bosom. They fell side by side.

“Now we are equal,” he exclaimed with his last breath,
“the master and the slave are one. Amurath has died by
the hand of Lazarus.”,
Amurath lived two hours. lie sent for the Delhi who had

so ominously predicted his fate, and with a more than
oriental magnanimity ordered that he should not merely be
set at liberty, but rewarded. The mighty lord of the Otto-
man then expired; recommending both the Delhis to ills

soji’s protection as brave soldiers, and tellers of the truth—

a

rare distinction in a land of slavery.

I-IORROR OF INDIAN TORTURE AVERTED.

A Highland Soldier being taken prisoner in India by
those who never spared the English barbarians

,
but who put

them always to a lingering death of the most horrid torture,

displayed the peculiar tact of his country in a way rather
astonishing to the Indians. Donald had picked up some of
their language, and when led away to be made a sacrifice

to one of the gods, said, that it was of no use, for they could
not kill him. An Indian exhibited a warlike instrument,
insinuating that that could kill him. “ No, ’ said Donald, “ it’s

of no use at all.” The Indian, to show its power, cut a strong

piece of wood in two with one blow. Donald repeated that

he could not do that to his neck. The Indian thought he
could. “You may try,” said the other; “and you will see

that the greatest blow you can give will disappoint you.”
Donald laid his neck on a piece of wood

;
the Indian gave

a furious stroke, and away rolled the head of the soldier.

Fora moment the Indian stared, but at last said “ah, that

was to save the torture!
”

) I
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MR. CAMPBELLS CAPTIVITY IN INDIA.

I*\vas impatient, says Mr. Campbell to get from Goa, and,

in consequence, took my passage on board a Portuguese snow,

bound to Madras. On the second day we encountered a gale

that threatened to tear the very planks of which the vessel was
composed, to pieces; it did carry away every sail we possessed,

excepting only the foresail; it was a dreadful spectacle, alike

distressing to human feeling, and mortifying to the pride. The
captain raved, stamped, and tore his hair in handfuls from his

head; the crew cast themselves on their knees, clapped their

hands, and prayed with all the extravagance of horror painted

in their faces. Some seized their images, and flogged them
with all their might, calling upon them to allay the storm.

The water now rushed with incredible force through the

vessel, and brought out, floating and nearly suffocated, another
English passenger, a stout young man, full of true spirit. He
immediately joined me in exhorting the captain to do his

duty, advising him to throw over the guns and packages, to

lighten the vessel.

With much difficulty we rallied the men, and set them to

work at the pumps, while I took my station at the wheel. We
contrived to keep afloat during one of the most dreadful nights

ever experienced by man. The following morning we were
scudding towards the shore, in all the exulting transports of

people just snatched from the jaws of death.

At the moment I discovered the shore, Mr. Hall, the young
English passenger, communicated that we were making for

Tlyder Ali’s domi-
nion

;
who, being then

at war with Britain,

showed no mercy to

any of that country;

the next instant left

us no time to debate

the question, a tre-

mendous sea rolling

after us, broke over
our stern, tore every-
thing before it, stove

in the steerage, car-

ried away the rud-
der, shivered the

wheel in pieces, and
tore up the very ring-

bolts of the deck, con-

veying the men for-

ward who stood at

the wheel, and from
thence into the sea.

I had, fortunately,

at the time, hold of

the taffrail, which I

held fast; I was,
however, soon swept
off my feet, and dashed against the mainmast. The jerk from
the taffrail, which I held very tenaciously, seemed as if it

would have dislocated my arms: it, without doubt, broke the
impetus of my motion, and saved me from being dashed to
pieces against the mast.

After in a manner recovering myself, T saw Mr. Hall, who
had got upon the capstan, waving his hand for me to join him;
but this was no easy task

; I, however, did accomplish it, from
whence I surveyed the wreck, and saw. that the water was
nearly breast-high on the quarter-deck (for the vessel was
deep-waisted).

, The purser was standing where the water was
most shallow, as if watching in patient expectation for death.
I called to him, he shook his head, then seized a chair which
was floating about, seated himself upon it, and called out—
“ It is all over with us! God have mercy upon us!” the next
moment he was washed into the sea, with the chair under him.
Towards night, after many severe struggles with death, I

determined on committing myself to the waves, with a view of

making for the shore. Watching my opportunity, I jumped
after a log of wood floating near the vessel ; I had scarcely
touched my object before a great sea snatched it from my
hold: still as it came near me, I ineffectually grasped at it, till

at length, after cutting my hands in a terrible manner, it was
completely carried away. I had often heard it said in Scotland,
that iff a man will throw himself back flat in the water, lie
quite straight and stiff, and suffer himself to sink till the water
gets into his ears, he will continue to float; I now tried the
experiment, and found it answer. I left myself at the disposal
of Providence, and was soon carried by the waves to terra
firma.

For a long time I continued in a swoon; but, when I reco-
vered, I found myself naked, and surrounded by armed Sepoys
and pikemen, who were collecting what effects could be saved
from the wreck.

Nme of us, all Lascars except myself, were conveyed to a
village at a few miles distance on the sea shore, where we were
for the night put into a square place, walled round, open to the
inclemency of the weather above and below, being filled with
logs ofwood; it continued to blow most violently, and the rain
fell in torrents, while not one smooth plank could be found on
which to stretch our fatigued and wasted bodies. Thus naked,
sick, exhausted with fatigue and fasting, drenched with wet,
and unable to lie down, onr misery might be supposed to be
incapable of increase. But, alas ! where are the bounds which
we can set to human woe? Thirst, that most dreadful of pains,
occasioned by the drenching with salt water, seized us: we

;

begged, we entreated, we clamoured for water; but the inhu-
man wretches, deaf
to the groans and
screams cf their fel-

low-creatures, (for

some grew delirious

with the agony of
thirst) refused them
even the cheap and
miserable indulgence
of a drop of water.

The influence of
the mind upon the
body is wonderfully
surprising

; notwith-
standing the salt wa-
ter I had swallowed
and thrown up again,
when I found I could
not obtain any relief,

I sat down to com-
pose my mind, and
contemplate other
evils; and in this way
succeeded in passing
the night, without
that horrible agony
experienced by the

others. About four o’clock in the morning, a little cold rice
was brought us, and water was dug out of a hole near the
spot for us. I was then removed to the ruins of a toddy-hut,
separated from the rest, and a guard set over me. Here I had
full room for reflection, and could “meditate e’en to mad-
ness.”

In this state, to my utter astonishment, and to my no less
joy, the amiable companion of my shipwreck, Mr. Hall ap-
peared before me. I scarcely knew how to think his appear-
ance reality, as I had thought his escape impracticable. He
shook me by the hand, and, sitting down, told me that he
had given me up as lost, and remained with the vessel till

the tide left her almost dry; that immediately on getting
ashore, he was made prisoner; he made inquiries, and finding
I was alive, he entreated not to be separated from me, and was
so far indulged. He added, that out of eleven Europeans and
fifty-six Lascars, who were on board, only he and I of the for-

mer, and fourteen of the latter were saved.
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One of our greatest miseries was nakedness; this a Lascar
had noticed when I first was made prisoner, and kindly tore

off a part of his own piece of cloth, to enable me to cover at

least, some parts of my body. Perceiving that Mr. Hall stood
in need of the same relief, I took my piece of cloth off, tore it

in two, and gave him half of it. Our misery may be conceived,
when, if other circumstances were not wanting, a piece of linen

rag, not worth sixpence, was a very material accommodation
to us both.

The unmerciful disposition of Hyder, and all those in autho-
rity under him, and the cruel policy of the Eastern chiefs, and
particularly towards a British prisoner, gave us good reason
to fear the very worst. Melancholy preyed deeply and openly
upon Mr. Hall; I, however, endeavoured to stem the headlong
torrent of our fate, by concealing my feelings, and trying to

give him courage. But it was of little avail, he was not the prey
of weakness of mind, but rather of extreme sensibility. All
the horrors of shivering nakedness, though, to a mind delicate

like his, and a person reared in the lap of luxury, sufficiently

goading, appeared as nothing when compared with one loss he
had sustained. In the dreadful suspense between life and
death, on the wreck, he had secured a miniature portrait of a
young lady; it hung round his neck when he landed, but the
villains seized it the moment they saw him: this was a copious
source of anguish to his heart

;
it was an incessant corrosive

to his mind—the hourly theme of the most pathetic and afflict-

ing exclamations.
For some days we lay in this place, exposed to the weather,

without even the slender comfort of a little straw to cover the
ground beneath us—our food, boiled rice, served very sparingly,
twice a-day by an old woman, who just threw a handful or
more of it to each, upon a very dirty board, which we devoured
with the spoons nature had given us.

At length we were ordered into the interior, that we might
render an account of ourselves to the authorities. It was ad-
vanced in the morning when we moved along with the Las-
cars

; we received no sustenance tit starting, and were marched
in tiiat wasting climate eight hours, without breaking our
fast; during which time we were exposed, alternatively, to

the scorching heat of the sun and heavy torrents of rain, which
raised painful blisters on our skin. We had Often to stand ex-
posed to the weather, or to lie down, under the pressure of fa-

tigue and weakness, on the bare ground; then wait an hour or
more, at the door of some insolent unfeeling monster, until he
finished his dinner, or took his afternoon’s nap; and when
this was over, drove forward with wanton barbarity by the
people who attended us. For three days, we continued to march
up the country by a long and circuitous route, in which we
underwent every hardship cruelty could inflict, or human for-

titude endure: we slept on the bare earth; We were now chilled
with the damps of the night, and then scorched With the rays
of the sun by day; always a very scanty pittance of boiled
rice, and often without water to quench our thirst, and con-
stantly goaded by the guards, who frequently pricked us with
their bayonets, either to evince their power over us, or to en-
tertain the spectators, or mortify our feelings in mind as well
as body.

It was about two o’clock in the morning when we arrived at
Biddanore. The day was extremely hot, and we were kept out
in the broiling sun till six o’clock in the evening, without a
mouthful of victuals, before we were admitted to the governor
of the place. A vast concourse of people collected from curi-
osity around us

;
I observed some in the crowd exhibiting

strong marks of concern and wonder; looking at them with
attention, I was surprised to see symptoms of humanity in a
Mysrian Indian, when I recognised them as formerly privates
in my regiment of cavalry, and were then prisoners at large
with Hyder. I returned their look with a nod, but the ty-
ranny of their masters kept them silent.

Mr. Hall and myself appeared as two spectres hanging over
the grave; and in truth, seeing the rapid progress he was
making to his dissolution, I was affected to a degree that, while
it really exasperated my own worn-down state, deprived me of
all attention to the rapid decline of my own body.
At length we were introduced to the Jemadar, who Was no

other man than the famous Hyat Sahib, that made some noise

in the history of those times. Being desired to prostrate our-

selves, the Lascars threw themselves on the ground ; I con-

tented myself with making a salam, in Which poor Mr. Hall
joined.

I now underwent a rigid examination. “ Who are yOU ?

What is your profession? What was the cause of your coming
here, and the manner of your approaching the country of Hy-
der Ali?” These were questions asked and answered rapidly.

He then asked what hews from Europe? What was the state

of our army? The number of recruits despatched in the ships

of the season? and examined me closely on the resources of

the East India Company. He then spoke of his puissant lord

and master (Hyder Ali), whose power could never, he said, be
overturned by the English; nothing, he said, could resist his

progress, which he compared to that of the sea, to a tempest,

to a torrent, to a lion’s pace and fury.

Having received my answers, he ordered me to come heat
him. I was then furnished With a mat, and a pillow to lean

upon. He then used the most gentle accents and encouraging
language, to induce me to tell him the truth in everything we
spoke of, adding, that it was fortunate I had fallen into his

hands.
It was now evident that he had learned I was the son of

Colonel Campbell, and, as rank and office are always respected

in the East, he paid me more attention than he would have
done had I been the son of a farmer, or a tradesman. After

the ceremony of beetle-nut, rose water, and other compliments,
I was dismissed. We were now led to the inner fort or cita-

del, and I was informed, by the officious zeal of those about us,

that I should soon be honoured with a respectable command in

Hyder’s service.

If I had been miserable before, this intimation destroyed every
hope of peace. I at once made up my mind to endure even
death, aye, a thousand deaths, before I would serve a tyrant,

against my country and friends.

I did not for a moment delude myself ; I knew the full mi-
sery, and the nature of my position : if such an offer should

be made, and I refused it, my life, or perpetual imprison-

ment, and perhaps slavery, I was aware, must be the conse-

quence.
At night a supper of six dishes was served up, although we

had very little improvement in our lodgings; we Were with
other prisoners, the place where we slept being exactly the

length and breadth of our bodies. In a day or two afterwards,

I was again sent for by Hyat Sahib, who gave me some tea,

and also furnished me with some shirts, an old coat, and two
pair of breeches, which had been stripped from the dead bodies

that Were thrown ashore from the wreck. He then told me
that in a day or two a very flattering proposal would be made
me. On the evening of this day, I was sent for to attend at

the house of a man high in office; being introduced, this person
commenced by extolling, in the most hyperbolical manner, the

excellent virtues of Hyat Sahib, finishing, after an hour’s ha-
rangue, by saying, I was appointed to the command of five

thousand men.
As I considered the offer a great insult, I paused only to

Suppress my feelings, then told him my firm and fixed resolu-

tion never to accept of such a proposal. When I related the

conversation I had had, to my companion, he agreed with me
that it was likely to turn out a most dreadful and cruel perse-

cution. Nothing can be more true than that the human mind
has an innate abhorrence to compulsion; persecution, therefore,

never fails to give new strength and elasticity to the soul, and
at last, when strained to its utmost extent, makes man sur-

mount difficulties which, at first, seem to be beyond the reach
of humanity.
Our situation in the place was opposite the court, where the

most shocking cruelties were hourly practised, for the purpose
of extorting money. One fellow- captive had been the governor
of a province which Hyder Ali had conquered : unfortunately

for him, he was supposed to have amassed and secreted great

treasures ;
in consequence of which, they, every now and then,

j

subjected him to the fiery ordeal of the most shocking tortures t

1 The sight of these frequent exhibitions, upon a mind so amia-
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ble as Mr. Hall’s made him forget his own situation in the an-
guish and sympathy he felt for the sufferings of others, and
his health again began to rally.

After having been repeatedly urged to enter the services of

Hyder Ali, by fair persuasives, I was menaced. They began,
first, to withhold my daily pittance, af the value of about four-

pence a-day, for my support. They, however, very soon began
to use coercion, by tying a rope round my neck, and hoisting
me up to a tree. » ,

' \
During our imprisonment and suffering, we heard a thou-

sand contradictory reports of victories gained over the English,
and again of some successes on their part

;
but they had now

ceased to press me into their service. We were not allowed
the use of pen, ink, or paper; and very seldom could afford

ourselves the luxury of shaving, or clean linen.

More recently, we had been removed to a little mud-hut,
which had been built on purpose for uS, where our situation
was worse, as respects comfort, than before; our guards were
changed every week, but I generally conversed with them as
freely as possible, until the project of escape, or effecting a re-

volt, intruded upon my thoughts. I recollected that difficul-

ties more stupendous, had been overcome by Englishmen, and
that there was not a prison in the world out of vrtiich a British
subject had not made his escape.
Fraught with these conceptions, I attempted to sound the

officers of the Arcot SepoyS, well knowing that the tyranny
of Hyder induced every one to pray for his overthrow. One
day, unexpectedly, Mr. Hall and myself were loaded with irons,

and fastened together, leg by leg, by one bolt; the officer who
saw this executed, manifested great concern for our condition,
and even shed tears as he looked on.

Mr. Hall had for some time been afflicted with a return of
his dreadful disorder, the dysentery; now the disease fell upon
him with redoubled fury; a very scanty supply of boiled rice,

with a more scanty morsel of stinking fish, or putrid fl§sh, was
a very inadequate support for me, who was in health, though
much emaciated. Mr. Hall, I now saw, must fall under the
treatment. As nearly as I can guess, it was five months after
this, before I obtained my liberty, from the hour we were put
into irons; according to the rules of the prison, we were pro-
hibited from shaving, and to refine our tortures, we were not
allowed uninterrupted sleep

; every half hour we were disturbed
by a kind of rattle, and a fellow striking every part of our irons
with a hammer, to see if they were cut in any part. Under
such complicated miseries, I hourly expected to see my amia-
ble companion in calamity sink.

I could not induce the barbarians to abate one jot of his suf-

ferings; he was doomed to expire under every attendant hor-
ror that mere sublunary circumstances could create.

With unfeigned resignation he met the hour of dissolution.
“Ah, Campbell!” exclaimed he, in the moment of death, “to
what a series of miseries am I now leaving you! Death in

such instances is a blessing. I view mine as such.” He
turned his eyes towards the lamp, then faintly on me—made
a convulsive effort to squeeze my hand—cried out, “ Campbell, !

oh, Campbell! the lamp is going out,” and expired without
a groan.

I was now linked to a dead friend; my miserywas increased;
he was in a state of bliss.

“After life’s fitful fever, he sleeps well

;

nor steel nor poison,

Malice domestic, foreign levy—nothing
" Can touch him further.”

In the morning a report was made to the commandant of
the death; in about an hour afterwards he passed me by, but
purposely kept his face turned another way.

I patiently waited for the removal of the dead body till the
evening, when I desired the Sepoys to apply for its being re-
moved. They returned and said they could obtain no answer;
the commandant was sitting in the courts of justice, they told
me. I then called out with all my might, in the hope of
making him hear. Nothing could equal my rage and con-
sternation; for, exclusive of the painful idea of being shackled

to the dead body of a friend I loved, another circumstance con-
tributed to make it a serious subject of horror. In those
climates the weather is so intensely hot, that putrefaction
almost instantly succeeds death; meat that is killed in the
morning, and kept in the shade, will be unfit for dressing
before night. In a subject, then, on which putrefaction had
made advances even before death, and which remained exposed
to the open air, the progress was much more rapid. So far,
however, from compassionating my situation, or indulging me
by the removal of the body, their barbarity suggested that it

might be made an instrument of punishment; and then per-
tinaciously maintained the most mortifying silence and disre-

j

gard to my complaints. For several days and nights it

remained attached to me by the irons. I grew distracted

—

wished for the means of ending my miseries by death
; I could

not move without witnessing some new stage of putrescence it

attained, or breathe without inhaling the putrid effluvia that
arose from it,—while myriads of flies and loathsome insects

rested on it, the former of which visited me, crawling over my
face and hands, and alighting in hundreds upon my food. I
never look back at this crisis without confusion, horror, con-
sternation, and even astonishment

;
and were it not connected

with a chain of events, well known by respectable people, its

reality might be doubted. Were it not for this, I should not
only be afraid to tell, but absolutely doubt myself, whether the
whole was not an illusion or a dream, rather than credit the
possibility of my enduring such unlfeard-of hardships, without
loss of life or deprivation of senses.

At length, when the body had reached that shocking loath-
some state of putrefaction which threatened that further delay
would render removal abominable, if not impossible, the mon-
sters agreed to take it away from me, and I was so far relieved;

but the mortification and injury I underwent from it, joined to

the agitation of the preceding week, made a visible inroad on
irf'y health. I totally lost my spirits

; my appetite entirely

forsook me; my long cherished hopes fled; and I looked forward
to death as desirable.

One day, my opposite fellow-prisoner (the native governor)
gave me a look of significance, when I observed a great bustle

in the place, and one of the Sepoys informed me they had orders
for immediate service. In a day or two the bustle appeared to

look something like consternation in all parts of the citadel.

I had no\V a gleam of hope, which again brought my spirits to

my aid; presently, as all the troops were ordered to march,
the commandant, and a man with a hammer, &c., came to take
off* my irons, and those of my neighbour, the native.

We went away under a guard : we looked at each other
complacently, nodded and smiled, as if to say, we shall see each
other in happier times not far distant. But, alas! how vain are
our hopes; this unhappy man, without committing any offence,

in conformity to the damnable policy of those countries, was
taken forth, and his throat cut! This the Jemadar himself

afterwards acknowledged to me; and then, more abominable,

if possible, undertook to justify the deed.

The reader will imagine, that some reverses in the war with
the Britisli troops, which was in active operation at that time,

occasioned our movement. As I walked out of the citadel

with two or three men, no person can describe my sensations;

the open air, the vast expanse of the firmament above, and the

profusion of beauties with which nature embellished the earth

beneath, were too blissful, too sublime, for description. I felt

that man is, in his nature, even without the intervention of his

reason, a being of devotion.

I was, however, soon forcibly crammed into a dooly, and
was told that I was going before Hyat Sahib, who was only

ten miles distant.

On our way I inhaled the fresh air with greediness, and, as

I snuffed it in, said to myself, “ Well, well, at the worst, this

will enliven my spirits, and lay up a new stock of vigour,

come what may.”
When we had got about one mile from the fort, we met four

persons on horseback ; one of them I recognised as a man of

consequence, whom I had formerly known; he nodded gra-

ciously to me, and leaping from his horse, desired the guards

to immediately leave me. They made some hesitation, but
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shaking his sword at then), which was smeared with blood,
and repeating his order, they all ran away.
He immediately informed me that he was the son of a Na-

bob, whose family had received great favours from my father
(the colonel); that he had all along known who I was, but
could not relieve mb: he added that he had just come from the
posts of the English army, that they had "beaten the Circar
troops, and carried all the strong works which were deemed
impregnable. Here he stopped, and seemed much agitated;
but, recovering himself, said, in a solemn and alarming man-
ner, “ This day I heard Hyat Sahib give orders to bring you
before him, in order that lie might satiate his revenge by your
death! How happy am I in having the opportunity to rescue
you ! I will carry you back with me, therefore, to Biddanore,
and place you in a state of security with my family.” At this

juncture we were startled with the sound of music, and directly

afterwards saw the Jemadar’s troops advancing towards us.

My protector was confounded and alarmed
;
he pointed to a

path through a wood, saving, that way .

I

should fall in with
the British troops, and then rode away.

I was now fairly extricated; I, however, after much delibera-

tion, took the resolution of returning to the fort, and offering

my advice to the Jemadar, and, since affairs had taken such a
turn, be the means of inducing him to give up the fort without
bloodshed, and also become the negociator for these terms.
These services he accepted, and I set offat ten o’clock at night,

with an interpreter, to the British army. When I arrived,

General Mathews was fast asleep upon the bare ground
;

his

attendant, who knew me, was frightened at my appearance.
It was full five months since I had been shaved, or a comb been
through my hair. I had no hat, no stockings; was clad in a
pair of ragged breeches, a shirt resembling rather a net than
a web of cloth, and a waistcoat made for a man twice my size.

When the general saw me, he expressed great pleasure and
surprise at our meeting; for, though he knew of my captivity,

he did not expect my company so soon.

MY FIRST RETURN FROM SEA.

We reached our station and joined the immortal Nelson but
a few hours before that battle in which he lost his life,

and saved his country. The history of that important day lias

been so often and so circumstantially related, that I cannot
add much more to the stock on hand.
When the immortal signal was communicated, I shall never,

no, never, forget the electric effect it produced through the
fleet. I can compare it to nothing so justly as to a match laid

to a long train of gunpowder; and as Englishmen are the same,
the same feeling, the same enthusiasm, was displayed in every
ship; tears ran down the cheeks of many a noble fellow

when the affecting sentence was made known. It recalled

every past enjoyment, and filled the mind with fond anticipa-

tions, which, with many, were never, alas ! to be realized.

They went down to their guns without confusion
;
and a cool,

deliberate courage from that moment seemed to rest on the
countenance of every man I saw.
My captain, though not in the line, was no niggard in the

matter of shot, and though lie had no real business to come
within range until called by signal, still he thought it his duty
to be as near to our ships engaged, as possible, in order to af-

ford them assistance when required. I was stationed at the fore-

most guns on the main- deck, and the ship cleared for action

;

and though on a comparatively small scale, I cannot imagine
a more solemn, grand, or impressive sight, than a ship prepar-
ed as ours was on that occasion. Her noble tier of guns, in a
line gently curving out towards the centre; the tackle laid

across the deck; the shot and wads prepared in ample store

(round grape and canister)
;
the powder boys each with his box

full, seated on it, with perfect apparent indifference as to the
approaching conflict. The captains of guns, with ther prim-
ing boxes buckled round their waists; the locks fixed upon the
guns; the lanyards laid around them; the officers, with their

swords drawn, standing by their respective divisions.

The quarter-deck was commanded by the captain in person,

assisted by the first lieutenant, the lieutenant of marines, a

party of small-arm men, with the mate and midshipmen, and
a portion of seamen to attend the braces and fight the quarter-

deck guns. The boatswain was on the forecastle;. the gunner
in the magazine, to send up a supply of powder to the guns;

the carpenter watched and reported, from time to time, the

depth of water in the well; he also walked round the wings or

vacant spaces between the ship’s side and the cables, and other

stores. Fie was attended by his mates, wHb were provided

with shot-plugs, oakum, and tallow, to stop any shot-holes

which might be made.

The surgeon was in the cock -pit with liis assistants. The
knives, saws, tourniquets, sponges, basins, wine and water,

were all displayed, and ready for the first unlucky patient that

might be presented. This was more awful to me than
anything I had seen. “Hotv soon,” thought I, “may I be
stretched, mangled and bleeding, on this table, and have occa-

sion for all the skill and all the instruments I now see before

me !” I turned away, and endeavoured to forget it all.

As soon as the fleet bore up to engage the enemy, we did

the same, keeping as near as we could to the admiral, whose
signals we were ordered to repeat. I was particularly astonish-

ed with the skilful manner in which this was done. It was
wonderful to see how instantaneously the same flags were dis-

played at our mast-heads as had been hoisted by the admiral;

and the more wonderful this appeared to me, since his flags

were rolled up in round balls, which were not broke loose un-

til they reached the mast-head, so that the signal officers of a

repealer had to make out the number of the flag during its

passage aloft, in disguise. This was done by the power of

good telescopes, and from habit, and sometimes by anticipa-

tion of the signal that would be next made.
Soon shot after shot succeeded each other : one came into

the bow-port, and killed the two men who had witnessed my
trepidation at the firing of the first shot. My pride having

been hurt that these men should have seen me flinch, I will

own I was secretly pleased when I saw them removed beyond
the reach of human interrogation.

It would be difficult to describe my feelings on this occasion.

Not six weeks before, I was the robber of hen-roosts and gar-

dens, the hero of a horse-pond, ducking an usher, now sud-

denly, and almost without any previous warning or reflection,

placed in the midst of carnage, and an actor in one of those

grand events by which the fate of the civilized world was to be

decided.

A quickened circulation of blood, a fear of immediate death,

and a still greater fear of shame, forced me to an involuntary

and frequent change of position; and it required some time,

and the best powers of intellect, to reason myself into that frame

of mind into which I could feel as safe and as unconcerned as if

we had been in harbour. To this state I at last did attain, and
soon felt ashamed of the perturbation under which I laboured

before thd firing began. I prayed, it is true, but my prayer

was not that of faith, of trust, or of hope, I prayed only for

safety from imminent personal danger; and my orisons consist-

ed of one or two short, pious ejaculations, without a thought

for the past, or amendment for the future.

But when we had once got fairly into action, I felt no more
of this, and beheld a poor creature cut in two by a shot with

the same indifference that at any other time I should have seen

a butcher kill an ox. Whether my heart was bad or not, I

cannot say; but I certainly felt my curiosity was gratified

more than my feelings were shocked, when a raking-shot killed

I

seven, and wounded three more. I was sorry for the men, and,

for the world, would not have injured them; but I had a phi-

losophic turn of mind ;
I like to judge of causes and effects; and

j

I was secretly pleased at seeing the effect of a raking-shot.

j

Towards four p. m. the firing began to abate, the smoke

i

cleared, and the calm sea became ruffled with an increasing

!
breeze. The two hostile fleets were quiet spectators of each
other’s disasters. We retained possession of nineteen or twenty
sail of the line. Some of the enemy’s ships were seen running

|

away into Cadiz; while four others passed to windward of our

|

fleet, and made their escape. A boat going from our ship to
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one near us, I jumped into her, and learned the death of Lord
Nelson, which I communicated to the captain, who, after pay-
ing a tribute to the memory of that great man, looked at me
with much complacency. I was the only youngster that had
been particularly active, and he immediately despatched me
with a message to a ship at a short distance. The first lieu-
tenant asked if he should not send an officer of more experience.
“No,” said the captain, “lie shall go: the boy knov/s very
well what he is about !” and away I went not a little proud at
the confidence placed in me.
“ The devil has had a fine haul to-day !” said an old master’s

mate, as he took off his glass of grog.
“Pity you, and some others I could name, had not been in

the net !” thinks I to m}*self.

“I hope plenty of the lieutenants are bowled out ” said ano-
ther !

“ we shall stand some chance then of a little promotion !”

Soon after the action, we were ordered to Spithead, with
duplicate despatches. One morning I heard a midshipman say
“ he would do his old father out of a new kit. ’ inquired what
that meant, was first called a green-horn for not knowing, and
then had it explained to me. “ Don’t you know,” said my. in-
structor, “ that after every action there is more canvass, rope,
and paint expended in the warrant-officer’s accounts than were
destroyed by the enemy ?”

I assented to this on the credit of the informer, without
knowing whether it was true or false, and he proceeded.

“ How are we to have white hammock- cloths, skysail- masts,
and all our finery, besides a coat of paint for the “ship’s sides
every six weeks, if we dont expend all these things in action,
and pretend they were lost overboard, or destroyed ? The list
of defects are given in to the admiral, he signs the demand,
and the old commissioner must come down with the stores
whether he will or not. I was once in a sloop of war, when a
large forty-four gun frigate ran on board of us, carried away
her jib-boom, arid left her large fine weather-jib hanging on
our fore-yard, it was made of beautiful Russia duck, and, to
be sure, didn't we make a gang of white hammock-cloths fore
and aft; besides white trowsers for the men ? well now, you
must know, that as we make uncle George suffer for the stores,
so I mean to make dad suffer for my traps. I mean to lose
my chest overboard, with all my ‘kit,’ and return home to him
and the old woman just fit for the fashion.”

“ And do you really mean to deceive your father and mother
in that way ?” replied I, with much apparent innocence.
“Do I ? to be sure I do, you flat. How am I to keep up

my stock, if I dont make the proper use of an action like this
that we have been in?”

I took the hint : it never once occurred to me, that if I had
fairly and candidly

_

stated to my parents that my stock of
clothes were insufficient for my appearance as a gentleman on
the quarter-deck, that they would cheerfully have increased
it to any reasonable extent. But I had been taught artifice
and cunning; I could tell the truth where I thought it served
my purpose, as well as a lie; hut here I thought deception was
a proof at once of spirit and merit; and I resolved to practise
it, if only to raise myself a trifling degree in the estimation of
my unworthy associates. I had become partial to deception
from baoit, and preferred exercising my own ingenuity in out-
witting 1113' father, to obtaining what I needed by more
straight -for ward and honourable measures.
The ship needed some repairs, and by the indulgence of the

captain, who was pleased with my conduct, I, who required so
much instruction in the nature and cause of her defect-', was
allowed to be absent while they were made good. By this
oversigut I lost all that improvement which I should have
gained by close attention to the unrigging or shipping of the
ship; the manner of returning her stores; taking out her masts
and ballast, and seeing her taken into dock; the shape of her
bottom, and the good and bad qualities which might be sup-
posed to accelerate or retard her movement. All this was
s.y 1 i fired to the impatience of seeing my parents : to the vain-
g.ory oi boasting 01 the action in which I hud been present

;

and, perhaps, of being encouraged to tell lies of things I never
saw, and to talk of feats which *1 never, performed^ 1 loved

effect; and I timed the moment of my return to my father’s
house (through a correspondence with my sister) to be just as
a large party had sat down to a sumptuous dinner. I had only
been absent three months, it is true; but it was my first cruise,
and then, “ I had seen so much, and been in such very inte-

Reaching the well-known mansion of my father, I knocked
softly at the front door, was admitted, and, without sayin" a
word to the servant, rushed to the head of the dining-room
table, and threw my arms round my mother’s neck, who
only screamed, “ Good Heavens, my child !

’ and fell into
hysterics. My father, who was' in the very midst of helping
his soup, jumped up to embrace me and assist my mother.
S he company all rose, like a covey of partridges : one lady
spoiled a new pink satin gown by a tip of the elbow from her
next neighbour, just as a.' spoonful of soup had reached “ the
rosy portals of her mouth;” the little spaniel, Carlo, sat up a
a loud and incessant bark; and in one.minute the whole comely
arrangement of the feast was couvt rted into anarchy and con-
fusion.

Order was, however, soon restored; my mother recovered
her composure, my father shook me by the hand; the com-
pany ali agreed that I was a very fine, interesting boy— the
ladies resumed their seats, arid I had the satisfaction to observe
that my sudden appearance had not deprived them of their
appetites. I soon convinced them that in this particular, at
least, I also was in high training. My midshipman’s life had
neither di qualified rior disgusted me with the luxuries of the
table; nor did I manifest the s ightest backwardness or diffi-

dence when invited by the gentlemen to take wine. I an-
swered every question with such fluency of speech, and such
compound interest of words, as sometimes caused the pro-
pounder to regret that he had put me to the trouble of speaking.

I gave a very florid description of the fight; praised some
admirals and captains for their‘bravery, sneered at others, and
accused a few of right-down misconduct. Now and then, by
way of carrying conviction into my auditors ’ very souls, I
rammed home my charges with an oath, at which my father
looked grave, my mother held up her finger, the gentlemen
laughed, and the ladies all said, with a smile, “Sweet boy !

wh#t animation !—what sense!—what discernment!—” Thinks
I to myself, “ You are as complete a set of gulls as ever picked
up a bit of biscuit !’

Next morning, while my recent arrival was still warm, I
broke the subject of my chest to my father and mother at
breakfast ; indeed, m}'- father, very fortunately for me, began
#

t * * %/ J — w ^ ^
it by inquiring how my stock of clothes held out*?
“Bad enough,” said I, as I demolished the third egg, for I

still had a good appetite at breakfast.
“Bad enough,!” repeated my father, “ why you were ex-

tremely well fitted with everything.”
“ Very true, Sir, ” said 1 ;

“ but then you don’t know what a
man-of war is in clearing for action

;
every tiling not too hot

or too heavy is chucked overboard with as little ceyemony as I
swallow this muffin. ‘ WhosS hat-box is this ?’ *Mr. Sprat t’s,

Sir.’ ‘D—n Mr. Spratt, I’il teach him to keep his hat box
safe another time; o^er with it’—and away it went over the
lee gangway. Spratt’s father was a hatter in Bond-street, so
we all laughed.”

“ And pray, Frank,” said my mother, “did your box go in
the same way ?”

“ It kept company, I assure you. I watched them go astern,
with tears in my eyes, thinking how angry you would be.”

“ Well, but the chest, Frank, what became of the chest ?

You said that the Vandals had some respect for heavy objects;
and yours, I am sure, to my cost, had very considerable spe-
cific gravity.”

“ That’s very true, sir ;
but you have no notion how much

it was lightened the first day the ship got to sea. 1 was lying
on it as sick as a whale, the first lieutenant and mate of the
lower deck came down to see that the men’s berths were clean;
1, and my Noah’s ark. lay slap in the way—‘who have we
here ?’ said Mr. Handstone. ‘ Only Mr. Mildmay, and his chest,
Sir,’ said the sergeant of marines, into whose territory I ac-
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knowledge I had made very considerable encroachments,
‘ Only!’ repeated the lieutenant, ‘ I thought it had been one of the
big stones for the new bridge, and the owner of it a drunken
Irish hodsman.’ I was too sick to care much about what they
said.

”

“ You forget your breakfast,” said my sister.

“I’ll thank you for another muffin, and another cup of cof-

fee,” said I.

“ Poor fellow !
” said my mother, “ what he must have suf-

fered !”

“ Oh ! I have not told you half yet, my dear mother ; I

only wonder I am alive.”

“Alive, indeed!” said my aunt Julia; “here, my dear,

here is a small trifle to help you to replenish the stock you
have lost in the service of your country. Noble little fellow !

what should we do without sailors ?”

I pocketed the little donation, it was a ten-pounder; finish-

ed my breakfast, by adding a slice of ham and half a French
roll to the articles already shipped, and then continued my
story.

“ The first thing Mr. Handstone said; was, that my chest

was too big ; and the next thing he said, was, * tell the car-

penter I want him. Here, Mr. Adze take this chest, reduce

it one foot in length, and one in height.’ ‘ Ay, ay, Sir,’ said

Adze; ‘come, young gentleman, move off, and give me your
key.’ Sick as I was, I knew remonstrance or prayer were alike

useless, so I crawled offand presented my key to the carpenter,

who very deliberately unlocked, and as expeditiously turned

out all my treasure. The midshipmen all gathered round. The
jars of preserves, and the cakes of gingerbread which you, my
dearest mother, had so nicely packed up for me, were seized

with greediness, and devoured before my face. One of them
thrust his filthy paw into a pot of black currant jelly, which
you gave me for a sore throat, and held a handful of it to my
mouth, knowing at the same time that I was ready to be sea-

!

sick in his hand.”
“ I shall never bear the sight of jelly again.” said my sister.

“ The nasty brutes !” said my aunt.

“Well,” I resumed, “all my nice things went; and sick as

I was, I wished them gone; but when they laughed and spoke
disrespectfully of you, my dear mother, I was ready to fly up
and tear their eyes out.”
“ Never mind, my dear boy,” said my mother, “ we will

make all right again.”
“ So I suppose we must,” said my father; “ but no more jelly

and ginger-bread, if you please, my dear. Proceed with your
story, Frank.’*

“ Well, Sir, in halfan hour my chest was ready for me again ?

but while they were about it, they might have taken off an-
other foot, for I found ample space to stow what the plunderers
had left. The preserve-jars, being all empty, were given of

course to the marines
; and some other articles being handed

away, I was no longer puzzled how to stow them. After this,

you know, Sir, we had the action, and then chest and bedding
and all went to the— .”

“ Do they throw all the chests and bedding overboard on all

occasions ?” said my father, with a cool and steady gaze in my
face, which I had some trouble in facing back again.

“Yes; always everything that is in the way, and my chest

was in the way, and away it went. You know. Sir, I could
not knock down the first lieutenant; they would have hanged
me at the yard-arm.”
“Thank Heaven you did not, my love, ” said my mother;

“ what has happened can be repaired, but that could never
have been got over. And your books, what is become of them?”

“ All went in the lump. They are somewhere near the en-
trance of the Gut of Gibraltar, all lost, except my Bible; I saved
that, as I happened to be reading it in my berth the night
before the action,”

“ Excellent boy !” exclaimed my mother and aunt both toge-

ther; “I am sure he speaks the truth.”
“ I hope he does,” said my father, drily ;

“though it must be
owned that these sea-fights, however glorious for Old England,

are very expensive amusements to the parents of young mid-
shipmen, unless the boys happen to be knocked on the head.”

Whether my father began to smell a rat, or whether he was
afraid of putting more questions, for fear of hearing more fibs,

I know not, but I was not sorry when the narrative was con-
cluded, and I dismissed with flying colours.

To my shame be it spoken, the Bible that had assisted me
so much in my mother’s opinion, had never but once been
opened sinco I had left home, and that was to examine if there
were any bank-notes between the leaves, having heard of such
things being done, merely to try whether young gentlemen did
“search the scriptures.”

My demands were all made good. I believed with the greater
celerity, as I began to grow very tiresome; my sea manners
were not congenial to the drawing-room. My mother, aunt,
and sister, were very different from the females I had been in
the habit of seeing on board the frigate. My oaths and treat-
ment of the servants, male and female, all conspired to recon-
cile the whole family to my departure. They therefore heard
with pleasure that my leave was expired

; and having obtain-
ed all I wanted^ I did not care a pin how soon 1 got clear of
them; so when the coach came to the door, I jumped in, and
drove to the Golden Cross, and the next morning joined my
ship .—Naval Officer. By Captain Marryatt,

THE WANDERERS.
In the year 1785, the widow of a soldier in the 71st regiment,

reduced to extreme want by the general scarcity and high price
of food, left a northern district in the beginning of winter,

and travelled southward, hoping to subsist herself and twin
boys by charity, until a milder season should restore her health
and enable her to maintain them by industry. She had ac-

companied her husband to America, where her sons were born,

and where her husband fell defending an outpost at Charles-
town. She was so ill, and the children so enfeebled by scanty
and coarse fare, that a few miles was a great journey to them

;

and in the Highland countries through which they had to pass,

the famine was so universal and severe, that many hamlets
could only afford them a temporary shelter, and a piece of
beef or mutton of their half starved cattle, and not one bit of

bread.

The poor widow dragged her emaciated person and her little

followers, to a village in Lanarkshire. She could proceed no
further. Her sons begged for her, in turns; one remained
with her, while the other went out to tell her doleful case and
to solicit relief. It happened, that the village surgeon had
served in America. He questioned the boy, who remembered
enough of the disastrous campaigns in that region, to convince

the doctor that he was no impostor. He visited the mendicant
invalid, prescribed for her, and she was crawling from her

miserable bed, when the doctor sent one of the boys with some
medicine to a patient, residing two miles from the village. A
heavy fall of gnow drifting in his face, made him lose his way,
and, late m the evening, he was found in a saw-pit near the

village, with his leg broken. The anguish of his fractured

limb prevented that sinking into sleep, which is the precursor

of death to sufferers of excessive c0^*

The doctor, had his unfortunate messenger removed to his

own house, and his mother and brother wandered all day

through the neighbourhood seeking charity, and returned at

night, to watch alternately, and to read to the patient from

the Bible; which, in all her distresses, the poor mother re-

tained. The doctor now learned, that her instructions had

preserved and improved the little education her sons had ac-

quired at the regimental school, during the winter in a hostile

land. The doctor wanted a shop boy who could read ana write a

little, and the widow was happy, that her son could be oi use

to a gentleman, who had proved their best benefactor.

Kenneth remained with the doctor; his mother and brother

proceeded south, and by the first month in spring, were per-

ambulating the sheep-farms of Tweed-dale. Here the mother s

cough and asthma returned, and she expired in the house ot a

shepherd, who benevolently conveyed her thither trom a

waste cot.

The shepherd and his wife had no children : they were
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stricken in years; and finding the orphan hoy well disposed

and useful, they engaged him to tend the lambs of their flock.

He continued in their service boy and man ;
and when the old

man died, bequeathing all to his wife excepting fifty pounds to

his servant, he conducted the business for the widow, and
ultimately became her heif . He converted his flock into money

;

and after many inquiries by letter, without discovering his

brother, he went to the village where they parted, hoping to

obtain some direction where to seek him. He could learn no
more than, that the doctor went to England, and took with

him a fair-hair’d youth, who had long acted as his assistant.

Malcolm had never lost the early predilections that inclined

him to a military life. He purchased a commission in the

army, and joined his regiment at Port-patrick, on their route

to Ireland. He first saw his brother officers on parade; his

bashful rusticity seemed to amuse the greatest number; but

a young man in a plain scarlet coat, with one epaulette,

made up to him as soon as the soldiers were dismissed, and
asked him to share his lodgings, as the town was crowded.
Malcolm’s father’s name was Gow; which, in Gaelic, signifies

Smith, and by his mother’s advice, her sons when they jour-

neyed to the low-country, adopted this translation. Malcolm
found, that like himself, his new acquaintance was named
Smith ;

but the coincidence in a name so exceedingly common,
excited no surprise in either. Both dined at the mess, the

assistant suigeon taking the young embarrassed ensign by his

side. At night while undressing in a double-bedded room, the

surgeon slightly adverted to a scar of of a complicated fracture

in his leg. The ensign with breathless anxiety, inquired how
and where the accident happened. The reply, and every sub-

sequent question and answer confirmed the fact, that they were
the wandering orphan brothers, now in honourable professions.

We leave them, hourly blessing the memory of their mother,
whose early instructions prepared them for rising from mendi-
city to respectable independence.

THE TURKEY OF ALENCON.

Some days previously to the battle of Ivry, Henry IV., of
France, arrived at Alengon incognito, with a few of his suite.

He alighted at the house of an officer who was a partizan of
his : this officer was not at home, and his wife, who was un-
acquainted with the person of Henry, received the party
courteously as a military chief and friends of her husband.
Towards evening the king perceived her countenance changed
from cheerfulness, to an expression of vexation and anxiety.

“ What is the matter madam ?” said he, “ If I thought my
visit were unwelcome, or troublesome to you, I would en-
deavour to relieve you ; as the night wears on your gaiety
changes to gravity : speak freely, and be assured I have no
intention to cause you trouble.”

“ Sir,” said the lady, “I will candidly explain to you the cause
of my embarrassment. This is Thursday

;
if you were

acquainted with this tour, you would be aware of the
difficulty of collecting provisions, such as I would willingly
set before you for supper. I have sent all round the place,
and have absolutely been unable to procure a dish : only one
of my neighbours can assist me

;
lie owns that he has a

turkey in his kitchen, but, refuses to let me have it at any
price, unless on condition that he is permitted to partake of
the supper. I am quite in despair

; the obstinate creature
refuses all my offers, still insisting on the only condition I

cannot expect you will submit to, for he is a mere vulgar me-
chanic

;
and this is the true cause of my vexation.”

“Is this man a pleasant fellow?” said Henry.
“ He is considered as the wit of the place : he is to be sure a

good Frenchman and a loyal subject, and well off for one
of his class.”

“Well madam,” said the king, “let him come: it is better to
have a dull supper, than no supper at all. Let your obstinate
neighbour be invited

; we must bear with him for the sake of
his good cheer.”

The townsman being informed that his conditions were ac-

cepted, soon arrived in his holiday suit, and with him the
fat turkey. While the supper was preparing he made him-
self very agreeable, relating with much ease and drollery, the
little gossip, and scandalous anecdotes of the town : in short
he amused the king so well, that although he was dying of
hunger, he was not impatient for the appearance of supper.
When it came, the goodman lost no time either in eating or
talking, but continued to do both with vigour. The king
laughed heartily, and the more the gentlemen laughed,
“the greater” said the self-invited guest, “was his own
delight.”

When his majesty rose from the table, his merry companion
suddenly fell at his feet, “ pardon sire” he said, “ pardon me :

this has been the happiest day of my life. I saw and
recognised your majesty as you entered the town. I said

nothing, however, not even to the lady of this house, when I

found she was ignorant of your majesty’s rank. I have by my
obstinate refusal of my turkey, the only dish to be procured,

obtained for myself the greatest honour, that of presuming to

endeavour to amuse you for a short meal.” By this time the
lady was also at the king’s feet.

Henry with his wonted good nature endeavoured to raise

them, but the man continued kneeling. “ I will not rise,” said

he, “ till your majesty has listened to me.”
“ Well speak,” said the king.
“ Sire,” continued the suppliant with a solemn air, “ the

glory of my king has ever been dear to me, and I cannot think
without grief, that it has been tarnished by the admission of

so low a person as myself at his table, and I see but one way
of remedying the evil.”

“ What is that ?” asked Henry.
“ It is to grant me letters patent of nobility.”
“ Letters of nobility to thee

!”

“ Why not sire ? though I was formerly a mechanic, I
am a Frenchman. I have the heart of a Frenchman, and I

may deserve my nobility by the nobleness of my sentiments.”
“ Well my friend, and if I were to grant the patent, what

arms would you have ?”

“ My turkey sire ; it has procured me the greatest ho-
nour I could ever enjoy. I would take my turkey for my
arms.”

“Ventre Saint Gris !” exclaimed the monarch, “thou shalt
be a gentleman, and thou shalt bear for arms thy turkey in

pale !” » The new made gentleman was either rich enough, or
subsequently sufficiently so, to purchase a seigneurie on which
wat erected a chateau by his descendants in his name, which he
would not flange. His posterity still possess the domain
and their arms are still the turkey in pale.

GOOD LUCK IN THE SERVICE.

Thadeus, or Teddy Dart, as he was generally called, was
an Irishman, born, I believe, in Dublin. He had entered
Trinity College, which may account for his choosing the
profession of the sea at a much later period of his life than is

generally the case. His debut was in the Sans Pared, under
the auspices of Captain Pakenham. From his age and size

he could not be regarded as a youngster ; and, not knowing
what else to do with him, the First Lieutenant soon placed
him in charge of the after cockpit, from whence he only
emerged to catch a hasty glimpse of the sky, and breathe a
more elevated atmosphere, at those hours when bats and
owls are abroad seeking recreation and amusement in their

evening rambles. His nautical knowledge, therefore, was in

exact proportion to his opportunities for gaining it. Al-
though his limbs and frame were not in proportion to his

height, Teddy’s stature was almost gigantic, measuring at

least 6 feet 3, his breadth decreasing somewhat from his hips
to his shoulders, which for so tall a man, were unusually
narrow. I think he is now before me—his ponderous day
and night glass under his arm—pacing with long and mea-
sured strides the Serpent’s quarter-deck—his face, habitually
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rosy, and which after dinner assumed the hue of an unripe mul-
berry, renderd more so by contrast with a broad white neck-
cloth, that displayed to great advantage the more than com-
mon length of his attenuated neck, and from its tightness

prevented his looking to his right hand or left without turn-

ing his whole body—his lower man encased in tight panta-

loons, over which were drawn a pair of Hessian boots, that

idly flapped against his calveless legs at every step he took.

Such, at the time I write of, was the outward bearing and
appearance of Lieutenant Thadeus Dart. Possessed of some
humour and native quamtness, and by no means ignorant

on subjects not connected with matters relating to the sea,

he was considered rather a pleasant fellow, and liked very
much by his messmates. Not so, however, with the Mid-

:ei\ am
though, like

to cloak
inferiors.

shipmen. lie saw and felt his deficiency as an ofiie

was quite aware of his habits of intemperance
;
aitho"*

many men of cunning but little minds, lie hoped
them under a harsh and unfeeling manner to his

Conduct such as this had, with us, an effect quite contrary

to that he looked for, We began to regard him with dislike

and disrespect, and, in fact, almost to deride his authority,

which led to numerous remonstrances and complaints on one
side and the other. Captain Tudor endured him long

,
indeed

until the commencement of hostilities in 1803, when he ex-

changed to the Sea Fencibles. From these he again got
afloat, and for his besetting sin found himself under an arrest

on board the Conqueror, on the morning of the ever-memo-
rable battle of Trafalgar. It is customary to release all

prisoners on going into action, and Teddy benefitted by the
lucky amnesty. The First Lieutenant of the Conqueror fell

in the battle, and my friend, who happene d to be the Second,
succeeding to his place, was consequently promoted. This
was the first piece of good fortune resulting from his removal
from the Serpent. His next was his speedy appointment, as

one of the distinguished of Trafalgar, to the command of a
sloop-of-war on the Yarmouth station. There our hero
married the daughter of a rich citizen, who, moreover, had
weight in the borough ;

and thus this man, who used to de-

clare that he was quite content to remain a Lieutenant, if

people would only allow him to live unmolested, without
scrutinizing too curiously into his habits and conduct, by one
of those freaks of that whimsical goddess to whom he ap-

pears so singularly indebted, soon found himself a Post Cap-
tain.

Soon however, I missed his name from the list of Cap-
tains, but I never heard either his subsequent history, or
the maimer of liis death, if indeed he be dead.

DEATH-BED OF CHARLES IX. OF FRANCE.
The deatli-bed of this royal bigot offers an awful lesson to

all who are guilty of the tyrannical abuse of power. From the

high justiciary to the prison-keeper, from the naval and mili-

tary commander, ambitious to be distinguished as a rigid dis-

ciplinarian, to the pedagogue, armed with an instrument of

torture, to avenge the trouble occasioned h}*
- puerile ineptitude,

giddiness or indolence, the dying agonies of Charles IX., ought

to inculcate the important truth, that in the hour of death, the

recollection of severities inflicted upon our fellow-beings, will

dreadfully aggravate the sufferings of nature. The description

given by DR Cayet of the bodily and mental anguish endured

by the sanguinary monster, who bad been the means of spilling

the blood of seventy thousand of his subjects might deter all

mankind from giving needless pain to the meanest to sentient

creatures.

By a remarkable effect of retributive Providence, Charles IX.

found tlie blood oozing from all parts of liis body, and two days

before his decease, he sent for Mazille, his chief physician, to

whom in helpless impatience he expressed his surprise that

neither the principal, nor any of the numerous physicians in

Ids dominions could alleviate his torments. Mazille replied,

“ that every resource of their skill was now exhausted, and in

such a disease, God alone could be the physician.” “I believe

you,” answered the king, “ so draw from me my large cap,

that I may try to rest,” Mazille obeyed the order, and with-

drew, enjoining all to leave the room, excepting the nurse and
t%o inferior attendants. The nurse, fatigued with watching,
endeavoured to sleep ; but the sighs and groans of the royal
patient, would not allow her to compose herself; and going to
his bed-side, she endeavoured to soothe his distress. In broken
sentences, interrupted by the violence of his feelings, the king
exclaimed, “Oh, my dear nurse, beloved woman! what blood!
what murders ! Oh, I have followed wicked counsels ! I

know not where I am—they so perplex and agitate me. How
will all this end? I am lost—lost for ever!”—The nurse with
sympathising tears, replied, “ Sire, be the murders on those who
induced you to order them

;
and since you never willingly

consented to, and now repent them, believe that the Almighty
will not impute them to you. Oh! for God’s sake, cease weep-
ing!”

What a striking admonition to human pride and cruelty.

When merciless to others, could we for one moment look for-

ward to death-bed sufferings; fellow-feeling must lead us to

spare inflictions which in some form or other, inevitably recoil

upon ourselves.

THE TOPSAILS IN THE CLEW-LINES HUNG
The topsails in the clew-lines hung,
Waiting the word to let them fall ;

Below rio clanTrous uproar rung,
On deck was heard no boatswain’s call.

When Tom from pacing to and fro

No w bent in sadness o’er the stern,

To brood upon his present woe,
And what he yet might have to learn.

Watching the light and careless spray
In silence pass the vessel by

;

Then in the distance die away,
As human hopes too oft will die.

And dreaming of some fancied good
That o’er his fortunes yet might rise,

Like bubble on the ocean flood

Seen, and then fading from man’s eyes.

Poor fellow ! tho’ in years not old.

He’d married with a faithless she,

Who basely squander’d all the gold
For which he’d toil’d so hard at sea.

1$

And he remember’d well the day
When she was fair as she was true

;

And virtue, like a sunny ray,

A warmth and radiance round her threw.

But suns will fade, and love decay
;

And virtue, his a story old,

Like long chilled snow ’neatii sunny ray,

Will melt before the touch of gold.

The bitter thought he could not bear,
Like knell upon his heart it rang

;

He f rom his breast a lock of hair
Took, kiss’d, and from the taffrail sprang.

The opening wave his form received,
Awhile its widening circles spread

—

Awhile in troubled motion heaved-—
Then closed in silence o’er his head.

Tom Bowline.

“ Pa, do you know who took in the first newspaper V*

“No, Adolplius.” “Why Cain, pa, when he took
A-beVs Life . ’ “Elizabeth, tell Mary to put that bov to

bed,”
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LIFE OF LORD NELSON,

( Continued from our last

J

There was no British bosom, at that moment, bat suffered

the deepest sorrow and commiseration for the brave, though
fallen enemy. Nelson who was wounded and taken below,
was informed by Captain Berry of the sad conflagration, and
long before the explosion the hero with his head bandaged and
bleeding, had groped his way on deck, giving orders to man
every boat for their relief. After every exertion, not more
than seventy could be saved. During this eventful scene, the
contending fleets had mutually paused from dealing destruction
to each other

;
but this Cessation lasted only a few minutes,

and the firing recommenced by the French, was instantly re-

turned by the English.

The Vanguard was the first ship that anchored on the outer
side of the enemy, within half pistol-shot of their third ship, the
Spartiate. Nelson had six colours flying in different parts of
his rigging, lest they should be shot away;—that they should
be struck, no British admiral considers as a possibility. He
veered half a cable, and instantly opened a tremendous fire,

under cover of which four ships of the division sailed on a-heacl

of the admiral. In a few minutes, every man stationed at the
first six guns in the fore port of the Vanguard’s deck was kil-

led or wounded
; these guns were three times cleared.

Captain Trowbridge, in the C.ulioden, then foremost of the
remaining ships, was two leagues astern. He came on sound-
ing, as the others had done; as he advanced, the darkness
increased the difficulty of the navigation; and suddenly, after

having found eleven fathoms water, before the lead could
be hove again he was fast aground; nor could all his exertions,

joined to those of the Leander and the Mutine brig, which
came to his assistance, get him off in time to bear any part in

the action. His ship, however served as a beacon to the Alex-
ander and1 Swiftsure, which would else, from the course which
they were holding, have gone considerably farther on the reef,

and must inevitably have been lost. These ships entered the

the bay, and took their stations, in the darkness, in a manner
still spoken of with admiration by all who remember it.

Captain Hallowed, in the Swiftsure, as he was bearing down,
fell in with what seemed to be a strange sail; Nelson, as stated

before, had directed his ships to hoist four lights horizontally

at the mizen peak, as soon as it became dark; and this vessel

had no such distinction. Hallowed, however, with great
judgment, ordered his men not to fire.: if she was an enemy,
he said, she was in too disabled a state to escape; but, from
her sails being loose, and the way in which her head wa s, it

was probable she might be an English ship. It was the Belle-

rophon, overpowered by the huge Orient: her lights had gone
overboard, nearly two hundred of her crew were killed or

wounded, all her masts and cables had been shot away; and
she was drifting out of the line, towards the lee side of the
bay.

The Franklin, bearing the flag of the second in command,
now senior officer, began to fire on the Defence and Swiftsure;
but these ships and the Leander soon compelled her to surren-
der. The Alexander, Majestic, and occasionally the Swiftsure
engaged the Tonnant and her seconds astern. All a-head of

her had surrendered. At three o’clock in the morning of the
2nd of August, the action was suspended; but renewed at four

when the Majestic and the Alexander attacked the rear of the
enemy’s line, consisting of the Tennant, Guillaume Tell, Gene-
reux, and Timoleon. Miller, of the Theseus, joined himself to

these: he, as yet, had received but little damage, arid the
Leander, at six o’clock, was ordered by signal to assist the
ships engaged. Her captain instantly obeyed with the great-
est alacrity.

The enemy were now cutting their cables and dropping to

leeward. At eight o’clock, the Goliath joined tne rest of tire

combatants, when the Heureux and Mercure were obliged to

submit. The French frigate, L’Artemi so, fired a broadside,
and struck her colours ;

but such was the unwarrantable and
infamous conduct of the French captain, that after having

thus surrendered, he set fire to his ship, and with part of his
crew made his escape on shore. Another of the French fri-
gfites, 1j& Serialise li&d been sunk by ttic fire from some of our
snips

,
but as hei poop remained above water, her men were

saved upon it, and taken off by our boats in. the morn-
ing.

The Bellerophom, whose masts and cables had been entirely
shot away, could not retain her situation abreast of the Orient
but had drifted out of the line to the lee side of the bay a lit-
tle before that ship blew up ; the Audacious in the morning
was detached to her assistance. At eleven o’clock, Gewroux
and Guillaume Tell, with the two frigates La Justice and La
Diane, cut. their cables and stood out to sea, pursued by the
Zealous, Captain Hood, who handsomely endeavoured to pre-
vent their escape : but as there was no other, ship in a condi-
tion to support the Zealous she was recalled.

The whole day of the 2nd, was employed in securing the
French ships that had struck, and which were now all 'com-
pletely in possession of the British squadron, the Tonnant and
Timoleon excepted. As these were dismasted, and conse-
quently could not escape, they were naturally the last to be
taken possession of. On the morning of the 3rd, the Timoleon.
was set fire to, and the Tonnant cut her cable and drifted on
shore ; but that active officer. Captain Miller, of the Theseus,
soon got her off again, and secured her in the British
line.

As soon as the conquest was completed, Nelson sent orders
through the fleet, to return thanksgiving in every ship for the
victory with which Almighty God had blessed his majesty’s
arms. The French at, Rosetta, who with miserable fear be-
held the engagement* were at a loss to understand the stillness

of the fleet during the performance of this solemn duty
; but

it seemed to affect many of the prisoners, officers as well as
men

;
and graceless and godless as the officers were, some of

them remarked, that it was no wonder sucli order was pre-
served in the British navy, when the minds of the men could
be impressed with such sentiments after so great a victory
and at a moment of such confusion.

The French at Rosetta, seeing their four ships sail out of the
bay unmolested, endeavoured to persuade themselves that they
were in possession of the place of battle. But it was in vain
thus to attempt, against their secret and certain conviction, to

deceive themselves
;
and even if they could have succeeded in

this, the bonfires which the Ayahs kindled along the whole
coast, and over the country, for the three following nights,

would soon have undeceived them. Thousands of Arabs and
Egyptians lined the shore, and covered the house-tops during
the action, rejoicing in the destruction which had overtaken
their invaders,

Long after the battle, innumerable bodies were seen float-

ing about the bay, in spite of all the exertions which were
made to sink them, as well from fear of pestilence, as from
the loathing and horror which the sight occasioned. Great

numbers were.cast upon the Isle of Bekier (Nelson’s Island,

as it has since been called), and our sailors raised mounds of

sand over them. Even after an interval of nearly three years,

Dr. Clarke saw them, and assisted in interring heaps of

human bodies, which, having been thrown up by the sea,

where there were no jackals to devour them, presented a sight

loathsome to humanity. The shore, for an extent of four

leagues, was covered with wreck; and the Arabs found em-
ployment for many days in burning on the beach the frag-

ments which were cast up, for the sake of the iron.

The victory was complete ;
out Nelson could not pursue it

as he would have done, for wantof means. Had he been pro-

vided with small craft, nothing could have prevented the de-

struction of the store- ships and transports in the port of

Alexandria : four bomb vessels would have burnt the whole
in a fe w hours. “ W- re I to die this moment,” said ho in his

despatches to the admiralty, “want of frigates would be found

engraven on nv^ heart! No words of mine can express what I

have suffered, and am suff-ring for the want of them.”
On the morning of tiic- 2nd, Admiral Nelson issued the fol-

lowing memorandum to the different captains of the squadron.
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Memorandum.

TO THE OFFICERS OF THE SQUADRON.

“ Vanguard, off the Mouth of the Nile

,

August 2nd, 1798.

“ Almighty God having blessed his majesty’s arms with

victory, the admiral intends returning public thanks for the

same at two o’clock this day, and recommends every ship do-

ing the same as soon as convenient.”

On the 5th of August, Captain Berry, of the Vanguard,
sailed in the Leander, with Admiral Nelson’s despatches to

Earl St. Vincent, the Commander-in-chief, off Cadiz, of which
the following is a copy.

“ Vanguard, off the Mouth of the Nile,

August 2nd, 1798.

“My Lord,

“ Almighty God has blessed his majesty’s arms in the late

battle, by a great victory over the fleet of the enemy, whom I

attacked at sunset, on the 1st of August, off the mouth of the

Nile. The enemy were moored in a strong line of battle, for

defending the entrance of the bay (of shoals) flanked by
numerous gun-boats, four frigates, and a battery of guns and
mortars on an island in their van ; but nothing could with-

stand the squadron your lordship did me the honour to place

under my command. Their high state of descipline is well

known to you, and with the judgment of the captains, together

with their valour, and that of the officers and men of every
description, it was absolutely irresistible. Could anything
from my pen add to the characters of the captains, I would
write it with pleasure ; but that is impossible.

“ I have to regret the loss of Captain Westcott, of the Ma-
jestic, who was killed

t
early in the action ; but the ship was

continued to be so well fought by her first lieutenant, Mr.
Cutlibert, that I have given him an order to command her till

your lordship’s pleasure is known. The ships of the enemy,
all but their two rear ships, are nearly dismasted ; and those,

with two frigates, I am sorry to say, made their escape, nor
was it in my power to prevent them. Captain Hood most
handsomely endeavoured to do it ; but as I had no ship in a
condition to support the Zealous, I was obliged to call her in.

“ The support and assistance I have received from Captain
Berry, cannot be sufficiently expressed. I was wounded in

the head, and obliged to be carried of the deck ; but the
service suffered no loss by that event. Captain Berry was
fully equal to the important service then going on, and to him
I must beg leave to refer you for e^ery information relative to
this victory. He will present you with the flag of the second
in command, that of the commander-in-chief being burnt in
the Orient.

“ Herewith I transmit you lists of the killed and wounded,
and the lines of battle of ourselves and the French.

“ I have the honour to be, &c.

“Horatio Nelson.

English Line of Battle.

Ships. Commanders. Guns. Men. Killed fVonn-

Culloden .. .... Capt. T. Trowbridge . 74 590 - -

aca.

Theseus .. R. W. Miller 590 5 30
Alexander ... A. J. Ball

( Rear-admiral Sir Horatio I

. 74 590 14 58

Vanguard < Nelson, K.B. >

C Capt. Edward Berry )

- 74 595 30 75

Minotaur.. . . . .
—— T. Louis . 74 640 23 64

Leander .... . .
. T. B. Thompson . 50 343 _ 14

Swiftsure . .... B. Hallowell . 74 590 ' 7 22
Audacious . .

. D. Gould . 74 590 1 35
Defence ... .... ——- John Peyton . 74 590 4 11

Zealous ....... —— Samuel Hood ...... 590 1 7

Orion — Sir J. Saumarez ... 590 13 29
Goliath ....... ——- Thomas Foley ... 74 590 21 41

Majestic —— B. Westcott. ....... ... 74 590 50 143

Bellerophon... — H. D. E. Darby ... 590 49 148
jj

La Mutine ... ——- T. M. Hardy — — —
Total ... 218 677

French Line of Battle.

Skips. Guns. Men

.

Le Guerrier 600 taken
Le Conquerant .......... 700 taken
Le Spartiate 700 taken
L’Aquilon 700 taken
Le Souverain Peuple .... 74 700 taken

Le Franklin.. 800
j

j
Blanquet, first rear-

i admiral, taken.
' Brueys, admiral and

L’Orient 1,010 l
[
commander-in-chief

* burnt.
Le Tonnant 800 taken
L’Heureux 74 700 taken
Le Timoleon 74 700 burnt
Le Mercure 74 700 taken

Le Guillaume Tell 00oo
Villeneuve, second
rear-admiral,escaped

Le Genereux 700 escaped.

Frigates.

La Diane 300 escaped
La Justice 300 escaped
L’Artemise 250 burnt

La Serieuse 250
j

' dismasted and sunk
by the Orion.

The intelligence of this glorious victory occasioned the
greatest sensations throughout Europe. The Emperor of
Germany, broke off the conferences for a peace at Bastadt

;

the Ottoman Porte declared war against the French ; and the
King of Naples marched an army to Rome, and for a time,

sanguine hopes were entertained, that it might be the means
of setting bounds to the overgrown power of France.

Nelson was now at the summit of his glory; congratula-
tions, rewards, and honours were showered upon him by all the
states, and princes, and powers to whom his victory gave a
respite. The first communication of this nature which he re-

ceived was from the Turkish sultan; who as soon as the inva-
sion of Egypt was known, had called upon “ all true believers

to take up arms against those swinish infidels, the French,
that they might deliver these blessed habitations from their

accursed hands; and who had ordered his “pashas to turn
night into day in their efforts to take vengeance.”

His Majesty created the gallant Nelson a peer of the realm,
by the title of Baron Nelson of the Nile, and of Burnham
Thorpe, in the county of Norfolk, the place of his nativity

;

and parliament voted him their thanks, and a pension of two
thousand pounds per annum. He received likewise a pension
of one thousand pounds per annum from the parliament of
Ireland; and the East India Company voted him a gift of ten
thousand pounds. The Turkey company presented him with
a piece of plate of great value; and the City of London with a
sword worth two hundred guineas. Nor were foreign powers
backwards in acknowledging and rewarding his great services.

The grand Seignior presented him with a superb diamond aig-

rette, called a chelengk, or plume of triumph; and the King of

Naples granted him the title of Duke of Bronte, with an estate

in Sicily worth seven thousand pounds a year, besides many
other marks of his regard.
The Captains who commanded under Admiral Nelson on this

occasion also presented him with a magnificent sword, the hilt

of which was an appropriate emblematical device, representing
a crocodile. But amidst the multitude of affectionate and va-

I
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Liable gifts offered to his lordship on this occasion, we must
not omit to mention a very singular one made by Captain
Hallowell, who commanded the Swiftsure at the battle of the
Nile. A variety of trivial articles, formed from the wreck of
L’Orient, and valuable only from the circumstances of kindness
and attachment with which they were accompanied, had been
given to his lordship by the different officers under his com-
mand. Captain Hallowell’s present was made entirely of the
materials of the mainmast, and accompanied by the following
note.

“ Sir,

“ Swiftsure,
August 1798.

The ship which had thus, after so severe an action, taken
this little fifty, was Le Genereux, of seventy-four guns, having
on board nine hundred men, one hundred of whom fell in this

action, and one hundred and eiglity-eight were wounded. She
was commanded by Monsieur Lejoille, chef de division, and
was the rear ship in the French line at the battle of the Nile,
in which she had but little share. The Leander, out of three
hundred and forty-three men, including invalids, had thirty-
five killed, and fifty-seven wounded. The Genereux, leaving
her shattered prize at Corfu, arrived at Trieste. Captain
Thompson, whose letter is dated from on board the Lazaretto
at that port, was badly wounded. On his arrival in England,
he was tried by a court-martial for the loss of his ship, and

“B. Hallowell.”

“ Sir Horatio Nelson
,

“ Rear Admiral of the Blue
, Sfcf

“ I have taken the liberty of presenting you a coffin made acquitted with the highest encomiums that any court could

of the mainmast of L’Orient, that when you have finished pronounce on the character of an officer ;
after which he re-

your glorious career in this world, you may be buried in one of oeived from his majesty the honour of knighthood, and the

your trophies
;
but that that period may be far distant is the grateful citizens of London presented him with the freedom of

earnest wish of your sincere friend, their corporation in a gold box. The despatches with which
1

Captain Berry was charged were of course consigned to the
deep

; and it was not till the arrival of the Honourable Cap-
tain Capel with the duplicates, that the British government
had any certain intelligence from the hero of the Nile.

On the 18th of August, the admiral having refitted the ships

of his fleet and the prizes, in the best manner which circum-
“ The admiral received this extraordinary present with the I stances would permit, sailed from the coast of Egypt, leaving

utmost cordiality and affection
; he kept it some time in his Captain Hood with four sail of the line and two frigates to

great cabin, nor was it without apparent reluctance, that he blockade the port of Alexandria. On the 22nd of September,
at length consented to have it removed. When he had finished he arrived at Palermo, where the King of Naples then held
his career of glory, this coffin was the inner one which con- his court, who went offin his barge to receive the admiral,
tained his remains. and honoured him with a visit on board the Vanguard, con-
The admiral honoured Captain Berry with the charge of the tinuing with him until she anchored,

despatches, and he proceeded in the Leander, Captain Thomp- After having effected the blockade of Malta, procured the
son, to the Earl of St. Vincent, at Gibraltar, when he was evacuation of Rome and the ecclesiastical territory, and
intercepted on his passage off the west end of Goza, near the greatly contributed to the restoration of the King of Naples
is and or Candia, where he fell in with a French seventy-four, to his capital and the Italian states of his crown, Lord Nelson
l he -Leander being eighty men short of complement, besides found his health so much impaired by a long continuance of
having many wounded from the fleet, Captain Thompson na- hard and active service, that he resigned his command and
turally wished to avoid an action with such superior force ; but
finding the enemy outsailed him, he determined to try the
fortune of war. At nine in the morning the French ship had
ranged within half gun-shot, when the Leander luffed up,
brought her broadside to bear, and commenced a vigorous

landed at Trieste in the month of June 1799. He proceeded
over land to England, accompanied by Sir William Hamilton,
the British resident at the court of Naples, and was every
where received with distinguished marks of respect. He
landed at Yarmouth on the 6th of November, after an absence

cannonade. The ships continued nearing each other, until of three years, and was welcomed Avith all the honours due to
nait-past ten, keeping up a constant and heavy fire. Captain his heroic achievements.
l iiompson was at this time so much disabled in his sails and Early in the year 1801, Lord Nelson hoisted his flag on
rigging, that he could not prevent the enemy laying him on board the St. George, of 98 guns, being appointed second in
ooara on the larboard bow, Avhere he remained for Some time, command of the fleet destined to the Baltic for the purpose of
a ng many attempts to board the Leander, but was con- humbling the northern confederacy. A fleet consisting of

stantiy repulsed by the noble conduct of the marines, who, eighteen sail of the line, four frigates, and a number of gun-
o?1 t ie P°°P an fi the quarter-deck, under the command of a boats and bomb-vessels, amounting altogether to fifty-four sail,
rjeant, kept up such a well-directed fire on the assailants, having been fitted out, sailed from Yarmouth roads for the
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toons, gullies, fire- ships, and gun*-boats, Hanked and supported
by extensive batteries on islands called the Crowns; the
largest of which was mounted with from fifty to seventy pieces
of cannon; these, were again commanded by two ships of
seventy guns, and a large frigate in the inner road of Copen-
hagen; and two block-ships of .sixty-four guns each, were
moored, on a fiat on the starboard side of the entrance to the
arsenal. The next day their position was • again more
minutely examined, when an attack was resolved oil ; and
this desperate service was volunteered by the heroic Nelson,
with the same ardour and spirit that had ever distinguished
his gallant career.

(To be Continued.)

JACK SHE A VE HOLE’S LXSGTJJSE.
In the midst of Jack Sheavehole’s merriment he forgot that

his liberty -ticket was out, until he was reminded by the land-
lord of the village ‘public house, who announced it thus.

—

‘Jack, the lobsters are aider you.’
4 Gammon,’ says I;

4 what can them fellows want with me?’
4AmVyour liberty out?’ says he.
4 1 never give it a thought,’ says I.
4 Where’s your ticket?’ says he.

So I showed him the chit; and I’m blessed, shipmates, but it

had been out two days. 'Well, -there I was in a pretty per-
diklement; and the landlord* says he, 4 Jack,’ says he, 4 T re-

spect you for your goodness to the ould, eras; though I suspect
they arn’t altogether the cause of your losing your memory;’
and he looks and smiles at Suke.

4 Howsornever, the- lobsters are at my house axing about you;
and I thought I’d slip out and let you know, so that you, might
have time to stow away.’

‘Thanky, my hearty/ says I; but I’m blessed, shipmates,
if I warn’t dead flabbergasted where to find a stow-hole, till at
last I hits upon a scheme to which Susan consented And
what do you think it was, shipmates?—hut you’d never guess.
Why, Suke slips on a pair o’ my canvass trousers and comes to
an anchor in the arm-chair, with a blanket round her, below,
and I stows myself under her duds, coiling away my lower
stanchions tailor-fashion; and the doctor coming in to seethe
ould folks, they puts him up to the trick, and so he brings up
alongside of her, and they whitens her face to make her look
pale, as if she was nigh-hand kicking the bucket: and there I
lay, as snug as a cockroach in a chafing- mat, and in all due
decency, seeing as Suke had bent my lower casings hind part
afore, and there warn’t a crack nor a brack in ’em. Presently
marches the swaddles, and ‘ Pray whose cottage is this?’ axed
the serjeant as stiff as a crutch.

4
It’s Martin Joyce’s,’ said Maria.

4 Ay, I thought as much/, says he: 4 pray where is his son,
Jack Joyce, or .Jack Sheavehole?’ says he.

4 He left us three days ago,” answered Maria, 4
to join his

ship: I hope nothing lias happened to him?’
4 Indeed!’ says the serjeant ‘Now, pretry. as you are, I

know that you are telling me what I should call a very con-
siderable

’

Suke shrieked out, and stopped whaHie was going to say:
for shipmates, she sat so quiet, that, thinks X to myself, they’ll
find out that she’s shamming; so I gives her a smart pinch in
an inexpressible part, that made her sing out. Well, the Iona
and the short on it, is, that the party, who were looking out
sharp for 4 straggling money/ had a grand overhaul; but the
doctor would not let them interfere; with Susan, who, lie de-
clared was near her cushionmong; and at. last being unable to

;

fir' d, me, they hauls their wind for another .port.;

Well, shipmates, as soon as possible after they were gone,
why, Suke got rid of her trouble, and forth I came, as full-grown
and -handsome a baby as ever cut a tootle But I warn’fc yet
safe; and so i claps a suit of Suke’s duds over-.my own gear,
and, being but a little chap, with some clutching, and letting

out a reef or two here and there, I got my sails all snugly bent,

and clapped a cap with a thousand little frills round my face.

and a straw hurricane-house of a bonnet as big as a Guinea*
man’s caboose over all, with a black wail hanging in the brails

down afore, and my shoes scandaled up my legs, that I made a
good-looking wench. Well, I bid all hands good-bye. Suke
piped her eye a bit; but, Lord love you! we made our calcu-

lations o’ matrimony, and got the right bearings and distance*

(else, mayhap, I should never have got stowed away under her
hatches), and she was to join me at Portsmouth, -and we were
to make a long- splice of it off-hand; but then, poor thing! she
thought, mayhap, I might get grapped and punished.

IJp comes the coach ;
but the fellow wouldn’t lieave-to di-

rectly, and 4 Yo-hoy/ says I giving him a hail.
4 Going to Portsmouth, ma’am?’ says he, throwing all aback,

and coining ashore from his craft.
4 To be sure I am,’ says I.

4 What made you carry on in

that fashion, and be d to you!—is that all the regard you
have for the sex,?’ says I.

4 Would you like to go inside, ma’am?’ says lie, opening the
gangway port.

4 Not a bit of it/ says 1 :
4 stow your damaged slops below,

but give me a berth ’pon deck.’
4 Werry good, ma’am/ says he, shutting the gangway port

again; 4 will you allow me to assist you up?’
4 Not by no manner o’ means/ says I.

4 Why, what the
devil do you take me for? to think the captain of a frigate’s

maintop can’t find his way aloft!’
4 You mean the captain of the maintop’s wife/ says Susan,

paying me back the pinch I gave her.
4 Ay, ay, my precious/ says I;

4 so I do, to be sure. God
bless you! good-bye. Here I go like seven bells half struck

—

carry on, my boy, and I’m blessed if it shan’t be a shiner in your
way!’, -

And so we takes our berths, and a,way we made sail, happy-
go-lucky, heaving-to now and then just to take in a sea-stock;

and the governor had two eyes in his head, and so lie finds out

the latitude of the thing, but lie says nothing: and we got safe

through the barrier and into Portsmouth, and I lands in the street

afore they reached the inn, for, thinks I to myself, I’d better

get berthed for .the night, and go aboard in the morning. Well,
j

shipmates, I parts company with the craft, and shapes my
course for Pint, ’cause I knew a snug corner Capstan-square,
and I was determined to cut with all sky- larks, in regard o’

jSuke. Weil, just as X was getting 'to steer with a small helm,

up ranges a tall man who had seen me come ashore from the

coach, and 4 My dear/ says lie,
4 what! just iresh from the ;

country?’ But I houlds my tongue, shipmates, and he pulls

up alongside and grabs my arm.
4 Come, don’t be cross/ says he, 4

let me take you in tow
;
I

want to talk with you, my love.’

I knew the voice well; and though he had a pea jacket over
Ids uniform coat, and 4 half way up a hatchway/ he was a
d good-looking fellow, yet nobody as ever had seen him
could foget them 4 trap- stick legs/ and so, thinks I to myself,

Jack, you’d better shove your boat off without delay: for, d’ye

see, shipmates;, I’d sailed with him when I was a mizen-top-

mun in the ould Stag, and I well remembered Sir Joseph Y—ke.
J

But I’m blessed if he didn’t stretch out arter me, and sailed

two foot to my one: and ‘Come, come, my darling/ says he,
4 take an honest tar for your sweetheart. Let’s look at that
beautiful face:’ and he catches hould o’ the wail and hauls it

up chock ablock; but I pulls down my bonnet so as he couldn’t

see my figureMead,: and, I carries on a taut press to part com-
pany. But, Lord love your hearts! it warn ’t no manner o’

use vvhatsomeyer—fie more than held his own; and 4A pretty
innocent country wench indeed!’ says he. ‘What, have you
lost your tongue?’

4 No, I’m d- d if I have!’ says I, for I forgot myself, ship-

mates, through vexation at not being able to get away.
4 Hallo!’ says he, gripping me tight by the shoulder; 4 who

have wv here?’ I’m blessed, shipmates, if what with lfis pulling

at my shawl, and my struggling to sheer off, my spanker boom
didn’t at that very moment get adrift, and he caught sight of it

in ajilfey.

‘Hallo!’ gays he, catching tight hold of the pig-tail, and
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Blueing me right round by it.
4 Hallo!’ says lie, * I never see

an innocent country wench dress her hair in this way, afore;

rather a masc’line sort o’ female,’ he says. ‘Who the devil are

you?’
‘It’s Jack Sheavehole, your honour,’ says I bringing up all

standing; and knowing his generous heart, thinks I, now’s

your time, Jack; overhaul the whole consarn to him, and ten

to one but he pulls you through the scrape somehow or

other. So I ups and tells him the long and the short on it,, and

he laughs one minute, and d s me for a desarting willun

the next; and ‘Come along,’ says he; ‘I must see what Cap-

tain B n will think of all this/

So he takes me in tow, and we went into one of the grand

houses in high-street, and ‘ Follow me,’ says he, as he walked
up stairs, into a large room all lighted up for a sheave-o; and
there wur ladies all togged out in white, and silver and gold,

and feathers, and navy officers* and sodger officers,—a grand
dinner-party.

4B n,’ hails Sir Joseph, 4 here’s a lady wants you :* and
he takes me by the hand, all complimentary like, and the
captain of the frigate comes towards us, and I’m blessed if

every soul fore and aft, didn’t fix their eyes on me like ama-
rine looking out for a squall.

‘ I’ve not the pleasure of knowing the lady,’ says the skip-
per ;

4 1 fear, Sir Joseph, you’re coming York over me. Pray,
ma’am, may I be allowed the happiness of seeing your coun-
tenance and hearing your name V

‘ I’m Jack Sheavehole, }
rer honour,’ says I,

4 captain o’ the
Tapsickorees maintop, as yer honour well knows.’

‘I do, my man,’ says he, with a grave-digger’s grin on his
countenance : ‘and so you want, to desart V

‘ Never, yer honour,’ says I, ‘ in the regard o’ my liking to
the ship and my captain too well.’

4 No, no, B n,’ says Sir Joseph, ‘I must do him justice.

It appears that he had long leave, and unknowingly over-
stayed his time

; so he rigged himself out in angel’s gear, to
cheat them devils of sodgers. I’ll vouch for the fact, B n,’

says he, ‘for I saw him myself get down from the coach—

’

4 All fresh from the country, yer honour,’ says I.
‘ Ay, all fresh from the country,’ chimes in Sir Joseph.

4 He’s an ould shipmate o’ mine, B n, and I want you, as
a personal favour to myself, to back his liberty-ticket for to-
morrow. Such a lad as this, would never desert the service.’

4 If I would, then I’m d—-d ! saving yer honour’s presence,’
says I. Well, shipmates, there I stood in the broad light,
aud all the ladies and gemmen staring at me, like fun ; and
4 Come B says Sir Joseph, ‘extend his liberty till to-
morrow.’
‘Where’s your ticket?’ axes the skipper: and so, in re-

gard of its being in my trouser’s picket, I hauls up my
petticoats to get at it ; and, my eyes ! nut the women set up
a screeching, and the officers burst out in a broadside o’ laugh-
ing, and you never heard such a bobbery as they kicked up

—

it was a downright reg’lar squall.
“Ay, squall indeed,’’ said the captain of the forecastle;

44 here it comes with a vengeance!” he bellowed out with
stentorian lungs. 44 Hard up with the helm—hard a-weather.”

In an instant the sea was one sheet of foam
;
the wind

came whistling like the rustling of ten thousand arrows in
their swiftest flight

;
a report like the discharge of a heavy

piece of artillery was heard forward, and away flew the jib
like a fleecy cloud to leeward. The frigate heeled over,
carrying everybody and everything into the lee-scuppers

;

the lightning hissed and cracked as it exploded between the
masts, making everything tremble from the keel to the
truck

; broad sheets of water were lifted up and dashed over
the decks fore and aft

;

indeed, it seemed as if the gale
was striving to raise the ponderous vessel from the ocean,
for the purpose of plunging it into the dark abyss ; a thick
mist-like shroud hung round her, alow and aloft, as she
struggled to lift herself against the tempest. The topsail
halliards were let go; but the nearly horizontal position of
the masts, prevented the sails from running down. Inevitable
destruction for the moment threatened to engulph them all,

when 44 crack, crack •” away went the topmasts over The

side ;
the spanker sheet had been cut away, and off bounced

the spanker after the jib. The frigate partially righted, and
Lord Eustace and his officers rushed to the deck. But the
squall had passed : the moon again shone beautifully clear ;

the deceitful sky and still more deceitful ocean were all

smiles, as if nothing had happened, though the evidences of

their wrath were hut too apparent in the dismantled state of

his majesty’s ship. But we must again leave them as we did

before, to

“Call all hands to clear the wreck.”

—

Bentley's Miscel-

lany.

SINGULAR NARRATIVE OF MARSHAL
TURENNE.

The celebrated Viscount Turenne, in his earlier youth
was a mau of pleasure in the innocent sense of that word ;

it

was liis constant maxim, that man was formed for two pur-
poses, to be virtuous and to he happy. He used to relate,

with much pleasure, a kind of adventure which had occurred
to him upon his first introduction into the great world—the
Court of Louis XIV.
The father of Turenne was persuaded that his son would

make his fortune at Paris, but with that kind of blindness,
not uncommon to parents, he expected the desired event by
means, very little suited to the character and mind of the
young chevalier. Will it be credited that Turenne was sent
to the Court of Louis XIV., for the purpose of making his

fortune, by entering the Sorbonne.
Accordingly with ten louisd’ors in his pocket, the young

Turenne was conducted by his father, to the town nearest
his paternal chateau, whence the good old gentleman saw his

son safely into a provincial stage, and with many blessings
left him on the road to Paris.

Turenne when a few miles on the road, got into conversa-
tion with a fellow passenger ; and there being in the vehicle
but this gentleman and himself, they soon became as much
acquainted as if they had passed the whole of their lives to-

gether. Turenne himself was always noted for his candour
and pleasantry, and the young Chevalier, his fellow passen
ger, seemed much of the same character. There were no’
limits therefore, to their mutual confidence. Turenne en-

tered into a narrative of his expectations ; and his companion
equally communicative, informed Turenne of all the circum-
stances of his situation.

Turenne learned by this detail, that the name of his com-
panion, was the Chevalier Dupaty: that he was the son of
an old citizen of Blois, and was going to Paris on a visit to a
merchant, the old friend of his father, with the purpose of
marrying the old gentleman’s daughter. Old Monsieur Du-
paty, and the Parisian merchant, had, it seems, been educa-
ted together, and though so separated by the events of their

future life, that they had scarcely seen each other for twenty
years, they had mutually retained that affectionate remem-
brance, not uncommon in like situations. The old merchant,
whose name is given as Monsieur St. George, had therefore

sent an invitation to Monsieur Dupaty, to endeavour to unite

their families
; expressing in the same letter, what he would

give with his daughter, and what he should expect young
Dupaty would bring with him. The letter concluded, that,

if old Dupaty agreed to the proposal, the youDg Chevalier
should be sent with a bag of five hundred crowns, and the
nuptials to be forthwith concluded.

“ Have you never seen your intended, Chevalier /’ said

Turenne.
“ Never,’’ replied the young Dupaty.
“Nor the old gentleman ?” rejoined Turenne.
“ Never my friend,” re-added the Chevalier.
44 It wiil be a singular union then,” said Turenne, “ but

perhaps these things are not so much the worse for being
done blindfolded : fortune may choose, perhaps as well as
ourselves.”

In this conversation between the young friends, passed the
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whole interval of their journey till their arrival at Paris. It

was then agreed between the two companions that they
should stop at the same Inn. But scarcely had they reached
this Inn, and were left alone in their chamber when a very
unexpected incident occurred. The young Dupaty was
seized with a violent complaint in his bowels. Whether
arising from the journey or from any other cause, the disease
was so violent and instantaneous in its effect, that Turenne
had scarcely time to call for help before his companion
had expired.

There is a help for everything but death.—-Turenne re-
tired to his bed, and revolved the incidents of the day and
his journey. Turenne was at an age, when the spirit of mis-
chief is supposed to predominate. Turenne rose in the
morning, and going to the trunk of the deceased Chevalier,
the keys of which Dupaty had given him, previous to his un-
happy catastrophe, he examined the contents

;
and taking

the letters, and the bag containing the five hundred crowns,
sallies forth for the house of Monsieur St. George, having
given previous orders for the burial of his friend. It may be
here necessary to mention, by the regulations of Paris, every
one was required to be buried within twelve hours after
their decease.

On coming to the house of Monsieur St. George, Turenne
ordered the porter, to announce his arrival to his master.

e ‘ Who am I to announce Sir V’ said the porter.
“ The Chevalier Dupaty.”
The porter had not lived in the family for nothing ;

he
knew the family secrets as well as Monsieur St. George him-
self, he eagerly therefore, hastened to announce, what he
knew to be most agreeable intelligence.

In the meantime, Turenne left by himself in a large par-
lour, had leisure to look around him; he found himself in
one of those houses, or rather palaces, which belong to the
higher order of merchants. Everything bespoke the wealth
of its owner. His reverie was interrupted by the entrance
of the old gentleman, who approaching in haste, precipitated
himself into the arms of Turenne. Turenne, returned his
embraces with equal warmth. The old gentleman was en-
raptured at the figure of his intended son-in-law, he over-
whelmed him with family questions, to all of which the can-
did communications of his deceased friend, had enabled Tur-
enne to return satisfactory answers. Turenne delivered his
letters. The old gentleman read them. “ You have brought
then” said he “ the five hundred crowns, which your father
has mentioned in his letterV
Turenne replied to his interrogatory, by putting the bag

into the hands of the old gentleman.
“ Good, my young friend,” replied the worthy Monsieur

St. George, “ your lather, I perceive, is as much a man of
business as myself. You will soon learn that my fortune,
and what I shall give my daughter, did not require the addi-
tion of five hundred crowns, but I was willing that your fa-
ther should have some share in the happiness of setting you
going. I am a plain man, young gentleman, your father has
done his part and 1 shall now do mine.”
With these words he rung a bell

; and upon the entrance
of a servant, commanded him to summon a priest by a cer-
tain hour in the same evening.. “In the meantime, you shall
go and see my wife and daughter. It is fit that a young
man should become acquainted with his wife.”
Turenne, was accordingly conducted to the drawing room,

and introduced to a matronly woman, and a young girl ofgreat
beauty, the wife and daughter of the worthy merchant

;
who

after the ceremony of introduction, left the young Chevalier
to recommend himself.
In this Turenne so effectually succeeded, that by the hour

of dinner, the ladies had become more than commonly satis-
fied with their new acquaintance. The good matron looked
with pride, upon the elegant figure and manly accomplish-
ments of her intended son, and the young lady, blushed with
more meaning, but with equal satisfaction.

Turenne, equally recommended himself during the dinner
and dessert. The merchant almost crossed himself, with sur-
prize, how his old friend, the citizen of Blois, who was a

proverb of niggard economy, could have given his son so bril-

liant an education.
It was now becoming late ; the priest was expected.
Turenne, upon a a sudden arose : assumed a look of solem-

nity, and beckoned the merchant to follow him. The mer-
chant, in some surprise obeyed.
Turenne descended the stairs, and entered the street.

The merchant inquired whither he was going ?

Turenne waved his hand—The merchant, more astonished
continued to follow him.

It was the month of December, and therefo* e, though the
hour was eight in the evening, it was foggy, and dark as mid-
night. Turenne, holding the merchant by the arm, insensi-
bly led him into the cloisters of the Monastery of the Bene-
dictines, when suddenly stopping : “ My friend,” said he“ it is

enough, I have discharged that, for which it was permitted
me to be absent, and must now return. Behold in me, the
spirit of the young Chevalier Dupaty. I arrived in Paris,

at the Hotel de Pont Matre at six o’clock yesterday evening,
and died of the Cholic, about half an hour after my arrival.

I need not tell you, that my father had entrusted to my care, a
bag of five hundred crowns. My senses survived my speech,
and made me anxious, that as the match could not be con-
cluded, from the circumstance of my death, the money might
return safe into the hands of my father. I must not
declare further, the secrets of the grave—suffice it, that
the last wish of my life, was the first of my death.—The
permission was granted me.—The thing is done, and the
money safe. I must now return to be buried.—This very
hour, is the time appointed, for me to enter the grave.—
Farewell !”

With these words, whilst the merchant was fixed in mo-
tionless astonishment, Turenne disappeared, availing him-
self of the darkness of the night, and an obscure turn in the
cloisters.

After some minutes of mute surprise, the merchant rubbing
his eyes, looked about him. Turenne, as we have said, had
disappeared.—The merchant called—no one answered. In a
word the merchant became horror-struck, and recovered
himself, only to hurry home and relate the terrible adven-
ture to his wife and daughter.
Terror has quick steps

;
he soon regained his own door,

and knocked for entrance with unusual violence.
Before the door was opened, a cart with trunks came up

to it. The merchant demanded from whence it came ?

“ From the Hotel de Pont Matre.”
“ From whom there ?” eagerly demanded the merchant.
“ They are the trunks of the young Chevalier Dupaty,”

replied the carter.
“ And where is the young Chevalier Dupaty ?” rejoined the

merchant.
“ In his grave by this time,” replied the carter : “ the bell

of Notre Dame was announcing the burial as I left the Inn.”
“ What the Chevalier is really dead then ?” said the mer-

chant, his hair erecting itself with increased horror.
“ Yes,” replied the carter “ dead as Adam. He arrived in

the city yesterday afternoon and died within half an hour
afterwards.”
The merchant’s door was now opened : he stayed not to

ask another question, but rushed up to relate to his wife the
circumstances of the apparition.

The story got about Paris, and as Turenne was silent, it

was generally believed that the young Chevalier Dupaty had
appeared to the merchant St. George, as has been related.

SAVING THE COLOURS.

In a regiment at the battle of Waterloo, the ensign was kill-

ed, and clasped the colours so fast in death, that a serjeant in
trying, to no purpose, to rescue them, on the near approach of
the enemy, made a violent effort, and throwing the dead
corpse, colours and all, over his shoulders, carried them off
together. The French seeing this, were charmed with the
heroism of the action, and hailed it with loud clapping and re-
peated shouts of applause,
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A TALE OF THE AMERICAN WILDERNESS.

There is a solitary spot, in a remote part of Maine, known
by the name of Indian Old Point. The landscape has no pe-

culiar beauty; yet there is a charm thrown around this neglected

and almost unknown place, by its association with some inter-

esting passages in the earliest history of settlers in America.

The soil is fertilized by the blood of an Indian tribe. Even
now the spade strikes against wampum belts, which once co-

vered hearts as bold and true as ever beat beneath a crusa-

der’s shield, and gaudy beads are found, which once orna-

mented bosoms throbbing with as deep and fervent tenderness,

as woman ever displayed in the mild courtesies of civilized

life.

Here, one hundred and ten years ago, stood the village of

the Norridgewocks, one of the many tribes of the scattered

Abnakis. These Indians have been less celebrated than many
of their brethren; for they had not the fierce valour of the

Pequods, the strength of the Delawares, or the bell-toned lan-

guage of the Iroquois. They were, however, an influential

nation ;
of consequence on account of their numbers, as well as

their subtility. The Jesuits, too, had long been among them,

led by their zeal to fasten the strong girdle of an imposing

faith around the habitable globe; and they had obtained over

the untutored mind of these savages, their usual mysterious

and extraordinary power. Sebastian Ralle was the apostle of

the Norridgewocks. Iiis rude, cross-crowned church, stand-

ing in the heart of the American wilderness, proved the am-
bition and extent of

that tremendous hier-

archy, “ whose roots

were in another world,

and whose far stretch-

ing shadow awed our
own.” Surrounded
by the wigwams of

the Abnakis, the

humble church of

the Norridgewocks
stood on a sheltered

spot, between two
small verdant hills,

with one graceful fea-

thery elm at its side,

bending forward, at

every signal from the

breeze, and half shad-
ing the cross, as if

both bowed down in

worship.
Various opinions

were formed of the
priest, who there ad-
ministered the rites

of a mysterious reli-

gion. The English settlers, who resided about
from the village of the Abnakis, regarded him with extreme
aversion; but to the Indians, he was the representative of

the Good Spirit. For thirty years, he lived in the wilderness,

sharing the dangers and privations incident to the savage

life. The languages of all the neighbouring tribes were fami-

liar to him
;
and his utterance could not have been distin-

guished from that of a native, had it not been for a peculiarly

softened cadence, and. rapid enunciation.

There were two objects in the secluded residence of the self-

denying Jesuit, on whom he poured forth in fulness the love

he could not wholly stifle within him. When he came to

America, he found among the savages the orphan son of the

Baron de Castine, by a beautiful young Abnakis. The child

was remarkably pretty and engaging; and the lonely priest,

finding his heart daily warming toward him, induced the squaw
who nursed him, to take up her abode in his own wigwam.
The Indians called him Otoolpha, “ The Son of the Stranger,’’

and seemed to regard the adopted one with quite as much
interest as their own offspring.

Not a year after Otoolpha and his nurse were domes icated
in the dwelling of the Jesuit, some of the tribe, on their re-
turn from Canada, found a nearly famished infant in the wood.
Had not Sebastian Ralle been of the party, its sufferings
would, probably, have met a violent end; but at his sugges-
tion, comfortable nourishment, and such care as they could
give it, were afforded. A nose slightly approaching to aqui-
line, and a complexion less darkly coloured than usual, be-
trayed an origin half European

; but as her parentage and
tribe were unknown, they gave her the emphatic name of
Saupoolah, “ The Scattered Leaf,” and engrafted her on the
tree of Abnakis. From the first dawn of reason she gave in-

dications of an impetuous, fearless, and romantic spirit. The
squaw who nursed her, together with the little Otoolpha, tried

in vain to curb her roving propensities. At four and five

years old, she would frequently be absent several days, ac-

companied by her foster-brother. The duties of the mission-
ary often called hiai far from home, and it was absolutely im-
possible for him always to watch over them, either in kindness
or authority. Their long excursions during his absence, at

first occasioned many anxious and wretched thoughts
;
but

when he found that his wayward proteges invariably returned,
and when he saw they could cross streams, leap ditches, and
thread their way through the labyrinths of the wilderness,
with the boldness and sagacity of young hunters, he ceased to
disturb himself on their account.

During the^whole of their adventurous childhood, but one
accident ever hap-
pened to them. They
had been at the Eng.
lish settlement to beg
some beads in ex-
change for their lit-

tle baskets, and on
their return, they
took a fancy to cross

the Kennebec, when
recent rains had swol-

len its deep and beau-
tiful waters. Sau-
poolah’s life nearly
fell a sacrifice to the
rapidity of the cur-
rent

; but her fos-

ter-brother ran, with
the speed of light-

ning, to call assist-

ance from the village

they had just left.

A muscular, kind-

hearted woman, by
the name of Allan,

lived in a log-house,

very near the river.

In the midst of his terror, Otoolpha remembered this circum-
stance, and went there for succour. His frightened looks told

his story, even more plainly than his hurried exclamation :

—

“ Ogh! Saupoolah die—the Great Spirit drink her up!”
Mrs. Allan saved the Indian child at the risk of her own

life, dried her clothes, gave them something warm and com-
fortable to eat, and conducted them into their homeward path
in safety. To this woman and her children, Otoolpha and
Saupoolah, ever after clung with singular intensity of affection;

and when they arrived at maturer years, they used the great

influence they had with the tribe, to protect Mrs. Allan from
a thousand petty wrongs and insults, with which her white
brethren were not unfrequently visited.

Educated by the learned priest, as far as such fetterless

souls could be educated, and associating only with savages

these extraordinary young people grew up with a strange

mixture of European and aboriginal character. Otoolpha

usually wore a brown doth tunic, with tight pleeves and large

three miles
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buttons, under which appeared a scarlet kilt, falling to Ins
knees, in heavy folds, edged with the, fur of the silver fox,
and fastened at the waist by a broad girdle, richly ornamented
with Indian hieroglyphics. A coronet of scarlet-dyed fur, to
which were fastened four silver bells, gave indication of his
nook}' descent; and from Isis neck were suspended a cross and
rosary ot sandal wood, which Sebastian Hal’d declared to have
been sanctified by the blessed touch of Innocent, the Eleventh.
Saupoolah s dress was nearly similar. Her tunic was deep
yellow; and heUscarlet kilt touched the fur edge of her high,
closely fitted, and very gaudy mocassins. Her cap was shaped
not unlike a bishop’s mitre; gaily ornamented with shells and
bead-work, and surmounted by the black feathers of three
eagles which her own arrow had slain. In the chase, she Was as
eager and keen-eyed as Otoolpha. The Norridgewoeks regarded
them both with wonder and superstition, and frequently called
theca by a name, which signifies the “ Children of the Pro-
phet.” The distant tribes, who frequently met them in their
hunting excursions, were lost in admiration of their swiftness
and majesty, and called them, by one consent, “The twin
Eagles of Abnakis.”
The Jesuit was deeply read in human nature, and it needed

but little sagacity to foresee that Saupoolah would soon be to
her brother “ something more than sister dear.” When Otool-
pha was but seventeen, and his dbmpafiion not quite fifteen,
their frank and childish affection had obviously assumed a
different character. Restlessness when separated, and timidity
and constraint when they met, betrayed their slavery to, a new
and despotic power. Sebastian Italic observed it with joy. They
were married in presence ot the whole tribe, with all the pomp
and ceremony his limited means afforded. This event made
no alteration in the household of the Jesuit. The old squaw, who
had taken care of his adopted, children, from their infancy,
performed all the servicesftheir half-civilised way of life re-
quired, and the young hunters led the same wandering and fear-
less life as before. At the hour of sunset, it was the delight of
the lonely priest to watch Tor; their return, from a small open-
ing, which served as a window to his study. The vine-covered
hills of France, his mother’s kiss, and a bright, laughing girl,
who had won his heart in his youth, would o’ ion rise before
him with the distinctness of visions. The neglected rosary
would fail from his hand, .and love, as it first stole over a soul
untainted by sensuality or selfishness, was the only heaven of
which he dreamed. Such were the feelings with which he
awaited the return of Otoolpha and Saupoolah, on the. lit!;
December,' 1719. Notwithstanding the lateness of the season,'
the day had been as mild as the first weeks of September; The
drowsy sunshine, dreaming on the hemlocks, pines, and cedars,
had drawn forth an unusual fragrance; the children were at
rest in the wigwams; most of the sanups had gone to Moose
Head Lake, on a hunting expedition; and the few old m&n who
remained, sat at the door of their lints smoking tin ir pipes in
lazy silence.

Wautoconomese, an aged prophet among them, declared this
unnatural warmth to be a prelude of terrible things. The
women were all in alarm at his predictions; nor is it strange
that the learned Jesuit, living as lie did in a superstitious age,
and believing doctrines highly calculateffto excite the imagina-
tion should be more affected by tbeir terrors than lie was willing
to acknowledge even to himself. These feelings naturally embo-
died themselves in anxiety concerning the two eccentric beings,
whose presence was as morning sunshine in his dreary dwelling.
The hour at which they usually returned, had long since
passed; and strong and vigilant as he knew them to be, fear-
ful thoughts of panthers and wol ves crowded on his heart.
While philosophy was struggling with these harassing ideas,

and every moment growing weaker in the contest, lie observed
in the north a flash more brilliant than ever precedes the rising
sun. For a moment it was stationary; then it moved, quivered,
hurtled, and flashed, as if there had been “war in heaven,” and the
clouds, rolling themselves up “ as a scroll,” showed the gleaui-
ing of javelins, thrown thick and fast along the embattled line.
All at once, a vivid stream of light from the south towered up,
like Lucifer in his terrific greatness, and rushed onward with
a mighty noise. The fiery forces, nearly meeting at the zenith,

were separated only by a clear, deep spot of blue, surrounded
by a few fleecy clouds. The effect was awful. It seemed as
if the All-seeing Eye was looking down upon a sinful world,
in mingled wrath and pity. The Catholic bowed his head,
and his subdued spirit was mute in worship and fear. His
solitude was soon interrupted by Wautoconomese, whose
trembling agitation betrayed how little he had foreseen that
his pompous prophecies would be thus sublimely fulfilled.. Next
the aged squaw, who, from fear of interrupting her master in his
devotions, had long been crouching in her own corner of the
wigwam, more dead than alive, came in, and reverentially
crossing herself, implored permission to remain. To these were
soon added an accession of almost all the women in the hamlet.
Perhaps Sebastian Halle was hardly aware how much the
presence of these rude, uninformed beings relieved his spirit.
His explanations to them, mixed with the consolations of re-
ligion, nerved his mind with new strength; and he began to
look upon the awful appearance in the heavens with a calm-
ness and rationality worthy of him. By degrees, the light
grew dim, then closed upon the speck of blue sky, which had
appeared to keep watch over the souls of superstitious men,
and fue glorious scene seemed about to end. But suddenly a
luminous bow shot from north to south with the rushing sound
ofa rocket, and divided the heavens with a broad belt of bright-
ness. The phenomena of that night had been more extraordi-
nary than any the Jesuit had ever witnessed; but until that
moment he had known their name and nature; and, with that
strange tendency to a belief in supernatural agency, which the
greatest and wisest minds have, in a state of high excitement,.
Iris cheek now turned pale, and his heart dropped heavily
within him, at what he deemed a sure pressage of ruin to those
he loved.

Unable to endure the terrific creations of liis own fancy, he
left the house, followed only by one of the tribe, and entered
tiie path by winch the young hunters usually returned. He
pursued this mute, for nearly a mile, without seeing any traces
of the objects of liis anxiety. Atla#t,/lie heard aloud “Hilloa.”
The source ot the clear, ringing sound could not be mistaken;
0 r Saupoolah alone could give the shrillest tones of the
human voice such depth and smoothness of melody. The
Jesuit, by his long residence with the savages, had acquired
their quickness, of eye end ear, and a few moments brought
him within view of liis adopted child. She was standing in a
thickly shaded, part of the wood, her hand resting on her
brow, -looking backward, apparently listening with eagerness
to the coming footsteps. A light shade of disappointment
passed over her face, when she saw Otoolpha was not with
..her father;, nut it soon gave place to an affectionate smile, at
nts

. enthusiastic demonstrations of joy. From her brief ac-
count, it appeared they, had early in the evening heard dis-
tressed. noises, apparently proceeding from a human, voice;
that they Had separated in search of those' from whom it

came, and had thus lost each other.
The party proceeded through the forest, ever and anon shout-

ing with their united voices, in hopes that the echo would reach
Otoolpha.

.

At length, the young wife suddenly assumed the
Indian attitude of intense listening

;
and joy flushed her

whole face, like a sunbeam, as she exclaimed, “ it is answered!”
Another shout, there could be no mistake. It could not be
the reverberation of an echo, for it was repeated louder and
iouaer, at Irregular intervals. A rapid and devious walk,
guided by sounds which evidently grew nearer, brought Otool-
pha in sight. Quick as a young fawn, overflowing with life

and frolic, Saupoolah bounded forward, and sprang upon his
neck. But the eye of the Jesuit, always

.

rapid and restless in
its movements, quickly glanced from his new-found treasure,
to the objects around. A European lady, possessed of much
natural bpauty, lay lifeless at his feet; and a fragile-looking
boy, apparently eight or nine years old, was bending over
her, and weeping bitterly. This child, alone in the wilder-
ness with his dead mother, had uttered those cries of distress
and terror, which had startled Otoolpha and his companion.
The sight of a white man seemed to the desolate boy a pledge
01 safety. He nestled close to the side of the priest, and,
looking up in his face imploringly, burst into tears. The
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heart of the Jesuit was touched. There was something in

the boy’s voice and the lady’s features, that troubled the

waters of a long sealed fountain. The Indians exchanged
whispers with that air of solemnity which the presence of the

dead always inspires. After a moment’s silence, during which
he seemed struggling with powerful emotions, he rflaced his

hand gently on the boy’s head, and spoke soothing words in

Freuch, which the child understood with perfect facility.

He ordered the corpse to be borne to his wigwam, with all

possible gentleness ;
and when the uneasiness of the path

occasioned the least violence of motion, he would cringe, as if

an adder had stung him. It was in vain that Wautoconomese,
and his frightened companion, sought protection from him on
his return. The lifeless mother was placed in his study, and
he knelt down beside it with tiie boy, and spoke not a word.
The old squaw brought in her tallest bayberry wax candles,

and tried to prolong her stay in the room by a thousand little

officious arts
;

but a gentle signal to withdraw was all she
could gain from her heart-stricken master. Day dawned and
found him unchanged in countenance and position. The boy,
weary with grief and fatigue, had fallen asleep, and lay on the
floor in a slumber as deep, and as peaceful as if unalloyed/
happiness had been his portion. The sight of his tranquil

innocence, as the daylight sh'orie upon his childish features,

brought tears to the eyes of the rigid priest. It was a charm
that broke the spell of agony which had bound down his spirit.

The terribly cold and glassy look had departed from him; but
never, after that night, was Sebastian Italic as he had been.

Affliction did not soften and subdue him. It deepened the
gloom with which he had long looked upon the world, and
seemed to justify him in giving up his whole soul to the stern

dictates of jesuitical maxims. Even Otooiphki and Saupoolah
met with occasional harshness; and WilliairKPonsonby, the
English boy, alone received uniform mildness and affection at
his hands.

The lady, whom he had loved in early youth, had been
induced by her parents to marry a wealthy Englishman, in
preference to the unportioned Frenchman, whom alone she had
truly loved. Her husband lost mueli of his fortune, and joined
his countrymen against the French, during the troubled period
between 1690 and 1702. He was taken by the Indians, and
his wife saw him suffer a horrid and lingering- death. By the
humanity of one of the savages, she male her escape, with her
youngest son, the only one remaining out of eight fine boys.
She well knew the residence of that devoted, lover, whom her
weakness of purpose had driven to a life of solitude and self-

denial
; and to him she resolved to appeal for protection.

Worn out with wandering and privation, she died suddenly
in the wilderness, when her arduous journey was well nigh
completed

;
and the conscientious priest, even in the anguish

of a breaking heart, felt that it was well for him she had died;
for to have seen the widowed one depending upon him for pro-
tection, when the solemn vows of his order had separated them
for ever, would have been worse than death to endure. The
affection he had borne the mother rested on the child

; and in

him he found, what he had in vain wished for since his resi-

dence in the New World, a docile and intelligent scholar.

The boy was indeed a sort of “young Edwin,” a sad, imag-
inative child, fond of his books, and still more fond of ram-
bling, far and wide, with the wayward Saupoolah. The log-

liouse of good Mrs. Allan was the only place where William
spoke in the language of his father

; for English was a hateful
sound to the ear of the Jesuit. The troubles between the
neighbouring villages of English and Ahnakis increased daily;

and not a few of the latter were induced to revolt against their

spiritual ruler. Representatives were sent from the English
villages on the Kennebec to tbo government at Boston, who
protested against Sebastian Ralle, for constantly using his in-

fluence to excite Indian revenge to its utmost rancour
;
and

letters filled with charges of this nature may still be seen in
the records of the historical society. Mutual dislike became
every day more inveterate

;
and Mrs. Allan was the only one,

who had not, in some way or other, suffered from the power-
ful arm of the implacable Otoolpha, His French origin, the

great influence he had over his tribe, and his entire submission
to the will of the Jesuit, procured for him a double portion of
hatred. Dislike was returned with all the fierceness and im-
petuosity of his savage nature

; and English mothers often
frightened their children into obedience by the use of his ter-

rible name. In the autumn of 1724, these discontents were
obviously approaching a fearful crisis. A council fire was
kindled at the village of the Abnakis

; and fierce indeed were
the. imprecations uttered, and terrible the resolutions taken
against the English.

Wautoconomese, in his fury said, that the evil spirit had
governed them ever since William Ponsonby came -among
them

;
and he demanded that the boy should at once be

sacrificed to an offended deity. The lip of the venerable
priest quivered, and turned pale for an instant; but it passed
quickly, and so carefully had even the muscles of his face been
trained to obedience to the society of Jesuits, that rigid

indifference could alone be read there, as he carelessly asked,
“ Wherefore should the child die ?” The fierce old prophet
watched his emotions as the snake fixes her infernal eye on
the bird she is charming unto death. “Because the Great
Spirit, who dwells among the windy hills, and covers himself
with the snow mantle, has whispered it in the ear of the wise
man,” said he, proudly. “Wherefore else did he breathe
softly on the wood, for four sleeps, and take his garments from
the sun, that it might give warmth to the pale papoose, on his
way through the wilderness ? I tell you, he sent him to Wau-
toconomese, that he might sacrifice him instead of the young
fawn and the beaver; for he loves not the white face aud the
double tongue of the Yengees.”

“ And the love I bear them is such as the panther gives the
stricken deer,” replied the Jesuit. “ Ye are all one! ye are all

one!” answered the raging prophet. “The Yengees say their

king has counted more scalps than any other chief; and you
say that he is but a boy to the great king, who lives where
the vines run with oil. Ye both have faces pale as a sick
woman. One hisses like a snake, and the other chatters like

a mad cat-bird ; but both hunt the poor Indian like a buffalo
to his trap. Wautoconomese was once a very big prophet.
The Great Spirit spoke to him loud, and his tribe opened tlieir

eyes wide, that they might look on him. What is Wautocono-
mese now? He speaks the words of the Great Spirit; and
ye laugh when ye tell the young men of his tribe that his ears

are old, and lie cannot hear.”

His stormy eloquence awakened the slumbering pride of his

warlike nation
;
and against the whole race of white men

they inwardly breathed a vow of extermination.

The boy was bound for sacrifice, and evil eyes were cast

upon the Jesuit. Tiie ingratitude of those for whom lie had
toiled thirty long years, and threatened loss of the dearest object

which God had left to cheer his lonely pilgrimage, seemed to

freeze the faculties of the old man
;
and that day would have

ended his trials with his life, had not Otoolpha stepped into

the centre of the council circle, and with a low bow to Wauto-
conomese, demanded to be heard He spoke reverently of the

prophet : but, by all the sufferings and kindness of their

French Father, he conjured them not to be ungrateful to

him in his old age. He begged for the boy’s life, and promised
to lead his tribe to war against every white man woman, and
child, from Corratwick Falls to the Big Sea, if they would
thus reward his victory.

He was a favourite with his tribe, and they listened to him.
After much consultation, they determined on midnight
marches at the end of three weeks, by which means they in-

tended to surprise and put to death all the English settlers on
the Kennebec. If successful in this attempt, William Foil-

sonby was safe
;

if not, the innocent child must fall a victim
to their savage hatred.

Saupoolah slept little the night after she listened to the coun-

cil of her tribe. She thought of Mrs. Allan’s kind looks, when
she saved her from drowning

; aud she remembered the happy
hours when she used to feed the children from her little berry

basket. Could she not save^her from from the general ruin ?

She asked Otoojpha if no stratagem ceald be devised? He
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told her it would lead to detection, and the life of William and
the priest would be forfeited. In her uneasy slumbers slm
dreamed of the murder of her benefactress

; and she started
up, declaring she would save her life at the peril of her own.
Otoolpha resolutely and somewhat harshly forbade her to do
it. It was the first time he had ever spoken to her in a tone
of authority

5 and her proud spirit rose against him.
“I have loved him,” thought she, “but not Avith the tame-

ness of a household drudge; if such is the service he wants, letmm leave Saupoolah, [and find a mate among the slaves of Ab-

She was silent, but determined. That night she left Otool-
pha in a sound sleep, and effected her dangerous purpose secretly.
She told Mrs. Allan all the plans of the Norridgewocks, be-
seeching her to make no other use of the knowledge, than to
save herself and family. The terrified matron promised she
would not. But could, or ought such a promise to be kept?

* * * * #

Time passed on, and threw no light on the dangerous deed
Saupoolah had dared to perform. Fears of its consequences
haunted her own soul, like a restless demon; and again and
again, did she exact from Mrs. Allan, a vow never to betray
her.

J

The old priest cared little whether life or death was his por-
tion ; for he was old, and disappointment had ever been the
shadow of his hopes. But, for the dead mother’s sake, his
heart yearned for the life of the boy. Saupoolah, ever enthu-
siastic and self-sacrificing, promised to convey him away se-
cretly, and place him under the protection of a Canadian priest.
The time appointed was four days before the intended massacre
of the English, when a council fire of one of the neighbouring
tribes, would induce most of the Norridgewocks to be absent.
The night preceding his departure, was a weary one to Sebas-
tian Ballet He spent it at William’s couch in wakefulness and
prayer. Affections, naturally intense, were all centred on this
one object; and he had nerved himself to think that he must
part with him, and then lay him down and die.
He stooped down, and parting William’s soft hair, imprinted

a kiss on his forehead. The boy, half unconscious of what he
did, fondly nestled his cheek into the hand that rested on him.
Sebastian Kalle looked upward with an expression that seemed
to say, “ O Father, would that this cup might pass from me.”
Just then, the church bell, with feeble, but sweet tones, an-
nounced the hour of early mass. William was on his feet in an
instant, and as quickly knelt to his venerable^friend to receive
his customary benediction. In a few minutes, every living soul
in the hamlet was within the walls of the church. Wigwams
were all quiet, and canoes were wimpling about in Sandy
river. The savages had all bowed down and crossed themselves
before the unseen God. The broken voice of the Jesuit was
heard, loudly beseeching, “ Ora

, ora pro nobis” when armed
men rushed in amid their peaceful worship.
The clashing of swords, the groans of the dying, and the

yells of the frantic, mingled in one horrid chaos of clamour.
Not one escaped ; not one. Some called out, “ Save William
Ponsonby and the priest !” Others aimed at the breast of the
Jesuit, as if he had been the only victim desired. The English
boy threw himself forward, and received a stab, aimed at the
heart of his old friend

; and the priest with one convulsive
bound, and one loud shriek of agony, withdrew the sword, and
plunged it deeply in his own breast.

Saupoolah’s noble heart broke with intensity of suffering.
She fell lifeless by the side of the murdered William, and a
dozen swords at once were pointed at her. Otoolpha cast one
hurried glance upon her ; and man has no power to speak the
mingled rage, despair, and anguish which that wild glance ex-
pressed. With the concentrated strength of fifty savages, he
forced his way unhurt to the river side, and sprung into
Saupoolah’s favourite canoe. The boat filled with water ; and
he found that even here the treacherous revenge of his enemies
would reach his life. With desperate strength he gained the
shore, and ran towards the forest, His coronet and belt made
him a conspicuous victim ; multitudes were in pursuit ; and
he died covered with wounds. * * * * Before the setting

of the sun, the pretty hamlet was reduced to ashes
;
and the

Indians slept their last sleep beneath their own possessions.
* * * For many years two white crosses marked the place
where the Jesuit and his English boy were buried

; but they
have long since been removed. The white man’s corn is nour-
ished by the bones of the Abnakis

j and the name of their tribe
is well nigh forgotten. .

COURTNEY
; OR, THE ILLUSTRIOUS PRISONER.

A TALE OF THE TOWER OF LONDON, IN THE OLDEN TIME.
'

. .
^ERE k°y> bring me the lamp black and the verdigris,

with the oil smalt, and see that you make clean your grind-
stone, and muller; and try my gentle page the courtesy of
old Cornelius the warder, for some crumbs of manchet, to
cleanse the paper, which I drew on last eve. Haste thenmy little page and let us begin work

; Dan Phoebus will have
performed half his round, ere we get to business. Truly this
sad durance maketh me duller than a jibbed ass

;
the little

ludeed invite me. abroad, with the strains of liberty,
i) were even with the apprentices of Finsbury ! I

would fly my goose-feather with the best of them, and com-
promise my high descent, for a month’s freedom. But alas !

J P™ 8t not forth : so mock me not, ye gentle birds !”

The speaker, a young man of interesting and elegant
figure, ascended a barred oriel window, through which the
sun gleamed but a pale ray, and passing his hand across his
eyes he sighed heavily. He then sat down before a draw-
ing which he had just commenced, and which though it did
not promise to equal a picture painted by Andrea Argagna,
who delineated the last judgment and placed in the infernal
regions all those who had offended him, “ so like the real
persons as to cause delight in the beholders,” yet did the
tablets of this youth shew pictures delightful and profitable
to behold.
The misfortunes of young Courtney originated solely from

his illustrious descent. His father was Henry tenth Earl
of Devonshire, of his family, whose mother was the Princess
Catherine, daughter of King Edward IV. He had been one
of the ephemeral favourites of Henry VIII., by whom he
Avas advanced to the title of Marquis of Exeter; after which
he caused him, before a very long time had elapsed to be
accused of high treason, in having corresponded with
Cardinal Pole

;
and being at length convicted Avithout proof,

a not uncommon case in those days, he was finally be-
headed.
The mother of Courtney it is true saved her life

;
but

her only son of whom we are now speaking, and who was
born about the year of 1526, wa3 immediately after the death
of his father, he being then only twelve years old, commit-
ted to the tower. So frightful a fate visited on so young a
child, would bring a modern mother to the grave. It is to
be hoped in pity to their feelings that the sensibilities of
parents, at that period were less acute than in these days.
The continued prayers and supplications of young Courtney
served not to avert his cruel destiny, and even the accession
of the amiable boy Edward VI., brought him no relief

; he
was excepted in the general pardon, and doomed to bear a
further imprisonment. Probably some fiend in power stood
between him and mercy

;
or Edward who was known fre-

quently to shed tears, and to beg for the lives of those whose
death-warrants he was obliged to sign, would not have for-
gotten a prisoner so interesting from his misfortunes. Every
day however, appeared more irksome to him than the last j

and he arose ever and anon from his seat in despair that any
amusement could chase heaviness from his bosom. He
listened as he paced his room, to the frequent rattling of
chains which held the drawbridge, or to the distant mur-
murings of the Avarder, who in these times with the heads-
man, had ample occupation from the constant arrival of
victims, and their departure for execution.
“The Es*! of Courtney,” says fuller “ was of a most love-

ly aspect, of beautiful body, sweet nature and royal descent j
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his eyes were of the colour of sparkling hazel, his nose Ro-
man, and his beard of a light brown, as was his hair, the lat-

ter of which curled over a high and majestic forehead. He
was polite studious and learned, an accurate master of the
languages, skilled in mathematics, painting, and music. He
wore a doublet of merry coloured cloth with points of blue
ribbons

;
his sleeves were of white satin, marked with cin-

nabar.”
His page had returned with the materials of his master’s

art, but when they arrived no use was made of them
;
and

they were sent for, rather from the affectation of doing some-
thing than the reality. He however, commenced one of his

diurnal tasks which with imperfect tools he had nearly ac-

complished; namely cutting a device including a wounded
hart with his initials, in the nearly unyielding wall

;
and

added another memorandum of the many miserable wretches
who had chronicled their sorrows in this apartment, now
used as the breakfast room of the officers on guard.

There are times when from ?ancied cause or other

we imagine that an alteration seems about to take place,

in our situation. Thus at the moment at which our story

opens, a certain feeling of hope for which Courtney could

not account seemed to haunt him. He had heard, indeed,

from his faithful friend Cleber—whose “ Relation of the Pro-

clamation of the Ladie Elizabeth Queue, and her beloved
bedfellow Lorde Edwarde Courtney Kynge,” is now in the

British Museum—that Mary had ascended the throne, and
it was natural to argue something from this change. The
difference in her religious opinions from those of Courtney
afforded it is true little hope from this political change; but
youth is sanguine, and the pulse of the prisoner beat stronger

than usual. There was more than ordinary bustle in

the corridors, leading to his apartment, and presently after a

flourish of rebecks, his door opened, and a crowd entered at

the head of which was a female, whom from the respect paid

to her, he presumed to be the queen. Her figure was
diminutive, her complexion bore a melancholy hue, her eyes

were dark, but neither softened by feminine mildness nor by
cheerfulness ;

for her countenance even then began to ex-

press that which sorrow and care had wrought within
;
be-

sides this her health was indifferent. She was richly dressed

in a surcoat of orange coloured tissue, with a mantle of the
same furred with ermine ; her hair parted on the forehead
hung down in tresses, and seemed evidently so disposed as to

give a juvenile appearance, which however, in Courtney’s eyes
appeared a complete failure. Her cap or chappine was of

the shape of that of Anne Boleyn, whose portrait by his late

friend Hans Holbein, Courtney had so often admired. Her
kirtle was of crimson velvet and from her bosom gleamed a

thousand rays emitted by jewels and brooches arranged in

various forms.

But when Mary offered Courtney her hand to kiss, when
she exclaimed on helping him to rise, that “ now he should
be her prisoner,”—when overcome with gratitude on hearing
her proclaim his liberty, he strained her fingers to his lips

with a warmth not unpleasing to the generally repulsive
queen ; she would fain have fancied that a more tender feel-

ing than gratitude instigated the movement. She had little

cause to flatter herself on this head; and though he heard
her restore his lost title of Earl of Devonshire, but not that

of Exeter, as had been falsely related, his gratitude rose not
higher than a profound obeisance; and when he petitioned

Mary for leave to travel, she advised him rather to marry,
assuring him that no lady in the land would refuse him for a
husband

;
and urging him to make his choice where he

pleased, pointed out to him, as plainly as might consist with
the modesty of a maiden and the majesty of a queen, that
she was far from indifferent to his interest. But Courtney
had seen Elizabeth her sister, whose superiority was obvious.

During his presence at court, Mary found she had little to

hope in return of her passion
;
and at length Courtney being

implicated by report in the rising of Sir Thomas Wyatt, he
was once more, probably rather in revenge for his insensi-

bility as a lover than his disloyalty, committed to the

Tower. And what renders this conjecture the more proba-
ble is, that the Princess Elizabeth shared the same fate under
the strictest orders that they should not see each other,
fuller, indeed, says that on Mary's offering him her hand
the young earl whether because that his long durance had

some influence on his brain, or that naturally his face was
better than his head, or out of some private phancie and
affection to the Lady Elizabeth, or out of loyal bashfulness
not presuming to climb higher, but expecting to be called up,
is said to have requested the queen for leave to marry her
sister—unhappy that his choice went so high or no higher. For
who could have spoken worse treason against Mary (though
not against the queen) than to prefer her sister before her ?

And the innocent lady did afterwards dearly pay for this earl’s
indiscretion. The Lady Elizabeth was at first closely kept,
and narrowly sifted all her sister’s reign : and in the Tower
Sir Henry 0Bsduinglieid, her keeper, using more severity

towards her than his place required, yea more than a good
man should, or a wise man would have done; no doubt the
least tripping of her foot would have cost her the losing

of her head.” He placed a hundred guards clothed in blue
to watch his prisoner

;
even a little boy of four years old who

had been accustomed every day to bring her flowers, was
severely threatened if he came any more. She was indeed
indulged with walking in the queen’s garden, but all the
shutters at that time were ordered to be closed. In spite of
the strictness of this charge, Courtney frequently indulged
his sight with a view of his beloved mistress, and touched
with witnessing youth and misfortune similar to his own,
found her image indelibly fixed in his breast.

Between the sisters there was no comparison, Elizabeth
at this time half-Catholic half- Protestant, was as lively and
vivacious in spirits as her sister was formal and unprepos-
sessing.

The Tower was now a little prison to Courtney, he could
dimb the bay window and behold, unseen by the stern Bed-
dingfield; the lovely Elizabeth playing with her maidens in

the “ boure ” below. She was at this period tall, of hair and
complexion fair, well favoured, high nosed, and of a play-

ful deportment. His only misery was the cruel delay of

the turret clock in striking the hour when his mistress was
wont to walk abroad, when he could behold the young and
amiable Elizabeth,—not the queen of Essex and Leicester;

or the rival of the beautiful Mary Stuart, for as yet no baleful

passion had contracted her better feeling, and when she
would cast up her eyes to the place of his confinement it

seemed like the sun bursting from a winter cloud ; but when
he saw her depart, when the whitest hand would wave a

salute to the cruel bars above, they seemed to close him for

ever in the tomb. Yet when he saw her not, frequently was
he regaled with her voice accompanying herself on the virgi-

nals when she breathed notes of hope and liberty which were
wafted to his apartments

;
and as she walked the battlements

the token which she had given him, an embroidered sleeve,

which he wore in his cap, she would behold him press it to

his lips
;
and without imagining that their destinies might be

as wide as their persons from each other, they indulged in

hopes never to be realized, but which were to them too deli-

cious to be rejected. Tired of painting he would take up his

lute and in answer to a lay of Elizabeth’s chant the fol-

lowing :

—

TO THE rOET’S HAUTE MOCHE BEATING FOR ITS

MISTRESS.

Awaie! awaie! thou sillie liarte,

No longer here abyde;

Quickly for peas thou should’st depart,

And quitte thy master’s syde.

Thou art to cumbrys for thy cage,

Sitch bonds for thee to small

;

Ah ! could’st thou spend thyself in rage,

Or cease to beat at al!
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Go sillie harte to Geraldyne,

Go, tell her you would straye;

Or in her veins thy red blood join,

In streams to flow ther waye

!

Awaie! awaie! thou sillie Iiarte,

To heavy for my paice;

Go fetch of Geraldyne a parte,

Or else thy pantings cease!

These delusions of his prison-house were at length, however,
to be ended by the liberation of Elizabeth, who was removed
to Woodstock, and Courtney was left for a time alone to la-

ment the waywardness of his fate. From the tower he Was
removed to Fotheringhay Castle; but soon after the arrival of

Philip of Spain in this country to wed Mary, whom Courtney
had rejected, he recovered once more his liberty** Fearing,

however, that another storm might either crush him, or per-

haps her whom lie seemed to love more than himself: and as

a means of diverting his chagrin, he now obtained what was
most agreeable, even to Mary, leave to travel.

Whether his unfortunate destiny wrought upon a constitu-

tional melancholy fostered by continual imprisonment, or

whether the anger of a woman scorned followed him into

retirement is uncertain
;
but within a few weeks after his

arrival in Italy, he was seized with a distemper which carried

him off in a few days, not without a tolerably well founded
suspicion of poison, and he was buried in the church of Saint
Anthony at Padua.
Thus died Edward Courtney, Earl of Devonshire, a man who

might perhaps have materially altered the destiny of his country,
and saved it from the deserved obloquy of a bloody persecutor.

Had he favoured the suit of Mary, he might have tempered
with mercy a sanguinary disposition irritated by disappoint-

ment. Had he become the husband of Elizabeth, we might,
indeed, then have only heard of the accomplishments of good
Queen Bess, and history would probably not have had 'to record
the imprudences of an Essex—the crimes of a Leicester—the
tortuous plans of a Burleigh—or the cupidity of a Davison.

II.

MY FIRST TRIP.

We had been about three weeks at sea from the time of
taking our departure, and were nearing our firstport rapidly,

the gale continuing to freshen, witli remarkably smooth
water, and a dim haze extending itself far in the distance,

so as not to obscure the horizon altogether, but merely to

circumscribe the boundary of sight. Over head the sky was
beautifully clear, and the weather warm but temperate.
The chief mate had the first watch, which was also mine

;

and as he sat on the fiag-lcckers on the break of the poop
conversing with some of the passengers, I took my station a
short distance abaft them, where I soon composed myself
into a sound slumber. From this state I was aroused by
hearing the bell strike five, and immediately hastened to the
quarter deck to join my brother middy. The chief and
fifth mates were in the cuddy laying down the ship’s course
upon the chart ;

old Harvey was at the can
;
and the look-

outs at their respective stations were carefully peering around
them. All else were stretched on the different parts of the

deck, asleep.
“ Look over the gangway,” said my companion, “ and see

how beautifully the water sparkles 1”

I obeyed, and the whole ocean seemed to be in violent
agitation, and where the short waves broke into foam, throw-
ing forth the most brilliant coruscations ; at the same time
there was a hissing bubbling noise, like a tide passing through
some confined channel. I inquired from Harvey what it was
that produced it.

“Tisthe ripple,” replied the veteran
;
“and it is caused

either by .shoal water at no great distance, or else is a cur-

rent setting in among the islands. For my part, I’m thinking
we’re carrying on where there are rocks and shoals hidden

j

from every eye but that which seeth all things, and it seems
|

to me to be a braving of His merciful protection to drag on
the craft in the midst of hidden danger. Mr. appears
to be somewhat sensible of this, and therefore he has gone
to prick her off. But yonder goes the Commodore, man-of-
war-like, neck or nothing, as if his top-light was a star of
safety to all who follow in his broad wake. But, holla

!

what’s that?” exclaimed the old man, as a rather heavy lurch
made us all catch hold of the ropes to keep from fetching way
-—the Tea,' notwithstanding the breeze, having hitherto been
unusually smooth.
The chief-mate rail hastily out of the cuddy, as 'Harvey

mounted the aftmost quarter-deck Carronade, and shouted,
“The whaler on the starboard bow has let fly of all, and is

founding to.”

“She is going to sound,” replied the officer; “get opr
deep-sea line passed along

;
rouse the watch, young gen tie-

man, and bear a hand about it : we’ll have a cast too.”
The whaler—the South Sea-maii in the convoy to which

the rat had swam—had lost her way, and as we passed her
at some distance, there was a hollow rumbling noise, which
sounded like a far-off shouting. “ The whaler is hailing us,”
exclaimed several of the watch., whom, in obedience to orders*
we had roused into action.
“That is no earthly hail,” said old Harvey, shaking his

head 5 “it is the moaning of broken waters; we must be
near the rocks.”

Another heavy lurch washed the ranging swell over the
gangways, and nearly filled the upper deck

;
the next mo-

ment the water was again smooth, and the ship rushing on
her course with increased velocity. A sudden flash illumin-
ated the atmosphere in the direction of the whaler, and the
report of a gun was heard a few seconds afterwards ;—ano-
ther and another followed in quick succession. It was
evident they had seen danger, and were warning the other
ships. .

“Starboard the helm—hard a starboard!” shouted the
chief-mate in a voice of thunder, through, his speaking-trum-
pet. “ Haul in the starboard head braces—brace up the
fore-yard—boatswain’s mate, turn the hands up, and send
every soul on deck.”
The commands were obeyed almost as soon as given ; the

ship had come to the wind on the larboard tack, and was
losing her way, when a heavy swell came raging towards tis,

and broke with tremendous violence against our larboard
side, throwing up an immense Weight of water, and tearing
away everything that was not well secured

; at the same
time a slight shock and a tremulous vibration was felt in

every part of the ship.
“ She strikes, Sir !” exclaimed old Harvey from the poop

;

“ and here are the rocks close aboard of us.”

“Breakers on the Weather bow !” resounded from the fore-
castle, and was followed by another heavy sea that swept
the decks, and a shock more violent than the last ensued.

“ 'What is the matter V* inquired the .cap I airs, rushing for-

ward from his cabin, with nothing on him but a shirt and a
pair of flannel trousers.

“We’re on the dangerous, rocks,
,
Sir,” replied the chief

mate
;
“ that d—d whaler saw the breaker, or must have

struck and made no signal. Throw the head-yards slap back,”
he shouted through his trumpet, “'and clear away the best
bower. Down there, tierers, and see the cable clear.”

The sails were thro wn aback,
. and. the vessel gathering

stern-way was paying round upon her heel, when a shock
more violent than before threw every one who was not holding
on prostrate upon the deck. Old Harvey had made his way
into the main channel with a hand lead, and in a few minutes
we: beard his deep sonorous voice crying out, “ Under a half
five.”

;

" Aueave quicK, my ooy : exciaiffiea. tne ...

fore and aft !—be steady,. men, and take your stations.’

“All ready with the anchor,” shouted the boatswain from
•the forecastle ;

and two of the stoutest hands were seen, one
holding on the shank-painter, the other firmly grasping 'tiff

stopper, whilst the boatswain himself, with a bright axe in

his hand, stood ready to cut iii case of the turns getting

lammed.
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“ Below there !” bellowed the chief-mate down the main
hatchway : “is all clear with the cable ?”

“ Aye aye, Sir,’’ replied the man
;

“ directly, Sir
;

the

sodgers have thrown all their duds into the heart of the tier,

and be d—d to’em, a set of know-nothing babies.”

“Not so much talk there,” responded the chief-mate;

“but bear a hand with your duty, Sir.”
“ By the*er mar-ark five !” shouted old Harvey : “she’s

gathering way, Sir.”

“Hard a-port the helm !” exclaimed the chief-mate ;

c: haul

in the larboard, main and fore brace !”

“Hold all fasti” roared the captain; “stand by the
anchor !”

“ ’Twill never bring her up. Sir,
5
’ said Harvey :

“ with this

breeze, and all that canvass spread aloft, she’ll walk off with
her anchor as easy as I handle this lead

”

“ He is right, Captain W said the chief-mate in a
suppressed voice : “ our only chance is to try her upon the
starboard tack, unless, indeed, you cut away the masts as

soon as the anchor’s gone.”
This difference of opinion excited the utmost confusion

amongst the officers, which, was immediately communicated
to the men. “ Quarter-er le-ess five,” sung old Harvey,
from the chains; and the ship, forging a-head again, struck
heavily, making everything quiver and reel with the con-
cussion.
“ Let go the anchor !” roared the Captain. The shank-

painter and stopper were cast offj and the crooked iron fell

with a loud splash ; whilst the cable flew out at the hawse-
hole with a velocity that sfet ail checks at defiance, and
throwing the turns off the bitts, fairly ran out to the clinch.
“ Axes and hatchets” were now shouted for, and the car-

penter made deep gashes in the mainmast, just above the
top-sail sheet bitts, whilst some of the best seamen cut away
the laniards of the rigging. But it was too late. The cable
parted

;
and though the lofty mast with its ponderous

weight came crashing, thundering down, the ship paid off,

and, striking with great force abaft, parted the tiller-ropes.

Destitute of control, she rushed upon destruction; and a few
minutes afterwards, whilst her stern was in five fathoms
water, her bows were fast jammed between two sharp-pin-
nacled rocks that just raised their summits above the surface
of the ocean.
A scene now presented itself which no language, however

powerful, could adequately describe. The first shock, though
but slight compared with those that followed, had yet so

much of trembling agitation to the human frame, tiiat’it ran
like an electric stroke through the ship, and every sleeper
was aroused to something like a sense of danger. The suc-
ceeding shocks, and the fact that the ship was amongst
broken water, being known below, men, women, and chil-

dren, some partly dressed, and others with scarcely a garment
to cover them, came scrambling up the hatchways, and col-

lecting on the quarter-deck. The passengers left their cabins
nearly in the same condition as the rest, and huddled together
in the cuddy, the fearful apprehensions of death stifling the
bashful modesty of young and beautiful females, who, in their
bed-dresses, clung for protection to any man that was nearest
to them.

Hitherto, however, there had been no crying out

—

no
shrieking as the mast fell : but, as if sensible that a
noise would impede the operations of the seamen they had
spoken their broken sentences in whispers. But when the
ship rushed between the craggy mounds that held her fast,

and as the wild sea beat over us, carrying off' its victims, the
yells of anguish and the howlings of despair were horrible
indeed.
The judge and his daughters, wi;h the clergyman and his

family were grouped together, and in the alarm for those
whose lives were so precious to them, the parents seemed to
have forgotten that there was a superintending Power on
whose aid they might call in the season of danger, and on
whose support they might rely when approaching the dark
valley of the shadow of death.
From this stupor, however, they were awakened by the

soldier Jennings, who had brought his wife into the cuddy,
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and kneeling down, poured forth his heart in earnest prayer
;

then giving her, as he possibly thought, a last embrace, he
exhorted her to fortitude, and pointed out her generous
benefactresses as the most proper objects for her care and
attention.

( To be continued.')

EXTRAORDINARY PROPERTIES OF SILK.
AN ANECDOTE OF THE IENINSULAR WAR.

“A very promising young officer of engineers,” says Dr.
Adam Neale in his 'Travels through Germany, &e. “ with
whom I live in habits of the greatest intimacy and friend-
ship, while employed in repairing the breaches of Cuidad
Rodrigo, consulted me respecting an obstinate headache
and giddiness,' which I round was principally occasioned by
his wearing a stiff black leather stock. I earnestly recom-
mended him to lay it aside, which he rather tenaciously de-
clined

;
when as a further inducement, I told him that in the

event of his substituting a black silk handkerchief it might
one day preserve his life, as silk would certainly turn a hall

which might penetrate leather. At length he complied, and
as I predicted, his headaches left him.

“ We soon after separated, he going to the light division,

and my station being with that of Lord Hill. The campaign
commenced, and in a few weeks I learned with the greatest
grief, that my gallant friend had fallen at the head of the first

storming parly at St. Sebastian’s. I was then stationed at

Ileyrtosa, many leagues distant. As I believed him dead,
my surprise and joy were great on receiving a letter from
him some weeks afterwards, acquainting me that when on
the very glacis he had been wounded by a musket ball, by a
man on the walls. He instantly fell covered with blood;

which streamed in profusion from his mouth and nostrils

,

one of his own corps dragged him immediately into the in-

trenchments. He was carried to his quarters, and his wound
on examination was pronounced mortal : the ball not being
found, was supposed to have lodged in the vertebre of the

neck. He lived however for three days, and no bad symp-
toms coming on, the surgeons began to doubt the accuracy of

their opinions. The sapper who saw him fall was examined
to ascertain whether he Lad seen the bullet, which he in-

stantly produced from his waistcoat pocket, saying, that in

untying Mr. Reed’s silk handkerchief, he found part of it

carried into the wound, and using a little force in withdraw-
ing it, the bail came out with it ;

not a single thread of the

silk handkerchief having given way, as appeared on exami-
nation.”

A FRENCH HEROINE.
In the expedition of the British ^gainst

.

Guadaloupe, in

1759, a Madame Ducharmey had thrown up intrenchments

so formidable, that Major, afterwards General Melville, vyas

ordered to oppose the female commander, who kept her

ground though the governor and many of the principal

inhabitants of the island had taken refuge in the woods. Her
annoyances were frequent, almost frustrating the vigilance

and activity of M-.Jor Melville, so that it was found necessary

to attack her in due form. Site defended her intrenchments

with the spirit and perseverance of an Amazon, inured to the

brunt of war. Ten of the assailants were killed and thirty

wounded.
The female commander escaped by night, but several of

her ladies were made prisoners. Lieutenant Maclean lost an

arm. He was a handsome young man, and though he had

made such alarming announcements of his presence, the

ladies admired bis hr very a, id the graceful Highland plaid,

his garb, 'l it y wore viie more inclined to appreciate his

el, gant r , . they he -l formed terrible ideas of lot

sciuvafjcs b/ropals, h ' 1 i
<

• v i ;

i

: ;
that they would neither give nor

take quarter : arid that they were so nimble, that no speed

could overtake them, so they were able to run down and

mercilessly slaughter their enemies.
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FEMALE INTREPIDITY.
Lucretia Grenville was betrothed to Francis, Duke of

Buckingham, at the time he fell in battle by the hand of
Cromwell himself, and upon receiving intelligence of the
melancholy event, she swore, to revenge his death on the
murderer. During the three succeeding years she exercised
herself with pistols in firing at a portrait of Cromwell, which
she had selected as a mark

,
that she might not be awed by

the sight of the original; and as soon as she found herself
perfect, she sought an opportunity of gratifying her re-
venge. But Cromwell seldom appeared in public, and when
he did, it was with such precaution sthat few could approach
his person.
An occasion at length occurred : the city of London resol-

ved to give a magnificent banquet in honour of the Protector,
who either from vanity or with a political view, determined
to make his entrance into London in all the splendour of
Royalty. Upon this being made known to the public, the
curiosity of all ranks was excited

;
and Lucretia Grenville

resolved not to neglect so favourable an opportunity. Fortune
itself seemed to second her purpose

;
for it so happened that

the procession was appointed to proceed through the very
street where she resided, and a balcony before the first story
of her house yielded her full scope for putting her long pre-
meditated design into effect.

On the appointed day, she seated herself with several other
female companions in the balcony, having on this occasion
for the first time since her lover’s death, left off her mourn-
ing and attired herself in the most sumptuous apparel. It

was not without the greatest exertions that she concealed the
violent emotion under which she laboured; but when the
increasing pressure of the crowd indicated the approach of
Cromwell, it became so strong that she nearly fainted, but,
however, recovered just as the usurper arrived within a few
feet of the balcony.

Hastily drawing the pistol from under her garment, she
fearlessly took her aim, and fired; but a sudden start which
the lady who sat next to her made on beholding the weapon,
gave it a different direction from that which was intended,
and the ball striking the horse rode by Henry, the Protector’s
son, it was laid dead at his feet. The circumstance immedi
ately arrested the progress of the cavalcade, and Cromwell at
the same time that he casta firm look at the balcony, beheld
a singular spectacle. Above twenty females were on their
knees imploring his mercy with uplifted hands, whilst one
only, stood undaunted in the midst of them, and looking
down contemptuously on the usurper, exclaimed, ‘‘Tyrant,
it was I who dealt the blow; nor should I rest satisfied with
killing a horse instead of a tiger, were I not convinced that
ere a twelvemonth has elapsed, Heaven will grant another
that success, which it has denied to me !”

The multitude, actuated more by fear than love, were pre-
paring to level the house with the ground, when Cromwell
cried aloud, with the most artful sang froid

, “Desist my
friends! alas! poor woman she knows not what she does,”
and pursued his course; but, afterwards, caused Lucretia to
be arrested and confined in a mad-house.

UNHAPPY IN PROVERBS.
A French officer having killed another in a duel, was

obliged to quit the service and bis country. He retired to
Berlin, where the French minister recommended him to the
favour of the great Frederick. The officer was pre-
sented to him. The king inquired his reason for leaving
the service of France. “ Sire,” replied the officer, “ I was one
day in a coffee-house at Mitz, with several officers of the gar-
rison

;
I had a dispute with one of my comrades, and said to

him in the warmth of altercation, that he would not harken to

reason any more than a Swiss. A Swiss officer, who happened
to be present, took affront at the expression; he picked a
German quarrel with me; we met, and I killed him.” “It
appears to me,” said Frederick, “ that you are not happy in

proverbs,” The king, howeyor, soon gaye him a commission.

SURPRISE OF A PARTY OF LOYALISTS—DEATH
OF A GAMBLER.

Having put our fire-arms in prime order for an attack, we
mounted

; and, giving our friends three cheers, dashed off,

just as the broad-faced moon arose
; and by day-break next

morning had gained a very convenient swamp, within ten
miles of the grand Tory rendezvous. To avoid giving alarm
we struck into the swamp, and there, man and horse, lay
snug all day. About eleven o’clock Marion sent out a couple
of nimble-footed young men, to conceal themselves near the
main road, and take good heed to what was going on. In
the evening they returned and brought word, that the road
had been constantly alive with horsemen, Tories they sup-
posed, armed with new guns, and all moving on very gaily
towards the place the lad had told us of. Soon as it was
dark we mounted, and took the track at a sweeping gallop
which, by early supper-time, brought us in sight of their
fires. Then leaving our horses under a small guard, we ad-
vanced quite near them, in the dark, without being discover-
ed

;
for so little thought had they of Marion, that they had

not placed a single sentinel
;

but were, all hands, gathered
about the fire

;
some cooking, some fiddling and dancing, and

some playing cards, as we could hear them every now and
then bawling out, “ Huzza

,
at him again! ay, that's the dandy !

My trick, by Jove /”

Poor wretches, little did they think how near their fates

were grinning around them. Observing that they had three
large fires, Marion divided our little party of sixty men into
three companies, each opposite to a fire, then, bidding us to

take aim, with his pistol he gave the signal for a general dis-

charge. In a moment the woods were all in a blaze, as by a
flash of lightning, accompanied by a tremendous clap of

thunder. Down tumbled the dead ; off bolted the living ;

loud screamed the wounded
;
while far and wide, all over the

woods, nothing was to be heard but the running of Tories,

and the snorting of wild bounding horses, snapping the sap-
lings. Such a tragi-coinedy was hardly ever seen.
On running up to their fires, we found we had killed

twenty-three, and badly wounded as many more ; thirteen

we made prisoners—poor fellows who had not been grazed
by a bullet, but were so frightened that they could not budge
a peg. We got eighty-four stand ef arms, chiefly English
muskets, and bayonets, one hundred horses, with new sad-

dles and bridles, all English too, with a good deal of valuable
ammunition and baggage.
The consternation of the Tories was so great that they

never dreamt of carrying off anything. Even their fiddles

and fiddle-bows, and playing-cards, were all left strewed
around their fires. One of the gamblers (it is a serious truth),

though shot dead, still held the cards hard gripped in his

hands. Led by curiosity to inspect this strange sight, a dead
gambler

,
we found that the cards which he held were ace,

deuce, and jack. Clubs were trumps. Holding high, low,

jack, and the game in his own hand, he seemed to be in a

fair way to do well
;
but Marion came down upon him with a

trump that spoiled his sport, and nonsuited him for ever.

COLONEL NEWTON.
The only Englishman who fell by the guillotine during the

reign of terror in France, was Colonel Newton. He entered

very young into the service of Russia. His bravery in the

war with Turkey made him a favourite with Prince Potunkin.

When these wars were over his active spirit suggested a pas-

sage from Kamschatka to the western coast of America, and

thence across the desert to New York. With a few Russian

sailors and carpenters to construct boat3 and rafts for crossing

the lakes, and to clear a way through the immense forests,

and with no guide but the compass, this enterprising English-

man was eager to press forward; but his attempt was rendered

abortive by the death of Potunkin. Newton, therefore, went
to France, and raised a regiment called “ Les Dragons de la

liberte
” His intimacy with Roland and the Brissotins brought

him to the block.
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LIFE OF LORD NELSON.

( Concluded from our last)

On the morning of the 2nd of April, Lord Nelson made the
signal for the squadron to weigh and engage the Danish line.

From the very intricate navigation, the Bellona and Russel,
grounded; but, although not in the situation assigned them,
in such a place as enabled them to be of great service. The
Agamemnon could not weather the shoal of the middle, and was
unavoidably obliged to anchor. These accidents prevented
the extension of the British line by the three ships just men-
tioned, which Lord Nelson was confident would have silenced
the Crown Islands, with the two outer ships in the harbour’s
mouth; and prevented a heavy loss of men in the Defiance
and Monarch, and which occasioned the death of Captain Riou,
and many brave officers and men in the frigates and sloops.
The bombs were directed and took their stations abreast of the
Elephant, in which the vice-admiral had hoisted his flag, and
threw some shells into the arsenal.

Captain Rose, who volunteered his services to direct the
gun-brigs, did everything possible to bring them forward, but
the current was so strong against them as to prevent their
being of service during the action. The boats of those ships
of the line which were not ordered on the attack, afforded the
squadron engaged every assistance. The Desire took her sta-
tion in raking the southern-most Danish ship, and performed
the greatest service. The attack commenced at five minutes
past ten in the morning, and was maintained without inter-
mission for four hours, when seventeen sail of the Danish line
of defence were either sunk, burnt, or taken.
A few minutes after ten o’clock, the action commenced. The

Edgar, commanded fiy Captain George Murray, led the van
in a very gallant stylo. For upwards of four hours and a half
the battle raged in the most determined manner. The Danes
fought for the defence of their native land, in the view of their
prince, and of their wives and children. Their native courage,
which is, perhaps, second only to that of the British, was
roused by the situation in which they were placed. The British
fought, directed and animated by the example and presence of
Nelson

;
and he was able to call from the British heart all the

courage and bravery that it contained. When such were the
respective opponents, it may well be conceived what was the
nature of the engagement.
Between one and two the fire of the Danes slackened

;
about

two it ceased from the greater part of their line, and some of
their lighter ships were adrift. It was, however, difficult to
take possession of those which had struck, because the batte-
ries on Amak Island protected them, and because an irregular
fire was kept up from the ships themselves as the boats ap-
proached. This arose from the nature of the action

;
the crews

were continually reinforced from the shore
;
and fresh men

coming on board did not inquire whether the flag had been
struck, or, perhaps, did not need it

; many, or most of them
never having been engaged in war before—knowing nothing,
therefore of its laws, aiql thinking only of defending their
country to the last extremity.
The Danbrog fired upon the Elephant’s boats in this man-

ner, though her commodore had removed her pendant and de-
serted her, though she had struck, and though she was in
fames. After she had been abandoned by the commodore,
Braun fought her till lie lost his right hand, and then Captain
1-iemming took the command. This unexpected renewal of
her fire made the Elephant and Glatton renew theirs, till she
was not only silenced, but nearly every man in the praams,
ahead and astern of her, was killed. When the smoke of their
guns died away, she was seen drifting in flames before the
wind; those of her crew who remained alive, and able to exert
themselves, throwing themselves out at her port-holes. Cap-
tain Bertie, of the Ardent, sent his launch to their assistance,
and saved twenty-three of them.

It must not, however, he concealed, on the other hand, that
the Danes conducted themselves with the greatest resolution
and brayeryj their principal batteries, as well as the ships at ,

i

the mouth of the inner harbour, were still untouched. It was
at this critical moment, that Lord Nelson, with admirable sa-
gacity and presence of mind, sent a flag of truce on shore,
with the following message to the Prince Royal of Den-
mark :

—
“ Lord Nelson has directions to spare Denmark, when no

longer resisting; but if the firing is continued on the part of
Denmark, Lord Nelson must be pbliged to set on fire all the
floating batteries he has taken, without the power of saving
the brave Danes who have defended them.

(Signed)

“Nelson and Bronte.”
“ To the Brothers of Englishmen, the Danes.”

Message from the Prince Royal.

“ His Royal Highness, the Prince Royal of Denmark, has
sent me, General- adjutant Lindholm, on board to his Bri-

tannic Majesty’s vice-admiral the Right Honourable Lord
Nelson, to ask the particular object of sending the flag of

truce.”

Lord Nelson’s Answer,

“ Lord Nelson’s object in sending tlie flag of truce was hu-
manity; he therefore consents that hostilities shall cease; and
that the wounded Danes may be taken on shore, and Lord
Nelson will take his prisoners out of the vessels, and burn or

carry off his prizes, as he shall think fit.

“Lord Nelson, with humble duty to His Royal Highness the
Prince of Denmark, will consider this the greatest victory he
ever gained, if it may be the cause of a happy reconciliation

and union between his own most gracious sovereign, and his

majesty the King of Denmark.
(Signed)

“ Nelson and Bronte.

In the course of the afternoon, Admiral Nelson came in his

barge into the inner roads, and went on board the Denmark,
where he partook of some refreshment, and then proceeded
ashore.

We extract the following interesting particulars relative to

this sanguinary contest from a publication by Mr. Carr,
entitled “ A Northern Summer.”

“ On our return to the city,” says Mr. Carr, “ and about a
mile from it, a tufted hillock of small poplars attracted our no-

tice; it was the national tomb of the heroes who fell in the
memorable battle of Copenhagen Roads, on the 2nd of April,

1801, and stood in a meadow about two hundred yards from
the road, and looked towards the Crown battery. A9 we ap-

proached it we saw a small monumental obelisk, which was
raised to the memory of Captain Albert Thurah, by the

Crown Prince. It appeared, by the inscription, that during

the heat of that sanguinary battle, a signal was made from one

of the block ships, that all on board were killed; the Crown
Prince, who behaved with distinguished judgment and compo-
sure during the whole of that terrific and anxious day, and
was giving his orders on shore, exclaimed:—

“ ‘ Who will take the command?’
“ The gallant Thurah replied:

—

“‘I will, my prince;’ and immediately leaped into a boat,

and, as lie was mounting the deck of the block ship, a British

shot numbered him with the dead, which formed a ghastly pile

before his eyes, and consigned his spirit and his glory to th*

regions of immortality.
“ As to the battle, under all its circumstances, was as awful

and affecting as any in the English and Danish history, the

reader will, I am sure, feel no reluctance minutely to contem-

plate the larger tomb which first attracted our notice: it is a

pyramidal hillock, neatly turfed and planted with sapling pop-

lars, corresponding with the number of officers who fell. A
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little above it is an obelisk of grey northern marble, raised upon
a pedestal of granite, bearing this inscription:

—

o the memory of those who fell for their country, their grateful

fellow-citizens raise this monument, April 2, 1801.

“And beneath, on a white marble tablet, under a wreath of
laurel, oak, and cypress, bound together, is inscribed:

—

“ The wreath which the country bestoivs never withers over the grave

of thefallen warrior.

“ The whole is enclosed in a square palisado; as a national

monument it is too diminutive.
“ The next day I visited the spot where so much blood was

shed. A young Danish officer upon the Crown battery,

obligingly pointed out the disposition of the ships, and spoke
of the battle with great impartiality. From tlie disposition of
the British fleet, before the squadron under Lord Nelson bore
down and rendered his intention indubitable, the Danes were
firmly of opinion that the British commander intended to pro-

ceed either to Calserona, or Bevel, and made no preparation for

defence; their ships were lying in ordinary; they therefore

trusted entirely to their block ships and batteries.
“ On that day, the hero of the Nile, surpassed those achieve-

ments, which an admiring and astonished world conceived must
for ever remain without imitation, as they had been without
example, in the annals of the British navy. Favoured with
a fortunate shift of wind, and an extraordinary elevation

of the tide, which at that time was higher than the Danes, had
long remembered it, he placed his unsupported squadron, and
as it is said, with an unobserved signal of retreat flying at the
mast-head of the ship of the chief in command, in a most ad-
vantageous and formidable position. The citizens of Copen-
hagen in a moment flew to their posts

;
all distinctions were lost

in the love of their country. Nobles and mechanics, gentlemen
and shopmen, rushed together in crowds to the quays; the sick
crawled out of their beds,“and the very lame were led to the sea-
side, imploring to be taken in the boats, which were perpetually
going off with crowds to the block ships.

“ A carnage at once tremendous and novel, only served to
increase their enthusiasm. What an awful moment! The in-

voked vengeance of the British nation, with the fury and velo-

city of lightning, was falling with terrible desolation on a race
of gallant people, in their very capital, whose kings were once
seated upon the throne of England, and in the veins of whose
magnanimous prince, flowed the blood of our august family.
Nature must have shuddered, as she contemplated such a war
of brethren; the conflict was short, but sanguinary beyond ex-
ample; in the midst of the slaughter, the heroic Nelson des-
patched a flag of truce on shore, with a note to the Crown
Prince, in which he expressed a wish that a stop should be put to
the farther effusion of human blood, and to avert the destruction
of the Danish arsenal and of the capital, which he observed the
Danes must then see were at his mercy. He once more pro-
posed their withdrawing from their triple league, and acknow-
ledging the supremacy of the British flag. As soon as the
prince’s answer was received a cessation of hostilities took place,
and Lord Nelson left his ship to go on shore.

“ Upon his arrival at the quay, he found a carriage which
had been sent for him by Mr.D

,
a merchant ofhigh respec-

tability, the confusion being too great to enable the prince to
send one of the royal carriages

;
in the former the gallant ad-

miral proceeded to the palace in the Octagon, through crowds
of people, whose fury was rising into phrenzy, and amongst
whom his person was in more imminent danger, than even
from the cannon of the block ships; but nothing could shake
the soul of such a man. Arrived in the palace of the Octagon,
he calmly descended from the carriage, amidst the murmurs
and groans of the enraged concourse, which not even the
presence of the Danish officers who accompanied him could
restrain. The Crown Prince received him in the hall and
conducted him up stairs, and presented him to the king, whose
long shattered state of mind had left him but very little sensi-
bility to display upon the trying occasion. The objects of the
impressive interview were soon adjusted to the satisfaction of
Lord Nelson and his applauding country; that done, he as-

sumed the gaiety and good humour of a visiter, and partook of
some refreshments with the Crown Prince.

“ During the repast, Lord Nelson spoke in raptures of the
bravery of the Danes, and particularly requested the prince to

introduce him to a very young officer, whom he described as
having done wonders during the battle, by attacking his own
ship immediately under her lower guns. It proved to be the

j|

gallant young Welmoes, a stripling of seventeen; the British

hero embraced him with the enthusiasm of a brother, and
delicately intimated to the prince that he ought to make him
an admiral; to which the prince very happily replied, ‘ If my
lord, I were to make all my brave officers admirals, I should
have no captains or lieutenants in my service/

“ This heroic youth had volunteered the command of a
praam, which is a sort of raft, carrying six small cannon, and
manned with twenty- four men; who pushed off from shore,
and in the fury of the battle placed themselves under the stern

of Lord Nelson’s ship, which they most successfully attacked,
in such a maimer, that although they were below the reach of
his stern chasers, the British marines made terrible slaughter
amongst them; twenty of these gallant men fell by bullets,

but their young commander continued knee -deep in dead at
his post, until the truce was announced. He has been
honoured, as he most eminently deserved to be, with the
grateful remembrance of his country, and of his prince, who,
as a mark of his regard, presented him with a medallion com-
memorative of his gallantry, and has appointed him to th'e

command of his yacht, in which he makes his annual visit to

Holstein.”

On the recal of Sir Hyde Parker, Lord Nelson became com-
mander-in-chief of the fleet in the Baltic; but the death of the
Emperor Paul having dissolved the northern confederacy, and
Nelson’s health being considerably impaired by his late ex-
ertions and fatigues, he received permission from the lords of

?

the admiralty to resign his command, and returned to England
the latter end of June. As a reward for his services in the
Baltic, he was advanced to the dignity of a viscount, and re-

ceived the thanks of both houses of parliament.

In the month of August he returned to active service, and
was employed in several attempts to destroy the enemy’s
flotilla at Boulogne. For this purpose he hoisted his flag as

vice-admiral of the blue, on board of the Medusa frigate, and
assumed the command of an armament consisting of two sail

of the line, fifteen frigates, gun brigs, fire ships, and different

vessels, amounting altogether to forty sail.

On the 4th of August, his lordship stood over to the French
coast, and made a vigorous attack on twenty-four of the en-
emy’s armed vessels moored off Boulogne. The shells were
thrown with such precision, that in the course of the day !

three of the enemy’s flats and a brig were sunk, and six were
driven ashore much damaged. On the night of the 15th, a
more formidable attack was made on the French flotilla, by
four divisions of armed boats, which boarded several of the

enemy’s vessels, and would have carried them off, but from the

unlucky circumstances of their being aground, or moored with
chains. In this severe service, a number of brave officers and
seamen were killed.

Peace being concluded in the month of October following,

his lordship retired to the enjoyment of private life. He had
purchased an estate at Merton, in Surrey; and beloved and
revered by all ranks of people, might have passed the remainder
of liis life in honourable repose, could his gallant sj>irit have
suffered him to remain inactive when his country was menaced
with danger. Immediately on the renewal of hostilities with
France, he offered his services, and was appointed to the chief

command in the Mediterranean. He hoisted his flag, as vice-

admiral of the white, on board the Victory, on the 20th of

May, 1803, and sailed soon after to his station. Nothing pe-

culiarly interesting occurred till the month of March 1805, I

when the French fleet put to sea from Toulon, and, having
formed a junction with a Spanish squadron in the harbour of

Cadiz, proceeded to the West Indies,

The gallant Nelson no sooner received the intelligence of
this event, than he followed the enemy to the West Indies,

and such was the terror of his name, that, although his
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squadron consisted of but eleven sail of the line, while the
combined fleet amounted to eighteen, the enemy, as soon as

they heard of his arrival, returned to Europe, without having
performed any exploit worth mentioning, and after losing two
of their ships in an engagement with the squadron under Sir
Robert Calder, effected their escape into the harbour of Cadiz.
Lord Nelson pursued them with incredible despatch, but, as
has already been observed, without success. He reached
London on the 20th of August, and had the satisfaction of ex-
periencing a flattering reception, which rarely attends the
want of success.

Early in the month of September, positive information hav-
ing been received that the combined fleets had effected their
entrance into Cadiz, our hero again unfurled his victorious
flag, and proceeded with the Victor, and two other ships of the
line to the scene of his future g^>ry. On his arrival off* Cadiz,
he found the enemy actively employed in refitting their ships,
and to all appearance nearly ready for sea. But as he apprehend-
ed, that if the amount of the force under his command was
known to the enemy, it might deter them from carrying their
intentions into execution, he had recourse to stratagem to draw
them from their place of security. A frigate was constantly
stationed off* the harbour of Cadiz, for the purpose of commu-
nicating any movements that might be made among the
enemy’s ships

; at a more remote distance, but still within
sight of the port, a detachment of several ships of the line was
placed in constant readiness to act against any single ships or
small squadrons that might attempt to put to sea.

The main body of the fleet lay off* Cape St. Mary, out of sight,

but between it and the detachment just mentioned, a line of
frigates was posted sufficiently near to each other, to communi-
cate by signal, by which means his lordship became acquainted
with any movement or change of position made by the enemy,
in a few minutes after it had taken place; on the other hand,
the British fleet, as well in regard to its numbers, as its move-
ments, was completely concealed from the enemy.
About the middle of October, Lord Nelson, having received

advice that a squadron of seven sail of the line was on its

passage from England to join him, and might to a certainty be
expected to arrive in a day or two, detached Rear-admiral
Louis up the Mediterranean, with the fourth part of the fleet

under his command. This measure was executed openly, in
the hopes that the enemy, encouraged by the weakened ap-
pearance of the British fleet, might come out

;
and the event

completely answered his lordship’s expectations. The com-
bined fleets put to sea from Cadiz on the 19 th. We cannot
give our readers a better account of the events that followed,
than by transcribing the excellent despatch of Vice-admiral
Collingwood:

—

“ Euryalns. off Cape Trafalgar
,

“ October 22, 1805.
“ Sir,

“ The ever to be lamented death of Vice-admiral Lord
Viscount Nelson, who, in the late conflict with the enemy, fell

in the hour of victory, leaves me the duty of informing my
lords commissioners of the admiralty, that on the 19th instant,
it was communicated to the commander-in-chief, from the
ships, watching the motions of the enemy in Cadiz, that the
combined fleet had put to sea. As they sailed with light winds
westerly, his lordship concluded their destination was the
Mediterranean, and immediately made all sail for the Straits’

entrance with the British squadron, consisting of twenty-seven
ships, three of them sixty-fours, where his lordship was
informed by Captain Blackwood (whose vigilance in watching
and giving notice of the enemy’s movements has been highly
meritorious) that they had not yet passed the Straits.

“On Monday, the 2 1st instant, at daylight, when Cape
Trafalgar bore E. by S. about seven leagues, the enemy was
discovered six or seven miles to the east, the wind about west,
and very light. The commander-in-chief immediately made
the signal for the fleet to bear up in two columns, as they are
formed in order of sailing

;
a mode of attack his lordship had

previously directed, to avoid the inconvenience and delay in

forming a line of battle in the usual manner. The enemy’s

line consisted of thirty-three ships (of which eighteen were
French ami fifteen Spanish, commanded in chief by
Admiral Villeneuve, the Spaniards under the direction of
Gravina), wore with their heads to the northward, and formed
their line of battle with great closeness and correctness.

“ But as the mode of attack was unusual, so the structure of
of their line was new

;
it formed a crescent convexing to lee-

ward, so that, in leading down to their centre, I had both their
van and rear abaft the beam before the fire opened

; every
alternate ship was about a cabie’3 length to windward of her
second ahead and astern, forming a kind of double line, and
appeared, when on their beam, to leave a very little interval
between them, and this without crowding their ships. Admiral
Villeneuve was in the Bucentaure in the centre, and the
Prince of Asturias bore Gravina’s flag in the rear, but the
French and Spanish ships were mixed without any apparent
regard to order of national squadron.

“ As the mode of our attack had been previously determined
on and communicated to the flag officers and captains, few
signals were rendered necessary, and none were made, except
to direct close order as 'the lines bore down. The commander

-

in-cliief, in the Victory, led the weather column, and the
Royal Sovereign, which bore my flag, the lee.

“ The action commenced at twelve o’clock, by the leading
ships of the columns creaking through the enemy’s line, the
commander in-chief about the tenth ship from the van, the
second in command about the twelfth from the rear, leaving
the van of the enemy unoccupied

;
the succeeding ships break-

ing through in all parts astern of their leaders, engaging the
the enemy at the muzzles of their guns. The conflict was se-

vere
; the enemy’s ships were fought with a gallantry highly

honourable to their officers ;
but the attack was irresistible,

and it pleased the Almighty Disposer of all events to grant his

majesty’s arms a complete and most glorious victory.
“ About three, p. m. many of the enemy’s ships having

struck their colours, their line gave way. Admiral Gravina,
with ten ships, joining their frigates to leeward, stood towards
Cadiz. The five headmost ships of their van tacked, and
standing to the southward, to windward of the British line,

were engaged, and the sternmost of them taken
;
the others went

off, leaving to his majesty’s squadron, nineteen ships of the
line, (of which two are first-rates, the Santissima Trinidada
and the Santa Anna), with three flag officers, viz : Admiral
Villeneuve, the commander-in-chief; Don Ignacio Maria
d’Alava, vice admiral

;
and the Spanish Rear-admiral Don

Paltazar Hidalgo Cisneros.
“ After such a victory it may appear unnecessary to enter

into encomiums on the particular parts taken by the several

commanders
; the conclusion says more on the subject than I

have language to express; the spirit which animated all was
the same : when all exert themselves zealously in their coun-
try’s service, all deserve that their high merits should stand

recorded ;
and never was high merit more conspicuous than in

the battle I have described.

“The Achille, a French seventy-four, after having surrendered

by some mismanagement of the Frenchmen, took fire and blew

up
;
two hundred of her crew were saved by the tenders. A

circumstance occurred during the action, which so strongly

marks the invincible spirit of British seamen when engaging

the enemies of their country, that I cannot resist the pleasure

I have in making it known to their lordships : the Temeraire

was boarded by accident or design, by a French ship on one

side, and a Spaniard on the other; the contest was vigorous;

but in the end the combined ensigns were torn from the poops,

and the British hoisted in their places.

“ Such a battle could not be fought without sustaining a

great loss of men. I have not only to lament in common with

the British navy and the British nation, in the fall of the com-
mander-in-chief, the loss of a hero whose name will be immor-
tal, and his memory ever dear to his country, but my heart is

rent with the most poignant grief for the death of a friend, to

whom, by many years of intimacy, and a perfect knowledge of

the virtues of his mind, which inspired ideas superior to tho

common race of men, I was bound by the strongest ties of
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affection : a grief to which even the glorious occasion in which

he fell does not bring the consolation which perhaps it ought.

His lordship received a musket ball in his left breast, about the

middle of the action,: and sent an officer to me immediately,

with his last farewell, and soon after expired. I have also to

lament the loss of those excellent officers, Captain Duff, of the

Mars, and Cooke, of the Rellerophon : I have yet heard of none

others.
“ I fear the numbers that have fallen will be found very

great when the returns come to me; but it having blown a gale

of wind ever since the action, I have not yet had it in my
power to collect any reports from the ships.

.

The Royal

Sovereign having lost her masts, except the tottering foremast,

l called the Euryalus to me, while the action continued, which

jjiip, lying within hail, made my signals—a service Captain

Blackwood performed with very great attention.

“ After the action, I shifted my flag to her, that I might the

more easily communicate my orders to and collect the ships,

and towed the Royal Sovereign out to seaward. The whole

fleet were now in a very perilous situation—many dismasted

—

all shattered—in thirteen fathom watei* off the shoals of Tra-

falgar; and, when I made the signal to prepare to anchor, few

of the ships had an anchor to let go, their cables being shot.

But the same good Providence which aided us through such a

day, preserved us in the night, by the wind shifting a few

points, and drifting the ships off the land, except four of the

captured dismasted ships, which are now at anchor, off Trafal-

gar, and I hope will ride safe until those gales are over.

“Having thus detailed the proceedings, of the fleet on this

occasion, I beg to congratulate their lordships on a victory

which I hope will add a ray to the glory of his majesty’s crown,

and be attended with public benefit to our country.

“I am, &c.

(Signed) “ C. Collingwood.”
“ William Marsden Esq.”

,

Before the action commenced, Lord Nelson went over the

different decks of the Victory, saw and spoke to the different

classes of seamen, encouraged them with his usual affability,

and was muqh pleased with the manner in which the seamen

had barricaded the hawse holes of the ship. All was perfect

deathlike silence, till just before the action began. Three

cheers were given to his lordship as he ascended the quarter-

deck ladder. He had been particular hi recommending cool,

steady firing, in preference to a hurrying fire, without aim or

precision, and the event justified his advice, as the masts of his

opponents came tumbling down on their decks and over their

sides. Within half an hour after, the battle began to rage in

its full fury; the marines on the poop, soon felt the effect (as

well as the officers, and seamen, and marines on the quarter-

deck) of sharp- shooting from the tops of the enemy’s ships.

The men began to drop fast, and poor Captain Adair, of

the marines, was struck with a rifle ball, which so irritated

him, that he asked Lord Nelson leave to take up in the tops

and place some of his marines, to counteract the destructive fire

of those sharp-shooters of the enemy. The men went up into

the shrouds,and as Captain Adair was ascending, he fell quite

dead on the poop, perforated through with near twenty balls

from those marksmen.
The action then became very hot, and Lord Nelson was ad-

vised not to appear so conspicuously, in full uniform, to the

mark of the topmen of the enemy. To which he answered,
“ No, whatever may be the consequence, the insignia of the

honours I now wear, I gained by the exertions of British sea-

men, under my command, in various parts of the world; and in

the hour of danger, I am proud to show them and the enemies

of England, I will never part with them; if it please God I am
to fall, I will expire with these trophies twined round my
heart.” About a quarter to two, the fatal bullet struck his

lordship, immediately above the star on the left side.

By the first accounts, Nelson’s fail was understood to have

been occasioned by a shot from the main-round top of the San-

tissima Trinidada; the shot was afterwards said to have pro-

ceeded from the Bucentaure ; but the general belief is, that it

was fired from the mizen-top of the French ship, Redoubtable,

Shortly before Nelson was wounded, Mr. Scott, liis lordship’ 3

secretary was communicating some orders to an officer at a

distant part of the quarter-deck, was cut almost in two by a

cannon shot; he expired on the instant, and was thrown over-

board. Lord Nelson observed the act of throwing his secretary

overboard, and said, as if doubtful, to a midshipman who was
near him, “ Was that Scott?” When the midshipman replied,

“ he believed it was,” he exclaimed, “ Poor fellow.”

Nelson was now walking the quarter-deck of his ship, and

about three yards from the stern, the space he generally walked

before he turned back. His lordship was in the act of turning

on the quarter deck, with his face towards the enemy, when he

was mortally wounded, by a musket ball. He instantly fell;

but was not, as at first reported, picked up by Captain

Hardy. In the hurry of the battle, which was then raging in

its greatest violence, even -the fall of their beloved com-

mander did not interrupt tne business of the quarter- deck.

Two sailors, however, who were near his lordship, raised

him in their arms, and carried him to the cockpit. He was

immediately laid upon a bed, and the following is the substance

of the conversation which took place between his lordship,

Captain Hardy, Mr. Bourke, purser, and Mr. Beatty, the

surgeon. Upon seeing him brought down, Mr. Bourke imme-

diately ran to him. “I fear,” said he, “your lordship is

wounded.”—“ Mortally, mortally

I

hope not, my dear

lord! let Mr. Beatty examine your wounds.”—“It is of no use,”

exclaimed the dying Nelson; “he had better attend to others.”

Mr. Beatty now approached to examine the wound. His

lordship was raised up; and Beatty whose attention was

anxiously fixed upon the eyes of his patient, as an indication

the most certain when a wound is mortal, after a few moments

glanced his eye on Bourke, and expressed his opinion in his

countenance. Lord Nelson now turned to Bourke, and said, “Tell

Hardy to come to me.” Bourke left the cockpit, Beatty now
said, “ Suffer me, my lord, to probe the wound with my finger;!

I will give you no pain.” Lord Nelson permitted him, and,

passing his left hand round his waist, he probed it with the

fore finger of his right. r “

When Bourke returned into the cockpit with Captain Hardy,

Lord Nelson told the latter to come near him. “ Kiss me.

Hardy” he exclaimed. Captain Hardy kissed his cheek. “I

hope your lordship,” he said, “will still live to enjoy your

triumph.” “Never, Hardy,” he exclaimed; “I am dying—

I am a dead man all over.—Beatty will tell you so—bring the

fleet to an anchor—you have all done your duty—God bless!

you !”

*“ Captain Hardy now said, “ I suppose Collingwood, my
lord, is to command the fleet?”

“Never,” exclaimed he, “whilst I live.” Meaning, doubt-

less, that so long as his gallant spirit survived, he would never

desert his duty.

Within a quarter of an hour after Nelson was wounded*

above fifty of the Victory’s men fell by the enemy’s musketry-

They, however, on their part, were not idle; and it was not

long before there were only two Frenchmen alive in the mizen-

top of the Redoubtable, One of them was the man who had

given the fatal wound : he did not live to boast of what he had

done. An old quarter-master had seen him fire
;
and easily re-

cognised him, because he wore a glazed cocked hat and a white

frock. This quarter- master and two midshipmen, Mr. Col-

lingwood and Mr. Pollard, were the only persons left on the

Victory’s poop,—the two midshipmen kept firing at the top.

and he supplied them with cartridges.

One of the Frenchmen, attempting to make his escape down

the rigging, was shot by Mr. Pollard, and, fell on the poop.

But the old quarter-master, as he cried out, “That’s lie—that’s

he,” and pointed at the other, who was coming forward to fire

again, received a shot in his mouth, and fell dead. Both the

midshipmen then fired at the jSame time, and the, fellow drop-

ped in the top. When they took possession of the prize, they

went into the mizen top and found him dead; with one ball

through his head, and another through his breast.

The Redoubtable struck within twenty minutes after the fa-

tal shot had been 'fired from her. During that time she had

been twice on fire—in her fore-chains, and in her forecastle.
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Once she succeeded iu setting fire, from the Redoubtable, to
some rop^s and canvass on the Victory’s booms. The cry ran
through the ship, and reached the cockpit; but even this
dreadful cry produced no confusion; the men displayed that
perfect self-possession in danger, by which English seamen
are characterised

; they extinguished the flames on board
their own ship, and then hastened to extinguish them
in the enemy, by throwing buckets of Avater from the gang-
ly* When the Redoubtable had struck, it was not practica-
ble to board her from the Victory; for, though the two ships
touched, the upper work? of both fell in' so much, that
there was a great space between their gangways

; and she
could not be boarded from the lower or middle decks, because
her ports were down. Some of our men went to Lieutenant
Quiliiam, and offered to SAvim under her boAvs, and get up
there; but it was thought unfit to hazard brave lives in this
manner.
The Spaniards began the battle Avitli less vivacity than their

iinvvoitfy allies, but they continued it Avi tli greater firmness.
The Aigonauta and Bahama, were defended till they had each
lost about four hundred men. Often as the superiority of Brit-
ish courage has been proA7ed against France upon the seas, it was
ne\ er more conspicuous than in this decisive conflict. Five of our
ships were engaged muzzle to muzzle, with five of the French.
In all fhr

e, the Frenchmen lowered their lower-deck ports, and
deserted their guns; Avhile our men continued deliberately to
load and fire, till they had made the victory secure.
What the English would have done from gallantry, some of

the creAv of the Santissima Trinidada did to saAre themselves.
Unable to stand the tremendous fire of the Victory, whose
larboard guns played against this great four-decker, and not
knowing how to escape them, nor Avliere else to betake them-
selves for protection, many of them leaped overboard, and
swam to the Victory; and were actually helped up her sides
by the British during the action.
Once amidst his sufferings, Nelson had expressed a wish

that he Avere dead; but immediately the spirit subdued the
pains of death, and he Avisbed to live a little longer. That
consolation Avas afforded him

; he lived to knoAv that the
victory was decisive, and the last guns which were fired at
the flying enemy, were heard a minute or two before he ex-
pired. His lordship’s last words Avere to Mr. Beatty, “ I could
have wished to have lived to enjoy this, but God’s will be
done. ‘‘My lord,” exclaimed Cantain Hardy, “you die in
the midst of triumph.” “ Do I, Hardy ?” He smiled faintly—
God be praised.” These were his last words before lie

expired.

I he total British loss in the battle of Trafalgar, amounted
to nearly one thousand six hundred men. Twenty of the enemy
struck; but it Avas not possible to anchor the fleet as Nelson
had enjoined; a gale came on from the south-west—some of
the prizes went doAni, some Avent on shore; one effected its
escape into Cadiz; others were destroyed; four only Avere saA7ed,
•and those by the greatest exertions.

'Ihe Spanish vice-admiral, Alva, died of his wounds. Ville-
neuve was sent to England, and permitted to return to France,
ihe french government say that he destroyed himself on the
Avay to Paris, dreading the consequences of a court-martial;
but there A^ere some reasons to suspect that lie fell a victim to
the policy of the times.

All the honours which a grateful country could bestow were
heaped upon the memory of Nelson. His brother Avas made
an earl, with a grant of six thousand pounds a year; ten thou-
sand pounds to each of his sisters, and one hundred thousand
or the purchase of an estate. A public funeral was decreed,
and a public monument. Statues and monuments also were
voted by most of our principal cities. The leaden coffin in
winch lie Avas brought home Avas cut in pieces, which were dis-
11 luted a3 relics of Saint Nelson,— so the gunner of the Victory
called them:—and Avhen, at his interment, his flag was about
to be lowered into the grave, the sailors, avIio assisted at the
ceremony, Avith one accord rent it in pieces, that each might
preserve a fragment while he lived.

I ue victory of Trafalgar was celebrated, indeed, with the
usual form of rejoicing, but they were without joy; for such

already was the glory of the British navy, through Nelson's
surpassing genius, that it scarcely seemed to receive any ad-
dition from the most signal victory that ever was achievedupon the seas: and the destruction of this mighty fleet, bywinch all the maritime schemes of France were totally frus-
trate!, hardly appeared to add to our security or strengthA brass tablet is placed on board the Victory, to designate
the place where the noble Nelson fell. It is the simplest, but
the most affecting and appropriate memento of any that have
been raised in honour of this dayling hero.

Iler Majesty, who Avas passing in her state barge on the
anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar, 1844, requested to go
on board the Victory. 8

Her desire was immediately carried into effect, and the foot
of royalty trod the deck which Nelson commanded so long and
so Avell, and on which he received his deatli wound. Her Ma-
jesty requested to be conducted to the spot Avhere befell, around
Avhioh was placed a proper insignia of his fame, which shall
never fade— a wreath of laurels.
The Queen gazed on the spot for some time in thoughtful si-

lence; at length, inspired by a sensibility highly honourable
to Her Majesty, she stooped down, plucked tAvo leaves from the
Avreatli, and placed them in her bosom

—

j

HONOUR TO THE DILATE

!

MY FIRST TRIP.
( Continued.)

1 he reverend clergyman’s countenance beamed Avith grati-
fication as he listened to the corporal, and instantly becom-
ing sensible to his most holy duties, he offered up his fervent
petitions to the throne of Omnipotence for mercy. It was
then that pious confidence rose superior to the fears of dis-
solution in the minister of peace

;
it was then he imparted

the consolations of religion to the desponding mind, and
cheered the spirit with prospects of succour here, or the
hopes of a blessed immortality hereafter.
On the quarter-deck the soldiers seemed to be more terri-

fied than their Avives
; and it Avas in vain that Jennings urg-

ed them to exertion. They suffered the waves to beat over
or carry them off with the helplessness of infancy

; and
often they were seen momentarily struggling amidst the
white foam of the dashing breakers that overwhelmed them
for ever.

The fore-mast and mizen-mast had gone by the board, and
only the boAArsprit remained standing, which was croAvded

bunn s, as toAvards the extremity they were
merely annoyed by the spray, without being much endanger-
ed from the body of the breakers. But even here numbers
were falling, either pushed overboard by those who coveted
their places, or else unable to keep their hold.
Amidst this trying situation, during the intervals of the

rolling waves, we could see the bright and glorious heaven
above ns, glittering with its myriads of stars

; we could dis-
tinguish the ships of the convoy, Avith their lights hoisted,
floating in perfect safety at no great distance

; and Ave could
occasionally hear the signal guns of the Commodore to keep
the fleet together.

Between the lulls the cutter and the jolly-boat had been
lowered from the quarter davits, and hauling upon the side
that Avas least exposed, some of the ladies were placed in
them, and they put off from the ship. Attempts Avere made
by several of the passengers and soldiers to force their >vay
on board, but the chief mate and officers resolutely opposed
them, and none was more active in his exertions than Corporal
Jennings, who, with a cutlass in his hand, defended the
gangway

;
and, though repeatedly Avashed away by the force

of the waves, gallantly returned to his post as soon as their
fury was spent.
The boats had not shoved off many minutes when the

purser made his appearance on deck, bonding beneath the
weight ot twobagsot different dimensions, containing specie.
r

lhe ship was quiet at the moment, and he walked delibera-
tely across the quarter-deck, apparently unconscious of
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danger. Tlie smaller bag he slung round his neck, passing

the laniard under his left arm, so that the money hung at

his Ie
c
t side ;

the larger bag he grasped firmly in his hand,
and approaching the captain, who stood holding on by the

end of the mainslieet, that was well secured by the cleat, he
respectfully told him “ he wras ready.”

“ Ready for what, Bruce?” exclaimed the captain, catching
him by the arm.

“ To gang ashore,” replied the purser ;
“ the dollars are

aw in parfaict safety, and I understood the budge-row was in

readiness to carry me to Calcutta !”

“Alas! my poor friend,” said the captain, “has fear of

losing your wealth so blighted reason ? It is coming again !

Ifeel her lifting and then, in a voice that was heard above
the roar of the approaching breaker, he exclaimed, “ Hold
on for your lives there, fore-and-aft.”

Poor Bruce smiled in his commander’s face as he heard
the admonition, hut seemed totally insensible as to its mean-
ing. The captain clutched him tightly, and endeavoured to

uass the end of the mainsheet round his body: but on came
the rolling billow, dashing and tumbling with its vengeful
force, and before the captain could accomplish bis benevolent
design, the raging breaker towered high above the stern,

and bursting over the poop with its hissing roaring noise,

swept everything before it. The purser saw it coming, and
turning a look of ghastly terror on the captain, exclaimed,
“You have betrayed me—the Directors shall hear of this,’’

the waters whirled him away. The weight of the dollars

sunk him in the abyss, and he was seen no more.
The ship had hurled over considerably to starboard, and

her stern had slued round so as to bring the weight of the
breakers on the larboard quarter, and this enabled the officers

and seamen to place the long-boat in such a position, that
there was every fair probability of her being launched clear
ef the wreck. The sheep and cows that had been placed in

it were turned overboard, and it was a melancholy sight to

see the poor animals as they continued for some time
swimming alongside, and uttering their plaintive cries for

help.

It soon became evident by the settling down of the stern,

that the vessel was likely to separate in mid ships, and the
captain, at the imminent risk of his life, hastened to the
cabin to assist in removing those ladies who remained to the
forecastle galley, where he hoped by barricading the open-
ings, to keep out a great portion of the sea.

The judge and the worthy clergyman, with their families,
attended most sedulously by the grateful Mrs. Jennings, had
yielded up all hopes of being saved ; and though the yearn-
ings ot human nature still clung to life, and the prospect of
the bitterness of death was before them, they resigned them-
selves into the hands of that Being who, either in life or
death, is alone worthy to be trusted.

Happily, the removal was effected without loss, and shortly
afterwards the long-boat was lifted from the chocks, and
carried away light and clean from the wreck

; the lashings
having been previously cut for the purpose, and a scope of
tow-line overhauled to give her plenty of drift.

Expectation of escape was now highly raised, and natural-
ly, none was more rejoiced at it than myself. In the first
tumult I was ranging about the decks, and should have been
carried off by the boiling surge, had not my arm been grip-
ped by a hand that held me like a smith’s vice, and a voice
that I knew to be old Harvey’s, sounded in my ears, amidst
the bubbling of the waters that rolled over me. “ Insatiate
sea !” he exclaimed, “ thou sparest neither sex nor years,

—

old age and infancy—childhood or manhood, ’tis alike* to
thee : but thus I snatch away thy prey—may the Almighty
forgive me the sins of my youth.” I could now stand uponmy legs, and the kind-hearted old man lashed me in a posi-
tion, where, sheltered from the fury of the breakers, though
not from the numerous cold baths they showered down, I
could witness almost everything that passed. At the re-
moval of the ladies, he again befriended me, and I was by
his aid conducted tp the fore-part of the ship, and again
secured,

Preparations were made to bring the long-boat under the
starboard bow, when several black specks were seen
approaching broad on the starboard quarter, and there was a
general cry that boats were coming to clear the wreck. The
first that run close to the fore channels was our own cutter,
and we heard the gratifying intelligence that the ladies had
been safely received on board the Lady Melville

; whilst to
the lasting honour of the brave tars, they had immediately
returned to render their assistance to their shipmates in
distress. A cutter and a pinnace of the Lady Melville’s lay
off at short distance on their oars, ready to come alongside
as soon as the first boat had shoved off.

The remainder of the ladies, together with the judge and
the clergyman, were lowered from the starboard fore-
channels into the three boats successively, but no persuasion
or promises could induce Mrs. Jennings to quit the ship
whilst her husband continued on board surrounded with
peril.

The long-boat was now hauled under the hows, and the
passengers, together with some seamen and soldiers, about
eighty in the whole, made a hurried embarkation. Before,
however, they could get oar, mast, or sail, a heavy breaker
came rolling in :

“ Let go the hawser !” was the general cry,

and the long-boat was carried away on the summit of the

wave, amidst the white foam that hissed and danced around
her. Away she went, and soon disappeared. At first it was
feared that she had been overwhelmed hy some sudden
checking of the hawser, hut she suddenly reappeared beyond
the breakers, and then we were convinced that the hawser
had either parted or been cut.

Other boats arrived from the different ships of the convoy,
and my brave preserver, old Harvey, again assisted me into

one of them, in which was Jennings and his wife, and in a
short time we were safe away from the wreck. I turned
to gaze upon the dark body, as it lay grinding upon the
rocks, the stern sinking lower and lower, and the sea making
a complete breach over every part of the deck, fore-and-aft.
“ It was but a few hours since,” said the old quarter-master,
“and the gallant ship was proudly breasting the sea, and
carrying on till they made all sneer again,—now she is on her

death-bed, and many who exulted in their manhood are already

the prey of sharks. Look there !” continued the veteran,
j

pointing to something which projected from the water a few
fathoms astern of the boat, “the creature is following us, but
happily he will be disappointed of his prey.”

An immense shark came up alongside, just beyond the

blades of the oars, the splashing of which had possibly attract-

ed him
;
and it was not without a feeling of horror that I con-

templated the probability of the monster having torn and
mangled the limbs of those whom I had seen alive and hearty
the evening before

;
and I could not help shuddering as my

fancy drew the picture of a fellow- creature struggling at the

same moment of time against the breakers, and resisting this

ravening creature of the deep.
“ He has mistaken the boat,” said one of the rescued sea-

men
;

“ it is our own cutter he wants, and she’s been gone this

hour.”

“And what could he want with your cutter ?” inquired the

officer of the boat.

“The judge was in her sir,” replied the man, “and the
lawyers always follow them on circuit.”

This attempt at wit, from one who had just escaped the

prospect of destruction, I felt was ill-timed ; but it drew forth
j

a hearty laugh from the boat’s crew, which encouraged the j

man, and turning toa serjeant who sat beside him, he inquired,
j

“ I say,, shipmate, isn’t that a sodger’s button sticking between
his teeth ?”

j

The shark ranged a-head of the boat and then continued to
(

play round us, till we got alongside of the Asia, on board of
1

which ship we were most kindly received, and clothing and i

necessaries supplied to those who required them.

(To be continued.)
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ADVENTURES AND ESCAPES OF ALI BEY.

A traveller, known by the name of All Bey, but wlios$

real name was Bahdia, and who was supposed to be a Spaniard^
had occasion to cross the desert of Morocco; where, with his

caravan, from a remarkable oversight, he was very nearly pe-
!

rishing from want of water. With the name of Ali Bey, he
had assumed the rank of a Mahometan prince. He had been
travelling in Morocco, and wished to go from Ouschda to

Tangier, where he intended to embark for the East. Pie left

Ouschda, with his people and equipage, on the 3rd of August,
1805, at nine in the evening, escorted by two officers, and
thirty of the Sultan’s guards. Ilis reason for setting out so

late was, because he had been informed that four hundred
Arabs, in arms, were watching for him on the high road. He
thought it probable that it was their intention to rob him, and
this information induced him to leave Ouschda privately. He
quitted the high road, crossed the fields to the south, and
then pushed forwards towards the desert. The night was
very dark

;
and they advanced very fast during the night. At

nine in the morning they stopped near a stream, where the
Sultan’s guards took leave of Ali Bey, and left him to the pro-
tection of some armed Arabs, who had joined him on the road,

and who were to be commanded by the two officers who ac-

companied him from Ouschda. A dispute arose among the
guards at parting, which, for a little time, alarmed Ali Bey
and his company, and so occupied their attention, that they
forgot to supply themselves with water at the stream whose
banks they were now leaving. They continued marching on
in great haste, for

fear of being over-

taken by the four

hundred Arabs whom
they wished to avoid.

For this reason, they
never kept the com-
mon road, but passed
through the middle
of the desert, march-
ing through strong

places, over easy hills.

This country is en-

tirely without water;
not a tree is be seen
in it — not a rock
which can afford a
shelter or a shade.

About noon they
saw an armed man on
horseback, who kept
at a distance from
them. Perhaps Ali
Bey’s Arabs took him
for an enemy; for

they darted forward
in pursuit of him,

uttering loud cries,

and poising their guns over their heads. The stranger fled

towards the mountains, where it would have been vain to at-

tempt pursuing him. Our travellers had neither eaten or
drunk since the preceding day. Their horses and other beasts
were in the same situation, though ever since nine in the even-
ing they had been advancing rapidly. Soon after twelve o’clock,
the men, as well as the poor animals, wrere worn out with
fatigue. The mules stumbling every moment with their bur-
dens, required help to lift them up again, and to support their
burden till they rose. This horrible exertion exhausted the
little strength which the travellers had left.

At two in the afiernoon, a man dropped down stiff, as if he
were dead, from his great fatigue and thirst. Ali Bey stopped,
with three or four of his people, to assist him. The little wet
which was left in one of the leather budgets was squeezed
out of it, and some drops of water poured into the poor man’s

mouth, but without any effect. Ali Bey began to feel his own
strength failing; and, becoming very weak, he determined to
mount on horseback, leaving the poor fellow behind. From
that time others of the caravan began to drop, one after ano-
ther; and there was no possibility of giving them any assist-
ance. They were left to their unhappy fate, as each person
could only think of saving himself. Several mules, with their
burdens, were left behind; and Ali Bey saw some of his trunks
on the ground,without knowing what had become of the mules
which had been carrying them, the drivers having forsaken
both mules and baggage. This loss affected him but little; and
he continued to push on.

His horse noAv began to tremble under him, and yet he was
the strongest in the whole caravan. When he endeavoured to
encourage his men to go faster, they answered by looking
steadily in his face, and pointing to their mouths, to show how
much they suffered from thirst. Each of the party was now
sensible of the impossibility of supporting such fatigue to the
place wffiere they were to meet with water again. At last, about
four o’clock in the afternoon, Ali Bey had his turn, and fell

down with thirst and fatigue. Stretched senseless on the ground,
in the middle of the desert—left with only four or five men,
one of whom dropped at the same time with himself, and those
who retained their senses without any means of assisting him—his situation was most deplorable.

Ali Bey had lain senseless on the ground for half an hour
when, at some distance, a caravan of more than two thousand
persons was seen approaching. The chief of the caravan ob-
serving the distressed situation of our travellers, ordered some
skins of water to be thrown over them. Ali Bey presently

opened his eyes, re-

covered his senses,
“ and looked round

him. At first he
could not see clearly,

but soon distinguish-

ed seven or eight per-
sons, who were as-

sisting him with much
kindness. He tried

to speak to them, but
a painful sensation in

his throat prevented
him; lie could only
make himself under-
stood by signs, and
by pointing to his

mouth with his fin-

ger. These charita-

ble people continued
to pour water over
his face, arms, and
hands; and, at last,

he was able to swal-
low small mouthfuls
of water. This ena-
bled him to ask who
they were.

They answered:—“Fear nothing, we are your friends;” and
every one mentioned his name. Ali Bey began, by degrees,
to recollect their faces, but could not remember their names.
They poured more water over him. gave him some to drink,
filled some of his leather bags, and then left him in haste. They
could not, after sparing so much of their own stock of water,
stay long in this desert place, without danger to them-
selves.

The attack of thirst which so nearly proved fatal to Ali Bey
and his people, was perceived, all on a sudden, by an extreme
dryness of the skin. The eyes appeared to be bloody; the
tongue and mouth, both inside and outside, w^ere covered with
a crust of the thickness of a crown-piece; this crust was of a
dark yellow colour, of an insipid taste, and of a consistence
like the soft wax from a bee-hive. A faintness or languor took
away the powrer to move; a painful feeling in the throat or
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chest interrupted their breathing. Some wandering tears es-
caped from their eyes; and, at last, they dropped down oil the
earth, and, in a few moments became insensible.

.

After his recovery, Ali Bey mounted liis horse again with
difficulty, and proceeded on his journey. At seven in the
evening, he halted near a brook, and, during the night, all his
people and baggage arrived, one after another, and he found
he had sustained no loss. The caravan had met them, and
saved the men as well as the beasts.
Ali Bey afterwards visited Egypt, and was in almost as

dangerous a situation on the Red Sea. He sailed up the
Nile, from Rosetta to Cairo, where he was received very
hospitably by the Scheiks. After staying there about a
month, lie wished to join a caravan which was going to
Mecca.
On Thursday the 18th of December, 1S0G, the signal for the

departure of the caravan was given
;
and immediately ap-

peared long files of camels, coming from all sides of the
horizon, leaving their respective encampments to unite them-
selves with the main body. The caravan being assembled,
began to cross the desert, directing its course towards the

Ali Bey took with him fourteen camels, two horses,east.

and a few servants. He intended to return into Egypt, and
left most of his property there. The whole caravan con-
sisted of five thousand camels, and between two and three
hundred horses. There were also persons of every Maho-
metan nation, who were going to perform their pilgrimage
to Mecca. The camels walked in files, with, an equal and re-
gular step, like clock-work. They encamped, during part of
the night, in the middle of the desert.
The next day Ali Bey amused himself in the following sin-

gular manner. As the caravan marched very slowly, he
passed to the head of it, accompanied by two of liis servants,
who spread a carpet and. a cushion for him on the sand

;
and

there he seated himself for three quarters of an hour, enter-
tained by watching the long procession as it passed before
him. When all the camels and people had gone by, he
mounted his horse, arrived quickly at the head of the line
again, and seated himself as before. Indeed, he was so well
pleased with his amusement, that the journey did not appear
fatiguing to him. The ground was composed of hills of loose
sand, without the least appearance of plauts or animals. Not
an insect or a bird was to be seen in the air. They passed
one more night in this desolate place

;
and early the next

morning, they perceived at a great distance, the little town
ot Suez, situated on a small height. All those who were on
horseback, as well as the armed Arabs, who were mounted
on camels or dromedaries, went to the head of the caravan
forming a line of battle. ’

Soon after they perceived a group of persons on horseback?
who were coming from Suez, and prepared their arms

;
but

perceiving they were Arnaut soldiers, and inhabitants of
Suez, who were coming to meet them, every one was rejoiced.
After the two bodies met, they continued to march in a long
line. Several of the Arabs, every now and then left their
ranks, and going to the right and left of the line afforded, by
their racing and firing off their guns, much amusement to
everybody. It was a fine sight to see these Arabs going at
full speed, mounted on horses or dromedaries, with their
lances in the air, or pointed forwards. They continued rac-
ing and firing

; and sometimes the balls came so near to the
line, that they could hear them hiss as they passed by ; but
the Arabs were careful not to hurt anybody.
At length, about noon, the caravan entered Suez, amidst

shouts of joy, and the firing of guns. Ali Bey took up his
residence in a small house that had been prepared for him,
some of liis friends at Cairo having written to their corres-
pondents at Suez, at Djedda, and at Mecca, desiring that
they would bespeak houses for Ali Bey to live in while he
stayed in those towns. They were also to afford him protec
tion and any assistance he might want.

Ali Bey stayed only two days in Suez. On the 23rd of De-
cember, 1806, he embarked in a vessel, an Arabian clao, built
on purpose for navigating the Red Sea. The cargo or mer-
chandise with which this vessel was laden, consisted of silver

merchants of Suez and Cairo wished to send money to the
merchants of Djedda, and they delivered it into the care of
this captain. Ali Bey engaged the cabin for himself; his
servants, and about fifty pilgrims, occupied the hold of the
vessel. The captain came from Mocha, a port in the southern
part of Arabia. The crew consisted of fifteen men. The
ship remained at anchor for three days after Ali Bey had
embarked. They were four days more in sailing to the point
of .Arabia, where the Red Sea divides into two branches.
Tills point is called Cape Ras Aboumohammed. The follow-
ing day, December 31st, they employed in crossing that arm
of the Red Sea which runs up into Arabia.
On the 2nd of January, 1807, after having sailed the whole

day, they cast anchor, at night, on the Arabian coast. The
next day, they continued along the coast of Arabia, sailing
toward the south. But this voyage was neither safe nor plea-
sant, for the navigation of the Red Sea is both difficult and
dangerous. They sailed almost continually between hanks
and rocks, some above, and some underneath the water

;
so

that they were obliged to have a guard of four or five men
upon the prow, who examined the course attentively, and
who told the steersman in which direction to steer, as the
rocks or shoals they were passing happened to be situated.
Notwithstanding this precaution terrible was the danger they
ran every moment, from the number of sunken rocks, and
the mistakes that were occasionally occurring. The great

coin, which the captain received, sealed up, in bags, The

risk incurred by the Arabs on this sea, has suggested a con-
trivance, which, in some degree lessens the danger. The
ships are made with a false keel, under the real one ; so that,
when they strike, the shock to tiie vessel is not so great : and
if the weather is not rough, it generally saves the ship. It

would be well, however, if the Arabs exercised their ingenuity
in contriving a better kind of sail. The immense cotton sail

which they use, is nearly an inch thick, and the one they had
on this occasion was so cumbersome, that fifteen men could
not manage it, and the passengers were forced to help them.
The clumsy ropes of hark, also bend with difficulty

;
and

these causes render the working of the ships so slow, heavy,
and fatiguing, that it is no wonder vessels are wrecked so

frequently. On the 3rd of January, they passed through the
midst of a numerous group of islands, called Ilamra, and
cast anchor near one of thorn. Two days after that, about
midnight, there came on a furious storm, the wind continued
increasing, and about two in the morning, the cables of four
anchors -were broken. They did not venture to sail in the
night, on account of the rocks and shoals that abounded
everywhere

;
and now, the vessel being parted from its an-

chors, was driven by the winds and waves, and struck upon a
rock with dreadful violence. The passengers thought Ihey
were lost, and uttered cries of despair. In the midst of the

clamour, Ali Bey distinguished the voice of a man, who was
sobbing and crying like a child. Upon inquiring who it was,

great was his surprise and alarm, to find that it was no other
than the captain himself. The pilot, too, was no where to be
found.
Perceiving that the ship was abandoned to its wretched

fate, AH Bey resolved to save himself if he could. He
called out to his servants, “ The boat, the boat.” They
seized upon it immediately, but every one wished to throw
himself into it. The servants held out their hands to their

master, who, by their help, leaped into the boat over
the heads of the rest of the passengers. Ali Bey th?n
ordered his people to clear away from the ship

; but a

man, whose father remained on board, held fast by one of

the ropes, and prevented the boat from leaving the ship,

crying out, Oh ! my father, my father!” Ali Bey waited

for an instant, he admired the affection of this good son.

But seeing a number of men ready to throw themselves into

the boat, he called out to him to let go the rope. Deaf to

his cries, he continued holding the rope, and calling for his

father. Fearing the boat would sink, in conseqsence of too

many jumping into it, Ali Bey struck the poor man’s hand,

and made him let go the rope ;
and, at the same moment,

the boat was carried by the waves, a good way from the ship.

The sky was covered with thick black clouds
;
and it was

so dark that they could discern nothing. They were almost
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naked. The waves filled the boat with water, and at in-

tervals it ra ;ned violently. Some wished to steer to the left;

as if it had been possible, to distinguish objects through that

thick darkness. The dispute was becoming serious, when
Ali Bey silenced it, by seizing the helm himself, and saying
to them, in an imperious tone, “I know that which you
are ignorant of : I charge myself with the management of

the boat, and woe to him who dares to dispute it with me.”
Before the storm began, he had had his eyes about him,

and had observed, among other things, the situation of the
land. This he noticed before the evening closed in : but
still he was at a loss how to steer the boat, because there
was not the least glimpse of light, to enable him to turn
the head of the boat towards -the east, where he knew the
shore was situated. To add to this misfortune he became
extremely sick ; but he would not quit the helm, for he
knew no one on board, but him, was capable of managing
it. He ordered them to row, but th£y did not know how ;

happily for Ali Bey, he had observed the manner in which
the sailors on the Red Sea manage their oars, singing
while they row, and moving their oars regularly, to agree
with the time. Though he was so very sick, he distributed the
oars among the men, showed them the manner of using
them, and began to sing, in order to make them row more
uniformly.

Sometimes the boat touched a rock, and made their blood
run cold with fear. At length, after a whole hour spent in
this distressing manner the sky cleared a little; a ray of light
from the moon seemed to point out the east, and brought
joy to the heart of Ali Bey. He cried out, “ We are saved !”

Then turned the head of the boat towards the Arabian
coast, though the weather was not so clear as to enable him
to distinguish it. After three hours of the greatest fatigue,
the day began to dawn, and they found themselves almost
close to an unknown shore, where they all landed, fifteen in

number. The first thing they did wa3 to embrace, and con-
gratulate each other on their escape.
As Ali Bey did not know on what coast he was, he sent

out tour men to explore it, who found that. their present re-
fuge was merely a desert island, consisting of a sandy plain,
without water, rocks, or vegetables. The main land could
be discerned at some leagues distance, but they were afraid
to venture on the sea, which was still greatly agitated ;

and
began to fear that if the storm continued some days longer,
they should all be starved.
On the weather clearing up, however, they perceived the

ship, which they had thought to be lost, at a distance, with
another vessel at its side. At noon, the weather became
calmer; and the boat of the strange vessel, which was sent
out to look for Ali Bey and his companions, approached
near enough to the desolate island they were upon, to per-
ceive the signals which these distressed people were making,
by means of a shirt tied to the end of an oar, which they
kept waving about in the air. The sailors came nearer,
when they saw the signals, and told them that their ship
was saved, and not much injured; because it was very sound,
and not heavily laden. However, as it had lost all its

anchors, it was a happy thing that another ship arrived in
the moment of distress, and lent the Mocha captain an an-
chor and some cables.
Ali Bey returned to the ship, and great were the rejoicings

on both sides, when they met again, each party having
thought that the other had perished. They continued sail-

ing towards the south, along the coast of Arabia ; and a
week after the storm, they cast anchor in the harbour of
Djedda.

THE BANQUET OF RETRIBUTION, OR THE
TRAITORS UNMASKED.

A TRUE TALE OF CASTILE, IN 1395.

King Henry the Third, surnamed the Invalid, was a
prince of a most amiable disposition and endowed with no
ordinary mental qualifications. As lie was but eleven years
of age when he succeeded to the throne, a regency was ap-

pointed to conduct the affairs of state during his minority.
The Marquis of Viliena, the Archbishop of Toledo and San-
tiago, and several other individuals of distinction constituted
this regency, and produced no little mischief and disorder in
the state by their jealousies and cabals. The king, disgusted
with the rapacity and intrigues of liis grandees, no less than
moved by repeated complaints from his people, determined
to be no longer a sovereign in name alone, but to assume the
reins of government in reality. Until then his numerous
tutors had sedulously endeavoured to keep him as unacquain-
ted as possible with the affairs of the nation, and he wa3
completely ignorant of the numerous acts of injustice, spoli-
ation of the public revenue, and malversation of treasure, of
which his nobles had been guilty.

Henry was very fond of music and a passionate lover of the
chase, and, between these two pursuits bis days were chiefly
passed

;
nor were those who governed in his name at all dis-

pleased that the mind of the king should be absorbed, and
his time taken up with these occupations, as they served to
divert his thoughts from public affairs. But an event took
place when he had scarcely reached his sixteenth year, which
opened his eyes to the iniquitous and rapacious acts of his
grandees, and prompted him to recal the power which they
possessed in his name.

One day the king returning from shooting quails, his fa-
vourite pastime, came into his palace later than he was
expected. He waited patiently for some time in expectation
of his dinner, but perceiving no sort of preparation he or-
dered his page to inquire the cause of this unpardonable
neglect. After a short time the page returned but appeared
for some time unwilling to speak.

“ Well Lopez,” said the king “ what accident has happened
in the palace that causes this delay? Has my purveyor or
cook died suddenly ?”

“ No, please iny Liege,” answered the page “but there is

no dinner ready.”
“ By Santiago, this is scarcely excusable!” quoth Henry,

“surely there is no need of much preparation, for my fru-
gality is -well known ; tell them to prepare anything, but bid
them make haste, for the chase has more than usually sharp-
ened my appetite.”

The Page went back with these commands and soon after

returned, accompanied not by a train of servants laden with
dinner, but simply by the major-domo, or steward, exhi-
biting a most dismal and lengthened visage.

“ Our Lady defend us !” cried the king “ what ails thee
Garcias, that can bring thee into our presence with those
woeful looks ? Speak boldly man ; why is my dinner not
ready ?”

“I crave your Altezas' forgiveness” replied Garcias “but
the dinner

—

”

“ Well the dinner, what’s become of the dinner ?” returned
Don Henry with a smile ;

“ has it all been devoured by the

cats or has it been spoiled by the cook ?”

The major-domo gave an expressive shake of his head
which served as a prologue to his unwelcome intelligence.

“ I am sorry to bring such bad information to my king,

but there is nothing now in the palace to serve up for

dinner.” f
u

“ Never mind ’’resumed tlie king good humouredly, “any-
thing will do; you know that in this respect I am not diffi-

cult to please
;
now go and observe my orders.”

But Garcias instead of going, most pertinaciously kept his

ground, throwing at the same time additional solemnity into

his already but too ominous looks.

“Senor” be resumed “ there is not wherewithal in the

palace to prepare a meal for a boor, much less for the

sovereign of Castile ! we eire totally unprovided, and ”

« Well by my troth,” cried the king with a mixture of vex-

ation and laughter, “such want of provision is inexcusable !

my dinners have been all along so moderate and plain, that I

could not expect they stood in need of much preparation. I

do not think that any respectable citizen fares more homely

than his sovereign, and yet this poor meal cannot be had when
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it is called for. It is singular certainly, but as I must have
something to eat, go and send me a slice of cold meat with
some vegetables.”
“I am deeply concerned my liege,” replied the evil-boding

major-domo “but we have neither cold meat nor vegetables

of any sort to lay on the table.

”

“ This is really curious,” observed the king, “why I sup-

pose if I were to ask for a crust of bread I should run a
chance of not obtaining it ?”

The silence of Garcias very plainly told his master that he
was just in his surmises.
“At all events, bid the cook prepare the game which I

have brought from the chase
;

I suppose I can have that,

unless indeed there is some magical process here, that con-
spires against my dining.”
The king whilst his meal was preparing, began to reflect,

deeply on the utter destitution displayed in his larder. Aware
that many more secrets would come to light, he resolved toin-

vestigate the matter thoroughly, and learn what could be the

real motives that produced such poverty in his household.
When the game which he had given to the major-domo was
cooked and the cloth laid, he observed, with no little sur-

prise, that there were no servants whatever to wait upon
him, the dinner being served up by the major-domo and the
cook himself.

“ How’s this?” cried Henry with indignation ;
“ where are

all my lazy varlets ? I have observed a decrease in their

number every day ; but surely some of them must be
drunk,—where are my servants?”
“ They are gone my liege.” replied Garcias ruefully,
“ Gone?—good heavens! where?” inquired the king, “are

the ungrateful slaves so ill satisfied with my service they
have resolved to quit the palace ?”

“Alack, Senor,” replied the steward, “the coffers of the
royal revenue are so empty that your Alteza has not where-
withal to defray the expenses of your household. Your do-
mestics have for some time not received a maravecU of their

salaries, and they could not be persuaded to stay any
longer.”
The king could scarcely give credit to this information.

He stared at the major-domo, who by his dismal looks and
gestures strongly confirmed the truth of his assertions.
“I must look to these things a little closer,” said Henry,

struggling to smother the feelings of indignation that swelled
in his breast. “ Since my good governors and tutors take sucb
indifferent care of their charge, it is but meet that I should
exonerate them from further trouble and provide for myself.
The poverty of Castile must in sooth be dreadful, and my
poor subjects are no doubt starving, since, their sovereign
cannot get a dinner nor a servant to wait on him.”
A sardonic grin from Garcias accompanied with a most

expressive shake of his capacious head, indicated that he had
strange things to communicate were he allowed the privilege
to speak. The king observed the promise of his predicative
countenance and invited him to unfold any intelligence with-
out restraint or fear.

“ It is perhaps a liberty, a great liberty in so insignificant
a man as I am, to meddle with the affairs of great people and
give an opinion upon them

;
but I have strong reasons to

suppose that your Alteza’s tutors and governors carry on a
regular system of plunder upon the royal treasure.”

“ Aye,” interrupted the king, “of that I have myself for
some time past entertained violent suspicions

; but surely
my grandees cannot carry their rapacious depredations so far
as actually to starve me to death?”
“ I have a piece of intelligence Senor,” resumed Garcias

in a mysterious tone, “ that may throw much light upon the
affair.”

“ Indeed ! relate it then without disguise.”
“Well my honoured prince, I know that a most splendid

entertainment takes place this evening at the mansion of the
Archbishop of Toledo, one of the regents, to which most of
the principal grandees are invited.”

“ Most prudently arranged,” interrupted Henry with a
smile of scorn and indignation. “So while the king of Castile

13 actually without a dinner, his arrogant nobles are to be
feasting at his expense. Well, though unasked I must
attend the holy prelate’s supper. My retired habits make,
no doubt, those worthy gentlemen suppose that I am with-
drawn to rest after the fatigues of the chase, but I shall

deceive their hopes, and be present at the feast. Lopez, get
me ready a disguise such as may serve a poor wandering
minstrel ; and you, Garcias, by means of the archbishop s

steward, must procure me an introduction to the banquet.”
The project was no sooner conceived than put in execution.

The king arrayed himself in his humble attire, took his

guitar and at the close of night bent his steps to the arch-
bishop’s mansion. He had previously despatched his faithful

major-domo to facilitate his reception at the feast, and confi-

ding both in the fidelity of Garcias, and the efficacy of his

own disguise, he arrived at the gates of the prelate’s palace,

a little before the guests took their seats at the table. At the
door the king heard the hurry and bustle of preparation, and
from the crowd of servants that came in and out, he surmised
that the entertainment was one of unusual splendour. His
indignation was strongly excited, but he resolved to probe
the iniquitous conduct of his grandees to the last, and sum-
mon all his powers to his aid, that he might carry on his

scheme without premature detection.

He began to prelude an air of exquisite taste to excite the
curiosity of the revellers who were indulging in the pleasures
of the feast, with a buzz of joyous talk intermingled with
frequent bursts of laughter. The king’s dulcet notes soon
caught their attention and they all seemed to approve the
musician’s skill.

“ The melody is in good taste,” said the Marquiss of
Viliena. “ I like it much, and I am accounted a fair judge in

these things
;

for as ye all know, my noble Caballeros, this

department of the king’s education has been under my care.”
“ By my honour,” quoth Don Pedro de Mendoza, “ I

doubt whether the king himself with all his musical talent,

could compete with the minstrel at the door.”
“ Who is he ?” demanded the prelate of his steward.
“A poor wandering musician who is travelling through

Castile. He has been recommended to me by a friend as a
person of most astonishing skill in his art.”

“That cannot be doubted,” observed the archbishop,
“bring the man in that we may judge the better of his

music.”
This order was promptly obeyed, and the fictitious min-

strel soon found himself in the presence of his feasting nobles.
The king was struck no less at the high tone of the guests,

than at the magnificence of the banquet. The most costly
delicacies were heaped upon the convivial board, and a
crowd of attendants waited on the arrogant grandees. Don
Henry took his station by a corner, from which he could
minutely observe what was going forward, and hear the
various remarks that fell from the lips of the company.
“Thy looks proclaim thee young,” quoth the archbishop

“and you have made good progress in the musical craft, who
art thou ?”

“ Alack !” answered the king, “ most learned and reve-
rend Senor, I am a poor houseless orphan reduced to the
greatest want; indeed good sirs, to-day, I have not been
blessed with a dinner.”

“ Poor youth,’’.muttered the archbishop, “ give him some-
thing to eat. Have you always been in this distressed state ?”

“ Oh ! no, great sir
;
humble and insignificant as I now

appear, I am of noble birth and parentage ; but unfortunately
my father died when I was a child, and my tutors instead of
fulfilling conscientiously the duties of their charge, despoiled
me ofmy inheritance and reduced me to such destitution that,

as you see good Senores, I am actually compelled to wander
about in search of a meal

;
this is the truth, so help me

God!”
“A very interesting youth,” observed Don Pedro de Men-

doza, one of the greatest depredators of the king’s treasures;
“ and it is shocking indeed, to hear such an instance of injus-

tice towards an orphan.”
“Heaven bless you my honoured master,” returned the
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king, “for your benevolence and kindness, but how much
more will your generous feelings be kindled when I tell you
that at the very time that I am depending upon the noble
archbishop’s bounty and charity for a meal, my cruel and
sinful guardians are most prodigally feasting at my expense.”
“ Holy Santiago keep me in his grace !” cried the conscien-

tious prelate with warmth, “such unprincipled conduct ought
to be visited by the indignation of God and man. What
think you of it my noble Caballeros

V

“ If the youth speaks truth in all,” said the Marquiss of
Viliena, “ a complaint ought to he presented to government
that the sufferer maj^ be righted and his wrongers punished.”
“Oh certainly,” observed Mendoza, “they ought to be

compelled to make full and ample restitution.”
“ In sooth Don Pedro,” returned the prelate, “it strikes

me that would scarcely be punishment enough for the offen-

ders. I do not think justice would be hard upon them if

their guilt were visited by confinement or even death.”
“ Most reverend Senor,” said the king, “with all due res-

pect to your learning and conscience, perchance what you pro-
pose savours of severity.”

“Notin the least,” returned the archbishop, “such is the
sentence I would give, if I were to be the judge upon the
occasion.”

“May all the saints bless you Senor,” cried Henry, “ere
long, I shall appeal to you, that ample right might be done
me.”
The entertainment continued until a very advanced hour

of the night. During this time, the king had ample opportu-
nity of getting a thorough knowledge of the profligacy
and unprincipled conduct of his grandees. The excesses of
the table were attended with profane sayings and loose
buffooneries, unfitted to the place in which they were uttered,
and strangely at variance with the conscientious pretensions
of the archbishop.
Thrown off their guard by the treachery of intoxicating

liquids, the guests talked unreservedly of their schemes, and
even made a boast of the robberies which they had committed
on the revenues of the state. Many a time the king over-
powered with indignation, felt an inclination to put away
his disguise and confound the profligate courtiers

;
but he

conquered this temptation in order to concert a fuller and
more gratifying revenge. He sang and played during the
entertainment, and at length withdrew without having exci-
ted the smallest suspicion in the minds of the convivial
circle.

On his return to the palace, Henry began to reflect upon
some scheme which might deeply humiliate the delinquent
nobles, and procure him ample reparation for his wrongs.
From that moment he was confirmed in his previous resolu-
tion of taking the reins of government into his own hands.
A few days after the preceding event, he would complete

his sixteenth year and he chose that moment to carry his

plan into effect. With this determination he retired to rest.

On the morrow he sent a formal invitation to his grandees,
spiritual and temporal, desiring them to assist in a grand
entertainment with which it was his intention to treat his

noble and distinguished friends on his birth day. After this

he took no further notice of the affair, but received the Arch-
bishop, the Marquiss of Viliena, Mendoza, and the rest of
the party in the usual manner; not the remotest suspicion
existing among them, that their unjustifiable conduct was
fully known to the king.

Henry’s birth day at length arrived, and the grandees
most joyfully attended the royal invitation; indeed, they were
very eager to see what entertainment could be prepared by
the king, considering the indifferent state of his affairs. Per-
haps a treasure had been discovered, or perhaps their lord had
borrowed from the King of Arragon, or some other prince in
Spain.

But yet, it puzzled Don Pedro de Mendoza amazingly how,
if there was a treasure, it had escaped from his clutches; or,
if a loan had been made, how his vigilance could have been
eluded, to prevent his deriving any profit from the transaction.
Henry had given circulation to various rumours concerning

the splendour of the feast; and the grandees leaving their sur-
miseS'to be satisfied by the event, repaired to the palace on
the wings of expectation.

As they gradually arrived, they were shewn into one of the
chambers, where they were to wait until they were all assem-
bled, and the doors of the banquetting hall throwrn open for
their reception.—The wished for moment at length arrived.
With much ceremony they were conducted to the saloon des-
tined for the feast. But what was their amazement at the sight
which offered itself to their eyes. Instead of a decorated
saloon, they found one which was almost tenantless from want,
not only of ornament, but even of the most indispensable furni-
ture. A large unpolished deal table with benches of the same
humble materials were the only things in the room. The king
himself clad in complete armour, sat at the head of the homely
board, which contained no food whatever except a piece of
hard coarse bread and a jug of water for each of the guests.

Henry with much affability desired the guests to take their

seats and do justice to the fare he had prepared for them.
“It is perchance not dainty enough.” he said, “ but I know

full well the extent of your attachment and fidelity to my per-

son not to receive with content any favour however humble,
which comes from my hands.”

The grandees put on the best smiles they could command in

in so difficult a situation, and sitting round the table used their

best endeavours to push down their rebellious throats the hard
and unsavoury food placed before them. They were puzzle d
to make out the meaning of this singular scene

;
but they had

shrewdness enough to suspect that there was some mystery at

the bottom. Again, the good humour and affability of the
king tempted them to imagine that the whole affair was a
whim. Perhaps it was an exhibition emblematical of the self-

denials and hard fare to which the ancient warriors had often

been subjected
;
and indeed the armour in which Henry was

equipped made the supposition probable.

The king meantime devoured his portion of the food, in

which he was rather well imitated by his guests considering the

very difficult nature of the task.

“I am afraid,” he then said, “you have not found your re-

past to your satisfaction, but I hope you may relish the second
course much better.”

The announcement of a second course made the guests open
their ears, and their eyes glistened with anticipation. They
were confirmed in their surmises that the whole affair was a
joke, to give zest to the feast which was in store for them.

Under this impression they rose up and followed the king, who
now conducted them to another apartment where the second

course of the dinner was said to belaid out. They entered the

place, when lo ! their countenances fell for tlie second time.

Upon a view of the room it appeared that the joke was pro-

longed
;
and, indeed, if the thing were a joke at all, it must he

confessed to have been one of a most unpleasant and serious

description. The place was hung with black, the light of day
shut out, and the gloomy glimmer of two or three lamps substi-

tuted in its stead. Awful emblems of death were also visible

on every side ; there was a long board covered with a black

pall, supporting a coffin
; a large crucifix stood in front of it,

and a skull, a friar’s habit, a book of prayer, and all the para-

phernalia of death were dismally exhibited to the astonished

and chilled sight of the grandees.

The king noAv ordered the doors to be shut upon his guests,

and in a firm and commanding voice proceeded to address

them.
“ Behold the second course, of your dinner ! hut before I

suffer your indulging in it, as well as in the dessert which is

to crown the feast ;
I must put a few preliminary ques-

tions. You, Sir Archbishop, in due consideration of your

exalted capacity and distinguished rank, are perhaps the most

proper person to give the desired answers.”

After a short pause, he continued in a more stern tone.

“ Tell me now, truly, how many kings have you known
in Castile ?”

r

“ Why please your highness,” answered the bewildered pre-

late, “ I have known three :— the great Don Henrique of
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Trastamara, your grandsiro, your father Don Juan, and your

gracious self.”

The king then put the same question to several others of the

grandees and they answered, two or three, according to their

age. Henry assuming an indignant frown, exclaimed—
“For shame Caballeros! you prevaricate and deceive your

sovereign ;
the eldest of you asserts that he lias known three

kings of Castile only
;
and how can this be, when I, who am

so much your inferior in years have seen at least half a

dozen ?”

The nobles looked more amazed than ever at this strange

assertion ; but their alarm visibly increased when they per-

ceived that the frowns aud indignation of Don Henry precluded

any remaining hope that the business would be a jest.

“ Aye Sirs,” he repeated “ I have seen six Sovereigns of

Castile ;
and you may easily conceive that the sight was not

at all gratifying to me, who am considered to have some just

pretensions to the crown. This number of kings is rather

prejudicial to the happiness of the Castilian dominions, and it

would be much better for its prosperity and tranquillity if the

whole power of the realm were invested in one sovereign to the

exclusion of the rest. To this distinction, I think, I possess

a better claim than my partners in royalty. Let therefore the

King Archbishop of Toledo, and the King Marquis of Yiliena,

and the King Don Pedro de Mendoza with the other remaining

Kings, renounce their pretensions and abdicate immediately,

or let them prepare to dispute the title and abide the conse-

quences of their temerity.”

Saying this, he stamped fiercely with his foot, and a troop of

armed knights rushed suddenly from behind the black hangings,

where they lay concealed.
“ These,” continued the king, “ are some of those true loyal

knights who will support my claims.
5 '

The nobles looked confounded and aghast, and one by one,

began to frame speeches to soothe the mind of their sovereign,

and all swore, that if they had made any encroachment on the

royal prerogatives, it was owing to excessive zeal, and a desire

to lighten their King from the burthen of public affairs.

But Henry, far from being conciliated by these specious

phrases and feeble excuses, remained inflexible in his stern-

ness. Indeed the mendacity of their protestations, served only

to irritate him the more, and the pardon which might have
been granted to a free and candid confession, was rendered

more difficult of attainment by paltry subterfuges, devoid of

all truth and foundation.
“ Another point remains to be settled,” resumed Henry.

“ You have seen the sort of entertainment I have prepared lor

you. It certainly cannot be compared in splendour, to the one
lately given by the Lord Archbishop of Toledo. In that, to me,
ever memorable banquet, you may remember a certain orphan
minstrel wras present, whose wrongs you volunteered to redress.

I have taken the task upon myself, and by the Holy Santiago,

and by my honour, I swear that the orphan shall have most
ample reparation !”

The Archbishop and his companions were thunderstruck at

these words
;
they prudently abstained from opening their lips

in vindication, but preserved a deep silence in anxious suspense
for the catastrophe of this drama. This indeed took place,

even sooner than they expected. The king made a sign, and a

secret door was opened, from which a civil officer, a priest and
an executioner came forward : the ominous sight chilled the

delinquent nobles with dismay. The black pall was partially

removed, and the block and axe were discovered to view. Don
Henry proceeded

—

“ Sirs, you are in the case of the orphan
;
it is by your own sen-

tence that you are condemned. First, then, you must sign a
confession of your guilt, and a deed, by which you give back to

the rightful owner, what your rapacity has usurped.”
These documents were quickly signed by the tutors.
“ It now only remains,” resumed the king, in a stern tone of

voice, “ to carry into effect the second part of the sentence,

pronounced by the Archbishop of Toledo. My lords, commend
your souls to God, and prepare for death.”

At these aweful Avords, the prelate and his horror-stricken

companions, immediately prostrated themselves at the feet of

their offended sovereign, and pleading guilty, endeavoured by
their prayers to soften his heart and obtain pardon. The king,
who, as we have already stated, liad no particle of cruelty in his

disposition, and who, perhaps, had only meant to give a serious

lesson to his nobles, after a short time, relaxed from his im-
posing attitude, and released the culprits from their painful
suspense.

“ You are forgiven,
55 he said, “ for I would not darken my

birtli-day with deeds of blood. But you shall remain in strict

confinement, until a full and satisfactory restitution is made
to the crown of all your shameful spoliations. Those
of my guests, whom I have summoned here merely to be spec-
tators of this scene, and profit by the lesson, may depart in
peace, but those who formed the regency, and who have an-
swered so shamefully to the trust reposed upon them, must be
accompanied to prison by my faithful officers. There they
shall remain until my just demands are satisfied. Now retire.”

A.

THE GUARD-ROOM ALARM.

“ Paddy Burke !—Paddy Burke ! where are you, you
mutinous rascal ?” shouted, at the top of his voice, a little

squab fellow with an exceedingly florid nose, who occupied
the head of a rough deal table, around which ten or twelve
other individuals were seated, engaged in the serious dis-

cussion of the contents of a gallon jug of whisky-punch. A
stranger would have been puzzled to decide upon the cha-
racter of the assemblage before him, for the air and manners
of the individuals composing the party were decidedly civil

,

while their attire was unquestionably military. Their con- i

versation, too, was a singular amalgamation of warlike and
pacific topics,

— “ Dundas’s manoeuvres” and “The Trade d

List
5 were confounded with the platoon exercise, and the

price of Jamaica rum. Upon the white-washed wall of the
J

apartment, swords, carbines, helmets, belts, and cartouch-
j

boxes, with other military equipments, hung in ostentatious
display ;

in short, it was the guard-room of a party of one of
those yeomanry corps which, during the stormy period of

the Irish rebellion in 1798, had been formed by tlie loyal citiz-

ens of Dublin, for the defence of that city. Amongst the nu-
merous corps which the enthusiasm ofthe time had called into

being, none could be compared (in the opinion of the indivi-

duals composing it) with “ The Royal Linen Hall Corps of

Yeomanry.”
Of such fiery spirits was the little party composed who

occupied a temporary guard-room in an old house in Grange-
gorman Lane, under the command of Lieutenant Dempsey,
a loyal and substantial linen-draper of North King Street,

whose military genius, like that of Washington, had never
developed itself until the exigencies of his country called it

into action. It was this gallant individual who was vocife-

rating so loudly for his servant, Paddy Burke, a humorous,
lazy fellow who owed his birth, parentage, and education to
“ de sweet Liberty,”* and who had now, in answer to the
Lieutenant’s reiterated summons, shuffled into the guard-
room, scratching his shock head, and trying to look as fool-

ish as the natural roguish expression of his features would
allow.

“ So, sir,” said the Lieutenant, darting an angry frown at

his tardy domestic, “ you’re come at last, sir ? Why didn’t

you come as I told you, when I kicked at the floor, sir?”

“Faix, Cap’n-——

”

“ Don’t prishumefor to reply to me, sir, when I
:m spaldng.

You must obsarve military discipline, Paddy Burke, I see

you have been indulging in that beastly habit of sleeping,

sir ;
you’ve been asleep on your post, sir.”

“ Bad cess to de post myself slipt on dis blessed night,

* The Earl of Meath's Liberty, a district of Dublin, which
like Alsatia in London, possessed the privilege of a sanctuary

from arrest for debt. De boys of de Liberty” have been long,

celebrated for their drollery and roguery, and for a peculiar

dialect, in which the letters th are always sounded like cl.
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Cap’n Dimpsey, jewel • dough dere’ no denyin’ I fell off for
about five minutes upon de table below stairs.”
“Paddy Burke, you scoundrel 1 sir, don’t let me hear

another item out of your month. It’s a bad sign when a man
falls off in a glorious cause. No man should fall off in these
^erulous times, when the eyes of Dublin and the rest of
Europe are upon us, and the natiou depinds its life upon
the undoubted valour and vigilance of the Royal Linen Hall
Corps of Yeomanry.”

After this ebullition of loyalty, the Lieutenant leaned back
in his chair, and looked around him with calm dignity, while
his companions in arms violently assaulted the table With fists
spoons, and glasses, meaning thereby to intimate that the
Lieutenant had spoken the exact sentiments of every hero
present.

17

“ The Lift’nant is about right,” said Corporal Fogarty •

“ I’m positively informed, too, that his Majesty—longlife to
him!—said to Billy Pitt the other day, that he didiTt value
Bonevparte three skips of a cricket, while he had the brave
Linen Hall boys at his back.”

“ Hepind upon it, gentlemen,” said the chairman, solemnly
“Government knows the value of our corps, or they would
nei ei have intrusted to us the defence of this important
position.”

“ The duty is cruel harrasliing, though,” added Jack McCabe,
who Was brewing a fresh jug of punch by the fire.—“ And the
fatigue is enough to kill a priest,” groaued Sergeant Gallagher
emptying off his glass.

° ’

” It certainly is severe,” replied the Lieutenant gravely •

“hut soidiers can’t expect much ase. Here, Paddy Burke
pull off my hoots, sir. We must suffer for our country in tie-
men,—-^that’s beautiful punch, Mr. M‘Cabe,)—and scorn to
complain. Asy, you rascal, or you’ll twist my foot off. Glory
gmtlemen, is our bacon and our pole-star,—don’t forget them
rashers for supper, Paddy Burke, you villain!—So, fill your
glasses, and 1 11 give you,— ‘ Our gallant corps !

’ ”

The toast ivas echoed round the table with three times three
and washed down with a copious libation of reeking punch,’
the effects of which now began to be visible on most of the
company. Anecdotes were related, which nobody listened to:
jokes thrown oft for the sole amusement of the joker

; and
songs sung, at the particular request of—nobody but the vo-
calist. ict, amidst these incongruous elements, an elevating-
consciousness of the invincible courage, and the tremendous
power ol the Loyal Linen Hall Corps, with a proportionate
contempt for all the Frenchmen and Papists on the face of the
earth, seemed to fill every breast.

“ H<
i
re’s bad

|
llclc t0 Honey,” screamed Peter Brady, the

little button-maker, from the foot of the table.—“And con-
fusion to the Pope,” shouted Dick Lindsay, the Presbyterian
hatter of Capel Street.

J

“Give us your fist, Dick, my darling!” cried Corporal
bogarty, stretching across the table in a sudden fit of friend-
Blnp for the 1 rotestant hatter, overturning a candlestick and
half-a-dozen glasses m the attempt.
“What an infernal n#ise you all make!” growled Sergeantwbo bad been nodding asleep in his chair.

I hat s what we like,” replied Corporal Fogarty, “as theould song says.”
° lUL

•‘Erayo, Corporal!” cried Barney Maguire; “we’re the hoys
that run t afeard of nothing.”—- True for you, Barney. J wishyou had seen how I made the rebels run for it at Ballinahinch,”
continued the corporal.

« fl
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’

S
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a faCt ’ anyhow,” observed Sergeant Gallagher;

J , Ihlr
11

.;

lcCf
.
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UT
?
t;S V"v ran first, and they ran after you ;

Kildare ”
a tlgMcr race was eyer secn upon the curragh of

A shout of laughter followed this reflection on the valourof the corporal, who tried to laugh too, hut made a sad failure

• “YGl
l’

1 wi
f
h we ha<1 a brush with the infernal scoundrels

J
ust t0 show them what our brave corps could do ” said J icu’tenant Dempsey. “ We’d thrash the ragged ra cals like vav^cried Peter Brady.

mce

foi\w>
t

iiu
r^y<>ur3eIveSi maybe the>'’11 come time enoughlor j ou, saiclthe sergeant. °

Sergeant Gallagher, sir, I mean to say, for my own indi-
vaydiale part, I don t care how soon they come

; and I’m
sure I spake the loyal smtiments of this gallant corps when Isay the sooner the better, sir,-I repate the words, the sooner
the better, Sergeant Gallagher;” and the lieutenant knit liisbrows fiercely, while a loud cheer followed his heroic declara-
tion.

“It’s likely then that you’ll soon be gratified,” replied Gal-lagher drily for I heard tins evening that Ilolt and a largebody of rebels are marching upon Dublin
; and it’s not impro-

bable that an attack may be made upon this quarter of the
city this very night.”

c

“ Serious?” said Dempsey, with visible uneasiness.
“ As the Attorney-General,” answered the other.
“Where did you hear the news?” “At the Castle guard—and from the best authority.”
“Dear me! that’s quite unexpected,” said the lieutenant

growing very pale ; hut endeavouring to hide his trepidation
under an affectation of gaiety. “Ha! ha! ha! ha! capital fun
twill be. But, we’re in a very exposed situation here,—quite
unprotected, I may say; yet still I hope and thurst that none
ot our brave and loyal corps contimplate the remotest idaya of

d 0 retrating on the present critical occasion.”
“Pooh! ’ said Dick Lindsay, “I’ll lay any wager ’t is only a
false alarm

; we’ve had fifty such before now.”—“ Some con-
timptible hoax, I’ll take my oath,” added Jack M‘Cabe.

I vote we turn out the guard and pcitrowle the roads ’’ ex-
claimed Peter Brady, who had reached “ the devil may ’care”
stage of drunkenness, leaping from the table, and flourishing
his sword in a most extraordinary manner over his head.

Sit dow n, ]\Ii . Brady, sir, and don t make an owicidlictwn of
yourself. As your shuparior officer, I order you to shathe your
sword, and take your sale, sir.”

“ I’ll be d—d if I do,” roared the little button-maker. “ I’ll
defind our glorious constitution till I die!” and he commenced
anew a vigorous broad- sword combat with several invisible
enemies; which was terminated by his comrades pulling him
into liis chair, and disarming him without ceremony.

Lieutenant Dempsey, whose spirits had begun to revive
when he found that the majority of the company apprehended
no danger from an attack of the rebels, was now heard voci-
ferating for Paddy Burke to fetch in “ matayrils for another
bowl ol screeching hot punch,” which lie protested should be
the last mixed that night.

‘And now. Jack M*Gabe,” added he, “ since Ave’re all com-
fortable again, I call on you fora song, Sir.’

;—“A song! a
song !” eeliocd every voice round the table.

The proposal being received with general acclamation,
Dempsey took off a bumper, threw his head up, and his chest
out, and, after a few preliminary hems, commenced as fol-
lows :

—

“ ^ ou might thravel the universe o’er
From Galway to Tanderagee,

But a match for our illigant corps
I’m sure that you never could see.

In battle no danger wc slum,
Like lions we enter the field,

—

We fear neither bullet nor gun,
And we’ll die, boys ”

The Lieutenant’s song was interrupted by the report of a
gun discharged at no very great distance.

rfa blazing shell had dropped into the guard-room, greater
terror could not have been depicted in the countenances of the
party

; but no one ventured to speak until Paddy Burke came
tumbling up stairs, exclaiming, “Dere !—dere ! — did yees
hear it— de shot ? Dc boys are cornin’ !— de rebels arc upon
us !”

D-don t lie alarmed, gintlcmcn ! Tn what qu-qu-qu-quarter
was the shot ? ’ inquired Lieutenant Dempsey, makingadespe-
rate effort at composure.

It came lrom the lane at the back of tbe garden, where I
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posted Ned Dooley sentry this evening,” said Corporal Fog-
arty.— “Poor Ned’s done for as sure as bricks,” said Jack
M‘Cabe.
But the words were hardly spoken when in rushed Ned

himself, bareheaded, and with a face pale as a ghost’s.— “ The
rebels!— the rebels! the rebels are upon us!” cried Ned,
gasping for breath.

“ For Heaven’s sake, bolt the doors, gentlemen ! Compose
yourself, Mr. Dooley, sir. What’s their force ?”

“ I dont know, but the lane is full of them.”
“ Good God ! the villains have surrounded us ! — they’ll

slaughter us in cold blood ! Go on, Mr. Dooley, tell us all you
know.”
“I was on my post in the garden, sir, when I thought that

I just heard a light rustling in the hedge next the lane.

‘Who goes there ?’ says I ; but the divil an answer I got,

though I could still hear the crackling of the twigs in the hedge.

‘There’s something wrong here,’ says I to myself
;
and stoop-

ing down, I saw betiine me and the light ofthe sky a pair of

murdhering long pikes moving over the top of the hedge.
‘ By the fist of Fin M ‘ Cool, them’s rebels !’ says I again to

myself
; so, of coorse, I made no more to do, but taking a

dead aim at the villains, I fired offmy carbine, and then cut
and run for the bare life.”

“ Bless my soul! What’s best to be done, gintlemen ?” said

the lieutenant, in pitiful accents. —“ Send to the Castle for

assistance,” suggested somebody.
“A capital idaya ! I'll write a despatch to the general this

instant. Corporal Fogarty shall carry it,” said Dempsey.
“ The divil a toe I”ll move out of this,” replied Fogarty.
“Do you refuse to obey me, Corporal Fogarty ?” said the

lieutenant sternly.
“ Most decidedly. Lieutenant Dempsey,” replied the corpo-

ral, doggedly. “ I’ve no notion of having myself shot.”
“Then, Corporal Fogarty, sir, consider yourself under ar-

rest.”
“ I’m particularly obliged to you,” said the corporal, quietly

taking a chair by the fire.

“ Where’s Mr, Brady ?” inquired the Lieutenant.
After a narrow search, the valiant button-maker was found

under a watch-coat in the corner, buried in so profound a sleep,

that nothing could disturb him.— “Sergeant Gallagher !” cried
the lieutenant. No Sergeant replied to the call.

“ Mr. Lindsay, sir,” said the lieutenant, “ I know that you
have—

”

“ The gout,” interrupted Mr. Lindsay, grinning horribly

;

“I couldn’t walk ten yards if I was to get fifty pounds for it.”

“Jack M‘ Cabe, Sir,” said the commander, turning an im-
ploring look towards the individual addressed, ’’Jack my boy,
I depind upon you.”

“I’ve a wife and seven children depinding on me already,”
replied Jack.

“ Is there nobody' will volunteer, for the honour and glory of
the corps ?” exclaimed the lieutenant, with tears in his eyes.
A dead silence fell upon all, and it was evident that the va-

lour of the Loyal Linen Hall Corps liad^ like Bob Acre’s,
oozed out of their palms. At length, after a brief but anxious
discussion, it was resolved that Paddy Burke, who had been
bribed to undertake the duty, should be intrusted to carry it

on to the guard at the Castle.

“We may as well cut a flourish about the affair,” said the
lieutenant, as he sat down to write his despatch.

“ By all manes,” said Lindsay
;
“ keep up the honour of the

corps.”

In a few minutes the lieutenant had his despatch completed,
of which the following is a copy

“to the general in iiaste.

“Guard Room, Grangegorman Lane,
10 o’clock at night.

“Dear General,—The rebels is on us. They marched in
by the circular road about half an hour ago, and druv in our
advanced guard, Ned Dooley, who in the most gallant man-

ner shot several of the villains, an$ then retreated iu beautiful
order. The enemy next circumvented the guard room ; but
I am proud to say the Loyal Linen Hall Corps did their duty
like Britons, and repulsed the rebels at all points. We have
now fired away all our ammunition, and must surrindher,
unless you send us immediate assistance.

“ I am, dear General,
“Yours to command, 91 ,

“Terence Dempsey,
“ Lieut. L. H. C. Y.

“P. S. The rebel force is now bivowked in the garden, I can’t

say egsactly what their number may be
; but by all accounts

it is nigh hand to ten thousand.”

This important missive having been placed in Paddy Burke’s
hands, with strict injunctions not to let grass grow under his

feet until he had placed it in the hands of the officer of the
guard at the Castle, he was lowered quietly from an upper
Mrindow, and left to make the best of his way thither.

Anxiously did the besieged party await the result of their
application, wondering that the enemy remained so quiet ;

but
they accounted for it by supposing that they were only wait-
ing for additional forces to come up before they commenced the
grand attack. Some of the most resolute of the party, who
ventured to peep out of a back window* swore that they could
see the rebels moving about in the shadow of the hedge. Sud-
denly the roll of drums heating to arms, and the shrill call of a
bugle in the direction of the Castle, filled the hearts of the
desponding party with renewed courage. In a few moments
drums and bugles were heard in various directions, and before

the gallant heroes of the Loyal Linen Hall Corps had, with
tears in their eyes, done congratulating each other, a troop of

heavy dragoons and a couple of light field-pieces came gallop-

ing up.

“The Lord he praised !” ejaculated the lieutenant, devoutly,
as the dragoons formed in front of the guard- house, and girding

on his sword, he proceeded to reply to the summons of a dra-

goon, who was hammering at the door with the butt-end of

his carbine.
“ Lieutenant Dempsey !” shouted the soldier.
“ Here I am,” cried the little man, tripping over his sword

in his agitation.
“ Have you lost many of your party, Lieutenant ?” inquired

the General.
“ Why, then, not to say a great many, Gineral. Sargeant

Gallagher’s missing, that’s all.”

“ But vou had a severe skirmish with the rebels ?”
%/

“ A murdherin’ skrimmage Gineral. It was God’s marcy
we warn’t all massacred,” replied the lieutenant.

Meanwhile fresh troops were arriving from the different mi-
litary posts. The alarm had also spread through the city that

a large body of the rebels had marched in, and were burning
and destroying all before them

;
blit still no visible enemy ap-

peared. Captain Johnson had returned, and reported that

the rebels were not to be found in the lane
;
and Lieute-

nant Dempsey was again called before the General to account
for the extraordinary disappearance of the rebel force. Cross

questioned and puzzled, he at length confessed that his account
of the attack on the guard-house was a little embellishment of

his own, according to the practice of all great commanders, in

describing their exploits
;
but that it was as “ thrue as gospel

that Ned Dooley had shot, at laste, one of the rebels in the

garden.”
Lights were instantly procured, and Ned conducted the

General and his attendants to the spot where he had seen the

pikes of the fellows projecting over the hedge, when he fired

upon them,—and there, weltering in the blood which flowed in

a stream from his side, lay the lifeless form of a venerable—
Billy Goat !

A MOTTO.

Pay the debts which thou owest; for he who gave thee credit

relied upon thine honour.
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NAPIER'S ATTACK ON THE ROBBERS OF KIIELA.

Few men possess a more determined and active resolution

than Lieutenant-General Sir Charles Napier, whose progress

through the grades of the army up to his present rank has been

characterised by stirring’ events on “flood and field.” Bold,

enterprising, and energetic, he is prompt in his decisions,

which, having once formed, lie promptly carries into effect.

That endears him to the soldiers, who are not over fond of

dreamy deliberations. But Sir Charles also possesses good

judgment, and the keen eye of a rifleman, in which branch of

the army he commenced his early career. Hard service has

rendered the whole art and business of war perfectly familiar

to him, and, though not a young man, yet his vigour is un-

abated; and, without harassing the troops under his command,
he nevertheless carries everything before him. The men
highly esteem him, for, though rigid in discipline, he is merci-

ful in punishment, and delights in the encouragement of daring

deeds. In private society he is a most pleasant, agreeable, and

humorous, companion, never suffering conversation to flag, and
paying every attention to junior officers at his ta,ble. His stock

of anecdotes, calculated to arouse emulation in the young-

mind, is unbounded, and be well understands the moment
when they may be judiciously applied. In political principles

lie is a thorough out-and-out Radical, but he never allows a

single thought to interfere with the duty he owes to his coun-

try, as he plainly evinced during his command in the midland

districts at the period when Chartism was in its most rabid

state; but, whilst restraining the violent from exercising their

destructive qualities, he nevertheless gained the esteem of all

parties.

In India Sir Charles gained golden opinions, and as Governor
of Scinde, no man ever gave greater satisfaction. We give a

correct representation of the troops under his command as-

saulting a mountain position 1,000 feet in elevation, where a

strong band of robbers had taken shelter. For years had they

been a scourge and terror to the country. Their numbers
were so great, that all attempt to exterminate them had
hitherto proved utterly futile. At length Sir Charles,

with his usual spirit and impetuosity, and with his usual

success too, moved against them. The strong position which
they held, coupled with their known desperate character,

made many of opinion that this undertaking would waste
many lives, and be productive of little or no good. The result

has proved the reverse. A shower of shells threw them into

great confusion. The attack now commenced. After some
desperate fighting it was carried, and the robbers wer<?

made prisoners.

MY FIRST TRIP.

( Concluded from our last.)

At daylight every boat of the convoy was employed in

taking people from the wreck, and bringing away everything
that could be rescued from the waves. This work continued
during the morning, and as the ships had drifted considerably

to leeward, signal was made to gather round the Commodore,
when it was ascertained that the long-boat had not been picked

up, and must have either foundered, or was still floating at the

mercy of the Avinds. Directions were given for the best

sailers to spread themselves on the Avings of the convoy, to

see if any traces of her could be discovered.

The Asia was one of the fastest ships in the fleet, and Ave

stretched away to the westward fur several miles, till a gun
from the Commodore gave us notiee to close. We had seen

nothing of the boat, but we saw a strange schooner, Yankee-
rigged, that was standing toAvards the rocks, and we hoped
that if the long-boat was yet in existence, there would he a
chance of her being picked up by the schooner, though the

general idea Avas, that she had gone down, and every soul

had perished.

Wc had scarcely wore ship for the purpose of joining the

convoy, when a dense haze obscured them from sight, and as

evening was closing in fast, every officer Avas stationed in

different parts to keep a look out. We had retraced about

half our distance, and the passengers Arere conversing in

melancholy mood upon the events of the past night, and the

probable fate of the long-boat, when a noble Newfoundland
dog, that had laid sleeping on the deck, suddenly raised his

head, and gave a short sharp growl. The captain was pacing

to and fro with the chief mate, but stopped near the animal,

and addressing it, said, “ Halloo, Nep ! what’s the matter

with you, old boy?”
The creature wagged his long bushy tail at hearing his

master’s voice, and then composed himself to slumber again;

but in less than a minute he resumed his growling, and raised

himself upon his fore-paws. “He hears something beyond

our knowledge,” exclaimed the captain; “up, Nep, up my
boy, and see to ’em

!”

The animal at first rose lazily, stretching his limbs and

shaking his coat, but in an instant he stood immoveable in

the fixed attitude of attention, and then sprung away up the

poop-ladder, running from side to side, and barking most

vehemently, till at last he took his station to windward, and

seemed perfectly furious. “ We cannot be within six miles of

the fleet,” said the captain, “ and yet I am confident there is

something near us. Weather cat-head there, do you see or

hear anything to windward?—Silence. Neptune—down, boy!

down!” and the animal became perfectly tranquil, wagging

his fine tail, and rubbing his head affectionately against his

master’s hand.
The officer on the look-out replied in the negative, as did

also several others who had cautiously looked round and

attentively listened. “ I’ll stake my existence on the dog’s

sagacity,” said the captain, addressing the chief mate. “ By
heavens! It may be the missing boat!—haul up the mainsail

and square the after-yards; keep her course, quartermaster,

till I tell you to luff to the wind, and let there be silence fore-

and-aft.” The orders were immediately and punctually

obeyed, and then the captain, patting the head of the huge

animal, exclaimed, “ Now, Nep, we must trust to you, old boy;

look for ’em, Nep! seek ’em out!”

The dog whined with a languid playfulness, as if satisfied

that he had awakened attention, when there arose a low,

hollow moan, that seemed like *a heavy groan issuing from the

very bowels of the ocean. The ship, though moving through

the water, was yet greatly retarded by the shivering of the

after-sails, and the dashing noise occasioned by her velocity had

ceased. “Fokstle, there,” cried the captain, “ do you sec any-

thing on the weather-beam?”
“No, sir,,’ replied the officer, “but there was a sound came

down upon the Avind, just now—though I tear— ’ he stopped

short, but added in a whisper—“ it was no living creature

uttered such a groan as that!”
“ The boat—the boat, Nep !” said the captain, patting the

dog ;
“ look out for the boat, sir.”

The animal raised his fore-paws, laid them on the rail, and

crouching his head upon them, looked intently to windward,

moving his cars rapidly. In a few seconds he gave a shrill

hoAvl, and then barking, jumped down, and fawned upon Ins

master. “ Lanterns in the fore and main rigging!” shouted the

captain; “clear away a gun there, forAvard; and Mr.
,

burn blue lights.” Then, caressing the dog, he added, “ 1 here’s

my good Neptune, see to ’em, lad—look to ’em.

Neptune appeared to comprehend Avliat Avas said to him, for,

jumping on a coop, he snuffed the wind and fixed his cacs

steadfastly about a point abaft the Aveathcr-bearn. 1 he lan-

terns were displayed, the blue lights sent forth their clear

blaze, when again that hollow moan was heard, and tee dog,

with loud harking, leaped from his station, and faAvned upon

the captain, who exclaimed, “ 1 >race the yards sharp up

aboard main-tack; and, quarter-master, keep her clean full

and by;—at till events, Arc’ll see the end of this!”

’Flic sails were nicely trimmed, and the gallant ship upon a

bowline bent to the breeze, and dashed the spray from Ijcr

bows. Blue lights were still burnt occasionally, the lanterns

Avere shown abaft, and in half an hour the ship was hove in
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stays, and soon was reaching away on the starboard tack.

In another half-hour (for the captain timed it with his watch)
the mainsail was hauled up, and the after-yards were in the

act of being squared, when the officer at the weather cat-head
exclaimed, “ A boat to windward—broad on the weather-
bow !”

Every eye was instantly directed towards the spot, and
there was visible amidst the gloom a small dark speck ;

but at

the same moment there was heard the sound of many voices

simultaneously shouting, and warm congratulations were ex-

changed amongst all classes on the deck, as there now could

be no doubt that it was the missing party. The main and
m:izen-topsails were thrown to the mast; the small cutter was
lowered from the quarter and sent away to tow the long-boat

alongside, and in another half-hour, seventy-six individuals,

who, in all probability would have otherwise perished, were
safe upon our decks. The long-boat was cast adrift—the sails

were trimmed—guns were fired and answered by the Commo-
dore, and in little more tffim an hour we passed within hail of

him, and gave the intelligence of our having recovered the

absentees.

That night the fleet lay-to, but as soon as day dawned we
again bore up for the island of St. Jago, and in the afternoon

were all moored in Port Praya: the Commodore saluting the

White Port, received a return of the compliment, and an inter-

change of civilities was immediately commenced. 1 was par-

ticularly delighted with the scenery, as seen from the anchor-

age, so different to any thing I had before beheld; towering
peaks and long ridges lifted their dark forms against the clear

light of the sky, and were finely contrasted with the bright

green of the cocoa-nut trees near the landing. The White
Port on the hill, together with the small town, gave interest to

the picture, and there was a degree of wild beauty in the

spectacle that rendered it perfectly romantic. The water
was so extremely clear and transparent, that the yellow sand
at the bottom was distinctly visible in nine fathoms; and the

the piscatory tribe, from the huge shark to the small cat-fish,

could he plainly distinguished as they moved about in search
of prey.

As soon as the ships were moored, Captain W came on
board the Asia, and the interview with bis passengers was of

an extremely affecting nature. He was accompanied by an
officer in the army on the staff, who was going round the fleet

to muster the troops that were saved, for the purpose of ascer-

taining the number and names of those who would never pass
muster again.

The soldiers rescued from the wreck were drawn up on the
quarter-deck, and Captain W—— ,

as well as the ladies and
their parents, spoke highly of the brave and manly conduct of

Corporal Jennings. The officer passed along the line, but
made a sudden stand when arrived at the spot where the
corpora} had placed himself, and seemed to scan his features

with a fixed attention. “ Your face is familiar to me,” said the
Major, “ yet I cannot charge my recollection witli the
circumstances of any former meeting. Were you ever in

the ——-st?”
44

i was, Major,” replied the corporal, whilst a look of melan-
choly pleasure, as if awakened by some remembrance, passed
hurriedly over his countenance.

“ I certainly should know you,” returned the Major; “yet
I feel bewildered in my own thoughts—nay, nay, I do know
you, you are — •

—

”

“ Corporal Jennings,” hastily answered the corporal, inter-

rupting him, as if desirous of preventing the utterance of his
thoughts.

“ I understand,” said the Major, passing on, and continuing
bis inspection; but no sooner were the men dismissed, than the
corporal was sent for into the captain’s cabin, where the
Major was waiting to receive him. He was soon afterwards
joined by his wife, and they continued together for some time,
whilst busy conjecture was most industriously employed on
the quarter-deck to solve the riddle.

On quitting the cabin,the traces of deep emotion were evident
in the faces of all three, and the tears were still trickling down
the cheeks of the devoted wife. Jennings, at parting, saluted

the officer with the most studied mark of military respect, and
conducted his partner below.

“ Poor fellow!” said the Major, musingly, as the corporal
disappeared, “ your cup has been drugged with sorrow and
misfortune to the very brim.” Then turning to the females,
he added, gaily, “ Ladies, I have attended to your recommen-
dation, and your protegd is now a serjeant. Should his life be

spared, you will one day see him—but no matter, lie is an
honest brave-hearted fellow, and you may rely upon it, ladies,

I shall not lose sight of him. As to his wife, I commend her
to your patronage, ladies; I have known her under different

circumstances to what she is placed in at present, and though s

now in a humble station, none need be ashamed at her com-
panionship! But come, Captain W—•—,

we have still other
ships to visit, and, as the Commodore will not remain long in

port, we shall have but little time to make arrangements.
Ladies, your servant ! Captain W —— and myself will endea-
vour to provide the best accommodations for you that it is

possible to obtain, and whilst I commiserate with you on the
loss of your worldly goods, I am happy in being enabled to

congratulate you on your x^esent safety.” And the gallant

old Major took bis departure, leaving the serjeant and bis wife

to form the groundworks of as many different tales as ima-
gination could well revel in; but tbe most plausible was
equally as wide of the truth as the most exaggerated.

In a few days the survivors from the wreck were distributed

amongst the ships of the convoy, and contributions of clothing,

&c., were plentifully supplied to all. Old Harvey and myself
remained on board the Asia, as did also Jennings and bis wife,

and the Judge and his family were received amongst the pas-

sengers. I was now treated with more attention and kindness i

than I had experienced in the Brombie Castle, and enjoyed
greater happiness than I iiad known since leaving home.

Eight days after our arrival the signal was made to prepare

for sailing, and it was generally understood that we were to go

to sea the following day. About noon one of the ships, the

Fortitude, which was lying outside of the rest, communicated 1

the intelligence of three strange sail in the north-east, standing

in for the Bay, and, shortly afterwards, that one of them was a
|

ship of the line, and the other two apparently frigates.

As the strangers could be only seen from the outermost
ship, on account of the east point of the land intercepting the

sight, the Captain of the Leopard went in his barge on board of

her, bailing us as be passed under our stern, and directing the

chief officer to clear the decks so as to be ready fur an
enemy.

Scarcely had tbe Commodore set his feet on the Fortitude’s

gangway when up went the signal for every soul to repair on

board tlieir respective ships, which was repeated throughout
the convoy, and enforced by the firing of guns. In another

quarter of an hour the Fortitude hoisted “ Prepare for battle,”

and immediately afterwards, “ Get springs on your cables.”

At this time there could not be less than eight hundred per-

sons (including nearly the whole of the passengers) on shore

from the different ships, and a boat was sent to direct all the

officers and seamen to return on board without a moment’s
delay. Before, however, this could be effected, the strangers

had rounded the point and come full into view. Tiiey had
English ensigns and pennants flying, and looked extremely

beautiful as they neared us under their courses and topsails,

and each sail set with the utmost precision.
“ They are friends after all,” said the second officer, “ and a

rumpus has been kicked up for nothing. Shall we secure the

quarter-deck guns again, sir?”
“ Not yet,” replied the chief officer, “ though I fancy we

shall have no use for them
;
but tbe men may go on with

tlieir work, and run to their quarters if they are wanted.”
“ I beg pardon, sir,” said old Harvey, who bad been look-

ing at the strangers through the chief mate’s glass,—“ I beg

pardon, sir, but with all due submission, I’m thinking that the

colours are a mere sham ;
for if ever I saw French-rigged

craft in my life, them there show the fashion. It’s all well,

sir, to hoist a hit of bunting, but if you will heed an old man
double-shot the guns.”
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“What makes you think they are enemies?” inquired the

officer.

“By the foot of the topsails, sir, and the cut of the jib,”

replied the veteran
;
“ the canvass of them courses came out

of no English dockyard, and if you mind, sir, the line-of-battle-

ship has no guns in the ports of the captain’s cabin.”

At this moment the Captain of the Leopard repassed under
our stern towards his own ship, and assured us that the
strangers were French ; at the same time directing the chief

officer to open his fire upon them as soon as the guns could

be brought to bear.

All was instantly bustle and preparation; the men went to

their quarters, the soldiers were drawn up with their firelocks

;

but it happened that, except one lieutenant, there was no
other officer of the army on board, and Serjeant Jennings was
consequently second in command of the troops who were to act

as marines.
Down came the enemy, the line-of-battle-ship leading, and

the frigates following each other closely in her wake. The
breeze was fresh, the sky was bright and clear, the water
perfectly smooth, when the strangers, having successively
brought the Fortitude on their beam, suddenly shifted their

ensigns, and the tri-colour of France fluttered in the wind.
In an instant red flames issued from their sides, and the
murderous shower of iron was seen dancing along the surface
of the water, and scatteriug the spray like a shoal ot flying-

fish with the albacore in chase.
Onward came the enemy, threading through the convoy

and firing as fast as the men could load the guns, the whole
of the ships that could get them within range returning the
fire with a precision and steadiness that made almost every
shot tell, and the sails of the frigates were flying aAvay in

long narrow shreds.

The position in which we were placed prevented our re-

ceiving, at first, more than a few straggling shot, but one of
the frigates luffing up to pass across our stern, poured in a
tremendous raking fire; and never shall I forget my sen-
sations as the shot came through the after-windows, crashing
and tearing the works away, and sweeping down many brave
fellows along the whole range of the gun-deck, which was in

some parts literally strewed with the mangled bodies of the
dead and dying. The frigate passed on and let go her anchor,
with the intention of laying herself upon the Commodore’s
quarter; but the breeze being fresh, and the remnant of her
sails flying in disorder, the anchor would not hold the ground,
and she drifted down to the leeward, bringing up on the larboard
bow of the Asha, and the starboard-beam of the Lady Melville.
We hauled upon our spring, brought our broadside to bear,
and the frigate found herself in a warm berth, from the well-

directed guns of the two Indiamen, whilst the smoke became
so thick and general, that it Avas hardly possible to see what
was going on at any great distance from us.

My first impulse was to keep near old Harvey, who was
steadily manoeuvring two of the quarter-deck carronades, with
as much coolness as if he was engaged upon the most ordinary
job. “ So, lads, don’t be in a hurry,” cried the veteran;
“ hand here that bunch of grapes—there, my boy, ram well
home whilst I prick the cartridge—home! Man the tackles
and run out the gun. Steady, so, lads—steady ! Elevate the
breech a little! High enough! Now, young gentleman,” he
continued, addressing himself to me, “ cast your eye along
that sight, d’ye mind, as soon as the smoke clears; the muzzle
is point blank for the frigate’s quarter-deck: I always pay
that mark of respect to the officers.” I looked as lie directed,
as soon as an opportunity was afforded, though I could not but
think the old man’s mark of rospect was a very equivocal one.
“ Did you ever see a gun better laid?” he inquired; and then
added, “ but, Lord love you, I’m an old fool; ’tis your first

trip, and what can you know about the range of shot? IIow-
somever, Mr. Grummet, we must all live and larn, so lay hold
of the match, just knock it on the priming, and thou run and
peep into the muzzle,—there’ll be nothing to harm you, I’ll be
sworn.” I did as I was desired with the match; the gun went
off: what effect was produced it was impossible to tell; but I

could not help feeling a degree of repugnance at the probability

of my having been instrumental to the destruction of human
life. But this did not last long; for every sentiment of pity,
every yearning of humanity gradually departed, and a ravening
sensation of cruel revenge assumed a dominion over my mind.
I looked at the bleeding bodies of my countrymen. I viewed
the spirit-stirring scene around me; fear was banished, and a
total change in every emotion of my heart ensued. I was no
longer inactive, but ranged about the decks, lending my aid
wherever I supposed it was required. The men seemed de-
lighted with my conduct, and we cheered each other in the
work of carnage. And here it is worthy of remark, that the
bravest and the oldest seamen ever love to hear the voice of
youth encouraging them in battle; they hail it as a promise
for the future, that the glory of the British flag will remain
unsullied and unsubdued.
The lieutenant of the army had been early wounded and

carried below, and the command devolved upon Serjeant
Jennings; but the men having no immediate call for the use
of the small arms, had spread themselves to the great guns

,

and were rendering the utmost service to the seamen. Through
the occasional breaks in the smoke we could see that the line-

of-battle ship had brought up abreast the Leopard, and they
were hotly engaged; nor Avas the situation of the Frenchman
very desirable, for the Indiamen were lying in positions to

alloAV of three or four of them to pour in an annoying and de-

structive fire. The other frigate had boarded one of the
largest shins of the fleet, but with Avhat success we could not
then tell.

Suddenly, our own immediate opponent SAvung round upon
her heel, her cable having been shot through; and as she came
drifting down upon us we had a fine opportunity of raking her.

Old Harvey seemed to be in admirable glee as he saAV his ad-
vantage, and pointed his gun; and, certainly, a better-directed

broadside was never thrown in—the frigate’s mizen-mast
tottered for a few seconds, .and then came crashing down,
Avliilst our lads gave three hearty British cheers, which was
echoed by every ship near us.

“She means to lay you aboard, sir,” cried Harvey; “ the

men are mustering on the gangways ! Bear a band, my boys,

and stick some of their spoons in the Avail—handle your tackle-

falls, men, and stand ready to run the gun out. Don’t be
skylarking with the cartridges there, ye monkey-faced rascals,

but mind the ship’s duty, d’ye hear? or I shall give you a
taste of some tarred-gingerbread !— to be skylarking at a time
like this, when a sheep’s head’s as good as the best man
aboard

!”

At this moment the captain came alongside from the shore,

and the men seemed to be inspired Avith fresh confidence from
his presence. His beautiful animal, Neptune, came bounding
along the deck Avith his master, who gave directions that he
should he immediately taken to a place of safety. Taking a
keen, but rapid glance at the posture of tlie combatants, his

mind instantly comprehended the whole, and turning’ to the

chief mate, he deliberately issued his orders.
“ Down there, tierers!” exclaimed the chief officer; “ veer

away upon the small bower and spring! give them the eud of

a hawser into the boat, and let them run it away to the ship

on our starboard boAv.”

But the frigate came doAvn too fast for the intended manoeu-
vres, and the captain’s voice, loud and clear was hoard —
“ Small-arm men and boarders, on the larboard-bow to repel

attack!—Cut—cut away the small boAver!” At tho same
time, Jennings and his soldiers, together with a number seamen,

were assembled at the appointed station, and the boatswain's

mates, with heavy axes, cut through the cable, which flew out
at the hawse-hole, and the ship dropped gradually to her best-

bower. But the frigate’s tattered sails, and her falling ofl

before the wind gave her a greater velocity than ourselves,

and she came stem on her jib-boom, passing between our fore

and main shrouds on the larboard side. In a few minutes our

decks were filled with Frenchmen, and a moat desperate affray

ensued. Harvey had given me a loaded pistol aud a short pike;

with the first I sent a tAvo-ounce ball through the head of a

terrible-looking follow, whose heavy cutlass was raised to strike

my gallant old friend down; and with the other, I penetrated
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the bowels of a French soldier as he descended from the

frigate’s bowsprit, and his blood came pouring upon me in a
dark thick stream, as I endeavoured to disengage the weapon.
At this moment, a heavy stunning blow fell upon my head

—

there was a ringing in my ears, and a sickness in my heart,
and I was stretched insensibly along tlic gangway.

saisg-jflE" a : - -i:

liANULPH THE FRATRICIDE; OR, THE MANIAC
OF ERFURT.
A SAXON TALE.

“Would to God it were otherwise!” said Hanulph, as

from the window at which he stopd musingly, lie saw the

baronial equipage pass along the bridge that led into Erfurt.
“ *Twas a sinful wish,” said Maude. “Ah ! Ranulph, I

remember the time when you too, would have called it sin-

ful.”

“Forgive me, Maude, forgive me 1” said her husband
;
“ I

recal the wish and he turned to her and kissed her fore-

head, and lifted the little boy from the stool where he sat at

Maude's feet, and held him to his neck.

Ranulph was the first-born of the Baron of Erfurt, whose
barony is the richest in the Province of Thuringia, and is

indeed accounted one ©f the most considerable in upper
Saxony. Shortly before the death of the baron, Maudo be-

came the wife of Ranulph
;
she was of respectable but not

of noble origin
;
and this alliance was contracted not only in

opposition to the express commands of the baron, but also

without the consent of the Duke of Saxony, who in those

days, assumed the prerogative of regulating the alliances of

Die most considerable among his nobles. The consequences
of Ranulph’s disobedience, may be easily imagined : the des-

tination of the barony was altered
;
and upon the death of

the Baron, llildebert, the brother of Ranulph was Lord of

Erfurt. Since that event, the disinherited had lived, though
not in indigence, yet in a sphere that to the first born,

seemed scarcely removed from it. Maude had been Ilan-

ulph’s choice: he had chosen her because lie loved her;
but love, that formed Maude’s existence, was but an episode

in his. Ambition had been in Ranulph an earlier passion

than love
;
all that he had seen from childhood upwards, had

contributed to foster it
;
the pageantry of rank, the homage

paid to wealth, and the power it conferred : even in boyhood
lie had revelled in his coming greatness

;
and w hen lor a

season, love claimed an undivided rule, it was but the rule

of an usurper; the master-passion w'as quenched, but not

extinguished.
Long, very long did Maude cling to hope. She saw a change

in Ranulph; but oh! it could not be that beloved /lerless:

had he not chosen her? had he not wedded her, in despite of

the world and its tlireatenings? and was she not worthy of

liis love, as when he led her from the altar? as fond—almost
as fair? Alas! Maude knew little of the human heart—less

of the world.

Harshness was not the sin of Ranulph
;
his sin was neglect,

the most withering blight that falls upon the human heart: the

prostrate flower will raise its head when the tempest has passed

by, but it cannot survive the withdrawing of those sweet in-

fluences by which it lives and is nourished. Maude could not

conceal from herself the coldness of her husband: yet so con-

fiding was she, so full of affection was her heart, that it was
long ere distrust could gain entrance there; but it entered in

at last, and grew into the sad reality that Ranulph loved her
less than the things she had deprived him of. Yet hope
could not quite forsake licr: oue kind word—a look—a tone

such as she remembered, would send joy into her heart, and
call to her cheek the smiles of other days; and when Ranulph

!

said, “ I recal my wish—Maude forgive me,” and turned
to her and kissed her brow, and embraced their boy, she might
have said truly, if she had spoken from the heart, “have we
not happiness enough?” But gleams of returning kindness

from Ranulph were “ few and far between;” they were like the

sunbeams that flash for a moment through November mists;

and after the incident with which this little history begins, a

whole year elapsed, during which no kind word—no fond look
—no remembered tone, dispelled for a moment from the heart
of Maude, the darkness that dwelt within.

Ranulph grew more silent and morose; the images of gran-
deur that had once been familiar to him, began to assume in his

mind a more palpable form; the contrast between the present
and that which might have been, became every day more ap-
parent, till at length he hated the brother who inherited his

right, and scarcely less than hated the woman for whom he
had sacrificed them. Maude could but weep in secret; for

kindness and endearments—all she had to bestow, except her
tears, could only renew the recollection of bis folly in having
exchanged for baubles such as these, the splendid inheritance
of his fathers.

Ranulph dreamt a dream one night, lie thought lie was
the possessor of liis father’s inheritance; aud although lie re-

tained in his dream a conviction in liis own identity, lie fancied
that he was the younger brother, and that llildebert, the first

born, was placed in his circumstances—the disinherited and
living in obscurity. He lay, as he thought, in bed and awake
revolving in his mind the events that had elevated him to the
barony; and glancing now and then at a huge chest in one
corner of the chamber, in which he imagined was deposited the

deed that excluded liis brother and secured to him his posses-

sion. 'lhe room in which he lay, was familiar to him; it had
been the sleeping apartment of liis father; and the portraits

of many generations, Lords of Erfurt, hung upon the walls.

One door opened upon the corridor; and another, opposite to

the foot of the bed, and visible between the somewhat parted '

curtains, led to a staircase, which terminated in another door I

opening into the vaults below the castle. As he thus lay, ru-
,

minating upon the past, the present, and the future, the castle .

dock struck twelve; and as the last chime died away, he saw
j

the door into the chamber, slowly open, and bis brother Hilde- 1 ,

hurt enter; lie saw liis brother go to the huge chest, lift the
\

lid, and take out the deed; lie sprung from his bed to save it i

—and in the act of struggling with his brother, he awoke.

This dream made a powerful impression upon the mind of
j

Ranulph: the deed, the evidence of his disinheritance, was |,

doubtless deposited somewhere; and if by any means be could

obtain possession of it, what should then hinder him from fc

claiming the rights of which lie was dispossessed by that deed

alone. Might not the chamber liis dream had pictured to him, j.j

be in reality that in which the deed was deposited; for there,

lie well knew, stood the chest in which the family archives

were inclosed. The more he revolved upon the dream, the

stronger became the conviction that it had revealed the truth; !

and the more intense was his desire to recover the evidence of i

liis disinheritance, and the more eager his longing after the :

power and honours enjoyed by his brother.

It was late on the evening of a day in the latter end of Oc-
j

tober, that Ranulph after having been absent, on a pretended

journey of business, to a neighbouring town, arrived within

the precincts of his paternal house. The young crescent moon
yet hung in the sky and threw a pale and sombre light upon

E

the well-known towers, and upon the open space between the

walls aud the family tombs, within whose shadow stood Ran-

1

ulph. He waited till the moon sunk; and then by paths long

familiar to him, lie passed lightly towards a low archway that

led into the vaults. Once he fancied he heard the rustling ot f

fallen leaves, behind him, and paused for a moment; but con-
;

eluding it to have been the sighing of the night-wind, or some
;

startled bird, lie went onwards, and creeping through the
; ;

archway, dropt into the vaults. He speedily gained the small

door that opened upon the stair, and with a slight push, it
j

,

gave way. At the door of the chamber, Ranulph stop^ied and *

.

!
listened. Within, all was still; but again he fancied a sound

as of a light tread, came from below again be listened, but

heard it no more. The possibility of liis dream proving

literally true, flashed across liis mind—his brother springing

from his bed to save the deed—and how then should he act?

j

He felt the hilt of his poniard in his hand; but he said men-

tally, “ No, no; I have not come hither to kill my brother—I ,

come to seek my right; but I am no murderer.”
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Ranulph laid his hand upon the door as the castle clock

struck twelve; and as the last chime died away, he gently
pushed it open and stood within the well-known chamber.
Through the parted curtains, he saw his brother: a lamp which
burned upor»atable, threw a steady light upon his face, and
Ranulph saw that he slept. He approached the bed. “ lie is

my brother,” said he; “I have not come to take his life: is he
not my brother? But how! my brother?—has he not robbed
me of my rights? does he not possess my inheritance?”—and
the vision of years, and the hopes of youth, and the disappoint-
ments of manhood, rushed in a collected torrent upon the mind i

of Ranulph. At that moment, the countenance of the sleeper

seemed agitated
;
a smile passed over his lips, and he whispered

;

in an eager noiseless whisper—“It is mine, it is mine; I will

keep it.” As Ranulph gazed, his hand insensibly clutched the
poniard with a firm grasp: he raised his arm: and at the mo-
ment he would have struck, his hand was arrested, he turned
and beheld Maude!—But the demons of envy and hatred, had
taken possession of Ranulph

;
he flung Maude from him; and

as the sleeper started from his disturbed vision, Ranulph
buried the poniard in the bosom of his brother. One loud and
long shriek, recalled the fratricide to a sense of his danger; he
threw down the red reeking proof of his guilt, and fled towards
the vaults, calling upon Maude to follow. But Maude followed

not; Maude understood not; the blow that told her, her husband
was a murderer, had struck reason from its throne; Maude
was a maniac; and when the household of the baron, roused

by that appalling shriek, the herald of madness, entered the

chamber, she was sitting calmly beside the murdered baron,

with the poniard in her hand.

One word of retrospect is necessary. Indistinct words, mut-
tered in sleep, had revealed to Maude, the design of her hus-

band, and from nightfall, she had watched him. The purpose
revealed by Ranulph in sleep, regarded only the proofs of his

disinheritance; but undefined suspicions of greater evil had
crept upon the mind of Maude, and it was these that led her to !

follow the steps of her husband.
It was speedily known throughout the province, that the

baron was murdered: and the maniac found in his chamber,
was deemed the murderer. The wife of Ranulph was well

known to many even among the baron’s household; and al-

though it was surmised that ambition, oftentimes a powerful
passion in the female breast, had crazed the mind of Maude,
Ranulph stood free from suspicion: he could not be responsible

for the actions of one bereft of reason.

No sooner had sufficient time elapsed for the Duke of Sax-
ony, who was then at the Imperial Court, to have received

authentic information of the death of the Baron of Erfurt than I

Ranulph repaired to Vienna, and preferred his claim to the
j

succession. His brother had left no child : and as the insanity of

Maude, afforded sufficient ground for an application of divorce-

ment, there was no longer any objection on the part of the

duke to the recognition of his title.

Ranulph had now reached the object of his ambition; but

at what price? the murder of his brother! the madness of his
'

wife! and although the lord of Erfurt was caressed and smiled

upon; though amid the gaieties of the Imperial Court, he
affected to be that which the world believed him to be—careless

and happy ;
visions of more innocent day s, past for ever, and fears

of coming evil, dashed at times the untasted cup of pleasure

from his lips, or lent bitterness to the draught. His brother,

in boyish days, mirthful and kind; or sleeping unconscious that

a fratricide stood by his bed; Maude, smiling and happy as he
led her from the altar; or tender, gentle, uncomplaining, as she

had ever been; the one murdered—the other a maniac; these

were the images that poisoned the streams of pleasure, and
withered every blossom that springs on the pathway of wealth
and honours.

Ranulph dreaded a return to the castle, of his fathers. The
din of festivity that filled the capital, if it could not altogether

drown the voice of conscience, yet dulled the sound; and if amid
the flourish of trumpets, or the chorus of syren tones, the maniac
shriek of Margaret was sometimes heard, louder and more
thrilling than them all—yet it seemed a§ if in the baronial

hall, it would be more frequent and more appalling. But Ran-
ulph must conform to the usages of his ancestors, and the prac-
tice of other nobles; and it was announced to his vassals and
retainers that the castle should be prepared for his reception.

Merrily did the silver tongued bells of Erfurt, proclaim the
approach of the Lord Ranulph. The elevation of the younger
brother had been deemed by the people, an act of tyranny; and
Ranulph was welcomed to his ancestral domains,' as one who
ought to have inherited them long ago. It was an universal
holiday in Erfurt! crowds thronged the streets waiting the ar-
rival of the baron; and when, towards evening lie rode through
the barrier, the air was rent with the welcome acclamation of
thousands. A deafening shout announced the entrance of the
baron within the hall of the castle—but in Ranulph’s fancy,
another came mingled with it. .Anon the sounds of welcome
died away—fainter and less frequent became the tokens of re-

joicing—at length all was still—night gathered round; and
with it came the visions that oppress the guilty.

Ranulph tried to dispel them; the board was spread; the
cup was filled and drained, and filled and drained again. The
hall blazed with artificial light, and the musicians exhausted
their skill to do honour to their patron. But in vain; the por-
traits of his ancestors seemed the living witnesses of his guilt,

and every eye was fixed upon him. Music was a mockery, in

painful contrast with the troubled mind; and light itself that
to the guilty is sometimes felt to be a protection, Ranulph
would have exchanged for darkness, for it served but to aid

the delusions of imagination by magnifying and distorting every
object that surrounded him.
Eleven chimed on the castle clock, and Ranulph desired his

attendants, to lead the way to his chamber: orders had been
given to prepare for the baron another apartment than that

which had been the scene of blood; but the order had been
misunderstood or neglected, and it was with feelings which none
but the guilty can understand, that Ranulph glanced around
the chamber, wrhen the departing footsteps of his attendants

could no longer be heard.
* * *

. * *

Ranulph lay on the bed of his murdered brother; not as in

his dream, revelling on the events that had raised him to the

inheritance, but striving to keep afar oft* the reminiscences that

would yet force themselves in fearful distinctness upon his

wakeful fancy. It was agony to be awake, and yet he feared

to sleep, dreading the visions that might pursue him: and
shrinking instinctively from the state of helplessness which to

the guilty is felt to be a state of danger. At times, drowsiness

nearly obtained the mastery over fear: but the embryo visions

of troubled sleep—his brother entering the door, or Maude’s
maniac shriek, recalled him to consciousness. But sleep at

length overcame him; his eyelids closed; and he lay as his

brother had lain ere the poniard reached the heart of the sleeper.

Who is it that stands by the bed of Ranulph? Maude—the

maniac Maude; she has burst her bonds, and has sought, by

the remembered path, the chamber, where last she saw her 1ms-

|

band. She gazes earnestly on the face of Ranulph ;
and though

she knows him not, yet that countenance wakes a gleam of re-

collection, a faint wandering ray of reason, an indistinct dream

of some once connecting link—and softly she creeps and lays her

dowm by his side, and throws her arm over him.

Ranulph dreams a fearful dream: he dreams that his mur-
dered brother, is stretched on the same bed, and locks him in

the cold arms of death: and in striving to shake from him his

dreadful visiter, he awakes; but the gripe of a maniac is strong.

Ranulph believes himself in the grasp of the dead—and terror

does the work of justice!

|

Hush! it is Maude’s shriek that rends the castle! She knew
i not her husband living, but she knows him in death : reason

for a moment illumined the mind: but life fled from the revela-

tion of misery.

A.

The number of soldiers in receipt of pensions is above

50,000. The in-door pensioners of Chelsea College about 500 .
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INTERVIEW WITH THE VICEROY
OF EGYPT.

Tr was with extreme curiosity that I looked forward to a

presentation to so extraordinary a man as the present ruler

of Egypt. So much has recently transpired relative to the

policy and proceedings of Mohammed Ali, and so great has been

the interest and curiosity with which all his movements have

been watched by European powers, that I shall offer no

apology for laying before the reader the follow iug account of

my introduction to this celebrated personage. It will, perhaps,

be considered the more acceptable, as a circumstance occurred

during my interview that afforded an opportunity of seeing

more of his real character, than one is generally fortunate

enough to do on similar occasions.

Previously, however, to my presentation at Mohammed Ali’s

court, accident had given me a sight of him. Strolling one

morning through the citadel, a fine looking old man, mounted
•on a handsome charger, and attended by a single sais on foot,

rode by me towards the gate leading to the city. He bowed
on crossing my path, but fancying his salutation Avas intended

for a friend

—

avIio, I imagined, Avas close behind me—1 did not

return it. lie repeated this compliment, however, which of

course I then acknoAvledged by a removal of my hat.

Waiting for the coming up ofmy friend, I inquired, “Who
is that very polite old gentleman ?”

“ Who !—Avhy, the Viceroy.”

“What ! the merciless tyrant, Mohammed Ali ?”

“ The same.”
“And does he ride into the city without a guide ?”

“Even so; you may see him there most days, if you Avill

only be in the main street at his usual hour of taking exercise.”

So much, thought I, for the tales told in England of the

detestation in Avhich this “ sanguinary monster ” is held by
all classes of his subjects !

A feAv nights afterwards, my introduction took place. My
visit was paid at night, it being during the Fast of the Eham-
adan. The reception-room used on these occasions, is in a
palace contiguous to that of the public offices and the apartments
of the Secretary for the Howe Department.

We alighted at a handsome portico, and, passing a long Avide

passage, paved with slabs of marble, arrived at a kind of ante-
room, crowded Avith attendants, dragomans, Sec. From thence
we passed into a large room, filled Avith persons of all kinds,
making their prostrations most devoutly to the east cardinal
point ;

and from it avc were ushered into the presence chamber,
a long and handsome apartment, at the further extremity of
which sat the Egyptian sovereign.

Mohammed Ali Avas attended by one only of his secretaries a
young Armenian—who translated the Viceroy’s conversation
into French, styling him ahvays “Son Altesse.” The in-
troduction Avas made without ceremony, the Consul-General
merely mentioning the names of the differant presentees.

In person, Mohammed Ali is short, and rather corpulent,
but perfectly erect. His dress Avas studiously plain, being
composed entirely of blue cloth. A handsome cashmere shaAvl
was folded round his loins

; Avhite silk stockings, velloAv
slippers, and a white muslin turban, completed bis costume.
He wore no jewels of any kind upon his person—not even a
ring ; but the pipe which lie held in his hand, and occasionally
applied to his lips, was blazing Avith diamonds and other pre-
cious stones.

He is decidedly a handsome old man
; but his fine grey beard

is hardly in keeping with his vivacity and personal activity.
In the expression of his quick and piercing eye, there is

.more of jocoseness than cunning
; and if his high and ample

forehead does not give the lie to the assertions of his detractors,
it forms the exception to the rules of Spurzheim

; for never
did Isee the organ of bene\rolence “more strongly deAmloped.”
A peculiarity in his mode of wearing the turban—close doAvn

over his eyes—takes off much from the fine character of his
countenance, concealing his handsome forehead, compressing
the eyebrows, throwing the eyes into shade, and giving them
a sinister expression, which is foreign to them. But Avhen, in
the course ef Gwversation, he becomes animated, and pushes

back his turban, which he has a habit of doing, the un"
favourable impression is instantly removed.
He conversed with much freedom, joked, and laughed a

great deal, and Avas evidently in a gossiping humour. Though he
does not profess to understand the French language, yet it

struck me that he had some knowledge of it, from 'the manner
in Avhicli he often anticipated the answers made to his ob-

servations, before the interpreter had translated them into

T urkish.

Having been informed that I had lately traArelled through
the Delta, he asked me a variety of questions as to the route
I had taken—what I thought of' the state of cultivation, &c.
I Avas rather amused, on one occasion, when the conversation

flagged for a moment, at his jokingly desiring the interpreter

to request the Consul-General to say something. “ Son Altesse

dit
,
dites quelque chose !” Avas the literal translation of the terms

in which this unregai, though sufficiently despotic, command
Avas conveyed.

Shortly after our'arrival, AAre were presented witli some thick
sugarless coffee, served up in lilargee silver cup-holders, richly

set Avith brilliants. This, I was informed, was no inconsiderable

honour. The Chilbouque i3 a mark of distinction reserved

for persons of Arery exalted rank, Avhich, being estimated ac-

cording to his Highness’s ideas, is oftentimes rather ludicrously

bestowed.
As in all Turkish apartments, the furniture was very scanty,

consisting merely of India chintz window- curtains, and a Divan
round three sides of the room, the cushions of Avhich Avere co-

j

|

vered with the same materials.

I From the ceiling a very handsome cut-glass chandelier was

j

suspended
;
and, on the floor, stood six massive silver can-

J

dlcsticks, with feet about a yard in diameter, and disposed in

! two rows, so as to form a kind of avenue leading up to the

I presence. A seventh, of a more portable size, Ava3 placed near

J

the others, as I first thought, to make up the mystic number,
seven

;
but I aftenvards found that it was kept at hand to

enable the Viceroy to read any papers that might be presented

to him.

Our visit lasted, altogether, about an hour. During the

Avhole of that time, the apartment was open to all such persons

as had the usual right of entree, as Avell as to those Avhosc names

j

had been given in, as requesting an audience— if foreigners,
j

through the Consuls of their respective nations.— Capt. Scott's

Rambles in Egypt and Candia.

THE DEATH OF ROB ROY.

His death-bed was in character with his life. When
confined to bed, a person Avith whom he was at enmity pro-
posed to visit him.

“ Raise me up,” said Rob Roy; “ dress mein my best clothes;

tie on my arms; place me in my chair! It shall never be said

that Rob Roy Maegregor Avas seen defenceless and unarmed by
an enemy !”

Ilis Avishes were executed, and he received his guest with i

haughty courtesy. When he had departed, the dying chief
exclaimed:—

-

“ It’s all over noAv! Put me to bed! Call in Che piper; let

him play Ha til mi tulidh! (We return no more!) as long as I

breathe!”
He Avas obeyed. He died it is said, before the dirge was

finished. * * * *

When dying, he slieAved that he entertained a sense of the
practical part of Christianity very consistent with his High-
land notions. He Avas exhorted by the clergyman who at-

tended him to forgive his enemies; and that clause in the Lord’s
Prayer which enjoins such a state of mind Avas quoted. Rob
Roy replied:

—

“ Ay, noAv ye hae gien me baith law and gospel for it. It’s

a hard law, but I ken it’s gospel. Rob,” he said, turning to his

son, “my sword and dirk lie there: never draw them without
reason, or put them up without honour. I forgive my enemies;
but see you to them,—or may——

”

The Avmrcls died away, and he expired.
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A MALTESE EXECUTION.

In all warm latitudes, human passions, good as well as

had, may be said to stand, at least, at that degree which on

Fahrenheit’s scale would be denoted “fever heat,” and steam

itself can hardly be more different from ice-~the Bengal

tmer springing on his prey, cannot form a greater contrast

to that half frozen fisherman, the white bear, as ho sits on

his iceberg sucking his paws, than are the passions of hot

countries, when compared with the cold torpid feelings of the

inhabitants of the northern regions of the globe.

In all parts of the mediterranean, I found passions of all

sorts very violent ;
but, without any exception, that which,

at the period I refer to, stood uppermost in the scale, was
bigotry. Besides the eager character which belonged to

their latitude, one might naturally expect that the Maltese,

from being islanders, would be rather more ignorant and
prejudiced than their continental neighbours

;
however, in

addition to these causes, when I was among them, they

really had good reason to dislike the Turks, who, during the

time of the knights, had been their constant and most bitter

enemies.
Whether these fine valiant knights of Jerusalem conquered

the Turks, or were defeated, the xMaltese on board their gal-

leys (like the dwarf who fought with the giant) always suf-

fered ;
besides this, their own little trading vessels Avere

constantly captured by the said Turks, the crews being not only

tants : an affray occurred, and a Mahometan having stabbed,
a Maltese, he was of course throAvn into prison

;
and, in

process of time, surrounded by a strong guard, he was led
into the Maltese court to be tried ( Anglice, to be condemned)
for the offence. As be threaded liis Avay through the croAvd
which had assembled in those dirty passages and dark cham-
bers that led to the tribunal, the Avoinen shrunk back as the
“ Turco” passed them, as if his very breath would have in-
fected them Avitli the plague

; while in the countenances of
the men, as they leant forwards, arresting him in his progress,
and almost touching him with their browu faces, it was evi-
dent that they were all animated with but one feeling, and
oue desire, that is to say, hatred and revenge : however,
nothing was heard but a very slight murmur, or groan, and
the prisoner was soon seen a little raised above the crowd,
trembling at the bar. He Avas a diminutive, mean-looking, ill-

favoured little fellow, dressed in the loose Turkish costume,
with a very small dirty white turban, the folds of Avhich Avere

deemed more odious^to the Christian eye than if they had
been formed by the wreathing body of the serpent. While
the crowd were shouldering each other, head peeping over

head, and. before the shuffling of moving feet could be silenced,

awocati, or clerks, who sat in a small space between the

prisoner and the bench, were seen eagerly mending their pen3,

and they had already dipped them into ink, and the coarse,

dirty, rougli-edgtd paper on which they were to write, Avas

folded and placed in front of them, be lore it was possible to

maltreated and tor-

tured, but often in

cold blood cruelly

massacred. In short,

if there was any bad
feeling in the heait

of a Maltese, which
the history of his is-

land, a3 well as every

bitter recollection of

his life, seemed na-

turally to nourish, it

Avas an implacable
hatred of the Turks ;

and, that this sad

theory was mostfully
supported by the

fact, became evident

the instant one ob-

serAred a Maltese, on
the commonest sub-

ject, utter that ac-

cursed Avord, “ Tar-
co” or Turk. The
sort of petty convul-

sion of the mind, Avith

which this dissyllable

Avas delivered, Avas really very remarkable, and the roll and
ffash of the eye—the little bullying shake of the head—the

slight sto.mp of the left foot—and the twitch in the fingers of

right hand, reminded one for the moment of the manner in

which a French dragoon, when describing an action, mentions
that his regiment came on “ sabre a la main!” words Avhich,

if you were to give him the universe, he could not pronounce
without grinding his teeth, much less with that cold-hearted

simplicity with which one of our soldiers would calmly say,

“ sword in hand.”
This hatred of the Maltese towards the Turks, was a sort

of cat and dog picture which always attracted my notice
;

however, I witnessed one example of it, on Avhich occasion

I felt very strongly
;

it Avas carried altogether beyond a joke.

One lovely morning, I remember it as if it Avere yesterday,

there had been a great religious festival in the island, Avhich

as usual, had caused a good deal of excitement, noise, and
fever ;

and as a nation seldoms allays its thirst Avithout

quarrelling, as soon as the hot sun had set, a great many still

hotter disturbances took place. In one of these rows, a party

of Turks, justly or,unjustly, became offended with the iphabi-

cominence the trial.

The court was in-

sufferably hot, and
there Avas snch a
stench of garlic, and
of clothes impreg-
nated with the stale

fumes of tobacco,

that one longed al-

most as much as the

prisoner to escape
into the open air,

Avhile the salloAv face

of the a cooca t i, clerk s

,

and every one con-

nected Avith the du-

ties of the court,

showed how unheal-

thy, as Avell as offen-

si\ro, Avas the atmos-
phere which they
breathed. On the

bench sat what one
must call the judges,

but to an English

mind, such a title but

ill belonged to those

who had only lately been forced, most reluctantly, to expel

torture from their code.
The trial of the Turk began, and every rigid form was most

regularly followed. The accusation Ava3 read—the story

was detailed—the Maltese Avitnesses, in great numbers, one

after another, corroborated, almost in the same Avoids,

the same statement
; seAreral times, when the prisoner

was ordered to be silent, as by some ejaculation, be inter-

rupted the thread of the narrative, did the eyes ot every

being in the court flash in anger and contempt upon* him ;

their countenances as suddenly returning to a smile, as the

evidence of the Avitnesses proceeded with their criminatory

details. At last, the case being fully substantiated, the cul-

prit Avas called upon for his defence. Although a poor, mean,
illiterate wretch, it is possible he might have intended to

have made a kind of a sort of speech
;
but Avlicn he came

to the point, his heart failed him, and his lips had only power
to utter one single word.
Regardless of the crowd, as if it had not existed, looking

as if he thought there Avas no object in creation but the cen-

tral judge on the bench, he fixed his eyes for some moments
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upon his cold, sallow, immoveable countenance, until, over-
powered by his feelings, almost sinking into the ground, he
clasped his hands, and, in an agony of expression which it is

impossible to describe, he asked for “ mercy !”

For some time the judge sat in awful silence—then whis-
pered a few words to his colleagues : again, all was silent ; at
last when some little forms had been observed, the chief
judge pronounced a sentence on the prisoner, which lie might
just as well have done, without his having endured the pain
and anxiety of a long trial. It is hardly necessary to mention
the sentence

;
for, of course it was, that the Turco, being

guilty of the murder of the Maltese, was to be hanged by
the neck till he was dead; every word of which sentence
was most ravenously devoured by the audience : and the
trial being now over, the prisoner was hunied away to bis
dungeon, while the crowd eagerly rushed into the hot sun-
shine, and open air.

A considerable time elapsed between the sentence and the
day fixed for execution. Where the prisoner was—what were
his feelings—how he was fed—and how he fared, no one knew,
and no one cared

;
however, on the last day of his existence,

I happened to be riding along Strada Form, when 1 heard a
bellowing sort of a blast from a cow’s horn, which I instantly
knew to be the signal that a fellow-creature was goiug to the
gallows. In any other country in the world, the monotonous
inoan which proceeds from this wild, uncouth instrument,
would be considered as extremely harsh and disagreeable

;

but at Malta, where the ear has been constantly accustomed
to good Italian music, and to listen to nothing more discord-
ant than the lovely and love-making notes of the guitar, this
savage whoop was indescribably offensive, particularly being
accompanied by the knowledge that it was the death-march,
and dirge of the murderer—“ the knell that summoned him to
heaven or to hell.”—As I rode towards the Strada Reale, the
principal street of Yaletta, down which the procession was pro-
ceedinga dismal blast from this horn was heard a bout every ten
seconds r and, as it sounded louder and louder, it was evident
the procession was approaching. At last, on coming to the
corner of the street, I saw the culprit advancing on his fune-
ral car. The streets on both sides were lined with spectators,
and every window was filled with outstretched figures, and
eager faces. In the middle of Strada Reale, preceding the
prisoner, were three or four mutes

;
while several others

were also begging in different parts of the town—these peo-
ple, who belonged to some of the principal Maltese families,
were covered from head to foot with long loose robes, of white
linen, a couple of holes being cut for their eyes. Their feet
were bare, and to each ankle affixed a chain, of such weight
and length, that it was as much as they could do to drag one
leg after the other. In the right hand, they held a tin
money-box, in the shape of a lantern, with death’s head and
bloody bones painted upon it. A small slit in this box, re-
ceived the copper contributions of themultitude;’and as these
mutes passed me in horrid triumph, shaking the box at every
step they took (the rattling of the money forming a sort of
savage accompaniment to the deep clanking of their chains),
they had altogether au unearthly appearance. The malefactor
now approached. He was half sitting, half reclining, on a
sort of low, rattling, iron vehicle, of an indescribable shape,
which raised his head a little above the level of the people

;

and, the very moment I looked him in the face, much of the
secret history of what had passed since the day of his con-
demnation, was as legible in his countenance, as if it had been
written there. He had been existing in some dark place, for
his complexion was blanched by absence from light

;
he had

evidently been badly fed, for there was famine in his sunken
features ; his nerves were gone, for he was trembling

;
his

health had been materially impaired, by suffering, either of
body or mind

; and last, though not least, for some mysteri-
ous reason, either from au expectation of obtaining mercy
in this world, or securing it in the next, he had evidently ab-
jured his religion, for his dirty white turban was gone, and
very ill at his ease he sat, or rather reclined, in the clothes
uf a Christian 1

The car on which he proceeded, was surrounded by an im-
mense number Qf priests, belonging to the different churches

of Yaletta, and apparently to those also of all the villages in

the island. All aogry feelings had almost completely sub-
sided, in their minds, as well as in the minds of the people

;
the

day was one of triumph and ofjoy ;
and, intoxicated with the

spirit of religious enthusiasm, the priests were evidently be-

side themselves with delight, at having succeeded in the
miraculous conversion which they had effected. Shouldering
and pushing each other with ail their strength, with out-
stretched arms, and earnest countenances, they were all in

different attitudes and voices, calling upon the malefactor to

repeat the name of their own particular saint. Some behind
him, were trying to attract his notice, by pulling his clothes,
while those before him, by dint of voice and gesture, were
equally endeavouring to catch his eye ;

and such a confused
cry of “ ViVa San Tommaso!” “Viva San Guiseppe !

’

“Viva San Giovanni!” “Viva San Paolo!” as I will not
pretend to describe. It was, of course, impossible for the
wretch to comply with all their noisy demands ;

yet, poor
he did his best

;
and, in a low, faint voice, being dreadfully

exhausted by the jolting and shaking of the carriage, he re-

peated “ Viva San Paolo !” &c., as he caught the eye of the
different priests. The strong brawny-shouldered priests who
got nearest to him, often made him repeat the name of their

saints twice, before the little bandy-legged ones in the rear
could get him to mention theirs once. As this strange concert

proceeded, it was impossible to help pitying the poor culprit;

for if one had been travelling from one magnificent palace to

another, to be so jolted and tormented both in body and mind,
when one was ill, would, by any of us, have been termed dread-

fully disagreeable; but for all this to happen to a man just at

the very momeut he was going to be hanged, appeared, at the

time, hard indeed. After passing under the great gate, and
subterranean exit, called Porta Reale, the procession wound its

way across the draw-bridges, and along the deep ditches, &c ,

of the fortification, until coming out upon the great esplanade,

which lies between Yaletta and Floriana, an immense crowd of

people was suddenly seen waiting round the gallows, at the

sight of which I pulled up. The priests were now more eager

than ever in beseeching the criminal to call upon the name of

their saint; the mutes, whose white robes in all directions, were
seen scattered among the people, were evidently shaking their

boxes more violently than ever, while among the crowd, there

was a general lifting of feet, which showed the intense anxiety

of their feelings.

As the procession slowly approached the gallows, I could not

hear Avhat was going ou; but in a very short time, I saw the

man led up the ladder by the executioner, who continued always
a step or two above him: the rope was round his neck; and,

resting loosely on the culprit’s head, there was something like

a round wooden plate, through a hole in the centre of which
the rope was passed. As soon as the poor creature got high up
on the ladder, the vociferations of the priest suddenly ceased;

for a few seconds, a dead silence ensued, when, all of a sudden,

there was a simultaneous burst or shriek of exclamation from
the priests and populace, echoing and re-echoing the words,
“ Yiva la Christianita!” which the man, in a low tone of voice,

had just been persuaded to utter. All caps waved: every hu-

man being seemed to be congratulating each other on the de-

lightful conversion; and no person appeared to pay the slightest

possible attention to the poor wretch, who, with the last sylla-

ble on his lips, had been pushed off the ladder, and was now
calmly swinging in the air, the executioner standing on the

loose wooden plate above his head, holding by the rope, and,

with many antics, stamping with all his force, to break the

neck, while the people, in groups, were already bending their

steps homewards. Not wishing to encounter such a crowd, I

turned my horse in another direction, and passed a number of

mules and asses belonging to many of the people who had
come from the most remote casals and Tillages to see the exe-

cution.

! The gown is his that weareth it, and the world his that

enjoys it; he that reckons without his host wiU haye to reckon

again.
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T PI E OBDURATE PARENT; OR, THE
VICTIM AVENGED.

A TRUE TALE OF MILAN.

Ludovisio Carantani, a native of Varese, a city of the
Milanese, had only two daughters, by a wife who had brought
him a considerable fortune: but that parental affection which
ought to have been divided between them, was confined to the
eldest, whoso name was Victoria; though she was not near so

amiable as Olympia, her younger sister. This capricious pre-
ference, was evident even in their infancy. Victoria enjoyed
all the caresses of her father, nor, could her sister obtain the
least token of his tenderness or affection. Her mother’s love,

indeed, made her some amends for this indifference; but death
having deprived her of this consolation, she was exposed to

numberless contradictions, and suffered continual ill treatment.
Victoria’s beauty, and the fortune she might expect from the
wealth and partiality of her father, soon drew about her a great
number of suitors; and Carantani, thinking that he might marry
his favourite with the greater advantages, was determined to

sacrifice to her interest the happiness of Olympia, whom he ac-

cordingly put into a convent, and caused a report to be spread
that she had resolved upon a religious life. This report gained
credit; the number of Victoria’s lovers increased, among
whom, were gentlemen of the best families in the country.
The father already congratulated himself upon the success

of his scheme. As he had always treated the amiable Olympia
with severitj^ he was persuaded she would be soothed by the
tranquillity of a convent, and think herself happy to have es-

caped the rudeness and neglect which she suffered at home.
Nor, Avas he altogether mistaken: for, at the solicitation of
several of her relations who were devotees, and had been gained
over by her father, she consented to take the habit of a novice
or probationer in the monastery of San Martino. But there is

a time of life, when nature speaks a language very different

from that of monastic devotion. Olympia, although young,
lively, and of a complexion naturally amorous, was on the point
of becoming the Arictim of her father’s ambition and her own
inexperience; but on the very day of the ceremony, she saw
among the company assembled as usual on these occasions, an
amiable cavalier, who had made a deep impression upon her
heart. Immediately, the thoughts of a convent became in-

tolerable; and she reflected with horror upon the sacrifice she
was just about to make, of all the advantages which she might
promise herself in the Avorld.

The nuns and her devout relations, who soon perceived the
alteration, endeavoured in vain to bring her back to her first

resolution. All the answer they received from her Avas, “ that
her circumstances being equal to those of her sister, she had
no inclination to sacrifice herself to her ambition or the par-
tiality of her father; that her design was to marry, and that
she entreated them to prevail upon her father to give her to a
young cavalier of a very good lamily, by whom she knew she
was beloved.”

It is easy to imagine the astonishment of Carantani, when he
was made acquainted with a resolution which quite frus-

trated the scheme he had formed for raising the fortune of his

dear Victoria. He earnestly entreated the nuns and his kins-
women to redouble their endeavours to make Olympia alter her
resolution. But these endeavours only inflamed her passion,
and increased her disgust for a monastic life; nor did she con-
ceal her sentiments from her father, who came frequently to

see her, in order to discover the effect of the remonstrances of

his friends; to these he added his own; but perceiving that
these expedients did not succeed, he had recourse to menaces,
and assured her “ that if she did not resolve upon a religious

life, he would take her home again, where she might expect to

be the most Avretched of Avomen.”

Olympia, who knew her father’s unkindness, by a long and
cruel experience, did not doubt but he Avould keep his word.
Yet she endeavoured to mollify him by the most tender and pa-
thetic expostulations; but neither argument, entreaty, nor tears

made the least impression upon his heart.

As by this change in Olympia’s resolution, the match of

nis Victoria was in danger of being broken off, her lover
growing cold and indifferent in proportion as her fortune be-
came precarious. Carantani was so much enraged, that the
next time he Arisited Olympia, lie told her in a transport of fury,
“ that it she did not take the veil, as soon as her novitiate ex-
pired, he would put her to death with his own hand.”

“ If I die, it shall not be by your hand,” replied the amiable
Olympia, calmly. “ I have often represented to you, my
aversion to a monastic life; yet, you command me to sacrifice
myself to the fortune of my sister, and to that excessive fond-
ness Avhich you have always shown for her.”

“ It is but your duty to obey me as your father,” said Ca-
rantani; “Avhatever may be my motives,—the interest of the
family requires that some sacrifice should be made—

”

“Well, be it so,” interrupted Olympia, Avith an air of plain
firmness, and resignation. “If it be impossible for me to
prevail upon you to retract this command, you shall be
obeyed, since my obedience will spare you the crime which you
threaten to commit against me; but ”

“But what?” demanded her parent, anxiously, his heart
throbbing Avith joy, at this unexpected acquiescence to his
fondest wishes.

“ You and my sister, will have perpetual cause to regret the
cruel sacrifice which you oblige me to make you,” replied
Olympia; “and, iioav,” added she, as she turned away from
him, while a tear stole doAvn her fair cheek, “you may order
the necessary preparations for the ceremony, whenever you
think proper.”—Having thus said, she withdrew.

Carantani, who probably did not know to what lengths despair
might carry a young maid, when love has once seized on her
heart, pleased himself with the thought of having made her
change her resolution. He went Avith an air of triumph to
carry the news to his dear Victoria, and her loArer, who were
then together. They exulted greatly upon it, and noAv thought
themselves happy.
As the time appointed for Olympia to take the veil was now

near, Signor Carantani made all the usual preparations, and,
as if he thought the unhappy victim knew not to whom she
was to be sacrificed, he took measures for solemnizing the mar-
riage of his eldest daughter at the same time.
On the day preceding that which was fixed for tins double

caremony, Olympia thought it her duty to make a last effort

to soften her father, and, if possible, divert him from so bar-
barous a sacrifice. For this purpose she again reasoned, she
expostulated, she entreated; but Carantani was equally deaf to

the voice of reason, nature, and religion; he continued inflexible

to his purpose, and confirmed his threatenings by the most
horrible oaths.

“Ah! my dear father!” said the amiable OIympia
(
with a

look of unutterable tenderness and grief, “ consider well what
you are about; consider that to me your answer is life or death,
and be assured if you sacrifice me to my sister’s fortune, you
will repent when it is too late; the phantoms that now mislead
you will vanish at once; you will perceive with horror the
effects of your delusion, and feel the pangs of remorse Avhen
they are aggravated by despair; but farther conversation will

only ratify my destruction by increasing your resentment; per-
mit me therefore to withdraw, and do not give your final unsAver
till to-morrow. But remember,” added she, speaking slowly
and solemnly, Avitli emphasis on these words, “ that if I perish
you will be wretched, and that in refusing mercy to your
daughter, you give sentence against yourself!” With these
words she left him.

Carantani, whose eyes the last sentence might have opened,
disregarded it as one of those Avild menaces, which are usually
the last resource of a passion increased by opposition, and
exasperated by despair. The preparations for Victoria’s mar-
riage engrossed bis attention, and he thought of nothing but
how to render it splendid and magnificent. The relations Avho

were invited to this double ceremony Avere already assembled
in the church of the convent, and Olympia Avas dressed in her
richest apparel and most splendid ornaments, which at these

times are put on only to bo renounced for eArer Avith the

greater solemnity. The dreadful moment arrived in whioh
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this blooming victim was to be conducted to the altar: then

knowing that she had nothing further to hope, yet concealing

her despair, she ashed leave of the nuns who were about her to

go up into her cell, under pretence of recollecting herself for a

jfew minutes, and meditating in private upon the important
affair which she was about to transact. This was readily

granted, and Olympia went up, not into her cell, but into a

garret, which was over it, and after having deplored her mis-

fortunes, and prayed to God for pardon, she fastened to one of

the beams a cord, which she had taken from one of the nuns,

who used it for a girdle, put it about her neck, threw herself

from a little bench on which she stood, and in a few minutes
expired.

In the meantime the company, who had been almost an
hour assembled in the church, waited with impatience for the

beginning of the ceremony. The abbess was acquainted with
it, who was equally surprised at the delay, and asking the nuns
the reason of it, was informed of Olympia’s request; they
waited almost an hour longer, but stiil Olympia did not ap-

pear. They then went to seek her in her cell, but there she
was not to be found; other parts of the convent were searched,

but without success. At length after much time spent in

fruitless inquiry, one of the nuns thought of going up into the

garret. What a mournful! what a horrid spectacle was there!

The unfortunate Olympia hanging in the fatal cord, with which
she had put an end to her life.

Seized with horror at the ghastly sight she ran precipitately
down stairs, and rushing into the choir where the nuns were
assembled, she filled them with terror and astonishment by
her outcries and lamentations. The alarm soon spread itself

from the choir to the church, where all the relations with the
utmost consternation received the news of the sudden death
of the unhappy Olympia, the most shocking circumstances of
which the abbess prudently concealed. At rirst they would
not believe it; they demanded a sight of her, and going out of
the church in a body, the ladies and Carantani himself (this

privilege being granted to fathers) entered the convent, not-
withstanding the resistance of the abbess and nuns.
What a spectacle was this for a father, for a sister, for a

whole family! One of the most amiable young women, the
victim of a violent despair, all the horror of which was yet
visible in her countenance.

Great as Carantani’s obduracy had hitherto been, he now
burst into tears, and became frantic with despair. He accused
himself too late, as the murderer of his daughter, and stung
with this tormenting thought, which was but too much the
suggestion of truth, he fled from the convent, and even from the
city, with the greatest precipitation. He mounted his horse,
with a design to conceal his shame, his grief, and his remorse
in the obscurity of a country seat. But Heaven designed him
for a public example. He had scarce rode six miles when his
horse taking fright threw him, and his foot hanging in the
stirrup, he suffered a death yet more dreadful than that of his
unhappy daughter. Dragged by his horse, which ran full
speed, every limb was broken, and his body covered with
wounds and bruises. But divine justice seemed to extend
itself even to his carcase after he was dead, the'head and arms
of which were at length torn off; nor did the horse stop till he
got home. Who can conceive the horror and consternation of
his family when they saw the horse furiously galloping, and
dragging after him the torn and bloody trunk. Victoria, who
was an eye-witness of this dreadful event, could not sustain
the complicated calamity, which was thus heaped upon her
on the very day in which she expected to be completely
happy. The death of her sister and of her father, attended
with uncommon circumstances of horror, and the loss of her
lover, who refused to enter into an alliance with a family which
suic de had dishonoured, made so deep an impression upon her
mind that she died two days after; thus closing that series of
disa c trous events, which afford an ever-memorable instruction
to parents with respect to their conduct towards their chil-
dren.

H. A. D.

DUTY.
A TALE OF SPAIN.

Dusing the war which stained with human blood, the fields

of sunny Spain ;
there was in a fort, in the possession of the En-

glish, which commanded an important pass or road, some few
leagues from Madrid, two brothers. They had risen to defend

their country against the attacks of the insatiable Napoleon,

and having an abhorrence of the banditti-lilce practises of the

Guerillas, had joined the army of the Allies. The elder, Juan,
de Castala, was one, possessing all the grandeur and better feel-

ings of human nature. He so trained his soul that he had
tasted deeply of that cup of happiness which rectitude supplies :

and had learnt to shun and view with abhorrence, the least

tinge of dishonourable conduct. The inroads which the enemy
made in his beloved country; the wailing of the widow which
testified how fraught with death and destruction was
their pathway, fired his brave, noble spirit, and he became
a soldier for his country’s good.
The younger brother, was a tall dashing man, possessing an

impetuous temper, and a warm heart: yet was withal one of

those, who seek enjoyment with such vigour, that though their

pleasures may be extracted from a source that will cause pain

to others, that same trouble rather enhancing than decreasing

their enjoyment of it. He was one full of refinement, and good
sense, yet lacked that one grand ruling power, discretion. The
elder brother gained the respect and esteem of his superiors:

the younger from his restless gay temperament, the admiration
of his thoughtless associates.

As Juan was sitting musing one lovely evening in the little

apartment, he had by virtue of his good behaviour, allotted

to himself; a loud rap at the door announced a visiter, and ere

the echo had died away his commanding officer walked into the
room.
Juan rose and made a respectful obeisance.

“Pray be seated,” said the colonel. “I have to apologize for

thus intruding myself unannounced upon your privacy. “ Nay
be at ease,” he continued as De Castala still retained his position

;

“ be at home and let me make myself so.” He seated himself
in a chair, and rested his arms upon the back in a careless

attitude.
“ I need your services in an affair, which I will presently de-

tail, and which must remain for the present known only to us.
you will listen?”

“Attentively Commandant,” was theyoung soldier’s reply.
“ I was wandering the other day, as is my custom, in the

forest, partly from a love of solitude, and partly to see that
our sentinels were not neglecting their duty. I strolled some
distance from the last outpost, and feeling somewhat fatigued,

seated myself at the foot of a tree, in a crevice of which I for-

tunately espied, artfully, but ineffectually concealed, this note.

Mark it well

“
‘ There was a consultation among our officers yester-eve.

The cause of their last disgraceful defeat formed no inconsider-
able topic

; but a more important one still, was how to atone
for it. This is their decision : two regiments of infantry, and
a brigade of artillery will march against fort M— at day-
break on the 13inst., be vigilent ! or you are lost.—

’

“ Listen to the scoundrel’s compulsion of conscience,” said
the Colonel

; “by heavens ! I would spare a mad dog that
had bitten me, the doom I would inflict on this infernal

scoundrel.” He recommenced reading.

“ ‘ Say what you will, the life of a traitor Is a damnable
one. It is not the loss of life only, which is his in-

evitable fate should a discovery be made, but there is that
venemous viper, conscience, for ever uppermost, for ever
stinging. I am a despicable coward, or I would have scattered
my brains to the wind, rather than have listened to the voice
ofyour gold, which has made you the taker, and I, the destroyer
of the lives of many brave men. Three days from hence at sun-
set, I will be here again, to reap the reward of this information.
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I must have gold. I who have sacrificed all for you, must
expect some considerable pecuniary return from you. Flee
the country I must—my own has become a curse to me.

*“L. deC.’

“He shall meet his reward, he has spoken truly!” cried the
Colonel— “ now de Castala,— I have heard, that your rifle

bears a relationship to you, from being, like you, true and un-

erring. I commit this affair into your hands, as one, who loving
his country, hates the man who wearing its clothes, would
basely sell it. Its importance needs no comment, I will my- . — -

self conduct to this rendezvous two hours before the appointed
j

^ ie
fl.
uie ^ home of Ins ancestors; the place that in the innocent

time. Let your rifle speak, and speak effectually, but not to !

hours of his childhood had oft rung with the mingled shouts

which was, almost liid beneath the clustering branches of the
luscious vine, a neat, strongly built cottage. To this he bent
his way, his staggering steps, his hard-drawn breath, testi-
lying his exhaustion. He reached the door, and knocked
loudly for admittance. “ Who is there?” asked a voice from
within.

“ It is I, father ! open the door quickly, or I perish !”

The bars were withdrawn, the door flew open, and he cry-
ing, “Saved, saved!” sank fainting on the floor.

Juan, though unable to overtake him, had tracked him step
by step, even to his father’s cottage. Here he paused. It was
i-i.- • i i r* i • . ,i i .i,.

cause death ;
it is fitting he should die in the presence of his

comrades, that they may take warning at his death. Disable
him, and make him prisoner ; you will perceive I place a con-
fidence by unfolding a secret I have ever scrupled to confide to
my brother officers. I pledge you my honour if you are zealous,
your promotion shall be the first object of my care."

“ I joined the army with a higher and a worthier object, sir,

than either emolument or fame. I accept this proposition
gladly and thankfully; for I perceive, that by prosecuting it

with vigour, I shall not only be bringing a base renegade to an
ignoble but well earned death, but that I shall also be doing a
service for that country, at whose command I am ready and
willing to die.”

“ Spoken like a soldier!” exclaimed the Colonel rapturously.
“ Like one as honourable as brave; though we of the city,

Castala, I must confess, whatever may be our feelings now,
entered the service with far less patriotic notions. Go on and
prosper, and learn that promotion is the only reward a gallant
man can look for. At due time I call again.”

“ I shall await your coming, colonel, with impatience.”
They separated,—the colonel to join the festivity of the

mess, whilst De Castala sat alone in his room, musing with a
heart full of fearful forebodings of the adventure before him.
Two days after this in the evening, De Castala lay crouched

in the thick underwood of the forest. His position lay oppo-
site to the tree which had been the safe hiding place of many
a treacherous piece of information. His handsome face ex-
hibited the appearance of much thought and care; his fine

dark eye was fixed upon the tree with a steadfast gaze. He
watched long and fruitlessly : at length the cracking of dry
twigs and the rustling of leaves, announced that the traitor

and murderer had come in search of the reward of his crime;
Juan grasped his rifle tightly in his hand, and watched with
the keenness of a hungry tiger, every movement of the rebel,

who, after casting suspicious glances around, to convince him-
self that he was undiscovered, hastened to the tree- He thrust
his hand in the receptacle formed by nature; a loud cry and a
bitter oath betokened that the disappointment was both un-
expected and severe.

“ Ten thousand curses on the treacherous hound!” he cried,
j

“ Blind idiot that I am, not to know that soft words and de-
i

of the two brothers. That brother whom “ he had borne
upon his back a thousand times,” who was endeared to him,
not only by the ties of consanguinity, but by many a past
service and kindness also; he now tracked to that home which
both had known so long and loved so well,—he was about to
tear him from their arms for ever, and consign him to a bloody
death ! The man of rectitude and of honour paused. Was
this a brother’s part? he asked himself. There was for a few
minutes a fearful struggle in his breast, Avhich should have the
mastery—a brother’s love, dr a soldiers duty? The brother
had forgotten himself, and must he forgotten. Juan advanced
to the door with a firm step, and knocked loudly for admit-
tance. The perilous times had rendered every precaution
necessary, and again the question was put, “ Who is there?”

“ Your son, Juan de Castala,” was the reply.
“ ’Lis our Juan,” said a gentle voice within joyously, and

the next instant his sister avrs in his arms. Juan repulsed her
gently, and rifle in hand strode into the room Avhere his brother
lay Avitli his arm bandaged. His father’s extended hand was
passed—his mother’s voice was unlistened to, unheeded. He
advanced to the couch and awoke the sleeping mao. He
started up, startled and shaking with all the fear of a guilty
conscience. “ What, Juan!” he exclaimed, “thank Heaven it

is only you ! I’ve had a fearful dream, and dreaded—I know
not Avhat.”

“How comes this?” asked Juan, pointing to his brother’s
arm.

“ I was attacked in the forest by two guerilla thieves; one I

killed, the other shot me—see.”
“ Renegade! you lie !” exclaimed the elder brother. “ I shot

you! Thank the fates, your hellish treachery has become
known. I have sworn to deliver you up to justice, and I
will.”

“ What if I will not go?”
“These walls have been our home, our asylum for many happy

years past; if you refuse to accompany me, I will scatter your
brains upon them. You are a rebel— a murderer. One who
has shed the blood of his friends, for the gold of his enemies!
Come with me.”
He arose mechanically; he turned his eyes towards his

friends, who stood speechless from excessive astonishment and
ceit ever go hand im-Jiand. But he shall suffer—bitterly shall agony, and said, “I have deserved my death, and Aviil meet it

he rue this!—Suffer!” he exclaimed with a laugh, Avild and
unnatural as a madman’s. “No! lie has reaped the wheat;
the weeds are mine!”
Juan listened,—what avrs about that form, scarcely de-

finable in the half-light—what in that voice, that sent the
blood rushing from his heart, and made his brain to reel? The
agitation lasted but one moment; the feeling Avas stifled, the
soldier was aroused. He had discovered in the person of the
traitor whom lie had sworn to deliver up to death, It is brother!

j

He thrust his rifle through the clustering shrubs and fired.

His aim was true, as a sharp cry from the man testified.

Juan sprang from tiis hiding-place, but the other Had fled for

his life. On went the pursued with the fleetness which a fear i

like a man. Mother, speak to me—we shall never meet again

on earth ;
but if the prayers of the repentant are heard, we

shall meet in a higher and better Avorld. — Speak to me,
mother!”
The poor woman, Avith a shriek of agony, threAV herself into

his arms. The father dragged her away,—“ Wife,” he said,

“ he forfeited our relationship Avhen he forfeited his honour.

He is no son of ours!”
“ Father,” said the young man, sinking on his knees before

him; “ as you hope for mercy, extend forgiveness tome. I

have sinned—my death will atone for it. Condemn me, but

pity me!”
“ Forgive him, father,” said Juan. “The grave Avill soon

of death alone could lend his feet. Swiftly gliding from tree close all,—justice will have its own—she will deal Avith his

to tree went the pursuer after him. Disregarding the wound, offences; let us now, who are blood of his blood, lo\Te him for

which pained him excessively (for the bullet had splintered the what he once Avas!”

bone of his arm), he hurried on, the fear of death seemingly The whole family knelt, clustered around hitn. The Father,

rendering him insensible to fatigue or pain. The forest was with hands upraised to heaven, sought Avith a trembling voice

passed, and he entered a lonely glen; nestled in the midst of the blessing of forgiveness on his unhappy son.
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The soldier sprang to his feet, tears of joy filling his eyes;

the fear of death was gone, and the hope of meeting in a better

world filled his swelling heart.
# * # * *

The morning for the execution has arrived. The jest is

hushed—the blasphemous tongue is still;—the gay and foolish

now wear thoughtful visages, and those who have thought, are

more thoughtful still. They are about to see a comrade
die. One who has been their confidant, the sharer of their

joys and festivities, as ’twere their second-self, about to suffer

before them an ignominious death. There were men with
blanched cheeks, who had faced the cannon’s mouth undaunt-
edly. All loved him for his good qualities— all pitied him for

his vices. The ranks were formed. The silence was broken
by the band playing the funeral tune, solemnly and beautifully.

The condemned man walked with a sure steady step to the

place where he was to die. As he passed the ranks he ex-

tended a hand to each of his comrades. He acknowledged the

justice of his fate, and besought all there to let the recollection of

his death be imprinted on their hearts
;
and hoped it would prove

a warning, at once fearful and salutary. He knelt beside his

coffin, and prayed fervently. Juan knelt by his side, and their

supplications mingled together. They embraced and separated.

The Colonel then advanced, and read the death-warrant ; it

might have been fancy, but some said even his voice trembled.

He had scarcely finished, when the firing party advanced.
The Avord “ present” was given. Many an overcharged heart
heaAmd a sob—many an eye was dimmed with tears. The
command to “ fire” sounded in the air, and the younger De
Castala lay stretched, as lifeless as the ground on Avhich he
fell.

Great offers were made to Juan dc Castala for his heroism;
but he refused them all. He would not be enriched at the
price of his brother’s blood. He had fulfilled his duty; but in

doing so had crushed every hope of his life. His heart Was
with his brother. He fell covered with Avounds and glory at

the siege of St. Sebastian.

James Lindridge.

ROBBERY IN THE SIERRA.

I was about to return to Gibraltar, from a short leave to

England, at the end of the autumn of 1829. The facility

with Avhich you are now enabled to pass to and fro, by the
Mediterranean steam-packets, adds very much to the other

advantages of the “ Old Rock,” as a station for a military

man. In my way to secure a place in the Falmouth mail, in

order to be in time for the October Packet, I encountered my
old brother officer and friend, Lieutenant-Colonel P

,
also

on the same errand as myself. By the time we reached the
coach-office, our plans had been completely changed, and a
resolution of proceeding overland, adopted. Passports were
soon obtained, and, on the morning of the 29th of September,
we left the Tower of London, in the Queen of the Netherlands
steamer, which landed us that night at Ostend. From thence
we followed the usual route to Brussels, remaining in that city

long enough to enable us to view all that is interesting, and to

make excursions to the field of Waterloo and to Antwerp.
This done, the diligence carried us in due course to Paris, and
Malleposte from Paris safely deposited us at the Bureau in

Bordeaux, at the end of forty-six hours incessant galloping.
From Bordeaux we proceeded to Toulouse, and thence, by an
interesting mountain road, to Perpignan. Here avg were
delayed some days by a heaAry fall of rain, which caused the
usually small and insignificant mountain streams to swell
into broad and rapid torrents. At length the road became
passable, and we reached Barcelona with as few accidents and
delays as could possibly be expected. Those which did occur
are scarcely worthy of record. A Aveek passed quickly and
pleasantly at Barcelona, and on the 7th of November Ave left

that city in the diligence for Valencia. The French and
Spanish diligences are, as far as regards the mere vehicle,

similar; but in France it travels tediously slow,—dn Spaiu,
never at a less rate than seven, but more frequently at nine

miles an hour. The carriage is drawn by from eight to twelve

animals, horses and mules, harnessed as chance might seem to

direct. The mayoral (conducteur) sits on the coach-box in

front, and drives this motley team chiefly by the sound of his

voice. He has neither reins nor whip, but addressing each

horse or mule by its name of Capvtgna, Juanito, Tomasina
)
&c.,

he speaks cheeringly or chidingly as the case may need.

Occasionally he jumps down from his seat, runs by the side of

the carriage, and yet contrives, whilst keeping pace with the

perhaps accelerated speed of the animals, to fill the pockets of

his smart-braided short round jacket Avith stones, which, with

singular dexterity, after he has remounted, he throws at the

awkAvard or refractory beast, and accompanying each stone

with a volley of curses, invariably succeeds in bringing the

offenders to immediate subjection.

In such a diligence we quitted the beautiful city of Barce-

lona on the morning of the day I mention. The passengers

were nine in number. The coupe contained Don Francisco de

F ,
a lieutenant-general of the Spanish army, and two other

persons, Spanish merchants. In the interior, besides Colonel

P ,
and myself, there Avere a Spanish merchant, and a fat,

jovial Franciscan friar. In the hinder partition of the vehicle,

Avere Mr. W. B ,
a young English traveller,, and a second

friar, but the Arery reverse of our friend inside, inasmuch
.

as

this one was particularly lean and downcast. Our route during

the day was by a romantic road, over undulating hills, afford-

ing us a continued and near view of the sea. In the evening

we reached Tarragona, where we remained six hours for rest

and refreshment. This convenient arrangement continues

each night, and enables travellers by the public conveyances

in Spain, to perform very long journeys without suffering

greatly from fatigue. Our road on the 8th passed over a

magnificent mountain-country. Half an hour before punset,

avc descended a hill to the bank of the Ebro, and crossing its

rapid current in a rude ferry-boat, we landed at the village of

Amposta, having then quitted Catalonia and entered the province

of Valencia. The inn at Amposta, which was our resting-

place for the evening, was the best we had met with in Spain.

We sat down, a cheerful, hungry party, to an excellent supper.

The Spanish general was high in spirits,—lie patted me, en-

couragingly, on the shoulder, called me his brother soldier,

and recounted his feats at Baylen, and on other glorious fields

of Battle. At two in the morning we were again in our re-

spective seats in the “ diligencia ,” and had the advantage of

the clear light of a most brilliant moon. The road, soon after

leaving Amposta, became a gradual ascent, but at length a

steep mountain prevented our proceeding faster than at a foot-

pace. A tedious hour passed thus, and we had reached a

level spot, when suddenly I heard the word “ alta
!”

(halt)

given in a loud, commanding tone. I was at once satisfied

that we were attacked by robbers, and I hastily disengaged

from my person my valuable watch and chain, throwing them
carelessly into one of the many leathern pockets of the coach.

I counselled my friend to follow my example, which he quickly

did. Scarcely had we accomplished this, Avhen the door was
opened by a fierce-looking armed man, \yho ordered us, in no

very gentle voice, to alight. The Spanish merchant and
Colonel P ,

being nearest the door, at once obeyed
;
I Avas

about to folloAV, when I perceived that my opposite neighbour,

the merry friar, had drawn himself into the corner, as closely

as possible, and feigned to be asleep. I had the cruelty to

arouse him by a hearty shake, whispering in his ear, “ Holy
Father, some gentlemen robbers (senores ladrones) on the road

request the pleasure of a few moment’s conversation with you.”

Reply was useless,—the eye of the impatient stranger was
upon us, and we quickly alighted. An interesting scone met
my view. The diligence had been halted upon a small spot

of table-land, apparently about half-way up the huge moun-
tain over which the road was cut. It is the termination at the

sea side of the Sierra- del-Huey, and forms a promontory. To
the right, the steep appeared almost perpendicular, and thickly

covered with wood. On the left, at a distance of about four

yards from the road, was the precipice overhanging the sea.

By the light of the moon could be distinctly seen a number of

latine* sail boats, scudding before a fine easterly breeze, A few
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paces in front of the coach stood the chief of the formidable
band of robbers by whom we were completely surrounded.
Escape was impossible: resistance worse than useless. The
banditti were skilfully posted, and as each of us left the vehicle,

a man at the kneeling position presented his musket, and
continued thus to watch every gesture of the traveller. The
captain, when I first saw him, was giving some orders to one
of his band standing close to him, who immediately dropped on
one knee, presented his gun, and kept it levelled at each of us
as we singly approached. I had time to make a complete
recormoissance, and even to place my glass to my eye, that I

might not lose any part of the scene. The general and the
two merchants from the coupe

,
having descended first, were in

front of me. They tremblingly advanced one by one to the
robber, delivered to him their property, and were motioned to

stand aside. Most deeply did I pity the old Spanish general,

but I also felt much humiliated at seeing a man,—a soldier,

—

a leader of soldiers,—absolutely shaking with terror: his coun-
tenance pale as that of a corpse, and perhaps looking more
ghastly from the strong light of the moon being thrown direct

upon him. If I had even felt more personal apprehension than
I really did, this melancholy exhibition of want of manly
firmness would have stimulated me to avoid a similar display
of weakness. It became my turn to advance. I did so, in a
manner as firm and confident as I could assume; and approach-
ing the bandit, looked him steadily in the face. He was a fine

man, of swarthy complexion and Moorish cast of countenance,
about the middle size and middle age, dressed in the becoming
costume of the Valencians. His short gun was held by the
muzzle in his right hand, and he leaned on it carelessly, but
in au elegant attitude, holding out his left to me, as he shortly
said, “ Su diner

o” (your money). I silently handed to him my
purse, which contained about forty dollars in gold and silver

coin. He shook it. “ How much is here?” I mentioned the
sum, adding, “ it is all I have, but pray return to me the silk

purse. To you it is of no value, but I prize it much as the
gift of a friend.” Pie looked at the purse, then at me,—made
no reply, but dropped it quietly into his deep pocket. “ Now
for your watch,” said he. “ I have no watch,” was my reply.
“ No watch!” exclaimed he, casting on me a glance which did
not convey much assurance of safety. “ No watch! a gentle-
man like you without a watch ! it is impossible. Come, come
—give it to me at once.” “ I have not a watch,” I repeated,
as, calmly as I could, and uttering the Spanish words slowly
and distinctly, I continued, “ It is left at Barcelona, having
heard that there was some danger on this road; and, indeed,
I find it is not altogether a very safe one.” I cannot find words
to express any idea of the look lie directed towards me. It

was one of surprise,—of displeasure,—but yet I thought I

could discern an approach to an approving smile. I was not
mistaken. He paused an instant,—then said in a mild tone,
“ You are a foreigner. By the manner of your speaking the
Castilian I know it. What countryman are you?” “I am
an Englishman,” was my quick reply to this question. “ I

am an English military officer,” I continued, “ and that”
(pointing to Colonel P ,who stood behind me regarding the
proceedings with perfect sang froid) “is my comrade.” “ Va-
lientes son los Ingleses /” (The English are brave men,) he
exclaimed with much animation. “ I have fought by their
side in the field of battle,—in the ‘ Guerra dela Ihdependencia.’”
Then no longer suppressing his smile, he added, “ Anda,” (go)
pointing to the carriage. “ Suba Usted!” (mount.) “ Qaeda
Usted con Dios," (God be with you,) said I, in the usual mode
of an adieu in Spain, as I turned to the vehicle. My friend,
Colonel P

,
then advanced. He understood the Spanish

language well, but had not much the habit of conversing in it.

He delivered his purse. “ Companero delotto?” (Comrade of
the other?) said the bandit, pointing to me. “ Si Senor”
(Yes Sir,) answered the colonel, with an assenting nod. “ Y
militar tcimbien ?” (And likewise a military man?) demanded
the robber. Again the colonel replied in the affirmative.
“ Dame su rclex !” (Give me your watch!) said the capitano.
“ Ho tengo,” (I have it not,) replied my friend, opening his
coat at the same moment to show his statement to be true.

“ Anda,” (go,) and in a moment the colonel and myself were
again entering the diligence.

The priest and our other Spanish fellow-travellers, who had
been looking on during the parley with the robber, exhibiting
strong symptoms of fear and apprehension, now came forward,
quietly gave up money and watches, and were motioned back.
Mr. W. B ,

and the thin friar, who had hitherto been kept
in their seats within the hind part of the coach, the door
guarded by two sentinels, were then obliged to alight and de-
liver up their money. I afterwards learned that, during the
operation of our robbery, Mr. B

,
with admirable coolness,

had made a most correct sketch of the scene.

We were at length all again in our respective places in the
carriage. No one uttered a word, and the band were apparently
in debate as to their future proceedings. “ Que haremos con el

equipage?” (Wliat shall we do with the baggage?) demanded
some one, who had established himself on sentry at the top.

This was a disagreeable question to most of us, but we Avere

relieved by the answer of the chief, who ordered him to come
down and join the others. After the lapse of a few moments,
one of them approached the door, and said, “ As you value

your lives, no shouting or noise when we move off. Remain
on this spot for at least a quarter of an hour, and then you
may proceed on your journey.” I soon observed that they
were scrambling up some winding tracks on the mountain-
side, and, in a few minutes, I was satisfied we were rid of
them. Oar fellow-travellers did not seem inclined to move,
but with the aid of Colonel P ,

the door was opened and
we all alighted. The mayoral and his assistant were close

together, their heads laid down on the back of the near -wheel
mule. I upbraided them with cowardice. “ We are not

cowards,” said the conducteur, sharply, but immediately he
continued, in a subdued tone, “What could we have done?—

•

Not resist—for what are such a handful of men as we are,

even if we were well armed, against that numerous band? If

I had looked on any one of them, and recognized an acquain-

tance, as I probably should have done, my instant death was
certain.”

We admitted the excuse, and after administering a dram of

cogniac from our flask to each of our fellow-sufferers in alarm
and pocket, we were again en route for the town of Vindroz,

where we breakfasted, and made our depositions before a
grave alcalde, who assured me that he would not rest until he
had caused the whole band to be apprehended, and our money
sent to us at Gibraltar. I expressed to him our respectful

acknowledgments, and endeavoured to deport myself as though
I considered this probable. It was almost amusing to observe

the downcast look of the General when we sat down to our

meal, and his unfeigned amazement when I drew forth my
watch and requested Colonel P to compare time with me.
“ What!” said Don Francisco, “did you not give up your

watches to the villains?” “Give up our watches !
” said

I, with pretended astonishment at the question, “ Oh, no !

we English do not allow ourselves to be plundered of any-

thing but our money. You remarked last night, that our

sole object in travelling is to be rid of it as quickly as possible

—we must therefore be well pleased with the adventure of

this morning.”
The old General did not appear to enjoy my badinage, and

on reaching our halting-place for the evening, lie quitted the

diligence to proceed by another conveyance to Madrid, where

he was about to fill the post of military governor.

The remainder of our journey was performed in safety.

Late at night, on the 10th of November, we entered the splen-

did city of Valencia, and were soon comfortably lodged at the

inn, which I recommend to all my countrymen making a tour

in that part of Spain,—the “ Fonda de los Quatro Nacidnes”—

(“ The Inn of the Four Nations.”)

BATTLE OF DRUMCLOG.
Cornet Richard Graiiame descended the hill, bearing in

his hand the extempore of truee, and making his managed

horse keep time by bounds and cur\ets to the tunc vhicli he
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whistled. The trumpeter followed. Five or six horsemen,
having something the appearance of officers, detached them-
selves from, each flank of the Presbyterian army and, meeting
in the centre, approached the ditch which divided the hollow
as near as the morass would permit. Towards this group, but
keeping the opposite side of the swamp, Cornet Grahame directed
his horse, his motions being now the conspicuous object of at-

tention to both armies
;

and, without disparagement to the
courage of either, it is probable there was a general wish on
both sides that this embassy might save the risks and blood-
shed of the impending conflict.

When he had arrived right opposite to those, who, by
their advancing to receive his message, seemed to take upon
themselves as the loaders of the enemy, Cornet Grahame
commanded his trumpeter to sound a parley. The insurgents
having no instrument of martial music wherewith to make
the appropriate reply, one of their number called out with a
loud, strong voice, demanding to know why he approached
their leader.

duty by the menaces of a murderer, 1 ’ said Cornet Grahame.
“ Hear me

, good people
;

I proclaim in the name of the king
and of my commanding officer, full and free pardon to all,

excepting — 5 *

“I give thee warning,” said Burley, presenting his
piece.

“A free pardon to all,” continued the young officer, still

addressing the body of the insurgents— “to all but'-———”
“ Then the Lord grant grace to’ thy soul—amen,” said

Burley.
With these words he fired, and Cornet Richard Grahame

dropped from his horse. The shot was mortal. The unfor-
tunate young gentleman had only strength to turn himself
on the ground and mutter forth—“ My poor mother when
life forsook him in the effort. His .startled horse fled back
to the regiment at the gallop, as did Ins scarce less affrighted
attendant.

“What have you done?” said one of Balfour’s brother,
officers.

'‘To summon you in the King’s name, and in that of

Colonel John Grahame of Claverhouse, specially commissioned
by the right honourable Privy Council of Scotland,” answered
the cornet, “to lay down your arms, and dismiss the followers

whom ye have led into rebellion, contrary to the laws of God, of

the King, and of the country.”
“Return to them that sent thee,” said the insurgent leader,

“and tell them that we are this day in arms for a broken
Covenant and ^persecuted Kirk

;
tell them that we renounce

the licentious and.perjured Charles Stuart, whom you call

king, even as he renounced the Covenant, after having once and
again sworn to prosecute To the utmost of his power all the
ends thereof, really, constantly, and sincerely, all the days of
his life, having no enemies but the enemies of the Covenant,
and no friends but its friends. Whereas, far from keeping tile

oath, he had called God and angels, to witness, his first step,

after his incoming into these kingdoms, was the fearful grasp-
ing at the prerogative of the Almighty, by that hideous Act of;

Supremacy, together with his expulsing, without smffinons,
libel, or process of law, hundreds of famous faithful p#&chers,
thereby wringing the bread of life out ofthe mouth ofhungry, poor
creatures, and forcibly cramming their throats with the lifeless,

saltless, foisonless, luke-warm drammock of the fourteen false

prelates, and their sycophantic, formal, carnal, scandalous
creature - curates.”

“ I did not come to hear you preach,” answered the officer,

“but to know, in one word, if 3
rou will disperse yourselves, on

condition of a free pardon to all but the murderers ef the late

Archbishop of St. Andrews; or whether you will abide the
the attack of his majesty’s forces, which will instantly advance
upon you?”
“In one word, then,” answered the spokesman, “we are

here with our swords on our thighs, as men that watch in the
night. We will take one part and portion together, as
brethren in righteousness. Whosoever assails us in our good
cause, his blood be on his own bead. So return to them that
sent thee, and God give them, and thee, a sign of the evil of
your ways.”

“ Is not your name,” said the cornet, who began to recol-

lect having seen the person whom he was now speaking
with, “ John Balfour of Burley?”
“ And if it be,” said the spokesman, “ hast thou aught to

say against it ?”

“Only,” said the cornet, “that as you are excluded from
pardon in the name of the king and of my commanding offi-

cer, it is 10 these country people, and not to yon, that 1 offer

it
;
and it is not with you, or such as you, that I am sent to

treat.”

“Thou art a young soldier, friend,” said Burley, “and scant
well learned in thy trade, or thou wouldst know that the
bearer of a flag of truce cannot treat with the army, but
through their officers; and that if he presume to do other-

wise, he forfeits his safe conduct.”
While speaking these words, Barley unslung his carbine,

and held it in readiness.
“ I am not to be intimidated from the discharge of my

“ My duty,” said Balfour, firmly. “ Is it not written, thou
shait be zealous even to slaying? Let those, who dare, now
venture, to speak of truce or of pardon.”
Claverhouse saw his nephew fall. He turned his eye on

Evandale, while a transitory glance of indescribable emotion
disturbed, for a second’s f-pree, the serenity of his features
and briefly sad

—

” You see the event .

’

(To he ( o ith/veJ.

)

During the memorable year of ‘98, many an action of he-

roism was displayed by the rebel armies, amongst which may
be classed the following, than which Ireland itself does not.

furnish a greater : and which would not be credited were it

not perfectly remembered by many now living.

In that memorable year, the little town of Carnew, on the
borders of Wicklow and Wexford, often changed masters

towards the close of the insurrection
;

it was held by a small

body of the army and loyalists, but the rebels, now in con-

siderable force in this neighbourhood, were determined to

possess it, and with every hope of success, as the defenders
were so few

;
they accordingly offered battle a short distance

from the town, which was accepted by the army, but who,
after a short action, was forked to retire to the town, and
took refuge in an old brewery which was particularly adapted
for defence, to attack which the rebels had to pass the coi -

ner of a street which was wholly open to the fire from the

army, and told with such mortal effect, that a heap or wall

of the dead was formed at this turn, and which effectually

discouraged the rebels ; none of whom had the courage to

face certain death in the opening. It rvas at that time when
all held back, that one young man advanced to the opening
with a short gun in his hand, which he discharged at the

army, but almost at the same instant, his left arm fell power-

less at his side, broken by a shot from the house. He still

stood, loaded his piece, and while in the act of raising it, he
fell, his two legs broken by another volley : but even here,

his spirit did not falter, for he managed by the help of his

dead companions and his good arm, to raise himself on his

stumps, His back resting against the dead, to discharge his

gun, the report of which was drowned by a deafening volley

from the house
;
during which the spirit of our hero departed

in company with those of others, who, as. if roused from a

stupor, had sprung forward to rescue him. The rebels now
redoubled their efforts, and having passed this opening with

considerable force, and other plans ot attack having been

found, the army was forced to evacuate the place accom-

panied by all those who were in any way obnoxious to the

victors. After a short time, the town was set on fire, and
many of the bodies of its defenders and their enemies were
buried in its ruins. Not so the body ot our hero, which was
sought out by his surviving companions, and buried in a neigh-

bouring grave-yard,— Eliza,
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DESTRUCTION OF A BRITISH SETTLEMENT.
Thb following is an extract from a private letter, dated

Auckland, New Zealand, March 20, 1845*:—

“ You have no doubt heard of the chief Heki having cut down
the flagstaff twice at the bay. The governor got exceedingly
angry, and sent down the Hazard and a government brig with
soldiers to re-erect it. Plates of iron, eight feet high, were put
on it when it was done, and a blockhouse built to protect it.

An American sloop of war arrived there (the St. Louis), and
there were several English and American whalers. Heki, it

was known, had been reinforced by a number of Maories from
various tribes, and a series of robberies upon out-settlers took
place, of a sufficiently alarming nature to "induce the civilians
to form themselves into bands of volunteers. Business was, of
Course, almost suspended; the Hazard was laid broadside on
to the town, and blockhouses were erected, sufficient, it was
thought, to keep all secure. As a matt* r of precaution, Po-
lack’s house was converted into a stockade, into which many
of the housekeepers’ valuables were removed for security, and
a number of women slept there every night under guard. On
Monday week last Heki announced his intention of having the
flagstaff down on the following morning; this was laughed at,
hut about half past four he commenced the attack, and by
about nine o’clock he had beaten off the Europeans, and the
flag was again down. The stockade at Polack’s blew up by
accident, and several were severely hurt, some of whom are
since .dead,, and every vestige of the property there was burnt.
The inhabitants were compelled to take to the ships, covered
during their embarkation by a party of blue jackets and ma-
rines, headed by Captain Robertson of the Hazard; they were
about thirty in number, but by hard fighting they kept the sa-
vages in check. Robertson was severely wounded—it was at
first feared mortally—and several of the marines and sailors
were killed. Eventually the survivors also took to the boats,
and the plunder of the town then commenced, lasting until 'the
Wednesday night, when the houses were fired by the Maories;
and the settlement at the Bay of Islands is now completely

|

swept away—not a house is standing or a European left. There 1

were about 800 native® engaged; they fought hand to hand

—

no flinching
; the inhabitants, about 350 souls, have been

brought up here in two men -of-war, an English whaler, and
the government brig. The scene is heart-rending; many fami-
lies who were wealthy have, in common with the poorest inha-
bitants, lost everything they had in the world; few of the un-
fortunates have more than the clothes they stand upright in.
Heki, for a savage, however, is a generous foe; but I have not
time now to relate how he has shown himself so, saving that
he has in every instance given notice of his attacks, and has
Strictly kept his word in such matters. He has said he will
next attack Auckland, and there is no doubt but he will. All
men capable of bearing arms, between 18 and 60, are called
upon to enroll themselves, and blockhouses are in the course
of erection.

“ All is excitement, alarm, and dismay. Most of the stores
are cleared ot their valuable stocks, which have been shipped
on board the Slains Castle for Sydney, and the cabins are
nearly all taken for ladies and families who are being sent
away. The whole town is in a ferment not easy to imagine,
much less to describe. At least £40,000 worth of property is
lost. Russell lias nothing left in the world but his schooner,
the Russell, and that is part sold and paid for by the Maories
at Opotici. Polack lias, of course, lost everything he had at
Kororarika.

As you may suppose,, business in Auckland is in that un-
settled state as to make it difficult to decide what course to
adopt. I have, however, shipped a good deal of my stock

^°xt u
6 ^ a * ns Castle, and have also taken a cabin for

Mrs.. Nathan and the child. I cannot leave here at present,
it being necessary for me to remain to attempt getting in my
book debts. I rom the active measures taken by the Govern-
ment, the ferment is slowly subsiding. We daily expect
some troops from Sydney, and when they arrive we shall be
fully prepared for Heki s reception. A number of tribes
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The following letter was received at Lloyd’s:—

£< o’ t j •

Auckland, Now Zealand, March 23

1
-

ST T7 1
uty t0 alTnse you of the calamitywnicii has befalten the oldest settlement, and nerhaos t !i -» h T

harbour in New Zeako.l. The abor.Kto. lujrfglands, have latterly been getting discontented, in consequence
0 the falling off in trade, and considerable decrease m thenumber of slops visiting that port—a falling off which theycannot account tor, except that it be caused through theintc^
ference of government. This notion having got possession oftnen minds, they have declared war against the British fit <r.
and a coief of the name of Heki, a ringleader, prior to the iltb
instant, had twice succeeded in cutting down the flagstaffwhicu was a third time ordered to be erected by the govern-ment, and fifty soldiers, accompanied by her majesty’s siiipHazard, ci 18 guns, sent to protect it. These forces were
assisted by the inhabitants, enrolled as special constables,
i.ie town was attacked by the natives, at daylight on the morn-ing oi t.ie 11th instant, and I am sorry to inform you that the
natives succeeded in driving the whole European populationfrom the settlement, and compelling them to take refuge onboard the ships in the harbour, making their escape with but
liLle more than what they had on their backs. The town bein^
nowentirely in the hands ofthe natives, was plund Ted of every-
thing, property amounting to 30,000/. has fallen into the hands
of the savages.

m

*°-SS 011 Parf of the Europeans was not great— thirty in number killed, and fifteen wounded. Amongst
toe xatter, is Caprain Robertson, of her mnjest’y ship Haz irdwho is dangerously wounded, having four musket balls in his
legs and arm. This gallant officer, with about thirty men,
nobly and with the most exemplary courage resisted the com-
bined attack of 400 well-armed savages, and had actually re-
puted and beaten them back when he got severely wounded
and fell. The fate of the day was just about this time decided
against the Europeans by a body of natives, with Heki at the : r
head, having surprised and taken a musket-proof blockhouse
which stood close by the flagstaff.

1 he number of natives killed and wounded during the en-
gagement lias not been ascertained, but they must have been
a considerable number of both.

r

lhe governor (Captain Eitzroy), anticipating native dis-
turbances, wrote to Sydney for troops about two months ago,
but unfortunately they did not arrive here until the 23rd insu.,

.

1 Majesty s ship North Star. At present there is not a
sufficient force in the colony to retake the settlement at the
Bay

; but I believe it is the intention of the Government to
blockade .the port, so that if this is the case, the raary whale
ships .which were in the habit of visiting the Bay of Islands will
now, in. all probability, visit this port.
“It is impossible for any one to say where or when these

disturbances will end. That the New Zealanders have bpen
greatly underrated is now apparent. The home Government
will now be undeceived, that the peaceable possession of this
colony can be maintained byaboutone hundred soldiers againsta
native population of one hundred and twenty thousand. To
maintain our position even in the towns, not less than one
thousand regular troops can do; and unless this force is sent
the colony is not worth living in.

“I am, Sir,

“Your obedient servant,

“Lloyd’s Aocsr.
“ To William Dobson, Es^.,

“ Secretary to Lloyds.”
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LOUISE; OR, THE LIVING SPECTRE.
FOUNDED UPON FACT.

Grindolf returned slightly wounded from the bloody battle

of Wigram. He had fought for his country. Many of his

friends had fallen near him; and he had beheld death in its

most terrific shape. His hopes were blasted
;

his wound,

though not of consequence, had rendered him incapable for

farther service
;
and the present, as well as the future, filled

him with anxiety. He had been sent to B to be taken

care of ;
the hospital was too full to receive him, and he was

quartered upon a private house, the owner of which he found

weeping over the corpse of a young and tenderly beloved

wife*
This disconsolate widower provided a lodging for his new

guest at an inn, that he might not be disturbed by him in his

sorrow. Grindolf was glad of the change, for the sight of the

deceased in her coffin, had given him a powerful shock. She
was the very image of his sister Louise, who, exactly a year

before to the very day, had been removed for ever from the

circle of her weeping family.' Just so had she lain a year

before in her coffin, with her hands folded on her heart, which

had ceased to beat, and a fresh nosegay on her inanimate

breast. To her brother Hugo, she had been particularly at-

tached. When inexorable death was clasping her in his cold

embrace, the expiring enthusiast had promised to appear

to him once in his life. How terribly she had kept her

word, in thus surprising him, on the very anniversary of her

death, by the spectacle of her image in the coffin of the stran-

ger.

A room in the rear of the inn was allotted to Grindolf; close

under the window ran the stream by which B is inter-

sected. On the opposite side was a nunnery. The evening

was gloomy as his soul; but the half moon peeped occasionally

through the rent veil of the clouds. The pious sisters on the

other side of the river sang the horas

;

his heart was filled with

anguish, and tears of fraternal love and regret trickled down
his cheeks.

About eleven o’clock he retired to rest. According to cus-

tom, he fastened his watch to a chair by his bed ;
for a long

time he heard its solitary ticking, but at length he fell asleep.

In about an hour, being between sleeping and waking, he felt

something touch his cheek, and heard a whisper of—“ Hugo,
is it you ?”

He awoke, and beheld two large black eyes close to his face.

He uttered an involuntary exclamation, when a female fi-

gure in white, which had been bending over him, flew back to

the door, where she stood still, and raised in seeming agony
her clasped hands towards heaven.

“ Who’s there ?” cried he, by this time completely awake.

He was sure that* it must be Louise who stood at the door.

He sprung from his bed and overthrew the chair with the watch.

He endeavoured to save it from falling; and at this moment
the figure disappeared. The whole house rang with a tremen-

dous crash; an ice-cold current of air poured through the cham-
ber. The watch, which was not injured, pointed to the hour
of twelve.

Grindolf shook in every joint. He had twice assisted in the

storming of batteries, but had not trembled to such a degree

on those occasions. He was now perfectly collected, yet was
unable to solve the mystery of this apparition. It was never-

less his solemn conviction, that it could be no other than
Louise.

It was her elegant figure, her jet black hair, her large dark
eye, her swelling bosom. All this he had seen with his own
eyes—for the light of the moon had afforded him a distinct

view of the supernatural visitant. He had seen her stop at

the door; he attempted to follow, but the door was locked, and

* In most parts of the continent, it is customary to place a
corpse, when deposited in the coffin, in the hall or other most
public part of the house, where persons of all classes are ad •

mitted to see it. This exhibition continues from one to three

days, according to the rank of the deceased.

he recoiled in fhe deep feeling of his mortality. How could he
any longer doubt that it was a spirit? He—he, who had
faced death in a thousand shapes, was no# afraid to cross

the threshold of the door—his blood was chilled with hor-

ror.

It was some hours before he could recover his presence of
mind. His beloved sister—his Louise, with her clasped hands,

was still present to his view. It was not till past three o’clock

that he again laid down, and light slumbers at length closed

his eyes.

When he awoke, it was broad daylight. The whole affair

seemed to him like a dream: he was now more composed.
Louise had fulfilled her promise to appear to him. He prayed
devoutly for the repose of her soul, and the solemn toll of the

nunnery bell, wafted his orisons to heaven.

The bandage had, unperceived by him, been removed from
his wound during the night. He now began to feel pain from
it, and sent for a surgeon. The latter inquired why. he was
not quartered in a private house? when he informed him that

it was owing to the death of the mistress of that in which he
had been billeted. It had happened to be this very surgeon who
attended the young woman, he had known her intimately, and
related many traits, proving the excellence of her character.

Thus, in the qualities of her heart as well as in person, she had
resembled Louise.

“ But are you sure that she is really dead?” asked Grindolf,

with some hesitation; and half-frightened at the question when
it had escaped his lips.

“What makes you ask such an extraordinary question?”

rejoined the astonished surgeon.
“ I saw her in the coffin,” replied Grindolf, “ and she had

no appearance of a corpse; she looked so fresh-coloured and
so natural.”

“Alas! no; she is dead enough; she was not long ill; and
this is the reason why her look is not changed.”

Grindolf scarcely knew himself what he meant by his ques-
tion : it excited, however,.the attention of the surgeon, who took
his leave in a state of evident uneasiness.

The landlady, a merry soul, entertained Grindolf all the fore-

noon. The lively interest she took in his accounts of the mili-

tary operations of the late bloody days, prepossessed him in

her favour. He would have begun to talk to her concerning
the extraordinary adventure of the preceding night, but she—
all life and levity would only have laughed at him, he there-

fore held his tongue.

In the afternoon, he sauntered about in the pleasant envi-

rons of the town, which, moreover, were quite new to him. As
evening approached, his heart again became oppressed. Per-
haps Louise might pay him another visit. He left his door

unlocked, extinguished his candle, and resolved to lie awake,
and watch for the coming of his Louise.

The dreaded hour—the hour in which spirits usually make
their appearance was past.

The clock in the convent-tower struck one. He had neither

heard nor seen anything. Nature proved too strong for his

will
;
he fell asleep, hut soon awoke again

; he thought he
heard his own name pronounced. The chamber was quite dark.

He raised himself in bed—his heart beat audibly—the blood

rushed boiling to his brain, when the voice repeated the call

of—“Hugo!”
It was the voice of Louise—that he was perfectly sure of.

After a short pause, a gentle sigh succeeded.
“ Jesus Maria!” at length ejaculated the invisible being.

Silence again followed—such a death-like silence, that lie

could distinctly hear the pulsations of his arteries.

“ Louise,” cried he, after an interval of a fearful minute,

“where are you?”
He received no answer.

“Louise, my dear sister, I am not afraid of you. Is there

anything in the world I can do for you ? or does something

disturb your repose in the grave?”
Not a syllable.
“ My dearest Louise, speak to me—speak but a single word.

Appear in whatever form you are permitted to assume. I am
prepared for everything.”
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The same awful silence as before ensued.

Finding it impossible any longer to remain in bed, Grindolf

rose in an agony of suspense: he hurried to the window. By
the feeble light of the moon, he beheld a boat containing a cof-

fin, gliding down the stream: he shuddered. One man only

was seated at the stern to steer the boat. So solitary a funeral

he had never yet witnessed. This singular spectacle he fol-

lowed with his eyes till it disappeared in the distance ; he

then returned weary to his bed and composed himself to

sleep.

Next morning he received another visit from the surgeon.

The young female in her coffin again came into his mind; and
the idea that she might be the cause of his nocturnal alarms,

forced it anew upon him.
“ Is she alive then ?” cried he, and anxiously awaited the

reply.

“How, sir,” said the surgeon, “could you come by such
an idea? I must confess that, yesterday you aroused my
whole attention. I hurried away and employed all the pro-

cesses recommended in cases of suspended animation—but in

vain—she is really dead. Yet her husband, to whom I indis-

creetly communicated your remarks, was struck by its truth,

and has therefore deferred the funeral, which should have
taken place to-day, till to-morrow. He watches by her side

in momentary expectation that she will open her eyes
;
but,

alas! they are closed for ever.”

Grindolf ’s imagination was heated,

“No, sir,” cried he, joyfully, “she is—she must be alive.

What is the Christian name of her husband?”
“Hugo,” replied the surgeon, who at these words could

scarcely believe his ears.

“ Hugo? gracious God!—Hugo? By all that is sacred, I con-

jure you, let not the lady be buried to-day, nor to-morrow,
nor the next day. She lives!—by heavens, she lives!”

The surgeon, with a smile, felt his patient’s pulse,

“Are you in your right senses, sir?” said he.
“ What was the wife’s Christian name?”
“ Myrzal”
“Myrza?—Ah! that was the reason why she did not an-

swer me When I called Louise. It was not my sister then

—

and yet it was her voice—and the first night her very figure.

This is most extraordinary.”
“ My dear sir,” rejoined the surgeon, “ you must be deli-

rious.”

Grindolf ’s brain was on fire. He had at least half-explained

the mystery, and related to the surgeon, under a promise of

secrecy, the history of his two dreadful nights.

“ Nonsense,” cried the surgeon ;
“ you are feverish I think.

The boat you s^rw last night came from the hospital. The
people that die in the day time, we send off at night down the

river, to avoid observation, and bury them in the sand hill.

This is all you have actually seen and heard; the rest is merely
imaginary. It is lucky that you have not mentioned the mat-
ter to any other person

; or the house might have acquired

such a character, that no traveller henceforward would have
put up at it. Let my good Madame Yorgn and your own dear
sister repose in quiet. They are both dead, and will never re-

turn.”

Grindolf significantly shook his head.

“I am not a child,” said he, with emphasis. “I never
believed in spirits or apparitions, or any such ridiculous stuff.

“A superior bting is here concerned. I will swear, kneeling

upon the sacred crucifix, that I was broad awake when I saw
and heard what I have told you. But don’t remove the corpse

the mystery will be cleared up. It must bo either she or my
sister.”

“ What your eyes and ears can perceive, surely mine can also.

Will you permit me to pass the night with you? I court
adventures of this kind. Either I shall make a convert of

you, or you of me. Should there be any trick or imposition
in the matter, depend upon it, my pistols will bring it to

light.”

Grindolf gave rather an unwilling consent. He would have
preferred being alone, at least for this one night

\ but he was

thrilled with horror, when he only thought of the evening.
He allowed the exorcist touring with him sword and pistols

—

but only under a solemn promise not to use them except in case
of necessity : for to pursue the shade of his Louise, or that
of Madame Yorgn, who now deeply interested him, with
mortal weapons, was an idea that he could not possibly enter-
tain.

The surgeon then took Grindolf into a social circle.

The handsome young soldier received a cordial welcome.
The paleness of his face, and the warm enthusiasm expressed
in his look and manner, won him the sympathy and attention
of all the fairer portion of the company. He seemed to have
forgotten the two nights of terror, and, indeed, to be desirous
himself to banish them from his memory. He was at length
in high spirits, and drank copiously, but not immoderately,
of the wine with which the surgeon hoped to remove his de-
pression.

Night came on. The clock struck ten. Grindolf gave a
signal to the surgeon, and they retired. In the look which
accompanied this signal there was something so extraordinary,

that the surgeon began to feel an alarm, which he strove in

vain to subdue. The more he struggled against it, the stronger

it grew ;
and he would much rather have stayed at home,

could he but have found a plausible pretext for remaining be-
hind.

They first went to the surgeon’s lodgings to fetch his sword
and pistols. Grindolf observed that his companion’s hand
trembled while loading the latter ; and this circumstance con-

tributed not a little to depress his oourage. Neither of them
spake. They then proceeded in silence to the inn: Grindolf

called for a light, and they soon entered the haunted chamber.
Grindolf retained the most composure.

“ I will now fetch a couple of bottles of wine,” said he; “ for

we shall have some hours to watch yet.”

He retired, leaving the candle with the surgeon. The latter

was now alone; his heart sunk within him, and he paced the

room with hasty steps, by way of gaining some relief.

Meanwhile, Grindolf ascended the stairs on his return. In
turning from the landing-place into the long passage which led

to his apartment, he perceived a female figure in white close

to a window at the farther end of it. His blood was chilled;

but he had sufficient presence of mind to set the two bottles of

wine gently down, and to advance a few steps towards the

window.
The moon shone brightly. The figure stood in such a posi-

tion, that he saw her profile. Her folded hands hung down
before her, and her head was somewhat inclined. He ap-

proached a few steps nearer—it was Louise.

He was petrified with terror. She slowly raised her folded

hands higher, and placed them upon her breast. Grindolf,

scarcely conscious of what he did, again advanced a few paces.

He was now almost close to her. The figure never stirred.

His hair stood erect—it was Louise! He recognised every one

of her features—she was pale as death.
“ Louise,” said he, sottly.

No answer was returned.

“Louise,—don’t you know me?”
The pale aeriel figure silently shook its head.

“Louise—have you forgotten me? I am Hugo — your

Hugo!”
“ Hugo—my Hugo !” cried the figure, extending her arms.

Grindolf 3unk senseless on her bosom. His pulses ceased to

beat: but her heart throbbed with new life.

At this moment, the surgeon rushed out of the room with

the candle and his pistols. On beholding the group, he ex**

claimed

—

“ God in Heaven!—Myrza Yorgn I”

At this moment, a stranger in a morning gown, came out

of another room. He removed Grindolf from the arms of the

pallid maiden, whom he took with him into his apartment,

which was contiguous to Grindolf’s chamber, aud locked his

door.

Grindolf and the surgeon were deeply agitated, and passed

the night together,
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The following' morning, they sent the waiter to request an
interview with the stranger, who came to them immediately.
Grindoif begged pardon for what had happened the preceding
night, and relate! his whole story, which made a strong im-
pression upon his visiter.

“ I have it in my power,” said he, with a voice tremulous
from emotion, “ to solve the melancholy mystery. The unfor-
tunate girl whom you saw last night—whom you heard the

night before—and who stood the first night beside your bed,

was neither your sister nor Madame Vorgm—it was my daugh-
ter: she is deranged. I come from W .

» . and she is

my only child. Fortune crowned my mercantile specu-
lations with success: I was considered the wealthiest man
in our town; and what is more, I was the happiest—for I

had an excellent child. Louise was betrothed to the son of a
neighbouring farmer; she was most tenderly attached to her
Hugo. The disastrous war broke out. The French burned
our town, and committed the most atrocious excesses. It was
found impossible to raise the contribution which they demanded.
Hugo was informed of the perilous situation of the town, and
came to the heroic resolution, to rescue us from the enemy.
At the head of a troop of peasants whom lie had collected,

he succeeded in forcing the gate. The enemy was posted in

the street. The combatants met before my house. Louise,

quite beside herself, ran down stairs, opened the house door,

which had been securely fastened,—and, at this very moment,
Hugo, struck by a ball in the head, fell from his horse at her
feet. The reeking brains of her lover, bespattered the wretched
girl froin head to food. Since that moment of horror, her in-

tellects have been disordered. Hugo’s troop was overpowered,
and the town had to suffer severely for his attempt. Gladly
would I have given all I possessed, could I have recovered my
Child. I have now brought her to this distant place, to avail

myself of the advice of Doctor P —
,
who has acquired great

reputation for skill in the treatment of this species of disorder;
and lie has given me some hopes.”

Grindoif begged to be permitted to see Louise, and her fa-

ther cheerfully complied with his wish.
Doctor P—

,
had previously recommended that the

patient should be gradually accustomed to society, and, espe-
cially to that of young persons of the other sex. The surgeon
accompanied them.
The one was struck with her uncommon resemblance to his

sister, the other with the likeness to Madame Vorgn.
Louise seemed quite unconscious of what had happened on

the three preceding nights. She never opened her lips. She
bowed to the strangers at their entrance, then placed herself
in the window-seat, and fixed her eyes steadfastly on the floor.

Once only did she raise them to take a long look at Grindoif.
He was extremely cheerful, but purposely abstained from any
notice of Louise.

Her father was pleased with this delicate attention, as well
as with Grindoif ’s social temper; and he requested him to
come often and see him, and enliven his seclusion.

When Grindoif returned to his chamber, he found himself
a good deal puzzled how to account for one circumstance, and
that was—Low his fair neighbour could have gone out the first

night at the door, since he had found it locked. Whether he
had locked it or not before he went to bed, he could not possi-

tively tell; but he had some confused recollection that he 'hail

not. He examined the lock which was an old one, and the
spring very bad. Louise had, probably in hurrying out, shut
the door with a violence, which had not only caused the bolt
to fly out of the lock, but also produced the chilling current of
air which he remembered to have felt.

At his next visit the following morning, the father was in
better spirits. The doctor had expressed a more favourable
opinion than ever, of the state of Louise. The stranger had
related to him Grindoif ’s adventure: and the physician had
recommended to him to try what effect it would have to call,

him ‘Hugo” before his daughter.
Griudoh, to whom he private'/ comrm a’catei this direction,

had brought with him a nosegay of extraordinary beauty.
She would not touch it, but shook her head without looking

at Grindoif
; and took her former place in the Window-seat.

Grindoif laid the flowers under the looking-glass.
“ Where did you get these beautiful flowers, Hugo?” asked

the father.

At the word “ Hugo,” Louise’s looks were directed to Grin-
dolf

; a tear started into her large black eye; she rose, took
up the nosegay, and turning her back to them, pressed the
flowers in silence to her lips. Neither of them seemed to no-
tice this movement; but the father raised his eyes in gratitude
to heaven. It was the first token of returning reason Louise
had given.

Grindoif would have gladly passed the whole day with his

neighbour; he was spell bound as it were by the charms of
his daughter. A fairer female he had never beheld. His eye
often dwelt for minutes together on her lovely figure. Had not
her face been overspread with such a death-like paleness; had
not her heavenly eye been so fixed on vacancy, a more fasci-

nating creature would not have existed on the face of the
earth.

Grindoif repeated his visits every day. He had learned

from Louise’s father that she wa3 fond of music. Without
intimating his intention, he hired an excellent piano-forte, and
ordered it to be carried to Louise’s apartment. Being a mas-
terly performer on the instrument, he sat down and struck a
few wild chords.

All at once he stopped; a gentle sigh heaved by Louise filled

the pause. Grindoif then played a tender adagio, the sweet

harmony of which
,
seemed to soften the heart of Louise

Team trickled on her bosom. Grindoif rose : Louise silently

took his place at the instrument, and, to the rapturous aston-

ishment of her father and lover, played an adagio by Paer:

when she had finished, a momentary smile illumined her face,

and she returned to her seat.

One afternoon, Grindoif found Louise alone. Her father had
been invited to a party of pleasure, and her nurse had gone out

upon different errands. Grindoif was toying with the girl,

and forgetting himself, he threw his arm about her beauteous

neck, and imprinted an ardent kiss upon her lips. A delicate

flush for the first time tinged the lily paleness of Jier cheeks.

The wildness of her large eye gave way to languishing soft-

ness; she sunk into Grindoif ’s nervous arms, and hid her crim-

soned face in his palpitating bosom.

She seemed as if awakened from a long slumber. Uncon-
scious what Grindoif had done to her, the tears coursing

down her cheeks, she called him her friend—her deliverer.

From this moment, her language was perfectly rational.

She had no recollection of any of the occurrences of her past

life, and felt as though she had just come into the world. Her
understanding—her child-like confidence, and her delicate sen-

sibility, rendered her inexpressibly amiable.

Her father returned; he was astonished at the miracle; but

being put upon his guard by a hint from Grindoif, he did not

betray his surprise to Louise. As they were alone, Grindoif

availed himself of the opportunity to solicit the hand of the

angelic creature.

Louise conceived an affection for the young and handsome sol-

dier, and an intercourse of several months strengthened their

mutual attachment.

Her father disposed of his property at W - and pur-

chased a fine estate in the vicinity of B . Louise con-

fessed her passion to the enraptured Grindoif. Her father

blessed their union, and they still enjoy happy days amidst a

large circle of children and lovely grandchildren.

SIEGE AND STORM OF BHURTPORE.
fEOM THE TETTERS OF AN OFFICER PRESENT.

Camp before Btiurtpor@j

Jan. 1. 1826.

You will be glad to hear that I have escaped unscathed up

to this period of the siege of Bhurtpore, thouga not, I assure

you, without having had some half-dozen hairbreadth risks

“i* the Imminent deadly trenches,*' which will furnish me
with materials for many & long story when fortune again
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throws us together. I look forward, I assure you, with in-

;

finite delight to that happy moment when we shall be able to
narrate to each other our several adventures, and fight our
battles over again to the pleasing accompaniment of a torn
cbillum, and a cool bottle of lau!.

The siege is proceeding with vigour, and in a very few days
we shall, I trust, be entitled to bear “Bhurtpore” on our

|

colours. Of our early operations I shall make very summary
i

mention. The Muttra and Agra forces, the former com- j

manded by General Rsynell, the latter by General Nicholls,
j

united on the 11th ult., (I believe,) at the ground they now I

occupy. When' the Commander-in-chief assumed the com-
mand, measures were immediately taken for the complete
blockade of the town, which was effected in the course of two
or three days, regiments of cavalry and infantry having been
posted round it at intervals of a few hundred yards, hut com-
municating by their videttes and sentries during the night.
It was evident; however, tnat a tolerably large body of men
might, at any time, by a sudden resolute movement, break
through many parts ot the cordon, the truth of which was
estaolished only a few nights ago. A body of near 1000
cavalry, (met cenaries,) being no lodger required by Doorjun
Saul, and being sorely annoyed by our shells, made a sudden
dash during the night, at the point occupied by Chambers’s
regiment ot extra cavalry. Our men were on the alert,
having been apprized by our spies that such an attempt would
be made, dhey could not, however, prevent their escape;
a, sharp conflict took place, in which the enemy lost 49 killed,
6 wounded, and 90 prisoners; the remainder succeeded in
getting off. Chambers lost two fingers, and Palmer and
Brooke of the samecorp3 were wounded, the former severely.
I learned from one of the wounded prisoners with whom I
conversed at the general hospital, that, on the arrival of the
army here, there were upwards of 12,000 horse in the fort,
(the greater part of whom were Zemindars and their retainers,)
but that Doorjun, finding them of little service, had dis-
missed all but a body of 1000 Jauts, whom he retains as his
body guard.

From the date of the union of the forces, until the 22nd.,
the time was occupied in making reconnoisances, on which
occasion the engineers, with their parties, were enabled by
the cover afforded by the jungle, (which the infatuation of
the Bhurtporeans had permitted to remain,) to approach
within a few hundred yards of the walls, seldom losing more
than three or four men, notwithstanding the admirable style
in which the fort guns were served, and which, had the cover
afforded by the jungless been les complete, must have oc-
casioned immense loss, if not prevented our making recon-
noisances altogether. Two points of attack on the north and
north-east sides of the city having been at length selected,
ground was broken on the evening of the 22nd, and on the
following day two batteries were made and armed. On the
evening of the 24th our regiment was in the trenches for the
first time, when I witnessed a scene, animating and pictures-
que in the extreme, of which I should not despair of giving
you some idea, could I do so viva voce, but, alas ! my graphic
powers are unequal to the task.

On taking up our position in the trenches we were enjoined
by the general officer of the day to keep on the alert, informa-
tion having been given by Colonel Skinner’s spies, that an
attempt to drive us from the trenches had been determined
on by Dooijun Saul, and that a chosen body of llhohillahs
would be employed for the purpose. Accordingly, about
eleven o’clock, the said picked devils issued from the gate at
the norr.h-east angle (the Agra gate, I believe), and ad-
vanced towards the trenches, supported by an immense body
of men on the Walls, who kept up an incessant fire from
matchlocks and ginjals. The party, however, which made
the sortie, met with so warm a reception from our grape and
shrapnell, that after firing a few shot, they turned about and
contented themselves with joining their comrades and blazing
away from the walls. Then commenced the scene which I
bo much regret my inability to convey to you in description.
The roar of our 18-pounders, the bursting of the shells on

the ramparts, the shouts of the enemy from the walls, and
the fitful illumination caused by the discharge of some
thousand matchlocks and ginjals, (gun-balls as the Europeans
cab them,) through a dense mist, created an effect highly
scenic, &c. your active fancy has no doubt caught the
idea. Few casualties occurred in the trenches, where the
cover was of course excellent for those who ch ose to sit on
the banquette; but on tae night when the sapper3 i were
erecting a new battery they were more numerous. At the
latter point four were killed and thirty-two wounded; among
the latter, Smith of the engineers, who has been since hors
dc combat, his hurt (a contusion in tiie shoulder which ha®
affected his lungs) being severe. The army has thus lost
the services of one of the most zealous and able men in hie
department. A fine young fellow, Tyndale, of the sarafe
corps, was killed a few nights afterwards at the same spot.
At the commencement of the breaching, the outside ease

of the wall came down so fast, that under the expectation
that the breaches would be ready before the mines to blow in
the counterscarp could be prepared, the company of artillery
was ordered to cease firing for three days. This was a loss
of time which has since been much regretted. The mine
soon got the start of the breaching, and we are now wailing
only until the breaches are reported practicable. The truth
is, the old mud-walls, which from age have acquired the
solidity and impenetrability of natural earth, have astonished
the most experienced, and created a strange innovation in
the opinions of hi3 Lordship and his Peninsula staff, on the
capabilities of mud-forts. The slope of either breach is suffi-
cient to admit of their being ascended with facility where the
footing is hard; but in an attempt made to mount it last
night by an English officer, it proved to be knee-deep.

Much vacillation and uncertainty appears at this juncture
to prevail at head-quarters, as to the wisdom of trying an
assault under all disadvantages, or following the advice of
certain of the engineers, who recommend advancing tha
batteries to the edge ef the glacis, and battering in breach at
the only feasible method of making the breaches practicable,
and thus leaving nothing to chance, where a repulse might
be attended with disastrous effects.

Betting is now ten to one that the storm will take place
before the expiration of two days, and to this opinion T in-
cline. All the ladders are in the trenches, and I have no
doubt, when placed on the breaches, fitted up as they am
w’ith canvass, to prevent their sinking in the dust, they will
render the ascent easy enough. The spies, who twice a day
bring information from the interior of the town, report that
Doorjun is still confident that he shall be able to beat us off,

and that his faithful Jauts—to whom, by the way, he dis-
tributes daily large sums of money— have, to a man, sworn
to conquer or perish in his cause. They report further, that
both the trendies are cut off by deep ditches, with stockades
armed with heavy guns on the opposite side; that portions
of the town are cut off by lines of abatfe 3 and trenches; end
hence, that the difficulties of the assault will by no means be
surmounted in attaining the summit of the breach, or effect-
ing a lodgement on the ramparts. Every one looks forward
to a tremendous carnage, but no man dreams of repulse.
Every confidence is placed in the army, particularly the fine
set ot Europeans with the force, who will, doubtless, come
gallantly to the scratch. They are, besides, just in the humour
to fight like devils, being greatly exasperated at the loss of
one of the grenadiers of II. M. 14th, who, as lie was returning
from the trenches to the lines the other evening, was cut up
in the jungle, where his headless trunk was discovered the
following morning. The 2nd European regiment joined the
army this morning, and prove a we/eome reinforcement.
The arrangements for the assault, the disposition of every

corps, is to the most minute particular fixed, and the neces-
sary instructions issued to the several brigadiers, who have
forwarded copies of them to the commanders of the respective
regiments under their command, for their guidance as far as
their corps may be concerned. As these communications
are, however, strictly secret and confidential, nothing can of
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course have transpired beyond commanders of corps and a

few others. I have, however, been made acquainted with

an outline of them, on rigid injunctions of secrecy; but as

this was never intended to extend to my correspondents in

the golden dominions, I shall not consider myself guilty of a

breach of confidence in imparting to you such particulars of

the plan as I remember. Each breach will be assaulted by a

column of three brigades; that for the right breach coni"

manded by General Reynell, and the column destined for

the left by General Nicholls, the former headed by H.M. 14th

foot, with half the European regiments, the latter by H.M.
59fcb, and the other half of the Europeans.

The Goorkahs, of which there are four companies here,

precede the columns, and will act as riflemen on the edge of

the glacis, where they will doubtless be of much service,

being excellent marksmen, and possessing as much coolness

and intrepidity as any men in the world. On the heads of

the columns reaching the breaches, an attempt at escalade

will be made at the neck of a large bastion @n the right of the

left breach by volunteers from the lancers, dragoons, Skin-

ner’s horse, and light cavalry; 30 men from each regiment.

The brigade to which I belong, the 3rd, will be in the left

column, and as we shall have lots of fellows before us, our

situation will not be disagreeably perilous. If I escape, you

may depend on hearing from me the particulars of the affair,

which I will endeavour to render somewhat more connected

and interesting than the desultory jumble I have furnished

in this instance.

Little had a narrow escape the other day ; a cannon-shot

grazed his breast, and tore away the cape of liis coat. He re-

mained senseless for a day afterwards, and has been confined

to his bed since. It was supposed he had received an internal

injury, but he is now, I am happy to say, out of danger.

I have omitted to mention in this a remarkable incident

which occurred a few days ago,—the desertion to. the enemy
of one of our artillery-men. He had been a serjeant in the

Royal Horse Guards at Waterloo, and considered a clever

fellow, though a dissatisfied rascal. He quitted the trenches

with a musket, under a pretence of sniping, and deliberately

walked in at a kirket. His services were eagerly, accepted by
Doorjun, who has assigned him a bastion, from which the rascal

fires incessantly. He has been seen several times on different

parts of the ramparts, accompanied by fellows in green, and

apparently busy in levelling their guns. Grape is always fired at

him on these occasions ;
but it is probable he may live to be

hanged, which will of course be liis fate should he fall into our

hands on our getting possession of the place. Lord C. has

offered 1000 rupees for his head.

I have j ust heard that the ditch in front of the left breach

is ascertained to be thirty-five feet deep. This is much more
than was expected, and may probably delay proceedings a day
or two*

Camp, 3 Coss E. Bhurtpore,

January 24 th.

Long ere this reaches you, you will have learnt through

different channels the particulars of the late brilliant achieve-

ment which has shed so much lustre on the British arms ; but

as you may not yet have seen a correct account of our casual-

ties, and may hence be in uncertainty as to my fate, you will

now be glad to hear that I am stiil in the land of the living,

and that I have had the luck to escape untouched by grape,

round-shot, or carcass. To confess the truth, I was not ex-

posed to any very imminent risk on the day of the assault, the

regiment having formed pare of the reserve, in conse-

quence of the bodily infirmity of old , our brigadier

j

and not coming into action until late, when the greater num-
ber of the garrison had been despatched, and the remainder

were putting in practice the favourite maxim of Falstaff touch-

ing discretion—in other words, running off like lamplighters.

Hence our corps lost only some twenty or thirty in killed and
wounded

;
and I have to lament having missed so fine an op-

portunity of fleshing my maiden sword, consoled only for the

loss of the laurels which I intended to have torn from the brows

of some ferocious Jaut, by the pitiful consideration that I pos-

sess a whole skin. 1 mentioned to you in my last, I believe,

that the depth of the ditch in front of the left point of attack

had rendered it expedient to change it to a large bastion on its

right. This was accordingly mined, and presented a fine

breach on the morning of the 17th. Previous to this, infor-

mation having been received from our spies that the right

breach had been mined by the enemy, it was determined to

make no use of it, provided a practicable breach could be made

by blowing up the large angle bastion on its right, in which a

large mine was completed by the 17th, and charged, with

10,000 lbs. of powder—a quantity, as was proved by the event,

amply sufficient for the purpose required. The enemy, not

aware that we had mined the last-mentioned bastion, had no

suspicion that we had changed the point of attack on the

right. .

On the morning of the 18th, everything being ready, the

whole of the troops composing the storming parties moved

down to the breaches, at four a.m., and though they were not

all under cover till long after daybreak, they suffered little loss

from the enemy’s fire, being fortunately screened from sight

by a thick mist, which did not clear away till after sunrise.

Prom this time till eight o’clock the troops remained in

breathless expectation, awaiting the expected signal—-the

springing of the grand mine in the angle bastion of the right

breach. At length the mine in the counterscarp opposite the

bastion was sprung; and the enemy at this quarter, expecting

that one column would advance under cover of the dust, a

number of them rushed forward to the side of the bastion which

overlooked it. At this moment the grand mine was ®Pru“?»

and at least a hundred of their matchlock men were hurled

into the air, some being blown to a great distance, and others

falling on the face of the bTeach which the explosion had made.

This was the signal for the advance of our parties j and

springing from the trenches, the foremost subdivision formed

in an instant and rushed forward in true British styie, huzza-

ing most lustily, and supported by the rears of their respective

columns as fast as these could poUr from the trenches. The

onemy, it appeared, in spite of all our caution, were apprised

of our intention of making the assault at this time, and were

fully prepared for our recsDtion ;
but, though they stood ncbly

to their work, as the Europeans observed, after one man had

obtained the summit of the breach, they made no very vigo-

rous attempt to prevent our ascending, not so much as to ope-

rate as a momentary check to the columns ;
neither had they

prepared any of those formidable obstacles behind the breaches

which we had been led to expect.

On the storming columns ascending the breaches, the right

column dashed along the ramparts to the right, the other to the

left; and in the course of two hours, after making a circuit ot

the town, met on the opposite side, after having made an aw-

ful havoc among the enemy; who are, however, allowed on all

hands to have displayed the most devoted gallantry in the cause

of the usurper.
, t

Four thousand men are computed to have fallen, Including

a few hundred which were cut up by the cavalry in attempt-

in'7 to escape; and the calculation does certainly not exceed the

truth. A very few wounded were picked up. The Europeans

were exasperated, and made cldku work of it. Our brigade

entered the town in gallant style by the Agra gate, cheering

the troops which were skirting the walls; but at this time tne

game wa3 pretty well up, and we had nothing to do beyond a

little sniping at the runaways, for run they did at last*

The last desperate stand had been made within the gate, and

terminated at the moment we entered by the destruction of the

gallant few who attempted to check our progress; upwards of

120 bodies I counted on the ground at this spot, and not three

wounded among them. Our brigade soon after this took up a

position on the ramparts south of the town; when, having no-

thing further to do—the firing from the citadel haring ceased,

and a rumour being abroad that Doorjun had run—I go* per-

mission to walk towards the trenches. The dead were scat-

tered pretty thickly between the different bastions, on each of

which
s
where a stand had been made, were lying twenty or

thirty bodies, most of them Golundoz. All our dead and

wounded had beou JtemoYOd at the tune I Cwbo to the tranche*
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At the right I counted upwards of 500 of the enemy; many of

them were noble- looking fellows, whose muscular frames and
ferocious aspects could not even in death be viewed without a
sentiment of respect

—

“ That stern joy which warriors feel

In foemen worthy of their steel.”

But, lest I should tire you with all this, let me proceed to

give some account of Doorjun Saul, who, it appears, had quit-

ted the town, with a great number of his followers, before the

storming columns had united, a circumstance which must have
effectually prevented his so doing. Of his followers by far the

greater number contrived to get clear off, while many were
made prisoners, and the rest cut up by the cavalry, Doorjun,
with hi§ wife, the Ranee, fell into the hands of Lieut. Barber,
of the 8th cavalry, to whom he delivered his sword and a bag
of inestimable jewels, it is said. He has since been conveyed
to Agra, where he is to be confined, if the bazaar report, that
both he and his wife have poisoned themselves, should prove
false. Major Gage, 36th N.I., is to have charge of him.
Forty lacs of rupees in specie have been found; but it is

thought no immediate division can take place. His Lordship,
though doubtless as anxious as ourselves for a speedy distribu-
tion, cannot elude the peremptory order, which he is said to
have received from below, to send the whole of the specie into
the public treasury at Agra, taking a receipt for the same.
The army is now much broken up; the 2nd division being at

this place, 3CossE.; 15th regiment at Weare; 6th at Derg;
and another infantry regiment at Coompheer. Madoo Sing camo
to his Lordship’s camp yesterday, and gave himself up, with
his body-guard, consisting of one regiment of infantry and some
cavalry, a brigade of guns, and four ginjals. He is to be pen-
sioned. The general opinion is that our division will, in a few
days, proceed towards Alwar, it being probable that the terms
offered by our Government to the Rajah will prove unpala-
table. It is reported that the principal items in our conditions
are the surrendering his prime minister to the civil power, by
whom he is to be tried for a murder; the dismantling his forts;

and the giving up to the British Government one-half of his

territories.

The pioneers are now employed in clearing the gabions : this

looks like more to do. I must conclude, or shall be too late

for the Dak. B.j

DARING ADVENTURE OF AN ENGLISH TRAVELLER*

Those who pro-
fess the Mahome-
tan religion are very
jealous of Franks,
as they style Euro-
peans, entering any
of their mosques or

churches. They con-
sider the presence
of aChiistian in any
of their places of
worship as a dese-
cration; it is con-
trary to their laws
to allow it; and they
often punish very
severely, sometimes
even with death,
any attempt of the
kind. They will not
have their holy
places polluted by
the feet of “a dog
of a Christian;”

hence it is that so

few travellers have
seen the interior of

those splendid fa-

brics which are dedicated, through the East, to the religion of
Mahomet. In some of the mosques, however, the keepers
are not so strict as to be able to withstand the temptation of

a bribe, especially if a known Mussulman accompanies a
stranger. Ill such cases, a small present always ensures
civility, and no impertinent questions are asked

;
in others,

the sight of two persons entering side by side, or at a short

interval, according to circumstances, and nearly dr^ sed
alike, excites no attention, so that a sight of all that is w* rth

seeing may sometimes be obtained, without any ill con-

sequences, although, generally, the attempt is one of a very
hazardous description.

Jerusalem is in the hands of Mussulmen, and their knowing
the great desire of Christian travellers to visit the Temple of

Solomon, and other buildings mentioned in Scripture, they
are more particular and suspicious than is, perhaps, now the
case in any other part where the Mahometan mode of worship
prevails. The penalty of the unauthorised entry of Solomon’s
Temple, by a Christian, ip death, and the same tg a Mussul-

^Ifman who shall coil

nive at it. Mr. Ban-
kes, however, who
visited the Holy
Land in 1819, was
not to be deterred

by this from visiting

it. Soon after re-

covering from a se-

vere illness, he re-

solved to put a de-

sign into execution

fwhieh he bad for

somo time enter-

tained; viz., to visit

that mosque at all

risks. Having pro-

vided himself with

an Albanian dress,

and procured one
for his servant and
interpreter, a refu-

gee Italian who had
turned Mahometan
while at Ramah, in

the convent of which

he for a few da>s

remained to recruit

bis wasted strength, he ordered that two hired mules should be

got ready for Jerusalem about nightfall, specifying that he

would not have a Christian conductor for them, but a Turk.

After supper he shaved off all his beard, retaining only the

hair upon the upper lip, and then calling for the Albanian

suit, put it all on, with pistols in his belt, and a scarlet cap

upon his head. They then took the road to Jerusalem ; where

a new governor was daily expected, so that nothing could be

more natural than that two soldiers should be on their way
with the intention of enlisting in his service; a pretext which

Mr. Bankes’ attendant availed himself of when, very late in

the night, they reached the valley of Abougosh, where there

is a military guard stationed at all times, to receive toll from

the Christians. Some of this detachment were themselves

Albanians, who, running out, and shouting to the travellers

to stop, insisted on the attendant’s taking coffee with them,

which he consented to, while his master bound up his face

in a handkerchief and rode on, charging him to represent

that hg was pufferies from a dreadful togtb**a*h$i which
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accounted for his silence and inattention, and saved all

inquiries* .

Day had just dawned when they reached the western gate
of the Holy City, which was not yetopened; so they alighted,
and ordering the guide to stay there with the mules, upon
some pretext, they went round the walls outside, till they
came to St. Stephen’s-gate, which is the nearest to the Tem-
ple of Solomon. As they sat waiting there, Mr. Bankes dis-

closed to his attendant that the sight of the interior of that
forbidden temple was his object, which he had hitherto kept
secret from him, and pressed him that he should go in with
him, using as an argument, that since there was no chance
at all that the keepers of the mosque would understand Al-
banian, and no necessity that an Albanian should speak either
Turkish or Arabic, at least, with any tolerable accent, the
risk of detection, especially when a change in the govern-
rhent filled the city with strangers, must be very small, the
soldiery, with whom alone it might be dangerous to be con-
fronted, being but little frequenters of mosques, and at most
the device of the toothe-ache might be resorted to. There
was no time for discussion or wavering on the part of the at-
tendant, who had before entered the temple with other Ma-
hometans, and was himself free to do so when he pleased,
hut who yet ran a greater risk than his master, whom, as a
British subject and a man of substance, they might have
threatened, and extorted from, but could hardly have dared
to go much farther, so that, if discovered, the servant would
have been made the example, for he was amenable to the
Mussulman laws, and conversant in their religion and cus-
toms. St. Stephen’s gate opened, and they proceeded in,
the master first, followed by the servant; after which they
walked side by side into the great area of the temple, a noble
square, with cypress trees here and there, and a great octa-
gonal platform or steps in the centre, on which stands the
edifice itself, the work of the Kaliph Omar. It is covered
by a dome, and incrusted on all sides with porcelain glazed
and coloured, fitted together into the most ingenious and
beautiful patterns. On the four corresponding sides of it are
four brazen doors.
They had admired this noble exterior together in silence

for some time, when they saw a person, wearing a green
turban, who had the key, and who, as he unlocked one of
the doors, asked if they wished to have the interior shown
them for devotion.
The attendant stepped forward, and assenting to this, en-

gaged him in conversation, in Arabic, that he might not re-
mark his companion’s silence, nor ask him any questions.
As they entered, however, seeing the key-bearer disposed

to satisfy his curiosity in that way, he boldly ventured to
warn him that to a man just arrived, as his comrade was,
from Scutan, no language but Arnaout could serve, which
cheeked him so effectually, that he took scarce any further
notice of him from that time. At several of the most in-
teresting spots, the visiters both knelt, and offered a few
paras. When all had been seen and examined, nothing
would satisfy Mr. Bankes, but that he must have the cus-
tomary certificate of his pilgrimage

;
they were, therefore,

shown by their verger to the foot of a little narrow staircase
near the door, and he following in no farther, Mr. Bankes
thought it a good precaution to bind up his face again as he
ascended; and it was well that he did so, for in a little room
over the porch they found four Ulemas, squatted in a row,
who motioned them that they should sit down, and then
served them with coffee, which their visiter with the band-
aged face, touched only with his lips, his companion speak-
ing for him, and describing his sufferings. A long Arabic
writing was then drawn up for each of the travellers, with an
enumeration of the holy stations which they had just visited,
and wa3 signed and sealed in due form.

,
On the delivery of the instrument, there was an unforeseen

risk of detection, for it is customary to place it, out of respect,
on the crown of the head. This was the moment of anxiety.
Mr. Bankes’ hair was full-grown under his cap, and had that
been lifted off, it must at once have betrayed him, as ail fol-

lowers of the Prophet have their heads shaven close, leaving
only one lock on the crown, that Mahomet may thereby pull
them up to paradise. The ready attendant saw the danger to

which they were exposed, so representing the inconvenience jjl

of disturbing the bandage, he placed both the certificates re-
spectfully side by side, on his own shaven scalp. This se-

cured their free departure from the presence of the Ulemas.

Their very hearts bounded within them when they go*
clear out of the sacred octagon, and the more so* since many
of the town were now coming into it to pay their devotions.
Mr. Bankes, however, having succeeded so far, was de-

termined to see more. He persisted still in lingering within
the great enclosure, and before he quitted it, he visited also
the mosque of the Purification, then under repair, formerly 1
a church, built by the Frank kings. The tomb of David, on

|Mount Sion, is also prohibited ground; and without ex-
amining this, the adventure was considered incomplete. It

became, therefore, 'their next point, and they entered there,
and offered their paras. But Mr. Bankes, thinking, soon
after, that he had not observed something with sufficient ac-
curacy, had the imprudence to return with his attendant,
much against the wishes of the latter, to view it a second
time.

In the meanwhile, the muleteer, whom they had left out-
side the gates, had strayed in quest of the travellers to that
very spot, and he said enough to the keeper of the place to
excite his suspicions and rouse his fanaticism, so that they
found that all was discovered, and that they themselves were
in imminent danger.

It was lucky that they were Without the walls, and well
armed, and the people not yet collected in sufficient numbers
to lay hands on them. They got instantly on the mules, and
in spite of all the remonstrances of their conductor, they rode
to the desert of St. John, where they lay that night, in the
handsome convent there, feeing the muleteer, and concealing
from the solitary monk what had happened.
A long ride next day brought them back to Raniak, and

before flight to Jaffa, where the adventure was soon known
to the Turks all over the town, which renderedjt dangerous
for either of the travellers to appear in the streets. Soon
after, they left Jaffa for Egypt.

BATTLE OF DRtfMCLOG.

( Concluded„)

“I will avenge him or die!” exclaimed Evandale, and,
putting his horse into motion, rode furiously down the hill

followed by his own troop, and that of the deceased cornet,
which broke down without orders

;
and, each striving to be

the foremost to revenge their young officer, their ranks soon
fell into confusion.

These forces formed the first line of the royalists. It wad
in vain that Claverhouse exclaimed

—

“Halt, halt ! this rashness will undo us.”
It was all that he could accomplish, by galloping along the

second line, entreating, commanding, and even menacing the
men with his sword, that he could restrain them from foliow-
ing an example so contagious. 1

t( Allen,” he said, as soon he had rendered the men
in some degree more steady, “ lead them slowly down the
hill to support Lord Evandale, wdio is about To need it

very much.—Bothwell, thou art a cool and a daring fel*

low —

”

“ Ay,” muttered Bothwell; “ you can remember that in a
moment like this.”

“Lead ten file up the hollow to the right,” continued his
commanding officer, “ and try every means to get through I
the bog

;
then form and charge the rebels in flank and rear, I

while they are engaged with us in front.” 1
Bothwell made a signal of intelligence and obedience, and 1

moved off with his party at a rapid pace, 1
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Meantime, the disaster which Claverhouse had apprehended

did not fail to take place. Tho troopers, who, with Lord

^Evandale, had rushed down upon the enemy, soon found rieht

disorderly career interrupted by the impracticable character

of the ground. Some stuck fast in the morass as they

attempted to struggle through, some recoiled from the attempt

and remained on the brink, others dispersed to seek a more

favourable spot to pass the swamp. In the midst of this

confusion, the first line of the enemy, of which the foremost

rank knelt, the second stooped, and the third stood upright,

poured in a close and destructive fire that emptied at least a

score of saddles, and increased tenfold the disorder into which

the horsemen had fallen. Lord Evandale, in the meantime,

at the head of a very few well-mounted men, had been able to

clear the ditch, but was no sooner across than he was charged

by the left body of the enemy’s cavalry, who, encouraged by

the small number of opponents that had made their way
through the broken ground, set upon them with the utmost

fury, crying, “ Woe, woe to the uncireumcised Philistines !

down with Dagon and all his adherents !

”

The young nobleman fought like a lion ; but most of his

followers where killed, and he himself could not have escaped

the same fate, but for a heavy fire of carbines, which Claver-

house, who had now advanced with the second line near to

the ditch, poured so effectually upon the enemy,
^

that both

horse and foot for a moment began to shrink, and Lord Evandale

disengaged from his unequal combat, and finding himself

nearly alone, took the opportunity to effect bis retreat through

the morass. But notwithstanding the loss they had sustained

by Claverhouse’s first fire, the insurgents became soon aware

that the advantage of numbers and of position, were so

decidedly theirs, that, if they could but persist in making a

brief but resolute defence, the Life-Guards must necessarily be

defeated. Their leaders flew through their ranks, exhorting

them to stand firm, and pointing out how efficacious their fire

must be where both men and horse were exposed to it
;
for

the troopers, according to custom, fired without having

dismounted. Claverhouse more than once, when he perceived

his best men dropping by a fire which they could not

effectually return, made desperate efforts to pass the bog at

various points, and renew the battle on firm ground and

fiercer terms. But the close fire of the insurgents, joined

to the natural difficulties of the pass, foiled his attempts in

every point.
“ We must retreat,” he said to Evandale, “unless Both-

well can effect a diversion in our favour. In the meantime,
draw the men out of the fire, and leave skirmishers behind

these patches of alder-bushes to keep the enemy in check.”

These directions being accomplished, the appearance of

Bothwell with his party was earnestly expected. But
Bothwell had his own disadvantages to struggle with. His
detour to the right had not escaped the penetrating ob-

servation of Burley, who made a corresponding movement
with the left wing of the mounted insurgents, so that when
Bothwell

, after riding a considerable way up the valley,

found a place at which the bog could be passed, though with

some difficulty, he perceived he was in front of a superior

enemy. His daring character was in no degree checked
by this unexpected opposition.

“ Follow me, my lads,” he called to his men, “ never let

it be said that we turned our backs before these cantiDg

roundheads !

”

With that, as if inspired by the spirit of his ancestors, he
shouted “ Bothwell I Bothwell 1

” and throwing himself

into the morass, he struggled through it at the head of his

party, and attacked that of Burley with such fury, that lie

drove them back above pistol-shot, killing three men with
his own hand. Burley, perceiving the consequences of a

defeat on this point, and that his men, though more
numerous, were unequal to the regulars in using their arms
and managing their horses, threw himself across Bothwell’s

way, and attacked him hand-to-hand. Each of the com-
batants was considered as the champion of his respective

party, and a result ensued more usual in romance than in

real story. Their followers, on either side, instantly paused,

and looked on as if the fate of the day were to be decided
by the event of the combat between these two redoubted
swordsmen. The combatants themselves Seemed of the
same opinion

;
for, after two or three eager cuts and pushes

had been exchanged, they paused, as if by joint consent, to

recover the breath which preceding exertions had exhausted,
and to prepare for a duel in which each seemed conscious
he had met his match.
“You are the murdering villain, Burley,” said Bothwell,

griping his sword firmly, and setting his teeth close—“yoii
escaped me once but”—(he swore an oath too tre-

mendous to be written down) “ thy head is worth its weight
of silver, and it shall go home at my saddle-bow, or my saddle
shall go home empty for me.”

“ Yes,” replied Burley, with stern and gloomy deliberation,
“ I am that John Balfour, who promised to lay thy head
where thou shouid’st never lift it again

;
and God do so

to me, and more also, if I do not redeem my word.”
“ Then a bed of heather, or a thousand marks ! ” said

Bothwell striking at Burley with his full force.

“The sword of the Lord and of Gideon 1” answered
Balfour, as he parried and returned the blow.

There have seldom met two combatants 'more equally

matched in strength of body, skill in the management of

their weapons and horses, determined courage, and unre-

lenting hostility. After exchanging many desperate blows,

each receiving and inflicting several wounds, though of no
great consequence, they grappled together as if with the

desperate impatience of mortal hate, and Bothwell, sezisng

his enemy by the shoulder-belt, while the grasp of Balfour

was upon his own collar, they came headlong to the ground.

The companions of Burley hastened to his assistance, but

were repelled by the dragoons, and the battle became
again general. But nothing could withdraw the attention of

the combatants from each other, or induce them to unclose

the deadly clasp in which they rolled together on the

ground, tearing, struggling and foaming, with the .inveteracy

of thorough-bred bull-dogs.

Several horses passed over them in the melee without

their quitting hold of each other, until the sword arm of

Bothwell was broken by the kick of a charger. He then

relinquished his grasp with a deep and suppressed groan,

and both combatants started to their feet. Bothw ell’s right

hand dropped helpless by his side, but his left griped to the

place where his dagger hung
;
it had escaped from the sheath

in the struggle,—and with a look of mingled rage and despair,

he stood totally defenceless, as Balfour, with a laugh of

savage joy, flourished his sword aloft, and then passed it

through his adversary’s body. Bothwell received the thrust

without failing—it had only grazed on his ribs. He attempted

no further defence, but looking at Burley with a grin of

deadly hatred, exclaimed—“ Base peasant churl, thou hast

spilt the blood of a line of kings !

”

“Die, wretch !—die l” said Balfour, redoubling the thrust

with better aim
;
and setting his foot on Bothweii’s body as

he fell, he a third time transfixed him with his sword.—“ Die

blood-thirsty dog 1 die as thou hast lived ’—die, like^ the

beasts that perish—hoping’nothing believing nothing— ”

“ And fearing nothing !
” said Bothwell, collecting tho

last efforts of respiration to utter these desperate words, and

expiring as soon as they were spoken.

To catch a stray horse by the bridle, throw himself upon

it, and rush to tho assistance of his followers, was, with

Burley, the affair of a moment. And as the fall of Bothwell

had given to the insurgents all the courage of which it had

deprived fcis comrades, tho issue of this partial contest did

not remain long undecided. Several soldiers were slain,

the rest driven back over the morass and dispersed, and the

victorious Burley, with his party, crossed it in their turn,

to direct against Claverhouse the very nance uvre which he

had instructed Bothwell to execute. He now put his troop

in order, with a view of attacking the right wing of the

royalists
j
and, sending news of his success to the main

body, exhort them, in the name of Heaven, to cross the

marsh, and work out the glorious work of the Lord by $

general attack upon the enemy,
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Meanwhile, Claverhouse, who had in some degree re-
medied the confusion occasioned by the first irregular and
unsuccessful attack, and reduced the combat in front to a
distant skirmish with fire-arms, chiefly maintained by some
dismounted troopers whom he had posted behind the cover
of the shrubby copses of alders, which, in some places, co-
vered the edge of the morass, and whose close, cool, and
well-aimed fire greatly annoyed the enemy, and concealed
their own deficiency of numbers—Claverhouse, while he
maintained the contest in this manner, still expecting that a
diversion by Both well and his party might facilitate a general
attack, was accosted by one of the dragoons, whose bloody
face and jaded horse bore witness he was come from
hard service.

“ What is the matter, Halliday?” said Clverhouse, for he
knew every man in his regiment by name—“ Where is

Bothwell ?”

“ Bothwell is down, ’’replied Halliday, (l and many a pretty
fellow with him.”
“ Then the king,” said Claverhouse, with his usual com-

posure, “has lost a stout soldier. The enemy have passed
the marsh, I suppose 3”

“With a strong body of horse, commanded by the devil
incarnate that killed Bothwell,” answered the terrified
soldier.
H Hush ! hush !” said Claverhouse, putting his finger to his

lips, “not a word to any one but me.—Lord Evandale, we must
retreat. The fates will have it so. Draw together the men
that are dispersed in the skimishiog work. Let Allen form the
regiment, and do you two retreat up the hill in two bodies,
each halting alternately as the other falls back. I’ll keep
the rogues in check with the rear-guard, making a stand
and facing from time to time. They will be over the ditch
presently, for I see their whole line in motion and preparing
to cross

; therefore lose no time.”
“ Where is Bothwell with his party 3” said Lord Evandale,

astonished at the coolness of his commander.
“ Fairly disposed of,” said Claverhouse in his ear—“ the

king has lost a servant, and the devil has got one. But
away to business, Evandale—ply your spurs and get the
men together. Allen and you must keep them steady. This
retreating is new work for us all ; but our turn will come
round again another day/’

Evandale and Allen betook themselves to their task
; but

ere they had arranged the regiment for the purpose of re-
treating in two alternate bodies, a considerable number of
the enemy had crossed the marsh. Claverhouse, who had
retained immediately around his person a few of his most
active and tried men, charged those who had crossed in
person, while they were yet disordered by the broken
ground. Some they killed, others they repulsed into the
morass, and checked the whole so as to enable the main
body, now greatly diminished, as well as disheartened by
the loss they had sustained, to commence their retreat up
the hill.

But the enemy s van being soon reinforced and supported,
Compelled Claverhouse to follow his troops. Never did
mao, however, better support the character of a soldier
than lie did that day. Conspicuous by his black horse
and white feather, he was first in the repeated charges
which he made at every favourable opportunity, to arrest
the progress of the pursuers, and to cover the retreat of his
regiment.. The object of aim to every one, he seemed as il

he were impassive to their shot. The superstitious fana-
tics, who looked upon him as a man gifted by the Evil Spiril
with supernatural means of defence, averred that they sav
the bullets recoil from his jack-boots and buff-coat like hail-
stones from a rock of granite, as he gallopped to and frc
amid the storm of the battle. Many a whig that day loader
his musquet with a dollar cut into slugs, in order that e

silver bullet
( such was their belief) might bring down tin

persecutor of the holy kirk, on whom lead had no power.
“ Try him with cold steal,” wag the cry at every renewec

der
?
rast® <

}
0Q tau Ye might as well shoo

at theAM Enemy himself

But though this was loudly shouted, yet the awe on the
insurgents’ mind was such, that they gave way before
Claverhouse as before a supernatural being, and few men
ventured to cross swords with him. Still, however, he was
fighting in retreat, and with all the disadvantages attending
that movement. The soldiers behind him, as they beheld
the increasing number of enemies who poured over the
morass, became unsteady

;
and at every successive movement,

Major Allen and Lord Evandale found it more and more
impossible to bring them to halt and form line regularly,
while, on the other hand, their motions in the act of retreating
became by degrees, much more rapid than was consistent
with good order. As they approached nearer to the top of
the ridge, from which in so luckless an hour they had de-
scended, the panic began to increase. Every one became
impatient to place the brow of the hill between him and the
continued fire of the pursuers, nor could any individual think
it reasonable that he should be the last in the retreat, and
thus sacrifice his own safety for that of others. In this
mood, several troopers set spurs to their horses and fled
outright, and the others became so unsteady in their move-
ments and formations, that their officers every moment
feared they would follow the same example.
Amid this scene of blood and confusion, the trampling

of the horses, the groans of the wounded, the continued fire
of the enemy, which fell in a succession of unintermitted mus-
quetry, while loud shouts accompanied each bullet which the
fall of a trooper shewed to have beeu successfully aimed
—amid all the terrors and disorder of such a scene, and
when it was dubious how soon they might be totally de-
serted by their dispirited soldiery, Evandale could not
forbear remarking the composure of his commanding officer.
Not at Lady Margaret’s breakfast-table that morning did his
eye appear more lively, or his demeanour more composed.
He had closed up to Evandale for the purpose of giving some
orders, and picking out a few men to reinforce his rear-
guard.
“If this bout lasts five minutes longer,” he said in a whispei*,

“ our rogues will leave you, old Allen, and me, the honour
of fighting this battle with our own hands. I must do
something to disperse the musqueteers who annoy them so
hard,or we shall all be shamed. Don’t attempt to succour me
if you see me go down, but keep at the head of your men ;

get off as you can, in God s name, and tell the king and the
council I died in my duty.”

So saying, and commanding about twenty stout men to fol-
low him, he gave, with this small body, a charge so desperate
and unexpected that he drove the foremost of the pursuers
back to some distance. In the confusion of the assault he
singled out Burley, and desirous to strike terror into his fol-

lowers, he dealt him so severe a blow on the head, as cut through
his steel head-piece, and threw him from his horse, stunned for
the moment, though un wounded. A wonderful thing it was
afterwards thought, that one so powerful as Balfour, should
have sunk under t lie blow of a man to appearance so slightly
made as Claverhouse; and the vulgar, of course, set down to
supernatural aid the effect of that energy, which a determined
spirit can give to a feebler arm. Claverhouse had, in this last
charge, however, involved himself too deeply among the insur-
gents, and was fairly surrounded.

Lord Evandale, saw the danger of his commander, his body
of dragoons being then halted, while that commanded by Allen
was in the act of retreating. Regardless of Claverhouse’s dis-
interested command to the contrary, he ordered the party
which he headed to charge down hill and extricate their colo-
nel. Some advanced with him—most halted and stood un-
certain-many run away. With those who followed Evandale,
he disengaged Claverhouse. His assistance just came in time,
for a rustic had wounded his horse in a most ghastly manner
by the blow of a scythe, and was about to repeat the stroke
when Lord Evandale cut him down. As they got out of the
press, they looked round them. Allen’s division had ridden
clear over the hill, that officer’s authority having proved alto-
gether unequal to halt them, Eyandale’s troop was scattered

[
and m total eonfusion,

il
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te What is to be done, Colonel?” said Lord Evandale.
We are the last men in the field, I think,” said Claver-

house; “ and when men fight as long as they can, there is no
shame in flying. Hector himself would say, ‘devil take
the hindmost,’ when there are but twenty against a thou-
sand.—Save yourselves, my lads, and rally as soon as you
can.—Come, my Lord, we must e’en ride for it.”

So saying, he pHit spurs to his wounded horse
;
and the

generous animal, as if conscious that the life of his rider
depended on his exertions, pressed forward with speed un-
abated either by pain or loss of blood. A few officers and
soldiers followed him, but in a very irregular and tumultuary
manner. The flight of Claverhouse was a signal for all

stragglers, who yet offered desultory resistance to fly as fast
as they could, and yield up the field of battle to the vic-
torious insurgents.

LEAVES FROM A LOG BOOK.
“ Braving the Storm and Battle.”

I Aii told the Kedgeree of 1838 is a very different sort of an
affair to the Kedgeree of 1804. At the latter period, except
the Black Town, there were merely one or two residences,

—

no wharf, and no regular landing-place, but now I understand a
populous neighbourhood is rising up, the situation being con-
sidered more healthy than Diamond Harbour, and that a rail-

road from thence to Calcutta has been actually projected. I wel
remember that a great quantity of building materials were even
then lying on the shore, Avhich most probably have since been
formed into handsome edifices, piers, &c.; and thus progress
improvements till

—

“All the desert blossoms as the rose;”

or, till the works of nature are swept away, and the inven-
tions of man usurp the dominion. At the time of which I am
writing, Kedgeree Roads was seldom frequented except by a
straggling Indiaman waiting for a tide, or a ship of war un-
dergoing a partial refit; it was a cold, inhospitable anchorage,
with but little to amuse either ashore or aboard. But then
there was Calcutta, dear enchanting Calcutta, with its thou-
sand-and-one delights, and its never-ceasing luxuries—its con-
stant succession of pleasures, and, above all, its endearing
reminiscences of home—English cheese and brown stout.

Captain K was still enjoying the round of gratification

in this city of cities, when the D sloop of war brought
up in Kedgeree Roads, having been terribly mauled in an action
with a French frigate off the Sandlieads, and from which the
gallant little hooker was fortunate in escaping afcer a severe
contest.

We were ready for sea except bending sails, but the name
of an enemy in the offing was quite sufficient to nerve our tars
to energy, so that in the course of a single hour every sail was
furled aloft, and the royal yards crossed. Oh! how earnestly
did Thompson wish to take the frigate to sea, and more than
once or twice he was on the point of doing so, but the fearful

responsibility of actingwithout orders restrained his zeal. Nor
was every soul, fore and aft, much less anxious, for the Belle

Poule was expected to visit the mouth of the river, and it was
soon decided upon, that the sloop of war’s antagonist could be
none other. A despatch was forwarded to Calcutta, both by
dingy and overland; the frigate was brought to a single anchor,
and every preparation for departure made, the eagerness of

hope animate the breast of every one on board.
It was soon after daylight the following morning when a

boat came alongside, and Captain K himself, in full

ball-dress, a little soiled with travel, stood on the deck. Al-
though so early, the hands had all turned out, and the hammocks
were stowed in the nettings, without having been piped up, so
restless were the people to get under weigh, and meet the
enemy. The captain looked surprised when he cast his eyes
aloft, and saw the state of efficiency to which the frigate had
been brought, for he had feared that he should be detained by
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want of preparation; his countenance, however, evinced satis-
faction, as he exclaimed to the first lieutenant

—

“Well behaved, Mr. Thompson, unmoor ship, if you
please.”

“ She is already unmoored, sir, and is riding to the half-cable
service on the best bower,” answered Mr. Thomnson. “ We
are in everything ready for sea.”

“Then up anchor at once— but avast! I must consult the
pilot;” he turned to an elderlv man with a rubicund face
“ How is it, Mr. Stalker, shall Ve start at onceP”

“ As soon as ever you please, and the sooner the better ”

returned the pilot; “ there’ll be a pretty breeze if the sun doesn't
lick it up, and we have yet more than half an ebb to run
with.”

“ But your brig, Mr. Stalker,” suggested the captain, “ I
should not like—indeed I would not be detained by anything
under heaven, and your brig

“Toss your anchor up, Captain K ,” answered the old
man. “ I dare say the craft will keep afloat a few hours
without me, and as every moment is precious, why—yet avast!
does his majesty’s quarter-deck allow of a cheeroot?”
“Aye, aye, smoke away like a devil. I hope we shall have,

a little fire as well as smoke before we return. Up anchor
Mr. Thompson.”
The boatswain’s pipe was heard, hut it was in this instance

mere matter of form, for the men had quietly shipped and
swifted the capstan bars; the nippers were already past, and
as soon as the summons had been given, almost the same breath
piped—“ Heave away.” Round went the lads at the capstan,
at first “ stamp and go;” but when they had once started the
ship on end, they danced merrily to the shrill sound of the fifes

as they played up —“ Off she goes,” and in a few minutes the
master’s commands were heard. “Thick and dry for weigh-
ing.” This checked them in their speed, but the tune changed
to—“Come cheer up, my lads, 'tis to glory we steer!” and
steadily did the noble fellows walk the anchor up to the
bows.

“Loose sails,” shouted the first lieutenant, as the gallant
vessel no longer held to the ground, was obedient to her helm,
and in three minutes and a half she was clothed in canvass,
from her deck to her trucks; the anchor was stowed; the
studden-sails set; and onward she went—

“ Over the waters, away, and away.”

We had a long day before us, with a fine breeze, but so also

had the enemy
;
yet every eye was on the watch, every heart

beat with ardent desire to get fairly alongside, and show the
boasting Frenchman (for we knew they would report the little

D
,
a ship-sloop, to be a frigate) what a six-and-thirty

could do. Several strangers hove in sight, all of whom we
spoke, but none had seen the enemy; we continued cruising

in every possible direction, but could gain no tidings of him,
and at the end of a week we returned truly disappointed and
vexed at our failure ;

but the probability was, that the French-
man had experienced so much injury from the encounter with
the D— as to be compelled to run for the Mauritius, and
this we subsequently found to be the case ; the frigate being

the Psyche, now become a national craft, and commanded by
her old commander. Captain Bergeret.

Our anchor had not long beeu down, when despatches were
brought on board, ordering Captain K to be in readiness

to convoy a fleet of merchantmen through the Straits of Ma-
lacca, and our watering was completed without delay, though
there was not a single vessel in sight.

Captain K , never at any time the most patient being
in the world, could not endure the monotonous life at Kedgeree;
te longed to be off again, either to cruise at sea, or to drive

tis buggy tandem fashion on the explanade at Calcutta. At
ength, after a detention of three days, we beheld a forest of

masts descending the river, and having exchanged numbers
with the D ,

our anchors were once more stowed, and
we took charge of the convoy, composed of more than a hun-
dred sail.

There were several fine country ships, one of them an opium
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trader, a beautiful vessel, well armed, and not badly manned.
There also was the lofty Arab, with his poop above poop,

and his canopy over all; the grab-vessel, with her wedge-like

nose running out instead of a bowsprit; paddy-mars; Chinese
junks; and a large kind of sloop, with only a mainmast rigged

exactly like a brig’s square as well as fore- and-aft mainsail,

and masts towering one above the other, most of them carrying

royals, and several of them sky-sails; in fact, some of the

largest had the appearance of ships with their foremast and
mizenmast gone.

The wind was still down the river, and blew pretty fresh,

so that we made good progress, and very quickly ran through
Saugar Roads, where laid my old ship; and in passing I recog-

nised the old boatswain, Pascoe, and Marshal, standing on the

forecastle, and made no doubt that I was the subject of their

conversation, though the look of the veteran, as he eyed the

frigate, plainly spoke his admiration of her appearance and
outfit. I watched an opportunity to raise my hat at the gang-

way, and it was instantly responded to. I knew that this was
not allowed in the service, yet I could not refrain

;
the first

lieutenant detected it on the instant, and turned round sharply

to ascertain who it was that had taken such a liberty; but, ob-

serving me with my head covered, he said nothing, probably

thinking that it was a mark of remembrance from my old

shipmates, unsought for by me, or else feeling that lie would
have done the same had he been in my situation : if it had been
Mr. Gilmour, I should have been sent to the mast-head for at

:

least six hours.

We soon cleared the land, and parted with our pilot, and
;

then issued instructions and signals to the convoy, to the great

emolument of the purser and clerk, who divided the spoil. Now
most of the vessels knew not one word of English, so that

though they would find but little difficulty in making out the

flags, they yet would remain totally ignorant of their meaning,
from not being able to comprehend the corresponding direction;

yet Captain K insisted upon serving all alike, and but few
came on board who did not bring some suitable present for

the chief. I was greatly amused with the different characters
that presented themselves in the costume of their country;

but none pleased me more than the Rais of a large Arab ship

of 700 tons. He was an elderly man, with a long flowing

beard, descending from a face whose features were perfectly

placid and mild. On his head he had a large turban, or rather

cap -like turban of purple and white, richly ornamented with
strings of pearls and jewels. He wore a long flowing robe of

purple velvet, trimmed with ermine, beneath which was a
crimson tunic vest, thickly embroidered with broad gold lace*

and having diamond buttons; his snow-white trousers were of

the Turkish fashion, drawn round the waist, and descending
very full to the ankles, where they were again drawn, with a
a pair of buff morocco boots, sparkling with precious stones.

A splendid sabre in a crimson velvet scabbard hung suspended
in front, and his whole manner was majestic in the extreme.
I felt miich interested in the old man, whose stay, however,
vras not very long; for after receiving his instructions, and a
rather rough admonition from Captain K——- to keep his

canvass abroad and not to detain the convoy, he entered
his state barge — a handsome affair —- and returned to his

ship.

Nothing material occurred for several days. The breezes
were light hut fair. Several of the convoy were most execra-
ble sailers, and the worst of all was the Arab; nor could we,
except by firing at her, induce them to make sail. Of course,
as commodore, we led; but our topsails were mostly on the
cap, and at times we had nothing but a fore-top-mast staysail
set, unless we took some dull craft in tow,—-and this we were
frequently compelled to do with the Arab, whose negligence
and inattention was a by-word amongst the men. The D~
flogged up the rear

;
and the signal—“ Ships astern make more

sail,” was kept constantly flying at the mast heads of both as
long as daylight remained.
We had been about a week at sea, the weather had been

beautifully serene, and scarcely a cloud was visible; the morn-
ing, however, was very sultry, and a dark speck appeared to

be gathering astern, which at first was unnoticed on account of

the convoy sailing in very close order. Ourhid torment, the
Arab, must have seen it, for he commenced shortening sail,

and shot after shot was sent at him to force him to set them
again.

“ There’s a squall brewing astarn, sir,” said the master, “and
I’m thinking we shall have it hot and warm presently,”

“ Well, we are all snug for it, Mr. Huddart,” replied the
captain, “ only make that —d Arab crack on. There lie

goes! in royals and studd’nsels again. Round- to a little, and
send a shot slap into him.”
The gun was fired, but it had no effect; and it was not till

We ran alongside, and Captain K threatened him with a
broadside, that his canvass was once more spread.

The majestic looking Rais stood on his upper poop sur*
rounded by his subordinates, ail clad in their national costume,
and the seamen in their various dresses hung clustering in the
rigging—the Arabs using no exertion. A few Greeks, in their
small skull-caps, were more active, and suspicion was not a
little excited that there was more than one British seaman
whose features were disguised beneath the turban. The ship
was again under a cloud of canvass, and the quartermaster was
directed to watch her proceedings, and report immediately if

she attempted to start tack or sheet.

Onward came the squall, expanding wider and wider in its

approach. On each side of it above, the heavens were clear
and shining; but the black cloud looked like some huge mon-
ster of darkness rushing over the white foam of its wrath to
spread desolation and despair. It liad a strange, terrific, and
unnatural appearance, and as the vessels astern disappeared,
in its dense gloom, it seemed as if they had been at once swal-
lowed up in its insatiate rage.

“ The D — has got the squall, sir” said Mr. Thompson,
“ and the convoy are shortening sail.”

“The D —- is prepared, no doubt,” returned Cap-
tain K- ; “but what is the Arab about quartermas-
ter ?”

“ He’s carrying on yet, sir. No, he’3 clewing up his royals,
answered the quartermaster.
“Give him a shot, Mr, Thompson!” exclaimed the skip-

per; “send it slap into him. D—— the fellow, he shall carry
j

on to the last.”

The shot was fired right aboard of him, and up went his
royals again. In the rear of the convoy the greatest confusion
prevailed. The vessels liad been compelled to carry on till

the very moment the squall caught them, and they then let

fly oM* all, but more we could not see, as they instantly became
involved in utter obscurity. Our topsails were already furled,

and a few minutes served to send down royals and top-gallant
I

masts, the upper spars were easily struck; yet Captain K-——

,

would not allow a yarn to be touched, lest seeing us prepare,
the Arab should be induced to shorten sail.

“ The Arab is sending his hands aloft, sir,” said the quarter-
master; “he is catching the breeze, sir, and has got as much
as he can stagger under.”

“ Oh, d him, he’ll bear it yet,” returned the captain

;

“ stand by with another gun if he attempts to shorten sail. I

Keep a sharp look out, quartermaster.”
The “ aye, aye, sir,” was responded ; the Arab, at the very

moment when liis canvass ought to have been rolled up, seemed
most determined to keep it abroad. The squall took him, but
still he carried on alow and aloft, as if resolutely bent upon
braving the danger. I

“ He’s got it, sir,” said the quartermaster; “ he’s overpressed,
sir—he’s staggering now, and every clout ready to burst,

|
He’s broaching to, sir, and will be on his beam-ends di-

rectly.”
“ D. him, that’s his best trim for sailing, perhaps,” re-

turned the captain. “ Why does not the fellow clew up and
in studd’nsels.”

“ He’s in the thick of it now, poor devil,” said the quarter-
master, in an under tone to the man at the wheel. “We may
bid him good by for a full due. Mind your helm boy, she’s be-
ginning to smell it a-coming.”

I had stationed myself abaft, watching the motions of the
Arab. The black cloud came rolling on, forcing up a wall of
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water, crested with foam, before it. The Arabs must have
been struck with panic by its near approach, as the men ran
down from aloft, and only one or two remained to take in the
top-gallant studden sails. The force of the winds buried her
bows beneath the sea; and I could not but apprehend great
danger when she felt the full force of the hurricane. As the
quartermaster said, she broached to, and the last time I saw
her, her sails were blowing away in the utmost confusion, as if

tacks, sheets, halliards, spars, everything was parting at one
and the same moment. She was surrounded with foam below
and shrouded in gloom above, and then my own duties called

me away.
Our lofty yards and spars were promptly struck before we

got the fury of the typhoon. It took us on the quarter, and
the frigate spun completely round, lying almost upon her
broadside when it was abeam. The helm was useless. The
noise resembled that of a mighty cataract; and well might it

have been supposed that Divine wrath had overcome the pledge
of infinite wisdom, which set the bow in the clouds, and the

windows of heaven were once more opened to deluge a sinful

world. Oh, that roar, that hideous yell which the groaning ship

gave when the waters rushed unrestrainedly across her decks,

and the tempest howled amongst the gear aloft! No human
voice could then be heard amidst the manifestations of Al-
mighty power: man in his best strength cowered, and the bold-

est heart was appalled. But this was only momentary—the
sense of duty quickly returned, and then was seen the superi-

ority of British seamen in the time of peril Not a man flinched

from his post; the ship was got before the wind, and away we
flew on its wings at almost incredible speed, the rain pouring
down in torrents.

About twenty minutes elapsed, and the destroying angel had
passed; we emerged into a clear, almost calm, atmosphere,
whilst the hurricane swept on. The convoy were four or five

miles from us, and the first cry of Captain I£ was, “ Quar-
termaster, where’s the Arab?”

Every glass was in requisition, but amidst a spectacle of

wreck and devastation she was nowhere to be seen. Anxious
and earnest were the eyes that looked for her, but without
avail, whilst the surface of the water was spread with shattered
masts and rent sails, and some asserted they could see men
floating about amongst the wrecks. The destruction had been
tremendous, and yet the frigate escaped with scarcely any in-

jury, and none but what could be and was very speedily re-

paired. The D had carried away her main and mizen top-
masts, and not a vessel but had suffered more or less. We were
soon under canvass again, and hauled up for the body of the
convoy, but the fate of the Arab—for there could be no doubt
of her having gone down—threw a gloom over us, particularly
Captain K

, that was not very easily got rid of. What the
skipper’s thoughts were, I shall not attempt even to conjec-
ture, but certain it was, no one had ever witnessed so much
care and melancholy upon his countenance before.

We had made the signal for the convoy tolie by, and in about
an hour we were in the midst of them: the fate of the Arab
was readily ascertained, as several of her loose spars, and other
things known to belong to her, were found near the spot where
she was supposed to have gone down, and hanging with his
arms across a spare topmast was one of the crew; he was not seen
at first, a boat’s sail having washed over him, but on its being
removed, the poor fellow was discovered in a state of great ex-
haustion an 1 nearly insensible, his head over the spar, and his
turban in the water. On lifting him into the boat, it was as-
certained that he had received a severe wound in his breast,
and had bled profusely : he was immediately conveyed to the
frigate, the only survivor from that fated ship; all the rest had
perished; and I could not but feel a sort of remorse when I
called to mind that fine old Rais, with his look of placidity and
mildness, who had added to the numbers occupying an ocean
grave.

The wounded man was conveyed to the captain’s cabin, and
Mr. Sims, the surgeon, prepared to perform his office; the res-
cued Arab was a stout-limbed muscular fellow, very different
from the generality of his people, and at first the surgeon
thought h§ had received a severe contusion on the jaws, as a

large swelling appeared on his cheek, but on thrusting in his
finger, he brought out an immense quid of tobacco, which re-
lieved the worthy operator from all apprehensions upon that
score.

“ This is something extraordinary, Mr. Murray,” said th$
surgeon to his assistant; “ I was aware that these people chew
opium, but did not know they were attached to tobacco; and in
such quantities too!” surveying the quid.

t
“ That ere chaw, yer honour,” observed the quartermaster

who had lent a hand to bring the Arab down; “ that ere chaw-
’s a ’spectable one as ever I seed; and if I’d found it in the lee-
scuppers, I moughfc have taken my davy it was one of my own
build. I hope, yer honor, you won’t let aiad as can roll up a
quid like that slip his wind?”
“We shall do our best, Jackson,” returned the surgeon;

“ take off his turban, and, Mr. Murray—sponge the wound in
his breast clean—he is certainly a stout-limbed man for an,

Arab.”

“ Mayhap a cross in the breed, sir,” said the quartermas-
ter, holding the basin of warm water for the assistant, “for I
take it your Arabs are ofan outlandish sort of a frame-work—
and then for a fellow to kiver his mast-head with sich a con-
sarn as this,” holding up the turban, from whence fell, a roll of
pig-tail. “Well, I’m blowed, Muster Sims, if here arn’t half
a cabie«more of the same stuff*; he won’t miss a bite;” and the
seaman helped himself—“ and I can pay him again if ever he
gets to windard of this here bout.”

Some warm brandy and water was administered to the pa-
tient, which he swallowed apparently with considerable grati-

fication. “Come, he drinks pretty freely,” said the surgeon,
“ let him have some more, it will revive him—is there any one
on board that can speak to him in his own language?”

“ Not as I knows on,” answered the quartermaster; “ but at

all events, sir, he arnt ignorant of the matter of a drop o’ grog,
seeing that’s the same in all lingoes—there, he’s opening his

daylights.”

The Arab unclosed liis eyes, looked heavily around him, and
then sank back again just as Murray had washed the blood
away from his breast. “ He’s tattoo’d, sir,” said the assistant-

surgeon; “ here’s marks and letters as plain as possible.”

“ Not very unusual, I believe, Mr. Murray,” returned Simsj
“ symbolical designs—imitations of the antique.”

'

“Well, I’m blessed, yer honor, if I should’nt have taken that

’ere for a coil o’ rope,” said the quartermaster.
“ No, it is the serpent, my man,” replied the doctor, “ an em-

blem of eternity.”
“ But there’s a fag end to it, sir,” persevered the man—“ and

there’s a heart and a flag; and as for them letters—why there’s

aP and aO, four L’s and another 0, and a Y and a D; and
what does that spell now?”

“ Polllloyd! its Arabic, my man,” said the surgeon, as he
prepared the plaster for the wound.
“But it’s two words sir, I’m thinking; for there’s a small

star cut in amongst the L’s, and here’s someut more under-

neath,” argued the quartermaster.

The assistant-surgeon had busily employed himself with the

sponge, and carefully scanned the mysterious letters. At first

his look was rather serious; but he suddenly burst out in

laughter, to the chagrin of his sedate superior. “How now,
Mr. Murray?” said the latter, “ I cannot perceive anything to

cause mirth, sir. The words are no doubt Arabic, and have

some reference to the symbols near them.”

“ I beg your pardon, Mr. Sims,” responded the assistant;

“ but I think if you examine them more minutely, you will dis-

cover
—

”

“Poll Lloyd, Wafpino,” said the quartermaster, deliber-

ately; “well, I’m blow’d if it arn’t as plain as Beacliy Head in

a fog; though mayhap there’s a Wapping somewhere away in

the latitude of Araby.”
The doctor examined the letters, and still remained some-

what dubious, when the patient again opened his eyes, and
exclaimed, “ D—n your top lights, why don’t you clap a piece

o’ parcelling on the chafe; and Isay, shipmate, COUld’nt you
sarve out a toothful more o’ that ’ere stuff* ?”
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f “He speaks excellent English for an Arab,” said the assist-

ant-surgeon, quietly: “ but I suppose it’s symbolical.”

“ Arab be d—d,” exclaimed the man. “ I sees by your uni-

form where I am; and so I suppose I must rig myself in pur-

ser’s slops, and send turbans and caftans to the devil, along

with the old Rais.” He looked intently at the quartermaster.

“Why, by Allah—no, by ould Davey Jones, and they’re first

cousins, if it arn’t Bill Jackson!”

f i“ Aye, aye, as sure as you’re Dick Atkins,” returned the

other. “ I knows you now;” and turning round to the first lieu-

tenant, who was just then entering the cabin, “ Another prime

hand for the frigate, sir.”

The affair was soon explained. Bill was no deserter, except

from the sinking ship; he entered for the frigate, and a better

seaman never took a trick at the weather-helm.

K It was many hours before the damages of the convoy were
repaired ; we rendered every assistance, and then once more
bore up for our destination. Nothing material occurred till

we were drawing near the Nicobar islands, when a suspicious

sail hove in sight, hovering to windward of the convoy ; and
though repeatedly ehased, both by ourselves and the I)

,

yet her sailing was so very superior that we could not get near

to her; and when we returned to the convoy she again resumed
her station. She was one of those beautiful vessels that a

seaman loves to look at—a low black rakish hull below, and
all legs and wings. We had heard that the noted Surcouf, half

privateer’sman, half-pirate, was cruising in that neighbour-

hood, and we made certain that it could be none other that had
joined company. Several times after dark, he made a dash
into the body of the convoy; and had the vessels sailed as well

as himself, he could easily have carried them off; but he was
aware that recapture must ensue, and therefore he contented

himself with plunder. We lost no opportunity of chasing him

;

and had any of the ships been bold enough to foul him, it is

probable he might have been caught; as it was, he escaped
with perfect impunity, and made no bad thing of his maraud-
ing excursions.

Captain'K was half mad with vexation; and on the

third night he directed a country ship to carry the light and
go a-head, whilst the frigate quietly dropped into the body of

the convoy. But the privateer was either aware of our ma-
noeuvre, or else was bent upon making a bold dash; for he ac-

tually ran alongside the country ship, and commanded the

master to dowse the light and continue his course, on pain of

being fired into, which the pusillanimous fellow obeyed. The
Frenchman hoisted the light; and as the night was fine, he
sent his boats away, and secured a capital harvest. I really

thought Captain K would have shot the master of the
country ship, when he became aware of the trick ; as it was, he
kicked him along the quarter-deck into his boat, and then
stamped and raged like a maniac.

Another trap was laid for the daring Frenchman, who we
now made certain was Surcouf. I have already said that the
opium ship was a fine vessel, well manned and armed; and
now Mr. Davies, the second lieutenant, was sent on board of

her, with a hundred men, and Caswell and myself were sent

with him. Our orders were to take a position to windward of

the convoy as soon as it was dark, and if possible to cripple or

board the privateer. The former was effected very early in the
morning, before day-break; and about noon the D was di-

rected to take charge of the convoy, and the frigate, hoisting
her ensign, as if to part company, hauled her wind and stood
to the northward. At the time appointed we took our station,

and watchful and ardent was every soul, under the hope that
Surcouf would fall into the snare.

Mr. Davies was not a man of good intellect, and he had re-

cently suffered much from brain fever,—indeed he had been
advised to invalid home; but the prospect of prize-money and
promotion induced him to remain out, though he was hardly
fit for duty; and leaving Caswell in charge, he had turned in.

We had lost sightof the privateer for some time, as the night
was extremely hazy and dark; but about seven bells in the
first watch we clearly distinguished her bearing down upon us,

and the lieutenant was immediately called. The men were all

at their quarters when he same on deck; the great guns cast
loose, and the small arms ready to pour in a volley.

Davies, I fear, had been indulging too freely at the bottle, for
there was plenty of excellent wine on board the ship; his ener-
gies seemed to be benumbed; he gave a glance towards the ap-
proaching stranger, and feebly uttered, “ Stand by your guns
men!”

“ Had we not better ascertain wliat she is before we fire, Mr
Davies?” inquired Caswell, respectfully.

This seemed to irritate him, as he peevishly replied, “I
want no instructors, Mr. Caswell-—attend to your own duty;”
and then, turning to me, added, “ Any one may see, with half
an eye, that it is the privateer.”

I readily own that I was of the same opinion, but I made no
remark, whilst Dick Atkins (the Arab), whose tongue could
never be restrained, exclaimed, “All ready, sir, let’s have a
slap at her, whether devil or dog-fish.”

The stranger was now very close, and nearly end on, when
the command was given to fire, and a smart broadside was
thrown. We waited for the smoke to clear before we repeated
tli© dose; but before it had passed away we heard the voice of
Captain IC through a speaking-trumpet, hailing “ What
ship’s that?”

Our answer was instantly given—we had fired into the fri-

gate, and, as I feared, with deadly effect. “A pretty piece of

work you have made of it, Mr. Davies,” shouted the captain.

“ I took you for the privateer, sir,” replied the really alarmed
lieutenant. “It is a dark night, sir;” and then added in a
lower tone, though as the frigate was passing close under
our stern, Captain IC caught the words, “ I’ve done it

—

I’ve done it.”

“ You have, indeed, Mr. Davies,” returned the captain, his

voice coming with thrilling sharpness from our near approxi-

mation. “ To take your own ship, sir, one of his Majesty’s

frigates, for a paltry privateer, is d—d lubberly, sir; but the

slaughter you have made is worse than all—seven killed.” He
addressed some one by his side, “ Is not that the number?”
“ Yes, sir, seven killed and thirteen wounded. Come on board,

sir.

“Seven killed and thirteen wounded,” repeated the lieu-

tenant in a voice tremulous with emotion, “ My God, forgive

me;” and he dropped on the deck as if he had been shot.

“ Tell the skipper, Mr. Caswell, he ought to be proud of us

for being such good marksmen,” said Dick Atkins, but the

feeling was not general—a sickening sensation, I have no
doubt, went from heart to heart, for none knew but a valued

friend or esteemed messmate might be amongst the slain. We
raised Davies up, and Caswell was about to hail, when flashes

of musketry were seen down to leeward, and Captain K
having hailed us to keep all fast, the frigate bore up, and left

us.

It was nearly a quarter of an hour before Davies was re-

stored to sensibility, and . the first words he uttered were—
« Seven killed and thirteen wounded; may God forgive me!”

« Come, come, cheer tip^Mr. Davies,” said I, “ the night is

very dark, and I am sure T took her for the privateer.”

“Did you?” exclaimed he, inquiringly. “Are you sure it

was then only a mistake?”
“ Nothing more, however unfortunate,” returned I. “Be-

sides, it is of no use giving way to despondency now—the men
are looking to you as their leader, Mr. Davies. The frigate

may probably capture the Frenchman, and Captain K will

make allowances.”
« Never, Grummet, never,” responded the lieutenant. “ There

will be a court martial I shall be suspended”—be laughed hys-

terically
—“ suspended ?— by the neck most likely— prize-

money and promotion, d . It’s all up with me—seven killed

and thirteen wounded!”
At this moment the ocean to leeward was lighted up, and the

reports of heavy guns led us to believe that the frigate had

caught the privateer, and was firing into her to compel her to

strike; and the noise ceasing, we jmade sure that the enemy was

taken.

(To be continued.)
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THE TOURNAMENT

'•'V m .
. ri

€n, ^
chronicled, a fairer day

dawn never gleamed

than that which shone

upon the 27th of June,
in the year of grace 1241.

Icou would have thought,” exclaims the garrulous old
man, “a company of angels had visited the earth by night, and
left a softened glory in the air, scattered from the shining
wings which bore them on their heavenward flight.”

Before the stars had well burnt out, or the soft twilight
incited imperceptibly away, there went to heaven a soaring
throng of laverocks, to greet with happy mating-songs ‘’the

No, 17 .

Ir we rn ay credit what goodly, glad, grey morowe.
the Prior Botolph has were those swift-winged choristers’

J

the only eyes on which the early sunshine glanced; for, when
his broad disc loomed above the topmost trees on Widbury
Hill, there was a great stir within the little town of Ware as

there was ordinarily wont to be when that bright sun had
mounted to the very zenith of his mid-day splendour. From
open casements and from many a door occasionally peeped

forth the eager eyes of half clad inmates, curious to note the

busy movements of the throng without. Inn-yards were popu-
lous with talkative and bragging servitors, as prone to quarrel

as the turbulent and lordly men whose badge they wore, and
whose indomitable prowess they exalted to the skies. With
the sharp clear ringing of the armourer’s hammer, and the



I
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shrill neisldng of the steed*, whose glossy polished coats became
a matter of rivalry and pride between contending groom*, were
mingled the merry laugh and biting jests of favoured fools,

leming from the open galleries of the inns, and launching toe

arrows of their wit with indiscriminate aim at those below,

—

provoking perchance the courtly oath and keen sarcasms of a

knot of squires engaged in the selection of lances of the proper

length, \veigh r
, make, and grain; or declaiming “in Cambyses’

vein ” against the monarch who had prohibited such noble ex-

ercises as jousts and tournaments.
Around the rude and uncouth pile, then rec°ntly erected to

serve the purpose of a market-house, a crowd of idlers had
assembled, and in the midst a poor Capuchin friar, exolaining

to the unlettered minds of the surrounding mob the tenor of

a proclamation affixed to the pillars of the building, and bear-

ing the signature of Gilbert Mareschal, E irl of Pembroke.
Tiiat it referred to the approaching tournament, they had al-

ready learnt; and that the reader may be as conversant with

its contents as they, we here subjoin a faithful copy of the

scroll :

—

“ In honour of our Lord and of his most glorious mother, and
of my Lord St. George, I, Gilbert Mareschal, Earl of Peril

broke, &c &c., make known to all princes, barons, knights, £nd
esquires, without reproa h, that f>r the augmentation ami
extension of the most noble profession and exercise of arm*,

my will and intention is, in conjunction with four knights, es

quires, and gentlemen, of four quirterings, to wit—the Lord
Chester, the Lord Albemarle, Brian de L’lfle, and John de
Lacy, constable of Chester, to guard and defend a pass armes

.

situate near the springs of St. Cliad, between t tie towns of

"VVeare and ELartforde, in the form and manner fallowing:—
“ In the first place, two shields (one gules, the other violet)

shall he suspende 1 from be ore the pavilion of his Koval High-
ness, Richard, Earl of Cornwall; and all those who shall, by a
king at arms or pursuivant, touch the first shield, shall be

bounden to perform tw. lve courses on horseback with me, or

with one of the aforesaid knights or esquires, with blunted
lances. Item, if either of the champions, during their twelve
courses, be unhorsed by a direct blow with the lance on his

armour, such person so unhorsed shall present to his adversary
a diamond of whatever value he pleases. Item, the champions
may arm themselves, according to their pleasure, double o»

single, but without any wicked intentions, having their rest si-

milar to the usual custom in war. Item, each person shall

make provision of lances, but the roundelle which lies on the
hands shall be only four fingers bro i l, and no more. Item,
the lances shall be all of similar length, from the point to the
rest.

“ Those princes, barons, knights, and esquires, of the rank
before mentioned, who shall rather take their pleasure in per
forming feats of arms on foot, shall touch the violet shield, and
Shall perform fifeeen courses with battle axes or swords, as may
be most agreeable to them.”

[Here followed the articles for the deeds of arms on foot.]

“In order that this my intention of performing these deeds
of arms in the manner before specified may be more fully de-
clared, I have affixed my seal to these presents, and signed
the n with my own hand, this 8th day of June, in the year
1241 .

“Item, I beseech all princes, barons, knights, and esquires,
hot to construe this as pr 'cecdiug from anyr presumption
on my part; for my sale motive is toexdt the ruble profession
of arms, and ro extend the exercise of it; and also to make ac-
quaintance, by arms, with such renowned and valiant princes
and nobles as may be pleased to honour me with their com-
pany.”

Possibly this was the twentieth t
:me this document had been

thus publicly expounded, and it is-just as possible that in every
instance the wonder and conj ctures of th<* simple townsfolk
liad been elicited anew. NAt tiiat such challenges were rare in
those days, but the promulgation of this particular one having
ca led forth an angry injunction from the monarch, positively
foroiddmg the holding of the tournament, men’s minds were

still divided between the hopeful antici nation of the event and
their seepi usm as to its actual occurrence.
Three successive Karls of Pembroke (the sons of one sire),

had Henry the Third recklessly insu’te 1 and impoliticly alie-
nated from the royal cause. William (the husband of his sister
Eleanor), the monarch had incensed by endeavouring to wrest
from him the castles of Cardigan an l C lermarthen; Richard
he had offended bv ejecting ^ir W. R>dune(the Earl’s especial
favourite), from the honourable post lie held in the house-
hold; and the repulsive and extraordinary indignit : ea to which
Gilbert had been subjected, on his first presentation at court
compell d that nobleman to maintain and perpetuate
i lie family feud transmitted to him by bis elder brothers.
Such is a brief outline of thp posiii m of affairs at the lime of
which we write; and while H airy, in the exercise of his rctral

authority, was fulminating stringent decrees, various of the
barons, conscious ot their own mignt, and independence of the
crown, were treating them with the most cool contempt, and
proving the utter impotence of all such edicts, by acting in

op n defiance of them, sanctioned and supported by the coun-
tenance and the pecuniary aid of the sovereign’s own brother.

But there is no ch eking timo’s career, howev r we may
check the current of our story. As the morning wore on, the
bustle and the throng increised. Upland villages, and even
towns comparatively remote, poured out their tributary streams
of matrons and maidens, gentle and simple, b >nd and free, to
swell the augmenting torrent so stronely setting in towards
the sc me of tourney; and long before the hour of noon no in-
considerable multitude had congregated on the spot; while the
gentle slope stretching between the road to IIurtforde and tne
springs of St. Chad, was darkened by a dense and motley mass
of boors and burghers, clad in a garb b it rarely donn d, except
on Sundays, and oil the anniversaries of the feasts and festivals

of the church.

And now— reverting to the opposite hill—there issued from
the hunting lo Ige of Pembroke, and from the little encamp-
nent temuorari y firmed upon the margin of the wilderness
encircling it, a long array of nobles, squires and henchm m, who
took their way a lowu the stately avenue which flung its mass
of shadow on their glittering ranks, and so'teued and obscured
the dazzling sheen ot sunbrigbt arnumr, and the brilliant em-
blazonry of gil led banners and embroidered mantles. Fore-
most among the group cime Ric bard, Earl of Cornwall, and
dde by side with him were Pembroke, Albemarle, and Gbester.
Then came a swarthy Tenvular from the adjacent vill of B m-
geo, and on either hand the Prior of the Benedictine*, and the
Superior of t ie La ly Quincy’s, newly founded Priory,
f .flowed by Brian de L’ Isle, De Lacy, and the young
De Q liney

;
and in their rear a troop of body squires,

with the lances, helms, and shields of the respecive
knights to whom they were attached. To swell their

retinue, and a id to the imposing character of the day’’s pro-
ceedings, each challenger had brought with him his marshal,
treasurer, herald, pursuivant, page, and bannerol

; and wlieu
to these are added the customary anp ndag s of glceinen,

t-umpeters aad gestours, together with some few followers

whose dudes and posidon it were difficult accurately to define;

it will be seen that rank and numoers both conspire! to lend
to this processional company all the adventitious aids they
could bestow.

Ami so they wended on their way, with the sunshine some-
times glimm ring in gol leu drops upon their horses* costly
panoplies, or dishing at intervals in glittering sparkles up m
their own polished coats of mail. Emerging from the avenue,
they descended through a imrrow'copse engirdling the puk,
and, halting at the gate, the horsemen were once more m ir*

simile i in the marching order which they had broken while
traversing the woody belt to which wo have but just ad-
verted.

As the gate swung open to admit the egress of the nume-
rous throng, an aged and decrepit woman, wrinkled and wi-
thered, rose on a sudden from a wayside stone on whi. h she
had been seated, and with imploring gestures craved an aims.

1
Startling at an apparition so unexpected, tne horse on which
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the Earl of Pembroke rode, swerved suddenly aside, and its im-
petuous rider vented liis displeasure on the aged crone in warm
and bitter terms.
“Hoi” screamed the withered woman, spreading her bare

and bony arms abroad, her sunken eyes glowing the while like

bale-fires, and her gaunt and shrunken figure appearing to di-

late until it seemed gigantic—“ Ho! good my lord—ride on

—

ride on,—but I rede you ware the evil brute that bears you,
sith it may hap your pillow will be ower cold to-night, nath-
less God’s saints and holy ones will keep a patient watch above
it.” And with a muttered malison the woman strode away.

“ What said the crooning beidam ?” asked Pembroke of the
nearest knight.

“ Pfaith 1 know not rightly,” was the reply; “ somewhat of

saints and holy ones, vigils, and such like talk, which were
better left” (he added, glancing covertly at the reverend
churchmen,) to Father Anselm here, or his reverence the
Prior.”

The answer elicited no comment, but simultaneously setting

spurs to their impatient steeds, in a few moments the party
had reached the river side. A temporary bridge had been
thrown across the Lea, to obviate the long dttour which must
have otherwise been made

;
and crossing this, the cavalcade

advanced towards the lists.

A flourish of trumpets and a burst of acclamation welcomed
their approach, while the Earl of Pembroke, reining in his

horse, paused for a while and regarded with complacency the
evidences everywhere apparent of the strict obedience paid to
his behests in all the arrangements and preparations for tour-
ney. Along the whole north side of the enclosed space a
gallery had been erected, enriched with sumptuous hangings
and military trophies, for the reception of the Earl of Cornwall
and the laclye visitors: a vari-coloured awning projected from
the front to mitigate the heat and radiance of the dazzling
suushiue, and from before the central throne were suspended
two broad shields—the crimson and the violet, alluded to in

/ in the challenge. At either extremity of the parade—east and
west—were reared the several pavilions of the challengers and
their respondents, the blazon of their arms floating above the
roof, and a smaller pennon twining its idle folds around the
flag- staff raised immediately before the entrance of each of
them. Southward arose the gentle eminence we previously
described, thronged with a host of anxious, restless spectators,
and over all there shone the bright and cloudless, summer sky;
and far and wide outspread the green champaign, with here
and there a glistening armlet of the river; and, embracing all,

arose the gently undulating hills, crowned with tall forest
trees, in the glory and exuberance of their summer foliage.

Dismounting from their horses, the combatants directed
their footsteps individually towards their respective tents,
having first escorted Cornwall to the elevated throne appro-
priated for his exclusive use, and at the same time paid their
dutiful devoirs to the bevy of fair dames, who sat in the adja-
cent galleries. In the meanwhile, the grooms and pages of
the several knights were busily engaged in re-adjusting the
polished head-gear and splendid housings of the chafing char-
gers, the esquires chaffering with the heralds as to the amount
of nail-money, and other perquisites to which the latter were
entitled, while the kings -at-arms prepared to make the custo-
mary exhibition of the banners, previous to the commencement
of the tournament.

Then, when the largesse shout had lustily been raised, and
liberally met, the heralds in their glittering tabards, at a given
signal from the Earl, advanced: and, as the echoes of the
brazen trumpets died away, sent up the stirring cry

—

a Vashevier, chevaliers! a Vaschevier /”

There was a pause, and then rang through the air the last

appeal, still louder than before

—

“Hors, chevaliers' hors
,
hors

chevaliers
!”

In a moment every challenger’s hand was on his horse’s
glossy mane, and vaulting into their saddles with the facility
and speed of unarmed men, all sat motionless as statues.
From the opposite parade advanced the Templar, the young
De Quincy, and Sir Robert De Say : and, lowering their
laaces &§ they neared the place where Cornwall sat, they

lightly struck the crimson shield, proceeding thence to touch
the targets of Chester, Albemarle, and Brian de L’lsle, and
leisurely returned to their parade.

There was another pause, and cheerily rung out the trump-
et-blast once more, while every horse sprung fleetly forward,
obedient to the spur. The eyes of all were bent upon the
combatants, and every movement, both of horse and horse-

man, watched with narrow scrutiny. Lord Chester’s lance,

although well aimed, glanced lightly off the Templar’s
helmet, his own shield receiving the shock of his opponent’s
spear—ineffectively, however, for the Earl sat firmly in his

saddle, and both continued their career. Concurrently with
these, the Earl of Albemarle and the young De Quincy
closed

; nor could a greater contrast have been found than
that presented by the firm and compact figure of the veteran
Earl, as compared with the slender and almost effeminately

delicate proportions of the youthful knight. Howbeit, the
youth evinced a skill and judgment in the management
of horse and lance which more than countervailed the strength

and weight of his antagonist
;
but fortune was unpropitions,

and the ill timed fracture of a stirrup at the moment of the

incite, precipitated him to the earth with such force that

bffiod gushed from his nostrils, and he was conveyed forth-

with to liis pavilion. Sir Robert de Say, and Sir Brian de

L’lsle, engaged with equal fortune ;
the lacings of Sir Ro-

bert’s helmet snapped suddenly in twain, and his own lance

bore dexterously away the gilded crest and gaudy plume of I

Brian de L’lsle.

In the second course, De Lacy supplied the place of the

unhorsed knight, and bore himself so stoutly in the encounter,

that the Earl of Albemarle reeled backward in his saddle,

and could with difficulty regain liis seat. On the part of the

Templar and the Earl of Chester the shock was not less fierce,

and fire sparkled from their helmets as their blunted spears

clashed loudly on the ringing metal.

It was amusing all this time to note the mien and gestures, *

and to listen to the ever varying exclamations of the multitu-

dinous assemblage—spectators of the scene :—liow some would
strain their eager eyes, and sit with open-mouthed suspense,

until their favourite champion’s good or ill-success was known
;

how others would vent their reproaches upon the horse—the Irj

lance—the uneven sword, or on any cause conceived, though
ever so remotely, to hear upon the disaster or defeat of the I

combatant whose individual interests, caprice or circumstance

had induced them to espouse
;
—how others—rubicund, cdmely-

visaged fellows, with whom enjoyment was the Alpha and

the Omega of their existence—chuckled and joked, and quaffed

and ate, and prodigally spent their humour on their neighbours,

bestowing far less heed upon the combatants within, than on

the goodly company without the lists
;
—how fools jingled their

bells, and rolled their merry eyes, aud wagged their heads, and

lolled their tongues, and grew most bitter in their wit, affirm-

ing that a jester’s cap covered not half the folly which lurked

beneath a metal morion :—how some grave elders protested
;

it was wicked sport

—

disloyal sport—perilous and graceless

pastimes ;
and yet—and yet they came in very charity, to

bear their kinsmen company, to see a course, and then return,

protesting ever and abiding ever, and tarrying even to its

termination
;
—and how, in fine, the curious eye might read

;

upon the countenances, and in the attitudes of all that mixed

assemblage, the diverse passions and the motley feelings

which animate mankind at large.

Hitherto the chief challenger had sat idly on his horse,

watching the sport, in which, from want of a respondent, he

was precluded from participating ;
but Sir Brian de LTsle,

receding from the list of combatants, Sir Robert de Say, ap-

proached the Earl of Pembroke’s pavilion, and intimated

his desire to tilt with him, after the customary form.

Curosity to witness the encounter of two knights whose skill

and prowess were the theme of every tongue, held the other

combatants aloof : nor did that curiosity fail to communicate

itself to the fair and noble spectators in the gallery, as

well as to the commonalty on the grassy knoll without.

Some time was spent in the assay of lances, each I night

scanning, with a critic’s eye, the grain and fabric ol those sub-
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mitted to his choice. This preliminary ended, the trumpets

sounded to the charge, and each, with lance in rest, plumes
streaming in the wind, and vizor down, met at fall gallop in

the mid-parade. The very horses seemed imbued with their

riders’ fiery and indomitable spirit, scattering the turf at every

bound, and dashing forward with a lightning speed. The
meeting was terrific;—both fairly staggered in their saddles,

and the spears of both shivered in their grasp, flying all abroad,

and raining on the sodden sward a perfect shower of splinters.

Fresh lances gained^ a second charge was sounded, and the

combatants met once more, but with a widely differing success.

A lance-thrust on the helm of stout De Say, bore him head-

long to the ground, and for many paces—one foot still entan-

gled in the stirrup-iron—his head was trailing at his horse’s

heels; and when the ready aid of the attendant heralds extri-

cated him from 'such a perilous position, they found him
speechless—his head-piece shattered, his lips all foam, his

forehead gory, and his limbs so bruised and injured, that he
never afterwards recovered—and before the autumn waned,
his noble soul had quitted its desolated tenement.

But disasters such as these were too frequent at the time, and
on occasions similar to those of which we treat, to merit or re-

ceive much comment: and accordingly the Earl of Pembroke,
after making such inquiries, and giving such directions as were
required in the emergency, returned to his parade to await the

challenge of another comer.
i

The opposing knights glanced at each other with inquiring

eyes, and none seemed willing to engage; until at length the

Templar, to maintain the honour of his order, boldly gave the

challenge; and issuing from their respective parades, the stal-

wart soldier of the cross, and the sinewy EarlMare sehal met.

Twice-—thrice, did they encounter, and still the aim of each
was dexterously foiled by the ingenious manoeuvring of the

other. They met a fourth time, and fate decreed that that en-

counter should be final.

As the Earl reined in his steaming charger, preparatory to

aiming at his opponent’s helm, Ills bridle snapped, and tile

horse, which had been bearing fiercely on his bit, fell instant-

1

aneously with crushing force, rolling, in his endeavours to

regain his footing, on the heavily armed body of the prostrate

Earl. The crash of armour and of mangled limbs, blended with
the groans of the miserable sufferer, too surely indicated the
consequences, and awful character of the catastrophe. All was
thenceforth confusion, and the lists were thronged with knights
and nobles, with humbler spectators of the scene, and even with
timid women; who, forgetful of every minor fear, mingled with
horse and foot, and risked the trampling of the startled char-
gers, and the unceremonious pressure of the accumulating
crowd, to learn the extent of the calamity, and mitigate, if

possible, the sufferings of the ill-fated nobleman.

Commands were issued hastily to fold the banners, as an inti-

mation that the tournament was to be considered at an end;
and tended by the Royal Earl, the victim of his own appointed
sport was gently borne to his pavilion. Leeches were sum-
moned by express from the adjoining towns, and by his couch
stood both of the ecclesiastical dignitaries before alluded to.

But human aid was all in vain. Through two long hours of
mortal agony he lingered, writhing with pain, and even piteously
imploring those around not to “withhold from him the means of
instant death: and then his talk grew incoherent, and then he
muttered somewhat of the king, and of his own deceased bro-
thers; and then his grasp upon the Earl of Cornwall’s hand,
relaxed; and then he made an ineffectual effort to arise, and
feebly, waved his hand, and breathed some inarticulate sounds—and then—he died!

* * 4i -3*

So they bore his body to St. Mary’s in the solemn twilight,
a mute and mournful cavalcade; the purple light of evening
settling strangely on the blanched and rigid features of the
dead, tilling the holy pile with a shadowy and mysterious at-
mosphere, and imparting to its distant dim recesses an obscu-
rity and depth of shadow that awed and yet was beautiful.
They laid him in the little chapel of the Virgin-Mother, south-
ward of the choir, there to rest, watched py the brethren of

the Priory, until his noble -kindred should be apprised of his
decease, and determine on his sepulture. Shield and helm,
lance and sword, banner and brestplate, spurs and gauntlets
—all these they laid hard by, and on his stiffening limbs they
cast a mantle that was rich with gorgeous heraldic emblasonry.
As twilight waned, arose the requiem, and through the watches of
the night, prayers were offered and masses sung for the repose
of the soul of the departed Ea.rl.

And solemn were the echoes which their mingled voices per-
petually awakened within that isolated corner of the reverend
fane

;
and strangely glared the lurid flickering torch-light

upon the piliars, walls, and pictured ceiling of that little

chapel.

“The pictured ceiling,” said we. Aye, and there was one
poor faithful page among the watchers, who fixed his gaze so
long and earnestly upon the saintly figures limned thereon,
that at length an ancient father questioned the youth, seeking
to learn the cause of such a trance-lika gaze. He answered
him with startling energy—“ Now do *1 perceive how truly
spake that old weird woman! My lord’s pillow—is it not cold
indeed? and,”—glancing upwards at the storied roof,—“do
not the saints and holy men keep silent watch above him in
his last long sleep?”

•mvmn i rn «r ^ imam mj

LEAVES FROM A LOG BOOK.

( Concluded.)

“ Hurrah, ^Mr. Davies,” shouted Caswell, “that will take off
the rough ectge of the skipper’s anger. He has given the
Frenchman a taste of our shot, and there’s

”

“Seven, ki’led and thirteen wounded,” said the lieutenant,
interrupting him. “I cannot get over that, Caswell; no, no,
my commission is not worth an old swab. House the guns

—

they have done enough for one night.”
The order was obeyed, though contrary ;to Caswell’s wish

who did not, however, like to irritate Davies by remonstrance;
indeed, his intellects seemed to he failing him very fast, and the
people taking advantage of the want of promptitude in the
lieutenant, were becoming noisy, and using greater familiarity
towards their officers than etiquette allowed. They had been
drinking too freely. The wind was light : we were not going
more than three knots through the water, which was as smooth
as a pbnd. The men were lounging about the deck, except the
few who were employed at the guns, when one of them ex-
claimed, “ Here comes the frigate again

; now, boys, look out
for squalls.” Both Caswell and myself hurried forward, and
we saw in the gloomy haze a square-rigged craft, about half a
cable’s length on our lee-how, hauling up, as I thought, to cross
our fore-foot. She loomed very large, and we preserved the
utmost silence, expecting to hear Captain K hail. To our
surprise, however, when nearly a-head, he backed his mizen-
topsail and dropped two boats.

“ Stand by with ropes there,” shouted Caswell, as he walked
to the gangway and reported to Mr. Davies.

“ I tell you what it is, Muster Grummet,” said Bill Atkins,
“ I don’t much fancy them there boats, nor do I think that ’ere
craft ’s any of ours, though for the matter o’ what she is, ’ud
puzzle my laming to find out

;
say the word, sir, and let’s

have a few muskets ready in case of accidents.”
There was something so reasonable in this that I directed

him to muster the small-arm men as quietly as possible
without disturbing Mr. Davies ; and before the boats got
alongside, we had a good show in readiness—“ Boat ahoy,’*
shouted Atkins, but there was no response, and this excited
stronger suspicion. The hail was repeated, but still no
reply : “I’m d—d if it ain’t, Suckhoof,” said Atkins; in an
undertone, “ where’s our officer—what are we to do ?”

“ It is the privateer, Mr. Davies,” said I
;

*• how she has
escaped the frigate, or whether they are playing us tricks
or not, I eannot tell.”

“I dare say it is Wilson (the Third Lieutenant),

f

acting as prize-master,” returned Davies ; “the Frenchman
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never got dear off from under the frigate’s guns --hai^

agai in’*

“ Boat ahoy,*
5 repeated Atkins, but still no reply-—51 band

in here a musket, I’m d— cl if’ [ don’t make some on ’em
find their tongues—b »at ahoy,’’ an 1 he fired slap inm the

headmost. There was a smothered shriek, an 1 poor Davies
exe !amied, “My God, more killed and wounded !

’

“ Chore can be no fun in. this, Ciswell, ” said f, forcibly;
“ Mr. Davies is really iuco npetent to command

;
ted us

what we are to do, and leave the consequences till after-

wards.”
Still Ciswell, who bad been several years in the service,

and knew the responsibility of superseding a superior officer,

hesitated.—-‘Shall we cast loose the guns, sit?” said he,

addrs-dng the lieutenant.
*’ No, no

;
they ve done mischief enough already,” returned

he; “seven killed and thirteen wounded— would you have
any more?”
At this instant one boat hooked on to the fore-channels, and ,

at least twenty men sprang over the side. “ Now, Bill i

—now, my boys,” exclaimed I
;
“ no firing ; at ’em with the

|

cutlass—shove ’em down below.”
The odds were tremendously in our favour

; and after
j

three minutes’ contest every man had been killed, wounded, I

or hove down the hatchway. The other boat by this time '

had reached the gangway, where Davies was standing, and
the first man that boarded struck him down. Caswell rallied

the small arm men, and the second conflict ended in the

defeat of the enemy
;
but not till Caswell was desperately

wounded, so as to render him incapable of further service.

“Now, Mus-er G ummet, jou ve just got it all to your-

self,” said Atkins, as the privateer ranged up on our weather
bo v

;
“ shall vve cast loose the guns ?

”

“Ay, ay, my boy, and b^ara baud about it, ” returned I.

“Man the boats with our own people as fast as you can

—

Hark ! the Frenchman's hailing !”

“ What is she. Monsieur Petit?” exclaimed a voice in

French ;
“if you have had rough work, make the fellows

remember it.”

“ Monsieur Petit is below,” answered I, in the same
language ; for my stay at Verdun had proved practically

tise<ul in learning it
;
“ he is getting up some cases of opium,

and there is a chest or two of dollars.”
“ Tell him to be as expeditious as possible,” returned the

voice ;
“ what are you about with the boats ?”

*' Getting the cases in,” responded I
;
“ stand by to receive

them, if you please and then shouted to the men, so as to

be heard by the commander of the privateer, “ Depechez
vous done 1”

“ Welt, I’m blessed if you ain't have bamboozled ’em this

time, any how. Muster Grummet,” said Atkins
;
“ the men

are all iu the boats—pistols loaded—bagaueis handy, and
cut lashes ready.”
“You muse remain in the ship, Adons,” sail I; which

he was about peremptorily to refuse. “ [c must be so, Bill ;|

and mini what I am going to tell you. Well sheer close

to the Frenchman, and just as the hoi/s get either upon
bis bow or his quarter, slap it ir-to him. I cannot trust

any one else but you, A' kins. Speak Arabic to Vm, and
do the thing well— i’ll board in the smoke— if you can foul

liim, do so.”

“All werry good Muster, Grummet,” answered the man;
84 and may l turn a Mahomed again if I don’t make him
open i • is day-lights, never fear.”

Not a whisper was heard in t he boats as I hailed in French,
84 we are all ready to shove off, sir; will you sheer close,
and drop astern to pick us up?”

1 was over the gangway beore bis response reached me;
but saw by his manoeuvres that he was edging away wilt
his miZeu top-sad aback. “Bihive yourselves, my lads,”

whispered I, “and she’s ours:” alow murmuring assent was
iven

; and my heart beat so violently that it was ready to
urst as we shoved off, and 1 addressed the men in French to

‘give way.” Tne privateer was dropping as we went astern
s

and so clpse that our yard-arms were neatly touched, when
Bill Atkins, watching his opportunity, as soon as he had a I

clear range, and the enemy was ad i file quartering, he luffed

sGp across h^r haws, and whilst rouuding-to, pmtred in a
steady and eff c ive broidside. In two minutes afterwards
we were under her counter; and though the boarding nettings
had been triced up, yet they were then partially lowered;
and such was the consternation of the Frenchmen, that we
met at fi st with hut litle resistance. The enemy, however,
very soon rallied, and fought desp-rately

;
but the concussion

of the opium ship co niug across the bows again intimidated
them, and after a sharp struggle they were driven below.

In another minute, however, a party was seen ascending the
hatchways and I prepared to face them

;
hut a voice hailed

in E lulish that they were prisoners that had been take i in

an Indianan: and 1 found myself in pose-ession of a fine

ship, mounting eighteen twelve pounders.
“This is a spon/e a« hill wipe out ouhl reckonings. Muster

Grummet,” said Bill Atkins, who had dropped from the
bowsprit

;
“ there’s more nor seven killed and thirteen

won ded now.”
•4 B *ar a-h md,. my boys, and clear the ships o r each other.”

shouted 1 go for ward and hear them apart. Well behaved,
lads —the craft’s our o wn. Wiiere’s the French captain?”

I'he conflict., short as it was, had been very sanguinary:
the dead and the dying laid thickly on the deck, and looked
horribly in iha dubious liyht,: one of the released prisoners

came towards me exclaiming, “Quid England for ever! I

thought no marehantman would be so veutursome as to have
boarded us. D —n iny ouhl shoes, young gentleman, but it

does my heart good to see the uniform.”
Tuere was .something in the man s manner and voice, that

awa'k ened recollections of a similar scene in my mind when
I was captured in Port Praya. “ What ship is this?’ inquired

I
— “ is it not commanded by Surcoul?”
“ Lord love your heart, no,” respo 1 ded the man. 41 This is *

the Wbyso (he meant the Oiseau), Captain D vil( Devilie)

;

he’s amongst the wounded there for’ud by the bit's.”

“ I’ve just brought you his sword sir,” said Bill Atkins;
“ and lie begs you’d pay him a visit, Muster Grummet.”

“ Muster who did you say ? ” exclaimed the strange seaman,
unceremoniously taking hold of my arm, and loo&ing stead-

fastly in mv f-ice.

“ Why Muster Grummet, to be sure,” replied the other in

a business sort of a manner; “and I’m Bill Atkins.”

“Well I’m blessed if ibis doesn t beat me out and out,”

continued (he stranger with much emotion. “ It is him — I’m
sitreicis! Why, Lord love you, Muster Grummet, don’t you
never go for to remember ould Harvey ?

”

And it was i ndeed ' he veteran f o whom I had been so much
indebted in my first trip—my nautical father

;
and grasping

his hand, I shook it eagerl v. “ I know you well, old boy !

’*

s aid I ;

“ now turn-to and Send them a hand to cl ear the decks. ”

I walked forward to the bitts, where the French captain laid,

but even the short interval of detention had done its work-
lie was a corpse.

“ How came you to get away from the frigate ?
” inquired

I of old Harvey, as he approached me.
“ llie Ligate, sir ? — well, that’s more than I can tell, see-

ing as we were under batches below,” answered he.

“ B it you heard the firing,” resumed I, “ surely some 0?

her shots must have struck the ship *<
i9S

.

“ Why aye, sir, 1 did hear some distant firing, but no shot

never touched us till you rattled it into us,” averred Harvey.

“ Are you certain of it, Harvey ? ” demanded I, with em-

phasis.
/ ,

“ Quite sure Muster Grummet,” replied he; 44 but here s

one or the Cropohs can tell you more about it.
e

I questioned the Frenchmen, hut they had 9een nothing of

the triga'e; nor had they been fired at by any one but our«

selves. This greatly puzzled me
;
but other things occupied

iny attention. The ships were separated, and we had got

everything snug, as the .frigate kerseli hove in sight, ana

ranged up a- beam of us.
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TIIE LAST SIEGE OF CONSTANTINOPLE.

In the year 1443, Constantine Palealogus.the last Roman Em-
peror, succeeded to the remains of that once vast monarchy; but

th'gti only comprehen ling Constantinople, and a few miles of the

surrounding coutitry. Three years after Morad, or Amurath,
the Ottoman bultan, died, and was succeede 1 by his son, Mo-
hammed Ih, who, from the beginning of his reign, deter-

mined on the ruin of the eastern empire. He was a brave, p >-

litic, and skilful, though cruel monarch; and it was rumoured
that he did not scrupulously respect the tenets of the religion

of Islam. Upon his accession lie removed all fears for the
safety of his reign, by the murder of his brothers. Bung first

engaged in a war with the Sultan of Karamania, he affected

great friendship for Constantine, who seems to have bei-n a
gallant and generous prince, worthy of the last days of the
Roman empire. Towards the end of March, 1452, however,
the Karamanian war being concluded, Mohammed seized on
a spot of ground upon the European side of the Bosphorus, and
there commenced, in spite of the remonstrances of the Greeks,
a fortress corresponding with that on the Asiatic side, to cut
off Constantinople from its supply of corn from the Black Sea.
Soon after, some Turkish soldiers having ravaged the corn
fields near the village of Epibata, an affray arose, and some of

both nations fell; Mohammed instantly sent a party of troops
to chastise the villagers, of whom 40 were killed. The Greek
Emperor seized all the Turks in Constantinople, but on the
third day released them, with a pacific but resolute message.
The Sultan instantly declared war; this was in September. In
the spring of next year, Mohammed poured a force of 250,000
men round the walls of Constantinople: a Hungarian engi-
neer, named Urban, who had been very scantily paid by the
Greeks, deserted to the Sultan, who received him kindly,
and for whom he cast a brass cannon, carrying a stone
ball of 600lbs. weight, and into which, after firing, it was ne-
cessary to pour oil to prevent its bursting. Constantine prepared
diligently for the defence; but though the city contained more
than 100,000 persons, his whole force consisted of about 5000
Greeks, together with 4000 mercenaries and foreigners, chiefly

Genoese and Venetians, commanded by John Justinani, one
of the former nation: religious dissension also divided the be-
sieged city; never had the hatred between the Greeks and La-
tins run so high, and Notaras, the grand duke, exclaimed,
“ that he would rather see the Mahqmniedan turban in the city
than a cardinal’s cap,” Constantine made efforts to obtain aid
from the Christian powers, but in rain. Oil the 6th of April
the siege commenced, and the Turkish batteries soon after

opened on the land side. Constantinople is in the form ofa tri-

angle: on one side is the harbour, on another the sea of Mar-
mora, and the third is land; on the opposi'.e side of the har-
bour is Galata, then occupied by a Genoese colony, who had
agreed with Mohammed to remain neutral, but they assisted
the Greeks, by stealth. The Turkish artillery effected abroach
near the gate of St. Romanus, but in filling up the ditch the
enemy were not so successful, and they were compelled to
bring up to the attack a huge wooden tower, from which a
bridge was swung to the ramparts by pullies, and over this the
Turks rushed to the assault: they were met and repulsed by
the emperor and Justinani, after a fierce and bloody conflict;

during the night the tower was set on fire and consumed. The
Turks then attempted ruining, but the soil being rocky, im-
peded them, and they were entirely foiled by the countermines
of the besieged. Towards the end of April, a Greek and four
Genoese ships arrived with provisions and troops, hut found
the mouth ot the harbour blocked up by the Turkish fleet of
300 vessels, of which, however, only 18 were of any size. The
Christian ships, favoured by the wind, boldly attacked the un-
skilful Osmanlis, who, after three attempts to board, were de-
feated, with the loss of 10 000 men, by the superior adroitness,
Courage, and cannon of their antagonists.

Moharora d surveyed this combat from the shore, and wa3
bo infuriated by this shameful defeat, that he spurred on his

horse into the sea, but this had no eff ct, and the Christian
Squadron entered the harbour; the Turkish batteries never-

theless continued their shattering fire, to which the Greeks
could make no eff ctual reply, as their heavier guns, when
fired, shook the walls to a dangerous degree; nor could they re-
pair the breaches, lor the Janissaries ke^t up a continual fire
of musketry on them. Mohammed now conceived an arduous
design, namely, to transport his vessels over land into harbour,
as the mouth was closed by a chain.

Accordingly, ' from the Bosphorus to the north end of the
harbour, a distance cf 10 miles, was covered with planks, over
which, in one night, 80 light vessels were drawn/ This pro-
ceeding does not, however, seem to have been of much real
use; a bridge of casks was formed from Galata, on winch ar-
tillery was mounted: the Greeks attempted to burn this, but
failed; some galleys were taken or sunk, and 40 captives made,
who were executed in retaliation; 260 Turkish prisoners were
put to death.

But the end of Constantinople drew near ;
for 40 days the

siege had lasted, but now the garrison was diminished, and
discontented for want of their pay, the fortifications were com-
pletely ruined by the Turkish ordnance, the provisions were
nearlv exhausted, and discord had arisen between the Genoese
and Venetians.
Mohammed, desirous of sparing Moslem blood, offered terms

to the emperor; namely, that lie should surrender the almost
captured city, that he should receive the Morea as an indepen-
dent state, that the inhabitants should be suffered to depart,
and that if they chose to remain, the Christian religion should
be tolerated.

These terms being refused by Constantine, Mohammed, on
the 26th of May, began the preparations for an assault, which
was fixed for the 29th; this news was soon carried to the Greek
Emperor, who resolved to die sword in hand oa the breach.. On
the evening of the 28th, the Turks celebrated the next day’s
victory with music, festivity, and illuminations; the Greeks
were exhorted by their emperor, who, after taking the sacra-
ment, posted himself near the great breach at the gate of St.

Romanus, where four towers had been overturned; with him
were Justinani and Cantacuzene, one of his generals.
On the morning of the 29th of May, 1453, the signal of that

assault which should destroy the Roman empire was given:

—

200,000 Turks rushed to the attack, and their whole artillery

poured flame, smoke, and bails on the city. An undisciplined
mass of camp followers and other worthless troops first

swarmed to the walls, and filled the ditches, but they fell by
hundreds beneath the bullets, darts, arrows, javelines, and
stories of the Christians; their bodies served as a footing, when
those who escaped bad fled, for the more regular bands of the
Anatolians and Romanians, who, with glancing scimitars, next
advanced: numbers of these were slaughtered by the missiles
or trampled down by the eager masses of their following com-
rades, ami those who succeeded in gaining the summit of the
walls were received by the pikes, battle-axes, and swords of
the defenders, and either lay dead on the breaches, or being
rolled into the ditches, added their corpses to the vast heaps
of slain. But the Christians were wearied, and their swords
even blunted with slaughtering.

When the fresh and invincible Janissaries arose, and with
shouts of 4

Allah, hn ak!>ar'* (God is great), pressed on, one of

them, named ilassan, with his scimitar in on^ {land and his

shield in the other, mounted first the outer wall*, followed by
thirty companions, or whom eighteen were slain in the attempt.
Too 'Turks, encouraged, rushed on Iiko a torrent, and crowding
up the fortifications, engaged the Greeks ban t to hand: at this

moment, while success was doubtful, Justinani was shot in
the hand by a musket bid; overcome with pain, he retired

through one of the breaches of the inner wall, saving, in an-
swer to t lie Emperor Constantine, who remonstrated with him,
and asked him whether he would go, “I will retire by the road
whic i God has opened to the Turks.” The Genoese, alarmed,
followed their general; many of the Greeks did the same—

-

numbers were crushed to death, and the Turks pressing on,

swept away, drove back, or cut down the rest. Among the
slain was Cantacuzene.
The emperor fought long and bravely, though wounded ill

the shoulder, having thrown away his purple; but at last see*
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ing all his friends slain around, he cried out, “ Is there not a

Christian left to strike off my head?” Just then a Turkish

soldier gave him a sabre cut in the face, and being then stabbed

in the back by a second, he dropped dead. All organized re-

sistance then ceased ;
some fought desperately and fell bravely,

others surrendered and threw down their arms—all dispersed.

About 2000 Christians fell by the infidel sword in the first tu-

mults of victory; but the Turks do not appear to have com-

mitted wanton massacre.

Vast numbers of the inhabitants tbok refuge in the church

of St. Sophia, in the belief of an old prophecy, which purported

that the Turks would enter Constantinople as far as the square

of St. Sophia, but would be routed and chased thence by an

angel to the frontiers of Persia. The Turks, however, broke

open the barred doors, seized and bound the unresisting and

astonished multitude.

An assault from the ships had been made, but did not suc-

ceed till that from the land forces had, when, having taken the

gate Fanar, they burst into the city. The Genoese and Vene-

tians fled from Galata and the city, in spite of the promises of

the Sultan ; the pillage lasted three days, and the spoil is said

to have been of the value of four millions of ducats.

Mohammed entered the city on the same day, and issued a

proclamation forbidding the destruction of buildings, and offer-

ing a reward for Constantine, dead or alive; this was claimed

by two Janissaries, and the corpse of the last of the Roman
emperors, found under a heap of slain, was recognised by the

eagles embroidered on the shoes.

About seventy thousand persons were made prisoners

;

among these was Notaras, the grand duke, who was at first

well treated, but a short time after executed. Cardinal Ise-

dore, the papal legate, escaped, as did Justinani, but this latter

died a few days after at Scio ; all the inhabitants who were

taken were enslaved. Thus fell the Roman empire, after a

duration of 2206 years.

THE TRIAL.

FOriUDED ON FACT.

The trial of James Frankland was not yet over. His

mother, his sister, and younger brother bent their knees in

prayer for his deliverance, with an agony which momentarily

increased. Every fresh arrival of some kind neighbour, with

later news from the Court House, made them more and more

afraid that even innocence, manifest as his appeared to their

eyes, might be finally overborne by"a weight of circumstantial i

proof, artfully and fraudulently piled together. By degrees

these messengers of kindness came less frequently; and their

words were less encouraging. For evidence of forgery, strong

as presumptive evidence well could be, was rapidly accumulating

against the prisoner ;
and finally closed with so exact an

appearance of the consistency of fact, that in spite of his solemn

and repeated denials of the whole charge, the able efforts cf

his counsel to rebut the direct bearings of the testimony, and

his high character—eagerly and amply sustained, by voluntary

witnesses of the greatest respectability—a jury of liis country-

men found him guilty ofthe capital crime, and sentence ofdeath

was recorded against him.

It was thought by many, hard-hearted in the judge to leave,

from the moment after the verdict was pronounced, no hope

of mercy for the criminal. To all representations (and many
were made) of the value of the evidence in the prisoner’s favour,

it was replied “ that the offence, was too dangerous to society

ever to be pardoned, and that his previous good conduct ag-

gravated the guilt ; since, from his station and circumstances,

he had no visible temptations to fraud. And yet,” continued

the judge, “guilty of deliberate felony, this man undoubtedly

is—if ever a crime can be proved, which no one has been Been

to commit.”
The suspense in which the family of James Frankland had

passed nine dreadful hours, was now terminated by the cer-

tainty of their doom of unutterable affliction. Mr. Vincent,

the clergyman stood by the side of the widowed mother when

she lifted up her eyes, and reading in them the question which
her lips had no power to utter, he clasped her hand in his own,
saying sorrowfully, “ Commit your innocent child to the mercy
of his God

;
for innocent I feel assured he is, of the crime for

which he is doomed to suffer !” She drew a long gasp of un-
utterable agony, and fell insensible on the floor. Her daughter

,

down whose pale and hollow cheek not a tear flowed, made no
attempt to raise her, but kneeled at her side, gazing upon
her features with a fixed and wild stare

—

rigid as a figure of stone.

The boy, who had been praying with them, rushed to the bed-
room once his brother’s, and flung himself on the tenantless
bed. groaning aloud in agony.
These wretched beings spent the night, immediately fol-

lowing the condemnation of one so deeply beloved, together.
At length the morning dawned, bringing for them no comfort.
James had wished to see his mother once more for the last

time ; but her reason seemed so nearly giving way under the
crushing weight of her calamity, that the minister, who gave
up his whole time to going from one to the other, succeeded in

persuading him that it was better to spare her a trial which
would probable destroy her life, or render her an incurable
maniac during her remaining years. But the fortitude of
affection, stronger than the grave, bore up his sister through
the sorrows of their interview ; and though they met only to

cast themselves into each other’s arms, while no word was
spoken, they felt that to have been withheld from such a meet-
ing, would have added bitterness to death. Silent, from
feelings which choked all speech, and which none might venture
to describe, she was at length obliged to depart

;
and it was

only when he gave up her cold and quivering frame to the
care of his unwearied friend, that he said,—“ Farewell, ray own
dearest Agnes—fbr ever !

”

I do not desire to set forth the harrowing details of the
execution—the preparation on the scaffold

—

the assembled
multitude—or the unshrinking deportment of the sufferer.

It was over. Life was extinct in the breast of the gifted being,

who, throughout his brief existence, had discharged its duties

kindly and nobly, and whose innocence was almost universally
believed in the teeth of overwhelming proof; and many
went from the sad spectacle to their homes, deploring the
cruelty and defects of a law, which judged such aman worthy of
death. The minister who had only left the afflicted to afford the
last succour and consolation to the dying, desired to avoid all

publicity in conveying the body to the house of mourning. It

was deposited, by his directions, in strict privacy

—

in a room
near to the place of execution ; whence he meant to accompany
it to the residence of the afflicted family, as soon as the dusk of
the evening should conceal the procession from the gaze of the

idle and curious.

At the appointed hour, a few friends who had known him
from childhood, and whose strong love and trust were unshaken
by the trial and sentence, attended to bring home the dead.

But the shell, which had contained the remains, was empty.
The body was not to be found. ‘Nothing remained but the
linen cloth which had been thrown over it, and which still co-

vered the place where it had lain
;
and the men and the

minister stood looking at each other in petrified amazement.
There subsequent search, conducted with the utmost keenness
and activity, failed to elicit anything leading to a discovery.

Mr. Vincent tasked his best judgment and feelings, to prevent
the bereaved family from coming to the knowledge of this mis-
fortune, for the present

;
and endeavoured to gain time for the

further prosecution of an inquiry, in which he was not destined

to be successful.

At no great distance from the place of execution, was the
abode of Mr. Tesimond, a gentleman not less eminent for

generosity and benevolence, than for an ardent pursuit of

knowledge in his profession, which was that of surgeon. We
leave it to our readers to determine by which of these he was
moved

;
when, by a rapid and dexterous manoeuvre, he caused

the body of James Frankland to be conveyed to his dissecting

room, with a celerity and secrecy, that set all scrutiny at

defiance. It was not until an hour past midnight, that he
ascended his private staircase, and, taking the key from his

pocket, cautiously opened the door, and entered the apartment
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where he had locked up the body of the man who had been
executed the day before, and whose unaccountable disappearance
had caused such astonishment. It Avas now his turu to be
astonished. The sack, which had contained the body, lay
empty on the floor, and he stood surveying it with mute
surprise, and perhaps other feelings not altogether agreeable.
A slight noise behind him made him turn his head, and he

saw the figure of a man entirely naked
; it rose from a chair

on which it had been sitting, and advanced towards him. He
had firm nerves, and was the reverse of a timid man ; but his
heart sank, and his knees trembled for a moment—it was but
a moment

; for the being proved itself corporeal, by addressing
him in incoherent language, evidently under impressions of
strong delusion and fearful excitement. The man prayed for
mercy,—said he suffered death unjustly in the world he had
left, and finally dropped on his knee, in the fervency of his
supplication.

The Avhole truth now flashed like lightning on the mind of
Mr. Tesimond, he saw, in an instant, that it was one of those
cases of resuscitation, of which so few are upon record

;
and

knew that it must have been owing either to the imperfect
fastening of the noose, or to the body haAring been cut down pre-
maturely. He determined, however, that innocent or guilty,
the victim of the law should not be hung a second time. To
all intents and purposes, he had once suffered death ; and
evidently imagined himself to he translated to the world of
spirits. While he is concealed in the house of Mr. Tesimond,
until retirement, kindness, and judicious treatment, gradually
restore his bodily and intellectual health, we return to his
family.

Mr. Vincent was sitting by .the mother, some hours after
the remains of her son were missing, painfully conscious that
he should not be able, much longer, to keep the circumstance
from coming to her knowledge

;
when he Avas summoned away

by a Avritten message. Apparently the business was very
urging, for he arose, in considerable perturbation, and hastily
left the house.

In about an hour and a half, he returned! and dismissing
every body but the widow and her daughter, he was closetted
alone Avith them a long time. What passed at that conference
was not known ;

but the mother of James Frankland, afterwards
manifested the most entire resignation, under the heavy
affliction she had sustained

;
and the dim eyes of Agnes began

to be lighted up with someAvhat of their former brightness
;

it

was even said that she was overheard humming the air of an
old ballad, that James had been fond of hearing her sing, but
I cannot vouch for the truth of this. The family continued to

inhabit the same neighbourhood for a few years, and then
suddenly quitted it ;

without telling their neighbours whither
they AArent.

More than twenty years had elapsed since this event, and ifc

Avas almost universally forgotten, when some affairs, of great
interest to his fortunes, called Mr. Tesimond to Amsterdam.
He was pausing to bestow an intent survey on the Stadthouse,
when he Avas accosted by a middle-aged person, of gentlemanly
dress and bearing, in terms of the most eager and cordial

delight. He Avas astonished—Avas entirely at a loss—and
might have remained so

;
but the stranger called him his

preserver—his best friend under heaven
; and fairly led him

away, vi-et-armis, to a large and handsome house, where he
introduced him to his wife—to bis mother, noAv very aged

;

and sent for his sister, who Avas married to a wealthy citizen,

to help to enjoy Avhat lie called the happiest hour of his life.

“ You see me,” he said, “opulent, respectable, and with as little

to disturb me as generally falls to the lot of humanity. And
may the Giver of all Good, repay to you and yours, a thou-
sand fold, the happiness of Avhich you have been the instrument,
in preserving the life of James Frankland !

”

THE WOLF OF LANGUEDOC.

It was one of those
rich evenings in

June which, in the
southern parts of
France, appear al-

most as lovely, and
feel almost as warm,
as a summer noon
does in more south-
ern' regions: when a
traveller, on foot ap-
proached a small vil-

lage in the beautiful

province of Langue-
doc; but no groups
of merry dancers met
his eyes; no sound of

gay music, saluted
his ears, such as he
was wont to see and
hear in other vil-

lages as he passed
them in bis journey.
Here and there he
perceived small par-
ties, consisting of
two or three, of

the villagers Avitli

their muskets in their hands, returning to their homes jaded
and wearied, but none of them stopped to offer him any infor-
mation. A polite bow, and sometimes a shrug of the shoulders,
was all that he got from them in passing. The women were

within doors, and the
doors of all the cot-

tages were closed.

Having travelled a
considerable distance

during the day, and
being not a little

fatigued, he Avas glad

when he reached the

village auberge,which
to his surprise, he
also found secured

in its doors and Avin-

dows. There was
no appearance of

bustle in the stable-

yard
;
there Avere few

idlers Avithin the
house, and no strag-

glers without; even
the Aisually good-
humoured landlord
and the cheerful
landlady, on this

evening had assumed
a grave and thought-

ful look. Our travel-

ler, however, having

refreshed himself with what the house afforded, set himself to

know the meaning and the cause of all this quietness in the

village.

“ lias not monsiepr hoard of the terrific Yisiter with which
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the village and surrounding districts is afflicted?
5
’ demanded

the host, with an air of surprise.
“ No,” said the stranger, “ I have walked since the dawn of

this morning, no less than thirty miles; I have found but few
labourers in the field; I have met but few travellers by the
wayside; and when I entered your village, I perceived nothing
but gloom and mystery where’er I turned my eyes. Has any
calamity befallen you?”
“Alas! yes,” replied the landlord. “Heaven is punishing

us for our sins. Nothing is safe—everything disappears. Ah!
non Dieu! even the poor children!”

“ It was but yesterday,” struck in the hostess, “ that a she*
wolf, urged to desp< ration by hunger, no doubt, entered the
cottage of Madame Vernette, a worthy neighbour of ours,
at an early hour of the morning, and carried off her infant, the
poor little Looi*e, as she lay in the cradle. The mother seized
a gun, and, with frantic lamentations, pursued the monster.
As many of the men of the village, as could be spared in the
pursuit, set off* in search of the savage beast and the poor wo-
man’s babe. My husband was the foremost ”

“ Yes,” interrupted the landlord, “I encountered the wolf as
it was about to enter the wood, about three leagues distant
from tli is, with the child in its jaws. Breathless from haste
and anxiety, I fired and missed. The monster disappeared,
but the courageous woman, the mother, did not give up the
pursuit? she was the most indefatigable in the chase; and
penetrating into the recesses of the forest, she is still in pursuit
of the huge animal, in expectation ofrecovering her unfortunate
child.”

“But, alas! no traces of the miserable infant,” rejoined
his wife, with a look of horror, “ have yet been discovered;
and we are continually exposed to the ravages of the monster.”
“And how long,” asktd the traveller, “has this animal dis-

turbei your neighbourhood?”
“ She is the survivor of a whole troop of wolves that have all

been killed but herself,” answered the landlord; “to their ra-
vages we have been for some time very much exposed. Gaiety
and amusement have been driven from the village ever since
they have come among us, and, so long as one remains, we are
continually open to its attacks, more or less, as, in the wood I

have spoken of, it can easily conceal itself. But we have sent
a representation to the Commune, and ”

All further remarks were cut short by the sound of a trum-
pet, which echoed shrilly through the silent street of the
village; afterwards, a loud knocking was heard at the door,
and a person pressed like a trumpeter made his appearance, and
after calling tor an omelette tmd a stoupof wine, he informed them
that he was sent by the neighbouring municipality to affix

placards on the different public places of that and the adjoining
Villages, offering a reward for the death of the wolf, as its

ravages had become intolerable, and complaints of the injury
it created poured in from all quarters. In the morning a ma-
gistrate. he said, would assemble the villagers, and proclaim to
them the reward.
Early in the morning, the peasants were assembled in the

midst of the village. A party of horsemen accompanied the
Justice, and the proclamation was read with all due formality.
A purse of gold, and the cross of the legion of honour, were
offered by the government to him who might be fortunate
enough to slay the wolf. The villagers were almost afraid to
trust themselves so long together, even though protected by the
soldiers. The female pare of that little community looked forth
from their huts, mingled with some degree of curiosity. Loud
and shrill echoed the trumpet as the cavalcade quitted the
village.

The dread and alarm of the peasants, cannot be wondered
at, for at ore time, about the middle of the seventeenth cen-
tury, when the Duke of Orleans, would not permit the wolves
to be destroyed upon his domains, these ferocious animals be-
came so numerous in the Forest of Orleans as often, to come
and take children out ot the very streets of Blois !

Allured by tl e reward many of the swains and villagers
grew bold. They hunted all about the neighbouring fields
&ad coppices, night and day for it, but in vain. One after the

other, they returned, jaded and fatigued; and their hopes of
gaining the prize offlrei, gradually becoming fainter and
fainter, as if with one accord, they ail left the task to Julian,
who was the best marksman in the whole province. The
author of'this sketch has, elsewhere, versified the story; where
the hero is thus described, under the name of Giulio:—

“ Kind to his mates, and to his mistress true,

Foremost in pastime and in peril too;

Whene’er the river overflowed its bounds,
And the wild floo 1 oYrswept the pleasant grounds,
Bearing away, on its r tiring course,
The helpless flocks, unable for its force,

Giulio was first among the village brave,
To stretch the hand to succour and to save;
He was a marksman too, and well could hit
The target s eye when all fell wide of it;

Him. therefore, dll they fix upon to he
Their champion

—

their meadows rich to free
From the destroyer, each resigned his claim
To the reward—Let Giulio win the same!”

Julian was regularly appointed the champion of the village.
He was solemnly blessed by the aged priest in presence of the
assembled villagers, and he went forth, his gun over his shoul-
der, with the hopes and good wishes of every individual there
for his safety and success. From morn till noon, from noon
till dewy eve, did he range far and near; searched the wood,
explored the bushes and brakes, and looked ev< rywhere; but
although he heard his howl, and saw his ravages on alt sides,

yet lie could not come up with the monster of which he was in
pursuit, and was forced, night after night, to return home
without his prey.

Julian had a lover, as ail honest, and true-hearted villagers
have; and she, the lovely Marguerette, used to venture out of
the village, and, rendered brave by the fearlessness of confiding
affection, go to meet him on his return. Three days had
elapsed, and on the morning of the fourth, when Julian resumed
his arduous enterprise, he made a vow that he would either
return with the wolf dead, as a trophy, or never return
at all.

All that day he was indefatigable in the search; but, as
usual, unsuccessful. The wolf, somehow or other always con-
trived to keep out of his way. In the evening he had ap-
proached very near to the village, almost without knowing it;

and, fatigued and disappointed, he threw himself down on the
green sward, and, after in vain attempting to keep himself
awake, yielded to sleep, for he was completely overspent, and
worn out with his fruitless exertions.

A stream divided the place where he was from the village,

which, higher up, was crossed by a little wooden bridge, and
over it lay his road homewards. Beyond the river, nearly to

the very edge of the water, there grew a hedge, which though
not very thick:, afforded a delightful protection to the road, and
a quiet concealment to those tender lovers who came there at
night, to speak their vows one to another.
Along the path, shaded by this hedging, Marguerette used to

walk in the dusk of the evening, to meet Julian on his way
homewards. Upon this evening, unknowing of Julian’s vow,
she had advanced about half way, in expectation of his approach.
She had got nearly opposite to where belay in the meadow, on
the other side of the river, without perceiving him, when he
awoke. Startled by a motion in the hedge, and his thoughts
being full of the wolf, he saw something white stealing, as it

were, along—he raised Ms gun and pointed it—one hurried look

to the place—one rapid touch of the trigger—one loud long
shriek, and all was over.

To cross by the bridge would take too long time—it was too

far about. He therefore traversed the meadow, and waded
across the rivir, which at that spot, was rather shallow. When
he reached the place where he thought he had observed tho
wolf, to his horror and amazement, he perceived the body of
a woman extended before him in the path. It was Marguerette
whom lie had slain! The ball had entered her heartland she
fell dead almost the moment she received it.
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By this time the report of the gun, and the unearthly shriek

of the unfortunate maiden as she fell, alarmed the villagers.

Thinking the wolf was sliin, they crowded to the place, and
found Julian standing, like the statue of despair, over the re-

mains of her who was the pride of his heart, as she was the

flower of the village. They were vainly endeavouring to re- !

store animation to the frame which was so suddenly deprived

of life, when Julian start d from his trance, and, throwing the

corpse across his shoulder, he rushed to the deepest part of the

river, and sink with it, never to rise again!

The alarmed villagers ha l scarcely recovered from their sur-

prise and const rnation, when an object from a different di-

rection attracted their attention. It was the woman, Vernette,
who approa died, with the dead body of the wolf upon her bSok,
which she had tracked to its covert, and, watching her oppor-
tunity, attacked and shot dead. S ;e claimed and received the
reward, with the approbation, and, to the great satisfaction of
all the villagers.

The fact of wolves carrying off infants is well authenticated.

The fierceness of these animals is not greater than their

delicacy of taste, or their cunning, for it remains a question,

whether their seizure of infants arises from preference for in-
|

fant food, or the want of resistance on the part of the miserable
little ones: I should think from the latter. The following brief

account, in addition to the above affecting narrative, of the
ferocity of wolves in India, where their habits do not differ

from those of the same animals in other parts of the world, will

be found interesting:

—

When a wolf enters a camp or village, he proceeds with the
utmost silence and circumspection. His favourite object is a
child at the breast, which, when opportunity serves, he seizes

by the throat, thereby not only preventing it from giving an
alarm by its cries, but taking a hold which enables him
to bear away his prize without impeding his progress. He will

thus carry it through crowds, who, at the first notice, rush
from all quarters, to intercept him in his flight. Often, when
closely pursued, especially if hit by a stick or stone, he will

drop the child, but if not taken away immediately, the ferocious

brute will sometimes make a turn to the spot, and snap it up
again. Few children survive the bite, and many grown per-
sons carry the marks of the wolves’ teeth.

Troops, in general, move with a host of camp followers, many
of them having families. Numbers of young children, es-

pecially such as, being at the breast, cannot be sent by water,
necessarily accompany. In many parts of the country, especially

in the dominions of Nabob, Vizier of Oude, all are kept in a
continual state of alarm. When a wolf is seen by the sentries,

who dare not fire among such crowds, a general shout and pur-
suit takes place. Yet it often happens that three or four
young children are carried off, or, at least, seized and dropped,
in the course of a night. Many are taken from the arms of
their mothers, though covered with quilts, and surrounded per-

haps, by a dozen persons, wiio take every possible precaution,

except that of watching, for the preservation of the infants.

The wolf proceeds in so subtle a manner, that often a child

is taken from its mother’s breast, and not missed, until the
j

beating of the drums may rouse the whole camp for the purpose
i

of marching, when the parent first becomes acquaints d with
j

her loss. The melancholy effect produced by the cries of the

mothers whose children have been purloined, and to whom no
kind of aid can avail, nor consolation be administered, surpasses

imagination. They continue to distress the feeling of all,

during the whole night, and occasiou reflections tnat debar
the mind endued* with sensibility, from enjoying a moment’s
repose.

Two wolves succeeded in getting into the area of a bungalow
occupied by Lieutenant. Colonel Powel, then postmaster at

Cawnpore, where they found a lad of about thirteen years of
age. a relation to the family, asleep. They soon killed him in

their usual manner of seizing the throat, alter which the/
dragged him carefully to the foot of the wall. The falling of a
tile from the coping, created an alarm, when the wolves were
discovered, one standing on his Hind legs, the fore feet resting

against the wall, and holding up the lad by the throat; the

$tker wolf on the wall, leaning down as much as he could, in

the endeavour to obtain a hold so as to drag him over. Human
ingenuity could scarcely have devised better means for accom-
plishing such a purpose. It is to be observed that in every
respect, but the seizure at the throat, there was no mark or
bite about the unfortunate youth. The wolves, no doubt, ex-
pected to succeed in getting him over the wall, when they
would have begun that ceremony, which they were fearful
might have been too eagerly performed within the premises,
and baulked them of their meal.

During the time above noticed, the wolves had become ex-
tremely bold. Till then they had rarely been known to attack
adult persons. Finding so many become an easy prey, they
either lost the power of discrimination, or, from that audacity
so often attendant upon success, so little attended to the a<re,

sex, or station of such persons as fell in their way, that numbers
of the stoutest men in our camps were attacked, and many of

them killed, sometimes by a single wolf, though they were ge-

n rally observed to be two or three in company. An European
sentry, was taken from his post, and a sepoy, who was sent as

guard to some people employed to cut grass for thatch, from
Jooey plain, was attacked at raid- day by several wolves. He
destroyed five with his arms, and probably would have got
rid of some others that remained, had not one of them, going
round to iiis back, sprung upon his neck, and brought him to

the ground, when the poor fellow was soon torn to pieces.

THE COWARD CONSCRIPT
; OR, THE HEROINE

SUBSTITUTE.

A Tale of the French Empire,

part i.

Napoleon wanted a fresh supply of “ food for powder,” and
so urgently, that the time usually allowed, even during war,
between the choice of a conscript and li is departure for actual
service, became limited upon this occasion to a few days.

In many a village through France the winter’s morning,
which ushered in the day upon which the rustic youths were to

“ tirer leur sort” in the different adjacent towns, presented

scenes of trembling bustle. We are on the high road outside

our little hamlet. Two young fellows pas3 us arm in arm,

talking earnestly, though in a low tone. The elder being chef

de famille since Ids father’s death, is not called upon to attend

the mayor and sub-prefect, in the town towards which they

walk ; he only conveys the younger lad a little way on the

road, to bid God bless him, and deliver him from a “ mauvai$

vumero.” You may guess indeed frqra the patched working-

dress of the one, that it is not his intention to accompany his

(unwillingly) holiday-clad brother farout of the village; and \ oU

may infer that the necessity of not missing a single day of agri-

cultural labour sends him back to his farmer’s team or barn.

He must retrace His steps already. The brothers stop at the

bottom of the first little hill, speak a moment to each other,

doff their caps, kiss cheeks, and part. The cadet bounds up

the road bravely at once to disguise his feelings and make a

little show of response to the call of “glory and country.” As

the nine rep.isses you his step is heavy. His head drooptd, his

hands clenched as they swing at his sides, and his eyes ,

but he will not let you see them.

Another pair approach—a lad and a girl. He is laughing,

or doing His best to laugh; she is shedding teats, though some-

times she smiles too. Are they brother and sister? Hardly.

Their arms happened to be interlaced at one another s backs,

and observe how expressive lie or she, or both (fie) kiss. Let

them go their waj s in peace, and without arousing excessive

sympathy. He is the youngest of five stout sons, whose father

and mother are living and thriving, and may pretty well bo

spared as a contribution from His native village to national

honour and glory; and though ’tis interesting and pleasing to

witness the romantic distress of t) e young couple—lovers ac-

cording to the rules, that is with the consent of both their ta-

milies—yet they are too young to be married yet a-while, and

Fanckette will be constant, if she canj and he may come horn®
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an officer, or a serjeant at least; or if he never come home, why
then Eanchette will be very—very much affected. They disap-

pear from us over the hill together, and it seems she has got

leave to accompany him to the town, that she may the sooner

learn whether he is to “ tomber” or not.

A middle-aged man and his wife, leaning at either side upon
their son, now attract our notice. “ Still one should always
live in good hopes, mon enfant,” says the mother while passing

by us; but even her voice does not support the recommenda-
tion of her words. In fact her hopes of Pierre drawing a
“ good number” are very slight, and a kind of superstition aug-

ment her apprehension for his lot. Among the peasantry of

France it goes as a rule that if one of a family of many sons is

cast as a conscript, the others are sure from time to time to

share his fate; and she has some reason for patting vague faith

in the influence of the supposed fatality. About seven years

before, her eldest boy, after draAving a “ bad number,” joined

the army, and fell in his first battle-field. Another conscrip-

tion was ordered, and her second fared as his brother had done.

Another, and her third left her, and soon returned badly

wounded, and now creeps about her cottage, drooping pale,

and unable to work. The fourth is on his way to try his for

tune—and he is her last too—that is, the last able to help her

and his father, for little Francois is only ten. God speed them

—

the old couple, this day, and may they march home, Pierre

between them, to supper, a free man.

Standing by the road- side, to witness the departure of these

and many other villagers for the town, our position was at one
of the piers ofan avenue of pine trees, which led up to a chateau
of some respectability. Presently voices sounded, coming down
the avenue, and many humble groups on the high road stopped
to take off* their caps and boAv, or else to simper and curtsey,

and give their “bon jour” to the speakers, who soon joined

them.

“ Good day, Mademoiselle Sophie; good day, Monsieur Phi-
lippe,” said many kind and respectful voices, accompanied by
the smiles and looks, and action, which peasants out of France
know nothing of.

Mademoiselle Sophie was a young lady of about eighteen;

her height gcod, her figure straight as a poplar; her carriage

free, noble, all but haughty; and 3
ret it Avas simple too. No

one called her beautiful, but every one spoke of the spirit and
expression of her face : and indeed it would not be seen once
and soon forgotten. Its complexion Avas almost Moorish; per-

haps her ancestors had not escaped in times gone by, some con-
tact with Oriental blood, when the south of France Avas par-
tially inhabited by swarthy children of the sun

;
and from the

south we have heard her family first came into the almost ex-

treme northern province which is uoav country to her. So-
phie’s eye too: her round poAvcrful fascinating black eye,

shaded by her intensely black hair, had a fitfully firm glance,

such, it is said (though softened in her) as struck Avitli aston-
ishment, if Avith nothing else, the good citizens of Paris when
the bold and brave Marseilloise suddenly appeared in their

streets, chaunting this tremendous hymn, and glaring upon
the^new objects around them with an expression traced to their

mixed descent from infidel and Christian. But let not an illus-

tration unfeminize in the slightest degree la belle et douce So-
phie. If nature gave her a feature which truly revealed spirit

and power, another was conferred abounding with softness and
goodness—her mouth—beautiful mouth! narrow, pulpy, richly
coloured,—outbreathing and constantly putting in play two di-

vine dimples, while her eyes, of all features of her face, were
the gentlest, most amiable, kindest, best.

Her companion,whom the peasants have called Monsieur Phi-
lippe, was a young man of 20, it was said—nay insisted on— else

he would not have appeared in the avenue this morning; and
yet from his slight figure, a little stooped, and not strongly
knit, and from his boyish, pale, unbearded, and unwhiskered
face, he did not appear to be as old as the girl who leaned on
his arm.

“ And is no one to be spared in these times, Mademoiselle
pophie?” continued an old man after he had saluted herj “ not

even the best among us? And must Monsieur Philippe take
his chance Avith the poorest?”
“My brother,” ansAvered Sophie, “is proud to take his

chance for serving his country and his Emperor at the side of
the other brave youths, no matter how poor, of our district.”

“ The call to war, Jaques,” added Philippe, smiling at his

old neighbour, “ has never yet been neglected by one of our
family.”

The old man Avith his parting compliment bowed, put on
his battered old hat, and left them. The brother and sister

stood still at the bottom of the avenue, both looking in the
same direction.”

“ ’Tis time Emile were here,"if he" is to accompany me to the
town,” resumed Philippe.
“Yes indeed,” replied Sophie, “ and he is not generally so

unpunctual; but mon frere
,
you must feel the morning air very

cold, for you tremble a little.”

“Do I? ’Tis nothing, Sophie; ten minutes brisk walking
towards the town Avould cure it if our friend would only come as
he promised.”

“ Here ho is then,” said Sophie, as the young man they ex-
pected jumped over a stile, at the other side of the road, nearly
opposite to them.

Emile was twenty five, well formed, well featured, manly
looking,- but rustic. He wanted something of the elevated cha-
racter which stamped even the appearance of Sophie and Phi-
lippe, though in such different Avays. Sophie, however, did not
think contemptuously of his agricultural mannerism, as he
walked across the road, bowing and smiling to her. She
blushed, to be sure—that is, her deep brunette cheek became of
a sudden, of a rich neutralized red colour, hut we are certain it

was not because she was ashamed of him that Sophie blushed.

After greetings, a few words served to make Philippe and
Emile ready to start for town. “ God bless you, monfrere,” said

|

Sophie, offering her cheek, while her noble eyes Arere now moist
and half-closed

;
“ God bless you ;

and though, as you have your-
selfjust said, no man of our ancient family ever yet turned an
indifferent ear to the call of country and of honour, still, mon
frere

f

her voice failed her, and the tears would not keep
bounds—“ still I will pray, all this day, that for the present
you may be spared to those who love you. Emile, good morn-
ing!” She turned quickly up the avenue in her little brown
cloth cloak and coarse straw bonnet.

“ For glory and country I” cried Philippe, taking his friend’s

arm to lead him off.

“ Stop oue moment—I’ve forgotten just to ask Sophie one
question,” said Emile; and he ran after his mistress.

“ Eolly,” cried Philippe—“ soft nonsense at the moment we
have hard blows to think of ! You may overtake me, if you
can, Emile!” He spoke in a brave shouting tone, and disap-

peared from the avenue.
“ I will catch you in two jumps,” shouted Emile in return.

“ Sophie,” he continued, joining her, “there will be no one at

home with you in the house to-day except your poor sick mo-
ther and the servants.”

“ Well, Emile, and what of that?—I thank you for your
anxiety about me, but can I not take care of the house and ser-

vants, and of my dear mother too, for a few hours?—Besides,

Arnaud (her elder brother and chef defamille), may be home
lrom his long journey before evening; you know he has been

many days expected.”
‘ c Well, Sophie, good bye-—you know you have not bid me

good bye yet—and Sophie
”

“ What, Emile ?
” as he paused.

c< This day, of all days, would not be the day to-—”

He stopped short again, but Sophie knew what he meant
and went on for him.
“ To receive a visit from your rich rival, Emile ? —she

continued contemptuously “ who has the chateau Juard by ;

with a window for every day in the year in it? you are right

my friend. If ever his company was disagreeable to me, it must
j

be till I see you again—you and Philippe together, I mean,
Emile-—” she paused in her turn, looked most wistfully

intp her lover face, laid her hand on his aim and beginning
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with the word " Philippe,” was about to make an important

request :—but she suddenly checked herself—and saying

—

“but no—time enough for that—for even a breath of it

—

when I shall see you both again,”—she again turned from

Emile, and he bounded down the avenue to overtake his

friend.

Sophie gained the open space before the enclosed cour of

the chateau. It had originally been covered with soft grass,

but the constant irruptions of the poultry, pigs, horses, and
cows from the farm, which bounded it on one side at right

angles with the chateau, left it at present little appearance

of verdure, or even of uniformity or cleanliness
; a state of

things very usual in France, where frequently the immediate
vicinity of a respectable and comfortable house i3 thus

littered by the similar economy of fixing the abode of the

kind farmer with its almost endless appendages of stables,

cow-sheds, sheep-sheds, pig-styes &c., close within view and
in contact.

As Sophie threading her way cautiously between beasts,

brutes, and fowls of many kinds, (to speak of nothing else),

approached the farmer’s thatched house, she saw his stalwart,

though comely daughter, holding out a flat basket of break-

fast-mess for the poultry, while she screamed an invitation

to them, on their predatory wanderings far and near, in a

succession of shrill and nearly diabolical cadences.
“ Good day Mademoiselle,” said the maiden, interrupting

her summons to the cocks and hens—the turkeys the ducks
and their offspring of low degree—yet she bawled to her

young mistress almost as loud as she hud done to them.

“Good day Mademoiselle—and may God make this day
end happily for you.”

“ The egg3 Lisette for breakfast,” said Sophie distantly,

for she did not like the prayer put up by Lisette for certain

reasons—“ since I am abroad so early, I may as well take

them home myself.”
“ Ay—ay, abroad so early indeed,” resumed Lisette, “and

too early for any good to come of it, I am sure

—

Mademoiselle—if Monsieur Philippe should fai to-day, what
is to be done?”

“ Done ? what do you mean ma filled asked Sophie, in

real or feigned surprise.
“ Ob ! I have heard my father and mother talk it over

Mademoiselle,—and they say it will be quite impossible

to get a substitute this time, the drain of men is so great

everywhere, and the price so very high.”
“And who told you Lisette, or your father or mother

either, that we—my brother or his family, are so poor as

not to be able to purchase a substitute—high as the price

may be ?” asked Sophie warmly, now putting Lisette at her
distance, “or suppose Monsieur Philippe does draw a bad
number, who told you that he may not prefer to serve his

country personally rather than by a substitute ?”

“He alas ! poor Monsieur Philippe !”—sighed Lisette with

a knowing shake of the head.

“Girl,” cried Sophie, “ what dare you say of my brother ?”

“Nothing Mademoiselle—nothing sur mon honneur,— it is

not I that say it
—

”

“ Say what ?”

“ Nothing indeed—nothing, Mademoiselle—only that he
has often been sickly and weakly, and might not have
health or strength enough for a soldier.”

“Pho—the eggs mafille—and the freshest
—’’and Sophie

soon had them in the little basket and crossed over to the

chateau, seemingly unconcerned and unmoved by Lisette’s

chatter,but really and deeply agitated by it.

She did not, however, allow any one in the house to

notice her feelings in her manners. To prepare for the old

and feeble mother’s descent to breakfast, she closely watched
as was her wont the labours ofthe rustic seuvant whose business

it was to pile up the logs on the hearth in Vausdlle d manger
,
to

wheel round the immense old fashioned, hall-decayed

arm-chair to their blaze, and to sweep and dust, and arrange
and in a word, do her best to make the spacious apartment not

have the air of being badly and poorly furnished. When
with the assistance of the same attendant, Sophie had p

! ao< d

her mother iu her usual seat, the earnest, fond, waxing de-

votion with which she induced thehalf-doting invalid to take
her morning’s meal, shewed nothing of a reserved care
preying upon her very heart. They spoke little together of
Philippe, or of the interests of the day connected with him

—

for in fact the old woman’s mind was so decayed, nothing
distinctly affected her.

After breakfast Sophie left her mother to the care of a young
' girl, and ascended to her brother Arnaud’s chamber, with the
professed purpose of seeing that it was in order for his expected
return to his family. “ I must keep myself employed, except
when I kneel down to pray,” was Sophie’s mental resolve. “ Oh
God grant that Arnaud may come back with the money he has
gone to borrow of our rich uncle—God grant it!” she continued,
entering his chamber. A look around, informed her that little

was wanted in the arrangement of the apartment. Before she
turned out of it, she could not help remarking how like her elder
brother’s mind and character, were many of the appendages of
the place, added to it by himself; the fowling-pieces, the pistols

;

and antique sword, once wielded by a distinguished warlike ances-
tor; a wolf-spear; roots of flowers preserved on shelves from the
frosts ofw inter

;
paper bags of seeds hung against the wall

;
pon-

derous country-made shoes calling to mind the manful almost
rude stride of their owner in all weathers, here and there over
the few acres which misfortune had left to the descendants of a
once wealthy and powerful family. Aud for tlieprivate library of
Arnaud, bis sister smiled to think how easily its volumes could
be numbered

;
they were in fact but two : one an odd tome of

an old fabulous history of France, the other a great folio quite
as old, entitled La Maison Bustique; containing loquacious and
quaint instructions bow to make and keep in order gardens of
various kinds, shrubberies, vineyards, pleasure grounds: how
to make all descriptions of wines; and how to brew and how
to bake within doors.

But Sophie did not smile when by association her mind, and
with it her steps, turned to her younger brother’s study, con-
trived next to his sleeping apartment. Here, as she paused
at its door, none of the indications of a rough masculine mind
like Arnaud’s were visible; no weapons, nor implements of

country sport; no spear fop the wolf, who was occasionally,

though not often, to be met with in the adjacent forests; no
relic of family heroism; no arms of defence; even no symptoms
of attention to the garden or the farm. Of books indeed there

were enough, but all, whether poetical or prosaic, of a soft or

dreary, or gentle cast; and a guitar lay on a chair beside the

student’s table
;
and landscape sketches, mostly unfinished,

were pinned to the walls.
“ Amiable and beloved Philippe,” sighed Sophie, as she sat to

the table. “ My brother, my friend, my tutor—you to whom
I owe almost a mind, and whose goodness and gentleness have
improved my heart—woman’s as it is. Oh, my brother, my
brother ! A merciful Providence grant 1 may be deceived iu

my fear for you!” She fell on her knees, and the prayers of

Sophie were long and fervid.

The wind entering through a half-opened window, wafted to

her side a piece of torn paper, written upon, but blotted and
scratched over here and there. Its rustle disturbed her devo-

tions; her eye fixed upon it; she knew her younger brother’s

hand; and the first words of it, unconsciously perused by So-
phie, made her hurry, iti spite of herself, through the whole.

It was but a fragment of seemingly an aspiration to Heaven,
torn in pieces by its writer, and doubtless lie had never meant
it for any other eye than liis own. “ But even this is like

him,” thought Sophie; “ the want of presence of mind which
in the nervous bustle of leaving the house this morning could

make him overlook an evidence so tremendous.”

Sophie could decipher only a few sentences of the paper, but
she read enough to make her start to her feet from her knees
in consternation, anger, and horror, enough to make her mutter,

and (so soon after her prayers) to imprecate; enough to make
her tear the scrawl into a thousand little bits, and stamp
them under her feet, as if she would annihilate them, and
with them, the sense of the written words within the breast of

her brother; and then she rushed out of the room, her upper-
most feeling being that of detestation of it, and almost of him.

But love and pity soou re-asserted themselves over her soul;
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and after them came upon confirmation oilier worst fears long
indulged, intense, agonizing solicitude, and dread for her own
ami her family’s honour, as much as for her brother’s. She
Sung herse lf on her knees again in her own room, and her only
prayer now was cither that Philippe might not draw a bad
number, or else that Arnaud might come back with money to
purchase a substitute for him.
The step of a horse in the paved court-yard drew her to a

window. It was Arnaud come back; but after dying to em-
brace him, Sophie soon knew that half of her prayer was de-
nied. Their rich relation would not lend a sous, although the
necessities of the family, accumulating for years, now seemed
to threaten them with literal ruin.

After tins Sophie rested upon one slight and tremulous hope:
to prove which, vain or true, she must still wait many hours.
For the rest of the day she scarce opened her lips; and mostly
sitting alone in her chamber, the anguish of suspense was
fearful to her. Emile’s rich rival came a-wooing, as he often
did: she would not descend to him. He loitered in the house
and in the gardens ; she was inexorable.
At length the winter evening fell, the hour for the return of

her brother and her lover. Sophie stole out of the house un-
observed down the avenue, and so posted herself wit!. in the
fences of the road, near its termination, that she could observe
every one that came by, and one after another the grouns who
bad passed the avenue in the morning, or the greater number
of them, appeared returning to the little village; some silent, or
only speaking in sad tones, others talking loud and laughing

;

and now and then was liesrd the smothered sob or repressed
lament of a woman or a girl. I he poor chef de famille strode
by with his only brother (the first group we have noticed in the
morning), whom, after his day s labour, he had gone to meet
on his way home; and his herculean arm encircled the lad’s
neck, but his head was bent to his chest, and he moaned to
himselh Fanchette appeared by her lover’s side, weeping so
determinedly that nis false spirits, the good things he said, and
the better things he did, could not make her give over.

’ But
Pierre was marched home to supper, between his father and
mother, a delivered youth; and it seemed from the occasional
difficulty he found in keeping the old man steady by his side,
and hindering him from singing in a very loud and very cracked
voice, that some good beer or eau de vie had celebrated in the
town, or on the road, the triumph and joy of the famijy.

Sophie looked close as each group passed by; her brother
came not. But she heard him named now and then in whispers
and caught disjointed words and tones which entered her brain
like adders’ fangs. She could comprehend that something had
already happened,. disgraceful, and destroying, because so—to
him, to her, to their family, to their ancient honour and name
—the idols of her worship since childhood, and now the only
good left to them all. A daring determination already began
to dawn in her mind. The sound of carriage -wheels diverted
her. and broke it up. She carue upon the moonlit road. The
heads of Philippe, and Emile appeared alternately from the
window of the vehicle, as h looking to note if their return was
watched i or. It was singular to see them come home in a car-
riage. matter . now at least, she could learn what the
passing whispers of the villagers had not yet told her, though
they alluded to other things—namely, was Philippe or was he
Hot, a conscript?

" ’

Sue hunied to meet the carriage. Tne driver knew her and
pulled up.

“ Ak, ma stzur!” shouted Philippe- from the window. « Je skis
tombs '-—je su

i

s soldat.

’ *

Along with the shrinking of her feelings from this announce-
ment, her reason and understanding recoiled upon tlieir own
4
‘ foregone conclusions.” Could Philippe gr< et her in so riantf
and brave a tone, if she had done him justice in her former
thoughts of him?

Scarcely noticing Emile, she tenderly and weepingly em-
braced her brother in the carriage, which now conveyed all up

* I cast—I am a soldier,

f Laughing,

the avenue. Philippe supposed she must be surprised that
they had not returned a- foot; but in fact, as Emile could tell
her, what with getting up so unusually early that morning, and
taking a long walk fasting, and then the crowd of the piage
where they had assembled to draw their lots, he had been put
out of sorts, and could scarce muster strength enough to get
home without a carriage.

“ Were you ill before or after you drew?” asked Sophie.
“Before—no after, I think—was it, Emile? I forget,” an»

swored the conscript.
“ After,” said Emile, solemnly and sadly.
Sophie spoke not another word, although her brother conti-

nued to talk in a bantering hearty voice of the suddenness
with which he must enter upon his new trade, and the full
practise which the new conscripts were promised just so sud-
denly

; an.l how glad he would be to acquire, by the habits of
a soldier’s life, sufficient hardiness of frame to keep off such ab-
surd fits oi faintness as that morning had shewn him sub-
ject to.

Arrived at the chateau, Sophie, instead of asking Emile in,
bid him good night in so abstracted a manner, that the lover
thought her indifferent, and remarked, “ that if his friend Ar-
naud were at home, lie might not be treated so inhospitably.”

He is at home, Emile,” replied Sophie (and she felt Philippe
start at her side;) “ but even for that reason you will not ask
to sit down among ns to-niglit?”

“And why not, Sophie? Has Le Chevalier been visiting
here to-day?”
“I do not know—good night—mon frere, I wait to have you

hand me down.’ In fact Sophie scarce knew or cared what she
said.

^

“Good night, then.” said Emile briskly as be jumped from
the carriage before Philippe moved; and then he hastened
home.

“ Stop one moment, dear Sophie,” resumed Philippe in the
carriage, now speaking in a low and constrained voice; “Ar-
naud returned, you say, and with the money?”

A i th not as much as would purchase a substitute for you,
mon frere, were substitutes to he had at a franc a-pieee.”
Her brother sat a moment silently, but she could hear the

hissings of his breath between his teeth. At last, at her re-
peated urging, he descended from the vehicle and offered her
iiis arm.

.

t

cold affects you keenly as that of the morning
did,” she observed, while she leaned on him 'into the house.
Bnt to her surprise Philippe appeared in high spirits before

liei brother and her at supper, bhe watched him close, how-
ever, and now and then noted within his eye, or upon his sud-
denly-changing cheek, or upon his moist forehead, or in his
iitiul smothered sigh, that which she shuddered to interpret.
She noted too the expression of his earnest embrace of his bro-
ther and herself ai parting for the night; and her heart sank
within her.

“And I will watch him still ” resolved Sophie; and she did
so, as closely as circumstances permitted, for hours after he
retired to his cnamher. Philippe bolted himself in; but she
heard his uneven steps about the apartment, his groans, his
wretched weeping, his mutterings after intervals of silence,
when she imagined *he had cast himself in a chair or
across his bed. It must have been towards the dawn of
the. winter’s morning, that after a long pause of inaction,
during which no sound escaped his lips, she caught these sud-
den words, as.once more lie started from his chair. “Ay !

—
that will ena it; and for that cowardice itself at last gives me
courage;” and then he walked to the door, at which she was
listening. Sophie had scarce time to escape out of his view,
and yet keep her eye upon him, when she saw him strut with a
faltering foot and a haggard face towards his brother Arnaud’a
chamber. She followed him. The fatigued traveller had left
his door open, and now slept profoundly. Philippe continuing
his stealthy pace, approached the table where his brother bad
put down, freshly charged, the pistols he had carried with him
on his journey. Sophie waited to see no more, but noiselessly
flew to act upon a strange though powerful thought which
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some moments before had possessed her mind. Her paralysed
mother never slept in her bed, but passed the nights in an arm-
chair, well wrapped up from the cold. With a suddenly ac-
quired strength the girl caught up the old woman, ran with her
*>utof the chamber, placed her in her chair inside the thresh-
holdof that of Philippe, before he had time to re-enter it, and
standing at her back, waited for him.

END OF PART I.

THE MODERN X AC HI MO.

“ To the trunk again, and shut the spring of it.”

Cymbeliste.

The church-bells of Nottingham were chiming the last
quarter to midnight, and the gates of the Crown Hotel had
been closed until the morning, when a German phaeton, with
curtained windows, flaming lamps, and a fresh relay of horses
was lashed by the well-appointed postilions up the steep dark
hill, that slopes up from the extremity of the town, and blends
with the main road to the capital,—a dense cold mist floated
like a sea over the country, and the lights of the city, as they
fast retreated behind the whirling of the “ chariot-wheels,”
gleamed palely forth from the shrouding fog, like far-off stars
through banks of clouds ;—the traveller was partial to noc-
turnal marching, and felt disappointed at the dreary journey
the appearance of the scene preluded

;
for the rich cultivated

landscapes of England, and old towns, hallowed by history and
dramatic interest, wear a solemn and Gothic "character, if
shadowed by the darkness and quietude of a night, when the
calm blue azure of the sky throws brightly out the celestial
signs and constellations. He drew his furred cloak tightly
round his throat, unlocked his pistol case, caressed his spaniel
who was slumbering on the cushion beside him, and charging,
the postilions not to abate the present high pressure of speed
they forced the horses to, lay back in the vehicle, and tried to
forget in sleep both the monotony of the drive, and the im-
portance of the course that was urging him on so rapidly to
London.
Mr. Catlicart was a graduate of Oxford, and had 'recently

succeeded to considerable estates, by the unlooked-for dispo-
sition of an uncle’s will, who had disinherited an only son, in
return for a long career of profligacy and disobedience

; and
had appointed William Cathcart ills heir, conferring only on
him a life estate, with remainder to his son’s children, if the
executors considered his course of life sufficiently reformed, to
inherit the reversionary benefit and indulgence

;
otherwise he

nominated the governors of a public charity his residuary
legatees.

Mr. George Cathcart, the man thus disinherited, was more
familiarly known in the halls and saloons of the metropolis,
and the Palais Royal, than in tlie courts of the profession to
which he was called. The corps of Legs and Duellists had
“ marked him as their own and his tamper and dispositionm which wit and irony,mirth and cruelty mingled, being never
veiled or suppressed, William had been frequently warned
against his jealousy and deadly enmity. Hitherto the relatives
had never met

; a legal summons had been served on William
requiring his personal attendance in chancery upon the follow-
ing day, to be examined in a suit, instituted upon the will

;

business of an urgent nature had detained him in Nottingham-
shire until the last moment whereto he could procrastinate his
departure, and he was now posting express to arrive within
the appointed hour, which would punish and chastise his ab-
sence by a decision fatal to his rights.

In some little alarm, lest some perverse accident might retard
him on the way, or disappoint h;s hopes of expedition, he had
parted from his friends and set off. He might have dozed for
an hour (for they had changed horses in toe interval), when
the suiden change of rate he was moving at disturbed and
a woke him—he started and looked rouad

\ the fog had drifted

off and the clear night revealed the guiding stars ; a light

I

breeze had sprung up and added a refreshing coolness to the
air, which he permitted to enter through the opened window

j

from the man who drove the wheelers, he inquired the reason
of the slow pace they travelled at. The official of the post

I

touched his hat and gave some evasive answer, in confused and

j

low tones, whose meaning William could not collect,—he looked

j

again at him, and perceived lie was not the same individual

j

who had rode the preceding stage, but an ill-countenanced and
j
awkward horseman, who evidently was unaccustomed to the
business he was at present employed in, and seemed anxious
to conceal his features from Cathcart’s view. To a question
concerning the reason for this alteration, his interlocutor re-
plied, that the former driver had left at the last inn where they

I

liad changed, being taken suddenly ill. “ Then why did he
not come to me for his fee ?” There was a pause.

“He did not wish to disturb you, sir, as you appeared asleep.”

He began to suspect there was more mystery and motive in

the movement, simple as it was, than they wished him to

know or imagine; and determined, without further observation
on the occurrence, to watch their conduct and mutual corres-

pondence vigilantly. Some five miles further were rolled over,

when the carriage was abruptly pulled up, and both postilions

dismounted together—one of the leaders had picked up a
sharp flint, which had cut the hoof deeply and lamed him,
“We are but a mile from Uppingham, sir, shall we walk on

quietly?”—“Unlink your leaders from the traces, to remain
behind: I will move on with the pair; and mind you, sir

(pointing to his brace of patent ‘lodes’), no tricks, or douh’
play, with me, or I shall pay you at parting in metal ye-''

1

,

'

not expect. Mount, sir, and spur on, we are losing

fast.” The vehicle was again in motion, and tip

postilion, exchanging a look with his companion
be translated “all right,” gave a loud whistle fro.

handle, and galloped down a wooded by-road, tha
into the epuntry, from the high turnpike thoroughfal

With diminished speed William proceeded on his ro
in anxiety consulting his repeater, and urging with .

promises and threats the lagging driver; the night had rc

its zenith of darkness, as if asserting one parting effort at su
macy before it abdicated to the day, and the horses, breathk
and wearied, with difficulty pulled on the increased load whici

the defalcation of the leaders obliged them to draw, through
a stage exceeding the ordinary number of miles. When near
the hamlet of , at that point where there is an inter-

section of different roads, opposite an ancient parochial church
he remarked the small lozenge-shaped panes of the windows
illuminated, as if reflecting flashes of light which were gra-
dually approaching, and occasionally glancing oft’ their sur-

face. The effect was beautiful and novel; as the interior of

the building, monuments, gallery, and altar, would momen-
tarily be mirrored to the view like a phantasmal picture on a
wizard’s glass, and then suddenly vanish into the thickest and
darkest shadow. Turning to observe whence the light pro-

ceed -d, he saw that the lamps of a high stanhope, which was
driven rapidly down one of the narrow roads, and was now
alongside of him, explained the phenomenon and refraction.

Two men sat in the gig—they pulled up—their horse was
jaded and blown, and had been severely pressel; the servant

who held the reins, inquired if the night mail had past them
yet. The postilion answered in the affirmative, but Cathcart
was unable, from his own knowledge, to contradict the false*

hood.
“ Are you certain? quite sure?’’ inquired the second stranger

in accents of deep disappointment—a gentleman arrayed in a
huge many-caped coat, and intrenched behind a meerschaum.
“Yes, sir; the Rocket is now some miles before us, you

can never come up with it.”

“ Then what on earth am I to do? I shall be ruined.”

Cathcart could not avoid asking the cause of his distress,

and offering his assistance.

The gentleman, with many apologies for troubling and in-

terrupting him on his journey, informed him, that he had dri-

ven a long way from his own residence, to meet the London
coach, calculating to be in time to catch it as it passed that
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angle of the road; that the distance and his horse’s paces had

deceived him, and that he was more uneasy at being detained

at so late an hour, in that wild part of the country, on account

of having in his gig a large trunk, containing valuable pro-

perty belonging to a friend about to sail for India, than being

disappointed himself of a seat—as he had charged himself with

its personal escort up to town, and feared that if it did not

reach London by the next day, the lady would be compelled to

sail without it.

“ What! is there a lady in the case then? If so, we must ex-

tricate both you and the trunk. Franklin, look to the size of

the chest; is it above bandbox calibre
?”

The valet reported it to be the largest and strongest he ever

saw packed.
“But can we have it up behind? for you, sir, Julian—my ca-

nine friend here—will, I am sure, vacate his seat. Travellers

must not be ceremonious, and I shall be happy to have your

society
.”

The stranger was most liberal in his thanks, and pressed

Cathcart to accept his share of the expenses. This was as

liberally declined; the trunk was slung up, and the new ac-

quaintances, in high good humour with each other, gave the

word and away.
“You see sir,” said the stranger, “that travelling brings a

man acquainted, not only with strange bedfellows, but also

with new postchaise companions. A circumstance somewhat
parallel to this meeting, occurred lately to me, when going

down from town to Matlock. There was a person sitting in

the coach, opposite me, whose appearance and manners at first

''ated a strong prejudice in my mind against him, and I

.
’ M all his attempts to open a conversation

;
gradually,

his animated discourse won upon me, and thawed
lislike. I discovered he was intimately known to

ly friends at Matlock; that night we were formally

i, dined together, and the hotel being very crowded
j of accommodation, I actually olfered him a share of

i, and my new friend and I slept together, as if we
isus and Euryalus revived.”

/ ell, sir, without forebidding so somniferous a conclusion

dr adventure, I must congratulate myself at having met so

pertaining an ally.”

The stranger bowed, and Cathcart thought he heard him
softly soliloquize, “You may know me better, too, before we
part.” He treasured in his memory the ambiguous saying,

and without manifesting any suspicion, scanned his words and
actions closely. The tone of good society was certainly per-

ceptible in his address; but there was also a boasting arrogance
and a deceitful sneer, which betrayed a connexion with the
vicious and abandoned. He put many questions to Cathcart
respecting his hurried trip to London, and began to affect

great interest in his arriving there in time, and to express his

fears that the difficulty in procuring fresh horses along the
road would throw them out; minuting accurately the space
gone over, and stimulating the postilion to added speed. “Come,
Dixon, my luggage is no small weight to keep us back,—
Do you find it so?”

The postilion turned round in his saddle, and with a peculiar
glance of the eye, merely answered, “ No, sir,” and resumed
his employment.

Cathcart started— there was an evident understanding be-
tween the parties—he deliberated for an instant, and suppressed
a fierce emotion of anger that was throbbing to break forth.

“Then you know the man, sir
;
his name is familiar to your lips

;

why not openly recognise him before?”
“ Is there anything strange at my not recollecting, until

this moment, a person who may have driven me some time
since?”

“No matter, sir, but take care; lean assail as well as assist.”

To this strong hint no reply was made.
By the dawning twilight of the morning they could see that

the road now wound over a barren common, on which stood a
low single-storied house, where poor wayfarers might stop to

rest and bait. When the carriage passed its door, there was a
sudden crash, one of the wheels had rolled off; the linchpin

J

had given, and the occupants of the bodywere thrown violently
forward and nearly dislodged from their seats. William and his
companion immediately alighted and ascertained the cause of
the accident. The driver pronounced it impossible to proceed
as an iron had been broken, whicb would require the interfer-
ence of a smith, to repair, and no forge or wheelwright was
within some miles of where they were at present detained. The
sang-froid of the stranger at this announcement, and the cool- ill

ness with which he examined the broken axle, struck Cathcart
:

as if the event was not unexpected by him; and he began to t!

suspect he was now the dupe of some premeditated plot, or 1
perhaps deeper scheme, to delay and defeat him. The unsea- 1

sonable hour, in which no assistance could be called—the lonely !

situation where he was beset—the two fold odds against him—
• ;

all rushed upon his mind; but though they awed it, braced it
jj

also; he suppressed his suspicions, and calmy addressed the
j

party.

“It seems to me, that either through ignorance or design, a
wrong course has been taken; this by-way certainly does not
present the features of the great London road, it is too still and
untrodden. What say you, Mr. Dixon, (as this gentleman has
favoured me with your name)—are you positive we are in the
Tight track?”

“I will not swear we are, I never rode in this line before.”

Truth may come out by accident. Then where did you
assume the part of postilion for my new acquaintance here,

which fixed your name so indelibly on his memory ? Oh, you
need not trouble your invention for a lie, as I see you under-
stand your employer’s look to be cautious: but come, be stir-

j

ing Dixon, wake up the people of that house, and bring in the
i

uggage; then push on, and find a workman to right the car-

riage:—and I think the sooner, sir, ive part company the
better, as you appear to have lost your desire to reach town so

early as you lately asserted, on your self-introduction to me.”
“ As you please, I am quite satisfied.”

(To be concluded in our next.}

A SOLDIER'S REMINISCENCES.

For about two weeks IJay in a dark corner, with no co- jt;

vering but my great coat. There were three poor wretches
along with me, whom I never saw, but with whom I after-

wards got acquainted by hearing them speak in the dark;
jj

for it was a recess in a room to which we had crept, to be jl

out of the drifting snow and wind that whistled unrestrained

throng he house.
One °f these men was named Rolles, as he told me, and

|j

had once kept a tavern in Gravesend, and afterwards an 1

hotel in Scarborough. He kept himself alive for a long time
by talking about his famous dinners, and enumerating all ;

the “hot joints, shoulders, &c.,” that he had cut in his time.

The other two, who were both from Devonshire, responded

by soliloquies on their former good fare also ;
and I begin-

ning to feel myself less feverish, though so weak that I could

not rise to walk, felt a pleasure in listening to them that I

could not now easily account for.

HUMAN LIFE.

BY THE ETTRICK SHEPHERD.

Human life is like a river

—

Its brightness lasts not on for ever

—

That dances from its native braes,

As pure as maidhood’s early days ;

But soon with dark and sullen motion,

It rolls into its funeral ocean,

And those whose currents are the slightest,

And shortest run, are aye the brightest :

So is our life—its latest wave
Rolls dark and solemn to the grave.
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TALES OF HEROISM,

AN INSURRECTION IN SPAIN,

Zurba.no, who on his return to Spain had been residing on
his property in the neighbourhood of Logrouo, received an
order from the Spanish Government to proceed to Santander.

It appears, that in place of conforming to this order, he retired

in the direction of the Sierra des Cameras, mountains separat-

ing the province of Soria from that of Logrono. There, getting

together some soldiers who had served under him during the

civil war, he placed himself at their head, and penetrated un-

expectedly into the town of Najera, six leagues distant from
Logrono. Tiie number of soldiers that accompanied him is

not exactly known. One version gives him 50 horsemen, ano-

ther raises the number to 80, and, finally, a third states that

he had with him 50 horsemen and 80 foot soldiers, when he
appeared before Najera on the evening of the 13th.

The persons who are acquainted with the ferocity of Zur-
baao will not be astonished that his first act at Najera was to

have an unfortunote celador who fell into his power shot—he
had been so long deprived of the pleasure of shooting somebody.
It is said that he has acted in a similar manner with respect to

three other individuals, which does not in the least degree sur-

prise us..

Immediately after hi3 entry into Najera, Zurbano convoked
the Municipal Council, and had all the arm# and horses fit for

service in the town delivered up to him. He published an ap-
peal to all the Progresistas in the country, and particularly to

such soldiers as served under his orders during the civil war.
The Commandant-General of the province of Logrono hastened
to despatch extraordinary couriers to the Captain- General of

Burgos, Navarre, and the Basque provinces, with the news of

Zurbano’s rising. The Captain- General of Burgos immediately
directed two battalions composing the garrison of the place on
La Rioja. On his side, the Captain- General of the Basque
provinces despatched all the troops that could be dispos' d of

at Vittoria, with General Jauregui, the second in command.
It is probable that the Captain-General of Navarre will have
sent from Pampeluua forces in the direction of Viana and Lo-
grono. General Concha, the new Captain-General of the
Basque Provinces, who left Madrid in the night of the 13th,

was proceeding to his command by the matte paste, but, on his

arrival at Burgos, having learned the rising of Zurbano, he
determined to remain in that city until he could proceed with
an escort, for it was rumoured that some horsemen, who were
said to belong to Zurbano, had appeared on the high road.
The splendid engraving is from the celebrated pencil of

Janet Lange, and represents Zurbano at Barcelona, exciting
the inhabitants to revolt.

THE COWARD CONSCRIPT; OR, THE HEROINE
SUBSTITUTE,

A Tale oe the French Empire,

part II.

Tub faint screams of the vaguely terrified invalid, sounded
on his ear, as he staggered almost blind irons agitation alonp
the corridor, with the pistol in one hand, and his night-lamp
in the other. Had his mother been dead, and had her ghost
confronted him, Philippe could not have felt more consternation,
than at her sight he did.

“ What— what’s this, Sophie ?” he stammered, his distended
eyes wandering to his sister.

‘‘ Your mother and I have come to ask you, Philippe, what
you are going to do with that pistol?” answered Sophie:—it

was still in his hand.—‘‘ Give it me, mon fr.re!” she continued,
advancing to him: give it!” she repeated, in a loud tone, as
he receded, and unconscious of the act, hid it behind his
back.

“Give it!” echoed his mother, her attention roused by the
force of the circumstances—'“ givo it, son Philippe, or I will
kneel down and c.urse you,' ’—Her shriek and seat only human
voice, rang through the chateau,

He mechanically extended his hand to Sophia : she put th§

pistol in iier bosom,
“ Now help me to bear our mother to her own room, and

then I will speak with you,” resumed Sophie. He again

obeyed her. An attendant remained with the old woman, and
the brother and sister walked back to his apartment

“ I know it all, my brother,” said Sophie,

“All—what?” demanded Philippe.

“Oh! Philippe, Philippe! do not ask mo to give it a name!
and you know I speak not of what has just happened, but rather

what it is that put the black thought into your mind:— my
brother! my brother! I do know it all! and Philippe, I could

have preferred, much as I love you, to have seen you in your
early grave, and to have taken my pla< e at your side.—Oh,

mercies! mercies! I could have preferred to have perished with

you, and with all—mother, brother, and every one of our name
and blood—in utter ruin of worldly prospects—in poverty—in
insulted and trampled down poverty—ay, and in the depths of

a common prison, Philippe—all that and more—anything lips

can name, or fancy shadow out. I could have smiled at my
brother, hut this—this! oh! Philippe, Philippe P—she wept

bitterly, and wrung her hands.

With scarcely power to pronounce the poor equivocation,

he continued to ask what she meant.
“Oh. never,” she resumed, not attending to him— never,

from generation to generation, has a woman of our house been

called a wanton,—and oil ! merciful heaven! never, never be-

fore, from generation to generation, has a man of our house

been called a——

”

“ A what?” he interrupted, in false vivacity.

“ I was wrong,” she answered, changing her tone; “ I

was wrong to approach so nearly, giving it a name, when I

said I would not: I do not want to hurt you, Philippe.”

“Tush!” he cried, assuming a higher tone, though still a

false one; “I will not bear such vague insult even from you,

my sister; tell me, or retire this moment—tell me what it is

that no man of my family has ever before been called, but

which you would now dare to call me.”

“No, no, no—I will not,” muttered Sophie.

“Sophie, I will call you rude, and insolent, and false, too, if

you do not.”

Her tears ceased—her brow grow stern.—She r ise from her

seat, fixed her eyes on him; and advancing slowly, while ho

stept back, said—

—

>

“Listen, then——a coward!”
He started and shivered, as if she had discharged at his head,

the pistol she bore in her bosom.

“•Yes, wretched brother!—you fear ,
you Jcarl—your heart

chills in your body!—your brain burns like fire— at the thought
of the lot you have dawn this day ! you would shriek like a
whipt infant, to face the noble dangers of the battle-field! a
score of strong men, did they bind you with thongs, and urge

you with base lashes, could not drag you, drag you upright,

standing on your limbs to face it! deny not my words—try not

to talk me down!—so mighty is the fear at your heart, that but

a moment ago, you would have done self-murder, to escape its

tortures!—and what else would the act have proclaimed?

—

proclaimed to the world, and to men and women yet unborn, of’

you and of your name—your ancient, your glorious name!

—

What would have been the comment of mankind upon you,

miserable brother!—upon you
,
found a corpse this morning, be-

cause chance made you a soldier yesterday!”

lie had been swaying from side to side, his head hanging
down; now he fell without a word. His sister, all her momen-
tary passion gone, flew to him—knelt at his side, and put her

arms around him. He had swooned. She started up for

water, put it to his lips, and chafed his temples with it. As ho

recovered, he heard her plaintive and soft murmursngs at his

ear, asking his forgiveness, and felt her caresses.

“No, no, my brother— ruy beloved brother!” she continued;
“

’tis no fault of yours—however great,

—

however terrible a
misfortune,—no fault of. yours ! ’tis the will of God,—with,

perhaps, my own act. Oil, how often have I thought so, and

wept tq ttuak it my to pwyvIs.9 89 (fork a judgment!-?
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Yes, dear Philippe, until the day when running up to you, of a

sudden I fired Arnaud’s pistol, only charged with powder, so

close to you—until that day you were a brave and reckless boy

infant almost—and then, I fear, some manful nerve or other

gave way! But if ’tis even so, a change may again come over

you; and till that happens, let us guard jealously the secrets of

our honour.”

With groans and tears, sitting on the floor, he turned his

face from her, covering it with his hands.

« por the present occasion,” resumed Sophie, “something

must be done.”

The action of his figure and attitude, shewed him more at-

tentive.
« We must find a substitute.”

“How?” he asked, not yet uncovering his face, though he

turned anxiously towards her.

“ Leave it to me to think of, my brother. True there is no

money in the house even for our immediate and great wants,

much less for the purchase of a substitute
; and the only

friends we have, Emile and his family, are almost as poor as

we are, and with more claims on them
; yet leave it to me.

By to-morrow morning, indeed this morning at breakfast,

you shall know more. Return to your bed
;
I will go to

my own chamber.—Farewell, my brother, and only promise

that you will wait patiently till breakfast, and ail may yet be

well.”
He gave the promise required. She left him with renewed

embraces. Recollecting, however, the betraying expression

of his own farewell to her and Arnaud the previous night,

she allowed nothing peculiar to mark her adieus.

Gu'r true story may he ended in not many more words.

Strange things are true of women in France, calm English

reader, particularly since the old Revolution.

Left alone, Philippe did not obey his sister’s exhortation to

seek repose in bed. Her engagement to procure a substitute

took absorbing possession of his soul. What did she mean to

do ? How in tact could she raise the purchase-money ?

Vague fears of inconvenience, perhaps of humiliation and

suffering to her, crowded upon his mind
;
and wrought upon

jby his great love for his sister, Philippe paced about the

room, his kindling resolves almost verifying Sophie’s half

prophecy, that — “A change might again come over

him.”
He watched the progress of the winter morning through

his windows. He descended to the breakfast room. A note

from his sister awaited him upon the table

They accordingly went thither together. Emile prophe-
sied either that Sophie would be found under the chevalier’s
roof, after obtaining money from him to purchase a substi-

tute, or that the chevalier would be reported absent, no one
knew where. Although Philippe indignantly flouted his vile

suspicions, yet the jealous lover desired him to call to mind
how coldly Sophie had treated her old friend, the very last

evening they had all been together ;
and he added, that, al-

though upon that occasion she had told him (Emile) that she
knew nothing of the chevalier’s visit in the course of the
day, yet he had since good reason to think that they had
spent many hours together in the garden.

Neither of Emile’s prognostics proved true. They saw the
chevalier, and his assurance of total ignorance of the present
fate of Sophie could not be doubted. It was the day, and
near the hour when, according to notice received, Philippe
was to repair to the town to learn the exact time fixed for

his march as a conscript towards the frontier. Emile accom-
panied his friend. In the town, having presented them-
selves before the proper authorities, they were told that Phi-
lippe was now a free man, a substitute havingtaken his place
three days before

;
and it was added that the young person,

from some pressing motive not explained, had urgently re-

quired, and eventually obtained, written permission to has-
ten, as soon as he wished, to the head town of the depart-
ment, where all the conscripts of his district were to as=

semble by a certain day.

A dreadful though true misgiving seized upon Philippe.
He asked to have the features of the substitute described to

him. Emile and he gazed, thunder-struck, at each other,
while his request was complied with. Philippe, after a mo-
ment’s pause, requested to knowhow the substitute had been
dressed. In the details given, he recognised a suit of his own
clothes. The name was the last request

;
and then the

friends mounted two good horses. The next day theygained
the chief town of the department. A substitute of the name
given had set out the day before, with many others freshly
come in, and classed together at random, to join a corps ac-
tually in the field, only a few miles beyond the near frontier.

Then Philippe and Emile put their stout horses to the
best.

It was the next morning, just after day-break, that the
noise of musketry and cannon reached them on their rapid
journey. A short time after, they gained from a height a
view of a smart skirmish.

“ I am quite sure of obtaining a substitute, only I must be

absent some days from home. When you read this, I shall be
already distant from you.
“As you wish me to succeed, make no inquiries about me

till we meet.
“ Adieu,

“ Dear brother,
“Sophie,”

Agitated with he knew not what terrors, Philippe soon

disobeyed the injunction of the last lines. lie hastened to

question the servants about Sophie’s departure from the

house. No one had seen her leave it. He spoke with his

brother Arnaud, who rode off to make inquiries in the neigh-

bourhood.

Philippe himself walked to Emile’s house. The young
man had just gone, galloping hard and in no amiable humour,
towards a distant point, on pretended business, and would not

return for three days. Philippe walked home again, and in

the course of the day saw Arnaud come back, without obtain-

ing the slightest information of their sister. Inquiries and

searches were continued for the better part of three days in

the adjacent town, as well as in the country, hut without ef-

fect. Emile appeared at the chateau, agitated with the news

of Sophie’s elopement. A.t first, even he could make nothing

of it ;
Ibut after a moody pause, he smote his thigh and

asked Philippe to accompany him, to the fiquse flf his rich

rival*

French soldiers were in quiet retreat over the plain below
them.

It would be superfluous to go through all the little events

;
which, in rapid succession, brought the brother and sister

1 together. Enough to say, that Philippe outstripped even
Sophie’s lover when he saw her in immediate danger, brought
down with a pistol shot the whiskered and moustached Prus-

sian whose sabre was descending on her head, and after de-

livering her into Emile’s arms, stood his ground in her place,

doing his work like a man and a soldier. The change did

come over him from that moment. He served many cam-
paigns with honour, and returned to his family, holding high

rank as an officer.

For Sophie, she yet lives as an affectionate wife and mo-
ther, having a few years after the events just related mar-

ried Emile, who also gained honour and station in the service

of his country
;
and she also wears (whenever she likes) a

military decoration, presented to her soon after the facts of

her lofty yet tender heroism had become known to the Em-
peror Napoleon.

H C a D .

A SCENE IN COLOMBIA.

The sky cleared on the approach of morning; and after hav-

ing stood upon the pommel of the Saddle, and admired the sea

view, which was mqcfl clearer than when Jlqmjpoldt wa§ upon
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it, inasmuch as we saw distinctly the islands which lie sought

in vain, we bade adieu to the Saddle.

Our descent was well nigh marked with similar difficulties to

those that accompanied our upward progress; but though in

spite of ourselves bewildered and entangled in the woods, we
determined, as soon as we reached the bottom of a deep ravine,

implicitly to direct our course by the torrent which flowed

through it, a resolution to which we adhered as closely as some
high falls, yawning chasms, and their frightful and precipitous

sides would permit.

It was already sunset, when, as Hilario, (whose basket had
been emptied the night before before,) was leading the way
with a peculiar lightness of step, springing from stone to stone
as he descended the torrent, we suddenly observed him stop and
lift his hand, as if to call attention. From the valley of

Caraccas, which was opening to our sight at the distance of a
mile or more, distinctly rose several reports of musquetry in

quick succession. It seemed to come from the Hacienda where
we had left the horses, and scarcely was heard for a minute
before it ceased. Apprehensions for our horses immediately
assailed us; for, no matter who won, our beasts were likely to

be considered fair spoil by the individuals who remained in

possession of the premises. Continuing our descent, with some
anxiety for our cattle, Hilario, still in the van, started back at

a turn of the channel, and running back, motioned us into the

wood, where we concealed ourselves, almost within reach of
any who should pass, Hilario being nearest to those who might
approach. A minute scarce elapsed when there appeared as-

cending the channel of the torrent a muscular man of the
darkest Sambo cast, with a mighty chest and powerful limbs.

His dress consisted solely of a coarse pair of drawers and san-
dals of ox-hide; his body was naked from the waist upwards,
as were his legs from the knee down. A close-curled, thick
beard enveloped liis chin and lips, and a profusion of matted
liair, his only covering, fell like a bonnet over his red eyes,

which derived additional fierceness from high cheek-bones and
an aquiline and well-proportioned nose. He carried in his

hand an English carbine, or rather a musket cut down to that

size; and in a leathern scabbard, from a cord about his waist,

depended a broad and rudely-mounted machette. He had also

a broad belt or yuarniel of leather, which fastened round his

body with a buckle in the rear, the front being adapted for the

reception of cartridges. A gout of blood oozing from the globe

of his left shoulder betrayed a small perforation where a musket
ball had passed; but he ascended the rough course with an air

of stern abstraction, only diverted to a slight movement of im-
patience when the gout trickled and obliged him to wipe it off

with a hand already bloody from the operation.

Behind the Sambo—whom I instantly recognised as the
same who had escaped from the llaneros on the day preceding
our expedition—came a tall, light-made youth, of about eigh-

teen, of a clear copper complexion, and evidently of Indian
race, the mildness and regularity of his features, however, be-

lied by an occasional shrewdness and design in their expression
as he kept his eye upon the Sambo in his front. He was un-
armed, but his dress, with the exception of a faded blue forage

cap, with a red border, was that of his companion. The first

glance informed me that his face was even better known to

me than the other’s—it was that of Valez, who had deserted

from the British Legion.

Just at the spot where Hilario had concealed himself, the
foremost of the two, whose sandal had become loosened from
the water, stooped to adjust it, leaving his carbine upon the

root of a tree while he tightened the thongs. The Indian’s
eye glared with sudden design, and taking possession of the
arm thus abandoned, he sprang back a pace or t wo,
and levelled at the Sambo, at the same instant thus address-
ing him—“Rufino, I follow you no farther!—too long al-

ready you have made me herd with the marauders to whose
den you inveigled me. I go to surrender myself in Caraccas;
attempt to detain me, and I’ll unlid your brains!”

“Fool!” returned the Sambo, without rising from his pos-
ture, “they’ll gh99t y<?u ^itfun the hour!”

“Perhaps not,” replied the Indian, “for well you know,
Rufino, that my case is—”
“A bad one,” roared the Sambo, bounding upon him with

his drawn machette, while his surprised opponent fired into
the air. The boy had stumbled against the bank, and the
desperate blow aimed to cleave his head struck the carbine
from his hand in falling. Quick as thought lie fastened close
round the strong body of the Sambo, and they staggered into
the midst of the torrent. In an instant the Sambo found
himself struggling with an additional foe

; Hilario, who had
recognised his comrade and compadre now almost strangled
in a grasp of iron, darted to his assistance; but ere the rest
of us could reach the spot, the dark form of the Sambo
dropped lifeless between them, and the torrent ran red with
his blood.

The rescued Indian stood gasping for breath, and clutched
Hilario’s knife, which had unconsciously met his hand, and
been plunged into the Sambo’s side

;
it was bathed to the hilt,

nay his knuckles dripped with gore.

The gloomy visage of Rufino was ashy and horrible; and
as we dragged the heavy corse from the water, and placed it

on the margin, the group presented a study for a painter.

The author of the catastrophe had now recovered, and stared
affrighted at the work of his own right hand. “I never
meditated his death,” faltered the youth; “Heaven surely
made it his destiny 1—my father’s blood is on his hand.”

“Thy brother’s, too, poor boy,” I added, in English, not
meaning to address him. But he understood me, and snatch-
ing his trampled forage cap from the water’s edge, attempted
to stifle a violent burst of feeling; but the choking sobs and
burning tears found way

;
and seating himself upon the root

from which he had taken the carbine, the words “Deserter!
orphan!—homeless!—let me die!’’—were barely audible, as
he buried his face in his cap, held in the left hand, while tho
torrent into which his right had dropped unconsciously, bore
off the tinge of homicide.
“Valez,” I repeated, touched at the situation of the young

deserter, “don’t you know me?”
“Alas, Sir, how could I forget my Lieutenant, who has

always treated me with kindness,” replied the boy, with an
effort to overcome his emotion, in which he partially

succeeded.
“Why did you leave the Legion?” I inquired; anxious,

though with little hopes, to find some palliation in his story

to enable me to interest myself in his behalf;—“be frank
with me.”
“ My father took me away and the hoy, with recovered

self-possession, stood up before me. “But there is much to

be done first

;

I can tell that afterwards. I was on my way
to present myself to you in Caraccas, when I met Rufino near
the hut where he usually deposited his arms while visiting

Caraccas. I feigned to be the bearer of a message to himself*

and while waiting for sun-down to pursue his course, wa
were beset by a small party of soldiers. Fearful of the con-

sequences of beirlg taken in such company, I resolved on en-

deavouring to effect my escape with him. We outstripped,

the soldiers, and got into these woods, but not before Rufina

was wounded by a shot from one of the assailants. Ihey
followed no farther than the Hacienda that lies at the foot of

the mountain.”
“And are there still, perhaps?” I observed.
“ No, Sir, we saw them from the wood, going oil towards

Petares
;
the leader and three others mounted on horses taken

from the Hacienda, and three others on foot.”

As we hurried down the remainder of the ravine, Valez in-

formed me, that, in consequence of intelligence to the effect

that Caraccas had remained almost without troops, Cisneros

had determined upon some movement for which he was as-

sembling his whole force. He (Valez) had been despatched

as the bearer of written instructions (which taking from his

cap he gave ine) to a subordinate chief, who was to meet

Cisneros with fifty men in Petares, an hour after midnight.

The Chief, himself, with a more considerable body, was to

pasa the Hacienda 9f Andafleres, where Rhftnq was to meet
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him wife instructions from Caraccas, and Valez with Isidro’s

reply.

“Dona Gerotoima's estate is then in danger, ” I exclaimed,

“let us hasten to Petares; that cursed party lias taken our

beasts, or I could go direct from this and bring away the

ladies, while you, Batt, carried the information to Caraccas.”

We now sallied from the woods of the ravine; and the Haci-

enda being at hand on the left, we found it too true that our

beasts were gone; but before we emerged from the shade of

the plantation, on our way to the road, Petares being distant

half a league, and Caraccas the same distance on the right, the

beat of horses’ feet was heard galloping on the plain, and pre-

sently my lamented Sayno made his appearance, wi ll his rein

dragging, and snorting with affright, as lie gallooed from the

plain, now lighted by the ascending moon, and fled tirougi the

trees, bending his course towards toe house we had left. “Fast

on his flying traces catni” six or seven horsemen of toe gnar-

dia, with their bear-skin caps, who, as soon as they spied us

under the trees, commenced discharging their c amines, and

shouting, “ Here they are—-down witti the thieves—no quar-

ter'”-—to the astonishment of Mr. Walker, and discomfiture of

the whole party. S >me of them were even preparing to dis-

mount and charge us with their lances, when fortunately an

officer of theirs, to whom I was well known, ca ne up with a

reinforcement from the squadron halted on the road. Aldado

knew my voice, which was exerted lustily, and finding that no

harm was done, laughed heartily at the mistake. He could

not blame the men; “ for, really,” he observed, “ your appear-

ance is enough to warrant it; and, besides, we found a thick-

headed corporal with a party of infantry at a hut near this,

and he told us he ha i started some of Cisnero's people not an

hour ago, and taken some beasts. The tool must needs mount
the beast himself, and the clumsy mountaineer was thrown,

and nearly got his neck broke. A nice horse for the squadron

—I’ll get him trained for my———

”

“No occasion,” I interrupted, “ lie’s in the service already.”

I procured ahorse for Hilario, who was well acquainted with

the road; and scarcely bidding good evening to my compagnons

de voyage, followed him as he led the way by a narrow path,

along the mountain foot to the Hacienda of Dona Geronima.

I learnt from the officer, that the troops withdrawn from

Caraccas had remained a couple of days at a short distance

from the city, and had suddenly returned tha^ very evening,

his squadron and a battalion of infantry being§now on their

march to Petare, not having been permitted to halt in Ca-
raceaSo

Less than an hour brought us to Andaffores, whose vicinity

was announced to us by the thumping of African drums, the

thrumming ot bandolas, and the peals of songiand laughter of

the festive negroes. We found the ladies enjoying the coolness

of the hour, before the piazza of their simple but happy-look-

ing mansion. Dona Geronima occupied a light hammock,
suspended between two lemon trees, and her son, a thoughtless

boy of seventeen, was seen lying upon a mat, in the moon-
light, carolling some sweet boleros, in the plaintive manner of

his country, while a couple of slaves were placing an excellent

supper upon a table already laid for them in the open an*.

“ Ah, Caballero 1” exclaimed several voices at once, as I ap-
proached and dismounted, “do wo see you here at last?—we
expected you yesterday !—but, Virgin del Carmen!—what a
figure! Come, tell us all the adventures on the Siila;—where
are your friends?” *

I entreated them to excuse my emering into the detail at

present, and have their mules saddled immediately, unless they
preferred remaining to become acquainted with Cisneros and
his gang, and witness a conflict of which it was probable the
Hacienda would very shortly be the scene.

“ The saddles! the saddles!” now became the cry, for the
mules were tethered, and feeding at the other side of a prickly
pear hedge, close by.

“ They are in Taito Francisco’s hut,” answered Fernando,
^but the negroes are assembled in ttie house, and before the
do /r, and they must not know of our going. Some of them, I
have reason to believe, are in league with Cisneros.”

" They must J?e half drunk, from the frantic racket they keep

up there,” I observed; “ if we could onlymake them completely
so ,v>

“ The very thing,” cried Fernando; and running into the
house, he came out with a demijohn of aquardiente.

“ The deuce is in it,” he said, “ if this won’t floor two-and-
twenty of them. It is more than a bottle a-pieee; besides, con-
sider what they have had already;” and hurrying off with it to

the negro huts, at the distance of a hundred yards or so, in

the midst of the coffee plantation, his voice was shortly heard
above the racket and singing of the slaves, as lie gave out at

its highest pitch the toasts, which were all pledged with accla-

mations and brimming calabashes,—“ Viva el Libertado?
Simon Bflivar!—Viva el General Soublete!—Viva el General
Paez!—Viva la R mublica de C >lom >ia!”—were successively
bawled out at the top of his voice, with all the fury of enthu-
siasm, and received with the loudest approbation by the ne-

groes. They also drained full gourds to their Sonora Dona
Geronima, -each of their young mistresses by name, and their

kind young “ Amo Fernando;” while old Taito Francisco de-

dared that the negro who was backward in getting drunk on
such an occasion was a good-for-nothing negro; and as precept
is nothing without example, he was the first to fall himself.

The noise of falling chairs and tables, and the tumbling of the

intoxicated, was h ard at length to succeed to their late hilarity.

“Surely,” thought I, “Fernando has not got drunk too, that

his bawling has ceased!” I ventured there to see; two or three

negroes still kept their feet, as if determined to sell themselves
dearly, bestriding the bodies of the majority who covered the
ground inside and out, amid fallen stools, pumpkins, gourds,

and guitars. Before the door, sitting upon the drum, which
was the trunk of a tree, hollowed and covered with hide, Fer-
nando wiped his brow, and waited till they should fall too.

“ One more,” I cried, “ and all ’s right.”

“Vivan cuantos negros hay en todo el mundo entero!” bsl-

,

lowed Fernando.
“ Que vivan!” yelled a hardy old negress in a tone both shrill

and here s and down went the noble remnant altogether.

“Now for it,” cried Fernando; and treading on the necks of

haughty Congo, we entered the hut, and took the heavy appa-
ratus of side-saddles from the cross beams where they had been
placed, and proceeded to saddle the mules. In five minutes we
had the pleasure of seeing the ladies safe off, with two favourite

female slaves along with them. But when we reached the ex-

tremity of a dark lam-, the brisk challenge, “ quien vive,” was
given by a company of infantry from Petares. It was my
friend Ciervo who commanded it, and he hoped that I would
remain with him, that my knowledge of the ground might
serve to guide him in his dispositions.

“Certainly,” was my answer, for Batt and Walker, who had
with difficulty recovered their horses in Petares, came up at

the moment, and I requested to resign the ladies to their pro-

tection,

“Much obliged,” said Captain Batt, “ but I may perhaps be
more serviceable in remaining to take care of their property.

Walker, however, is so fagged and abused, that I strongly re-

commend liis return; for though we have been fellow pilgrims

to the Sflla, there is no reason why we should drag him into a
business where there are likely to be more broken pates than
laurels reaped.”

Walker having nothing to offer in objection, joined Fer-

nando in conducting the ladies to Petares; and taking our

leave of them, Batt and I proceeded with Ciervo and the little

column, which amounted to sixty men.
Poor Batt confessed himself miserably hungry; he had not

eaten since the night before on the Silla, and I quite revived

him by the intelligence that supper was awaiting him on the

table before the piazza. I had myself taken advantage of the

interval of Fernando’s filling the chair among the negroes, to

make my midnight dejeune of chocolate, cheese, and ayacas.
“ Then, pray,” hinted the keen captain, “ let us get there

before Cisneros, or he may be the man to anticipate me.”

As we approached the Hacienda, the moonlight, bright as

day, and the shadows of the woods and hills black as night,

lay on the landscape in deep tranquillity, and nothing but the

dull shuffle of the ppldW foot in the dust mi nmcmg #19
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grass was heard, as we entered from the Savannah into a
gloomy defile, with steep overhanging sides, through which a
river flowed, after passing before the house. Crossing the
river in front, of the house, the path climbed a steep ridge or
hillock, and fell into an extensive plain on the further side. By
that path Cisneros must approach. Having stationed a cor-
poral’s guard in such a position on the hillock as to give us
warning of the approach of an enemy without discovering our
presence, we proceeded to take such measures as time per-
mitted to ensure the destruction or capture of the robber and
his gang. The company was so distributed a3 to preclude the
possibility of retreit or dispersion, in case of the band assem-
bling, as was most likely, in the open space be ore the house,
the paths which led from it into the Hacienda having been
rendered impassable to the bare-legged crew, by cutting down
the prickly pears which formed the fences, and heaping them
across them. The defile- by Which we had arrived was alone
left open to them, a party of wild llaneros having by this time
arrived and placed themselves in the savannah, on the Be-
tares side, to prevent their escape in that direction. “ They
are crossing the open ground beyond the hill,” was reported
from the advance. “ Throw a stone into the river when they
reacli the foot, and then keep close.”

“ Come, gentlemen, to your posts,” was ordered by Ciervo,
our commandant.

“ They’re in a devil of a hurry,” complained Captain Batt,
“ I have only remedied twelve out of my twenty-four hours’
fast.”

“ You had better,” I suggested. “ take the things with you
to the bash;” for Butt was unfolding the plantain leaf enve-
lope of a third ayaca.
“So I will, faith,” he answered; and making Hilario bundle

up the provisions, he led the wav, shouldering a long old-fa-
shioned Spanish fowling-piece, Hilario following With a cross-
hilted toledano, five feet long, under his arm, a chocolate pot
in one hand, and the cloth fall of eatables in the other, to the
thicket, at the pass of the river. I remained with Ciervo and
the party, concealed in the house, and having closed the doors
and windows, we stood watching from the half-open shutter
of an inner room, which commanded a view of the pass, in ex-
pectation of the signal. We could plainly distinguish the cau-
tiously-shown head and shoulders of the sentinel upon the hill,

who watched the advancing column of the Bandidos. At
length I saw him shrink into his cover, and I involuntarily
railed the arm which I was provided with, to examine the
lock uy the ray of moonlight that stole through the aperture of
the shutter. The descent of a large stone through the for

liage of the thicket, and its fall and splash among the frag-
ments in the river’s bed, announced that those we expected
were already ascending the hill. After a dead silence for a
few minutes, two dark figures sprang into view against the sky
and stood upon tha summit of the ridge. I could distinguish
their dress to be dark ponchos, and straw hats despoiled of
rim, except a peak in front, so as to resemble a schaco. Their
arms were carbines, with guarniels or cartridge-belts about the
waist, and machette3 by their sides.

After a glance over the Hacienda, upon which the stillness

of midnight brooded all unbroken, they dropped in a few ac-
tive bounds to the pass, and emerging from the thicket, left

the ambuscade behind them, and stood in the open space in
front of the piazza. They were soon followed by the rest of
those composing the band’s advance, all similarly accoutred.
As these successively reached the brow of the hill, they des-
cended in Indian file, and on reaching the Spot where the sup-
per table had stood, drew up with some appearance of order,
and awaited the arrival of the main body.

The hill was 30on covered fidth a new party of the robbers,
which formed in tile rear of the first; their united numbers
amounting to 150. One inJividu il, mounted upon a fine mule,
with holsters, a blunderbuss, a broad oil-skin hat, and a silver-
mountel sword, was conspicuous am mgst his fell >W3; it could
be no other than Cisneros. A cautious survey from his ele-
vated situation detained him for some moments on the summit,
and I felt an apprehension that he would not pass the ambus-

cade. “Itufino!’ he called, in a voice Which was distinctly
heard.. “ He hal not.ye’t appeared,” was replied from below.
Spurring his in ule, which descended, half sliding, half' running
down trie steep track, the outlaw alighted among his band.
“ And the youngster who was to have 'returned from Isidro?”
“Hor he neither,” was tine reply.

“Then nU is lost; l hear firing in the direction of Be 6a res;
it has been a trick; the soldiers are back, llufmo is taken, and
the boy has b f rayed us. To work then, plunder and destrov
this den and its rebel brood,—dash in the door of the hous»,—
spare none of them, and revenge Jiufino.—Viva Fernando sc-
tinio!”

When the robbers, yelling with delight, had Ffc their ranks,
and in a tumult were advancing headlong, each striving to bo
first, the doors and windows were thrown open, and such a
blaze of destruction poured forth upon them, that every ball
seemed to have reached a second victim in the mass. Thun-
derstruck, they fell back in dismay; and though there were
some who recovered sufficiently from the panic to return the
fire, the greater part of them sought to repass the river, and
regain the height above. Baft, whose appetite for the fray
was equal to that which he had shown at supper, stood in the
centre of the narrow path, in the darkness of the thicket, and
in their retreat saluted them with a volley from the ambus-
cade: the ground was strewed with blankets and straw hats.
The Petares road was now their only remaining means of re-
treat, and crowding into it, their leaders, who must have had
some trained soldiers amongst them, in vain endeavoured to
restore order, in men accustomed to the cover of rocks and trees,

as independent marksmen in their mountain fastnesses, tkafc

when at length they found themselves pressed by the advanc-
ing soldiers, who drove them through the shallow bed of the
stream, with the footpath on its margin, as it ran through the
deep lane, they by some means became aware of their posi-

tion, and gathering fury from despair, disputed the ground
step by step, opposing their machettes to the bayonets of the
soldiery.

A trumpet, announcing the presence of the. cavalry is the
savannah, towards which they were receding1

,
redoubled their

efforts, so dreadful to them was the idea of the cruel lancers of
the plains. They closed with their antagonists, and wrestled
for life beneath new combatants, who trampled on friend and

j

foe, as they strove and splashed in the reddening stream among
the bodies of the slain. The firing, which, in consequence of
the narrow front and closeness of the conflict, had almost ceased
on our side of the defile, was heard reviving on the other, the
Bandidos having opened upon the cavalry, who had discovered
themselves prematurely. A cry was raised, and the gang
hastening to the summons, we discovered under the lofty over-

hanging bank, which here enlarged on one side like a quarry, a
corral, or cattle pen, of rough palisades, which the darkness of

the pass, and the shade of a few trees left among the stakes,

had caused to he overlooked. It was already in their posses-

sion, and many were still in the act of clambering over the bdt-

ricaded entrance, some with the activity of derr, others with

difficulty and by the aid of their comrades, as though impeded
by their wounds. Those who failed vrere shot, or transfixed

in the channel of the stream.

The palisades, from behind which the Bandidos kept up an
unceasing fire, ran along the edge of the river, which had been
somewhat undermined by a late-swollen current. Several at-

tempts to force the estaca^je proved ineffectual, f >r the water

became knee-deep just beneath the pen, and the hank, ste.'p

and slippery, scarcely afforded a footing by grabbing the

strong palisades, which were defended furiously by the occu-

pants. They grappled with the bayonets employed with diffi-

culty against them, wrenched them from the muzzles, and cut

down with their machettes the soldiers who clung precariously

against the CticloSur *. The use of the lasso was suggested.

Ciervo immediately approved of it, and a messenger was des-

patched to the savannah. Several dismounted llnnefos were
brought lip with the coils of hide cord with which they are

provided for the purpose of catching the day’s rations from

the wild herd upon the march, or tethering their beiiSts
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amid the pasturage of the Llanos. A broad cloud which was
beginning to obscure the moon, and the foliage of the margin
to which we now confined ourselves, scarcely permitting more
than the flashes of our musketry to be distinguished by the

Bandidos on the opposite bank, at the distance of twelve or

fifteen paces, combined to favour the experiment. Several

lassos were thrown from the bed of the river upon the stakes

of the enclosure, which, yielding to a heavy and simultaneous
pull, the greater part of it, with a considerable portion

of the bank, came down, bringing several of the defen-

ders with it, headlong into the river, where they were sacri-

ficed to a man, many of them before they recovered from the

fall. And now we entered the corrab with mingled lance and
bayonet, the exasperated soldiers no whit inclined to give

quarter to the followers of Cisneros, who had cost them many
a brave comrade, and many a night and day of toil, exposure,

and privation, in vain pursuit of them. Though driven to the

remotest part of the area, which was surrounded by the over-
hanging sides of the quarry, they had disputed fiercely every
pace, as might be gathered from the ground, over which they
gave way reluctantly; and now the desperate remnant of the
band, hemmed in on all sides, showed front in the shade of the
farthest recess, with every appearance of a determination to
fight on to the last.

At length the moon, unveiled and bright, showed the area of
the pen covered with dead and dying, and the wounded crawl-
ing among them. Those of the robbers, for the most part
killed, presented dark bodies, naked from the waist, their
ponchos having been thrown over the left arm as a defence, or
cast away as an incumbrance. The soldiers, on the other
band, were distinguished by their white linen dress and black
cross-belts. Dimly in the shade of the recess the surviving
Bandidos showed, mid the flashes and the smoke, like panting
tigers brought to bay. More clearly seen, with white figures,

partly in the gloom, and part illuminated, by the rays of the
high moon, the troops were pressing them with lance and
bayonet, eagerly bent upon their annihilation. A bugle note
swelled above the conflict, and the soldiers, obedient to the
sound, fell back. The robbers also took respite, and, except
the iron ringing of the ramrods, and the dull shock which tells

the cartridge home, the contest was suspended.
Ciervo stood forward, and summoned Cisneros to surrender

himself, and his followers to lay down their arms, or to expect
no quarter. A murmur was first heard among the handful
thus addressed, and then a bitter laugh of incredulity and de-
fiance.

“ Misguided men, 5
* continued Ciervo, “ deliver up that trai-

tor who deceives you, and trust to the clemency of the govern-
ment yourselves, or perish here. I want an answer!”

It was given:—a carbine was discharged, and Ciervo fell

dead.

A shout of rage and a deadly volley from the soldiers fol-

lowed the catastrophe of their captain
;
and throwing them-

selves upon their foes with furious precipitation and mutual
exhortations of “ No quarter!” the conflict was renewed with
recruited ardour on both sides, the Bandidos frantically endea-
vouring to close with their antagonists, notwithstanding the
length and superiority of their arms, and in several instances
advancing upon the weapon that transfixed them to inflict

another wound. Eight or ten of them were Anally discovered,
struggling still hut nigh exhausted, among the bodies of their
comrades that lay thick around them, feebly endeavouring to
parry the repeated thrusts of the bloody steel intent upon their
sacrifice.

Succeeding with difficulty in checking the eagerness of the
men to effect the total destruction of the outlaws, I again pro-
posed to them the alternative, to give up their arms or be
slaughtered where they stood. They now surrendered; but
there were those who could not have raised their right arms
again had the struggle been protracted.

“ Where is Cisneros?”
“He has fallen,” answered one of the captive Bandidos: £5 I

saw him tumble from the path into the riyer, with a tall sol-

dier, wbQ had seized him by the throat.”

That I concluded must be Serjeant Barragan. “ Where is

he?” I inquired. A soldier reported that the serjeant must be
lying in the river half way to the house, with his head split in

two with a machette, the blow having been just dealt in time
to enable the outlaw to escape from his grasp.

INSTANCES OF TWO O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING
COURAGE.

This rather singular appellation to courage, which is ever
ready for action, is related by Las Casas, as having been ap-
plied by Napoleon :

—“ As to moral courage,” observed he,
“ I have very rarely met with two o'clock of the morning kind.

I mean unprepared courage, that which is necessary on an
unrespected occasion, and which in spite of the most unfore-
seen events leaves full freedom of judgment and decision.”

There is, however, a good anecdote related of Lewis Berto
de Crillon, a gentleman of Avigaron, which eminently dis-

plays this kind of ever ready courage.

The Duke of Guise, to whom he had been sent after the
reduction of Marseilles, having a mind to try his courage,
agreed with some gentlemen to give a sudden alarm before
Crillon’s quarters, as if the enemy had been masters of the
town

;
at the same time he ordered two horses to the door,

and rushing into Crillon’s room, cried all was lost ;
that the

enemy were masters of the town and port, had broke and put
to flight all that opposed them

;
that two horses were at the

door, and desired him to haste and fly. Crillon was asleep
when the alarm was given, and hardly awake while the Duke
of Guise was speaking. However, without being at all dis-

concerted at so hot an alarm, lie called for his clothes and
his arms, saying, they ought not on too slight grounds to

give credit to all that was said of the enemy
;
and even if the

account was correct, it was more becoming men of honour to

die with arms in their hands than to survive the loss of the
place. The Duke of Guise being unable to prevail on him
to change his resolution, followed him out of the room ; but
when they were got half way down stairs, not being able to

contain himself any longer, he burst out a laughing, by
which Crillon discovered the trick that had been played on
him. He assumed a look much sterner than when lie only
thought of going to fight, and squeezing the Duke of

Guise’s hand, said, swearing at the same time, <c young
man, never make it a jest to try the courage of a man of ho-

nour, for, by G— ! hadst thou made me betray any weak-
ness, I would have plunged my dagger into your heart,” and
then left him without saying a word more,”—-Sullfs Me -

moirs.

CAPTAIN GROSE AND THE DONKEY.

The above-named officer was the son of the celebrated

antiquarian whose talents he appeared to inherit. He bravely
fell in the siege of Seringapatam. His memory is cherished

by many of his brother officers, who were admirers of his

genuine humour.

Having had occasion to make some communication to head
quarters, he was received much in the usual manner by one
of the understrappers, who told him that no verbal communi-
cation could be received, but that what he had to say must
be sent through the medium of an official letter. It happened
some days after that he had a party dining with him, and
among them were a few members of the staff. While in the

middle of the dinner, a jackass came running among the tent-

ropes, exerting his vocal organs in a manner by no means
very pleasing to the captain or his guests. On which he rose

from the table, and thus accosted the noisy quadruped. “ I

presume, sir, you come ftom head quarters, I receive no
verbal communications whatever, sir. If you have anything
to say to me, sir, I beg you will commit it 19 paper,’'
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BATTLE OF LUTZEN.

Two hours before daybreak the king’s attendants presented

themselves for the purpose of arraying him for the field.

Either owing to his known dislike to heavy armour, or to the

circumstance of his having lately received a contusion in his

right shoulder, which rendered its weight insupportable, he
refused to wear the cuirass presented to him, with the words,
“ The Lord God himself is my sufficient defence,” assuming an
under vest of elk- skin alone, which was supposed to be proof

against a sword thrust. The drums were then ordered to

sound the reveille
,
and in a few minutes the whole Swedish

force, standing to arms, listened to the solemn service of devo-

tion performed by the chaplains of the several regiments. By
this time the morning had dawned, but its rays struggled feebly

with the heavy fog which had fallen on the preceding evening,

and still continued so closely to envelop the field as to hide

every object from view at the distance of two pikes’ length. In
one direction alone the dense medium was partially dispersed

by a glimmering light, afterwards found to have proceeded
from the flames consuming the village of Lutzen, which Wal-
lenstein had commanded to be set on fire for the purpose of

preventing the Swedes from acting on his right flank. As it

was absolutely necessary to wait for the dispersion of the mist

before giving orders for an advance, the king commanded the

feverish interval of suspense to be employed in a general

chaunt of Martin Luther’s celebrated paraphrase of the 46th
psalm, commencing
with “ God is our
strong tower of ref-

uge,” accompanied
by the kettle drums
and trumpets of his

whole army, followed
by a hymn which he
had himself com-
posed, containing

sentiments similar

to those expressed
by the psalmist.

This sublime prelude
to the work of mor-
tal contention was
scarcely over, when
a sudden breeze,

drifting before it the
mist Avhich had hi-

therto hung like a
curtain between the
opposite hosts, al-

lowed a burst of sun-
shine to fall upon the
field, and presented
the majestic array
of each other’s battle
to the full gaze of
either army.
The King of Sweden took immediate advantage of the oppor-

tunity. After kneeling and devoutly repeating his accus-
tomed prayer, “ O Lord Jesus Christ, bless our arms and this
day’s battle, for the glory of thy holy name,” he remounted his
horse, and, with his drawn sword in his hand, rode along his
front, addressing his soldiers by the appellation of his chil-
dren, and adjuring them to distinguish themselves in the con-
test at hand by their devotion to the cause of God and his
gospel, at the same time adding, that if forgetful of their duty,
there was not an individual among them whose bones would
be suffered to repose in the earth of Sweden. Towards his
German allies he made use of similar incentives, reminding
them that the preservation of their civil and religious liberties
would probably be determined by their conduct in the present
struggle. He then gave, as the word of battle, “ God with us”
r’t'te ssuns which he had adopted at keip^ie; afte? which, the

infantry ol the first line, breaking into columns of attack, each
preceded by two field pieces, advanced with the intention of
dislodging the imperial musketeers from the trenches before
them. Wallenstein had, in the meantime, been as urgent in
his appeals to his soldiers, and his exertions were ably se-
conded by the Bishop of Fulda, afterwards killed by a cannon
shot towards the close of the action, who presented himself in
all parts of the field, hastening from rank to rank with a cru-
cifix in his hand, and exhorting the troops to acquit them-
selves manfully in the defence of the holy catholic church, and
the support of the imperial house.

The Swedish infantry, commencing the battle with irresis-

tible impetuosity, under the guidance of their king, who led
them on in person, not only succeeded in spite of the heavy and
uninterrupted discharges of artillery from the imperial right,

and the close fire of musketry from the concealed enemy in

front, in carrying the trenches at the first charge, but pushing
on still further, attacked and gained possession of the seven
pieces of cannon planted behind them, throwing Wallenstein’s
main body itself into some degree of confusion. The imperial
commander, however, rallying his wavering troops, directed so
furious an onset against them in return, that the Swedes, borne
back by superiority of numbers, were compelled to repass the
trenches in confusion, leaving the artillery they had captured
in the hands of its former possessors, and the space between
the trenches and the Austrian lines covered with dead and
wounded. In the meantime, the king, who, as soon as his in-

fantry had passed the trenches, had departed towards his right

wing, as yet unac-
quainted with their

repulse, and observ-

ing through his per-

spective glass two
regiments of heavy
cavalry arrayed in

black armour, under
Colonel Piccolomini,

drawn up in order

before him, covered

by a swarm of Croa-

ton horse command-
ed by their general,

Isolani, observed to

Colonel Stalhanske,

who was at the head
of his Finland cuir-

assiers, “We must
charge yonder black

troopers, or they will

do us some serious

mischief,” and with

these words, leaping

the horse across

the ditch, advanced

against them, ima-

gining himself fol-

lowed by the whole

of the Finland and Smaland cavalry. The troops, however,

were considerably retarded by the difficulty occasioned

by the ditch in their way, and Gustavus, hurried by his

ardent courage, and unaware, from his shortness of vision, of

the close proximity of the enemy, was attended but by a few

of his suite who were able to keep up with him, and among
others by Francis Albert, Duke of Saxe Lauenberg, when he

became a conspicuous object to their marksmen. An imperial

captain, guessing from his bearing that he was a person of

consequence, commanded one of the musketeers to single out

the mounted officer, who was thus fearlessly exposing himself;

and the soldier, in obedience to the order, fired with so true an

aim, that the left arm of Gustavus was shattered a little above

the elbow by the shot. The king, almost fainting with the

sudden pain, exclaimed to the Duke of Saxe Lauenberg,

“Cousin, I feel myself seriously wounded; lead me, I entreat

yQU, thQ fiywr and, taping lug tail’s
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voured to regain the protection of Ills cavalry. But at thi
9

juncture, the mist which had for a time dispersed at the com-
meacementof the action, was again enshrouding the conflict in
comparative darkness, and the king, with the small party
about him, mistaking the right direction, was wandering from
the right to the left wing, when he was overtaken by a
body of Piccolo mini’s cuirassiers. One among them, a cava-
lier, in bright armour, generally supposed to have been Fal-
kenberg, colonel of the regiment of Florence, who was shortly
afterwards slam in the imlee, recognising his person, and ut-
tering the words, “ Is it thou? Long have I sought thee I”
immediately shot him through the boiy with his pistol, while
the horse which he rode, stumbling at the same moment, threw
him forward in the midst of the group of the wounded, princi-
pally composed of his own household, who had fallen around
him.
After having some time lain in this condition, unnoticed by

friends and enemies, amidst the confusion, a party of irregular
cavalry in the imperial service, arriving upon The spot, and
dismounting to despoil the slain, on finding hum still exhibiting
symptoms of life, inquired his name and quality. “I am the
King of Sweden,” replied the dying monarch, “ and seal with
my blood the liberty and religion of the German nation l” And
a soldier among the plunderers, on receiving the answer, with-
out a moment’s hesitation discharged his pistol through his
head, while a second transfixed him with his sword. Notwith-
standing these terrible wounds, the king had still sufficient
strength to pronounce the exclamation, 41 My God! my God!”
To which he afterwards added, “ Alas! my poor Queen !”

THE MODERN I A C II I M O

.

( Concluded from our last.)

Tub postilion cantered on with his horses, and Cathcart
moved towards the house. It was a thatched, mean cottage,
in slovenly an i negiectel order, below even the ordinary par
of village inns. The broken panes of the ill-painted windows,
and stove-in panels of the chalk-score 1 d>or, proved the riotous

yet pauper habits of the characters by whom it was frequented.
“ A dreary hostelry to take one’s ease in,” said Cathcart, as

he applied for admission; “ I hope we shall not be condemned
to tarry long in this asylum.” The door was more speedily
opened than he reckoned on from the hour, which he supposed
would find the inmates asleep. The landlord himself, a bluff,

bloated, muscular personage— more resembling a Smithfield
“ xiesher,” than a joily Boniface—whose unchanged, disordered
dress manifested that he must have reposed in ills clothes if

he had lain down to rest the prece ling night—came forth and
inquired the cause of tills early call, and in what way lie could
meet their orders. The break-down was explained, and room
wa3 ordered for the reception of the luggage, which, with the
assistance of the tapster, was carried into the house by C tth-

cart’s servant. William left his fellow-traveller superintend-
ing the removal of the “traps,” and entered the" house to
examine the accommodation. A large fire was blazing in the
small parlour behind the bar, and the landlady and her Maritor-
nes, who seemed to have remained in the same sleepless vigil-

ance as “ mine host,” were engaged in preparing "coffee and
other requisites for breakfast. The travellers were ushered
into two small rooms that communicated with the parlour and
each other (if they chose to sleep until their journey could be
resumed) : Cathcart, feeling fatigued, chose for himself the
apartment nearest the sitting-room, and left for his companion
the other, which was more remote and better furnished, and to
reach which, it was necessary to pass through his own. He
then walked out to acquaint his eleve with this arrangement,
and when in the hall, was surprised to hear Julian barking
angrily a continued challenge, and resisting the entreaties' of
the men to be pacified and silent. He hurried on, and saw
his dog circling round and round the stranger’s trunk, scenting
close to it, and keeping up a low growl of dissatisfaction.

Cathcart stopped tQ view the result of the Montargis alarm

and suspicion toe animal discovered; the chest was moved
nearer to the doorway, the dog still following it with the same
hostile uneasiness; the bearer of it looked to C ithcart to in-
terfere, who smiled, and Julian was called in. The do* oheved
his voice, and drawing from the object, crouched at his master’s
feet, but instantly, on seeing them approach closer, bounded up!
and returned to the charge,

“ It is very strange, sir,” said Cathcart, « to observe the dis-
like my dog has taken to that chest, doubtless without foun-
dation

; however, I must use my interest with him to Mve a,
permit for its importation, or vour Indian friend’s valuables'
may be injured by heavy rain—I see the clouds are threat-
ening—down Julian ! to heel, sir !”

The entire party now re-entered the house, and the
disputed trunk, like the Grecian house, passed within the
walls, and with the remaining baggage was lodged in GathJ
cart's room.

^

A hasty repast was partaken of, and no sign of
the postilion’s return being yet exhibited, Cathcart, followed
by J ulian, withdrew to his room ; his companion, who at break-
fast had given his name as De Miliars, remaining in earnest
colloquy with the landlord.

Cathcart 's first care was to examine the window-bars, and
bolts of the door

; they appeared strong, and unwrenched,
as he essayed and shut them. His o wn portmanteau and
desk were arranged near the low sofa-bed fitted up for his
repose, and the chest belonging to De Villars placed beside
them. Julian cast his eye upon it on entering

; but. as if!

recollecting his master’s prohibition, repressed his dislike,!
and quietly kept close to him and observed his contemplated!
movements. Cathcart sat down upon the couch, and looked:
inquiringly round the room he found himself so unexpectedly!
lodged in. It was a mean, cold chamber, whose furniture!
corresponded with its whitewashed walls and tiled floor

; and
he experienced but little inclination to lie down and sleep,
through anxiety to proceed, and suspicion of the intentions
of the inmates towards him.

Fatigue, however, and want of rest on the past night, were
gradually overcoming his vigilance, and his head was droop-
ing on. the pillow, when Julian, who had been crouching
near him, sprang up as he saw those signs of drowsiness’,
and grasping frisf cloak, shook it violently, as if endeavouring
to recal him to self - possession. Ca thcarc’s surprise returned

;

he was aware of the animal’s sagacity, and determined to test
it yet again, before he demanded an investigation of the
mystery. “Julian certainly does not like that trunk; there
may be more intended than meets the eye; however, I will
net my betrayer in his own tails'. Lie down, Julian, and go I

to sleep : you must not be turning fashionable and nervous!
like your master.”

li e then affected to spread his cloak more carefully around
him, and reclining at full length, to prepare for ado erg and
settled slumber. The dog gave an uneasy whine, repeated
his attempt to disturb, and the moment Cathcart started to
his feet, bounded on the trunk, and barked loud and angrily,
as if he held an enemy at bay. “ Julians hints shall not be
neglected

;
I must drive a javelin through this portentous!

disturber of our peace
;

its owner shall forthwith explain.”;
Unlocking the door, he called to De Villars to enter,
who somewhat disconcerted drew near—the landlord re-
maining behind, close enough to listen to the conversation.!
“ I have rather an extraordinary request to make, sir

; but
at the same time it is one to which I shall take no refusal

; j

there is some charm in your trunk, which has inspired my dog
with a strong aversion to its sight, and myself with a curiosity
equally powerful to see the nature of its contents ; I am sure
that in return for my courtesy last night, you will have no ob-
jection to gratify this innocent inclination.”
De Villars grew uneasy beneath CathcarLs stern and

defying giaoce, which contradicted the sneering smoothness
of his address.

The trunk is not my own
;
and even if it were I should

be just as indisposed to bare my property to your,—-I may say,
impertinent inquisitiveness.”
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you and your associates ;
I know that you have seduced me

iuto a snare; and that the villain who drove me, and that other

wretch who stands quailing behind you, have been hired and

are leagued against me ;
but you have not prevailed—nor

shall exculpate yourself, but by instantly opening that

chest; else I shall arrest you where you stand. I am
armed, and defy you. Open then, I say; I dare you to

do so."
“ Dare me to open it ! You may fire into it, if you like.”

“ I take you at your word; I will fire into it.” Oe Villars

drew back, and his colour changed to a sepulchral paleness
;

he whispered something to the landlord, who answered in

the same tone

—

“Let him try it, and waste his charge
;
’tis ball-proof.”

Cathcart now cocked his pistol and presented at the chest;

and Julian, motionless, as if setting the first covey of the

season, marked, in eager suspense, the result of the trial

shot; while De Villars, steady as if awaiting an antagonist’s

fire, and ready to return it, confronted William, and smiled

at the fears of the females of the establishment, who, deafened

in anticipation by the coming report, were clinging round
each other’s necks in terror.

Cathcart suddenly lowered his weapon and appealed to De
Villars ;

—“ Innocence is always bold, but I have sometimes,
too, seen guilt brazen. Now pause before I fire; for if blood

be spilled, the crim8 be yours—you will not answer me?—
Then bide the event:—one—two—” the last number was
drowned in the pistol-shot—the lock was forced, the lid

dashed open—and in the middle of the sulphurous smoke,
Julian had leaped into the chest, and seized the pent-up and
prisoned form of a man, who, armed with a dagger and pro-

vided with instruments to liberate himself from his ambush,
was couching at the bottom.
The apprehended assassin craved his life at Cathcart’s hand,

who had raised his pistol-handle to strike him down, but on
reflection, permitted him to crawl slowly and unmolested from
the apartment; but rushing on De Villars, lie grasped him by
the throat, and brought him fainting to his knee,—

“Baffled murderer, I know you now! It is my cousin
George Cathcart, I have to thank for this night’s entertain-

ment: you are the ingenious manager of this, our well-wrought
melodrame. A new idea, certainly, to drive into ray property
in my own phaeton. I regret to have proved such a Marplot;
and to compensate for your disappointment, I give you leave
to complete the remainder of your journey alone and at your
own expense;—you comprehend me. But as your India friend

may suffer by the non-appearance of the trunk, I shall cer-

tainly convey it myself to town; and shoull she unfortunately
have sailed, I shall retain it for ever as an ‘ affectionate pledge,’

and souvenir of my very kind relative, Mr. George Cathcart.
And now, ‘ sweet coz,’ adieu.”

William, leaving his servant in charge of the carriage, walked
on to the next town, and procuring a fresh chaise, by untiring
rapidity, reached London in time to appear in court. His
triumph and elation at his cousin’s defeat, satisfied him too
well to think of pressing a prosecution

;
and a few weeks

after, a meeting in Battersea- fields (arising from a quarrel at
roulette upon a disputed wager between single and double
zero), blotted George Cathcart’s name out of the page of ex-
istence, fand freed his relative William, from any suspicion of
future attacks upon his life or rights—who never aftenvards
was known to offer any person, friend or stranger, a seat in his

travelling- carriage.

ME BULL DOG CRUISER IN THE NORTH SEA.

“ You gentlemen of England, who live at home at ease,

Ah ! little do you think upon the dangers of the seas!

Give ear unto the mariners, and they will plainly show
All the cares, and the fears,

When the stormy winds do blow.”

—

Old Song,

“Sam! Sam! do you hoar there, Sam?—Is the steward

sarving the bread out? Sam! Sam! why don’t you answer
Sam?”
“ What do yoit want ?”

“Kindly, my son, kindly. Look out for your bread there :

see that you have weight, Sam : that’s it, my son.”
“Ay, ay,” answered a voice with the quick and impertinent

tone of a spoiled child.

“Look sharp, then, my son—bear a hand, and get your
bread. Do you hear, Sam?”
The person who spoke left the hatchway he was bending

over, and resumed his station on the weather side of the
I
quarter-deck, which he paced with measured steps. The
glass he carried in his hand was every now and then applied
to his eye, sweeping the horizon in search of any vessel that
might reach its focus.

“Well now,” he exclaimed, “this is very odd; not a
single craft in sight; four years and not a chance! we
ought to fall in with some’ut. It wou’d be quite a windfall
for the young’uns at home. But let me see; it’s just one
o’clock, I must call the watch; they’ve had their time to
dinner.”
Proceeding to the fore-scuttle, he put his hand to his

mouth, and bawled out, “Ail—the watch ahoy ! Come, my
sons, move up there

;
I have a deal of jobs for you. Here,

you Dido, go down and hand me ud that coil of three and a
half.”

“Do what, Mr. Bobstay ?” said the boy he addressed.
“ Why hand me up that coil of three and a half to be sure.

Don’t you know what three and a half is?”
“No, Mr. Bobstay, I don’t.”
“Do you ever expect to make a sailor, young’un ? Let

me see, you have been six weeks on board, and not know
what three and a half is ! Why, rope to be sure—rope three
and a half inches in circumference ! Now go hand up the
rope, and reco'lect what I’ve told you-it’s worth a week’s
grog to you. Here, you Jack Thomas, let's have a look at
the boom-gripes. Come, my sons, turn to with a w ill

; it’s
fine weather now, but it can’t last long. Here, Billy Spindle-
shanks, here’s a ball of spunyarn, a sarving mallet, and a fid
of grease—keep a bright eye on the grease, I an’t got any
more

;
there’s plenty of fish on board, and the lads will take

it all to fry them with. Now then, my sons, work away
with a will. Here, you File}’, keep a sharp look out on the
lee bow. Now, my sons, the more you do now, the less
you’ll have to do in harbour.—Why, youngster, why didn’t
you report that ’ere sail? ’

“ I don’t see any sail, Mr. Bobstay.”
“But I do, though.” The glass was instantly applied to

his eye. I here he stood with his legs extended to preserve
his equilibrium

;
his body bent, moving with the motion of

tSie vessel
;
and from the steadiness and anxiety evinced in

his countenance, he reminded me of a pointer setting his
game.
“She’s only a brig running,” he exclaimed, after a few

minutes’ careful observation, at the same time dropping the
glass from nis eye, evidently disappointed. “No luck for us
yet. No matter; there are as good fish in the sea as ever
were caught. 1 wonder if Sam has got the bread yet; I
wouldn’t trust that ’ere steward.—Keep a sharp look out,
Filey, and tell me if you see anything like a fore-and-after
(a name given to cutters, sloops, and all vessels that are not
square-rigged). Mind your helm, Bill Snow, she’s all in the
wind for’ard; keep her clean full, and let her walk.”
Mr Bobstay, the boatswain, was a character in his ilvay;'

but as he will frequently come before us, perhaps it will be
better to let him develop it as we proceed, and leave him for
the present to keep his watch on deck : and as I am anxious
to make my readers acquainted with the arcana of a revenue
cruiser, 1 will at once introduce them into the sanctum
sanctorum of Jack, technically known by the name of the
galley—the place where the sailors eat, drink, and sleep; it

occupies the whole of the forepart of the vessel, and is

thought to be exceedingly comfortable if the men are enabled
to walk upright between the decks. On each side of the
galley there are usually large bins erected, for the purpose
gf keeping the vessels (stores in, on part of the top of which
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the hammocks of the crew are stowed close to the vessel's

side in the day-time. The remainder of the top of the bins

serves as the only table the men have. Projecting; from the

bottoms of these bins are lockers or cupboards which supply
the place of seats. In the centre is the mast and fire-place.

The mast, during the winter, is generally ornamented with
all the foul-weather apparel of the sailors : sea-boots, great-

coats, painted canvass cloaks, and sou’-westers hang around
it in great profusion. The fire-place with its necessary ap-

pendages, such as coppers, oven, &c., stands some little dis-

tance before the mast. During the long winter evenings,

this is the place for comfort, and some extraordinary scenes

occur here. During the day it is a rare circumstance to find

any person idle
;
sailors are sure to be occupied : one perhaps

will be learning the fiddle, another squeaking on an old fife
;

a third cutting the model of a cutter ; and a fourth systemati-

cally mending his trousers.

At the time my readers must take a peep into the galley,

the weather was unusually cold, and the fire had more at-

traction than any other part of the vessel, around which, some
half dozen were amusing themselves with their pipes and
conversation; some were sitting on the deck, others on
buckets turned upside down, and all apparently happy. The
most conspicuous figure of the group was a tall thin man,
standing up, which he was enabled to do by putting his head
a little on one side. There was a self-sufficient smile playing

on his countenance, and one hand was continually being
rubbed over the other. This personage was Mr. Wad, the

gunner, who, to use his own phraseology, had come “to
roast his nose at the galley-fire.”

Mr. Wad (I do like to give people their proper appellations),

was a man who prognosticated all events after they were
over, for nobody ever heard him venture an opinion before;

but let what would happen, he was sure to lay claim to the

gift of divination. In his own conceit he had more ability

than the officers and crew combined; he also excelled in

spinning long yarns, and embellishing simple truth in such
a manner that it became too gross for even Jack to believe.

Opposite to him sat a person who spoke with an air of

authority, which seemed to say, I must be listened to. This
was the steward, who is the clerk of the ship, and who has
the provisions under his charge : as lie conld write a tolerably

good hand, and read better than the generality of the ship’s

company, he was looked up to as a superior person. He had
studied the Printed Instructions so thoroughly that he could

quote any passage from memory; and so much was he in the

habit of doing this, that lie would quote the instructions al-

though quite irrelevant to the subject. But they shall speak
for themselves, and I will give my readers a specimen of

their conversation, which will let them at once into their

characters.

Mr. Wad, at the moment of our introduction, was relating

some marvellous story that he declared occurred on board a
vessel he was serving in. “You talk of them ’ere birds, why
I declare they ’ll eat anything; I myself saw one swallow a
four-pound piece of beef that was dropped overboard by
accident.”

“ How long was this ago?” asked the steward.
“ It must have been twenty years ago, when I first came

on the coast.”

“Mr. Wad,” said the steward, “I don’t believe it. There’s
no such article or section in the Printed Instructions. They
are not large birds, not half as big again as a crow.”

“Well,” replied Wad, “I know that. They are called
cormorants, and they’ll eat anything. Now, if you’ll believe
me, I was once cruising off Flamborough Head, and had the
morning watch; there was plenty of them ’ere birds flying
about: presently a large salmon, full two feet long, sprung
out of the water. Now I suppose you know them birds have
eyes like a hawk ; no sooner did he see the fish than down
be drops, and before the salmon could fall into the water,
the cormorant seized it with his bill, slews it round until the
head was in its mouth, and in less time than I am telling you
the story, the salmon was gone, and away the bird on
shore, having mad? a W? to breakfast,

"

“What a lie!” said a gruff old tar.

Here this part of the conversation was interrupted by

another party bawling out—for in the galley, conversation is

guided by the same rules as a Dutch concert, every one his

own tune—“I tell you what, Tim Roberts, I think it a d d

shame that the English should do anything like it—we’d
wallop them all, give us fair play.”

“I dare say, Joe, you are a smart hand, but it won’t do,

my old 'un; for when I was in the Nancy, of Whitby, as fine

a schooner as ever swam, our captain was in a devil of a

hurry, and wanted to pass through the Sound without saluting

Bronenberg Castle; so we didn’t lower our topsails, when
whack came a shot from the batteries, and carried away our

topmast. Our captain, mate, and two hands went on shore

to the authorities, who was a big wig of a lawyer, and he

was obliged to pay for the shot and powder, and we were

obliged to stay there three days to have a new topmast

made.”

“Well, I don’t care for that,” said the first speaker. “The
English are the nat’rul masters of the seas, and I don’t see

why we should lower our sails to any d—d Dane in the

world.”
“Nor I either,” said the steward. “But it is like other

acts of John Bull—he only bullies when he ought to bite.

The English
”

“What have you to say against the English, Mr. Steward?

I like the English.”

“So do I—that is, the old English,” said another.

“And who are the old English?” asked the steward.

“Why the Welsh to be sure; they are the old English.”

“The Welsh are not the abo-ri-giues of our land,” said the

steward with great pomposity.

“What ship’s that, Mr. Steward?” said Wad; “I never

heard of her before. She’s a three decker at least—the Abo,

Ab-o-ginus—O cus’ me if I can tell.”

“The abo-ri-gines of a country are the—the old people of

the country,” said the steward.

“I don’t know anything about the abo-ginnus,” said the

tar who was so fond of the old English, “but I like the

Welsh. Now you, Bill Jones,” continued he, turning to a

sailor next him, and at the same time hitting him a hearty

slap on the back. “Why don't you stick up for your country?

Come, jabber to him in Welsh—consarnin’ flober a boski,

ha, ha, ha!”
Here the conversation took another turn from the appear-

ance of a lad nicknamed Fiiey-pudding, who asked if any
one had seen the rainbow?
“Rainbow! that wasn’t a rainbow, that was a sun-dog,”

said another, who had followed him from the deck.

The meteor which had attracted the attention of Filey and
the others, was a small segment of an arch situated near the

zenith, coloured with the prismatic tints of the rainbow; but

it differed from it in this respect, the sun did not form its

centre, as the arch was curved in a contrary direction. Sun-

dogs, or weather-gales as they are sometimes called, do not

always show the prismatic colours. In this instance there

was only one visible
;
generally there are more, sometimes

three or four appear together. Sailors firmly believe they

indicate wind, and always look on their appearance as the

fore-runner of a gale.

“Now, if you believe me we shall have a breeze before

long,” said Mr. Wad ;

“ I never saw any of those sun-dogs

that we didn’t have wind and enough of it too. I was once

cruising in the Fancy when the captain said the sun-dogs

were all nonsense; but I knew better, and I told him we
should have wind, and plenty of it; but he wouldn’t believe

me. Well, do you know, in the arternoon it fell quite calm,

and the sea was as smooth as glass
;
but there was a nasty-

swell from the northward and eastward; now you all know
the swell comes before the breeze ;

the clouds began to

gather up. Now there were two or three brigs to the north-

ward of us with top-gallant sails set; presently we saw the

windwardmost brig shorten all her sails, and we could see

the squall coming along the water kicking up a devil of a row,

just! gam? w if a wh?l? parcel <?£ peap had foeea drppped
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into it. We made the old craft as snug as possible, and had

hardly got done before the squall whistled through the shrouds

a most dismal tune, and liove her on her beam-ends, and if

we hadn’t been very smart in lowering the mainsail, we
should have been done for, for the water was running down
the main hatchway. When she righted, she had seven feet

water in her hold. Now I’m sartain this was all owing to

the sun-dogs.”
“ What !” exclaimed the steward, “seven feet water in her !

why your craft didn’t draw above nine feet; as, according

to the Printed Instructions, article sixty, section one hun-
dred and two, all third-class cutters-—*--™’’

“Well, I’m d d,” bawled another, “that’s just as good
a twister as I have heard for some time.”
“ Don’t you believe it?” said Wad, in an angry tone—“I

tell you I saw it
;
and what’s more, Ave rigged both pumps,

and in less than a quarter of an hour there wasn’t a drop
in her.”

“I should have thought,” said the carpenter, a quaint quiet
sort of personage, “that you belonged to the Huffy, Captain
Chaw-the-wind, Avith five decks and no bottom. But that

puts me in mind of a yarn that I heard Avhen I belonged to

the saucy Flyingfish : we were in the Vest Indies when our
second-leeftenant, who was a rigilar bit of a swell, and avIio

always wore a quizzing-glass, happened to be standing at the
gangway, looking at some sharks that were playing about
the ship. Now it so happened that Tim O'Brady, Avho Avas

captain of the maintop—did any of you know Tim O’Brady?
—O, he was a broth of a boy for a drop of grog. Well, as I

was saying, Tim O’Brady was in the maintop
;
he had had

a seven-belle and was a cloth in the wind, when the first-

leeftenant hailed him, and told him to send doAvn a Avliip
;
in

doing this his foot caught in the coil and dragged him out of
the top : luckily for him, he fell slap on the back of the
second leeftenant, and knocked him overboard. Tim O’Brady
wasn’t hurt at all, but stood looking at the second leeftenant
swimming about among the sharks. A boat was soon lowered
down and the second leeftenant was picked up just as he was
sinking with the loss of blood, for a shark had bit one of his
arms off close by the elbow. After some time the second
leeftenant got well

;
but what astounded me the most Avas,

the doctor would cut off some more of his arm, although the
shark had bitten off half a fathom. The doctor said he did
so to make a good stump. Well, the second leeftenant got
quite well, and he larned himself to use his quizzing-glass
with his t’other hand; and I never heard him say much
about his arm, except that lie Avas very sorry he had lost a
beautiful silver ring which was on the little finger

;
and bloAv

me if the loss of that ring didn’t trouble the second leeftenant
more than the loss of his arm. About three months arter
this Ave left the Vest Indies and came home, Avhen we got
into the chops of the Channel we observed a number of sharks
playing about the vessel, and Tim O’Brady happened to
catch one with a piece of pork on a shark-hook. When he
had hauled it on the fo’castle and cut it open—well, now,
what do you think?—the first thing he saw Avasa man’s hand.
He sung out ‘ Tom Slaughter ! Tom Slaughter ! Avhy, d n
me, if the chap an’t got a man in his guts.’ ‘ O, bother,’
said Slaughter, ‘none of your gammon.’ ‘But I say there
is,’ said Tim O’Brady, ‘and I’ve got hold of his flipper.’
I im seized the hand and drew forth an arm, coat and all,

Avitli the stripe of gold lace on it, and Avhat’s more, the silver
ring was fast to the little finger. ‘O Jasus !’ says Tim
O Brady, ‘it’s the second leeftenant’s arm, just as fresh as
the first day it was bit off.’ lie ran aft with it to the second
leeftenant, who looked very much astounded

,
he put his

quizzing-glass to his eye with his t’other hand, and at last
said ‘he didn’t care a d n about losing his arm now that
he had found his silver ring again.’

”

At this moment a boy put his head down the fore scuttle,
and bawled out

—

“ Wad, Mr. Bluff Avants you to look at the almanack,
and tell him how old the moon is.”

The almanack was brought, and Mr. Wad, after wetting his
thuraj? in hi$ mputh, thumbed py^ the leaYPS until, he came

to the month ; there he made a dead pause, and remained with
his eyes steadily fixed on the book; at last lie exclaimed

—

“It’s very odd— it’s very odd!”
“ What’s the matter ?” said several at once.
“ Matter enough,” he at last broke forth—“ matter enough

—

it’s a new moon on Saturday.”
“Is that all?” said his auditors, laughing.
“ Is that all ?” said the steward, with a sarcastic curl of the

lip. “Is that all?” repeated Mr. Wad—“I wish it was all-,

for I never knew a Saturday’s moon without bad weather all

the month.”
“What difference can it make ?” said the steward; “why

should there not be a neiv moon on a Saturday, as Avell as on
any other day?”
“It does make a difference—you’ll see, we shall have it

—

I neArer say a thing will happen, that it doesn’t happen; I know
all the fishermen dread a Saturday’s moon, and don’t you re-

collect the old verse

—

‘A Saturday’s moon

Is once in seven years too soon?’
”

“Well, but Mr. Wad,” said the steward, “do you mean to

say that it was always the case, that a Saturday’s moon fore-

told bad weather?”
“ To be sure I do.”
“ If that is the case, how can you account for the change

when the alteration of the style took place at the end of the last

century? You all know that O.S. means Old Style, and N.S.
means New Style; therefore, if the styles had not been altered,

a new moon in this century would not haAre been on a Satur-
day, and then you would have had nothing to dread, for the
new moon would have fallen upon some other day, but for this

alteration of the styles O.S. and N.S.”

“I know nothing of your styles, nor yourO.S.’s and N.S.’s.”

“But I do, though,” said Filey-pudding, in the broken voice

of a lad of fifteen
;
“ he means Bob Dieken’s new style that is

just put up in the five-acre field.”

“ I mean,” said the steward, rather inclined to be angry, “ I

mean, that at the end of the last century
”

“ We’ve no sentry’s in this craft,” said Mr. Adze, the car-

penter.

“I knoAV that as well as you do,” rejoined the angry steAvard;

“but you won’t let me speak. At the end of the last century,
it was found necessary to alter the style.”

“ What the devil has that to do with it?” said Mr. Wad; “ we
all know the style was altered just before we came in from the
last cruise: so that’s no new stile.”

“You wont lot a fellow speak,” bawled the steward; “my
style an’t your stile: I don’t mean stile, a set of steps, I mean
the style that was altered at the end of the last century—eleven

days—O.S. is the Old Style, and N.S. is the Ncav Style; there-

fore it is clearly proved that Saturday now was not Satur-

day then.”

“This is all as clear as mud in a Avine glass,” said Mr.
Adze.
At this instant the hands were called on deck to some neces-

sary duty, which effectually put an end to the galley-conver-

sation.

The evolutions Avere soon performed, but Mr. Wad had
ceased to spin yarns, and, as usual Avith him, lie was mistaken
in his calculations of the Aveather, for the month continued re «•

markably fine.

The Bull-Dog had almost terminated her cruise; she had
nearly expended all her provisions, and the time for her to return
to port was most anxiously looked forward to by the officers

and men : this variety Avas necessary to their comforts, for no-
thing is so monotonous as cruising on the same coast for months
together. However, the monotony of the Bull-Dog’s cruise

was to be relieved by an unexpected event—the chase of a
smuggler.
On Friday, the 16th December, 18—

,
Mr. Bobstay, the boat-

swain, relieved Mr. Wad, the gunner, from his duties on deck
afew minutes after the toll had been struck eight times, an
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Bounced it to be noon, and the time when all sailors, not officers,

dine. As Mr. Bobstay came up the main hatchway, he touches

his hat mechanically to the quarter-deck, and addressed Mr.

Wad—
“ Well, here we are

;
let me see,” and he regularly surveyed

the horizon—“Ah! ah! there’s Cromer bearing about by south

and by west, and some brigs in sight I see-—but I don’t see a

fore-and-after.”

“Yes,” replied Wad, “there’s one to windward, but she’s a

cod-man—no topmast—she’s fishing saying which, Mr. Wad
made his exit down the main-hatchway.

Mr. Eobstay walked the deck; every now and then he exam-
ined through the glass the vessel that had been pointed out to

him; she was a long way off, and nothing positive could be

made of her, as she looked so like one of the vessels used for

the purpose of catching cod-fish.

This vessel strangely disturbed Mr. Bobstay’s mind, although

he declared he could see nothing to create suspicion; yet he

consoled himself, as the Bull Dog was gaining on her very fast.

At last he descended into the cabin, just as the commander and
chief mate were finishing their dinner, to report her.

“What does she look like, Mr. Eobstay?”

“Why, sir, I can’t tell exactly what to make of her; I be-

lieve her spread yard is topped up and down the mast; and I

can see she has a topmast which is struck.”
“ Very well, Mr. Eobstay, endeavour to make out what she

is—edge down to her, if necessary.”
“ Ay, ay, sir.”

As soon as the dinner was over, the commander went on
deck.

“ Well, Mr. Eobstay, where is this craft?”

“There she is, sir, I don’t think we near her; she looks sus-

picions—too small for a cod-man.”
“Give me the glass, let me look at her; she’s a rakish

craft.”

The commander kept his eye steadily fixed on the vessel,

when suddenly turning round, he exclaimed—
“ Turn the hands up to make sail; she's swaying her top-

mast up.”

Bobstay’s heavy-looking countenance brightened up as he
received the orders; he ran forward, and seizing a hand-spike,

gave three distinct knocks with it on the deck, at the same
time bawling out

—

“All hands make sail, a-lioy! tumble up, my sons; now,
my lads, here’s a chance for us.”

He threw off bis jacket, spread his legs, stretched out his

arms, braced up his body, as if he had the whole of the work
to do, and exclaimed— 14 Now, my sons, we’ll show them what
the Bull-Dog can do.”

“ Mr. Thompson,” said the commander, addressing the chief

mate, “take you the glass, and do not lose sight of that vessel

on any account. Now, men, bouse taut the topping-lifts, cast

the points off, let go the reef- tackle.'
5

“ Shall we shake out two reefs ?” inquired Mr. Wad, rubbing
his hands as usual.
“ Out with all, Mr. Wad.”
“ Ay, ay, sir.’

5

Er 44 The larboard-watch come aft here,” continued the comman-
der, “and get the second jib up; the starboard watch clear

away the topmast-rigging, and sway the topmast up—light

forward the jib.”

“Launch, oh!” bawled the man at the mast-head.
“Let go the jib-tack—move your fingers,” continued the

commander.
“ Now, my sons, clap on the jib-purchase—-there, belay that

—now,” said Eobstay, exultingiy, “ that’s what I call somc’ut
like— all done in ten minutes.”

“ Well, Mr. Thompson, what do you make of her ?” inquired
the commander.

“She’s cracking on, sir, and I don’t think we come up with
her,” was the reply.

“ Steer steady, my man,” said the commander, 41 she’s walking
through it; a stern chase is always a long one.”
“l ean see her tub-boat on. deek-^we are nearing her fast

now? gir,”

“Very well, Mr. Thompson; here, boy, hand my glas£
,

out of the cabin; Mr, Bluff, take the helm, how are we
steering?”

“Her head is east and by north; Cromer bore sou’-west when
I saw it last.”

“ Ah, ah! then she’s off for the Lemon and Ower. Perhaps
they think we won’t follow,” said the commander to himself:
44 but, by God, I will run the cutter high and dry before I’ll

lose her! She sails well,” he observed aloud to Thompson;
41 but as the breeze freshens, we’ll out carry her; she has as

much sail now as she can stagger under.”

All the glasses in the Bull-Dog were levelled at the chase,
jj

a fine cutter of about fifty tons burden.

“She’s taking it in, fore-and-aft,” observed the commander;
j44 how long does she intend to try us on this tack?

”

“Not long, I should think,” said Thompson; 44 and' see, she

bobs her nose into it pretty decently.”
44 Ay, ay, there go her brains,” ejaculated Eobstay.
These observations were occasioned by the chase every now

and then pitching her bow-sprit some feet under water, but
rising again, and elevating her bows higher than before, as if

indignant at any impediment being made to her progress.
'

It would not have required any great force of imagination to

have endowed the vessel with life, and to have supposed, while
|j

her sails were distended to the utmost, and bending the mast
by their pressure, that she was exerting every nerve and mus-
cle to escape from her relentless pursuer. I]

On she went, dashing each succeeding wave from her bows
as it rolled majestically slow on the bosom of the waters, jl

which, aroused by the intruder from its apparent sluggish state,

raised its white foaming head, sent forth its spray, which fell

in heavy showers on the deck, and then with a gentle moan
passed astern, and was lost for ever.

To enter into the true feelings of a chase you must have <

been concerned in one : the excitement is general
;
the hope

j

of honour, of profit, the pride of belonging to a superior
,

vessel, all tend to create this excitement ; then the uncertainty !

of her proving a prize, the calculation of what she will yield, !

what she is- laden with, all tend to render a chase one of the j

most interesting events of a sailor’s life. ?

44 1 say, Wad,” said Eobstay, speaking very low, 44 what
do you think of her ?”

“ What do I think of her ?” replied Wad in the same tone,
44 why I know we shall never catch her—she’s nothing but a

cod*saiack
; I know we shall never catch her, and if we do she

won’t be a prize—I’m right, I’m always right.” He rtiobed !

his hands quicker than usual.
44 1 dare say you are,” continued Bobstay

;
“ she must he I

fifty tons, that craft, and may have seven hundred parcels of I

of tobacco in her, that will give me a good round sum—what I

the devil is she at now ?—she’s bearing up—no, she’s only I

yawing—she’s a smuggler, I’ll answer for it
;
they are in a I

devil of a mess, and are frightened out of their seven senses.”
J

44 We come up with her very fast, sir,” said Thompson, ad- I

dressing the commander, “ I can see her hands on deck
;
and 1

look, she doesn’t want for fresh beef, there’s plenty over the I

stern.” i
The Commander had been watching her most attentively I

through the telescope, and so great was the interest felt by all 1
on board, that not a word escaped their lips except in whispers : I
suddenly, the commander, without taking his eye from the I
glass, exclaimed aloud, 44 Let the hands get the square- sail up, I
and see all ready to run the yard up, for I think I see some I
hands very busy forward.” His orders were obeyed with I
alacrity, and hardly completed, as he again exclaimed

—

44 Her I
helm’s up, and away she goes—keep your eye on her, Mr. I
'l hompson—now lads, up with the spread yard-walk away I
with it—bend away the earings and sheets—up with the helm, I
Mr. Bluff—ease off* the main-sheet—move your fingers with

that square -sail, will you—down foresail.” I
“ Now my sons,” said Bobstay, 44 at her again

;
we’ll give her

a toucher
;
now we have got her before the wind, Yfffll t&ckD I

her in less than a half an hour.” I
44 Get a gun ready, Mr. Wad.” fl
44 Yes, pir,” with m extraqrffiimty rub 9i th§ h*md£?

"
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the powder-horn, sponge, and worm, all ready sir.” “ Now
then” saidhe, turning round to the steward and speaking in a low
tone, “now then you see if I don’t carry away her main halliards,

and then she is all our own : I can hit them to an affergraphy.”

“To a what ! Mr. Wad ? there’s no such word in the Printed

Instructions.”
“ Run your gun out at the starboard bow-port, and stand by

to fire when I tell you inward.”
“Yes, sir, yes, I know, sir;” and he gave his hands an

extra rub, so perfectly satisfied was he with himseif.

“Now then, Mr, Wad, take a steady aim—starboard a little
;

steady.”
“ Steady sir,” renlied Mr. Bluff at the helm. “ Fire ! Mr.

Wad.”
Bang went the gun. The smuggler, howeyer, still conti-

nued his course ;
for Mr, Wad’s shot had whizzed through

the air, and fell harmless enough into the water at some
distance from the chase.
“ Is that done to an affergraphy ? ” asked the steward.
“ 0 bother !

” retorted Wad
;

“ didn’t I say that would
be the case

;
I knew it was nonsense to fire a, shot at

such a distance.”
“ Load your gun again Mr, Wad, and take a better aim

the next time,”
“ Yes, sir, yes, I know.”
“We are coming up with her very fast,” observed Mr.

Thompson.
“ Ay, that we do,” saidBobstay

;
“ the Bull-dog smells ’bacca

a-head, and see how she walks through it. We are coming up
with her hand over hand, and shall be alongside of her in less

than half an hour : has she thrown anything overboard, Mr,
Thompson?”
“Not that I have observed,” replied Thompson.
“ Get muskets ready, and stand by to shorten sail, Mr.

Thompson. Give me the speaking-trumpet
; we must make

her wear-to .”

The Bull-dog gained every instant upon the chase, which had
yawed about, first on one side, and then on the other, apparently
giving themselves up as lost, although determined to hold out
to the last. The officers and crew of the Bull-dog made certain
of the prize

; satisfaction was beaming in their countenances;
not a word was spoken

; all eyes were directed to the chase
;

for the moment had arrived that the Bull-dog should range
alongside. The commander was forward already to hail : the
boat was ready to he lowered, and Bobstay ready to jump into
her

;
when, to the astonishment of all, the Bull-dog flew into

the wind
;
her large square -sail was laying flat aback

;
the vessel

> soon gathered sternway, and was in imminent danger of sinking
stern foremost. The attention of all on board was now necessary
for the protection of their lives.

“ Hard a-port, Mr. Bluff,” bawled the commander. “ Hard
up, sir,” said Bluff, hauling the tiller over with all his
strength.

“D—n you, sir, what arc j
tou about?” again bawled the

commander.

1

i

i

i
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“ The tiller is gone in the rudder-head, sir,” replied Bluff,
laaving the Bull-dog in a most critical situation. The
smugglers seeing the accident, gave three cheers, and, out of
derision, shortened sail and continued their course. By great
exertion, the sails were soon lowered, the spare tiller shipped,
and all ready to continue the chase; but night had come on,
and no vessel in sight.

“Unfortunate!” exclaimed the commander.
”D d unlucky!” said Thompson.
“ She’s no go,” said Bluff.
“ The young’uns are done out of a hundred,” said Bobstay.
I knew it would be so. I said that tiller would go,” ex-

claimed Wad.
According to Article nine hundred and ninety- nine, and

Section seven Hundred and fifty of t lie General Printed Instruc-
tions, she must have been a prize,” said the steward.

ilumoug ! said Adze, the carpenter, as ho was driving
the last toggle iuto the tiller; “ every fool knows that.”

It was singular to remark the changes that had taken place
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the countenances of those on board: a short time before, all
was joy and expectation, and now all was disappointment; the
men of a sudden became discontented. “D—n that tiller,”
said one. “ The Bull-dog was always a poor man’s craft,”
said another. Their discontentment proved of no avail; for
as Mr Bobstay remarked, “ It was ordained that they was not
to take that ’ere craft.”

The cutter, as soon as she was made snug, continued cruising,
and expectation was still kept alive by the men placed to look
out, reporting strange sails on each bow and quarter; hut as
the night was very dark, the strangers must have existed in
their imaginations; for in no one instance did the report prove
correct. The only hope entertained by the commander was, that
at daylight he might, by great good fortune, see her again, and
he resolved to keep as near the spot as he could, justly arguing
it was impossible to tell what direction the smuggler might
take. About ten o’clock the commander worn out by anxiety,
came on deck to leave his orders. The wind had at this time
increased to a stiff breeze. The mainsail had three reefs taken
in, and the jibs had been gradually reduced from the first to

the fifth; the topmast was struck,and everything was done to

render the vessel secure and safe for the night. Mr, Bobstay,
who was the officer of the watch, was leaning against the
weather bulwark of the vessel, every now and then giving
directions to the man at the helm to “ ease her,” as she mounted
on the top of a seo, and to secure himself as much as possible

from the heavy sprays that occasionally came all over the
vessel. The commander remarked a3 he came on deck, that the
“ breeze had freshened.”

“ It blows strong, now, sir, but we lay like a duck on the
water.”

At that instant, as if to disprove his assertion, she shipped
a sea that would havo drenched them to the skin, had they
not been protected by canvass coats well saturated with oil

:

as it was, Air. Bobstay received a sufficient quantity in his face

to make him blow like a porpoise.
“ Curse the craft!” said lie, shaking himself, “ she’s a regular

bathing machine. A fellow ought to serve seven years to a
Flamboro’ Head Willeck (a small sea-bird), before lie comes
into such a craft as this.”

“And why, Mr. Bobstay, to a Flamboro’ Head Willeck?”
asked the commander.

“Because, sir,” he’d larn to live as much under water as
above it,” was the reply.

The necessary orders were given, and the commander retired

;

but before midnight Mr. Bobstay descended the cabin to inform
him it blew very hard, and wa3 snowing very fast, and that it

was already as thick as a hedge, with every appearance of a gale

of wind. The commander jumped out of bed, and was on deck
almost as soon as Mr. Bobstay,

“ How’s the wind?”
“ About north-and by-east, sir,” was the reply.
“ Rouse the hands out, and send them on deck, to set the

try-sail and storm-jib.”
“ Ay, ay, sir, clear away the try-sail.”

“Come, turn out, lads,” bawled Air. Bobstay, as he descended
to the lower deck; and putting his shoulder under each ham-
mock, as he proceeded forward, almost hove the men out, at the
same time continuing to call “Out or down; in or out; move
on deck.” “What the devil are you at?—you have broken
my head against the carlines,” said one. “ D—n it, knock off,

will you?” says another. “Move on deck there,” continued
the unrelenting Bobstay, as he went up the ladder, and was
heard to announce, “ All ready with the try-sail, sir.” “ Very
well; haul up the weather fore-sheet; luff, luff—belay that;
stand by your main and peak halliard?. Put your helm down

;

lower away the main-sail; in with the main sheet.”

Suffice it to say the try-sail was close reefed, and witli the
very small storm jib set, the sheet hauled a-piidships

;
the

helm was kept half a turn a-lee, and the vessel rendered as
safe as man could make her.

The Bull dog seemed grateful for the change, as she la-

boured less, was more buoyant on the sea, rising on every wave,
and scarcely shipping a cupful of water* ;

but the commander’s
and officers’ anxiety increased, for the gale blew with greater
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violence, the snow fell in larger flakes, and so fast as to render

it impossible to see a hundred yards before you.

“It blows hard,” observed the commander to Mr. Bluff,

the second mate, who was an old and experienced sailor, “ and
the sea is getting up very fast; I don’t think we can do better

than keep her ou this tack; should we be fortunate enough to

weather the Lemon and Ower*, we shall do very well and,

have plenty of sea -room.”

“I wish we may weather them,” answered Bluff.“ However,
it will be better to keep her as she is, until day-light; perhaps

it may clear away then, and it will never do to stand upon the

other tack, as we shall run upon a dead lee- shore; besides

which we shall have the tide with us until four o’clock.”

“Ah! but, Mr. Bluff, we cannot calculate upon the tide, as

here it sets all round the compass.’’ The commander, mate,

and officers never left the deck, but stood holding on by the wea-

ther bulwark, watching the squalls, and occasionally giving di-

rections to the man at the helm. How slow did the minutes

and the hours wear away! The night seemed endless; the squalls,

which became'more frequent, were terrific; the mast bent with

the pressure of the small sail upon it, which at another time

would not have moved the vessel through the water, and the

enormous bowsprit, as it rose from being buried in the sea,

shook and trembled as if it had been a mere twig. This

anxiety continued until the day broke, when it was changed
into another channel; for Mr. Bobstay called out, “ A sail to

windward !

” “ Where ?” exclaimed the officers, directing their

eyes to the place pointed out. Nothing for a moment could be

seen, but suddenly, in a partial clearing of the snow, they ob-

served a vessel running right upon them. This danger ab-

sorbed all others; the gale at the moment was not thought of;

for to come in contact with the stranger must in all probability

have been instant death to all on board.
“ Up with the helm !

” bawled the commander :
“ she’ll be

aboard of us!—fire a musket at her—ring the bell!” As this

vessel approached, they thought they could distinguish the very

smuggler that had given them so much trouble the day before,

with her sails split to pieces, lying at the mercy of the winds

and waves; the Bull-dog passed close to her, and their

suspicions were confirmed. The commander declared his

heart ached to see the poor fellows; some were in the rigging

waving their hands; others with their arms round the shrouds,

their hands to their mouths, evidently hailing; but the wind
blew so hard that it was impossible to hear them. But what
attracted the most attention was a stout respectable man,
supposed ft) be the master, endeavouring to show an English

ensign, with the Union downwards—the signal of distress.

The crew and officers of the Bull- dog were ready to offer any
assistance; but, alas! none could be given; for a more terrific

squall, and dense shower of snow, occured at this moment,
which drove the unfortunate smuggler out of sight ! But, as

if determined to do away with all uncertainty as to their fate,

a partial clearing of the snow enabled the crew of the Bull-dog

to discover the slender pole of the topmast, with the vane on it,

about a few feet above the surface of the water!

The long-looked for day light appeared, yet it brought no
consolation—nothing was visible beyond the limits of the

vessel but the huge white heads of the terrific waves as they

rolled past in succession, each apparently threatening to over-

whelm the Bull-dog. This state of anxiety continued during the

forenoon, when in one of the heavy squalls the try-sail was
blown out of the bolt- rope, scarcely leaving a fragment behind:

the event was instantaneous, and before an order could be

given, a cry was raised of “ A man overboard! ” The eye3 of

all were directed to the spot. “ Throw a rope there—over

with the life-buoy!” These efforts failed; the unfortunate

man was seen to struggle with the waves for an instant, and
then to rise no more! On inquiry it was discovered to be Tom
Crosstree, as good a man as any in the vessel.

“Ah!” ejaculated Bluff; “ the best always goes first. What
will his poor wife and family do?” This accident, more than

* The Lemon and Ower are two of the most dangerous sands

in the North Sea, lying nearly thirty-five miles from the land,

with pnly six feet watey upon them in f?ome parts,

all the effects of the gale, produced a melancholy in the ship’s
company. It was with some little difficulty the commander
could get the try-sail replaced by a jib—the only substitute on
these occasions. The Bull-dog’s situation became more and
more critical: should any of the sails be again split, there were
none on board to replace them. The commander, and chief-
mate descended to the cabin to prick off on the chart the course
and distance they had run, to find, as near as they could,
the vessel’s situation. This did not allay the anxiety; for they
had too much reason to believe they were nearer those dangerous
shoals, the Lemon and Ower, than they could have expected.
During the time they were consulting in the cabin, it was grow-
ingdarlc, without the least abatement of the storm; and Mr. Wad ,

the then officer of the watch, went down to inform the com-
mander he thought lie saw breakers on the lee-bow; all

rushed on deck
;
their worst fears were realised

; for to leeward
of the vessel the sea appeared in a perfect foam, or, as Mr.
Bobstay expressed it, ‘^just like a boiling pot.” There was
no alternative; on they must go; there was not room to wear,
nor could they bear up.

“Get a cast of the lead,” said the commander. “By
the mark five,” was the reply. “Heave again quickly.
Batten all the hatches down.” “ By the deep four.” “ And a half
three.” Fortunately the order to batten the batches down
had been promptly executed; for it was hardly completed
when the cutter shipped a sea that would have filled her;
as it was, the vessel, from the weight of water on her decks,
seemed to stagger under her load, like a drunken man. The
boats on her deck were stove and broken to pieces, and the un-
fortunate Bull-Dog appeared a complete wreck : to the great
surprise of all, she never struck; had she done so, her im- i

mediate destruction must have been the result. “Be quick
with another cast of the lead.” “ By the deep six. By the

mark .seven—no bottom with ten fathoms.” “Thank God!” I

said the commander, “we arc over the Lemon; put the helm I

up, and steer south-east and by south.” The water became
smoother; and having arrived clear of the sands, the wind

f

began to abate, the snow ceased, and it cleared away to a
beautiful star-light night. It still continued to blow strong,

blit, as Mr. Bobstay observed, “ The heart of the gale was
broken.” The vessel was hove-to, and all, except the officer

and watch on deck, retired below.

A steam-vessel was now seen at some distance to leeward, [•

knocking about in the trough of the sea: the cutter im-

mediately stood towards her. The decks had been cleared of

the wreck of the boats; the mainsail was onee more unfurled;
j

a large jib was set on the bowsprit, and the Bull dog bounded
through her element, wearing the same rakish appearance she

did before her encounter with the storm.

On approaching the steam- vessel, her situation appeared
altogether desperate: no smoke issuing from her funnel;

no paddles whirling round at her sides, but there she lay in the

trough of the sea, a log upon the water. “ We’ll run close

under her stern,” exclaimed the commander. “Mr. Bluff, take

the helm. Starboard a little; so, steady now. Top our spread-

yard up and down the mast.” The deck of the steam-vessel

was observed to be crowded with passengers, among whom
were several females. “ Give me the speaking trumpet,” said

the commander, as he mounted the poop ;
but the master of

the steam-vessel was ready to hail the Bull-Dog as she passed,

and informed the cutter their boilers had burst, and that they

had also sprung a leak. The female passengers, as if

acting upon one feeling, as the cutter shot past them, simulta-

neously shrieked out “ Save us ! save us !
” The effect upon

tlxe officers and men of the Bull- dog was singular; it produced

a momentary panic, so unusual was the sound at sea: and must
have been occasioned by an idea that the cutter was going to

desert them. This opinion soon changed when the Bull-dog

tacked, and the commander informed the master of the steam-

vessel that their boats were destroyed, but that he would en-

deavour to take them in tow. Three hearty cheers, with the

waving of hats and handkerchiefs, were the thanks returned.

(To be concluded in our nea t')



A HUNGARIAN TRADITION.

BY 3IISS PARDOIS.

Scarcely a thousand paces eastward of the gates of the

little town of Guens, famous for the lion-like defence of Tu-
rissit, against the great Suleyman in 1532, is situated a lovely

valley, nestled beneath one of the frontier mountains of the

stupendous chain which divides the province of Eisenberg

from Austria. Rich meadows, and stretches of corn field, and

orchard, interspersed with clumps of forest trees, make the

whole valley seem like one vast garden; while the clear and

sparkling stream of the Guens, which gives its name to the

town, meanders in many a wavy line amid the dense vegeta- !

tion, swelling onward in fantastic curves through the pleasant

greenery, catching the sunlight in its course, and brawling

with every pebble in its shallow bed. Wild flowers enamel

its banks, and water fowl build their nests amid its shel-

tering sedges; nor would any dream during the summer
months, when, in several spots, a strong man may clear it at a

bound, that gathering force and volume as the winter pours its

icy breath over the valley, and fed by the torrents which sweep

down the neighbouring declivities, it overflows its channel

and spreads ruin and destruction oyer the surroundipg country

HO, 19.

whence it is called by the peasantry of the province “ the

wicked Guens.”

By following the course of this capricious stream for about

a league (an easy and a pleasant task to the lover of fine sce-

nery) the pilgrim arrives at the foot of a lofty and almost per-

pendicular rock, inaccessible upon three of its sides, and

crowned by the ruins of an extensive and stately castle, the

remains of the fortress of Lockenhaus, formerly a stronghold

of the Nadasdy family, and now a possession of Prince Ester-

hazy. So perfectly is its outline preserved, that even from a

short distance, it has all the appearance of being habitable;

but it is in reality almost entirely deserted from its state of

utter dilapidation, affording shelter only to a few labourers
t

who contrive to make its questionable accommodation sub-

servient to their own penury, and who prefer the sheltered

nooks afforded by the angles of its substantial stone-work to

the less secure huts of mud or timber which would he their

alternative.

Even in this state of decay, however, the Castle ofLockenhaus

is well worthy of a visit, for its extraordinary vaults cannot
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fail to arrest the attention of the traveller. One of these, which
was formerly the sepulchre of the Nadasdy family, is built of

ponderous square stones, and vaulted in round arches boldly

proportioned, which rest on columns of prodigious girth. It is

of considerable length, being in fact, a subterranean gallery,

lighted only by one circular aperture, which was closed by a
stone, after the manner of the tombs of the patriarchs as de-

scribed in holy writ. A second, situated under the suite of

rooms once appropriated to the lord of the castle, and dug
deep into the solid rock, is divided into two distinct compart-
ments, by a long line of stunted pillars, upon which the rounded
arches descend low and heavily; and the whole subterranean
has been elaborately ornamented with statues carved in wood,
of which some fragments still remain. This singular vault is

gained through a vast ball, lighted very imperfectly by two
narrow arched windows having in the right hand corner a
well, dug fifty fathoms deep into the rock, and surrounded by a
blood- red stain in a broad and ghastly circle, whence this dreary
subterranean is called the “ Hall of Blood.”

Fitly was it named
;
for pure, and noble, and innocent blood

was indeed poured forth like water where that stain exists

—

shed at midnight—when the world without was hushed in sleep
and peace brooded over earth and sky, only to be scared away
by the foul deeds of men! Blood, of which the crimson trace
shall be found at Lockenhaus, so loDg as one stone of the grim
old pile shall be left upon another.

In times long gone by, ere yet the Nadasdys themselves were
lords of the fortress, it was the property and one of the many
strongholds of the Templars. In calm retirement, and strict

adherence to the rules of their order, righting the wronged,
sustaining the feeble, and avenging the oppressed, the knights
found a worthy equivalent for the deprivation of the mere
worldly honours and ephemeral triumphs to which most of
them were entitled by their high blood and exalted position;
and they wore the red cross with proud humility, and passed
their tranquil days amid the affection of their retainers, without
one suspicion of the storm which was about to burst above their
devoted heads. Deep as was their regret at the discontent
and opposition which had manifested itself against them in
France, they Dever for a moment contemplated the possibility
of the frightful consequences which ensued; and it was conse-
quently with a consternation for which language has no words
that they learnt the execution of their grand master, and the
sentence of extermination which had been pronounced against
their order by the Council of Vienna. Henceforward, none of
them ventured to leave the walls of the castle, lest they
should lose their lives; and it having been a part of their
1' ’ the fortress at all times well provisioned in
iuc c» oi any hostile demonstration, they resigned them-
selves to their adverse fortune, with what patience they
might, although not without a gloomy presentiment of fu-
ture ill.

The obedience of the count-king Robert of Anjou, to the
will of the pope, by whom the destruction of the Templars had
been vowed, they could not for one moment doubt, as be was
indebted to the pontiff for his crown and kingdom of Hungary;
and thus it Avas with more misgiving than surprise, that after
the lapse of a few mouths, the warder one day announced the
approach of a royal herald, who demanded admission to the
castle, and speech of the venerable knight who held the keys of
the fortress.

The gates Avere immediately opened, and the herald ushered
into the great hall, Avhere the templars Avere ranged ab^,v
their chief, who occupied a high-backed chair on the daL . _
neath a canopy bearing the insignia of the red cross, and flanked
by half a dozen infidel banners. Nothing could be more vene-
rable than his appearance, as he sat there with a calm brow,
and a steady eye, like one beyond fear of king or kaiser, who
w».iod no allegiance save to the head of his oaaui order: his
ample robes falling about him in large folds; his bald head
glistening like marble in the light Avhicli fell from the high
mullioaed window at his back, and his long snowy beard de-
scending to "his girdle. His sword lay on a cushion hy bis
side, together with his spurs, and au illuminated missal, in
that age beyond all price; and as the herald approached, lie

rose, and made a courteous obeisance, after Avhich he re-
sumed his seat, and assumed an attitude and expression ofquiet
attention. Far different, hoAvever, were the look and bearing
of many of those about him. Upon the brow of some might
be read a stern and proud defiance, Avhile the features of
others bore an expression of anxiety which they sought in
\
rain to disguise under a semblance of impatient haughtiness.
The herald, howeArer, Avasted no time in commenting either

upon the dignity of the chief, or the passionate demonstrations
of the assembled Templars; but at once opened his mission
by exclaiming in a tone of rude defiance:

—

“Ye well knoAv, knights and nobles, wherefore I am here;

for ye have not now to learn the edict of the Council of Vienna,
by which your order has been abolished: neither need I dilate

upon the crimes which have been expiated by several of your
brethren by a death of fire. Ye are all alike guilty; and yet,

lest it should be that some one among you may be able to

exculpate himself from the heavy charges whereAvith ye all

stand charged, the King of Hungary, your lord and mine,
uiiAvilling that the innocent should suffer, hath convoked
a high court of justice, before Avhich, ye Avill be free to offer

such defence as ye can bring to bear against your guilt

—

and I am here, armed Avith the royal mandate to summon you
to the trial.”

A deep and indignant silence succeeded to this address; and
every gaze was turned upon the venerable chief who occupied
the chair of state; but for a moment he did not ansAver the

appeal. Suddenly, however, a light burned in his eye which
had been for years extinguished; and he rose sknvly and proudly,
with all the firm grace and self-possession of unbowed man-
hood; and waving his arm haughtily in the direction of the

herald, he replied in a voice as firm, as sonorous, and as fear-

less as his own
“You say well, sir herald; Ave are indeed acquainted with

the edict of extermination Avhich had been fulminated against

us. We are not ignorant of the martyrdom of some of our best

and bravest—of the sainted death of our holy and pious knight-

commander, the head and bulwark of our order. We need
no teaching to comprehend of what crime both they and avc

are held to be guilty : nor do wc in the cons ?iousness of our

innocence, fear to submit our lives or our au.ons to the cog-

nizance of justice. We cannot, however, forget that our

brethren now in Heaven Avere illegally murdered: and the re-

membrance does not tend to indace us willingly to place our-

selves in the same ruthless hands, without a full assurance

that, until our guilt be proved, we shall not be condemned to

die the death of the felon and the traitor. We therefore

demand that the royal word be pledged for our safety, until

avc be pronounced death-worthy by the Iuavs of our country;

and Avitliout this surety, not one of these brave knights, my
fo'loAvers and children will set foot beyond the ramparts. To
prove to you that I speak not Avithout assurance of this fact,

I call upon each Templar Avho is minded to submit in this to

my authority, and to redeem my Avord, to lay hand upon his

sword.”
In an instant the gauntletted palm of every knight there

present was struck heavily upon the hilt of his Aveapon, and the

clash and the clangour of the smitten metal, awoke the greedy

echoes of the hall so startingiy, that the herald involuntarily

stepped back a pace, and half drew his own sword, ere lie re-

membered that the character in which he came was sacred, and
th-t ’ emotion was an insult to those about him, and a deep

...xc to his own chivalry. The hot blood mounted to his

orow, and lie withdrew his lingers hurriedly from their clasp as

be exclaimed

—

“ Your treason be on your heads, knights and Avarriors: I

will do your bidding to the king, though little do I deem that

it will avail you in this strait;” and as lie ceased speaking, he

turned to leave the hall.

“Bear him company to the gates, my brothers,” said the

chief; “ and show him all courtesy; nor suffer your vow of hos-

pitality to the stranger and the wayfarer to fail you in this

case, even although his errand may have proved vain as well as

offensive.”

lie was obeyed ;
thedieraldfstrode forth after a slight abrupt
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salutation, and was followed by all present save the chief

himself. Beside his stirrup stood an attendant with a goblet

of rich wine, which he tendered in silence to the departing
guest, who put it aside carelessly with his hand, and then
walking towards a fountain in the court-yard, filled his palm
with water and swallowed it hurriedly; after which he
emptied a second handful upon the pavement, as if to in-

timate that he had accepted only that which was valueless

from the brotherhood ; and in the next instant he was in the

saddle, and galloping under the gateway, followed by his two
armed attendants.
A few days had only elapsed, when the same messenger re-

appeared before the fortress ofLockenhaus, but on this occassion

he did not seek for entrance. The blast of his bugle summoned
the whole body of the Templars to the ramparts, whence they
heard themselves proclaimed traitors and outlaws, who had by
opposition to the royal will, and a refusal to submit to the au-

thority of the tribunal convened to pass judgment upon them,
tacitly confessed their guilt; and thus they found themselves
suddenly and utterly dependant upon their own exertions

and resources.

These were not long suffered to remain untried, for ere a

week passed by, the castle was beleaguered on all sides by the
royal troops, who commenced their offensive operations like

men certain of success ; but the well-provisioned and equally
well-prepared condition of the garrison, rendered the capture
of the fortress a measure alike of difficulty and danger; for the
Templars were at once experienced and desperate. It was, as

they well knew, the last hazard of the die; and they met the

danger like men who felt that there was no alternative save a
death of honour in that unequal resistance, or a life of ignominy
In the event of failure. So bravely did they bear themselves
in the emergency that a disheartening doubt of ultimate success

began to prevade the beleaguering soldiery; and the royalist

general abated somewhat of the boastful insolence with which
he had on his arrival affected to look on the vermin who had
been hunted to their holes, only to be driven thence, and run
to death by his own troops

;
and to comprehend, however slowly

and reluctantly, that even caged as they were within four walls,

and cut offfrom all hope of external aid, the enemies whom he
came there to crush were no contemptible and craven foes, to

be scared by threats, or subdued by the vision of a king’s

frown, turned on them in furtherance of his own ambition, and
not called by their own demerits.
Thus were things circumstanced when one vile traitor,

hauuted by the fear of ultimate failure on the part of his com-
panions, to whose fortunes he was bound by a solemn vow, made
his escape from Lockenhaus under cover of the darkness, and
sped to the camp of the enemy. He was welcomed with the
false and hollow welcome of the renegade; and, like Judas, he
sold his soul, not indeed for thirty pieces of silver, but for a yet
meaner price—the safety of his own worthless life. He re-

mained an hour in the tent of the general, where he was fed
with praise and promises, and encouraged by pledges too mag-
nificent even to be redeemed; and then, intoxicated with wine
and hope, he crawled back through the silent midnight, like
some base reptile polluting the beautiful and tranquil bosom of
nature by its foul passage, and returned to his watch upon the
walls.

All had been carefully arranged between the traitor and
his ally; the position of the secret door through which the
royal troops were to gain access to the interior of the fortress,
had been ascertained; the hour of the attempt fixed for the
following midnight; and the certainty of a speedy and com-
plete triumph gave new energy to the feasting in the tents
of the besiegers, while it induced them throughout the day
to relax in their operations against the fortress, like men
who began to weary of an apparently hopeless hostility.
Prudent as they were, the comparative supineness of their

enemies infused fresh hope throughout the gallant little gar-
rison; and when the night-watch had been set, the whole
body of the Templars collected in the subterranean hall to
discuss their future measures, for of their present security
they entertained no doubt; strong in the consciousness of
their own courage, andamply supplied with provisions, water

and fuel, they were well aware that the fortress was invul-
nerable save by treachery, and who could be a traitor beneath
the banner of the red cross! Thus then, it was with high
hearts and hopeful brows that they followed their venerated
chief to the hall of council, where the moonlight which
streamed through the narrow windows lay clear and cold
upon the detesselated pavement; and the effigies of their
buried brethren seemed to mingle in their deliberations.
"Without, the gallant Templar Servient held his watch, and
as he paced to and fro, blotted out at intervals the narrow
stream of light which contrasted its silvery beauty with the
ruddy glare of the torches which burnt in iron sockets along
the walls.

Suddenly a deep groan, a heavy fall, and the tramp of
armed men broke upon the ears of the assembled knights,
and in an instant every hand grasped a weapon, and a simul-
taneous rush was made towards the entrance of the hall.

Across the threshold lay the body of Servient with a dagger
in his heart, but they had no time to raise it from the earth,
for as the door fell back, the enemy were already upon them.
Fearful was the carnage that ensued. The Templars fought
with all the maddened energy of desperation; and each, as
he struck at his foe, pressed back the aged chief who sought
to force himself a passage through the thick ranks of his

brethren, as though in the wild hope that he at least might
be saved. Fierce was the conflict, and as brief as fierce.

Overpowered by numbers, the betrayed knights fell thick
and fast before the weapons of their still increasing enemies,
until at length, the gray-haired chief stood alone amid a host
of foes.

For an instant there was a pause
;

it might be that a passing
belief in the superior value of a living prisoner to that of a dead
foe crossed the minds of the royalist soldiery : it might even
be that the venerable aspect of the aged Templar touched the
hearts of a few among them : but be the impulse what it might,
the effect endured not long

;
for, in the next moment, an her-

culean arm was raised in air, and, as it descended, the hoary
head of the veteran knight was cleft in twain, and he fell

heavily upon a heap of dead.

Five centuries have elapsed since the perpetration of that

fearful tragedy, and still the gory belt surrounds the well, be-

side which, the Templars were massacred. Tradition tells

that numerous efforts have been made without effect to wash
away the ghastly stain

;
and the more credulous of the pea

santry talk of sheeted spectres hunting at midnight the unholy
spot, and renewing the vestiges which the hand of man has

removed during the day from the Hall of Blood.

THE GARTER.

A ROMANCE OF ENGLISH HISTORY.

HENRY NEELE.

Honi soit qui mal y pense

.

England resumed her ascendancy over Scotland soon after

Edward the Third had commenced that brilliant reign, which
was destined to attract the eyes of all Europe towards him.
Nature and fortune seemed to have concurred in distinguish-

ing this prince from all other monarchs. He was very tall,

but well shaped; and of so noble and majestic an aspect, that

his very looks commanded esteem and veneration. His con-
versation was easy, and always accompanied with gravity and
discretion. He was affable and obliging, benevolent and con-

descending; and although the most renowned prince, warrior,

and statesman of the age in which he lived, his manners and
conduct were courteous, unaffected, and even humble. His
heart, filled with visions of glory, was as yet ignorant of a pas-
sion which few men knew how to combat; young Edward was
unacquainted with love. He only aspired to resume those con-
quests which had escaped from the feeble grasp of his unhappy
father. He burned with the desire of subjecting a neighbour-
ing kingdom, the conquest of which had ever been a favourite

project of England, Robert Bruce was in his grave; and his
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successor, although he inherited his courage, did but hasten

the destruction of the Scottish monarchy.
The English monarch was served by men who were worthy

of their master. William Montacute had fought, with distinc-

tion and success, against the French and Scots, and raised by
the king to the rank of Earl of Salisbury, he desired nothing

but the continuance of his sovereign’s favour; which Edward
confirmed, by engaging the Baron de Grandison, one of his

ministers, to give his eldest daughter to him in marriage.

Katharine de Grandison had not yet appeared at court, but
lived in seclusion and solitude at her father’s castle in Glou-
cestershire. To a tall and stately form, she added the most
sylph-like grace and lightness of figure. Her features were
perfect symmetry, and her face was exquisitely fair; her eyes

of an intense blue, and her voice rich, powerful, and melodi-

ous. The accomplishments, both mental and acquired, with
which she was endowed, were of as high an order as those of

her person; and to both she united a sweetness and gentleness

of disposition which made her the idol of all who were ac-

quainted with her.

Her father, the Lord de Grandison, was of a lofty and impe-
rious character. Neither very mild or amiable, he had a stern

and inflexible spirit of justice and probity. Incapable of syco-
phancy, although he resided at court, and adoring his sove-

reign without being able to degrade himself to the rank of a
flatterer, he would gladly have sacrificed his life for the King,
but his honour was dearer even to him, than Edward. Next
to the monarch and the state, the object to which he was most
attached was his daughter; and he lost no time in acquainting
Katharine with the wishes of his master, who demanded her
hand for the Earl of Salisbury. The father did not observe the
daughter’s emotion, but retired, convinced that he should be
Obeyed. He had, however, not long quitted the apartment
before her youngest sister, Alice, entered it, and found her
bathed in tears.

“Sweet sister!” said Alice, “what mean those tears?”
“Alas!” returned the Lady Katharine, “I am no longer to

be mistress of myself. Thy love, and my father’s protection,
were all I wished to form my happiness; and I am now about to

pass under the yoke of a husband whom I have never seen, nor
ever wish to see.”

It was in vain that Alice endeavoured to impress on her sis-

ter’s mind the advantages which would attend her union with
King Edward’s favourite. “ It is true,” she replied, “ that the
Earl of Salisbury stands high in the favour of the greatest
monarch in Europe. But hast thou ever seen the king, Alice?
Is he not worthy of the homage of all mankind ? Lives there
any one who can so istibly irrescommand our respect, our ve-
neration, our love? I beheld him but once, at an entertain-
ment to which ray father accompanied me; but one glance was
sufficient! Oh! how happy will that Princess be who calls

him husband!”
At these words the young lady paused, and blushed; yet,

notwithstanding such very unpromising symptoms, the day
for the nuptials was immediately fixed, as the old lord never
dreamed of asking his daughter if his own and the king’s
choice were agreeable to her. The Abbey of Westminster was
chosen for the celebration ; the Primate performed the cere-
mony—the king gave away the bride, and Katharine, accom-
panied by her husband and her sister, proceeded to spend the
honeymoon at the earl’s castle of Wark, in Northumberland.
His lordship had not, however, many weeks enjoyed the society
of his beautiful wife before he was summoned to attend the
Earl of Suffolk on a warlike expedition to Flanders; on which
occasion his usual good fortune, for the first time, forsook
him. Both the earls were defeated in the first battle in which
they engaged, and were sent prisoners to the Court of France,
until they could be ransomed or exchanged.

This piece of intelligence was communicated to the Lady
Katharine at the same time with another, by which she learned
that King Edward had been solemnly betrothed to the Lady
Philippa, of Hainault. The treaty for the marriage gave ge-
neral and unmixed pleasure to all his subjects : the Count of
Hainault, the lady’s father, being one of the most powerful
allies of England oa the continent, who had been mainly in-

strumental in rescuing it from the tyranny of Mortimer, Earl
of March, and the old Queen Isabella, and thus securing the
crown for Edward the Third. The Lord de Grandison, in par-
ticular, was delighted by the prospect of a union between the
houses of England and Hainault

; but no sooner was this newa
communicated to the Countess of Salisbury, than she was over-
whelmed with the most poignant sorrow; whether the earl’s

captivity, or the king’s marriage, had the greatest share in
causing it, we must leave our fair readers to determine.
“Why, my sweet Katharine,” said Alice, “ why do you take

the earl’s captivity so much to heart? The Court of France
must be the most agreeable prison in the world; there he will

find everything to solace him in his misfortunes, and enable
him to sustain his separation from you.”
“Let him forget me—let him cease to love me—’tis no

matter!” sighed the countess.

“You deceive me, Katharine,” said Alice; “you conceal
something from me, for it is impossible that the capture which
has placed your lord in the hands of generous foes can be the
occasion of so deep a grief as yours.”

“ True, true, my sweet Alice,” said the countess, throwing
herself in her sister’s arms, “ I am the most wretched of women
—I love

”

“ The earl,” said Alice.
“ The king!” said Katharine, hiding her face in her sister’s

bosom.
“ Ha said the latter, “ what is’t I hear? I am your friend,

your sister, Katharine, and would fain administer to your
peace; but whither will this fatal passion lead you?’’

“ To death ! sweet Alice ! to death ! or, at least, to a life

made miserable by the consciousness of nursing in my heart a
sentiment to which honour and virtue are alike opposed. And
I have a rival, Alice ! oh ! save me, save me from myself

!

speak to me of Salisbury, of my husband, of his renown, his

truth, his valour ! and I will forget this king, whose conquests
cannot be bounded by France and Scotland, but must include
even the affections of his subjects.”

The heart of Katharine was tender and susceptible, but bold
and firm ; and in the society of her sister, and in the active dis-

charge of the various duties devolving upon her elevated rank,

she endeavoured to repress that fatal passion which the recent

intelligence had strengthened to a height almost bordering on
insanity.

In the mean time, King Edward openly declared war against

the Scots; who, instead of waiting to be attacked, resolved to

become the assailants, and, with a large army, invaded Eng-
land; ravaged the northern counties, attacked Newcastle, took
and burned the city of Durham; and, finally, laid siege toWark
Castle, which was left to the defence of the Countess of Salis-

bury, Sir William Montacute, the son of her husband’s sister,

and a very slender garrison. This heroic lady, however, by her

beauty and firmness, inspired all with courage and devotion to

her cause; though the assault of the enemy was too fierce and
unremitting for them to hope long to defend the castle without

assistance from King Edward; which Sir William Montacute
volunteered to obtain.

“ I know your loyalty and heartiness towards the lady of

this house,” said the gallant knight to the beleaguered garrison,

“ and so, out of my love for her and for you, I will risk my life

in endeavouring to make the king acquainted with our situa-

tion; when I doubt not to be able to bring back with me such

succour as will effectually relieve us.”

This speech cheered both the countess and her defenders;

and at midnight Sir William left the fortress, happily unob-

served by the Scots. It was so pitiless a storm that he passed

through their army without being noticed, until about day-

break, when he met two Scotsmen, half a league from their

camp, driving thither some oxen. These men Sir William at-

tacked and wounded very severely; killed the cattle, that they

might not carry them to their army, and then said to them,
* Go and tell that William Montacute has passed through his

troops, and is gone to seek succour from the King of England,

who is now at Berwick which intelligence being speedily com-
municated to the King of Scotland, he lost no time in raising

the siege, and retreating tQwards the frontiers.
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Within a few hours King Edward arrived to the relief of the

garrison, and proceeded to pay his respects to the countess,who
went to meet him at the castle gates, and there gave him her

thanks for his assistance. They entered the castle hand in

hand, and the king kept his eyes so continually upon her, that

the gentle dame was quite abashed
;
after which be retired to a

window, where he fell into a profound reverie; and, as Froissart

tells us, upon the countess’ inquiring the subject of his thoughts,

and whether it was public business on which he mused, the

king replied

—

“Other affairs, lady, touch my heart more nearly; for, in

truth, your perfections have so surprised and affected me, that

my happiness depends on my meeting from you a return to

that love with which my bosom burns, and which no refusal

can extinguish.”
“ Sire,” replied the countess, u do not amuse yourself by

laughing at mo, for I cannot believe that you mean what you
have just said; or, that so noble and gallant a Prince would
think of dishonouring me or my husband, who is now in prison

on your account.”

The lady then quitted the king; who, after passing the whole

of the day and a sleepless night at the castle, at dawn the next

morning departed in chase of the Scots. Upon taking leave of

the countess, he said, “ Dearest lady, God preserve you ! Think
well of what I have said, and give me a kinder answer.” Her
reply to which solicitation was, however, similar to all the

former, though Edward would have been amply revenged for

the rejection of his suit, had he possessed the keen eyes of Alice

de Grandison, for to their piercing scrutiny her sister’s heart,

with all the storm of passions by which it was agi tated, was laid

entirely open.”
“ Alice,” she said, “ it is too true I do not love alone. Ed-

ward returns my fatal passion. But my mind is fixed. I will

behold him no more; would to heaven that my husband were
here !”

As she uttered these words, the countess sunk into the afms
of Alice, and at that moment she received a letter from the

earl. “Heaven be praised!” said she, “Salisbury is on his

return, and his arrival will alike prevent the king and me from
nursing a sentiment which ought to be stifled in its birth.’’

Upon the old Lord de Grandison’s arrival on a visit to his

daughter, he observed the profound sorrow in which she was
plunged. “But rejoice, Katharine,” said he, “your husband
will soon be here. By an arrangement between King Edward
and the Courts of France and Scotland, he has been exchanged
for the Earl of Moray. Check then this immoderate grief

;

Salisbmy has suffered defeat, but is without disgrace.”

The countess felt all the pangs of conscious guilt when she

heard her father attribute her grief to the absence of her hus-

band. “ Oh! my father,” she said, when left to her own painful

thoughts, “even thee, too, do I deceive: I am the betrayer of

all who surround me, and dare I meet the gaze of Salisbury?

Alas ! my misfortune and my crime are traced in indelible

characters on my brow.”

Edward, on his return to his capital, though surrounded by
dazzling splendour and enticing pleasures, could not chase

from his mind the image of the countess; and, unable any
longer to bear her absence, he wrote to the Lord de Grandison,
commanding him to bring his daughter to court, for the pur-

pose of awaiting the speedy arrival of her husband. “ My
father,” said she, as soon as the old lord had communicated to

her the royal command, “will not the earl come hither to me?”
“ Katharine !” answered de Grandison, “ the slightest wishes

of the king it is our imperative duty to obey.”
“ My lord, if you knew—I am a stranger to the capital; does

it not abound with dangers? Is there not ——•”

“Nay, nay, my child; you have wisdom, education, and vir-

tuous example to protect you. Once more your father and
king command you; and you must accompany me.”
De Grandison then made the necessary preparations for his

own return to the metropolis; and the countess, under the pre-

text of indisposition, was able to delay her own journey but for

a short period. News from her father, however, speedily in-

formed her of her husband’s arrival; and this waa quickly fol-

lowed by a letter from Salisbury himself, full of the most pas-

sionate expressions of attachment, and urging her immediate
presence. To botli these she answered by a plea of continued

||
illness; and to the latter, added an earnest entreaty that her
lord would himself come to Wark Castle, where she had matter
of importance to communicate to him ; being resolved to ex-

plain the cause of her reluctance to visit London, and confi-

dentially to acquaint the earl with the solicitations of the king.

This latter letter had remained unanswered for a consider -

able time; and the countess feared that she had given offence

to both her husband and her father, when at length a messen-
ger arrived from London. The countess snatched the packet
from his hand, and eagerly perused it; it was from her father

and ran thus

:

My- dearest Daughter.
The moment has arrived when you must arm your-

self with all that fortitude which you have inherited from me.
True grandeur resides in our own souls; that which we derive
from fortune vanishes with the other illusions of which this

life is Compounded. You were anxiously expecting your hus-
band; and he was about to receive further honours from his

master
;
but the King of kings has decreed that Salisbury should

not live to enjoy the bounty of his monarch. A sudden iilnes s

has just removed him from this world.

Your affectionate father,

De Geandison.

The decease of the earl of Salisbury was deeply lamented by
the countess. Gallant, generous, and affectionate, he had won
her esteem; and had she had an opportunity of knowing him
longer, might have gained her love. Her delicacy too, loaded

her with self-reproaches, from which she did not attempt to

escape, and made her feel the loss she had sustained still more
acutely. “I will repair my crime,” she said; “ I will revenge
the manes of Salisbury. The king, although affianced, and
by proxy espoused, to Philippa of Iiainault, will renew his suit

to me; but he shall learn that esteem and duty are sometimes
as powerful as love itself.”

By the death of the gallant earl, King Edward found himself

deprived of one of the main supports of the crown, and he re-

gretted him not less as a useful citizen, ofwhom the nation was
justly proud, than as a loyal servant, who was sincerely at-

tached to his master. Love, nevertheless, mingled with the

king’s regrets; since he could not but be sensible that he was
now without a rival ;

and that the countess was free from a

constraint, which had hitherto separated them from each other.

The earl died without children; and the law compelled his 1

widow to renounce the territorial possessions which were at-

tached to the title, and which now reverted to the crown. This

event, therefore, rendered her presence in London unavoid-

able; and, on her arrival in the metropolis, her father, desirous

to relieve her from the melancholy in which she was plunged,

wished to introduce her at court, and present her to the king.

Tiiis proposal, however, met her firm refusal. “ What is it you
propose tome, my lord?” said she, “ere these mourning habili-

ments are well folded round me, would you have me parade

them in solemn mockery at the foot of the throne? Never !

Leave me, I conjure you, my lord : leave me to solitude and
despair.”

De Grandison wished not to constrain 'the inclination ot

his daughter ; and upon communicating the reasons of her

absence, the king affected to be satisfied with them. He
had, however, communicated his passion to Sir Win. Trus-

sell, one of the most artful intriguers and insinuating syco-

phants about his court
;
who, anxious only to secure his place

in the king’s favour, had encouraged him in the prosecution

of this amour, and even violence, should it be necessary, to-

wards the attainment of his object.
“ The ingrate 1” said the king, when he found himself alone

with Trussell, “ she refuses me even the innocent gratifica-

tion of beholding her. I ask but an interview : I wish but to

I

iook upon her beauty
;
and she refuses to grant me even this

niggardly boon, for all that she has made me to suffer.”

“My liege,” said Trussell, “it is compromising your ho*

nour and your dignity, to submit to sucb audacity* Xlio
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daughter of De Grandison ought to feel but too much flat-

tered that King Edward deigns to bestow a glance or a
thought upon her. Her husband is in the tomb

;
she is free

from all restraint
;
and you have tendered your love ; what is

it that she opposes to your offer? Her virtue 1 is not obedi-
ence virtue? Is not compliance the first duty of subjects to

their sovereign ? My liege, this daughter of De Grandison
hides intrigue under the name of virtue. Your grace has a
rival.”
“ Ha !” said Edward, while his lip quivered, and his whole

gigantic frame trembled like an aspen leaf. “ By heaven,
thou hast it, Trussell ! Fool that I was to feign that reserve
for which this haughty minion now despises me ! Fly to
her, then

; demand an audience, and command her to appear
at court

; tell her that I will brook no answer but compli-
ance.”

Trussell hastened to execute the monarch’s orders • and
the king, left to himself, began to ponder on the course
which he was pursuing. “ I have yielded, then,’’ said he, “to
the fiend’s suggestions

;
and thus abased myself to a level with

the weakest and most despicable of mankind. I am prepar-
ing to play the tyrant with my subjects, and my first victim
is an unhappy woman, whose only crime is the obstinacy with
which she repels my unworthy addresses. Hither,’ ’he added,
clapping his hands, and immediately one of his pages stood
before him ; “hasten after Sir William Trussell : bid him
attend me instantly.”
“ Trussell,” said the king, as he returned equipped for the

errand he was about to undertake, “I have consulted my
heart; I have held communion with myself; and I have
learned that it befits not Edward of England, to employ force
or artifice to achieve the conquest of the heart of Katharine;
I will vanquish her obstinacy by other means.”
“What, my liege!” said Trussell, “will you then

submit ”

“To anything, rather than suffer the Countess of Salisbury
to accuse me of despotism.”

“ In your grace’s place
—

” said Trussell.
“ In my place,” interrupted Edward, “you would act as I

do: I wish to know that I possess the soul, as well as the
station of a king. Katharine of Salisbury shall not be the
victim of my caprice. Go

; and, in future, give me only such
counsel as shall be worthy of us.”
The king congratulated himself on this heroic effort

;
and

it was one which cost him many pangs : nor was the countess
without her struggles and her anxieties

;
for, while the image

of her lost husband was hourly becoming more effaced from
her heart, that of the king was more deeply engraven there
than ever. She received many letters from him, but an-
swered none; and the pride of the royal lover began to take
fire again at the neglect and contumely with which his mis-
tress treated his addresses

;
whilst Trussell used every means

of nourishing this feeling, and of insinuating that both father
and daughter were anxious only to enhance the price at which
the virtue of the latter was to be bartered.
De Grandison, who began to think that his daughter carried

her grief for her husband to an immoderate height, now re-
monstrated with her, somewhat impetuously, on her absence
lrom the court.

‘ Do you think,” said he, “ that I will willingly behold you
m a state of eternal widowhood? or that I will suffer you to
fail in the respect and duty which we owe the king? Is there
a monarch in the world so worthy of his subjects’ love?

’

,

Alas! said the countess, “who can feel more deeply
than I do, how much we are indebted to him ? But take care,
my father, that he performs the contract for which his royal
word and your own are irrevocably given. See that he weds,
and that speedily, Philippa de Hainault.”

‘Wherefore should I doubt that he will do so?” said De
Grandison. “ Is he not pledged in the face of all Europe, to
become her husband ? and was I not the bearer of his promise
to the Earl of Hainault to that effect?”

He will never wed her, my father,” said the countess;
you are yourself witness that from day to day he defers the

marriage, on the most frivolous pretexts,”

“Nay, nay, sweet Katharine,” said the old lord, “where-
fore should you take so much interest in this marriage ? This
is but a stratagem to put me from my suit. I am going this

evening to attend the king, so you must accompany me.”
“ Pardon me, my dearest father, pardon me, but I

cannot go.”
“ I entreat, I command you,” said De Grandison. “ I have

too long permitted your disobedience, and now ”

“ Father ! behold me a suppliant on my knees before you ;

defer but for a few days, defer this visit to the court, and then
I will obey you.”
“ What means this emotion, Katharine?” said her father,

“ I find it difficult to refuse you anything. Do not forget,

however, that the delay which I grant must be but a short

one, in three days you must accompany me.”
This interview, however, which the baron had been unable

to effect, either by his commands or his entreaties, he at last

managed to accomplish by stratagem. He persuaded his

daughter to consent to accompany him to a masked-ball, to

which she had been invited by the Countess of Suffolk, at her
seat, a few miles distant from London; and the fair and
noble widow no sooner made her appearance among the as-

sembled company, than every eye was fixed upon her. Her
tall and stately, yet graceful figure, glided down the rooms
like a visitant from another sphere, when an unfortunate
accident completely disconcerted her. A mask, richly dressed,'

had long followed her through all the apartments; when, as
she was endeavouring with some embarrassment to escape
from his pursuit, by hurrying to a vacant seat, her garter
dropped upon the floor; the mask eagerly stooped down and
seized it, and she, as eagerly, instantly demanded its

restoration.

“Nay, gentle madam,” said he, “this is a prize too pre-
cious to be lightly parted with, and I

”

“ Discourteous knight,” said the lady, “know you whom
you treat with so much indignity?” and at these words, she
removed the mask from her face, hoping thus to awe her per-

secutor into acquiescence. Her surprise, however, was equal
to that of any one present, when her tormentor, removing
his own visor, discovered the features of King Edward. The
lady sank on her knees before the monarch, and the whole
company followed her example.
“Behold !” cried the king, holding up the ravished garter,

“ a treasure, of the possession of which I own myself un-
worthy

;
yet I will not part with it, for any ransom wealth or

power can offer.”

An ill-suppressed burst of laughter followed this speech.
“ Honi soit qui malypense /” exclaimed the king. “Laugh

on, my lords and gentlemen ! but in good time the merriest
of ye, ay, and the greatest sovereigns of Europe, shall be
proud to wear this garter.”

Thus saying, the king whispered a few words to the
countess, which seemed to occasion her considerable em-
barrassment; and then, making a lowly obeisance, left the

apartment.
The declaration which he had that night made, he shortly

afterwards accomplished, by instituting the far-renowned
Ordtr of the Garter ; which, with the ceremonies and enter-

tainments consequent upon it, for some time occupied the

almost undivided attention of King Edward. £Iis love for

the Counters of Salisbury was, however, now openly avowed

;

and the arrival of the Princess Philippa, to whom he had al-

ready been married by proxy, was delayed in consequence of
bis not sending the necessary escort. The people soon began
to murmur at this delay, since not only the honour of the

king, but of the nation also, was concerned in keeping faith

with the Count of Hainault, whose alliance was of such vital

importance to the interests of England. It was at this junc-
ture, that Lord de Grandison presented himself to the king,

and demanded a private audience.
“ I have letters, my liege,” said the baron, “from the Count

of Hainault, who bitterly complains of the delay in executing
the treaty, with the conclusion of which your grace was
pleased to honour me.”
At these words, the king changed colour, which the baron
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was not slow in observing, as he continued, ** Wherefore, my
liege, should this intelligence displease you? I perceive in

your glance traces of dislike towards this union, which all

England expects with such impatience.”

“De Grandison,” said Edward, “kings are formed of the

same materials as other men. They have hearts, and mine
is consumed by a passion which makes me sensible that rank

and power are not happiness.”
“ What, my liege ! have your eyes betrayed your heart to

another object? Can you forswear your royal word?—Honour,

fame, policy, all forbid it; all conspire to hasten your marriage

with the Lady Philippa.”

“If you knew the beauty of my own court who has inspired

my passion, my lord, you would not press this subject.”

“I know nothing but your grace’s interest and honour,” said

De Grandison. “ Pardon my frankness, but there can be no

motive to occasion any further delay.”

“ Nomotive, Lord De Grandison?” said Edward, and he sighed.

“Alas! I see that age has chilled your blood, and frozen up
your heart.”
« My liege, I burn more than ever with devotion to your ser-

vice. If this marriage be not solemnized, and speedily, you
will offend a powerful prince, to whom you are indebted for

many benefits, and also disappoint the fond hopes of a loyal

people. You forget yourself, my liege; remember that you are

King of England ! I speak to Edward, who, stripped even of

the splendours of royalty, should still be worthy of the respect

and admiration of mankind.”
“ We shall see, my Lord de Grandison,” said the king; “ but

now leave me, leave me.”
The old baron had no sooner left Edward, than the king sum-

moned Trussell to an audience, and informed him of his recent

interview, and of its unfavourable result, adding

—

“ I wished to speak to him of his daughter, and of my love

for her ; but I know not wherefore, I was unable to explain

myself. There is a fierce inflexibility about that old man, which
irritates me. I reverence, and yet I fear him.”

“And is your grace deceived by this De Grandison
9

s affec-

tation of inflexibility and virtue? Believe me, my liege, that

they both have their price, although it is somewhat an extra-

vagant one. But suffer me to undertake your grace’s suit, and
tt .will on maviflup -if that, tlm hnrnn liimCAff cliall ho f.Tin t.n

such baseness; it is that villain Trussell who has corrupted the

princely current of his thoughts and feelings: or can my
daughter be acquainted with the king’s weakness? Can Ka-
tharine be an accomplice in this amour? If in thought she has
dishonoured these grey heirs—

”

His look grew black as midnight, as he grasped his sword
and rushed from the apartment.
The interview with his daughter at once removed the most

painful of the old man’s suspicions, and with an anxious but
determined heart, he then presented himself before the king.

“Welcome, my Lord de Grandison,” said the monarch; “ my
good friend, Trussell, has revealed to you the precious secret

of my heart; and you come to tell me I have not relied in vain

upon your friendship and your loyalty
;
your daughter ”

“ I have just left her, my liege; and she has laid open her
whole heart to me.”
“And she hates me?” said the king, impatiently.

“The most dutiful and loyal of your grace’s subjects.

Katharine offers you a homage the most respectful and pro-

found. But she is the daughter of De Grandison; she is the
widow Salisbury

;
and that neither of those names have yet

been tainted with dishonour, is a truth which the King of

England needs least of all men to be reminded.”
“ What have I heard?” said the king.

“Truth, my liege, truth; to whose accents your minions
would close your ears, but whom you hear speaking by my
mouth. My daughter is not fitted for the rival of the Princess

of Hainault; and to be if I offend, my liege, my head is

at your grace’s disposal. I have finished my course, and
shall soon be no longer in a condition to serve you. Why,
then, should I care for the few days which nature might yet

permit me to live? At least I shall die with the assurance
that my daughter will cherish the memory of her father, and
of his honour. Dispose of me as you please, my liege

;
you

are my master.”
“Yes, traitor!” answered Edward

;

“ and I would be your

protector and your friend
;
but you compel me to exhibit my-

self only as your sovereign. Instantly command your

daughter’s presence here, or prepare yourself for a lodging in

the Tower!”
“The Tower, my liege,” replied De Grandison; “I will

I will so manage it, that the baron himself shall be the first to hasten thither witn as much alacrity as 1 interposed my shield

give the lovely cohntess to your arms,” between your grace’s breast and the arrow which was pointed

Upon leaving the king, Trussell speedily sought end found the

havon alone in his apartment perusing and sighing over his

despatches from the Count of Hainault. De Grandison had

that instinctive aversion for his visiter, which was natural to a

mind like his, still he could not refuse to listen to a messenger

ffota the king; and Trussell accordingly called up all the re-

sources of an artful genius to explain the object of his visit,

with as much delicacy as possible.

The old lord listened with a cold and disdainful attention,

till the conclusion of his harangue, and then replied

—

“ Sir William Trussell, you explain yourself very clearly.

The king loves my daughter, and you come to persuade me
to use my influence in inducing her to yield to his grace’s

wishes.”
“Nay, nay, my lord,” said Trussell, “ your lordship miscon-

ceives me. I spoke merely of management, of modes of con-

duct to be observed by your lordship and the countess. You
have been more than fifty years a courtier, my lord, and I can-

not be speaking a language which you do not understand. It

is for your lordship, therefore, to decide what answer I shall

bear to the king.”
“ I will hear it myself, Sir William,” said De Grandison,

“ and that instantly.”
“ You cannot mean it, my lord !” said Trussell.

“Any further conversation between us,” said Grandison, “ is

.quite unnecessary. His grace shall shortly see me.”

Scarcely was the unhappy father relieved from the presence

of Trussell, than he sank upon a seat in a state of distrac-

tion.
“ This, then, was Edward’s reason for desiring the presence

of my daughter, and he would-—! But he is incapable of

your
at it, on the field of battle.”

“ Audacious traitor !” said the monarch, “ away with him
to the Tower I” De Grandison was immediately hurried off,

closely guarded : and at that moment, Sir Neele Loring, a

gallant knight, who was one of the first invested with the

Order of the Garter, rushed into the royal presence, exclaim-

ing, “ What have I beheld, my liege?”

“The punishment due to outraged majesty,” replied the

king.

“Nay, nay, my liege; wherefore deprive your old and

faithful servant of his liberty? and for what crime? can it be

King Edward to whom I am speaking? can it be Edward who
would load the limbs of old De Grandison with fetters? But

you relent,—your grace remembers
”

At that instant Trussell entered
;

“ My liege, De Grandison

vents his anger in violence and threats; he would write to his

daughter, but I have denied him permission so to do.”

“ You hear, Sir Neele,” said the king, “ the old traitor in-

dulges in threats towards our royal person,; but I ana weary

of your boldness, Sir Knight; I am the King of England,

and my subjects shall obey me.”

The bold knight had no sooner disappeared, than the

Countess of Salisbury presented herself. Pale and trembling,

with dishevelled locks and streaming eyes, but still surpass-

ingly beautiful, the lovely Katharine threw herself at the

ting s f*6Gt«

“ Sire ! Sire !” she shrieked, “give me back my father !”

A blush of self-reproach mantled on the brow of Edward,

as he extended his hand, and raised the lovely suppliant from

liCIlGGSe

(For continuation,
see p. 299.^
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BERNADOTTE AND THE NORWEGIANS.

It was clearly perceptible, at the close of the year 1813,
that Denmark, deserted by the ally to whose fortune hers
had been unhappily attached, and invaded by a force to which
she could offer no effective resistance, had no other resource
than submitting to the hard conditions imposed upon her,
the most galling of which, the resignation of that portion of
her dominions to which she owed one of her crowns, and
much of her importance. This submission was sealed by
treaties of peace concluded at Kiel with the Sovereigns of
Great Britain and Sweden on the 14th of January, 1814. The
first was after a renewal of peace, &c., between Denmark and
Sweden

;
the King of Sweden engages his mediation for the

same purpose with Russia and Prussia
;
and on the other

hand the King of Denmark engages to take au active part in
the common cause against the French Emperor.
The entire and perpetual cession of Norway by Denmark,

and of Pomerania and the Isle of Rugen by Sweden, is then
declared, &c. The King of Sweden farther promises to use
his best endeavours with the allied powers to procure for
Denmark, at a general peace, an equivalent for Norway.
In the treaty with Great Britain, it was agreed that all

conquests should be restored, excepting Heligoland, which
Britain was to hold

; prisoners on both sides to be given up
;

Denmark to join the allies with ten thousand men, receiving
a subsidy from Britain of 400,000?. ; Pomerania to be ceded
to Denmark, in exchange for Norway : Stralsund to remain
a depot for British
produce

; Denmark
to aid in the aboli-

tion of the slave
trade, and Britain
to act as a mediator
between her and the
allies.

The acquiescence
of the King ofDen*
mark did not seem,
however, to satisfy
the independent
spirit of the people
of Norway, who did
not relish being thus
transferred without
asking their con-
sent. The national
enmity they bore to
the Swedish people
had been increased
by the severe policy
of Sweden, in inter-

cepting all supplies
of provisions for

Norway
,
after a year

of dearth, by which,
it is said, five thou-
sand persons died of famine and disease in the diocese' of
Droutheim.
At this period their governor was Christian Frederick, he-

reditary prince of Denmark, an enterprising character. On
receiving the treaty concluded between Sweden and Den-
mark, he shortly after laid it before an assembly of the prin
cipal persons, civil, military, ecclesiastical, mercantile, and
deputies, met together to arrange the affairs of the bank. He
then put the question if the Norwegians were inclined to as-
sert their independence against the Swedish claims ? and re-
ceived an unanimous reply in the affirmative.

I hey also earnestly besought the prince to continue at the
head of the government, declaring they would endeavour to
effect his nomination to the title of Prince Regent of Norway.
The prince, who doubtless had arranged his plans, proceeded
immediately to the frontiers, then to Koraas, and across the
mountains to Drontheim, The people met him in crowds

from the hills and valleys, with their wives and children

;

their exclamation was, “We will conquer or die for old Nor-
way’s freedom 1” adding, “ Thou shalt not leave us.”
On his arrival atGulbrandsthal, a pass famed for the exter-

mination of a band of Swedish invaders by the mountaineers,
the prince alighted at the marble pillar erected to comme-
morate that event, and having read aloud the inscription in
the words of an old ballad, “ Woe to every Norwegian whose
blood does not boil in his veins at the view of this monu-
ment!” he asked the surrounding peasants if they were wil-

ling to follow this noble example ? The reply was an uni-
versal shout of consent.

On entering Drontheim the prince alighted at the house
of General Yon Krogh, where the chief citizens were met at

a solemn entertainment. The venerable host, aged about
eighty years, being very infirm, could not join the company,
but at the close of the entertainment he caused himself to be
led in, when he proposed the health of Prince Christian, as
Regent, which was received with universal acclamation. The
prince having remained four days at Drontheim, returned
to Christiana.
On the next day the bells were rung in the city, cannons

were fired, the military, &c., paraded the streets, and the
prince proceeded to the principal church, where he took the
oath as Regent of Norwa}~.
The Danish flag was taken down on the 19th of February,

a funeral dirge accompanying the act, while the Norwegian
colours were hoisted amid the loudest acclamations.
The prince issued various proclamations, in one of which he

stated that Norway
was at peace with
all powers but those
who should attempt
to violate its inde-

pendence, or attack
its frontiers.

On the 24th of
February, Count
Axel Rosen came
to Christiana, com-
missioned by Sweden
to execute the trea-

ty of peace between
Denmark and Swe-
den. On being in-

troduced to Prince
Christian and exhi-
biting his powers,
with the proclama-
tion of the King of
Sweden to the Nor-
wegians, he refused
in the present state

of affairs to receive
it, as he must let all

Europe know that
Norway had as-
erted her independ-

ence. h arther explanation proving of no avail, the count with-
drew from the audience room. The King of Denmark disavowed
the conduct of the prince, his son, declaring that he acknow-
ledged no other authority in Norway but the King of Sweden.
As might be expected, some parties felt inclined to submit to

the yoke of Sweden, while others were strongly impressed with
the idea of establishing a republic. The major part, however,
looked on Prince Christian as the person by whom the cause
of national independence was to be settled and maintained.

In April a diet was held, and the majority agreed to place
the crown of Norway on the head of Prince Christian, with
descent to his posterity. The legislative power in the new con-
stitution was placed in an assembly consisting only of landed
proprietors. On the 19th, the new king was proclaimed, who
dissolved the diet with a speech. This decisive measure brought
them in immediate contact with the other powers, who tried,
by persuasion and intinjidation

f to induce them to submits
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Various envoys were sent by the other powers concerned in

the matter, and a lengthened correspondence took place, the

envoys insisting on the fulfilment of the treaty.

In this state of affairs an armistice was at last proposed, but
as they could not agree upon terms, the envoys took leave of

Prince Christian on the 17 th of July, on their return to Sweden.
This was generally looked upon as a declaration of war.

Denmark was now placed in no very agreeable situation
;

al-

though the allies felt persuaded that the king had shown that

he had no concern in these proceedings, they thought it prudent
to watch him closely. A body of Russians therefore occupied

Holstein, where a body of Prussians were to join them. Mean-
while the Crown Prince of Sweden (Bernadotte) made active

preparations in organising a military force, &c.

From Wirmisberg, on the 17 th of July, he issued a pro-

clamation to his soldiers, in which he states, that “there is no
rest for us till the union and independence of the Scandinavian
Peninsula are obtained by the annexation of Norway to

Sweden.” The King of Sweden as well as himself tried the

powers of persuasion before they proceeded to force ;
ail argu-

ments failing, Bernadotte came to this conclusion, that superior

force alone could operate upon the feelings of a people who
were inspired with high notions of their national rights, and
the appeal was finally made to the sword.
The first conflict was a naval one. The Norwegians had

stationed a flotilla near the Hualoran islands, protected by a
number of batteries raised upon them. On the 26th of July,
the Swedish admiral, Baron Pike, made the signal for his fleet

and flotilla to weigh, and move to the attack of the Norwegians ;

but a calm prevented their reaching a proper station that day,
consequently the attack was delayed until the next morning.
The Norwegian commander, however, did not choose to await
the issue, for during the night he left the islands in such haste,
that the most of the cannon of the batteries were thrown into
the sea, and on the approach of day he was in full retreat upon
Frederickstadt.
The Swedes in this instance did not loso ono man. On the

27th, Bernadotte joined the army, and commenced the march
for Norway. The King of Sweden, who had boon a naval
commander, chose to join th6 expedition, and went on board
the Great Gustavus at Stromstadt,
On the 30th of July, the Swedish corps d'armee ,

nearly
twenty thousand men, crossed the frontier, meeting but little

resistance, and occupied two advanced posts. On the same
day Bernadotte, with the Duke of Sudormania, made a recon-
noisance into Norway, from his head-quarters at Stromstadt.
Major-general Gahan, who had entered Norway on the 31st of

July, on the 2nd of August tried to force a strong position,

but was driven back with some loss, and on the following day
he found the enemy with a superior force in his rear, having
taken a circuitous route. The consequence was a severe and
sanguinary combat, but the Swedes, effected their retreat, los-

ing one gun, twenty baggage waggons, and, a considerable
number of men killed, wounded, and prisoners.

On the 2nd of August, Admiral Pike, having received orders
from Bernadotte to attack Krogers, three corps of troops were
landed upon the island, and supported by gun-boats and armed
vessels. The Norwegians retreated, and a battery yielded
after being cannonaded.
Frederickstadt being summoned, refused to surrender, when

it was attacked by gun-boats and bomb-vessels. On the 4 th
this force offered to capitulate: the terms being settled, the
Swedish troops entered this place, and also Rongsteen, in the
evening. The garrison, of nearly two thousand men, were not
made prisoners of war, but, on their submission to the autho-
rity of the King of Sweden, were allowed to return home.

Frederickstadt commands the passage of the Glommen, and
is considered the key of Christiana. A bulletin of August
the 11th, dated Swedish head-quarters, announced other suc-

cesses, and that they were masters of the left bank of the Glom-
men, from Lake Oejorn to Frederickstadt. The Danish officers

were therein charged with being the cause of encouraging the

hostility of the Norwegians; who, however, were stated to be
deserting the army in great numbers, and that the inhabitants
in crowds wer# taking the oath of allegiance*

The next bulletin announced that General Alderereutz had
forced the strong position of the Norwegians at Isebro, on the

10th; that on the 11th the abandoned port and batteries of

Slesvig had been taken possession of, and that General Vegesac
had defeated the enemy, who had six thousand men and ten
pieces of cannon, with a great loss to the Norwegians. On the
12th, preparations commenced for crossing the Glommen; and
on the following day an attack was made upon Frederickstadt,

by bombardment. The passage of Kgolberg was forced, though
bravely contested, and Bernadotte made dispositions for sur-
rounding, with a much superior force, the army of Prince
Christian, which was posted near to Moss. Any farther op-
position would have been au act of desperation, and an un-
necessary sacrifice of lives. Bernadotte accepted the proposals
of Christian, who now resigned the government, and gave
orders for the surrender of Frederickstein, that famous fortress

of Frederickshall, before which Charles the Twelfth lost his

life, just as orders were about being given for planting the
scaling ladders against it.

A convention was concluded at Moss, on the 14th of August
between bis royal highness the crown prince of Sweden, Ber-
nadotte, in the name of the King of Sweden, and the Nor-
wegian government, and also between the troops of both
countries, which were ratified by the Crown Prince ofDenmark
and Sweden.
On the 20th of October, the Norwegian diet resolved, by a

vote of seventy-four voices to five, that, “Norway shall, as an
integral state, be united to Sweden under one king, with the
preservation of its constitution, subject to such necessary al-

terations as the welfare of the country may require, having,
at the same time, regard to the union with Sweden. These
alterations, which his Swedish majesty had recognized in the
convention of Moss, to be considered on by the diet as soon as
possible; after which, the diet will solemnly elect and acknow-
ledge the King of Sweden, Charles the Thirteenth, as the
Constitutional King of Norway.”

This was made public by the representatives of Norway to

their countrymen. On the 4th of November, the diet unani-
mously elected Charles the Thirteenth their king, and deputed
seven of their members to convey the intelligence to the crown
prince. On the 8th, his royal highness, accompanied by his

son, Prince Oscar, set out from Frederickshall, for Christiana
;

and on the lOtli went in state to the hall of the diet. The
speech he delivered was repeated in the Swedish language, by
Prince Oscar, and the whole assembly swore fealty to the king,

when his royal highness delivered to the president the king’s

promise of governing agreeably to the laws of the nation. On
the next day, Field-marshal Count D’Essen was invested with
the dignity of stadtholder of the kingdom of Norway. On the
13th, a solemn Te Deum was celebrated in the cathedral church
of Christiana, and an elegant and appropriate discourse was
delivered by the Bishop of Aggerhuus. Thus this great na-
tional act was completed in a manner which at least had every
appearance of being voluntary and unanimous.
On the 26th, the diet was closed, with a speech from the

crown prince, the following paragraph of which gives some idea

of what may have taken place on discussing the principles of

the constitution.
“ If, in passing rapidly from an absolute government, to one

founded on the laws, the wishes which you have sometimes ex-

pressed have been mixed with fears and disquietudes, they
must be ascribed to the recollection of times and of relations

which no longer exist. You were animated with the zeal of

defending the rights of the people ;
the king was desirous of

recognizing them : and he was induced to do so, as much by
his particular sentiments as by the free constitution of Sweden.”

Thus, in a short space of time, was this important change
of annexing Norway to Sweden effected, and Bernadotte now
reigns as king, the only remaining of the generals of the late

Napoleon, whom he raised to the rank of royalty, who now
wields a regal sceptre.
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THE GARTER.

( Concluded from p. 296.)

“Pardon, madam,” said ha, “pardon the acts to which a
lover’s despair drives him. Remember that the first sight of
you kindled in tny breast a flame which I stifled during the
lifetime of your gallant husband. Salisbury, Heaven assoil

his soul ! is no*v in his grave; and yet now, when I acquaint
you with my sufferings, and my hope?, you answer me only
with your reproaches and tears.”
“ My tears, my liege, are all that remain to me for my de-

fence; and yet they touch you not.”
“ Say’st thou that they touch me not? Is it for you sweet

Katharine, to doubt your empire over my heart? I am no
longer able to impose laws on that passion which you repay
with ingratitude.”

“Iam no ingrate, most dread sovereign,” replied the
countess; “but, my liege, can I, ought I, to forget that my
aged father is in fetters?”

“They shall be broken,” said the Icing. “ He shall resume
his station as my best trusted counsellor, and his
daughter ”

“Forbear, my liege, to finish what you would say. I speak
not of his daughter.”
“Then her father—Katharine—

—

“ My father can but die, sire; what right have I, my liege,
to entertain your grace’s love, when the Princess of Hainault
is waiting to take her seat beside you upon the throne of
England. But, release my father, and I will wander from
your presence, where the sight of the unhappy Katharine
never more shall trouble you. Restore my father to me, and
we will be gone from hence for ever !’’

“No, adorable Katharine !” said the king; “your father
shall be free

;
and jmu shall still know your sovereign your

lover, and see him worthy of your love.”
Thus saying, lie left the countess alone in the Presence

Chamber, where she remained a considerable time, much
wondering at his behaviour, and suffering great uneasiness of
mind. At length Sir Neele Loring approached, and sinking
on his knee before her, said, “Madam, permit me to conduct
you to the place which the king’s commands have assigned
for you.”

1 he countess, much troubled and trembling, silently gave
the knight her hand, and traversed with him a vast suite of
splendid apartments, until they at length arrived at a door,
which opening led into a magnificent saloon, where she be-
held Edward seated on his throne, surrounded by his cour-
tiers

; all of whom, and even the sovereign himself, were de-
corated with the insignia of the Garter. Upon her entrance,
the king rushed towards her, and with one hand taking hold
ol hers, with the other placed the crown upon her head.
“ Approach, dearest lady !” said he, “and share the throne

of the King of England, and the homage of his subjects.
Become my consort, my Queen. Beauty, truth, and virtue
call you to the throne

; and in placing you there I equally
fulfil my own wishes and those of my people. They will ap-
plaud my choice, for it is worthy of me. Your father is free,
and both to him aud you will 1 repair the injustice which I
have committed.”

“ Beauty, my liege,” said Sir Neele Loring, “ was made to
reign, for it was man’s first sovereign.”
Ihe countess, overwhelmed with the suddenness of her

surprise, was scarcely able to articulate. “My liege,” said
she, ‘ the throne is not my place, the Princess of llain-
ault ”

Yes, said the Lord do Grandison, bursting into the
apartment, “ she only must sit there 1 What, my liege !my daughter crowned, and about to ascend the throne ! Is
that the price at which my chains are broken? Back withme to the lower, rather eternal slavery, than freedom pur-
chased by dishonour.”

My Lord de Grandison,” said the king, “listen tomes I
ave given your daughter my hand; she is my uueen, and

wherefore would you oppose our happiness ?“

“My daughter queen !” exclaimed the baron; “Katha-
rine,” he added, addressing her in a tone of supplication,
“ wilt thou lend thyself to the cause of falsehood and per-
jury? Wilt thou aid the king to break a promise plighted
in the face of Europe? Listen to me, and prove thyself my
daughter. Put off that diadem. Fall at the king’s feet for
pardon

;
or, if thou canst not perform the dictates of duty,

tiien die, and Heaven pardon thee.”
He drew a dagger from his bosom as he spoke, and as the

king arrested his hand, lie continued

—

“ Approach me not, iny liege, o r I bury this dagger in her
heart. Give me the royal word that she shall not he queen,
to
“ My liege,” said the countess, lifting the crown fromher

brow, and falling at Edward’s feet, “ it must not be ; your
royal word is pledged, the nation’s honour is its guarantee,
aud war and desolation would follow the violation of your
plighted promise. I am Katharine of Salisbury, your grace’s

most faithful subject, but dare not be your queen.”
“ Generous beings,” said the king, “ it is you who teach me

how to reign. Rise, gracious madam ; rise, my good Lord
de Grandison. You, my noble friend, shall instantly pro-
ceed to the Court of Hainault, to bring over my affianced
bride. Your lovely daughter must not be my wife, but you
will suffer her to remain at my court, its brightest orna-
ment.”
Tims ended the adventure of the Garter, without any of

those disastrous consequences which once seemed so threat-

ening. The Princess of Hainault filled the throne to which
she was called by the voice of the nation, and won and me-
rited the love of her royal consort. Anxious to give to the

virtuous object of his former passion a splendid testimony of

the sentiments which he still entertained towards her, the

king on his marriage renewed the institution of the Order of

the Garter. De Grandison long continued to hold the highest
place in the royal favour ; the Countess of Salisbury appeared
at court as the friend of Queen Philippa, and long continued
the object of the respectful passion of the greatest monarch
who had ever filled the the throne of England.

LUCILLE MEYER.

“ The chilling wind whistles along the wild moor.”
Kirke White.

There’s not, in all Scotland, a more barren stretch of flatcoun

try than the celebrated Cafnworth Moors,which lies some twenty
miics from Edinburgh. The eye of the traveller is unenlivened

by any living or moving object, save perchance, the startled

black-cock, roused by His passage through the heather. Near
the northwestern extremity of this waste is a solitary cottage,

built upon a mass of rock, which, from all outward appearance
appertained to some shepherd who had chosen it for the con-

venience of tending liis flock.

Two individuals, of a much higher class, tenanted the little*

abode at the period we are writing of. The Chevalier Meyer,
the eldest of these, was for many years, secretary to Charles X.f

and, when that monarch took refuge in Scotland, was one of

the few who accompanied him: some misunderstanding had
arisen between them, and the chevalier, relieved from his at-

tendance on fallen royalty, retired, with his only child, to Carn-
worth Moor.

Lucille Meyer was just such a companion as could best

soothe and please the retired moments of one whose whole life

had been spent in public. She had just seen enough of English

society to give her mind a more reflective and serious turn than

usually belongs to the French. She was the beau ideal of a

daughter or a wife. Iligh-minded, yet not above the reduced

circumstances by which she was surrounded; highly imagina-

tive, yet accommodating herself to the iron realities of life;

dignified, yet not haughty, Lucille united, in one person, no
common variety of charms. Such were the inmates of this

unpretending cottage. One dark and stormy evening in au-

tumn, when the wind shook its wall, and the rain descended in
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torrents, a solitary sportsman, the only one, perhaps, on the

Moor, attracted by the glimmering light, knocked and soli-

cited admission. None had ever crossed the door, save the

inmates, since the chevalier had been there ; but the night was
too fearful to turn a stranger away. Norman M‘Gregor, for

such was the young man’s name, soon discovered that his host

was very far above the rank of a common shepherd. At
supper the chevalier’s daughter joined them, and conversation

beguiled the hours until midnight. They parted, with mutual
regret, on the following morning, and the invitation of the

Frenchman to renew the visit was eagerly accepted. The au-

tumn was almost over, and Norman M‘Gregor had become a

daily visitant at the cottage. He would fain have believed

that his calls there were merely made because it was in his

way, or that he might enjoy the intellectual conversation of

the retired Frenchman, but it was in vain : he was compelled

to acknowledge to himself that there was a higher object of

attraction—that he was, in short, in love.

One morning, when the chilly hand of winter was beginning
to show itself, a courier from Holyrood delivered a letter to

Meyer. It was a solicitation to undertake a mission to Paris,

and required his instant departure. The news fell upon
M‘Gregor like a death-blow. He had pictured to himself the
pleasure he should have in bringing the lonely ones into so-

ciety: he had almost looked forward to the period when he
might call Lucille his own

; and now, to find the uplifted cup
dashed from his lips, was bitterness he had never before expe-
rienced.

Hope, however, that principle which will carry men through
almost any trials, sustained him, and lie parted from Lucille
with the prospect of but a short separation.
For some weeks letters regularly received from her, in ortned

our hero of their continued health, but, long before the summer,
those communications ceased, and the blighting influence of
“ hope deferred” became visible on the usually happy face of
Norman M‘Gregor.

One lovely evening he stood at his window, which com-
manded a view of the expanse of the Forth. The street below
was deserted, for the people had dispersed to the suburbs of
Edinburgh: no living object presented itself to his restless gaze,
and never had he felt so utterly lonely. The idol of his

thoughts was before his mind’s eye; he thought of the last

meeting, of the whispered promise, of the exchange of hair, of
the final embrace, of the long and lingering farewell, and the
last flowing tears

Sprang to his eyes: in childish years,
But not since then, those eyes had wept;
It ceased his bosom, and he slept.

With the morning came the resolution to visit France, and
seek out the absent ones. In accordance with that design,
Norman soon found himself in Paris. A week was, however,
soon spent in ineffectual search after the chevalier, and inqui-
ries appeared to be useless.

More than a month had passed over M‘Gregor since he had
left Edinburgh, and he looked more like a walking ghost than
the fine, hearty young fellow who, a short time before, was the
best shot on the moors. Returning late from the theatre one
evening, whither he had been, not to enjoy the performance,
but to leave no stone unturned for the discovery of Lucille, he
passed the Palace of the Louvre, from which streams of daz-
zling light were issuing. An old beggar, whose feeling, mise-
rable as he looked, Norman envied, informed him that the
King of the French entertained the noblesse at a masquerade.
Hopeless as the chance seemed, M‘Gregor determined to gain
admission. Hastily procuring a domino, he presented
himself at the gate, and, passing the guards, gained the
saloon. Louis Philippe, with the true policy of a prince
ascending the throne after a revolution, appeared, divested
of any personal state, and in conversation with a large circle
of guests.

Norman wandered through the long suite of rooms, now and
then paring und^ the masks of top who passed, hut all in

vain. At length, when the vast halls were nearly deserted, he
turned to depart. As he slowly descended the grand staircase,

step by step, and before he had gained the first landing, a side

door opened, and two figures appeared. Norman eyed the
maskers intently: his attention was rivetted on the shorter
one. It was his long lost Lucille

!

———— It was she,

But, oh! how altered; could it be?
You might have traced eaoh azure vein
That wandered o’er her sunken brow.

As they hurried towards the postern the chevalier enjoined
silence. “ If I am discovered here,” he whispered, “ my life

will be the forfeit.” The truth flashed on M‘Gregor’s mind at

once. Engaged in the prosecution of a state intrigue, con-
ceived by the ex-king in the seclusion of Holyrood Palace,

Meyer had ventured into the Louvre, and there, despite his

mask, had been recognised. Well acquainted with the internal

arrangements of the abode that was once his royal master’s,

he had taken advantage of a secret stair, to avoid passing the
guards stationed at the ante-room door. The activity of the

French police was, however, so proverbial that, although his

vigilance and foresight had provided a chariot and four well-

chosen horses, he hardly hoped for an escape. In less time
than it takes to write, Norman, Lucille and her father were
already dashing through the streets of Paris. On, on they
flew,

4

“ They passed the guards, the gate, the wall.”

They gained the country, the road to Calais; still their speed
abated not

;
and the party were almost congratulating them-

selves upon their success, when a mounted horseman passed
the carriage window like a shot.

With a desperate lunge he succeeded in cutting part of the
harness, and was about to detach the traces by the same means,
when the well-directed fire of the chevalier entered the body
of the horse, and lie fell dead, rolling over his dismayed and
now sorely-mounted rider. Almost before the necessary re-

pairs of the harness were completed, the keen eye of Meyer
detected, by the grey morning light, a body of men advancing
from Paris.

The carriage was quickly on its way once more: a large
bribe was offered to the postillioD, accompanied with sundry
threats in case lie reduced his speed, had the wished-for effect; c

anti the happy party, relieved from immediate danger, at once
embarked in a sloop on the eve of sailing. After a short pas-
sage, they arrived at Dover, and, in a few days, were once more
in Edinburgh. Need we say that Scotch roses soon supplanted
the French lily on the face of Lucille?*•*•* * *

Some one, or, perhaps, more of those who always read the
newspapers night and morning may recollect an announce-
ment, some few years ago couched thus:—

“ Yesterday, at the parish church of Carnworth, Norman
M‘Gregor, Esq., to Lucille, only daughter of the Chevalier
Meyer, secretary to the ex-king of France.”

It is said that Charles himself was present at the ceremony

THE BULL-DOG CRUISER IN THE NORTH SEA.

(Concluded.)

All was bustle on board the cutter; the end of the large hawser
was hauled up, a small rope was passed from aft to forward,
with the intention of going as near as possible to the steamer ;

then to throw it on board, that the larger hawser might be
hauled no board with it. “ Now, Mr. Bluff, mind your steering;
we’ll run for her weather quarter. Put the helm down, shoot
along side, throw the line on board, and tack, laying-to on her il u

bow.” Mr. Bobstay, who was exceedingly active when there fif

was a necessity for his being so, had eyeryfhing prepared, and
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gave orders to some of tlie men to go out to the bowsprit-end,

and stand by to throw the small line on board. At this time

the sea was running high; the Bull-dog pitched heavily, so as

to immerse the bowsprit-end under water : the men being aware
of this, and after the fate ofTom Crosstree, were not so willing

as usual to run into danger. Bobstay observing it, stood as-

tonished for a half a minute; then tearing off his jacket ex-

claimed, “D—n ye won’t ye move? You know I never axes

any one to do what I won’t do myself; give me the rope,” which
he seized between his teeth, and the next instant was at the

end of the greasy, slippery spar. The commander was aft,

and did not hear this conversation, but continued to

give his orders to Bluff at the helm. “Ready about

—

down with the helm. Stand by to heave the line.” As the
vessel came head to wind, Bobstay had the coil ready in his

hand, and was in the act of throwing it, when the Bull-dog
gave a heavy pitch, which immersed the poor fellow some feet

under water. A loud and piercing shriek from the females on
board the steam-vessel added to the excitement of the moment.
Scarcely had two seconds passed when Bobstay rose from the

water, still perched on the bowsprit-end, looking, as Mr. Wad
expressed it, “ like a half-drowned rat.” The opportunity
was lost; the Bull-dog had to make another tack, but ul-

timately succeeded in taking the steam-vessel in tow. In due
I time the}T arrived safe in Yarmouth Roads. The commander,
taking Mr. Wad with him, went on board the steam-vessel,

and received the hearty thanks of all on board : cards of ad-
dress were thrust into his hand; but the silent gratitude of a
mother who took him by the arm, and led him to a very beautiful

young girl, saying, “My Daughter, sir;” then seized his

I hand, pressed it between her’s, kissed it with fervency, and,
with tears running down her pallid cheeks, prayed God to bless

the saviour of her daughter, affected our commander much,
who was not sorry soon to find himself seated in a boat pro-
ceeding to the shore.

On Mr. Wad’s returning on board, he expressed his delight
at the commander’s reception. “ Do you know,” said Mr.
Wad, drawing up his tall lank figure, and rubbing his handsto*
gether untilyou would almost have imagined he wouldhave rub-
bed the skin off—“ do youknow it was quite delightful—quite de-
lightful to see the ladies about our captain, how they did
thank him; I really thought one old lady would have kissed
him—I did indeed; she piped her eyes so; but I couldn’t un-
derstand the use of that, when they were all safe. All the
passengers on board say the prop-per-ietors ought to give us
something handsome

; but I say
,
steward, arn’t we entitled to

something handsome by law ?
”

“ Why, ” returned the steward, “ I have been examining the
Printed Instructions; and I find by Article six hundred and
forty, and Section ”

“O, bother!” cried Bluff, “what are you humbugging
about, With your articles and sections ? Every fool knows we
are entitled to salvage; and I have no doubt we shall get about
400/. at least.

”

“ You don’t say so !
” said Bobstay. “ Then the young’uns

will have a prize. Hurrah, my sons! Swab the the decks up,
and coil the the ropes down? Jack’s alive after all.”

In a few days the Bull-dog sailed upon another cruise : the
dangers of the last were forgotten, except by Mr. Wad, who
exaggerated every circumstance by which such marvellous ad-
ditions, that to have heard him relate the story six months
after the event, with the greatest stretch of imagination, you
could never have believed that human beings could ’have
existed under such trials.

A TALE OF THE SPANISH WAR,

It was during the exterminating warfare which character-
ized the invasion of Spain by the French, that a small body
of cuirassiers, detached from the main division, had halted for

the night at a Tillage galled Figuieras, The appearance of

this company was to the poor inhabitants a source of disa-
greeable anticipations, actuated as they were by natural anti-

,

pathy to a domineering foe, and by anxiety for the little pro-
perty acquired by the toil of congregated years.

“What ho!” cried the leader of the soldiery, as he stopped
before the gate of the monastery, the only house in the hamlet
that appeared capable of rendering any tolerable accommoda-
tion

;
“ open your doors, or, by my valiant sovereign, all your

aves will not profit you.”

And as he spoke he struck the portal with his sword, as if
to prove his threats would speedily be enforced, if a ready ac-
quiescence was not accorded to his mandates.

There was silence for a time, as though the inmates were
deliberating on what course to pursue; and then the figure of
an aged man became apparent, as with trembling hands he
loosened the fastenings which secured the dwelling. He bore
a torch, whose gleam threw a murky glare upon the men-at-
arms, and served but indistinctly to illume the gloomy court.

“ Save you,” said the French colonel ironically, at the same
time making a lowly obeisance, “ I bear my superior’s greetings
to your holy body, and expect good fare for my commands

:

the cellars are well stored, no doubt?”
A crimson glow for a moment flushed the pallid cheek of the

venerable father, as La Ville (for that was the colonel’s name)
concluded his address

;
but it passed instantly away, and

he returned no response save by a gentle inclination of the
head.

La Ville regarded not his emotion, but, ordering his soldiers
to dismount, and place their chargers in the spacious court-
yard, entered the solemn pile accompanied by his brother offi-

cers.

The clang of the spurs as they paced along the vaulted
passage, escorted by their aged guide, too plainly announced
to the monks the propinquity of their enemies—those wonted
scoffers of all the sacred ordinances of religion, for such a cha-
racter had they acquired; partly true, but principally founded
on the misrepresentations of those who were well aware
how much such a belief would kindle patriotic zeal against
them.
As they entered the refectory, the assembled brethren rose

from their seats, and calmly viewed the haughty intruders.
“ Excuse me, fathers!” exclaimed La Ville, awed into respect

by their dignified demeanour, “ but my men require repose,
and in these troublous times, as little courtesy is needed, I have
that plea to warrant this intrusion

;
my men must be provided

with good cheer, or else and he touched the hilt of his

sabre significantly. “ But,” he continued, “ I hope there will

be no occasion for proceeding to extremities, the odds are too
much in our favour.”

“ Sir,” replied the abbot, “ your wishes must be obeyed, were
even our desire to serve you less.”

“ I deem, if I relied on that, my entertainment were but very
poor.”

“ This is an unkind opinion,” returned the superior, “ deeds
will convince you of its fallacy.”

So saying, he motioned them to sit down, and commanded
the servitors to load the table with the best the monastery
could afford.

The table soon groaned beneath the weight of delicacies, and
cordiality usurped the place where distrust so lately reigned.

The abbot left the apartment for a brief interval, and speedily

returned, followed by two attendants bearing immense silver

vessels filled with luscious and delicious wine.
“ Now, tell me candidly,” exclaimed a young officer but lately

arrived from the military college, “ tell me if you have any
pretty damsel here

;
you understand me, niece or so, to benefit

by your pious admonitions?”

The eye of the superior shone with wrathful glare at the
speaker, and then a bitter smile passed across his features.

“ Fear not,” he replied, “ for this night’s entertainment will

be better than any you shall hereafter enjoy; but Heaven for-

bid we should harbour such polluted beings as you allude

to!”

“Ay,” replied La Ville, “ at least for irreligious laymen, who
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know not how to temper their love-suits with pious sighitigs

for the great iniquity of our frail natures: but a truce with the

raillery, and let us taste the wine; nothing so much promotes
good fellowship. But, good father,” he continued, as he filled

a goblet with the sparkling wine, “you must pledge me in a

bumper, so fill yourglas^.”
“ The rules of our order forbid us to indulge in wine,” an-

swered the abbot, “ and therefore you must excuse me, or my
brethren from tasting of the ruby produce of the vine.”

La Ville smiled ironically, as though he thought it was hy-

pocrisy on the father’s part in refusing to drink anything

stronger than the liquid spring of water. He raised the goblet

to his lips, but placed it again untasted on the board. The
monks looked upon the movement with suspicious eye, as if to

seek solution for the Frenchman’s act.

“Suspicion strikes me,” sail La Ville, sternly, “and if my
surmise prove correct, this shall be the last exploit you will

enact. Fellow-soldiers! taste not the wine, it may be poisoned;

such deeds have been performed before, and by monastic arti-

fice.”

As the speaker thus addressed his auditors, every eye Avas

rivetted on the superior, whose countenance afforded no credit

to the colonel’s surmise.

“Drink of the wine, first,” continued La Ville, “you and
your brethren, and then we will follow your example.”
The abbot raised his eyes to heaven, and seemed for a moment

buried in meditation; then taking the proffered cup, swallowed
the contents.

The entire confraternity also drank the potion.
“ Now are you satisfied ?” he inquired: “ Yes!” replied the

French; “and here we pledge to you, good fathers.” Cup suc-

ceeded cup, as the elated soldiers, delighted with their superior

entertainment, sought to take advantage of their present fa-

vourable quarters. “Believe me.” stammered out a jovial

lieutenant, “ we will ever prove grateful for the kindness we
have experienced, and mayhap, I may send in exchange for

this Sauterne, a lovely girl of mine, the beauteous Louise.”
“ A poor exchange,” retorted another—“nothing so true as wine
nor so fickle as woman.”—“When our royal eagle waves over
the entire land,” cried La Ville, “ the brethren of this monastery
shall be amply rewarded for their hospitality, and—” “Stop
your kind commendations,” interrupted the abbot; “that day
you shall never behold: base tools of violence, hear me, and
shudder at my words: know that the wine we drank was poi-

soned! Start not! our country claimed the sacrifice, and wil-

lingly Ave did our duty—and though the pangs of death are fast

approaching, yet the thought that you, our enemies, must die
with us, is balsam to the tortured body. Does not the venom
even noAV rankle in your veins? Speak, slaves: speak!”

Consternation seized the French as they listene 1 to the
dreadful declaration, and even then the agonizing throbs de-

clared how true was the assertion. Madly they rushed on
their betrayers, hut death Avas already enacting his part, and
stayed their impetuous hands. Soon the smothered groan, the
frightful scream, the mingled prayer and curse, rose on the
silent ear of night.—The morning came; and of the many who
had entered on the previous evening into the monastery, not
one remained to quit its gloomy precincts.

THE HAUNTED HEAD.

It was yet early in a May morning in the year 1540, when
two travellers alighted at the little cabaret, known by the sign
of “Les quatre fils d’Aymon,” at the entrance of the forest of
Fontainbleau. They rode tAvo very sorry horses, and each of
them carried a package behind his saddle. These were the
famous Benvenuto Cellini, as mad a man of genius as the sun
of Italy, which has long been used to mad geniuses, ever looked
on, and his handsome pupil Aseanio, who Avere carrying some
works of art to the King of France at Fontainbleau. For par-
ticular reasons, Cellini set out by himself, leaving Aseanio;
and he, getting tired towards evening, proposed to walk in the
forest; but, before setting out, was especially warned to take

care, in the first place, that the Gardes de Chasse did not
shoot him instead of a buck; and in the next, that he did not
stray too near a large house, which he would see at about a
quarter of an hour’s walk distant to the right of the path. This
house, the host told him, belonged to the Chancellor Poyet,
who said he did not choose to he disturbed in the meditations
to which lie devoted himself for the good of the state, by
idle stragglers. To enforce his orders, too, lie had an ugly
raw-boned Swiss for a porter, Avho threatened to cudgel every
one Avho Avalked too near his garden wall. There was also a
hint of a poor young lady being shut up in this guarded man-
sion. A long garden, enclosed by a high wail, and thickly
planted on both sides with trees, which entirely concealed its

interior from view, Avas at the back; and it Avas this which
Aseanio first approached.
He heard alow voice, which lie thought avrs that of a Avoman

in distress, and, listening more intently, and approaching
nearer, lie was satisfied that his first impression was correct.
He distinctly heard sobs, and such expressions of sorrow, as
convinced Him that the person from whom they proceeded was
indulging her grief alone. A large birch tree grew against
the garden wall near the place where he stood; he paused for
a moment to deliberate whether lie could justify the curiosity
he felt, Avhen the hint of the hostess that a lady was imprisoned
there, came across his mind, and without further hesitation, ho
ascended the tree. Aseanio looked from the height he had
gained, and saw a young female sitting on a low garden seat
immediately below the bough on which he stood. She was
weeping. At length, raising her head, she dried her eyes, and
taking up a guitar Avhicli lay beside her, she struck some of
the chords, and played the symphony to a plaintive air which
was then well known. Aseanio gazed in breathless anxiety,
and wondered that one so fair should have cause for so deep
a sorrow as she was evidently suffering under. In a colloquy
which ensued, she exhorted him to fly; told him she was an
orphan whom Poyet wanted to force into marriage; and finally,

agreed to elope with her young lover.

Aseanio clasped the maiden in his arms, and once kissed
her fair forehead, by way of binding the compact. lie looked
up to the wall to consider the best means of enabling the lady
to seale it, when ho saAv abov'e it, a man’s head looking at
them.
Aseanio at first thought they were betrayed, but the ex-

pression of the face, which ho continued to look at, removed
his alarm ou this head. It was a very fine countenance, highly
intelligent, and uncommonly good-humoured. It seemed, as
Avell as Aseanio could guess by the thick beard and mustachios,
to belong to a man of middle age. lie had a long pointed
nose, brinr

1,

1

\ nml very white teeth; a small cap, just
stuck on tuc _ of his head, gave a knowing sort of look
to his appearance, and added to the arch expression of bis
visage, as lie put his finger on bis lip to enjoin silence, when
Aseanio looked up at him. “ Hush,” he said, “ it is a very
reasonable bargain ou both sides, very disinterested and strongly
sworn to. And now, my children, as I have been a witness
to it, although unintentionally, I feel bound to help your
escape.”

Aseanio hardly knew what answer to make; but, as lie saw
it Avas perfectly indifierent to the stranger, avIio knew the
Avhole of his secret, Avhetiier he should trust him or not, he
resolved to accept his offer, and they immediately set about
getting the lady o\rer the wall.

While employed on this, three fellows were seen stealing
round the walls Avith their swords drawn. “ By St. Denis avg

have been reckoning without our host,” cried the stranger;
“ they don’t mean to let us part thus. Come, my spark,” he
said to Aseanio, “ you Avill have some service for that sword
you Avear, and Avhicli, pray Heaven, you know how to use. Do
you stand on tire other side of the tree, madam,” lie added,
putting the lady, whose name was Beatrice, on his horse,
“ and, if the Avorst should betide, gallop down the path, keep-
ing the high road till you come to Paris; inquire for the
Nunnery of St. Genevieve, and give this ring to the abbess,
who is a relation of mine; she will ensure your protection.”
The lady received the ring, and half dead with horror, awaited
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the issue of the contest. The assailants came on with great

fury; and, as they were three to two, the odds were rather in

their favour. They consisted of a Gascon, Captain Sangfeu,

the porter, and a servant, who seemed to be in no great hurry

to begin the fight: they appeared astonished at finding two
opponents, having seen only Ascanio from the house. They
fell on, however, in pretty good order. It happened to be the lot of

the stranger, perhaps, because he was the bigger man to en-

counter the servant, and the captain. Just as they came up,

he loosened his cloak from his throat, and, twisting it very

lightly round his arm, he made as serviceable a buckler as man
should wish to use. Upon this, he caught the captain’s first

blow, and dealt in return, so shrewd a cut on the serving man’s
head, as laid him on the forest turf without the least inclination

to take any farther share in the combat. The fight was now
nearly equal; and to do him justice, the Gascon captain was a

fair match for most men; the stranger, however, was one to

whom fighting was evidently anything but new; and in less

than five minutes, the captain lay beside the servant, so dead,

that if all the monks in Christendom had sung a mass in his

ears, he would not have heard it.

“I have owed you this good turn a very long time, my
gallant Captain Sangfeu. I have not forgotten an ill turn that

you did me at Pavia, when you did not wear the rebel Bour-
bon’s livery; but there’s an end to all, and you die as a sol-

dier should.”

And as the stranger muttered this, he wiped the blood-drops

off his own sword, and looked at the fight which was continuing

between the Swiss and Ascanio, but did not seem inclined to

interfere.

“ Save him, for mercy’s sake,” cried the lady.
“ By our Holy Lady,” he replied, “ I think he wants no aid.

He is making gallant play with his slender rapier there against

the large weapon of the Swiss. You shall see him win you,

madam, or I have mistaken my man. Well evaded!—there

he has it!” he shouted, as Ascanio’s sword entered his antago-

nist’s body, until the shell struck against his breastbone, and
the giant fell at the youth’s feet. “ The varlet may get over

it,” said the stranger, kicking the servant’s body; “ but for the

other two, I’ll be their gage they’ll never come out to assassi-

nate honest men on moonlight night’s again. But away with
you,” turning to Ascanio; “we shall have the whole country
up in five minutes; begone:” and he held the horse, while As-
canio mounted.
“ But what will you do?” returned the youth.

“Iam not far from home; and if the hunt should become
hot, I’ll get up one of these trees ; but take care of the horse

;

he’ll carry you six leagues an hour. Good bye, Rabicau,” he
added, patting the steed’s neck, who, by his pawing, seemed to

know his master.

The lovers did indeed put the speed of this noble animal to

the test, and his gallop was as wild as if it would never end.
But on reaching Paris, Ascanio was at a loss how to dispose of
his fair charge. Cellini was at this time living in an old
castellated house on the left bank of the Seine, which had
formed part of the Nesle Palace, and which Cellini had called
‘

‘ II Piccol Nello.” Almost all the chambers, excepting the
few in which they dwelt, were occupied by the numerous works
in which the artists were engaged.

At length Ascanio’s fertile invention suggested to him an
expedient, by which he might ensure an asylum for the lady
for a short time, at least until he should be able to explain the
whole affair to Cellini. Among the odd whims which, from time
to time, reigned in the crazy brain of Cellini, that of making a
colossal statue of Mars had for a long time been paramount, and
he had proceeded sojar as to make the head of the figure, when
some other freak drew off his attention. This head was about
as large as the cottage of a London ruralist, and occupied a
large space in the court-yard of “II Piccol Nello.” The frame
was made of solid timber, and the outside covered with very
thick plaster, which was moulded in the form of a gigantic
face, representing the aspect of the God of Battles

; and a very
terrible affair to look upon it was. Ascanio, who had often
been much annoyed by the discordant noises with which his

master conducted his labours, and no less by the incessant
talking of the old house keeper Catharine, had found a refuge
from both in the cavity of this head, where he had formed a
very convenient, and not a very small apartment. Here he
used to study painting and music, both of which he loved far bet-
ter than cither sculpture or working in gold; and he had been
wise enough never to tell Cellinior any other person of this re-
treat. He entered it easily by a chasm from the ground, and
a small ladder, which he had placed witliinside, conducted him
to his chamber.

Cellini’s oddities and the unceremonious method he had
adopted of getting possession of the “ 11 Piccol Nello,” had made
him many enemies. Among others, there was a wretched little

tailor, who had the honour of being employed for some of the
Conseillers du Parlement. This tailor became the implacable
foe of Cellini. He took a garret directly opposite bis house,
where lie used to watch the motions of the inhabitants of “ II

Piccol Nello,” and to soften the exasperation of his mind, be
bestowed on them front morning to night all the maledictions his
ingenuity could invent. He had heard noises proceeding from
the monstrous plaster head in the court-yard, and even some-
times, in the dead of the night, he had seen two streams of
light issuing from the great eyes; but had no notion that
Ascanio was then within the head, drawing by the light of a
lamp, or playing on the guitar, which he accompanied with his
voice, the little tailor’s fears and malice induced him to spread
a report that Cellini was an enchanter, and that the“ Testa di

Marte” he had made, was some demoniacal contrivance which
he had animated for the destruction of the good city of Paris.
Not content with reporting this throughout the quarter in

which he dwelt, he told it among all the lacquais of all the
Conseillers ho knew until at length the story of the Devil’s

Head in “II Piccol Nello ” was as well known as any other
current lie in the city. In this chamber Beatrice was placed.

Meanwhile, the chancellor had found his bullies where Ascanio
left them, but could persuade none of the three to tell him what
had brought them into so sad a plight; and for this reason,—

•

two of them were dead, and the other was so faint, from the
loss of blood, that he could not speak, and seemed very likely

to follow his companions. The chancellor, however, pursued
the fugitives, resolved, in his rage, to devote the youth to utter
ruin, as soon as he should catch him; and, in the meantime, he
proposed to glut liis rage by sacrificing Benvenuto Cellini, who,
as we said before, had made himself many enemies. Aware of

Cellini’s favour with the king, he was obliged to tread warily;

but the superstition of that age, rendered a charge of sorcery
too grave to be parried. The haunted head was, therefore,

made the hinge on which the artist’s ruin was to turn; and the
Duchess d’Estampes, the king’s mistress, and his majesty’s

confessor, both enemies of Cellini, entered into the confederacy
against him. The confessor devoutly believed in all the le-

gends of the Romish church, and thought it highly probable,

that a man who could execute such beautiful sculptures, as Cel-

lini had executed on the preceding day, must bo in league with

the devil. When, therefore, the chancellor began to tell his

story, these two worthy personages chimed in, and backed his

villanous project so well, that the good-natured king was di-

verted from his first intention, which had been to kick the

chancellor, and to leave the confessor and the sultana (the only

two persons in the world of whom lie had ever been afraid) to

themselves. He said he would see Cellini, who had stayed all

night in the palace by his orders; and the artist was accordingly

sent for.

“How now, Cellini,” said the monarch, as he approached,

“did I send for you to Paris that you should bring troops of

fiends and demons, who, it is said, help you in your works?"*
“ I have no devils to help me in my work,” said Cellini,

“but your majesty’s subjects; and if my great countryman,
Alighieri, were to lead me through the darkest places in the

Inferno, I could not find worse fiends.” “ But here,” said

the king, holding out the papers, “ two men swear that you
have the head of the devil in ‘ II Piccol Nello,’ and the whole
of the neighbourhood is infested by his legions, to the public

tranquillity, and the great scandal of the holy church.” The
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confessor crossed himself. “ I abjure the devil and his power.”

said Cellini, crossing himself with no less fervour ; “and, next

to them, I hate and abhor the villains who have thus slandered

me to your gracious majesty. Give me to know their names,

and I swear they shall be better acquainted with the real devil ere

long.” The king decided on examining into the matter per-

sonally ; but Ascanio had married the fair Beatrice before the

royal commission got to Paris, and was going to restore the

stranger’s horse, according to the directions he had received, at

the time it arrived at the Testa di Marte, wherein the bride was
lodged.

The consternation of Beatrice may be better imagined than

described, when she heard the arrival of so many strangers;

but it was increased to an almost intolerable degree as she

listened to the conversation which ensued, and heard the odious

voice of her oppressor, the chancellor. She could not see any

of the persons, unless she looked out at the eyes of the figure,

and this she dare not do lest she should discover herself. “ And
this,” said the king, “ is what they call the Devil’s head? ’

“ Who calls it so?” asked Cellini fiercely; “it is the head of

Mars, and whoever has called it the head of the devil, is an

ass and a liar !” “Patience, good Benvenuto,” said the king;

“let us hear what they have to say against the head, which

seems to be a very fine work of art, whether it has been

wrought by man or demon.”

The chancellor, who had taken care on the journey to mature

his plans, now produced the little tailor, who saw here a

glorious opportunity of being revenged on his formidable

antagonist. He, therefore, began a long story, every third

word of which was a lie, about the sights he had seen, and the

sounds he had heard. He had often seen the foul fiend go in

and out, he said; he had heard the devils performing the

sacred office of mass backwards; he had seen the flames issue

from the mouth; and, no longer ago than last night, as he was

a Christian and a tailor, he swore that he had seen two fiends

enter the head, immediately after which it was seen to roll its

fiery eyes in a manner truly horrible and awful.

It would be impossible to convey any adequate notion of

the extravagance which Cellini committed, while this little

idiot was uttering his lies. If he had not been restrained, he

would have killed him on the spot ; he roared all sorts of

imprecations, he cursed every tailor that had bsen on the

earth since the creation, and then, adding all those curses

together, he heaped them in a lump on the head of the par-

ticular tailor then before him ;
in short, he acted so whim-

sical a madness, that the king laughed until his sides ached.

The chancellor, however took up the matter in a much
more serious light. He said it was evident, from the relation

of the witness, that some foul deeds were practised, and that

the head ought;,to be exorcised ;
never doubting that if he

could once gain the assistance of the clergy, they would in-

vent some pretext on which Cellini might be sent to prison,

and knowing that their influence with the king was much
greater than his own.
The confessor fell into his scheme readily, and said he did

not doubt that there was a spirit in the head, and repeated

that it ought to be exorcised.

The king had no objection to this, as he had already en-

joyed the farce so far, he wished to see it played out. Some
of the brethren of the neighbouring Carmelite Church were
sent for in all haste, and preparations were made for the

exorcising.

The confessor directed a large stick of fagots, which stood

in a corner of the yard, to be laid around the head ; because,

he said, the application of fire was always necessary to dis-

lodge a spirit so malignant as that appeared to be which had
taken up its abode in this structure. The preparations were
soon made, and a torch applied, when a faint shriek was
heard to issue from the head. All the bystanders looked

aghast ;
the priests crossed themselves ;

even the king looked

grave
;
Cellini’s hair stood on end ; and the tailor ran away.

At this moment, Ascanio had returned from the park, and
learning from a bystander that they were about to exorcise

the Magic Head at the Italian sculptor’s, because there wa3

a spirit in it, he rushed in just time enough to dash the torch

from the hand of a lay brother of the Carmelites, who was
applying it, and whom he knocked down, at the same time
trampling out the fire which had begun to catch one of the
fagots.

“ Fiends! monsters!” he cried, “advance one step and your
lives shall be the forfeit !” Beatrice heard his voice, and,
almost fainting with terror, she rushed out, and threw herself
into his arms. Supporting her with his left arm, and holding
out his sword with his right, he continued to menace all who
should approach. “ What means all this V* cried the king.
But Ascanio was too much busied in encouraging the terri-

fied girl, to listen to the question. The old chancellor, how-
ever, who recognized Beatrice instantly, now thought that
his plan had succeeded even beyond his expectation. “ My
gracious liege,” he replied, “this maiden is a ward of mine,
whose person I require to be instantly restored to me ;

the
youth I charge with having, in company with others, slain

three of my household, and having carried off the maiden
by force.” “It is false,” cried Beatrice, as she threw her-
self frantically at the king’s feet, “ they were killed in fair

combat, and I went willingly with him to seek protection
from the cruelty of that vicious tyrant. Here, at your ma-
jesty’s knees, I implore your pity and protection.” “ But
what says the youth ?” asked the king, of Ascanio, who had
been gazing on him in almost stupifying astonishment. He
saw before him, in the person of the gallant Francis, the

stranger who had so generously aided him in the Forest of

Fontainbleau. “Has he any witness besides that maiden,
who is too deeply interested in this matter to prove that he
ill e d his antagonist in fair fight V* “ He is one of a baud of

murderers and ravishers,” cried the chancellor in a rage ;

“ he has no witness.” “ Thou art a liar, though thou wert a

thousand chancellors,” replied the youth ;
“ and since peace-

ful men like thee, do not make war but on weak maidens, I

defy thee by thy champion. No, my liege,” he added, turn’

ing to the king, and kneeling—“ I have no witness, save God 1

and your Majesty.” “ And may every honest man have wit-

nesses as good in time of need to oppose perjurers and
lawyers. He is no murderer, chancellor ; by my holy patron,

Saint Denis, I believe he could himself have killed those
j

three murderous villains whom thou didst retain, but know
that I helped him—-that I cut the throat of that traitor,

Sangfeu, whom in spite of me thou didst cherish to do deeds

which thy black heart planned, but dared not achieve. I

helped him to carry off the maiden, thy dead friend’s daugh-

ter, whom thou didst basely oppress
;
and if he had not been

there, I had done it myself.”

The king and his train then departed, leaving the young

people with Cellini, whom the disgrace of the chancellor had
j

put into mighty good humour. He made Ascanio tell him
the story of the fight in the foreet over and over again ;

he

kissed Beatrice, and called her his child ; he forbade all work
in “ IlPicco Nello” for a week; had the wedding celebrated

with great magnificence ;
and said that of all the works he

had ever produced, none had made him so happy as La Testa

di Marte.

ANECDOTE OF NAPOLEON AT ST. HELENA.

We passed the Briars, a small white house, with out-buil-

dings and fields, in a valley, several hundred feet above the sea.

Here it will be remembered that Napoleon sojourned some

time, until Longwood was prepared for his reception; and

here he lived on friendly terms with the family of Mr. Bal-

combe the late proprietor.

Miss Balcombe was a great favourite with the emperor

:

she was very young ;
and Napoleon used to condescend to

romp with her. However, one day she drew his sword, and

got him up in a corner ;
lunging at him and preventing his

escape. “Now,” said she with glee, “I have the greatest

man in the world at my mercy.” The emperor, it is said,

was so annoyed at this sally, that he never spoke to her

afterwards.
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A SCENE IN SEVILLE.

Accounts from Seville represent that city[as assuming a

most warlike appearance. Troops entering and going out,

and moving about, provided with arms, provisions, and fur-

niture of all kinds, as *

4
if the authorities dreaded an immedi-

ate outbreak. The extraordinary precautions, also, adopted

by General Sanz in Granada, would prove that that part of

Andalusia is looked upon with as unquiet eyes by the Govern-

ment as the Rioja itself.

Whether it is that new hopes are beginning to break in on

the Liberal party, or that they are only arming themselves

with the courage that despair imparts, the fact is that their

No. 20.

|

denunciations of the Government are becoming fiercer and

fiercer every day. Take, for instance, the following extracts

from the leading article ot the Especludor

:

“But the lion of Spain].is awaking, and roused from his

i
long lethargy, his cries are 'beginning to be heard. It will

! not-be’difficult to rouse him. to life, and energy, and action,

when our rulers are hurrying us on rapidly to the most bru-

tal despotism. It will not he difficult to awake him, because

terror must be infused into the souls of those miserable wret-

ches who arc trying to play the part of low tyrants, and who
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are robbing us of our liberties. The cry of alarm has gone
forth from the bosom of the Cortes itself, even there 'where
all are partisans of the Government, and friendly to the
present state of things. Yes, the cry of alarm ha3 issued
from the centre of the national representation, and that cry
is the complaint uttered against the tyranny exercised by
the very Government against the men, of its own choice,
and who are called by it the representatives of the country;
but that cry is about to resound through every corner of the
Spanish monarchy, and to rouse the wrath of the Spanish
people!

“And now, rulers, if you have awakened the spirit of re-
volution by your own misdeeds, and the revolution is prepar-
ing to respond to your call—if you have been, and are, au-
dacious, ignorant, immoral, and perjured, and the people is

about to chastise your crimes—are we to be blamed as the
cause of these evils? Will yo dare to accuse us of having
excited rebellion?. All your accusations will be vain and
worthless; because in our complaints, and our excitement, the
nation will behold the justice of our cause. You have built
your fortresses of brutal despotism on the blood of the people
and if thence you destroy the people, can you be astonished
at hearing its cries of wrath, or that the same people, far
more powerful than all the tyrants of the world put together,
rush on and annihilate you and your strongholds? Do you not
read history ? Study that of the neighbouring kingdom, and
there you will behold terrible examples which may serve you
as a lesson. Are you so mad as to fancy that the Spanish
people, oppressed, ground to the dust, and decimated though
it may be, yet wants strength to rise up against its tyrants
and destroy, them ? If you believe so, these are your flat-
tering illusions: but they are deceitful illusions that will be
made to vanish before long. These are the illusions which
seem to bring on that reaction which for so long a period you
had been planning. But, beware; in the solution of the crisis
under which the nation is now suffering you will be undecei-
ved- The Spanish people is still powerful—still full of valour;
and still is as enamoured ot its liberties as it is the uncom-
promising foe of tyranny : and if a moment of stupor should
come upon it at beholding the blood of its children flowing
in streams, depend upon it that same stupor will only serve
to irritate it the more to rouse it to wrath and to exaspera-
tion, until it will at length be driven to break down the bar-
riers of prudence, and, appealing to force, confound and scat-
ter its tyrants.

The Espectador is eagerly sought for by the inhabitants of
Seville, and is read openly in the streets. Our engraving
exhibits a group of the disaffected listening to the harangue
of one of their leaders, who is exciting them to revolt against
the infamous Narvaez and his sanguinary colleagues.

HEAVEN’S RETRIBUTION; OR,
DOOM.

A Tale of Venice

THE ASSASSIN’S

FOUNDED ON FACTS.
Tiie Conte Morgiani and his cousin Alfieri, had lived to-

gether for many yea™ in habits of affectionate intimacy in
the city of Venice, where they had resided for some years.Une night they chanced to meet at a gaming-house; Alfieri satdown, played, but his cousin was known to game deeply, andduring that evening lie played with constant ill-luck. Alfieri,w 10 merely looked on, tried several times to draw him from
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his mournful cries, drew the servants after him to the spot
where the body of tlie conte lay; it was still warm and bleeding,
but life was extinct.

The relations of the unfortunate conte took immediate means
to discover the murderer, and his cousin Morgiani, whose sor-
row exceeded all bounds, was one of the most active in pursuit
of the assassin; when suddenly, to tlie astonishment of all Venice,
he was himself arrested and thrown into prison, on a charge
of having committed the crime. Familiar as the natives of
Italy are with blood, the charge appeared incredible; the cou-
sins had been friends from their infancy

; they had never but in
that single instance disagreed, and it appeared scarcely possible
that a revenge so deadly should have been taken for an imagi-
nary offence.

The conte was interrogated;—he protested his innocence.
“ Wretch,” cried the judge, “ see here one proof of your guilt,”

and lie displayed before him a case of jewels. “How did you
become possessed of these ?”

Morgiani changed countenance. “ By no unworthy means,”
cried he, “ I received them from my cousin.”

“ How ! you dare to say your cousin gave you the jewels he
had destined for his intended bride?”

“ I do not say that he bestowed them upon me; they were
lent to me for a particular purpose and only for a time. When
I was seized, I was in treaty for the sale of my estate, in order
to redeem the jewels and to restore them to the Signora Xsoiina,
for whom I knew they were destined.”

“ Why did you not,” cried the judge, “ declare that you pos-
sessed these jewels, as soon as your cousin’s murder was
discovered?”

“ I thought not of them at the moment, and when I did, I
wished to regain possession of them before I acknowledged
that they were placed in my hands.”

“Vile equivocator !
” cried thejudge, indignantly, “give him

the torture.”

It was applied, but the firmness of tlie unhappy conte did
not relax; he persisted in declaring his innocence, even amidst
the sharpest pangs. At length when the attending surgeon
had announced that nature would bear no more, lie was re-
moved from the rack and again exhorted to confess, under the
penalty of suffering still more agonising tortures if he did not.

“ I have nothing to confess,” replied he calmly; “ I am inno-
cent-IIeaven is my witness !

” J

They removed him, and gave him a few days respite, till his
strength was sufficiently recruited to enable him to bear fresh
tortuies. lie was then again brought up and confronted with a
Jew named Isaac. This man deposed, that on the night on
which the murder was committed the conte came to his house
at a late hour, bringing with him a case of jewels, which he
offered to Isaac as a security for a large sum, declaring that he
would redeem them in the course of a very short time. As
the jewels were worth twice the money that he demanded, the
Jew readily gave it. These particulars the conte did not
deny.

When lie was brought back to the hall, the judge ordered a
venerable old man who waa in waiting, to look steadily at him
and to say, whether he had ever seen him before. The old man
regarded him for some time with a look of mingled doubt and
anxiety, at last he said; “The figure, air, and dress of this
cavalier, are exactly those of him whom I saw stab the Conto
Alfieri.”

The judge desired him to relate the circumstances; and from
his account it appeared, that about half an hour after the
cousins had quitted the gaming house and a few minutes before
Morgiani had called upon the Jew, the old man, in passing
through the bye-street in which the murder was committed,
saw two persons, one of Avliom was the deceased conte; the
other as far a3 he could judge the prisoner. The conte was
walking on, the other followed him closely; suddenly lie made
a feint of passing him and in doing so plunged his dagger into
his side. The old man terrified at the sight, uttered an invo-
1 untary cry : the assassin hastened towards the place whence
the sound proceeded; the witness gave himself over for lost,
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which at that moment threw himself violently on the assassin,

and the old man seized the opportunity to fly.

The conte listened to the deposition with an unchanged
countenance

;
his look, mild yet firm, was bent upon the wit-

ness, whose features expressed, more than once, doubt and
irresolution as he raised his eyes to those of Morgiani.

When the old man had ceased, the conte was solemnly ex-

horted to confess; the judge observing that a denial of his guilt

could now avail him nothing. “See,” continued he; “ how
proofs accumulate upon proofs !

” and he pointed to the blood

upon the sleeve of Morgiani’s habit.
“ The will of Heaven be done,” cried the unfortunate man;

“ 1 see that my fate is sealed, but I shall die innocent,”

He was again extended on the rack, and his pangs varied

with ingenious cruelty in order to extort a confession of his

crime, but in vain.

Some days afterwards, and while he was yet suffering from
the effects of the rack, his prison door one night softly opened,

and a lady, veiled, appeared.
“Signor,” said she, in a voice fall of sweetness, “you see

before you one who has risked much to have an opportunity of

serving you. Appearances are fatally against you, and yet I

cannot persuade myself that you are guilty.”

“Now may the blessing of Heaven rest upon you,” cried the

conte passionately—“you alone who do justice to an unfortu-

nate man, persecuted by the malice of fortune! I am indeed

innocent of this crime; my generous cousin’s blood stains not

my hands, nor did the execrable thought of shedding it ever

enter into my heart. On the fatal night in which the murder
was committed I had played contrary to his wish, and lost a

considerable sum. Irritated almost to frenzy, I wished to

rid myself of an existence which I had no means of supporting
with honour, for a long run of ill-luck had greatly impoverished
me; but not being able to bear the thought of dying by my own
hand, I turned on my cousin, who had several times striven to

stop me in my mad career, and endeavoured by reproaches to

rouse him to a quarrel. Heaven is my witness that I thought
not of attacking his life; all I desired was to die by any hand
but my own. My ungoverned passion failed to provoke my
generous Julian; he replied mildly, and though he readily

offered to accompany me out, lie protested he would not lift

a hand against my life! 4 There is then no alternative,’ ex-
claimed I, turning away from him. ‘ We part not thus,

Gulin,’ cried he, detaining me. ‘ I fear I can divine too well
the cause of your sudden and unfounded anger. Your losses

of to-night have driven you to despair. Do not deny this,

G ulio. Have we not hitherto lived like brothers, and is not
your honour mine? Open your heart, then, to me, my cousin,
freely, and be assured that your secret shall be as safe within
my bosom as your own.’

“ Overcome by this unexpected, this unmerited goodness, I

acknowledged all; my losses oi that night could only be paid
by the immediate sale of my property, but to sell it, as I must
do, to a disadvantage, would leave me a beggar.

“‘There is no need,’ cried my generous cousin; ‘take this

case of jewels; go with them to the Jew Isaac; he will give you
the sum you want. Let him think they are your own, but
charge him not to suffer them to be seen by any one : in a short
time I shall receive enough to enable us to redeem them.’
“ At first I positively refused to receive the jewels. Would to

Heaven I had continued to do so! I knew they were intended
as a nuptial present to his Isolina. He represented to me that
the nuptials would not be solemnized for more than a month,
and long before that time the jewels would be restored. Over-
come by his entreaties, I took the case and hastened with it to
Isaac, who readily gave me the sum I wanted, and sealed the
casket in my presence. I had promised to discharge my debt
on the following morning: but wishing to avoid the least ap-
pearance of delay, I returned to the gaming house and paid
the money, with a secret vow to renounce from that moment
the vice for which I then thought I paid so dear. Alas ! I little

then foresaw the dreadful penalty that still remained. On my
return home I was seized with a bleeding at the nose: it is

from this tM the stain upon my habit must have pr9Q§§ae&

Thus everything combines to make me appear guilty of a crime
my soul abhors. I see that I shall fall a victim, and I acknow-
ledge the justice of Heaven in thus punishing the impious de-
sign I had once formed of self-destruction: it is not the thought
of death which affects me; it is the dishonour which must rest
upon my name that bows my soul in misery to the earth.”

“ Take comfort, conte,” replied the lady, “ you may still live
to triumph over the malice of fortune, and to clear your name.
I have procured for you the means of escape; and at a distance
from Venice you may await in safety the clearing of this mys-
terious business, satisfied that Heaven in its own good time
will manifest your innocence. Follow me.”

Before the conte obeyed his fair deliverer, he begged a sight
of her face.

“ Let the life you will preserve,” said he, “ be sweetened by
the power of recalling to ray memory the features of her to
whom I owe so much, and by the hope a day may come in
which 1 shall have the power to pay some part of that immense
debt of gratitude which can never be wholly discharged.”
The lady raised her veil, and discovered a countenance in

which the most perfect and majestic beauty was softened by
the expression of the ten derest compassion.

“ Conte,” said she, “ I am the widow of the Marcliese Adri-
ani: the testimony of my old servant has been one ol the causes
of your condemnation; but impressed as he had before been
with the belief of your guilt, your behaviour after his deposi-
tion was given staggered him. He acknowledged his doubts to
the Judges, but they refused to listen to them. Deeply re-
penting the part lie had taken against you, the poignancy of
his self accusations brought on a lingering disease, lie con-
fessed to me the secret cause of his illness, and from that mo-
ment I determined to save you if I could. Sec, conte, by what
unexpected means Heaven, even in the most perilous moment,
sends relict, and let hope and resignation be your motto.”
She stayed not to receive his thanks, but conducted him to

the gate of the prison, where a man who waited for them led
him to a neighbouring monasteiy. The good fathers received
him kindly, and through their tender care his strength was
soon restored. When all danger of pursuit was over, lie passed
into Spain, and entered the army under a feigned name. He

;

soon distinguished himself; his merit procured him friends,
and could ho have forgotten the past he might have been
happy, hut the bitter thought of his lost honour was for ever
before him, and his regrets were heightened by the passion
which, for a long time unknown to himself, he cherished for
his fair deliverer. It was plain that she did not forget him,
for he frequently received sums of money; and though the
source they came from was unknown, he could not doubt the
generous hand that bestowed them. Often, when in moments
of despondency his soul was weighed down by the bitter thought
that he must go to the grave with a dishonoured name, did he
recal the lovely image of the marehesa as she uttered the con- j

soling words, “Let hope and resignation be your motto;” but
when four years stole over without a trace of the murderer
being discovered, the faint hope which had till then sustained
the conte nearly abandoned him. In the beginning of the fifth

year lie formed the resolution of returrdng to Venice, where he
thought, by mixing in disguise with the lower class, he might
find means to discover the assassin. It is thus that love throws
a veil over the eyes of his votaries: for this hope, vague and
improbable as it was, would not have drawn him within the !

vortex of certain danger, but for the thought that he might I

once more behold the lovely being who had so generously
shielded him from it.

He entered Venice at night, and in a mean habit; the follow-
ing morning an irresistible impulse led him to pass the spot
where the deed had been committed. The sight of the place
conjured up remembrances too horrible for his fortitude, and
he groaned aloud. At that moment two officers ofjustice, who
had for some time followed him unobserved, approached and
seized him.

“ Wretch !” cried one of them, “ well may you groan at the
thought of your crime; but the vengeance of Heaven delayed
is at hand and the blood of thti murdereq ggiRg po finger
cry yam foy ygpgeaRce/»
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As they were leading him to prison, a crowd gathered round

them; a large dog made his way through the people and after

smelling at the conte, jumped upon him with every demonstra-

tion of fondness. Morgiani looking attentively at the animal,

saw that he was the favourite of his deceased cousin; lie had
been accustomed to caress the dog, and this proof of attach-

ment from a brute at a moment when he had lost all human
aid, was more than his fortitude could bear. The dog quitting

him, suddenly flew like lightning upon a gentleman, who at-

tracted by the sight of the crowd, stopped to inquire the cause.

In vain did the spectators do their utmost to disengage the

stranger from the ferocious grasp which the animal took of

him; they could not succeed till he had lacerated him so dread-

fully, that the blood streamed as from a fountain, and even
then the greatest force was necessary to prevent the animal, in

whose eyes rage and revenge still glared, from again darting

on his prey.

“The retributive justice of Heaven,” said the wouuded
stranger, in a dying voice, “ lias at last overtaken me-, and
almost on the very spot where I bereaved a fellow-creature of

life, my own becomes the just forfeit of my crime. Five years
ago, a fow paces from this spot, the Conte Alfieri fell by my
hand, ” he fainted ere he could utter more.
A cry of transport escaped Morgiani; the multitude hailed

his deliverance with a shout of enthusiasm, but the forms of

justice forbade the officers to loose him till the deposition of the
stranger had been regularly taken. He was removed to a con-
vent near the spot, and medical aid administered, but in vain;
lie lived, however, long enough to clear by a circumstantial
narrative the innocence of the conte. The substance of his

declaration, was as follows : —lie was a native of Rome, and
during a short sojourn in Venice, was captivated by the beauty
of the Signora Isolina; he addressed her, but his suit was un-

I favourably received, and shortly afterwards she became the
affianced bride of the Conte Alfieri. The proud Roman secretly

swore the destruction of his rival, but dastardly as he was
i revengeful, he determined to have recourse to assassination;

he had during some time waited in vain for an opportunity to

carry his infernal purpose into effect; lie met the cousins as

they left the gaming-house together; he followed them at a
distance, and almost immediately on their separation executed
his design. The cry of the old man, made him think another
viotim necessary to his safety, but the attack of the dog com-
pelled him to abandon his search; it was with difficulty he
extricated himself and not till he had severely wounded the

faithful animal. When the conte was accused and condemned
of the murder, no feeling of remorse entered the heart of the

assassin; on the contrarv, he rejoiced that the strong resem-
blance, which really existed between him and the conte, had
induced the old man to give testimony against him, and he
quitted Venice in the hope that the death of the unfortunate
man would in all probability prevent his guilt being discovered

;

nor did he again revisit that city, till two days before the one
on which he was seized.

No sooner was the Roman’s deposition taken, than the conte
was liberated, and his property, which had been confiscated,

restored. Ah ! who can describe the sensations which
swelled his heart, when exulting in his recovered honour, he
threw himself at the feet of her to whom it was owing that he
lived to see his name cleared from the guilt of murder. He
tried to give utterance to his gratitude, but in vain; but if his

tongue wauted eloquence, that want was more than supplied by
his eyes, and the marchesa read in them that his heart res-

ponded to hers. The conte soon gathered courage to tell tiie

secret of liis passior^ he was listened to witli blushes of pleasure;
they were shortly afterwards united, and Morgiani faithfully

kept the vow lie had made to his lovely wife, of devoting the
life she had preserved to her happiness.
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Pope Clement the Sixth raised wars against Lewis of

Bavaria, and was the death of 20,000 Frenchmen, by the

King of England. Afterwards he poisoned Lewis
*,
but shortly

after, himself was stifled to death.

TIIE BOY OF EGREMOND,
A TALE OF BOLTON ABBEY.

“ Heavens, what a night! it thunders as though li— were
battling with the earth,” said the rough herdsman, Clinnington,
as, shaking the rain from his doublet, he entered his cottage,
which was sheltered by one of the principal hills in Craven.

“ Wae’s my child?” exclaimed the withered old Alice Dinmer,
raising her palsied head in the chimney-corner, “ it is not for no-
thing that ye hear the thunder roar, and the wind howl through
the welkin: the heir of Embsay sleeps right cozily to-night,with
his body stretched on feathers, and his head pillowed oil down;
but liis next bed will be the bottom of the Wharfe, with the

water-rat. I have dreamed, Clinnington, what I may not tell

thee. My curse was on Fitz-Duncan—the Scottish fiend !—

-

when he .tilled his stolen fields with the flesh and blood of

Craven’s best and bravest!—when he slew my son, my bright -

haired Alison, in that fight which left many a mother childless.

God’s wrath is on him for that deed, and life for life is de-

manded,—even that of his darling, the heir of Embsay, from
whoso destiny none can deliver him!”

“ You rave, Alice,” said Clinnington.
“ Hold your peace,” answered she, “ poor, unbelieving, short-

sighted mortal! Ye cannot track the ways of God, nor ken
ye his voice in the thunder which is now rolling over us, and
which declares that young liomilie’s hours are numbered!”
“When dies he, then?”
“ To morrow, bofore noon.”
“ And where, and how?”
“Ah! maybe ye would frustrate the orderings of heaven,

and prevent a death due to justice, by saving the offspring of

Fitz-Duncan. Seek to know no more than this, Clinnington.

If I spell my vision rightly, those yellow locks of his will twine
with the weeds in the black waters of the subtle Wharfe—those

dainty feet, wont to be attired in silken slioon, will wade its

unfathomed mud; and he, at whose beck the stout yeoman
bows, shall stretch liis hands, and cry for succour to the mock-
ing winds ! Monks shall wander, arfd masses be said, where
rest the slain of Fitz-Duncan.”
“Where shelter the flock to-night?” asked the wife of

Clinnington.
“I drove them to the slack beneath Bardon knoll,” said lie;

“ pray God some of them be not swept away, for the Hoods
rush heavily from the hills!”

“ Fear not any such mishap,” rejoined Alice; “ thy flock is

safe ; not a lock of their wool will be harmed.”
Clinnington doffed his saturated upper garments, and sat

him down on the squab by the crackling fire on the hearth.

The mysterious prophecy, delivered in menacing attitude by
Alice Dinmer, had awed him into thoughtful silence, for he
was aware of her notoriety for the gift of soothsaying. She
had lost her son in the hapless fight of Bolton, wliero the Scots,

led on by Fitz-Duncan, the nephew of David, King of Scotland,

were stoutly opposed by the Craven men. The victor, Fitz-

Duncan, usurped the patrimony lie then possessed, married

Adeliza de Romille, and—a pppular farce in those days—foun-

ded the priory of Embsay, as atonement for his savage and
indiscriminate massacre of the undisciplined Yorkshiremen on

the banks of the Wharfe. Clinnington, out of pure pity, had
adopted the beroaved old Alice as one of liis family. She was
no less feared than famous, on account of having predicted

some remarkable mishaps to the disturbers of the peace of her

mountain-homo, which had been literally tulfilled; and not-

withstanding Fitz-Dunean’s affected penitence in establishing

the priory at Embsay, it was ordained by a trackless Provi-

dence, that Romille, his own child, should be the expiatory

sacrifice for such lawless and sanguinary outrage.

The herdsman retired to rest both puzzled and perplexed

Independently of earning his subsistence under the haughty*

Fitz-Duncan, he had the most profound reverence for the cha-

racter of the Lady Adeliza, distinguished as it was by acts of

benevolence and mercy; aud he would have ventured anything

even to the risking of his own life to avert the augured fate of

the boy of Lgremend. lie awse with (he pun, and hied him
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unto the brbw of the^ highest hill in the vicinity of the Wharfe,
expecting that young Romille might that day be following

some sport in the woods lining its banks, and trusting to the
power of his voice to warn him off the margin of the dreaded
Wharfe, should he be fortunate enough to espy Mm. *

The night had been a rough one ; but the morning brought
its benison of cheerful sunshine, developing the varied prospect
of continuous lines of mountainous elevation ;

brown heaths,

dense woods, and fertile dales, peculiar to the wild and romantic
district of Craven. With hawk and hound, the blithe young
Romille left his father’s hall, and bore down to the woods of

Bardon, winding his way through many a verdant field-path,

and rocky and romantic glen. He was a beautiful and
fascinating child—

«* The Hamadrads 5 haunt—the Muses5 bower,”

which imagination might plausibly have conceived to have
been in the sylvan solemnity of the old woods of Bardon, could

not have presented or portrayed a more a god-like being. His

long flaxen ringlets disported them on his glossy brow, and his

azure eyes shone out beneath them with a lustre equal to that

of the pearly morn; while the frequent display of his milk-

white teeth, and his merry laugh as he prattled to the hound,
bespoke that envy-exciting rapture of infantine joy, which
mocks alike the seriousness of youth, the sorrows of manhood
and the infirmities of age.

“ Ah ! Dian,” said he to the hound, “ I fear for our fortune

to-day : we shall have but meagre sport—an ugly magpie flies

over us—I would there had been three.”

Shaping his course to the central wood skirting the Wharfe,
young Romille’s attention was attracted by the rising of a
hern on the opposite bank of the river. Lucklessly, he
chanced to be within a few paces of the Strid, a place where
the Wharfe, suddenly contracted, rushes through the fissure

in a rock there constituting the bed of the river, and which
is so narrow as to admit of a person bestriding it—hence its

name, the Strid. He hastened to the spot, dragging behind
him the reluctant hound, which, aware of his approach to

the water, showed great disinclination to proceed. The im-

mense volume of the river, passing through so confined an
outlet, roared and hissed with intimidating effect, throwing
upon the overhanging herbage and bordering trees a con-

tinual spray, which imparted to them an inviting greenness
tempting to the foot of the youthful adventurer. Here and
there amongst the long and luxuriant grass, were tufts of the
daisy and the primrose, nourished by the ever-descending
shower thrown up from the foamy river. The hound hung
hack still more as they neared the point at which it was in-

tended to cross ; but not so his master : he had many a time
overleaped that dangerous torrent, and he now moved for-

ward to accomplish such feat with greater alacrity than
ever.

“What startles ye, cur?’ 5 peevishly exclaimed he to the
hound; “mayhap a cold bathe would benefit your cowardly
carcass this fair morning.’ 9

He tugged at the leash which held the animal, casting his

eyes now and then to the flying hern. He had taken his last

stride, and, planting one foot on the edge of the cavernous
bank, he made a fatal spring with the intent of alighting on
the opposite mound—but the hound was immoveable, and,
thrown off his balance by such detention, he was instant-

aneously drawn backwards into the dreadful abyss, which
received in its oblivious embrace the hapless boy of Egre-
xnond and his favourite merlin

!

Clinnington, gazing from the summit of the hill, had beheld

young Romille advancing to the Strid; he called to him, but
the distance from which he stood from him, and the emotion
which partly paralyzed his voice, rendered the attempt to deter

him abortive. The shepherd bounded down the side of the

eminence, struck through the woods, and ran along the margin
of the Wharfe until he arrived at the Strid ; where, rambling
about amidst the fern and brushwood, he found the timid young
animal which had been the cause of the disaster. Clinnington

fcbpeWy t9 the ferink pf tap StrM? feat all that bo

could discover of the fate of Romille was the print of his feet
in the clayey earth—he knew the rest. He attempted to catch
the liberated hound, which eluded him, and with fleet footsteps
made its way back to Embsay, whither the herdsman despond-
ingly followed it.

The Lady Adeliza was seated in an ante-room at Embsay,
when the fawnsome hound which had set out from thence with
Romille rushed in. Overjoyed at having arrived at home, he
leaped up and licked the hand of the lady, capered about the
room, and tossed about the rushes with which it was strewn.
She playfully bade him desist, and exclaimed as to his release
from his young master, wondering how it had occurred. The
herdsman entered at this moment out of breath; his counte-
nance wet with perspiration, and his hose covered with dust.
Vacantly gazing on the Lady Adeliza, who read the mournful
story on his visage, he wildly exclaimed—

“ The Mother of God support ye, lady ! Solve me what is

left us earthly sinners, when hope is taken from us
!”

“Alas ! herdsman,” cried she, falling down and clasping his
feet in the bitterest agony, “ I can but answer thee, from the
dismal tidings written on thy face—continual tears !”

“Nay, comfort ye, lady, comfort ye; say ye know not the
issue—your boy may have got into the thicket below the great
Mear. Holy Mary ! she is dying—why do I trouble her !”

Thus spoke the affrighted herdsman as the domestics of
Embsay lifted up the fainting lady Adeliza, over whom stood
Fitz-Duncan, with his fixed, glassy eye bent on the shepherd.
The wailings of the house of Embsay pitifully pealed around
him, but he spoke not—his grief, doomed to last with life, could
find no words, and, tearing himself from the scene, he sought
the wide woods, where to unburden him of that proud and
haughty sorrow, which scorned all sympathy save that with
the savage solitude of rock and glen. His slaughter of the

unaggressive Craveners was avenged—in the shelving depths
of that river which had been dyed with their blood, lay the

body of the drowned Romille, his own and only child.

The prior of Embsay was removed to the woods of Bardon,

and re- endowed by Eitz-Duncan, in order to commemorate the

death of the heir of Embsay. The stately forestry of Bolton,

encircling the crumbling arches of the sumptuous abbey,—the

most attractive of all monastic ruins, as regards the natural

adjuncts of scenery and situation,—the boisterous rush of the

fatal Strid, and the sublime outline of heath- clad mountains

surrounding that part of the district of Craven,—often recal

to the tourist and antiquary the destiny of the boy of Egre-

mond.

THE PEARL OF BRABANT.

The great clock of Saint Peter’s was chiming an hour past

midnight, when a solitary boat was proceeding rapidly up the

centre of the Tiber. It contained but two persons, the boatman

and his passenger, a young man, who stood at the head. He

was closely enveloped in a cloak, which, however,, left to view

a singularly handsome countenance—round which flowed a

profusion of dark hair, descending to his shoulders, according

to the fashion of the period. Although his mantle concealed

the greater part of his person, the three-piled Genoa velvet

bonnet, surmounted by the jewelled plume, and the*extraordi-

nary length of his embroidered shoes, plainly indicated the

gailant of the fifteenth century. The night had been remark-

ably still, and the moon was sailing in all her glory through a

clear and cloudless sky. ...

The palaces of Rome gleamed brightly in the distance, while

far above all towered the giant dome of St. Peter’s, like a

haughty monarch surrounded by his abject slaves. As the

last reverberation of the bell died away, the boat neared the

shore, and the cavalier, leaping from it, proceeded rapi y
along the bank of the river. He had gone but a short distance

when his progress was impeded by three men, who sprang for-

ward from beMnd a projecting angle of an adjacent building,

where they had lain concealed.
.
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an instant, and his rapier bared, to receive the attack of his

assailants, whose mail jerkins and ponderous swords displayed
the garb of the bravi of the period. Placing his back against a
wall, he defended himself from the fierce onset of his adversa-
ries, with a skill and valour that proved him to be a master of

his weapon; but in the height of the combat, the faithless ra-

pier broke short to the hilt, and he stood defenceless : the arm
of the foremost ruffian was raised to give the fatal blow; but,

ere it descended, a fourth sword gleamed in the air, and the
next instant the bravo was stretched at the feet of his new op-
ponent. This terminated the conflict; for the companions of
the fallen man, finding they had to do with an unexpected and
powerful antagonist, after exchanging a few blows, retreated,

bearing with them their wounded comrade, and were soon lost

to view amid the gloom of the distance.
“ By Saint Luke!” said the rescued cavalier, addressing him-

self to the person who had so opportunely delivered him, “ but
that thrust of thine came not a whit too early; and I would fain

know to whom I am indebted for so vast a service.”

The person thus addressed was a powerful young man,
whose clear blue eye, and fair, yet ruddy complexion, bespoke
him to be no native of Italia’s sunny clime. He was clad in a
leathern jerkin, which fitted closely to his body, showing the
muscular proportions of his person to great advantage; and as

he leant on his bloody sword, his athletic frame appeared to vie
with the finest models of antiquity.

“ Formy name, ’

’returned the stranger, bluntly, “ Quintin Mat-
sys, the armourer of Antwerp, is not ashamed; but for the debt
ye speak of, I deserve no thanks; I saw three brands opposed to

one, and so I was upon them, and had the villain at my feet ere

I knew mine own weapon had left the scabbard. And now,
having answered your query, I would be better acquainted
with the cavalier, who must have handled his rapier right pret-

tily to have kept these murderous dogs so long at bay?”
“Call me Urbino,” replied the Italian, grasping the hand of

the young Fleming cordially as he spoke. “ But,” he conti-

nued, “ is there naught in which I could serve you? Thou art
a stranger, as I guess, by thy tongue; and it may be ”

He paused as he glanced at the coarse doublet of Matsys.
The brow of the other flushed deeply as he answered,

“ The purse of the armourer of Antwerp may not be so
weighty, signor, as when he forged harness for prince and peer
in his native town; but, St. Nicholas be praised! it is not so
light that he should yet ask aid of any man of Rome.”
“What brings you here, then, my friend?” said Urbino,

smiling: “ I should have thought your Brabant burghers needed
coats of mail more than our citizens, to whom Milan harness
is as common as rusty iron

;
or is it a vow of love to some fair-

haired, blue-eyed beauty, for whom you have undertaken a
pilgrimage to our lady’s shrine? You smile—have I guessed
right, then?”

“By St. Hubert!” returned the Fleming, “but you have
nearly struck the right nail; and perhaps I deserve a smile
for my folly, in leaving friends and country for the sake of a
fair cheek and a laughing eye. But ye shall judge tor your-
self if ye have patience to listen to a short history.’*

“ That will I right gladly—a tale of love is always welcome
to a true gentleman; nay, you may put up your weapon, your
blade has made too ugly a mark in that rogue’s shoulder to
tempt either himself or his comrades to return.”

“ I will not trespass on your patience,” replied Matsys as he
complied, “ for I am not one of those who can prate by the
hour, like a shaven monk. Thus then it is. There is in Ant-
werp a famous limner, by name Michael Flors; by good report
ye may have heard of him?”

“ His fame has reached Italy; he is indeed a worthyTollower
of the great art of painting.”
“He,” continued the Fleming, “has a daughter as famed for

her beauty as her father is for his pencil. Tills maiden, signor,
I have loved fondly, and I do not overrate myself when I say
that my love has been returned, and long ere this, but for the
accursed obstinacy of her father, we should have been the
happiest pair in Antwerp. But pride or the devil put it into
bis bead to took down with contempt on my goodly craft, and

lie has sworn by all the saints in the calendar that I shall

ne’er call him father—except I equal him in his own mys-
tery.”

“ By’r lady, but it is a strange tale,” said the Italian, “ and
puts we lovers of Italy to shame. Thou hast left, then, thy
home—thy kindred—for the sake of a blue-eyed girl, with
whom the money bags of some old burgess will soon make a
wondrous change; and ”

“The Flemish maidens, signor,” interrupted the armourer,
rather angrily, “ when their love token is given, abide by their
choice; albeit, they may not be so lightly come by as from the
belles of Rome.”
He glanced, as he spoke, at the belt of the other, in which

was entwined an embroidered glove, which, from its size, could
not belong to one of the softer sex.

“ Nay,” said the Italian, again smiling, “ thy readiness to

defend them, inclines me to think with thee; and yet, though
our ladies’ favours are easily won, they may not be worn with
impunity,”—-showing the fragment of his sword, which he still

held. “But a truce to this bantering,” he continued, in a
more serious tone; “ thy errand now would be shrewdly guessed,
I warrant me, were I to say that thou hast journeyed thus far,

for the purpose of studying the great art thyself.”
“ Right,” responded the other, eagerly; “ cannot you assist

me in this-task?—but now thy services were proffered,—serve
me in this, and, if he be within call, the arm of Quintin Matsys
shall be always ready to strike with thee in the fray, or, if

absent, you shall have his prayers as regularly as he says his

paternoster. I have heard that some of your Roman painters

keep open school for the instruction of their art
;
I will toil

from sunrise to sundown; this hand —

”

“ Marry, thy hand,” interrupted Urbino, half smiling, half

mournfully, “ is far fitter to hammer an hauberk, than to

handle the tools of a limner.”
“ It is well, signor,” returned the armourer, drawing himself

up proudly, “ Quintin Matsys is not wont to take gribe and
jest upon his calling at any time, nor is he now in the humour
to afford laughter to a stranger. I must seek for courtesy
elsewhere,”

So saying, Matsys turned upon his heel, and was preparing

to leave the spot, but the hand of Urbino was laid on his

shoulder, and arrested his further progress.

“ Nay, nay,” said the Italian, “ this must not be
; I meant

not to offend thee; besides, I owe you much for that timely
thrust of thine, and though somewhat given to pleasantry, you
shall not find me ungrateful. But come,” he continued, re-

placing his cloak around him—“if thou wilt trust thyself

to my guidance, sir smith, there shall be naught on my part

left undone to serve thee, as far as the efforts of an humble
votary can effect it.”

“ Thou art then a painter thyself?” said Matsys.
“ As I said, an indifferent follower of the pencil.”

The Fleming hesitated, bit his lip and then striking hia

hand into the extended palm of the other, with a force that

made the surrounding walls ring with the sound, he followed

the steps of his companion, who directed his course towards
the centre of the city.**»#* * *

Time, whose career is not to be arrested, had rolled on

—

sweeping away prince and beggar, and levelling alike the

palace and the hovel in his resistless course. Four years had
passed, and Antwerp still had to regret the absence of one of

her bravest citizens. Quintin Matsys was still away from the

place of his birth.

It was a glowing evening in the month of June, and the

summer sun was sinking fast beneath the towers of the fairest

town of Brabant. The carved pinnacles and gables of the

houses were glittering in its mellow radiance, while the huge
spire of the cathedral rose from the midst of them like a tower
of gold. The busy hum of many voices, was dying away into

silence, and the streets were nigh deserted, save by those
patriotic burgesses who thought it their duty to watch over
the weal of the beloved city. These worthies still perambulated

the high-street, Ernest fainting beneath the huge partisans?
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they bore, and the weight of the corslets which they crammed
themselves into.

At one of the casements which overlooked the scene, her

fair brow and clustering tresses lighted up by the gleam of the

sunset, sat Lestelle Flors, chronicled by the minnesingers as

the “Pearl of Brabant !”•—she whose name formed the war-
cry of half the chivalry of Flanders; she whose hand even bel-

ted earl and gentle knight had sought for in vain, much to the

regret of the suitors, the surprise of all unmarried ladies within

the walls of Antwerp, and the great discomfort of her

father. A tear was trickling down the maiden’s cheek, and
the convulsive heaving of the richly worked bodice, told that it

covered a bosom i which (young as it was) care had already

found a hiding-place.
“ I know not,’’ she said, unconsciously speaking her thoughts ;

“ I know not whether I am right to anger my father by re-

fusing these goodly offers—offers as far above ray deserts as

they are above my wishes, for the sake of one who, perhaps

—

but I will not think of it.”

She turned from the window, and taking up a cittern, which lay

on a cushion beside her, passed her hand once or twice ovea

the strings of the instrument; but the lute responded but a

mournful chord, as if echoing back the melancholy feeling of

its mistress. Her heart was too full, and suffering the cittern

to fall from her hand, she threw herself back in her seat, and
wept bitterly.

“ Oh ! Quintin, Quintin,” she murmured in the paroxysm
of her grief; “ I cannot—cannot think thee false—that noble

form of thine cannot conceal a faithless heart; and yet

—

rumour—-”
“ Rumour,” said a voice from behind, “is a foul mouthed

wench, whose assertions should ne’er be credited,
’

The maiden started from her seat; and a scream was rising

to her lips, as she beheld a tall figure standing in the gloom of

the apartment.
“Lestelle, ’’said the same voice. She staggered forward,

threw back her hair from her forehead, gazed wildly on the
stranger for an instant, and the next she was clasped in the
embrace of her faithful Matsys.

“Lestelle, dearest, constant Lestelle !” exclaimed her lover,

as he imprinted kiss after kiss upon her glowing lips—“ look up
dear, faithful girl ! You are mine—ay mine too with your fa-

ther’s sanction.”
“ With my father’s sanction !” exclaimed the blushing

maiden, as she disengaged herself from the caresses of her
lover.

“ Nay, doubt not girl, your father’s sanction is freely given,”
said Michael Flors, who had introduced his portly form into
the chamber unnoticed. “ By the three holy kings ! the lad
speaks nought but the truth, and with the blessing of Saint
Nicholas, to morrow’s sun shall see thee a wedded wife. But
how now?—you look as scared as a startled heron; remember,
although I refused thy hand to the smith Matsys, I said I
would bestow it freely on Matsj's the painter. What ! not
understand me yet? Then I must e’en leave ye to yourselves;
perhaps, Quintin may be better able to solve the riddle.”

So saying, the good burgess left the room; and we also, not
wishing to intrude on the privacy of the reunited lovers, will

follow the old gentleman’s steps.

The conference, however, appeared to be satisfactory to all

parties; for certain it is, on the following morning, as the chimes
of the cathedral clock proclaimed noon, “ the Pearl of
Brabant,” became the bride of the long lost Matsys. On that
day the citizens of Antwerp seemed to make it their sole oc-
cupation to discuss the causes of this unexpected event; and
many a doublet was stitched awry, much to the dissatisfaction
of the gallant who wished to prank it in the bravest attire at
the evening revel which was to celebrate the marriage

; and
many a tire woman was absent from her mistresses’ bower when
her service was most required. The villain knave of the
needle forgot his jerkin, and waiting damsel her lady’s head-
gear, in relating and listening to the wondrous tale which
was in every man’s mouth. IIow the bridegroom, while in

Italy, had gJahi a score of ruffians in defence of a noble cavalier,

which said cavalier turned out to be the far-famed Raphael
himself; bow the great limner, out of gratitude, had instructed

him in his art; liow he bad toiled from matin bell to midnight
chime; how he had at last returned, and won his bride by
proving himself not only the equal, but far the superior of his

father-in-law; thus fulfilling the conditions, and removing that

which, in the eyes of men, appeared an insurmountable ob-

stacle to his hopes.

Nearly four hundred years have now elapsed since that day, and
the name of Matsys is still renowned throughout Europe—re-

vered alike for his constancy and devotion, as for his skilful

pencil. His tomb is still to he seen by the traveller in the

cathedral, which also contains his famous alter- piece. It bears
this inscription—“ Conjugalis amor de Mulciber fecit Appel-
lum;” signifying that the love of his wife changed him from a
Vulcan to an Appelles.

SIEGE OF LISLE.

“ On they spur, over dying and dead—
Swords are flashing round every head;
They are raised again, but they glitter no more,
Every blade is dimmed with gore!

The fight is done!—The field is won!
Their trumpets startle the sinking sun,

While victory’s shouts from thousands rise,

And echo repeats them from sounding skies.”

Oberon.

It would unquestionably he a task of no small difficulty, if

not an absolute impossibility, to find, amidst the archives of
romantic chivalry, or the more genuine histories of warlike
nations, two companions in arms more admirably adapted to

each other, than were the immortal Duke of Marlborough and
the noble and gallant Prince Eugene. None of the innumer-
able heroes who by their courage and prowess have achieved
prodigies

“ On ocean’s briny wave,
Or on the tented field;”

over whose entrancing histories we have pored with delight

during our school-boy days, until we seem to have caught the

inspiration, which their recorded deeds produced, ever sur-

passed the exploits, combining romantic incident and consum-
mate skill, for which the leaders referred to are justly famed.
The laurels which these companions on the battle-field had

already won, in previous and multiplied services, pointed them
out as the most fit generals of the age to act in concert on a
fresh and important occasion.

The condition in which many parts of the continent were
placed at the period, rendered it necessary that a serious in-

quiry, as to the best means by which to check and chastise the

aggressors, should he entered into; when, after mature deli-

beration, it was considered indispensable that a campaign
should be commenced in Flanders; and it was settled at the

Hague that Prince Eugene and the Duke of Marlborough
should unite the forces under their command, and act con-

jointly in the low countries. In pursuance of this agreement,

they buckled on the harness of war afresh, and about the be-

ginning of May, 1708,

et Their home was on the battle-field,

Their song the battle-cry.”

After a series of engagements, combining the battles of

Ghent, Bruges, and Audenarde, in the latter of which, espe-

cially, considerable advantage was gained by the allied forces,

they proceeded to secure the advantages already gained, by
other and fresh conflicts.

Marlborough and his brave confederate were fully aware
that the most likely, if not the only method to secure the
ground already won, was to make farther advances; gave the

enemy no time to mature such plans as, if carried, intq execu-
.
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tion, would have operated greatly to their disadvantage, and
increased, in the end, a great sacrifice of human life.

France had long been the fierce and powerful opponent with
which the confederate powers had to contend. The skill of
many of her generals, and the immense resources she
could command, gave lustre to the victories which England
and her allies had gained, as well as proved, beyond a doubt,
the abilities of those who led the war-bands against them.
The destruction of the power of France, in every possible

way, became an object of the highest importance, and there-
fore the allied generals, with a speed and promptitude which
great minds only can exercise with safety, extirpated the lines

of the French between Apres and the Lys, so effectually and
entirely as to disable them altogether at those important
places. Having so done, they raised immediate contributions
in Artois and Picardy, a detachment ofwhich hastened and took
possession of Lens, which the routed troops of the French had
already abandoned.
During.a short respite from actual engagement—excepting

some light skirmishing between a few straggling troops on each
side — the French
rallied their forces,

and, with an impos-
ing front, once more
appeared ready and
prepared for battle.

Conscious of pos-
sessing a considera-
ble superiority over
the foe, and deter-

mined, at the same
time, to prove it,

and to demonstrate
the utter contempt
in which they held
their vaunting oppo-
nents, the confede-
rate troops resolved,

as soon as the their

heavy artillery had
come up, to lay siege

to Lisle, in which
strongly fortified

town the French had
securely intrenched
themselves.

Nothing could
have evinced more
distinguished bra-
very than the re-

solve referred to, and which nothing but the skill of
the leaders of the allied powers, and the peculiarity of ex-
isting circumstances, could possibly have warranted. The
town itself was one of the most complete fortifications in Eu-
rope, and the capital of an extensive and proverbially rich dis-
trict, as well as the high mart of commerce between France
and the low countries: its strength and importance had long
rendered it so famous, as that it was considered one of the keys
of France.
At the period when the siege was determined upon, a nu-

merous and powerful garrison possessed it. There were at
least twenty- one battalions of well-trained and fresh soldiers
commanded by the distinguished Marshal Boufflers, under
whom were other officers of scarcely less fame. These circum-
stances, however, formed no check to the spirits, or in the
movements, of the gallant commanders to whom the direction
of the attack belonged; they rather influenced them with in-
creased determination, panting as they did for occasions on
which to establish their already well-earned fame, and prove
their devotion to the interests of the countries, whose cham-
pions they stood forth, in the sight of an admiring world.
The heroic Prince Eugene determined to undertake the

in person, and accordingly, having made all necessary arrange-
ments for carrying it on, he sat down before the place on the

siege

13th of August, while the Duke of Marlborough covered the
siege with the rest of the army; and on the 22nd, the miners
having toiled with incredible labour and despatch, the trenches
were opened.
For the purpose of weakening the besiegers, by dividing

their energies in the cutting off the assistance of Marlborough
from the Prince, the Dukes of Burgundy and Vendome
united their forces to those of the Duke of Berwick; and with
their design full in view, the trio of generals marched towards
the Duke of Marlborough, and for several days continued to
salute his camp witk a heavy cannonading.
The noble Eugene, ever active as spirit flew to the aid of his

gallant ally, with as large a body of horse and foot, as could,
with safety and prudence, be spared from the siege. The de-
signs of the French commanders, in their attack upon Marl-
borough, were soon ascertained to be, not merely the dividing
of the energies of the allied forces, but to retard as long as
possible the operations of the siege. This being proved, and
the Duke of Marlborough having intrenched himself securely;

the Prince Eugene returned with his forces to Lisle, and
continued, although
with but slow pro-

gress, to carry on
the offensive opera-
tions. Resolution
and bravery marked
the conduct of the
French, and, with a
determination which
amounted to obsti-

nacy, they con-

tinued to dispute

every inch of
ground.
Now the contest

became sanguinary
in the extreme. So
extensive was the
carnage that the
possibility of main-
taining the siege be-

came almost a ques-

tion
;
other leaders

and other troops

than those engaged;
wouldhave retreated
from the works.
On the 7 fch of Sep-

tember the attack of

the counterscarp

took place, when the allies lost no fewer than two thousand

i
men, either killed or wounded: among the former were sixteen

of their best engineers.

As soon as they had recovered from this shock, prepar-

ations were made for the storming of the outworks of the

enemy.
“ My fellow- soldiers,” exclaimed the intrepid Prince Eugene,

as he led in person, the troops to the work of death, “ to-day,

conquest or an honourable grave must he ours. Yonder is the

place we must possess; our foes are well known to you; often

before this, you have with boldness met them in mortal conflict;

hut never have you shrunk from them, however unequal in

point of numbers our forces may have been to theirs. Often

have we heat them, and this day will add, I trust, to our con-

quests, To the work, soldiers ! to the work : until you behold

my hack turned to the enemy, let no soldier in our ranks,

think of anything but

—

onwards!” So saying, the prince re-

ceived the hearty cheers of his soldiers, and then led to the

attack, followed by as brave and inspirited a host of troops as

ever drew sword or faced a foe.

With varied success the soldiers continued to advance, and
in the same degree the French for a time, gave way, and then,

having received reinforcements, they returned the charges of

the allied forces by desperate and destructive sallies.
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In the attack, the troops of the prince fell in heaps around
him; still his cry was “ onwards /” until having received a

wound in the head from a musket-ball, which grazed upon his

skull, he was borne in a state of insensibility to his tent in

in which he was confined several days..

After the lapse of five or six weeks, during which operations

were still carried on before Lisle, the the deputies of the states

appear to have felt discouraged. The season was now far ad-

vanced, the engineers carried on their approaches but slowly,

and, above all, extreme difficulty existed in supplying the army
with ammunition and provisions, both of which were nearly

exhausted, and they therefore proposed that the siege should

be raised.

The noble and brave Eugene absolutely refused to listen to

the proposition. Glory was the mistress he courted, and her

smiles or frowns he felt assured were associated with the pre-

sent undertaking.
There can be no doubt that the Dutch would have felt much

more pleasure in seeing Ghent and Bruges reduced, and their

own frontiers fully secured from the incursions of the French

;

but as the heroic Eugene persisted in his resolution not to

raise the siege, the deputies of the states at length acquiesced

in his wishes, and while the prince continued confined

in his tent by his wound, his friend and companion in

arms, Marlborough, commanded at Lisle.

On more than one occasion, the French accomplished by
stratagem that which in no other way could have been effected.

Among others which might be mentioned, the following case
may be instanced, in which a fertility of thought, and daring
of action, not frequently met with, are displayed.

Marshal Boufflers having informed the Duke of, Vendome,
that ammunition began to be wanted in the town, the duke
detached the Chevalier de Luxembourg with two thousand
horse and dragoons, each of them carrying sixty pounds weight
of powder, to endeavour to break through the lines of cir-

cumvallation and throw themselves into Lisle. All things
being prepared for marching, each man placed a green bough
in his hat, which was the sign by which the allies distinguished
themselves during an engagement, and thus disguised they
advanced along the road leading from Douay to Lisle. They
had hot, however, proceeded a great distance before their

whole scheme was nearly frustrated, in consequence of their

being met by some of the allied outguards.
“Who comes here?” challenged a soldier.
“ Friends,” replied one of the party.
“From whence come ye, and whither are you marching?”

demanded an officer.

“ We are from the Duke of Marlborongb,” was the reply.
“And whither marching?” again interrogated the officer.

“We are Germans, attached to his grace’s army,” was
returned, “ and are conducting some prisoners to the camp.”
Notwithstanding the readiness with which the replies were

given, and the impudence with which the attempted deception
was carried on, a doubt entered the mind of the examiner as to

the accuracy of the statements, and he proceeded to question
them more closely, when, fearing detection, they instantly, an
agreed upon signal being given, put sptfrs to their horses and
galloped along the road leading to Lisle, and succeeded in

getting into the line of circumvallation.

^
Their sudden appearance roused the guard, who immediately

fired upon them, and in an instant, alarm ran through the con-
federate ranks

; such, however, was the activity of the enemy,
that notwithstanding an instant pursuit even to the borders of
the town, one thousand two hundred succeeded to get in, while
the rest, in consequence of the confusion which prevailed, and
the darkness of the night, escaped to Douay, excepting only
thirty who were blown up by their own powder, some of which
had by accident been scattered upon the road, and the horses
trampling on it, it ignited.

The distress of the besiegers for want of ammunition was
not less than that of the besieged, for all communication with
Brussels had for some time been cut off by the Duke of Ven-
dome, from which place they hoped to have obtained such
supplies us might be required.

Driven to necessity, the Duke of Marlborough determined to

make the attempt to obtain the required supplies by way of
Ostend, where a considerable body of English troops, under I
the command of General Ecle, having recently landed, having
been employed in alarming the French coast during the sum-
mer, very much favoured his design.

With as much secrecy as possible the duke despatched seven
hundred waggons under a strong guard to Ostend, which, with
the troops already there, was considered sufficient to protect

the carriages, supposing any assault should be made upon
them.
The French, however, who had proved themselves no mean

adepts at intrigue, suspected those with whom they had to

contend, and by closely watching their movements obtained
information of the waggon expedition. Confident as they
were, that on the supplies now sought after depended the suc-

cess of the siege, the Count de la Motte was immediately des-

patched, with a considerable body of horse and foot, to inter-

cept the convoy.
Of this movement on the part of the enemy, Marlborough

obtained instant information, and with equal alacrity com-
manded Major-General Webb to march with twelve battalions

more, and join the other detachments on the road: the plan

of the duke was accomplished as he wished, the union was
effected, and the consequence was a severe battle between tho

major-general’s forces and those commanded by the Count de I

la Motte.
That a struggle, of no ordinary kind, would take place on

so important an occasion, is that which might naturally be
expected, as the fate of Lisle, as before stated, depended upon
it. The connexion which it has with the fate of the besieged

town gives it an important character and interest.

No sooner had the detachments, which were sent to cover

the march of the waggons from Ostend, joined at Turont, than
General Webb received advice that Major Savary, of the regi-

ment of Gethem, had succeeded in possessing himself of the

post of Oudenbourg; upon receiving which information, the

gallant commander despatched six hundred grenadiers, under
the command of Colonel Preston, a battalion of Orkney’s,

under the command of Colonel Hamilton, and that of Fune,
commanded by Colonel Voogt; the whole being placed under

the direction of Brigadier Lausberg, to reinforce the post.

On the following day, at eight in the morning, all the horse,
j

under the command of Major-General Cadogan, were ordered

to Hoglede, to await the arrival of the convoy there, except

one hundred and fifty horse, which had been^sent on the pre-

vious evening, under the command of Count Lottum, to Ou-
denbourg, 'with orders to the two battalions and six hundred

grenadiers to guard the convoy to Cocklaer; and afterwards to

rejoin the foot at Turont.

The hour of noon had"scarcely come, when Count Lottum
returned in haste to Turont, bringing the intelligence that on
his way to Iclitegem he fell in with an advanced guard of the

enemy, which, after a short skirmish, he caused to retreat into

the plain, where he observed sixteen squadrons of the enemy,

mounting in haste on the alarm which their advanced guard

had given them. The importance of the movement convinced

the count of the necessity of making the general acquainted

with it, and therefore he had thus unexpectedly appeared be-

fore him.

This appeared at once to give a new feature to the face of

affairs, and therefore other measures than those already taken

appeared necessary to be adopted. The general gave imme-
diate orders that all the foot, consisting of twenty-two batta-

lions ; Count Lottum, with his one hundred and fifty horse,

making the advanced guard, with the quarter-masters and

grenadiers that were not detached, should march with all pos-

sible expedition to the village of Ichtegem, by the way of Wy-

nendale.

The command was attended to with as much alacrity on the

part of the troops, as it had been given by their general. The
advanced guard had only just entered Wynendale, when they

discovered the enemy in the opening of the plain. Instantly

the quarto-masters and grenadierswe drawn up in finearray
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for battle, while Major-General Webb and Count Nassau Won-
denbourg, at the head of the horse, advanced cautiously to re-

connoitre the enemy, giving orders, at the same time, for the

foot to advance and form themselves as quick as jiossible in

the plain.

In order to amuse the enemy, so as to divert tlieir attention

from the movements which were making, the horse were left

at the opening of the plain, under the command of Count Lot-

turn ; and for the purpose of embarrassing them the more, the

quarter-masters and grenadiers were posted in a low coppice,

on that side the plain which it was expected the enemy would
pass.

Immediately that the troops had passed out of the defile into

the plain, Major-General Webb drew them up in fine order for

battle, 'posting them in the opening between the wood of Wy-
nendale and the coppice on the other side, where the quarter-
masters and grenadiers were already stationed.

Scarcely, however, had six battalions entered the opening,

before the enemy commenced a cannonading with forty pieces

of cannon, ten of which were of treble bore. But notwithstand-
ing the tremendous fire of the foe, the one hundred and fifty

horse kept their ground with firm coolness; this gave the ge-

neral full time to form his foot into two lines; the left wing of

which extended beyond the low coppice and prevented the
enemy passing that way, as well as covered the flank of the
allied forces; while on the right flank was posted, in the wood
of Wynendale, the regiment of Huaklom; and on the left flank

the regiment of the hereditary prince of Prussia, commanded
by Colonel Rader, with strict orders not to fire or discover
themselves until they could take the enemy in their flanks.

In addition to these movements, some platoons of grenadiers
were advanced forty paces on the right and left, with the same
orders, while the quarter-masters were also posted in a road
on the left, which crossed the above-mentioned low coppice.
The enemy, after three eannonadings, advanced towards the

allied troops on the plain, in twelve lines, six of which were
foot, and six horse. An order was instantly issued to Count
Lottum to retire, and post himself three hundred paces behind
the foot, which he accomplished without confusion.

Onwards the French continued to march, with forty bat-
talions and sixty squadrons, directly towards the confederate
troops; but the general, perceiving that they extended them-
selves to their right in their coppice, sent Count Nassau to
observe more closely their motions; who directly ordered the
regiment of Grumkou, to that point, under the command of
Colonel Beschefer

;
and Brigadier Eltz, coming up at the

same time, was posted on the right in the wood of Wynendale.
About a quarter of an hour before the engagement began,

Brigadier Lausberg, with the two battalions and six hundred
grenadiers, that had been detached, having advice that the
enemy was advancing to the attack, came up in time to form
a third line.

Now the thunder of artillery pealed along the heavens,
while bullets from whole lines of soldiers fell like hailstones
in every direction. A few minutes only were allowed to pass
after the actual attack took place, when the enemy, who had
advanced to within one hundred and fifty paces of the flank
of the allied troops on the right, where the battalions lay con-
cealed, with orders from the general not to discover themselves
until the enemy came opposite to them, was received with so
warm and murderous a salute, that their left wing gave im-
mediately into their centre; at the same moment, the regi-
ment of the hereditary prince, who was posted on the left

flank, and at nearly the same distance, met the foe with an
equally destructive salute, from that quarter, by which means
the whole of their line was thrown into the utmost confusion.

Still the enemy pushed on, and put two of the battalions
of the allied powers into disorder; but the Swiss regiment of
Albemarle, commanded by Colonel Ilirtgell, advancing
upon their horse, which were endeavouring to penetrate the
line, engaged them a sufficient length of time to allow the
general and Count Nassau to bring up the regiments of Berns-
dorf, Gorvain, and Lindchoom, to supply the place of those
which were confused, which was pexformed in a moment,

Once again, the enemy, encouraged by their recent suc-

cess, attempted to penetrate; but now their opponents rather

advanced than gave way, although the general had given

orders for them to give way rather than to advance, fearing

lest an advancing movement might render the fire of their

flanks useless. The precaution had all the desired effect;

the regiments and grenadiers keeping up such a continual

fire, as forced the two wings of the enemy into their centre,

and obliged the whole to retire in the greatest confusion,

notwithstanding all the efforts their officers could make, both
by encouragement and chastisement to keep them up.

Major-general Cadogan, who came up some time after the

action began, offered to charge the enemy in their disorder,

with only two squadrons of horse, as the other four which he

had sent for did not arrive until near seven o’clock at night.

Discretion was held in practice, on this occasion, to be the

better part of valour, and, therefore, it was considered as

unadvisable to expose so small a number to charge the enemy,

who had brought up all their horse to favour their retreat.
_

The battle lasted upwards of two hours, and the heat with

which it raged during that period, may be conceived, when
it is stated, on positive authority, that the enemy lost nearly

seven thousand men, while the allied troops suffered to the

extent of about one thousand killed and wounded.

So great was the confusion which attended the retreat of

the French, that they left most of their artillery behind them

in a wood; which, however, they succeeded in carrying off

the following day. ....
That which renders the victory the more signal, is that the

allied powers had not more than six thousand men in the

action, while the enemy, by their own accounts, could not

have numbered less than twenty-four thousand. Not only

was the victory gained under considerable disadvantages, but

the consequences attending it were equally great, for the

siege of Lisle must, without a qnestion, have been raised if

it had not been won.
During the engagement, the convoy succeeded in marching

forward, and arrived safe in the camp before Lisle on the

30th of September. But the Duke of Vendome, being con-

vinced of what importance it was to cut off* the communica-

tion of the besiegers with Ostend, marched himself towards

Bruges, with a strong detachment, and caused the dykes to

be cut up, and laid the country entirely under water.

The procedure of the duke had nearly accomplished his

purpose, for it was with infinite difficulty and hazard that

the allies succeeded, afterwards, in conveying the ammunition

in boats to the places where the waggons waited to convey it

to the camp.
The plan was a daring one on the part of the French com-

mander, but opposition stayed not the progress of the allies.

All difficulties were surmounted, the ammunition was safely

transported to their camp, and on the 23rd of October the

town of Lisle surrendered up on articles, and on the 25th the

garrison marched into the castle
;
but the glory of that day

the Veteran Veit- Marshal d’Auverquerque lived not to see:

he died in the camp of Rousclaer some days before, in the

G7th year of his age. , .

Notwithstanding the hopelessness of the effort, the castle

continued to make a vigorous defence, even after the be-

siegers had entered it.

On the 8th of December the citadel of Lisle beat a parley,

and on the 10th the Marshal Boufflers marched out with the

garrison, with the usual marks of honour, and was conducted

to Douay.
Thus this important post yielded to the allied army, but

important as it was it had been dearly purchased, for, besides

the expenditure of large sums of money in the expedition,

that which was infinitely more valuable than gold, the lives

of twelve hundred men, were lost.
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TALE OF A MOORISH ROBBER.

“ In the name of the most merciful God !—Know then,

Nazarene, that some twenty years ago, when Moolai Solee-

man was shaded by the imperial umbrella, there resided in the

village of Bendeeban, which is situated on the way to Fas,

about four miles south of Tangier, the father of our hero,

Mohamed Boofraliee by name. Alee was his only son, his mo-
ther having gone to her Creator on the day of his birth, and
Mohamed had vowed never to wed again. Mohamed Boofrahee,

like the rest of his neighbours, was a poor farmer possessing

two or three patches of land and a small vineyard. He was
also a sportsman and a good shot. His young son, Alee, was
never so happy as when accompanying his father on a shoot-

ing excursion, and he was always the first to see the game; for

his father being now above sixty, his sight had grown dim.

An idle fellow was Alee in other respects; for though Mo-
hamed sent him every morning to the village school to be

instructed by Taleb Moostafa in tho Koran, he was never able,

to repeat ten verses together of that holy book; but in running,

playing at fortball, wrestling, or firing at a mark, no young man
in the village could compete with the six fingered. 1 re-

member,” continued the rider of the rat- tailed, “on the mar-
riage of Sheikh Mohamed Biteewy, of the village of Boamar,
I was invited with my brethren, who were encamped in the

plains of Sheref-al-Akaab, to attend the marriage-feast; and a

merry-making, I can assure you, we had. God’s bounty was
seen in those days. There wore dishes of Kesksoo set before

us which seven men. could hardly lift: and the slave of the

sheikh, the long-armed Emharek. bared himself to the shoulder

and dived into the deep dishes for the fat mutton, tho goodly
capons, and the other dainty bits. Water-melons, grapes, and
other fruits wero piled before us to sharpen appetite : drums and
pipes sounded from daybreak to sunset, whilst the graceful

Absalam enchanted the eyes of all; whilst they gazed on his

gazelle-formed limbs, he kept time in the dance to the guitar
ofBenDawwed. Label Barorfe (powder-play) commenced.
Our tribe mustered about two hundred horse; we charged in

line; some stood on their heads at full speed; others changed
horses with their companions at full gallop; then reining in, as

we dashed within a gun’s length of sheikh, we fired our mus-
kets, wheeled round, and gave place to others who charged
close in our rear.”

Here my new acquaintance, excited by the recital of the ex-
ploits of his tribe, suddenly broke off his story, and dashing
his spurs into the flank of his barb, burst away at full speed,
shouting “Allah ! Allah !” His turban fell off—not ac-
cidently, I am inclined to think—and the haik, loosed from bis

shoulders in the breeze, was poised in the air for a moment, and fell

to the ground. lie then fired, threw the rat-tailed on its haunches,
and wheeling round, came back atfull gallop. As he approached
us he recovered his haik with the muzzle of his gun, and then
throwing himself on one side, stretched his long arm, and while
yet in full course, whisked up his turban from the ground.
In another moment he was by my side, replaced his headgear
with the greatest gravity, and continued his narrative as cooly
as if he had merely paused to take a pinch of snuff.

“ The powder play,” said he, “ being finished, we fired at a
mark. Seedy Tayeb Boocassem of Wazan, whom God had
blessed with an unerring eye—the prince ofmarksmen—chanced
to be present. To him we referred to judge whom amongst us
was the best shot. A pile of stones, with a small pebble or a
flower at the top, was our target. Many good shots had been
made, hut the beardless Alee put us all to shame

; seldom did
he miss the flower, and Boocassem declared him to be the victor.

“ When the firing ceased Boocassem offered up a prayer to
the Lord of all creatures for the welfare of the whole party.
‘ Seedy Boocassem,’ said the sheikh, ‘ there is one shot yet to
be fired, and that too by the finest marksman amongst us ; so
get ready your gun. And here,’ continued the Sheikh, holding
out an egg, ‘ who is there that will put this egg between his
ankles, and stand by yonder aloe for Seedy Tayeb Boocassem
to break it?’ There was a dead silence—no one moved from
his place but young Alee. The boy ran forward, kissed the

hand of Sheikh Mohamed Biteewy, and soon placed himself at
ttie aloe with the egg between his ankles. ‘In the name of
God,’ said Boocassem, as he poured in the powder and rammed
down the, wadding of palmetto rind; and ‘ God be propitious,’

said he as the ball rolled down. The cock of the gun was
pulled back, the priming was poured into the pan, and Boocas-
sem squatting on the ground, levelled his gun. ‘Am I properly
placed?’ said Alee. ‘Bring up the left leg more,’ said Boo-
cassem; ‘that will do.’ The long gun seemed as steady as if

it had rested on a rock: every man held his breath. Bang
went the gun, and Alee’s ankles were besmeared with the yolk
of egg. ‘Thank God,’ said Boocassem: and we shouted one
and all. Young Alee came forward, and Seedy Tayeb Boocas-
sem laid his hands on him and blessed him, prophesying that at
some future time he also would be able to perform the feat of
breaking the egg. ‘Bat beware, boy,’ said he, ‘attempting it

until you arrive at such perfection as never to miss your mark;
for I remember, some years ago, when I was at the holy city

of Wazan during the feast of the lamb, Bengeloon and other
marksmen of fame from distant parts had assembled to shoot
at the target. Bengeloon and I were the only two who had
fired at the egg. Then Kaid Absalam, he who had been go-
vernor of Alcassar, whose heart was black with envy, swore by
the beard of our Prophet that he could do what others had done
before him; so he called one of his slaves, and told him to take
his place with the egg, about thirty paces from where he was
sitting. It was the same distance at which we had fired. The
gun was levelled, and Bengeloon—may God profit us through
him !—looking over the kaid’s shoulder, exclaimed. ‘ Allah !

unless you keep your gun steadier, O kaid, you will hit his left

leg.’ Bang went the gun, and the slave fell with a groan, for

tlie ball had passed through his left ankle. ‘There go 100 dol-

lars,’ said Kaid Absalem; ‘ but the next shot shall hit the egg.

Abd-el-IIabeeb,’ said he, calling on another of his slaves, ‘ take
another egg, and stand where Emharek stood. Coward !

what do you tremble for? Stand stead.y, or I will put a ball

through your heart.’ Again the gun was levelled. ‘ All wrong,’
said Bengeloon, who remained at his shoulder. Bang it went,
and the ball passed through the fleshy part of the leg, but the
slave kept his position. ‘That is a fine fellow,’ said Benge-
loon to the kaid who was again loading his gun. ‘ Be merciful,

as you expect mercy in the world to come.’ ‘True’ said the
kaid, ‘ but I must have another shot for all that.’ He fired for

the third time and broke the egg ! Well, Christian, as soon as

Seedy Tayeb Boocassem finished his story,wrestling and playing
at swordstick commenced.—Alee threw and overcame every an-
tagonist; and the marriage-feast ended merrily.

“ Alee loved play better than work, and was at last detect-
ed by his father plundering the vineyards of the neighbour-
hood. Mohamed was dotingly fond of his bold, scapegrace
son, and was proud of him; but he was a just man, and there-
fore, though with a sorrowful heart, told Alee that on the
morrow he should give him up to the sheikh to receive due
punishment. But when the morrow came it found not Alee
any longer an inmate of his father’s tent. The proud boy
had fled; years rolled on, and still he was missing. Six years
afterwards there appeared at a high festival in the city of

Morocco, ‘ a broad shouldered, athletic looking fellow, in the
garb of a mountaineer,’ who accepted the challenge of one of
the sultan’s body-gu ird, to receive and give one blow of
the fist, which had been declined by all the bystanders, as on
former occasions a broken rib, or some other serious injury,

had been the invariable result ofan encounter with the form-
idable Blow-giver. That the challenge of the chief Blow-giver
had been accepted reached the ears of the sultan, who sent
for the mountaineer and asked him ‘whether it were true that

he dared to engage in combat the mighty Shasha, who dealt in

blows of deathl’ ‘ May God prolong the life of our master.*
said the mountaineer, throwing himself at the feet of the
descendant of the Prophet. ‘ Yes my Lord, I have accepted
the challenge of the kaid [the chief] of the Blow-givers, on
condition that I be secured from the vengeance of the
Bokhary [his brother guardsman] should God grant me suc-

sess.’ You are a sturdy-lookijig fellow,’ paid the pultan,

.
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* where do you come from, and what is your name ?’ 4 Alee
Boofrahee,’ replied the man, for he it was; and throwing
himself prostrate, he told his tale, but said nothing about
Bendebar’s vineyard. He had employed himself, it appeared,

as courier and muleteer since his flight from his father ’3

house, and had led a roving life, having travelled through-
out the whole empire. ‘ Let him be lodged in the palace,*

said the sultan to his attendants; ‘to-morrow, if it please

the most high God, the blows shall be given in our sheerman’s
presence.’ The challenge was to receive and give a single

blow, and Alee boldly conceded the first blow to his black
opponent, who had slain many a victim, and boastfully an-
nounced that Alee's course of life was run. However, Alee
survived the terrible blow and repaid it. Down, rapid as a

thunderbolt, fell Alee’s fist, and with it fell the black, never
to rise again. The Bokhary’s skull was frightfully fractured,

and he who had so often dealt the blows of death was now
but as one of those who had met a like fate from his own
relentless arm. ‘ There is no power nor strength but in

God,’ exclaimed the sultan, as the black expired at his feet.

‘Give the clown,’ pointing to Alee, ‘the fifty ducats, and let

him have safe conduct. Shasha, in truth, is a great loss to

my household
;
but who can avoid God’s decrees, which are

written in the book of fate.’ Alee took the purse, and ere
the sultan’s mandate for him to be escorted could be put in

force he had mingled with the crowd, and was seen no more.
Some said that the brethren of the black murdered him
that night.

“ But so far from this being tho close, it was only the com-
mencement of Alee’s adventurous career; and not many weeks
after his slaughter of the black, rumours ofmany a daring rob-

bery, of both caravans and single passengers, were rife in Mo-
rocco. In the passes of the mountains and the dense thickets
of the forest a deep sepulchral voice was heard uttering these
ominous words, ‘ Halt, or you die;’ and if the command was
disobeyed, some of the travellers bit the dust. These robbe-
ries were so frequent, and perpetrated at distances so widely
apart, that no one supposed that a single individual wa3 the
sole agent; but so in truth it was. Alee hid himself in a
thicket or behind a rock, and thence compelled his victims to

deposit on the ground food, clothes, money, or anything which
his exigencies required, or the panniers of the plundered had
to supply. Dreadful threats of vengeance were used in case
of any attempt to discover the hidden robber, or any delay on
the part of travellers in making off as soon as Alee’s toll was
paid.

“Like many celebrated robbers, Alee gratified the better

feelings of his fierce nature by being kind to the poor. He only
plundered the rich. Once upon a time his old schoolmaster,
whose patience he had often sorely tried, came across his path;
but instead of robbing him, Alee took hold of tho hem of his

garment, kissed it reverently, and then invited his former pre-
ceptor to he his guest for the night. The old man fearing to

refuse, followed the outlaw. They scrambled their way
through the thickest copses, trespassing on the very lair of the
lynx, the jackal, and the hoar, who, roused, retreated grumb-
ling, after tlieir fashion, at such strange intrusion. The Taleb
thought that the way they went looked like one where human
feet had never trod before; and so it was, most probably, for

Alee had avoided detection by never travelling twice over the
same path. The old schoolmaster began to feel himself very
uneasy as, muttering the word ‘ Allah ! Allah !’ a hundred
times, lie followed his extraordinary conductor, grievously
fearing that but little good would come to himself or his mule.
At length they reached a jungle of briars, apparently impas-
sable; and Taleb Moostafa said, with a trembling voice, ‘ It

seems to me, my son, that you have missed the track.’ Alee
made no answer; but having first bent down, as if to examine
the ground, uttered a sound like the bleating of a kid, which
was soon answered by a shrill whistle that made the old man’s
heart sink within him, and put a bridle on his tongue. ‘ All is

right,’ said Alee, going to a spot where the jungle seemed tho
thickest; then listening awhile, he throw back a wicket of the
living briar, made in such a manner as not to be detected even
by a hunter’s observing eye. This they passed through, and

then the briars were cautiously replaced. Winding along a
narrow path cut through the thicket, they came upon an open
space, through which ran a clear stream. On its bank the
outlaw had formed a hut, but so thatched as to be with diffi-

culty distinguished from the surrounding thicket foliage. A s

they entered, a young woman in a loose dregs ran forward to
meet and embrace the outlaw. ‘ Well, Rahmana, I have not
been able to keep my promise to bring the bracelets and hand-
kerchiefs; for just as the kafla was coming up, our venerable
uncle here made his appearance on the highway, and I could
not let my good old schoolmaster pass our dwelling without a
welcome; so, my dear Rahmana, you must make ready some
savoury dish out of the flesh of the wild cow I shot yesterday,

for I think our guest must be very hungry.’ As he spoke he
turned round to the old man, who had sat down with his back
turned to the fair partner of his wild pupil. ‘ Come, Seedy
Moostafa,’ said Alee, ‘the Spirit of theWoods is notjealous of his
Houri. Why is woman made lovely but to be looked upon? and
what were our eyes given us for by the All-wise but to behold
beautiful things? Rahmana, go ask the Taleb's blessing, and
then prepare the kesksoe.’ To hear was to obey with old Moos-
tafa upon the present occasion; so, raising the hood of his white
gelab, he looked upon Rahmana, who bent to kiss his hand, and
having received a blessing, left him in order to prepare the
meal. ‘ This damsel is truly beautiful—blessed be God !—and
seems happy with you in this Avild scene.’

“ The old schoolmaster proved very ungrateful to his hospi-

table pupil and his handsome brido, and gave information to

the authorities of Alee’s abode. The party sent to apprehend
him penetrated to the very cave where the scene just described

took place, but they found only the smouldering embers of an
expiring fire. Alee and his Rahmana were gone. At length

it asms determined to burn the freebooter out of the wood which
he had made his stronghold, and men were posted all round it,

in parties of three, to prevent his escape. They had com-
menced their attack early in the morning; it was now about
noon . The fire they had first kindled had just reached the yet
smok ingembers of the conflagration in the centre, and that in

its turn had carried its ravages to the opposite border. One
small path still remained green; all around was a mass of flame

and smoke. The kaid had stationed himself in a water course

with tl tree men. Birds and animals were flying with terror all

around
,
heedless of man’s presence; and ever and anon a frantic

boar would gallop down the water-course. ‘Allah!’ said one
of the

j
Mirty, as an ‘ abou snau’ (‘ father of tusko’) passed with

bristles half singed from his back, and smoking with lice; ‘ if lie

tastes as well as he smells, I could make up my mind to sell

myself to the devil and dine on his carcass. God iorgive me
for saying so!’ ‘ Hush !’ said the kaid in a low voice, ‘ he comes,
and, O merciful God, he comes our way. Be steady and reso-

lute.’ A mounted figure could now he seen moving rapidly

over the burning embers. Ilis pace increased as he neared

the ambuscade; and tho slight figure of a female, her garments
blackened with the lire and smoke, and her long hair streaming

in the breeze, was clinging to the waistof the robber. Mounted
on a jet black steed, that, with blood- extended nostril and
foaming mouth bounded as a deer over the huge rocks, Alee,

with levelled gun, dashed straight towards the party. The
kaid now made sure aim, and raising a shout to bring together

the line of valiants pos.ted along the wood, was about to pull

the trigger, when a deadly shot brought him a corpse to the

ground. Ilis three attendants stood firm, waiting with levelled

guns their adversary’s nearer approach, to give him a warm
reception, and avenge the death of tlieir chief. Alec in an
instant had given the g un to Rahmana, and drawing his sword,

now flew like lightning on his opponents. Tho black mare, as

if she knew her owner’s danger, redoubled her speed, and in

an instant the robber was on them, and received their fire un-

hurt. Man af ter man rolled on the ground; all fell who came
within his reach, whilst lie eluded every blow of his enemies.

The whole body of troops had now approached. The balls flew

thickly; but, still unharmed, the hero and his well-beloved

pursued their course. Nay, some declared that the balls were
heard to rebound from his body back to his assailants ;

and it

must hayo J?cen no, for there \vas a second man of the party
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killed by a shot wound besides the kaid-- upon whose soul be

mercy. Alee, having distanced his pursuers, slackened his

pace; he sheathed his sword, and re- loaded his gun. One
horseman yet pursued him boldly. Alee descended a steep ra-

vine, and turning close round the side of the opposite hill, reined

in the mare. The well-mounted pursuer was not many yards

in his rear. Alee awaited him, and soon with drawn sword and

shouts of vengeance he turned the corner. 4 Fire !
’ cried Rah-

mana, * or we are lost.’ ‘ Let him come,
5
said her husband ;

and

as the enemy approached, Alee recognised in him one of the

Bokhary blacks who had vowed vengeance on him the day of

his feat at Morocco in the presence of the sultan. 4 Join the

Blow-giver!’ shouted Alee, as he shot him through the brains.

‘And now,’ said ho to his wife, ‘jump up into my saddle,

while I mount yon horse of the swarthy black, which seems to

be a good one. Hark, the troops are again in pursuit of us.

On, on ! for we must ride till the morrow dawns on us in the

wood of Sahel/ Next morning the fugitive and his wife were

safe in their little tent of camel’s hair in the Sahel, unmolested

and undiscovered; and the body of cavalry returned brow-

beaten to tell a dreadful tale of wonders.

“But Alee’s course is now nearly run, and strange as the

course itself was its termination. Alee, who lived on good

terms with the poor villagers of his neighbourhood, attended

at a marriage feast, and indulged in intoxicating liquors to

such an excess that he fell senseless on the floor. Advantage

was taken of his condition to bind him and give him up to

the sultan for the price put upon his head, but fearing his

gigantic strength, and knowing his fertility of invention, the

cruel traitors tore the skin from the soles of his feet, that if

he broke his bonds he might not have power to go far. But
notwithstanding all these savage precautions, Alee managed
to escape from his captors during their drunken slum bers.

He dressed his wounds with cooling herbs, and crawled

miserably and slowly towards his home. On the morning of

the sixth day he reached his own hut. A horrid stillnes.s pre-

vailed, and a cold chill came over him, as with a trembling

voice he called upon his wife; but no answer was returned.

Alas! where was she who used to welcome the robber with

tears of gladness? Again he called with a louder voice,

‘Rahmana, where are you?’ No reply gladdened his ear.

Gasping for breath he entered the hut, and there lay the

corpse of his poor wife, and on her cold bosom an infant

dying for want of nourishment. ‘Thy curse, O God! is on

me,’ he cried, ‘and well have I deserved it. Bu t why, O
cruel fate! was I not permitted once again to set; my wife

while yet alive, and ask her forgiveness? and my poor child,

too—alas! alas!’ Alee passed a long, long night of agony,

bemoaning his cruel lot; upbraiding himself bitterly for the

intemperance which had caused all this misery, and bathing

with tears the remains of his beloved wife a nd child. The
next day he peeled the bark from the trunk of a young cork

tree, and made a coffin for the bodies of his wife and child,

vowing to bury them by the tomb of his patron saint, in the

wood of Sahel, as soon as his wounded feet would permit

him to undertake the laborious task. Three weeks had passed,

and Alee’s feet were much recovered!; so, placing the bier

upon his shoulders, and taking with him a fas (a Moorish
hoe), he took his way to the sanctuary, which was a good
six mile 3 from his solitary abode, aud the re he buried the

remains of her whom he loved so dearly; and then he took

an oath, over the fresh-dug grave, t o abandon the life of a

robber, and to visit daily, until death, the tomb of his

lamented Rahmana. Being no long er provided with money
by his friends, wlio all supposed h im dead, and bound by
oath not to commit violence, poor Adee subsisted on acorns,

or such roots of the forest as he could procure; or else,

crouching by the road-side with muitfled face, begged bread,

for the love of God, from the passers-by.

“Rumours now got abroad that a figure, like that of the

famous robber, had often been seen sitting n^ar the sanctuary

of the Sahel wood; and orders came down f.i-om the court to

the Kaid of Laraiche to inquire into the trut h of these reports;

and should Aloe? the ^fingered, be yet alive, and found to fro-

—

—

quent the sanctuary, that he must be seized, and that even the
sanctuary itself might be violated, shoul d he take refuge there.
It was Friday

;
Alee had taken a branch of myrtle, and was

seated over the grave of his wife, speaking to her, after the
Moorish fashion, as if yet alive. Wrapped in his thoughts
he did not perceive until they were nigh upon him, some
score of men, who now emerged from the wood, armed with
guns. Alee was unarmed, for thus he always approached
the holy ground : he had left his mare some way off in the
wood, and liis feet were not yet so much recovered as to be
trusted to in flight : moreover, he was tired of life, and cared
not what became of himself; so, walking leisurely towards
the holy sepulchre, he entered therein.
“The soldiers now surrounded the sanctuary : it is a small

coned building, within which is a framework of carved wood
that covers the spot where the bones of the saint are laid.
“ The orders were to bring the six-fingered alive

;
so they

agreed to surround the building, but not to commit any vio-
lence, unless Alee attempted to escape. Much discussion,
however, ensued as to who should venture within to arrest
the formidable culprit. At length three of the stoutest-hearted
agreed to undertake the bold adventure.

“ Alee was sitting coiled up in a corner, his head bent to his
knees, and his hands buried in the folds of liis gelab.

“ With fear and trembling, the three armed men, advanced
a step, when Alee, raising his head, and fixing his eagle eye
on the foremost man, seized a huge stone, one of many which
lay scattered in the tomb, and hurled it at his breast. The
man fell, and the two others made off, but one of them, as he
reached the threshold, was levelled by a second missile from
the all-powerful hand of Alee. ‘ And now,’ exclaimed the six-

fingered, as he approached the door, ‘ no man shall lay hands
on me within the sanctuary near which my wife is laid

; but I

am sick of life, as all I cared for lies in yonder grave : so fear
not,’ said he to the kaid of the troop, every man of which,
with levelled gun, was expecting further mischief; ‘take me
prisoner, and convey me withersoever you please.’ He was
now bound without offering resistance, and led out of the bu-
rial-ground.

“ 'Aj aj Mesoda,’ (come here, Mesoda), cried the robber, as
he reached the wood; and a moment afterwards a black mare,
saddled and bridled, came neighing towards the party. The
soldiers tried to catch her; but she reared and kicked, allowing
no one to approach her. ‘ You had better leave Mesoda to
me,’ said the six-fingered. The soldiers desisted from their
endeavours to catch her, and the mare quietly approached
lier master. Alee now slipped the bridle from her head, kissed
her face, and, giving her a light blow, cried ‘ Awa! Awa!’ and
the mare, who seemed to understand his wishes, made off at
full gallop into the wood. ‘ Go,’ cried he, ‘ O pupil of my eye!
no man shall ever possess you but in death; and thus, indeed,
it would have been with thy master had he not lost his mate.’

“ Alee was taken prisoner to Laraiche, where the greater
part of the population came forth to see the dreaded highway-
man; and, as he passed, the curses of the many were showered
on his doomed head; but they were intermingled with the bles-
sings of not a few, who recognised in him a former benefactor.
Fetters were now rivetted on liis hands and feet, and a massive
iron collar, with a chain that would have held a lion, was fas-
tened round his neck. Thus secured, he was taken before the
governor of the place, who ordered him to be lodged in a dun-
geon. The sultan, having been apprised of the robber’s arrest,
issued a royal letter, declaring him an outlaw, and condemning
him to lose the right hand and the right foot; that then he
should he released and allowed to limp about, as a moral lesson
for others of like character. This sentence was carried into
execution, and the wretched Alee was then abandoned to his
fate. Two days after, he was found dead upon the grave of
his beloved Rahmana.”

SOUND AND LIGHT.
According to Sir John Herschel, thunder can scarcely be

heard more than twenty or thirty miles from the flash, but
lightning may be seen at a distance of 200 miles.
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HAL O’ THE CONDUIT.
A Tale of the Olden Time.

“A good day and a merry heart to you, Master Hal, and
confusion to the king’s enemies,” exclaimed the lusty knight
of Bishopsgate, Sir Paul Pinder, to a youth clad in the sober
garments of a humble citizen, who stood leaning carelessly

against the stone conduit in Westchepe.
“ Ah, Sir Paul,” replied the youth, and a faint smile played

on his handsome features, “an the foul fiend got them, such
slippery, eel-like knaves are they, it were no wonder an they
broke themselves loose again.”

“But, Hal, have you heard the news %—Prince Henry has
gained a great victory over Glendower, the Welsh chieftain,

and taken many prisoners ; and, what is better still, that

arch rebel, Sir Ralph Gifford, was taken by the prince him-
self. Hal, Hal, does’nt it gladden youv heavt to hear such
news? Pfaith, Pd walk twenty miles to see the traitor

executed.”
“I thought Sir Ralph Gifford was once your friend and

companion,” said the youth in a mouvnful tone. “ So he was,

so he was, till*he joined this mad /rebellion of the Percys,”
answered the knight.

“I have heard that his son wa*3 betrothed to your fair

daughter, Alice. Is he discarded t;oo?” asked the youth in

the same mournful tone.

“Aye, marry is he. Dost think I’d give my child to the

son of a traitor? no, no. I should be mad to think on’t!”

exclaimed the knight, somewhat angered.
“Perhaps he loved your child, Sir Paul?'’

“What of that, what of that? But why these questions,

Hal ? Thou’rt impertinent, sir rah ! I think thou’rt half a
rebel, else why do you loiter h< ire by the conduit from morn
to even, holding converse with, those who come for water ?

No doubt ’tis mighty well to hold a wench’s bucket, and
steal from her cheeks a kiss, b ut ’tis not for this you linger

here
;
eh, Master Hal, am I not . right? Your changing colour

doth assure me I’m shrewd in my guess. Yet, Hal, for all

the mystery that hangs about
j
you, I would be thy friend,”

said the knight, in a wheedlin g tone.
“ Sir Paul, true it is I am not what I seem ; yet heaven

knoweth my innocence of any ’ act to subvert the state. You
know not half the pangs th is cursed rebellion has caused
within my breast.”
“ Hal, I may be wrong, but ; these are such sorry times, and

a body is apt to be suspicioi is. Good den, Hal, good den.”
Sir Paul turned away from t he conduit, and bended his steps
towards his mansion near Bi shopsgate.
For many minutes the youth stood buried in thought.

“O my father, at last art thou in the hands of Henry ! All
hope for thee and me is lost for over,” he mentally exclaimed,
and fell deeper into abstraction,) from which he was aroused
by a hearty slap on the sihoulder. , Turning round, he beheld
his old friend and companion, Ri ipert, attired in the costume
of a captain of the king’s archt ?rs. He was a man in the
meridian of life, tall, inusculai and hard featured

; but
withal a true expression of hone sty appeared continually on
his countenance. In his hand he held a neatly folded letter,

which he presented to the youth.
“This from Alice,” said he, obtff irving the countenance of

Hal to brighten.
“Alia! I thought I should bring

;
the sun upon your cloudy

brow again. AVhy, Hal, you wer o as moody as a beggar on
fast days, when I first saw you ; but cheer up and hope on,
lad. The fair Alice expects you at Sir Paul’s mansion this
even; so be punctual.”
The honest Rupert shook liancbs with his friend, and again

bidding him to be of good heart, departed.
We must carry the reader ba ck a year or so previous to the

commencement of our narrative. Sir Ralph Gifford and Sir
Paul Pinder were then on tJ’ closest terms of friendship;
and to their great joy they be .held the growing attachment of
Gifford’s son, Henry, to Sir Paul’s daughter, Alice, a lovely
kind-hearted girl just verg' mg into womauhood. The fond
parents, in the fulness q£ t' ueir joy, betrothed their children

to each other. The day was even fixed for their nuptials
but ere that day arrived, news came that Percy, the great
friend of Sir Ralph, had raised the standard of rebellion in
the north, and Sir Ralph Gifford soon enlisted himself under
Percy’s banner. This so enraged Sir Paul Pinder, that he
instantly renounced all acquaintance with Sir Ralph, and,
as may be expected, he set entirely aside the intended union
of his daughter with Henry Gifford, and forbade the latter
entering his presence again. To the lovers this was a severe
blow. All their fond hopes were by this unlooked-for tem-
pest wrecked—their sunny days were ended. In vain did
Henry plead, fand Alice weep—Sir Paul was inexorable.
Although the young man declaimed loudly against his parent’s
rash act, and swore eternal allegiance to Henry, all would
not appease the anger of Sir Paul. In despair the lovers took
their leave of each other under the eye of the angry knight.

Some time after the breaking forth of the rebellion in the
north, a youth was observed to take his station at the conduit
in Westchepe, at the foot of Cornhill, then a large open
space of ground. His appearance caused for a time great
wonderment—some thought him a spy of the Percys—others
that he was lying in wait for some powerful adversary

; but
the fair frequenters of the conduit were loud in their ad-
miration of his gentle and courteous manner. When ques-
tioned, as he often was, he did not appear at all embarrassed,
but declined answering any questions concerning himself.
His name, he said, was Hal ; but he soon got better known
as “Hal o’ the Conduit.” Reader, this was Henry Gifford :

it was his only happiness to be near the dwelling of his Alice.

Although prevented by the mandate of her impervious sire

against seeing him by day, yet at night, when all had re-

tired to rest, would she steal forth into the garden at the
side of the mansion, and enjoy hours of uninterrupted bliss

in the company of Henry. She well knew whom they called

Hal o’ the Conduit, yet so effectually had he disguised him-
self, that even the searching eyes of Sir Paul were not able

to recognise him as Henry Gifford ; but he would often stop

and gossip with him as he wended his way to the conduit.

The news of his father’s capture drove the youth almost to

despair ;
but he had still one staunch friend left to comfort

him, namely, Captain Rupert. He it was that carried the

letters to and from the lovers, for Sir Paul’s mansion was
open to him at all times, as he was “well with the knight.”

Indeed, so great a favourite was he, that Sir Paul had, more
than once, offered him his daughter’s hand, which Rupert as

often declined in so delicate a manner that he offended not

Sir Paul.
Hal, after reading the letter from Alice, prepared for their

nocturnal meeting. The shade of night had scarce spread

forth his sable pinions ere he hastened forth to the mansion at

Bishopsgate.

It is unnecessary to describe the rapture of the lovers when
they held themselves in each others arms, and enjoyed that

sweet communion of soul that none but true lovers know.

Hours had sped quickly away unnoticed by them; at length,

fearful of being discovered, they separated.

“Farewell, dear Alice; forget not to let your father know
that Sir Ralph is in jeopardy. Ilis influence might yet save

my father’s life. Farewell, Alice.” Again the lovers fervently

embraced, and then separated. Gifford was about to withdraw

when, by the light of the moon, which hitherto had been

shrouded, he beheld the figure of a man standing almost by his

side. Instantly he flew to his quarterstaff, but the intruder

laid his hand upon the arm of Gifford speaking at the same

time.
.

“What would you do? I am no enemy of thine; gladly

would I be thy friend. True, I have been a witness to your

meeting with the lovely Alice—to me, I assure you, it as been

a source of pleasure.”

“But for what purpose came you here ? asked Gmord,

suspiciously.

“To see what you were doing here ? ” was the reply.

“Ha ! then Sir Paul hath discovered our meetings at night,

the only solace left us,—Miserable unfortunate that I am! ’

“Cheerly, eheerly, Hal; I’m no spy,” eried the stranger.
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“ If you are not, how came you here?—how knew you I was
here? Answer me that an ye can,” said Gifford scarce able to

control his feelings.

“ Softly, or Sir Paul might hear you, Hal. I saw thee climb

over the garden wall, and as I am somewhat curious, I followed

after you,” answered the stranger.

“And was curiosity your only motive?”
“ Nothing more

:
yet I find—I am glad to say it—I can and

will befriend you. I know your name.”
“ Hal o’ the Conduit,” replied Gifford, hastily.

“No, no, Henry Gifford. I heard it from your own lips.

Your father joined the rebels and is now a prisoner. Am I

not right?” inquired the stranger.

“Truly, sir, art thou; but
”

“ We’d better get hence ere we are discovered. Follow me,
and be assured I’m more a friend than an enemy,” said the

stranger: at the same time he nimbly climbed over the wall,

followed by Gifford. Scarce had they gained a hundred paces

when their progress was arrested by a whole body of the city

watch. Escape was impossible, as they were surrounded.
“ What are ye that thus loiter about the city gates?” ques-

tioned the serjeant of the watch.
“ What is that to thee, owlet,” answered the stranger.
“ Owlet I Marry, thou’rt a saucy knave. Faith ye may well

hide your face. Away witli them, my masters, to the ward-
house—no doubt they are sorry rogues.”

Gifford bore this misfortune in silence. Not so the stranger.

He so belaboured the watch with mocking jests that many
crossed themselves, fearful lest he was the foul one in disguise.

Arrived at the ward-house, the watch were some moments ere

they could arouse the lethargic warden.
“Sirrah, knock down the door. In the devil’s name, why

do ye keep us shivering here, ye numskulls? O ye are veritable

asses. What ho! Master Warden, devil’s muck, wake up and
let in your wooden-patcd most violent guardians of the night.

Marry, I hear their teeth chatter now,” cried the stranger in

mockery.
“ Mercy on us, Master Warden, you’ve kept us here long

enough to burn an hour’s candle,” exclaimed the serjeant as the
door opened.
“What now, Master Skelton? Whom have you here? Be

they rebels, thieves, or, worst of all, be they heretics?” asked
the warden.

“ Marry, I know not. unless he in the crimson cloak be a son
of the evil one,” replied tlie serjeant.

“ Oh, Master Warden, he is a most ungodly knave,” cried
another of the watch.

“ Truly ye are dung-fed knaves! Hark ye, Sir Warden, we
are honest men, and ’tis not the first time we’ve been handled
by scurvy rogues like these,” replied the stranger.

“ Art thou a friend to the king and a good subject?” asked
the warden.

“I hoP J so; but what has that to do with you? Truly ye
are ashri wd set o’ men to prowl about the city at night—val-

iant men; a dozen to take two unresisting innocent creatures as

we are, and leave the citizens a prey to robbers and murderers.

Oh, ye are senseless blocks!” tauntingly cried the stranger.

“Sirrah, ye shall be put in the stocks an ye hold not your
sauce! What is thy name ?” said the warden, addressing

Gifford.
“ Hal o’ the Conduit.”
“ So ho! have we found you at last, eh, Master Hal? We’ve

long suspected you. Who is thy companion here?”
“ That must he answer for himself,” replied Gifford, eyeing

the stranger steadfastly.

“Humph, well, saucy rogue, what is thy name?—tell it an
ye be not ashamed,” said the warden.
“Ashamed—ha, ha!—ashamed! Harry of Monmouth, Prince

of Wales, was never ashamed of his name yet,” he exclaimed
as he threw off his clonk and hat, and made himself known to

them.

X~,“ Mercy on me 1” ejaculated the warden, and fell fiat on hie

face.

To describe the scene would be impossible. Every spectator

was lost in amazement at the sudden avowal of Prince Henry.
Gifford buried his face in his hands, but the Prince laid his

hand gently upon his shoulder, saying, “ Hal, fear not ; I am
thy friend. Now, masters, go ye to your several stations, and
mind you speak not aught of what you’ve seen aud heard to-

night,” said the prince, addressing the watch as he, with Gifford
quitted the warehouse.

“ Gifford,” cried the prince, “ to-morrow shall thy father

be set at liberty. Be thou at the back of Sir Paul’s mansion
by noon to-morrow—! will meet thee there. Good night.”

The Prince departed, leaving Gifford to his reflections on
this sudden turn of fortune. With a throbbing heart he has-
tened home, and overcome with the excitement of the day and
night, soon sunk into repose.
On the morrow he impatiently waited the hour of noon; and

when it arrived, he was to be seen parading backwards and
forwards in great agitation at the back of the mansion. Sud-
denly he heard footsteps approach him. Indiscribable was his

joy when he beheld the prince, and his father. In an instant

both parent and son were fast locked in a tender embrace, and
both in the extravagance of their joy prostrated themselves
at the prince’s feet.

“ Rise, gentlemen, ye are both my friends, I do not like to

see ye thus.—Ah! by Dad, here cometh Sir Paul and his

daughter. Fair Alice, I have one here that loveth you well,

—

please you have pity on him,” said the prince, as lie placed the

hand of the blushing but astonished Alice in that of her
lover. Sir Paul was confounded.
“My prince, what meaneth this, I—I—,” stammered Sir

Paul. But the prince whispered into the knight’s ear, whose
countenance, which before wus clouded, was now all sunshine.

Walking up to Sir Ralph, he grasped liis extended hand with
as much cordiality as if their friendship had never been
disunited.

Our tale is ended. For a week after these events, the bells

of St.-Mary-le-bow rang a jovial peel for the wedding of Alice

Pinder to Hal o’ the Conduit.

NAPOLEON’S TOMB.

The garrulous old soldier who has charge of the tomb>

showed us the books in which the names and sentiments of

many hundred visiters are inscribed. Ot these, some effusions

breathed the deepest regret for t he loss ot an Emperor and mas-

ter, while others were rhapsodies of abuse against the govern-

ment which had held him in durance. “ How do the French

behave who visit the grave?”' I inquired. “Their behaviour,

sir, was the first thing which turned me to Christianity,” was

the answer. “ If a French frigate comes to St. Helena, the men
and their officers march mp clean and regular, with music

playing a dead march before them.

“When they come withir i sight of this place, they all uncover

their heads, and when the y reach the railings they fall down
on their knees and kiss tl icm, with the tears running down
their cheeks, both men ai id women. The priest then reads

prayers, and afterwards i the officers and men all walk in

procession round the grav< and take away some ot the earth

or grass with them. I n* wer can help crying myself, sir,

though I have been a sold ier for forty-three years, when I

see Frenchmen take the lo ss of their old master so much to

heart; and I feel much, iM better for seeing what I have

seen here.” It is the gener, il impression and belief: ot tne olu.

residents here, that the con lplaints of ill-usage which eman-

ated from Longwood did not proceed from the Emperor him-

self, hut from his attendants, impatient ot restraint.

“ On all occasions,” said a m erchanfc of James Town to mc 3

“ I know that the English gover nrnent took the greatest pains

to provide the best of everythin^ ' for the table of' the Emperor

and spared no expense for him.” \
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THE TRIBUNAL OF THE INQUISITION

Tins great hall, in which the court sate, was hung with

black cloth. At one end was an ample semicircular table, be-

hind which was a high dais supporting a large arm chair of

black velvet. The table and the floor of the dais was covered

with coarse black baize.

On the species of throne sate the Grand Inquisidor, Peter

Arbuez. Above his seat, and hanging to the wall was a great

crucifix of ivory upon a black ground. Two other seats, of

the same sombre hue as that of the presiding judge, stood on

each side of the inquisitorial throne. These were destined for

the inquisidors, who acted as puisne or assistant judges. Upon

the table, at the right hand of the Inquisidor, stood a bell: on

tlio other side was a large bible spread open. In the middle of

the table, opposite the president, were writing materials, flanked

by an hour-glass.

On the other side of the table was a rude bench, or rather a

triangle of coarse wood, supported upon four legs, and intended

to serve as a seat for the accused. At the right hand of the

Grand Inquisidor stood the sbirri and four men masked, and

clothed in long black garments, their head s covered with a

species of hood, with holes prepared for the use of the eyes,

Sto, 21,

mouth, and nose,—four men of an appearance horrible to be-

hold ! On the left of the Grand Inquisidor were two clerks or

secretaries, who wrote to the dictation of the president, or took

down the testimony of witnesses.

Peter Arbuez, attired in his grand ecclesiastical costume,

and wearing round his neck the white cross which distin-

guished the votaries of Saint Dominious, sate upon the presi-

dential throne, and cast around him a sinister glance. The
four assistant j udges, not sharing the passions which agitated

the soul of that terrible man, but animated by the same spirit of

domination, awaited the entrance of the prisoner with feigned

anxiety. But no interior emotion agitated their brazen coun-

tenances : they were strangers to those struggles and doubts

which usually agitate every upright judge, who is aware of his

duty to punish offenders, and yet trembles for fear he should

strike an innocent person. Their decrees were decided before

hand. To crush—to overwhelm, without compunction, such

was their motto. They only feared the necessity of declaring

an acquittal—and never pronounced one willingly.

At the opposite end of the apartment stood priests and
\monks of different orders—the usual w itnesses of those solern-
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nities,—and a few grandees of Spain, who were devoted to the

Inquisition, and whom Peter Arbuez had invited by notes
;
for

it was not a common offender who was now about to appear
before the inquisitorial judges: it was a great and powerful
nobleman—an excellent Catholic accused of heresy—and whom
his peers would see condemned to horrible tortures without
daring to utter a word in his defence.

A terrible silence pervaded that mournful assembly. One
would have thought that it was a congregation of mutes and
funereal votaries, so deeply did those present wear an expres-
sion of sorrow and of death. But in a few moments a slight

movement took place on the part of the spectators: their eyes
were slowly turned towards the door; and the accused, con-
ducted between two sbirri, entered the judgment hall.

He was a tall man, deadly jDale, and apparently about fifty

years of age. His hair, of a jet black dye naturally, but now
chequered with gray, spread over an open forehead, expressive
of loftiness rather than of intellect; his eyes beamed with the
honourable and chivalrous fire of a true son of Castille

;
and a

profound religious resignation, the distinctive characteristic of
the Christians of Spain, attempered the expression ot bitter-

ness and grief which veiled the countenance of that individual.
He was, moreover, enervated and enfeebled by the privations
he had undergone during two days of confinement and solitary

reflections in the dungeons of the inquisition.

He advanced with slow steps in the midst of his guards, and,
when he came in front of the president, he looked around for
a seat whereon to rest himself; but perceiving only the tri-

angular bench behind him, a smile of hitter contempt ended
his lips. He however seated himself, as well as he could on
that 3tool of strange inquisitorial invention. Then, raising his
head without audacity, but with inconceivable dignity he fixed
upon Peter Arbuez a glance so full of meaning that it would
have put to the blush any one save the inquisidor.

Peter Arbuez sustained that glance without apparent
emotion, and, addressing the prisoner, said, “ Accused, rise,

and swear upon the Bible to tell the truth.” The prisoner
arose slowly, approached the table, and, placing his hand upon
the sacred volume, exclaimed in a firm and penetrating tone,
“ I swear in the name of the Saviour and his Holy Gospel, to
tell the whole truth,”

“What is your name?” demanded the Grand Inquisidor.
“ Paul Joachim Manuel Argoso, Count of Cervallos, grandee

of Spain of the second class, and governor of the city of Seville,
by tlie will of our well-beloved King Charles the Fifth!”
“Pass over your titles,” said the Inquisidor: “they belong

to you no more. Every one who is arrested by the holy office
loses his distinctions and his property.”
Manuel Argoso answered not a word; hut his lower lip

painfully quivered: the pure blood of Castille had revolted
within him.

“ Your age?” demanded the Inquisidor.
“ Fifty years,” answered the governor.
“ Manuel Argoso,” continued the Inquisidor, in a slow,

harmonious, but implacable tone, “ you are accused of having
received at your house, a young man of an heretical race—

a

young man who professes sentiments opposed to the doctrines
of the Holy Catholic Church, and whom you did not denounce.”

“ My lord I know not what you mean,” answered Manuel
Argoso, gravely.

“ Not to denounce heresy, is to encourage heresy,” proceeded
the Inquisidor. “ You could not be ignorant Unit Don Stephen
de Yargas, descended from a Moorish family, is far from being
a pure Catholic; and not only have you received him at your
house, but you have betrothed him to your only daughter.”
At these words a melancholy sigh rent the bosom of the

unfortunate man; and a tear was seen stealing down his
countenance:—but, recovering himself immediately, he said,
‘ My lord, the youthful Stephen de Vargas, is descended from
one of those noble Ahcncerrage families who submitted volun-
tarily to the religion of Jesus Christ, and who recognised
Ferdinand and Isabella as their sovereigns. Those families
received from our monarchs the same privileges that are enjoyed
by our Castillian nobles; and I cannot hqw >yc can deny

them those rights which they legitimately acquired a century
ago.”

“ He rvho obtains a privilege, has a duty to perform,”
answered the Grand Inquisidor; “and when he forgets that
duty, his privilege is forfeited. Don Stephen De Yargas, pro-
fessing doctrines contrary to the holy canons of the church,
loses his safeguard as a good Catholic: he is stained with
heresy; and whoever forms an alliance with him, is reputed a
heretic, and becomes liable to the penalties attached to that
crime.”
“My lord,” said Argoso. solemnly, “I swear to you upon my

honour as a nobleman and a knight, that Don Stephen de Var-
gas has never pronounced in my presence a word which a pious
Christian and a loyal subject might not hear.”

“ He denies his faults l” ejaculated the Grand Inquisidor,
with an air of compassion, turning at the same time toward?:
the assistant judges as if to consult them with a glance. The
judges answered with a gest. of horror, and hypocritically
raised their eyes to heaven. This pantomime was familiar to
them, and supplied with them the place of that rectitude and
logical uiscrimination which characterise honourable judges
The clerks took down the above dialogue

;
and while thev

finished their notes, Peter Arbuez seemed to reflect profoundly.
At length regarding the governor of Seville with an air of

profound melancholy—so well assumed that it deceived many
present—he said, “ My son, you behold me sincerely afflicted at
your obstinacy. I have loved you as a friend; and in my zeal
in favour of Christianity and the sincerity of my friendship, I
pray that heaven will endow you with the spirit of repentance
and contrition.”
“ My lord,” said Don Manuel Argoso, “ God is my judge that

I never entertained a thought contrary to the laws of the holy
gospel.”

“ But you confess your relations with the young semi-Moor-
ish heretic?” said the Inquisidor insidiously.

“Don Stephen de Vargas is no heretic, my lord,” returned
the governor firmly, “ he is as good a catholic as you or I.”

“Heavens!” cried the Inquisidor; “the Evil Spirit blinds

him, and he insults our holy religion !”

“ My lord,” said one of the judges, “ he avows his relations

with Don Stephen de Vargas.”
“He does,” answered the Inquisidor, “Prisoner, can you

deny that you have educated your daughter in the same anti-

Catholic sentiments which you profess?”
“ My lord, I leave you to answer that question yourself, for

your lordship was a daily visiter at my house,” said Argoso.
“ I was not her confessor,” replied the Inquisidor drily.

“Oh ! my lord, is Dolorez accused of that same heresy which
is so falsely imputed to me? Is Dolorez a prisoner also?”
“We are not speaking of your daughter at present,” said

the Inquisidor :
“ it is you who are accused.”

“ My daughter what have you done with my daughter?”
cried the wretched father, joining his hands together, in a sup-
pliant tone.

“Silence!” exclaimed the Inquisidor severely. “I am not
here to answer questions, nor you to ask them. Let the wit-

nesses enter.”

The side door of the hall opened and two figures enveloped
in long black cloaks, and wearing white wax masks upon their

countenances moved slowly into the room. A shudder passed
through the frame of Don Manuel Argoso; for it seemed as if

the very dead had risen up against him—so much did those
mysterious beings resemble two moving corpses, swathed in

funereal gowns !

The Grand Inquisidor directed them to swear that they
would tell the truth. They took the oath; and then the first,

who was no other than Henriquez, delivered his testimony
which was to the effect that Don Stephen de Vargas was noto-

riously a heretic, and that lie was a frequent visiter at the pa-
lace of Don Manuel Argoso.

The other witness was then ordered to stand forward; and the

Inquisidor began to question him. In those examinations the
witnesses merely deposed to facts, or to inventions which
passed for facts, their names never being divulged in the public

court 5 and hero'' their strange and appalling disguise. The
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officers of the Inquisition, usually provided the attendance of

the witnesses; and in this case Peter Avbuez had directed his

favourite Joseph to prepare two for the first examination of

the noble prisoner.

“Dost thou know the accused?” said the Grand Inquisidor

to the second witness.
“ I do,” was the reply, given in a tone which seemed familiar

to the Inquisidor, and which lie nevertheless could not altoge-

ther recollect.

“ What do you know of him?”
“ That he is as good a catholic as you or any one here,” was

the calm and intrepid answer.
“ What!” cried the Grand Inquisidor, thrown off his guard

by this unexpected reply, which also produced a lively emotion

in the minds of all present; 41 you are here to take the part of

a heretic?’

’

“ I am here to tell the truth,” was the answer.
44 And do you know the consequences of defending a here-

tic?” demanded the enraged Arbuez.
44

1 know that the person of a witness is sacred and inviola-

ble, and that I have nothing to fear from you, all-powerful

though you be,” returned the witness in a mild, slow, and yet

firm tone.
44 Enough—depart,” cried the Grand Inquisidor: “you are

a, witness unworthy of belief; for all Seville knows that Don
Stephen is a heretic, and the accused himself has admitted his

relations with him.’'

“ Then why call witnesses at all ?” asked the mysterious

masque.
“ Away with him—he insults the tribunal!” exclaimed Ar-

buez, scarcely able to restrain his rage. “ Let him at once be

unmasked in the private hall, and suffered to depart by the

wicket of the donjon.”

The masked witness was hurried away by the sbirri, and

Arbuez murmured to himself—
“This is strange—most strange! Could Joseph have de-

ceived me? No—he must have been himself deceived! And
that voice—methinks its tones are not strange to me!”

“ My lord,” whispered an assistant judge, “ vve are satisfied

that the prisoner merits the cord.”
“ Now then let the will of God be done,” exclaimed the

Grand Inquisidor aloud. 4S Away with the accused to the tor-

ture room !” The sbirri and masked executioners before described,

precipitated themselves upon Don Manuel Argoso and hurried

him into an adjacent hall—or rather large vault.

This was the torture room.
Cold, cheerless, and horrible was the aspect of that ominous

place. Instruments of torture met the eye on every side.

Cords, thumb-screws, steel rods, pinchers, knives, scissors,

long nails, and iron boots, were suspended to the walls, or

heaped upon the shelves; and in one corner a charcoal furnace

sent forth its lurid light, the flames playing backwards and
forwards in the obscure angle in which it stood.

Twro men in masks held torches in their hands, and two
others took their station close to the unfortunate governor, who
was placed beneath a pulley attached to the ceiling, and from
which depended a long cord.

For a moment the governor fancied he had quitted this

world, and reached the other, where he had been, consigned to

that terrible place of which Scripture speaks as being the scene

of “ weeping and gnashing of teeth.”

In a few minutes Peter Arbuez entered the room, accom-
panied by another inquisidor and by the apostolic notary.

The accused was standing in the middle of that terrible

chamber of torment. When nis judge appeared before him, a

melancholy sense of the reality of the whole scene seized upon
his mind; and, raising his eyes to Heaven as if to implore it^for

mercy, he beheld the pulley above his head. He shuddered
involuntarily.

Peter Arbuez and the Inquisidorwho accompanied him, seated

themselves upon a bench, in order to behold the melancholy scene

;

and Don Manuel, although endowed with a strong mind, could

not defend himself against a profound terror. He thought of

his daughter, who would perhaps be compelled to submit to

the same ordeal
;
and all his courage abandoned hini.

“My son,” said Peter Arbuez, advancing towards him,
“confess your crimes, and do not afflict us by persisting in

error and heresy: spare us the pain of being compelled to obey
the just and severe laws of the Inquisition in treating you with
ail the rigour which they impose upon the criminal.”
Manuel Argoso did not reply; but lie cast upon the Grand

Inquisidor a look which seemed to defy the torture.

Arbuez made a sign, and the torturers divested the victim of
all his upper garments, leaving him stripped to the shirt.

“Avow and confess everything,” said the Grand Inquisidor
once more, but still preserving a soft and persuasive tone.
44 We are your fathers in God, ami our only desire is to save
your soul. Come, my son

—

a sincere confession can alone
save you in the next world, and spare you the just vengeance
of God in this.”

“ I cannot confess crimes which do not exist.”
“ My son,” said the Inquisidor, “ I am truly grieved to be-

hold your impenitence; and I implore the Saviour to touch
your soul, which, without his grace, will be infallibly lost; for

the demon holds it in his power; and it is he who inspires you
with this culpable obstinacy in your evil ways.”

Peter Arbuez fell upon his knees, and murmured a prayer
which was unintelligible to those by whom he was surrounded.
He then made the sign of the cross several times, struck his

breast with apparent contrition and humility, and remained for

some moments with his head resting on his two hands.
At that moment the terrible Inquisidor of Seville was only a

humble Dominican, praying and weeping for the sins of others!

At length he rose.

“Miserable slave of the demon,” he said addressing himself

to the accused, “ has God deigned to listen to my humble
prayers, and unsealed your e}res to the light of our holy faith !’

“jMy belief is still the same,” answered Argoso; 44 never has
it varied for a moment; and such as I received it from my
fathers, do I hold it now.”

“ God is my judge that this is not my fault,” exclaimed the

Grand Inquisidor, raising his eyes to heaven. “Away with

him to the rack!”
This horrible torture was immediately applied.

Argoso did not, however, utter a complaint: only his chest,

breathless and suffocating, gave forth a hollow sound between
a concentrated groan and the rattle of death. His glassy eyes

seemed to have no power to close themselves. The cord which
confined his hands together, had cut so deeply into his flesh,

that the blood spirted over his shirt on the ground; and, as

the floor of the cavern was formed of a soft and damp clay, the

victim was covered with mingled slime and gore.

He fell upon the ground, an inert mass: his dislocated bones

and distended muscles could no longer sustain him.

It was a horrible spcctaclo to behold that mau, strong, ro-

bust, and vigorous, crushed by an atrocious torture, and pun-

ished before he had been judged!

What might not be expected from a jurisprudence which
imposed upon the accused such terrible tests? But the Iuqui-

sidors had no pity; they ruled by means of torture—they fed

upon the agonies of their victims!

ORDEAL BY BATTLE.
A LEGEND OP WALLBROOK.

Perhaps no spot in the metropolis of England has under-

gone so many transformations as that in the neighbourhood of

the far-famed London Stone. Dow-Gato has long vanished,

with its fellows; the rapid Wallbrook has for many centuries

been covered over, and London Stone, that object of never-

ending dispute and conjecture among the learned and curious,

has crept into the wall of the church of St. Swithin. Where,
I pray you, arc those magnificent churches of which the old city

historian, Stowe, speaks with such allowable pride? Where
is the splendid palace which once stood in this neighbourhood?

—not forgetting the stronghold, Tower Royal, at no great dis-

tance, and of which nothing now remains but the name.

They are gone, like those ydio raised aa<| infea^cd |h§£P ?
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only he who delights in dwelling on things long gone by, can
trace out their various sites.

In the reign of Richard the First, Wallbrook was not, as it

is now, hidden from view. It was then a rapid stream, which
passed over the site of the present street, and, rushing down
Dowgate Hill, flowed through Dow- Gate, and emptied itself
into the Thames.

It was on the evening preceding the day on which he of the
lion heart entered London in triumph, after his return from
captivity in Austria, long after the vesper-bell had rung, that
two ruffianly looking men were standing under the shade of a
pent-house on the banks of this stream, engaged in earnest con-
versation.

Their gait and air were those of retainers, or armed vassals.
Their jerkins were of coarse green serge, over which they wore
jacks or actons of tough bull’s hide, at that time the only de-
fensive armour for the body worn by the common soldiers;
their legs were bare from the middle of the thigh nearly to
the ankle, and their feet were covered in short buskins of lea-
ther. I heir arms consisted of a sword and long knife, or
dudgeon dagger, and they carried with them bucklers of a di-
minutive size, studded with nails, and ornamented at the edges
with a sort of fringe or hair.

“The fiend rive this tardy knight!” exclaimed one of the
worthies, stamping with impatience

;
“ by St. Erkenwald, we

shall be disturbed by the city watch, an’ he come not soon.’’
“ Wist, Leof,” replied his comrade, “ keep a guard on thy

tongue, or if ye must talk, let it be in a somewhat gentle tone,
or we may have a greeting from some of the citizcns’s win-
dows, perhaps from old Bouvrie yonder, who is a shrewd
hand at the cross-bow, and bears us Saxons no good will, as
you know.”
“I fear not his shafts,” replied Leof, with an oatli, te and

I will take care that he shall not show his skill much longer;
my dagger and his costard shall be acquainted ere many days
be past.”

“ You must swear that to-morrow,” said the other, “for you
may not go home scathless to-night: lie whom we have to do
with is a proper man-at-arms, and carries a sharp sword
and a heavy

;
thou wilt find him no child’s play, by my hali-

dame!”
“ Tut, I fear it not,” replied Leof, my hand is steady,

and ”

As he spoke a figure was observed advancing cautiously
towards them, under the shadow of the houses, and in a few
minutes a man, clad in complete armour, but enveloped in a
large dark mantle, stood before them. Ilis height and size far
exceeded that of ordinary men, and his step was calm and dig-
nified. The sword pommel of silver, and the richly chased
dagger, the massy chain of gold around his neck, and the gilt
spurs which clanked on his heels, showed that lie was a knight,
while the deep scar on his forehead indicated that he had per-
formed some service in the field.

“ Well, my trusty fellows,” said he, “ have you seen aught
of mine enemy yet?”

No, replied one of the ruffians, in a surly tone, “ and we
have waited your coming almost since nightfall.”

lut, chafe it not, Leof,” said the knight, “but prepare
thyself, for he will pass this way anon.”

“ I am ready, Sir Radulf,” said Cedric, the other worthy,
touching the hilt of his^dagger; “my basilard here is sharp, and
my arm is firm.”

He half unsheathed the weapon as he spoke, and its bright
blade gleamed in the moonlight, for the queen of heaven was
struggling through the dark and murky clouds, and as her edge
now and then appeared above them, her beams were poured
over the ancient Dowgate, and fell in an uninterrupted line on
the gurgling stream as it rushed along.

The spire of the venerable church of St. Mary Bothawc
raised its grey head high above the surrounding houses, and
the faint sound of the evening service reached the ears of the
guilty trio, who retired under the pent-house, and conversed
in low whispers. Various plans were proposed for putting
their victim to death without alarming the neighbourhood.

“ I would advise,” said Leof, “that he be strangled. I have
a stout coil of hemp in my pouch

; ’twould make no
noise.”

“Ah, ah, alii” laughed Cedric, but in an undertone,—“why,
thou wouldst be playing at bell-the-cat, ay ! I am for treat-
ing him

^

to sharp steely like a soldier. What say yc* Sir

“ Thou art much of my mind,” replied the knight, “ but we
have no time left for parley—here comes mine enemy

; back
and conceal yourselves awhile, and when I give the word’ rush
out and strike.”

The ruffians instantly obeyed, and Sir Radulf, stepping for-
ward, gained the small wooden bridge which crossed the brook
at that spot, and waited the approach of his victim. He came
on at a leisure pace, followed by a serving-man, and prepared
to cross the brook; when the knight, throwing aside his man-
tle, and extending his arm, said, in a fierce tone

—

“ Geolfery Meryl, thou art in my power; commend thy-
self to God, for this night thou shalt lie iu Abraham's bo-
som.”

“ Radulf' de Bracy,” replied the young man, “ why dost
thou seek to murder one who never wronged thee? Away with
thee, thou fierce man, or I will raise the watch.”

<c Slave!” cried the knight, “dost thou taunt me at this hour,
and in this place?—Down, down on thy knees, and mutter a
prayer for thy soul’s safe passage to heaven, for no earthly
power can save thee.”
A bell at this moment tolled out, and the moon was entirely

shrouded in a mass of thick and murky clouds.
“ Hear’st thou that bell?” cried Sir Radulf, “ it sounds tliy

passing knell. Die, presumptuous boy!”
And, unsheathing his sword as he spoke, he made a furious

lunge at his enemy.
The sword struck the young man on the chest, but he wore

a shirt of steel under his jerkin, and the weapon was rendered
harmless; nevertheless, it was given with such violence, that
Geoffery Meryl staggered back several paces, and would have
fallen, but for his serving-man, who, rushing up, supported his
master with his left arm, while with his right lie drew his sword,
and dealt the knight a blow on the head, which the mailed
hood he wore alone prevented from being fatal; butRir Radulf
instantly recovered himself, and shouting to his villanous as-
sociates, they immediately appeared and joined in the strife.
With such odds in favour of the assassins, it could not be ex-
pected that the combat Avould be of long duration, for even the
giant strength of Sir Radulf was more than a match for ordi-
nary men, even at that rude period, when effeminate habits
had not made such inroads upon the physical strength of the
English people.

Ere a dozen blows had been exchanged, Geoffery’s follower
fell at his feet with a gasp, and roiling over the side of the
bridge, fell with a heavy splash into the brook; at the same
moment his master’s sword was dashed from his grasp by the
powerful arm of Sir Radulf de Bracy; yet ere the giant knight
could strike him down, ho grappled with his enemy, and seized
him by the throat, but it was a hopeless struggle; lie reeled
and fell, pierced by the daggers of the ruffians, and Sir Radulf,
half-choked, shook himself, wiped the blood from his armour,
and resuming his mantle, hade the ruffians cast the body into
the stream.

Ilis commands were obeyed, and the corpse of the ill-fated

youth was thrown into the brook; the bubbles which rose on
its surface sparkled for a moment in the moonbeams, then
burst, and the stream resumed its wonted smoothness, though
it swept over the corpse of one of the fairest youths in Eng-
land.

* * * * *•

There arc few persons who have not heard or read of the

splendid entry of Richard the First into London, after he had
been liberated by his implacable foe, Leopold of Austria. This
has been so often described, that any attempt of ours to detail

the gorgeous spectacles with which the royal citizens had pre-

pared to welcome him, would, w<? fear, be considered presump-
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tioa on our part; nevertheless, we must dwell for a moment on
the scene.

It was a clear and beautiful day on which the lion-hearted

King made his entry into London, and as he rode through the

Chepe, thousands of loyal voices greeted his return. The
trappings of the horse he rode glittered with the most splendid

ornaments, and the dress of the king himself was magnificent
in the extreme.
He bowed gracefully to the people, whose shouts filled the

air
;
and his broad and open features were lit up with rapture

as he looked on the smiling countenances of those who sur-

rounded him. Troops of armed citizens followed in his train
;

hills, pikes, lances, and rich armour, flashed in the morning
sun; the windows were hung with rich tapestry and cloth of

gold, and the beauties of London graced each terrace and bal-

cony; indeed, so great was the display made by the citizens of

their wealth, that some of the German barons, who had ac-

companied the king to England, were heard to say, that had
the arch-duke known of it, he would not have parted with his

prisoner for so moderate a ransom.
The procession moved on towards the Guildhall, where a

splendid repast was prepared. The king sat aloft on the dais,

surrounded by his nobles. On liis right sat Henry Fitz-

Alwaine, the mayor, (the first who bore that title in London)
and over against him, De Antiloche and Durant, the sheriffs,

in their rich dresses and golden chains. In the body of the
hall were tables for the citizens, who were all clad in their best,

and many of them in armour.
In the galleries were minstrels stationed, whose fingers and

lungs were exerted to the utmost for the gratification of their

sovereign. The most costly wines were dealt out by the gene-
rous Londoners, who were mad with joy for the return of their

brave monarch.
It was during the height of these revelries that a female

form, closely veiled, followed by a young man of a gallant figure,

was observed to enter the hall by a side door. Onward she
came, unheeding the looks of surprise and astonishment which
greeted her appearance, and having passed the row of men-at-
arms that stood on the steps of the dais, and who made room
for her, she advanced towards the king.

At this moment, a knight stept forward, and was about to

interfere, when Richard spoke

—

“Let her advance, Sir Radulf,” said he.
“ My liege,” replied the wily villain, “ might it not be some

treasonable design against your grace’s life?”

“Tut, tut! good Sir Radulf,” exclaimed the king, impa-
tiently,—“ shall we, who never shrunk from the 'scimitars and
lances of the Paymm, tremble at the approach of a timid wo-
man ? Come hither, damsel; we will do thee justice, though
in the midst of wassail.”

“May heaven reward your grace!” said the maiden, with-
drawing her veil, and discovering a countenance of dazzling
beauty, though disfigured by weeping. Then kneeling down,
she continued, in scarcely audible accents, “My liege, I

claim justice on a villain knight, who stands in your high-
ness’s presence — lie has treacherously slain my only bro-
ther.”

Sir Radulf’s frame quivered with impatience, but be dared
not speak, and contented himself by scowling fiercely on
the young knight who had accompanied the maiden into the
hall.

“ Rise, gentle tnaiden,” said the king, extending his hand to

the suppliant, “ and name the villain who lias robbed you of
your kinsman.”

“ He stands on your grace’s right hand,” replied the mourner;
' that dark swarthy one, whom men call Sir Radulf deBracy,
—on him I charge this deed!”

Sir Radulf sprang forward with a violence which seemed as
though he would have annihilated his accuser,—when he
as checked by the king, who, in a stern voice, demanded what

ho had to say to the charge.
My liege,” replied De Bracy, endeavouring to stifle his

emotion, “
’tis a vile plot to rob me of my life., or my still dearer

good name. I do deny the charge—by my knighthood, ’tis

I Who supports thi§ accusation?”

All pressed forward to hear the answer to this demand, when
the young knight before-mentioned, drew from his bosom a gold

chain.
“ Your grace shall hear the particulars of this bloody story,”

said he, addressing the king. “ Last night, some two hours
after moonrise, this lady’s brother and my intimate, Master
Geoffery Meryl, was returning home from his kinsman’s house,

in the East Cheaping, attended only by his serving-man, when
they were most savagely slain on their way home. Their
bodies were this morning found at the grating under Dowgate,
by the sentinel, who gave me this gold chain, which he found
clutched in the deatli-grasp of my murdered friend ;

there is

a medal attached to it which bears the arms of Sir Radulf de
Bracy! from whose neck the chain was doubtless torn in the
deadly struggle.”

De Bracy’s dark countenance grew black as a thunder-
cloud, and then changed to a livid hue, while he fiercely

replied—
“ Thi3 is a well-hatched conspiracy

;
hut am I to be con-

demned because, forsooth, a chain thus marked has been found
upon the murdered man ?—I lost it in a ruffle at the Conduit,
in the Chepe, some eight months since.”

“ ’Tis false !” said the young knight, “ though liadst it round
thy neck hut yesterday—yet why need I argue with thee?—
Bring forward his partner—here is one of thy accomplices.”
As he spoke, a man-at-arms led forward the ruffian Leof,

strongly bound.
“Ah, villain !” cried Sir Radulf, while every nerve quivered

with rage, “ art thou, too, leagued against me?”
“ Aye, Sir Knight,” growled the ruffian, in reply, “ you de-

ceived me, but I have now my revenge by cheating thee ;
nay,

never chafe it, I have looked on a sterner face than thine, and
quailed not. Did you not tell us that the men we slew were
Normans? else should not my dagger have been drawn against

them.”
“Peace, slave!” said the king, interrupting Leof; “what

j

lio! a guard there;—take this villain to the Chepe, and let him
be hung forthwith.—And thou, Sir Radulf, what hast thou
to say to this charge?”

“ My liege,” replied De Bracy, kneeling before the king, “ I

am innocent, so help me heaven and St. George! and I claim
the combat against any knight who shall gainsay me.”
He rose as he spoke, and unfastening the jewelled clasp which

confined his hood at the throat, he drew it from his head, and
threw it on the floor, crying out in a voice of thunder—“ Here
is my gage i”

All eyes were turned on the young knight who had made the

accusation,—while he, striding forward, flung down his hood,

seized the hand of Sir Radulf, and in a firm and solemn tone,

using the customary forms on those occasions, said

—

“ Radulf de Bracy, whom I hold by the hand, I do here

charge thee that thou hast treacherously slain my dear friend,

Geoffery Meryl; and this I am ready to maintain by my body
as a lawful man and a true knight; and that my appeal is true,

so help me God and his saints!”

He rung the hand of de Bracy as lie spoke, and flung it from
him with disdain; the guilty knight smiled darkly, and taking
the hand of his accuser, said

—

“ Walter of Wallington, whom I hold by the hand, I do here

charge thee that thou hast lied in thy throat fifor^that I did not

slay thy friend, as thou hast alleged; and this I am ready to

aver by my body as a true knight.”

“’Tis well,” said the king; “ sheriffs, see that they be de-

livered into the custody of our marshal; and let lists be pre-
[

pared for the combat in Smithfield, by sunrise to-morrow.”

The sheriffs left the hall, having in custody the two knights,

whose looks indicated their impatience at the delay, but not

until Walter of Wallington found means to speak a few words
of comfort to Agnes, who dreaded the issue of his encounter

with the giant Sir Radulf.

“ We would fain know what has caused this feud,” said the

king to Fitz-Alwaine; “we thought our subjects had forgotten

their differences, and that the Norman and Saxon were bro-

thers/’
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“ My liege, I grieve to say it is not so,” replied the mayor,
Avith great reverence: “ we have had many sad frays since your
grace. left England. On Lammas-day there were six citizens
slain in aruflle at the Conduit, in the Ohepe. Your grace has
heard, too, of the arch- traitor, Fitz-Osbert, Avhom we took in
the church of St. Mary-le-bow;—but here comes Do Antiloche
and Durant, who can, perhaps, explain this matter unto your
grace.”

As he spoke, the sheriffs approached, and resumed tbeir
seats; when, in answer to the king's inquiries, De Antiloche
spoke

—

“ My liege,” said he, “ yon dark and stalwart knight, as I am
told, is smitten with the beauty of Mistress Agnes Meryl,whom
he hath assailed with many pieces of gallantry, but without
avail.

.

I is said she looks with a more kindly eye upon the
fair-haired knight, Sir Walter of Wallington, who was a bosom
friend of the murdered gentleman. Sir Radulf deBracy thought
that this preference was shown at the persuasion of her bro-
ther, ana has often been heard to mutter revenge against the
young Saxon (whom God assoilize). Sir liaduif was seen last
mgnt by the watch hastening from the spot where the murder
was committed—pray Heaven he may clear himself of this
charge!”

“Amen,’ said the king; “we would not for the brightest
jewel in our crown, that De Bracy be the vanquished. We have
known him as a brave knight—lie did noble work by our side
upon the Paynim at Ascalon, They shall have a fair field

—

and may God defend the right!”
Nothing further occurred to disturb the harmony of that

evening, and it was late before the wassailers quitted the fes-
ti *e hoard, and sought their various homes, many of them, to
all appearance, totally disqualified for business on the following
day

, though some were sober enough to bet upon the issue of
the approaching combat.

“ I’ll wager a butt of Malvoisey,” saidtEalph de Morden, the
rich mercer of the Westcheap, to his neighbour and gossip, as
they reeled home: “ aye, a butt of the best, I’ll wager that Sir
Kat.ulf comes off unhurt. I have heard many say that he
fought like a Sampson at the taking of Ascalon, where he slew
nine Saracens with the good sword he now wears.”

He is a doughty knight, in good sooth,” replied the other,
but master ^Valter is a man of a strong frame, and though

more fair and cornel

j

r than I)e Bracy, he hath thews and sinews
that are well nigh a match for his adversary.”

. i .
ejaculated a voice, so near that it made the two

citizens start, and a man of spare habit advanced from behind
tnem. “ Ye talk folly, goodman merchant,” said he, addressing
tue one who had thus spoken, “ Sir Radulf, my master, is aman for two such springalds as Walter of Wallington.”

t , i

Cr
Mi ii

Ir mercT> Master Argentine,” said the first citizen,
and will allow that you, being a man of war, and a follower

oi tiie stout knight we speak of, are better able to judge of his
prowess than us merchants, though, trust me, I have seen some
Knightly service done ere now.”

“ That may be, citizen Morden,” replied the follower, “but
ye have not seen the fields that I have looked over. There
are men of might among the Paynims, and beshrew me if they
deal not in bard knocks, as my sconce hath ere now testified.
y ie mass, toeir maces make helm and burgonet ring like

a
+ ?»>

e *U a Aker’s band, and their arrows are of the sharp-

i(
^ doubt it not, Master Argentine,” said the merchant:may I ask wliat brings ye into Yintry Ward at this hour,

when Sir liaduif dwells nigh unto Moor-Gate?”
I am going to Kynulph, the armourer’s bouse hard-by here,

he has a hood of mail to mend for our knight, and I must bear
it home and get it in order for the combat to-morrow. Give
you good even, my masters.”

As lie spoke he turned on his heel, and striding down
iliames btreet, entered a dark alloy, which led to the river
side. Here dwelt Kynulph, the Saxon. The red glare seen
tnrough the clefts of the closed door, with the heavy ring of
the anvil, told that his labours had not yet ceased. Argentine
pushed open the door, and entered the smithy, where he found

the Saxon and two of his men busily employed on a suit of
harness.

The appearance of Kynulph was that of a Cyclops, his frame
and his height perfectly herculean, and the expression of iiis

countenance had not been improved by the loss of an eye,
which had been struck out in one of the frequent frays between
the Saxons and their still inveterate foes, the Normans.
Kynulph, under an assumed appearance of reckless boldness,

disguised the combined qualities of craft and dissimulation: his
hatred to the Normans was the most deeply rooted, and towards
Sir Radulf de Bracy he nourished the most implacable revenge,
for some injuries, real or supposed, which lie had inflicted on
his countrymen. It was not, then, with pleasurable feel in cs
that he beheld Argentine, but dressing his coarse and dingy
features in a smile, lie extended his huge paw to his visiter*
who returned the grasp with which he was greeted, though not
with the same degree of pressure, which could be compared to
that of the armourer’s own vices.

Argentine grinned with pain under the salute, but courtesy
forbade him to complain, and after his palm had been released,
lie inquired for the hood of mail.

“ Ye might have had it at even -song yesterday, an’ ye had
liked,” said the armourer, taking it from a chest.
“Have ye tempered it well, gossip?” inquired Argen-

tine.

“Aye,” replied the other, “it is tempered bravely; Sir Radulf
will need no other.”

This was uttered in a peculiar tone, and was noticed by
Argentine.

“ What mean yc, gossip?” said he.
“ I mean,” replied the other, “that it will bear thy master

through twenty battles.”

“’Tis well; and now I must away and get all in order for
to-morrow. Good even, Master Kynulph.”

.

Ari(l 80 saying, lie quitted the smithy, with the head-piece,
little dreaming that, like another Lychas, he was carrying the
means of the knight’s probable destruction.

“Fool, thou art deceived as well as thy master,” said the
armourer, fastening the door after him—“ that hood is the
last he will wear; he will need no other—’twiU not bear the
blow of a churl’s quarter -staff : the first stroke of a mace or a
pole-axe will shiver it to pieces!”

“ Ah, ah, ah!” laughed his two men, “ how the Norman vil-
lains well be humbled when they see their doughty knight’s
skull beaten in by our brave countryman.”
“Whist!— some one may be abroad,” said Kynulph.

“ Would that I could let Walter of Wallington know where to
strike his enemy: that steel is so tempered, that a child might
dash it to pieces.”

“ I marvel whether he would take the ’vantage of De Bracy,
an’ he knew it,” said Gurth, one of the men, “ for he hath such
notions of honour and honesty, that, beshrew me, if lie would
play false even with a Norman.”

“ Thou sayest true,” replied the armourer, “ and, as it is, we
had better leave it to chance, for if they come to hand blows,
it Avill he all over with Radulf de Bracy ere you could say an
Avc or a Pater Noster.”

* * -X *

Before morning dawn, workmen were employed in preparing
the lists for the approaching combat. Ere the sun’s beams had
gilded the spires and towers of London, thousands Avere on the
spot, eager to witness the fight. The king shortly appeared,
and, as flic east began to brighten, all Avas in readiness.
At the appointed hour, Walter of Wallington’s trumpet

sounded, and, shortly after, the usual ceremony having been
gone through, that champion entered the lists, armed at all
points, and mounted on a strong but graceful war-horse, llis
challenge having been answered, Sir Radulf ue Bracy appeared,
and, after the customary charge, the marshals delivered
them their lances.

A breathless silence pervaded the assembled multitude
as the combatants reigned back tbeir snorting steeds, to
take full room for their career

;
and while the Normans

openly proclaimed their confidence in their champion; the
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Saxons offered up secret and fervent prayers for the success of

theirs.

At length the signal was given—the trumpet brayed loudly,

and, with levelled lances, the combatants new to meet each

other: they encountered about mid-way, and Walter of Wal-
lirigton’s horse stumbling at that moment, his aim was lost,

and the lance of the Norman hurled him to the ground with

tremendous violence.

Here the heralds interposed, and raised the fallen champion

from the ground. His hauberk of proof had protected him;

and, after draining a bowl of wine, he stood unhurt, and ready

to renew the combat.
“ Saxon,” said Sir Radulf, who still kept on horseback,

“ the lance is treacherous to thee— let us try the battle on

foot.”

“Agreed,” said Walter.

De Bracy leapt from his horse and unsheathed his sword;

the heralds retired, and the horses were led away, when the

combat was renewed with great fury.

Although nature had given a powerful frame to the Saxon
champion, yet this would have availed him but little, for Sir

Radulfs strength was greater than that of ordinary men; Wal-
ter was, therefore, obliged to observe the utmost caution, for

the blows of his adversary were showered in tremendous suc-

cession; but they were all parried, and De Bracy, losing breath

by the great oxertion he had made, desisted for a moment, and
contented himself with warding off the blows aimed at him;
for Walter of Wallmgton did not neglect to avail himself of

this opportunity, and dealt his strokes with great skill and
force.

In the midst of the combat, the sword of Be Bracy broke at

the hilt, and ho was left at the mercy of his antagonist.
“ Strike, Saxon,” said Sir Radulf, looking sternly upon him
—“ Radulf do Bracy asks not mercy at thy hands.”

“Nay,” replied Walter, “I scorn such ’vantage, and will

continuo the light with mace or pole-axe, as the other wea-
pons have failed.”

De Bracy’s dark countenance brightened as he heard this

proposal, for it offered him an advantage, the mace being a wea-
pon which his great strength so admirably qualified him to

wield; he therefore replied, eagerly

—

“Well, as ye list;” then speaking to the soldiers, “a mace
for myself and the Saxon,” and they were brought aud delivered

to them.
They took their stand opposite to each other, about twelve

yards distant, with flashing eyes and lowered brows. On the
signal being given, they advanced, De Bracy flourishing the
ponderous weapon round his head, while Walter, keeping his

left arm across nis breast, carried his mace in Ills right hand,
resting it on his shoulder. They stood for several moments
regarding each other with fixed looks, each apparently unwil-
ling to strike the first blow.

At length the Norman’s huge weapon descended with fright-

ful rapidity, and threatened destruction to his enemy. The
blow would havo felled a giant, had it taken effect; hut it was
avoided by Walter of Wallingtou, who, leaping on one side, es-

caped the danger.
A loud shout broke from the multitude on witnessing this

dexterous shift, which irritated the choleric Norman, who was.
perhaps, besides disconcerted at missing his aim. It cost him
his life; for Walter, springing forward, smote him on the head
with such violence, that his hood of mail was shivered to pieces,
and Ins skull was crushed like an egg-shell!—lie fell to the
ground as if struck by a thunderbolt.

Immediately the lists were broken in, in spite of the threats
and blows of the men-at-arms who kept the field; and all

ranks crowded round the fallen champion, whose head was
now supported on the knee of his follower, Argentine. Hia face
presented a hideous spcctaelo, the forehead being completely
destroyed, and a stream of blood flowing in such profusion, that
every feature was disguised.

A monk pushed his way through the crowd, crucifix in hand,
and knelt by the side of the dying man.

“ Radulf de Bracy,” said he, “ look op this blessed emblem
of redemption, and say after me—”

He was about to repeat the latin prayer for sinners in

extremis, when he was interrupted by Argentine

—

“ He hears thee not, priest,” said the follower, “ he is gone

—

speak, Sir Radulf ;
my master, liow is it with thee?”

At that moment the dying man’s mailed hands were raised,

as if in prayer, but it was only for a moment; they fell listless

to the ground—his head bowed—and Radulf de Bracy slept

with his fathers.

Without dwelling on the customary mutilation of the body
of the vanquished, we have only to add, that, ere the month
was out, Walter of Wallington became the husband of Agnes
Meryl;-—and, as courage was then the greatest recommendation
at court, ho did not long remain unnoticed by the lion-hearted

monarch, who advanced him to great favour aud prefer-

ment.

THE VICTIM SAVED; OR, THE NOBLE
IIUGOENOT.

A TALE OF THE TIMES OF CHARLES IX. OF FRANCE.

During the time when France was a prey to the dis-

sensions between the Ilugoenots and Catholics, a party of

the former besieged a strong fortress, the possession of which
was an object of the greatest importance to them. They
used every effort but in vain to prevail upon the governor to

surrender. Ho assured them that the ruins of trie fortress

were all that they should ever get possession of ;
for if he

were driven to the last oxtremity he would blow it up aud
perish with his men amidst the explosion, rather than sur-

render. The Ilugoenots were about to raise the siege in

despair, when chance befriended them in an extraordinary

manner, by throwing into their hands the only child of the

governor; a boy about twelve years of age, who was
taken prisoner by another party of Ilugoenots in a distant,

province, and sent by them to their comrades, witli the hope
that he would be useful in subduing the loyalty of his

father.

On a council being called to deliberate whether they
should or should not raise the siege, some of the party pro

-

E
osed to terrify the governor into delivering up the fortress

y threatening him that his son should be shot before his

eyes if he refused.
j

This proposition was received with applause, for it was
generally believed that the threat could not fail of effect.

The governor was far advanced in years, and his son was
doubly dear to him as an only child

;
and as the last repre-

sentative of his ancient and noble family. The strongest

hopes were, therefore, entertained of the success of this

measuro : however some sanguinary spirits of the party, who
doubted of its efficacy, proposed that the threat should
actually he put into execution, if the governor remained in-

exorable. One, only, among the chiefs, ventured to oppose
this inhuman measure ;

and that was the Viscount de 8 ,

between whose illustrious house and that of the governor,
there had long subsisted the most bitter enmity.

w What!” cried he indignantly, “ would you then cover
yourselves with eternal infamy, and bring down the vengeance
of Heaven on

]
your heads, by shedding innocent blood ?

Supposing the governor’s loyalty should be proof to the
dreadful trial you mean to mako of it, what advantage can
you derive from bringing his grey hairs with sorrow to the
grave? Think you that this odious cruelty will not rather give
him strength of mind to execute his former threat, and blow
up the fortross sooner than surrender it?”

Though the speech of De S
,
made little impression on

the minds of his colleagues, yet the belief was so general that
the governor would yield, that no positive resolution was taken
respecting the boy, whose father was summoned immediately
to a parley. The child was produced and the governor assured
that he should see him perish before his eyes, if he continued to

he obstinate; while on the other hand, he was offered the most
favourable terms both for himself and his followers, as well as
the immediate restoration of his son, if he surrendered the
fortress.
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None but a parent can conceive the feelings of the wretched
father, as he beheld the beloved boy, whose life or death, hung
upon his determination. lie dared not trust his eyes with the

sight of his son, but hastily averting them, in a few words,

evidently delivered with great effort, his resolution to remain
faithful to his duty.
The besiegers, who thought they saw in the excess of his

agony, some prospect, that they might ultimately subdue his

loyalty, told him that they would allow him twenty-four hours
to consider of their proposal

;
but before that time was expired

one of their scouts brought them intelligence, that a party of

the king’s troops were but a few miles distant; and as their

force was greatly superior to those of the besiegers, the latter,

could not succeed in gaining the fortress and must make a precipi-

tate retreat. This news inflamed them almost to madness, and
it was determined, that if the governor did not surrender imme-
diately, the boy should die.

None among them had given such proofs of bravery and zeal

for the cause as Viscount de 8
,
nor was there one perhaps

so generally beloved by the party; but he vainly used his elo-

quence in the cause of humanity
;

they were deaf to all he
could urge, and when they found that the governor resolutely

refused to surrender, his son was led forward to be shot.

Unable to support this heart-piercing sight the wretched
father fell senseless into the arms of his attendants; but his

fleeting spirits were almost instantly recalled by a shout ofjoy;

he started up and beheld his son in the arms of the Viscount
de S ;

ho heard that generous man exclaim, “ Give fire

soldiers ! You will have two victims instead of one, and I

shall escape the misfortune of living to see our cause eternally

disgraced by the blood of this innocent child.”

At hearing these words, the governor fell upon his knees;
his hands were stretched towards Heaven; emotion deprived
him of utterance; but what eloquence could be so touching as

the expression of his agonized countenance ! For a moment
he remained in dreadful suspense, but it was only for a moment

;

he saw the generous de S
,
bear off his son in his arms un-

molested; and his joy at this sight so transporting, so unhoped
for, was almost too great for his feeble frame to support.

De S
,
did not do his work by halves; he was unable to

prevail upon his party to restore the boy to his father, but
during a considerable time, that the child was a prisoner he
treated him as if he had been his own son. The youth was at
length set at liberty, but lie had imbibed so strong an affection
for the viscount, that lie ever afterwards regarded him as a
second parent.

The young man inherited the loyalty of his brave and vene-
rable father. He entered the army, and as he advanced in life,

he signalized himself so much, that he became a great favourite
with the king, who upon one occasion told him to prefer what-
ever request he thought proper, and it would be granted.
At that time the fortunes of De S , were at the lowest

ebb, his estates were confiscated, and he, himself, was wander-
ing through France in poverty and disguise, llis young friend
knew the king’s aversion to him was so great, that by naming
him, lie himself would in all probability lose the favour of his

monarch: yet he did not hesitate to solicit the viscount’s par-
don, and the restoration of his lands, for he knew the royal
word would not be retracted. “ Weigh well the consequences
of soliciting this favour, monsieur,” said the king with a cold
and stern air.

“ I have weighed them, Sire,” replied the generous petitioner;
“ and if your Majesty will deign to hear me, you will own that
my life, my fortune, and what is dearer to me than either, the
favour of my sovereign ought to be risked in the cause of De
8 .”

lie then related his obligations to the viscount, with so much
pathos, that the king was moved, and as it was a considerable
time, since de 8

,
had taken any active part against him,

he granted him a pardon and the restoration of his property on
I
the condition of his leaving France, a condition to which De
S gladly acceded. He retired to Germany, from whence
in some years afterwards he was permitted to return to his

native country, where during the remainder of his life, he con-
tinued in the strictest friendship with the man who had so nobly
requited his humanity.

D.

THE BATTLE OF GROCIIOW.
In the glorious

struggle which un-
happy Poland had
with Russia, in 1831,
to regain her former
independence, few
events shed more
lustre on the arms of
those devoted peoplo
than the battle of

Grochow, upon
which place they
had fallen back, af-

ter successfully hav-
ing withstood the
Russian forces at

Wawer. The posi-

tion was strong;

their right rested on
the Vistula and the

marshes — the left

upon a pine-wood,
which was the key
of their position —
and the front of their

line, covered as it was
with marshes and
ditches, presented
obstacles difficult to

overcome, notwithstanding the intenso frost had rendered them
passable. Again, Warsaw at the distance of half a league,

as a place of sup-
port and grand de-

pot, offered immense
advantages to a de-

fensive army; but,

on the other hand,
when it is recollected

that, in the event
of defeat, their only

line of retreat was
across one solitary

bridge, weakly de-

fended, and that it

was every moment
expected that this

bridge would be des-

troyed by the ice,

and all communica-
tion cut off with the

capital and the left

bank of the Vistula,

it will be seen that

nothing could have
been more perilous

than the position of

the Polish army.
The situation on

the other hand, of
the Russians,was cx •

tremcly strong, resting likewise on the Vistula and the

marshes, enclosed by woods, the ground in front of which was
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most favourable for the play of their artillery. Tims the Po-

lish artillery was opposed to a force not only three times more
numerous, but also occupying a position that gave them every

advantage. The Polish general was therefore reduced to the

necessity of cither becoming the assailant, with a very inferior

force, or of witnessing a combat of artillery, in which his own
must inevitably be destroyed.

On the morning of the 20tb, the Russian general commenced
an artillery action, which lasted the whole day. The Polish

divisions were deployed in two lines; the 4th rested ur>on

Groehow, and formed the right wing; the 3rd formed the

centre, and was posted to the right of the pine-wood—the 1st

division occupying its left; the 2nd wras posted in the se-

cond line, and the cavalry in the rear as a reserve: a part of

this line, with a battery of horse artillery, was distributed upon
their extreme left, and occupied the Hills in front of Kawenc-
zyn. At twelve the Russians attempted to carry the pine-

wood; their efforts were principal^ directed against the left

side, defended by the brave 4th of the line and the 5th. Both
sides fought with that fury which national animosity can alone

inspire. At last the Russians were driven out of the wood
with immense slaughter, many of their regiments being reduced

to mere skeletons. Diebitsch saw that, in spite of his formi-

dable artillery, he was not in sufficient force to carry the Polish

position ;
he was therefore reduced to the necessity of awaiting

the arrival of Szaehowski’s corps. On the following day a

short suspension of arms ensued, to bury the dead.

In the meantime Szachowski’s division was rapidly ap-
proaching; on the 23rd lie had reached the bridge of Zegrze
upon the Narew, which was only defended by the 4 th battalion

of the 8 th regiment, detached from the garrison of Modlin; but
the ice being sufficiently strong to allow the Russian general to

cross the river with his infantry, the Poles were obliged to fall

back. Thus the entire Russian corps crossed the Narew and
advanced upon Nieporent. The Russian field-marshal was so

apprehensive that his corps might he cut off by the Polish
army, that he sent out to meet it a brigade of lancers and two
battalion of infantry.

Early on the morning of the 24th, the Polish general Jan-
kowski’s division of cavalry, with the 3rd battalion of the 6th
of the line, was detached, in order to reconnoitre Szachowski’s
corps: this detachment fell in with the Russians at Nieporent;
but, too weak to impede their advance, the}r in consequence
fell back upon Bealolenka, where they found in line General
Malachowski’s division, composed of two regiments and six

pieces of cannon. Suddenly Szachowski’s corps took the di-

rection of Nieporent, instead of marching upon Kobylka, to
effect its junction with the grand army, which, by this latter

movement, was rendered now extremely difficult.

On the other hand, the Polish general, alarmed for Praga,
which this movement of the army seemed to menace, imme-
diately covered the route between Bealolenka and Praga. Had
he have left it open, and occupied Konty-Groddzeskie, a very
strong position, the whole of Szachowski’s corps would have
been cut off and destroyed, had it hazarded even a demonstra-
tion upon Praga. However, Szachowski’s Russian corps,
15,000 strong, with sixty pieces of artillery, was approaching
Bealolenka, the remainder of his corps remaining at Pul tusk
and Lomza. To hold him in check, General Malachowski had
only Jankowski’s division of cavalry, a brigade of infantry,
composed of six battalions, and one battery of horse artillery,

and six pieces of foot artillery. One battalion of the 6th of
the line occupied Bealolenka; the cavalry was deployed on the
right of that village, and on its left, towards the wood, two
battalions of the 2nd of the line were posted; the skirts of the
wood were occupied by another battalion of the same regi-
ment; the left wing was supported by two squadrons of Ma-
zary’s, and the right by two battalions of the 6 th,

The action commenced about three o’clock p.m. The enemy’s
masses were directed upon Bealolenka, which, after three re-

pulses, he carried. Three regiments of Russian hussars then
debouched from that village, and made a furious charge upon
the Polish battalions posted between it and the woods. The
Russians advanced with the greatest impetuosity and intrepL

dity; but they were steadily received, and gallantly repulsed.

Exposed both in front and flank to a tremendous and well-

directed fire, both of infantry and artilery, their loss was im-
mense.
Notwithstanding this check, the Russians began to press

the Polish battalions very hard ; and Jankowski’s cavalry
having quitted the field without any adequate reason, the des-

truction of the Polish division appeared inevitable. With ad-
mirable coolness, and in excellent order, did those gallant fel-

lows fall back upon the hills before Praga; when, suddenly, the

arrival of General Krukowreiki, with fresh troops, arrested

the advance of the Russians, and saved their shattered bat-

talions.

On the following day. Diebitsch resolved to recal without
delay Szachowski’s corps; and in order to facilitate their junc-
tion, he detached by Zombki a brigade of lancers and the bri-

gade of Lithuanian grenadiers. The Russian was in motion
as the dawn broke, which Krukowreiki perceiving, made an
attack along his whole line, which was executed with the most
determined gallantry and impetuosity
The village of Bealolenka was recaptured at the point of the

bayonet by the 6th of the line; and the Russians, in the great-

est disorder, were flyingin the direction of Konty-Groddzeskie.
Nothing could have saved them from total destruction, had not

Krukowreiki imprudently dispersed his forces, instead of fol-

io wing the Russians en masse. To this alone did Szachowski’s
corps owe its safety; but, wliat was worse, it escaped to rein-

force the grand army, while the Polish army was deprived of

an entire division, which remained in a state of inactivity, as if

all had been over. The Polish General Krukowreiki, at Gro-
chow, played exactly the part of Grouchy at Waterloo; and
his conduct had a decisive influence upon the issue of the battle

of Groehow—consequently, upon the destinies of Poland.

Diebitsch, on receiving the information of the Polish at-

tack upon Szachowski’s corps, resolved to hasten the battle,

although his original intention was not to have attacked their

position before the 26th of February. He accordingly drew
out his army. Pahlen’s corps was posted on the left

;
the 1st

division upon the Chausseb, the 2nd and 3rd farther to the
right

;
each division formed in two lines, according to the i

Muscovite mode of war. Dozen’s corps occupied the left.

The 3rd corps of cavalry and the guards were held in reserve
in the rear of tine centre. The 1st brigade of lancers and
the Lithuanian grenadiers had been detached, as we have
seen, to Zombki, to support Szachowski. Six regiments of

cavalry, in columns of squadrons, were posted in the rear of

Pahlen’s corps.
Oil the other side, the Polish army, weakened by the de-

parture of Krukowreiki and Jankowski’s division, had its

right wing resting upon the Vistula, and occupied Groehow
with the 4th division. The pine-wood was held by Zymir-
ski’s division

; Skrzynecki’s formed the reserve. The cavalry

was in part in columns behind Groehow, and the rest cn ob-

servation in the direction of Zombki, under Uminski. The
army Avas reinforced during the night by the arrival of the

20th regiment, composed of two battalions, and also by a bat-

talion of the 10 th regiment, but which rvas armed entirely

with scythes.

Such was the disposition of the t wo armies on the morning
of the battle of Groehow—that battle which dissipated the

illusion of Russian invincibility, which, since the memorable
campaign of 1812, had hung like a black pall over the mili-

tary world, and by its influence was forging chains for Eu-
rope.

The morning was dark and gloomy—the sun hid its glory

from the scene of coming carnage. A cold north wind, almost
intense enough to freeze the red current of life in the veins,

blew keenly. Many a veteran grenadier was observed to

quHer with rage as he beheld the dense masses of liis country’s

hated oppressors darkening the opposite line of the hills.

About half-past eight o’clock General Chlopecki rode down
the Polish line ; the aspect of the gallant old veteran Avas

calm and dignified.—“ Remember Suvarof !” said he, to the
5th of the line

;
and pointing towards Praga, “ what will be

the fate of our wives and sisters if we are beaten by yon
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Rnssian barbarians ?” And as he rode off after this short
but stirring address, theory of “ God for Poland!'’ ran along
the whole line, and the bands of the different regiments
struck up the national air.

Precisely at nine in the morning, the Russian field-marshal
gave the signal for the attack. He first directed his efforts

against the pine-wood, which was the key of the Polish posi-
tion. The whole length of the line did not exceed a mile, and
this same wood enclosed its entire left wing, covered all its

movements, and rendered it madness in the Russians to think
of advancing by the causeway, so long as we continued to be
masters of it. Diebitsch accordingly resolved to carry it at
all hazard, and for that purpose he destined Rozen’s brigade.
The wood was occupied on the right side by General Roland’s
brigade, the 3rd and 7 th regiments of the line, and on the left

by General Cyzeweski’s brigade of light infantry, composed of
the 2nd and 4th regiments. The Russian directed against this
position the entire strength of his 24th division; but observing
that the combat was obstinately maintained without any ad-
vantage to his troops, the Russian field-marshal despatched
fresh reinforcements to their assistance, which enabled them,
after very hard fighting, to carry the right of the wood. The
loss on both sides was tremendous. General Zymirski fell in
the thickest of the fight, cheering on his men with his latest
breath: and Roland’s brigade, reduced to a mere skeleton, was
obliged to fall back upon the second line; but Cyzeweski’s des-
perately maintained their post, and repelled the enemy with
immense loss. Chlopecki, feeling all the importance of that
point, resolved to repossess himself of it, cost what it might;
and therefore putting himself at the head of Bogulawski’s
brigade, composed of the 4th and 8 th regiments of the line, he
dashed into the wood. The conflict was now terrific; foot-to-
foot, and hand-to-hand, did they fight, neither yielding, but
with life; each man thought the cause his own, and fought as
though the struggle depended on his single arm. No quarter
was given! A young Russian officer, who lay wounded at the
foot of a tall pine, begged hard for life, but in vain. “ Log of
a Russian ! never have thy countrymen shown mercy to mine!”
said an old grenadier, as he buried his bayonet in the bosom of
the Muscovite. The Russians were at length again driven
from the wood, after a most desperate defence. Diebitsch, on
his side, did not relax in his efforts

;
fresh masses were brought

forward and hurled against the wood, in which the 25th divi-
sion succeeded in making a lodgment, in spite of all the efforts
of Bogulawski’s brigade, while three other regiments were di-

rected against the opposite side. These last were received by
such a tremendous and well-directed fire of grape, that they
almost immediately went to the right-about, while the brave
old Chlopecki, at the head of the regiment of grenadiers, again
succeeded in carrying the right side of the wood at the point of
the bayonet. The whole of the 24th Russian division now fell

back in disorder, and communicated a momentary panic to the
Russian army. The eagle eye of Chlopecki saw that the de-
cisive moment was arrived. “ Ride off to Lubienski,” said the
gallant old man to one of his aides-de camp; “tell him to
fall on those Russian dogs with his cavalry, and the day will
be. ours !” In the meantime he led on in person the light
brigade of the 2nd division, and was on the point of taking the
Russian artillery in flank, when suddenly the aspect of affairs
changed. Lubienski refused to charge without a positive or-
der from Prince Radzi will, alleging the unfavourable nature of
the ground. General Chlopecki, wounded by the bursting of
a shell, fell from his horse; and, at the same time, all the su-
perior and field officers of the light brigade were either killed
or Mmunded; the victorious advance of the Roles was paralysed,
and the favourable moment escaped. It was already half-past
two o’clock, and the battle had raged for five hours without in-

termission. Diebitsch now brought up all his reserves. Two
brigades of grenadiers advanced once more against the wood,
while Szachowski’s corps debouched from Zombki; and with
its artillery enfiladed the Polish columns posted in the rear of
the wood. This position was then no longer tenable, and the
pine-wood at length remained in possession of the Russians.

The Russians line new extended far to the right, from the

Chaussee to the village of Zombki. Pahlen’s corps occupied
its original position near the Chaussee; Rozen’s corps, and 2nd
division of grenadiers occupied Ivawenczyn and the pine-wood,
which they had just carried; while Szachowski’s corps was fast
approaching Zombki. The Polish army was quickly reformed,
and now presented a new front

; their line extended from Grochow
to Zombki, towards which latter point Roland’s brigade was
marching to support Uminski.

In the meantime, the Russian field-marshal, surrounded by
a brilliant staff, was seen from a neighbouring height reeonnoi-
tering with his glass the Polish position. He felt that the
decisive moment had arrived for hurling his masses of cavalry,
which he had hitherto held in leash behind the wood, against
the Polish line

;
and he imagined that the Polisli battalions,

thrown into confusion, would be either driven back upon, or cut
off from, the bridge.

For this purpose he deployed into line on the left of the pine-

wood sixty pieces of artillery, and immediately opened a most
destructive fire upon our squares, preparatory to the grand
charge of cavalry, on which depended the fate of the day.

Beneath this iron tempest the Polish battalious rocked like the
pines of their native forests when agitated by the furious blasts

of winter; but, nothing daunted by the deadly shower, the

brave fellows closed up their shattered ranks over the bodies of

their dead and dying companions, and with stern composure
prepared to receive the desperate charge of the Russian horse.

As the smoke cleared off, they were observed debouching from
the pine-wood and forming their columns of attack opposite to

the Polish right wing. When all was ready, Diebitsch himself
gave the signal, and with headlong speed, the Russian horse, in

columns of squadrons, charged the Polish line. The division of
cuirassiers—Prince Albert’s regiment—with those of St. George,
Novogorod, and Starodub, advanced along the Chaussee, having
a division of lancers on their left and a division of hussars on
their right. While Pahlen’s corps were ordered, to support the

attack oil the left, and the Lithuanian grenadiers and a brigade

of the 2nd division of grenadiers on the right, the Rnssian hus-

sars made a furious charge upon the 1st and 3rd light battalions

of the 4th division, who were thrown into confusion, some re-

tiring upon Praga, others, driven into the marshes of the Vis-

tula, crossed the river on the ice, and spread terror through the

environs of Warsaw.

Grochow was evacuated, and the whole right wing forced

back. The charge on the right was led by the lancers of the

Russian imperial guard. Carried away by their ardour, and
burning to bathe their lances in Polish blood, these haughty
pretorians, confident of success, rushed forward at a furious

rate, leaving the remainder of the division far in their rear.

To their cost, however, they encountered the celebrated 4th of

the line, which had been thrown into squares to receive them.
Three times with loosened rein and loud hurrahs, did the Rus-
sian lancers dash at the Polish square; three times did every

squadron of the regiment in succession gallop fiercely up to the

bristling bayonets of the kneeling first rank, and receive the

murderous and well-directed fire of the rear ranks, opened out

to the right and left, and retired by either flank to the rear to

reform their broken ranks for another charge. But fruitless

were their efforts; the Polish square stood firm as a mountain
rock; with stern composure they withstood the whirlwind

charge, and, reserving their fire till the foe was within a few

yards of them, they poured onthe Muscovite horsemen a shower
of death, which soon covered the front of their iron formation

with a rampart of men and horses. It was in vain now that

the Russian trumpets sounded the charge; in vain did their

officers, with a self-devotion worthy of a better cause, exert

themselves to rally and bring hack their men; the lancer- guard

of the imperial autocrat broke and fled, and communicated their

panic to the rest of the division—not a squadron of which dared

couch a lance against the gallant 4th !

But the principal charge reserved for the cuirassiers along

the causeway, was the most disastrous of all. Piince Albert

led the attack, and galloping through the intervals of the first

line, rode furiously against the second, where it created con-

siderable disorder; but a battalion of the 8th, commanded
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by Major Karskij checked their furious onset by a cool and
well-directed fire. At this moment the 2nd regiment of

Polish lancers, observing the confusion of the cuirassiers,

dashed impetuously at them. The melee was terrific; and
deeply, in that short space, did the formidable lance of Po-
land drink of Muscovite blood— the steel-clad cuirassiers were

to a man annihilated! If at this moment Krukowreiki and
Jankowski’s divisions, as they ought to have done, had ap-

peared upon the field, the battle would yet have been a glor-

ious victory ; but they never came : a single Brigade of Giel-

gud’s corps alone reached Zombki towards the evening, and
reinforced General Uminski, who in spite of the immense
superiority of Szachowski’s corps, had not lost an inch of

ground. Thus this bloody battle terminated by a cannonade
on both sides, the last shots being fired by the Poles.

Generals Szembek and Skrzynecki proposed to fall upon
the Russians during the night with all our infantry; but

Prince Radziwill ordered the right bank of the Vistula to be
abandoned, which was effected during the nights of the 25th
and 26th of February.
Thus terminated the ever-memorable battle of Grochow,

in which an army of 120,000 Russians, with 400 pieces of

artillery, were unable to conquer 35,000 Poles, with only 100
pieces oi cannon; and who, in spite of their great numerical
inferiority, were more than once on the nointof achieving a
decisive victory. It is said, when the official accounts of this

battle reached the grand Duke Constantine, the pride of the
Martinet got the better of the despot

;
and the Russian, rub-

bing his hands with an air of pride and satisfaction, exclaimed
to some of his staff, “ Gentlemen, those Poles are my men

;

I formed them !”

HEROISM OF GENEROSITY
; OR, THE LUCKY

ESCAPE.

A TALE OF LA VENDEE.

If the French revolution has presented to us horrors till

then unexampled, it must be owned also to have furnished us
with some striking traits of humanity and magnanimity. Many
persons of both parties voluntarily risked their lives to pre-
servejthose of the people whom the unhappy state of the times
compelled them to regard as enemies

;
and these acts of gene-

rous devotion were not uncommon even among the military,
who, by their profession and the horrors they witnessed, might
be supposed less susceptible than others of the soft feelings of
compassion.
During the civil war, in a skirmish that had taken place

between the republicans and the Chouans, several of the latter
were made prisoners. When the troops halted to take some
refreshment, they stopped in a plain near a spring, and form-
ing a circle, placed the prisoners in the midst of it. Their
captain, a very young man, who had but lately attained the
command, seated himself at some distance upon the trunk of
a tree, and taking some provision from his knapsack, began to
refresh himself. He perceived one of the prisoners speak
to his lieutenant, and directly advance towards him. Valcourt
remarked, as this unfortunate man drew near, that lie had no
other clothing but his shirt and trousers, which were in rags,
and covered with blood, and that a linen bandage , also stainei
with blood, covered his forehead and his left eye.

The sight of so much misery sensibly touched the heart of
the young officer; and he was still more moved when the pri-
soner said to him, “ M. le Commandant, I have saved the mi-
niature of my wife: will you, when I shall be no more, have
the charity to remit it to my mother, Madame Desehampes, at
Lamballe? My wife and children reside with her,”

Too much moved to reply to this touching request, Valcourt
gazed upon him in silence; and he added, in a tone of more
pressing entreaty, “ In the name of Heaven do not refuse me!
If you do, they must always suffer from their ignorance of my
fate; for it is my intention to conceal my name from the court-
jnartiah Thus they will haye lie tueffiig qi ascertaining what

las become of me; but if they receive the portrait, they will

ie certain I would have parted with it, only at the hour of

death.”

Valcourt was still silent: in fact his mind was occupied
between the desire of saving the prisoner, and the difficulty, or
rather the impossibility, which he found of doing so.

Desehampes, believing that lie had no intention to grant his

request, became still more urgent. “ In the name of God! in

the name of all that is dear to you ”

“ Say no more,” cried the other abruptly, “ the commission
is a very disagreeable one, but still I will not refuse it.”

Taking the miniature as he spoke, he put it into his pocket,
and added, “ Will you eat a mouthful of something, and take a
drop of brandy? It will refresh you.”

“ I cannot swallow,” replied Desehampes ;
“ a fever consumes

me, and I am impatient to reach our destination, that I may
escape from my misery.”
These words made Valcourt shudder. He looked earnestly

in the face of the speaker; and disfigured as it was with dust,

sweat, and blood, there was something in the features so noble
and touching, that he could not help resolving to risk every-
thing in order to save him.

“Listen to me attentively,” cried he; “I will give you a
chance, which, if well managed, may preserve your life. Say
that you came to tell me you could not continue to march ;

and
I have refused you my assistance. Go back and complain of

my cruelty to the same officer who has allowed you to come
and speak to me, and try to act so that he may solicit me to

leave you behind with an escort to wait for a voiture de requisi-

tion . I will take care that the men who will guard you shall

be drunkards; make them drunk, recover your energy, and
escape.”

“All, my God! if it were possible? But you forget I must
have money to give them, and I have not a single sou!

”

“And unfortunately I have very little, only four assignats of

five francs each; you will find them under this piece of meat,’*

continued he, wrapping part of his provisions in paper; “be

sure you are not seen to take them out. Go, and God speed

you!”
Desehampes turned away without speaking; but the tears

that started to his eyes were more eloquent than words. He
followed Valcourt’ s directions so successfully, that in a few

moments afterwards the lieutenant came to tell the captain

that the prisoner to whom he had given provisions could not

eat; and that a burning fever rendered him incapable of

marching. Valcourt replied with feigned harshness that if

the man could not go on, it was better to shoot him at once.”

“What!” cried the other indignantly, “shoot a map before

you know whether he will be pronounced guilty or innocent

by the court martial! You cannot seriously mean it, cap-

tain.”

“ Fray then what would you have me to do with him; for you

know that I cannot remain here to watch him. My orders are

to proceed, and I cannot diminish the force of our troop, al-

ready too small, for a part of the country like this, in order to

leave an escort with this man,”

“But look at the state in which lie is! Three men would

be quite sufficient to guard him till we can get a voiture de re •

quisition
,
which no doubt may be had to-morrow; and cer-

tainly, captain, you will not say that you cannot spare three

men.”

“ Well,” replied the other with feigned impatience, “ you
shall have it your way : but remember I tell you, you are bring-

ing me into a scrape. However, since you will have it so, tell

Corporal Gaillard and Desmoulins, and La Porte, to remain

with him : we must now set out.”

The lieutenant did not wait for another order; he made the

men carry the prisoner, who appeared to be dying, into a hut.

Valcourt recommended to them to keep a strict eye over him,

as they would be answerable for him if he escaped ;
and he set

forward.
As Valcourt had foreseen, the General, refused to approve

his report, and ordered hirn to go himself the next day to the

Commjjssary of the Convention, Before he waited upon the
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commissary, the three soldiers arrived without their prisoner.

The corporal declared that, notwithstanding his appearance of

illness, he had tried to escaped in the night by a window; but

the men being upon the alert, had all three fired at once; he
fell dead upon the spot, and they had buried him there.

This tale was told so naturally, that Yalcourt could not en-

tertain a doubt o f its truth: it cost him a great deal to dis-

semble the pang it gave him, but he dared not manifest any
regret, and taking with him the three soldiers and his lieu-

tenant, he went to make his report to the commissary, who,
after hearing all the depositions, told him very roughly, that

he had done very wrong to expose three brave soldiers of the

republic, only to convey a sick rebel more easily to be shot:

that, however, as they had done their duty by shooting him
when he attempted to escape, and had returned safely, the

affair should be passed over; but that he might be certain, if

such a thing occurred again, his conduct should be sharply

inquired into.

The commissary finished by giving him a fresh order to

march with his detachment; saying at the same time, “ I be-

lieve you will be commanded before your departure to shoot

the men whom you have brought with you.”

My readers will believe that this was enough to quicken the

I motions of Valcourt: in ten minutes he had marched out with
his detachment without beat of drum, and they thus escaped

the horrible office of executioners.

Valeourt’s detachment was ordered to march to .

While on the road, he recollected the commission which he had
accepted from the unfortunate Deschampes; and as lie had to

halt at Lamballe, he determined to fulfil it, though he felt an
unspeakable reluctance to be the bearer of such news to a wi-

dowed mother.
When ho presented himself at the house of Madame Des-

champes, the servant who opened the door, supposing lie was
billeted upon them, said to him, “ Citizen, my mistress cannot
lodge you in her house; but she has arranged with the inn-

keeper over the way to receive you in her stead.”
“ It is not a lodging I want; I must speak to your mistress

in private.”

The poor girl turned as pale as death, and went with a look

of terror to inform her mistress. Returning in a moment, she

led Valcourt into an apartment, where he found an elderly

lady of very prepossessing appearance, and a beautiful little

girl of four or five years old at her side.

“ I would wish my daughter to be present at our conversa-

tion, sir,” said she; “ go, Pauline, and seek your mamma.”
Valcourt would have stopped the child, but she disappeared

in a moment; and before he could determine how to begin, a

beautiful young woman entered. She looked at him with great

emotion
;
and the old lady then said, “This is my daughter.

You have a commission for us, have you not?”

“Alas! yes, a sorrowful one.”
“ Ah! not so, best of friends—of benefactors—he is saved!”
“ Yes,” cried the mother in a transport of gratitude; “ I owe

you my son’s life. Agatha, embrace the preserver of your
husband.”
Roth embraced him with tears of joy. The lovely Agatha

brought her infant boy and her little girl, that they also might
caress him to whom they owed a father’s life. Ah! how deli-

cious were those caresses to Valcourt! Never in his life had
lie experienced such pure, such heartfelt pleasure.

“But how is this possible?” said ho at last, “did they not

fire? They told me they had killed and buried him.”

“My dear friend, they were so intoxicated that they would
not have been able to kill a fly. God be praised, he is now in

safety, and is recovering very fast. Ah! how I wish you could

see him
;
but that must not be. But now tell us are you come

to stay at Lamballe?”
“ No; I can only stop for to-night.”

“Well, at least for to-night you will stop with us;” and
Agatha hastened to get an apartment prepared for him.

VVe may easily believe that he did not refuse their proffered

hospitality. They told him their whole situation without re-

serve. Desybampes had determined tq emigrate with hjs wife

and children
; his mother resolved to remain in order to pre-

serve the family property.
“I shall not repay your twenty francs,” said Agatha to him;

“ uor Wl11 I take back my property. My husband has desired
that if ever I was fortunate enough to see you, I should tell
you to keep it, and to beg you to regard it as that of a sister.”
The next morniug Valcourt was forced to tear himself away

from this amiable and grateful family, whom he saw no more.
Twenty years passed away, and found Valcourt at the time of
the restoration a disbanded officer, who lived with a widowed
sister, upon the produce of a small farm, which he cultivated
with his own hands. One evening, an elderly man, of gentle-
manly appearance, dismounted at the veteran’s gate, and
throwing himself into his arms, exclaimed, “ God be praised
my dear preserver, that I am allowed to thank you once at
least before I die.”

It was Deschampes, returned after so long an absence to end
his days in his native country. lie had entered into mercan-
tile speculations in England, had been fortunate, and was come
back rich. Valcourt congratulated him heartily and sin-
cerely.

“ And you, my dear Valcourt, how is it that you are not
more fortunate?”

“ My friend, I do not complain; I have quitted the service
with clean hands and a clear conscience.”
“And without promotion?”
‘‘I have not sought it.”

“No, but you have well deserved it: I am not ignorant of
the wounds you have received in your various campaigns.”
“I only did my duty.”
Upon this point, however, the friends could not agree; but

Deschampes soon dropped the subject, to talk with his friend
upon his present situation. lie found that he should soon be
compelled to quit the farm he occupied, as it was about to be
sold; he did not complain, but it was evident he felt great re-
luctance to leave it.

“ And what price,” said Deschampes to him one day when
they were talking on the subject, “ does the owner demand
for it?”

“ Twenty- three thousand francs,” (nearly one thousand
pounds.)

“ That is lucky; for it is exactly the sum you have in I.a-
fitte’s hands.”

“I?—you joke.”
“No, indeed, I was never more serious, and so you will find

if you draw upon him to that amount.”
“But can you think that I shall rob you?”
“Not at all; the money is yours; it is the accumulated in-

terest of your twenty francs.”
“ Impossible!”
“ I will convince you it is very possible and very true. It is

my wife’s plan, and this is the manner in which she has exe-
cuted it. As soon as we were settled in England, she laid out
your twenty francs in materials for embroidory and artificial

flowers. She worked at these in her leisure hours, sold them
to advantage, purchased materials for more, and constantly
gave me every six mouths the profits of her work, to place in
the public funds. We lived retired

;
she had consequently

much leisure, and worked incessantly. During more than
twenty years, this fund, at first so small, has been constantly
increasing till it has become the means of rendering your old
age easy. But it is not enough that the old age of a brave and
virtuous man should be easy. He ought to receive a public re-

compense for his services, and I bring you one. Means have
been found to represent to the king that your career has not
been less distinguished by humanity than by valour; and he
shews his sense of your services by presenting you with this

cross of St. Louis, and the rank and half-pay of a chef <h>, 6a-
taillon.”

The worthy veteran threw himself into the arms of his

friend. It would bo difficult to say which was most affected.

A.
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THE CONSCRIPT.

Early in the spring of the eventful year 1830, I found
myself a wanderer on the banks of tlie Loire, just at the

period when the harsh laws of the conscription were put in

operation for the purpose of augmenting the ranks of the

French army, previous to the expedition against Algiers. Its

stern decrees carried anguish and dismay into the bosom of

many a happy family, and every village mourned for the

prime of its youth, dragged from their homes and their families

to take part in a quarrel wherein they felt not the slightest in-

terest. The rigid enforcement of this obnoxious law added fuel

to the smouldering flame of popular discontent. The conscripts

deserted by hundreds, or were in many instances rescued from

the parties who had charge of them, and severe measures
were consequently resorted to by government to check this

growing spirit of opposition to its authority.

Iliad left Blois in the morning, and enjoyed, so far as the

confinement of the diligence would admit, that succession of

interesting scenery which greets the eye of the traveller down
the Loire. But as I approached the entrance of that lovely

valley which forms the eastern approach to Tours, I found
that even the sluggish pace of the diligence conveyed me far

too rapidly past scenes on which the eye could gaze with de-

light for ever: therefore, as I was in no hurry to reach Tours
before evening, I determined to prosecute the rest of the journey
on foot, leaving my baggage to precede me to the place of my
destination. I escaped from the confinement of the diligence

just as the brilliant rays of a setting sun were shedding their

unveiled splendour over the smiling face of nature, gilding

the placid waters of the Loire with their gorgeous hue, and
adding to the beauty of this romantic spot that brightness of

colouring with which the departing sun in southern climes

often enriches the landscape, before it becomes shaded in even-

ing darkness. The sky was clear and serene, save where
some solitary cloud glided across the heavens, like a winged
messenger pursuing the god of day to his western couch, while

the evening breeze, which had now commenced, cooled the air,

and afforded an agreeable relief after the heat of a sultry day.

All nature seemed invigorated at the approach of evening: the

lazy goatherd, who before lay basking in the sun’s rays, now
roused from his slumbers, began to collect and drive home his

scattered flock. The active fisherman now turned his little

skiff, and impelled it swiftly over the rippling stream, as he
bent his course homeward with his finny spoil. The husband-
man, released from his toilsome occupation in the field, might
now be seen busily engaged in the lighter task of dressing the

vines and fruit-trees, which clustered around his cottage. The
villagers whom business or pleasure had led into the neigh-

bouring town were now returning in merry groups, counting
their gains and displaying to each other the goods they had
purchased by the sale of their farm produce. Their gaud}
dress and animated figures, as they emerged from the shade of

the trees which skirted the road, gave life and energy to the

landscape, while the noisy laugh, the harmless raillery, with
which their conversation abounded, bespoke that happiness
and contentment which were quite in unison with the mild and
tranquil scenes around them.

In the midst of this interesting picture might be seen small

parties of peasant girls, decked out in all their country finery,

hastening along the road, to join in the diversions of the evening
at the neighbouring villages, or to pay visits to their town
acquaintance. As I had now become tired of my solitary ram-
ble, I thought I could not do better than enliven the rest of my
journey by entering into conversation with a party of these
damsels, to whom, by way of introduction, I offered my escort

to Tours. An English girl would have blushed held down her
head in silence, and taken to her heels on the first opportunity,

had she received such an offer from a stranger; but fortunately

French girls aro not so timid: high or low, they all think

themselves entitled to attention, and whether his services are

accepted or not, one can never go wrong in making a tender of

them. The parly accordingly accepted my offer, with the re-

mark that they foi t much indebted to me for my complaisance.

Imagine me then escorting along the high road to Tours, four
laughing damsels, whose sparkling dark eyes and handsome
figures made amends for the swarthy hue which a constant ex-
posure to the sun had bestowed upon their complexions. A
dress of white cotton, with scarlet sleeves and silk sash, set
off their light slender forms to the best advantage, above
which towered a lofty head-dress of stiff muslin, covered with
a profusion of glossy ribbons, while a pair of long gilt ear-
rings reaching to the shoulder, and a silver crucifix or trinket
suspended by a row of glass beads from the neck, served to
complete their simple decorations.

We soon became the best friends in the world, and with
great gaiety pursued our way for upwards of a mile along the
margin of the river, whose thickly- wooded banks, clothed in
the gay verdure of spring, and chequered with the gaudy tints
of blossoming fruit-trees, displayed to the view, every variety
of brilliant colouring which the imagination can fancy. Nu-
merous cottages and villas, surrounded by gardens and or-
chards in the highest state of cultivation, covered the slope of
the bank, whose craggy summit was almost hid under the thick
masses of green ivy and party-coloured moss with which the
vegetation of centuries had clothed its rugged front; while the
curling smoke, which might he seen issuing from crevices of
the rock, showed where the daring vine-dresser had hewn for
himself a residence even in front of the precipice which frowned
and tottered over the road below. Nature and art seemed here
to have combined their utmost efforts to increase the beauty
of the scene. Each succeeding turn of the road, varied without
diminishing the richness of the prospect, till at length the
view was terminated by the magnificent cathedral and bridge
of Tours, which could now be seen dimly in the horizon. The
sight was so interesting, that it quite distracted my attention
from my fair companions, till I renewed our conversation by
inquiring the object of their journey.

“ Why,” said one of them, “ we are going to pay a visit to a
young girl, whose intended husband lias just been taken away
as a conscript. She is one of the prettiest girls in the whole
district, and perhaps you shall see her too as a reward for
your gallantry in escorting us,”

Of course I bowed my thanks, and at the same time expressed
a wish to learn some further particulars regarding the youth
who had thus been so unfortunately baulked when on the high-
road to happiness.

“His name was Jean Baptiste,” continued my informer.
“ He was quite the delight of our neighbourhood, he was so
kind, so good-humoured. None could waltz or sing better than
poor Baptiste. Everybody was fond of him. lie and the
pretty Annette, had long been warmly attached to each other,
but fortune was unpropitious to their union. Baptiste was
poor, and had an aged grandmother to support out of his
earnings. Annette’s relations on that accouut opposed their
marriage for several years, till her lover had, by his frugality
and industry, saved a little money, with which he purchased
that cottage you see peeping out from among the trees. All
objections being then removed, he was on the point of being
married to Annette, when he was drawn a3 a conscript, and was
forced to join the army, leaving his intended wife and poor
grandmother in the greatest affliction I can assure you it

would have made your heart bleed to have witnessed their
separation.”

“ But why did not Annette accompany her intended hus-
band?” I inquired.

“She would gladly have done so, but then there would
have been no one to take care of his grandmother, who is
quite blind, so Annette had to give up all thoughts of accom-
panying Baptiste, and has gone to reside with her during his
absence. As she must lead a very solitary life there, we are
on our way to pay her a visit, and give her all the news of our
village.”

The friendly intention of their journey, raised these kind-
hearted damsels very high in my estimation, and made me de-
termine to accompany them on their visit. A few minutes,
walk brought us in front of the cottage, the approach to which
was shaded by a row of fruit-trees, around which the jessamine
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and honey- suckle were entwined in gay festoons, while the

tendrils of the spreading vine covered the walls with their bril-

liant verdure, and almost hid the small latticed window, which
could just be seen peeping through its green curtain.

The door wYas opened by Annette herself, whose beauty was
certainly worthy of the high encomiums I had heard bestowed

upon it. Her figure, though small, was of the most exquisite

symmetry. Her long dark hair was not confined by the same
formal starched head-dress as that worn by her companions,

but flowed in graceful ringlets down her shoulders, and shaded

with luxuiiant curls, a face of the most exquisite sweetness.

The grief which had ‘chased the rose from her cheek, and
dimmed the lustre of her rich black eye, gave an expression of

extreme softness and delicacy to a countenance which, if lighted

up by the fire of animation and the glow of health, would have
been deemed attractive even in a country more distinguished

for female beauty than Touraine. Her cheeks were not dark -

ened with that sunburnt hue which generally spoils the com-
plexion of the peasant girls in the south of France, but, pale

and delicate, seemed to denote that her constitution had been

too feeble and her frame too weak to permit her to join in the

laborious exercises of her more healthy companions.

Seated beside the window, and engaged in the monotonous
task of turning her noisy wheel, was her lover’s grandmother,

over whom the young girl seemed to watch with even more
than filial tenderness. She was an interesting old woman, of

about seventy years ot age, whose silver locks still clustered

in profusion over a forehead furrowed by the hand of time and

misfortune. As the company entered, she raised her sightless

eyeballs towards the door, till recognising the well-known
voices of her female visiters, she called them to her, and,

assuming all the sprightliness and vivacity of youth, began to

join in the conversation which ensued regarding their mutual
acquaintance. In the meantime I was not neglected. I was
introduced in due form to Annette; a chair was given me to rest

my wearied limbs; some dried fruit and a bottle of vin du pays

were set before me, while Annette bustled about to get ready a

cup of coffee to complete my repast.

As I had now got far into the good graces of the company,
they began to indulge their curiosity by numerous inquiries

regarding the fashions, gaieties, and amusements of my native

land, on all which points I gave them the best information in

my power, My answers seemed to afford great entertainment
to all the party : and I was happy to see that the shade of me-
lancholy which had clouded the face of Annette, gradually wore
off, and the old grandmother began in her turn to give me an
account of the scenes of horror and bloodshed which she had
witnessed during the revolution, in which she had been a great

sufferer. She was one who had evidently seen better days, her
manners and language bespoke an education superior to her
present humble sphere, and gave additional interest to her tale

of past misfortunes.

Meanwhile time flew rapidly away. The stars began to

twinkle in the blue vault of heaven, reminding me to make use
of their lustre to guide me to Tours. I seized my hat and
cane, gave a salute to each of the damsels, two to Annette,
who already began to be a great favourite with me, and
after promising to repeat my visit in the course of a few days, I

slipped a small present into the hands of the old lady, and
trudged forward on my way to Tours. The shades of night
had now veiled the beauties of the surrounding landscape. The
former busy scene was exchanged for the most tranquil silence

Nothing could be seen but the reflection of the stars be-
spangling the smooth waters of the Loire, and the dark mass
of the cathedral raising its huge turrets above the surrounding
gloom. Nothing could be heard but the gentle murmuring of
the stream, and the solemn tones of the cathedral bell calling
the pious to their evening prayers. I pushed forward as
quickly as possible, crossed the bridge, reached my hotel, and
on the down bed of mine host of the Boide d*Or, soon forgot
the fatigues of the day, and fell asleep to meet again in ray
dreams, the dark eyes and interesting features of the lovely
Annette.

I When an Englishman first arrives in Tours, he has con-
siderable difficulty in convincing himself that he has not, by
some circuitous route, again found his way to his native land—
everything there being quite aVAnglaise. The town was at
this period crowded with British emigrants, and it certainly
displayed no small degree of good taste on their part, that they
had fixed upon a residence as much distinguished for its ar-
chitectural splendour as for the advantages of its situation.
The broad waters of the Loire, interspersed with numerous
little islands, from its northern boundary, afford an easy

;

mode of conveyance to the delightful scenery of the neighbour-
!

hood, while gardens, orchards, and vineyards, filled with the
choicest productions of a generous soil, cover the gently swelling
hills which bound the view in every direction, and compose
the verdant amphitheatre in whose peaceful bosom the town
appears to repose.

With the assistance of a few letters of introduction, I was
soon quite at home in Tours, and my time passed very agreea-
bly in the enjoyment of the various amusements which the
town afforded. In the morning I played cricket with the
English, golfed with the Scotch, or rode steeple-chases with the
Irish; and I was a constant visiter at the ‘Cafe Anglais,’
where a selection of English publications, and a mixture of
society from all parts of the United Kingdom, served to divert
me during the evening.

The promise of revisiting Annette was almost forgotten till,

the tempting appearance of a fine afternoon reminded me of
it. I was soon oil my way to the 'cottage, where, on my ar-
rival, I found her and the old woman enjoying the freshness
of the evening breeze, on a seat before the door. It was not
long ere I was seated on the grass by their side. A hearty
welcome spoke their pleasure at my visit, and I fancied that
the bright eyes of Annette sparkled with additional lustre, as
she held out her delicate little hand to salute me on my arrival
saying,—

“ 1 am glad to see monsieur has not forgotten us, for we have
much need of some one to cheer our solitude.”

“ Your lover will soon return to enliven you again, I hope.”
“Ah, poor Baptiste; I fear I shall never see him again.

Many have left this place to go to the wars, but few, alas! have*
ever returned.”

“Never fear, the troops will soon come back from this ex-
pedition, and you will then forget all your sorrows in a merry
wedding.”
“I fear that will never he, monsieur; but tell me, I pray

you, is there any news from the army;—when does it em-
bark ?”

I could give her no satisfactory information on this head,
but cheered her with the rumours which were then current
that the expedition would yet be abandoned. The approach
of evening made us enter the cottage, where a cup of coffee
with cakes and honey were set before me by Annette. The
coffee was excellent, and the cakes did infinite credit to Annette’s
cookery. I soon got so busily engaged in conversation, that hour
after hour slipped away without my feeling any inclination to
take my departure, and the evening was already pretty far
advanced, when, to our surprise, footsteps were heard approach-
ing the cottage.

“ Annette,” said the old woman, “were it not that Baptiste
is far away, I could have fancied that was his footstep.”

A glow of crimson overspread the pale cheek of Annette as
she rose and approached the door. But before she could reach
it, the latch was raised, and a young man in a military undress
entered the cottage.

“ My dear Baptiste! are jrau then returned to us?” screamed
Annette, and, with a convulsive sob, fell senseless in his arms.
His aged parent arose, and with tottering steps, advanced to
meet him.

“ My prayers.” said she, “have then been heard, and I shall
embrace my dear boy once more before I die!”

The youth tenderly saluted her, while tears rolled down his
sun-burned cheeks. Then, throwing open the window, he
carried towards it the lifeless body of Annette. It was long be-
fore animation returned, and then she held him with a convul-
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sive grasp, as if afraid that he was again to be torn from her.

“And are you then returned, my dear Baptiste!” she ex-

claimed, “ never to leave me again? And are you to stay with

your grandmother and me in our little cottage? Oh, how
happy all the neighbours will be when they hear ofyour arrival!

But why are you silent? Why do you turn away from me?
Why are these tears rolling down your cheeks?”

A few sobs were the only answer he could make.
“For God’s sake, my dear son,” said his alarmed grand-

mother, “ tell us what has happened? Why are you thus

affected?”

“My dear mother, I have much to tell you; but I will do it

at another time,” he replied, glancing an expressive look

towards me. I began to see that I occasioned an embarrass-

ment to the party, and prepared to take my leave.

“ Monsieur is an Englishman,” said Annette, introducing me
to him, “ who has shown much kindness to your grandmother

and me.”
“Do not leave us, then,” said he, grasping my hand; “ from

you I can have nothing to fear, and I may stand in need of

your advice,”

“Good heaven, Baptiste!” said Annette,—“what have you

done? Something preys upon your spirits. Ah, how pale is

your cheek—how sunk your eye! You must be ill, very ill,

indeed.”
“ X am only fatigued, I have travelled far, and scarcely tasted

food,” he replied.

Annette immediately ran to her little cupboard, and turning

out her storo of dainties, pressed him to partake of them. But
it was in vain. His heart was full. lie could not eat, and falling

backwards on his chair, he burst into tears, while Annette and

his grandmother endeavoured in vain to soothe him. His heart

at last was relieved. lie recruited his fainting spirits with a

little food, and then began to detail the circumstances which

had led to his unexpected return.

“ After I left you,” said he, “ I was marched off with the

rest of the conscripts from this quarter to Lyons, where I was

separated from them and drafted into a regiment stationed at

the camp at Marseilles, mostlv composed of young conscripts,

torn as I had been from the bosom of their families, and

forced into a service quite at variance with all their former

habits. Unaccustomed to the use of arms, we made slow pro-

gress in learning our military duties, and therefore were treated

with unusual severity by those officers who had the task of

drilling us. Reproofs, confinement, nay even blows, were re-

sorted to, in order to quicken our progress. Such treatment

was not likely to remove our aversion to a military life. The
conscripts murmured and seized every opportunity of deserting

from the service. Several of my comrades urged me to do the

same, but in vain. I determined to return home with credit,

or never. A circumstance soon, however, occurred which

left me no other alternative, I had unluckily fallen under the

displeasure of our adjutant, for some harmless raillery which

I had exercised on him, and he took every means in his power
to be revenged on me. Unluckily his situation gave him fre-

quent opportunities of gratifying his resentment. For a time

I endured his insults, though my blood was boiling with rage;

till one day, when I and several of my comrades being under

his charge, at a distance from the camp, and beyond the reach

of a superior officer, he took that opportunity of indulging his

spleen against me. Everything I did was found fault with.

He abused me; I bore the insult quietly. He threatened me

;

still I remained passive. At last he struck me across the face

with his cane; rago then made me frantic; I seized my firelock

and with the butt-end felled him senseless to the ground.

My comrades looked on in silence, but the deed was no sooner

done, than the consequences which might result from it flashed

across my mind.

If you return to the camp you are lost,’ said my com-
rades

;
‘your death will be inevitable. Join us then and fly

from a service you detest.’

“ There was no time to deliberate; I followed their advice

and, leaving my foe prostrate on the ground, plunged into

the neighbouring forest, walked all night, and next morning

found myself thirty miles from the camp, Here I separated

from my companions, who took the road to Lyons, while I
with a sad heart hurried here, to see my dear Annette and
grandmother once more, before I quit iny native land for
ever !

”

“ Oh, no !” cried Annette entwining him in her arms: “you
must not leave us

;
you shall never part from us again.”

“ Peace, child!” said the old woman, who, though almost
overcome by her own emotions, endeavoured to calm the
agitation of Annette. “ Baptiste must depart

;
for to re-

main here after what has happened would only ensure his
destruction. But you need not be separated from him

;
lie

will have much occasion for some one to comfort him in his
exile, and, go where he may, I trust his industry and good
conduct will always enable him to provide for you.”

“ I can never,” said Baptiste, “ think of removing Annette
from her family, her friends, and her native land, to accom-
pany a banished outlaw whose union with her can only bring
with it dishonour and disgrace.”

r
“ Olb talk not so,” said Annette, “ I will not leave you.

Your misfortunes would then prey upon your mind, and, if

left to yourself in a foreign land, would soon bring you to the
grave. See how poorly you look already !”

“ But what is to become of our grandmother if we go away?”
inquired Baptiste.
“ Hoar mo, my children,” said she; “let not the wish to add

to the comfort of my declining years ruin for ever your own
happiness. Remember that you, Baptiste, must quit your
native country— not for a short time, in which case Annette
could await your return

;
hut perhaps for ever, and if you

value her happiness or your own, you must marry her and
take her with you. This little garden and cottage will sup-
ply all my wants, and Annette’s relations will look after me
when you arc gone. I shall no doubt feel your loss deeply,
but it must be borne with resignation. Have you yet settled
where you are to fly to?”

Baptiste informed her he had not yet arranged his plans,
but he thought there would be least danger in going down to

the sea-coast and taking shipping for England. Here I was
called upon to join in the consultation. I frankly told him
that though England might be the easiest of access, and the
most secure place of refuge, still I did not think it likely to
answer his purpose. His ignorance of the language, the great
difference of manners and customs he would experience, as
well as the numerous obstacles which a foreigner has to en-
counter in earning a livelihood under such disadvantages,
were, I considered, insuperable objections to his plan. These
difficulties had never occurred to the ardent mind of Baptiste
who now saw them in all their force. He then anxiously in-
quired of me where I would recommend him to fly to ? After
some hesitation I advised the Netherlands, where, though
under a different government, he would still be in a manner
in his own country. The language, habits, and customs
were similar, and he would be equally safe as in Britain. The
plan was obviously the best which could be adopted, but
many difficulties attended its execution. In order to reach
the Netherlands, it was necessary to pass through the greater
part of France. This could not be clone without a passport
nor could the passport be obtained, without almost a certainty
of discovery.

“I return home through the Netherlands,” said I; “and
if you have no objections to pass for my servants, I will

procure passports as such for you both without incurring
suspicion.”

“ God bless you for your kindness !” said they all, as they
saw their difficulties vanish before this suggestion.

It was accordingly settled that Baptiste should remain in

concealment till the following evening, when he was to be
privately united to Annette, and the day after they were to

bid adieu to their friends, and proceed with me on their jour-

ney. Having made this arrangement, I quitted the cottage

and proceeded to Tours; quite well pleased at the idea of

cheating Charles X., out of a conscript, and happy that I had
it in my power to contribute my aid to the union of a pair

whom nature seemed to have destined for each other.

( To be concluded in our next.)
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A TALE OF TIIE FOUKTEENTII CENTURY.

In the year 1374, under the reign of Charles the Fifth, so

justly 8urnamed The Wise, at the period when letters and chi-
\

valry flourished, in a castle on the borders of the Seine, not far
j

distant from St. Germain, was born Ilerenger do Presles, the

son of a brave knight attached to the court of the king. Amid
the rejoicings of a truce, the baptism of the child was cele-

brated, at which the king, in memory of the services of his

father, chose for his godfather the Sire de Neuville, one of the

most renowned captains and knights of that brilliant age. Be-

renger was yet in his cradle when his father died. As soon as

he had completed his eleventh year, his mother, after causing

him under her own eyes to be instructed in the first principles (

of a military education, sent him to his illustrious godfather,

'

to commence his career in quality of poursuivant—a kind of
i

No. 22.

apprenticeship, during which the pupil bears the lance and the

bassinet of the knight, learns to mount a horse, and is instructed

in the three arts of arms. The morning of tho day of his de-

parture, the young man entered the chamber of his mother to

receive her benediction. She recited to him the poem of Hue

de Tabarie, on tho order of chivalry, and placed a little chain

about his neck, to which was suspended a pebble, which one of

his ancestors had brought from the borders of the Jordan, upon

which were engraved these words— 1“ God, France, and Ho-

nour.” After embracing her son, and bathing his neck with

her tears, slio conflded him to the care of a faithful old servant

,

and mounted the turret of the castle, to follow him, as far as

she could, with her eye.

Berenger arrived, the next day, at the Castle of Neuville
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whose warlike appearance was the first object that fixed his

attention. The indented walls, the deep moats, the double

drawbridge, the elevated donjon, the bell of the chapel, which
was tolling the Angelus at the moment of his arrival—all so

foreign to the peaceful enclosures of Presles—inspired an asto-

nishment, mingled with fear, of which he was not wholly di-

vested when he appeared before the Sire de Neuville. The
knight embraced him, promised to perform the duties of a fa-

ther, and conducted him to the countess, who received him with
the utmost affection. Little Alice, her daughter, whose age
was a twelvemonth less than that ofBerenger, and whose grace

and beauty were in advance of her years, was seated on an
arm chair, near the mother, who was teaching her the art of

embroidering tapestry.

The next day, the pupil of the count was installed in his

new duties, and subjected to all the practices of the military

life to which he was destined. The slightest faults were pu-

nished with a severity which often drew tears from the eyes

of the little Alice; but Berenger consoled himself with the

thought, that at such a price the Sire de Neuville had ac-

quired the great renown he enjoyed. Military exercises,

however, did not occupy all the time of Berenger; he devoted

some hours of each day to the study of poetry, of which he was
passionately fond, and in which he received lessons from the

Prior de Rieux, grand-uncle to the countess. This prior had
two incurable maladies—the gout and the fury of composing
satires against the most distinguished persons of the Court.

Like all the libellers of his time, the wicked abbe took precious

care, in shooting his arrows, to shelter himself under the veil

of the anonymous. For greater safety, he caused his verses

to be copied by his pupil, who was unaware of their malice,

and was but too happy to learn, as the price of a complaisance

whose danger he little suspected, the rules of the Virelay
,
the

Tenson
,
and the Ballad. Berenger was fond of these species

of poetry, and already exercised himself in them with grace

and facility, without perceiving that the name of Alice slipped

into all his verses, to complete, and sometimes mar, their mea-
sure.

The Castle of Neuville was built on'the declivity of an emi-

nence which commanded the river Oise. At the extremity of

the peak, from the height of a little hill, whose summit was
crowned with rocks, a spring of limpid water escaped, and
pursued a winding course through a grove of ash-trees. From
this spot, whence the eye could survey the surrounding

country, the count was wont to set out for the chase; and there,

when the season was fine, the countess and her daughter
awaited his return. Berenger was always the first whom
Alice perceived; and the Sire de Neuville had hardly disco-

vered the donjon of the castle, ere Berenger assured him that

Alice was at her post. The habit of seeking and waiting for

each other in the same place, had created in the young lovers

a strong attachment for the Fountain of the Ash-trees, before

they even suspected their mutual affection. The young man
had been but two years in the castle, whose inmates vied with
each other in loving him best, when the count decided to ap-

point him his master of the horse. Berenger was yet in his

fifteenth year, and already no one excelled him in managing
his charger, or bore with superior grace his helmet, or under-

stood better the binding of armour, or laced with equal skill

his cuirass. He had accompanied his noble master in several

perilous encounters, and had displayed an intelligence and
valour far above his age. He was already known at the Court
of Charles as the gentle ecuyer of the Sire de Neuville. Es-
teemed by his illustrious protector, respected by all his com-
panions and equals, secretly adored by hi3 charming Alice, he
entered life under the happiest auspices

; but so beautiful a
morning was the herald of a stormy day.

For some time the court and the city had been filled with the
most odious satires; and their author, concealed in the bosom
of darkness, escaped the resentment of those whom he had
outraged with equal violence and baseness. The young Be-
renger, a stranger to the world, its passions and its intrigues,

was always the innocent instrument of the prior’s malice.

An historical event of great importance, furnished to the

Abbe de Rieux a new occasion for the exercise of his satiric
pen: he permitted it not to escape. The Duke of Berri had
just failed, through lack of precaution, in an ably concerted
military expedition; the abbe composed some verses on this
subject, in which the delay of the duke, in executing the orders
of the king, was interpreted in a manner most injurious to
the honour of the prince. Berenger had just finished copying
these verses, and had them upon his person, when the couufc
charged him with a mission, the object of which was to de-
liver to the king himself the important despatch of which he
was the bearer. He instantly set out for Paris. His majesty
was at Vincennes, and was to return the same evening to the
Hotel St. Pol, in which he was then residing. Berenger awaited
him there; next day he fulfilled his mission, received an order
to repair to Fontainbleau, the residence of the queen, where he
remained four days, and after an absence of a week, returned
to Neuville. He had been well received at court, and bore a
satisfactory answer to the despatches with which he had been
charged. After a separation of eight days, he was returning
to Alice; judge with what sentiments his heart was filled,

with what ardour he pressed his rapid courser. Already from
the banks of the Oise, he descries the towers of the castle; the
last rays of the sun are gilding the tree-tops of the Fountain
of the Ash Trees; he discovers the chapel, in the brilliant
reflexion from its stained-glass windows. Standing in his
stirrups, directing his sight towards the fountain, he sees the
beautiful Alice*, she waves her handkerchief in the air: Be-
renger’s horse no longer runs, but clearing the hedges and
ravines at a bound, he bears the young lover to the foot of the
hill. Alice, followed by the eldest of her women, in a voice
choked with sobs, exclaims :

—“Fly, fly! Berenger; you have
everything to fear, if you repair to the castle.”

It is impossible to describe the fearful disorder which the
words and tears of Alice produced in the mind of Berenger.
He had hardly strength to demand the cause of the woeful
mischance he heard announced. Alice knew it not, but she
had witnessed the wrath of her father, and feared its more
fatal effects. Berenger recovered his presence of mind; he
felt no reproach of conscience, and honour required his justifi-

cation in the eyes of his benefactor. Alice pressed him in

vain to depart, at least, for the present; he resisted all her en-
treaties.

During this painful interview the day had declined : the cry of

the nocturnal bird began to mingle with the labourer’s far offsong

;

the Lady Bertha who had accompanied Alice, apprized her that
three times the horn had sounded, and that the gates of the
castle were about to be closed. Alice regained the path to
the park, the key of which was in Bertha’s possession; and
Berenger, remounting his horse, in a few moments was crossing
the drawbridge.
No page presented himself at the steps to receive his steed

which he abandoned in the court; without announcement, he
reached the hall of the armory, where he found the count, who
received him with a terrible look, in conversation with the
Prior de Rieux. Without permitting him to utter a word, lie

showed him the satire, in his own hand- writing, which had un-
fortunately fallen from the pocket of his cloak, in the chambers
he had occupied in the Hotel St- Pol. The Duke of Berri had
sent it to the Sire de Neuville, deferentially resigning to him
the punishment of the guilty. At the sight of this paper,

whose criminality and importance were at once revealed to

him, the young man became very pale, and turning his tearful

eyes towards the prior, who sought to avoid his glance, con-

tented himself with protesting his innocence. Of what avail

was a simple denial, when opposed to written proofs? The
count, after loading him with bitter reproaches, ordered

him instantly to leave the castle, never more to return. Dis-

tracted by this last stroke, Berenger falling on the knees of

the Abbe de Rieux, pronounced but these words, “ Ah Mon-
sieur Le Prieur!” The abbe barely preserved a silence which
his victim had the noble courage not to break. It was in

vain that the countess alarmed at the grief of her daughter,

interceded in favour of the young ecuyer; the count was
inexorable; and the gates of the castle were opened at mid-
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night, for the banishment of a noble, amiable, and innocent

youth.
The clock of the castle, tolled the hour of twelve, and the

full moon shed a soft light over field and forest. Berenger,

with despair and death in his soul, paused at a few paces from

the moat, and supporting himself against his charger, surveyed

the walls from which he had been banished, while burning

tears escaped from his eyes. He fixed them upon the window
of the chamber where Alice was to pass a night of anguish

and sorrow. The sentinel who paced the interior parapet

perceived him, and forced him to depart. Uncertain what
course to choose, Berenger wandered some time at hazard,

and finally took the route of the Castle of Presles, where he

might find, near his mother, the consolation of which he had

need, but of which his presentiments repelled the hope.

With many regrets he left the banks of the Oise, and arrived

at Presles the next day, at sunset. The emotion he experienced,

on seeing again the places where he had passed the years of

his childhood, the thought that he was about to embrace his

mother, after a separation of four long years, insensibly en-

grossed his heart. In approaching the castle he followed a

path from the forest, which he remembered to have traversed

the first time he had mounted a horse ; this path conducted

him to the outer court, in which were assembled a great num-
ber of peasants; their pensive and silent appearance excited

his amazement, which, was increased when he beheld old Ray-
mond in tears, distributing alms to the crowd ofpoor by whom
he was surrounded.

Berenger, springing from his horse, called him to his side.

Raymond instantly knew his young master, and fell at his knees,

with a cry of grief, Berenger raised and tremblingly ques-

tioned him. Oh, mournful calamity !—the unfortunate youth
has no longer a mother!— she had fallen a victim to a cruel

disease, against which she had struggled through years of pain.

The heart is broken not bent, by deep affliction. At this

terrible news, Berenger was senseless; and for eight days that

he remained in this state, interrupted only by fits of delirium,

the names of Alice and bis mother were the only words he was
heard to pronounce.

The cares lavished on him were not in vain ; life rallied

within him when hope had nigh fled. As soon as he had
regained his strength, he was conducted to the tomb of his

mother. She reposed near her husband, in the choir of the
church. He passed an entire day in the place, in meditation
and tears. This duty fulfilled, Berenger committed to the
chaplain of the castle the administration of his estate

;

charging him to endow, in his name, four of the most virtuous
young girls of the village, whose first children should take
the names of Alice and Berenger ; and again prepared
himself to quit. The morning of the day of his departure, he
retired to the oratory, where he wrote a letter to Alice, which
he charged Raymond to bear to her

;
giving him instructions

to repair to Neuville, and to wait in the grove of ash-trees

for an opportunity to deliver it ; and to return with her
answer to Dijon, where he intended to pass some time atlhe
Court of Burgundy

In a visit which the Duke of Burgundy had made to the
Sire de Neuville, the young Berenger had attracted his at-

tention, and merited his favour. Ideas of grandeur and
ambition were far from the mind of Berenger ; but he saw in

glory the only means of approach to Alice, and he hoped to
find, at the Court of Philip, an opportunity for distinction,
and for receiving the honour of knighthood. In this hope,
he directed his steps towards Dijon. On the day of his de-
parture from Presles, he was traversing a forest at some
leagues from Auxerre. The heat was excessive, and his
horse and himself had need of repose. He dismounted, and
with the bridle of his charger about his arm, seated himself
at the foot of a tree, and falling into reflections, in which
the memory of Alice was mingled with tender hopes, by de-

grees his eyes were closed, and without changing their object,

his thoughts became dreams. He was sleeping profoundly,
when a noise of arms and a clash of swords caused him sud-
denly to awake. The first movement of the young ecuyer
was to mount his horse, and to hasten toward the place *

whence the noise proceeded that had disturbed his sleep.

Three men were attacking a fourth, who was nearly ex-

hausted by their assaults. Berenger flew to his rescue. His

sudden appearance, and the vigour of his attack, carried ter-

ror to the hearts of the assailants, who quickly dispersed, and

sought refuge in the depths of the forest. The knight to

whom the young man had rendered this service, was the

Marshal de Loigny, surprised in the environs of his castle by
some of those armed robbers who were scattered over

France.
Berenger believed it his duty to conceal his name, but the

marshal was no less anxious that he should remain some days

as his guest. This noble warrior, who had retired from the

court since the death of Charles the Fifth, enjoyed, in his

glorious retreat, the happiness of private life, to which an
additional charm was given by his love for letters. His castle

was in some sort a rendezvous for the troubadours, and day
after day was but a succession of fetes. These pleasures, in

which Berenger, at any other time would have mingled with
ardour, could not distract his thoughts from the remembrance
of his disgrace, the loss of his mother, and the image of his

adored Alice. So deep a grief at so tender an age, made
the marshal desire to know its cause. Plis entreaties to the

young stranger were so pressing and affectionate, that he was
at length obliged to yield. Whatever concealment he em-
ployed in his narrative, to avoid compromising the Prior de
Rieux, the marshal was no less convinced of his innocence,

and offered himself to conduct him to the court, to justify

him in the eyes of the prince. Berenger refused, declaring

to his illustrious protector that honour imposed’upon him a

law of silence ;
and the morning of the fourth day of his ar-

rival at Loigny, full of impatience to rejoin his servants at

Dijon, he took leave of the marshal, who gave him, at his

departure, pledges of the most lively affection.

He hastened to Dijon, where Raymond for some days had
awaited his arrival; a leaf was handed him from the tablets

of Alice, on which had been written some words in haste:

—

“ The anger of my father is still strong against you,” sai

she, “ but it will not fail to yield to the glory you will acquire.

Adieu ; yours in affection till death.”

How many mysteries are concealed in the heart of a lover

!

These two lines, which made no change in' the destiny of
Berenger, gave him inexpressible joy, and inspired him at

once with courage and hope. He suspended to the chain
which his mother had given him, and which he wore upon
his neck, the talisman of love, at the foot of which he wrote
these lines :

—

“ Kindest of friends in so beauteous a form,
Pearl of the world with affection so warm,
Neither fleur-de-lis nor the roses ofMay
Can vie with my Alice, the flower of the day.”

He loaded Raymond with presents, and sent him back to

the castle of Presles, charging him to seek an occasion to

transmit to Alice a billet, in which he had contented himself
with writing:—

“ You will not see or hear more of me until I am worthy.”

The next day he presented himself at the palace of the Duke
of Burgundy; admittance was refused to a simple ecuyer; it

was impossible for him to gain sight of the prince. At the
end of eight days, more humiliated than fatigued with his

fruitless efforts, as he was preparing himself to leave Dijon,

he learned that troops were levying to march against the Duke
of Gueldres, and instantly enrolled himself as a simple volun-
teer, in the army commanded by the king in person. The
war was bloody, but of short duration. Berenger covered him-
self with glory

; and many brilliant feats of arms would have
secured him honourable distinction, had not the presence of the
Duke of Berri in the camp of the king obliged him to conceal
his name.
The Duke of Gueldres put an end to the war, by doing ho-
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mage to the King of France; and Berenger, burning with de-

sire for speedy renown
,
resolved to appear at the Floral games,

the approaching assembly of which was announced with much
magnificence. These games, recently established on a new
foundation by Clement Isaure, were then fixing the attention of

the entire nation, and the names of the victors were proclaimed

throughout France. Berenger excelled in a species of poetical

composition denominated the Chant Royal. In one of these

poems he celebrated the happy fruits of the new reign, and his

performance, when sent to the assembly, was j udged superior

to those of Costel and Jean de la Fontaine, the most celebrated

poets of the time. By unanimous decree, he received the re-

ward of the golden amaranth. He was at the Castle of Loigny,

when he learned his success, which the good marshal deter-

mined to crown with the honours of knighthood. Alice and
that preferment! Berenger believed in no greater felicity.

The chapel of the castle was prepared for the august ceremony:
several companions in arms of the marshal were invited, and
came clad in their knightly apparel. After the celebration of

the divine office, the chaplain having blessed the arms of the

neophyte, the marshal successively delivered to him the spurs,

the hauberk, the cuirass, the brassards, and the gauntlets;

then girding his sword, he addressed him

—

“ Berenger, I give thee this sword, and place it in thy hands;

and may God add to it as honest a heart, and may it be worn
by as valiant a knight, as was once thy father of blessed me-

mory.” Then, bestowing the aeolade and giving him three

strokes on the neck with his sword, he added, “ In the name
of God, of St. Michael, and St. George, I dub thee knight; be

hardy, brave, and loyal.” The remainder of the day was spent

in festivity.

The new cavalier was too proud of his lately acquired dig-

nity not to be eager to do honour to his illustrious godfather.

The fetes preparing at St. Dennis, in honour of Louis Second,
King of Sicily, and cousin to King Charles, offered a brilliant

opportunity. Tournaments were announced, and the flower of

the French and Foreign nobility were admitted, Berenger re-

paired to the place, and was no less remarked for his youth
and courtesy than for the extreme simplicity of his armour.
His shield, without armorial bearings, bore but a simple cipher,

composed of the letters A B, surrounded by a branch of

the ash-tree. The king ordered a service in honour of the

grand constable, and the tournaments were opened. Berenger
had stationed himself in the church, with a view of listening

to the funeral oration of the Bishop ofAuxerre, which he there

pronounced upon Bertrand Dugueschin, an honour hitherto

unknown in France. Judge of his surprise, his happiness, on
perceiving Alice, the charming Alice, at the foot of the queen’s

throne, with her eyes fixed upon his escutcheon: standing

before her, he raised his vizor, which he held in a half-elevated

position. He was instantly recognised by Alice, and all the

tender emotions of the heart were at once depicted in her beau-
tiful countenance.

The next day Berenger, who had inscribed his name in the
list of the combatants, was the first to present himself at the
bar of the tourney, the most brilliant that had been seen for a
century. All the personages of the court were present; and
by a chance that a lover alone can appreciate, Alice had been
selected by the queen to crown the victor. Who else than
Berenger could obtain such a prize! Four times he entered
the lists, four times he came off successful, four times was pro-
claimed his triumph. The king asked the name of the brave
young knight, and was no less surprised than pleased to learn
that the victor of the tourney was the author of the Chant
Royal. Berenger hastened to receive the scarf from the hands
of the trembling Alice; in passing it about his neck, she whis-
pered in his ear, “ Three days hence, at eight in the evening,
at the Fountain of the ash-trees.”

The Duke of Berri, who had witnessed the triumph of Be-
renger, could not, without anger, hear the praises of a name
which recalled the memory of an outrage. His position near
the king, whose displeasure he had incurred, and the little

favour he enjoyed in the public opinion, permitted him, not
ppenly to pursue hi$ vengeance; but be concealed not his pro-

jects from the Sire de la Baume, one of the most powerful lords
of the court, to whom the king had, in some sort, promised the
hand of Alice.

How long did the three days of waiting appear to Berenger!
It passed at length; and at the close of the day, the young
knight advanced, agitated with love, with fear, and with hope

,

to the banks of the Oise, where each step recalled to his mind
some remembrance. He stopped under the walls of the Abbey
of Maubuisson, at some distance from the Castle of Neuville,

! to await the precise moment of the meeting. The Abbey clock
strikes eight; he hastens, and rapidly crosses the copse with
which the foot of the hill is covered; he arrives at the Fountain
of the ash-trees; he quenches his thirst in its water; he kisses
each tree on which lie finds his initials engraved with a che-
rished hand; his heart palpitates at every stir of a leaf: a
slight form approaches—it is she—Berenger is at the feet of

Alice. Her emotion has exhausted her strength; slie wavers;
he maintains her, and presses her fondly to his bosom. What
a moment in life, or rather, what a life in a moment! After a
short interval of silence, the charm of which no language can
express, Alice briefly related to her lover the danger with
which for a year they had been menaced. “My father,” said
she, “ of whom the king has made the demand, has promised
my hand to the Sire de la Baume

;
but he is ignorant of a se-

cret which does you honour, and which will restore to you his
esteem and affection; a secret which the prior, when dying,
revealed to my mother. Your valour an i merit are known to

the king. I will avow in his presence, if need be, the love that
I bear you, and he will not condemn me to the misfortune of
disobeying him

;
for, I here affirm, Berenger, my life shall be

devoted to you or to God.”

* * # •» w •»

Some days after the interview of the grove, Berenger at the
desire of Alice, and with the consent of her father, to whom
the confession of the prior had been revealed, hastened to
throw himself at the feet of the king, whom he so strongly
interested by the relation of his love and misfortunes, that
the monarch gave his formal consent to the marriage of Alice
and Berenger, and promised to the latter an honourable post
uear his person. Possessed of this precious assurance, Be-
renger was fearful of losing a moment. It was eleven at night,

but his impatience could brook no delay, and he rapidly flew

toward Alice.

Already he discovers a lantern which burned at the summit
of the tower of the castie. As he was passing at the foot of

the hill of the ash-trees, several armed assassins burst from
the midst of the copse, came upon him unawares, pierced

him with tlieir weapons, and instantly took to flight. At the
cries of the unfortunate young man, the nearest sentinel

uttered an alarm which was 60on spread over the castle.

Alice, forewarned by a presentiment of her misfortune, hast-

tened to the fountain. She there found Berenger extended
lifeless upon the ground, pressing to his mouth the well-re-

membered scarf. She did not abandon herself to the tran-

sports of an impotent grief. The day following this horrible

event, she retired to the Abbe of Maubisson; she there took the

veil, and died in few months afterwards. Her lasf wisli was
respected: her body was buried near that of Berenger, in the

grove of the Fountain of ash-trees, which was afterwards

called the Fountain of Love.

CANADIAN GALLANTRY.

A PAR'rV of officers at Montreal presented the lady of

William Prevost with a large snuff-box. In addressing her,

one of them said, “In conclusion, we beg to re-assure you,

madam, that it is our most fervent wish that the G iver of all

Good may bo graciously pleased to bless you with a numerous
family of heroes.” The lady thanked them, and said she
hoped so too : she wished to have children, and ^vould rather

have them all heroes than Neroes,
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THE CONSCRIPT.

( Concluded from our last.)

The whole of the following day was spent in bidding adieu
to my friends in Tours, and in making the necessary prepa-
rations for my journey. Without much difficulty I obtained
passports for Baptiste and his spouse as my servants, and
thinking everything was now secure, I ordered a coach to be
in readiness for my departure. Then, as soon as evening
approached, I proceeded to the cottage to witness the nup-
tials of the young couple, at which I had engaged to be
present.

I found the happy pair gaily dressed for the occasion. The
homely garb in which I had hitherto seen Annette, was now
exchanged for one of white muslin, which rendered her
sy/lph-like form yet more light and airy. Her raven locks,
which before were allowed to float loosely over her shoulders
were now plaited and braided with more than usual care.
The bloom had returned to her cheek, and animation sparkled
in her eye, though fears of regret frequently hung trembling
n her long dark eyelashes, as the idea of her approaching

separation from her home and kindred recurred to her mind.
She was attended by her sister, who was to officiate as bride-
maid, and nothing now was wanting but the priest to com-
plete the ceremony. In the meantime I chatted with the
bride, joked with her sister, talked of the weather and crops
with the bridegroom, and endeavoured to make the anxious
moments of expectation glide past as rapidly as possible.

Footsteps were at last heard approaching. Baptiste stepped
to the door to welcome the priest, but, instead of meeting
him, was seized in the rude grasp of a gendarme. The door
was thrown open, and a party of soldiers entered the room,
dragging with them the unfortunate prisoner. A shriek of
horror burst from the lips of the wretched Annette as she
fell senseless into the arms of her sister. The grandmother
hurried to her assistance, but the feebleness of age overcame
her agitated frame, and she sunk to the floor in a state of in-
sensibility. The ill-fated Baptiste for some time gazed on
these scenes of anguish in a state of stupor. Not a sigli es-
caped his lips, though the heaving of his ample chest showed
the struggle which nature held within. His eye was fixed

;

his features betrayed no emotion
;
his soul seemed occupied

in the contemplation of his misery. A fleeting moment had
blasted ail his hopes, and consigned him to a punishment
irom which he knew there was little hope of escape. The
large drops of perspiration which rolled down his forehead
marked the agony of his soul, while the angel of death
seemed already to have set his seal on his pallid features.
The distressed state of his bride at length aroused him from
his stupor. He shook off the soldiers who held his arms,
and, rushing towards her, endeavoured to recal the spirit
which appeared to be deserting its frail tenement. His efforts
were successful; the soothing tones of his well known voice
awoke Annette to a sense of her misfortunes, and while lie
endeavoured to calm her, I exerted myself in assisting and
consoling his aged parent, on whom this misfortune threat-
ened to produce a fatal effect.

I lie soldiers, though accustomed to such heart-rending
scenes, could scarcely refrain from tears, and, to cheer the
drooping spirits of his friends, endeavoured to persuade them
that the crime of their prisoner would only subject him to a
short imprisonment. In this belief Baptiste also encouraged
them, for though he was aware that he had little chance of
escaping with life, yet he wished not to deprive„them of hope
—-the last comforter of the wretched. When they were so
far recovered as to be able to bear the pangs of separation,
Baptiste was marched off to Tours, and, as I could be of
very little service at the cottage, I left its inmates in charge
or Annette’s father, and accompanied the party to town ;
where, after undergoing an examination, Baptiste was com-
mitted to prison, to await the issue of his trial, and as I
learned that this was likely to take place in a few days, I
countermanded the preparations for myjourney and deferred

my departure, in the hope that I might be able to render him
or his afflicted friends some assistance. i

As soon as Baptiste’s imprisonment became known, his

cell was thronged by his numerous acquaintances, each bring-

ing him some little present to add to his comfort in*' confine-

ment. Few of them anticipated that any serious punishment
would be awarded against him. Their simple minds could
not conceive how the good-natured Baptiste could be capi-

tally convicted for leaving a service into which he had been
forced, or for returning the blow of one who had wantonly
assaulted him. Their opinions buoyed up the spirits of his

relations who awaited the result of his trial, in that fever of

expectation which is experienced when all we hold dear is

at stake. The mind of Baptiste, however, was not so easily

elated, lie knew that his offence would be regarded in a

very serious light, and though he deemed it cruel to check
these ill-founded hopes, yet he prepared his mind for the

worst, determined to bear with fortitude whatever might be
the issue of his trial. This was speedily approaching. A
military tribunal was appointed, and the necessary witnesses

having arrived, it proceeded to try Baptiste for his offence.

The court was crowded with his friends
;
and it was with

great difficulty that Annette and his grandmother could be
persuaded to await the result in an adjoining house, where
the progress of the trial could be communicated to them.
Baptiste knew well that the evidence against him was too

clear and satisfactory to hold out a chance of escape by the

denial of his guilt. When called upon therefore to plead to

the charge of desertion and mutiny, he rose, and with a firm

and manly confidence answered :
—

“ If to have left a service into which I was forced be de-

sertion, of that I am doubtless guilty. If to have repelled an
unprovoked insult be mutiny, of that I am also guilty.”

A murmur of regret was heard from the crowd at this open
avowal. The friends of the prisoner had expected that the
want of evidence or some legal plea might have operated in

his favour, a hope which this confession threatened to cut off

for ever. The president of the tribunal, unwilling to take

advantage of his confession, warned him of the fatal conse-
quences which must attend such an avowal.

“ If my conduct has been wrong,” replied Baptiste
,

t( I will

not add baseness to guilt, nor seek to shelter myself from
punishment by a falsehood.”

“ Young man,” said the president, evidentlymuch affected,
<c I cannot allow your life to be thus thrown away. At the
same time that I admire your frank and open declaration, I

feel that it would be improper in me to take advantage of it

;

I shall therefore examine the evidence against you, that

every chance of life which martial law affords may be given
you.”
The trial accordingly proceeded. The witnesses were

called and examined
; but the charge was too well substan-

tiated, and the evidence too strong to admit of the slightest

possibility of an acquittal. The president shook his head in

despair, as he saw every legal chance of escape lost to the
unfortunate culprit, who was now asked if he had any wit-

nesses to call in his defence.
“ I make no defence,” replied Baptiste

;
“ but if the testi-

mony of an irreproachable life be of any avail, I believe

there are many in this court who can bear witness in my
behalf.”
“ Yes, we can, we can,” echoed the surrounding crow ,

and a few of the by-standers being then examined, spoke
very warmly in his favour.
“ But it is all in vain,” said the president with a sigh, as

he closed the proceedings, and turned to his brother officers

for their opinion. “ It is all in vain ? the law is imperative ;

the crime is proved, and however much we must regret it,

his doom is inevitable.” The other members of the court
assented.
The hand of the president trembled with emotion as he

signed the verdict, and handed it to the other members for
their approval. He then, with a faltering voice, had begun
to read aloud the sentence on the prisoner, when a loud
scream interrupted him, A commotion was observed among
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jrowd, and Annette, led by her anxiety to the court at
critical period, rushed forward and fell at the feet of the
dent, exclaiming-, “Oh, save him ;

in mercy save him!”
aised the weeping girl, and delivered her to the care of
ttendants

; but she burst from them, and, running to-
Is Baptiste, clasped him in her arms,
have lived but for him, and I will die with him!” said

ette—“ I have been the cause of his crimes, if such they
)e called. It was on my account he deserted the army,
'or me I am sure he would have remained without reluc-
3 . If you will not save him, then, in mercy, extend the
punishment to me, for I cannot survive him!”
ptiste was quite overcome. Loud sobs burst from his
ised heart, as he endeavoured in vain to console the
sssed girl. The whole court was in tears at the affecting
i. At last Baptiste regained his composure, and ob-
ng the emotion of the members, he thus addressed
:—“Though you sit as judges, I see you can feel as
I was affianced to this lovely maid, once the pride of

peaceful village, when the harsh laws of the conscrip-
;ore me from her—separated me from an aged parent,
leponded on me for support—parted me from the friends
y childhood. Is it a wonder then that I entered the ser-
with reluctance ? Had I been called to the defence of
ountry, I would have suffered in her cause without re-g—nay, I would have exulted, would have gloried in
acrifice. But I was about to be led into a foreign clime,
idergo banishment from my home, and from all I held
Yet I bore all this. I rejected the solicitations of my

ades, who urged me to desert, till the insults of a villain
) me to despair. He struck me, and I returned the
• The consequences I knew might prove fatal to me,
hereforel followed the advice of my comrades, and fled,
e are my crimes. For this I await the sentence of your
nal; and whatever that may be, I would for myself
it without repining, but for the sake of this wretched
-for the sake of my numerous friends, who anxiously
- your decision : if it is in your power, let mercy be ex-
3d to me, so that you shall save a soul from the anguish
3ath, and have the blessing of one who is ready to
ti.’’

e energy of this appeal for some time shook the nerves
e president : his eye glistened, and his voice became
3t inaudible as he informed the prisoner that the severity
irtial law would not permit him to commute the sen-
, but promised to represent his case favourably to the
iter at war.
e prisoner thanked the president for his kindness, and
;ourt then proceeded to pass sentence of death upon
Annette accompanied him back to prison. The ex-

tion of mercyjwhich the president held out, again in-
1 her with hope, and supported her in the midst of her
!ss. The sad tidings of Baptiste’s condemnation had
communicated to his grandmother, whose aged frame
sunk under the load of accumulated misery. She was
e to remove from the house where' she had awaited the
of the trial

;
the hand of death was evidently upon her,

le ebbing tide of life was fast rendering her unconscious
r woes. The duty of attending on her, drew Annette
the prison, and in some degree prevented her mind
dwelling too much on her misfortunes

; but the anxiety
id under which she laboured was evidently wearing out
tvoakly and exhausted frame. It was in vain that her
Is endeavoured to draw her from the spot, it was in vain
hey pressed her to take proper nourishment, and to at-
,o the delicate state of her health,—she refused all their
:ations. Nothing drew her from the bed-side of her
friend, but the duty ef visiting the unfortunate Bap-
whoso numbered days were now drawing rapidly to
se.

augh a strenuous application for mercy had been for*
id to the minister-at-war in Baptiste’s favour, yet the
requent desertions of the conscripts together, with the
is instances of mutiny and insubordination which had
tly occurredamong them, rendered government anxious

a 8Qrwvy3 swipl?, alj th? in-

fluence which had been used in his behalf. After a few
days’ delay, an order arrived for his immediate execu-
tion. I happened to be with him when the melancholy
intelligence was announced. The anxiety which the pre-
sident and members had shown on his behalf had made him
lately entertain a hope of pardon, in which he had not pre-
viously ventured to indulge, and the sudden extinction of
this fondly cherished idea made him at first feel most cruelly
the bitterness of his lot. His agitation, however, soon sub-
sided; and he began to make preparations for meeting his
approaching fate. His execution was to take place early the
following morning

; and in order to spare the feelings of his

relatives and friends, it was determined that they should be
kept ignorant of the circumstauce till all was over. But he
had still to meet with Annette, when she came to pay her
evening visit

; and to maintain his composure and deceive
her at their last meeting was no easy task.

At the usual hour she appeared at the prison—her spirits

elevated by the expectation of her lover’s pardon, in conse-

quence of the delay which she supposed had taken place in the
confirmation of his sentence. It wou !d have been cruelty to

have undeceived her. Baptiste folded her to his breast,
parted her clustering ringlets, and kissed her pale forehead.
“We may now feel less anxious, my dear Baptiste,” said

she: “your application for mercy must ere this have
been successful.”

“Do not be too sanguine,” he replied. “ The anxiety of
government to make an example at this critical period will,

I fear, prevent any attention being paid to the recommend-
ation for mercy in my behalf.”

“It cannot be,” said Annette they will never be so
barbarous as to sacrifice your life for this trivial offence. I
am sure you will be pardoned. I am told you will only be
removed into some regiment in the colonies, where I will ac-
company yon. In a few years your term of service will ex-
pire, when we can return to our little cottage, and peace and
happiness will once more smile upon us.”
Tears filled his eyes, as she portrayed this picture offuture

happiness, which he knew too well was never to be realised.
He endeavoured to change the subject by inquiring after the
state of his grandmother’s health.
“Alas,” said Annette, “she is hastening fast away from

this world of cares
;
she sends you her blessing, and wishes

she were able to visit you, to bestow it in person.’’
“

’Tis well,” replied Baptiste, “ that she is quitting this
scene of woe, she may yet be spared the bitterest pang which
could befal her.”

<

“ Come now, Baptiste,” said Annette, endeavouring to cheer
him, “ do not be so gloomy ; see what I have brought you j”

and she produced a small basket of dried fruit, which she had
selected for his use. “ See here, t<5o, is some coffee for your
breakfast to-morrow.”

A convulsive shudder overspread his framo, as he recalled to

his mind the awful event of to-morrow. He sobbed aloud, and
burst into tears.

“ You are ill, very ill, my dear Baptiste—your forehead is

burning: come I will tie this handkerchief round it; ’twill ease
your pain,” and as she spoke she loosed one from her neck and
bound it round his aching head.

Her kindness only the more unnerved him, and a consider-
able time elapsed before lio could summon resolution to part
from her. “ Farewell, my love,” said he at length with a trem-
ulous voice—“ May God bless and watch over you, when wo
are separated for ever !”

“Dispel these melancholy ideas,” said she, “and keep your
mind easy for my sake. “ I will see you again to-morrow.”

“ To-morrow, alas I—to-morrow 1” he repeated mournfully,
as he took a last view of her slender form, while she passed
through the grated door and along the vaulted passage which
led from his lonely cell.

He put the handkerchief into his bosom, and, as if striving

to collect himself, walked for some time in silence round the
room. As his agitation subsided, I asked him if I could be of
any service to him or his friends ou this trying occasion.

“ My wishes in this life are now few. My grandmother is

Ukply S9W ty nw to W9r]d, aa<J AiywHg’8 rela-
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tions will I have no doubt attend to her comfort. All I have to

ask is, that you will break the melancholy tidings to them as

gently as possible, and try to console them under their afflic-

tions. You have shewn attention to me when I most required

it, for this unlooked-for kindness accept my sincere and heart-

felt thanks. I had often heard of the generosity of the

British, now I have experienced it. My earnest prayers shall

be breathed for your welfare .

”

He grasped my hand, and
bedewed it with tears as he added, “ I must now bid you
farewell

;
the small portion of time which yet remains to me

must be spent with my confessor.”

With some difficulty I obtained his consent to attend him
in the morning ; and took my leave with a sorrowful heart,

wondering at that dispensation of events, which was about

to close the earthly career of so deserving a youth.

My rest wa9 broken and disturbed. The fearful events of

the morrow flitted across my imagination in a thousand
dreadful shapes. Sleep soon fled my eyelids

;
I rose, an d

beard the bell of the cathedral pealing forth in solemn tones

the knell of the unfortunate Baptiste. I hurried on my
clothes, and proceeded to the prison, where a strong detach-
ment of military was already assembled to conduct him to

execution. I found him receiving the last consolations of

religion from his spiritual attendant. A smile of joy passed
over his placid features, as he held out his hand to welcome
my arrival.

“ I now feel quite tranquil,” said he in answer to my in-

quiries, “ and disposed to bear my fate with the resignation
becoming a man and a Christian.”

His appearance corroborated his words. His spirits were
no longer depressed. He spoke in a cheerful and even a
lively tone. His step, as he walked from prison, was firm and
#ctive j and as he took farewell of his attendants, he alone
<#&8 composed; every eye but his was suffused with tears;

instead of receiving, he administered consolation to his weep-
ing friends. When he reached the gate of the prison, Bap-
tiste entered a mourning coach, accompanied by his confessor

two guards. The military procession then moved for-

ward at a slow pace. The muffled drums rolled forth their
jLBavy mournful notes

;
the bell of the cathedral tolled in a

glider and more solemn tone
;
while the soldiers, with de-

jected looks and reversed arms, marched slowly forward,
seemingly anxious to prolong the fleeting moments of exis-
tence which yet remained to their unhappy victim. The
ground where he was to suffer was at length reached, and
Baptiste sprang from the carriage with a light and active step,

and walked firmly to the spot destined for his execution,
close to which the troops were drawn up in square. An
officer then read aloud the proceedings of the court; and
while the troops were engaged in choosing by lot who should
perform the painful duty of carrying the sentence into effect,

I was allowed once more to approach Baptiste. He bore
this awful moment with the composure of a hero. His cour-
age was unshaken and his countenance unchanged at the
dreadful preparations. But a faint glow crimsoned his cheek
as he said, “ Forget not to tell Annette that even at this mo-
ment her remembrance is nearest my heart. Console my
poor grandmother, if she yet lives.” He could say no more.
His executioners were before him, one of whom approached
to bind up his eyes. “ I will give the signal by the falling of
this handkerchief,’’ said he, taking from his bosom the one
which Annette had left with him the preceding evening. He
seemed to spend a few moments in devotion before proceed-
ing to give the agreed-on-signal.
But now a thrilling cry of horror was heard among the

crowd, and Annette rushed towards the spot, her long black
tresses flowing behind her in wild confusion, her eye lighted
with the fiery insanity of despair. In vain the by-standers
strove to restrain her. Frenzy seemed to have endowed her
with herculean powers. She burst from their grasp, and
sprang forward towards Baptiste, crying, “ Let me die with
him, if I cannot save him!’’ But Baptiste heard her not—lie

saw her not : the fatal handkerchief fell and a well-directed

volley instantly terminated his existence, Annette fell sense*

less on his bleeding corpse, She was raised by her friends,

aid every effort used to restore her to life, but all was in vain.

T le horrors of the scene had proved too much for her weak
frame—her soul had fled its earthly mansion—Annette was
gone for ever!

On my return to the prison I learned that Baptiste’s grand-
mother had died in the course of the night; that Annette, in

consequence, went early to the prison, to convey the melan-
choly intelligence. Here she found that Baptiste was gone

—

gone to execution. She flew with the rapidity of lightning

through the streets, and reached the fatal spot only to breathe
out her existence on the lifeless body of her lover.

THE DOOM OF MOBVEN.
A SCOTTISH LEGEND,

Scarcely a breeze ruffled the silver lake; nature was
hushed, save when ever and anon the distant murmurings of

a waterfall struck on h?r ear, affording soft and pleasant relief

to the silvery scene. A boat silently glided under the shelter

of the towering rocks, now clothed with the vestiges of sum-
mer; the sun, sinking majestically behind the hills, threw
around his cheering beams, colouring with tints of gold, and
hues of crimson the rugged promontories. Such a scene was
in unison with the feelings of the beauteous Matilda: all bore
the aspect of tranquillity. Her auburn locks sported in grace-

ful negligence over her bosom
;
her eye raised to heaven, spoke

patient resignation, and her lips moved in fervent prayer. She
appeared rather a seraph of that azure abode on which was
fixed her eye, pure as the morning, dew! than an inhabitant

of this lower sphere.
Twice had the mountain hag crossed Matilda’s path—twice

had the hag proclaimed, in accents wild, “ that ere the earth
had rolled its annual course, the star of Morven would set in

blood!” Another day would prove the truth or fallacy of this

prognostication, for just twelve moons had waned since first the
sybil had pronounced the dread anathema.
The boat continued winding along the indented margin of

the lake, towards a small chapel dedicated to the tutelar saint

of the noble house; here might she pour forth her prayers
to avert its threatened doom, uninterrupted by the loud revelry

of assembled clans at the castle. Doubling a projection of the
rock, the strand presented itself; Matilda, assisted by her
faithful servant, left the boat, and proceeded to the ruined
chapel. The way was rugged, the destructive strife of the
elements had detached huge masses from the overhanging pre-
cipices, and crossed the moss-covered path with the branches
of the solitary inhabitants of the glen. At the termination of
the defile stood the chapel. The gloomy solemnity of the
sanctuary struck on her heart,—her feelings were roused to that
intensity which renders the possessor easily susceptible ol out-

ward impressions; the ivy clad walls faintly illumined by the
flickering rays of the setting sun, the murky aspect of the
interior, the death-like stillness that pervaded the place, shook
her resolution. The pause was brief, the consciousness of rec-

titude subdued her fears, she advanced to the altar, and on
bended knee, poured forth the aspirations of a guiltless heart.

She retired from the dilapidated pile, less oppressed by the
mysterious prediction, with feelings tranquillized by devotion.

On this altar, she and the youthful Oscar, had first plighted

vows of eternal love and constancy—vows subsequently sanc-

tioned by her father.

On her return memory fondly traced the happy hours spent
in climbing the rocky heights, or wandering among the peace-

ful glens, ere she knew sorrow but by name. Busied with the

picture of past pleasures, she had nearly reached the strand,

when a shadow darkened her path—raising her eyes, the same
mysterious being appeared on the summit of a rock. Matilda
would have proceeded

;
she stopped, and knew not why. The

hag, lifting her long sinewy arm, yelled forth, “ Seesfc thou
yonder star?—that rules thy house!” The figure, gliding from
the knoll, was lost amidst the crags. An involuntary shriek

es9aped Matilda’s lips* but she quickly joined the trusty An*
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drew, who, placing her drooping form in Ihe boat, and vigor-

ously plying the oars, soon reached the landing beneath the

stately towers of Morven.
The despairing, almost heart-broken lady, retired to her

chamber, there to ruminate on the destiny of her house. Long
didMatilda strive to persuade herself that the mysterious words
were the ravings ofa distempered brain. She viewed her spot-

less life—reflected on the noble virtuous tenour of her father’s

course—so undeserved a calamity would not, could not ensue.

The sun’s cheering beams called her from feverish slumbers;

she descended to the hall, and found the gallant chieftains

equipped for the chase. Their boisterous mirth allowed of no
thoughts opposed to pleasure; but if for one moment, sadness

crossed Matilda’s brow, one glance at the peerless Oscar, or at

the calm and venerable countenance of her sire, banished at

once the unwelcome intruder. The lively notes of the horn,

playing in succession the favourite airs of the clan, announced
the hour of departure; repairing to the court-yard, the party
mounted their steeds, and left the castle, headed by the lord of

Morven. The horns of those in advance, now rose upon the

gale; the prey had been started;—Oscar, leaving his lovely

bride in a spot commanding an entire view of the scene, hurried
forward to join the eager train.

The boar took shelter in a cavern at the extremity of the

glen, so protected by irregular rocks as to preclude the hun-

ters near approach. The dogs drew back gored and wounded
with fruitless attempts to dislodge the wily animal,—neither
could they be induced to renew the encounter. Stratagem was
employed—they ascended the crag, and passing along the
shelving ridge, forced the animal from its lair, by throwing
from behind masses of rock; the noise drove the infuriated

beast from his den; maddened with the pain inflicted by
showers of arrows, he rushed along the ravine. The baying
of the dogs, the shouts of the chiefs, the hurried notes of the
horn, the clangour of horses’ hoofs resounded through the vale,

The noble palfrey of Matilda could no longer be curbed; im-
patiently he dashed forward, far beyond the foremost of the
huntsmen ; a loud quivering shriek followed; the prediction was
fulfilled!— a. shaft drew the blood of the gentle, unoffending

Matilda.

Bowed down by his loss, the Lord of Morven, ere another
spring put forth its buds, was numbered with the departed of

his race.

Oscar, the unhappy Oscar, only lingered to see the sepul-

chral rites performed to his more than parent: lie enlisted

under the sacred banner, and departed for Palestine. In many
a sanguinary fray did the moslem feel his prowess; many a
gallant brow yielded to his arm. He fell, covered with
wounds and glory in attempting to mount the walls of the
Holy City.

THE BLOCKADE OF TEBCEI.B.A BY DON MIGUEL.

Terceira, an
island of the Azo-
res, blockaded by
Don Miguel, in

1829, gave rise to
the sanguinary
struggle which en-
sued, and in which
many of our ad-
venturous and gal-
lant countrymen
shed their best
blood. As soon as
the constitution of
Portugal was abo-
lished by Don Mi-

f
uel, the Western
slands, with the

exception of Ter-
ceira, acknowleged
his sovereignty.
As soon as this

circumstance be-
came known, the
Portuguese refu-
gees who had fled
their country at the
first commence-
ment of hostilities,
now turned their
attention to this
island, and, sailing from Plymouth, endeavoured to
land there ; but being driven by a British squadron which
had been sent thither, they proceeded to Brest with the view
ot soliciting protection from the French. The French
government supplied them with the necessary means of pro-
ceeding to Terceira by small parties, which they soon suc-
ceeded in reaching.
The captain-general, Prega, fitted out at St. Michal’s an

expedition against the Island of Terceira, which consisted of
two sail of the line, a nu mber of frigates, corvettes, and about
3,000 troops

; but he was repulsed with great slaughter by a
band of gallant men, who had for their leader the Count
villa I lor. Soon after this, a regency was established with

the assistance of

Count Palmella,

who had just ar-

rived, and the is-

land was put in

a proper state of

defence. The
greater part of the
squadron just men-
tioned sailed for

Lisbon, leaving a
few sail to blockade
the island

;
but it

appears that no
great difficulty was
experienced in ob-

taining supplies,

though the com-
merce of France
and Britain were
somewhat incom-
moded by it. Day
after day the island

continued to re-

ceive fresh acces-
sions of strength
by the arrival of

Portuguese consti-

tutionalists, many
of whom were of
noble family, and

who cheerfully contributed the revenues of their estates to

the support of their cause, and matters seemed to progross
very satisfactorily.

About the spring of.the year 1830, the British began to

feel considerable inconvenience by their commerce being ob-
structed, and the Briton and Undaunted frigates were conse-
quently despatched to the Western Islands, while the Galatea
was ordered on to Lisbon, with the view of obtaining redress

for the capture of British ships which had been sent to that

port. Apologies were offered to the consul-general, and
promises of satisfaction, which, however, were limited to the
release of the vessels, and the dismissal of the captain of the

Diana, At length the Briton was despatched with a
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dron, which succeeded in obtaining1 the satisfaction required,

under a threat of blockading the Tagus.

Encouraged by this posture of affairs, the disputes with our

government, and subsequently with that of France, the

Terceireans began to prepare for certain bold operations,

which they found were not inconsistent with the safety of

their regency. It was necessary that, to exist as a state, they

should have dominion over the island in their vicinity, and,

with this object in view, an expedition was projected against

Fayale. Three small vessels were armed, and several English

schooners hired as transports, and early in June arrived off

Fayale. Light winds and strong currents unfortunately

swept them through the channel of Pico, and prevented the

British and American consuls, who were requested by the

governor to treat for the surrender of the island, from com-
municating with the Count Villa Flor, the commander of the

expedition. As it was necessary to obtain a footing for their

troops, and an anchorage for their frail barks, St. George's
was attacked, and carried after a considerable resistance.

A Portuguese corvette at this time arrivedin Fayale roads,

which gave ^courage to the garrison, and it prepared for a
vigorous defence. The Terceireans were alarmed at this

event, as these resources were too contracted to carry on any
important operations, and they feared a failure of their

expectations of maintaining their power in the islands ; but
the corvette was visited with a gale of wind, which drove
her from her anchorage, while intelligence arrived of another
Portuguese corvette having been captured by a French
squadron, which unexpectedly made its appearance in those
latitudes. Unable to effect anything of importance without
assistance, The expedition again sailed, and anchored off the
town of Pico.
The news of this expedition induced the British govern-

ment to despatch the Galatea to the scene of action to watch
over their interests. Fayale was defended by a couple of
batteries, one at each end of the bay, connected together by
a sea-wall which extends to the two capes: this rendered a
boat attack on tliat port quite impracticable. Port au Pin,
a small harbour to the south-west, was also strong, and
separated from the bay by a small neck of land which con-
nects a promontory to the main land. Praga Bay, on the
other side of the cape, was also in a good state of defence.

Five hundred men composed this garrison, who were un-
disciplined, and so disorderly withal, that they threatened
to abandon the island and plunder the town. There was
likewise a considerable militia, which, with the assistance of
a 24-gun corvette, which anchored after the arrival of the
Galatea, would have been more than sufficient to destroy the
whole of the expedition. The captain of the Galatea was
applied to, to detain the English vessels reported to belong
to the expedition; but this he refused to do, on the plea that
he had no power to interfere on the behalf of either party.
The Terceireans did all they could to gain the corvette

over to their interests, but in vain. Both parties appeared to
he in dread of one another, when, on the 22nd of July, a
council of war was held, which decided on the withdrawal of
the garrison, and its removal to St. Michael; for this purpose
the corvette was to be employed, in conjunction with an Ame-
rican brig and an English and Brazilian schooner, which they
hired.

The following day wa3 fixed upon for the embarkation.
At 10 o’clock the drums began to beat, the troops were
marched in from their several stations, and everything had
the appearance of going off with order and regularity. The
governor, however, very improperly went on board the first
leaving the second in command to superintend the embarka-
tion. At three, the corvette made the signal to weigh, before
half the troops were embarked, and sent an order to the se-
cond in command to embark immediately, with which he
very reluctantly complied. At half-past three she weighed
and stood out of the bay with a light breeze, leaving the
others to shift for themselves.
The troops, thus left alone, for the officers followed the se-

cond in command, amused themselves by firing in the most
wautaw mmnsv q« the wvupeft iahabhawts* A ywng $ug-

lisliman was mortally wounded; and a shot from an unknown
hand passed close to a window of the consul’s house, where he
was standing with the commander of the Galatea, observing
the embarkation. The firing was supposed at first to be the

soldiers discharging their blank cartridges on going off. In-

telligence of what was passing at the point of embarkation,
was brought to the consul’s shortly after, and things wore a
most unpleasant aspect. The corregidor (who had taken re-

fuge with the consul, under the apprehension of ill-treatment,)

was desired to inform the commanding officer of the militia

that he would be held responsible for any more English blood

that might be spilt
;
this gentleman was nowhere to be found.

The corregidor was then called upon to put himself at the head
of the militia, which, after much difficulty, lie consented to do,

provided he was accompanied by several officers of the Galatea,
who were in the consul’s house for its protection.

This party formed and repaired well armed to the fort,

which was close to the point of embarkation; the militia were
found straggling without officers : many of the soldiers were
still disembarked, partly drunk and partly sober. A guard
was forthwith organized, and restored a degree of order. Had
not this been done, it is impossible to calculate what mischief
might have ensued.

The corvette had already cleared the bay, and the American
brig was endeavouring to weigh and get out under a light

breeze. It was suspected that the individual who shot the

Englishman was on board of the latter; a search was made;
but he was nowhere to be found.
Count Yilla Flor’s troops had pushed offfrom Pico, and were

now fast approaching: there was no alternative but to sur-

render; and at the earnest solicitations of Don Miguel’s sol-

diers, an officer was despatched for this purpose. Tlie com-
manding officer of the militia now appeared at the head of his

men and raised Donna Maria’s staudard, amid a thousand
vivas from the inhabitants. Yilla Flor landed his troops, con-
sisting of 500 men, which in the most orderly manner were
disposed of. At night the city was brilliantly illuminated, and
the British consul entertained the count and his principal offi-

cers at supper.

Little more than one hundred out of four hundred of Don
Miguel’s garrison escaped. The remainder were captured in

the American brig and Brazilian schooner, and treated with
j

the greatest humanity. Next morning Donna Maria was pro-
claimed, and illuminations ordered for three nights. The Ga-
latea saluted her flag; a dinner was given on board to Count
Villa Flor and his principal officers, who were received with
manned yards, and under a salute; in the evening there was a
grand ball on shore, and Fayale resumed its wonted gaiety.

The Portuguese officers formed themselves into bands, and in

the evening serenaded the principal inhabitants; the only cir-

cumstance that damped the general joy was the death of Mr.
Serle, the young man who was shot, and who was a great fa-

vourite with the inhabitants of the island. The murderer was
fortunately apprehended, tried by a court martial, and shot a
few days after.

A garrison of 300 men was left at Fayale, and the rest of

the troops returned to Terceira, to make preparations for an
expedition against St. Michael’s. The Galatea followed, and
on the 5th anchored at the capital of Terceira. The road-
stead is not good, and can only be attempted in summer ; to

ride out a gale would be dangerous. The next morning a
regiment of cacadores was received, and appeared in excel-

lent order. Active preparations were making to get the ex-
peditions ready before reinforcements could arrive from Por-
tugal, but they were greatly deficient of transports. Orders
had been sent to Fayale to hire American whalers, and on
that depended their ulterior movements. The troops of the
regency consisted of between four and five thousand men,
including a corps of cadets, well clothed and disciplined.

The Galatea quitted Terceira on the 7th. On the 8tli of July
she arrived at St. Michael’s, which was in some alarm ; the
corvette and English schooner had arrived, and the governor
of Fayale was under trial by a court martial. Exertions were
making to put the island in a good posture of defence ;

the

tow»a which is warned Delgado is well built, aud tolerably
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clean ;
it is defended by two batteries, and the landing is dif-

ficult ;
it would require a couple of frigates to silence them

both. Farther to the eastward, between Delgada and the
Villa Franca, is a fine sandy bay, which had been well forti-

fied, was too strong for the Terceireans to land, without
au efficient naval force, particularly in face of a corvette of

24 guns, strong enough to blow their mosquito fleet out of the
water.
There are few landing places to the southward, and only

one or two, very difficult, to the eastward. The captain-
general strengthened every point in the neighbourhood of the
town, and neglected the north end of the island, where a few
troops were stationed, the coast being bold and difficult of
access. The garrison consisted of 1,500 men and 2,000 mi-
litia, with a very fine train of artillery, well clothed and ap-
pointed, and well paid ; against this force, and a corvette of
24 guns, it required considerable enterprise to risk an attack
and few people on the island supposed it would be attempted.
Several vessels from England, not finding a freight back, went
to Terceira, in hopes of being employed, and were taken up,
by the regency.
The consul received orders to proceed to Terceira, in order

to investigate the circumstance of a British vessel having
been forced into the service of the regency and lost ;

he did
not, however, consider it advisable to proceed till it was as-

certained positively whether the island was to be attacked
or not; and on the 30th of July, the Galatea sailed for Ter-
ceira for that purpose. On the afternoon of the 5th of Au-
gust, half-way between the islands, a convoy of 33 sail was
discovered, consisting of a large merchant ship, under French
colours, and thirteen schooners, steering towards the north-
east end of the island.

On the first appearance of the Galatea, she was taken for
the corvette, and the schooners hauled out from the convoy,
it having been determined to carry her by boarding. The
Galatea, hoisting her colours, undeceived them, and they
made sail to speak to her

; as thi3,
however, would have had

the appearance of interfering, and if seen from the island
might have compromised the English at St. Michael’s, she
made all sail away, and anchored atone in the morning. The
telegraphs had been changed the day before, and did not
work, and the captain-general received no information of the
convoy being off till seven in the morning. The alarm guns
were then fired, and the drums beat to arms

;
at nine the

main body and the militia, after being paraded before the
captain-general, and harangued, were put in motion, accom-
panied by a fine train of artillery, all in high order, and
apparently in great spirits

; the corvette slipped at the sa ne
time, but by her manoeuvres she did not appear very anxious
to disturb them.
At ten the captain-general left the town in his carriage,

attended by a numerous staff, and fixed his head-quarters
two leagues off. The governor of the island was posted in
the castle with pikemen, and the town was placed in a state
of order, under the protection of a number of the troops.

During the night, the convoy fell to leeward, as far as the
Musteros, and got abreast of their landing-place about night,
which was the time the light troops left the city. The place
of debarkation was very bad, only one person being able to
get lip at a time; but it was some distance from Ribiera
Grande, where a detachment of troops were stationed

;
and

the only resistance they met with was from a priest and a few
old men and women rolling down stones; the former was
shot, and fell over the cliff, and the others were dispersed

;
a

sergeant’s party would have effectually prevented their land-
ing. The Count Villa Flor and a few cadets were the first

who scrambled up the cliff; by nine their whole force, con-
sisting of 1,600 men, including officers, and 80 cadets, were
on shore, having nothing but their arms ; their provisions
were even left behind. With this small force, after reco-
vering from the fatigue of mounting the cliff, they took the
road to Ribiera Grande, determined to conquer or die : there
Was no retreat, and if taken, no mercy to be expected. In
two hours they fell in with Don Miguel’s cacadores, and after
some skirmishing, drove them back, with the loss of a field-

piece, which was a great acquisition. They bivouacked for
the night in the district of Maya, and were well supplied with
provisions.

At daylight they were again in motion, and after a severe
march, and a great deal of skirmishing, arrived in front of a
very strong position taken up by the commander of Don Mi-
guel’s forces between llibiera Gr ande and Porto Fermosa. At
eleven, their disposition fo? attack being completed, they
were themselves suddenly assailed on their left flank and
rear, by a detachment of 500 men, who had crossed from
Villa Franca and the Tournes. The Miguelites thought the
day was their own, and cheered from their position, but
stood firm. The Terceireans, no way dismayed, faced about
a detachment, routed their assailants, and then attacked the
position in front and flank with so much alacrity, that the
Miguelite troops were immediately routed and dispersed,
leaving six pieces of artillery behind. The Miguelites lost

between four and five hundred killed, to fifty on the part of

the Terceireans.
All was quiet in the town during the 2nd, and no certain

intelligence of their having effected a landing had reached
the city. The Galatea was moored close in, and the marines
were kept in readiness to land, in the event of tumult or con-
fusion.

The captain-general returned to town at midnight, and
sent to the commander of the Galatea to inform him of what
had transpired, and requesting protection on board his

vessel, if found necessary. The captain, however, replied,

that it would be better for the captain -general to secure apas-
sage in an English ship, professing himself to be in a neutral
position with the two powers. In the morning, he sent again
to the commander of the Galatea to acquaint him that he had
taken up an excellent position, awaiting the attack of Villa

Flor, and fixed his head quarters at the castle, and therefore,

suspended engaging a passage for the present*

The streets were now crowded with people, who began to

insult those who were obnoxious to them; the higher class of

Portuguese kept out of the way. The consul, the captain of

the Galatea, and some English merchants, recommended
order, and succeeded in establishing peace and tranquillity.

About noon a young Portuguese, just arrived from England,
gave a viva for Donna Maria. All further advice was use-

less
;
she was instantly proclaimed by the populace and pike-

men. The captain-geiieral’s wife became alarmed at this

movement, and sought refuge in the consul’s house, where
she removed her baggage. She was followed by the mem-
bers of the junta, aud all the public officers, who bad no he-

sitation in asking an asylum from the consul, whom only a

few days previously they wished to imprison. The castle

was still quiet, and the garrison shouted for Don Miguel
;

but the captain-general and governor, suspectiug that it

would not remain so long, retired to the government house,

and from thence over the wall which separated his premises

from the consul’s.

They were no sooner out of the castle than Don Miguel’s
flag was struck, Donna Maria’s hoisted, and a salute fired.

By this time there was a good deal of confusion; men were
seen running about with muskets and pikes, others with

drawn swords and bayonets, calling out lustily for the young
queen, and obliging all those they met to do the same. At
last a few people were collected, who had the appearance of

officers, and who were recommended to send into the castle

every man with fire-arms.

A member of the municipality, by name Andre de Pento,

was requested to take steps for the restoration of order, and
he thought it prudent to solicit the assistance of the marines

belonging to the Galatea, for that purpose. As no intelli-

gence had yet arrived of what turn affairs had taken in the

country, it was a delicate request to comply with, and, in the

event of bloodshed in the town, an equally delicate one to

refuse. The Miguelite judge of Ribiera Grande, in the act

of taking refuge in the consul’s house, being shot on the

stair, anil as this act might have led to an attack on the whole

party, the question was at once decided ;
orders were sent to
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the Galatea, and in five minutes the marines were on shore, f

It had been stipulated with the provisional government,
that, in the event of Don Miguel’s troops coming back in a

body, either defeated or victorious, the castle should be left

open for the marines to retire to, and from thence embark
immediately.

Stragglers from the field of battle soon after returned,
bringing intelligence of a total rout. It now became neces-
sary to afford some protection to Don Miguel’s defeated sol-

diers, as they came in
;
the first officer who appeared was

twice fired at
;
a boy was killed, and another wounded, and

several were rescued from the fury of the mob; humanity
required some interference. Two parties of marines, an
officer at the head of each, accompanied by a Portuguese
gentleman to explain the nature of their mission, patrolled

the streets, and prevented any further excesses. Another
party of Portuguese was stationed at the entrance of the

town, to disarm the soldiers, and conduct them to the castle.

The captain-general was required by the provisional govern-
ment to embark, and at his request a guard of marines was
furnished him. The consul, the captain, and several of the
Galatea’s officers, accompanied his family to the boats, and
saw them safely off. Many of Don Miguel’s officers were
brought in, and were allowed to go to their quarters on pa-
trole ;

the men were conducted to the castle, and well treated.

The Galatea’s marines occasionally patrolled the streets
;
the

town was spontaneously and brilliantly illuminated, and at

midnight all was quiet as if nothing had happened.
Next morning, at ten o’clock, the Count Villa Flor, at the

head of his troops, entered the town, and was greeted by the
inhabitants with the greatest joy. The windows were lined
with well-dressed females, wearing the colours of Donna
Maria, which had been some time in readiness. The con-
vents poured forth their artificial flowers, and even the Mi-
guelite convent in the square was decorated with her colours.
The troops were formed in front of government house, and
Donna Maria was proclaimed with the greatest enthusiasm.
The corvette stood in at noon, but seeing the flag changed,
made all haste to the westward. Count Villa Flor and his
principal officers werfe entertained at the hospitable board of
the British consul-general.

It is difficult which most to admire, the gallantry and en-
terprise of the Terceirean troops, or their moderation after

victory. With their small means, they fitted out an expedi-
tion in the very teeth of a corvette mounting 24 guns, and
which they had every reason to believe would attack them;
came over in vessels, many of them hardly fit to be trusted
at sea, arrived at the point of debarkation in good time,
clambered over almost inaccessible rocks, beat double their
numbers in a strong position well defended by artillery, and
marched into the city, forty-eight hours after landing, in
perfect order and discipline.

HERMAN THE FREE-LANCE
; OR, THE RESCUE

AT ANNE’S CROSS.

“ And hurry-skurry forth they go.

Unheeding wet or dry

:

And horse and rider snorte and blowe,

And sparkling pebbles flie.”

Burger’s Leonora.

The violent struggles for the crown, which took place beween
Stephen, Earl of Blois, and Prince Henry, are well known to

the reader of English history. This the former at last obtained,

not, however, without much bloodshed, and Henry agreed to

quit England, with an understanding that he should succeed
to the crown on the death of Stephen, which took place not
long after the cessation of hostilities.

It is well known that Stephen, fearing to trust his cause en-

tirely in the hands of the English, brought over many bands
of foreign mercenaries, of almost every nation, but principally

Flemings, whose insolence and violence soon rendered them

objects of hatred and execration to the English people. On
Henry’s ascending the throne, his first act was to demolish the
many castles which had been raised throughout the kingdom
during the short reign of his predecessor, and to disband the
before-mentioned troops of foreign soldiers. This was carried
into effect with such vigour and promptitude, that in a short
time the refractory English were subdued, and the aliens driven
from the kingdom.

These mercenaries were men of daring and reckless charac-
ter, and their courage and experience in war rendered them
desirable instruments in the hands of the ambitious and vio-

lent. Owning no country nor master, save those in whose pay
they were, their swords and lances were ever at the service of
those who could offer most.
The latter weapon was much in repute in those days, and

these men were particularly dexterous in the use of it; hence
the name of “ free-lance,” which was given, without distinction,

to those restless spirits. Besides their pay, which was always
considerable, there was with them another consideration,
namely, plunder, which they seldom failed to get, even though
the party they had joined should have been worsted in the
fight; for, being mounted on fleet horses, they defied pur-
suit.

Amongst those who had distinguished themselves in the late

contests, was one Herman Yon Wernigerode, a captain of a
band of German free-lances, who had done good service in the
pay of Stephen, during his struggle for the sovereignity. He
and his band had been well paid for their assistance; but cal-

culating on the possibility of a renewal of hostilities, he still

lingered in England, and in the month of October, a. d. 1154,

he and his fellows had taken up their abode at a hostelry in.

the City of Lincoln, which was then a place of considerable
strength.

One fine evening, towards the latter end of October, two
soldiers "were observed under the walls of the cathedral, from
which they had an extensive view of the country round. Their
dress, and their arms, which they carried with them, shewed
that they belonged to Herman’s band. They were engaged in

earnest conversation as they walked to and fro.

As a literal version of their colloquy would be quite unintel-
ligible to most of our readers, and interesting only to the
antiquary, it will be necessary to render it into English.

“ Well, Bernhard,” said he who appeared to be the youngest
of the two, “ think ye this Henry, when he succeeds to the
crown, will order us home again ?”

“ I know not,” was the other’s reply; “ but he is said to en-
tertain no good will towards us, for having helped his rival to

the seat which by good right belongs to him.”
“ Whist, man!—the walls of this cathedral have ears. What

if some of the sleek monks within should hear thy words, and
report them to the king? Thy head would fly from thy shoul-

ders in the turning of a die.”

“ Tut, I fear it not; King Stephen knows I have helped him
in the hour of need. See’st thou that broad tree in yon mea-
dow to the right?”

“ Aye,—wliat of it?”

“Why, I will tell thee. Where that tree flings its shadow,
King Stephen, in the late battle, stood it manfully against a
host of his enemies, even though his men had fled from him.
Earl Ranulpli advanced upon him, and bore the king to the
ground; but at the same moment I cast the earl out of his

saddle with my lance, and should have made him prisoner liad

not his fellows rescued him. The king then gave me that

goodly chain which I lost at play with Casper Hendricksen.”

“Ah, ah, ah!” laughed the younger soldier; “ by my hali-

dame, thou hast set a proper value on a king’s bounty! Why,
there was enough to keep thee at home all thy life, without

ever setting foot in the stirrup again.”
“

t
At home!” replied the other, with a sneer; “ think’st thou

I can live at home when broad pieces can be won so easily?

The free-lance has no home. May the fiend rive me, if I
hold the plough while I can grasx^ a lance or rein a good
steed.”
“ Well, chafe it not, man; I meant ugt to offend the?. See,

who rides so fast up yonder road?”
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As he spoke, a horseman was descried at some distance,

advancing towards the city at a rapid pace. He bore a long

lance, wore a jacket of linked mail, and a bassenet, and rode a

strong bony horse, which seemed much jaded. The two wor-

thies continued their colloquy.

“Who owns yonder castle?” inquired Bernhard, pointing to

a strongly embattled building, on which the sun, fast sinking

towards the horizon, threw its departing rays.

“Dost thou not know?’’ answered his companion ;

“
’tis Sir

Mathew Witherne’s, an old knight, who promised our captain

his fair daughter, in reward for his having saved his life in a

skirmish with the earl’s men some short time since. But see,

yonder horseman approaches. By this light, ’tis Conrade
Braquemart ! What the fiend makes him ride so fast?”

The object which had occasioned this remark, arrived at the

city gates, and, on being admitted, rode hastily up the street.

In a few moments a trumpet sounded from below, which
startled the two soldiers, and interrupted their conversation.

“ Ah!” exclaimed Carl, the younger one, “ that’s our trum-
pet! What means this sudden summons? It bodes no good,
methinks.”

“Peace,” muttered Bernhard, sullenly, “let us go at once,

or we shall be welcomed with a few of Herman’s round oaths.

JSathan himself cannot curse more heartily. Come to the hos-

telry.”

They immediately left the spot and repaired to the hostelry,

where Herman and the rest of his followers were assembled in

council. The arrival of Conrade Braquemart caused a great

ferment amongst them : from him they learnt that Stephen had
paid that debt which even kings must discharge, and had be-
queathed the crown to Henry, who had been proclaimed king,

and had issued orders for the disbanding of all the foreign

troops throughout the kingdom. This intelligence was by no
means pleasing to the ears of these desperadoes.

“ 'Twould be witless to resist this mandate,” said Herman to

his followers, who were assembled around him, “ for ’tis well
known we are not liked by the raw-boned islanders; we must
proceed to the coast at once.”

As he uttered this, his eye glanced hastily around the
room.
“ How is this?” cried he, “where are those two louts, Carl

and Bernhard?”
They t ntered at this moment, and approached the table

where Herman was sitting. His inflamed eye3 and unsteady
hand plainly told that he had drank deeply of the liquor before
him.
“ How now,” he cried, or rather roared out, “ where the

fiend have ye been loitering? Look to my horse instantly, and
see that it has but a spare measure of corn and no water; we
must ride hard to-night, do ye hear? Get ye hence, knaves,
and look to your beasts. You, Carl, remain here, I have
something for your ear alone.’’

Herman’s followers immediately repaired to the sta-
bles. for the purpose of getting their horses in readiness, won-
dering what could be the occasion of his giving such peremp-
tory orders, which greatly perplexed them.
Ere twilight had spread its veil over the city, Herman and

his band quitted the hostelry, and passing through one of the
gates soon reached the high road, along which they proceeded
at a rapid rate.

Leaving Herman and his companions on their way, we must
proceed to describe the castellated building referred to by
Bernhard. It was a massive structure of Saxon origin, flanked
with circular towers of a great height. Its walls were impreg-
nable.

At this time it was held by an old knight, named Sir Ma-
thew Witherne, who had in the late contest rendered Stephen
great assistance. Declining an offer from that monarch of a
place near the throne, the old knight had retired to his castle,
to enjoy, undisturbed, the society of his beautiful daughter,
whose personal and mental charms were the theme of all the
neighbouring youths. It should be mentioned, that in a battle
between Stephen and his rival near Lincoln, the old knight
was unhorsed by a spearman, who would have slain him had

not Herman arrived in time to strike down the soldier with
his mace.

In a transport of gratitude for this timely service, Sir Ma-
thew grasped the hand, of the free-lance, and swore to repay
him with the hand of his only child. As Herman was at the
time clad in a rich suit of mail, and unknown to him, Sir Ma-
thew doubted not but that he had made this promise to no
other than a belted knight; but how great was his vexation
and sorrow, on hearing shortly after that his word was pledged
to a daring mercenary, whose services were at the disposal of
the highest bidder.

On Prince Henry’s relinquishing his claim to the crown,
upon the conditions before stated, hostilities ceased, and the old
knight hastened to his castle, hoping that Herman might quit
the country without pressing his claim. The free-lance and
his band, shortly after the battle near Lincoln, removed to a
distant part of England, which in some degree allayed the old
kntght’s fears; but not long after he was both perplexed and
alarmed on hearing that Herman and his fierce companions
were sojourning in that city.

Though it grieved him to reflect that in refusing the demand
of the free-lance, he should be breaking his knightly word, yet
the prospect of his only child becoming the wife of such a man
banished his scruples, and he determined to seek some noble
youth whom he might think worthy of such a lovely partner.
This was a task of no difficulty, for the wealth and beauty of
the Lady Blanche had already procured her many admirers.
Sir Mathew was not long in finding one, whose noble birth,
gallant bearing, and comely person, led the knight to suppose
that his daughter could not be averse to the match. His fondest
hopes were realized.

Sir Guy de Metford was introduced to the lovely Blanche;
and ere many weeks had passed, the lovers were daily seen on
the ramparts of the castle, enjoying the cool evening breeze,
and indulging in those fond endearments which those of riper
years may smile at, but true lovers alone can fully appreciate.
The old knight was rejoiced at the success of his plan: it was
Bettled that the marriage should take place without delay, and
Sir Guy departed for his own castle to make preparation for
the approaching ceremony.
The evening on which Von Wernigerode and his band had left

Lincoln, was fast drawing in,when the Lady Blanche sat in her
chamber, attended by her favourite waiting maid,who was com-
pleting her bridal dress. Sir Guy was hourly expected. But
few of the old knight’s men were at the castle, several of them
having attended the young Sir Guy for the purpose of assist-
ing in the removal of many necessaries for the wedding to Sir
Mathew’s castle; for in those days good cheer was not forgot-
ten upon such occasions. There were, at this time, only five
or six servants remaining at the castle, who were busily en-
gaged in making preparations for the morrow. Blanche looked
eagerly over the country, intently watching every part of the
road which was not obscured by tall trees and hedges, for the
approach of her lover, Sir Guy, sometimes directing her atten-
tion to the cathedral of Lincoln, visible in the extreme distance,

which reared its tall white spires majestically above the city,

now shown in fine relief by the dark and heavily charged clouds
which lowered behind it.

The maiden looked in vain for the glittering train of her
lover

;
for no figures were seen, except that of a rustic return-

ing from his labour, or a solitary strolling spearman saunter-
ing along the road. There was a stillness unbroken by any
sound, save the cawing of the rooks and daws that winged their

hasty flight to the forest, warning the traveller to seek shelter
from the coming storm.
The reigning silence which pervaded the evening well ac-

corded with the spirits of the anxious maiden : it was a feeling

which those who have loved can well remember; a languor
which, though it oppresses the heart, we are unwilling to dis-

miss.

Blanche heeded not the gabble of her maid Maud,who, with a
freedom from time immemorial allowed to such persons, ran on
in a strain of raillery, which might, in a moment of less anxiety,
have revived the drooping spirits of her mistress, who gazed
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intently on the murky clouds, whose edges catching the last

rays of the setting sun, assumed that deep brassy hue which
generally portends a thunder-storm.
At length their dark masses began to be illumined by an occa-

sional flash, or a quivering stream of light, which shooting
upwards, played in fantastic lines across the heavens, and, as
they died away, the deep prolonged rumble of the thunder told
that the storm was commencing.
The Lady Blanche would have viewed this warring of the

elements with unconcern, had it not been for the frequent ex-
clamations of Maud, who, as every succeeding flash quivered
on the floor of the chamber, screamed with terror, and besought
her mistress to descend into the hall.

Maud was a plump, round, rosy-cheeked lass, a coquette in

the sphere in whieh she moved, and had caused much bicker-
ing between Sir Mathew’s park-keeper and falconer, who had
both been smitten with her charms.

Yielding to the entreaties of her maid, Blanche quitted her
chamber, and repaired to the hall, where her father, the old

knight, was sitting, playing with a valuable hawk, which was
perched on his hand, and talking to his falconer about a new
hood for his favourite bird, which, by the glance of its quick
bright eye, seemed almost conscious of the intended arrange-
ment. Blanche drew near her father, who observed her agi-
tation with a smile.

“ Aye, aye,” said he, “ 1’U warrant thou hast been looking
for Sir Guy, and art chafed because he has not* arrived; but
do not vex fchysei£ he will doubtless be here anon : no doubt
the storm has obliged him to seek shelter on the road, Ralph,
prithee bring lights.”

A servant left the hall and Sir Mathew continued

—

“ Come hither, Blanche, and seat thyself by my side : how
pale thou look’st!”

At this moment the horn windows of the hall were illumined
with a vivid flashf of lightning, which rendered every object

in the apartment visible. The several pieces of armour which
hung against the fwalls, threw back the strong glare of light,

and a peal of thunder burst over the castle, which shook to the
foundation.

Blanche clung to her father in speechless terror, while the
red cheeks of Maud, who stood near, assumed an ashy paleness.

She kept crossing herself, and ejaculating prayers to the Virgin,

while the two waiting-men attempted, by smiling at her fears,

to conceal their own; but it was easy to perceive, by their

bewildered looks, that they partook of the general alarm, which
extended even to the large mastiff that lay at the feet of the
old knight, and whined piteously.

Torches were brought, and fixed in the iron staples against

the wall; but they only served to show the contrast of their

own faint light with the vivid glare of the lightning, which still

continued to illume the hall, while loud peals of thunder burst

in quick succession over the castle. On a sudden, between one

of the pauses of the storm, the shrill sound of a horn was heard
without.
“Ah,” cried the old knight, “here is Sir Guy at last!

Run, knaves, open gate, and lower drawbridge! Quick, var-

lets!”

The servants left the hall, and a smile lit up the pale coun-
tenance of the Lady Blanche, whose joy at the supposed return

of her lover, made her forget the storm which still continued

to rage with unabated fury.

At length the heavy tramp of feet was heard without.

Blanche rose, and, prepared with a few words of gentle reproof

for his absence, flew to the door, expecting to be clasped in the

arms of Sir Guy ;
but she recoiled on perceiving the tall her-

culean figure of a man who entered at the moment. With
some difficulty she staggered to a seat, almost overpowered
with mingled disappointment and alarm.

He who entered was clad in a complete suit of mail, over

which he wore an aketon of tough leather, on which was em-
blazoned a red griffin. He bore in his hand a long lance, and
wore a sword and dagger.

.t. One glance sufficed to show Sir Mathew that Herman, the

free-lpee $tood More With m effort to subdue his

emotion, he asked what had done him the honour of a visit, at
the same time handing a seat to Herman.

“ That ye shall know quickly,” replied the free-lance, seating
himself

;
“ but first let your knaves wipe the rain from my

harness, for the wet will rust it.”

This request was complied with, and Herman, bending a
scrutinising glance on Blanche, continued

—

“ So, this is the fair lady, your daughter, who is to reward
me for having knocked your enemy’s bassenet over his eyes
in the ruffle near Lincoln? By my halidame and St. Anthony
to boot, ’tis a rich guerdon I What say ye, fair lady, will ye
become the bride of a free-lance?”

Here he addressed a coarse remark to Blanche. The
withered cheek of Sir Mathew reddened with rage, which he
could ill conceal.

“ Sir,” said he, sharply, “ this is not fitting language for a
maiden’s ear, prithee cease, and——

”

“ Ha!” cried Herman, in a fierce tone, “ is it so, sir knight?
is she not mine? did’st thou not pledge thy word, aye, thy
oath, that she should be my bride? Look that ye attempt not
to deceive me, or woe to thy grey head?’’
The old knight dreaded the worst consequences in this visit;

Herman’s words almost deprived him of the power of utter-
ance, and he groaned bitterly.

“ Aye, groan on,” continued the free-lance, “ while I shall

read thy treachery to thee. Know, then, that I am come to

claim my bride, of whom thou would’st rob me. I am
acquainted with thy base treachery, and will maintain my
right to the death !”

These words struck to the heart of the old knight, who
wrung his hands and remained silent. Herman observed his

anguish with a grin.
“ Come,” said he to Blanche, “ come, fair lady, you must

away with me.”
Then, raising his voice, he cried

—

“What ho! Conrade, Bernhard, Carl, where loiter ye
|j

knaves?”
They entered at this summons, followed by several of their

comrades.
Herman approached his victim, when the old knight, start-

j

ing up, threw himself at the feet of the free-lance.
“ Oh, slay me here,” cried he, “ lay my grey hairs in the I

dust, but spare my child; take not the prop of my old age,
j

the solace of my lonely widowhood, from me; forego your claim,

and half my wealth is yours.”
“ Ay,” replied the free-lance, “ half thy broad lands, which

thou knowest I cannot inherit. Know, sir knight, that I must
bid you and your countrymen farewell

”

“But, hear me!” cried Sir Mathew, imploringly, “ I ne’er till

now knelt to mortal man, save to his grace. On my knees I

implore thee to take pity!”
“ Peace, Sir Mathew,” replied the free-lance, coolly

;

“ thy daughter is mine, were she twenty times thy child; rise,

therefore, and disgrace not thy knighthood, for, by heaven
and all its saints, I will not part with her but with my
life!”

“ For our lady’s sake, take pity !” cried the old knight
;

“ you are a soldier, and have behaved manfully in many a

gallant encounter. You would not rob an old man of Ms only

child?”
“ Sir Mathew,” calmly replied the free-lance, “ I came pre-

pared to meet such humble words, for I well knew your knaves

were absent, else should I have met with taunts and re-

proaches: but you are in my power; your daughter is mine,

and I would not lose my reward for a prince’s ransom.”

The old knight sighed deeply as he thought on his utter

incapability of resisting the free-lance and his hand. He knew
he was in Yon Wernigerode’s power, and, in the fury ot

despair, he started on his feet, drew his dagger, and struck at

the breast of the free-lance with all his force ;
but the latter,

without any apparent exertion, caught in his iron grasp the

wrist of the old knight as the blow descended, and wresting

the dagger from him, threw it to the other end of the hall.

“By the rood!” exclaimed Herman, “I would requite your
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courtesy, sir knight, but it would not be fitting to receive my
bride with a red hand.”

Sir Mathew struggled to free himself from the grasp of the

free-lance, when the large mastiff suddenly sprung up and

seized Herman by the throat. The bite would have been mor-
tal, had it not been for a gorget of linked mail which he wore.

With some difficulty he shook off the faithful animal, which
was instantly despatched by his companions.

“ Bind the old dotard and his knaves, and follow me!” cried

Herman, who threw his mailed arm round the waist of the

fainting Blanche, and bore her out of the hall.

His companions quickly secured Sir Mathew and his men,
by binding them back to back, and were -^preparing to follow

their leader, when Conrade Braquemart espying Maud, who
stood in one corner of the hall almost petrified with terror,

cried

—

“So, oomrades, here is my prize; by my beard, we shall

have a merry night on’t! Come, wench, thou shalt ride with

me.”
As he spoke, he raised Maud in his arms and hurried to

the court-yard, where his comrades had already assembled

with their Leader, who was lifting the almost lifeless body of

the Lady Blanche on his own horse.

Conrade, spite of her screams, placed Maud before him, when
the whole troop pushed over the drawbridge, and soon left the

castle far behind them.
Tho storm still raged, the thunder rolled, the rain poured

in torrents; and the lightning, as it descended, rolled along
the ground in waves of fire. Such a night would have calmed
the evil workings of ordinary minds ; but to Herman and his

band, with the exception of one, it had no terrors. The
lightning, attracted by their armour, formed a halo round
the helmets of the troop, who, nothing daunted at a circum-
stance they were accustomed to, cracked their impious jokes
between the pauses of the storm, as freely a3 if they had been
quietly seated in a hostelry. There was one, however, who
could not think of the night’s adventure, and its probable
termination, without shuddering : this was Carl, the youngest
of the band, who, for having saved the life of Herman in

some battle, had obtained that desperado’s confidence—he,

alone, saw the iniquity of their proceeding. The two females,
roused by the loud peals of thunder to a state of consciousness,
entreated for mercy, but were only laughed at by the savage
band, who still proceeded at a furious pace.
Herman rode in advance of his troop; and he frequently

called to his companions, at the top of his voice, to increase
their speed ; but the horse he rode was superior in
strength and swiftness to any of their’s. Vexed at what he
considered to be their tardiness, he fiercely rebuked them,
adding a volley of oaths too frightful to be recorded. Almost
at the same instant, a thunder-holt fell near, and striking a
large tree, hurled it withered and blasted across the road.
With some difficulty they surmounted this impediment, and
proceeded on their way. Carl, who rode by the side of
Braquemart, endeavoureffito persuade the ruffian to leave the
girl at the next village, but Conrade replied only with a
laugh. He again urged him to abandon his intention, when
the ruffian answered with an oath
“Think ye,” said he, “that I am to lose so fair a prize,

because the thunder rolls a little louder than it is wont,
and the lightning flashes quicker and stronger than usual ?

No, no, Carl, keep thy sermon for fools and doddy pates!”
A peal of thunder drowned the remainder of the ruffian’s

speech, and a vivid flash of lightning glared over the country
by its light the rough uneven road was shown, and at a little
distance a small cross of free-stone was perceived.
“ Yonder is St. Anne’s Cross,” said Carl, “ leave the girl

here
;
there is an abbey not more than an arrow’s flight from

the spot, where she may shelter for the night.”
“Peace, ninny!” roared Braquemart, “the wench is mine;

if thou troublest me much longer, I may make ”

Here lie was again interrupted by a bright flash, descending
in the midst of the band, followed by a tremendous peal of
thunder, which brought Herman, his horse, and the Lady
Blanche, violently to the ground. The troop, perceiving what

had happened to their leader and his prize, instantly halted
and several of the band dismounted. “ Our leader is dead'”
exclaimed one of them, as he lifted up the lifeless body of
Herman, which, scorched and horribly disfigured, presented
an appalling spectacle. His helmet had been melted by the
intense heat of the electric fluid, and the metal had run in
streams down his shoulders; his beard and thick mustacliios
were singed, and not a single feature of his face was distin-
guishable. Even some of the free-lances,daring and hardened
as they were, shuddered with horror on beholding the disfifr-
ured and blackened corpse of him who had so often led them
to battle and conquest. They turned to the lady Blanche
who appeared to have shared the same fate; but on lifting
her from the ground, they discovered that she had receiv P5
no external injury.

On a sudden lights were seen advancing; and voices were
distinctly heard; for thejstorm, as is often the case, after venting
its fury in one departing peal, gradually hushed, while the
lights still continued to advance rapidly. In a few moments a
party of armed men were observed approaching, preceded by
four, who rode in advance and carried torches. The free-
lances were not men to fly; indeed, escape was impossible
They were instantly in their saddles, and awaited with couched
lances the approach of the party. Carl endeavoured to restore
the Lady Blanche, but finding his attempt proved fruitless
yet unwilling to leave her in danger of being trodden under
the horses’ feet during the anticipated skirmish, he bore her
to a bank by the road-side, and left her in the care of Maud
who, with the help of some water, which she procured from a
small spring which run near the stone cross before-mentioned
succeeded in restoring her mistress.

*

At this moment the party in pursuit came up
; they halted

about twenty yards off, and Sir Guy de Metford, advancing
demanded the Lady Blanche. Well knowing that they'could
not trust to the knight’s clemency, the free-lances replied
with a torrent of abuse. Sir Guy, perceiving that it was of
no use to parley with such ruffians, rode back, and putting
himself at the head of his party, advanced with the fury of a
whirlwind upon them. The old knight had, spite of Sir Guv’s
entreaties, accompanied the party in pursuit of Herman and
his band.
The free-lances, on perceiving that their pursuers were

resolute, determined to meet them with that obstinacy which
a hopeless case like their’s generally inspires.
“Now,” cried Braquemart, “a firm hand, a well girted

saddle, and another fling at these whoreson islanders ere we
part!

“ ?e
j*
oe>” interrupted Bernhard, (who, perceiving their pur-

suer s form, had ordered his companions to set forward when
he should give the word,) “here will be bloody work of itanon, said he. Ah! by heaven, they come! Now, if yebe ti ue A.mans, flincn not

; set on!—upon ’em charge •”
In an instant the two parties closed, at about midway, with

a dreadful shock. Nearly a score of lances were shivered to
pieces, and more than half that number of saddles wereemptied

; and while those who were less fortunate than their
fellows lay sprawling in their gore, the shouts of those abovethem engaged in the deadly conflict seemed more like the
yeils of demons than of mortal men. “A Witherne ! a DeMetford . shouted one party ;fwhile the other answered with
loud cries of-“Down with the dull islanders !-One blow
for the free companions !—Strike for the lied Griffin I”
Twelve of the free-lances, in a short time, lav on theground horribly mutilated, while sixteen of the knight’s menwere either killed or disabled. In one place might be seen

two, who, unhorsed, were engaged in a deadly struggle, deal-ing blows with their daggers in the blind fury of bitter enmitv-
while in another lay a mangled wretch, unabled to crawl out
ot the melee, trampled on by the horses, and imploring hiscomrade to end his agony by a friendly thrust. Horses
snorted men yelled and swore, and swords and maces clash-
ed on the armour of the Combatants, who fought with all thefury that revenge and hatred could inspire? Sir Guv laidabout him with a desperate valour

; two of his adversaries hadalready fallen beneath his powerful strokes, when Bernhard
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spurred against him. The athletic free-lance showered his

blows upon the knight, and though many were parried, nou-
ght but his helmet and hauberk of proof would have saved
him. Sir Guy, with his mace, returned the blows of his ad-
versary with such effect, that Bernhard’s sword was shivered
to pieces, but ere the knight could strike him down, the free-

lance closed and grasped him tightly by the throat. Sir Guy
dropped his mace, and a desperate struggle ensued, which
was maintained for a few moments, when the knight disen-

gaging his right hand, quieldy drew his dagger, and struck

his adversary on the face with all his force. The blade glan-

ced from the hard forehead of the free-lance, who struggled

hard to force the knight from his horse
;
but it was a vain

effort—Sir Guy held him tightly with his left hand, and dealt

his adversary several successive strokes, till Bernhard’s hands
relaxed their grasp : a convulsive tremor shook his whole
frame, and with a half-muttered curse upon his destroyer, he
dropped lifeless from his horse. Quickly wheeling round, Sir

Guy beheld the old knight stoutly contending against two of

the free-lances, who had slain his horse. In an instant one
of the assailants was stretched lifeless on the ground; be then
engaged the second, hut in the rush which took place at the

same moment they were parted. Sir Guy assisted the old

knight to remount, and then heading his men, rushed again
upon the free companions. The charge was decisive. Unable
to contend any longer against such a superiority of numbers,
they broke ground, and fled.

Conrade Braquemart, though generally the foremost in the
fray, was in this instance the first to set the example of flight:

this ruffian, seeing all was lost, had fallen hack, unperceived
by his companions, as far as the fountain, from whence Maud
and the Lady Blanche had watched the furious conflict

by the light of the few remaining torches, which scarcely
served to distinguish friend from enemy. Conrade spurred
up to the fountain, and dismounting, spite of her struggling
and screaming, placed Maud on his horse’s back, then quickly
remounting, he rode furiously along the road. At the same
moment his companions fled, but, being without incumbrance
they soon passed Conrade, and left him far behind them. He,
of course, was the first overtaken by the knight’s party.
The park-keeper and falconer both perceived his flight with
Maud, and, eager to prove their devotion and readiness to

serve her, pursued the ruffian with couched lances. But the
park-keeper’s horse soon out-stripped that of the falconer: he
came up with the ruffian, and heedless of the consequences,
levelled his lance at Conrade. The weapon, piercing his
tough jerkin, passed through his body, and cast him and
Maud to the ground. With a groan of agony, the soul of
Conrade took its flight, while Maud was raised from the
ground (unhurt, save a few bruises) by her lover, who bore
her in safety hack to the spot where her mistress was already
in the arms of Sir Guy.

Need the sequel be added?—-The next day’s sun smiled on
the union of the knight and the fair Lady Blanche

;
and, ere

the week was out, the buxom Maud became the wife of the
happy park-keeper. Whether the less fortunate falconer
stabbed or hung himself in despair, or sought a watery grave,
is not recorded

; and, indeed, were we in possession of the
facts, we should question the propriety of dwelling on a sub-
ject which would tear the bandage from the healing wounds
of those who have experienced the tortures of hopeless love.

DANIEL IN THE LION’S DEN.
At the time when Sir David Baird took the Cape of Good

Hope from the Dutch, who were in possession of it about the
year 1808, a large dog—somewhat resembling our English
mastiff—was.destined by the owner, for the amusement of our
English soldiers and residents there, to become the prey of a
very large lion and lioness, having two whelps, which were con-
fined in an area, enclosed by iron railing. A strong feeling
of curiosity—not accompanied by the more humane one of
compassion and sympathy for the fate of the unfortunate
animal—was excited, which led immense crowds of spectators
to be witnesses to a scene where they expected a momentary

defence would be attempted by the animal, he being ofknown
courage when opposed to his own species. The crowd,

amongst whom were Sir David Baird, and all the military of

rank at the Cape, with breathless expectation, saw the un-
fortunate victim led forth, and the only entrance to the den
being at the top, he was thrown down a considerable height,

and in the fall one of his legs was broken. With the quickness
of lightning, the furious lion pounced on his prey. The dog, at

this moment, was seen in an attitude of supplication, lying

on his back. The lion stopped, and for a moment contem-
plated him, and walked away. The lioness, whose natural

passions were more than ordinarily excited, from her solici-

tude for the cubs, at this moment made a spring at the pros-

trate object, but the noble animal which first showed such
generous forbearance, at the same moment intercepted her
with a growl of command—she, however, determined on the

destruction of the trembling wretch, took a circuitous route

round the cage, and made another dreadful spring at the dog

;

but the noble animal, her companion, again foiled her in the

attempt. The lion lay crouched between the dog and lioness,

and after a lapse of ten minutes, a rope and noose were low-

ered down from the top, and a few moments saw him lifted

up from his perilous situation—the lion looked on calmly,

evidently pleased when he got out of danger. Sir David
Baird placed the dog under the care of a surgeon, who, in a

short time, had him on his four legs again, and he became
the favourite of his master, who afterwards brought him to

England, and bestowed on him the name of Daniel.

THE RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR AND NAPOLEON.
In the year 1803, the Marquis d’Entraigues, a French

emigrant, but counsellor of state in the Russian service, was

sent on a mission from St. Petersburgh to Rome, where he

was arrested and thrown into prison by order of Napoleon.

As soon as the Emperor Alexander was made aware of this

circumstance, he sent an express to Count Markow to de-

mand the liberation of Entraigues.

One Sunday, when there was public audience given to the

diplomatic body at theTuileries, the First Consul, addressing

himself to the Marquis de Lucchecini, ambassador from
Prussia, “What think you, marquis?” said he; “Russia is

striving even to protect the emigrants.”

Count Markow, immediately interposing, observed, “Sir,

if his majesty, the Emperor of Russia, my august master,

wills to extend protection to any one, I am sure he has both

right and reason” Upon this, Bonaparte, looking at

Markow, with an air of extreme disdain, said, “It was not

to you, count, I spoke.”
“Sir,” answered the Russian, “if any one speaks in my

presence of my sovereign, I cdicays reply.'*

Having said this, he turned his back upon the first consul,

and left the audience.
Bonaparte, extremely irritated, gave orders to his minister

that Count Markow should be forthwith sent back to Russia ; I

but the latter, on this command being signified to him, at

once refused, saying that he would not stir from Paris until

his master recalled him.
Both he and the first consul despatched respectively mes-

sengers to St. Petersburgh with details of this affair ; Bona-
j

parte requiring the recal of the ambassador; whereupon I

Alexander sent M. Oubriel to replace him ; but, as a mark I

of his majesty’s satisfaction at the spirited conduct of Mar- I

kow, he transmitted to the count, by the hands of his sue- I

cessor, the insignia of a Russian order, (enriched with 1

diamonds,) and an ukase, conferring on him a pension of fifty I

thousand rubles. Oubriel was instructed to demand anew I

the release of the Marquis d’Eutraigues, which was ulti- 1

mately conceded by Bonaparte. I

When, subsequently, Count Markow met the Grand Duke 1

Constantine at a party at St. Petersburgh, that prince said to I
him, “Upon my honour, count, you must possess great I
courage, to speak in such terms to Bonaparte. They say I
that man jokes not : what would you liave^done, had he by I
any chance laid hands upon you ?” 1
“I would have chastised him on the spot,” was the im- I

mediate reply of the courageous Markow. I
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MIA/. -A CAT’S TALE.

CHATTER I.

Is a room of the principal hotel of the Rue St. Ilonore, M.
liomas Ruoderer, who had the same day arrived from Stras-

)urg, was enjoying that peculiar feeling of satisfaction, which

suits from a hearty dinner and a few glasses of Burgundy,

he evening was extremely cold, but the cheering wood fire that

azed on the hearth, set frost and snow at defiance. The per-

)n of whom wo speak seemed in perfect good humour with

imself and the whole human race, as, stretched on an easy

hair, he sipped his wine, and pufFed out clouds of gracefully

urling smoke.

While he is thus philosophically killing time, we will pro-

eed to give the reason of his presence at this particular spot.

Thomas and Henry Ituoderer, were cousins, and both men of

X)d fortune—the former resided at Strasbourg, and the latter

No. 23.

at Paris. They were the sole heirs of an oil uncle, M. Mao

Speyerman Ruoderer, of Wasselone, who, having spent his

youth in the armies of the grand monarch, retired for the re-

mainder of his life, to an estate which he possessed on the

banks of the Rhine. lie had constantly armed himself against

< every attempt on his state of single blessedness, alleging that

after having been under control all his youth, he would not

give himself another commander. Having no one to possess

his fortune, but his nephews, he devised it equally between

them. Shortly after this important act, Thomas arrived at

l

his uncle’s chateau, to spend a few weeks with the old gentle-

I man. He was a gay and spirited fellow, told a good story, and

and drank, Heaven knows how much wine, and smoked, Hea-

ven knows how much tobacco. This was all after the old
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man’s heart, and he swore roundly, that his nephew of Stras-

bourg, was the best companion that could be found on that

side of the river.

Thomas had scarcely taken leave of his jovial old kinsman,

when the latter died suddenly. His will, which had been

drawn up by the village notary, was obscure in several points,

and the gentlemen of the law, lending their aid to settle the

difference thus arising between the cousins, rendered it utterly

unintelligible. Thomas and Henry were soon plunged into a

lawsuit, which, however, by an accidental discovery made by
the former, seemed likely to be brought to a more rapid ter-

mination than is common in such cases. One morning Thomas
in looking over his uncle’s cash book, discovered a will, in the

handwriting of the deceased, dated the evening prior to his

death, in which he divided his property afresh, between his

nephews
;
bequeathing to Thomas the whole of the estate of

Wasselone, and the adjoining woods. This document pre-

sented evidence of validity, and furnished with it, Thomas
immediately set out for Paris, to put an end to the suit which

had grown out of the previous will. On his arrival, he sent to

his cousin to meet him at the hotel, at eight o’clock, and it was
while waiting for this interview, that we have introduced him
to the reader.
As the time drew near, Thomas inspected his papers, to be

certain that all were arranged in order, and he read once more,

the precious paper which had rendered him such good service;

thus employed, his attention was attracted by a noise in the

adjoining passage; on opening the door, a large cat glided be-

tween his legs, and concealed herself so quickly beneath the

bed, that Thomas hardly saw her pass. On resuming his seat,

he made an effort to obtain the confidence of his uninvited guest.

He softened his voice as much as possible, and called her by all

the sweet names usual in such cases, but his advances were

not favourably received, and the animal, from the place in

which she had ensconced herself, fixed on him a pair of eyes,

which shone like carbuncles. Finding his attempts to be

agreeable, attended with so little success, he resumed his pipe,

and with it the chain of pleasing meditation which had been

interrupted.

Thomas had completely forgotten his unsociable visiter, when
he perceived her draw near the fire, step by step, and with

great circumspection seat herself and commence her toilette.

Flattered by this unhoped for proof of her confidence, he sat

without moving, fearful of disturbing his new companion, and
considered her attentively. She had a small head, and short

ears, her face, paws, and back were of a deep black; the rest

of her body, was of a pale brown; a greyish collar, forming a

kind of frill, descended on her breast; she had a pair of for-

midable whiskers, and a tuft of long hair grew over each eye,

giving her an air of magisterial gravity.—Thomas, seeing her

a little habituated to the novelty of her situation, hazarded
some demonstrations of kindness, which she no longer rejected;

encouraged no doubt by a reception so cordial, she soon became
sufficiently familiar, to jump on the knee of her host, and
thence on the table, on which she quietly established herself,

and looked on the fire with half-closed eyes. Pleased with the

good fire that blazed on the hearth, and actuated doubtless by
the levity of youth, she commenced playing with a pen that

lay by her side. Thomas was enchanted; he recharged his

pipe, and puffed with new ardour. From the midst of the

cloud he thus created, he followed, vaguely, the movements of

the cat, among the papers which covered the table. Suddenly
a small sheet being struck with her paw, fell, and was carried

by the air to the earth, and blown into the fire. Thomas at

that moment, was plunged into a kind of doze, and hardly saw
what was passing. He awoke, however, all at once, to a sense

of danger, and grasped at the paper which the flames were
devouring.—It was too late, he could only recover a few pieces,

on which there was no writing. What did this paper contain?

Thomas dared not ask himself; he gazed in silent horror at

the useless fragments he held; he fixed his eye on the table,

then separated the papers with trembling hands, again and
again, till the terrible conviction, forced itself upon his mind,
that the will was no longer there.

When he fully awakened to a sense of his loss, lie turned

his rage on the cause of his misfortune: but she conscious of
her deserts, had prudently taken refuge beneath a chair; cursing
her with the most edifying emphasis, he commenced a search
for her, armed with a huge cane. The offender, however, kept
herself squat in her corner, beholding with alarm, the warlike
demonstrations against her.
“ Cursed beast,” vociferated Thomas, on at last perceiving

her, aiming at her, at the same time, a terrible blow. Puss
sounded a retreat, and took refuge under the bed: driven
thence, she fled under the escrutoire, and then to her first re-
treat. Her pursuer, however, gave her no truce; animated by
a sense of his misfortune, he unceasingly followed up his

attack; brought at last to bay, she faced her enemy; she
swelled in a frightful manner, while every hair stood erect,

and her eyes shot flames. Suddenly he crouched, and at

the moment the unhappy Thomas raised the cane to strike,

she sprang on him with one bound, and fixed her claws
in his face. Tn an agony of pain, fear and rage, Thomas
shouted loudly for help, and at the same moment, the

door opened and a man appeared, who, however, immediately
started back, alarmed at the scene that presented itself.

“Murder! devil! help! help!’’ shouted Thomas.
The new comer hastened to deliver him from the claws of

the enraged cat, but immediately the latter saw a clear coast,

she fled through the doorway, and escaped.
“ Mia!” cried the stranger, with astonishment.
“ Cursed beast!” exclaimed Thomas.
“ In the name of Heaven, what does all this mean, cousin?”
“Abominable animal, lost! ruined!”
“ Compose yourself, and explain what has happened.”
“ You here, cousin Henry, lost! ruined! devil! A document

so important thrown into the fire, burned!”
“ I don’t understand you. What document? and how is it

that I find Mia here?”
“ Who is Mia?”
“ The cat with which you were fighting.”

“ Cursed beast!”
“ It is a cat of mine that has been lost for some time.”

“Your cat?”
“Iam surprised to find her here; what has she done?”
Thomas looked bewildered. A coincidence so strange con-

founded him, and he could scarcely believe his ears
;

all at once

he burst out:

—

“What has she done to me? She has thrown into the fire,

the last will of our uncle; a will in my favour—I wished to

show it to you—She is an incendiary, a thief, an assassin.”

“What is it you mean to say? what is this folly? of what
will, do you speak?”
Thomas could no longer contain himself

—

“ Yes,” cried he, furiously, “ you have sent her here on pur-

pose. There is more in it, than I can understand. Folly! a

folly which has ruined me. But you have not yet succeeded,

monsieur, we will try it! Go leave me; go from hence.”

CHAPTER II.

Between Henry Ruoderer and his cousin, there existed the

most striking difference, not only in appearance, but in mind.

The sweetness of disposition, the elegance of mind natural to

Henry, created an interest in his favour with alt, and a dash

of melancholy excited sympathy. After having devoted many
years to exploring Switzerland, Italy, and Germany, he had
fixed his residence at Paris, where he retained all his taste for

the arts. Possessed of an independent fortune, and married to

a young and handsome wife, whom he loved, he seemed to

have nothing more to wish for. In one thing alone he was

unhappy; during the three years he had been married, his wife

had brought him no children. Devoted to his books, he found

but little "pleasure in the round of dissipation, and lie felt him-

self only at his ease, when surrounded by his favourite authors.

Hoffman especially delighted him, and, like that celebrated

writer, he had a familiar in the shape of a cat, which he called

Mia; this animal was unsociable, and even ferocious, with all but

Henry, whom alone she suffered to caress her. {She obeyed
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his voice, like the best trained dog, followed him from chamber
to chamber, and when he was engaged in writing, placed her-

self, without ceremony, on the table close to his hand, followed

with an intelligent eye the pen as it moved over the paper;
unfortunately Mia had numberless faults. As the favourite of the
master, she had for her enemies, the mistress and the femme
de chambre. The favour and protection which Henry ac-

corded on all occasions to his cat, were in their eyes, tne worst
of faults.

Madame Ruoderer was a delicate little woman, one of those

nervous and irritable ladies, who, under the appearance of great

sweetness, conceal an overbearing temper. Humbled by the re-

sistance which she experienced, she concerted measures with

her confidante, to rid herself of the common enemy. Ill treat-

ment, hunger, and blows, were of no avail, she only became
more ferocious and more dear to her master.

“ Would you believe it,” said Madame Ruoderer, one morn-
ing to Count D’ Anvellers, “ would you believe it, that my
husband takes part against me for his cat ;

that frightful beast

you have sometimes seen with him
;
can anything be more

unreasonable ?”

D’ Anvellers was a young man, and confidential secretary

of one of the ministers. He professed to be the friend of Ruo-
derer, to whom he was under some obligations.

“ You surprise me, my dear Madame Ruoderer, that Mon-
sieur Ruoderer has so little gallantry

;
I think, however, that

I can project out a plan that will relieve you from this

annoyance.”
The advice of D’ Anvellers was immediately acted on, and

Mia disappeared. But what became of her? We have seen
that chance or instinct led her to the house of Thomas Ruo-
derer, and that there Henry recovered her, after having in vain
searched for her in every direction. He bore her home in tri-

umph, little suspecting the service she had rendered him.
Thomas used every effort to establish his claim to the property

of liis uncle. He produced witnesses, to whom he had made
known the discovery and tenour of the will

;
among these, was

the advocate who had seen the document in his hand
; the Maitre

de hotel and his waiters deposed that a strange cat had sud-

denly entered the house, and that Henry Ruoderer claimed it,

and carried it away. All was in vain
;
the only real proof was

wanting, and after a long contest, the large property of their

uncle was equally divided between the cousins. Henry placing

no faith in the story of the last will, enjoyed his legacy without
scruple.

Notwithstanding this accession of fortune, Henry preserved
the simplicity of his manners. Not so, however, with Madame
Ruoderer. Her new riches changed her spirits and corrupted
her heart. She dragged her husband from fete to fete, and from
one place of amusement to another : but, notwithstanding she
thus followed the bent of her inclinations, she appeared unhappy
and dissatisfied. Henry loved her too sincerely, to entertain

one jealous thought, and he suffered without a murmur her ca-

prices and follies, and then returned with new zest to find

happiness amid his books. Mia was more than ever his faithful

companion. The adventure at the hotel was soon spread abroad,

and those who had a taste for the marvellous, resolutely rejected

every attempt to prove that this strange coincidence was the
effect of mere accident. Thus Mia became an object of great in-

terest to many, and was viewed by some with superstitious dread ;

the number of her enemies, however, was augmented in the per-

son of D’ Anvellers, who gave his countenance to the league for-

med against her. Mia seemed to be fully acquainted with the part
he had formerly taken in effecting her abduction, and whenever
she perceived him, she evinced great uneasiness, as if in the
presence of her mortal enemy.

One day Henry entered his wife’s apartments, in order to

present her with an elegant diamond necklace, of which she
had expressed her admiration the previous evening. Moved
by his gallantry, she was profuse in the expressions of her gra-
titude. What could fail of being honourably received at such
a moment? Mia, who had followed her master with evident
uncertainty as to her probable reception, even she was treated

as a friend, she wa3 overwhelmed with caresses, but whether
she had some doubt, as to their sincerity, or preserved a some-

what lively recollection of past persecutions, she at any rate
made the most determined efforts to escape. Madame Ruo-
derer still persisted in retaining her, till Mia, unsheathing her
terrible claws, inflicted a wound on the lady’s hand, an action,
which, while it accomplished the intended object, elicted from
the wounded lady a cry of pain and alarm. All her hatred to
Mia returned with redoubled force, and she seized that opportu-
nity to ruin her enemy; affecting to faint, she fell on the floor,

Henry hastened to render her aid, calling loudly for assistance.

Madame Ruoderer enjoyed the anxiety with which her husband
endeavoured to restore her, by clasping her hand, and unlacing
her stays: and she prolonged her pretended insensibility in
order to increase the effect. All at once, however, she re-
covered as if a viper had stung her. Henry in trying to un-
fasten her dress, had caused a paper which had been concealed
in her bosom, to fall out—a paper she had only received half
an hour previously. The thoughtless woman had forgotten it

!

and thus in seeking the ruin of Mia, she destroyed herself. It

was a terrible moment! The colour forsook her cheeks, a dark
cloud passed before her eyes, and her reason tottered; making
a great effort, however, she leaned towards the fatal billet, but
not with sufficient quickness to prevent Henry from making
himself master of it.

“Henry !” said she in a tone of suppressed emotion, “Henry,
give me that note I beg of you.”

“ The writing of D’Anvellers I believe,” said Henry care-
lessly, “ what the deuce can he have to say to you?”

“ That note Henry,” feebly murmured Ills wife, endeavouring
at the same time to smile, as she held out her hand for the
paper, “ come, come, give me the note.”

Ruoderer, however, still held it, and prepared to read its con-
tents. liis countenance was then calm and joyous, but on pe-
rusing the first few words he started, his composure forsook him,
and every limb shook convulsively. His unhappy wife fell

prostrate on the floor, but he still continued to read the fatal

letter to the end. Gradually a conviction of the fearful truth
took possession of his mind; he again read some words, and then
prepared to leave the room.

“ Henry!” cried the wretched wife, as she endeavoured to

detain him, by clinging to his clothes.

Spurning her from him, and rushing from the apartment, he
fled to his study. Falling into a chair, he buried his face in his

hands, no sound escaped him, no tear alleviated the burning
agony that preyed on his heart. All the bitter feelings of his

nature were lost in the overwhelming desire of vengeance.

Henry possessed a delightful retreat in the neighbourhood of

the park of Vincennes. It was thither he retired to conceal his

despair, and prepare for the execution of his projects. There
are some men cast in a mould so stoical, that the contempt in

which they hold the opinions of the world, or the love they

bear themselves, sustains them under such circumstances.

They bear what some might call their dishonour with an un-
blushing front, never dreaming of taking satisfaction for their

injured honour. Henry however, more feeble, or more ardent,

determined to have recourse to the doubtful reparation which
arms affords.

A few days subsequent to these transactions, at an early

hour, a carriage stopped before the seat of the unfortunate hus-

band, and two men entered the house. They found Henry pre-

pared to accompany them ;
he was calm and resolved, although

want of rest and grief had emaciated his countenance, and
robbed his eye of its wonted fire. The hours that precede a

duel are among the most solemn of a man’s life. Henry had
employed them in disposing of his property ; a part he be-

queathed to charitable institutions, but the bulk to his cousin;

he left a small pension to liis wretched wife, nor did he forget

poor Mia. A good old woman whom he had frequently obliged,

was to receive this last legacy of her benefactor.

These dispositions made, he considered cooly the chances of

the morrow. Life he no longer valued—if he fell, one more
pang would rend the heart of her who had betrayed him; the

world would avenge him, though vengeance were denied him by
his own hand.
He entered the carriage with his friends, and they soon found

themselves in a retired part of the park. It was the month of
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January, and the frost had hardened the ground, while the
hoar frost hung in festoons from the trees, and cracked beneath
their feet ; no sound broke upon the solitude, save the occasional
rush of a bird of prey, as springing into the air he uttered a
shrill cry. They walked on in silence, till they arrived at an
open space, from which might be seen a cemetery, planted with
crosses. Large sombre trees covered it with their shades in

summer, and in the winter, dismally spread their naked and
leafless ^ranches. It was in this spot, that Henry had ap-
pointed the meeting with D’Anvellers, who arrived with his
seconds at the same moment. Preparations were immediately
made for the combat : Henry had the right to choose the wea-
pons, but unacquainted with the use of sword or pistol, he left

the choice to his antagonist,who declared in favour of the sword.
Daring the necessary preliminaries, D’Anvellors affected a
careless, and almost a joyous manner; he was celebrated for
his coolness and skill, and the consciousness of his superiority
inspired him with an assurance which might have passed for
courage.

When Henry and D’Anvellers had stripped, the combat
commenced; Henry possessed that natural bravery which
developes itself in the hour of danger. The sword offers great
resources to the man who has vigour and agility, notwith-
standing he may be deficient m science; it is always terrible

in the hands of man who has sufficient hardihood to hazard his
own breast, to reach that of his enemy. Henry was neither
tall nor strong, but the activity of his movements, the justness
of his eye, and the firmness of his nerves compensated for his

absolute want of experience. D’Anvellers who expected to
surprise his opponent during the few first passes, was discon-
certed with the fury of Henry’s attack, who, although wounded
in the shoulder, remitted nothing of the energy of his passes.
D’Anvellers at length satisfied himself by parrying Henry’s
thrusts, and waited until the lattor had exhausted himself.
This moment could not long be delayed, and D’Anvellers was
about to put the finishing stroke to the duel, when he was startled
by a noise in the dry leaves on the ground, and to his alarm lie

saw, a few steps before him, his old enemy Mia in the attitude
of a dog, about to spring; he recognised her with a rapid glance,
and then, despite the engrossing nature of the fight, was unable
to remove his eyes from her. Henry was unaware of her
presence, but D’Anvellers notwithstanding his utmost efforts,

felt as if fascinated by her presence; strange ideas shot through
his mind the interference of this extraordinary animat in the
affair of the will, and in the discovery of his note to Madame
Ruoderer, were presented forcibly to his mind. His hand
shook, a film gathered on his eyes, and the foam rose to his
lips. At this moment, Henry redoubled his efforts; and D’An-
vellers suddenly sprang upwards, uttered a loud yell, and fell

on the ground—his adversary’s sword had pierced his heart.
A few moments after, a carriage passed quietly through the

solitary avenues of the park, a stream of blood flowing through
the bottom, and staining the earth.

The seconds of Henry accompanied him to his house, there
lie saluted them in silence, and took leave of them. Weakened
by the loss of blood, and disordered in mind, he staggered like
a drunken man. When the excitement is past, the remembrance
of his adversary, extended at his feet, pale and disfigured, his
features contracted, his lips, through which was passing his
last breath, convulsed

;
all these terrible images haunt the mur-

derer and allow him no repose.

THE DRAGOON-TEMPTER; OR,
AMBITION’S FALL.

A LEGEND OF THE CALABRIANS.

The confluence of the streams from the chain of hills above
Tropoea, forms one of the most beautiful lakes in Italy. Yet
while the little pond of Nemi and a hundred others equally
minute, make the perpetual theme of tourists, the lovely and
magnificent expanse of Santa Rosa is never heard of beyond
the villages of its violet -fringed border.

Lugardo was the son of a fisherman of Santa Rosa in th^
beginning of the last century. He was remarkable for persona

1

daring, for a kind of natural precedency in which so few of his
countrymen are found wanting, and even among them passed
for a genius. \ et his accomplishments were by no
means perfect; he made the worst mender of nets in the village

;

if he made the best eagle-catcher; he made the worst listener;
if he made the best talker; he made the worst fisherman

; if he
made the best shot. But he was eternally busy, quarrelling or
reconciling, making verses, making musket-balls, making mis-
chief, or making love. Lugardo had all the native passion for
music; his guitar was in perpetual requisition at all dances,
feasts, and weddings; his solitary song awoke the cliffs which
heard nothing else but the scream of the falcon, or the rush of
the gale. He was the bard, the orator, the champion, the
lover;—but he was not the fisherman. For some years his
difficulty was to discover what he was fit for; but the bright
eyes of a signora of seventeen, with the step of a fawn, and
a soul of a mother of tho Gracchi, helped him at last to
make the discovery.
The brilliant Katinka had just returned from a convent at

Lodi, where she had witnessed the exploits of a division of the
famous Catinat’s braves

,
in storming a city of cheese-makers.

The french bayonets were terrible things
; but her heroic soul

found their arms and trumpets, their lace and scarfs, their
feathers and flatteries, the true charms for conquering the
world. In the general route of the artistes of Parmesan,
Katinka had less fled, than been whirled along amid a tempest of
outcries, terrors, prayers to every saint, living or dead, and exe-
crations against the French, who would not suffer the nuns
and friars of the land of holiness to fatten and go to pur-
g atory in quiet like their predecessors.
But the glitter of the Frenchmen had for ever spoiled her taste

for a rustic life, and all the nets of the fisherman, handsome as
he was, could not entangle her consent to make him the
“ happiest of men ;” for next week she openly, decidedly and
contemptuously refused his hand. Lugardo was broken-hearted.
If any man alive from the pope downwards had offered him
half the insult, a single stab of the poignard “ though he were
armed in triple steel” would have effectually prevented its

repetition. Yet what was to be done with a woman, of all

beings the most unmanageable, unconvinceable, and impracti-
cable—with a beauty of all beings the most imperious, and with
a mistress privileged by the universal custom of the sex, to order
him to hang himself if she pleased, and to thank her for the con-
descension besides.

But her contempt was to come upon the unfortunate lover
in a still more envenomed shape. A dragoon of Eugene’s
army, galloping through the village with a despatch to the
governor of the Calabrians, announcing the sailing of a French
fleet for the coast, was caught by the bright eye of Katinka
as he stopped to bait his weary steed. The dragoon was a
Milanese,—a showy figure; and his cap, his sabre, and his
pistols, again awoke the military passion in the gay brunette
at the bar. During the time that it took him to eat his mac-
aroni under the thickly umbraged and clustered vine that made
the noblest of all verandahs for the inn door, the dragoon had
contrived to fall in love so deep that he found it impossible
to extricate himself, for that evening at least. The war might
languish or turn again with its fiercest blaze around the crumb-
ling turrets of Turin : the French fleet might sail or sink or
sweep the Calabrians from the face of the earth with cannon-
balls—but there sat the dragoon. His horse had suddenly
fallen lame—in short his heart was on fire: the despatch was
safer for it slumbered quietly in his pocket.

Evening fell rich in scents and dews
; but richer still in the

rapt attention with which the nymph of the jetty eyes, lis-

tened to the eloquence of the dashing Milanese. Never was
there such a hero by his own account, since the first days of
Italian chivalry ; he had led more forlorn hopes, blown up
more bastions, jumped into more mines, and captured more
standards in full charge, than any man born, or to be born.
But while the maiden was in the full glow of admiration, a low
groan from the shade made her raise her eyes. Lugardo was
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there ; he had been passing to his boat for the night’s fishing,

when he saw this specimen of village inflammability. The
glance that Katinka threw from his dejected figure, hung with
his nets, and covered with the rough coating of his trade, to

the purple cloak, gay shoulder-knot, and glaring sword-belt ef

the new lover, settled the question at once with the old. It was
the very essence of scorn. Lugardo cast his burthen on the

ground, and would have finished the earthly career of the dra-

goon on the spot, but for his meshing his own feet in the haste

of the movement, it held him fast in its web, until it brought
him to his senses. The flash of his knife too, had caught the

eye of the soldier. He put himself on his defence, flourished

his sabre, and swore by the mustaches of Mahomet to cut him
into a million of pieces if he dared to stir a step. Lugardo
had his smile of scorn in return, but his wrath had gone down,
he calmly sheathed the knife, gathered up his fishing implements
and wished the dragoon joy of his prize, with a bitterness of

sneer, which Katinka never forgot to the latest hour she had
to live. Lugardo went to his task ; but he had never felt it so

intolerable before. He bent over the waters with a half-formed
wish that he were slumbering at their bottom. He fixed his

eye on the flight of the herons and falcons above his head, and
asked why creatures like those should have the freedom of the
world, while he was to linger out life within the shores of the
Santa Rosa. The distant trumpet of some troops passing
through the hills roused the fever of his blood.
“ There,” said he, “ are men a3 they ought to be. Men going

to fight for their country, for their honour, for fame, wealth,
glory. And I am to linger at this wretched drudgery through
life !”

The Calabrese mountains were now shining in the sun which
had crowned their old brows with coronets of fervid gold, and
robed their stately sides in imperial purple. To Lugardo’s eye
they looked like the walls of a dungeon.

“ Ay, beyond you,” he exclaimed, “there is something to be
seen. Beyond you the world is in motion. There are wars,
feasts, revolutions

; there is commerce, travel, noble danger,
rich enjoyment, manly labour, and glorious success. The peas-
ant there may become the master of wealth. The peasant may
become the man of learning, the soldier, the leader of council,
the leader of armies, the sovereign ! But here, what is to be
done, but drag on a life, mindless and monotonous, as the life

of the weed under our feet.”

He cast another glance at the mountains, which were now
changing their purple for the dim vapour of the dew.
“Another day!” and he said it with a sigh of self-reproach;

“another day has passed over this degraded head—another
step has been made towards my grave—so much the better.’’

The moon rose on his meditation full-orbed, and magnificent
as a shield of diamond. It less shone than sparkled with living
lustre. The Italian’s sensibility, which makes him a lover of
$11 thought-creating things, has made him pre-eminently a star-
gazer.

The moon is the goddess* mother, the great Cybele of a wor-
ship, as old as the Italian heart. Lugardo gazed on her singu-
lar beauty this night, with a homage unusual even to his pas-
sionate love of nature. Feelings of a wild exaltation seemed to
flow into his soul as he gazed; vague trains of stinging thoughts
passed through his mind, which he could compare to nothing
but the winding, the glittering, and the venom of innumerable
serpents.

In this waking vision, as if by a sudden spell, a new re-
kindling of all the fantasies of his soul; he seemed to hear the
sound of trumpets announcing royal entries ; he charged in the
trampling of charging squadrons; he joined in the shouts of
multitudes inflamed by popular eloquence ;

he raised his lamen-
tation among the cries of mourners, as they mingled with the
roar of cannon over some mighty grave.

Processions of more than imperial splendour ; banquets of
more than mortal magnificence

; battles in which the knell of
nations was rung; and triumphs that placed the victor on a
height inaccessible to chance or change, revolved in endless
power through his mind. All was dazzling, boundless, sub-
time.

From this reverie he was suddenly roused by a rough voice

calling to him from the shore: he lifted his eyes. A horseman
was standing by the little landing-place, calling to be ferried

over the lake. By a flash, rather than a ray, which darted
from the moon upon the spot, he instantly recognised his

rival.

Vengeance burned in his Italian heart. He dashed his oars

into the water, rowed to the shore, and with his hand on his

knife, awaited the dragoon’s first step into the boat. Bur the
soldier had so much to occupy him in preparing his baggage,
himself, and his charger for the passage; so many knots to tie

and untie before he could secure the animal to the stern of the
boat; and so many ejaculations to utter in so many languages
before he could enduce it to venture into the water, that Lu-
gardo’s passion cooled

; the knife was suffered to sleep in its

sheath, until further provocation at least ;
and the dragoon’s

first step into the boat was no otherwise perilous than in its

weight, which had nearly swamped the little chaloupe, and
which disturbed the slumber of the lake into millions Of phos-
phoric bubbles. The dragoon’s good humour too, had its

effect in keeping the knife in a state quiescence. He was
overflowing with hilarity.

“ For this night’s work,” said he, “ I shall be made an officer,

as sure as little Eugene is a general. By the help of a good
horse and a hard gallop, I reached the governor before his

supper, delivered my despatch, got my answer, and am now
the better by a purse of pistoles for my alertness. How many
leagues is it from this to Ventilone?”

“ Ventilone!” exclaimed his hearer, “twenty if it is on foot.

But is it there that you found the governor? Why, man, if

you were anything but a bird or a cannon-ball, you could not

have made your way in that style.”

The dragoon burst into a loud laugh.
“ My honest fisherman,” said he, “ if you were anything but

a fisherman, I should wonder at you. We dragoons, and espe-

cially we who have the honour to be of the body guard of his

Majesty, Amadeus of Savoy, whom all the saints preserve !

think nothing of riding over half a province in a night. But
my night’s work is still to be done. How far do you think I have
to go before morning?”

“ At the rate of your travelling to the governor I sup-

pose?” said Lugardo, with a smile; “ you could not do less than
go to Naples.”

“Ha, ha! signor fisherman,” said the jovial soldier, with
another roar, “you will probably know more of the world by
degrees ; though I confess I cannot see much chance of your
knowing it now. To Naples! I wager this purse, that by to-

morrow morning, I shall have laid this despatch on the gene-
ral’s table at Turin.”

It was now Lugardo’s turn to burst out into laughter; but
the dragoon persisted in laying the wager; and as a pledge of

its performance, insisted on leaving the purse in Lugardo’s
hands. The lake was crossed, the charger pawing and prancing
at the touch of land; the baggage packed, and the gallant

dragoon in the saddle.
“ By this time to-morrow night,” said he, “ you shall see me,

unless I break my neck over some of your precipices, or go
down in some of your swamps. Glory to the Calabrias, they
have plenty of them both. Farewell.”
He started off, but in another moment returned.
“ Oh, I had forgot. I think you looked rather angry about

that black-eyed girl at the inn. Make yourself easy ;
I find

you too honest a fellow to disturb you there, unless, indeed, it

might be a friendly act to prevent a lad who would make so

showy a life-guardsman, from making a match that would keep
him tied like a mastiff to an inn-door all his life. You are

welcome to the lady for me. Adio, caro mio.”

The dragoon waved his hand, put spurs to his eager steed,

gave a parting cheer, and was gone like an arrow from the

bow.

The adventure of the hour hung heavy on the young fisher-

man as he laid himself down to rest in the paternal hut. Idle

as he thought the tale of reaching Turin in a night which
would have been to him a journey of a month, Turin haunted
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his imagination ;
he recalled all that hehad ever heard of its state-

liness : its wealth floated in his imagination, its martial pomps
arose before his eye, and he doubly envied the dashing dra-

goon whose life was thus to be spent in prancing backward
and forward through its streets of palaces.

The dawn found Lugardo still awake. The day was passed

in wandering through the forest, but the evening found him
again on the borders of the lake. A kind of dreaming im-

pression had fixed itself upon his mind, that there he should

meet the soldier again. With a thousand questions to ask of

the world beyond the mountains, he had suffered him to depart

without having been able to satisfy the thousandth part of his

curiosity. Yet when he paced the shore and found himself

looking towards the path in the forest, up which he had last

seen him spur his bounding steed, he smiled at his own cre-

dulity. “ Back from Turin in a day,” he exclaimed; “impossible.

Nothing but the evil spirit himself ever made such a journey.”

But while he spoke the words, he seemed to hear a distant

trampling. Could it be the gallop of a courier? No. The
high road lay a league to the west of the village. Yet the

trampling became less equivocal every moment. He heard the

rattle of the accoutrements, the clang of the sabre against the

spurs and the carbine. It must be a soldier. In a few min-
utes more his doubts were at an end. The dragoon was before

him, drawing up his foaming horse, flinging his helmet on
the ground, looking prodigiously hot, dusty and tired, and pro-

testing by the beard of St. Ursula, that he would gladly give

the whole water of the lake for a single cup of honest wine.

His hearer was thunderstruck.
“ Oh, I see what you are thinking of, my friend,” said the

dragoon, sliding lazily from his horse; “ you are thinking of

what makes many a man’s visage sad—the loss of your money.
I have won my wager.”
Lugardo was still dumb.
“Oh perhaps,” said the dragoon after a pause; “you

doubt my honour. If you do, we may settle the point here at

once with my pistols. But no; you are a fair fellow enough,
and fit for better things than to be shot in that ill-looking

fisherman’s jacket. Now to give you a proof that I have made
my word good, look here.”

He unfolded before the young peasant’s wandering eyes, a
receipt for the governor’s letter dated Turin, on that morning,
and signed by the hand of Prince Eugene.

“ Oh, if you still doubt the fact, look here.”
The dragoon opened his cloak, and showed the order of the

Sardinian eagle, engraved with an acknowledgement of the
extraordinary services of Jerome Benvolio, dated on that morn-
ing at Turin.

“ All, this I suppose,” said he, “ may satisfy my scrupulous
friend; and show him besides, that in the king’s service,

nothing goes without its reward. I was a private yesterday,
to-day, I am a chevalier, and on my return to the army I shall

be an officer.”

“ And what shall I be?” exclaimed Lugardo, unconscious that
he was speaking aloud.

“ An excellent fisherman, I have no doubt,” sneered the
dragoon. “ There are men made for all things

;
for fishing as

well as for the field; for hooking eels and snaring salmon, as

well as for wearing orders, and winning commissions. And
quiet fellows like you have the best of it after all. If any one
should think of looking for you this day fifty years, you will be
found on this spot, a venerable eel-catcher; while I am either
dead or—a duke.”
Every syllable fell as if branded with red-hot iron into the

Italian’s soul.
“ But now that I recollect it,” said the dragoon, “ you owe

me a few sequins
;
there were a hundred and fifty in the purse

that I left with you. We may as well settle the debt at
once.”

Lugardo had totally forgotten wager and purse alike. The
speaker attributing his hesitation to his not having the money
on his person, offered to go with him to his house. Lugardo
shrank; he felt a pang at the humility of his little dwelling,
and would have refused to lead this showy and taunting son of

fortune to the lowly roof which must supply so many fresh

sneers. But his hesitation was too late. The dragoon was
ready on his way to the village; and before Lugardo couV*
resolve what to do, he had found his way through the wood-
path, crossed the little crazy bridge, and was seated at the cot-

tage door in high conversation with his father Thomaso, and
keeping up a spirited dialogue of a more tender kind with
the brilliant eyes of his handsome sister Madelina. He had
made himself already a most prodigious favourite; and the
old man astonished by the multitude of things that he had
seen, the adventures that he had encountered, and the fetes

and fields in which, to believe his own narrative, he equally
shone, insisted on his passing the night under his roof. The
gallant dragoon’s sense of duty slumbered on this occasion,

and with a glance which told Madelina that the condescension
was entirely for her sake, he consented to let the king’s busi-

ness rest till the morrow. But at midnight, Lugardo heard
the pawing of the dragoon’s horse. He started from his

sleepless pillow. The dragoon was mounted, and qft the point

of starting.
“ Why this haste?” exclaimed Lugardo.
“ Mygoodfellow,” said the dragoon, “supper makes a heavy

man, and wine a madman. And I should be worse than
either if I stayed an hour longer. I wasnear forgetting that I
lad a business to do at midnight,’’ his voice grew hollow and
shuddering as he spoke—“ which can be done by no other.
As to your wager; you have lost it. I see also that you have
' ost my purse. Well it cannot be helped. On service we
accustom ourselves to those things. We lose a hundred sequins
to day. We gain a thousand to-morrow. So runs the world
among us. Farewell!”
Lugardo seized his rein. In bitterness of heart almost

bowed to the dust with humiliation, he told hirn that the purse
had disappeared and that he had not the slightest idea how.
But that he would sell all that he was worth in the world,
boat, nets, everything to make up the sum if he would but
give him time. The soldier shook him by the hand with the
grasp of an old comrade.

“ There is one way/’ said he pausing, “ by which you could

repay me, and more than repay me. The king is raising an
additional troop to his body-guard. He is looking for hand-
some recruits everywhere. What do you think of trying
your fortune? You are a capital fellow—made for a soldier ;

and between ourselves a fisherman’s but a beggarly trade for

one of your face and figure.”

Lugardo’s heart beat at the proposal ; his vanity, ambition
and avarice were all stirred up together; but what was to be-
come of his deserted father, already beyond the age of labour,
and of his beautiful sister, too young, and too lovely to be left

to her own guidance?
The dragoon anticipated the objection. “ They will find

the purse. You will receive as much more at Turin which
you may send to them. A year or two will see you an officer,

and then you may protect them with your sword, instead of
your eel-rod or your spade.”
The argument found a willing hearer. It seemed the very

perfection of friendliness, fairness and wisdom. Luckily the
dragoon by some means or other had now found a second
horse. He flung the unresisting Lugardo on the back of this

charger, gave him a lash, and the animal started away with a
fiery speed that astonished and almost terrified his rider. He
rushed over hill, through river, down valley, and across ravine
as if he had wings. To check him was in vain. He seemed
incapable of being stopped, exhausted or guided by anything.
In this headlong flight he rushed on till dawn.
The furious motion, the natural fear and a sensation of per-

plexity for which Lugardo could not account, so bewildered

the young rider, that when they at last arrived within sight of
the capital of Piedmont, he found it hopeless to recollect any
of the circumstances of his journey; whether he had been
days or weeks, a night or an hour upon the road. All was
like the images of a feverish dream—confusion, strangeness—
a mingling of all incongruous things.

But the sight which now expanded before him in the ex-
panding horizon, was of a nature calculated to engross all his

sensibilities, In the bosom of the loyelieist of all yalleys spread
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out the city of
4

Turin, proverbially the most beautiful of Italy,

the city of palaces. Towers that shot up like flames to meet
the rising sun; gilded domes that lifted up their massive gran-

deur like mounts of gold ; Pilladian mansions of marble, pure
as the snow on tho alps around them; looked to the young en-

thusiastic’s eye like a fiery vision. He uttered an involuntary
exclamation of delight, and grasped his conductor’s hand in

gratitude for the display.

But an object still more engrossing, was now to seize on
his awakened faculties. The summit of the mountain ranges,

which in after times has been crowned with the brilliant chef
d'oeuvre of alpine architecture—the mausoleum of the kings of

Sardinia began to be darkened. Lugardo glanced round the

horizon to see it clouding with the thunder storm. His com-
panion laughed with his old indescribable expression, convey-
ing at once good humour and contempt.

“Aye, you fishermen,” 6aid he, “are always on tho look out
for the wind. But the cloud on the superga yonder is of ano-

ther kind than any that frightens your eels. It will thunder
no doubt, and perhaps will lighten too, but it will be the thun-
der of man’s might, the thunder of victory—the thunder of

glory—that sweeping away the race of fools and idlers from
the face of the earth by thousands and tens of thousands, leaves

it clear for the brave. Look again, fisherman! and tell me
what kind of storm your weathorwise head sees rolling down
that mountain.’’

Lugardo, galled by the scoff, would have sprang upon the
scoffer, and finished his harangue by tho sharp argument in

which Calabrese quarrel i# so quick; but the dragoon’s wary
glance enabled him to turn his rein in time, and Lugardo stood
confounded like a tiger disappointed in his spring. He was
now asked without a sneer, what had provoked him to the use
of the knife?

“ What!” said Lugardo, bursting with indignation. “ How
can I help what I was born? why, am I to hear nothing hut
taunts on my trade? Fisherman for ever ! Have I not left

the lake, my cottage, my father, my sister, my country, all, to

follow you? and am I not here for you to make mo what you
will ?”

The dragoon’s swarthy visage turned red, his keen eye flashed
exultation :

—

“Aye; and a bold- hearted fellow you are,” said he, gazing
on the Apollo form of the young Calabrese; “ and fit to make
a man of. But I can do nothing with you but by your own
consent.”

His voice sank into a wild and sepulchral tone, as he ut-
tered the words—

“ With us a man must take liis own way: for good ” he
paused: “or for evil.”

Ilis hearer could not take time to understand the differ-
ence.

“Have I not,” said he, “come to be a soldier—to offer myself
for the king’s guards, if they will accept of me; or if not, to
try my chance with the first captain who wants a soldier?”
“Bravo!” exclaimed the dragoon, laying his hand on the

bold and lofty forehead of the new hero; “ you shall be in my
troop. I should not be surprised if you caught the eye of the
king himself, or of the queen, which would be much the surer
step to a shoulder knot; and if you ended even by being a
captain and marrying one of the maids of honour.”
Lugardo lost the concluding words. His eye was fixed on a

cloud white as snow, that suddenly rose round the whole circle
of the city. Before he could poiut it out to his companion, a
roar, loud as the thunder itself, burst upwards from the valley,
and was echoed in a long succession of peals from every pinna-
cle of the mountains.
The cloud at length dissolved, and on every tower and

bastion of Turin, was seen haughtily waving, the royal banner.
The clouds again swelled round the ramparts like an avalanche,
new-fallen from the foreheads of the surrounding alps. The
roar again ascended, again rolled peal upon peal from a thou-
sand summits; again and again bellowed round, until the whole
horizon was filled with one wild incessant burst, crash, and
tumult of fire and thunder.

“ There,’^ried put the spldier in ecstasy, “I told you that

you should see something; for you haveTcome just in time.

The French under Catinat have assaulted the city. They
are as brave as fiends, to tho full as merciless, and almost
as clever: they will be beaten, however. Ten thousand of

those showy fellows, who would scale the moon if they had lad-

ders long enough, will sleep under the muzzles of our guns to-

night. They will make their beds on the glacis, and never
call upon Louis le Grand for their rations again. Well! what
does my young recruit think of war?”

“ A game too glorious for man,” was the answer; “ a game
fit for the gods! Let us go down at once. We shall be too

late. The battle will be over before we reach the gates.”

The gallant dragoon smiled at his unfledged enthusiasm:
threw his reins loose, and galloped down the mountain’s slope

with a dashing speed, which rivalled his midnight ride. But
they arrived safe at the gates; made their way through pat-

roles, guards, and all the precautionary bustle of a beleaguered
city; passed squadrons mustering for the field; rode through
groups of generals in all their pomp of plumage, embroidered
cloaks and military hauteur; scattered mobs of aide-de-camp,

ten times more plumed, embroidered, and proud of their cloaks

—reached a barrack which rose before them with the look of

a palace, and sat down to a table covered with a meal, which
to Lugardo’s simple habits, seemed the luxury of kings.

His reception in the royal troop, experienced none of the
usual delays of office. It was a stirring time. The king
wanted soldiers

;
and the young recruit’s figure was of itself a

passport to the guard.
He was equipped at once; and, as he felt the first bound of

the charger under him, and saw tho first glitter of his cuirass

reflected on everything that he passed, be felt all the principle

of the Alexanders and Sanderbegs alive in his bosom. His
spirit was not left to sink. Twilight had stilled the cannon-
ade; and the French, after a dozen unsuccessful and furious

attempts on the bastions, had retired, leaving the dragoons cal-

culations more than complete. The day had cost Catinat twelve
thousand of his guards.
But the time was now come to retaliate. Without drum or

trumpet, the cavalry of the garrison assembled, moved out
from the gates, trampled over French c wslets, helmets, caps,

and corses, without number, and reached the verge of the
enemy’s camp Avithout a shot being fired. Catinat had been
wounded in the assault, and, with his vigilance, slept the
vigilance of the brave around him.

The sentinels, wearied with the day, were dozing on their

posts; the pickets were drunk; the officers of the grand guard
Avere playing dominoes; the general staff were at supper; and
the rest of the army, horse, foot, arid dragoons, were dreaming
of France, plunder, laurel-making, and the ginguette

,
upon

their straw.

But their hour was at hand. The royal troop claimed the

right as usual of heading the attack; and with a roar that was
enough to awaken the dead, they plunged upon the sleeping

battalions. All was instant flight, terror, shouting; the gal-

loping of officers to gather their scattered men; the howling
of the wounded; the huzzaing of the charging cavalry; the

blaze of musketry springing up from all quarters; the roar of

the parks of artillery, as the gunners fired them at random
on everything that they could see in motion; the explosion of

ammunition waggons, and the blaze of magazines. Lugardo’s
soul grew frantic with the wild excitement of the hour; he
rode like a madman into the midst of fire; felt his charger

torn from under him by a cannon-ball, seized the rein of ano-

ther that Avas flying past him at the moment, mounted, and
galloped into the midst of a group of French household troops,

who were maintaining a desperate defence round the marshal’s

tent, scattered them at once and bore off their standard in

triumph.
Day broke, and the fragments of the enemy’s army had taken

refuge in the hills. They had left their tents, guns, and bag-

gage to the conqueror's. There was nothing more to be done.

The trumpet sounded for the return of the cavalry; all was in

march for the field, and a more exulting expedition never en-

tered the gates of Turin,
(To be continued.)
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REVOLT OF THE GREEKS.

In the primitive seat of European civilization, and the noblest

ruins of the ancient world, one people has preserved its exist-

ence through the wild tempests of Asiatic conquerors, and has

recently contended with the enemies of Christianity and civili-

zation for life and freedom, whilst Christians beheld the death-

struggle for years without offering any assistance.

The Turks and Greeks never became one nation; the relation

of conquerors and conquered never ceased. However abject a

large part of the Greeks became by their continued oppression,

they never forgot that they were a distinct nation. In 1814,

the Hetaireia was formed in Vienna, but the revolution began

too early for their plans. Coray, with many others, as Mus-

toxydy, Gazy, Uucas, Cumas, Bambas, Gorgorios, Oiconomos,

and Capetanaki, exerted themselves to enlighten their nation,

and to prepare it, by a better education, for a struggle for

liberty.

Similar views had been enterained fifty years earlier, by

everal Greeks, in

different parts of
the country, among
whom were Pana-
giotis, Mavrocor-
dato, and Demetri-
us Cantemir. In
Greece itself seve-
ral attempts were
made to revive the
study of the ancient
language, and with
it a taste for letters,

civilization, and li-

berty. This was
particularly the
case in the islands,

where intercourse
with France and
the American
states contributed
to hasten the revi-
val of a thirst for

liberty. In addi-
tion to all this

,
was

the wretched state
of Turkey, weak
from without and
within; everything in short, seemed favourable, when the preci-

pitancy of a few individuals was the origin of infinite mischief.

On the 1st of February, 1821, Prince Charles Calimachi was
appointed by the Porte, Hospodar of Wallachia; in the place of

the decseased Alexander Suzzo. The fear of new exactions

(which take place in that country with every new governor)

produced commotions among the people ofWallachia andthis ex-

citement seemed to the members of the II etaireia in St. Peters-

burgh, to afford a favourable moment for taking up arms
against the Turks, in which they expected to be supported by
the Russian cabinet. Without knowing anything of this plan,

a Wallachian, Theodore Wladimiresko, left Bucharest, Jan.

30th, with sixty pandoors, and instigated the peasants to

revolt, promising them the protection of Russia and the resto-

ration of their old rights.

The Arnaouts, who were sent against him, joined him, and
he soon became master of Little Wallachia, at the head of

5000 men. The Greeks in Moldavia likewise rose under Prince

Alexander Ypsilanti, a major-general in the Russian service.

This insurrection was connected with the Hetaireia.

March 7th, 1821. a proclamation of Ypsilanti was placarded
in Jassy, under the eyes of the hospodar, Michael Suzzo, which
declared that all the Greeks had, on that day, thrown off the
Turkish yoke; that he would put himself at their head with
his countrymen

; that Prince Suzzo wished the happiness of

the Greeks; and that nothing was to be feared, as a great

power was going to march against Turkey. Several officers

and members of the Hetaireia had accompanied Ypsilanti from

Bessarabia and Jassy.

He wrote to the emperor of Russia, Alexander, who was

then at Laybacli, asking his protection for the Greek cause, and

the two principalities, Wallachia and Moldavia; but the revo-

lutions in Spain and Piedmont had just then broken out, and

that monarch considered the Greek insurrection to be nothing

but a political fever, caught from Spain and Italy, which could

not be checked too soon; besides, Ypsilanti was actually in

the service of Russia, and therefore had undertaken this step

against the rules of military discipline. Alexander publicly

disavowed the measure, Ypsilanti s name was struck from the

army rolls, and he was declared to be no longer a subject of

Russia.

The Russian minister, and the Austrian internucio at Con-

stantinople, also declared that their cabinets would not take

advantage of the internal troubles of Turkey in any shape

whatever, but would, as hitherto, remain strictly neutral. The

Turkish government still, however, continued suspicious,

partly after the information of an English traveller had led to

a detection of some
supposed traces of
the Greek conspi-

racy at Constanti-

nople. It therefore

ordered the Rus-
sian vessels to be
searched, contrary

to treaty.

The commerce of

Odessa suffered

from this measure,
which occasioned a
seriouscorrespond-
encebetweenBaron
Stroganoff. the

Russian ambassa-
dor, and the Reis

'Effendi. The most
vigorous measures
were taken against

all Greeks : their

schools were sup-

pressed: theirarms

seized: suspicion

was quivalent to a

sentence of death

The flight of some
rendered all guilty —it was rohibited under penalty of death;

and in the divan, the total extinction of the Greek name was
proposed. Turkish troops marched into the principalities; the

Hospodar Suzzo was outlawed; the patriarchs of Constantinople

and Jerusalem excommunicated all insurgents; and a liatti-

sheriff of March 51st, called upon all Mussulmans to arm
against the rebels for the protection of the Islam.

.No Greek was for some time, safe in the streets of Constan-
tinople: women and children were thrown into the sea;. the

noblest females openly murdered or sold; the populace broke
into the house of Foaton, the Russian counsellor of legation;

and Prince Murusi was beheaded in the seraglio.

The revolution in the Morea began on the 23rd of March,
1821, at Calavrita. a small place in Acliaia, where eighty Turks
were made prisoners.

On the same day the Turkish garrison of Patras fell up-

on the Greek inhabitants: but they were soon relieved. In the

ancient Laconia, Colootroni, and Peter Mavromichalis roused

the people to arms.
The archbishop Germanos, collected the peasants of Achaia ;

and in Patras aud other places, the Turks were compelled to

retreat into the fortresses. As early as Apail 6th, a Messenian

senate assembled in Calamata; and the bey of Maina, Peter

Mavromichalis, as commander-in-chief, proclaimed that the

Morea had shaken off the yoke of Turkey to save the Christian

faith, and to restore the ancient character of their country,—?
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« From Europe nothing is wanted but money, arms, and

council.” From that time the suffering Greeks found friends

in Germany, France Switzerland, England, and the United

States of America. Jussuf Selim, pacha of Lepanto, having

received information of these events from the diplomatic agent

of a European power, hastened to relieve the citadel of Patras,

and the town was changed into a heap of ruins. The mas-

sacre of the inhabitants was the signal for a struggle of life

and death. Almost the whole war was thenceforward a suc-

cession of atrocities. It was not a war prosecuted on any fixed

plan, but merely a series of devastations and murders. The re-

volution spread over Attica, Boeotia, Phocis, TEtolia, and Acar-

nania. The ancient names were revived. At the same time

the islands declared themselves free. In the beginning of April

the wealthy merchants and ship-owners, the bold mariners of

Hydra, Spezzia, and Ispara, who had long before been gained

over to the cause of liberty, erected an independent govern-

ment in Hydra. They fitted out their vessels for war, and the

blue and red flag of the Hetaireia soon waved on nearly 200

vessels.

Whiie the conduct of the Moreots has but too often drawn

on them the just reproach of their compatriots, the latter have

gained a name in history which will be honoured as long as an

in vincible love of liberty, and bold and inflexible courage in

an unequal struggle are prized The Hydriots cruised in the

Turkish waters, and blockaded the ports. In some islands

the Turks were massacred in revenge for the murder of the

Greeks at Patras ;
and, in retaliation, the Greeks were put

to death at Smyrna, in Asia Minor, and in those islands which
had not yet shaken off the Turkish yoke. The exasperation

was raised to the highest pitch by the cruelties committed

against the Greeks in Constantinople, after the end of March.
On mere suspicion, and often merely to obtain possession of

their property, the divan caused the richest Greek merchants

and bankers to be put to death. The rage of the Mussulmans
was particularly directed against the Greek clergy. In April,

Gregory, the patriarch of Constantinople, was murdered, with

his bishops
,
in the metropolis. In Adrianople, the venerable

patriarch, Cyrillus, who had retired to a life of solitude, and
Proesos, archbishop of Adrianople, and others, met The same
fate. Several hundred Greek churches were torn down, with-

out the divan paying any attention to the remonstrances of

the Christian ambassadors. The savage grand vizier, indeed,

lost his place, and soon after his life, but Mahmud and his

favourite, Halet Effendi, persisted in the plan of extermination.

The courageous Stroganoff was yet less able to make his re-

monstrances heard, after the grand seignior, in order to save

his favourite, who was hated by the j anissaries, on account of

his plan of reform in the military department, gave a seat in

the divan to three members of these riotous troops. The
commerce of Russia in the Black Sea was totally ruined by
the blockade of the Bosphorous, and the ultimatum of the

ambassador was not answered. Baron Stroganoff, therefore,

broke off all deplomatic relations with the Reis Effendi on July
38th, and soon afterwards embarked for Odessa. He had de-

clared to the divan, that if the Porte did not change its system,

Russia would feel herself obliged to give “ the Greeks
refuge, protection, and assistance.” The answer of the Reis
Effendi to this declaration given too late, was sent to St.

Petersburgh
; but it was only after the most atrocious

excesses committed by the janissaries and the troops from
Asia, that the foreign ministers, particularly the British min-
ister, Lord Strangford, succeeded in inducing the grand
seignior to recal the command for the arming of all Mussul-
mans, and to restore order. The Porte even promised an
amnesty, on condition of the submission of the Greeks

; yet
individual executions still continued. Prince Calimachi,

Hospodar of Wallacliia, was sent with his family, to Asia
Minor, where he suddenly died on hearing of the execution

of his brother. The old families of the Fanariots no longer

existed in Constantinople, and, after all the cruelties they had
suffered, the Greeks could not trust the amnesty of the sultan.

They remembered, too, the vast number of Moreots who had
been murdered by the orders of a former sultan, though their

pardQh ]h,ad toew stipulated with Catharine II, Their hopes

were also strengthened by the war which broke out between

Turkey and Persia, and they never gave up the confidence

that the “ Muscoviti” would atlast arm for their protection,
||

which Russia had taken upon herself in the three last treaties

with the Porte. Meanwhile, the Turkish general in Epirus,

Khurschid Pacha, who was besieging the rebel Ali, in Yanani,

had sent troops against the Suliots, into the Morea and to

Thessaly. But the TEtolians, under Rhangos, and the Acar-
nanians, under the brothers Hyscus, obliged the Turks to shut

themselves up in Arta, and made themselves masters of

Salona. Ulysses put himself at the head of some Arnatolics,

in Thessaly
;
and Archimandrite, Anthymos Gazis, called the !

peasants to arms. In Euboea (Negropont) all the peasants,

took up arms and obliged the Turks to shut themselves up in

the fortified cities
;
but these movements were not decisive,

because they took place without co-operation ; and, in fact,

nothing was effected but the driving the Turks from the coun-
try into the cities.

During the year 1824 the Greeks were uniformly successful

;

and preparations were made for commencing the campaign of

1825 with renewed vigour. Unfortunately, however, dissen-

tion began to prevail amonggt them : nevertheless their pros-

pects were highly promising. At the beginning of February an
Egyptian squadron landed at Moden 6000 well-disciplined

soldiers, chiefly commanded by European officers. On the

20th of March, Ibrahim Pacha took up a position before the

walls of Navarino, with 14,000 men. A garrison of 2000 men,
and provisions, were hastily thrown into that fortress by the

Greeks, while large bodies of the Roumeliotes also took posses-

sion of the ground in the rear of the enemy. On April 19th

the position of the Greeks in the rear was attacked by the
j

Turkish army, and owing to the neglect or pusillanimity of

the Moreots, they were completely defeated. On the 30th,

the Roumeliots, hearing that the Turks had marched against
!

Missolonghi, left the defence of Navarino to the peninsular

troops, and proceeded to defend their own homes.
The Moreots now roused themselves, and took arms with

greater spirit. On the sixth of May the Egyptian army
again attacked the fortress, but they were defeated, and com-

|

pelled to retire to their former position. On the next day,

after a desperate conflict, the Turks made themselves masters
of the island Sphacteria.
The Wave Anastasius Psamando, was slain on the island,

and his solitary ship had to make her way out through the

fleet of the enemy, drawn up round the entrance of the har- 1

hour. During lour hours of a dead calm she maintained a
desperate fight, and finally fought her way with great gallan-

j

try through forty sail of the Egyptian fleet, with the loss of

only two men killed, and six wounded. Two days after, the

garrisons of old Navarino and Neo-Kastro capitulated ; and
Ibrahim Pacha thus became possessed of the key to the entire

western coast of the Morea.
On the fall of Navarino, one of the divisions of the Egyptian

fleet was followed into the harbour of Moden, and there set
|

fire to and destroyed by the Greek fire-ships. A storehouse

in the town, containing a large quantity of ammunition and
provisions, caught fire, and was blown up with a tremendous

explosion.

The success of the Greeks was rendered yet more triumph-

ant by the defeat of the Turkish fleet, which was beaten and

dispersed by a Greek squadron, as it was on its way to Hydra.

On the 10th of the month following, the Egyptian fleet reach-

ed Missolonghi, which had now been besieged by Redschid

Pacha, for upwards of two months without any impression

being made upon it. On the 1st of August a general attack

was made, but the Turks were repulsed ;
and two or three

davs afterwards the town was relieved on the sea side by the

Greek fleet. The siege was still continued on the land side,

but with scarcely any result besides the loss of men on the

part of the besiegers. , ,, ~ ,

In the Morea the campaign was disastrous to the Greek

cause ; and the progress of Ibrahim, burning and destroying

wherever he came, occasioned the Greek govnrnment great

perplexity and distress. At this time several fooreign faction*

were carrying on their secret intrigues, and the French party
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actually proposed to give the sovereignty to a son'of the Duke
of Orleans, promising on the condition, the aid of 12,000

French troops.

This proposal met with no encouragement, and the French
faction lost ground. The Russian cabinet, during the preced-

ing year, had issued a semi- official note, in which the idea of

forming Greece into principalities, on the same plan as the Da-
cian provinces, was suggested.
M. Rodios, the secretary of the Greek executive government,

addressed a spirited letter to the British Government on this

proposal, declaring that “ The Greek nation, as well as its go-
vernment, solemnly affirm, that they prefer a glorious death to

the disgraceful lot intended to be imposed upon them.”
Towards the end of July the populace, as well as the govern-

ment, openly declared themselves in favour of British protec-

tion ; and a “ manifesto of the Greek nation,” placing itself

under British protection, was issued at Napoli on the 2nd of

August. Fresh deputies were accordingly appointed, and the
second son of Miaulis, with one of the Hydriot primates, em-
barked for London at the end of August.
The campaign in Greece this year was disastrous to the

cause of the Greeks. In the month of April Missolonghi was
taken from them. This event was attended with the loss of

many lives, and with the captivity of a still greater number of

unfortunate Greek women and children. The garrison which
had become desperate from the total want of provision, and the
failure of the Greek fleet, under Admiral Miaulis, to throw
supplies into the town, determined, on the 22nd of April, to

retire from the place. A sortie was accordingly made, by 800
men, under two chieftains, with the hope of gaining possession
of one of the batteries upon the sea-shore, which was defended
by a large body of Arabs^; the town, at the same time, was
partially set fire to, with the view of diverting the attention of
the besiegers.

It was hoped that, by this attack, a way would be opened
for the remainder of the garrison; but this plan had been fore-
seen by the Turks, and their posts so strongly reinforced, that,
after attempting in vain to force a passage by carrying the bat-
tery, the band led by the two chieftains dispersed, and endea-
voured to save themselves by gaining the mountains. The
alarm created by their dispersion was quickly communicated to
those who were to follow on this hazardous enterprize, who now
abandoned their posts, and sought shelter, in small numbers, in
the most tenable places in the neighbourhood of the town. In
the midst of the confusion, the Turkish troops rushed on from
the sea and land, side, and took possession of the fortification,
to which, as a signal of victory, they set fire. They then,
poured into the town, and put to the sword, or made prisoners
all who opposed them.
The loss sustained by the Turks on this occasion was great

;

and the obstinacy of the conflict may be estimated by the fact,
that, although between 2,000 and 3,000 Greeks perished in the
town, and at the foot of the mountain, only 150 were taken alive.
Of the women and children, a considerable number destroyed
themselves, or were drowned

; and above 3,000 were taken
prisoners.

The prospects of Greece at the commencement of 1827, wore
a gloomier aspect than at any previous period of the contest.

1 Napoli di Romania was almost the only strong position which
they held in the Morea

; they had lost all their footing in West-
ern Greece, and what was worse, dissension began to show it-

1 among the leaders themselves. Advantage was taken of
l the inactivity of Ibrahim, to make great exertions for provision-
i

ing Napoli
;
and Karaiskaki who still kept the field, having been

joined by part of those who escaped from Missolonghi, still
maintained the ascendancy in the mountains of Livadia.
A body of Albanians was sent against him by Redschid

I acha, who was besieging Athens
; Karaiskaki met them at

Debrena, defeated and drove them to the neighbourhood of
Arakova, where he surrounded them and completely cut off

[ their retreat. A desperate battle followed
; and after five

i hours hard fighting, the Turks were driven to a new position,
t

with the loss of all their baggage, ^nd a great number of men.
j Here they were followed by Karaiskaki, who keptthem shut up
f

for five days
$ and when they proposed to capitulate on condi-

tion of being allowed to retire, he answered, that they might do
with him as the Greeks had done with them at Missolonghi

—

make good their own way. He then dislodged them, forced them
to fight, and killed 13,000 of them.
In the meantime, the siege of Athens was pushed on with

vigour by Redschid Pacha. Colonel Fabvier, taking advan-
tage of the departure of that part of Redschid’s army which
had gone against Karaiskaki, succeeded in throwing himself
into the Acropolis, with 300 men and a supply of provisions.

A naval expedition set out from Salamis on the evening of
the 5th of February, and succeeded in occupying the Pirceus,

and carrying several posts on the shore.

Another band of the Greeks marched a few days before,

from Eleusis upon Athens ; but on the 9th of February, they
were suddenly attacked and completely defeated by the Se-

raskier. The Turks assailed the Greeks, who had obtained

possession ot\the Piraeus, and drove them from several of the

outposts they had taken. On the 4th of March a desperate

attack was made on the Piraeus, in which both parties fought

obstinately from morn till night, when the Turks retired with
a loss of 700 killed and 300 wounded, the loss of the Greeks
being ten killed and twenty wounded.
On the 18th of February, Karaiskaki defeated the army of

Oiner Pacha in the neighbourhood of Distomo, in Livadia,

and deprived it of its baggage and artillery.

Salona having surrendered to the Greeks, and Western
Greece being thus nearly cleared of the enemy, Karaiskaki
marched into Attica, having been joined on his way by fresh

reinforcements. The seraskier was now obliged to content
himself with acting on the defensive, until he was joined by
reinforcements from Constantinople.
At length Lord Cochrane arrived in Greece ; and, finding

the military chiefs disputing and quarrelling about the place

of assembling the congress, instead of taking vigorous mea-
sures for the relief of their country, his first object was to

effect a compromise of differences ; and he so far succeeded,
that, in the beginning of April the assembly was convened at

Damala.
Their first act was the appointment of Count Capo d’lstria

to the office of president of Greece for seven years. Colonel
Church was made generalissimo of the land forces, and Lord
Cochrane appointed commander-in-chief of the Greek fleet.

A joint effort was now made to relieve Athens, by a general at-

tack upon the Turks, which proved unsuccessful, and Athens
fell into the hands of the Turks.
By the fall of Athens, Greece was almost deprived ofjjhope,

when an entirely new aspect was given to the war by the in-

terposition of European powers
; and although their media-

tion was for a long time most pertinaciously refused by the
Turkish government, they were ultimately induced to acknow-
ledge the independence of the Greeks on terms highly
favourable to them

;
and Otho Prince of Bavaria, was even-

tually placed on the throne of Greece.

A NAVAL FRAGMENT.

On one of the most inclement days in the winter of 1812, the

year in which, I believe, the St. George, Hero, Defence, and
Saldanha were lost, an English frigate from Plymouth anchored

in a beautiful road-stead on the w estern coast of France, which
bears the name of a celebrated buccaneer captain of the six-

teenth century. The blockading squadron lay at single anchor,

prepared to resist the fury of the gale, with their lower yards

and topmasts struck; while the fleet of the enemy seemed tran-

quilly reposing on the smooth surface of the inner harbour.

The hour was that of divine service, but even the solemnity of

the occasion, rendered still more binding by the strict discipline

of a man-of-war, did not prevent many from showing them-

selves in different sly corners of their vessels, anxiously scan-

ning the new arrival from England. As the gale continued too

boisterous to admit of any communication except by signal, the

important part of our intelligence was telegraphed to the Com-
mander-in chief. The captains of the squadron became thus
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acquainted with the secret, but it went no farther, as the
mysteries of the signal-books were, in those days, exclusively
confined to the naval monarchs themselves.

J

The gale continued provokingly violent throughout the day.
To us it mattered little : our holiday enjoyments had but just
ended ; and with the monotonous prospect of being separated at
signal distances from the squadron for three months, as the
look-out frigate off Rochelle, we were not much disposed to
sympathize with the eager hopes or apprehensive anticipations
of our anxious companions. A single day had but intervened
since we were in the full tide of our annual festivities. The
social ties which bound us to the port in which we had refitted,
had ceased for another year; our carnival had closed; and to’

all of every degree on board our departure from Plymouth
was as if each had left his own home: even the sterile aspect
of Mount Batten claimed a portion of our retrospective
attachment.
On the following morning, the sea was as tranquil as it had

been disturbed the day before. The sky was clear and serene,
the waters seemed refreshed by the tempest, and the ships of
the line lay in apparent sluggishness, as if reposing from their
previous labours. The margin of the sea off the isles of Ree
and Oleron, was sprinkled with picturesque-looking fishing-
boats; small coasting vessels, deeply laden with wine from
Bourdeaux, had just merged from the creeks in which they had
sheltered themselves from the storm, and were creeping along the
land under the immediate protection of the batteries which
lined the coast. A gun-boat would now and then dart out from
some hidden nook, to mark the progress of the little flotilla,
and then slowly retire to its lurking-place, satisfied that for
that time its services were not required.
Within the vicinity of our squadron all was life and animation

;

the topmasts were quickly raised to their appointed berths; the
lighter spars were elevated above them like magic; the long
drift of cable, to which the vessels owed their safety in the
gale, was shortened in

; and at the hour of breakfast the scene
was changed from the dismal gloom of a November storm, to
the summer aspect of calm and sunshine.
Within a couple of days we again weighed anchor, and re-

lieved the frigate, whose dreary station offthe old town of Ro-
chelle we were destined to occupy for the period before alluded to

.

In our brief intercourse with this vessel, the contrast was in-
deed striking: with us it was quiet, almost to sadness—with
t iem it was exhilarating; and while, on the one hand, their
mirth served to increase our gloom, the dulness we exhibited
seemed to augment their happiness. The captains dined to-
gether as usual, and the following morning our lively friends
iett us lor England, to participate in the short-lived enjoyments
to which we had so recently, so reluctantly bid adieu.

It is, I know not why, generally believed that sailors are ne-
•ver so happy as when they are at sea. For my own part, Ihad fifteen years of it, and I confess the truth of the obser-
vation never exhibited itself to my notice. Sailors are nevermore quiet than when on the sea, but never so happy as on
shore. I lemember an instance of an old marine who belonged
to the guard-ship at Cork; he left his vessel but once in twelve
months, ana that was when he received liis pay. Long habit
had given him the privilege of asking the first lieutenant’s per-
mission to absent himself for the time specified, in the fol-
owing terms, “ Please, sir, may I go on shore for three days
o get drunk? At the expiration of hi9 leave, he returned to

ttie ship, took four and twenty hours to recover his equilibrium
nor quitted her until the period of his annual Saturnalia again
arrived. He was the steadiest and the best man on board.
Although our solitary station off Rochelle was quiet almost

to sadness, we could not be said to want occupation. Our or-dinary duties usually comprised six hours of the day; fromwhich it may be reasonably inferred, that the remainder of our
time, it judiciously arranged, could not leave us altogether
bankrupts in employment. It is true, we had full leisure for
tie improvement of our intellects, but had we been ever sowi li ngly disposed to cultivate our minds, our means were too
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* The extent of oqr library, in the
midshtipman s berth, was a “ John Hamilton Moore,” a well-

thumbed volume of “Joe Miller,” and the “Life and Ad-»“!“ CrUSOe
-;
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aspirants were not of the aristocratic part of

h
t
d not a EC10n ^ nobility on board the ship;

those, therefore, who manifested a desire to improve their
minds, claimed the friendship of their commander, which
eventually led to their preferment in life; while the sleepers
and snarlers were left to their own indolent habits to shift for
themselves. This recals to my memory a friendly lecture I
one day received from an old and esteemed officer who took a
lively interest in my welfare. “ Two vessels/’ said he, “ sailed
together from England for the same port in the East Indies.
The captain of one of them, being an active, good seaman, and
an excefient navigator, was always on the alert, availing him-
seif of every change in the weather, taking advantage of the
slightest cat s paw favourable to his progress, and carefully cal-
culating the tides and currents. The other commander was
lazy and sluggish, slow in his habits, and seldom left his cabin.
.The exertion to crowd sail on the ship, unless he could calcu-
late on the permanency of the breeze, seemed formidable to him.
What was the result? The first-mentioned ship arrived at her
destination three weeks sooner than the latter, found a fair
market for her cargo, and was freighted with goods which
would have fallen to the lot of the other vessel had she arrived
in time. “ Now,” continued my friend, “ which of the two
captams, think you, prospered best in the world?” My reply
maybe easily conceived. “Follow then,” said my worthy-
monitor, “ the example of the active commander, and the re-
sult will be as favourable to you, in your progress through life
as it was to him on that voyage.”

*

Several weeks elapsed before anything occurred to enliven our
solitary scene. The distance which separated us from the faZ-
dron precluded our keeping up any intercourse with them, and
our only novelty consisted in the occasional arrival of letters
from England, which, to use a common saying “ were, like an-
gels visits, few and far between.” The arrangements, how-
ever, that had occupied the exclusive attention of our captain
and first lieutenant for the last three weeks, in fitting the boats
of the ship with a short carronade and some small brass swiv-
els, prepared us for an event to which we had anxiously looted
forward for a long period.
At this time the principal sea-ports of France were closely

guarded by the blockading squadrons of England: and those
places which were not deemed important enough to claim" so
large a portion of its naval force, were sufficiently watched*by
the smaller men-of-war, and chartered privateers, to check,
almost effectually her intercourse with the commercial world.
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Thus circumscribed, her traffic along the coast became propor-
tionably important and valuable-limited to the only maritime
protection she could afford. The small chasse marees, deeply
laden with wine from Bourdeaux, brandy from Nantz, or arti-
cles for domestic purposes from Quiberon of a very humble de-
scription, lined the coast, sheltered by the batteries, in con-
voys of one, two, and three hundred sail at a time. Many,
however, of the swiftest of these little vessels, eager to pursue
their route, and anxious to avoid the restraint as well as the
procrastinated delay to which their remaining with their com-
rades often subjected them, would dart along under the shade
of night, or the cheering prospect of a favourable breeze, and
were not unfrequently becalmed in the centre of a bay which
they had attempted to cross, to avoid the circuitous track along
its margin. These were the gentry upon whom our attention
was fixed, and they seldom failed to attract our lynx-eyed ob-
servation.

.

On a very fine evening, just as the disk of the sun was
sinking in the horizon, eight cutlasses, a corresponding number
of pistols, six muskets, a keg of fresh water, a small proportion
of rum, and a compass, were cautiously placed in the galley, a
long eight-oared boat, which, from her former exploits on the
coast, had often excited the admiration and terror of the trading
vessels. The oars were carefully muffled, a rocket and two or
three blue-lights were stowed away in the stern- sheets, and
when the warm tint of the setting sun was no longer visible,
she silently pulled away from the ship in the direction of two
very large chasse- marees, which lay becalmed a long distance
from the land, with the sails helplessly flapping against the
masts. On this occasion it fell to my lot to accompany mv
friendly monitor, Mr. Elwin, in the boat, and we pulled five
miles in the direction alluded to before a single word was
spoken.
As we approached the spot where the chasse-marees were

seen becalmed, we slackened our speed, and each man in silence
prepared his fire arms. Guided by the compass which lay in
the bottom of the boat, wo again pursued our course; but there
wag not a vestige ofeither vessel to be seen, although we traversed
the ground overand over again,and strained our eyes to penetrate
the gloom of night, until they felt like balls of fire when with-
drawn. Reluctant to return to the ship without having accom-
plished our purpose, we pulled in for the land, thinking it not
improbable that chance might favour our views. In about
twenty minutes we again lay your oars, and the last man had
just 8wallowed his allotted portion of rum and water, when we
saw, or fancied we could discern, a dark object on the verge of
the horizon. We were at first disposed to imagine it one of the
vessels described on our mind, but the galley accelerating her
speed, soon neared the object, and each man letting his oar
glide gently alongside the boat, we ranged up softly under the
stern of the largest gun-vessel I ever saw. About seventy men
were strewed on her deck fast asleep. An awning was spread
over the vessel, and the arms of each man lay on his right side.
There was not at this moment a breath of wind in the heavens.
The stars twinkled in myriads over our heads, and sparkled like
diamonds on the dark surface of the tranquil sea. We lay in
this extraordinary position for at least five minutes, each of our
men holding his breath while he gazed intently on his sleeping
enemy, with his pistol firmly grasped in his right hand. The
order was at length given by a silent motion from our officer to
leave the vessel, and we allowed ourselves to drift with the cur-
rent, until our drowsy foe became once more a dark speck in
the horizon.

It was some time before Elwin sufficiently recovered from
the conflicting state of mind in which this singular scene left
him, to be able to discuss its novelty with anything like calm-
ness. The trial to him, poefr fellow, had been severe almost
beyond endurance. He knew, and felt, that his promotion in
the service depended on his own exertions, and he had long
panted for a favourable opportunity to signalize himself. The
men continued to ply their oars in silence. Not a single mur-
mur escaped their compressed lips, although, from their unre-
flecting minds, something of the kind might have been expected
especially when we consider the unusual excitement they were

thrown into by this extraordinary rencontre: but they knewElwin to be brave, resolute, and undaunted; they had foutrhtby his side upon more than one occasion; and his -oolness in
the moment of danger had often inspired them with ^onfidennp
At last Elwin exclaimed, as if following up the train of thought
into which the strange event had thrown him “ Seventy to
ten ! ’twould have been madness to have aroused the slumber-
ing foe—the odds were too much against us.” And then
addressing himself to the men he said. “Well,* my lads o r
next touch may give them something more to dream of ”

’This
observation reconciled us, in some measure, to our second dis
appointment: the men cheerfully acquiesced in the prudent
decision of their leader, and the energetic tug they gave their
oars evinced how fully they were prepared to move on in search
of new adventures.

It was now nearly twelve o’clock : the tranquil aspect of the
weather remained unchanged; there was not a passing cloud
in the studded canopy of heaven to indicate a breeze- alfaround
was hushed in the repose of midnight. Our boat lay’on the sur-
face of the water, while her crew refreshed themselves with the
scanty portion of bread and cheese which they had reserved
from their evening meal. Elwin shared his cold beef and bis-
cuit with me, and a small allowance of grog afforded the nrn
an opportunity of good-humouredly drinking a quiet night’s
rest to their sleeping friends in the gun- boat. After indulging
a hearty laugh at the novelty of the toast, they resumed
the oar, and our sylph-like galley again skimmed swiftly along
the margin of the deep. Whether our leader had at this mo-
ment any fixed point in view was unknown to us. I perceived
by the compass that we were pulling in for the town of Ro-
chelle; but it never once entered my head that he would ven-
ture nearer than within musket shot of the batteries- when
however, we found ourselves within pistol-range of the enemy
the whispered admonition to the men “ to row gently” con-
vinced me how much I was mistaken, and the impulse that
something was yet in reserve for us, banished all coniecturo
from my mind.
In a few minutes wo were at the entrance of the small river

leading up to the town. Fortunately there was a slight surf
on the pebbly beach, which drowned the measured sound of our
muffled oars, and we passed the batteries without being chal-
lenged. Our little band were thus arranged: the two foremost
men kept a sharp look-out ahead on either side of the narrow
channel, four of the crew who occupied the centre of the boat
were prepared with their fire-arms to act on the moment and
the remaining two plied their oars at lengthened intervals’with
noiseless accuracy. In this manner we stealthily pursued our
silent course until wo found ourselves within a few yards of a
large sloop which lay on the outside of a tier of small vessels
the innermost one of which was secured to the quay. Elwin’
who was much the tallest man in the boat, raised himself erect
to reconnoitre her deck, and then beckoning to the four men
in tho centre, boarded her by her channels, the after hatch
being quietly laid on, over which a man was placed with a
brace of pistols and a cutlass.

As if to compensate us for our formor disappointment, every
thing seemed to favour our enterprise: the tide was at its ebb-
we knew the channel to be perfectly clear; and at the moment
we cut her moorings, and opened the folds of her single topsail
a light breeze sprang up, which bore us at a rapid rate down
the river. As we approached the batteries, Elwin asked me
in an under tone if I could speak French

; but I had
scarcely replied in the negative, when two voices from
either side roared out, “ Qui va la?” To answer the chal-
lenge was quite out of the question, for not one of us un-
derstood a syllable of the language. Elwin motioned us to
lie down. The challenge was quickly repeated. “Respond
ouje tire!” shouted the angry sentinels; and in less than amoment two bullets whizzed across our bow. The alarm was
now spread. “Les Anglais!” resounded from one end of the
harbour to tho other; lights gleamed in quick succession alony
the shore, and shots fired at random fell harmlessly around us.We had now passed the barrier, and before the enemy could
get their guns to bear on us with effect,?we had receded from
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their aim; and as we were gliding rapidly through the water
with a freshening breeze, we fancied ourselves comparatively

secure, when the following accident soon undeceived us. One
of the men, in handing the compass out of the boat, betrayed
our only light : a mark of which the French cannoniers

promptly availed themselves. In an instant we were struck

by three forty-two pound shot. Our topmast, to which was
appended the only sail we had spread, fell over the bow; and a

chance ball, which some say will kill the devil, nearly knocked
my promotion on the head. Elwin ran to the helm, ordered the

foresail and jib to be set, bore away three points, and in a few
minutes we had changed our position, and were again free

from the direction in which the guns of the enemy were
pointed.

The batteries continued to amuse themselves for some time:

and when Elwin conceived himself out of the track of the gun-
boats, he directed the mainsail to be set. Up to this moment
it had not occurred to us to examine the hold, although we
pretty well guessed it could not contain much, from the height

the vessel swam out of the water : when, therefore, the hatches

were removed, nothing was visible but a heap of stones, over

which were strewed some musty straw, the staves of an old

wine cask, a few empty marquees, and a loose crate of pottery

used by the peasantry for domestic purposes. The constant

hammering which our captives kept up against the hatch that

confined them to the cabin, regardless of the unintelligible,

though good-humoured threats of their sentinel, at length in-

duced Elwin to release them; and when it was removed, a feeble

old man in a white cotton nightcap crawled up the narrow
aperture, followed by a fine boy, both of whom gazed at us in

bewildered astonishment.

The poor fisherman who stood before us, supported his atte-

nuated frame with his right hand leaning on the bulwark of

the sloop, while his left rested on the shoulder of the little boy.

He stared at Elwin; then at me; glanced his vacant eye at the

men who stood on the fore part of the deck; looked over the

side of the vessel, then at her mast head; and having seemingly

convinced himself of the fatal truth, he despondingly exclaimed,
“ Helas! mon petit-tout est perdu!” At this moment our at-

tention was suddenly arrested by a blue light which beautifully

illumined our frigate; and as we prepared to anchor the vessel,

we thought more of the venerable old man and his sorrowful

exclamation than we did of our own exploit.

THE AMBUSCADE; OR, WOMAN’S REVENGE.

A TALE OP THE ANCIENT CHRONICLES OP SPAIN.

The year 986 of the Christian era will be ever memorable in

Spanish history for the cruel death of the seven illustrious

brothers, who were commonly called the seven Infants of Zara.

They became the victims of the revenge and treachery of their

maternal uncle, Don Ruy Velasquez, whose sister, Dona San-

cha, had married Don Gonsalez Gustio, Lord of Sala de Zara.

This illustrious couple had seven sons, known by the name of

the seven Infants of Zara; distinguished even in that chival-

rous age for the heroism of their deeds, and still more known
to posterity from the manner of their deaths.

The noble deeds of these illustrious brothers entitled them
at a very early age to the honour of knighthood, and they

accordingly received it at the hands of their grandfather, Don
Garcias Fernandez, who conferred this honour upon the seven

brothers on the same day, with all the rude pomp of the times.

Shortly afterwards. Don Ruy Velasquez, Lord of Rillaran,

solicited and obtained the hand of Dona Zambra, of the noble

and illustrious family of Brivesca, who was distantly allied to

the house of Zara. The marriage was celebrated at Burgos,

with the greatest possible magnificence. The days were con-

sumed in tournaments, and the nights in balls and feasting.

Nearly all the nobility of Spain were present, and among others

the seven brothers and their father. It chanced that the

youngest of the seven brothers had a trifling dispute with Don
Alvar Sanches, a relation of Dona Zambra, but the quarrel

was speedily made up, and harmony apparently restored : how-

ever, the proud and yindictive spirit of Dona Zambra was so

wounded by what had passed, that she cherished from that

moment the most deadly hatred against the youthful Don
Gonsalez, whose quarrel with her kinsman, she regarded as an
insult offered to herself. The young knight and his brothers,

who thought no more of the affair, testified their respect for

the bride by accompanying her as far as the little town of Bala-
dillo

;
and at this place her resentment got so far the better of her

prudence, that she ordered one of her slaves to throw upon the

garment of Don Gonsalez a cucumber dipped in blood, which
j

was considered at that time as the grossest insult that could be !

offered to any person. The slave, as soon as he had performed
the order of his mistress, fled from the presence of the enraged
Don Gonsalez, who pursued him with the rapidity of lightning,

and came up with him at the moment that he entered the pre-

sence ofDona Zambra. She, perceiving that the knight had his

sword drawn, opened her arms to the slave, who rushed into

them, thinking to save himself from the wrath ofDon Gonsalez,

but the young knight, suspecting that the slave bad acted by
the order of Dona Zambra, was resolved that even her arms
should not protect the miscreant, whose offence, according to

the usages of these times, could he only washed away by his

blood, and he stabbed him to the heart.

Don Ruy Velasquez, the husband of this implacable woman,
was at that time absent from her on business of great impor-
tance; but passionately fond of his young and lovely bride, he
hastened back to her with all a lover’s impatience. She re-

ceived him with evident traces of grief and discontent in her

countenance, and when pressed to reveal the cause, inveighed

against the insolence and brutality of the young Gonsalez,

whose conduct she painted in colours that might have in-

flamed a more just and temperate mind than that of Don Ruy,
who was in truth the counterpait of his wife. He besought

her to compose herself, and to be assured that the whole family

of Zara should rue the hour in which one of its members dared

affront her; at the same time, he observed they must act with

caution, lest the deep and deadly revenge which he meditated

might fail. These monsters then laid a plan to revenge the

supposed affront offered to them, by the death of the seven il-

lustrious brothers, six of whom were wholly innocent of any
offence towards them.
Don Ruy, knowing the valour of the Infants, durst not at-

tack them openly, and even the intriguing genius of the ma-
lignant Dona Zambra was for some time at a loss how to

satiate her vengeance with the blood of the illustrious brothers;

at last it was determined to remove their father, Don Gonsalez

Gustio, who was one of the greatest obstacles to their design.

Accordingly, Don Ruy engaged him to go to Cordova to de-

mand from the Moorish king a considerable sum of money
which he owed to him. Don Gonsalez Gustio readily under-

took to procure the money, and set out for Cordova accord-

ingly, unconscious that the letters with which he was charged

from his perfidious kinsman to the king contained the most

pressing solicitations to that prince to put the bearer secretly

to death. Whether from compassion to the noble Spaniard,

now in the decline of life, or from motives of policy, we cannot

say, but it is certain that the king did not comply with the

desire of the cruel and treacherous Don Ruy. He had not,

however, magnanimity enough to discover to Don Gonsalez

the snare laid for him, and send him back, as he ought to have

done, to his family: he imprisoned him, but treated him at

the same time with great humanity: in short
}
he suffered him

to want nothing but his liberty.

The heroic deeds of Doa Gonsalez Gustio were well known

in the court of the Moorish king, and the sister of that mo-

narch conceived a great desire to see him. Though in the

decline of life, the person of Don Gonsalez was still eminently

handsome, and his manly graces, aided by his polished and

courteous manners, made a sensible impression on the heart of

the fair infidel, who promised to interest herself in procuring

his liberty. Under this pretext she visited him several times,

but she soon became too much enamoured of him to take any

steps towards procuring him that liberty which he would use

to return immediately to his family. We shall not detail the

seductions with which this lovely infidel assailed the hitherto

virtuous and irreproachable Don Gonsalez ; suffice it to say5
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that he forgot his conjugal faith, and that the princess bore

him a son, called Don Mudarra Gonsalez, the founder of the

family of the Manriques, one of the most illustrious in Spam.

Don Ruy "Velasquez in the meantime was ill satisfied to

find that half his vengeance was defeated by the clemency of

the Moorish monarch; and he resolved, at whatever hazard, to

satisfy his thirst for vengeance by the death of the seven ^r0’

thers. He spoke publicly of his intention to invade the Moors,

and the seven brothers, as he hoped and expected, directly

offered him their services. He saw with a fiend-like delight toe

avidity with which these noble youths ran into the snare he

had laid for their destruction; for he had prepared an ambus-

cade near Almenara, in the plains of Araviana, at the foot of

the mountains of Moncaye. He concealed in this ambuscade

so great a number of Moors that it was impossible for the

Infants to escape their swords; and the brothers, delighted with

what they thought so favourable an opportunity to signalize

themselves, pressed him eagerly to begin liis expedition.
. >

Their tutor, Nuno Salido, who still continued to reside in

their family, was by no means satisfied with their undertak-

ing, and used every means to dissuade them from it; he re-

presented to them the well-known revengeful spirit of their

kinsman, Don Ruy; but they who judged the hearts of others

by their own, believed that whatever differences had existed

between the young Gonsalez, and the Count Velasquez, they

were forgotten and forgiven as cordially by the latter as by

the former. When the tutor found that they would not listen

to aught against Don Ruy Velasquez, he endeavoured to work

upon their tenderness for himself ;
he represented to them that

he had an unaccountable foreboding that they were doomed

to perish in this expedition, and he besought them with tears

and entreaties to relinquish it for his sake. Though fondly

attached to him, they could not resolve to commit an action

which they thought would stain their honour; and the aged

tutor finding all his entreaties vain, resolved to share their

fate, whatever it might be, and set out with them, full of a

secret presentiment that neither he or they would ever re tui n.

Full of hope and confidence, the valiant brothers put them-

selves at the head of two hundred horsemen, and set forward

on their expedition. They speedily fell into the ambuscade

laid for them, and to their astonishment found themselves sur-

rounded on all sides by the Moors. Surprised but not dis-

mayed, they charged the enemy vigorously, resolving, since

they saw that death was inevitable, to sell their lives as dearly

as possible. The infidels, whose object it was to take them

alive, called to them repeatedly to surrender in vain. Death

appeared to these heroic youths a thousand times preferable to

falling alive into the hands of the Moors; so disgraceful a cap-

tivity would, they thought, for ever sully their past exploits,

and they continued to deal destruction on their opponents,

till, covered with wounds and overcome by numbers, they sank

lifeless upon the field of battle, and with them perished their

faithful Nuno.
The barbarous infidels cut off their heads, which they sent

to Cordova to the king. No present could have been more

acceptable to the monarch, to whose territory the valiant

brothers had been a perpetual scourge; but what a dreadful

sight was it for the unfortunate Don Gonsalez Gustio, to whom
the king had the barbarity to send the heads, disfigured as

they were, in order to ascertain that they really were those of

the brothers! The grief of the wretched father was so exces-

sive that it touched even the savage heart of the royal Moor,

who set him at liberty.

Don Gonsalez made use of his freedom to return to his dis-

consolate wife, with whom he proposed to wear the remnant of

liis days in perpetual lamentations for the loss of his sons;

but the justice of providence raised them an unexpected

avenger in Don Mudarra, the son of Don Gonsalez by the

Moorish princess. This boy discovered even from his infant

years a spirit worthy of the illustrious house of Zara; and no

sooner had he attained the age of fourteen than his solicita-

tions prevailed upon his mother to send him to Don Gonsalez

Gustio. He received with joy a youth whose dauntless spirit

pointed him out eyen at that early age as a proper person to

[

avenge the treachery of Don Ruy Velasquez; nor did many
|

years elapse before that monster suffered the punishment due
to his crimes. Don Mudarra stabbed him with his own hand;
he also caused the guilty D ona Zambra to be stoned to death,

and afterwards had her body burned, and her ashes scattered

in the air.

Dona Sanclia, the mother of the Infants, was so well pleased

with the zeal which Mudarra shewed in revenging his de-

ceased brothers, as well as with his noble and daring spirit,

that she adopted him as her son, and thus gave him a legal

right to inherit the wealth of his father, as well as the large

estates of her own family, which afterwards centered in him.

The manner in which children were then adopted, is sufficiently

characteristic of the barbarism of the age ; there was a large

shirt made for the purpose, through the sleeves of which the

adopted son passed, and came out at the collar. The day on
which Don Mudarra went through this singular ceremony he

received the distinction of knighthood from the hands of the

Count of Castille, Don Garcia Fernandez; and his conduct

during the remainder of his life was such as did honour to the

illustrious house from which he sprung.

THE DANCE OF REVENGE; OR, THE MAGIC
MIRROR.

A TALE OF TIIE OLDEN CHRONICLES OF BRABANT.

Gundric, Count of Brabant, who lived about the time of

the Crusades, was a prince of such exemplary piety, that he
deserved the title of Saint, quite as well as the Emperor Henry,
the Hobbler. His castle looked for all the world like a convent

:

there was heard no rattling of spurs, no neighing of steeds, no
clashing of weapons; but the litanies of devout monks, and
the ringing of silver-toned bells incessantly resounded through
the halls of his palace. The count never missed mass, attended

every procession, bearing in his hand a consecrated taper, and
went on pilgrimage to all the holy places where absolution was
dispensed within the distance of three days journey round his

residence. In this manner he preserved the polish of his con-

science so pure and immaculate, that the breath of sin could not
adhere to it; and yet his heart was a stranger to content*, for

his marriage was unblest with issue to inherit his wealth and
his extensive domains. This sterility of his consort, he re-

garded as a punishment of heaven, because as he said, “ she
was too vain and worldly-minded.”
The countess was inwardly grieved by this notion of her

husband’s. Though she made no pretensions to extraordinary

sanctity, still she was at a loss to conceive how she had deserved
the chastisement of barrenness

;
for fecundity is not exactl

a premium of female virtue. {She nevertheless, took all possible

pains to appease the wrath of heaven by fasting and penance,

in case the count’s conjecture should be well founded; but
these pious exercises were of no avail, for instead of increasing

her bulk, they served only to make her more slender and taper

than ever. It chanced that Albertus Magnus, formerly Bishop

of Ratisbon,whcn proceeding by command of Pope Gregory X.,

from Cologne, to the council of Lyons, passed through Brabant,
and called in his way upon the count, whose liberality to the

clergy knew no bounds. He received his guest in a manner
suitable to his rank and dignity, and had mass performed by
him, for which he paid one hundred pieces of gold. The
countess unwilling to be outdone in liberality by her husband,

likewise requested him to read mass for her, and paid him the

same sum. Bhe was not less solicitous to confess to the reverend

Dominican, and revealed to him the concern she felt at having

no children. He forbade all further penance and castigation,

prescribed a more generous diet for herself and her husband,

and in the spirit of prophecy, assured her that before he re-

turned from the council, her wish woull be gratified. The
prediction was fulfilled : Albertus on his return from Lyons
found in the arms of the delighted countess, a lovely infant the

very image of her beautiful mother. Gundric indeed, would
have been better pleased had Providence sent him a male heir;
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but as the little creature was so sweet and engaging, and
smiled so innocently in his face, he would frequently carry it

in his arms, and became exceedingly fond of it. As the count
had no doubt that the prayers of the pious Albertus had pro-

cured him this blessing, he loaded him with favours. The
countess begged his benediction for her little daughter, and he
imparted it with such earnestness and fervour that the scandal-

mongers of the court, thence took occasion to hazard various

remarks which might have somewhat puzzled genealogists in

regard to the pedigree of the young lady. The good-natured

Gundric, however, showed his prudence in taking no notice of

these surmises.

Albertus Magnus having resigned the mitre out of love

to the sciences, was an extraordinary personage, and had a

very equivocal character among his contemporaries: some
held him to be as great a saint as any in the calendar;

others declared he was a magician and necromancer: while

others again were of opinion that he was neither the one

or the other, but a learned philosopher, who by an attentive

observation of nature, had made himself master of all her

secrets. He actually performed many wonderful things which
excited universal astonishment. When, for instance, the Em-
peror Frederick, II., was desirous of witnessing a specimen of

liis art, Albertus invited him in the month of December to

breakfast, in the garden of the Abbey of Cologne, and en-

tertained him with a scene the like of which was never known.
The hyacinths and tulips were fully blown; some of the fruit-

trees were covered with blossom and others with ripe fruit:

the nightingales were singing in the bushes, the grasshoppers
chirping, and the swallows merrily sporting in the air, about
the tower of the convent. When the emperor had sufficiently

admired all these things, Albertus conducted him and his

courtiers to a vine trellis, and furnished each of his guests with
a knife for the purpose of helping themselves to a bunch of the

ripe grapes, but desired them not to cut till he should give

the word. He spoke, andlo! the grapes had vanished, and
it appeared that each person had grasped his own nose, and
was applying the knife to cut it off: which trick so convulsed
Frederick with laughter, that he was obliged to hold both his

imperial sides.

After the reverend Dominican had bestowed his spiritual

benediction on the little Agatha, and was about to pursue his

journey, the countess asked him for a relic, an aynua del—an
amulet, or some other keepsake for her infant daughter.
Albertus rubbed his brow: “ Your ladyship,” said he, “ has
done right to remind me, otherwise I should have totally

forgotten to provide a present for your daughter: but first,

inform me precisely at what hour the young lady came into the
world, and then leave me to myself.”

Hereupon he shut himself up for nine days together, in a
solitary cell and laboured assiduously tillhe produced a curious
piece of workmanship by which the little Agatha was to re-
member him.

When the artificer had finished his work and found it to be
perfect, he carried it privately to the countess, explained to
her its secret virtue and effect, and in what manner it was to be
used : told her to give it to her daughter when she grew up

:

then bade a friendly adieu and departed. The countess highly
delighted with the mysterious present, locked it it up in the
drawer in which she kept her jewels.

Gundric lived several years longer in his castle in close se-

clusion from the world, founded many convents and chapels,
but nevertheless set apart a considerable portion of his
revenues as a dowry for his beloved daughter; his domains
being entailed on male heirs alone. Perceiving that his end
was approaching, he desired to be dressed in the habit of a
monk, and expired in full confidence of eternal felicity. The
countess chose a nunnery for her abode, and devoted her
time to the education of her daughter, whom, when she should
attain a proper age, she designed herself to introduce into the
great world. But death overtook her before she could accom-
plish this intention, just when the young lady had attained

her fifteenth year, and the bud of beauty gave ample pro-

mise of future charms.
The affectionate mother felt at first somewhat dissatisfied at

the prospect of this unseasonable separation from the fair

Agatha, in whom she expected to live her time over again;
but when she was convinced that her end drew nigh, she sub-
mitted with resignation to her lot, and prepared for her de-

parture. Calling her daughter to her, she bade her dry her
tears, and thus proceeded:

—

“ I am summoned away from you, my dear Agatha, at a
time when you have most need of the advice and support of a
mother: but do not grieve, the loss of a tender parent will he
supplied by a faithful friend and counsellor, who, if you are
prudent and discreet, will guide you steps and prevent your
going astray. In yon drawer in which my jewels are deposited,
is a curious piece of workmanship, which belongs to you. It

was made under a certain constellation by a celebrated philos-

opher called Albertus Magnus, who was much rejoiced at your
birth, and charged me to make you acquainted with its use. It is

a metallic mirror set in a frame of pure gold. Like an ordinary
looking glass, it possesses the property of reflecting the figures

of all who present themselves before it; but for you it has all

the quality of representing distinct images of other persons,
as soon as you have pronounced the words in this paper, which
I put into ‘your hands. Beware of consulting it out of idle

curiosity, or of rashly inquiring your future fortune. Consider
this wonderful mirror as a respected friend, whom you would
avoid teasing with trivial questions, but in whom you are
sure to find a trusty adviser, in the most important occur-
rences of life. Be discreet therefore, and sparing in the use of
it, and walk in the paths of virtue, that the polished surface
may not be dimmed by the pestiferous breath of vice or

guilt
”

The dying mother having finished this exhortation, em-
braced the sobbing Agatha, received the accustomed sacrament,
and expired.

j

The young lady was deeply afflicted at the loss of her ten-
|

der mother, went into mourning, and wept away one of the
best years of her life, within the walls of the convent, in the
society of the venerable Domina, and the pious sisters,

without once examining the effects left by her mother, or look-
ing at the mysterious mirror. Time gradually diminished the I

keenness of these filial regrets ;
the source ot her tears dried I

up, and as her heart ceased to find employment in pouring I

forth her sorrows, she began to feel a listlessness and languor in I

her solitary cell She therefore paid more frequent visits to 1

the parlour, and soon found pleasure in chatting with the aunts 1

and cousins ofthe nuns,who now manifested such a kind concern I

for their pious relations, that they thronged in crowds to the gate, 1

when the fair Agatha was in the room. Neither was there I

any want of comely knights, who said many fine things to the I

beautiful novice. In these flatteries, were enveloped the first I

seeds of vanity, which falling on no unfruitful soil, soon struck I

root and sprung up. Agatha at last conceived that it was far I

better to enjoy liberty, than to be caged as it were, behind an I

iron grate; she therefore quitted the convent, formed a suita- 1

ble establishment, engaged a governante for the sake of her 1

reputation, and entered the great world with a splendour befit- 1

ting her rank. 1

The report of her beauty and virtue, spread far and wide. I
Princes and counts came from the distant countries to pay their I
court to her. The Seine and the Thames, the Bhine, the Po, and I
the Tagus, sent their heroic sons to Brabant, to pay homage to I
the lovely Agatha. Her mansion resembled a fairy palace, I
where strangers were sure of the most polite reception ; and 1
they did not fail to repay the civilities of its charming mistress, H
with the most delicate flattery. Not a day passed but the tilt- I
yard was occupied by knights, armed cap d pie ; who caused I
their heralds to proclaim this challenge in the markets and I
public places of the city—that whoever did not acknowledge I
the Countess ofBrabant to be the most beautiful lady ofher time, I
or presume to assert the contrary, should repair to the lists I
and maintain liis assertion, by arms against the champions of I
the fair Agatha.

(To bo continued.')
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T HE 0 A HPENTER AND THE CAPUCHIN MON K,

(TRANSLATED FROM THE SWEDISH OF NICANDEE,)

BY WILLIAM HOW ITT.

In the evening of the 13th of September, 1827, as the moon had worked in Pomigliano. He improvised already in hia

already gleamed forth between the vine branches which, in thoughts over the joy which he could carry with himself into

the glorious southern Italy, twined themselves amid elms and the house; and on his way, which he pursued with hasty

olives, and formed enchanting Babylonian gardens, a poor car- steps, humming a tune as he went, he could not refrain, one

penter pursued his way between Avellino and Naples. He time after another, taking out of his pocket, and counting over

had been absent many days from his wife and his child, whom the purse which he had earned by his honest labour. He was

he had left at home in his humble dwelling in the Via dell’ In- lightly clad in a somewhat faded green jacket of cotton velvet,

frascata, in Naples, whilst he diligently, and for good wages In a leather strap, which he hung over his shoulder, he carried

No. 24.
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a plane and his axe, and on his back a kind of knapsack
which contained the remains of his provisions.
The moon continually ascended higher and higher into the

heavens, and it became light as day. The trees and vine
branches drew in nearer and nearer to themselves, their sha-
dows from the highway. The carpenter went rapidly forward,
with his shadow by his side, which every moment grew shorter
and deeper. In the heart of the wanderer, on the contrary, it

[grew lighter and more joyous; for every step of the moon on her
heavenly path, as well as his own upon the earth, marked a mo-
ment gone, and had conducted him nearer to Naples and his
cottage. Already he found himself about an Italian mile from
Poggio Reale, at a spot where the road bends, and is enclosed
on both sides by thick vineyards and groups of trees. After
three hours’ incessant wandering, he resolved here to rest a few
minutes, seated himself on a stone by the way, and wiped from
his brow the perspiration which the longing of his soul and the
exertions of his body had called forth.

“Praised be St. Brigitta,” said the carpenter to himself;
“ only now two short miles to the Capuan gate ! So glad and
so rich did I never yet, in all my life, come from the country.
For thirteen days’ work, I have earned—let me see how much.”
He again took out of his pocket his treasure. Like all his
countrymen, he was a great lover of ringing coin; but, unlike
the rest, he better loved a little profit honestly acquired,
than a double gain obtained by deceit. “ Let me see. Six
gran in small money, a great five-gran piece, and yet another
almost new. That is coined by King Francesco, our gracious
prince. It is thus, then, that he looks. On silver one seldom
sees his likeness. He

.

has many children, appropriates the
silver to them, and gives the copper to us. Altogether six-
teen gran; that makes one carlin and six gran in cavalli,
(copper pieces.) Seventeen carlins in silver, and a ducat.”
Now the reckoning came to the piastres, which he took up
and counted in the moonlight, bright as the day. “ Six, seven,
nine, eleven piastres, and all of the mintage of King Ferdinand.
Ihat was a prince who was not disposed to let the silver leap
about the land. Ah! God bless, then, King Joachim! the stately
gallant hero. He gave more freely than he took; and I wish,
indeed, I had all the piastres that my late father received out
of his own hand at Caserta. Well, it does not signify; monev
travels, and man is a traveller too! Up and bestir thee,
Giuseppe! Away to Naples; knock at the door of thy house;
knock lustily, that Marianna may hear thee. March!”
Now run the coins out of the carpenter’s hand into his pocket

;

he sprung over the ditch upon the highway again, and at the
same moment threw out his arms, as if he would embraoe his
dear Marianna, but caught in them a great bearded Capuchin
Monk.

“ Felicissima Notte,” said the monk; “why in such a hurry
my friend? The night is long: and before the day reddens
thou art in Naples, even if thou should travel like a tortoise.
If thou hast weighty reasons to avoid the beams of the sun,
bethink thee too, that night has also its eyes.”

“ What eyes can night have that I should be afraid of?” re-
plied the carpenter. “ Of robbers, perhaps you mean, worthy
father; but I possess nothing that they could deprive me of
except my life.”

“ And thy white piastres,” added the Capuchin, “ I saw
thee, as thon sate and counted them in the moonshine. Bravo
bravo! thou art clever in thy business.”

“ If I had any ability in my hands, I thank for it the Ma
donna, St. Bridget, and my old father who taught me to b(
industrious. larewell, worthy father. My time is short
Good night, good night.”

.

Wait a little, child, said the monk, hastily. “ Behoh
this sacred alms-box; reverence and kiss the Madonna whicl
adorns it, and let not a poor cloister-brother perish with hungei
upon the highway. If thou art grateful to the Madonna ant
ht. Bridget, for thy honest gain, offer them a mite to tlieii
spiritual servant. But,” continued he, in a more deliberafiand deeper tone, “ if thou dost the work of night, and plunder
est thy neighbour, then confess thyself here to me, beneatl
the light of the moon and stars. In my breast shalt thou de

heaven by an offering to-

.

Rtottderest, plunderest? burst out our carpenter, glowing
with indignation. “ Plunderest? Father, didst thou not wear
this mantle, for the last time thou shouldst at this moment
offer thrift, and solicit alms. Oh, thou holy Jannaris !
Ihieye? Go to Pomighano, and ask Signor Meretti, if I stole
the little sum which he this morning gave me for thirteen
days’ honourable and Christian work. Sangue di San Gen-
naro.”

“ Softly, softly,” said the Capuchin, while he smiled leer-
ingly, and showed a row of teeth, which glanced forth like
fire-flies from the deep pitch black forest of his beard. “ Silence
silence! I am not the man who would condemn thee. Thy
noble scorn convinces me that my innocent countenance cannot
be a case for a bad conscience. But give me, for the sake of all
the saints, and of mercy, the smallest mite of thy white wealth
hearest thou?”
And now he drew Giuseppe nearer to him, and said, with a

low trembling voice, “ I have eaten nothing the whole day, not
a rotten fig; my tongue has not been moistened by any drink
except some drops of stinking ditch water. Give me what
thy heart bids thee.”
“For the sake of the Holy Virgin, it shall be so,” said the

carpenter, and. produced from his pocket a five-gran piece,
which he laid in the monk’s open palm; on which he pushed
him gently from him and would go.

“ That is not enough!” cried the monk, with such a voice that
the carpenter felt an electric shock in both his knees, and
thought that the earth trembled beneath his feet. “ That is
not enough!” repeated the monk, and seizing rudely with his
leit hand on Giuseppe s arm, while with his right he caused a
huge long knife to flash before his eyes. “ Detestable slave of
Mammon! hardened curmudgeon! Dost thou believe that
God and his servants will suffer themselves to he derided b

v

thee with impunity ? Dost thou think, with a mock penny, to
be able to free thyself from the vengeance of the church, and
the flames of purgatory? No! if the love of the dust and
ashes of wealth has so burnt out of thy bosom all shame, all
veneration for heaven and the saints, then is it more pleasing
to God that Satan take thy soul in the very act, than that
thy sinful hand should present so contemptible an offering-.
All!— all, or thy lifer

5

“All, all!” fell like an unconscious echo from the carpenter’s
tiembling lips. lie cast a glance on the monk’s countenance:
it had a horrible expression, and was a living commentary to
the text of his word.. Giuseppe thrust his hand into his pocket,
fflt long and well, seized suddenly on the precious treasure, but
at the same time, let first one and then another piastre slip
between his fingers.

** 9}^ it, out with it!” thundered the Capuchin Monk.
With thee, and the like of thee, I have little time to Avaste.

All, or thy life
!”

And now was Giuseppe ready. The whole, or at least the
greater part of the sum had, already enclosed in his hand,
completed its journey out of the pocket, and Avas near its goal,
viz: the great wide open hand of the monk—the gulf which
should swalloAy it all up, when Giuseppe again cast a look on the
face of his spiritual foe, in the hope of discovering there some
ray of pity

; but it showed Avild and immoveable. The monk’s
visage resembled the hard wall of a fortress, the eyes of which
seemed shrunk to half their usual size, that all the more se-
curely, like the mouths of tAvo cannons, they might hurl flames
and death against their helpless enemy. The carpenter,
seized with horror, shrunk together; his hand had no longer
any strength, but opened itself, and scattered on the sandy
road, the whole troop of carlin3 and piastres.
The monk stooped to the earth to collect the glittering spoil

Quivering with grief, fear, and indignation, stood Giuseppe
and Avatched Hoav one piastre after another, was gathered by
the scoundrel s nand. I he harvest seemed already completed;
but the monk searched yet in the sand after the lost fugitives
which might yet probably keep themselves concealed, a'nd be-
gan to growl like an untamed beast which lowers its head, and
tears up the ground with its forefeet. Then flew like lightning
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a thought through the carpenter’s brain; and as the thunder
follows the flash, so followed the deed on the thought. He
snatched his axe out of his belt, made a step backwards,
grasped firm the shaft, laid the hammer end on his back, and
made the edge, with a rushing sweep, bury itself in the hard
skull of the rapacious monk.
“Oh, Santo!—Diavolo!” bellowed the monk, wheeled

round, and fell extended on the earth. A cloud of dust
whirled ur> around him, as if the foul fiend whom he had in-
voked had come himself, encircled by his tartarean nimbus,
to carry off with his own hands the soul of the villain. And
now all was still.

But in poor Giuseppe’s heart was no peace, but a storm.
He stood some moments motionless as a statue, with staring
eyes, watching whether the felled monk would not give some
token of life. Remorse seized him fast by his heart; he prayed
God to spare him the name of a murderer; tears dimmed his
eyes, he let fall the axe, and he thought no more of the lost
and now recovered treasure. His only hope at this moment
was to discover a breath, the slightest motion, which might
testify that the foe was put out of condition again to injure
him, but, nevertheless, lived. In vain!—no sound, no glimpse
of motion, or life! The monk lay as if petrified, beside the
fatal sum of money, which was no longer found in his hands,
but again was scattered on the road. His face, turned towards
heaven, was lit up by the moon, and its deathly paleness
showed so wild in contrast with the black beard and purple
stream of blood which flowed across his brow, and covered
the left eye.

Such a spectacle as this Giuseppe could not long endure.
The enemy lay, indeed, on the battle-field; but still in his over-
throw and his blood, he looked, with his threatening mien, as
if lie could cry victory

;
aud the conqueror, when he had

snatched up a part of the piastres, fled at full speed, terrified at
his prostrate antagonist, and at his own victory. A confused
feeling of anguish and remorse, mingled with a spark of plea-
sure over the address with which he had freed himself from
robbery, and perhaps from death : the fear of being overtaken
and arrested as a murderer, and highwayman; all this put
wings to his feet. Without reflecting whither it led, he took
the road to Naples, and he sprung onward like a madman.
Around him he saw nothing but avengers, clad like the Capu-
chin Monk, in brown fluttering cloaks, and with bloody heads,
who cried, “ Vengeance, vengeance!” and with their long
ropes, and crucifixes in their hands, lashed him forward, for-
ward, downwards to the bottomless pit. The evening wind
whispered in his ear, “ Whither fliest thou, murderer ?” The
stars hid themselves, and were ashamed; but the moon smiled
full in his face, cold aud scornfully, as a denouncer. Presently
there mingled itself with his fantastic imagination, an actual
sound as of horses in trot. Trap, trap, trap, heard he dis-
tinctly and continually nearer: trap, trap, trap; but he knew
not whether it was before or behind him. He soon heard, too,
men’s voices. He drove on in distraction

; but behold ! towards
him came four mounted $:ens d’armes, bravely trotting in the
moonlight, which mirrored itself in the bright barrels of their
muskets. They rode two and two on each side of the way; and
the carpenter, who was in full spe^d, took the middle of the
road, in order to dash through. Already had he posted past
some paces, when the brigadier, or leader of the little troop,
hearing how the carpenter’s heart thumped, or seeing the run-
ner’s pale and bewildered aspect, was roused to attention, and
hastily wheeling round his horse, shouted with a thundering
voice, “Halt!” 6

The carpenter sprang on.
“ Halt! or 1 will send a ball into your leg to stop you.”

,
Then comprehended Giuseppe his meaning. The whole, or

the greater part, of his body stopped instantly; but his legs,
which were in full play, would make another spring, but re-
mained in the air; aud the carpenter fell on his back in the
road, but uncertain whether he had not already a bullet in his
legs or his loins.

Probably he would not so quickly have got up again, had
not the ringing laughter of the troop, and the renewed address

of the brigadier, brought him to'his senses. “Corpo di Bacco!
wilt thou make haste? Come hither, that I may look in thy
face.”

And Giuseppe, spite of the trembling which shook his whole
body, raised himself, wafted his hat fanningly in his hand, and
bent it into manifold shapes, while he approached the night
cavalry. “ Who art thou? What is thy name? Where dost
thou come from ? Where art thou going?” This crowd of
questions stormed so upon his ears and his senses, that he was
able to answer none of them. But the man’s pale visage, and
confused behaviour, spoke in his stead, and convinced the
gens-d’armes that the fellow’s conscience was not altogether
clear, and that they had probably before them a criminal.

“ Confess thy crimes!” thundered the brigadier. “ Thou
hast robbed or murdered a little,—which confess, or I kill thee
unheard.”

“ Oh, Santa Maria! I have not robbed—I have not mur
mur .” He could say no more: the thought of the monk,
who lay in his blood onty some hundred paces thence, made
him dumb.

“ Oho, scamp!” cried the brigadier, “robbed hast thou, and
murdered hast thou too? Dost thou think that I cannot read
in thy face the whole protocol of thy nocturnal villany? For-
ward ! Bind him, comrades. Two of you conduct him to

Naples: with the third I will ride some distance farther on the
way, and hunt up his worthy associates. Fabio, bind him fast.

There are yet cages enough in the Tribune for such cuckoos.
Fabio, Michele; to the right about, march!”

This was more than the poor Giuseppe could support. Clearly
and certainly he now saw that there was no escape. Every
time that he had passed the great Tribune, with its grated
windows and dungeon vaults, he felt a horror of it. The very
idea of becoming one of its inhabitants was a foretaste of all

the torments of hell. The certainty of detection; for the monk
would, of course, be found by the brigadier on the road; the
conviction that he in any case was lost; and the hope of gain-
ing by a voluntary confession of compelled offence, if not free-

dom and pardon, at least a claim on milder treatment, and a
mitigated punishment, gave him courage to speak.

“Signori,” said he, “lam no thief or murderer. Heaven
preserve me from all evil as I have kept myself from the per-
son and property of my fellows. I come now from Pomigliano,
where I earned a little silver. I am no robber, but the poor
Carpenter, Giuseppe Cornnetta of Naples; but robbed aud
plundered have I myself been, as God shall have mercy on me,
by a devil in a monk’s cloak, who fell on me on the king’s high-
way. He menaced me—ugh ! with a great, great knife, and
would have all— all my money, or my life. The knife was above
me, and my money in his fist, and he had certainly in con-
clusion stuck the long dagger into my bosom, if, with my short
axe, I had not felled him to the earth. There he probably lies

in his blood. Yes, he has brought on himself his death by his
own wickedness, and yet he makes a murderer of me, in case
he do not yet live, which God grant; and if I should never
again see the light of the sun, may Heaven’s Creator and Holy
One save my soul, and protect my weeping wife and my little

child. I am innocent—innocent. Santa Maria, here is a little

blood on my hand, and yet I am no murderer.”
“ Hum! my boy, thou preachest more befitting a monk than

a monk’s murderer. March, comrades. Do thou accompany
us to the place, Giuseppe. We must see how the monk looks.
The judge must decide thy business; and if the monk be
dead, then Well, well, we must all die once. Forward,
March !”

The soldiers now rode gently onwards; and Giuseppe kept
pace with them along the road, impatient to reach the fatal
spot, in the hope that the flung down axe, the money, the
monk’s dagger, aye, the prostrate foe himself, should testify to
the truth of his statement. A few moments were sufficient to
bring them to the spot; and as soon as they stood bythe monk’s
corpse, Giuseppe was eager to point the attention of the gen-
d’armes to the drawn knife which yet was firmly grasped in
the closed right hand of the slain man. The monk lay bloody
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and pale, in the same outstretched posture. He had not moved
a limb.

The nocturnal servants of justice dismounted from their

horses, and assembled round the dead capuchin brother. They
felt at him; they lifted up his head, of which one eye was
open, but fixed and glassy, while the other was filled with

clotted blood. The hand was cold, the forehead ice cold, the

body rigid.

“ Dead—stone dead”—muttered the brigadier, as he cast a

dubious look at Giuseppe, who stood still, with sunken head

and clasped hands, speechlessly contemplating his enemy, in

whom he now saw only the spiritual martyr, not the justly

executed thief. All his wrath had evaporated; his violent

emotion had resolved itself into regret, and a silent deep re-

morse. As the brigadier uttered the word dead
, be felt his

very vitals quiver. All hope was over; and Giuseppe wept,

not so much over his own fate as over the indigence and the

inconsolable sorrow which awaited his innocent family.

“Oh, poltroon,” exclaimed one of the soldiers; “what, weep
again. Poltronissimo ;

weep in hell! Thou hast killed the

monk dead, and for this thou wilt speedily pay the score. Life

for life, and that promptly. Thank God that thou art a Neapoli-

tan, Giuseppe. In Naples life is all of the same value. Thou
wilt at least be honourably beheaded. Wert thou a Roman, my
boy, and hadst killed a monk, they would have knocked thee

on the head like a fed ox, with a club, and then stuck thee with

a knife. Thank God that thou wilt die like a man, Guiseppe.

Coraggio, coraggio.
”

But this consolation was of the kind which does not con-

sole. It was laying a blister on a cancerous ulcer. Giuseppe

felt no relief from the trooper’s coarse good attention. A deep

sigh, a shake of the head, and some vehement exclamation of

horror, were all the fruit of this consolement; and had the

offerer of it been able to see into the heart of the poor Gui-

seppe, he would have imposed on himself, as punishment, a

voluntary penance.

In the meantime the brigadier had resolved to make a little

closer examination of the dead capuchin, and his articles of

clothing. With the assistance of another he raised the great

corpse to a sitting position, with the face turned to the moon,

and in the clear light began a thorough ransacking. But
scarcely had he taken a more particular view of the monk’s
strong features, where the fire of a savage character was not

yet extinguished, and whose unchanged impression seemed to

bid defiance even to the power of death, when he tore violently

open the thick cloak, felt within it with his hand, and there-

upon turning himself round, exclaimed, as he let the body fall—“By the blood of St. Januarius, carpenter, never in all thy

days didst thou-do such a brave piece of chopping as*when
this evening thou hewed through the skull of this monk. If

I am not struck with blindness, this monk is none other than

the notorious and outlawed bandit chief, Ubaldo Pirotti! Com-
rades, look at him. It is the very image of him, the knave. The
same nose, the same forehead, mouth, and hair, which he had
that day in August, when he sate upon the cliff, on the other

side of Caserta, and we fired on him, but not a ball would take

effect, and we then chased him as the hounds chase a stag, till

he vanished in the mountains like smoke. And this sash round
his waist with the pistols. O thou hardened scoundrel, how
hast thou in a month’s time got a beard so bushy as this? He
seized the beard and pulled—the beard left tne chin, and re-

mained in the brigadier’s hand. Two thick mustaches re-

mained alone, stretching across under his nose, and a crisp,

dark bordering of beard, shaded the chin, and enclosed the pale

cheeks like a garland.
“ Aha, bravo, bravissimo, Signor Giuseppe,” exclaimed now,

with one voice, the surrounding troopers, took the dreaming
Giuseppe in their arms, and led him forward to convince both
him and themselves of the brigadier’s words. They at once
recognized the lawless Ubaldo; but it was some time before
Giuseppe could rightly comprehend his good fortune. The
revulsion in his fate was all too rapid. He stood like a ma-
niac, and stared now on the corpse and now on the brigadier,
and could not bring forth a word. “ Dost thou see that the
beard has come off ? Dost thou understand what a glorious

c.iop thou hast made?” said the brigadier. “ The beard is
false, the cloak is a cheat, and the monk is a knave. This
Ubaldo, the wretch of all wretches, who took human life as a
petty thief steals hens, and who for fifteen months has been to
the country in general, and to us in particular, a basilisk and a
leech him hast thou struck dead, and art nothing more than
a poor carpenter. Thou hast done a great deed. The monk
is no monk, if he be not this moment appointed by Beelzebub,
father-confessor to the black pit.”

Then fell the scales from Guiseppe’s eyes. With a deep
sigh he puffed out all the pain which burned in his bosom, into
which, in its place, all the sensations of joy and happiness
rushed in silent triumph. He raised his grateful eyes to hea-
ven and prayed, but from Madonna and the saints his thoughts
flew free and rejoicing to the beloved Marianna and the child,
and dwelt in their presence a long, long moment of inexpres-
sible transport.

In the meantime the false monk was searched both within
and without. The capuchin mantle was stripped off, turned,
and shook: but therein was found nothing but some small
cattle which had grazed there when the true capuchin had car-
ried it on his shoulders. In the girdle, on the contrarj

, was
discovered, besides the brace of pistols, one of which was well
loaded, near tw<) hundred golden Napoleons, row after row sewed
into the belt. Three gold watches were found in the deep
waistcoat pockets, with a note-book, out of which many leaves
were torn; finally the brigadier came upon a small ivory whistle
in one of the pockets, in the form of a transpieced pulley, and
resembling the whistles which Punchinello uses in the folks’
theatre at Naples, only somewhat larger.

Giuseppe now collected carefully all the money which he
had before in his turn left lying on the road. It belonged to
him now by double right; he had earned it a second time by his
axe; but the brigadier, who had finished his researches, an-
nounced what he had found, adding, that all the property dis-

covered must be laid before the magistrate, who would decide
to whom it should be awarded.

“ For my part, Giuseppe, I desire of the whole plunder no-
thing but this whistle,” said the brigadier. “ This little whistle
only is all that I take out of the whole lot and booty.”

All gathered round the brigadier to see the whistle, and to
inquire what he meant actually to effect with it; or why he set
such a value upon it.

“
’St, ’st, comrades,” said the brigadier with a lively but

low voice. See that your pieces are charged—fresh priming
in your pans—quick and silent. The business of the night is

not yet finished. The carpenter has done a deed that we
must applaud and envy, but we have yet done nothing. Ifmy
plan succeeds, then we continue what Giuseppe has begun.
Are you ready, eh?”
And while the brigadier spoke, the arms were in order.

“ Bravo, then,” continued he ;
“ so, now, wrap the corpse in the

cloak again, and set it here against this stone; do you compre-
hend? Behind yon bush I shall take my stand with the whistle,

which shall lure the birds into the net. Fabio, lead thou the
horses out of the hollow way, and bind them to the gate that
thou seest beyond thee; and there wait silently and circum-
spectly, with the finger on the trigger: dost understand?
Thou, Michele, conceal thyself behind the vines, and take Giu-
seppe with thee; silent as mice. Avete capito? Do you take
me?”

Ail that the brigadier ordered was executed in a moment.
Giuseppe alone made at first some objections. He had much
rather in all quietness betake himself to Naples, without mak-
ing the smallest claim to the honour of the whole affair, and
without much taste for a new adventure, the upshot of which
might prove dangerous to him and his piastres; but Michele
without further ceremony, took him by the arm, put the victo*

rious axe into his hand, and led him to his appointed place-

The others took their posts; the brigadier set himself on the
watch behind luxuriant bushes, and began at once to soune
his little whistle. This gave, in the still night, now the grassd
hopper’s monotonous shrill sound, now the abrupt note of a
bird. Thus sang the brigadier long and well, listening at in-

tervals to catch some answer; but on the road, and through all
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nature, all remained silent. The great song bird began alreadv
to get weary of his new employment, but blew yet out of his
whistle some long and piercing notes; and lo! there came from
the other side of the way two Capuchin monks, silently and
devoutly stealing forward from amidst the olive wood. There-
upon followed a third, a fourth, a fifth, and sixth, all properly
bearded and wrapped in their tucked-up cloaks; ay, a seventh
fellow immediately joined them. They whispered and an-
swered by signs, and again listened as for a sound: but now
the little pipe was silent, and the brigadier, who had marked
well from the bush this spiritual company, laid his pistol in
order. The seven knaves now separated, as it seemed in or-
der to seek their chief. One of them blew his whistle, and at
the same time came a little nearer; he now stood before the
worthy leader, who sate most calmly leaning against the great
stone.
“ Oh, Capitano! here we are. What’s in the wind? 5 ’ mut-

tered the ruffian. But the Captain sat motionless as a statue

;

he did not even once nod. The newly-arrived rogue sprang
to him, looked him in the face, which was pale as death, and
bloody.

“Oh, Diavolo benedetto!” exclaimed he with a horrible
voice. “Hither, hither, Ubaldo is bloody; Ubaldo is dead!”
But now it lightened from the thicket; bang went the pistol,
and the brigadier’s ball went through the shouter’s heart. The
other six robbers rushed forward; but at the same moment out
sprung the gens-d’armes with their cocked fire-arms, and Giu-
seppe with his axe. The brigadier let fall his discharged pis-
tol, seized his carbine, and levelled it at one of the thieves, who
was vainly attempting to carry off Ubaldo’s corpse. Deeply
wounded, he nevertheless rushed on the brigadier with liis

drawn sabre
; but the stroke fell on the barrel of the gun, and

the brigadier struck his assailant so vigorously on his head
that he fell to the earth. Giuseppe swung valiantly his axe
in the air, and had already knocked down a robber, who never
more arose, when he was seized fast round the waist by ano-
ther, whose hairy muscular arm, aimed a dagger at his side,
when he was disabled by Michele’s bayonet. He fell at Gui-
seppe’s feet; but in the agonies of death, twining himself like
a boa-constrictor about both his legs, he bit deep into the right
one with his teeth, and thus died. Giuseppe fell also to the
ground, groaning with the pain which he endured from the
monk’s bite. Fabio brought one of the banditti captive, and
the remaining two had already, after a short and feeble resist-
ance, surrendered with their weapons to Renzo.
Tbe robber whcm the brigadier had felled to the earth with

the butt-end of his carbine, now raised himself, staggered a
lew steps forward, glared with gloomy look around him, saw
t e victory of the foe, and with a scornful leer drew a dagger
from his girdle. With a deep bass voice, which did not
tremble m the least, he flung out a curse on the lucky con-
querors, uttered a cold “adio, adio,” to his comrades, stabbed
Himself to the heart, and fell headlong dead to the earth.

Giuseppe had in the meantime released himself from his
me, obstinate even in death. The wound which he had re-
ceived in the leg was not of serious consequence. Fabio’s
prisoner was pinioned, and the brigadier commanded the
robbers whom Renzo had disarmed, to deliver up everything
which they carried under their cloaks. This being laid with
%tlQ which waa found on the dead robbers, the wholesum did not amount to much more than twenty piastres, ex-
clusive of the handsome treasury of gold which was dis-
covered in the leader’s girdle. The slain were left for the pre-
sent on the road; the horses were brought forward and the
gens-d armes mounted. Giuseppe mounted behind Michele,
whose steed carried the two with ease; and thus, with the
brigadier at the head, Fabio leading his prisoner by the
Capuchin-rope, and the two others marching well hound and
watched, between Renzo and Michele, thus marched forward
the troop in solemn silence, broken only at times by the sighs
and murmurs of the prisoners. The youngest of these
confessed freely that he was a runaway convent tailor, who

ttk

^

undered nor murdered, but|had being compelled by
u baldo, whom he one day encountered in the mountains for
the use of the bandit troop, partly to steal out of the convent

and partly to prepare the serviceable Capuchin costume.
The tailor seemed much cast down and repentant.

It was about sunrise as the picturesque procession entered
the Capuan gate, and followed by some curious and hurraing
spectators, entered Naples. The brigadier at the head bore
Ubaldo’s mantle on his carbine, and the important girdle in his
hand. Giuseppe carried his victorious axe, still dyeef with
the robbers’ blood. The pinioned robber-monk went surlily
on

; the others, more silent and humble, looked not up, but
kissed from time to time the little crucifix which hung on
the cord at their waists. The prisoners were delivered up
at the Tribune; but Giuseppe was conducted hv Michele to
his dwelling in the Via dell’ Infrascata, where he was received
with amazement and joy by the good Marianna, and where
his child hung the whole day at his knee, to listen with open
mouth and deep devotion to the whole wonderful story
related, and burning with desire to see Ubaldo’s girdle and
the bright gold pieces.
The legal inquiry was terminated by the worst of the

robbers being doomed to the galleys for life ; the second to
the same punishment for a year; but the convent tailor, as
having been inveigled, was dealt more gently with, and after
some time set at liberty. The gens-d’armes received each a
proper reward

;
and to Giuseppe was adjudged the two

hundred Napoleons, together with the girdle in which they
had been stiched after repeated proclamation had been made
for any one to come forward who could substantiate his claim
to them. In Naples there was a general rejoicing over the
death of the dreaded Ubaldo. The carpenter still lives,

respected and beloved amid his family and connexions, in
flourishing circumstances

;
and in the Molo, in the Chiaja,

and other squares and streets, is yet related and sung the
the exploits of the brave and fortunate Miester Giuseppe
Connetta.

THE DANCE OF REVENGE ; OR, THE MAGIC
MIRROR.

A TALE OR THE OLDEN CHRONICLES OR BRABANT.

( Continued from our last.)

In general the challenge was not accepted ; or if on occasion

of some festivity, any of the knights for the sake of a tilt,

took up the gauntlet, and disputed the prize in favour of the

ladies of their hearts, the combat was a mere sham; polite-

ness would not permit them to unhorse the champions of the

countess ; they broke their lances, confessed themselves van-

quished, and acceded the prize of beauty to Agatha—an
homage which she was accustomed to receive with virgin

modesty.
Hitherto it had never occurred to her to consult the magic

mirror; she used it only as an ordinary glass, merely to see whether
her women had arranged her head-dress to the best advantage.

She had not yet ventured to address any question to it, either. be-

cause no criticalcircumstancehad intervened to render an adviser

necessary, or because she was too timid and fearful of dimming
the lustre of the glass, by an idle or impertinent question.

Meanwhile, the voice of flattery continued more and more
strongly to excite her vanity, and generated in her heart, a

wish to be in reality,what report daily proclaimed her : for she

had the prudence, (so uncommon in the great) to distrust the

language of her courtiers. In a damsel of Agatha’s age, of

whatever rank and condition she be, the question concerning

her beauty or plainness, is a problem of the last importance.

Hence it is no wonder that the fair Agatha should desire infor-

mation on a point that was so interesting to her ;
and of whom

could she expect a more faithful and impartial report, than of

her incorruptible friend, the mirror ? After some consider-

ation, the question appeared so just and reasonable, that she

had no further scruple to apply to this oracle. Shutting herself

up, therefore, one day in her apartment, she stepped before tb6

magic mirror, and pronounced these words

«
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“ Mirror true in frame of gold
Mirror bright of magic mould,
Shew me quickly, I command,
The fairest damsel in Brabant.”

Instantly drawing aside the silken curtain which always hung
e ore it, she looked at the mirror, and to her inexpressible satis •

ac ion, >eheldin it her own figure, w liich it had already so often,
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;
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,
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s Agatha passed at her own court for the only
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mpdel of female loveliness
; and as she, according to the

a imony of the magic mirror, was in reality the greatest
canty in Brabant, and moreover, possessed vast ivealth, toge-
ler with many towns aud castles, she had an abundance of
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Was meanwhile in no small embarrassment:noU ithstan^ng the importiinacy of reason, her heart declined*

to determine. She was at a loss how to act : at length has-

thus addr
S
esse“it f

^ StCrped t0 the mirror and thus

“ Mirror true in frame of gold
Mirror bright of magic mould,
Shew me quickly I command,
The comliest knight in all Brabant.”

^?
ursc lbere was no question concerning tlie most

but onlv’ nnm-p
111

-

8 constant and the most affectionate man,

M reTl v
COncerninS the

u
handsomest. The mirror did not fail

to reply . as soon as the silken curtain was undrawn, it pre-

TwttrS

\
distin/^ hi its polished surface the figure of a

stately hnight in full armour excepting the helmet, comely as

goddeTr
8 Ad°niS when he stole the hear t of the Cytherieaii

hfc
r
^'i

br0W
^ -

h
f
ir flowG(1 in wayy locks °yer his shoul-
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i

k e^ebrows resembled the rainbow, inshape, courage and valour beamed irom his animated eye;
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} ^'aS tinged with the glow of warmth

V Imm \?
Ud 113 Wh<

?^
fTm besP°ke strength and masculine

\igour. No sooner did the lady behold the goodly knightthan aff tne dormant feelings of love were at once awakenedm tier soul: she drank delight and rapture at his eyes, and
solemnly vowed never to bestow her hand on any other man
tnan this. At the same time she was not a little astonished
tnat the person of the handsome knight should be totally un-Known to her: she had never seen him at her court, though
tfiere was scarcely a young gentleman in Brabant by whom
it had not been visited. She therefore took particular notice
oi his arms, armour, and characteristic distinctions, and stood
a whole hour before the glass, without removing her eyes for
a moment from the attractive face which it represented: every
feature, every attitude, and the most minute peculiarity which
she perceived, were in consequence, deeply impressed on her
mind.

.

Meanwhile the governante, and Agatha's women were wait-
ing in the anti- chamber till their mistress should quit her
apartment.^ Their growing impatience, became more and more
audible. Ihe countess at length reluctantly dropped the cur-
tain, opened the door, and embracing her governante—*“ Re-
joice with me,” said she, “I have found the man of my heart;
the handsomest gentleman in Brabant is mine. bt. Medard.
my patron, appeared to me last night in a dream, presented
him to me as the husband destined for me by heaven, and joined
our hands in the presence of of the Blessed Virgin, and many
other celestial witnesses.”

Now this tale was a mere invention of the sly Agatha’s; for
she would not reveal the secret of the magic mirror, which was
not known to any mortal besides herself. The governante re-
joiced at the resolution of her young mistress, and eagerly in-
quired who was the happy prince whom heaven had chosen to
wed so fair a bride. All the ladies of the court, were soon
busily engaged in conjectures; some fixing on one person, some
on another, and all confident they had hit on the right one;
whispering in each other’s ears, but loudly enough to be heard
by the rest, the name ot the supposed favourite candidate. But
the fair Agatha after she had somewhat collected her spirits,
thus proceeded;—
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“ To acquaint you with the name of my spouse, or to tell

you where he resides is not in my power: he is not one of the
princes or nobles of my court, nor have I beheld him with my
eyes : but his figure is indelibly impressed upon my soul, and
when he comes to claim me as his bride, I shall not fail to know
him again.”

At these words, the experienced governante, and all the
ladies were not a little surprised ; and concluded that the

countess had devised this story as a pretext for evading her
promise to choose a husband: but she steadfastly persisted

in declaring that she would never wed any other than him
whom the venerable bishop and saint had presented to her in

her dream.
During this controversy, the knights had been long waiting

in the anti* chamber, and they were at last admitted to hear

their sentence. Agatha rose and with great dignity and
grace addressed them in an eloquent speech concluding with
this apostrophe “Imagine not illustrious nobles and gentle-

men that I speak to you with deceitful words : I will des-

cribe to you the person and the arms of the unknown knight,

and perhaps some of you may be able to inform me who he
is and where he resides.” She thereupon gave a description of

his person from head to foot, and added, “ His armour is

gold coloured and azure,on his shield he bears a sable lion in

a silverfield bestrewed with bleeding hearts
;
the colours of

his scarf and sword-knot are peach blossom and orange.”
When she ceased speaking the Count of Brabant who had

inherited her father’s domains rose and said “ Dear cousin,

we are not come hither to control your inclination
:

you
possess full power and authority to act as you please

;
it is

sufficient for us to know that you dismiss us with honour and
that you will no longer delude us with false hopes, for which
you are entitled to our thanks. But as to the illustrious

knight whom you have seen in a dream, and whom you be-
lieved to be destined by heaven for your wedded husband, I

must not conceal from you that he is well known to me and
is one ofmy lieges; for according to your description of his

person, his arms and colours it can be no other than Count
Ludovic of Louvain; but he is already married and of course
cannot be yours.”
At these words the countess turned pale and was ready to

sink : she had not suspected that her mirror would play her
such a trick, and exhibit to her a man whose lawful love she
could not possess; neither had it once occurred to her that the

handsomestman in Brabant would wear any other chains than
hers. St. Medard himself did not escape censure for having
involved his spiritual protegee in such a dilemma, and kindled
in her heart the flames of elicit love. The countess, however,
defended her patron saint, asserting that her dream might
probably have some hidden meaning, and that it seemed at

least to indicate that for the present sshe might not enter
into any matrimonial engagement. All the suitors accord-
ingly took their leave, and the court of the countess became
at once solitary and deserted.

Rumour with her hundred tongues presently spread the

extraordinary news of the wonderful dream over the whole
country; and it was not long before it reached the ears of

Count Ludovic. This nobleman was the son of Godfrey
surnamed Brother-heart, because he was so tenderly attached

to his brother Wenselaus that he lived in constant harmony
with him, and allowed him to share all the rights of primo-
geniture. They both resided in the same castle: their con-
sorts also loved each other like sisters ;

and as the elder

brother had no issue but one son, and the younger only a
daughter, the parents with a view to extend the bond of
friendship and affection to their children, betrothed them to

each other while in the cradle. The young couple were
brought up together: death prematurely deprived them of

their parents but the dispositions of their last wishes, left the

children no choice but to marry one another. For three

years they had been united, and after the example of their

parents they lived happily together, till Count Ludovic hear

of the remarkable dream of the fair Agatha. Report which
exaggerates everything, added that such was the vehemence

of her passion for him, that she had made a vow to retire to a
nunnery, because it was not in his power to return her love.
In the bosom of his peaceable family, and in the arms of his
amiable wife, Count Ludovic had hitherto trusted no other
pleasures than those of domestic happiness

;
nor had any

spark of forbidden fire yet influenced nis passions. Impe-
tuous desires suddenly arose in his heart

;
peace and content

fled ; it conceived foolish wishes and secretly cherished the
base hope that death would dissolve his matrimonial ties and
restore him his liberty. In short the idea of the fair Agatha
depraved the heart of a heretofore honourable and virtuous
man,'and rendered it capable of the foulest crimes. The image
of the Countess of Brabant followed him whithersoever he
went: it flattered his vanity that he should be the only one
who bad subdued the coy beauty : and his heated imagination
painted the happiness of possessing her, in such glowing
colours as threw his consort completely into the shade : all his
affection for her was extinguished, and his only wish was to
be fairly rid of her. She soon remarked the coldness of her
lord, and therefore redoubled her tenderness towards him

;

but all her efforts to please were unavailing : he was gloomy,

E
eevish and morose

;
made all sorts of pretexts for quitting

er
;
and spent his time at his country seats and in the woods

while his lovely wife sat at home pining and grieving to such
a degree that it would have moved a heart of stone.

One day he surprised her amidst one of these effusions of
her sorrows ;

“Wife” said he “what means this incessant
whining and pining which you know I cannot bear, and
which can be of no benefit to yourself or to me V*
“ My lord and master,” replied the gentle sufferer “ be not

angry at my grief. Have I not reason to lamen t me, since
I have lost your love, and know not how I have dr awn upon
me your displeasure. Acquaint me with the cause of it, that
I may acoid whatever can offend you in future.”

Ludovic appeared to be moved by these words—“ Dear wife’-
said he, taking her lovingly by the hand, “ you have not of

fended me
;
but I wish no longer to conceal from you what

oppresses my heart, which is not in your power to relieve.

My conscience reproaches me with our marriage: it seems to

me a heinous sin, indeed nothing short of incest, which is not
to be expiated either in this world or the next. We are within
the forbidden degrees—brother’s children—our marriage is like

one between brother and sister, for which there is no absolution,

no dispensation. This it is which torments my conscience
night and day, and allows no rest to my soul.”

In the times when there was still such a thing as conscience,

it was as tender, delicate and sensitive, especially in the great,

as the membrane called by anatomists the periosteum in which
the slightest injury produces intolerable pain. But on no oc-

casion was it more tender than in cases of scruples regardin g
marriage within the degrees of consanguinity prohibited by
the church. All the Christian kings and princes belong as

every body knows to one family : consequently as custom has

required them from time immemorial not to marry out of

their clan, they were sometimes obliged to wed their

cousins or even their aunts; and so long as these were young
and beautiful, the sensual feeling of love lulled all the moral
feelings into a narcotic slumber. But when the charms of the

beloved kinswoman began to fade, or satiety generated disgu st

or her lord took a fancy to another lady, the tender conscience

of the virtuous husband all at once awoke and left him, neither

peace nor rest till he obtained a divorce from his holiness.

The discarded cousin was then forced to retire to a convent,

and to relinguish her conjugal rights to another against whom
the canon law could find no objection. Thus did Henry VIII.,

repudiate his brother’s widow Catharine of Arragon, solely

from the impulse of his tender conscience: yet with its entire

approbation did he cause two other successors to be decapitated

for alleged intrigues ;
and in this manner many conscientious

princes and monarchs before him, put
.

away their consorts,

though we do not find that any since his time has trodden in

the footsteps of that pious king.

(To be continued.)
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BATTLE OF COLLODEN.

The Duke of Cumberland having received the command

of the royal army, for the suppression of the Scotch rebel-

lion in favour of Charles Stuart the Pretender, commenced

his march from Aberdeen in the beginning of April E40

Having been joined at Cullen by the Earl of Albemarle and

the detached posts of the army, they crossed the Spey on the

13th, without opposition from the insurgents.
_

The duke proceeded to Nairn, where he received intelli-

gence that the rebels had retreated so far as Culloden, about

nine miles in advance of the royal army. The king s troops

marched from Nairn on the morning of the 16th, and had

proceeded about eight miles, when the advanced guards dis-

covered the rebels at some distance moving towards them.

The duke immediately ordered his troops to form in order of

battle.

As the lines approached each other, the artillery opened

their fire, by which the Duke of Cumberland’s army suffered

very little, and that of the Highlanders a great deal ; for the

English guns, being well served, made lanes through the

ranks of the ene-
my, while the
French artillery

scarcely killed a
man. To remain
steady and inac-

tive under this

galling fire, would
have been a trial

to the best disci-

plined troops, and
it is no wonder
that the Highland-
ers showed great

impatience under
an annoyance pe-

culiarly irksome
to their character.

Some threw them-
selves down to es-

cape the artillery*

some called out to

advance, and a
very few broke
their ranks and
fled. The cannon-
ade lasted for a-

bout an hour ; at

length the clans

became so impati-

ent, that Lord George Murray was about to give the order
to advance, when the Highlanders, from the centre and right

wing, rushed, without orders, furiously down, after their

usual manner of attacking the enemy. Being received with
a heavy fire, both of cannon and grape-shot, they became so

much confused, that they got huddled together in their on-

set, without any interval or distinction of clans or regiments.
Notwithstanding this disorder, the fury of their charge broke
through Monro’s and Burrel's regiments, which formed the
left of the Duke of Cumberland’s line.

But that general had anticipated the possibility of such an
event, and had strengthened his second line, so as to form a
steady support in case any part of his first should give way.
The Highlanders partially continued to advance with fury,
and although much disordered by their own success, and
partly disarmed by having thrown away their guns on the
very first charge, they rushed on Sempill’s regiment in the
second line with unabated fury. That steady corps was
drawn up three deep, the first rank kneeling, and the third
standing upright.
They reserved their fire until the fugitives of Burrel’s and

Monro’s broken regiments had escaped round the flanks, and
through the intervale of the second line. By this time the

Highlanders were within a yard of the bayonet point, when
Sempill’s battalion poured in their fire with so much accu-

racy, that it brought down a great many of the assailants,

and forced the rest to turn back. A few pressed on, but,

unable to break through Sempill’s regiment, were bayoneted
by the first rank.

The attack of the Highlanders was the less efficient, as on
this occasion most of them had laid aside their targets, ex-
pecting a march rather than a battle. While the right of

the Highland line sustained their national character, though
not with their usual success, the Mac Donalds, on the left,

seemed uncertain whether they would attack or not, that clan

having taken offence at being placed in the left wing, which
they considered less honourable than the right.

It was in vain Lord George called out to them, “Claymore!”
telling the murmurers of this haughty tribe, “ that if they

behaved with their usual valour, they would convert the left

into the right, and that he would in future call himself Mac
Donald.” It was equally in vain that the gallant Keppoch
charged with a few of his near relations, while his clan, a

thing before unheard of, remained stationary. The chief

was near the front of the enemy, and was exclaiming, with

feelings which cannot be appreciated. “My God ! have the

children of my
tribe forsaken

me 2” At this in-

stant he received

several shots,

which closed his

earthly account,

leaving him only

time to advise his

favourite nephew
to shift for himself

The three regi-

ments ofMacDon-
alds were by this

time aware of the

rout of the right

wing, and retreat-

ed in good order
upon the second
line. A body of

cavalry, from the
right of the king’s

army, was com-
manded to attack
them on their re-

treat, but was
checked by a fire

from the French
pickets, who ad-

vanced to support

the Mac Donalds. But at the same moment another decisive

advantage was gained by the duke’s army over the Highland
right wing.
A body of horse, making 600 cavalry, with three compa-

nies of Argyleshire Highlanders, had been detached to take
possession of the park walls, covering the right of the High-
landers. The three companies of infantry had pulled down
the east wall of the inclosure, and put to the sword about a
hundred of the insurgents, to whom the defence had been
assigned

;
they then demolished the western wall, which per

mitted the dragoons, by whom they were accompanied, to

ride through the inclosure, and get out upon the open moor,
to the westward, and form, so as to threaten the rear, and
flank of the prince’s second line. Gordon of Abbachie with
his Lowland Aberdeenshire regiment, was ordered to fire

upon these cavalry, which he did with some effect. The
Campbells then lined the north wall of the inclosure, and
commenced a fire upon the right flank of the Highlanders,
second line.

That line, increased by the Mac Donalds, who retired upon
it, still showed a great number of men keeping their ground’
many of whom had not fired a shot. Lord Elcho rode up to

the prince, and eagerly exhorted him to put himself at the
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head of those troops who yet remained, make a last exertion
to recover the day, and at least die like one worthy of hav-
ing contended for a crown.
Receiving a doubtful or hesitating answer, Lord Elcho

turned from him with a bitter execration, and declared he
would never see his face again. On the other hand, more
than one of the prince’s officers declared that the unfortunate
adventurer was forced from the field by Sir Thomas Sheri-
dan, and others of the Irish officers who were about his
person.
The second line, united with a part of the first, stood for

some short time after the disaster of the left wing, but they
were surrounded with enemies. In their front was the Duke
of Cumberland, dressing and renewing the ranks of his first
line, which had been engaged, bringing up to their support
his second, which was yet entire, and on the point of leading
both to a new attack in front.' And on theflank of the se-
cond line of the chevalier’s army were the Campbells, lining
the northern wall of the inclosure. In the rear of the whole
Highland army, was a' body of horse, which could be greatly
increased in number by the same access through the park-
wall which had been opened by the Campbells.
The Highlanders of the prince’s army, in fact, were sullen,

dejected, and dispirited, dissatisfied with their officers and
generals, and not in perfect good humour with themselves.
It was no wonder that, after remaining a few minutes in this
situation, they should at last leave the field to the enemy,
and go off in quest of safety wherever it was to be found. A
part of the second line left the field with tolerable regularity,
with their pipes playing and banners displayed.

A1
General Stapleton also, and the French auxiliaries, when

^ney saw the day lost, retreated in a soldierlike manner to
Inverness, where'they surrendered to the Duke of Cumber-
land on honourable terms. Many of the Highland army fledm the direction of Inverness, but the greater part towards
Dadenoch and the Highlands. Some of these never stopped
till they had reached their own distant homes

; and the a-
Jarm was so great, that one very gallant gentleman said that,

jthough he had tasted nothing for twenty-four hours, he ran
jnearly twenty miles ere he took leisure to sit down and eat a
!

biscuit which had been served out to him at the moment the *

oat Je was going to begin, and which he had put into his spor-
jran, °r purse, to eat' when it should be ended.

I he Duke of Cumberlrnd proceeded with caution. He did
not permit his first line to advance on the repulsed Highland-
ers till he had restored their ranks to perfect order, nor to
pursue till the dispersion of the Highland army seemed com-

'

piete. When that was certain, Kingston’s horse, and the
dragoons from each wing of the duke’s army, were detachedm pursuit, and did great execution.

o

m
^i0n s k?rse followed the chase along the Inverness

roa . hey did not charge such of the enemy, whether
Irench or Highlanders, as kept in a body, but dogged and
watched them closely on their retreat, moving more or less
speedily as they moved, and halting once or twice when they

o t •! r t
the stragglers they made great havoc, till within

a mile of Inverness.

t'lf®
in.^n®ral remarked that the English horse, whose

ieppration had been blemished in previous actions with the
xUgiiianders,tooka cruel pleasure in slaughering the fugitivesgiving quarter to none, except a few who were reserved for
public execution, and treating those who were disabled with

wfi
^

ty unknown in modern warfare. Even the day after the
Pa™e

> tber
f
were instances of parties of wounded men be-

j? ^
“lagged from the thickets and huts, in which they had

« Qf jj.

rerage, for the purpose of being drawn up and dis-

fi • ..^y platoon- firing
; while those who did not die under

,

u
,

ac*e’ were knocked on the head bv the soldiers withthe stocks of their muskets.

non
11 decisive action, the victors did not lose much above
men, in killed and wounded. Lord Robert Kerr, Captain

0 Grenadiers, was slain at the head of his company.
lbeiossofjffic vanquished army was upwards of 1,500

men. Ihe Highlanders on the right wing, who charged
sword m hand, suffered most severely. In. short, the blow

was equally severe and decisive, and the more so, that the
heaviest of the loss fell on the high chiefs and gentlemen,
who were the soul of the Highland army. All the ordnance
and stores belonging to the rebels were taken, as were a great
number of firelocks and swords

; and many of their officers,
amongst whom was the Earl of Kilmarnock, received quarter,
and were made prisoners.

The king’s army advancing from the field of battle to In-
verness, the French officers an soldiers,d who had never
once been engaged, surrendered themselves prisoners to
Major-General Bland, and gave their parole not to stir out
from Inverness, without leave from his royal highness.
The victory appeared every day more and more decisive,

and the prisons were scarce capacious enough to hold the
number of prisoners who were either taken, or surrendered
themselves to the king’s forces. It has been computed that
above 6,000 of those who fled from the field of battle were
actually possessed of houses and estates in its neighbourhood,
or had their families resident there.
About the time the battle of Culloden was fought, the Earl

of Cromartie, who had been at Caithness in the pretender's
service, returning from thence, was intercepted by a party of
the Sutherland militia, and some of Lord Reay’s people, at
Dunrobin, a house of the Earl of Sutherland

; and he and
his son, ten officers, with about 150 of his followers, were
made prisoners, and sent to Inverness.
Among the other prisoners made after the battle of Cullo-

den, was one Boyer, who called himself the Marquis de St.
Guilles, and affected to pass for an ambassador from the court
of I ranee to the young pretender. It is incredible what ef-
fect the high-sounding title had, in keeping up the spirits,
not only of the rebels, but of all their party and well-wishers,
though the person who assumed it was no other than a rela-
tion or dependent of Cardinal Fencin; and he had, by his
desire, or through curiosity or affection, attended the young
pretender through the whole of his expedition, but without
any other character than that of a French captain in the
marine regiment : and his name is found under that desig-
nation, amongst those of the other French officers and
soldiers who surrendered themselves to his royal highness.
But the most extraordinary part of the prisoners were four

ladies, who had been very instrumental in procuring friends to
the pretender

; and one of them, the lady Mac Intosh, though
her husband was at that very time an officer in the govern-
ment’s service, had brought to the field a great number of his
clan who had done the rebellion great service.
Amongst the other prisoners was Lord Balmerino, who had

surrendered himself to a party of the Grants, and they deli-
vered him to the duke. The marquis of Tullibardine surren-
dered himself in the west of Scotland

; and being first

committed to the castle of Dumbarton, he was from thence
sent to the Tower of London, where he died.
The French officers and soldiers, to the number of 310, were

shipped off from Inverness to Newcastle. Lord Loudon, who
was in the Isle of Skey, at the head of 1,300 men of the Ar-
gyleshire militia and the independent companies, was ordered
to land in the country of the Clanronalds, and from thence to
march to Fort Augustus, while Lord Cobham’s regiment was
ordered back to Montrose, to guard the sea-coasts.
Lord Ancram, with Lord Mark Kerr’s regiment, was ordered

to the eastern coasts
; and General Mordaunt was despatched

to Perth, with a large body of troops, to replace the Hessians,
who were now ordered to embark with all possible expedition
for Flanders.
The behaviour of the young pretender, after the battle, was

full of that levity that had been so remarkable in him through
the whole of his expedition. Having galloped off at the head
of some horse, he crossed the Nairn, where he was entertained
with the dismal spectacle of the remains of his right wing
bestrewing all the road he went, and expiring under the most
excruciating wounds.
Lord Lovat in great anxiety for the fate of the day, was at

the house of one Gortuleg, and there the young pretender came.
Lovat, who had already heard of the defeat, advised him to
return and rally his men, and to retire with them amongst the
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of a beloved and wealthy kinsman, and from thence it is pretty

generally believed that he never returned with life. Great

pursuits were instantly set on foot, and immense rewards where

held out for his discovery, but all to no purpose. Meanwhile,

suspicion lighted strongly upon Sir Mark, who had always

;een known to bear him the most deadly hatred. This man,
however, not only assisted in striving to discover the cause of

Sir Aubrey’s disappearance, but laid himself entirely open to

die investigation ofall who took concern in his fate; as nothing,

therefore, could be proved to implicate him in any way what-

ever, he became the inheritor of his brother’s riches, and the

ole possessor of Harpholly Hall. Yet notwithstanding that

,e had been acquitted of having had aught to do in the murder
>f Sir Aubrey (for he had met with some violent death was
he profound belief of all), he was hated by those around him
or his fierce and crafty disposition, and, ere a twelvemonth
,ad passed over him, unhappy amid his hoards of wealth, and
espised even by his domestics, he quitted the mansion of his

others for a foreign land, and as never since been either seen

r heard of. The old hall was left to decay,and remains to this

jime in a wretched and dilapidated condition. None dare

pproach it after nightfall, and few there be, even in broad
aylight, bold enough to venture within its gloomy and silent

recincts,”
“ And for what reason, good mine host?” queried Martyn.
Marry, fair sir, for this ” and his voice dwindled almost

j a whisper—“some say the ghost of Sir Aubrey walks
ibroad.”

“Indeed; now I would fain betake me thither, and parley
ith this same ghost, an’ there beJsuch a thing, which in sooth

very much question. Know ye one bold enougli to accom-
my me, good master Maurice ?”
“ Not I, in faith, sir,” replied he of the spigot, “ and simply

) speak my mind. I think ye are far from wise in venturing
n such an errand; seeing it is but a sorry change—a warm
nraney corner for the dark and dismal chambers of Harpholly
lall.”

“Good, mine host,” answered the sturdy gallant, “thy
rords are true, but thou hast raised my curiosity; therefore I

'ould fain wend me thither, or I shall not get a wink of
leep to-night.

”

“ Ye shall not then lack company; I sir, will on with ye,”
(claimed a voice whose deep and hollow cadence startled the
hole assembly, not even excepting master Martyn himself.

very gaze was immediately turned upon the speaker—a tall

id dignified figure, partly wrapped in a dark riding mantle,
id wearing his large flapped hat so as to conceal his visage.

He had just withdrawn himself from the circle, and now
ood in the midst of the apartment. How he had come among
lem was a perfect mystery to all. The youth however
istantly replied to him :— *

“ Marry, sir, thou offerest fairly, therefore will I along with
e.”

It was in vain that mine host and the rest of the company
ideavoured by many a meaning gesture to persuade master
artyn off his undertaking; the youth ’3 determination was
fed; he was not easily to be daunted ; and he was somehow
ysteriously prepossessed in favour of his strange companion,
lantern was therefore procured from master Maurice and

ray they went together.
We shall not remain to witness the various conjectures
nch were now started by the sapient inmates of the inn
uching the probable fate of the adventurous gallant, but follow
ie immediate fortunes of that worthy.

Harpholly Hall lay at about the distance of a mile from the
llage, and the road leading thereto was of a most dreary and
isolate description. It extended a great way through a black
orass, and afterward skirted a chain of bleak sand hills,

rminating finally, in what had once been a noble and well-
iodtd park, but which now presented a scant and dreary
lderness. A wide carriage-path, rugged, and choked with
ied3 and stones, perambulated it for about the distance of a
le, and brought our adventurers at length before a rambling

pile of ruins, which, whitened as they were by the snow, and
seen by the dim and ghostly lightwhich flickered from Martyn’s
lantern, looked not much unlike a vast sheeted spectre, looming
to gigantic proportions against the sable back-ground of the
winter sky.

It was not without some secret misgivings that our friend
Martyn had several times noted the extreme taciturnity of his
companion; during their route, he had more than once essayed
to start some subject of conversation, but failed in everything,
except to elicit now and and then a brief monosyllable to his
direct and repeated inquiries. Another circumstance which
failed not to escape his notice, was the stranger’s studied
concealment of his visage; not even the slightest glimpse could
he obtain of it; and now, as they both stood before the
gloomy and desolate ruin, another and more startling fact

became apparent. The figure of Martyn threw a long black
shadow over the glistening [tract of snow, but that of the
stranger produced none whatever; The youth’s hair at first

began to bristle beneath his bonnet; his innate courage, how-
ever. soon mastered his momentary terror, and since he had
gone so far, he resolved to go through with it manfully.
They both went forward and entered the great archway, the

gates ofwhich, partly unhinged, swung to and fro, creaking and
gibbering in the blast; from thence they proceeded to the
upper apartments, all of which presented the most squalid and
miserable appearance imaginable. Traversing a long and lofty

gallery, they turned off at length into a small square room, the
oak wainscoting of which had been converted by neglect and
decay into a profound black; the ceiling was festooned with
cobwebs; the hollow blast whistled through the crevices of the

closed shutters, and howled and jabbered in the narrow chim-
ney; and the door, as soon as they entered, slammed to

with a loud and echoing jar, which shook the whole
building.

“ Here then,” thought Martyn, “I may expect to have my
desire gratified, for never did I behold a place better fitted for

a ghostly visitant.”

And scarcely had the words passed his lips, ere a wild un-
earthly peal resounded through the whole building, which
Martyn afterwards declared resembled the sudden discharge of

a thousand pieces of artillery; the floor at the same time
appeared to rock and heave beneath hisjfeet, and the apartment
was filled with clouds of dust, which perhaps had lain un-
disturbed for years : then there was a noise as of drawn swords
sharply encountering each other, which gradually died off, a
stifled groan or two succeeded, and all was hushed.
“ Foul work has been committed here,” said the youth, partly

to himself and partly addressed to his conpanion. On turning
round however, he found the latter had left him : he elevated
his lantern and glanced over the room, but he was nowhere
visible; and Martyn, notwithstanding his natural hardihood,

then ft It himself alone. Yet was he far from being discouraged,

and unused, beside, to give way to auy thing that wore an air

of superstition, he imputed at once his companion’s departure

tt terror at what he had just witnessed. Still, however, there

was a train of gloomy and frightful ideas that struggled in his

mind, and would not be repressed; he reverted to the stranger’s

singular and mysterious demeanour—his hollow tone—his

shrouded visage, and shadowless form, till he was almost

tempted to believe that his late companion was indeed no other

than the spectre of the murdered nobleman.

The damp and chilling atmosphere of the desolated chamber
presently awoke him to a sense of feeling, and wrapping his

mantle yet closer around him, he hurried from the ruin and
sought his lodging in the village, determined within himself to

subject it on the following day to a strict investigation.

The following day, however, was not fated for it; and the

night, which was bitter cold, saw our friend Martyn perambu-
lating at about the eighth hour the already silent street of the

village. The clear frosty sky was illuminated with stars, and

the moon, in her first quarter, threw a lively radiance over the

snowy house-tops and down the narrow street. At about mid-

way, the large lattice of mine host’s kitchen made itself
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perfectly distinguishable by the strong red glare by which it

was irradiated—prophetic of the jovial fire that roared within,

and toward this comfortable beacon the reader will readily

imagine our hero to be wending. Long, however, before he
reached it, a distant cry of “ Help !” mingled with a violent

clash ofweapons, arrested his attention. Martyn immediately
unsheathed his rapier, and hastened to the end of the street

from whence the sound seemed to proceed, and there he beheld

three men, hard pressed, though stoutly defending themselves

agaiust twice their number. One of the distressed party lay

at the mercy of his adversary, who was about to pierce him with
his sword, as our hero came to his relief; but strange to say,

in striking aside the levelled weapon, his own became somehow
entangled, and glancing on the breast of him he strove to assist,

it passed through to the very hilt. He was prevented from
falling by our hero, who, aided by the two others, his domestics,

hurried him off to the inn, where surgical aid was immediately
procured. Ail assistance, however, proved vain ; it was evident

to every one present that the wounded man had not many
moments more to breathe.

“Stand off!” he feebly murmured to the crowd that had
gathered round him. “ And you, sir, (to Martyn) come near me,
I would fain confess to some holy man, but it may not be—my
term of existence is near expired—attend to me—I am Mark
Willoughby.”
“The lord of Harpholly Hall!” interrupted Martyn.
“The murderer !” replied the stranger, with startling empha-

sis, “ the accurst of God and man; he who like unto a second
Cain hath roamed the earth a Fratricide! and who is now fast

descendingtothehellhe merits. Ha! see there—see—see—hor-
rible phantom! haunt not thus my dying moments. Ha! he
beckons me—his bloody fingers gripe my throat, and pull me
down—down——’ ’

A frightful yell succeeded, which curdled the blood in the
veins of every one present, and the wretched man who had
raised himself from the seat in which they had placed him, his

starting eyeballs fixed on vacancy, and with a sudden glide

halfway through the apartment, fell to the ground—a corpse.

The events which we have just related were circulated with
the rapidity of thought, both far and wide; and, certainly with
many exaggerations, reached with unaccountable speed, the
ears of a close and attached kinsman of the murderer, Sir Au-
brey of Harpholly, who, with several others, his friends, imme-
diately hastened to the spot. He arrived in the course of a
day or two after the death of Sir Mark, and took a minute in-

vestigation touching the arrival and decease of that nobleman,
and afterwards made himself acquainted from Martyn’s own
lips with ’every particular relating to his recent visit to Harp-
holly Hall. The following morning, therefore, determined
him on causing a strict search to be made throughout the
building.

The morning came, and saw the noble kinsman, accompanied
by Martyn, mine host, and several others, diligently proceed-
ing with their investigation. Martyn’s suspicions, however,
attached solely to the small oak chamber in the gallery; and this

he hinted to the director of their search. Accordingly, that was
the next object of their approach, and prophetic of some fearful

deed concealed therein—on reaching it, they found the door
strongly locked and barred, though Martyn positively averred
that when he and his mysterious companion approached it, it

flew open at their touch. By dint of hard wrenching with a
crowbar and other implements, they at length succeeded in ef-

fecting an entrance, and causing part of the floor to be re-
moved, they beheld a heap of mouldering bones, among which
they found a fragment of a sword, and a long steel hilted dag-
ger, both covered with blood and rust, the implements, doubt-
less, which had accomplished the doom of Sir Aubrey. Con-
tinuing their search beneath the floor, they discovered a heap
of gold and silver coin of divers value, but which amounted
in all to a good round sum, and this, in reward for his ser-

vices and dauntless behaviour, was instantly presented to our
hero.

Little is now left to be added—the remains of Sir Aubrey
Willoughby, under the direction of his kinsman, were removed

from their present situation, and deposited with fitting cere-
mony in the vault of his ancestors, while those of Sir Mark
found a private and unhallowed grave!

APSLEY HOUSE.
h , e following most remarkable and interesting particulars

relating to Apsley House, the present residence of his Grace
the Duke of Wellington, may not be generally known. King
George II. riding on horseback one day in Hyde Park, metwith
an old soldier, whom he recognized as having fought under him
at the battle of Dettingen, and with great condescension fell
into discourse with him. The king finally asked him what he
could do for him? “Why, please your Majesty returned the
soldier, “my wife keeps an apple-stall on the bit of waste
ground as you enter the park, and if your Majesty would be
pleased to make us a grant of it, we might build a little shed,
and improve our trade.” The king complied with his request,
and a grant was given him. The shed was erected. The situ-
ation was excellent, and the business of the old woman became
brisk and prosperous. Their only son, in process of time, was
articled to an attorney, and gave indications of making a
figure in his profession. After some years, the old soldier
being dead, and the grant of the late king being overlooked or
forgotten, the then lord chancellor, attracted by the eligibility
of the situation, removed the shed of the old woman, and laid
out the ground as the site of the present mansion. Alarmed
and terrified by this measure, and not venturing to contend
with such high authority, she consulted with her son (whose
articles were now nearly expired) as to the course she would
take in such an extremity.
The son calmed her fears in the best manner he was able

and promised to find her a remedy as soon as the structure
should be completed. This was no sooner done than he 9

waited upon Lis Lordship, to request some remuneration for
what he alleged to be a trespass on his mother’s rights. The
latter, as soon as he began to perceive the claim of the appli-
cant was reasonably founded, tendered some hundreds as a
compensation, which, under the advice of her son, the old

Jwoman rejected; and, to make the story short, upon the next
interview, the son demauded of his Lordship four hundred
pounds a-year as a ground rent! adding, that if he did not like

J
the terms, he was at liberty to take his house away again, as
his mother did not want it ! His Lordship acceded and the
house yields, to this day, the above rent to the descendants of 1

an old apple -woman.
|

GENERAL PICTON.
The following account of his appointment to the colonelcy

of the 12th regiment is taken from a manuscript in his own
hand-writing, and we shall content ourselves with recording
the anecdote, as a lasting memorial, of departed worth, and
a splendid example of the sovereign’s bounty: “ When Colonel
Picton went to court to kiss hands on his appointment, having
had the honour, after the levee, of being admitted to an
audience in the king’s closet, he addressed his majesty with
profound respect, expressing his most dutiful and grateful
acknowledgements for the honour that had been conferred
upon him. His beneficent sovereign, with the utmost cem-
plaisancy, was pleased to say, ‘ You are entirely obliged to
Captain Picton, who commanded the grenadier company of
the 12th regiment in Germany, last war;’ alluding in particu-
lar to the general’s having had the honour of being thanked
as captain of the grenadiers, in the public orders of the army,
by Prince Ferdinand, iu consequence of the report of the he-
reditary* Prince of Brunswick, for his behaviour under his
highness’s command at the affair of Zierenburg.”

During the funeral procession of Lord Nelson, a lady of the
name of Bayne, related to Captain Bayne, who was killed in
the West Indies, under Lord Rodney, was so affected at the
scene, that she fell into hysterics, and died in a few minutes
after.
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L I O T At

A TALE FROM THE SAXON.

Pausing for a while on his spear, from the fury of the chase,

stood the youthful Dagur, the son of Siwar: the shaggy wolf’s

hide, blown by the wind, now hid, and now displayed the sym-

metry of his nervous, muscular form, towering like one of the

mountain pines that surrounded the castle of his fathers. Ilis

blond locks discovered themselves from beneath his helmet,

which was skilfully formed out of the head of a wild hoar,

whose tusks served as ornaments to the polished temples of

the youthful hunter. Before him was couched an immense
Danish mastiff, who suddenly sprung up— for a crash, similar

to that with which the northern storm tears up the pines in tho

Hercynian forest, was now heard in the adjoining thicket. In

the next instant was seen the monarch of the German forest,

the mighty Uris, or wild bull, escaping from the shouts of his
No. 25.

pursuers. The volumes of breath that curled from his nostrils

seemed as the dusty cloud raised by a troop of horsemen : his

rolling and fiercely extended eyes emitted flashes like the

magic flames of the Druids; while his terrible voice, excited

both by rage and pain—for his tough hide was already pierced

in many places by the spears of the hunters—caused the woods

to reverberate around. Broad as the shield of some mighty

warrior, his ample forehead crushed the stems of the young firs

that opposed his passage: while such of the hounds as durst

approach and seize his shaggy mane, he hurled from him as

easily as the traveller shakes the flakes of snow from his

garment.

“ On, comrades!” exclaimed Dagur, inspired, as it were, to

transport, at beholding the terrific animal
; “let us attack him
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manfully. Do you, Alf, hurl your javelin in his flank; and

you others receive the monster on his extended spears. Draw
that noose over his neck. Hurrah! the giant-brute is fallen--

;

he is our prize! No more will he destroy your fences with his

strong forehead, or tear up your fields with his broad hoof.

Whet your knives on the Runic stone, and carve up his mon-
j

strous carcase
;
reserve but the choicest portions as an offering

to our priests, and his head as a trophy, and the rest I freely
]

grant to yourselves. And do you, Kathlin, see that some of

the attendants bear away the head to Siwar, and tell him that

Dagur sends it as a witness of his prowess in the chase, that

he may make drinking vessels to decorate his festal table, and
hang up the skull in his banqueting hall, among those of the

Franks and Danes, which my brother Cattwald, his first-born,

has sent him from the field of battle. Tell him that the boy
Dagur, as my brother scornfully terms me, neither wants
strength nor fears danger. The blood—the sinews of his sires,

invigorate his frame, and the time may shortly come when
other enemies shall tremble before him.—But away, my fol-

lowers, to give chase to the fierce wolf that has of late com-
mitted ravages on the flocks of the shepherds. At nightfall

we meet again, at the large altar-stone sacred to Woden, close

by the Runic fountain, preparatory to our return home.”
The spot appointed by Dagur for their evening rendezvous,

was marked by a large and rude kind of altar, formed of a
single stone, around which were twelve stone seats for the

councillors and elders of the tribe; and in the back ground, nine

aged, venerable oaks extended their branches so as to form a

rustic canopy. Hard by yawned a solemn Druidical cavern,
• excavated from the rock; while a rapid stream gushed forth

from amidst the gloom of the impending vault. It was here
that the shepherd Ruro, one of Siwar’s serfs, had retired to

enjoy the noon-day shade; when, catching the notes of the dis-

tant hunters’ horn, he exclaimed, in a tone of discontent

—

“ Aye, spend your breath, and toil an ye will; I were, I wean,
a loutish knave to weary myself while I can rest so snugly
here. Let the wolf ravage where he lists; he harms not us
poor serfs, who possess neither flock nor field: and if he
slaughters our children, why; ’tis our lord who loses a slave,

his is the reward—ours the toil. Now, by the hammer of Thor,
the great Thunderer, I swear, that were it to rid ourselves of
the human wolves that oppress and ravage us, Ruro would not
be backward in the chase.”
While the sullen hind was thus giving vent to his discon-

tent, he suddenly started, on perceiving, almost beneath his

feet, a wounded horse, whose rich trappings and chain of silver

attached to the bridle, showed that it must have belonged to a
rider of no mean condition. His eyes sparkled with joy at this

unexpected prize, and his hand was already stretched out to
possess himself of the precious metal, when, on looking around
to discover whether he might be seen by any one, he descried
what excited his further curiosity. At the entrance of the
cavern, immediately beneath the shade of a branching oak, on
which grew the sacred mistletoe, two figures were sleeping,
almost concealed in the deep grass. One was an aged grey-
haired man, with a long shaggy beard. The deep scars on his
face, and the stump on his right arm, announced him to be a
warrior. His dress was of the rein- deer’s skin, which, with a
shining helmet that lay beside him, and a silver girdle, showed
him to be a chief of rank. Near him, and encircled by his left

arm, lay a slender youth, whose flowing golden hair shaded a
beautifully formed neck, and firm blushing cheek. His outer
garment was coarse, and such as might become a fugitive; but
beneath this, partially exposed by his careless attitude, linen
of snowy whiteness, embroidered with purple, seemed to desig-
nate one of royal birth.

The sleepers lay so motionless and breathless, that Ruro at
first imagined them to be lifeless. Cautiously advancing nearer,
he could just hear a faint breathing, when he instinctively put
his hand to the point of his spear, to ascertain its sharpness.
“ Here is no one to witness me,” said he, internally; “ besides, he
who will venture nothing, deserves nothing. The brave silver
trappings of both horse and knight would suffice, not only to
purchase my freedom, but some fair hides of land besides. Who

knows too how rich a booty may be contained within that bag
beneath the sleeper’s head?—Yet, ’twere profanation within
this holy spot—in this grove consecrated to our deities, and
blessed by our seers. But has not Woden himself conducted
me hither? Is it not he who places such rich spoils within my
reach? Besides, they are strangers; perhaps from the Celti
or the Danes—fugitives, probably criminals, whom my spear
will thus save from a more ignominious fate. Courage, Ruro

!

the old man once despatched, the boy is a certain victim.”
He had raised his fatal lance, and was preparing to aim it,

when a hoarse growl behind him arrested his arm
; nor was it

long ere he perceived whence the sound proceeded, for he saw a
shaggy bear advancing to seize upon the steed. Uttering aloud
cry ofterror, and letting drop his spear, the caitiff climbed, with
the utmost agility, up the nearest tree, writhing himself like a
snake up the stem, and among the branches, that crackled be-

neath his weight. Rearing himself on his hinder legs, the en-

raged animal growled violently at being thus disturbed in his

anticipated repast. Ruro, although trembling with fear, was
yet beyond his reach; but the noise awakened the sleepers; and
springing up with an exclamation of horror, the youth cried,
“ Father, save yourself !” and instantly caught up the spear
which Ruro had let fall, in order to defend himself. But the

fierce animal was not to be repelled by so unskilled an arm;
and his extended jaws threatened instant destruction to the

boy, when the loud shout ofhuntsmen was heard on the other

side of the stream. Dagur and his companion 8 were rapidly

advancing, but stopped short, as if petrified at the scene before

them. The son of Siwar alone crossed the stream, raising his

lance on high, upon which the shaggy monster turned to

attack this new combatant, without, however, relinquishing

his former adversary, who lay apparently lifeless beneath
his paws.

“ Let not a spear be hurled,” cried Dagur, with visible emo-
tion, “ else might ye wound yon fair boy. I myself will

pierce the animal’s heart.” In the next instant the furious

creature was seen writhing in the convulsions of death, and the
youth who had now elaped up, pale, and covered with the

blood of the monster, sunk, exhausted into the friendly arms
of Dagur. A loud shout from his companions announced to the

old man, who had lain motionless with terror for the sake of

his child, that the peril was past.
“ Thy boy is safe, old warrior,” exclaimed the hunter; “ and

although I am neither seer nor Druid’s son, I prophecy that
within this tender frame beats a true Saxon heart, such as will

one day cause our enemies to quail.” The youth blushed, and
would fain have concealed his countenance within the folds of

his father’s robe; but the latter, gently playing with his long
hair, smiled, and said, “What thinkest thou, Elgin? does this

lord speak of thee truly?” Dagur now stretched out his hand,
and cried, “ From this moment are we sworn brothers and true
companions in arms, ready to fight beside each other, when-
ever the honour ofSaxony shall demand our aid. ’Tis true, I am
no son of the battle: the dreadful Yalkynia is not my deity,

nor has my sword yet been stained with human blood ;
but

every one who bears the Teutonic, name gladly offers himself
up for his country’s weal. So will it be with us when our time
shall arrive, and that you may assure yourself that he who thus
enters into compact with you is no base-born hind, no servile

retainer, know that I yield to no German lord in birth, not even
to Wittekind himself, the conqueror ofthe Franks; I amDagur,
the younger son of the Duke of Osphalia.” “ Most gladly, ge -

nerous stranger, do I accept thy proffered hand,” replied the
youth, trying to conceal his embarrassment, “the hand that
has rescued me from death. Be it still our shield; and may it

avert from my father’s grej locks the danger that impends
over them.”
While Elgin’s eyes now glanced gratefully on his preserver

,

the old man arose with a dignified air, that caused the troop of

hunters to retreat; and raising his handless arm to Heaven, he
exclaimed, “ Alfadur himself has sent thee hither, noble
youth, to our succour. We are persecuted fugitives, but the
shield shall be our protecting star.” “ My roof shall be thy
roof,” replied the Ostphalian Prince, “ my bread shall be thy
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bread, and thy son shall he my brother. One shield shall cover

us Jin the battle, until some fair-haired maiden shall claim

him,” “ I thank thee, noble Dagur, then long will he be thine

own:—thinkest thou not so, Elgin?”—“ So it is well,” returned

the son of Siwar: “ but wherefore tarry we here?-—Ho! there

—horses for the strangers. We will discourse more of this

anon, o’er the full cup.”

Still might be heard the clattering hoofs of their steeds,

when Ruro thrust his head forth from his hiding-place. “ So

!

new guests at the castles!” muttered the red-haired knave, as

he cautiously descended the tree: “they bring nothing, but, I

warrant me, will not fare the less daintily for that; and will,

perhaps, fill more than their empty stomachs. Now may
Loke,* the evil genius, consume them !—Great folks never want
aid in their need; while a poor serf—but look! the careless-

ness of the lord makes the slave fat: yon poor steed lies

there still.” So saying, and forgetting his fears and his spleen,

he hastened to secure the prize which he had given up for

lost.

(To be continued.)

THE DRAGOON-TEMPTER; OR,

AMBITION’S FALL.

A LEGEND OF THE CALABRIANS.

( Concluded.)

The triumph in that city too was still more amply renewed.
Every window was hung with tapestry, and crowded with the

infinitely richer ornament of fair and high-born beauty. All the
balconies were filled with the nobles and their families waving
banners and emblems of victory, showering garlands and medals
and singing songs of national exultation. But Lugardo’s cap-

ture of the standard fixed all eyes on him. His striking figure,

and the fine expression of his features, lighted up by joy,

required for public admiration neither the gold-embroidered
banner of the Fleur-de-lis, which he so gracefullv waved over
the heads of the applauding multitude, nor the splendidly ca-

parisoned Styrian charger on which he rode. He had unques-
tionably taken the two chief prizes of the night. The banner
belonged to the marshal’s guard, the charger was the marshal’s
own. Lugardo was ordered to attend the royal presence
instantly. The king threw over his shoulders the order of

Santa Gracia, buckled his own sword to the side of the new
knight, made an applauding speech and appointed him on the
spot, standard bearer of the royal guard.
The young cornet’s rejoicing was slighty enfeebled by the loss

of his friend. The dragoon had ridden boldly side by side with
him through the night, and had slashed the showy household
cavaliers in a fearful style. He cut down everything at which he
rode, and astonished even Lugardo by the extraordinary activity

of his prowess. But at the moment ofplunging among the grena-
diers he had either been shot or taken : his horse was found
running loose about the field, and it was thus probable he had
been buried among the promiscuous dead.

Still the thought of his death was a species of relief to the mind
of the young officer. He had felt some strange sense of supe-
riority in his presence, some unaccountable awe, mingling with
some equally unaccountable dislike, all which were now at an
end. Lugardo had now the world before him; and it was a
smiling world. The Court of Turin, was the most luxurious of
Italy. The Piedmontese beauties are among the handsomest
of its women. Lugardo fell in love by the mere necessity
of circumstances. Every officer in the royal guard was the
adorer of some marchessa or princepessa. A pair of diamond
eyes from the royal box, fixed the wandering soul of the Apollo
of the king’s troop. Lugardo’s vanity was entangled and he
sighed for the Princepessa of Montalto without delay. But the
princepessa was an heiress of the first magnitude and of the
blood royal; and though she might be married to the decrepit
specimen of humanity, or to any lack-brained boy, the idea

* The evil genius, or devil of the Northern people.

ofher marrying the man of her choice, and that man handsom e
brilliant and brave would have shaken the whole royal etiquette

of Turin into convulsions.

Lugardo was in despair; and like all Italians in despair, he
went to the casino. At the casino he was cheated, until

in due course of education he learned to secure himself against
the malice of fortune. But one evening he found himself pit-

ted against a little Nethelander of the Walloon guard, who won
his ducats with a rapidity that startled him. Lugardo was
driven to try, first all his science, and next all his skill. The
little Walloon still beat him. Lugardo grew furious and at

length made a more adventurous attempt at dexterity. The
little Walloon never raised his eyes; but with a smile which
fully showed that he was aware of the ruse turned it on the
experimentalist so completely, that his last ^ucat was trans-

ferred to his adversary’s pocket with the addition of a debt of
honour amounting to the value of everything down to his char-
ger that he was worth in the world. Lugardo in this extremity
quarrelled with the winner. The little Walloon deprecated this

mode of payment; but the laws of honour are serious things,

!

and he was at last forced to draw in mortal defiance of a young
athlete who had already become one of the best gladiators in

Piedmont.
Lugardo felt that a blow would settle all his incumbrances;

and he made a longe that was enough to have pierced the Nethe-
lander to the wall. But what his opponent wanted in strength, he
possessed in activity. He escaped the sword’s point, and returned
the attack by a slight wound in the arm. Lugardo grew
fiercer from his repulse. The combat continued,—a scene of

power and skill on one side continually baffled by activity and
pkill on the other. At length determined at crushing his

adversary, with one hand he grasped at his throat and with the
other shortened his sword to plunge it into the Walloon’s
heart. But at that instant he received a blow which paralyzed
every sinew ofhis vigorous frame and sent his sword flying to the
ceiling. Lugardo disarmed, on the ground, and indignant at

his defeat implored his adversary to drive his point through his

bosom. But the Walloon declined taking this advantage of

what he called a mere tour defortune ,
and demanded by right

of success only that Lugardo should shake hands with him, and
forget the transaction altogether. He ordered wine; a glass

was drunk in sign of reconciliation; the wine was remarkably
good; the night was warm, the combat had been fatiguing;

glass after glass was drunk to each other, until the two warriors

became bosom friends, and to the astonishment of the loungers

of the casino, walked away arm-in-arm—to conclude the

the night by supping at Lugardo’s quarters.

At supper the ruined gamester renewed the subject of his

ill-luck.

“ Say no more of it,” said the little Walloon, whose sparkling

eyes had already explored every corner of the apartment, “ or

if you must settle with me at once, give me that saddle-cloth

which I see hung up over your pistols.” •

Lugardo hesitated. “ That saddle-cloth,” said he, “is a part of

the caparison of the charger that fell to my share in the affair

of the French lines. It belonged to the marshal and I keep it

for court days.”
The Walloon professed that he had taken a great liking to

it, merely from its being a fine specimen of the manufactures
of his country; and that he should accept it as a complete
discharge of his claim.

“ Well,” said Lugardo, with a melancholy smile, “better give

the caparison than the charger. Be it as you please.”

The little Walloon reached it with one spring, snatched it

down, and gazed on its incomparable scarlet with rapture.
“ Ah,” said he, “ this is true Arras. What purple of Tyre was

ever its equal? But what have we here?” His fingers had pro-

bed while he spoke a pocket hid in the lining from which he
drew out a handful of some material that glistened in the light

of the large Venetian lamp in the centre of the table.

“ What are these baubles?” asked Lugardo.
“They are baubles,” said the Walloon, “ that may teach you

now to make better bargains in future. They are dia-

monds of the finest kind, and doubtless were stored in this

secret pocket by the marshal foi an emergency. They are
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enough to pay all your debts ten times over: or to set up an
establishment that might make a man figure like a prince.”

The thought of captivating the principessa by this addition

to his display instantly passed through her lover’s mind.
The Walloon was employed in the meantime with counting

the gems. “ With these,” said he, gathering a few in his hand,
“your debt to me is amply discharged; the rest may be well

applied to push your promotion at court, where money is

everything or your success with the fair, where let them say

what they will of love, show does vast a deal.”

Lugardo saw himself master of the treasure with unbounded
delight; it opened an endless vista of enjoyment to him; it gave
him rank, renown and love. He gazed on the diamonds; they
glittered, they flashed, they flamed, until their brilliancy was
almost too vivid for his eye. He was astonished at the effect

on himself. “ If the spirit of Mammon,” said he, “ ever en-

tered the heart of man, it would be in the shape of such temp-
tation.”

His companion laughed long and loud at the idea, which lie

termed the most fantastic that had ever entered the head of

man. But Lugardo’s fantasies were not yet exhausted.
“ It strikes me,” said he suddenly, “ that after all, I have no

right to these diamonds. To the charger and caparison I have
a right; but all treasure belongs to the division of the army in

company with which it is taken.”

The Walloon did not laugh now. He admitted the reality

of this scruple. “Such was the established code. But,”
said he, after pondering the question, “it seems to me that

this law of the army is superseded by another law—the law
of human nature. By that law every man is bound to do the

best he can for himself, and not to refuse a fair way of rising

in the world while he can enjoy it; nor,” he added, with

a peculiar look, “ to feel any remarkable tenderness of con-
science where tenderness of heart is concerned. It is no
fault of yours if wealth is the god of this world. You must
take the world as it goes. You have won these diamonds at

the hazard of your life, and who is to know anything about
them but ourselves? My secrecy is secured—if you could
possibly have any doubt on the subject—by my taking pay-
ment of my debt in a part of them. Your secret is secured
if you choose to keep it.”

Lugardo’s look was still fixed on the ground.
“The fact is,” urged the Walloon, “the thing is done

every day, and by men of the highest rank in the service.

You may be the victim of a Quixotic delicacy, if you will;

but if you are determined to give up this prize only to be
dissipated in increasing the drunkenness, vice, and vileness

of an army already half ruined by excess of all kinds, you
will do the service as little good as you do yourself.”
“ If I could be but convinced of this point,” said Lugardo,

“ I admit that this would be a dangerous time to add to the
insubordination of the troops, when they may expect to be
called into the field every hour. Are you satisfied that it

would be better to keep back the discovery at least for a time ?

But what do you consider the diamonds worth ?”

“ It happens oddly enough,” said the Walloon, “that you
could have asked the question of few better able*to give you
an answer. My ancestors for generations have been dia-

mond merchants, and I myself began life initiated into a
knowledge of precious stones, which might have enabled me
by this time to have purchased a principality, if I had not
been bit by the military mania, and preferred a sabre and a
florin a-day to a palace and fifty thousand a-month.” He
cast a careful look over the jewels. “ For size, workman-
ship, and water, I never saw their equals—they are worth at

the very lowest estimate half a million of florins. Now con-
ceive that sum scattered among the reprobates of our army.”
The appeal to his patriotism was irresistible. Lugardo

was satisfied, like many a man since his day, to obtain his
personal object by the help of the public good. He had
been driven into a cul-de sac : beggary was on one side—in-
famy on theother

;
but the beggary was certain if he did not

keep the prize, the infamy only contingent if he did. His
new friend’s arguments seemed to be more forcible every

time they were urged. The daylight broke in upon their de-
bate : the trumpets for morning parade first startled them
both to a sense of the clandestine nature of the transaction.
The Walloon put up his diamonds hastily: the Italian buried
his in a corner of his baggage

;
inviolable faith was pledged

on both sides
;
and when the door closed on his fellow-traitor,

Lugardo flung himself on his bed in a fever of shame, re-
morse

;
and fear, and felt that he was undone.

But if conscience stings keenly, it seldom stings long. The
world and its glitter again rose before the mind of the strug-
gling penitent. An order for the advance of the cavalry in
pursuit of the French roused all the dormant energies of his
nature ; he sprung on his charger again, the brilliant, bold
favourite of nature and of fortune. Catinat had been re-

placed by a succession of commanders, whose want of ta-

lents exposed the arms of Louis to continual defeats. Lu-
gardo was conspicuous on all those occasions ; a kind of wild
valour distinguished him from all the other champions of the

cavalry. He rode at everything. What the whole army
pronounced an insanity to attempt, was sure to be selected

by him for his especial enterprise : the storming of batteries,

the capture of artillery, the assault of entrenchments, all

seemed his chosen exploits
;
yet still by some unaccountable

good fortune he returned without a wound. Rushing through
the midst of afire which showered the air with ball, plunging
into the thicket of bayonets, that would have transfixed a
bird, fighting among exploding mines and magazines—from
every shape of terror and destruction, Lugardo emerged un-
hurt; and while all was mortality round him, he alone seemed
invested with a spell against the grave.
The fall of his superior officer of the guard raised him to

its command before the close ef the first campaign. Rank
developed his talents

;
he exhibited new faculties with the

occasion : he became the favourite officer, the guide, the tu-

telar genius of the army. At the close of the second cam-
paign he returned with the keys and colours of the citadel of

Nice, and rose up from the king’s feet, at which he had de-

posited them, with the rank of general-commandant of the
Piedmontese cavalry.

He was now at the height of fame, and might aspire to the

principessa without fear ; but rank in the prodigal court of

Asmodeus was costly. Lugardo returned to his secret trea-

sure : his establishment was soon on a scale adequate to his

pretensions. The principessa, already enamoured of the
handsome paladin, was doubly enamoured of the showy cour-
tier, who displayed the most magnificent of equipages, gave
the most distinguished banquets, and expressed his admira-
tion of her beauty by presents that eclipsed the most splen-
did traitemens of the monarch to the most splendid of his

deesses de Vopera. But the seasons of fetes and festinos was
approaching its close. The preparations for the campaign
were again commencing, and Lugardo importuned the prin-

cipessa with such fervency to make him the happiest of men,
that even the etiquette gave way which prescribes ten years’

courtship to the Sardinian blood-royal, and makes the capi-

tulation of a court-beauty the rival of the fall of Troy. The
day was fixed—the day came.
Lugardo was waiting in his palazzo for the arrival of the

royal carriages, which, as on the occasion of royal marriages,

were to convey him to meet his bride, when the Walloon
rushed into his presence. He had not seen him since the

night at the casino; the accidents of the service might have
easily separated them. Lugardo felt a sickness of heart at

his sight, and struck with the care-worn face and dismantled
dress of the man, instinctively pulled out a handful of du-
cats. But “ money could not heal his misery.”
“I come not to be a drain upon your liberality, general,”

he said, in a tone of deepest dejection, “ but to save you from
utter ruin. That unfortunate transaction between us has by
some means or other come to the public ear. Catinat has
made known his loss

;
and the sudden, and I may venture

to say injudicious costliness of your establishment, has turned
suspicion upon you. I was in Paris when the matter was
discussed in the king’s closet

;
and I have rode day and night
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to give you warning that a special envoy has been appointed

to Turin for the double purpose of sounding the court on

the subject of peace, and of bringing the affair of the dia-

monds to light.”

Lugardo sunk on his chair in agony. He felt as if a thun-

derbolt had fallen upon him. He saw the whole conse-

quences—the loss of character, the ruin of his military ho-

nours, the breaking off of his. illustrious alliance, the dis-

appointment of his existence. In despair he tore the or-

ders from his breast, drew his sabre to. plunge it in his.bo-

som, and when prevented by his friend’s interposition,

flung himself on the floor, exhausted and fainting with ex-

cess of misery.
How long he lay there he could tell on his recovery. only

by the shadows of twilight that were now deepening in living

purple over the bowers of his luxurious gardens; but his

friend had watched over him during the time of his pa-

roxysm.
“ Have the king’s carriages come ?” was the first ques-

tion of his returning senses. No l was visible in the Wal-
loon’s expressive countenance.
‘‘Then I am lost, undone, crushed for ever,” was his out-

cry. “Is there no hope?” He turned his glazed eye on
his companion in guilt with that strange and eager depen-
dance which sometimes looks for mercy even on the scaffold.

“ No help!” exclaimed Lugardo in torture.
“ None,” sternly answered the Walloon. “ You are, as we

both bitterly know, without defence. You cannot deny your
embezzlement. As a man your honour is stained for ever.

As a soldier you have robbed the army, and what argument
will be wanting that the being whom so abject a temptation
as money allured to plunder his comrades, will not for more
money go the length of betraying his king.”

Lugardo, stung by the terrible truth, resuming his strength
with his indignation, madly darted on the Walloon, and
wouM have crushed his tempter. But to his astonishment
he found an antagonist too powerful to be crushed even by
his herculean strength. The feeble figure of the Walloon
resisted him with a vigour that utterly baffled all his force
He even found his own strength failing in the encounter.
His adversary’s grasp seemed suddenly to acquire the force
of one of those mighty serpents which cling round their prey
till it dies, and strangle by compression. Lugardo fainting
in this irresistible grasp, could not help casting a look of
wonder at his antagonist’s visage. He was met by a glance,
an indescribable gleam of malignity which turned his look
of wonder into one of horror. He never struggled more : he
felt his brain burn, his sinews wither, his heart stop. A flash
of living fire seemed to dart from the deep, wild eye that
now glared upon him : he felt its consuming power in the
depths of his soul. He was in the grasp of a fiend!
At the instant a nev/ change in his terrible antagonist’s

visage shot, like a shot of hideous light, into his memory.
He saw the countenance of the dragoon, his first tempter.
His first tempter and his last were one

;
and he felt the whole

agony of the delusion. He had been marked for ruin from the
beginning ! In his pangs he uttered one cry of sorrow to
Heaven for the forgiveness that he was never to hope from
man, A darkness suddenly came over his eyes; he dropped
on the ground in a convulsion of preternatural terror.******
When he came. to his senses again, he was lying beside the

waters of a magnificent lake. A ruined cottage was nigh
;
a

desolate vineyard spread its withered shoots over the ground.
Father, sister, all were gone. An ecclesiastic stood by his
side, who spoke to him words of peace and wisdom. He lis-
tened ; but he felt that the hand of death was on him. Ten
years had. elapsed since he had left that shore. Madness had
rescued him from the consciousness of his misery. A holy
and virtuous man had found him, and driven away the fiend
that had fettered his soul. Such at least is the tradition of
the Calabrese.. His reason.had returned; but it was only left
for him to give the warning of his fate to the surrounding
peasantry. He died calm, and cautioning them against the

temptations of a spirit of change. The awe-struck peasantry

erected to his memory the little monument which stands on
the shore of the Santa Rosa to this day. It simply contains

his name and the lines, “ Let all who would live happy, live

contented: Ambition is not made for Man.”
II. A. D.

THE DANCE OF REVENGE ;
OR, THE MAGIC

MIRROR.

A TALE OF THE OLDEN CHRONICLES OF BRABANT.

( Continued from our last)

It was therefore no wonder that Count Ludovic conformably

with the principles and practices of his age should feel severe

twinges of conscience on account of his too near relationship to

his wife, the moment he discovered the prospect of a match that

was more flattering to his passions. The good lady might

object and urge what she pleased to pacify the scruples of her

lord,—it was all to no purpose.

“Ah,my dear husband! ” said she, “ if you have no mercy for

your unfortunate wife, yet take compassion on the innocent

pledge of your extinguished love, which is yet unborn! Would to

heaven I could this moment place it in your arms
!
perhaps its

innocent looks might make some impression, and persuade

you to give me back that heart which you have taken from

me.”
A torrent of bitter tears followed these words; hut the ob-

durate breast of her husband was unmoved by the anguish of

his unoffending wife: and mounting his horse, he rode to

Mechlin, paid the archbishop a' considerable sum of money for

a divorce, shut up his faithful and affectionate consort, in a

convent, where grief soon put a period to her life. Shortly

before she expired, she was delivered of a daughter, whom she

ardently embraced, clasped to her maternal bosom and bedewed

with her tears. But the angel of death already stood by her

side, and quickly closed her eyes so that she could not long

enjoy the sight of the lovely infant. The count soon after-

wards repaired to the convent, took away the child and placed

it under the care of a nurse in one of his castles, appointing

maids and pages to wait upon her : he then equipped himself

in the most superb manner
;
for his first care was to secure the

hand of the fair Agatha.
Ludovic joyfully repaired to the court of the countess, threw

himself intoxicated with rapture at her feet; and when she be-

held the man for whom her heart had so long sighed, she felt

inexpressible transport, and that very hour she plighted him

her troth. Days and years now fled away like a pleasing

dream; the count and Agatha frequently assured each other

that the felicity of heaven could scarcely surpass that which

they enjoyed; and they had nothing to wish for, but that it

might be lasting. The happy pair had, however, too little

philosophy to be aware that pleasure uninterruptedly enjoyed

is sure to cloy
;
and that this seasoning of life, taken in too co-

pious doses, deprives it of all relish. Dame Agatha, whose dis-

position was rather feeble, was the first to feel these inconve-

niences; she became ill-tempered, imperious, cold, and at times

jealous. Her husband also began to he sensible that he was

no longer the same happy mortal he once thought himself: he

was a prey to spleen; his eye ceased to beam with tenderness;

and his conscience, with which he had played such a hypocri-

tical game, now upbraided him in good earnest. It charged

him with the murder of his first wife, whom he frequentlymen-

tioned with demonstrations of sorrow and warm encomiums.

It is said that a second marriage is not the most happy when

the husband alludes too often to his former partner.. Accord-

ingly unpleasant discussions frequently ensued with Dame
Agatha, and he sometimes told her to her teeth, that she was

the author of all mischief.
“ I can live with you no longer,” said he, after one of these

altercations, to the countess, “ my conscience urges me to ex-

piate my guilt; I will go on a pilgrimage to the holy sepulchre
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at Jerusalem, and try whether I can there find peace for my
wounded heart.” Agatha offered little opposition to this plan:

the count prepared for his pilgrimage, made his will, bade not

a very tender adieu to his wife, and departed.

Before a year had elapsed, news reached Brabant that the

count had been carried off in Syria by the black disease, with-

out enjoying the consolation of doing penance for his sins at

the tomb of the Redeemer. The countess received these tid-

ings with great indifference; but agreeably to the rules of ex-

ternal etiquette, she wept, she lamented, she wrapped herself in

crape and bays, and erected a magnificent cenotaph to the me-
mory of her deceased lord. An acute observer has nevertheless

remarked that young widows are like green sticks, which burn
at the one end while the sap distils from the other. The
heart of the Countess Agatha could not long remain unoccu-
pied, and to such a degree did her mourning set off her charms
that people thronged from all quarters to obtain a glimpse of

the beautiful widow. Many adventurers repaired to her court,

to try their fortune, in hopes to bear off this rich prize. She
had abundance of admirers, and her flatterers were as loud as

ever in their praises of her beauty. Har vanity was of course

gratified by their homage; but as she had some suspicion of its

sincerity, and moreover wished to ascertain if the hand of Time
had not in fifteen years diminished any of lier charms, she ap-

plied to her mirror, on which she could rely for a true auswer in

the usual manner:

—

“ Mirror true in frame of gold,

Mirror bright of magic mould,

Shew me quickly, I command,
The fairest lady in Brabant.”

She drew the curtain, and was thunderstruck on beholding a
strange face, lovely and beauteous as an angel’s, full of gentle-

ness and innocence, but not resembling her in any of its fea-

tures. At this unexpected reply to her inquiry the fair wi-

dow flew into a vehement passion
;
nay, she had a good mind

to take a signal revenge on the indiscreet mirror; nor would
she have been much to blame if she had

;
for what can be a

more severe mortification to a female, whose only merit is her

beauty, than when the monitor on her toilet announces to her
the irrecoverable loss of that which confers all its value on her
existence.

Dame Agatha, inconsolable on account of this unwelcome
discovery, conceived a mortal hatred against the innocent
beauty, whom she regarded as the usurper of her lawful right.

She impressed her lovely features deeply on her memory, and
made diligent inquiry concerning her to whom they belonged.
She soon learned that, according to her description, it could be
no other than her own step- daughter, Isabella, who had won
from her the prize of beauty. Satan immediately suggested to

her the expediency of destroying this lovely plant, which would
have been an ornament to the garden of Eden itself. To this

end the countess sent for Isachar, the physician to her house-
hold, gave him a ripe pomegranate, told into his hand a hun-
dred pieces of gold, and said, “ Prepare this fruit in such a
manner that half of it shall be harmless, while the other half
shall be impregnated with so subtle a poison, that whoever eats
it shall die in a few hours.”

The Jew joyfully stroked his beard, dropped the money
into his pouch, and promised to comply with the injunction
of the malicious countess. lie took a sharp needle, with
which he made three small punctures in the pomegranate

;

into these he infused a caustic liquid, and returned the fruit

to his employer. Agatha immediately mounted her horse,
and, accompanied by a few attendants, took the road towards
the sequestered castle where Isabella resided.- By the way
she despatched a messenger to announce that the Countess
Agatha was coming to visit the young lady, and to condole
with her on the loss of her father.

This message set the whole castle in motion to prepare for

the reception of the illustrious visiter. Isabella arrayed her-
self in the colour of innocence; and when she heard the
prancing of the horses, flew with open arms to meet her mo-

ther. The countess at first sight found the maiden seven
times as beautiful as her mirror had represented her, and
equally sensible, modest, and virtuous. This remark only
served to confirm her hatred; but the viper concealed her
venom within her own bosom, feigned a 'warm affection for
her, complained of the unkmdness of her father, who, while
he lived, had denied her the gratification of beholding his
amiable child, and promised thenceforward to love her with
a mother’s fondness.
The pages soon afterwards laid the table, and brought in

an elegant repast. The housekeeper had provided the' finest
fruit that the. garden afforded for the dessert. Agatha tasted
it, but found it deficient in flavour, and ordered one of her
servants to bring the pomegranate, with which fruit, as she
said, she was accustomed to conclude every meal. The ser-
vant handed it to her on a silver salver

;
she cut it in two,

and offered one-half to Isabella, as if in token of kindness.
As soon as the pomegranate was finished, the countess, with
her retinue, set out on their return. Soon after their depar-
ture, the young lady was taken ill

; the roses on her cheeks
faded ;

she trembled in every limb; convulsions ensued, and
her lovely eyes were soon closed in the everlasting sleep of

death.
Who can describe the sorrow and affliction which pervaded

the mansion on account of the sudden decease of the fair Isa-

bella, cut off in early bloom, like the opening centefolia,

cropped by the rude hand of the spoiler, because it was the
pride of the garden! The portly duenna poured forth streams
of tears. The skilful pages constructed a coffin of fir, with
silver plates and handles

;
and that they might not be all

at once deprived of the sight of their lovely mistress, they
made a glass window' in tne lid. The maidens prepared a*
shroud of the finest Brabant linen, in which they arrayed the
corpse, put the crown of chastity, a fresh wreath of myrtle
on her head ; and the whole household, in funeral procession,

attended the remains of their mistress to the chapel of the

castle, where the service was performed by the chaplain, and
the doleful bell continued tolling from morning till late at

night.

Donna Agatha meanwhile reached her home in high glee.

The first thing she did was to repeat the question to the

mirror. She drew up the curtain, and with an air of triumph
again discovered her own figure

; but large spots of rust had
settled here and there on the polished surface of the metal,

and gave it an appearance resembling that of a fair female

face, pitted with small-pox. What does it signify ? thought

the countess within herself : ’tis better for them to be on the

mirror than on my skin
;

it is as serviceable as ever, and as-

sures me that I am again in possession of my right. In ge-

neral it is not till we are in danger of losing a thing that we
learn to appreciate its value. The fair Agatha had fre-

quently suffered whole years to elapse without appealing to

the mirror on the subject of her beauty ;
now she omitted

not a single day to consult it. She had several times enjoyed

the pleasure of paying homage to her charms
;
but one day,

when she raised the curtain for this purpose—O wonder of

wonders !—the mirror again presented to her the likeness of

the lovely Isabella! At this sight the jealous dame felt her-

self ready to swoon
;
but hastily pulling out her smelling-

bottle, she contrived to dispel the evil. She then summoned
up all her spirits to ascertain whether she might not have

been mistaken
;
but the evidence of her eyes soon convinced

her that she was right.

Her malice immediately fell to work to devise new mis-

chief. Isachar was again summoned. ‘ c O thou base de-

ceiver ! O thou roguish Jew,” cried the countess in an angry

tone. “ Hast thou so little regard for my commands as to

dare to impose upon me ? Did 1 not direct thee to prepare a

pomegranate in such a manner that it should kill any one who
might eat of it ? And didst thou not infuse into it thebalin of

life and health ? Thy Judas beard and thy ears shall suffer

for it.”

Isachar, the physician, was horror-struck at this address of

his enraged mistress.
“ Ah! wo is me!” he cried, “ what shall I do ? I know not

how I have incurred your ladyship’s displeasure. I strictly
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obeyed your commands : if my art has failed, the cause is

unknown tome—-

.

... .

“This time, rejoined the lady, assuming a milder tone,

“I forgive thee, but on condition that thou preparest for me
a perfumed soap, which shall infallibly accomplish what the

pomegranate has failed to effect.”

The physician promised to do his best
;
the countess

again told him out a hundred pieces of gold into his pouch,

and dismissed him. In a few days Isachar brought his mis-

tress the fatal composition. She immediately equipped her

nurse, a very artful woman, as a dealer in small wares ;
fur-

nished her with a box containing fine thread and needles,

perfumes of various kinds, and scented soap, marbled with

red and blue veins, ordering her to proceed to her daughter

Isabella, to induce her to purchase the poisoned ball, and pro-

mising her an ample recompense for her services. The mer-

cenary menial accordingly repaired to the residence of the

young lady, who, suspecting no treachery, was persuaded on

the recommendation of the subtle and loquacious stranger to

purchase the soap, which she assured her would preserve the

delicacy of the complexion till the end of the longest life, and

to make a trial of it unknown to her duenna. The wicked

stepmother meanwhile assiduously consulted the spotted mir-

ror, and concluded from its appearance that the scheme had

succeeded; for the spots had spread in the course of a single

night over the whole surface of the mirror, so that the figure

which it now exhibited, in answer to her inquiry, was abso-

lutely indistinct and undefined. The spoiling of the mirror

certainly grieved her to the heart ;
yet she did not conceive

she had thereby paid too dearly for the reputation of being

the first beauty in the land.

For some time the vain Agatha inwardly exulted in her

imaginary pre-eminence, till a foreign knight came to her

court, who had stopped by the way at the castle of the

Countess Isabella ;
he had found her not in the sepulchral

vault, but at her toilet, and smitten with her beauty, chose

her for the lady of his heart. Desirous of amusing the Coun-
tess of Brabant, and displaying his skill in tilting, and never
supposing that the mother could be jealous of the daughter,

after dinner, when flushed with wine, he threw his iron

gauntlet on the table.

“ Whoever,” said he, “ has the courage to deny that the
Countess Isabella of Louvain is the fairest lady in Brabant,
let him take up the gauntlet that he will to morrow break a
lance with me.’’

The whole court was highly scandalized at this indiscre-

tion of the Gascon. Agatha turned pale at the intelligence

of this second resurrection of the Lady Isabella ; the chal-

lenge was like a dagger piercing her heart, yet she forced a
gracious smile, approved the proposal, expecting that the
knights of her court would quarrel for the honour of taking
up the gauntlet. When, on the contrary, none of them
came forward to accept the challenge, for the stranger was a
man of gallant bearing, muscular and. robust, anger and mor-
tification might be read in her countenance. Her faithful

master of the horse, moved by her evident perturbation,
snatched up the gauntlet. The conflict took place on the
following day, but the Gascon proved victorious, and was
declared conqueror by the Countess Agatha, who at the same
time was ready to die of vexation. *

The first thing she did was to vent her wrath on Isachar,
the physician. He was thrown into the dungeon of the castle,

loaded with fetters, and without any formality of trial. The
angry dame caused his venerable head to be plucked up hair
by hair, and both his ears to be cut clear off. When the first

tempest of passion had subsided, and the cruel countess con-
sidered that Isabella would still triumph over her, unless she
could find means to despatch her by perfidy, for Ludovic’s
will had deprived her of all authority over his daughter. She
wrote a letter, couched in the most affectionate terms, to
the young lady, and expressed her joy at her recovery, with
such maternal tenderness as if her heart had dictated every
word that flowed from her pen. This letter she delivered to
her trusty nurse, who was to carry it to the imprisoned phy-
cian, together with the following note

“

Inclose in this

letter death and destruction for the hand that shall open it

.

Beware, as thou lovest thy life, of deceiving me a third

time.”
Isachar, the Jew, meditated for some time what to do,

while his fingers played with his chains, as though he were
praying his Hebrew paternoster upon them. At length the

love of life, though in a dreary dungeon, with an earless head
and a beardless chin, seemed to outweigh all other consider-

ations, and he promised to obey.

The countess despatched the epistle by a messenger on
horseback, who, on his arrival, made abundance of grimaces,

insinuating that it related to business of the utmost impor-
tance, though he would not say from whom it came. Isabella,

curious to see the contents, quickly broke the seal, read a few
lines, fell back on the sofa, closed her sparkling blue eyes,

and expired.
From this period the bloodthirsty stepmother could obtain

no tidings of her daughter ; and though she frequently sent

out messengers to make inquiry concerning her, the only in-

telligence they brought was, that the young lady had not this

time awoke from the sleep of death.

Thus had the lovely Isabella thrice died, and been thrice
buried, through the malicious contrivances of the odious wo-
man. After the faithful pages had the first time deposited
her remains in the vault, and ordered masses for the soul of
the deceased, they and the weeping maidens diligently kept
watch beside their beloved mistress, and often peeped through
the little window in the lid of the coffin, that they might
enjoy the sight of her as long as possible. To their extreme
surprise they observed that in a few days her pallid cheeks
began to be tinged with a slight flush, and her livid lips to
display the glow of life

;
and shortly afterwards the lady

opened her eyes. When her astonished attendants perceived
this, they joyfully removed the lid from the coffin

;
the fair

Isabella arose, and wondered not a little to find herself in a
sepulchral vault, surrounded by her servants in deep mourn-
ing. She hastened, though with tottering step, to leave the
awful place, and to exchange the gloom of the grave for the
cheering light of day.

Isachar, the physician, was at the bottom a pious Israelite,

and a tolerably honest man, excepting when the love of the
precious metals occasionally overruled the scruples of his
conscience. Instead of impregnating the pomegranate with
poison, as he was directed, he tinged half of it with a nar-
cotic essence, which stupified the senses, without destroying
life. He had recourse to the same subterfuge on the second
occasion with the wash-ball, only increasing the quantity of
opium: hence the lady did not awake so early as before, and
the pages, supposing her to be really and truly dead, con-
veyed ner a second time to the vault, and kept vigilant watch,
till, to the great joy of her household, she again revived"
The guardian angel of the young lady perceived the danger
that impended over his charge, when the fear of death im-
pelled the physician to enter into good earnest into the new
scheme for poisoning Isabella. He repaired therefore unseen
to the dungeon, and after a long and violent struggle with the
soul of the Jew, he overcame the latter, and constrained him
to resolve to sacrifice his life to his integrity, with the same
fortitude as he had before given up his beard and both his
ears. By means of his chemical knowledge, he reduced the
quintessence of his narcotic liquor into a volatile salt, which,
on its exposure to the open air, should immediately dissolve
and be inhaled. With this he besmeared the letter to the
fair Isabella. While she was reading it, a soporific quality
was communicated to the surrounding atmosphere, and she
inhaled the subtle spirit. Its effect was so powerful that the
consequent torpor was of longer continuance than before ;

and the impatient duenna, totally despairing of the revival of

her young mistress, caused her obsequies to be solemnized
for the third time.

Just when her household were engaged in the performance
of this mournful ceremony, and the funeral-bell tolled ever
and anon, a young pilgrim arrived, went into the chapel,
knelt before the altar, and performed his devotions. His
name was Geoffry of Ardenne. He was the son of Fente-
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bald the Ferocious, who, on account of his manifold crimes,

had been excommunicated by the holy church, and dying
under its anathema, was consigned by her to the flames of

purgatory. Iiis dutiful son, to obtain a remission of this

horrid sentence, took a pilgrim’s staff in his hand, and jour-

neyed barefooted to Rome, where he obtained from the pope
absolution for his father, on condition that he should attend
mass in every church he passed on his way home.
When the pious pilgrim had complied with the terms of

his penance, he asked the sacristan why the chapel was hung
with black, and what was the meaning of the other funeral
insignia ? The sacristan related to him at length all that had
befallen the fair Isabella through the malice of her stepmo-
ther. At this Geoffry was highly astonished, aud said, “ If
I may be permitted to see the body of the young lady, con-
duct me to the vault. I may be able, God willing, to recal

her to life, if her spirit be not fled for ever. I have with me
a relic, presented to me by his Holiness, a splinter of the
staff of the Prophet Elisha ; it destroys enchantments, and
resists all other encroachments on the prerogatives of na-
ture.”

The sacristan hastily called the watchful pages : and when
they had heard the words of the pilgrim, they rejoiced ex-
ceedingly, and conducted him to the vault. Geoffry was
transported at the sight of the damsel, who looked like a
statue of the fairest alabaster. The lid of the coffin was re-

moved; he ordered all the mourning attendants but the pages
to withdraw, took out his relic, and laid it upon the heart of
the countess. In a few moments warmth and life returned
into the stark-clay cold body. Isabella gazed with surprise on
the comely stranger, and the overjoyed pages deemed him to
be no less than an angel from heaven. Geoffry told the
countess who he was, and the occasion of his pilgrimage, and
she T

,in return acquainted him with her history, and the per-
secutions of her cruel stepmother.

“ You will not escape the effects of her malice.” said Geof-
fry, “ unless you follow my advice. Continue to abide for
some time in this vault, that it may not be rumoured that
you are still alive. I will complete my pilgrimage, and
speedily return to conduct you to my mother at Ardenne,and
with the blessing of heaven to revenge you on her who would
fain have been your murderer.”
The fair Isabella approved of this plan. The noble pilgrim

quitted her, and said to the servants outside the vault, when
they pressed round him, “ The corpse of your mistress will
never more revive

;
the source of life is dried up

; her spirit

is fled, and cannot be recalled.” But the trusty pages, who
were acquainted with the real state of the case, kept their
counsel, secretly supplied their mistress with meat and drink,
guarded the vault as before, and impatiently awaited the
pious pilgrim’s return.”

( To be continued.)

PICHEGRU’S CONSPIRACY.

Eauly in the

month ofFebruary,

1804, a plot wras

detected, the object

of which seemed
to have been the

overthrow of the

then existing

French govern-
ment. The prin-

cipal persons impli-

cated in it, were
General Pichegru,

Georges Cadoudal,
formerly a leader

of the insurgents

of Britanny, Lajol-

lais, a confidant of

the former, and
several other indi-

viduals attached to

the latter. It like-

wise appeared that

General Moreau
had, to a certain

extent, entered into

the views of Piche-
gru, and had had some secret interviews with him. It was also
positively asserted, that the conspirators had come to the reso-
lution of making away, in the first instance, with Bonaparte.
The first intimation of this intrigue is said to have been

given by a confidential agent of the parties, who had been
arrested near Calais, on his return from England.

Lajollais, Moreau, and several others, were hereupon ar-
rested; but Pichegru, and Georges, though known to be at
Paris, found means, for a short time, to screen themselves from
the researches of the police.

On the 17th of February, a report relative to this conspiracy,
was made to the government, by the grand judge, minister off

j ustice. This paper having been read to the tribunate, the pre-
sident, after making a few observations on the subject, con- 1

eluded by declaring, in the name of the assembly, that they
would be responsible for the life of Bonaparte, which secured to

France her glory
and her prosperity.
He then proposed
that the tribunate
should, in a body,
wait on the first

consul, in order to

express their de-
testation of • the
meditated attempt,
and to congratu-
late him on his

escape from the
threatened danger.
Hereupon, the

brother of General

Moreau, who was
a member of this

body, testified his

deep concern to

find that endea-
vours had been
made to traduce a
man who had ren-

dered such impor-
tant services to the
republic, and was

deprived of the liberty of exculpating himself. He made a
solemn declaration of his brother’s innocence, and demanded
that he should be brought to trial before an ordinary tribunal,

for he could easily make it appear that the accusation against
him was an infamous calumny.

It was said, in reply, that the defence of General Moreau
should have all the latitude, liberty, and publicity of which so

important a cause was susceptible.

Deputations from the senate, the legislative body, and the

tribunate, waited accordingly on the first consul, and, in terms
of strong indignation, deprecated the conspiracy which had
been revealed; attributed it to the instigation of England, and
exhorted him to pay greater attention than his natural courage
prompted him to do, to his personal safety, which was so inse-

parably connected with that of the nation. These measures
were accompanied by communications to the same effect,
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issued in general orders to the French armies, and were followed
of course, by corresponding addresses. These events, together
with the extraordinary activity of the police, created the great-
est agitation and alarm.

On the 28th of February, Pichegru was arrested in a private
house at Paris, having been betrayed by a person with whom
he had lodged: and, on the 29th, a law was proposed and
passed, in the course of a single sitting, by which the punish-
ment of death was denounced against all those who should con-
ceal Georges, or any of his accomplices; and a deputation was
charged to communicate this law to Bonaparte. At the same
time a proclamation was issued from the police office, notifying
the law which had just passed—informing the inhabitants, that
Georges and his associates were still at Paris, from whence it

was impossible for them to escape, the barriers and roads being
guarded with the utmost vigilance

;
and summoning all those who

had, or did conceal them, to profit of the period allowed by the
law, for the purpose of averting its axe. Masters of furnished
houses, were ordered to examine all individuals lodging with
them. The drivers of hackney-coaches were apprized, that
such persons were in the habit of using their carriages, and a
reward was promised to those who would assist the police in
securing them. A report was likewise published, describing
the persons, to the number of sixty, implicated in this affair.

Accordingly, on the 9 th of March, Georges, accompanied
by a person of the name of Leridan, the younger, was arrested
in a cabriolet, attempting as it is supposed to escape from
Paris, in the dusk of the evening. He killed, with a pistol-
shot, the peace officer who stopped the horse, and wounded
another who endeavoured to seize him. Several others were
daily taken up.

General Moreau’s wife was suffered to remain at liberty;
and, indeed, during the confinement of her husband, she ex-
perienced, notwithstanding the jealousy of the government,
open marks of attention and compassion from the inhabitants
of Paris. But this lenity towards Madame Moreau, so unusual
on the part of the French government, was more a measure of
policy, than of humanity. For the high military reputation
of her husband, his probity, moderation, and disinterestedness,
had rendered him the idol of a great proportion of the army
and had gained him the esteem of all well thinking persons in
France. He was also considered as the natural rival of the
first consul, and looked up to as the person most likely to de-
liver France from liis tyranny. He had long excited the
jealousy of Bonaparte, but prudence had checked the exercise
of that passion by any act of violence. A pretext for his arrest,
was consequently an object of the greatest magnitude to the
first codsuI. However, it was still judged expedient to proceed
against him with caution, lest any apparent harshness might
cause a clamour, and perhaps, stronger marks of dissatisfaction
on the part of the troops

; and although he was found guilty
of the charges adduced against him, by the tribunal before
which he was tried, his sentence was remitted on his having
written a penitential letter to Bonaparte, upon the condition
that is should retire to the United States of America.
The conspiracy being thus defeated, and the principal per-

sons concerned in confinement, Bonaparte availed himself of an
opportunity which then presented itself, to get rid of one of the
princes of the house of Bourbon, from whom he entertained
considerable apprehensions. In this he was not actuated solely
by the spirit of revenge, for he had been previously heard to
say, that the only individual of that unfortunate family who
could be. deemed dangerous to the existing French government,
resided in an obscure manner in a small town in Germany.
This could apply only to the Due d’Enghien, consequently it is
probable that the seizure of that prince had long been in con-
templation.

The Duke of Enghien was born at Chantilly on the 2nd of
August, 1772, and. was the son of Louis Henry Joseph Conde.
After having studied under the celebrated Millet, he travelled
through various parts of Europe, and went, in 1792, to Flanders,
where he joined the troops of his grandfather, the Prince of
Conde, in the campaign against France. The name of this
prince, the heir of Conde, well known for the brilliant gallantry

of bis conduct while commanding the van of his grandfather's
little army of exiles, and beloved for many traits of amiable and
generous character, had hardly been mentioned in connexion
with these rumours, ere the inhabitants of Paris heard, in one
breath, with surprise and horror, that the Duke D’Enghien
had been arrested at Ettenheim, and tried and executed within
sight of their own houses at Vincennes. This story will ever
form the darkest chapter in the history of Napoleon.
The duke had his residence at a castle in the Duchy of

Baden, where, attended by a few noble friends, the partakers
of his exile, he was chiefly occupied with the diversions of the
chase. On the evening of the 14th of March, a troop of French
soldiers, and gens d’armes, under Colonel Ordonner, (who de-
rived his orders from Caulaincourt,) suddenly passed the fron-
tier Into the independent territory of Baden, surrounded the
Castle.of Ettenheim, rushed into the apartment of the prince,
and seized him and all the company. He would have used his
arms, but his attendants, representing the overpowering num-
ber of his assailants, persuaded him to yield without resistance.
He was forthwith conveyed to the citadel of Strasbourg, and
separated from all his friends except one aide-de-camp, the
Baron de St. Jaques, and allowed no communication with any
one else.. After being here confined three days, he was called
up at midnight on the 18th, and informed that he must pre-
pare for a journey. He desired to have the assistance of his
valet-de-chambre, and was refused; they permitted him to
pack up two shirts, and thejourney immediately begun.
The duke reached Paris early on the 20th; and, after lying

a few hours in the temple, was removed to the neighbouring
Castle of Vincennes, used for ages as a state prison. Being
much, fatigued he fell asleep, but was presently roused, and his
examination forthwith commenced. Weary, and wholly un-
prepared as he must have been, the unfortunate prince con-
ducted himself throughout in such a manner as to command
the respect of his inquisitors. He at once avowed liis name and
services in the army of Conde, but utterly denied all knowledge
of Pichegru and his designs. To this the whole ot his evidence
(and there was no evidence but his own) amounted; and having
given it, he earnestly demanded an audience of the consul.
“ My name,” said he, “ my rank, my sentiments, and the pe-
culiar distress of my situation, lead me to hope that this request
will not be refused.”

At midnight the duke was again called from his bed, to
attend the.court which had been constituted for his trial. It con-
sisted of eight military officers, appointed by Murat, Napoleon’s
brother-in-law, then governor of Paris. General Hullio, pre-
sident of the military commission, commanded him to listen
to the charges on which he was to be tried; of having fought
against France: of being in the pay of England; and of plotting
with England against the internal and external safety of the
republic. The duke was again examined, and the second
interrogatory was a mere repetition of the first, with this addi-
tion, that the prisoner avowed his readiness to take part again
in the hostilities against France, if the opportunity should pre-
sent itself. No other evidence whatever, was adduced, except
the written report of a spy of the police, who testified that the
duke

,

received many emigrants at his table at Ettenheim, and
occasionally left the castle for several days together, without
the spy’s being able to trace where he was: fa circumstance
sufficiently explained by the duke’s custom or hunting in the
Black Forest,)

General Hullin, in his account of the proceedings, says:
“He uniformly maintained that ‘he had only sustained the
rights of his family, and that a Conde could never enter France
but with arms in his hands. My birth,’ said he, ‘ and my
opinions, must ever render me inflexible on this point.’—The
firmness of his answers,” continues Hullin, “ reduced his judges
to despair. Ten times we gave him an opening to retract his

declarations, but he persisted in them immoveably. ‘ I see,’

he said, 1 the honourable intentions of the commissioners, but
I cannot resort to the means of safety which they indicate.’

Being informed that the military commission judged without
appeal, ‘I know it,’ answered he, ‘nor do I disguise to my-
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self the danger which I incur. My only design is to have an I

interview with the first consul.’
”

The irregularities of all this procedure were monstrous. In

the first place, the duke owed no allegiance to the existing

government of France. Secondly—The seizure of his person
was wholly illegal; it took place by means of a violation of an
independent territory; an outrage for which it is impossible to

offer the smallest excuse. Thirdly—Had the arrest been
ever so regular, the trial of a prisoner accused of a political

conspiracy, was totally beyond the jurisdiction of a court mar-
tial. Fourthly—It was against the laws of France to hold any
trial at midnight. Fifthly—The interrogatory was not read
over to the prisoner, which the law imperatively demanded;
and, sixthly—No defender was assigned to him—an indulgence
which the French code refuses not to the meanest or most
atrocious criminal, by what tribunal soever he may be tried.

But to proceed:—The judges were moved by the conduct of

the prisoner, and inclined to listen to his request of an audience
of the chief consul. But Savary, then minister of police, had
by this time introduced himself into the chamber, and watched
the course of procedure from behind the chair of the president.

He now leaned forward, and whispered into Hullin’s ear, “ this

would be inopportune.”—These significant words were obeyed.
The court pronounced the duke guilty of the capitaf crimes of

haring fought against the republic—of having intrigued with
England—of having maintained intelligence with Strasbourg,
with the view of seizing that place, and of having conspired
against the life of the chief consul. The prisoner, being
remanded to his confinement, the report was instantly for-

warded to Bonaparte, with a request that his further pleasure
might be made known.
The court remained sitting until their messenger returned;

he brought back their own letter, with these words in-

scribed on it
—“ condemned to death.” The prisoner being

called in again, heard his sentence with perfect composure.
He requested the attendance of a confessor, and was answered,—“ Would you die like a monk?” Without noticing this

brutality, he knelt for a moment, as in a prayer, and rising,

said, “ Let us go.”

He was immediately led down a winding stair by torchlight;

and, conceiving that he was descending into some subterra-

neous dungeon, said to one of the soldiers of the escort, “ Am
I to be immured in an oubliette ?” “ Monseigneur,’’ the man
replied, sobbing, “ be tranquil oi^ that point.” They emerged
from a postern into the ditch of the castle, where a party of

gens d’armes d’elite were drawn up, Savary, their master,
standing on the parapet over them. It was now six o’clock

in the morning, and the gray light of the dawn was mingled
with the gleam of torches. The prince refused to have his

eyes bandaged— the word was given, and he fell. The body,

dressed as it was, was immediately thrown into a grave—

•

which had been prepared before-hand; at least so say all the

witnesses ,
except M. Savary.

To resume our notice of the mere informalities of the pro-

cedure:—First— The sentence was altogether unsupported by
the evidence, except as to the mere fact of D’Enghien’s having
borne arms against Franee ;

but this could be no crime in him

;

he owed no allegiance to the French government; on the con-

trary, he and all his family had been expressly excepted from
every act of amnesty to emigrants, and thereby constituted

aliens. Secondly—The ! execution took place immediately after

the sentence was pronounced ; this is contrary to the laws of all

civilised nations, and in direct contradiction to an article in the

French code then in force, which gave twenty-four hours to

every prisoner convicted by a court-martial, that he might if

he chose, appeal from their sentence. But, Thirdly—The pub-
lications (long afterwards extorted) of Savary and Hullin,

prove that the court perplexed with the difficulty of making
their sentence appear to have any conformity with the charge
and the evidence, drew up, in fact two different sentences

;

one before the duke was executed, which bore the article,

“immediate execution;” the other a more careful document,
intended alone to meet the public eye, in which there was
not a word about immediate execution. The duke was not

executed, therefore, at six in the morning of the 21st. of March
upon that sentence which was made public at the time, as
the authority for his death.
~ Every circumstance in the dismal tale, from the quantity
of linen packed up at Strasbourg, to the preparation of the
grave in the ditch of Vincennes, attests the fact that the
fate of the unfortunate young man (for he was but thirty-
two years old when he fell), had been determined on, to the
minutest particular, long before he was summoned to a mock
trial before an incompetent tribunal. If ever man was mur-
dered, it was the Duke D’Enghien.
Such wa3 the fate of the gallant and generous youth, who,

by his fiery courage, won the battle of Bertslieim; and,
who, when his followers, to whom the republicans had so

often refused quarter, seemed disposed to retaliate in the
hour of victory, threw himself between them and their dis-

comfltted countrymen, exclaiming, “ They are French—they
are unfortunate; I place them under the guardianship of your
honour.”
The horror with which this remorseless tragedy was heard

of in Paris, soon spread throughout all Europe; and from
that day the name of Bonaparte was irremediably associ-

ated with the ideas of sullen *Tevengo and tyrannic cruelty.

The massacre of Jaffa had been perpetrated in a remote
land, and many listened with incredulity to a tale told by
the avowed enemies of the homicide. But this bloody deed
was done at home, and almost in the sight of all Paris. 'Of the

fact there could be no doubt
;
and of the pretexts set forth by;

the organs of the French government, there were few men
of any party who affected not to perceive the futility.

Hitherto, Napoleon had been the fortunate heir of a revo-

lution, in whose civil excesses he had scarcely partici-

pated—henceforth he was the legitimate representative and
symbol of all its atrocities.

ROWLAND STANLEY:
A TALE OF THE LOW COUNTRIES.

“It was a strange order, that the doom
Of these two creatures should be thus traced

out.” Byron.

It was on a cold winter’s evening in the last year of the

reign of Elizabeth, that a party of gallants sat enjoying them-

selves in the Devil Tavern in Fleet Street. The various

liquors on the tables before them, plainly showed that they

were determined to fortify their stomachs, while within doors,

against the effects of the cold without. There was Malmsey,

Burgundy, and Sherris sack in plenty, and it was easy to

perceive that they had gone far to rouse the spirits of the

company, though without making them absolutely uproarious.

“Well, Frank Marley,” said owe of the gallants, slapping

the shoulder ot him who sat on his right hand, “by cock and

pye, it glads my heart to see thee here : and hast thou left

thy books, and quitted the close air of the Temple, for the

good cheer of mine host of the Devil ? By mine honour, r rank ,

thou art regenerated : thou slialt he baptized in^ sack, and

admitted again into the society of Christian men.’

“Christian Men!” retorted the student; “why, callest thou

thyself Christian, Ned, while carousing under the sign of the

very Devil himself? I’ll wager a pottle o’ Malmsey, thou hast

not seen the inside of a church since last Penticont. tide.

“ Thou wilt lose thy wager, Frank : ask Barnaby, the sexton

of St. Martin’s, if I was not the most devout of the congrega-

tion of Sunday last.”

“Aye trqly,” cried another of the company, “thou wert

there, doubtless; but it was Mistress Bridget Barlow, the

rich goldsmith’s widow, who attracted thee. Here’s to thy

success

He drank off a glass of wine as he spoke, and his example

was followed by the rest of the company, when the student
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called for a song. The first speaker (who was the the son o^
one of the richest merchants in the Cheape), after giving a
few preparatory hems, sung as follows

“Merrily, merrily drain the bowl,
If care ye would not dree

;

Here’s Malmsey, Sack, and Hippocras,
Sherris and Burgundy.

Come, ye spiritless wights, who are wedded to scolds,

„
.^k°.se shrews who are match for the devil

—

’Tis wisdom to flee from their music, I trow,
So join in our merry revel.

And ye gallants who scorch’neath your maiden’s dark glance,
Who swear that your souls are like tinder—

O, hasten away from such kirtle durance.
If ye would not be burnt to a cinder.”

“By this light I” exclaimed the student, “thou hast a mar-
vellous proper voice, Ned. Have ye no love-tale to tell us?
Thou hadst once a store.”
“Marry, I have forgotten them : thou knowest my father

likes not my travelling, so that I have small chance of hearing
the adventures of love-sick damsels and gallant knights ; but
yonder sits a gentleman who has methinks seen service.”
The person alluded to by the young merchant was a stout,

hale man, about the middle age, whose buff coat and broad
belt, Sustaining a sword and dagger of Spanish workman-
ship, plainly indicated his profession : he had lost an arm, and

#the empty sleeve of his doublet was fastened by a point to
his breast.

“Gentlemen,” said he, on being pressed to join the party.
‘I have, as you suppose, seen some service, and have left an
arm in the Low Countries. I commanded a body of pike-
men at the siege of St. Getrudenberg, in Brabant

;
’twas there

I became acquainted with an Englishman of good family,
whose unhappy fate I shall ever lament. I will, with your
permission, relate the history of our acquaintance, and his
death.”
To this the company gladly assented, and the captain

emptying his glass began as follows
“On my arriving in Brabant, Prince Maurice was before

St. Getrudenberg, which he had assaulted several times with-
out success. The company under my command were picked
men, and I was soon actively engaged, for the besieged
made frequent sallies, and it required some of the best troops
to repulse them. In one of these sallies, I was posted, with
my troop, to support the charge of a regiment of English
pistoliers.

.
The action was short but bloody. The enemy’s

harquebussiers and cross-bowmen made sad havoc amongst
our horse

;
at their first discharge full twenty saddles were

emptied, and a fresh body of their bill-men rushing in, com-
pleted the overthrow of our cavalry—they broke ground and
retreated. A desperate charge of the pikemen under my
command, checked the pursuit of the enemy. In the midst
of the route, L suddenly beheld a horse galloping by, and
dragging its rider, who lay upon the ground, his foot having
become entangled in the stirrup. I flew to his assistance,
and with some difficulty succeeded in extricating the stranger
from his perilous situation. He pressed my hand with great
warmth, and thanked me a thousand times for my timely
assistance. He had luckily received only a few slight bruises,
from the effects of which he recovered in a few days, and a
friendship was cemented between us, which nothing but
death could terminate. I learned that his name was Row-
land Stanley, and that he was the youngest son of a rich
family in the West Riding of Yorkshire.
“I nofc tire you, gentlemen, with an account of the

many affairs we had with the enemy, which were attended
With various success. Near to the town of St. Getrudenberg
is the little village of Stanlo, in which was a fort of some
consequence. Prince Maurice was resolved to get possession
of it, as it commanded a weak quarter of the town. It chanced
that Stanley s troop and my own were ordered upon this
expedition, together with six culverins

;
but it totally failed

:

the enemy sailed out, and in spite of the most obstinate valour
on the part of our troops, we were beaten back, with the loss
of many men, Stanley’s horse fell under him, pierced by a
harquebuize shot, and he was seized and dragged into the
fort by the enemy, while our shattered troops made good
their retreat. Judge of the mortification and sorrow I felt at
being thus deprived of my friend

;
indeed, I had some fears

for his safety, for the prisoners on either side oft-times expe-
rienced rough and in many instances cruel treatment, at the
hands of their captors.
“The alarm we were kept in the few succeeding days di-

verted my melancholy
;
but the enemy, weakened by the

continual checks we had given them, became less venturous,
and kept within their walls, and I was again left to deplore
the loss of my friend.

v.

nlgl1 t, while sitting in my tent absorbed in thought, I
heard the hasty challenge of the sentinel, and at the same mo*m

jj
StanleY entered. I am not naturally suspicious, but this

sudden apparition of my friend, whom I had considered lost
to me, staggered my senses. His dress was wet and disor-
dered, and covered with green weeds, and his long dark hair
was dripping with moisture. The warm pressure of the hand
with which I was greeted, convinced me that it was he, and
I eagerly inquired how he had escaped.

‘We will talk of that anon,’ said he
;

‘ but first give me a
cast of your clothes, for I have been playing the otter, and
am wet to the skin.’

.

*

“I complied with his request; and when he had changed
his dress, he gave me an account of his escape.”

“ ‘Howard,’ said he, ‘am not I a lucky wight, to make a
conquest while a prisoner in yonder fort?’

‘A conquest!’ echoed I, incredulously: ‘what mean you?
I cannot solve your riddle.*

“
‘ Marry, no less than this : the governor of that fort has

a niece, as fair a maid as e’er set free a captive knight.
Would st thou believe it, while I lay this evening in my
dungeon, mourning the loss of my freedom, and moreover
my coat of rnailand Bilboa blade, which those Walloon dogs
have despoiled me of, the door opened, and that sweet girl
entered my prison. She bore a small lamp, and was followed
by a dwarfish figure, who carried a small basket.

“
‘ Stranger,’ said she, ‘ this conduct may seem to thee un-

maidenly, but you are an Englishman, and will not judge me
harshly for my rashness. You must hasten from this place,
or your head will be set on the walls by sunrise, a sad spec-
tacle for your gallant countrymen.’

“
‘ Had’st thou been there, my friend, thou woul’st have

thought me eloquent; for methinks I never pouted out my
thanks so freely—no, not even when I experienced thy kind
and timely assistance. To be brief, she enjoined silence, and
the dwarf was ordered to file the fetters which secured my
legs, and in a few minutes I was free.

Now,’ said my fair 'deliverer, ‘follow, but be silent—
your life depends upon it!’

“
‘ We passed from the dungeon with stealthy pace, and

after passing through several passages, we ascended a flight I

of steps. Here the measured tread of a sentinel was audible. 1

Ihe dwarf was dismissed, and I neglected not to improve the
opportunity. Short as it was, I succeeded, and my fair de-
liverer promised to be mine. A hasty kiss sealed the com-
pact, and I solemnly swore to bear her away from the fort to-
morrow evening. The sentinel, whose steps I had heard,
produced a rope, which he fastened to the wall, and I quickly i

lowered myself into the fosse which surrounds the fort, swam
across, and arrived here without molestation.’

|

“Such, gentlemen, was the account he gave me of his
escape. I listened to him with serious attention, and though
I saw clearly the danger of the attempt to carry off his

mistress, I resolved to aid him in the enterprize. Not to tire

you with an account of our preparations, I will proceed with 1

1

my story. Night arrived, and found us with abuot fifty men,
near the walls of the fort. A raft, constructed of light timber,
served us to cross the ditch. Stanley and myself crossed,
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and a postern gate admitted us, and five men. The sentinels

were bribed, and all was still, save the howling of the dogs

within the fort. Leaving our men at the gate, we proceeded

on tiptoe along a dark passage. The soldier who had ad-

mitted us then cautiously unlocked a small door in the wall,

and ascended a flight of steps : we followed him, and on

gaining the top, were told to wait awhile. He then left us,

but returned in a few minutes, and desired Stanley to follow

him. This proceeding somewhat alarmed me. What if it

should be a concerted plan to betray us? However, I resolved

to meet my fate, if it should prove so ; and after cocking my
petronels, which I had taken from the holsters of my saddle,

I placed them again in my girdle, and loosening my sword
in its sheath, I stood prepared for any attack that might be

made upon me, looking cautiously round on all sides. The
room in which I stood had three doors; the one opposite to

that by which I had entered stood open, and on looking

through it I perceived that a flight of stairs descended into

a dark and gloomy passage.—At this instant I was somewhat
startled on hearing a noise as of cautious footsteps, and looking

down into the space below I perceived a man approaching ; he
had a torch in his band, andl saw him cautiously step over the

bodies of two soldiers, who lay sleeping on the floor. Their
caliver9 lay on the ground, with their lighted matches at a

little distance. Drawing my cloak around me, and shading
the light of the lamp I held I awaited the approach of this

person, whose footsteps I soon heard ascending the stairs,

and the next moment he entered the room. He was a man
of tall and commanding stature; his hatless head was bald,

his forehead high, and he glanced round the room with an
air of mistrust. I had retreated into a corner in the hope that

he would pass without perceiving me ;
but I was deceived,

for he demanded to know who I was, and at the same time
cocked a pistol. I drew my sword, and rushed upon him ;

he snapped his pistol, but it missed fire, and my thrust was
broken by the cloak which he had thrown over his left arm.
This gave him time to draw his sword, and he pressed upon
me with great vigour. The clash of our weapons would have
certainly alarmed the guards who slept beneath, had not

their liquor been drugged. The noise, however, roused
Stanley, who entered with his mistress. I conjured him to

fly instantly, while I kept my adversary at sword’s point.

He obeyed me, and instantly left the apartment, though he
had already drawn his sword to assist me. My antagonist
swore deeply on perceiving his niece. This sight probably
threw him off his guard, for a thrust striking him on the

breast, he reeled, and staggering backwards, fell down the
stairs. His coat of mail saved him, and shattered my
sword to pieces, but the fall was terrible, and I heard his

armour ring as his body bounded from step to step till he
reached the bottom. Not a moment was to be lost; I quickly
secured the door so that he could not pursue us, and flew to

Stanley, who had borne off his prize. We had reached
the gate, when the loud ringing of a bell told that the

garrison was alarmed, and in an instant a roar of voices was
heard within the fort. The men who had remained at the

gate, seized with fear, jumped on the raft—Stanley followed
with his fair burden,—and that moment it upset! * *

That night will never be effaced from my memory ! One
loud shriek of mortal agony burst from the unfortunates,

whose armour did not allow them a chance of escape ! The
fosse was deep—they sank down, and the next moment the

raft rose to the surface of the water ! A heavy fire from the
troops who now lined the walls, rendered any attempt to

save them impracticable,—indeed I was in much danger my-
self; but having cut with my dagger the straps of my corslet,

I threw it it off, and swam across the fosse uninjured by the

shower of balls which was rained from the fort, and regained
my troop overwhelmed with sorrow for the fate of my young
friend. The fort was taken a few days afterwards, when a

shot from a culverin took off my left arm.
“ Gentlemen, pardon these tears for the untimely fat e of a

valued friend and comrade. The recollection of it has ren -

dered me unfit for your company.—Give you good night.”

ine captain rose as he spoke, and throwing his cloak
around him, bowed to the company, and notwithstanding
their entreaties, departed.

THE WILL :

A TALE OF LONDON BRIDGE.

Few of our readers will require to he informed, that in
the reign of our first James, London Bridge supported many
gates and towers of considerable strength, and that its shops
and houses were tenanted by some of the wealthiest citizens.
It will also be remembered that many mills were turned by
the rapid current which passed beneath its arches. The
dwellings on either side hung in a terrifio manner over the
river, which, together with the tremendous roaring of the
water beneath rendered them only habitable to those who
were accustomed to such a residence. Notwithstanding its

narrowness the Bridge Street was always a scene of bustle
and activity, and the resort of all classes, from the gallant
ruffling in silk and velvet, to the sturdy porter and nimble
’prentice. Here, too, the dame of quality, and the rich

citizen’s wife came to make their purchases, for the shops in

the Bridge Street were then in held in great repute.
At the commencement of the reign of James the First,

nearly opposite the chapel of St. Thomas, which stood on the
eastern side of the bridge, dwelt one Master Bartholomew
Wyvil, an old merchant, who was accounted passing rich by
most of his neighbours. In early life he had taken unto him-
self a wife, but after a few short years of uninterrupted hap -

piness, Dame Wyvil, quitted this sublunary world for another,

and it is to be hoped a better, bequeathing him two fine boys.

The death of his wife, whom ho loved most tenderly, was a se-

vere trial for Master Wyvil
;
hut time and his children did

much towards alleviating his grief. He determined to spare

no expense in educating them
;
and as soon as they had ar-

rived at a proper age, they were sent to the grammar-school
in Southwark. For the first few years, the progress the boys
made in their learning, exceeded the most sanguine expec-

tations of their most indulgent father, who never forgot to

visit them every Sunday, after leaving St. Magnus’ Church, at

which he was a constant attendant. Perhaps it was not the

good curate’s pious exhortations alone which made the old

merchant so constant and regular a visiter. ’Twas there he
had first beheld the fair form and blue eyes of the being who
had been so suddenly snatched from him, and who now lay

beneath the cold marble slab near the seat which he usually

occupied. His whole care was directed to his children, whom
he anticipated would be a solace and a comfort to him in his

declining years ;—but these visions of happiness were soon

dispelled : the boys were growing up, and it was clearly per-

ceptible that the youngest, who was named Edward, paid less

attention to his studies than his brother Osborne, whom the

old merchant had named after his deceased wife. Edward be-

;
came tetchy, wayward, and stubborn, and set many examples
of insubordination to his school-fellows. Chastisement ODly

tended to inflame his spirit the more, and at length, wearied in

his fruitless endeavours to subdue his fierce and fiery temper,

he was dismissed from school by his master, who dreaded the

consequence to the other boys if lie remained any longer.

The good merchant, on receiving his son back, determined

to treat him with all possible kindness, well knowing that

harsh measures seldom succeed in reclaiming such spirits.

Edward was therefore treated with great tenderness by his

father, and all but old Martha, his housekeeper, thought he

had succeeded : she, on the contrary, always maintained that

he was an “an imp of the old one,” and would again resume
his proper character. Tiiese sage sayings were heeded not by
the old merchant; but on Osborne’s leaving school, lie soon

experienced the truth of them. The brothers ( spite of

Osborne’s peaceable disposition) were perpetually quarrelling.

Master Wyvil witnessed it with evident concern; for three

years his house was a scene of strife and contention whenever
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they met; even the presence their father could not restrain

them. The good merchant at length began to dread the issue,

as they had almost arrived at man’s estate, and the conduct

of Edward became every day more fierce and violent. After

considering a long time on the most expedient means of sepa-

rating them, Master Wyvil resolved to send his eldest son into

Italy." He fixed on Osborne, not because he loved him less,

but that he feared to entrust Edward with such a journey.

Osborne accordingly left England with letters of intro-

duction to some of the first merchants at Leghorn, with whom
his father had become acquainted in the course of business.

On the departure of Osborne, Master Wyvil’s house became

once more a scene of quietude. The brothers were separated

and the object which had so often kindled Edward’s ire, no lon-

ger troubled him; yet he showed no stronger inclination to

business than before.

The counting-house was seldom visited, unless for afresh sup-

ply of money, which the old merchant—such was the ascen-

dancy Edward had gained over him—dared not refuse him.

Much of his money was spent at taverns, and on different ar-

ticles of dress. His doublet and hose were made after the

fashion of the most cutting gallants, and a long rapier ot Spa-

nish st9el, of the newest and most approved shape, dangled by

his side. He was known by every one from his father’s house

to St, Paul’s where he daily lounged, with several gallants of

his acquaintance, jingling his spurs and assuming the looks

and airs of his superiors. A year had passed since Osborne

left England, and the old merchant evinced great anxiety for

his return; but on mentioning it to Edward, he flew into vio-

lent paroxysms of rage, and used many threats against his

father and his brother, till at length the old merchant aban-

doned his intentions for a time. Osborne had been heard

from several times since his departure, but his letters did not

express any wish to return, which no doubt arose from the

recollection of his brother’s violent temper. This, however,

served as an excellent pretext for his brother, who failed not

to taunt his father with it. Yet it had but little weight with

the old man. Another year passed, during which Edward’s

conduct grew more violent; his father gave up all thoughts of

his ever reforming, and became melancholy and dejected; his

health declined, and his life became a burthen to him. He at

length, unknown to Edward, wrote to his absent son, begging

him to return speedily.

On a fine evening in the spring of the year, two horsemen

were seen advancing along the High Street in the Borough.

The soiled and dirty condition of their apparel, and the jaded

state of the beasts they rode, told that their journey had been

long and unpleasant. He who rode first, appeared from the

superiority of his habiliments to be the master, while the other

wore the garb of a menial, and taough he barely kept at the

distance usually prescribed to those of his class, and laughed

and chatted with the other, yet he preserved a degree of re-

spect which the good nature and gentlemanly bearing of his

master commanded. Their steeds seemed almost incapable of

proceeding much farther, and the foremost horseman by turns

laughed at the knave’s remarks on the passers-by, and coaxed

and patted his steed.

“ So-ho !
” cried the latter, eyeing a respectable looking

couple who were walking on one side of the way, followed by

a strapping wench with a; fine infant in her arms. “ Mis-

tress Joyce is married at last to Ralph, the felt-maker’s

son, and has a fine boy, too. And there, ’ continued he, point-

ing to a demure personage, “ there’s Puritan Peter Cole, o’

the Bankside, with his Bible stuck in girdle, and his rapier

hanging behind him, like the tail of a lean rat. And there’s

Gaffer Robbins, with Bis buxom daughter, an
_

arch little

Jezebel that. And here is the White Hart, with a fresh

daub of paint, which has been laid on pretty thickly.” With
these remarks, he followed his master, who rode under the

gateway of the White Hart. It will be hardly necessary

to inform our readers that the travellers were Osborne Wyvil
and his man. He had obeyed his father’s orders, and left

Italy immediately on receipt of the letter.

Osborne walked hastily along, and entered the Bridge Street,

after passing through Southwark Gate. In a short time

he arrived at his father’s house, at the door of which he
knocked loudly. It was opened by old Martha, the house-
keeper, whose wrinkled face assumed a smile on beholding her
young master again, well, Martha,” said Osborne, “how fares
my honoured father and my. brother Ned?—has he grown
steady yet ?” To these interrogatories Martha made no reply.
The smile which had lit up for a moment her aged features,
gave place to a look of sadness

; she shook her head, and on
being again questioned, raised her apron and covering her
face, wept aloud. Osborne’s mind misgave him, and on
Martha’s recovering herself, his worst fears were realised.
On hearing of his father’s death, he bitterly reproached
himself for not having returned sooner. To add to his grief,
he learned that his brother’s conduct had been worse and
worse—that he was an object of hatred and execration to all

his neighbours
; and to crown all, she informed him that his

father had willed all his property to the worthless Edward.
However, sincerely Osborne might have mourned the death of
his father, his chagrin and vexation overmastered his sorrow,
on hearing that the old merchant had left him destitute.
His further inquiries only tended to confirm what Martha had
informed him of. He learned, too, that the house was a night-
ly scene of riot and debauchery, and had, been complained
of to the city authorities. Martha sympathized with the dis-

tress of her young master who had flung himself into a chair,
and remained for some time in a state of stupor. When he
recovered his self-possession, he inquired for his brother.
“Alas !” replied Martha, “I know not whither he his gone;

no doubt he is drinking at the White Horse with his trusty
companion Bradshawe, or some other swinge buckler.”

“ I will seek him—I will seek him this instant,” cried
Osborne, starting up—“ I. will examine the will myself : my
own eyes shall be witness that it bears my father’s seal and
signature.” As he said this, he hastily threw a cloak round
him, and passed out followed by his trusty Jasper. A few
minutes sharp walking brought them to the Bankside, and
Osborne, eagerly sought for the tavern spoken of by Martha..
The sun was sinking fast and poured its light on the Thames,
which glowed like molten gold. The noblo steeple of St.

Mary Overies threw its long shadow across the church-yard,
and seemed to look down with an air of pride and protection
on the gable fronted and whitewashed houses which surround-
ed it. Amongst the houses alluded to, stood one more conspi-

cuous than the rest, having its door-post ornamented with
cheques of white, red, and gold. Over the door was fixed an
uncouth figure, but little resembling the animal it was
intended to represent

;
underneath which was painted in

legible characters, “ this is te whvte horse.” Osborne
abruptly entered the house, bidding Jasper remain, without.

He had already laid his hand on the handle of the door which
communicated with the public-room, when the sound of se-

veral voices calling for a song arrested his attention : he
paused awhile, thinking he might recognise his brother’s

voice amongst them, when the following song was sung in a
deep bass, but not unmusical tone, though it was evident the

singer’s voice had suffered from long and frequent pota-

tions

“ Drain, drain the bowl,

If ye would not have your soul

Oppressed by grisly care,

Tnatlank imp o’ the devil ;

With us he’d badly fare,

Eor merrie are they who revel

In sherris and canarie.

Hasten, hasten here,

Not an eyelid drops a tear,

Save what laughter does shed.

If your damsel’s unkind,

Here a refuge you’ll find ;

Light o’heart light o’head,

The stirrup-cup to the minde
Is sparkling canarie.
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Hither, hither fiy,

If the sherieves man be nigh,

With his freedom killing paw,
Or if boldly you’d essay,

Your bilboe to draw,

You’d find the right way
Is to drink bright canarie.”

A loud roar of applause followed, when Osborne entered the

room : his dark eye glanced hastily round the apartment; but

his brother was not there.

“ Ned’s brother !” whispered some of the company, as they

gazed with vacant countenances on Osborne, whose face and
figure strikingly resembled Edward’s.

“Yes, gentlemen,” replied he somewhat hastily; I am
indeed the brother of that Edward Wyvil—would to God it

were not so.” <*«

“ Why so, fair sir ?” inquired a tall gaunt figure, who sat

with his elbow resting on a table, on which stood a Venice
glass and a flask of Canary; his high crowned and narrow
brimmed hat, in which was stuck a tuft of cock’s feathers,

was placed on one side of his head, from which flowed a

profusion of black hair; he wore a pourpoint of Milan fustian

with silver points—a broad belt sustained his dagger and a

Bilboa blade of great length, and his high-heeled boots

were ornamented with a pair of gilt spurs.

Osborne made no reply to this man’s question, but inquired

of one of the company if he had seen bis brother Edward.
“He has just left us,” replied several voices; “for his

friend the captain there, has won his last purse.”

Osborne glanced scornfully at the person alluded to, who
was, in fact, he whom we have just described.

The captain noticed it, with a “You seem chafed, gen-

tle sir.”

“ Chafed !” echoed Osborne. “ Yes, sir captain, I am grieved

that my brother hath so far forgotten himself as to spend
his time in dicing and drinking, to the neglect of his business.”

“ Truly, you are a moralizing young gentlemen,” said

the captain, rolling back in his chair and stretching out his

legs; “ but mine host here does not favour puritans, so ye may
e’en depart the way ye came.”

Osborne’s blood boiled at this insult, and he answered the

captain sharply.
“ Sir stranger,” said he, “ I can ill-brook such language;

bridle your tongue, or your coat may suffer for your want
of courtesy.” *
“Thou answerest like a malapert boy,” replied the captain;

“ Mike Bradshawe hath slain his man ere now for less a
word. But come,” continued he, “ chafe it not ; I would
forgive thee for thy brother’s sake, who is a promising fellow,

believe me :—wilt drink, my young master ?” As he said

this, he filled a glass, and presented it to Osborne, who, pro-
voked at the captain’s indifference, seemed too full for words,
and as the latter held out the glass, he raised his arm, and
dashed it to the ground.

“ By buff and bilboe !” cried the captain, “thou shalt pay
the forfeit of thy daring!” and springing up, he unsheathed
his rapier, and called on Osborne to defend himself. Osborne’s
blade was bared in an instant, and their swords crossed.

The captain was well skilled in fence, and pressed hard upon
his adversary, but Osborne threw aside his passes and re-

turned them with great skill and strength. Fortunately he
had, while in Italy, received instructions from some of the
most skilful masters of the art. The combat was not of long
duration, for the captain enraged at being foiled by one of
such youthful appearance fought with less caution, and
Osborne, watching his opportunity, passed his rapier through
the body of his adversary with such force, that the hilt struck
him on the breast and he fell heavily on the floor.

“ Away,” cried several voices, on perceiving Osborne
attempt to raise the body. “ If thou hast a light pair of heels
thou mayest save thy neck. Fly to the water- side and take
boat—the constable and his knaves will be here anon.”

These persuasions were lost upon Osborne. They all crowded
round the wounded man, who raised himself upon his elbow,

and throwing back the long dark hair which overshadowed
his face, he faintly articulated, “

’Tis a just judgment. Come
hither, youth —closer still,” he continued, as Osborne knelt by
his side—“ Mike Bradshawe is sped, but he would make some
atonement for the injury he has helped to do thee: here,” taking
a bale of false dice from his breast—“ here is that which will

bring thy brother to an end as untimely,” and he threw them
on the floor.

“Will any of you hasten for a surgeon?” inquire 1 Osborne.
“’Tis of no use—none.” said the dying man; “ I have not

long to live, but the time left me shall—Oh ! I faint— thou
knowest the chest which standeth in thy late father’s counting
house?”

“ I do.”
“ Hasten thither—it contains the will—theforged will! the

one thy brother made and I witnessed ! Possess thyself of that—
and ” The miserable man could no longer articulate—
the effort he had made to reveal his villany overpowered him
—the death rattle choked his speech—his clenched hands
relaxed—his jaw fell, and the next moment he was a corpse.

Osborne stood, for some moments fixedly regarding the

body of his fallen adversary, when he was aroused from his

stupor by the entrance of the constable followed by half a

dozen men bearing brownbills, the usual weapons then carried

by those officers.

“ Make room, ” said the officious constable forcing his

way into the apartment ;
“ what !

” cried he, espying the

corpse of the captain, “ what the captain dead at last! Which of

ye have robbed the hangman of his due ?”
“ A truce with your jesting, sir !” said Osborne

;
“ the un-

happy man died by my hand, but he drew on me first.”

“ Ah, ah, ah !” laughed the constable, “ then you are likely

to take a short journey to Tyburn, ere long, if I mistake
not.”

“ My heart is too full,” said Osborne, “ or I would resent

your gibes. Come with me, sir, I command you, for I

have much need of your assistance.” The constable was
about to reply, when one of those who had witnessed the

encounter acquainted him with what had passed, particularly

the captain’s dying confession.
“ Oh, oh !” cried the man in authority, “ that alters the

case : ’tis a foul conspiracy to defraud an honest gentle-

man. I am ready to attend ye, sir.”

“ Then on to the Bridge Street,” said Osborne ;
and the

whole party proceeded thither. On arriving at the house,

Osborne, together with the constable and his fellows, were
admitted. The chest mentioned by the captain was quickly

forced, and the first object that presented itself was the forged

will. Osborne emptied the contents of the chest, which chiefly

consisted of papers, and, to his great joy, discovered the

will his father had made, but it was not witnessed. Old

Martha beheld this scene with mute surprise ;
while Osborne

waited impatiently for his brother’s return. In a short time^

a loud knocking was heard at the door, and on its being

opened, Edward entered.—Without knowing of his bro-

ther’s return, he abruptly strode into the apartment where

Osborne and the constable were waiting. lie started of

beholding them, and in a voice of mingled surprise and
displeasure, welcomed his brother.

“Edward Wyvil,” said Osborne, “I know thee well :

do not attempt to deceive me. I know my presence troubles

thee much, and that my return was not expected.” Edward
surveyed his brother, from head to foot, and whether it was
from the violence of his passion, which he was endeavouring to

smother, or the effect of conscious birth, his whole frame was
palsied, and the fingers of his right hand, which played with

the handle of his dagger, shook like the aspen.
« These arc strange word3, brother Osborne,” replied he,

“ and thy bearing still more strange: it lacks of that bro-

therly feeling thou didst once love to boast of. But,” con-

tinued he, “what brings these men here ? Speak, knaves,

who brought ye hither ?”

“ Marry, sir, this good gentleman, your brother,” said the

officious constable, when Osborne .interrupted him.

“ Edward,” said he, “ I have heard of thy misdeeds du-
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ring my absence, and much does it grieve me to act in the

manner I am now forced to do. I always thought thee wild

and turbulent, but never did I consider thee capable of doing

a deed so black as that thou hast been guilty of. I see thine

eye flash, and thy lip quiver : nay, speak not till I have

shown thee the instrument you and your confederate have

forged.” As he uttered these words, lie drew the forged will

from his bosom and held it up. Edward regarded it for

some momonts with a fixed stare, while his brother cried

“ See, here is thy infernal contrivance to rid me of my just

heritage.”

“Liar !” shouted Edward, springing forward, “dost thou

doubt that document ? does it not bear thy father’s sig-

nature ? and is it not witnessed in due form ?”

“Thy father never saw this parchment,” said Osborne,

firmly ;

“
’tis thine own writing, and he who witnessed it

was bribed for the purpose.”
“ Ah !” cried Edward, while his countenance grew deadly

pale, and every limb quivere^. with emotion. “ Osborne, thy
art will not avail thee : I’ll seek the gentleman who wit-

nessed my father’s will.”-*. He was aboqt to leave the

room, when the constable and his men interposed.

“What !” cried Edward, in a voice of thunder, “am I a pri-

soner in my own house ? Make room, varlets, or by
Heaven——

”

“ Profane not that word,” interrupted Osborne. “ Thou
goest not hence

:
guard well the door :• and know, thou

heartless son of a fond indulgent father, that the wretched
man who aided thee in thy villany, sleeps in death : T slew

him not a half an hour hence, and he confessed that
”

“ ’Tis false !
” screamed Edward—“tis false, thou lying

varlet!”and drawing a small dag, or pocket-pistol from his

breast, he discharged it at the head of his brother. The
ball passed through Osborne’s left arm, but luckily without
touching the bone, and lodged in the oak wainscot.

;
Edward

started back on perceiving that his brother did not fall, then
suddenly drew his sword, and rushed toward him. Luckily
Osborne had drawn his rapier in time, and succeeded in par-
rying his brother’s lunges, when the constable and Ins men
interposed. Osborne’s superior skill at his weapon had
enabled him to rest his brother’s rapier from his hand,
which flying to the side of the apartment, dashed to fragments
a large mirror which hung against the wall.

Maddened with rage, Edward drew his dagger, and rushed
upon Osborne, when a blow from a bill brought him to the
ground; the weapon fell from his hand, and the constable’s

men secured him. They raised him up, and one of the men
was sent to procure cords to bind his arms, when Osborne
spoke

—

“ Unhand him,” said he, in a voice almost choked with grief.

“ Edward, acknowledge thyself guilty, and I will forgive thee

fOr our father’s sake.”

The men released their prisoner, and Edward, putting aside

ith his hand the long auburn locks which were dyed with
the blood from the wound he had received, replied

—

“ Osborne Wyvil, 1 thank thee: trust me, I could not live

to hear the yellings of a Tyburn mob : enjoy thy father’s wealth
undisturbed: live amidst thy merchandize, and forget thou
ever hadst a brother. Curse on my folly, and the fiend that
tempted, and curse the drivelling fool who died betraying
me!”
With these words, ere those present could interpose, he leapt

on a chair which stood under the window overlooking the
river, and sprang from it into the roaring tide beneath. Os-
borne flew to the casement, but it was only to see the body of
his brother borne along by the resistless current.

FRIENDS SCARCE.
“ Who goes there 1” said an Irish sentry of the British

Legion at St. Sebastian. “ A friend,” was the prompt reply.
“ Then stand where you are,” said Pat, “ for by the powers
you are the first I’ve met in this murthering country.”

> SPANISH CORPORAL PUNISHMENT.
“ It was during my stay at Trevino that I witnessed an in-

stance of corporal punishment among the Spanish troops. I
was looking out of my window one morning, and saw in a
field, at some distance, two or three companies of Spanish
infantry drawn up in line. From their situation, and the
silence that pervaded the men, I suspected what was going
forward, and watched to see the event. Presently the drum-
mer stept forward, and laying his drum -on the ground in
front of the line, a couple of soldiers, who were standing
apart from the rest, proceeded to take off their accoutre-
ments, and knelt down with their coats on by the side of the
drum. Upon this, about half a dozen men fell out with short
sticks in their hands, and advancing one by one, inflicted five
or six strokes a piece between the shoulders of the culprits,
who, after the operation was over, very coolly got up, put on
their belts, and returned to their^places in the ranks. The
blows, though few in number, were given pretty. smartly, as
I distinctly heard them from a considerable distance.”

HEROISM OF A BOY^
Captain Armstrong had concentrated the five thousand

coloured settlers at Kat River in a rocky peninsula*-which was
named Camp Adelaide. By his great exertions and judicious
management he had caused a complete breach between those
Hottentots who we»e wavering in their allegiance and the
Kaffirs; and the enemy at last fell on the settlement, and
burned and destroyed what they could not carry off. A noble
instance of courage, worthy of the best times of the Romans,
was here displayed by a youth, the son of Field-commandant
Groepe, one of the most loyal and trustworthy men of colour
on the frontiers. Young Groepe went out with his uncle to
look after some of his father’s cattle, and prevent them from
falling into the hands of the enemy. They had gone four or five
miles from Camp Adelaide when it began to rain, which pre-
vented their seeing far; they therefore unsaddled; and, sitting
under shelter, allowed their horses to graze in an open spot^
surrounded with bush. They had sat some time conversing’
and then rose to “ saddle up;” when in an instant twenty Kaf-

"

firs, who had been watching them, appeared from the bushes
round them.

“Now,” said young Groepe to his uncle, “wo must stand
back to back, and reserve our fire.”

' They did so and retre?ted. The Kaffirs hesitated a little;
but at last one sprang forward and launched an assegai
through the lungs of Groepe, who immediately fired, and the
Kaffir fell.

Groepe cried to his uncle, “ Now fire, and escape: save the
cattle if possible : and don’t let my father lose them and his
son on the same day; never mind me!”

The uncle accordingly fired, and jumped through an opening
made among the Kaffirs. Their party then divided

; half going
after the uncle, who escaped, and half pursuing young Groepe
He presented his empty gun; they skulked aside, but conti-
nued to dog him; he tried to pull out the assegai which had
passed through his right breast, but could not succeed; and in
the act of putting the powder-horn to the muzzle of his gun to
load, ^another assegai passed through his left arm, and one
through his fiat. He pulled these out, and hurled them at his
assailants; and then, exhausted with the loss of blood, he stag-
gered on till he got near to his father’s herdsmen driving off
the cattle. The Kaffirs then retired

; and Groepe sank down
beside a rock facing the enemy, and called to the herdsmen to
leave him to his fate, but to save themselves and his father’s
property. They drew the assegai through him, and carried
him into Camp Adelaide. I saw him some time afterward
recovering slowly, though the air was still passing out from
the lungs between his shoulders. The governor presented him
with a handsome double-barrelled gun, and a Dutch Bible, for
his heroic conduct.

—

Alexander's Colonies of Western Africa.
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THE BRIGAND GASPARONI.
CHAPTER I.

•

Lovely as was that of Eden is the sky that bends over the

terraces of Naples, arches the rocky castle of St. Elmo, and

lends its magic colouring to the .omantic bay. Beneath its

sunny influence fair flowers and fairer women spring to early

maturity, and passionate hearts glow with its pervading

warmth; but stern as well as gentle passions are nurtured by

its sun, and love, hate, revenge and cruelty grow in unison

together.

Gasparoni was a gay and passionate Neapolitan; young,

brave and ardent, and at sixteen years of age he had the form

and feelings of a man. Passion shone in the eyes that gleamed

beneath their black brows
;
daring and resolution might be

i

read in the lines prematurely traced in the lower portion of his
face. He was not without accomplishments, for he could troll a
barcarole and touch a guitar, danced with grace and spirit, and
handled a stiletto and reined a steed in a manner which pro-
claimed him a gentleman. But alas! he was poor, and on his
bearing alone rested his claims to a noble origin, for he was the
offspring of a love on which the priest had never breathed his
benison, and he knew neither his father nor his mother. At
stated times he received small sums of money, but they* were
conveyed to him with such precaution that he could not dis-

!
cover the person who sent him his slender remittances. None

|

of the youth of Naples dared reproach him with his birth, for
they knew the blood of Gasparoni to be fiery as the lava of
Vesuvius, and his hand as prompt to crush as to caress. It
was in his seventeenth year that the young Neapolitan saw

and loved the beautiful Leonora, the only daughter of a rich 1

old merchant of the city. lie loved her with all the fervourof
which his passionate heart was capable, and had the happiness^
of being loved in return. The lovers met only by stealth, for

1

Leonora s father had conceived a violent dislike to Gasparoni
from his poverty, and from the guilt of his unknown parents.
But Leonora s kindness compensated her lover for every rebuff',
and when, awakened by his nightly serenades, she bent from
her window and dropped some flowers as a token of her pre- I

sence and her love, he felt that he lived for her alone.
One night when Gasparoni repaired as usual to the dwelling

j

of his beloved, lie suddenly encountered her enraged father,
who, in tones of the wildest excitement bade him begone,
Gasparoni replied with equal warmth; a war of words ensued.

No. 26,

and, in the height and frenzy of passion, the youtig man
struck his opponent to the earth. An instant after, the lovely
Leonora, pale and with disordered tresses rushed from the
house.

“ You have slain him!” she cried.
“ ’Tis true!” answered Gasparoni, still gasping with passion;

“ he was insolent and I chastised him.’'

“Begone!” exclaimed the excited girl. “ Monster, begone ’

The hand that has been raised against my father’s person
shall never clasp mine in love, amity, or marriage!”

“ Leonora, hear me !”

.
“ 1 swear it. Begone !”

“ You will think better of this!”
“ Never!”
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With a glance of scorn and indignation, she waved him off.

Gasparoni stood one moment looking at her with a demoniac
expression; then he bowed low with mock respect and gravity,

and quitted the scene of his quarrel with a hasty step.

chapter ir.

Daylight is dying along the stern heights of the Abruzzi.

Surrounded by impending crags, and clustering in disarray, a

bandit group are carousing noisily together, and toasting the

departing god of day in overflowing cups of fiery wine. A por-

tion of the wild company sit in the dark shadow of the rocks,

while others bask in the last rosy hues of sunset. Among the

latter is one distinguished by the lofty air and stature from the

rest, and wearing a somewhat richer garb than his companions.

His conical hat is decked with gay ribbons, his green velvet

jacket is studded with gold buttons, and his low garments
are seamed with the richest lace. An ornamented carbine
was slung by a band of snowy leather at his back, and a pair
of richly mounted pistols glittered in his girdle. Neither
was he without the Italian’s bosom friend, a broad stiletto,

which reposed in a silver sheath, with its ivory handle protru-
ding from the robber’s sash. But all this richness of attire

contrasted strangely with the worn, haggard, stern, and vicious

expression of the bandit. It was Gasparoni—now twenty
I
years of age.

“ To the health of our captain!” said one of the robbers,
raising a cup to his lips. “ Ah!” added he, after swallowing its

contents, “ jrour wine of Sicily tastes none the worse for mant-
ling in a sacramental chalice. Commend me to your captain,

for teaching us the true use of the church. Until he came

%

»

among us, we were a poor set of superstitious devils, who
couldn’t cut a throat without making a vow to the Virgin

—

but he has changed all that.”
Gasparoni smiled bitterly.
“ And now, noble captain,” said the spokesman of the gang,

“ I humbly beg you’ll ttll us what is passing in your scheming
brain. I know by the knitting of your eyebrows that you are

revolving some mighty project.”
“ Right, Anselmo,” said the bandit leader rising. “ But

hist! what noi3e is that?”
“ The vesper bell,” answered Anselmo. “ Your predecessor,

now, would have had us down upon our knees in a trice.”
“ Ay, the vesper bell,” repeated Gasparoni, in a melancholy

tone. “ Methinks i
!

t steals very softly on the ear, calling the

l erring to penitence and prayer. It is very music to a weary
soul.”

<! Our captain’s turning preacher,” said a robber,

j

<! Hear the end of my sermon,” replied Gasparoni, with one

I

of his ambiguous smiles. It were a good deed, methinks, to

free yon pining beauties from their thraldom. Report says

that the nuns are lively, ripe, and tempting
;
and some of them

belong to noble families. The lady abbess was a countess when
she was of the world; she shad wear her coronet and title

again
; such charms were never meant to wither in a convent.

What say you, comrades, shall we liberate the nuns?”
A deafening roar of applause replied in the affirmative. By

midnight the band were on their march, and ere long halted

|

before the asylum doomed so soon to be roused by a rude .alarm
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rous alarm.

Imposing silence by a gesture, Gasparoni approached the gate cross from its pedestal, and bore it off in triumph. Long be-

of the convent and rapped upon the wicket with the hilt of his fore the daylight dawned, the sacrilegious band had secured

stiletto. After waiting a brief space, the feeble light of a taper its retreat: still breaking the solemn silence of the early hour,

glimmered through the bars of a grated aperture, and a tremb- the mighty bell of the convent was heard tolling forth a dolo-

ling voice asked what was wanted.
“ We are certain reverend friars, sweeting,’' answered Gas-

paroni, in a canting tone, “ come at the order of his holiness

to examine into the condition of his well- beloved.”

“ Away, rude man !” cried the nun.
“ Nay, you will fofee me to be rude unless you give me ad-

mittance,’’ said the brigand, in his natural tone. “ Here are

and who

CHAPTER III.

As the weary robbers reached their mountain fastness, the
clear rays of broad daylight bathed the heights of the Abruzzi.

thirty stout fellows to whom sacrilege is pastime, and who Fatigued with toil, they flung themselves upon the ground to

know how to relieve the unfortunate of vows it is troublesome ! sleep, regardless of their victims, who, half-dead ivith terror,

awaited the conclusion of their unfortunate adventure. The
captain, alone, refused to sleep, but seated on an isolated crag,

watched over the inanimate form of Leonora. At length sen-

But the latter part of Ins address was breathed to empty air,
j

sation revisited the wretched girl. She arose from her recuin-

for the frightened nuu had fled to the interior of the building
j

bent posture, opened her eye3, and then closed them again with

to keep. I have obeyed the scriptural injunction, do ye verify

the words— ‘ knock, and it shall be opened.’ You see I am not

altogether so graceless as you believe me.”

to alarm the abbess and the sisterhood.
“ To the gate, brigands, with your bludgeons!” shouted Gas-

paroni. His order was obeyed—beneath heavy and repeated

blows the wicket gave way. Anseimo would have entered first.

“ Way for your captain!” sternly shouted Gasparoni. “ Dis-

pute my precedence and die !” The appalled robber stepped

a heavy sigh.
“ Where ami?” she murmured faintly.
“ In the arms of a lover,” answered Gasparoni.

I am the bride of Heaven,” shrieked the horror-stricken

nun.
“ Do I look like a celestial bridegroom?” asked the robber.

back hastily, and Gasparoni was the first to step within the bitterly. “No! I am of the earth—-earthly. But, Leonora, you
hallowed precincts.

Several doors in the body of the building were successively

forced, and the armed heels of the brigands rang along the

stone-paved corridors, as headed by their captain, they strode

onward to their crime. The nuns had assembled in the chapel

and were now cowering within the precincts of the altar. The
lady abbess alone was self-possessed and dignified. She was a

woman of middle age, of a lofty stature, and possessing some

can reform mo—you can make me happy.”
“ Away! your hands are stained with blood.”
“ Penitence shall make them white as snow,—only be

mine.”
“My vow!”
“Ay—vows do very well for the uninitiated, but not for us

who know the world. The noble takes a vow of allcgianca to his

sovereign, but he turns traitor when interest commands him.

claims to the epithet of beautiful, though her countenance was The sovereign swears to protect the people; but notwithstand-
somewhat worn and furrowed. ing this, he betrays the people. Why should the vows of a nun
Commanding his band to halt on the threshold of the chapel, be more binding than those of the prince or noble?”

Gasparoni doffed his hat
;
walked with a firm step up the cen- “ Gasparoni, I abhor you ! Sooner than submit to your sa-

tral aisle, and halted at the railing of the altar, on the lowest crilegious Embraces, I will dash this frail person from the emi-
step of which the abbess stood. There was something in her
bearing that awed even the lawless brigand. Sensible of the

feeling she inspired, and determined to profit by it, the lady

addressed the intruder.
“ Ay, pause,” she said, “ well may you, for you are in the

house of God, and I shall pronounce Ilis curse, which now
hangs suspended over you, if you do not instantly retire, nor
farther molest those devoted to His service.”
u Dear lady, I came to do you a service,” answered Gasparoni,

recovering his bitterness and self-possession. “ Tis really a

pity such a bevy of beauties should die iu a convent. I cannot

nence on which I stand, and roll a mangled corse, before your
eyes, to the foot of the mountain. Sooner

—

”

More she would have said, but from their very feet there

broke the wail of a solitary trumpet. Iu a moment the crags

were bristling with bayonets, and emerging from concealment

the arms of cuirassiers and light infantry glistened in the ris-

ing sun.

“Saved! saved!” cried Leonora: “ saved from worse than
death. The bell has been heard—our prayers have been heard
and the Lord hath saved his servants?”
Too late they come!” cried the robber, struggling to bear

answer for you, madam, for you are past the hey-day of your
j
away the almost frantic girl. “ There is yet time for retreat,

youth; but for these sweet girls, I believe they are ready to

quit your roof without compulsion.”
“ Hear him!” cried the abbess, lifting up her hands in holy

horror. “ Hear the unhallowed infidel.” Site gave a private
signal, which was understood and answered as she wished

Quick! quick ! for the love of Heaven, gentlemen!” shrieked

the nun.

“Too late!” repeated Gasparoni. “Away.” And he suc-

ceeded in forcing her from the rock to which she clung, f* *

i A hundred ducat3 to the man who puts a bullet throl

The notes of the organ suddenly broke upon the midnight air, I the heart of Gasparoni !” cried a dismounted colonel of lira

the echoes rolled along the vaulted roof, and died away like I goons, rushing up the rocky steep. A carbineer sprang upon
distant thunder. Then rose the sweet, wailing voices of the

|
a rock, levelled his piece, and fired. Santa Maria

!

the bullet

nuns, clustering around their altar, and chanting pierced the heart of Leonora, and mortally wounded the bri-

and chilled, had he not seen among the shrinking nuns, a lovely,

a well-known face—it was Leonora’s. lie sprang over the

fretted barrier, and seized his victim. She shrieked with pious
horror a3 his burning lips pressed those she had vowed to pu
rity and prayer.

“ Each to his nun !” shouted Gasparoni, lifting the fainting

girl from her feet— and let those who are covetous bear ofl

the crucifix and plate. Away! before the morning comes to

tell the tale.”

Ilis orders were obeyed with all the promptness of inelina
tion. Some tore the loveliest nuns from the pillars to which
they clung convulsively, while others seized the gold and silvei

n

energy
blood was pouring freely from his wound, he cocked his gun,

aimed at the unlucky carbineer, and fired. The soldier sprang

into the air, and fell headlong from the precipice, on the verge

of which he bad been standing.

The fight was over. The brigands were all slain, captured,

or put to llight. On one side of Leonora’s body kneeled the

lady abbess, on the other Gasparoni, drawing his breath with

difficulty, and momentarily expecting to breathe his last.

The dying man bowed his head upon his breast. Gasparoni,

the brigand, had gone to his account.

r„
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“ THE MAIDEN OF THE ROSE, ”

OR, CAMBRIDGE IN 1261/'

It was about six of the clock, ou a bright summer's evening,
that the students of St. Nicholas Hostle sat over their rude sup-
per. The frequent flagons and beakers that stood here and
there among half-eaten fragments, well-gnawed beef-bones, and
bowls of brewis, spoke ominously enough for the reputation of
these younkers, alike the glory of the schools and terror of the
sober citizens of Cambridge. And among those who lounged
over the heavy oaken board, or lay stretched upon the set-

tles around it, were forms and faces that betokened long vigils

and hot bloods, some pale with study, others flushed with wine
or passion, but scarce one with the ascetic expression or un-
worldly air of the future priest. There were no tonsures among
them, but long curling hair and mustachios, that seemed
to bid defiance to the sumptuary regulations of the time.f

Neither was their dress altogether so sombre and humble as
became the student of divinity. Here and there a gayer tunic,

* But little has been added to the recorded account of the
disturbances in Cambridge about this period, except motives
and parts to the different actors, who are most of them real
personages, as may be seen from the king’s letter afterwards
quoted.

Fuller, in his account of the University records the brawls
of the Australes and Boreales, and considers the Northerns to
have had the worst of it. In his quaint way, he says of the
quarrel we have striven to embody in the present tale,

—

“ In vain did the care of the king (in favour of scholars), so
lately remove tilting five miles from Cambridge, whiist now
the scholars in open hostility tilted one against another, the
Southern against the Northern men therein. What ! can the
Muses themselves fall out, and fight in the field five against
four ? I find not out the cause of the falling out betwixt Northern
and Southern men : surely the mere distance of the nativity did
not cause their difference, because the one was born nearer to the
sun than the other. But, however the brawl begun, the North-
ern men were worsted in the end thereof. Indeed the Northern
men appear rather to be pitied than condemned, in the whole
managing of the matter, being only on the defensive to secure
themselves; so that whilst the others fiercely and furiously
assaulted them, a great riot was committed, and (too probable)
some blood shed.” He then relates how Egidius de Argentine
with Henry de Boreham and Lawrence del Brooke were appointed
a court of Oyer and Terminer to deal with the offenders; who,
however, after much delay and quarrelling among the judges
appointed to try them, were pardoned by the king, in a letter
of which the following is a copy :

—

“ Rex omnibus ad quos prassentes literse pervenerint, salutem.
Sciatis nos de gratia nostra speciali pardonasse magistro Joh-
anni de Depedale, magistro Hugoni de Thornham, Bartholomeo
de Walton, Wilielmo fratri ejus, Wilielmo de Merton garcioni
eorum, Wilielmo de Wethringsett, Mich, de Mereforde. Johann

i

de Deue, &c. &c. Walter de Wodeforde, Johanni de Lon, Ro-
gero Parlebone, Bartholomeo Matelast, & c., Roberto de Fras-
senden sectam pads nostrae pro insultu nuper facto in quosdam
scholares boreales Universitatis Cantabr. et pro transgressi-
onibus ibidem factis contra pacem nostram, &c. &c. Ex Ro-
tulo patentium de anno XL V. ]legis Henrici tertii, Membrana 15,
in Turre London. Ex. per Gnib. Ryley.” Many peaceable scho-
lars quitted Cambridge by reason of these disturbances, and
proceeded in conjunction with some Oxford students

, who for
similar reasons had left Oxford, to establish a University at
Northampton, which however, was put down, three years
after, by royal letters.

j
St Nicholas Hostle.—At the period of the tale, no college

existed, with the exception of Peter House, founded by Hugh
de Balsham, A. I). 1257. The students lived in hostles, “ under
the rule of a principal, at their own proper charges.” Of these
hostles, that of St. Nicholas stood over against Christ’s College,
and its students were, as Fuller says, “as eminent for hard
studying as infamous for their brawlings by night,” It was
appropriated to law students.

t ~
•

— 1 .

or a longer pointed shoe than ordinary, showed the wearer’s

impatience of restraint, and wish to be of the world as well as in

it. At the moment which our sketch attempts to describe the
hall sounded with the noise of loud and almost angry voices,

though a ringing laugh that rose, ever and anon, clear above t

the other confused sounds, showed that their converse was not
so fierce as a stranger would have guessed. You might have
stood some minutes in the midst of the strange scene, ere a
word of what was passing had been audible, after a while you
might have heard a deep harsh voice, with a most unclerical

oath to back its assertion, exclaim:—
“By the rood, Hugh de Thornham, an’ that rascally Northern

had put so scurvy a trick upon me, I would have showed him a
Southern dagger—ay, and mayhap given him an inch or so in

the weasand.”
And as the speaker, a burly black- haired youth of some nine-

teen years, said this, he laid his hand significantly on a dark-
hafted dagger that hung half concealed in the folds of his fur-
red tunic, and gave vent to a short and sullen “ Humph!”
The action seemed to amuse a smooth-cheeked merry-eyed
stripling, who sat nearly opposite, as he replied with a light

1 laugh:

—

“ And what is this trick that would have given food to
thy ready whittle, there, Will Wethrinsett? Has Joan of the
Dolphin set a Northern purse above Southern promise? Or
hath this Hugh Thornham, who sits yonder, as sullen as our
manciple when oats are rising, been thrown a fair Northern
backfall in the schools by that same John of Dalton, who gave
him and thee so shrewd a turn last Lent-tide? Out with it

man; and never gnaw the good buck-horn so fiercely, nor pull

the belt-band round, as if there were a hilt to answer thy hand.
What hath Hugh de Thornham, that he may not grin and bear
it, as both he and thee have done ere now, and never slept a
wink the less?”

“ Hark’ye, Master Walter Wodeford, thy beardless cheek
shall scarce save thee a buffet, if thou chafe me to it; and for

Hugh de Thornham, let him tell his own tale. If ye stand not
by him and me in this matter, then are ye neither sworn rojr ~

sters of St. Nicholas, nor true Southerns,”
“ Let him speak;”—“Let him tell it,” roared a score of

voices, from the gruff bass of growing manhood, to the childish

treble of sixteen; “ we’ll see him righted!” “The dues of St.

Nicholas, and down with the false Northerns!”
The rising of Hugh de Thornham soon checked the outcry.

He was a young' man somewhat older than the first speaker,
with a bold eye and marked features, thrown out by the masses
of black hair that fell on each side of his Norman face. His
dress was ambitious;—his chausses* and tunic were of costly

cloth of Baldekins ( as it was called from Baldeck, where it was
manufactured), and the latter was richly scalloped both in

front and sleeve. As he rose, he dropped his bonnet, and
springing on the table before him, said with great vehe-
mence :

—

“Have we rights, my masters? Are we frocked Carmelites
of Newnliam, or shaveling scholars of St. Augustine’s? Or are
we the merry men of St. Nicholas, who never turned their back
on a wench, nor face|from a friend ?—who hold the schools by day
with our wits, and the streets by night with our weapons?—
who love short fasts and frequent feastings—eat no salt fish,

save to give us a relish for our wine; and keep no Lent while
beef is to be had for the buying? Are we these roy sters?”

“ Even so, De Thornham

—

We will stand by thee.” “To thy
tale, ” roared a score of his hearers, getting excited by this pre-

lude and by the delay.
“ Then harken, trusty /reres, and say if we must be put upon

longer, by certain that ye wot of. Who here knows not pretty
Maude of the Rose?”
The looks and smiles, and winks that passed from one to

another, in the throng, showed how the name worked upon them.
The speaker continued,—“Who here knows not that I and John
Le Cryur, and you Robert of Frassenden, and you Roger Parle-
bone, and you Thomas de Lon he continued, pointing

* Chausses.— Tight hose, worn universally at this time, and
comprising in one, breeches and stockings.
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apidly to the youths he named, “ love her one aud all, and will advancing along the low, broad passage which led to-

win and wear her, the best man of us, stout hand and heart aid-
1
wards the hall, peeped cautiously through the half open

ing, and our Ladye’s grace? This noon, my masters, I went to
j

portal. The students were, at this moment, priming themselves
to the Rose, as is my wont, formy morning draught of moral*— for their evening’s work, with frequent potations of ale, wine,
when who should be my drawer, for the nonce, but the pretty

Maude. I spoke to the maiden of her fair face and my strong

love. She pouted, forsooth, and flouted; flung her pretty head
high, and would nought with the mad-cap Hugh of Thornliam
—I had my morning draught seething in my brain, and my
own hot head to boot, and what would ye have on’t? I seized

the saucy minion, and despite her screams, would soon have
taught her the strain of a true Kentish love-hug;—whenlo!
you, who should be passing, but my John of Dalton. The
young cockeril must through the open casement to the girl’s

rescue. He lent me an ugly buffet which went nigh to overset

me, (and faith my cheek tinkles yet")—snatched the girl from
my arms—bore her to her chamber, ’ere I could say nay; and

and rich pigments; and just as the poor old “ Magister,” as-
sumed his post of vintage, struck up, in deafening chorus, that
most jovial of all cloister chants, “ Waiter de Mapes’ chanson a
hoirc—

”

“ Mihi est propositum in taberna mori
Yinum sit appositum morientis ori, &c.”

The spirit with which this was pealed out, struck a chill to
the heart of the reverend and water-drinking Geislebert (for
so he was named), and he shrunk back trembling to his quiet
study, determined not to strive against the mad current.
God forgive them for mad springalds!” was his mild prayer,

as he turned again to his decretals, and in their red-margined
when I would have done me right with my dagger, sneeringly and illuminated pages soon forgot the whole scene,

bade me back to my disorderly kennel; he held no words with In the meantime the wild rout in the hall were arming and
such as I. He paid it with his life where lie stood; but some- equipping themselves for the affray. Almost all wore daggers
how, his words held my hand, and I let him go his way scathe- —some noiv appeared furnished besides with swords and small
less as he came. Shame on my craven heart for it! But say, bucklers; and many bore heavy piked staves, which for a
my brethren, shall we bide such insults tamely? Have ye not mche looked very like mischief.* Hugh de Thornham himself,
all a part with me against these scurvy Northerns? Ye have
all quarrel to take up,—have ye not?”

“ Walter of Thirsk shall pay for the laming of my jennet,”

said one; “ My boots shall not be bespattered for nought,” said

another. “ Did not Humphry de Bonne kiss Cicely March-
paine, and laugh at me on Lammas Day last?” muttered a third.

“ Ay, and called us soft-pated Southerns all, at supper .in St.

Botolph’s; and said that ne’er a one of us had wit to see through
the cozening tricks of our manciple,”f sung out some six at

under his tunic wore a light hauberk of chain mail, and
looked, as he marshalled his tooop, like one who beseemed the
mail coat better than the gown. Amidst this general bustle,

there was one present who seemed in no way to share in the ala-

crity and fierceness of his companions. This was the same fair-

liaired, light eyed stripling, who at first taunted Wethringsett,
and who now sat, inactively in his original place, unbonnetted,
and unarmed. His apathy drew upon him the attention of
those next him; and not a few gibes and jeers, from these, he

once. In short, the train was fired; Hugh de Thornham had done passed over without seeming to hear, or if hearing, evidently
his work, and after surveying the kindling passions from the
height of the table for a few moments, jumped down, and moving
rapidly among the fiery groups, aided Wethringsett, who had
been foremost in seconding his friend’s speech, to organize a
plan of vengeance on the unsuspicious Northerns.

It may be reasonably asked by the reader of this tale, espe-

cially if he be a member ef either of our universities—What

careless of them.
At length Thornham strode up to him, and pressing his hand

heavily on his shoulder, said sharply, “ This quarrel likes thee
not, Walter de Wodeford? Is it the dash of Northern blood
in thy veins that holds thee, or hast thou thought of the wench,
and wilt not bestir thyself for my spoilt suit?”

“I like not thee, nor Miy quarrel,” said the boy, almost

foe

As be
shoulder,

Sneers

was become of the master and fellows, and tutors, while all this
I

fiercely, “and will not budge a step in it—nor wert
row was going on in hall? Alas! fellows and tutors there
were none in such hostles as that in which this scene took
place; and for master, it is true there was a very old, and
very jlearned Doctor of Canon Law, who was called at St.

Nicholas, “ Magister;”—but if ever there was a title granted in

courtesy, this had been so bestowed. He possessed no power
|

students;
over his wild charge : nay, his only hope of peace and privacy,
depended on his never attempting to put any check or bridle

on their lawless spirits. Volumes of unholy rhymed Latin can-
ticles, of which wine and women were the everlasting burden,
had been often substituted, under his very nose, for his be-
loved and revered decretals, and canons, and commentaries;
spurs had been planted in the leather of his reading chair; the

thou
thanwise to urge me, lest, perchance, thou find me more

friend.”

said this, he shook off the hand that lay on his

and rising, withdrew from the hall,

and taunts greeted him as he passed through the
but he made no reply other than a look of unequi-

* Students carrying arms.—The great number of students who
about this time thronged the universities, and their freedom
from any collegiate discipline, gave rise to extraordinary
scenes. Many of those who came to the universities, Anthony
a Wood declares to have been “ mere varlets. who pretended
to be scholars:” he charges them with being habitually guilty

legs of his desk had been sawed half through, so that the weight I of thieving and other enormities, and says, “ they lived under
of a heavier volume than usual, brought desk and book toge- no discipline, neither had any tutors but only for fashion’s
ther to the ground, to the sore detriment of gilded brass, and sake; would sometimes thrust themselves into the schools at
painted cover. Accordingly a louder clamour than usual was
the signal for him to bar his chamber door, and burrow still

deeper in the “Decretum” of Gratian, the “ Lectures of Ir-

nerius,” or any other tome that might then be before him, and
so endeavour to remain deaf to all he heard, and blind to all

he saw

—

“ Oblitusque suorum, obliviscendus ct illis.”

On the present occasion, however, so terrific was the hubbub

ordinary lectures, and when they went to perform any mis-

chiefs, then would they be accounted scholars, that so they
might free themselves from the jurisdiction of the burghers .’ 1

Fuller bears similar testimony; and even so late as the reign

of Henry VIII., we have recorded in a MS. of Corpus Christi

College, a scene which proves that arms were still commonly
carried. “ Mr. Bambryk sayd at dinner the same daye, or

apone the Mundaye or Tuysdaye, or at the lest wayes this

weeke last past— ‘ I love Mr. Conerforth better than any re-
that followed the conclusion of Hugh de Thornham’s speech, I gent in this town for his doinges, and yf ye had given D. Glyn
that even his steeled sense was painfully smitten by it.

ventured accordingly to open the door of his little cell,

He a blow or a tow he had servyd him well’ ‘ Yf it had come to

and
| that poynt,’ says Sandes then being present, ‘We had shearpyd
our daggers, and every man had markyd where he wold be,

and for my parte T wold have bene in D. Harvie,’ or like

communication.” Caius says of Dr. Cray fordo (Vice Chan-
cellor in 1535), that he was “as good a gladiator as Vice

* Moral
,
a rich spiced drink, resembling hippocras.

t The manciple comprehended in his own person the offices

of bursar, steward, and purveyor, he was a very important
character in his college, and Chaucer makes frequent mention

j

Chancellor, for that he cut off one man’s hand, and threw
Qjf hi.HK nnAflmn main fnrnfl r*nf nf flio 1 Tmicn **

another by main force out of the Regent House.’
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Tocal scorn at the speakers. Wefchringsett roared after him,
“ Let him go for a white livered, bastard-bred cur, that knows
no nurture, and turn3 on those of his own kennel. A murrain

on all such sneaking knayes. Heed not him, but to our pur-

pose. Thou, Bartholomew Matelast with thy roaring boys,

along Preacher’s Street* to the market-place, and rouse the

lads of Paul’s. f Then on by the High Warde, and scour the

knaves from Gerard’s Hostle.J Heed not gates nor gatewards.

Any ye find in the streets, knock them about the mazzard.

Spare not your staves. I and De Thornliam with the rest will

to St. Botolph’s, and teach the unlettered rogues what it is to

flout at Southerns. An’ we look not in at the Rose, on our

way, mine host’s doors must be of stouter oak than e'er grew in

Bernewall wood. And let pretty Maude look to her bolts, or her

fair face may scarce save her from a brushing of beards. Master
John of Dalton lies at Oving’s.§ If our cry rouse him not from
his books, he is a craven and no true man. If he do cross us.

as he scarce may avoid, Heaven save him, an’ Hugh de Thorn-
ham get within striking distance. Said, I well, my masters,

said I well?”

Shouts of approval and eagerness followed the address, and
his orders were obeyed by Matelast and his party, who left

the hall together. It had not been noted, so absorbed were
the listeners in Wethrinsett’s speech, that Walter de Wodeford
had returned to the hall, but not as before, apathetic and un-
armed. His eye flashed as he heard Wethringsett exult in

the prospect of hi3 visit to the Rose, and his whole bearing was
changed. He looked no longer the stripling of seventeen, but
armed as he now was, with short sword and round buckler,

seemed an opponent, a cautious man would not have lightly

encountered. Ere De Thornham’s band left the hostle, he rose

to depart, but his departure was not to be so easy. Some six

or eight who sat between him and the door, rose, and formed
themselves so as to bar his further progress. His demand for

free passage was met by a scornful refusal, and even daggers
were drawn to stop him. The scuffle attracted the attention of

the leaders, who cried out by no means to let him forth. In an
instant, however, De Wodeford, by an exertion of unexpected
strength, lifted a clumsy stool, which stood by him, and sent

it flying in the direction of the door. Those who were not laid

prostrate by this unpleasant visiter, retreated from before it,

and formed a lane, through which Da Wodeford had passed
before any further stay could be offered him. On leaving the
hostle, he turned rapidly to the right, and rushing down’ Dow-
diver’s-lane and through Fare^yard,!! took his road,with all

his speed, to the market-place. Two or three students whom
he met in his way, he bade, hurriedly, betake them to their

hostles, as mischief was afoot. He had reached the mar-
ket place, when he stopped, and suddenly inquired of him-
self whither his present hurried flight tended, and what
he had first to do? His original intention had been, to

put the Northerns of Oving’s and Borden’s^ hostles, and par-

ticularly John de Dalton, on their guard; but the allusion

made by Wethringsett to the Rose and its pretty inmate, (and
Wodeford felt a flush as he thought of her) made him re-con-

sider his plan. Should not old Stephen Hepworth, her father,

be put on his guard, both for his own sake and his daughter’s?

As Wodeford contemplated the possible consequences of the

violence of Wethringsett and De Thornliam, lie shuddered,
and half unsheathed his sword. In a moment, however, he
determined to proceed straightway to the Rose, and alarm the
inmates, that, if the house was strong enough to defy the
riotous attack, all precautions for this, might be taken

; and if

not, that Maude and her father might at least be removed to

a place of safety.

* Preacher’s Street ran from Christ’s College to Emmanuel.

f Rt. Paul’s to the north of .St. Michael’s church.

% Gerard’s near the river, on part of the present site of

Trinity College.

§ 0 ring’s Hostle lay between Caius and Trinity Colleges.

||
Dowdiver’s-laue and Pare-yard now Emmanuel Street

nd the Pig Market : —This explanation will make the topo-
graphy of the tale intelligible to Cantabs.

Borden’s in the neighbourhood of St, Paul’s. *

The Rose stood between the churehes of St. Mary’s and St.

Michael’s, and was a long low building, with heavy stone porch,

and a few small unglazed windows towards the street. These
with their close shafts would not allow of ingress to a man; and
if the door were but stout enough, nothing was to be feared.

As Wodeford rapidly turned these thoughts over in his mind, he
had reached the spot where Hobson’s conduitnow stands, when he
suddenly heard the loud and rapidly approaching cries of those

from whom he had separated himself. They had .
evidently

divided into two or three bodies, one of which he thought was
in his rear, and the other seemed from the cries of “a Southern,”
“ a pe Thornliam,” and the counter shouts of “a Northern!”
e: a Northern!” “Down with the bullies of St. Nicholas!”
to be already engaged in the High Warde (which answered to

the present Trumpington-street). These sounds quickened his

pace, and he was running along Market Warde, when sud-
denly turning a corner, he jostled against a woman who was
walking hurriedly in a direction opposite to his own. Mut-
tering an excuse, he was proceeding, when a voice familiar to

him, said breathlessly

“Oh! Master Wodeford, the Virgin be praised that hath
brought thee this way! Give me thy protection to my fa-

ther’s.”

“Maude!” exclaimed the young man, “ In Heaven’s name,
what makest thou here at this hour and alone, with a mad
and drunken rabble within a stone’s throw of thee, and about
thy father’s dwelling?”

“ Oh! ask not, think not of that; 1 will tell thee all, but
save me and him. What would these men you speak of, with
my poor father?’'

“ No good, fair Maude, I fear
; but his danger is nought to

thine. He hath stout doors and a stout heart, I doubt not, to

hold them; and no fair face to turn men to beasts. Thou
hast a woman’s feebleness, and an angel’s beauty, and thy
safety must first be looked to. Hark! even now, the rout

cometh hitherwards. Hast any friend’s house hereabouts,

whither I may convey thee, till they are past?”
|“ Oh! yes,” replied Maude, instantly, “close by

;
but yet

—

no—it must not be
—

’twere unmaidenly.” The last jvords

were spoken so low as to be almost unheard by her companion,
who, however, could not but remark her sudden confusion.

A short sharp struggle seemed to take place in his mind. It

passed, and he said to the shrinking trembling girl who
crouched close and more closely to his side, as the din grew
more audible

—

“Maude, thou hast kept tryst to-niglit, with John of Dal-

ton ?”

“ I have, I have, our Ladye pardon me !” replied Maude,
and seemed ready to faint at his feet.

“ ’Tis well. The rout is between us and thy father's house.

That way we mav not hope to escape. To our left lies

Oving’s house. There, with thy lover, thou mayest find har-

bour, and pray Heaven he be the man I hold him !—so wilt

thou have no wrong under hi* roof. Art thou prepared to

take shelter in his arms ?”

“Oh ! yes, yes,” she murmured almost inaudibly. Walter
heeded no more. Hastily drawing his sword with one
hand, with the other he clasped the thin waist of the girl,

though his buckler was then hanging useless at his back, and
with all the speed he could command, started with his preci-

ous burden in the direction of Oving’s hostle. Meanwhile,
the foremost rioters were within a few yards of him, and
seeing a male figure with a female in his arms, rushed with a

wild yell upon him. Unencumbered and maddened as they

were, he was no match for them in speed ;
and he had to

maintain as well as he could a running fight, in which he re-

ceived more than one wound. Happily for him Maude was
senseless, and so was a passive burden. Thus at swordstroke

with his pursuers, vrho momentarily thickened, he contrived

to make his way to the gate of Oving’s hostle, where rapidly

moving lights and clamour within showed that its inmates

were aroused.

“ Open, gateward, open!” he shouted, hastily placing the

unconscious girl on one of the side seats, under the low and

narrow Saxon porch, and striking stout blows at the pur*
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suers from its entrance. “ Open, in the fiend’s name, or here
will be murder done/’ Finding this adjuration did not pro-

duce any effect, asJ^^ed few nights passed, in which similar

appeals were not mrae to the porter, he continued, “Open,
an’ thou would,st not have upon thy conscience something
worse than murder—foul wrong to a young maiden. She
lies on the south seat of the porch. Take her in, while I

keep the place. Open, and quickly, for I am well nigh
spent.”
The porter, who with some difficulty gathered the above

speech from amid the clashing of sword-blades and the oaths
and cries of the assailants, happened to be a father of daugh-
ters, and felt pity for one like them in such a strait. He ac-
cordingly quietly unbarred the gate, and snatched the maiden
into the building. "Walter marked his time, and at the same
moment dealing his nearest opponent a thundering blow,
which broke down his guard and stretched him without sense
on the pavement, sprang back, and ere the rest could make
their way over their fallen comrade, was in the hostle, and
had drawn the strong bar across the gate. The moment he
had done so, he fell fainting from fatigue and loss of blood.
The noise of the affray had drawn to the entrance some of
the .students, already roused and armed for the contest,
should they be called upon to join in it. They gathered
around the bodies (for Maude lay near her protector), and
calling for a torch, proceeded to examine them. The mo-
ment they had removed her hood aiiu t-ioip1 ® from the head
of the female, they all recognised the pretty Maided the
Rose, and one of the group despatched another.
“ Bid John de Dalton hither. I marvel much if he crack

not some^cro wns to-night for this; for, truly, he loves t,'

maiden, and will avenge bitterly evil done to her.”
“And who may the youth be ?” asked the porter. “ Truly

ha struck welland lustily, and hath had sharp work to escape
hither with his life. He bleeds sorely.”
The torch was brought close to him, and more than one

exclaimed, 4 It is Walter de Wodeford. If these be the men
of St. Nicholas that are astir to-night, as they are like to be,

he hath been at buffets with his own brotherhood, and hath
been hardly dealt by. But here comes John of Dalton

;
what

will he say to this ugly gear ?”

“Way there, my masters, way!” exclaimed a tall and
strongly-built young man, of expressive but rugged features
and plain attire, unarmed, save with the customary dagger,
and dressed in a lorfg robe, faced with fur, as he put aside the
thickening crowd round the bodies with wild haste. “ Let
me see this b.'oody work, and woe to.them that have wrought
if!”

Anguish and rage seemed almost to master his strong frame
as he knelt beside the pale and inanimate form of his be-
loved. He raised the body in his arms, and caressed it fondly
till he felt life returning under his embraces. Maude opened
her eyes, and then, scarce recognising lover, shud-
dered, and clasped hhc <Josdty, as if trusting to him for pro-
tection. He sprang up, saying, as he looked on those around
him, “ My masters, I will bestow this maiden in my cham-
ber. Ye are good and true friends of mine, and know how I

love her with a deep and pure love. So take heed that ye
mock not lier £>r me for this.’ With these words he strode
away, tenderly bearing Maude in.his arms, and gazing on her
pale face as if for him tin re was nothing else in the world.
“ Thou wilt he roughly lodged, my sweet one ! but at least
thou wilt be safe, and bucklered with a true heart,” he mut-
tered fondly, as he made his way up the stone staircase,
which led to his cell. This was a low and narrow room, with
naked walls, and furnished but with a high, rude chair and
table, and an uncurtained pallet. The only things at all

remarkable were (as Chaucer sings),

“ At his beadcs head
A twenty bokes, clothed in black and red,
Of Aristotle and his philosophy,

* More prized than robes rich, or fiddle or saultry.”

! rently by her side, watched by her till her returning sense
might enable her to distinguish where she was. When she
did this, her first act was to open her arms to her lover,

and casting herself upon his breast to weep glad tears. Then,
recovering, she told him, confusedly, what she remembered
of the fray, and how she had been saved by Walter de
Wodeford.
“ Go and look to him,” she said at last, “ for when I lost my

senses, he was sore bestead. He hath been to me even what
thou wouldst have been, dearest ! and hath put his own life to
hazard for mine ;—so, prythee, look to him, that no ill befal
him which thy ’tendance may prevent. I will sleep the while,

for I feel weary and out worn. But, oh !

—

” she exclaimed,
starting up, “my poor kind father ! He knows not where I

am, nor with whom
;
and will know' no peace till he sees

,

or

hears of me ;—oh! thoughtless that I was, and selfish, to take
heed of him, but after thee !” and angry with herself, the poo
girl wept bitterly. Her lover promised to have her father

apprised of her situation, and as he left the apartment to

see after Walter, said to her

—

“ Sleep safely as in thine own chamber. Bar the door on
the inside, and open not save to me. I will be back anon.”
He left the cell, and Maude soon slept a profound and cab

sleep.

In the meantime, Walter had been removed to the nearest,

chamber, and one of the students, who had, many of them,
good skill in leechcraft, bound up his wounds. When John
of Dalton entered the apartment, he stretched out his and
to him, 5uid said feebly

—

“I too loved her, and ioy to Imve shed blood, had it b<_
heart’s blood, for her sake. But she luvw an(j
shown a noble confidence in thee. Do thou deserve’

deserve her. If thou go forth to-night, beware of Hugh j

Thornham and Will Wethringsett. They have a hot feu

with thee, and will not spare thee if you meet.”
“Who was it,” asked the other, “that did assail the

when thou savedst the maiden ? Tell me, that I may go an

hew off the hand that would have touched her for disln

nour.”
“ It was one of them or their baud, I saw not clearly in t'

twilight. Beware them both, and God speed thee!”

The wounded man then turned away from the light, r
'

Dalton, unwilling to press him with further questions,

him. As he passed into the court of the hostle, he found
a body of their old enemies of St. Nicholas was still b.

the gate. The air rang with cries of “ A Sou . hern!”

Southern!” “ Down with the Northern lechers, that carr

maidens and bestow them in their chambers!”
“ Come forth, an’ ye dare, ye cravens, and avouch with 3 .

hands the wrong ye have done us in word and deed!”
The Northern blood was up,, and they only required '

the arrival in the court of John of Dalton supplied the

leader, to hurst forth upon their -noisy and nurap’;^ ^

saries. Accordingly he had scarce set foot among
he was greeted by cries of “ Lead us, John of Dalton, tin

may force the foul words of these braggarts down their th

with our dagger-hafts.” They found him nowise loath,

was burning with rage at the outrage that hud been ofl

to Maude, and cryiug out, “ Forth, men from beyond T
and show them what slender barriers Southern blade
against Northern staves. Give them good oak for their

and let me deal with their leader.” So saying, lie bade
throw open the gate, and ere the band outside expecte
attack, John of Dalton and his stout Northern hearts
upon them like a torrent, and had driven them a stobo’s

up the street ere they recovered their footing and then
When they did, the contest was stubborn and bloody,
air rang with the clatter ot staves and swords, and the,

of the combatants. No officers either of the city or in
sity dared to interfere, and as the contest grew hotter,

hall and hostle poured forth its opposed hands to swe*
numbers ot tfie combatants. John of Dalton ranged tl

the fight, furiously’ striking to earth with his long oa
every one that opposed him, seeking for the leader oft’V 1 I / ^ w v- *

On t his lew bed he iai ,: his burden, and sitting down reve- of S . Ni< it o! as was Hugh de Thornham who had
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weight of Walter's arm] before the gate of Oving’s, and he
was hors de combht. Rut Will Wetheringsett was still the
foremost, and every blow he struck was backed by his cry of,

f

“A Southern! a Southern! and nought to these scurvy
men of the North, but bloody coxcombs.” At last John de
Dalton made his way to the spot where Will was dealing lus-
tily about him sword in hand. The first warning he received
of the approach of his old opponent was the cry raised by
those immediately behind him, as with tremendous sweep of
his staff, John cleared his way through the press. Will
turned, and manfully raising his cry, rushed on Dalton,
who for a time had enough to do to guard his head. Soon,
however, Will Wethringsett, worn out with the riot of the
night, began to raise his blows less thickly, and then Dalton
•sed^his staff with such address and vigour, that Will’s
rnckler, and his head under it, wrere broken across. His fall

aused a momentary panic among his adherents, but the
rrival at the moment of a strong reinforcement from Ge-
ird’s hostle, with the body under Matelast, restored their
mrage, and the fight promised to be of no speedy termina-

' n. Already more than a dozen men were stretched, dead,
v senseless, on the pavement, when a sudden check was
tven to the affair, by the arrival of an armed and mounted
night, with a strong body of men at arms, and cross bow-
ou, who, riding authoritatively up, stopped his foam-flecked

var-horse in the very thickest of the melee
,
and in a com-

nanding voice cried out to the combatants, ‘ l IIoav now, my
tasters 1 Are wo in a peaceful town, or hath storm and sack

t all into your hands, that you frighten honest burgesses
h your mad cries and naked weapons? Ry St. Hgidius,
t

t

je ans^p’* this dearly Ho! nuaduiph, clap me a horse
• the arms of that lusty youth, who was doing

1

,

harock with the oaken pole as we came up e’enow, and
ck me up these wights with the bloody coxcombs, who lie
rewed here like sheep in shambles. Surround me the rest,

\
1 Jour bowmen, Roger Rikkerdike, and march them off

1 ic castle, by HeaveD, they shall ruo this brawl!”
thanks to the noble De Argentine, true friend to loyal
.esses, exclaimed the frightened citizens, who had, in
scores followed him to the spot, with a motley array of

Tons, some with mauls, others with bills, and most with
‘ anelaqe, or broad short dagger of the time.

ns interference of Sir Egidius de Argentine (the custos
.s ot the county), was owing to the father of Maude, who,
cernng news of his daughter, and the danger fromT sne liad escaped, had ridden at breakneck speed to
e Heath, where the knight had his mansion, and implored
o come and save the good town and honest burgesses of

ibriuge from fire and sword. His arrival, we have seen,
timely. 7

\ce arrived at the castle, investigation was made, and it
: evident that John of Dalton and his friends had not
aggressors, they were released with admonition. The

1

.

JoiiMaude and her lover we will not attempt to des-
nor how botli tended on the generous Walter deWo de-

tiil his recovery.
gh .de rhornham and Will Wethringsett lay a few
ns m the castle, with some of the foremost rioters,
e, m a court of Oyer and Terminer, they were con-
ied

» though at last a royal letter arriving, they were par-
ti

; and for the future were more cautious whom they
1 m their cups : and thus ended a Cambridge Row, in

LIOT A:

A TALE FROM TIIE SAXON.

xinated Magazine.
Cantab.

.RED HERRINGS. (

OLTUER went into a shop at Brighton to purchase some
r article, and observing some red herrings lying on the I

Av ^iat they were. To which the shopkeeper re-
Soldiers, my friend !’ J u Are they so?” rejoined the son

* then 1 11 take them as dcscrtcis,” and walked off with
3tn r." to the great amusement of the bvstanders, and'
of the withj tradtsman.

( Continued.')

On the crest of a hill, whose sides were well clothed with
lofty firs and pines, stood the towering Siwarsburg. The
princely residence was constructed, after the ancient Teutonic
fashion, out of blocks of oak, united together with clay, and
coated with a shining white colour, that rendered it a conspi-

i

cuous object. Its roof was formed of reeds and oziers, so strongly
united as to bid defiance to cloudy skies and fierce tempests.

|

Massive steps of hewn stone conducted to the wide portal,
whose pillars were grimly adorned with the skulls of various
animals, and around whose sharply- pointed arch lmng the
spoil of many a hard-fought battle—helmets, axes, swords, and
shields— all trophies of its owner’s victories. Immediately be-

i

fore the building, on a level of the hill, was a court, having in
its centre an ancient oak, whose branches had long shaded the
seers and councillors of the land as they sat beneath it, on the
low stone seats encircling its ample trunk. A triple palisading
of stake work, with intervals between each range, surrounded

,

the court, which was farther protected by a rude outer wall of

,

stone. Three timber gates, strongly secured with iron, formed
the passage through these lines of defence, while a deep fosse,

encircling the outer enplo c'”r?, added still more to the security

|

of the t)1p«'c.

imiie Siwar sat in the great hall of his castle, carousing with
his vassals and friends, at the evening board. Deep ponderous
dishes were arranged along the extended oak table; an im-
mense joint of noble venison smoked at the upper end, and the
strong barley liquor foamed in the silver-dipped drinking-
horns, animated the spirits of the guests, and excited them to
joyous converse. The aged duke sat on a raised seat, opposite
to the entrance of the hall; behind him hung his arms, now
covered with rust; and on one side of the apartment, against
the wall, stood a white stone, serving as a sacred altar, and
supporting an image of the household deity of the family—a
large eagle. On either side of this hall, and open to it, were
two lesser ones; one appropriated to the menials, the other to
the retainers ana dependants of the duke.

“ Methinks, friends, our cheer is somewhat dull of late, since
the ashes of our good Diotwina have been enclosed in their
urn,” observed the aged master of the banquet. “ My sons go
forth to the field or to the chase: they are young eagles who
find their nest too straight for them—bold spirits, in whom
leutonia will find heroes well trained to her defence

;
but I,

their parent-bird, must sit, perforce, at home. Mine is now a
woman’s office—to command maidens and varlets: yet do they
scarcely heed me, nor do they obey me half so promptly as they
do the mild Dagur.”

‘‘ ^>ut 1° fke health of Dagur!” exclaimed Wernekind in a
tone that bespoke his attachment him will our people
find a friend and a father.” tf'

lo the health also of Cattwald!” vociferated Schwerting,
“ long live Cat twald ! the terror of our enemies, and the bulwark
of Ostphalia.”

.

“
-k'H us drink to those too,” added the duke, “ whose abode

is now in Y alhalla’s paradis^. May the drink of the gods be
as delicious to them as is the generous mead to us.” All an-
swered him with a shout of approbation; and Siwar continued,
after a pause:—“ Our horses have scarcely snorted to-day, or
bitten their mangers. This betokens, as you well know, some
new and important event. Yesterday too, the twin oak within
the sacred grove was splintered by Thor’s ’ightning. Never-
theless, although the stem is rived in twain, the branches re-
tain their vigour. The priest conjectures that this announces
the marriage of my sons; and that, instead of one family, there
will be two.”

“ doubtless,” said Schwerting, “ Cattwald will return well
laocn with booty, and with a green wreath twined round his
helmet; and with him some noble dame, the daughter of a
foreign chief.” A violent knocking was now heard at the
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outer gate of the court, and he continued, with a voice of ex-

ultation, “ that is he; hear you not how the warder salutes

him—how the varlets in the court-yard shout to him as he
passes?”

But the imagination of the rough soldier had deceived him

;

for instead of his favourite, he perceived Dagur enter the hall,

and advance, with outstretched arms, towards his father.

“Welcome, my young hunter,” cried the duke, “you see the

head of the buffalo, that you sent hither this morning, is al-

ready added to your former trophies.”
“ Talk not of such trifles, now, my father,” returned the

youth, “ I have somewhat more pressing and more important,

to communicate.”
“What then?” inquired Siwar, setting down his horn on the

table.

“ Without are two strangers, who demand your hospitality

—houseless fugitives, whom a deed of outrage such as the
North only could produce, and such as Saxony abhors, has re-

duced to this sad condition.”
“ Are they free Saxons, and not rebellious subjects?”
“Yes, free Saxons, and their bearing and appearance be-

speak them to be persons of condition.”
“ Wernekind,” said the duke, “go, break a green branch

from the sacred oak : take also bread and salt, and bear them
to the strangers.”

Dagur embraced his venerable parent with rapture, while
the warrior departed to perform with due solemnity his lord’s

behests. After a short pause, Wernekind returned, introduc-

ing the aged stranger and the youthful Elgin. Entering with

a dignified step, the noble fugitive advanced to the upper

end of the hall. He then touched the extended wings of the

eagle, and cast the salt and bread, which had been presented

to him as an offering, into the sacred vessel that stood on the

altar.

“ Hail, Siwar, Duke of Ostphalia,” exclaimed he, in a solemn

voice, “I salute thee in the halls of thy fathers. Lo! I offer

to the sacred idol of thy family the first gift of thy hospitality,

and he does not reject them; so is my person now secure be-

neath thy roof, my foot safe within thy threshold.”
“ My cup shall be thy cup, and my chamber shall be thy

chamber,” returned the duke with equal dignity, at the same
time tendering him his right hand

;
but on the stranger’s of-

fering him his left in return, he drew back with an expression

of displeasure.
“ It is even so,” 3aid the stranger, displaying the stump of

his other arm, “ I am unable to offer to you my sword-hand,

as is meet between warriors, having lost it in the first battle

against Charlemagne, whilst fighting by the side of Witte-'

kind.”
All listened in eager attention at these names.
“ Yes,” continued he, “ in the cause of Saxon freedom have I

been rendered thus helpless, and forced to protect ravself .be-

hind another’s shield, and ts avenge myself by another’s sword.
Listen, men of Ostphalia, to my wrongs, and shudder at the
deeds which disgrace the land of our ancestors. Have not our
priests pronounced a ban against him who attempts a parent’s
life? Are not the bones of the parricide accursed? Yes, they
are not permitted to rest in holy ground, but are buried by rude
menials deep in some morass, where, out of the impure grave
grows the traitor’s impious hand, shining by night with a blue

flame, that tortures the wretch, while it warns the traveller to

avoid the ill-fated spot. Listen, then, children of Teut, even
within our boundaries does such a miscreant exist, a monster
that thirsts after the blood from whence he sprung; and I

—even I, nourished the viper in my bosom, and cherished him
with the warmth of my heart.” At this speech, Dagur’s eyes
flashed with anger and thirst for revenge: horror was depicted
in the countenance of each guest: and the tears of the stranger
youth could no longer be restrained.

“
I am of noble birth,” continued the stranger, “ and my ter-

ritory lies not far distant from the east of your borders. My
possessions were extensive; my serfs were numerous, and my
fame celebrated far around: my offspring too, promised to

crown my air^ with happiness; but a blind partiality for au
t. Lad captured in my wars

against the Franks, has been the ruin of my house.—Rolf v

this raven son, who, nursed at Cunigunda’s traitorous brea
imbibed a deadly hatred against all that bore the Saxon nan
Equipped as gallantly as my other offspring, he earned his fir.

trophies under the banner of Wittekind, whose praises of hi.

valour tended still more to increase my misplaced affection to-

wards him. Ever did the false wretch plot some new mischief;
for his kiss was treachery; his fair-spoken words Were perfidy;
and his evil machinations were most active when I least sus-
pected him. Urged on, both by his own ambitious and cruel

1 temper, and by the counsels of his wily dam, he planned no less

I

than my destruction. His flattering promises soon gained my
chiefs over to his cause; and when my danger became manifest,
I found myself without followers or adherents—my elder s^n
disabled by recent wounds—my younger £ ’ll a child wE
Wittekind, the cnly one to whom I could look for succour, w;

absent on an expedition against the forces of Charlemagne.-s

Everything conspired for the traitor’s success: ’twas a night (

horrors—Thor’s thunder rolled in incessant peals upon the sum
mits of the mountains—the air was filled with meteoric flame0

and fiery shapes: all the elements of nature were in con'

tion; the storm howled around my dwelling, and drove i

from my couch. In the midst of this tumult of the hea
distinguished othej’ sounds—the clang of arms. The fat

increased; and scarcely had I grasped my sword to defen

self and younger boy against the approaching assailants,

Osmundar, my other son, rushed in, a gory spectacle, the

streaming from every limb. ‘ Away, father, if possible, c

pinion e of the winds!’ sauted he in his agony; ‘treacher
murder surround xlo . \*\8 leads on the fiends-
still reeking with the blood of thy youngest uoi~. -7^ -

his dagger seeks thine own heart. Oh ! thou hast trust

one unworthy of thy love.’ He sunk expiring to my feet

not a moment was to be lost; therefore, seizing my wea
and some ornaments of value from my couch, I escaped

this child through a postern door. The hinder door thr

which I passed was silent and deserted, for all had crowd

the scene of slaughter, save one aged groom, who fort1

brought me my saddled charger, and admitted me thro

secret gate that opened into the adjoining woods. /

lighted me on my dismal Avay with the gleaming flasher

heavens, while the darkness of his clouds shrouded me fi

foes. Thus protected, I gained your territory, noble

and arrived at the Druids’ Cave.”
“ Let us hasten to pursue the rebellious traitors, and

this deed of li— !” exclaimed at once the voices of all

bled.
“ May I trust you?” inquired the stranger. All

stretched out their hands in adjuration. “ ’Tis well,”

he, “ your fidelity I doubt not; yet let us not now depai

the custom of our ancestors. On the morrow I will dec.

vo.q my.name and race, as you sit in council beneath the :

tree; nor will you blush to attoru m2 Your succour
”

“And, father,” cried Dagur, rising from iiis seat, “be it

charge to conduct our arms on this occasion : none more n<

can present itself. Be it mine to avenge the wronged, or

in the pious cause; so shall I enter Valhalla gloriously.”

The duke gave an assenting nod of approbation, after whit

all re-seated themselves: and now the horns well-filled wit

mead, circled quickly round the board. In the meanwhile tlu

youthful stranger, addressing himself to Dagur in a low, im-

ploring voice, said, “ I entreat you, urge not }
rour request: seo.k

not inevitable destruction. The fury of Rolf is deadly, and
trained to arms under Wittekind himself, he is a combatant
few dare encounter.”

“And dost tlion, gentle youth, feel so much apprehension on

my account? The interest you take in my welfare serves but
to animate me in my cause; for I, too, already feel for your bro-

ther’s friendship.” Thus saying, lie pressed Elgin’s hand; but
in so doing, forced open anew a slight wound which the latter

had received from the bear. Eorthwitli he caught the coral

,

drops in his cup, and seizing, with joyful haste, a knife from

one of the dishes, wounded his own arm, then mingled hisblood

with that of the astonished Elgin.

“What! know you T' nnfrv’s custom—the 1. v
,
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binds warrior to warrior—friend to friend? They who
k their blood thus united, unite their destinies by an indis-

blebond. Whoever of tlie two dies first is voluntarily fox-

ed by the survivor to the land of shadows.”
' Then give me the cup. Yes, Dagur, willingly do I pledge

.iee—thine even in the grave!”
Brother,” exclaimed the prince, after he had drained the

mp, “ the compact is made. Both Woden an ! Thor have heard
our vow, and will punish him who breaks it.”

T lie day following that on which these events had taken
place, Ruro was seated in the deep grass, contemplating his

recent booty. “ A marvellous cunning workmanship,” ex-

claimed the knave—•“ and all too of pure metal. Yet how may
aboid dispose of .this treasure? If I offer the ware for sale, I

v h be accused yi plunder; perhaps punished—at least forced

Surrender it up quietly. No, I must bury it, until some
danger, or some merchant from Friesenland, travels hither:

soli generally have a well- furnished bag; and then I shall re-

edre a handful of metal pieces stamped with oxen, or with royal
a$ds, in exchange.”

hie the crafty Ruro was thus soliloquising, it seemed as if

was disposed to favour his schemes forthwith
;
for at the

ament he saw a horseman approaching, whose dress
him to be a stranger. Presently coming up, the stranger
offed him, “Ho! varlet, canst thou tell me whither lies

urg? for it cannot be far hence.”

\ an you want to find your way thither, you could not
ddressed yourself to a properer person, for, I belong to

tie, serving the duke, my master, in two noble capaoi-
firsfc, as his armourer; for,it cfijtv to Vo©p nis cross-

w-ber well greased, to secure them from
‘-secondly, I am governor over his flocks, which, like his
d vassals, are always ready to shed their blood and lay
their lives foi him.”
nave! this is no time for jesting. My mission is of im-
lce. Say, is Cattwald, surnamed the Sword of Death, be-
tas father’s roof?—my business is with him.”
that be the case, you need not haste so fast; for he is
the Northern seas, in chase of Hemmo Tiark and his
but will not tarry long, for his messengers have already
announce his return : rest, the: j fore, yourself and
fhile.”

-ranger was fain to follow this advice; and letting his
i on the luxuriant grass, he seated himself beside Ruro,
in the meanwhile, fetched him a bowl of milk. The
uld gladly have informed himself of the stranger’s
i>ut all big efforts at conversation were unavailing,

producing the chain, he offered to dispose of it

.

exclaimed the unknown, “ whence hast thou obtained
,^in? I know it well: the horses’ heads stamped on the
put it beyond all doubt. Duke Bruno has bppp. mur-
id tkyself, perhaps-rw-

• All the gods preserve me!” cried Ruro, alarmed both for
p.self and his treasure; “I am neither murderer nor robber,
it an honest Saxon; and as for the owner of this gaud, which,
tlie bye, he freely tendered to me for having rescued him
"a danger, in this very wood, he is even now, along with his

•i, in the Siwarsburg.”
“ his son? ITis daughter, you rather mean. His sons
re all slain.”

Ruro now related the occurrences of the preceding day, tak-"
:

.jg care, However, not to be too veracious as to certain points
i hat wuild hardly have redounded to his own credit. The in-
formation appeared not very pleasing to the stranger, who mut -

tered sullenly, “Then my errand must terminate here; for I
must now bear these tidings to one who little wots of what has
happened.”
“How ! will you not to the castle?”—“ No!—unless, indeed,

v u would engage to admit me there privately—to conduct me
to the duke’s couch when he is buried in sleep.”

” I understand you,” returned Ruro; “ but one does not care
to execute such, kind of offices for nothing but the risk of
them. Could I indeed be sure of your gratitude—but look!

yonder comes the very man you came to seek. See you not

that troop of horsemen, with their long lances, coming across

the plain ! The knight with burnished arms, on that noble

steed, is Cattwald himself: you may know him by the eagle on
his crest. But he has perceived us, and is advancing to ac-

cost us.”

In the next moment Cattwald was beside them; and address-

ing himself in a haughty tone to the cringing Ruro, he in-

quired, “Wherefore burn those war-fires on yon heights? Have
our enemies invaded our territories, because Cattwald was ab-

sent, and the timid boy Dagur unable to defend the eagle in his

nest?”

“Let my lord uncloud his brow,” returned Ruro: “ wardar^s
not to approach our borders: ’tis we, on the contrary, who pre-

pare to attack others. Fugitives are arrived at your father’s

castle, and solicit the sword of assistance from him. The elders

will anon sit in council; and those [beacon-fires are lighted to

summon the vassals around.”
“ ’Tis then as it should he; nor will Cattwald be an idle spec-

tator. I could not have arrived more opportunely.”

“Exult not too soon,” exclaimed the stranger, who now ad-

vanced from behind a tree, where he had hitherto stood un-

observed by the young warrior
;
“if you draw the sword in this

contest, it will be but to wound your own bosom. Rolf has

despatched me hither on a secret mission to yourself.”
“ Ifthen your message requires my -private ear, let us retire

for a while within! this wood. Now Storno, here are no lis-

tenp*'*’.” - j. am deputed by Rolf, who is now—thanks to his

good sword—become the leader of the Angarii, to greet you as
his brother in arms. He bids you remember your oath, and

.

the solemn compact sealed between you with your blood when
you fought together in Bohemia under Wittekind: together
did you drink the sacred cup, calling the Heavens to witness
that his death should be thy death, and that thy death should
be his .”

“ Well do I remember it; nor do I repent me of my oath, but
will keep it most religiously, as becomes a Teuton.”
“But do you not remember also,” continued Storno, “ how

at the same time you both expressed your eagerness for the
hour that should render, you independent chieftains, and
relieve you from parental sway ?

’

“ ’Twas the rashness of the moment: we were flushed witli

victory, and intoxicated with wine. I was perhaps the guiltier

of the two, in harbouring so foul a wish; for Siwar has ever
been to me a generous father.—But to what does this tend?
How does it concern your pi ; lent mission?”

“You shall hear:—Rolf had less cause to be satisfied

with his parent. Not that Bruno was not indulgent; but he
would still retain the sceptre of command, though lie had lost

the hand that should wield it. Besides, Rolf could not tamely
brook the insults he received both from his brothers and his fa„

ther’s vassais who ia'diitcd him base-born child. lie kneiv the
blood that flowed within his veins—the . /lour of his arm, and
vowed that liis sword should chastise this insolence. At this

time report came that Wittekind had fallen in the field, and
that Charlemagne had advanced to Hartisburg, where lie had
destroyed the image of the god Krodo, and slain his priests.

This was welcome intelligence to Rolf, who, by the death of

Wittekind, saw the principal obstacle to liis scheme removed;
while liis mother, an Italian by nation, knew several of the

leaders of the Franks, and hoped to gain over to tlieir views
even Charlemagne himself. His measures were already taken

;

and in one night he stormed the Brunsberg with a party of

faithful adherents, and his insolent brothers perished beneath
their swords; but the duke himself, and his daughter, the fair

Liota, most miraculously escaped.”
“ How ! and would the son have attempted his father’s life,

,

and that of Liota herself?” exclaimed Cattwald, intone of,

indignation.
“ Nay, not so, my lord: his object was merely to liberate

himself from tyrannic rule. His father would doubtless, have
been treated with all respect, and Liota too: but they took to

flight, and, as I have since learned from that hind with whom
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you have just been speaking, have sought refuge beneath your
father’s roof, who had already made their cause his own.”

“ And Liota, the bright star of Saxony, is with him?” inquired
the prince impatiently.

“Aye fair as the silver blossoms of the tree Yolragill—

•

But to my message: Rolf summons you to fulfil your compact
to aid him in the work in which he has engaged; and to share
with him the noble plains along the Weser and the Elbe.
Liota, too, the beauteous Liota, is the promised rewTard of 3

Tour
fidelity.”

When the messenger had ended, Cattwald seemed for a
time, deliberating amid conflicting passions: at length lie said:
“ Though thy horse may have been swift as Sleepner, the war-
steed of Woden, thou hast arrived too late. The fugitives
have already sat at my father's board. But the Fatal sisters
will not, therefore, rescind the oath that lias been sworn,
Rolf may depend on my fidelity; but I must deliberate how
best to act. Be thou, in the meantime, Ruro’s guest, and be-
neath his roof await my farther commands.”

(Zb be continued.')

THE DANCE OF REVENGE
; OR, THE MAGIC

MIRROR.
A TALE OF TIIE OLDEN CHRONICLES OF BRABANT.

( Concluded.)

Geoffry bestirred himself to reach Ardenne, embraced his
affectionate mother, and being weary with his journey, retired
betimes to rest, and his thoughts occupied with the Lady Isa-
bella, he soon fell fast asleep. His father appeared to him in
a dream, and with a cheerful countenance informed him that
he was delivered from purgatory; bestowed his blessing on his
dutiful son, and promised him success in his intended enterprise.
Early in the morning, Geoffiy equipped himself in complete
armour; took leave of his mother, and set off accompanied by
his esquires and attendants. He soon finished his journey, and
hearing at midnight, the tolling of the bell in the castle of the
fair Isabella, he alighted, put on his pilgrim’s habit over his

armour, and performed his devotions in the chapel. No sooner
did the vigilant pages perceive the pilgrim kneeling at the
altar, than they hastened into the vault to communicate the
welcome tidings to their mistress. 8he threw off her shroud,
and as soon as matins were over, and the priest and the
sacristan had retired from the chilling-cold church to their

comfortable beds, the lovely maiden went forth from the sepul-
chral vault, with a joyous heart. But when the virtuous
damsel found herself in the arms of a youthful knight who was
come to carry her away, fear and terror fell upon her, and she
said with a blushing cheek :

—

“ Consider what you are doing, young man, ask your heart
whether its intentions are pure, or dishonest; for know that if

you betray the confidence I repose in you, the vengeance of
Heaven will not fail to overtake you.”

“ I call the blessed Virgin to witness the purity of my inten-
tions,” modestly replied the knight, “ and may the curse of
Heaven light on me, if my soul harbours one guilty thought.”
Cheered by this declaration, the lady mounted her horse,

and Geoffry conducted her safely to Ardenne, where his mo-
ther received him in the most affectionate manner, and treated
her as tenderly as if she had been her own child. The soft

sympathetic feelings of love, were soon developed in the
hearts of the young knight and the fair Isabella; and it was
the ardent wish of his good mother and their whole house-
hold, to see the attachment of the noble pair sealed, the
sooner the better, by the holy sacrament of matrimony.
But Geoffry was not unmindful of his promise to avenge
his bride: amidst the preparations for his nuptials, he quitted
his residence and repaired to Brabant, to the castle of the
Countess Agatha, who was still occupied with the choice of a
second husband; but as she could no longer consult her mirror,
she found it impossible to make up her mind.
No sooner did Geoffry of Ardenne appear at her court,

than his goodly person attracted the eyes of the countess
who gave him the preference to all the other nobles. He
called himself “ the Knight of the Sepulchre,” and that was
all Dame Agatha could learn concerning him. She would
rather he had borne a more agreeable appellation, for life

had still so many charms for her, that the thought of death
always thrilled her with horror. After she had consulted
her heart on the subject of this new passion, she was satis-

fied that among all the knights with whom she was ac-
quainted, there was none who could compare with Geoffry;
she therefore determined to spare no pains to entangle him
in the snares of coquetry. With the assistance of art,

she contrived to renovate her charms, or to conceal such
as were faded, under the curious texture of the finest Bra-
bant lace. $he did not at the same time fail to make the

most alluring advances to her Endymion, sometimes attired

in all her magnificence, at others, in the still more seductive

negligee of one of the light robed Graces; now in a tete-a-tete

at the fountain in her pleasure garden, where marble Naiads
poured the silvery torrent from their urns into the basin; now
in a familar promenade hand in hand when the silver moon
threw her mild raj^s over the dark alleys of sombre yew;
and now in the shady bower, where her melodious voice

strove to touch the softest chords in the heart of the listening

knight.

In one of these sentimental interviews, Geoffry, with
apparent enthusiasm, threw himself at the feet of the
countess.

“ Cease cruel fair one,” said he, “ to rend my heart by thy
mighty spells, and to excite desires that madden my brain.

Love without hope, is worse than death.”

“And why this despondence?” replied Agatha, sweetly smi-
ling, and raising him with her snow-white arms. “ Are you
indeed so insensible to the demonstrations of love, which
burst from my fond heart? If its language is so unintelligible,

receive from my lips the acknowledgement of my passion.

What prevents us from uniting our lot for ever? ”

“Ah,” sighed Geoffry, pressing Agatha’s delicate hand to

his lips; “your kindness transports me; but you must know
that I am bound by a vow never to wed without the appro-

bation of mj5,pnother, and not to quit this excellent parent, till

I have performed the last filial duty, and closed her eyes. If

you would resolve, lovely mistress of my heart, to leave your
residence and to accompany me to Ardenne, I should be the

happiest of mortals.”

The countess after a few moment’s consideration agreed to

everything that her enamorato desired. At bottom, she did

not much like the proposal to leave Brabant, and still less

the idea of a mother-in-law, who seemed to her, to be an

irksome incumbrance; but what is it that love .will not

overcome ?

Preparations were immediately made for the journey,

and the persons who wdte to compose the brilliant train

appointed : among these, figured, Isaac the physician, not-

withstanding the deficiency of a beard and a couple of cars.

The crafty Agatha had released him from his fetters, and

been graciously pleased to reinstate him in her favour; for she

intended to avail herself of his aid, to rid herself of the knight’s

mother, in order that she might return with her future hus-

band to Brabant. The venerable matron received her son and

his supposed bride, with courtly politeness; she seemed highly

to approve his choice; and the preparations were commenced
without delay. The solemn day arrived, and Dame Agatha
bedizened like the Queen of Fairies, entered the hall where

the ceremony was to be performed, and wished that the hours

had wings. A page meanwhile entered and whispered some-

thing in the ear of the bridegroom. Geoffry started up with

apparent horror.

“Unhappy youth, ” exclaimed he, aloud, "who Bhall dance

with thee on thy wedding day, since the hand of the murderer

has snatched away thy bride? ” Then turning to the countess,

he proceeded, “ know fair Agatha, that I have portioned twelve

damsels, whose nuptials wore to be solemnized with mine, and
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the loveliest of thera has fallen a victim, to the jealousy of an
unnatural mother. Tell me what punishment does this mis-

deed deserve? ” Agatha, vexed at an event that seemed likely

to postpone the consummation of her wishes, or, at least to

diminish the pleasures of the day, peevishly cried “ O, the
atrocious wretch ! she deserves to be obliged to go down the
wedding-dance with the bride-groom, instead of his unfor-
tunate bride, in red-hot iron slippers; this would be balm to

his wounded heart, for revenge is sweet as love.”
“ A just sentence,” replied Geoffry. “ Amen——be it so !

”

The whole assembly applauded the understanding of the
countess; and some witlings loudly protested that the queen
who journeyed from Arabia, to learn wisdom of King Solomon,
could not have pronounced a more equitable judgment.
At this moment the folding doors of the contiguous apart-

ment, flew open, and discovered the altar prepaxed for the
nuptial ceremony; near it, in bridal array, stood the angelic
form of the Lady Isabella. Agatha’s blood froze in her veins.
She fell as if thunderstruck, to the ground. The officious

attentions of the ladies who produced their smelling-bottles,
and sprinkled her with showers of lavender-water, recalled her
to her senses. The Knight of the Sepulchre, then read her
a lecture, every word of which, pierced her to the soul,
and led the fair Isabella to the altar, where the bishop, in
lull pontificals, united the happy couple; also the. twelve
portioned maidens, with their lovers.

When the ceremony was over, the whole train repaired
to the ball-room. The skilful pages had meanwhile forged
in haste, a pair of slippers of bright steel, and stood blowing
the Are, till they were of a deep crimson red. Aldebrand, the
stout Gascon Knight, then stepped forth and invited the coun-
tess to open the dance with him; but though she positively
declined this honour, all her entreaties and struggles were in
vain. He clasped her in his nervous arms, the pages shod her
with the glowing slippers, and Aldebrand led her such a dance
down the hall, that the floor reeked again; while the musicians
struck up so loud a strain, as to drown all her cries and com-
plaints. The agile knight after thus threading for some time
the mazy dance with his heated partner, whirled her out of
the hall, down the stairs and into a massive tower

;
where the

fair sinner had abundant leisure to complete her penance.
Geoffry of Ardenne and the lovely Isabella,; enjoyed the

highest degree of connubial happiness, and liberally rewarded
Isaac the physician, who, reversing the practice of his col-
leagues, would not kill when he was required. Heaven, too re-
compensed his integrity

; for his race still continues to flou-
rish on the earth. One of his descendants, Samuel Isaacs
the Jew, lifteth his head like a cedar in the house of Israel,
serveth his Mauretanean Majesty, the Emperor of Morocco, in
the capacity of prime minister; and bating an occasional
bastinado on the soles of his feet, liveth in prosperity and
honour, even unto the present day.

D.

were the feelings which affected Henry Adair, as he stood on a
little height, not very far to the right of the English centre
viewing the field of Waterloo, about twelve o’clock on the 18tli

of June.

When first he rode up, there was a sort of cynical smile upon
his handsome lip, as reason had yet liberty to talk to his heart
about the scene he was going to witness, and to rebuke him for

taking either part or interest in acts which he condemned and
affected to scorn; so that the sneer was partly directed against

himself, and partly against those who were even then engaged
in slaying each other. When he looked over the field, too, and
saw what it was—a few slight undulations of the ground,
with a paved road and an orchard—he asked himself if it were
not absolutely madlike and absurd, for sixty thousand human
Deings to plant themselves on a ridge of molehills to defend
the way to another molehill, while one hundred thousand men,
calking a different tongue, tried to force their Avay through, and
Doth parties employed all their wit and ingenuity to throw large

and small pellets at each others’ heads, or to poke holes or cut

gashes in each others’ carcasses. Thus the smile darkened on
lis lip for a moment, as with a clear and marking eye he
gazed over the battle which had not yet reached its height;

mt as he turned towards a small group of officers beside him,
and saw one hard-featured man, whom he instantly recognized

as the commander-in-chief, looking with calm serenity of aspect

over a field on which his honour, his fame, his life, the safety

of his native country, the destiny of a world, were at that mo-
ment cast—when he saw a cannon-ball plough up the earth be-

neath his horse’s feet, without causing a muscle to stir in that

calm stern face, he felt certain sensations beginning to rise in

his heart; sensations which banished the cynical smile from
his lip; and his eye naturally followed the eagle eye of the

duke, as he gazed upon the first struggle that was then taking

place at Hougomont. To the glance ofHenry Adair, little was
to be gathered from what he beheld. He could, indeed, see

column after column of the French advancing against that par-

ticular spot, and he could well understand the importance of

the post to the British army. He could also see flashes of

flame and volumes of smoke issue forth from the contested

point; but he could not at all divine which party was gaining

the advantage of the other. Still, however, the interest in his

breast was growing intense, and he could not but fear that the

immense force of the French, which was pouring down upon
the small British advanced post, would overwhelm the little

knot of his countrymen, who, when the smoke for an

instant cleared away, might be seen in the gardens and orchards

of the chateau. At that moment, however, the duke spoke a

word to one of the officers near. The other galloped off, and

the very next instant a battery on the right opened its fire upon

the French column which was advancing upon Hougomont, by

the little cross-road from La Belle Alliance to Merke Braine.

The duke kept his eye for a moment fixed upon, the column,

the head of which was instantly thrown into confusion by the

English fire. “ Pretty service !” he said; “Very pretty ser-

vice!” and turned his eye at once towards the left, where the

French battalions were beginning to be agitated, as if to com-

mence a second attack there. Henry Adair rode up closer

;

and during the whole of the day continued as near to the gene-

ral as he could get, certain of seeing there as much of the

battle as it was possible for any one to behold.

Henry Adair there, as we have said, saw nothing but column

after column of the enemy advance against the British position,

lie saw the charging masses of cavalry hurled in fury against

the squares, and recoil, dashed back like waves from off a

IMPRESSIVE SCENES
AT THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO,

WITNESSED BY A VISITER.

The two most exciting scenes upon earth are a Spanish bull-
fight and a general battle. It is in vain that reason tells us we
are there to witness the most extravagant acts ofhuman folly, to
see the most extraordinary remnants of barbarism which are yet
to be met with on earth. It is in vain that humanity lifts her ^
voice, and that common charity speaks of cruelty and ferocity,

j

rock. He saw the British heavy brigade mingle in deadly strife

and appeals to our heart against deliberate bloodshed and
j

with the French cuirassiers, and he saw the imperial guard
wholesale murder: still in the heart of man there is a principle

!

marching boldly on up the ravines upon rhe left, and still, as

which takes part with daring, and courage, and constancy,
1 they reaclieffa certain point, fall man over man, swept down

under every shape; and we gaze upon the bull-fight or the by the terrific fire of the English guns. It was like standing-

battle with a thousand fine and noble enthusiasms, excited in on the shore and seeing the waters of the ocean pour ever on
our minds by acts that are in themselves barbarous, cruel, and towards one, but stop short at a fixed point, and never come
unreasonable. Let those investigate the matter who can, and beyond. Long before that period, however, every contemptuous
divine how and why such strange effects are produced in such feeling had left his breast, and all the sensations which natu-

strange ways, in our strange state of being: at all events, such rally dwell in a bold and enthusiastic heart—inteiest, enthusi-
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asm, anxiety, triumph—took possession of him by turns, as he
|

watched the progress of the fight. Step by step he had advanced

as the day went on, till he had insensibly become mingled with
i

the stall' of the Duke of Wellington; and in the course of the
j

battle, as the shot flew about them thickly, and many of the

aides-de-camp were carried ofi‘ wounded, and many were des-

patched at once to different parts of the field, lie found himself

twice or thrice left totally alone with the commander-in-chief.

He was slightly acquainted with him, but the duke only spoke

to him on two occasions; once when, having no one else to

send, he begged him to carry a message to a regiment near,

and once when in the midst of the fight he exclaimed “A gal-

lant old fellow, ’pon my soul. That is a relation of yours, sir

—Colonel Adair, with the regiment. See, they have brought
their right shoulders forward, and are clearing the field !”

Henry Adair’s heart beat high as he marked the daring and
skilful exploits of Helen’s father; and higher and higher still

as he beheld a strong body of French cavalry charge them as

they advanced. But the regiment stood firm, and received the

enemy with a murderous fire, that brought down horses and
men rolling one over the other to the very point of their bayo-

nets; and turning with a feeling of pride to see what would be

the feeling of the commander-in-chief, he perceived that the

duke was gone, and had thrown himself into a square upon the

left. It were endless, however, to tell, not all the events of the

battle, but even all that Henry Adair himself beheld, and the

emotions which were called up in his bosom by the sight.

Three times he marked Lacy in the midst of the strife, and
tsvice again he saw Colonel Adair, with his hat off*, and his

white hair streaming in the wind, leading on his regiment
wherever danger was to be met or honour gained; and at length,

when the French line was seen broken and shaken in every
part, and the duke himself led on the British to the last general

decisive charge, Henry Adair could resist no longer; but putting

his horse into a canter, rode on with the rest. At that mo-
ment, for the first time during the day, the evening sun upon
the very edge of the sky burst forth from the dark clouds that

had hitherto covered it, and shone upon that fearful field of

carnage. Magnificent and terrible, and glorious and sad, was
the sight, that the setting summer sun then looked upon at

Waterloo. The whole line of the British infantry, extending

for nearly two miles, charging down the slope supported by the

cavalry and artillery; the smoke and flame of the Prussian
cannon hanging continually on the left, and on the right the

heavy clouds tipped and mingled with the golden light of eve-

ning, while over the whole heights to the south might be seen

confused masses of fugitives hastening from the lost battle, and
the dead and the dying covering thickly the space between.

At the town of Genappe, Henry Adair, first drew his rein; and
then, with a heart still beating, and feeling still agitated with
all the excitement of the scenes through which he had passed,

lie turned his horse’s head back towards the field of Waterloo.
It was night. The moon, full and splendid, was shining out as

he reached the plain, and at first, few scenes could appear more
calm and tranquil than the spot which had so lately been co-

vered with strife, confusion, and fury. The vanquished had
fled, the victors had passed on, the time was too short for the

human vultures, who follow such scenes, to be yet very busy in

stripping the fallen, and under the clear sweet light of the gen-
tle moon, the dead and the dying were all that remained upon
the field of battle. Occasionally, indeed, the sound of distant

cannon might be heard, or a faint roll of musketry, as the pur-

suers met with some temporary resistance
;
but those sounds

seemed but to render the silence of the field more potent, and
had not half the effect which was produced upon the mind of

Henry Adair by the sudden baying of a watch-dog, which,

sounded from a farm-house just behind the English position.

At that moment feelings of triumph and enthusiasm were
struggling in his breast with feelings of sorrow and gloom; but
the peaceful home-sound of “ the watch-dog’s honest bark,” in

such a scene and at such a moment, with the dead and the

dying around him, changed all his emotions into the tender and
the solemn, and he could have paused to shed tears over the
many broken ties and departed hopes to be buried on that sad
plain.

GERALDINE OF DESMOND.
In the reign of the famous virgin Queen, Elizabeth, the

sister country was the scene of some very remarkable con-
flicts, the contending parties evincing the most chivalrous
rivalry. One of these scenes is so finely described by a
modern author, that we cannot do better than give it in the
words of the spirited writer.

“ The dispositions for the expected battle were made by
the direction of Spauish officers of acknowledged skill, gal-

lantry, and experience. Hence, there was greater regularity,

and more address displayed in the military preparations than
was usually evinced in the desultory Irish warfare.

“ But to reduce such miscellaneous materials into anything
like the appearance of order, required much tactical skill.

The most able general would have found insurmountable
difficulties in attempting to subject bodies of rude mutineers
into a state of military organization

;
therefore, all that

could be done was to endeavour to stem their force within those

boundaries, from whence it could be brought to bear with
the most practical effect, upon the objects of their ven-

geance. For this purpose numbers of the militant rustics

were secretly posted in a thick forest, that skirted one side of

the plain, on which the crowded encampment of St. John
Desmond lay.

“ In this ambush they were ordered to remain in perfect

silence, until the favourable moment arrived^ when they
might deal destruction on the foe. Within the walls

of an old abbey whitdi stood upon the field of battle,

and hidden in the hollows of the adjacent hills, bodies of

marksmen, armed with javelins, bows, and arrows, were
stationed. These from their superior skill, were expected

to do much execution. The same shelters which concealed

them from the view, gave the double advantage of secreting

the archers from personal danger, and of enabling them to

assail the enemy, by shooting arrows, slinging javelins, or

throwing huge stones upon their ranks.
“ We have said that the whole amount of the Irish forces

did not exceed tsvo thousand men. This little army was
marshalled at the foot of a thickly wooded mountain, which
bounded the plain of battle on one side. The Spanish and
Italian troops pvith front ranks of Irish soldiers, who were
armed witlr*q)ikes, seven feet in length, formed the main
body, in the centre of which the national banner, called the

sun-burst of Erin, emblazoned with the heraldic cognizance

of the harp, waved its draperies of green and gold ,

1 upheld

by the ensign-bearer, and surrounded by the hereditary guar-

dians.
“ Crowded about the pennon of the sun-burst, and the papal-

standard, which was unfurled near it, fifty minstrels appeared

clad in white robes, and birrid caps. These men striking

their harps to the war-strain of Ireland, looked as if endowed
with a prophetic spirit, while they hymned forth songs of tri-

umph with resistless energy, which found its unison in patri-

otic breasts, that panted to achieve the victories predicted in

the eloquence of bardic inspiration.
“ Upon the right wing of the army, the liobillers, or Irish

cavalry, were placed, attended by their daltins, and flanked by

platoons of spearsmen. The left wing was composed of the

heme, or light-armed infantry, and files of gallow glasses in

their short brazen harness, who bore the formidable battle-

axes. The mass of the people who followed the army, for-

med dense and irregular bodies in the rear of these positions,

and their courage, animosity, and strength, almost Jecmed to

atone for their defect in discipline.

“ We have already said that the command of the Irish, was
invested in Sir John of Desmond.

“ Sensible of the advantages- derived from the cover of the

mountain, which secured his troops from being charged, or

surrounded in the rear, the Irish general resolved not to re-

linquish his position, and therefore determined to await the

onset of the Royalists, upon the ground which lie had
taken.

“ Sir John of Desmond led the centre of the Trisli army.
The conduct of the right wing devolved on the O’Nial.

That of the left was intrusted to Mac Carthy More, The
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Knights of the Red Branch, the Knight of the Valley, and thej

White Knight, availing themselves of their privilege of i

wearing five colours, appeared on this occasion splendidly ac-

coutred, with breast-plates of pure gold, and chains of the

same metal, around their necks ; and, as they headed their

clans, they seemed to justify the designation which the voice

of Europe had bestowed on the chevaliers of Ireland, in sty-

ling them, ‘ the heroes of the Western Isle.’ The Lord of

Ophaly, and the chiefs of all other clans, held different im-

portant stations in the field, and watched with wild enthu-

siasm, and restless impatience, for the approach of the En-
glish army.

At this solemn moment, when impending danger increased

the courage, and added to revenge, which was rankling in the

breasts of all, Allen rushed through the Irish ranks, and hold-

ing high above his head, a naked sword, exclaimed, ‘ Com-
rades I have changed my palmer’s staff for this ! and by the

help of God, its blade shall draw the heart’s blood of our

foes ! Comrades, Ireland beholds you ! Victory to her and
Rome!’

“ The wild war-ery of the country answered this appeal. A
response thundered from the British troops. The drums and
trumpets struck upon the ear, and with desperate rapidity

three columns of the English rushed to the attack. ‘ Charge,

for St. George and the Queen !’ resounded from the Royal
lines.

“
‘ Onward for God and Ireland !’ rose in a shout of tri-

umph, that was echoed and re-echoed by the whole of the

allied troops, as with unshaken firmness, they received the

shock of the British onset.
“ The dispositions of the English were obliged to be regulated

by those of their opponents. Mutual enmity seemed to ani-

mate both armies. Hand to hand, and horse to horse, they

struggled with inflexible courag*, and the proud feeling of men
who were resolved to conquer or die. A desperate attempt
was made upon the main body of the Irish, by a phalanx of

the British infantry. Dreadful slaughter ensued, for each

side fought with invincible valour. But at length the superior

discipline of the English troops prevailed, as, breaking through
the front ranks of the enemy’s pikemen, they^hrew the cen-

tre of the Irish into great confusion, then rushing in between
the main body and the right wing, the Englisti%uoceeded in se-

parating the latter from the middle division, rmd routed the

hobillers
,
some of whose squadrons they broke. But the se-

vered wing soon formed again
;
displaying the utmost bravery,

they returned to the charge and being forced to a close

fight, both sides engaged man to man with incredible valour.

In the meantime, Lord Thurles, at the head of his cavalry,
had attacked the right wing of the Irish.

The green and blue colours, the arms and achievement of a
lion chained and the motto ‘ Lamb Dearg Eirin’ that is, the
red hand of Ireland, which were emblazoned on the banner
of O’Nial, distinguished him from every other chief. To see

was to attack. The viscount rushed upon his rival, ‘ Geral-
dine of Desmond ! You know the rest—Rebel look to your
life,’ cried Thurles, as he prepared to charge.

“ ‘Strike for Geraldine of Desmond! strike,’ shouted the
O’Nial, madly careering against his adversary. The swords
of the opponents clashed and crossed each other, and the horse of

O’Nial staggered beneath a gash, which pierced to the quick.
Both combatants leaped to the earth, and renewed the dead-
ly contest. Each fought with devoted valour. They foamed
and struggled together, foot to foot, and hand to hand. The
conflict grew more furious than before, but at the instant
when Thurles drew slightly back, and raised his arm to

deal a death-stroke on his foe, the sudden wheel of a Spanish
division, as it turned on one of the English flanks, completely
separated the combatants, •

“ Almost at the same moment, Sir John Desmond shouted
to O’Nial to ‘ charge !’ The chief springing on a fresh steed,

plunged his spurs into its sides, and dashed forward with
his gallant hobillers against the English line of horse. A cho-
sen corpse of artillery dealt a murderous fire, which volley
after volley ran through the Irish army. Allen at the mo-
ment wen it raged with the greatest fury, seized the sun-

burst of Erin, waved it above his head, and under a shower
of balls, charged the British, while in a loud voice he
shouted forth, ‘To conquest ! soldiers, we are still vie

—’a
bullet struck the speaker to the earth, a$d as it did so, num-
bered Alien with the dead.

“ A general cry of consternation burst from the Irish
army, the horror and confusion which spread along their
lines were increased tenfold ; for, almost at the instant when
the Jesuit fell lifeless on the field, Lord Thurles, dashing at
full gallop into the midst of the enemy, succeeded in cutting
down the papal standard. It was trampled in blood and
torn into atoms by the plunging horses, whose riders furi-
ously fought above the remnants of the banner, each man
aiming the point of big sword at the throat of his antagonist
The brunt of the battle now bore down towardi the- spot where
the corpse of Allen lay, covered with the drapery of the
standard he had seized, and which he still clenched, in the
firm grasp of death.

‘‘ The guardians of the sun-burst, had rushed forward at the
critical moment of the Jesuit’s fall

j
but failing to replant the

banner, they crowded round their precious charge, which
seemed to be the main mark, and the centre of the enemy’s
attack.

“ The bodies of those who had died upon their posts, formed
a horrid, and nearly an impassable pile about the national
standard which only a handful of living warriors now remained to
defend. Seeing this, Sir John of Desmond, with the bravery
of a lion, rushed through the whole of the enemy’s fire, and
forced his country’s banner from the stiffened gripe of the
Jesuit. Through whirldwinds of smoke, the goldin draperies
of the sun-burst glimmered, as it alternately rose and sunk
with the movement of Sir John of Desmond, who, sword in
hand, literally cut his way through the enemy’s battalions,
over a field which was slippery with blood, and strewed with
the wounded and the slain.

“Whirling round and round in the circle which was formed i

by their foes, the unfortunate Irish fell into frightful tumult.
Intrepid to the last, they tried to rally, but the effort was in
vain; the little order that had prevailed among the Irish, was now
entirely lost; their undisciplined numbers only increased the
universal confusion, and, like a shapeless mass of human
beings, acting without leaders or design, they lay almost at the
mercy of the victors. Yet even at this moment of extremity,

f

the Irish maintained their courage, and grouping themselves
around Sir John of Desmond, they resolved to die as soldiers
ought upon the field of honour. A shocking struggle followed;

j|

the fate of the Irish became every moment more critical.

Hemmed in as they were on all sides, even that last dreadful
resource, a retreat, was apparently beyond their reach; but
at the instant when it seemed the most impossible, a way was
suddenly opened, by the Irish, who had lain in ambush. Burst-
ing forth from their retreat, with the fury of beasts upon their
prey, those brave, though undisciplined troops dashed into the it

midst of hostile bayonets. Seized with amazement the English, !

scarcely resisted the attack which bore down upon and over-
whelmed their ranks.

“ Before they had well recovered their astonishment, they
found themselves involved in inextricable confusion, mixed in-

;

discriminately with their enemies, and encountering, at the
same time, the headlong charge of their antagonists, and the
desperate efforts of their former foes, who, in despite of the

i

balls, that thick as hail fell around them, forced through the
English, in an attempt to gain a passage to the mountain,

j

which they had so rashly abandoned. Every inch of ground
was now disputed. To have attempted any longer to with-
stand the superior discipline of the British soldiers, would ;

have been an act of madness. It was vain to fight against
impossibilities, and Irish rashness yielded to English ste^di- i

ness.

“ With a heart bursting with indignant desperation, Sir John
Desmond, wa3 forced to command the little remnant of his
army to retreat. The order was obeyed so slowly, that the
Irish, in the act of withdrawing from the field of battle, looked

mo^e like a rallying than a routed army. Turning round se-
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veral times, they resolutely faced their enemies, presenting the

determined front of men, who in the last hour of defeat and

ruin dared to come to the closest quarters with their conquer-

ors. At length they neared their hill of refuge. As they ap-

preached still nearer to its foot, a shout of exultation broke from
the harassed and almost exhausted Irish. It changed to a

frantic cry, which was reverberated until it reached the skies.

A startling discovery, an awful sight had caused that burst of

despair. The mountain was wrapped in a sheet of flame. The
wood upon its side had been set on fire by the English. The
impetuous element, aided by a strong wind, blazed from the

crackling timber, and with frightful rapidity spread through-

out the forest. For an instant each man stood transfixed in

horror and surprise, but the next moment another electrical

shout broke from the Irish, who, one and all, rushed unhesi-

tatingly into a pass, which, though contiguous to the flames,

had partially escaped them.

“The English pursued, and the tumult raged louder and
louder, yet, even amid the uproar and confusion of the aw-
fully brilliant scene, the figures of two warriors stood pre-emi-

nent. These were Thurles and O’Nial, who once more closed

in fight, were seen struggling together on the edge of a bare

and rocky cliff, that jetted considerably outward from the

burning mountain. The top, and a great part of the sides of

the platform, had as yet escaped the conflagration, but
a circle of fire nearly surrounded its base, while in the

high back ground the outbursting element, streamed a vivid

light upon the combatants, and gave their glowing figures dis-

tinctly to the view, as they fought on their rocky pedestal.

With a sea of flame beneath and a fiery heaven above them,
Thurles and O’Nial pursued their frantic strife, braving hor-

rors from which the greatest hero might have shrunk. Danger
thiokened to destruction. The smoke and heat grew insup-

portable as the advancing flames held on their devouring pro-

gress. It became difficult, almost impossible, to breathe the

stifling atmosphere: and no hope could be rationally entertained

of withstanding its baneful influence beyond a few seconds.

“ 1 Yield !
’ cried Lord Thurles, in a suffocating voice, as

he made a desperate attempt to obtain a last and sure

revenge.
“

‘ Never ! for Geraldine is mine !’ burst in a sort of choked
articulation from O’Nial. Scarcely had those difficult words
foun4 utterance, when an enormous brauch of burning oak
fell from a tree which blazed above the head of the combatant,
and falling with a dreadful crash between them, stopped their

career of vengeance, which thu3, a second time, the hand of

Providence suspended. O’Nial with the swiftness of lightniug

leaped across a chasm,, that was now a gulph of flame, and
lighting on a rock which was still untouched by the burning
element, he turned a projecting point, that gave access to a de-

file in the mountain.
“ Thurles, springing down through volumes of smoke, and

flakes of fire, regained the open plain, from which his soldiers

bore him to his tent nearly senseless from exhaustion.
“ Yielding to the ascendancy of the moment, Desmond and

his companions insensibly sunk into that passive surrender of

the thoughts and affections, in which the soul unresistingly

abandons itself to the influence of external objects, and, with
the fervid enthusiasm, of genius, enjoys the beautiful, though
somewhat indistinct, associations which fancy conjures up,
and clothes with an authority created by her power.”

TEMPERANCE HOUSE.
A D03IESTIC TRAGEDY.

Within these three years the house in question was inha-
bited by its builder, a very respectable citizen together with bis

wife, a woman of much intelligence, and possessed of con-
siderable beauty, though she was no longer young. They
had for many years kept a creditable academy

;
but bad a

short time before the commencement of this relation, retired
with ample means for the exercise of their honourable pro-
fession, built this house, and with an only child, a hand-

some girl of sixteen, here dwelt as far as their neighbours
could judge, contented and happy. It is certain they were
well considered and respected, by all who knew anything
of them.
One afternoon, whilst the master was busied in his

garden before his house, a passing wayfarer halted by
his fence, and besought some refreshment. The accent of
the stranger was foreign, and his aspect and whole appear-
ance, although haggard and miserably needy, still bore
evidence of better days, as his address did of gentle con-
dition. After a moment’s questioning, Mr. C -asked the
hungered and weary traveller to enter his house

;
and,

with the hospitable promptitude of country lifts, a comfort-
able meal was set before him.

Before another hour had elapsed, so strongly did the
stranger’s story of himself interest the kind nature of his

host, this act of common charity was succeeded by an invita-

tion to him to remain for a few days as a gue3t of the house,
which was thankfully accepted.

Senhor Mina, for this was the guest’s name, was, as he
said, a political exile, and, having strong claims of a pecu-
niary kind upon the American Government, he was on bis

way to the capital to prosecute them
;
when through a total

failure of his resources, he became exposed to the misery
and want from which this providential chance had so happily
rescued him.

His appearance at this point arose from his inability to

pay his fare on board the steam-boat, where some alter-

cation taking place between him, and the captain who char-
ged him with a design to cheat, it ended in his being
summarily set ashore, to mal 3 the best of his way to the

end of his journey.
The senhor was a scholar, was intelligent, and, what was bet-

ter, interesting, having visited many lands, and encountered
many of the adventurous perils of war and travel. He was
there a penniless soldier in “the ^nd of the brave’’—

a

friendless exile for liberty in (i the home of the free.”

He talked well ! and, by his enthusiastic discourses in favour
of equality ^d independence, topics which possess a charm
for most Aljumrican ears, he quickly gained an interest in

the best fe|iit^s of his honest host. He sung as all Spaniards
sing, and it-rmched the guitar as only Spaniards can

;
and

with this artillery he won yet more suddenly the love of

his host’s frail wife.

Time passed rapidly in a little circle so happily consti-

tuted to banish tedium
;

nor was business wanting to

occupy a due share, for the senhor despatched many letters
;

and having established a correspondence with the foreign

office, the necessity for his presence at the seat of govern-
ment next became manifest. This was no sooner made
known to Mr. C than ample mean3 were placed at

Senhor Mina’s disposal
;
when, with the best wishes of the

whole family he took a short farewell of Pennsylvania.
The absence of the interesting stranger was signalized by

a change in the habits and condition of this household, as

sudden as that which had attended his first introduction to

it. Mrs. C grew gradually fretful, restless, and auxious;

which might well be, for her husband was on a sudden laid

up with sickness, and their only child studiously shunned
their society, locking herself within her chamber, or moping
about the grounds she had so lately bounded over in the

buoyancy of health and happy youth. The sequel was
not long in arriving: the sick man daily grew worse and
weaker

;
and his wife as was perfectly natural, daily grew

more wretched and impatient.

She was assiduous to a jealous degree in the performance
of her duties and close attendance on her husband s bed; she

mixed his medicines, prepared his food and such diluents as

were considered best calculated to allay the fever that for

ever burned him up. With his hand within her’s, she

watched his last agonies, which were protracted and ex-

treme ;
and received from his lips grateful acknowledge-

ments of her unwearied kindness, and his dying blessing.

So far all went unsuspectedly and well ;
for one month

the widow lived uuseen and retired, as became a sorrowing
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woman ;
but about the end of that period, to the surprise of

the neighbourhood, she was again made a bride by the grate-

ful stranger, Senhor Mina. And now it was that men
began to shake their heads and find their tongues

;
com-

ments upon the shameless precipitancy of this wedding were
everywhere heard, mixed up with strange surmises, and
suspicions too horrible to remain long suppressed. Curious
inquiries were next made amongst the domestics, and one
servant girl quickly called to mind having noticed a sedi-

ment in the remains of a basin of soup prepared by her

:

mistress for the sick man, which having been thrown to
;

the poultry, together with some of the rice, these had all with-
j

ered and died
;
nay a hardy hog even, whose portion had been

small, with difficulty weathered an attack of sickness

which had quickly followed.

A legal inquiry was next demanded, by the roused public,

;

upon which such strong evidence appeared as to render the

exhumation of the body necessary : the contents of the sto-

1

mach were yet in a condition to admit of chemical analy- !

zation, and the exhibition of a large portion of arsenic

was by these means proven past doubt. The unconcious
senhor—with whom, during this part of the process, they
had prevented the miserable woman holding any commu-
nication—was, in the meantime busily prosecuting liis

affairs, whatever they were, 'amidst the gaieties of Washing-
ton. One night, upon his return from a public ball, he was
arrested by an officer who had just reached his quarters
with a criminal warrant, taken back to the scene of his

ingratitude, and together with the partner of his crime,
put upon trial for the murder of his benefactor. The guilt

of both parties was established, I believe beyond a doubt;
but some legal loop-hole was found by which the woman
was permitted to elude the capital punishment and con-

1

dernned to live. The ungrateful guest was sentenced to be
banged : shortly before the time of execution he made a full

confession of his having planned aud instigated the poisoning
of his unsuspecting host, and died the death of an as-

sassin.

Here is a suite of horrors, plainly and briefly set down,
sufficient to supply stuff for any murder-loving three-volume
novelist ; yet there is one other, and that ncTK lca9t, to be
added

;
for it appeared in the progress ofttffwe trial, and

time in the ordinary course confirmed this^juence, that
the poor child, the daughter of the murderess; had fallen

a victim to the lust of this devil, Mina. The fate of the
girl and her infant I could not rightly learn

;
all that was

Imown, indeed, being her removal to some distant part of
the continent. The mother, it was believed, yet resided
within the walls her guilt has made for ever infamous.
The house is always pointed out to the passing stranger,

and was, when I saw it, no unfit monument of its owner's
crime, and the curse which so quickly followed it. Its
fences were thrown down, its outhouses in ruin, the paths
about it overgro vn with filthy weeds

;
and the latticed

window-shutters once gay as green paint could make them,
now dirty and broken, were left to swing loose from every
wall.

Still evidences of its being inhabited were exhibited about
the yard, where a dog and a few fowls lay basking

;
and sus- ;

pended from the branch of a blighted tree, hung an ill-

inscribed sign, bearing the inscription “ Temperance House,’’
|

in large characters. A singular change—the abode of the
;

grossest lust, and the scene of the foulest murder, perhaps,
|

ever combined in the full catalogue of crime, changed into
a temple of temperance.

A DRUM-HEAD COURT MARTIAL.

This day Colonel Hodges came from the Admiral’s ship in

a great hurry, on account of some disturbances said to he
taking place on board. There were a few of the men tipsy,
and one very insolent in his language. There was at this
time not an armed man on board

;
all wore slop clothes,

which, however, was voted uniform. A drum-head court
martial was instantly ordered, and the offender, much to his

astonishment, ordered to receive 100 lashes. A sort of in-

nocent cat had been rigged out, and he was tied to the capstan
and his shirt taken off. His address to Hodges amused me
much, “ Sure, your honour, you won’t touch a countryman?
at laste you did not say so in London,” then at the first lash,
“ Only think, lam your townsman;” third lash, “Bloody
nouns, O think of flogging one of your father’s ginteelest

tinantry !” still going on, “ Did Sir R. Peel think he would
ever see my bare back, although he tried to put me in gaol

—

but for God’s sake, stop dear landlord ! What will Lord
Goderich say to this ! he will niver allow me to brush his

coat.” Still no effect. He then turned round to one of the

men. “Now Pat Griffin, you, the colonel, and I, are all

countrymen, use your own smooth tongue.” This had the

effect on Hodges; the man was not hurt.

HEROISM.

A corporal of the 17th dragoons, named O’Lavery, serving

under Lord Rawdon in South Carolina, during the American
war, being appointed to escort an important despatch through
a country possessed by the enemy, was, a short time after their

departure, wounded in the side by a shot, Avhich also laid his

companion dead at his feet. Insensible to everything but duty,

he seized the despatch, and continued his route till he sank from
loss of blood. Unable to proceed farther, and yet anxious for

his charge, to which he knew death wouid be no security against

the enemy, he then

“Within his wound the fatal paper plac’d,

Which proved his death, nor by that death disgrac’d.

A smile, benignant, on his count’nance shone,

Pleas’d that his secret had remain’d unknown

:

So was he found.”

A British patrol discovered him on the following day, before

life was quite extinct; he pointed out to bis comrade the

dreadful depository he had chosen, and then satisfactorily

breathed his last. The Earl of Moira has erected a monument
to the hero in the church of his native parish in Ireland.

PERILS OF SEA-FOWLING.

A father and two sons were out together, and, having firmly

attached their rope at the summit of a precipice, descended,

on their usual occupation. Having collected as many birds

and eggs as they could carry, they were all three ascending the

rope—the eldest of the sons first, his brother a fathom or two
below him, and the father following last. They had made
considerable progress, when the elder son looking upwards. '

perceived the strands of the rope giving way. He immediately
reported the alarming fact.

Will it hold together till we gain the summit?” asked the

father.

“It will not hold another minute,” was the reply: “our
triple weight is loosing it rapidly!”

“ Will it hold one?” said the father.
“ It is as much as it can do,” replied the son: “even that

is 'but doubtful.”
“ There is then a chance, at least, of one of us being saved

draw your knife, and cut away below!” was the cool and in-

trepid order of the parent: “exert yourself, you may yet

escape, and live to comfort your mother.”
There was no time for discussion or farther hesitation. The

son looked up once more, but the edge of the rock was cutting
its way, and the rone had nearly severed. The knife was
drawn, the rope was divided, and his father and brother were
launched into e tern ity f

—

Sta n ley's Familiar History of Birds.
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GARFILENA.
A Hungarian Tale.

CHAPTER I.

In tlie interior of Hungary the observant tourist may still

see an ancient and magnificent castle, which, for many hundred

years, has been the residence of a line of Magyar nobles, whom
we shall here call the Counts Sczhenevi.

A broad moat surrounds the embattled walls, and its massive

parapets, and huge bastions are evidence of the strength of

the mighty pile; but the position of the castle is far from

1
being one of great security. It is not surrounded by those
lofty crags, or deep precipices, which so often, in that country,
form impregnable fortifications: but for miles around, there
are gentle slopes, and flowery fields, occasionally interspersed
with groves of linden, or clusters of weeping birch. Among
these verdant pastures the herdsmen tend the flocks and kine,
which form such a proportion of the wealth of a Hungarian
magnate; and sheltered anjid a clump of walnuts, are even now
the mud hovels in which the serfs sustain a life which is dedi-
cated to their lord.

Farther from the castle the scenery is wilder—the slopes
increase to hills, and the hills swell into mountains, whose sides

are sometimes rough and ragged with hoary rocks, and some-
[

times covered with the dark fir, pine, and cypress. Among
j

these summits, and the fearfully dark glades which separate
them, the counts and their retainers, hunt the fierce bear, or the
fiercer boar—dashing to the ringing sounds of the horn,
through the tangled thickets, leaping the yawning chasms, and

j

scaling the jagged rocks. Among the hills which are covered
jwith woods, or, oftener still, witli clustering vines the Eypal

winds its way to the Danube, and here the scenery is highly
picturesque. But, whether the varied beauties which are pre-
sented in one view from the Castle of Sczhenevi, were the i

attractions which fixed to this spot the founder of his house,
or whether he was naturally less warlike than most of his

No, 27.

contemporaries, none now may tell : but, at the period of my
tale, the Count Sczhenevi was as peaceful a lord as ever rejoiced

that his habitation was far from the tumult and danger oi the

frontier, and as ardent an admirer of the scenery around him
as could be found in the jurisdiction of the emperor. A kind

andindulgent lord was he to the menials who crouched before him

—a devoted husband to the sweet countess, who had left the

pageants of Buda to share his secluded retreat; and an idol-

izing father to the beautiful boy, who was sole heir to his

affections and honours.

The young Count Emerich was a boy whom any mother might

love, and of whom any father might well be proud. Even in

childhood his lofty demeanour told that the blood of the ancient
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Magyari swelled proudly in his veins, and there were hopes

—

aye, and fears—for the time when he should rule in tlie place

of his indulgent father.

There were hopes; and those whose hearts beat highest with
anticipation were those who oftenest knelt at the shrine of St.

Josef, and saw that the brave boy, who had never bowed the

knee to man, was unfailing in his devotions to his patron saint;

and who augured from this a more rigid rule, than that which
had viewed so leniently the faint tincture of heresy which had
spread among the peasantry, and had not burned at the stake

the few among them who openly advocated the doctrines of

Jerome of Prague. There were fears, and the dread was not

confined to the few who had strayed from the flock of goo
Father Niklas, who exhorted the aliens, and prayed night an 1

morning to St. Josef for their salvation.
1

Those who, with them, looked with dark presentiments upon
the high-spirited child, were those who would never own his

sway, and had never paid fealty for the privileges they had
enjoyed. These were a band of Tzigani

,

or gipsies, who for

many years had made their home among the hills in the vicinity

of the castle. A beautiful spot, in a recess of vine-covered
rocks, had been first their rendezvous, and then their dwelling
place; and, though the band was often small, in consequence
of the absence of numbers upon marauding expeditions, or

\

4)

excursions for barter, or palmistry, yet they felt sam, in their

feebleness, from vexation by the good natured count, and the

smoke, from tlieir fires ascended the sky, at morn and eve,

with the dense cloud which went up from the huge chimneys

of the castle. In return for the favour which they had received

from the tender hearted magnate, was granted to him an ex-

emption from spoliation, which was very grateful to him, and

an assurance that he and his, were free from the possibility of

harm.
The children of the serfs, often met in pastime with the wild

children of the forest, and their mothers contented themselves

with a muttered prayer, or a sign of the cross, as they saw them

leaping together the pointed rocks, or basking in the bright

unshine of the hills. Neither were the children of these two

lifferent nations the only ones who met m amity. iUe old

rithered beldame of the forest, gossiped with the feeble crone at

he village fireside, and told fortunes to the young maidens who

net at moonlight in the linden grove. Tne strong limbed, fierce

wed Tzigani, proffered to the herdsman the surplus ol an

lousually fortunate poaching expedition, or gave to the son of a

erf a knowledge of the bow-string, which might make him an

ible defender or rebel to his lord. And more frequent tnan these

vere the meetings of the light limbed, light tooted onspimg 0

he Tzigani, and the light haired, heavier formed youth o, the

leasantry. Bright eyed gipsey girls, sang their sweetest songs

0 the flaxen headed clowns, who stood with piem where the
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stars were looking down into the Eypal; and graceful striplings

sprang, with a light bound, into the shade of the trysting tree,

and sent the bright flashes oftheir dark orb into the mild blue eyes,

which were upturned to theirs, with a mingled expression of joy
and terror. There were living witnesses to attest that these

meetings were not always sinless, even had it ever been right for

the children of the church to hold communion with these off-

spring of Belial.

CHAPTER II.

The sun was shining brightly, one autumn eve, upon the

battlements of the castle, and his last rays shed a roseate glow
over the snowy robes, and the fair pale face of the Countess
Sczhenevi, as she walked the ramparts to watch her husband’s
return from a hunt. The boy-count was by his mother’s side,

and when his eagle glance had failed to descry what she hoped
was within the limits of vision, and he had assured her that

his father and their friends were not in sight, she yielded for a
moment> to her innate love of the beautiful, and pointed to her
child the loveliest features in the landscape, which was his patri-

mony. The undulating fields below them, were yet green as

with the verdure of spring, but their golden tinge contrasted
with the lofty groves amid them, the sullen evergreen heights

which towered above them, and the dark winding line which
marked the course of the Eypal. At the north, and far

above their wood-crowned mountains, could be dimly seen, in

the distance, some nearer summits of the Carpathian ridge,

seeming but a darker tracing upon the blue sky; to the west,

and south, were their vine-covered hills, now rich with the
luscious grape, and, to the west, was the sun, sinking into a
deep rift between two lofty mountains, black with their dense
forests, save where the king of day had robed them with a
golden shroud. The sky chasm, into which he was descending,
seemed like a lake of liquid gold, between those beetling heights,

and above him hung a floating canopy of red and purple;
while, from the loftiest pinnacle of the hills, one long, bright
cloud stretched, like a golden streamer, into the deep blue ether.

Below them were the herdsmen collecting the kine for the
night, and the barking of the wolf-dog, mingled with the voice
of the nightingale. From the fires of the gipsies, curled up a
lazy cloud of smoke, and their supple forms could be seen at
sport beneath the long shadows of the trees. Within a stone’s

throw of the castle, was the mud village of the peasantry, now
alive with the serfs who congregated thither at nightfall; and,
far among the hills, at length was seen the returning band of

huntsmen.
“Emerich, my boy,” said the countess, “ let us take the

path that leads to the hills, and meet your father. Methinks
the walk will give us pleasure for its own sake, and it will seem
to him an act of grace, which cannot fail to please.”
“ Aye

,
mother,” said the boy, “ and thou hast a bold heart

to venture from the walls at nightfall, with but a child like

me; yet, it seemethto me that even this slight arm could shield
thee from all harm, so that St. Josef did not desert me. And,”
he continued, as he led the way from the battlements, “ it

suiteth me much better to meet their return than to watch
for their coming; and I doubt not but the day, which will see

me one in the hunter’s band, will be far more joyful to the
father who has taught me to rejoice in the hope of such
sports, than to the mother who will watch alone for our re*

turn.”

‘‘Holy Mother!” exclaimed the countess, blanching at the
thought of the day when her son should leave her side,

for the perils of the chase. “ Virgin Mother! by the love
thou didst bear thine own son, keep mine from harm! and, by
the memory of the anguish with which thou waited for his
death, spare me the pain of ever seeing mine a mangled
corpse!”
“Nay, mother,” said the boy with a smile; “save your

prayers for the day when I go forth to greater perils than the
mountain chase; for that day will be when I take the rusty
old sword of the dead Magyar from its sheath in the chapel,
aud gird it on to fight with fellow men. Sign not the cross!

for St, Josef has answered my prayer, that I may be a warrior;

and, if I never hear my country’s call, then will I fight yon
foul Tzigani, and that black herd shall covert elsewhere than
in sight of the walls of my fathers.”

“ Holy Marie, and St. Josef, forbid,” replied the countess,
“ for the land is broad enough for them and thee to dwell in

peace; but, if you raise their ire, then better were it for the
castle to be laid even with the ground, by fire or war, than for

the Magyar race, who dwell therein, to waste away beneath
their arts and sorceries.

4 JRequiescat in pace ,’ says Father Nik-
las, which, as I take it, means ‘ let them alone.’

”

“ Send Father Niklas to the Tzigani himself! with his Latin
foolery; and he would do well for a priest there, were they but
godly enough to have one; for did not Franz, the herdsman, say
that the young child which Therese carried to the altar for

baptism was none of his, but had a gipsy father? and Father
Niklas must have heard of it, at the confessional, long before

the snaky eyes, and lank black locks of the child had told the

tale to others.”

Ere the mother could reply, the steps of both were arrested

by the sweetest gush of music that ever swelled, from tree or

thicket, upon the evening breeze. It was not like the strains

of the nightingale, or the warbling of other birds, but the vary-
ing beauty of their songs were joined with the greater power,
and prolonged richness of the human voice.

“ An angel !” said the countess, raising her eyes to heaven.
“ A fairy!” said the young Emerich, looking into the thicket.

The sound was stationary, and the dauntless boy stepped to

the spot from whence it proceeded. A few steps brought the
countess in view of the place where the singer was standing,

leaning against a rock, from which gushed a sparkling cascade.

The water fell in silver spray into a dark pool, and on its sur-

face were floating the withered flowers, which the child plucked
from her garlands, as she sung for them, or the passing day, a
sweet low requiem. Neither the mother or her son had ever

seen that girl before, but her name had been long upon the lips

of the villagers, for it was “the child of song”—it was Gar-
filena.

CHAPTER III.

Garfilena

—

how shallwe describe her ? She was a child
;
with

the innocence, the purity, the artlessness, trust, and gaiety of
childhood; and with these she had the gift of genius

,
endowing

her with the quick perceptions, the keen insight, the deep feel-

ings, of the woman. To say that she was a songstress, and to

say no more, would give but a faint idea of this favoured being;

but young, ignorant, and uncared-for, in song alone could she

pour forth the swelling tide of thought and feeling which might
not be restrained. Sweet and thrilling as were her warblings,

they were but the overflowings of a heart, which contained
within its depths something better than a mere tide of song.

“ Undine!” exclaimed the countess; and the child looked up
from the glittering spray. But brilliant and earnest as was the

glance of her full dark eye, and replete with a wild intense

expression as was every feature and muscle of her finely cut

countenance, yet it was too distinct, too clear, too full of life, to

belong to those spirits of the water. Every lineament of her

face was defined, as with the sharp chisel of the sculptor, but
their expression constantly varied, with that of her soul-

beaming eyes
;
and her long dark waving tresses softened into

earthliness the figure which they adorned. The blood rushed
with a painful violence to her cheeks, brow, and neck, as she

met the gaze of the countess; but, when the young count

started quickly towards her, it receded as quickly, leaving her

pale and rigid as a marble statue.

At that moment the hoofs of the huntsmen’s steeds were
heard, and the ground trembled beneath the cavalcade. The
countess started to the path, and met her husband, who led

the horsemen. lie bounded from his saddle, threw the reins to

his son, who vaulted into the vacant seat, and joined his wife

in her homeward walk. The countess told him of the child,

and they went together to the cascade, but she had disappeared.

The next day they made inquiries among the villagers, and the

result was an increased feeling of wonder and curiosity. None
knew aught of the birth and parentage of the girl, When her
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sweet songs had first attracted their notice, she was a wanderer*

One and another of the kind peasants had given her food and

lodging, and asked no return but that she would warble one

swe^et strain. The days were spent in rambles among the birds

and flowers, and at night she came to the hut where they offered

her milk and bread. The last and longest visit had been at the

home of the aged and feeble grandmother of the frail Therese.

The countess requested that Garfilena should be brought to

the castle. Young Emerich stood by his mother's side as the

child was brought into her presence. He watched for the effect

of the fretted ceiling, the tapestried walls, and oriel windows.

The girl was not awe-struck—she did not shrink or tremble.

In her the susceptibility,to beauty was paramount to all other

influences, and she raised her face, all radiant with joy, to the

many-coloured light which streamed through the painted glass.

The countess questioned her, mildly but closely, of her home
and friends. She had no other friends but the villagers—they

were all kind. She had many homes—none that she loved

better than the forest water-fall. She then endeavoured to

recal her earliest remembrances, but the joys of her recent

existence appeared to have effaced the recollection of the time

when she could not sing, and dance, and ramble in the forest.

She had been hungry and weary, but she sung herself to sleep.

She had been alone, and afraid in the tangled thicket, but the

birds chanted such sweet hymns to her as dispelled her fears.

She had been where no human beings had traced her footsteps,

the gay flowers were thick around her. the beautiful insects

sported before her, the squirrels gamboled gaily with her, and
the birds mingled their songs with hers. They asked her if no

one had ever loved her—if she had never been regarded with an

affection different from all these. A vague remembrance came
to her of one who ha I caressed her with tears and smiles—who
had pressed her to his bosom with an ardent impulse. But it

might have been in a dream, for she had often sighed for the

love which blessed the other children that she knew. Yet she

had invariably shrunk from every caress of the rude peasantry,

though yearning for a love which they could never bestow.

This was all that they could ascertain. The countess made
her come and live at the castle, and for a few days it was her

home.
The young count took her to the great hall, and showed her

the mail and panoply of war. They did not please her; but

when the light from the stained windows fell upoirner, she told

him how she had once stood in a forest aisle, when the setting

sun bathed her in hues like these. He pointed to her the

massive pillars which supported the vaulted roof, and she told

him of a cavern, among the hills, where the rocks were pillars

for a mightier dome. He showed her the fountain beneath his

mother’s window, and she said there were many in the forest

which were more beautiful.

He took her to the chapel of St. Josef, and showed her the

great picture of the Saviour on the cross. She turned away,
with a shriek of sympathy for such agony as it portrayed, and
would never enter the chapel again. Then he took her to the

Convent of St. Christine, and she smiled as she heard their soft

vesper chants, and when the nuns played to her upon the harp,

for never before had she listened to a cultivated lay.

They showed her the picture of the Madonna, pressing to her

heart the infant Jesus, and for the first time she shed tears
;
and

that picture was henceforth a shrine to her; for in that lovely

form she had embodied the remembrance of a love and caress

which had lingered with her through her solitary childhood.

The castle was but a transient home for Garfilena, for she
loved a freer life, and could not brook the restraints which the
countess would have imposed upon her. She strayed again to

the village— she visited once more her old haunts, where she

was often sougnt by Count Emerich.

(To be continued.')

MY LUCK.
BY ROBERT HOWE GOULD, ESQ., OF CONNECTICUT.

I know that I am celebrated; I do not blush to confess it.

It’s not my fault;—I cannot help it ! I am perfectly aware

that I am chronicled in story, invoked in song, and immortal-
ized in comedy. I know you have heard of me ten thousand
times ;—but I am not to blame—“ It’s my luck!”

There never lived a man who naturally and instinctively

shrunk from fame with so much sensitiveness as myself—yet

thus I have had it thrust upon me. I can only repeat—“ It’s

my infernal luck!”

I cannot endure this state of things any longer. I must,
“burst out” in regard to ray sufferings;—there must be some-
thing done, or I shall certainly go mad!

I’ll call a public meeting—I’ll appeal to the Legislature—I’ll

change my name—I’ll get a divorce from this cursed fate that
follows me.

I know I am excited; I feel it. But, confound it! what else

can you expect? Indeed I need your indulgence,—I want
your sympathy. Sympathy ? Why, I never met with such a
thing in my life, except from one individual, and he died the
next day.

But it is not sufficient that I am miserable. I am not al-

lowed to luxuriate quietly in my own wretchedness, and wrap
my miseries around me, as they were widow’s weeds. My woes
are dragged before the public: my own private sorrows are
made the theme of general mirth. My agonies are considered
to be most laughable comicalities. I have myself seen a thou-
sand people grinning, hyena-like, over the wretchedness of Guy
Goodluck, as portrayed by some inhuman wretch of a come-
dian. That diabolical farce, that identical petite comedy, is

the veritable transcript of a few brief pages, extracted at
random from the record of my life. I was the victim of the
machinations of that “ d— d, infernal, diabolical John Jones!”
I am “ that rash and most unfortunate man,” therein styled
with facetious bitterness, Guy Goodluck.

, Sir, I have expressed a wish to draw upon your sympathy;
and I wish to convince you that I need and deserve it. If the
narrative which I hereto append does not serve as a letter of
credit authorizing an unlimited draft;—if your ear, open to

others, should be deaf to me, I can only repeat, that—“ It’s my
luck.”

A few years since, I commenced a tour through the States,

and it is to the incidents of that tour that I would ask your
attention; firmly convinced, that when you have perused the
painful history, you will unhesitatingly accord to me that
distinctive appellation—“ The unfortunate man.”

I left New York for Charleston, South Carolina, in a vessel
recommended as a fast-sailer, on a Friday, in preference to

waiting until the following Monday for the steam-packet. This
ship’s voyages, for three years previous, had averaged some-
thing less than^ye days

;

but / was on board, my interests were
involved, and the vessel was driven off the coast by a tremen-
dous gale : thus five weeks elapsed before we reached Charleston,

;

minus the mizen-mast and fore-top-mast, and in a state of inci-

pient starvation:—
“Just my luck!”

Leaving Charleston in a week, I took the morning railroad

train for Augusta, Georgia. Should have been in Augusta
between four and five o’clock p. m. Locomotive broke dowm,
obliging us to walk five miles in the drenching rain; and we
did not arrive until two the next morning. Hotels are closed

;

—no beds, except “ the soft side of plank” at the depot.

Next day made my way to an hotel. The weather being fine

and warm, they gave me a room without any fire-place, and
looking due north through three large windows. That after-

noon an influx of travellers filled the house, so that they had
not ‘ a square inch of room to spare—and then the weather
changed ! The next three were the only really cold days
that had visited Augusta in five years.

Of course I took a cold that stuck by me for the next six

months
“Just my luck!

”

Left Augusta in the stage-coach for Florida, at seven o’clock,

on as fine an evening as ever was seen. Before ten, there came
down such a rain as had not been since the days of the patri-
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arch Noah; in the midst of which the coach capsized in the an d sunk ! We lay by for a day, and built wooden chimnies out
woods, and we spent nearly the whole of the remainder of the

night alfresco,
in getting under way. Rode in wet garments till

breakfast time, and then, it being late, no time was allowed

to change them, but we were obliged to ride on undried; in a

predicament, and undergoing a process of evaporation, only to

be appreciated by a victim of Priesnitz. Pushed on all that

day and another night, without any respite; came to a river,

(the Ogeechee,) where, for twenty years, there had been a bridge

strong enough to withstand all freshets; but as / wanted to

cross it, it had been washed away during the previous night.

After some delay, we put ourselves into a crazy concern of

a flat-boat, and crossed, coach and all. In the course of this

operation my hat was knocked overboard and lost, and I was
compelled to perform the remainder of my journey in a night-

cap. At length we reached the Chatalioochie river, on the
confines of Florida; a steam-boat had passed half an hour before

our arrival, and no other expected for a week. Before the

week expired, the river had fallen so low as not to be navi-

gable.
“ Just my luck!

”

Took land conveyance for Pensacola, in Florida; went about
forty miles, and was obliged to turn back by a sudden outbreak
of the Indians. Circumstances, growing out of this cause,

increased the term of additional detention to about three weeks.

Reached Mobile eventually
,
though every ten miles of the way

had required from me about three hours more for their accom-
plishment than they would from any one else. Two steam-
boats left Mobile for New Orleans at the same hour: I embarked
on board the fastest ;

sure to arrive two hours sooner than the

other. Our engine got out of order, and the slow boat beat us
by half-a-day. I had a wager pending with a fellow-passenger
that we should beat her by an hour !

Went to an hotel in New Orleans. Crowded—but could
give me a fine room

;
the only objection being, that the key

was lost:—that, however, should be replaced in the morning.
Spent the evening very pleasantly; retired, for once in my
life, in high spirits. Awoke the next morning, minus a pair
of inexpressibles and all my cash !

—

v
“ Just my luck !”

Having by some unusual conjunction of for Lunate circum-
stances, letters of credit, and not having happened to lose
them, I succeeded in reclothing my nether limbs and relining
my pockets ;—and, in a state of bordering on frenzy, I rushed
on board a steam boat bound up the Mississippi.
That boat was the ill fated Oronoco !

After enduring all the horrors of the scene of death con-
sequent upon the fearful explosion on board that “ ill-starred,
perfidious bark,’ I escaped from her at Vicksburgh, landed,
and went to the principal hotel. That very night, “ the great
fire” broke out, consuming the whole square on which the
hotel stood. I escaped, with the loss of all my baggage.
Owing to exposure, fright, and fatigue, I was attacked the
next day with a bilious fever, which kept me a prisoner for
six weeks !

—

“Just my luck !”

The fever finally “evacuated;’' and salivated, scorched,
and^worn to a skeleton—more dead than alive—I started for
the Red River, in the vain hope that on the extreme verge of
civilization my infernal “luck” might desert me. ’Twas a
vain attempt! ^After that “ jumping-off-place of all creation,”
Shreveport

,
was left behind us, (being more than six-hundred

miles up that wild stream, the Red River,) and just as I began
to indulge the fondest anticipations, the boat struck a snag
in “ the great raft,” and sunk in twenty minutes.
There being no other steam-boat at that time up the river,

we were obliged to take small boats and go down, drifting
with the current by day, and sleeping on shore (with the
snakes, alligators, and musquitoes,) by night. Arrived, after
a week of this tedious voyaging, at Natchitoches, and there
got on board a small steam-boat, and continued our downward
course. The river being at flood, the boat ran into the woods
and knocked down both her chimneys. They fell overboard

them rather combustible
;
but the captain had used similar

ones frequently with perfect success. So we started ; ran
merrily tor about ten miles. Why not twenty or fifty ? /was
on board. The confounded chimneys took fire and were
consumed, the boat herself having a narrow escape!

“ Just my luck! ”

By some means or other, I hardly know what, I reached
Cincinnati, Ohio. Met there an old friend

; one of my few real
friends. “ After all my troubles and torments,” thought I,
“ this is one happiness beyond the reach of fate but he was
going to New Orleans the same day !—This, however, I made
the best of. He had taken passage in a beautiful, new boat.
This was to be her first trip

; and, willing to give the citizens a
treat, her captain invited the friends of the passengers to re-

main on board, and he would run two or three miles up the
river, and land them as he again passed the pier on his way
down. We remained on board, /remained. The boat ran
two or three miles up the stream, turned, and when nearly at

the wharf again a fearful explosion was heard :—the shattered
fragments of the Moselle were scattered upon the stream
and shores of the Ohio !

My woes were not to end thus. Happening to wish to be
killed, such an event was an impossibility. I was rescued
from the water perfectly uninjured.

“ Just my luck !”

Borne time elapsed. I went to Canada. I joined the
“patriots.” Now, thought I, linked with men as desperate
as myself, I may at least bring my sorrows to a speedy
termination. Everything worked in unison with my hopes.
I was taken prisoner, in arms ! I was tried at London,
Upper Canada, and sentenced to be hanged ! The day
arrived

;
I stood upon the scaffold

; the fatal noose was
placed around my neck

;
already I had seemed to have

advanced one step into the other world. Just as I was ex-
pecting the irrevocable signal for the executioner to launch
me forth, a reprieve arrived from Sir George Arther ! This
was followed by a free pardon ! My happiness in prospect of
the close of my career was considered proof positive of
insanity. Some persons curious in monomania had obtained
my release!

I was sent out of the province, of course. I took the stage
for Detroit in Michigan. The stage proprietors were in the
habit of shortening their route some seventy miles, by tra-

versing the ice on Lake St. Clair. We took the same course
in the present instance. A strong north-west gale came on,
and the ice began to break up. We were obliged to make
for the shore with all our speed, and eventually to abandon
the horses and coach, and clamber over the broken ice to the
land. Two fellow passengers were drowned. My perfect
indifference preserved me, and I landed in safety.

I arrived at Detroit. Some prospect existing of disturb-

nnce on the frontier, I enlisted in the United States’ army.
I wanted to be shot,—instead of which I froze my toes and
received a flogging for sleeping while on sentry duty. I
never can sleep. Not even in a stage coach or railway-car.

Never could—always under all circumstances, restless and
wakeful. It was essential for me to keep awake, and, of
course, I went to sleep like a hog

!

I got flogged—/, for
sleeping !

A fellow-soldier committed a contemptible piece of petty
larceny. / was convicted of the deed, flogged again, and
drummed out of my regiment !

—

“Just my luck!’'

I came again to New York. Eventually I determined to

commit suicide. I bought a pistol. I loaded it. I went to

my room and put it to my head,

—

as I thought

!

I did nothing
of the sort! I missed my mark by six inches, and utterly
demolished a very expensive mantle-clock, an heir-loom in my
landlady’s family.

° Just my luck !

>}
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It is cold—-you know it is cold,™infernally cold ! Many
instances have occurred of people being killed by a mere
plunge into the river in such weather. I rushed to the wharf
—I plunged into the water. “ Now,’ 7 exclaimed I triumph-
antly, “ save me who can 1”

A venerable watchman, who ought to have been fast asleep,
(and had been so at the same hour from time immemorial,)
saw me,—had me picked up

!

I was floating on a cake of ice,—had been in the water for
half an hour. I ought to have been dead some minutes
before I was taken out. Any other man would have died
twice in the same time. Never better in the whole course of
my life than I was the next morning.

“Just my luck!”

1 have been writing these painful details from an inkstand
as big as a half-bushel* with a base as broad as that ofMount
Atlas

;
never was known to capsize

; a twenty foot lever could
not upset it, though the fate of nations depended upon the
accomplishment of such a result. 7 barely caught the tip of

my pen in it, and it was hurled bottom upwards upon my
manuscript, burying it beneath an ocean, a cataclysm of
ink.

My hands are covered with it! My lap is deluged! My
paper, my desk, my handkerchief, my carpet, are all of a hue
as dark as my destiny!

“ It’s just my luckP
Kix.

VALDRWULF
;
OR, THE FIEND OF THE MOOR.

A SCALDIC LEGEND.

Talprwttlf was illustrious in war; he was the Etheling of

the isles beyond the eastern ocean of mists.

He was the pride of the Scald, descended from the father of

ages, whose glory fills the halls of Valhalla. He was tali and
graceful as a pine on the mountain tops of Scandia; his strength

was like the oak’s in the forest of Andreswald ; his flowing

locks streamed on the winds like the goldefl banner of Ella
;

his face was beautiful as the countenance of Balder, and his

eyes bright and sunny as those of the luminous genii who dwell

in the boundless heaven; his voice to his friends was sweet as

the honey-dew that blesseth the night-blown flowers of the val-.

ley, dropping from the fountain of past time : but his shout in

the day-battle, ran like the voice of Thor, when he thunders in

the stormy chamber of his clouds ; his sinewy limbs were
marked with spell-figures and devices of many colours, for he
was of the warlike race of the Angles.

Ella, who had won dominion in the sea-encircled land of

the Britons, whose raven-banner had conquered its southern
shores, but could not his kingly state protect in peace, sent

to Valdrwulf for aid against his foes, that he might take Caer-
Andred, their chief city of strength.

Valdrwulf drew his sword, and clashed on his sounding
buckler the signal of warfare

;
be girded on his garments of

ringing steel, brightly gleaming like the meteor visions of the
northern skies.

His valiant companions followed him to the crowded shore
;

there he dispensed bracelets of gold and gems, the spoils of
his might, and filled with money-gifts the hands of the brave.
His banner floated on the ocean winds, from the tall mast of
his war-ship, stored with the weapons of Hilda, with the glit-

tering apparel of heroes, and vessels of fine gold and silver.

The white bosomed maiden of Rothgar had often viewed
with delight the noble form of Valdrwulf, and listened in her
father’s chamber of shields to the song of the Scalds, as, from
the harp, came the sweet sounds of song to the praise of his
gallant exploits.

But Valdrwulf vowed to Odin, to the father of spells, never
to know the joys of love, till he bad won rule and power in

the white isle of the west.

The maiden of Rothgar forsook her father’s bannered halls ‘

r

she was no longer a cupbearer in the gilded chamber of
Thegns, nor witnessed its joyous games, or listened to the
music that wandered from the harp of the Scald : she fled in
sorrow; no one knew the place of her abode.
There came to Valdrwulf, as he mounted the deck, a lovely

youth in the habiliments of the field
;
his white buckler, with-

out device, hung on his arm, which showed he yet had won
no trophies in fight

;
his seaxan glittered by his side, but his

eyes of diamond fire outshone the lustre of his brand
;
while

his hair flowed over the rings of his mail in dark clusters, rich
as the tresses of Freya, the goddess of love and beauty,

<f
I swear to follow Valdrwulf, 5

’ cried the youth, “over the
field of pirates, the stormy path of the merchant, to the white
land in the west, which lies beyond the mists of thp hazy
ocean—to be his loving brother in arms, and if he fall, to

perish by his side.”

Valdrwulf, the giver of bracelets, was charmed with the
noble beauty and boldness of the youth. They vowed eternal
friendship in each other’s arms ; they pierced their veins ;

—

they tasted each other’s blood mingled with wine, from a
golden cup, the pledge of truth and constancy

;
and poured

forth the remainder to Odin, king of battles.

The sea- winds are filling the lifted sails of the kingly war-
ship of Valdrwulf. She tilts the white surge from her prow,
and mounts gallantly the wide-rolling billows. The waves
of ocean are turned to gold, and the heavens glow like the
choicest ruby; the purple-cloud throne of the sun, the king
of splendours, rests on the ocean’s sapphire verge

;
sea and

sky are enshrined in glory, while, afar off, the dim vessel
appears like a shadowy spot on the bright orb of the moon.

* * * *

Ella sits thoughtful on the dais, retired from the place of
combat, the meeting of the armed.
He sits gloomy and sad, at the feast of warriors in his lofty

pavilion, hung with gleaming web, and pictured cloth of
purple and gold, in the midst of his camp, near the walls of
Caer-Andred. Hard fought had been the battle of the day,
for the Britons stood firm on their bulwarks of strength.
Saxon blood drenched the mounds that encompass the hill

city of the Cymry, and many places are empty at the ban-
quet, wont to be filled with the dark-browed warriors of
renown.

But it is not the battle alone that thins the ranks of wea-
poned men in the host of the war-king of the south. The
giant fiend of the moor, a monster demon that delights in mur-
der, enters the camp when deep sleep falls on the Thegns, and
dyes his iron club in their gore.
How he enters undiscovered, or how he returns, sated with

hot blood, none can tell.

But now the mead-cup circles joyously round the lord of
his kinsmen in that tent of shields, and the Scald of the feast
strikes his harp to valiant deeds of other years.
A shout rings through the camp ! Ella starts from his high

seat, and the British watchmen sound the loud trump of
alarm, snatching their weapons from the walls of their for-
tress.

A messenger informed King Ella that Valdrwulf Etheling
of the isles, and his valiant-looking bands, were arrived at the
camp from their wave journey over the deep waters of the
loud-sounding ocean. Joyously were they welcomed to the
pavilion of the princely son of Odin. Now came forth Elgitha
the queen of the banquet of the men of strength ; her robes of
needle-work were wrought with figures ofgold and crimson

;
on

her head and arms were bands of starry jewels, and her white
veil flowed down her shoulders, like the mantling foam of the
rock o’er-leaping torrent.

.
Her eye was bright with pleasure,

and her voice like music that comes over the moonlight
waters of summer. She gave the hydromel cup to the illus- !

trious strangers of battle, and filled the horn of hospitality to
its golden brim.

^

.

Then was told by King Ella, sitting on his stool of power,
the strange tale of the fiend of the moor, the Thyrse of the
black valley. Valdrwulf vowed to encounter him alone. The I

paleness of fear came over the cheek of his youthful friend, ijl

like the white cloud passing athwart the gloryful moon ; but 1
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the warriors marked not the change which fell upon him,
pondering on the nightly visitation of the blood-quaffing

fiend of the moor.
The hour of rest came on

;
Ella and his queen, with her

damsels, beautiful as the shining elves, withdrew to the bright

web-hung tent of repose. The warders prepared the couch
of sleep for the strangers ; they took the mail of gleaming
rings, the cap of steel, with its eagle plumes, from the wear

y

Etheling of the isles
;
he sunk with his chiefs on the rushy

couch, and his spirit wandered in the fairy land of dreams.
There was a mournful sound in the black valley; the wind

of midnight came forth, shaking its hundred groves of oak.

The dark fiend of the moor arose
;
be forsook his gloomy

solitude: the dim cloud of the mountain was his robe, and
the red meteor of the fen cast its wavering light on his hide-
ous visage.

Onward he strode through the camp of the Saxons; he
thirsted for noble blood, he sought the royal pavilion. Sleep
went before him ; death was at bis side; the warders saw not
his coming. He stood in the tent-door—dreadful as Loke
the evil one-, fiercely savage as the wolf who shall destroy
the spouse of Erigga, when the twilight of the gods shall

cover all things !

He saw the beautiful form of Valdrwulf ’s friend, and
savagely laughed aloud with jo}7

. He aimed his club at the

head of the fair youth, whose darkly flowing locks became
red with gushing blood !

Shrieks ran through the pavilion.

Valdrwulf awoke, and saw the ghastly fiend standing over
his dying friend, shouting with joy ! He snatched bis magic
anelace from his pillow—he rushed, like an evening lion

seeking his prey, on the hideous monster.
Terrible are their blows 1 flames flash from the eyes of the

grim demon—but he cannot prevail against the sword of

Valdrwulf. He flies from the strong arm of the Etheling,

yelling like the mighty torrent in its headlong course through
the valleys of winter, and escapes to the boggy moor of the

desert.

Valdrwulf knelt by his friend—his brother; he called for

the leech, but it was in vain ! He raised the youth in his

arms, who hung over his shoulder with gory brow and blood-

streaming locks, like a lovely flower smote down by the
northern blast

!

“ Valdrwulf, I go to my narrow bouse, and thou shalt see

me no more for ever. Thou hast loved me as thy companion
in war, and though thou didst scorn Helga in her father’s

halls, she left her home and friends to follow thee o’er sea and
land

;
she has won thy love, she dies in thy arms, and she die3

happy and blest ! Yes, dearest Valdrwulf, I glory in my
fate ! for now shall I meet thee in the halls of Valhalla, where
ve shall dwell together in the fellowship of the gods ; for this

blood, flowing from my veins, shall win my entrance to the

refulgent palace of Odin. Farewell, Valdrwulf, till we meet
in glory at the banquet of skulls ! I see the shining maids
of war, on their white steeds, waiting to bear me to the feast

of warriors. Lay me on the blazing pile, raise high my tomb
in the land of strangers, that, it may tell distant ages where
Helga’s ashes rest in peace. Mourn not for me, but lift the

mead cup high in revelry, and banquet round my hillock

of death, for I shall be joyous in the paradise of the brave,

before the thunder-veiled throne of the king of spells. Ab,
Valdrwulf 1’’

Her lips moved, but no sound came from them
;
Her last sob

•was breathed on the bosom of Valdrwulf.
* * * * *

The morning dawned—King Ella arose, his Thcgns har-

nessed him in the proud apparel of war. He bowed at his

tent-door to the white horse of Bidcome Hill, whom he wor-

shipped, and which his army had there marked out as a proud
and sacred trophy of their victories over the Britons. lie nowr

heard that the fiend of the moor had been put to flight, and bo

presented the hero of the isles with a splendid garment of steel,

and a helmet of costly workmanship.
That day was another battle fought under the walls of Caer-

Andred. But ere the fight began, a British captive was
selected, of noble height and daring, with whom Valdrwulf

was chosen, amid the shouts of the assembled host, to wag
single combat, that the fate of the general conflict might be
known.

' Valdrwulf was sad and heavy of heart, for the loss of his

beloved Helga; but his spirit rose with the battle; and her
death added fury to his soul. He rushed on the Briton in com-
bat, as the storm -swollen river rolls against the dark rock3 in
the valley of Restormal. They met like two foaming surges of
the ocean dashed against each other by the raging tempest.
But the crooked seaxan of Valdrwulf clove in twain the helmet
of the Briton, and he fell divided on the bloody plain. A
thousand shouts echoed through the forest of Andreswald, and
the Saxons rushed on to the battle, proud in the assurance of

victory.

The Britons came forth from the city of their strength to

meet them—the banners moved forward like a thousand meteors
flashing over the skies of the north.

As the torrents of winter rush down the rocky steeps of

Snowdon, so descended from their hill city the Britons to

battle. As the sturdy oaks, the children of ages, in the forest

of Malvern, scorn the coming of the tempest, so the illustrious

Saxon3 met the arrow storms of the Britons.

Like the sound of a thousand thunders echoing round the
heights of PenmsenmawT; like the roar of a thousand billows

dashing on the rocky cliffs of Guitlior, so loud and fierce was
the onset—so met the sons of the sword, in the shock of

bucklers.

Ella, the destroyer of kings, was a raging pillar of fire!

Valdrwulf outshone himself in arms; his anelace clove the
echoing shields asunder; he drove the Britons before him like

herds of frighted deer, when the howling of wolves comes on the
blast, that shakes the leafless oaks of Ardenn.
That day was the Cymry defeated; they retired to their hill-

fortress wearied and sad ;
help was far away, and none of their

tribe came to their relief, yet the taxons took not their

defences that day.

The sun w*ent down on the gory field, on the dead bodies of the

slain—the evening food of the wolf, amid the red shields of

battle. The banners no longer glanced brightdy, the spears sent

forth no gleams; the croaking of the raven was heard, the

howl of the wmlf hastening to his prey, and the Saxons retired

to their camp on the plain, loaded with the spoils of the foe.

Again there was much joy in their tents. The pavilion of

the king was illuminated with blazing lights, the mead banquet
was prepared, the warriors sat on high stools covered with
golden web, the silver horns of plenty overflowed with wine
and the blood of mulberries. The queen and her damsels of

beauty poured forth the hydromel liberally, and Etheling, Eorl,

and Thegn, rejoiced in their smiles. The Scalds of the king
awoke the songs of Odin—a hundred voices joined the melo-

dious tones of the harp.

All was joyous hut Valdrwulf; sad was his heart for the loss

of Ilelga, and the tear of silent sorrow fell on the gilded brim
of his mantling wine cup.

The king sought to soothe his grief; he commanded that a
splendid banner should reward his valour in tent and field; he
waved his hand, and six noble steeds were led into the pavilion,

and presented to the chief of the isles; they were covered with

rich mantlings of needlework, and their saddle bows shone with

gems and gold.

Then rose the Queen Elgitha from amidst the fair maidens,

and presented him with her armlets, curiously sparkling with
precious jewels.

“ King of Eorls, helmet of thy people,” said Valdrwulf, “ my
deservings equal not thy liberal gifts, but my short-lived day
of fame draws to a close. Helga, my beloved Helga, soon must
the struggling flames consume thy lovely form. I have sworn,

as thy friend and companion in war, not to survive thee. Grant
then, great Odin, father of gods, that my renown, like the sun,

when the tempests of noon have passed away, may set in tran-

seendant glory. Give me, 0 king of shields, the noblest of these

war-steeds, and I will go forth and seek this night, in the black

valley, the fiend of the moor, the demon who has destroyed

thy people, and slain my own true Helga. I will revenge her

death, or fall in the conflict. I will bring the head of the mon-
ster at my saddle bow, or never again appear in thy tent.
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Amid the stormy mists of the moor, the dark-rolling clouds of

the desert, I shall glory to wrestle with the fiend !”

The warriors shout applause, he leaps on the gallant steed,

he rushes forth through the starless night to seek the foul

destroyer, the blood-drinking Thyrse of the black valley.

Grey morning dawned in the east, the clouds blushed at the

coming of the king of light, and the landscape gleamed afar

with the smiles of day.

Warriors were seen through the white mists that rested on
the lofty ramparts of Caer-Andred.
Her watchmen looked forth towards the camp of the Saxons,

and fear came upon them, because of the power and number of
their invaders.

King Ella issues from his tent; he moves, a pillar of flashing

brightness against the rising sun, scattering light on the yellow
shields of his gathering host.

Scouts, ere dawn, went forth from the camp; but they return
not—they bring no tidings from the gloomy moor, the black
valley of fear.

The king mourns for Valdrwulf as for one departed to the
lofty abode of ancient heroes

!

The horn of battle sounds, the brazen clamour of the regal
shield awoke the shout of the mighty ones in fight. The glan-
cing banners move here and there, like the red meteors of the
heath. The Saxons and Angli, led by King Ella, march against
the ramparts of tho Cymry. Downward pour the Britons, in

their glittering arms, to meet them, like lightning streaming in

shattered masses from the dark clouds of midnight: buckler
against buckler, anelace against claymore, clash like the roar of
a thousand thunders !

Who dashes on his white steed into the midst of the arrowy
tempest, the tumult of the men of strength, where the sharp
weapons pour forth showers of blood, and the noise of the battle
Waxeth louder and louder?
His garments of locked steel are stained with gore, the plumes

of his helm are broken and soiled, and sad is his countenance,
though victorious.

It is the illustrious prince of the isles, the redoubted Valdr-
wulf, returned from the dark moor, the gloomy habitation of
the fiend: he returns a conqueror from the midnight combat,
and at his saddle bows hangs the grim and blood-streaming
head of the fiend!

His SAvord glances, like a gleam of lightning, along the dark
van of battle; he rushes on the foe like a thunderbolt dashed
against the echoing cliffs of Cheddar.
The Britons fall in heaps, like showery meteors, when the

winds rush along the northern skies
;
they sink like the waves

on the shore; they retreat within their ramparts, like the surges
of the tide, when they go back to the unknown depths of the
ocean, from whence they came.
Valdrwulfhath seized the red dragon of the Cymry! he waves

their standard of glory above his head; he mounts their ram-
parts, but he lifteth not, as he was wont, the shout of triumph
to his warriors.

The Saxons pursue their foemen like a band of wolves chasing
the sheep-flocks in the flowery valleys of Avon.
Caer-Andred is taken ! the Saxons conquer the whole city,

and the red-edged seaxan devours its inhabitants. The war-
riors of the north spare not the feeble nor the old. The sun
sunk from the heavens, and with it died the wailings of despair:
it set on the silent city of death, and there was no one to Aveep
over the slain, no man to bury the dead !

The eagle and the wolf were gorged Avith feasting
; the

forest bear dwelt in the habitation of princes, and the horn-
beaked raven croaked with joy over the banquet of blood !

The
.

Saxons returned to their camp loaded with spoils.

That night were great shouting and mirth in the pavilions of
King Ella : the crown of the south Avas set on his brows, he re-
ceived the worship 'of his Eorls, the homage of his people

;

the mead-cups overflowed with hydromel and delicious morat

;

the festh'e horns went merrily, round, filled with the golden
tears of morning flowers.
The lord of shields, the lion of battle, divided his boundless

treasures among the two j glittering swords, meet for the

thighs of the illustrious in war, and money-gifts, and chains of
gold for the necks of the conquerors.

Valdrwulf laid the dragon banner of the Cymry, and the
ghastly head of the moor fiend on the regal dais, at the glit-

tering footstool of the king. But no sound came from his lips

;

he answered not Ella’s congratulations, he spoke not to the
noble Eorls around him : the death-spell of the fiend was on
him, and the silence of the grave sat on his lips ! he tasted not
the wine-cup, he mingled not with the merry hearted at the ban-
quet; he retired in mystery to his tent, and wept over the dead
body of his Helga.
The morning came, but it brought not joy to Valdrwulf.

He prepared with his chiefs the death pile; and the pale corse

of Helga was borne on a shield to the place of fire by Ethel

-

born warriors. The king attended the burning, and the queen
with her damsels,^strewed the funeral pyre Avith flowers.

Helga was laid on a noble shield, and a mountain of armour
ra ised around her.

Valdrwulf divided in portions, for his mighty men and
the Thanes of Ella, all his splendid treasures ; they were laid

in heaps far asunder along the plain of Merthin.
Then mounted the chief princes their fleet steeds, to seize

the war-gifts. Osric, whose horse was the swiftest, first

reached the most distant pile, and Avon the noblest treasure.

The race was boldly sustained; many fell, and much spoil,

was scattered abroad, while the army-sliouts rang through the

Avoody retreats of Andred’s wolds.

Then Avere slain six steeds, white as the untrod snoAvs of

Helvellyan; and tencaptiAre slaves fell by the SAvord of Valdr-
wulf, to feed the flames

r
arid attend their lovely mistress, that

she might enter Avith high pomp and glory the halls of

Valhalla.

The pile Avas fired—the blaze ascended brightly to heaven;
propitious omen that the gods would receive her spirit, and seat

her at the banquet of skulls, before the throne of the eternal

king of armies.

Then rose the \
roice of the Scalds, and the loud harp rang

with the death-song of Odin. The funeral feast Avas prepared,

and the dark browed warriors were joyous round the dead.

Valdrwulf, Avith his blood- died SAvord, approached the bla-

zing mount of fire—he plunged the blade into his bosom, the

fiend spell of silence Avas broken, and lie leaped, shouting

amid the flames.

AMERICAN WARFARE.
In the memorable year 1814, the British troops having pene-

trated to Washington, and burned the public buildings there,

were determined to sack the city of Baltimore, and for that

purpose were advancing tOAvards it. On the march, the general

(Ross) A\
rith his staff, breakfasted at a place called “ Torth

Point,” within a feAv miles of the city. The tavern-keeper had
two boys of about eleven and fourteen years of age.

.

Boys,

hoAvever, as they were, they had heard of the burnings of

Washington, and the aggressions upon their country, and they

resolved accordingly. Stealing out of the house with their

rifle, they hid themselves in a little wood of pines, called a
“ pine scrub,” on the side of the road by Avhich Ross and his

troops were to pass. They prepared a little trench with plenty

of dry leaves wherewith to cover their rifle. The British troops

marched— their arms glittered in the sun, and in the mid3t

rode Ross and bis officers—they came opposite the pine scrub.

At this moment, it is believed, the heart of the eldest boy
failed him

;
the youngest, however, supplied his place. On

rode Ross, in his pride. Behind the low ragged stone-wall of

the pine scrub knelt the boy with his rifle. His nerve failed

not
;
his eye did its duty

;
his aim was sure. The rifle flashed

—the boy had fired ;
and the invading general, without speak-

ing a single word, dropped dead from his horse in the midst of

his astonished officers. The rifle was buried under the leaves;

and Avhen the troops rushed to the spot they found a couple of

boys hunting “ tarapins ” (a sort of small tortoise), one of which
the elder had in his hands.
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SIEGE AND CAPITULATION OF BARCELONA.

“ Would you charm the soldier's ear,

Go strike the martial drum!
Or, as the hostile bands appear,

Proclaim ‘They come, they come!’

“ Would you rouse the sailor’s soul

To deeds of high emprise,

Bid England’s foes, while ocean’s roll,

Appear before his eyes.”

—

Dibdin.

The distinguished success which attended the arms of

England, both by sea and land during the reign of Anne, ren-

dered her name terrible to her foes, and as a tower of strength

to her allies. Her exploits on the former element, which, since

1707, especially, has been considered her own, did not assume

that important character as marked her career on the tented

field:—there, under the able generalship of Marlborough, Prince

Eugene of Savoy, and others, who, for a long period, were firm

coadjutors in war,
and whose names »
are emblazoned on
the page of history,

the genius ofBritish

heroism and skill

shone forth with
univalled lustre.

At the period of

which we now treat,

the whole of the

powers of the civi-

lized world, which
laid claim to any-
thing like import-
ance, were then
engaged in war.

Charles, just before

known as the arch-

duke, but now re-

cognised as the

third King of Spain
of that name, in

whose welfareAnne
appeared to take
great interest, f cl-

ing the inspiring

influence of eucli

an ally, determined
to make a descent
upon Barcelona,and
prove by strength

of arms, his right to that city.

In pursuance of such resolve, and the expressed intention of
the Queen of England to fender him all the aid in her power,
a grand fleet was equipped for the occasion, composed of Eng-
lish, Dutch, and Portuguese men-of-war, which being placed
under the command of the gallant Sir Cloudesly Shovel, as were
the land forces then on board the fleet, under the direction
of the Earl of Peterborough, sailed for Lisbon, in order to
receive Charles, who had determined to attend the siege in

person. This object having been accomplished, they left Lisbon
on the 28th of July, 1705, making direct for the city of Bar-
celona.

The antiquity of this important place, being indeed one of the
oldest cities in Spain, has given to it a degree of notoriety
worthy of observation. It appears beyond all doubt, to have
been a colony so far back as the time of the Carthagenians, by
whom it appears to have been built, for the purpose of giving
a check to the impetuous torrent of the Roman forces, who
issued forth with overwhelming fury from Italy, after they had
reduced to subjection Gallia Narbonensis, seeking by every
means to make themselves masters of the whole of £pain.

The city is beautifully situated in a plain of great extent,

near the sea, being defended by a mole, which only gallies

and small ships can enter. At the mouth of the mole, a plat-

form was erected, with some guns mounted for its defence, and
a lighthouse being a tower built in the form of a pyramid, with
a lanthorn at its summit. Fortified bulwarks, antique towers,

and a deep ditch or ravine, gave an appearance of strength

which it did not possess.

The castle and citadel, which is called Montjouicli, stand on
a lofty eminence on the west side, having a full command of

the city. The country along the coast is level, rich in fruit,

and well cultivated. It is watered by numerous rivers and
gentle rills which flow down from the neighbouring mountains

;

for, at about one league distant from the city, the land rises

gradually, and forms itself into hills and mountains, which rise

in graceful irregularity one above another, in the form of an
amphitheatre; while these elevations are beautifully studded

with villages, towns, vineyards, and handsome country seats,

presenting a prospect from the coa3t of the most interesting and
romantic character.

As soon as the combined fleet had safely anchored before the

city, a heavy fire

was commenced,
from the mole and
a battery which
stood near the sea,

upon some of the

transports which
stood in for the

shore. The salute,

however, was of no
avail— at least it

did but little da-

mage, while the vi-

siters continued to

pursue their un-

changed course, as

if the huzzas of

welcoming crowds
cheered them on,

instead of a roar

of thundering can-

non being heard,

which was intended
to intimidate and
stop them. In a

short time the whole
of the transports

were anchored in

such positions as
#
appeared most com-
modious for the

landing ofthe troops

which they had on board. As however, the wind blew heavily

from the coast, and continued to increase, the swell of the

sea became so great as to render it impossible, notwithstanding

all their endeavours, to land the forces that day.

Immediately upon the appearance of the fleet before the city,

one vast and far-spreading conflagration became visible, the

cause of which was soon ascertained. Don Francisco de Vel-

asco, viceroy of Catalonia, appears to have had some gloomy

forebodings as -to what would be the result of the visit, and

therefore, as far as possible to throw impediments in the way

of the besiegers, he issued orders that all the straw and forage

in the country and villages for a league round Barcelona should

be set fire to, and destroyed, which orders were promptly

obeyed; but, notwithstanding all his precautions, a sufficient

quantity was found upon their landing, for all the horse the fleet

had on board.

On the day following the one on which the transports entered

the mole, the wind began to abate, and the Prince of Darmstadt,

who had been cruising with two frigates to reconnoitre the

strength of the city, having rejoined the fleet, the advantage

was taken of the favourable circumstance and of a calm which
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followed, by several gallies belonging to the enemy, who suc-

ceeded in getting away, although the prince had nearly come
up with them. This was the more to be regretted, as the
enemy not only retained their assistance, but received through
them information which it was desirable they should not have
possessed.

The prince felt annoyed at the circumstance, and immediately
upon his return, the forces commenced, although with considera-

ble difficulty and danger, their disembarkation. The sea
continued to run very high, from the effects of the gale which
had blown on the previous night, so that in some places, the

rendering important service, as the town was so greatly in
want of almost everything, that the viceroy permitted from
time to time, such persons as were likely to be burthensome
rather than useful, to leave the place ;>hile not a few of the
principal inhabitants who were suspected by him of being
favourable to the cause of the house of Austria, were sent
out.

A variety of circumstances appeared to unite to give life

and energy to Charles and his allies
; for on the day that the

dragoons were landed, several ships arrived which had been
despatched to Denia, bringing the welcome intelligence that

soldiers were obliged to wade up to their middles in water, to both the castle and city had surrendered, and that the whole
gain the shore; yet, notwithstanding this favourable event for inhabitants had declared for his Catholic Majesty, Charles
the enemy, an unaccountable degree of sluggishness appeared the Third

; and also that the governor, who at the onset
to possess them. Every advantage they could possibly have seemed determined to defend the place, having one hour’s
desired was possessed by them. Not merely did the roughness time given him to resolve upon what he would do, and, at the
ofthe sea give them the power to oppose, with success, the land- same time, a bomb-ketch being sent in near the shore, he
ingof the troops, but they could have approached, under cover, offered to deliver up the city and castle, on the condition that
close to the place of landing, so as to have been secured from fkey would secure to him his rights and privileges. The
the fire on board the ships; still none appeared to oppose the proposition beingagreed to, Don John Ramos, a major-general,
soldiers as they advanced to land. was immediately made governor in his place, who, in a solemn
In not a few instances the inhabitants of the neighbouring manner, took possession of the place in the name of his

villages flocked to the coast with demonstrations of joy at the Catholic Majesty,

arrival of the fleet, and the presence of his Catholic Majesty. .

Most of the following days, until thfc 27th, were occupied
Some even brought boards to assist the soldiers to land with- Jin landing tents, ammunition, and some artillery, together
out getting wet, while others rushed into the sea, and carried viewing the place, and constructing fascines. During
the officers on shore upon their backs.

J

the whole of these employments, the people of the surrounding
The place that had been fixed upon for making their land- country voluntarily supplied them with whatever they

ing good, was near a river called Bassoz, which was on the refiuired to carry on their works, as well as with beasts and
east side, between the town and a place called Badalona, and carts convey the implements of war, as they were landed
at a distance of about three quarters of a league from trom the sea, to the batteries and the camp. At this import-
the city. Here the depth of water was so great, that the anfc crisis four thousand men from Vich, joined the standard
transports were able to run in very close to the shore, while

J

the a^ied powers.
arrangements -were so admirably made, that the boats at The preparations for attaclc being carried on thus far,

every turn continued to carry near three hundred men. a solemn council of war was held on the 27th, on board Sir

The first party that landed were two hundred grenadiers, .

oudesley Shovel’s ship
; the sequel of which was a deter

who were immediately drawn up near the river, while other mination on the part of Charles to go onshore on the following
parties were landed at different points. In little more than t°r the purpose of encouraging the expedition by his

five hours fifteen battalions of foot stood safely on the beach, Presence, as well as to show himself to the people of the
and prepared, when the command was given, to commence

|

country, who flocked from various quarters, and in great
their aggressive work.

J

numbers, to see the king, and kiss his hand.
In order that Charles, when he felt disposed to do so, might Complete arrangements having been made, and the yacht

land with less inconvenience than the troops had experienced, 011 hoard which Charles was, having made as near to the shore
a yacht was in attendance, which received his majesty on a

f
possible, his majesty landed. At the moment the king

board, together with the Conde ambassador, whom the king stepped on shore, a royal salute from the whole fleets pro-
had invited to accompany him. ”

I
plaimed to the inhabitants of Barcelona the fact of Charles

It was fully expected by the English generals, as well as by being there, (to prevent the knowledge and belief of which
Charles himself, that a violent opposition would have been

| f
ve

,

ry means had been resorted to) and also to announce that
made to any intimation he might have given of his intention had reached the shore safely,

to land
;
and were beyond measure astonished that the viceroy s°ouer was his Catholic Majesty discovered on the beach,

of Barcelona, and the officers who were with him, made no than a vast multitude ofpeople from Vich, and other towns and
preparations to do so. villages, flocked round him with acclamation, which seemed to

If, however, the state in which the entire country then was ren<* the air
>
while continued cries of “ Long live the King,”

is considered, it will appear pretty evident that want of con-
ar°sefrom the assembled multitude with a degree ofenthusiasm

fidence in the troops was the primary cause of the viceroy’s such as never was surpassed. Many crowded down to the
conduct, while it is probable that he feared, if he ordered the

water’s edge, and as the king landed threw themselves at his
troops to march out of the city, the people, whose attachment and such as could obtain the favour kissed his hand
to the king appears to have been strong, would rise, and de- with a

.

thousand demonstrations of joy.
clare for Charles the Third. Having succeeded with great difficulty to free himself from
Everything continued to proclaim the active preparations the joyous multitude, Charles mounted his charger and rode

which were still making for a desperate attack upon Barce- direct to the camp, where the forces were all drawn up in aline •

Iona.
^

On the 24th inst., the dragoons and part of the horse j to receive him, and as soon as he entered the quarters which
were landed, when they immediately joined the rest of the i

had been prepared for his reception, they saluted him with a
forces which were encamped about a quarter of a league from treble discharge of their small arms.
the town, in a situation well fortified by Nature. The camp Shortly after the king had landed, and while all things were
extended on the left near to the sea, and being covered on nearly ready to commence the siege, a change of orders was
the right by the river Secchia

;
and on the rear, having for received by the general, the Earl of Peterborough, from Eng-

its defence, the river Bassoz, and a yariety of hills and nume- land, which rendered it necessary for his lordship and the rest
rous defiles. of his generals, to enter upon some consultations, and not, as

It was soon ascertained that the circumference of the city they had intended, proceed immediately to a vigorous attack of
was far too large to allow the forces from the fleet to guard Barcelona.
all the important posts. This, however, was soon remedied; What could have been the nature of the communication from
tor many of the people of the country being in the interest of England, or what could have been urged as a reason why the
the combined forces, rendered their assistance so efficiently,

J

delay contemplated should be attended to, is impossible to state
as to fill up every avenue by which any possibility existed of with anything like certainty ; one fact, however, can be unhe-
transportmg either provisiqns or men into the city, This was !

sitatingly stated; namely that the heroism of the Prince of
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A

Darmstadt allowed him not to concur in the half-measure and
indecisive conduct of Anne’s ministry.

The noble resolution of the prince was unbending : he per-

sisted in his determination of investing the place, pledging

himself to devise such methods of carrying on the siege, as

might be the least liable to hazard and difficulty. He proposed
to the Earl of Peterborough, as a plan most indispensable to

adopt, to take the citadel and castle of Montjouich by surprise,

which, as he argued, would be an important means by which
to reduce the city of Barcelona with the greater ease, in con-
sequence of the advantageous situation of the fort, which com-
manded the place.
“ Give me, my lord,” 3aid the daring prince, “ but a thou-

sand men, and I will immediately conduct them to the work,
and command them in the duty.”—Tho eloquence of his appeal
was backed by arguments of the most powerful nature, in

which he presented his lordship with reasons on which he
founded his confidence of success, and laid before him the man-
ner in which he purposed to commence and proceed in the
attack.

The reasoning of the intrepid prince was both clear and
forcible. Lord Peterborough gave the best evidence he could
give that he felt it so, inasmuch as that he not only fully con-
curred with the prince, but determined also to accompany him
as a volunteer.

Matters being so far arranged, they resolved that on the
following day at the early dawn, the design should be put into
execution.

Instant preparations were set on foot, and scaling ladders,
and all other things necessary for the attempt were provided.
At six o’clock in the evening, a detachment of 1000 men, most
of them grenadiers, were ordered to march by the way of

Serria; and 1 000 more followed at midnight to support them,
should occasion require their assistance; this last detachment
was joined by the dragoons, who posted themselves in a place
called the covered way, to prevent any horse that might attempt
to come out of the town to annoy them.
The season of the year was unfavourable for the enterprize, I

it being the middle of September. The roads were wretchedly !

bad, the night was fearfully dark, and the men strangers to the
place; in consequence of which, they were nearly twelve hours
in their march

; so that it was day-break by the time they had
reached the foot of the mountain on which the castle stood.

Here they were unexpectedly met by a party who belonged to

the enemy, and there gave the alarm to those in the castle and
the town

;
so that when the prince arrived, he found the garrison

in arms, with guards planted in their outworks, who received
him with a general discharge of artillery and small arms.

This was no time to parley, and to fly was a thing scorned
by the noble-minded Darmstadt. The word, “ onwards,” was
given, and the grenadiers and others, sword in hand, entered
the covered way, dashed into the ditch, and scaled a curtain
which was not quite finished; and notwithstanding the con-
tinued and galling fire of the enemy from all parts, they gained
the bulwark of a new fortification, drove the enemy out of it,

and obliged them to retire with precipitancy into the castle.

Like the pervading and directing spirit of the whole, the !

Prince of Darmstadt seemed as if present everywhere at the
same time; he flew from post to post, urging on and encou-
raging his men, being desirous to push forward and possess

j

himself of a post which would cut off the enemy’s communica-
tion with the town, in order that no supplies might be received
by them from thence. Full of this purpose, the prince advanced
with great eagerness through all tho fire from two bulwarks and
a curtain, without any shelter, when, as he neared the town, a
shot from a musket passed through his thigh, tearing away the
artery. Still he marched on for about fifty paces, animating
his men, as though he possessed no consciousness of being
wounded, until, fainting from loss of blood, he fell. A cry of
unfeigned sorrow burst from those who were near him, and in-
stantly raising him in their arms, he was conveyed to a small
house at a short distance; but before his wound could be exa-
mined his brave heart ceased to beat—the heroic Prince of
Darmstadt was no more.
The news of the prince’s death spread like wild-fire, and

produced results which it was feared would be fatal to the
cause of Charles. The confidence of the soldiers in their fallen
chieftain had been unbounded. His presence among them ba-
nished everything like fear from their ranks; he had but to
command, and with the speed of lightning they hastened to do
his bidding: he ice his fall could but be deeply lamented and
severely felt.

At this critical juncture, a circumstance took place which
tended yet more fully to dishearten the troops; the Marquis of
Risbourg had marched out of Barcelona to succour the line of
communication, bringing with him into the citadel above 300
grenadiers.

The Earl of Peterborough, who was at another point at the
time of the prince’s death, soon obtained information of it and
immediately hastened to take his place, and by his address and
well-known valour, dispersed the confusion, which in a measure
prevailed, and recomposed the minds of the soldiers, who in-

stantly returned to the post they had partially abandoned.
The hour of danger and emergency is the time when distin-

guished bravery and true skill display themselves. The Earl
of Peterborough proved it by his own conduct, for by his pru-
dence and greatness of soul, he proved himself in every respect

equal to the task of supplying the place of the valiant and de-

plored prince.

As soon as order was again restored, the rage of war com-
menced with increased spirit. A company of Castilians with
their captain, and another of English and Dutch, commanded
by an English colonel, possessed themselves of the ditch and
the castle, in order to take the gate ; being encouraged to this

daring act by some in the ranks of the foe, throwing up their

caps and shouting “ Long live King Charles III.”

At this point of time, the Marquis of Risbourg came up with
the grenadiers, whose retreat being instantly cut off, they were
obliged to lay down their- arms. Having cut off all communica-
tion between the town and the citadel, it was resolved to assail

them with bombs and grenadoes, and force them to surrender;

but the resolution of the governor, a Neapolitan, named Don
Charletg Caracold, was invincible, he determined to hold out,

and did so until a bomb falling in a place where a large quantity

of powder lay, part of the wall and the gate were blown up, and
the governor, together with other officers and soldiers; were in

the ruins. At this moment, a colonel upon guard, taking ad-

vantage of the occasion, ran sword in hand to the place which
was blown up, commanding his soldiers to follow, and finding

the enemy in the utmost confusion, he took the castle with ease,

making the garrison prisoners of war.

On the 21st of September, Charles removed his quarters

towards Serria, that he might be nearer to the attacks which
were to be made on the side of Montjouich. The batteries,

consisting of fifty-two pieces of cannon, began to pour forth

their thunders and spit fire on the 22nd, as did also those of the

fleet, pouring in destruction at every point.

After a march of thirteen hours, the troops approached the

walls of a fortification, and climbed up rocks and fearful preci-

pices, in order to attack it; with 800 men they forced the

covered way, and all the entrenchments and works, one after

another, to the last retreat, against 500 fresh troops that

guarded the place, besides large reinforcements they had
received. This position being completely carried, they pro-

ceeded to attack the town under the castle, and the cannon
and artillery were again landed with inconceivable pains and
labour; two camps were maintained, and a communication pre-

served between them, although at a distance of not less than

three leagues, and against a garrison but little inferior in point

of numbers to the whole of the combined army, and who in

horse were twice as strong. The first camp was so well en-

trenched, that it was defended Avitli 2000 men, besides the dra-

goons, while the attack was carried on with the remainder, and

as soon as a breach was made, the disposition was formed for

giving the assault with tho whole army.

After a most stubborn resistance, and the loss of many lives,

the city of Barcelona surrendered by capitulation. The taking

of this strong and important place, with so small a number of

troops, renders it memorable in history; indeed but few pa-

rallels will be found with what was accomplished in this siege;
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7,000 or 8,000 British troops and 2,000 Miguelites having sur-

rounded and invested a place, which 30,000 French troops were
unable to do.

An awful catastrophe would in all probability have taken
place immediately after the capitulation, but for the prudence
and promptitude of the Earl of Peterborough. The cruelties

which had been practised by the viceroy, and a report which
was circulated, that he intended to carry away several prison-

ers, contrary to the capitulation, roused some of the burghers
and the people of the country to arms. The garrison being
employed in loading their baggage, in order to march out the

next day, found themselves in great confusion, and everything
tending to a general slaughter, when the English troops entered

the town, commanded by the Earl of Peterborough, who, in-

stead of plundering, as is but too common on such occasions,

they appeased the disorder and saved the place.

On the 15th of October, the shops of Barcelona were re-

opened, and once again, as if no bloody scenes had been enacted
there, all was peace and profound tranquillity. King Charles
entered into the city with great pomp, and received an oath of

fidelity from the citizens; while again and again, amidst the
ringing of bells and the blazing of bonfires, the shout rising

from multitudes of voices was heard, “ Long live King Charles
the Third!”

IIENKERWYSSEL’S CHALLENGE.
A TALK OF DOUBT.

I have never been in Dordt; and yet I seem to have in my
mind’s eye all its principal features—its canals, its quays, its

quaint old cathedral, and formal municipal edifices—as though
I had been a resident there. Most especially do I know an old

narrow house near the bridge, on the right hand of the great
canal; and it is to this that my first visit shall be paid, if ever
I sail down the Maes. It is asserted, on competent authority,
that the devil is to be seen there, at stated periods.

I cannot easily say how the first communication of this fact

consoled and refreshed me. For I am a steady believer in the
faith of the good old trustful times; and do hold as gospel the
wholesome histories delivered by that founder of our creed, Dr.
Luther, in his Tischreden

,
or Table-talk, and by other weighty

authorities, respecting Satanic incarnations;—a belief sorely
combated by the sceptical moderns. I will relate the manner
of my introduction to the above interesting instance, for my
own especial oblectation, and to the strengthening of my
fellow-believers

; if, indeed, there yet survive any such.
I was at Boulogne in the autumn of 17—,

living in a retired
manner, and not mixing much with the members of the table

d'hote; the rather, that my temper, naturally testy, had been
rendered unusually irritable by recent vexations. There was,
however, one of the company, a middle-aged Dutchman,
towards whom I felt strongly attached. He was, like myself,
a man of sparing conversation and solitary habits, and an ex-
emplary smoker withal. But what entirely won my heart, was
his profound conviction of the authenticity of all recorded nar-
rations of ghosts,—fire, water, and land-spirits, and of the
bodily presence of Beelzebub—not to speak of witches, mer-
maids, and wild huntsmen. This I discovered by chance.
Walking one evening on the Boulevards, I observed him seated,
with his never-failing pipe, engaged in the perusal of a promis-
ing looking volume. I ventured, upon the strength of a slight
acquaintance, to inquire the subject of his studies, and was
delighted to learn that the worthy man was a reader, and a
believer, of that precious ancient, Gervasius Tiburiensis. We
were friends in an instant. Before five minutes had elapsed,
we were deeply engaged in reciprocal lamentations over the ex-
tinction of the pious creed, so worthily set forth in the pages of
the venerable chronicler, accompanied with pensive exhalations
from our meerschaums.

“ Woeful it is, truly—though not, indeed, surprising,” said I;
“for this incredulous age rejects the evidence of past worthies,
and insists, presumptuously, upon ocular proof.”
“ It is not proof they lack,” ejaculated my companion ;

“ they would dispute facts as notorious as the Reformation

;

aye, were they to happen under their very noses.”
“ Alas ! worthy sir, even these are no longer afforded us :

the spirit of unbelief has laid all others—-the very existence

of Lucifer himself is doubted in these perilous times !”

“ Say you so 1” replied my Dutch friend, with extra-

ordinary vivacity ;
“ what, when he hath been abroad like a

raging lion ? and there are yet living those who have seen
him in bodily presence 2”

“ How—when—where V 1 I eagerly inquired ; and the old

gentleman, knocking the ashes out of his fourth pipe, in-

dulged my curiosity with the following narrative, ere he ven-
tured to replenish it.

“It is not twenty years since one Hans Henkerwyssel, a
stranger, arrived in my native city of Dordt, and bought a
fair house overlooking the great canal, over against the
hanging bridge. He was middle-aged and robust, and seemed
to have been a seafaring-man ; while, from the situation of
his purchase, and the manner of his living, he was conjec-
tured to have wealth. He soon made himself acquaintances
in the neighbourhood

; but they were principally amongst
the wilder and more dissolute of the inhabitants ; indeed, the
violence of his manners, and his habits of profane and irre-

verent communication, deterred grave and cautious people
from his society. And there were noised abroad—from what
source it were hard to say— rumours of an-evil nature re-

specting his former life and conversation—as though he had
been a pirate or a rover—with other tales of like sort. We
are, however, an industrious people, and do not much perplex
ourselves with the affairs of our neighbours ; so that Myn-
heer Henkerwyssel lived, after his fashion, unmolested, and,
ere long, almost unnoticed. Now, you must know, worthy
sir, that Hans was a remarkable smoker—(the best gifts may
be unworthily bestowed)—and took no small pride in exceed-
ing in number of pipes all those -whom he had collected

around him, in a sort of club, at the tavern known by the
name of the ‘ Three Blue Sausages,’ on the Boom Quay

;

although some of his associates were themselves renowned
for their devotion to that pleasant herb, tobacco. You will,

therefore, conceive that pre-eminence in so weighty a matter
of reputation was not conceded to him without some strug-

gle. All his competitors were, however, silenced at last, sav-

ing one sturdy old schiffer,
by name Peter Van Funk, captain

and owner of the stately and broad-bottomed galliot Die Juf-
frow Bomsterwyk, engaged in trading between Holland and
the Straits. The latter insisted upon a solemn trial of their

respective powers, which Hans readily agreed to. The two
were plentifully supplied with pipes, Oronooko, and Schiedam,
and locked themselves up in a room in the tavern above-
mentioned

;
with the understanding, that he who first gave in

should unclose the door, and announce his defeat. It was six

of the evening when they began, and those who were parties

to the trial awaited the result in vain, until midnight com-
pelled them to depart.

“ On the following morning they found the doors still

closed—nor did they open during the whole of the day ;

while so earnest were the efforts of Hans and his antagonist,
that the magistrates twice sent to inquire if anything was
amiss, that so much smoke issued from Nicholas Verboom’s
stove. At eleven the same evening, the bystanders could no
longer be restrained, and the door was broken open. So soon
as the dense atmosphere of the room was sufficiently cleared
by means of bellows and other expedients, to allow objects

therein to be discernible, the issue of the contest became
apparent enough. Hans, though seemingly unconscious, was
still erect in his seat, and stoutly plying the last of all the
pipes, which had been left with them tc the number of six
hundred ; whereas Van Funk was taken up insensible from
the floor. How long he had lain there was not to be dis-

covered, as he never spoke more, and expired shortly after-

wards. This signal victory established Mynheer Henker-
wyssel’s pretensions

;
and he subsequently, at different times,

testified an unbounded exultation thereupon
; truly, an un-

christian one, considering the melancholy issue to the un-
fortunate Van Funk, One evening, in particular, when
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alluding to it in the presence of sundry compotators, lie

went so far as to challenge the devil himself to surpass him
in his favourite occupation

; an ill-advised boast, seeing that

the latter may be said, as it were, to live in smoke all his

days. And therewith he uttered many strange and fearful

sayings, which I have heard, but will not repeat. ‘ Have a

care, bruder Hans,’ said one ot his comrades, who, although
rude, were astounded at his extravagant words ; ‘it is said

that such jests as these are sometimes recorded 1’ ‘Thou
art an ass, and a white livered one, Claus Odenkel,’ replied

Hans ;
‘ the devil knows me better—he will try his hand on

easier game—and so will I tell him one day ;’ with several

unholy imprecations, which no one cared to answer, but
which were recollected afterwards. Some years, however,
passed away, and the thing seemed to have been forgotten.

“ Now Henkerwyssel was, as you may believe, a man who
cared neither for priest nor prayer-book : he had more than
once evilly entreated the sacristan, who came to solicit the

customary offering at Christmas ; and had emptied a bowl of

punch upon the wig of worthy doctor Vandegger, when he
called to remonstrate with him upon his habits of profane

talking. It was, therefore, with great wonder and some fear

that the good man received, one cold November morning, an
eager entreaty from Hans’ only domestic, that he would
come to her master without loss of time. * But, my worthy
woman,’ exclaimed the divine, from the window, ‘ what can
I do for your master ? will not the affair rest for a matter of

two hours ? it lacks full so much of mine accustomed hour
of uprising.’ ‘ Alack, your reverence, I wot not what is the

matter ; there have been such noises in his chamber all

night as have well nigh crazed me with fear ;
and there has

been a strange man sitting with mynheer—though how he
entered, the Lord alone knows ; sure am I, that he came not

in at the door, nor in any Christian fashion !—for the love

of goodness, your reverence, come down without delay—it is

a case requiring a weight of divinity to master, for such cries

as mynheer hath uttered these two hours past, are not like

the sounds of any earthly evil !’ Upon this, the good divine

arose as speedily as his bulk would allow, and proceeded to

Henkerwyssel’s house. All was silent as he ascended the

staircase ; and he began to feel alarmed lest his intrusion

might be resented by so violent a man as Hans—thinking it

possible that the servant had been needlessly frightened by
the uproar of some nocturnal debauch. However, at her
pressing instances, he opened the chamber-door. There were
truly two persons in the apartment. The master of the

house was sitting upright, as usual, with his pipe between
his lips, but they were withered into a ghastly expression ;

his eyes, which were wide open, were staring and glassy

—the man was plainly dead. At his side sat a little old

man, dressed in grey, with large bright eyes, and a smile

—

which, it seemed to the divine, had something inexpressibly
fearful in it—upon his shrivelled brown face. He arose,

however, and saluted the doctor courteously.
“‘Good morrow. Mynheer Yandegger

;
pity, that you

have left a warm bed upon a fool’s errand : you are too late ;

friend Hans has, as you see, departed, without benefit of
clergy l’

“ The divine felt a strange fear creeping over him
; but

replied as boldly as he might—‘How died this unhappy man ?

—why have you not called earlier for assistance ?’

“ The little old man laughed bitterly.
“

‘ Faith, your reverence, I have done passing well with-
out any help

;
my old friend must needs smoke with me, and

you see he is taking a nap after it. Have you any
commands for him when he awakes ? Stay, you shall not
lack a whiff this raw morning,’—taking from his lips the
pipe, and putting it into the doctor’s hand. His fingers
mechanically closed upon it, but he relaxed his grasp in an
instant, with a cry of pain— it was scorching hot ! The
little man laughed a second time. ‘ Your, reverence it seems,
does not like my pipe as well as bruder Hans—once more,
any commands ? 1 shall be with him as soon as he awakes.’

“ Poor Vandegger now groaned and gasped for breath, and
had barely spirit enough left to stammer out, ‘ I do not un-
derstand you, sir,—the wretched man is dead !’

“ The old man coolly replied— ‘ It is quite simple ;’ making
i a significant gesture with his finger downwards; 4

perhaps,
however, your reverence will wait until you meet him there.
I have no objection.’ This was too much for the affrighted
Dominie

;

he turned round and rushed headlong down stairs,

|

while the same dreadful laugh, sounding behind him for a
third time, added wings to his speed. When the neighbours
entered the house in the morning

;
no trace was seen either

of the body of Hans, or of his stranger guest—only there was
found in the room where he had last been, a pipe of an ex-
ceedingly curious construction, and a heap of ashes.

“ The house has since been untenanted
; no one dares to

inhabit it; and grave and goodly men have averred that,
once every year, on the same night that Hans died, or when-
ever a vessel from Virginia, is wrecked on the perilous sands
at Goree, a light appears in the windows of Henkerwyssel’s
chamber, and there may be seen the little old man and Hans
smoking together, from ten of the night until the first cock-
crowing— I have myself seen the light more than once.”
Here my narrator paused : and, lighting his pipe, puffed away
in meditative silence.

I was overjoyed with this veracious history
;
and, in sub-

sequent interviews with the worthy Dutchman, obtained fur-

ther particulars respecting the circumstances connected with
it, and many interesting details relative to bis native city. I

will certainly visit it the first possible opportunity.*******
Since writing the above, I have journeyed to Dordt. It

was on a fine spring morning that the packet boat, which
brought me from Rotterdam, entered the harbour; it was
also market-day, and the numerous boats of the country
people, laden with provisions—the bustle upon the quays,
and the arrival of several vessels from foreign voyages, gave
uncommon liveliness to the scene. But this attracted me not.

My first care, on landing, was to visit the house, already well
known, by description, as the scene of the foregoing narrative.
It is, indeed, standing ; but, alas, for my disappointment ! I

found it occupied by a thriving dealer in marine stores, who
had never heard of Hans and his guest; and who did not be-
lieve one word of the whole story respecting them, which I

was at the pains of relating to him tout du Jong, I am a morti-
fied and ill-used man, and will never put faith in Dutchmen
more.

L I 0 T A:

A TALE FROM THE SAXON.

( Continued.)

The elders of the laud were already assembled in council be-

neath the aged oak that stood in the centre of the court-yard
of the Siwarsburg, to decide on what measures to adopt under
such extraordinary circumstances. Their hoary locks were
covered with helmets of iron, strangely adorned with the horns

of oxen and the plumage of falcons, while the crooked horns of

rams were so disposed as to hang down on their shoulders. The
sword of each warrior was stuck before him with its point in

the earth ;
and the hushed assembly, communicating with each

other only by whispers, formed a strange contrast to the revel

of the preceding night. On the loftiest stone Siwar himself

was seated, and somewhat behind him, on his left hand, stood

Dagur, reclining against the stem of the sacred tree
; while still

farther behind were collected a troop of armed vassals. All

were in silent expectation of the decree of the councillors, when
suddenly the neighing of steeds was heard

;
and shortly after,

the towering form of Cattwald was seen to enter the court with

a solemn step. lie laid his ponderous sword at his parent’s feet,

and then retired to his right hand.

The aged duke presently after arose, and thus addressed the

assembly: “ Grey headed warriors ! heroes of Ostphalia! Long
and solemn has been your deliberation: deliver, therefore, now
your sentence against this threefold crime of rebellion, fratricide,

and meditated parricide. Your clenched hands speak—war and

revenge; your extended palms—peace and forgiveness.”
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All now stood up, and raised their clenched fists towards the

heavens, announcing destruction to the guilty Rolf. “ Lead in

the strangers; war is declared against the murderer—the rebel,”

exclaimed the duke; and putting his war-horn to his lips, he
blew a frightful blast, that was forthwith echoed in tones

equally dreadful by the warders of the castle.

The strangers were :now introduced, the elder of whom ad-

vanced with an air of dignity that excited the admiration of all

present. His neck and breast were now adorned with rich

chains, to which were attached coins of gold ;
his helmet, which

was curiously worked, was shaped like a horse’s head, and de-

corated with a long horse tail.

“ Do you gaze on me with wonder, now that you recognise

me,” exclaimed he, “ hardly believing that a Saxon prince could

have suffered the indignity and outrage which I seek to redress?

Yes; I am Duke Bruno, the brother of the warrior Wittekind.
The notes of your war-horns have already warmed my blood

:

your martial appearance inspires me with confidence; nor do
I doubt but that to you my child will owe his recovered inhe-

ritanceA
Each now drew his sword from the earth, and held the bright

steel towards the stranger, while the Siwar embraced with
much emotion his noble guest. Neither Cattwald nor his

brother viewed the scene with indifference, although with
widely different feelings. The former instantly recognised
Liota through her disguise

;
and as he gazed with an eager eye

on the beauties which her coarse garb but ill-concealed, he
vowed in his heart that none but himself should be their pos-
sessor.

Dagur, too, was greatly struck by the blooming countenance
of his new friend, whom hitherto be had but imperfectly beheld
by the murky light of torches. A new and indefinable emotion
agitated him; and, approaching the guests, he exclaimed with
unusual vehemence, “ Let me be your avenger! ’Twas I who
first solicited that honour. Father, commit your warriors to

my conduct: I am Elgin’s blood-brother; ’tis I who must re-

gain him his inheritance!”

With a countenance that glowed like the livid fires of the
battle field, Cattwald now advanced, and casting a look of scorn
on his brother, said, “ To avenge wrongs such as these is no
stripling’s task, nor such as may become a maiden sword. I
rejoice, therefore, that my happy destiny has conducted me
hither at such an important crisis, that I may, in so righteous
a cause, act as my father’s proxy.”
“Who knows not Cattwald’s might?” replied Dagur, in a

conciliatory tone. “Thy sword is as the fiery tongue of Heaven
that stays each opposing voice : thy lance is winged as the
resistless thunderbolt: thy force is like that of Niord, who
shakes the forests in his wrath. Numberless are the trophies
of thy victories within our hall, nor does thy name require to

be celebrated by the songs of bards. Grant me, therefore,

some portion of our father’s fame: repose, for this once, at

home, and suffer me to show myself worthy of such a father
and such a brother.”

But fixing his tall spear in the ground, and pointing to the
eagle’s features that graced its summit, Cattwald exclaimed in
an imperious tone, “ This standard has conducted Ostphalia’s
sons to victory. Shall they, then, now trust themselves to a
rash presumptuous boy, whose heart might quail amidst the
carnage of the fight?

’

With fury Dagur snatched the weapon from the earth, and
hurled its point with such fury against the oak, that it pierced
the stem with a sharp clang. “ This hand,” said he, “ is as yet
unstained with tlie gore of battle—no lust of prey has urged
me to the combat in a doubtful cause,—neither ambition nor
desire for wealth has excited me to draw my sword for pay, in
the service of other leaders,—yet that I am no dastard this day
shall prove.”

Approaching the irritated youth, Liota caught his arm: and
Dagur, yielding to her intreating glance, dropped his uplifted
hand; but Cattwald’s eyes darted looks of vengeance at them
both.

“ Wherefore this bickering, noble youths, and foul conten-
tion?” cried Bruno, interposing between the brothers; “well
intended as your zeal may be, it somewhat derogates from my
honour. What! think ye that Bruno cannot yet (Mead Mua-

self, or that this left hand knows not how to wield a sword?
Myself must be the leader in my own cause, and will head the

warriors whom Siwar so generously lends for my aid; but each
shall participate with me in the honours of the field. You,
brave Cattwald, shall conduct the horsemen; while to your
guidance, generous Dagur, shall he committed the archers.”

Dagur bowed his head reverentially, in token of acquiescence.

Not so Cattwald: he did not indeed openly reject those terms

of accommodation, but he muttered to himself, “ I will at least

suffer no rival in my affections. The prize to which I aspire

shall be all my own; and possess it I will, even though I wrest

it from the gods themselves in desperation.”

(To be continued.)

ANECDOTE OF GEORGE THE THIRD.

As far hack as 1785, Captain-lieutenant Gordon, of the 67 th

regiment, brought forward his method of using the bayonet ;

and his scheme fell to the ground partly through an odd cir-

cumstance, which we shall relate. Gordon, then quartered at

Chatham, having drilled the squads of the different regiments

in the garrison handed over to him for that purpose, was di-

rected to parade his men on a certain day in the queen’s riding-

house, in London; and, full of anticipated success, he appeared
at the appointed hour—drew up his men outside—entered the

building by himself— and found only one person in the interior,

whom he took for one of the attendants belonging to the estab-

lishment. This individual was a homely-looking, elderly fellow,

in a bob-wig and cut-velvet coat, rather worn
;
a broom was

in his baud, and as he walked up and down he wisped off any
impediment that happened to lie in his way with the broom.
Gordon, to while away the time till the authorities should ap-

pear, entered into conversation with him. The attendant hap-

pening to ask Gordon if he had ever been in Ireland, led to a

discussion on Irish politics, in which they both waxed warm,
and Gordon thought the individual in the seedy cut-velvet coat

was inclined to be disputatious beyond what his appearance

warranted. Presently the latter, reverting to Gordon’s busi-

ness at the riding-house, observed that he had understood every

assistance had been given him at Chatham, in the prosecution

of this object. Nettled at this old boy’s obstinacy about Irish

affairs, Gordon flatly replied that the fact was the reverse, and,

on the contrary, every obstacle had been thrown in his way by
old General Fox, old Marsh, and others, who were jealous of

any one’s doing anything but themselves. He of the cut-

velvet then pointed out a part of the riding -house, which he

conceived would be more favourable for the performance of the

bayonet exercise
;
but Gordon, determined to contradict him

in everything, abruptly answered that it was just the very

worst spot in the whole place. At this moment in came Sir

William Fawcet, adjutant-general to the forces, who, taking no

notice of Gordon, approached his companion hat in hand, and
apologised to “ his Majesty ” for having detained him so long.

Gordon was paralysed
;
the bobwig, and cut-velvet coat belong-

ing to none other than King George III. The Captain-lieu-

tenant had been as rude as he could he to his sovereign.

Abashed, confounded, incapable of putting the men through

the exercise with his usual precision and energy, he bungled,

stammered, failed, and eventually returned to Chatham, cowed

and crest-fallen, never more to teach the proper use of the

bayonet.

THE AMBITIOUS TALLOW-CHANDLER AND HIS
MOTHER.

“ Johnny,” said Mrs. Brag, “ you are a silly fellow. What
is there to be ashamed of in honest industry ? . If all the fine
folks whom you go a-hunting with, and all the rest of it,

like you, and are really glad to see you, it is for yourself
alone : and if they, who must know by your name and
nature that you can never be one of themselves, care a but-
ton for you, or your trade, so as you did not carry it about with
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you, will do you no harm. What difference is it to them how
you get your thorough-bred horses, your smart scarlet coat,

neat tops and white cords, so as you have them ? They

won’t give you any new ones when they are gone.”

It is all very well talking,” said Jobnny ;
“ but I never

should show my face amongst them if I once thought they

guessed at my real trade. 1 live in a regular worry as it is.

If ever a fellow asks me if I was at Melton last year, that mo-

ment I think of the shop :
‘ pretty mould of a horse’ tingles

in my ears— * sweet dip of the country’ sets me doubting
;

and, only last week, a proposal to go ’cross country and meet

Lord Hurricane’s harriers at Hampton Wick, nearly7 extin-

guished me.”
“ And what now, Johnny,” said Mrs. Brag, “ do you

think these lords take you for, if not for a tallow-chandler ?”

“ An independent gentlemen,” said Jack.
“ That is to say,” replied his mother, “ a gentleman who

ha3 nothing to depend upon.”
“ They look upon me as an agreeable rattle,” said John,
“ One that has often been in the watchman’s hands, too,”

said the old lady.
“ I talk big and iide small,” said Jack;’ “ I am always up

with the hounds—never flinch at anything— am the pride of

the field wherever I go—and, in steeple-chases, of infinite

value.”

“And very little weight, my dear Johnny,” interrupted

his mother.
u One of my dearest friends,” continued Brag, “ Lord

Tom Towzle, a deuce of a fellow amongst the females, is

going to put me up as a candidate at the Travellers.'
”

“What, riders for respectable houses?” said Mrs. Brag:
“ and a very proper club, too.’'

“ Respectable houses !” said Jack. “ Poh ! not a bit of it

!

What! bagmen in buggies with boxes of buttons in the boots!

No, no! the Travellers

—

par excellence.”

“ Par what?” said Mrs. Brag. “ What, d’ye mean the fine

club-house in Pall-Mall, which you showed me the outside of

last Kiug’s-birth-night?”
“ The same,” said Brag. “ Now, if I had stuck to the

naked, as Lord Tom says—told the plain unvarnished—

I

never could have qualified. Lord Tom asked me if I should
like to belong to the Travellers’?—In course I said Yes

—

straight up, right down, and no mistake. Well, then he asks

me if I could qualify? So, not quite understanding him, he
says, ‘Have you ever been in Greece?’ ‘Yes,’ said I: I

might have added ‘ up to the elbows often;’ didn’t though.
Had him dead. Down he whips my name, and calls in Sir

Somebody Something out of the street to second me.”
“ If you should get in there, Johnny,” said Mrs. Brag,

“ do get ’em to give up gas and to take to oil on illumination nights*
—Jack Brag.

A WILD MAN.
Amid the numerous sights which the city of Lucknow affords,

none attracted my attention more strongly than the royal me-
nagerie. To see this collection it is necessary to have a private

order from the palace, and a servant of the household usually

accompanies the stranger to the keeper. I mention this place,

in preference to several others equally interesting, because I do
not recollect, in the numerous recent sketches given to the
world of the city of Lucknow, that any account has been given
of this menagerie. The building presents a spacious quadran-
gular pile, the facade being inwards, with a line of pillars

forming a piazza. Up and down this covered way the cages
and dens of the animals are constructed. Sauntering about,
examining the half- starved tigers, and other ferocious beasts
and ravenous birds that were here congregated together, judge
of my astonishment at discovering, confined in a line with
these zoological specimens, a being belonging to the human race !

The keeper styled him a W'ild man, or a junglce ke admee,
and told a story of his having been dug out of a cave with two
others, in the depths of the Teryaee forest, which lie in be -

tween the city of Fyzabad, in Oude, and Nipal : that they un-
derstood no language, and, consequently, nothing could be dis-

covered regarding them, more than they vrerojungleekeadmtan.
Ihe sight of this poor creature filled me with very melancholy
sensations. He had been provided with a low bedframe (I for-

get whether he was tied on it) in a line with the tigers, and
was duly exhibited as one of the varieties of untamed animals.
In height he was about five feet five inches, of a spare habit,
and weak frame. His features partook of the ordinary cast of
his civilized brethren, and had a ferocious aspect about them

:

neither had the body any superfluous or redundant hair. At
the usual hour his food was brought him, with the rest of the
caged animals; and having partaken of it, like them he sank
to repose. On my speaking to him, he uttered an unintelli-

gible sound, between a screech and a yell. He seemed evidently
unconscious of his degraded and melancholy condition, and
certainly could not be regarded as a responsible being. I could

not arrive at any accurate knowledge of his age. He had been
in confinement about three years. To appearance, lie seemed
about twenty-five to twenty-six. After a careful survey, I

became impressed with the conviction that the miserable

wretch was an idiot, and the account which the keepers gave
me must be considered as one of those florid amplifications for

which the Orientals are so much distinguished.

That creatures, however, in “ human form divine,” do exist

in a state closely approaching to actual wildness, I have suffi-

ciently shown in the earlier part of this volume. The canni-

bals, called Kookees, who infest the Blue Mountains, lying

between Chittagong and Ava, who live in the branches of trees,

and feed on human flesh and roots, can scarcely be considered

other than wild and brutish animals, and afford to the philan-

thropist and philosopher a field of melancholy contemplation.

—

Modern India.

INTERESTING ANECDOTES OF WAR.

During the war of independence in North America, a plain
farmer, named Richard Jackson, was apprehended under
such circumstances as proved beyond all doubt, his purpose
of joining the king’s forces, an intention which lie was too
honest to deny; accordingly he was delivered over to the high
sheriff, and committed to the county jail. The prison was in

such a state, that he might have found little difficulty in escap-
ing; but he considered himself as in the hands of authority,

such as it was, and the same principle, of duty which led him
to take arms, made him equally ready to endure the conse-
quences. After lying there a few days, he applied to the sheriff

for leave to go out and work by day, promising that he would
return regularly at night. His character for 6imple integrity

was so well knowD, that permission was given without hesita-

tion, and for eight months Jackson wrent out every day to

labour, and as duly came back to the prison at night. In the

month of May, the sheriff prepared to conduct him to Spring-
field, where he was to be tried for high treason. Jackson said,

this would be a needless trouble and expense; he could save

the sheriff both, and go just as well by himself. Ilis word was
once more taken, and he set off alone, to present himself for

trial and certain condemnation. On the way he was overtaken
in the "woods by Edwards, a member of the council of Massa-
chusetts, which at that time was the supreme executive of the

state.* This gentleman asked him whither he was going? “ To
Sprinfield, sir,” was his answer, “ to be tried for my life.” To
this casual interview Jackson owed his escape; when, having
been found guilty, and condemned to death, application was
made to the council for mere}7

. The evidence and the sentence

were stated, and the president put the question, whether a
oardon should be granted? It was opposed by the first speaker;

;he case, he said, was perfectly clear; the act was unquestion-

ably high treason, and the proof complete; and if mercy7 was
shown in this case, he saw no reason why it should not be

granted in every other. Few governments have understood

low just and politic it is to be merciful; this hard-hearted

opinion accorded witli the republican temper of the times, and
was acquiesced in by one member after another, till it came to

VIr. Edwards’ turn to speak. Instead of delivering his opinions,

le simply related the whole story of Jackson’s singular de-

meanour, and what had passed between them in the woods,

• ,
• . < i ‘
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For the honour of Massachusetts, and of human nature, not a
man was found to weaken its effect by one of those dry legal

remarks, which, like a blast of the desert, wither the heart they

reach. The council began to hesitate, and when a member
ventured to say that such a man certainly ought not to suffer

death, a natural feeling of humanity and justice prevailed, and
a pardon for Jackson was immediately made out. “ Never,”

says the author, ^ was a stronger proof exhibited that honesty

is wisdom.” It was not so much the man’s honesty, however,

but his child-like simplicity, which saved his life; without that

simplicity, his integrity would have availed him little
;
in fact,

it was his crime, for it was doing what, according to the prin-

ciples wherein he had been born and bred, he believed to be

his duty, that he was brought to trial and condemned. This

it is which renders civil and religious wars so peculiarly dread-

ful
;
and in the history of such war3, every interest which serves

to reconcile us to humanity, ought carefully to be preserved.

Let us add one such anecdote here, which may equally interest

Americans and Englishmen.
During the revolutionary war, when the two armies were

near each other, an English officer, who was stationed at one
of the out-posts, observed a general officer of the enemy ap-

proaching to reconnoitre the English position with a telescope.

He was on horseback, and not perceiving the English piquet,

approached within shot, so near as to afford the officer a sure

mark; the gun was presented, and the finger on the trigger,

when the Englishman’s heart failed him; he could not bear to

take away the life of one who apprehended no danger
;
it seemed

to him as an act of murder
;
and, lowering the gun, he suffered

the American, utterly unconscious of his providential deliver-

ance, to pass on. To the latest hour of his life, the English
officer blessed God that he had, in this instance, yielded to the
impulse of his better mind, for he had ascertained that the
American whose life had been then in his hand was—General
Washington!

JOHANNE WITH THE LONG HAIR.
A Legend of Foremark.

BY LOUISA STUART COSTELLO.

On the southern bank of the Trent, in a fine healthy, open
and airy spot, celebrated by old Burton, in his “Anatomy of

Melancholy, ” as “ peculiarly pleasant, wholesome and eli-

gible,” stands Foremark, the seat of the ancestors of Sir

Francis Burdett for many generations, for the family is one
of the oldest in England.

It is a handsome, grand and agreeable place, and some of
the trees, which surround it have “ outlived the eagle; ” there
is in particular a long secluded walk between two rows of
aged oaks, quite unrivalled in its kind; another grove of
magnificent trees, formerly of much greater extent, Druidical
in their antiquity, is a great ornament to the grounds.
The game is here in infinite abundance, and particularly

fine, and it would be more plentiful but for the lenity which
has long encouraged poachers. It is beautiful to see the
hares coursing along the lawns close to the windows, and the
glittering and graceful pheasants tamely perched on the
balustrades of the terraces. Everything has a calm, happy,
contented and sequestered aspect, almost monastic

;
but it

was not in this spot, but in Warwickshire, that the Priory of
Ancote was founded by an ancient possessor of this estate, in
expiation of a crime, the particulars of which this legend
recounts. Nor was it at the present house that he resided,
but in one mueh more ancient, situated in a retired spot, now
embosomed in a thick grove of oak and beech, and in the
vicinity of fine wood?. The spot is called Knowle Hills

;
and

all that remains of the old building is now formed into a
pleasure house, before which is a beautiful lawn, where the
peasants in the neighbourhood are allowed occasionally to

keep revel, and dance to the sound of gay music, making the
woods re-echo.

“ I have often,” said an old man who shows the place,
“ lingered here when all were gone, and voice after voice had
died away in distance, and enjoyed the perfect solitude of
this spot, where usually not a sound is heard but tbe

wind amongst the old trees, and the rustle of tbe ivy waving
to and fro along the ancient wall, where you see that strange

face carved, that seems as if it was looking over the battle-

ments, watching what is going on. Some say, on moonlight
nights the whole figure has been seen, and it looks like a

knight in armour : it walks, with a stately step, all round
this green, where once stood a tower, in which a great crime
is said to have been committed, and it pauses at the little low
door-way you see there, utters a deep sigh, and vanishes. I

myself never saw anything of the kind, but there were two
very old women, who lived here once together, and took care

of the ruins, and they used to hear and see strange things—
chains rattling, and screams and groans that were awful.

One of the old women died, and used to come back to. the

other, and tell wonderful secrets
;

so she said : but she went
too, and since her time, I "don’t know how it is, but nothing

out of the common ever happens.”
There are a great many curious and interesting family pic-

tures in Foremark House, and amongst others the portrait of

a very beautiful lady is particularly attractive, both for its

singularity and its beauty. She wears the costume of an early

period, is covered with jewels, a long transparent veil de-

pending from her singular shaped head-dress; her dress is

extremely rich, all velvet, silk, embroidery aid precious

stones. There are two other portraits of her, in different

costumes : one represents her in an undress, occupied
.

in

winding her long rich hair round a reel : by her seissars being

placed on the table beside her comb, it appears as if she

were about to cut off a long lock. There is a sweet tenderness

in her eyes, which tells that her thoughts are far away,

fixed ou the person, perhaps, for whom she is preparing this

precious remembrance: round her white throat she wears a

very slender black chain, to which is fastened a little cornelian

ring, and the ends of the chain fall into her boddice as

if they sustained some other relic which is hidden in her

bosom.
The third portrait represents her, pale, worn and sad-look-

ing—her dress disordered, and her hand resting on a skull.

There is something very solemn about this last picture, and

it seem 3 to speak of a melancholy change in the person

represented.

Opposite this, frowns from the wall, a bearded man, in a

half-military costume, whose looks are peculiarly severe, and

there is a wildness and fierceness in his eyes, which makes

the beholder shudder : he has one hand on the hilt of his

sword, which he grasps as if in anger, and in the other holds

an open letter. This was Sir Hugo de Burdett, Lord of

Loseby, and the Lady was his wife, Johanne.

They were married at a very early age, not, as generally

happened at that time, united by relations frommere expedi-

ency, but they had chosen each other
;
and their mutual love

was so remarkable, both before and after their marriage, that

they were cited and admired by all
;
and more than once the

haughty heiress of Aquitaine would remark to her volatile

husband, Henry II., “that there were few couples in his

dominions who set so good an example as Sir Hugo and his

Johanne.” It would indeed have been difficult not to show

tenderness to so charming a creature as Johanne was. The

mind shone out in the bright soft violet eyes, for which she

was celebrated, as well as for her peculiarly long and fine hair,

which reached to the ground, in undulating waves, and would

almost cover her as she stood. Sir Hugo used to take a_ plea-

sure in beholding her beautiful tresses spread at their full

length, and he always wore in his helmet one of her curling

locks at every tilt and tournament, where he was sure to dis-

tinguish himself.

(To be continued.')

So late as 1802, the King of Sweden engaged some British

surgeons to serve in his ships of war; their perplexity and

mortification may he imagined, on finding that they were ex-

pected to shave the whole ship’s company, as a duty belonging

to their station.
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WHITE CLOUD: OR, THE FRONTIER VILLAGE.

CHAPTER I.

A Forest Scene—The Pioneers—Sudden attack of the Forest-

Warriors—Fearful Contest—Indian Revenge—The Stolen
Child-Savage Triumph.

“ Between
These swelling ridges, where the thick buckwheat
Grows white and fragrant in the August heat,

They passed into yon perilous ravine,

Where hid by fallen trees and thickets green
The Mohawk lav in ambush.

*

* * * * *

This cone of boughs, through which the gold of noon
Drops in large spots o’er beds of wintergreen ;

This skirt of wood, whose rustling bushes lean
O’er moss-banks yellow with the flowers of June,
And hollows where the fountain sings its tune
’Mid fern and leaning roses

; once between
Its aisles of tamarack showed a fearful scene

Of indiscriminate slaughter. Oh! not soon
Shall the grey-headed settler fail to tell

Of that fierce battle: nor shall he who made
His camp bed first amid these nooks of shade,

Forget the awe he felt in this wild dell,

Whose thickets, hung with skulls and wampum braid,

Gave token of the deeds which here befel
!”

The forests near the Delaware’s upper waters were in a glow,
kindled by a June sunset, in the year 1734. The rich beams, I

slanting between the myriad tranks, lay athwart a faint track
that ran, here and there interrupted by bushes, along the sum- l

mit of a ridge, with blazed trees upon either side. The lower
edges of the branches seemed melting gold—bush and sprout
were spotted, and the moss upon the serpent-like roots was
mottled, like the breast of the robin—one spot was particularly
lighted by the splendour radiating from the west. This was a
little opening, or avenue, clothed with short green grass, span-
gled with the scented white clover, the track passing through
the midst in light wheel-marks, except where it was inter-

rupted by a rill which came sparkling through a clump of
alders, and ran across in meek purloining tones. It was a
sylvan scene. A red-bird had folded his gorgeous wings upon
a bough—a doe, with her fawn by her side, was drinking at the
rill—a partridge was wallowing like a quivering speckled ball
in the soft mould beside a bush—a rabbit was alternately glid-

No. 28.

ing and sitting, here nibbling a sprout, and there a grass-blade

A loud trampling and jolting, and the sound of human voices,

suddenly broke upon the calm, still air, and the bird took wing,

the doe sprang into the woods, followed by her fawn, the part-

ridge whirred away with a startling burst, and the rabbit, peak -

ing its long ears for a moment, disappeared with the rapidity
1 of an arrow.

A man then appeared in a hunting-shirt, with a rifle in his

hand and an axe upon his shoulder—a huge waggon, with a

canvass top, and drawn by two gigantic horses succeeded—then

came a small herd of cows and oxen, followed by half-a-dozen

men, each also with rifle and axe—then another waggon like

the first—then a flock of sheep, driven by a human group

similar to the preceding one—then two other great waggons,

the procession] being closed by eight or ten more men bearing

the weapons and implements above mentioned. The sides of

the canvass belonging to the first two waggons were looped up
disposing their contents. These, in the front machine, were
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several females, and three children. The latter, and one of the

former, composed a group immediately behind the driver. The
female was of middle age, with a calm face and soft blue eyes.

The children were two boys of twelve and ten years, and a girl

of seven. The other inmates had the air of domestics, and all

were reclining upon heaps of beds and bedding; the checquered
and gay tints of the former and latter mingled with the brown
and yellow hues of hay and straw. The other waggon held

also women, children, and beds, with the addition of pans, pots,

and kettles, hung at every possible point, and other light fur-

niture.

The tops of the remaining two were completely drawn, but
from the protuberances the contents were of bulk, and consisted

probably of those articles, both household and agricultural,

that a pioneer most needs in the forest.

The foremost waggon was cheeked at the rill, to allow the
horses to drink, which example was followed by the others,

until they were ranged in a row upon the grassy and plant
fringed border.

“We cannot be far from our destination, John,” said the
i man who had been in front, to the driver of the first wag-
gon.

“ A mile or two off, to my thinking, Captain Jones,” answered
the other, respectfully; “ we have had three long days’ job on’t

since we left the Hudson.”
“All, Susan, how well you stand the fatigue!” said the

captain to the middle-aged woman before described; “ and the
children too! Bobby looks as fresh as a May morning, Billy

is smiling as though he was certain of a new hobby-horse, and
I hear little Agnes prattling away there, in great style.”

He was here interrupted by a shout from the two boys, Bobby
saying:—

“Papa, can’t I jump down and get that large blue water-
\

lily for Agnes ?” while Billy, who was the youngest of the two,

!

screamed at the top of his voice

—

“ Oh! papa, do look at that beautiful bird,” pointing to the 1

red-bird, which was again fluttering down like a winged spot

of crimson, to a bough.
“ Hush, children,” said the mother. “ So we are almost

there, Robert ?
55

“ I hope so, Susan, and believe so too, if my calculation is

good for anything, in these vast woods. But, hurrah, boys!

start the teams, or we shan’t get there till morning.”
A crackling of whips and a splashing of the streamlet’s

shallow waters around the broad wheels succeeded, and the

whole train (the men and animals having waded across), fol-

;

lowing the road, left the beautiful green avenue behind. The
track was still hung on either side with the splendid blossoms

of the laurel, the chesnut was light with its yellow plumage,

and the soft atmosphere was perfectly delicious with the pecu-

liar fragrance of the bass wood.

The disappearing sun was sowing the western air with golden

dust that sparkled through the leaves, when, surmounting a

small rise in the road, the captain, who was still in front, found

himself upon the brow of a steep declivity, with shifting and

shooting gleams beloiv, which he instantly discovered to be the

winding track of a river, glittering through the branches of

the trees.

“The Delaware, the Delaware!” broke in a joyous shout

from bis lips, and echoed along the ascending line.

The scene, although completely in the forest, was beautiful.

Below was a long, narrow flat, with the river curving beyond,

and the land ascending into mountains on the opposite side.

The upper rim of the sun was still visible, and half a circle of

rich haze glowed against the summit of the woods, where the

i

mighty orb was descending. An eagle was wheeling above one
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of the lofty pinses that towered up from the expanse of leaves,

like the standard of a host.

Dowd passed the train, and, still pursuing the track, they

soon found themselves upon the bank of the river. The spot

where they halted was a lovely glade, carpeted with moss and
grass, with bushes scattered over it, and here and there a hem-
lock rearing its fringed pyramid, and a beech its silver- spotted

pillar.

“Here is the end of our journey, Susan—here is our future

home,” said the captaiu, in a cheerful hearty voice, “ and a

beautiful spot it is too. What a settlement we can make in

this flat! eh, wife?
”

Susan did not answer, but a most affectionate smile mantled
her features at the joyous tones of her husband.

“ Our axes will make great music amongst these trees, Tom,”
said one of the men to the other.

“You may well say that. But where’s the injins that old

Hans Speigle, down there on the Hudson, talked so much
about? Here we’ve been a travelling for two days through as

thick woods as I ever wish to be in, and liav’nt seen any yet.

Our rifles, so far as they are consarned, have been very useless

weapons.”
“ We must trust to luck, Tom, as regards these gentry,” said

the captain, who had overheard the colloquy; “ all settlers are

exposed to their attacks. But I don’t think we are in the

slightest danger from them in this region. The Delawares
have principally gone West, toward the Ihio, and the five na-

tions keep around the Mohawk and the Great Lakes. But,

hurrah for camping boys, the sun has gone to bed, and we
might as well be soon following his example.”
Although no very lively apprehensions were entertained of

the Indians, still the customary precautions of pioneers were
taken. The waggons were unloaded and wheeled to the four

points of the compass—the spaces between were then filled

with ploughs, boxes, and other heavy articles, together with
the household furniture, the whole forming, when completed, a

large and comfortable area within. The canvass tops were then
taken off, and stretched from the uprights of one of the wag-
gons to poles driven in the earth on the opposite side, so as to

form a tent for the women and children, with the beds spread

beneath. The animals were then secured in a corner of this

sylvan encampment, while the rest of the area was occupied
by the men of the party, with exception of the sentinels, each
lying down with his loaded rifle upon his arm.
The darkness closed around, glittering on high with stars.

The shrill crow of the tree- toad swelled throughout the woods,
one voice taking up the strain as another ceased, till an un-
broken monotonous sound was heard—the loud hoot of the owl
echoed occasionally— the musquito danced around with its

fine, silken twang, while the orchestra of the frogs, in the river-

mud, opened for the night. All within the encampment was
still, with the exception of a movement from some restless

animal—the sentinels were watching keenly and in perfect

silence at their posts, and the dark, silent woods, save their

nocturnal serenaders, and the river flowing on in its ceaseless

rippling murmur, seemed wrapped in breathless and solemn
repose. There were two, however, beside the sentinels, who
had not yet entered the dominions of sleep. One was the cap-
tain, and the other his wife. The first, stretched upon a mossy
mound, with his rifle in his grasp, allowed his mind to wander
over other scenes and days. He thought of his native village,

on the banks of the Connecticut, left for ever—of his future

home in this wild spot, purchased from the accumulated earnings
of industrious years, and of the uncertainties, if not dangers,
attendant upon a settlement in the forests. But Hope, sanguine
Hope, soon caused the past to disappear, dancing, as she did,

upon glittering wings, pointing to the future, and, with a warm
glow at his heart, he began to resign himself to slumber.

Susan, too, was dwelling upon the past, and with more of
mournfulness, consequent upon her woman’s nature, than was
consistent with the bold, restless spirit of her husband. The
village also rose brightly to her view— she thought of the many
happy years of wedded life she had there spent with the man
of her choice who, Heaven be thanked, was still with her—of

her two bright boys, and the little orphan, Agnes, committed

to her care by a dying sister. The dangers and solitude of the
wilderness, in which her future life must be spent, glanced
across her mind, but then a home, lighted by the presence of
her husband and her children, glowed before her. The twi-
light of sleep commenced glimmering in the mind of the devo-
ted wife and mother—mental images blended with each other,
the diflerent sounds of the forest became confused, until on the
threshold of dreams, the ringing metal- note of the cross-bill

swallow seemed to her the tinkle of the village church-bell
calling to the customary Sabbath worship, and then her breath
ebbed and flowed in the calmness of profound slumber.
Hours wore on. The man called Tom was one of the senti-

nels, and he had just ended a reverie when he heard a crackle in

the forest as of a dry twig broken. Supposing it to be occa-
sioned by the tread of some prowling animal, he was again
resigning himself to thought, when his eye caught a shadowy
form on the edge of the blank obscurity frowning in the woods ;

the next instant, the other sentinels shouted as with one breath,
“Who’s there?” He had barely sprung upright, with the same
sounds upon his lips, and his eye still fixed upon the figure,

when, from all sides of the forest, there peeled forth yells, so

fierce and so terrific, as to freeze the very blood in his veins.

Glances of red light and sharp rifle cracks came simultaneously
from the gloom of the woods, and then dark shapes bounded
swiftly toward the encampment. He felt himself wounded, but
he discharged his weapon, and clambered over a waggon into

the area, one sentinel only doing the same on the opposite side.

Here he found the party all roused, and hastening to different

points for defence.
“ Be steady, men, be steady,” said the captain, in a deep,

calm voice, “ and look well before you fire; the savages, if you
are true to yourselves, cannot enter,” at the same time taking
aim over a wheel and firing. Discharges from every part of the
area echoed the sound of the captain’s rifle, as dark heads were
lifted, and fierce eyes gleamed above the outer sides of the
encampment. The shots, however, caused the dread array to

disappear, and then shrill warwhoops again rose from the
forest.

“ Crouch men, crouch low, until you fire, and then be quick,”
again commanded the captain. “ There is no fear but we will

drive them off, the bloody wolves ! One strong, brave man, is

equal to a dozen of them.”
Shots, screams, whoops and groans followed in wild confusion

from the area, and from without. At one moment the dark
shapes of the Indians would be seen endeavouring to leap the
harriers, and then rapid discharges, sweeping blows with rifles,

and struggles hand to hand, would leave the summits clear,

j

After a more than usually desperate conflict of this character,
and while the heart of the captain was beating high with the

hope of at last driving oft’ the savage invaders, a shrill shriek
from the tent caused his frame to thrill with sudden terror

.

Dashing within, by the light of the pine torch usually burning,
lie saw a female figure outstretched upon the bedded earth with
his wife, little Robert, and the maids sliivering in consternation,

while between two boxes underneath the waggon he caught a

glimpse of a crouching and disappearing figure.
“ My son, my son—husband—Billy—the savage—haste,

haste !” shrieked his distracted wife, and instantly he darted
through the opening between the boxes. The Indian, a tall

pluinaged warrior, had stopped for a moment with his scream-
ing prize, and the captain caught a glimpse of his fleeting form
at the edge of the^woods. He found himself then grappled by a
foe who brandished a tomahawk over his head, a crushing blow
succeeded—the savage fell, and he was dragged through the
opening by one of his men. For a few minutes longer the shots

continued, a peculiar whoop then sounded, and deep silence

succeeded, broken only by groans and exclamations of pain
within the encampment.
“ We have succeeded, I think, in driving the demons off,

said the captain, in a voice which expressed great relief, min -

gled with touching sadness. “ God grant that we have not
suffered too deeply. The dawn, too, is approaching.”

Ejaculations of pleasure rose from the area, blended with
the sounds that told of suffering mortality, and flic captain,

after giving directions concerning the wounded, entered the
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tent. Frequent bursts of weeping were then heard from

within, blended with groans of manly sorrow. Torches were

lit, and the wounded cared for, and in the meanwhile a keen

look out was maintained. The glimmering air of coming day

became clearer—the gray glimpses through the spokes of the

wheels fell stronger upon the area—the wheels themselves,

and the long upright tongues of the waggons, resumed their

outlines—the dusky tent was seen in white relief—the bor-

dering trees came out of the gloom—the depths of the wood
crept into sight—low twitterings were heard in the branches,

and then, as the whole sylvan scene brightened, a continuous

harmony was warbled out, the tree-ascending notes of the

robin, and the clear water-like tones of the brown thrasher,

piercing above in the glorious morning hymn of the awakened

wilderness.

Faint hues began now to tremble on the fleecy clouds over-

head, and a rich light to glow between the branches towards

the east. The captain again appeared from the tent, and

looked around. Eight of his men were stretched upon the

earth—five dead and three wounded. Two of the sentinels

of the preceding night had also been dragged from without

the barricades, lifeless and scalped. The wounded were still

receiving the care of the survivors.

“ We have been fearfully stricken, my boys,
5
' said he ;

“ for-

give me,” turning to the wounded, “ for not sooner being

with you, but I too have deep sorrow. My little boy, my
youngest born, has been taken from the arms of his mother,”

continued he, in accents of touching grief. “ In the uproar

and confusion of the conflict, a savage, attracted probably

by the torch, stealthily removed the articles that we thought

effectually blocked the entrance beneath the waggon, crept

into the tent, struck dead the outer female, grasped my little

boy and bore him away. May God in his infinite mercy,

grant that the knife has not ere this pierced his innocent

heart. James,” walking up to a youth whose grimed rifle

and blood-sprinkled clothes told that he had rendered good

service in the strife
;

“ James, my good boy, prepare yourself,

it was your sister that the savage struck,” and then as the

youth gave vent to a deep groan he added, “ but be a man,

James, be a man, and remember in your sorrow that there is

amother in yon tent mourning for her child.”

He then motioned to two of the group that stood by listening,

with deep concern impressed upon their features, and they dis-

appeared in their tents. The next instant they brought out

the fema.e, and laid her at the feet of her brother. The palor

of death was upon her features, and horror ! the reeking head

showed the scalp (that trophy of savage triumph) had also been

torn away.
The beams of the ascending sun were now shooting in streaks

of golden haze through the trunks and branches of the trees.

The tent still veiled the sorrows of the mother. A grave was

dug beside the river, and, after a short prayer from the captain,

the dead female was consigned to her native earth. A few

words of hope and encouragement succeeded from his lips, and,

before the sun had so mounted as to burnish the deep green

cone of the hemlock above the grave with rich light from apex

to base, the air was ringing merrily with the blows of twenty

axes, and the cracking, rushing, and thundering of the plunging

trees, were making the echoes leap from the mossy edges and

myriad colonades of the boundless forests.

(To be continued.)'

A LEGEND OF 1745.

Tjie scene of this remarkable adventure was a castle in

Argyleshire, now in ruins, but at that time (the year 1744-5)

inhabited by a Scotch laird and his sister. This gentleman,

on the death of his elder brother, had recently retired from

fore ign service, and returned to Scotland, bringing with him

his young sister, who had been educated in France. For some

months their time passed pleasantly in scenes and habits of

life new to both of them ;
but after this the young lady ob-

served with concern that her brother’s spirits became depressed,

and that his natural cheerfulness was changing into an expres-

sion of habitual gloom and melancholy. Herself of a remark-
ably timid, gentle character, she had no power to contend
against his growing depression, and her spirits sank with his,

till at length, to relieve her own troubled and auxious fears, as
well as in the hope that another might have more skill to chase
away her brother’s gloom than she had found herself to possess,

she persuaded him, with some difficulty, to allow her to invite

a friend to pass some months with her. This jyoung lady,

somewhat older than herself, and free to act according to her
own wishes, in pity for her poor friend’s loneliness and evident
anxiety of mind, consented to comply with her entreaties, and
shortly after arrived on her promised visit. There was a great
contrast in the character of the two friends

; Miss Mackay,
which is the name of our heroine, possessing in a remarkable
degree the courage, energy, and strong understanding, which
her young hostess wanted, but the want of which, in her case,

was atoned for by great kindness of heart, and a most sweet
and affectionate temper.
She was not long in confiding to her friend the change in her

brother which had caused her so much uneasiness
;
and Miss

Mackay’s keen observation very soon led her to suspect that

his evident depression was owing to some painful or dangerous
secret which weighed heavily on his mind. Acting on this

conviction, she endeavoured, by every kind and unobtrusive

attention, to win his esteem and confidence
;
the only means

by which she could hope to be of real service. During her

stay at the castle, many accidental circumstances occurred to

bring out her extraordinary qualities. On one occasion espe-

cially, when the house where they happened to be visiting took

fire, the laird could not but be struck by her courage, and ex-

traordinary presence of mind. This led him voluntarily to

seek her society, instead of giving way to the habits of lonely

musing which had lately grown upon him
;
so that his sister,

rejoicing in this change, and attributing it only to one cause,

began to form high hopes that the friend she loved best in the

world might one day become her sister. Miss Mackay, how-
ever, understood his manner bettor, and being very sure that

admiration, in the ordinary acceptation of the word, had no

part in his feeling towards herself, she was at liberty to pursue

her plan of kindness towards him.

Ilis sister’s timidity and delicate health did not allow her to

venture on horseback ;
but Miss Mackay was glad to be able

to explore, under his escort, the neighbouring country, and

thus she had fresh opportunities for observing his deportment.

Among the possible causes for his depression, she began to

suppose him the victim of second-sight, (a belief still prevalent

in Scotland,) an opinion which was one day much strength-

ened, when, on reaching a height which commanded a view of

the sea, she heard him exclaim to himself, “ 1 see, I see the

bloody issue 1”

At these words, Miss Mackay boldly stepped forward, and,

allowing the nature of her suspicions to transpire, entreated

him, if he could trust in her kindness and regard, and she

could in any way relieve or assist him, to say what it was that

weighed so heavily on his mind ;
adding, that though she could

not claim a sister’s right, yet, in his case, a sister’s very anxiety

and affection might prevent her being an equally safe con-

fidant.

Thus urged, he owned that he had a secret, though not of the

nature she had hinted at, nor his alone; that it was one fraught

with difficulty and danger, yet in which she might be of the

greatest service, if, as he believed, she had courage for the part

that might be assigned to her, and was willing to incur the risk

to which she would render herself liable. He then asked, if she

was willing to hear this secret, under the solemn promise never

to reveal it to any one.

She answered, “If your secret contains nothing against the

commandment of God, and the well-being of my country, I am
here ready to hear it, keep it, swear to it.”

He assured her that there was nothing in it which, as a reli-

gious Scotchwoman, she might not lend her hand and heart to ;

but that he must not tell it then ;
adding, with solemnity,

that there was but one place, and one hour, in which he should

feel it safe to reveal it—that hour was twelve o’clock ofthe same

night, and the place of meeting the smaller door of the last
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quadrangle of the castle, whence he would conduct her to the

spot where the secret was to be told.

Having full reason to trust his assurances, she promised to

obey these directions, though not without some apprehensions

as the time appointed drew near. She succeeded, however, in

concealing those feelings from her young friend. The day
passed as usual ; and, as the clock struck ten, they separated

for the night. Resolving not to alarm herself unnecessarily,

by dwelling on the singular interview which was before her,

Miss Mackay sat down to read till it was time to leave her

room. Then, wrapping herself in her plaid, she knelt down for

a few moments to ask a blessing on her enterprise
;
as the

clock struck twelve she opened her door, and lightly descend-
ing the stairs, and threading the mazes of a long and intricate

passage, she let herself out by a back door into one of the open
courts. From thence she made her way through other de-

serted passages, and roofless portions of the building, till she
entered the most distant quadrangle, where stood the great

tower. By the light of a small lantern, which she kept care-

fully turned in an opposite direction from the inhabited part of

the castle, she saw the laird was waiting her at the appointed
spot. In silence he bowed his head as she came up to him,
and, leading the way, -proceeded to a door at the foot of the

tower. This lie opened with a small key, and having entered
at the bottom of a spiral staircase, locked the door, and, turn-

ing to her, asked, in a low voice, if, in spite of such almost
awful precautions, she still adhered to her first resolution,

—

entreating her, if she felt any fear, to return at once. The
hour, and the strange mystery, for a moment daunted her
spirits ; but, summoning her courage, she answered boldly,

that she would go through with what she had undertaken.
From the first landing-place, they turned into a long suite

of apartments, which occupied the whole of that side of the

building. They were large and deserted. In some the win -

dows were entirely shaken out, in others they were loose and
shaking. In the last chamber, which was smaller than the
preceding ones, and the windows of which were better secured,

the laird stopped, locked the door, and warning his companion
to remember all he did, pressed his foot upon the spring of a

trap-door, which immediately started up. He then guided her
down a steep flight of stone steps into a vault, evidently run-
ning far under the castle. Here he paused, and pointing to a
large iron chest, begged his companion to rest upon it, while
he should explain all she had seen, and try to secure her aid in

a good cause.

He then told her of the projected invasion of Scotland by him
whom she had been taught to consider the son of her rightful

king, and that he was shortly expected to head, in person, such
an army as his friends might privately collect. The laird had
been presented to the prince abroad, and had there entered into

his cause with enthusiasm. He had come to Scotland full of
hope : but, in the progress of his negotiations with the dif-

ferent noblemen and gentlemen who were to take part in the
enterprise, lie had found so much lukewarmness, rashness, and
folly, in those concerned, that all his bright expectations faded,
and he was full of despair for the issue. It was this that had
so clouded his spirit

;
his faculties had become bewildered, as

he looked forward to the future
; he foresaw a fatal end to the

enterprise ere it began ; and, conscious that his castle contained
documents of vital importance to many, he was tormented
with apprehensions for others, which he disregarded for him-
self. In the iron chest on which Miss Mackay sat, were depo-
sited many deeds and bonds from the great exile, to different

noblemen and gentlemen, acknowledging loans of money, and
pledging himself to reward present services by future grants.
These documents, if discovered, together with a correct list of
all the persons contributing to the cause, either by gold or men,

. might prove the ruin of some of the best and bravest men in
Scotland.

The laird knew that, either just before or immediately upon
his royal master’s landing, he would be summoned to report
certain needful details ;

and he feared leaving the high trusts
committed to him behind in the castle, within the very grasp
of Argyle, without also leaving some one empowered to destroy
them in bis absence, should any misfQrtune render such a mea-

sure necessary. As Miss Mackay’s character had opened upon
him, he had been struck with the thought, that Providence
had in her provided him with the very person he needed. Time
and further observation only strengthened this opinion ;

when,
just at this point, and while still in doubt, a summons had ar-
rived, commanding him to repair to another staunch friend of
the Stuarts, where Charles Edward’s most confidential agent
was expected from France. It was at this eventful moment
that Miss Mackay had opened the way to confidence, and he
was now in consequence disclosing to her all that had weighed
so long on his mind, and asking her co-operation.

His auditor listened to all he had to tell with the deepest

interest; for she had ever been taught to consider Charles
Edward her rightful prince, and the thought of being in any
way able to devote herself to his service brought the fire to

her eye, and the warm blood into her cheek.

When the laird, in conclusion, asked, whether she would
take upon her the charge of what he must leave behind, or,

refusing that, simply give him her oath never to divulge what
she knew, she readily promised to do all he had asked, and
kneeling down took an oath to this effect on the little pocket
Bible the laird had brought with him. He then opened the

iron chest, and displayed its contents. There were, besides

the parchments he had mentioned, several leathern bags,

which he told her contained money and jewels, contributed by
faithful Scotchmen to the cause. He then begged her to listen

carefully to the instructions he would give her. He was going

instantly to join the prince’s party in Inverness, and, when
gold was needed, would send a messenger she might entirely

trust, to whom she must deliver it under the shadow of night.

The arrival of such a messenger would be notified to her by the

figure of a cross being cut on the trunk of a great ash tree which
grew opposite her chamber-window ;

and a certain number of

very small crosses cut under the large one would notify the

number of bags she should give him. If, instead of money,
the messenger should have to announce defeat and disaster, a

figure of an axe should be marked on the tree instead of a

cross ; in which case her business would be to destroy every

written paper or parchment in the chest. After that, he bid

her use her own discretion whether to remain in the castle or

depart; he himself by that time would probably be lying a

corpse on the field of battle. In conclusion, he assured her,

that he did not believe himself to be bringing her into real danger

by the commission he now gave her, adding further directions,

that on seeing the given sign on the tree, she was to repair at

night to the same spot where he had met her, go down to the

vault, bring up the bags, and, before opening the door into the

quadrangle, (of which the messenger would have no key,) one

was to give the pass-word “ Bruce,” to which the other would

answer, “ Charles Edward.” She then might open the door

and deliver the bags into his hands ; the messenger would give

a voucher in return, which she must go back to deposit in the

iron chest, and her duty would be over.

( To be continued.')

JOHANNE WITH THE LONG HAIR.

A Legend of Foremaiik.

BY LOUISA STUART COSTELLO.

(Concluded.)

Higher up in Derbyshire, not far from the great cavern of

the Peak, lived the Baron of Boyvill, who was a distant con-

nexion of Sir Hugo, and had been his early companion. He
had not married himself, and the Lady Johanne was aware

that her coldness and preference to him who became her hus-

band, was the cause of his living single. Several years had

passed since her marriage and they had not met, when on a

sudden, the baron began to make them visits, and Sir Hugo,

who was attached to him, occasionally returned them, some-

times alone, and sometime saccompanied by his wife. This

intercourse had contnuedi some time, when Johanne observed

a change in her husband’s manner : a gloom seemed to take

possession of him, and his conversation always turned on the
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most serious subjects
;
in particular be spoke of the glorious

cause of Christianity, -which was defended in the Holy Land
by the knights of Europe, and sighed heaviiy as he concluded,
by wishing that he had been thought worthy to add the weight
of his arm to the holy fight.

Johanne listened with fear and trembling, for she was well
aware how many of the most gallant knights of the time had
quitted their families and their country to join the standard
of Coeur de Lion beyond the seas. Nevertheless she hoped
that such a notion was far from Sir Hugo’s mind, and she
redoubled her efforts to please and charm him, and succeeded
so well, that several months elaped and his spirits revived,

and he ceased to speak of the deeds of the crusaders. All this

time the Baron, of Boyvill had not visited them, and she saw
plainly, that to him she owed the fears she had entertained of

losing him she so much loved. Her former coldness towards
him consequently increased, and she began to look upon him
with positive dislike, not concealing from Sir Hugo the fact

that he was displeasing to her. He was not slow to discover
this on his part, and be seldom intruded on their privacy,
although he occasionally sent messages to her lord by a men-
dicant friar, who travelled the country, and had been to

Syria, from whence he brought such precious relics, that he
was welcomed by all the pious in every part of England.

This friar was a frequent guest at the monastery of Black
Canons at Repton, not far from Foremark, and Sir Hugo
would often in his rides stop at the convent gate and converse
with Father Bernard, who generally, from humility, sat on a
stone at the entrance. From him he heard wondrous and
exciting stories of the warfare in the Holy Land, and his spirits

rose and his valour was roused as he listened to the great
deeds of his brethren in arms. “ And I,” he would reflect,
“ am wasting my youth, and allowing my sword to rust in

idleness, charmed by the beauty of a woman, when I ought
to be striving to redeem the Holy Sepulchre from the Pagan.
Surely Boyvill may be right—there must be sorcery at work
to keep me here; when in the presence of Johanne I have no
power to leave her, nor can bear the thoughts of separation

:

it is only in absence I feel free to think—I will consult the
holy father, and be guided by his advice.”

He did so, and the friar whose great object was to gain
proselytes to the cause, lost no advantage : he represented the
sin of his remaining supine in his own castle, and as he found
he dared not tell his lady of the resolution he at length took of
leaving her, he counselled his doing so secretly.

Accordingly, the friar gave him a sleeping potion to admin-
ister to Johanne, which would secure her from discovering
liis absence too quickly, and allow him to take possession of
a long lock of her beautiful hair, for which he dared not ask
her for fear of exciting her suspicions. She slept therefore
soundly on the night when Sir Hugo rose from her side, cut
the tress from her head, and fastened round her throat a little

chain, to the centre of which was attached a small cornelian
ring with the letters of his name engraven thereon, and a heart
at the end of the chain, he embraced her tenderly, and taking
one long sadlook at her unconcious form, departed from his castle.

When Johanne awoke the next morning, the sun had no
light for her, she missed her husband, she perceived the chain
round her neck, and the truth was revealed to her at once.
She examined with terrified eagerness his parting gift, and on
the golden heart she read the words “ Five Years

F

The first thought was to hasten to the convent at Repton,
where having entreated to see the abbess who was the supe-
rior of the society of both male and female recluses, she begged
her to counsel her what to do.

“ Daughter,” said the abbess, Si be content ; it is the will

of Heaven that your dream of worldly happiness should end.
Your husband has chosen a better part, he is gone to fight for

the holy cause, accompanied by his friend, the Baron of Boyvill,
and guided by the pious Father Bernard. Go home and pray.
In five years he will return.”

Sad and lonely were now the hours passed ih her mournful
home by the desolate Johanne, and though she strove to obey
the commands of the abbess she found it hard to banish re-

gret from her mind and to resign herself to her fate.

Those tresses which her beloved husband had so admired,

and of which she now had lost her pride, she resolved to

dedicate to the Virgin, together with her prayers for his safety;

and occupied her whole time in embroidering a magnificent

altar-cloth for the shrine of our Lady of Repton, in which she

interwove flowers and fruits, and birds and insects, all formed
of her own hair, mingled with gold and silver thread. She
wound it off on a golden reel for her use, and cut it with her

golden scissars every morning when she rose ; and every day
she kissed the little cornelian ring which was pendant from
her chain, and read the sad words on her heart, “ Five Years.”

Three of the five years had passed, when her solitude was
broken by the arrival of a palmer from the plains of Syria, in

whom she recognised Father Bernard: from him she learnt

that her husband was a prisoner to the Infidels, and for his

ransom was demanded a large sura of money, which the friar

had undertaken to bear back to the place of his captivity.

The gold was quickly procured and the friat departed; new
hope springing up in theheart of Johanne, that Sir Hugo would
soon return to her.

Another year passed away and her spirits sank, for no tid-

ings came of him she loved, till one evening, as she sat in her

bower, whose small pointed window looked over the Vale of

Trent, and her eye rested on the gigantic beeches whose boughs
were waving in the autumnal wind, she perceived a knight

ride slowly up the long avenue which led towards the castle,

and as the light fell full on his armour, she saw the red- cross

upon his breast.

Not doubting a moment but that it was her beloved lord, she

flew rather than ran down the turret stairs, and summoning her

people, desired them to throw open the gates to the Crusader;
but as he approached, her disappointment was extreme, for, as

he raised his visor, she perceived him to be no other than the

Baron of Boyvill.

The tidings that he brought were sad indeed: lie related that

the money she had sent by the friar had been paid to the Pagan
chief who held Sir Hugo in captivity, and that the prisoner

had been indeed released, but a corpse. He had been put to

death in prison, and so restored to his friends.

Johanne’s agonies of grief were so great on hearing this fear-

ful announcement that her life was for some time in danger,

and it was long before she recovered to consciousness of her uu-

bappy position. It was then that she learnt that she was no
longer mistress of Foremark, for, as her husband had died

without heirs, the estates devolved on the Baron of Boyvill.

But this was nothing to her in comparison of the distress

which the importunities of the baron caused her, for he hesi-

tated not to disclose his attachment, and to desire her hand,

when he offered her all the possessions which she would
otherwise forfeit.

This proposal she would by no means listen to, but profess-

ed her intention of entering the Priory of Repton, there to

end her days in seclusion : she soon, however, fouud that

the baron was resolute and did not intend to permit her to

leave the castle; in fact, was determined to make her his

wife with or without her consent.

Unable to help herself, she had nothing in her power
but to dissimulate, and, at length, was forced to agree,

that when the five years of her late husband’s absence were

expired, she would become his bride, on condition that he

did not molest her till that time. To this he apparently

agreed, but, in the meantime, she was securely guarded

in a high tower which looked over the vale, where no access

could be made to her, and from whence it was impossible

to escape.
There she lived in solitude and gloom, still working at

her embroidery and weeping over her wretched fate : the

only ornament of her room, a skull and cross-bones, and her

thought continually of death.

At length the five years were expired, and Johanne was

in daily terror of her promise being claimed. The baron

visited her one day and informed her that the next he had

fixed for their nuptials, and that he was about to repair

to the castles of his friends in the neighbourhood to engage

them to be present at the solemnity.
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She saw that she had now no escape, and when she was

again alone, she threw herself on her knees in despair, and

implored the assistance of Heaven.
Suddenly she heard a heavy foot on the stair, the door of

her tower opened, and a knight in armour stood before her :

his visor was unclosed, and she saw, with amazement, the

features of her husband, Sir Hugo : but his broAv was as

dark- as night, a deep gloom was seated there, and his eyes

expressed no love or tenderness : his glance was fierce and
terrible, as he exclaimed, in a harsh voice—

“ Unfaithful woman—betrayer of thy husband—thy hour
of punishment is arrived.”

So saying, he strode towards her, and drawing his sword,

seized her by the arm—“This hand,” he said, “ on which
I placed the bridal ring shall be the sacrifice of thy infidelity

—and thus I immolate it to my revenge.”
The words were scarcely uttered ere his sword had severed

her left hand from the fair arm which sustained it, and she

lay bathed in her blood.
Sir Hugo then strode down the stairs, his mailed heels

clanking as he passed ; he traversed the small court which
led. to the tower, and descending to the lower hall, stood

amongst his domestics, who with terrified cries, fled at his

approach, imagining they had seen a spectre.

That night he left the castle, and the body of his murdered
wife was found in her tower : she was dead, and her right

hand held closely the chain round her neck to which the
ring and heart were appended. The Baron of Boyvill never
returned, and, after a search in the neighbouring wood, he
was found pierced with many wounds, by the side of a foun-
tain, but life was extinct, and all efforts to restore him were
unavailing.

In a few months Sir Hugo came back to Foremark : none
of his domestics dared to ask him a single question, and he
was never known to explain to any, the reason of his absence,
his abrupt return, or the cause of his severity to the Lady
Johanne.
There is at a short distance from Foremark a singular bank

of rocks which rises precipitately above the extensive meadows
which border the Trent. They may still be seen there, and
are indeed, a great object of attraction in the neighbourhood,
both for their strange appearance, and the traditions attached
to them.

In the centre, the rock projects, and divides into rugged
points, presenting on one side the appearance of a Gothic
archway, with openings here and there, which seem like
arrow slits or narrow windows; several excavations like cells

are within, which communicate with each other, and the
whole has a solemn and mysterious effect, mantled as it now
is with ivy. .The name given to it is Anchor Church, and it is

said to have been once the residence of an anchorite, whose
severities were of a very appalling nature. Human bones
have been found near the spot, and with traces of an altar,

and other remarkable remains, are said still to lie beneath
the rocks.

There, not very long after the catastrophe of the Lady Jo-
hanne’s death, a stranger of singular sanctity took up his
abode: so harsh and severe was he to himself, that when he
applied the discipline, whicli he did continually, his cries
could be heard for a great distance round

;
those who pros-

trated themselves thrice at the foot of the rock where he had
fixed his cell, were sure to be relieved of the maladies from
which they suffered

;
and the fame of his miracles was such

that the Priory of Repton was crowded with pilgrims who
came to visit him. To those who were so fortunate as to ob-
tain access to him, he foretold the future, and divulged the
past; and the whole country rang with his fame, and the ex-
traordinary penance to which he had condemned himself.

Late one stormy evening a messenger arrived at Foremark,
bringing an entreaty to Sir Hugo from the anchorite of the
rock, that he would instantly repair to his ceil, adjuring him
by the Holy Sepulchre to do so.

The knight accordingly took his way to the secluded spot,
and there found the hermit extended on the bare floor in the
agonies of death : he had only breath to ask him in a hollow

voice, for his forgiveness for some crime he had committed
against him : Sir Hugo accorded the coveted pardon, and the

anchorite, taking from his bosom a letter or scroll, presented
it to him as he fell back a corpse.

Sir Hugo, although a man distinguished in arms, had no
learning, and as lie was unable to decipher the characters in

the scroll, he rode at once to the priory, and confiding it to one
of the learned monks, desired to know the concealed mean-
ing. After looking it over, the monk, with a shudder,
informed the knight that its contents were so horrible that he
would need all his firmness to hear them—he then read as
follows :

—

“ The mendicant Friar Bernard and the recluse of the rocks
of Trent are one and the same. Worldly vanity seduced me
to crime— I wished to be thought a saint, and I have been a
wretched sinner. I travelled over Europe to gain partisans

to the holy cause— I gathered money and spent it in.wicked-

ness instead of charity. The Baron of Boyvill paid me to

gain over Sir Hugo de Burdett and I accompanied both to

the Holy Land. I betrayed Sir Hugo into the Paynim’s
hands, and after obtaining money for his ransom from his

lady, I returned with the sum, which I shared with the baron;

and found means to let Sir Hugo know that his lady was
false, and had refused to ransom him. After this the baron
came back to England, and endeavoured, by representing

that her husband was dead, to induce the Lady Johanne to

become hi3 wife, which she steadily refused. I had obtained
large sums from the baron, but he had of late refused to

give me more, and in revenge I wrought his ruin. I procured
the release of Sir Hugo by my agents, and sent him word
that his wife and friend were both false. He encountered
the baron in the woods of Foremark, and slew him, for he
taunted him with having gained the affection of his wife.

Mad with jealousy, Sir Hugo put the innocent lady to death.

Remorse almost drove me distracted, when I found the effect

of my work, and I strove by penitence to atone for my
fearful sins and those I had caused. Pray for my soul, and
let masses be said for one, otherwise, lost for ever.”

Sir Hugo, after the reading of this fatal confession, returned

to Foremark a changed man : he entered the chamber of his

murdered wife for the first time since her death, and there he
found the piece of embroidery wrought of her hair, the little

cornelian ring and heart and the skull and cross bones which
were the sole adornment of her solitary abode. Her body had
been carefully buried by a faithful domestic in the little green
court beneath the windows of her tower, and to that spot he
descended.
As his footstep trod the grass at the entrance, he was arres-

ted by a sound of the sweetest melody he had ever heard; he
stood on the last step and gazed over the low wall, and there

he beheld a small bird of slender make, and peculiarly bright

eyes, seated on a shrub close to the lady's grave, and singing

sweetly and mournfully in notes of the most touching music.
The movement he mader startled the little songster, whose
quick eye soon perceived him—it instantly spread its wings
and flew upwards, and was out of sight almost before he could
observe the movement. He perceived that it was a night-

ingale, an eastern bird which he had often heard in Syria, but
which is never known to visit that part of England—nor has
one ever been seen in Derbyshire from that time.

Many were the tears Sir Hugo shed over that mound of

earth
;
and when he mounted his steed the next day and rode

he knew not whither, it was said that the same 3mall bird

flew before him, and he followed its flight till it alighted

in a valley, where in after years stood the Monastery of

Ancote, founded by Sir Hugo de Burdett in expiation of

his sins.

The Altar of the Virgin there fbr centuries possessed one of

the most beautiful coverings that had ever been seen; and
whoever, it was said, prayed at that shrine, if any malady
affbeted their hands or lingers, found, when they rose from
their orisons, all pain removed.
The estate of Foremark passed to a distant branch of the

family, but all the females of the race have ever since been
celebrated for the peculiar colour of their eyes, arid the
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remarkable beauty of their hair, at least such was the tradi-

tion of the country in the time when legends were believed.

At the present day, nothing remains of the ancient house but
the tower and chamber at Knowle Hill, the carved face
over the wall, and the pictures which are still preserved in

the more modern dwelling house .—Illuminated Magazine.

AN INCIDENT AT WATERLOO.
The regiment into which Captain Leslie had exchanged

before his marriage, was ordered into Belgium. Walter longed
for glory; and Helen, his young wife, was too sensible to pain
him by unavailing regrets—even on their parting she had
striven not to unman him; and when the first natural grief

was over, she took her station at the small window of the inn,

which commanded a view of the scene of action. Could an un-
interested observer have gazed upon the plain of Waterloo at

that moment, it must have appeared a splendid pageant. But
Helen thought how many ere sunset would have gone to their

final account, and she shuddered at the thought that perhaps
her Walter might be among the number. The distant cannon-
ading told that already the work of death had commenced.
Several random shots had struck the inn, and warned its

inmates to take shelter in the barn. With them did Helen sit

during that long day, sad and silent, yet with the same confi-

dence in God’s protection that had always marked her cha-
racter.

She could have smiled at the volubility of her companions,
who never ceased speaking, in a mixture of bad French and
Flemish. But it made her only more sad; she felt that she was
indeed among strangers. Oh, the agony of suspense, the fear
of hearing that Walter was among the fallen! Her beauty
and girlish appearance, added to the knowledge that her hus-
band was in the field of battle, gave her an interest in the eyes
of her companions, and many were the hopes they expressed in

French, that Captain Leslie might return in safety. The day
passed, twilight succeeded, followed by the almost immediate !

darkness which characterises a continental summer, and still

Helen sat in all the agony of suspense. The action had ceased

:

random firings succeeded the constant and fearful din of war;
yet still Captain Leslie returned not.

She was aroused from the state of stupor into which she had
fallen, by the sound of approaching footsteps; and some soldiers
entered the barn, bearing a wounded officer. It was with
scarcely definable feelings that Helen discovered it was not her
husband, but an officer of the same regiment. For a few mi-
nutes any other feeling seemed lost in the anxious attentions
necessary for the severe wound of the sufferer. Helen had, for-
tunately, provided everything necessary; with the kindest
gentleness she dressed the sufferer’s wounds, and then at-
tempted to restore him to consciousness; her efforts were suc-
cessful. Aided by the people of the inn, she succeeded in
making him swallow a restorative; and in a short time he was
able to thank the gentle hand which had ministered unto him.
Helen with eagerness exclaimed, “Walter! where is he?”

Mr. Grant turned his head away. He could not bear the sight
of the agony he knew his answer must inflict:—“Speak! in
mercy tell me that Leslie is safe!”—Helen paused a moment,
and then continued, “I knew it all, Walter is dead!” There
was a frightful calmness in her manner—no tear escaped her.
“Did you see him fall?” she said at length; “tell me all, it

will do me good; I feel as if tears would cool this scorching
pain,” she said, pressing her hand to her bosom.

Mr. Grant complied. He felt that tears would relieve her.
“ I was at his side,” said he, “ a moment before he fell. He
had taken a small pocket Bible from his breast—had pressed it

to his lips—” Helen covered her face with her hands—“ It
was the Bible I gave him on our wedding day!” she gasped,

—

“ tell me, tell me all.” “
‘If I fall, Grant, give this to my wife,’

he said. I laughed at his forebodings. ‘ You will return,’ I
said, * to tell her the events of this day.’ Before he could
reply, we were summoned to action. A few minutes after a
shot struck him, and he fell!”

Helen burst into an agony of tears, and for some minutes
continued silent, at length her resolution seemed to be taken.

She came to the couch upon which Mr. Grant was lying, and
begged him to describe the spot where her husband fell. She
received the description in silence. A few minutes after she
had stolen from the small inn yard, and stood alone on the spot
where she had last seen her husband.
Helen was in years a mere child; and there had been a time

when she would have shuddered at a recital of the horrors
through which she now passed with a trembling step though
with an undaunted heart—but what will not love in woman
undertake? “ God has as much power to protect me here,” she
thought, as the distant firing caught her ear, and caused her
for a moment to pause, “ as in a crowded room! ’ The thought
of “ what had she to live for?” rendered her for a moment inca-
pable of proceeding; then silently imploring strength from
God, she persevered.

What a scene of horror presented itself to her! The spot
where a few hours before she had gazed on the brilliant ranks
of the contending armies, was now occupied, by the dead or
dying. Occasionally a wounded horse dashed wildly among
the heaps of the wounded. There was a party employed in

stripping the dead—at her approach they looked up, and for a
moment a superstitious dread crossed their mind. Her white
dress made them suppose her a ghost, and when convinced of
their mistake, they let her pass unmolested, observing with an
oath that she was seeking perhaps for her lover. Helen passed
on. As she approached the spot described by Grant, she ex-
amined earnestly the faces of the dead. She was almost begin-
ning to despair when, from beneath a heap of slain, an out-

stretched arm caught her attention. On one of the fingers was
a ring, one of her first gifts to him. With a trembling hand
she put down the small lantern she had brought, and removed
the slain. It was indeed her husband who lay there; and a
long fit of weeping relieved her; she raised him, and the head
fell back upon her shoulders. Approaching footsteps alarmed
her; they were those of two men of her husband’s regiment.

One of them explained that they had followed her at Mr.
Grant’s desire. Between them was the body of Captain Leslie

borne into the inn of Mont St. Jean.
A surgeon was then dressing the wound of Mr. Grant, and

his immediate attention was given to Leslie. Helen stood
with her husband’s hand clasped in lier’s, with a calmness that
was more affecting than the most violent agitation could have
been. So much bruised as Leslie was, there was no wound to
be found. The surgeon placed a glass before his lips—then
exclaimed with an interest he had not often felt—“ He still

lives!”

The effect of joy is often more acute than that of grief.

Helen gazed for a moment wildly round, then sank on the floor

in a state of insensibility. Hours passed before she recovered
her consciousness. When she did, she found that it was not a
dream. Leslie still lived: for the shot that had struck him
down was found imbedded in the bible which he had but a
moment before thrust into the breast of his coat. But had it

not been for the timely assistance of his wife, he must have
perished. He was saved almost by a miracle from being crushed
to death; fortunately, however, the spot on which he fell was
hollow, and he is still alive.

The incidents of this sketch are strictly true. Those who
have visited — must have seen the small bible, which is

regarded by the family with feelings of the deepest veneration.
It is still kept under a case, and will for ever perpetuate the
heroism of the soldier’s bride at Waterloo.

A Proper General Distinction.—“I always draw a
line,” said the doctor, “ between my actions in my own cha-
racter, and those in that of a medical man.—I’ll take another
cup. —When I was paying my addresses to my Sophia, I
had sometimes to attend her professionally—and I had great
work in making her see this distinction—I used to say, ‘ I ask
this question, my love, in a medical capacity, strictly in a
medical capacity, and I must have a medical answer to it ; for
I attend you to-day not as a lover, my dear, but as a medical
man.’ she never could exactly see the distinction though.
Poor dear soul, she’s dead now.—I think I’ll take another
slice off the round, Ajlr, Duncan,”— The young Widow.
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THE SIEGE OF READING.

“Now civil discord, -with a lighted brand,

Spreads fear and ruin over all the land.

Chieftains, who erst in plates of steel and brass

Leagued ’gainst their foreign foes, are now, alas !

Found armed completely, e’en from top to toe,

Against each other, deeming each a foe!

AVhile he who holds the sceptre and the ciowd,
Like a low hind, is hurled to ruin down.
The eye of pity weeps

;
while malice here

Forgets its nature, and lets fall a tear.”— Delia.

A heavv mass of clouds, which assumed a thousand forms
of grotesque and alarming character, hung over the town and
vicinity of Reading, as if portentous of some approaching
storm in nature, of more than common violence

; and which
some in the garrison, who were tinctured with the super-

stition of the times, considered as ominous of some fresh

disaster in the fortunes of Charles.

j

let to-morrow’s sun witness my stiffened limbs dangling

I

among the branches of yonder aged oak.”

!

“ But on what found you your notions ?” asked Fielding.
“ The stars in their course fought against Sisera, ’’returned

the old man.
“Urnph,” returned the colonel; <! compare you, then, our

j

royal master with Sisera ?”

“I make no comparisons, sir, of persons,” answered the
retainer, half confounded by his colonel’s pointed question

;

“merely referred to signs.”
“ Well, weli, observed Fielding, “I know you are loyal,

Lomond ; and as for your superstitious notions, why indulge
them an’ ye will, only broach them not to those whose courage
may not be so well tempered, nor their heartiness in our
cause so well proved as your own.”

Scarcely had this brief conversation terminated, and at the
very instant that the south wing of the garrison of Reading

! seemed to totter to its foundation, from a long, loud, rough
blast which blew, when some watchers on a tower, raised for

i

the purpose of taking observations, discovered in the distance
some waving banners, and occasionally the^glcara of arms

The twenty days
treaty which the

distressed and ha-

rassed king had
entered into with

the parliament, had
lapsed to the last

day
;
and neither

solicitation, pro-

mise, or entreaty
on the part’ of

royalty, availed to

procure its exten-
sion, even for a
limited period.

—

Driven almost to

desperation by the
untowardness of
his fortunes, and
the repeated Josses

and defeats lie had
suffered, no alter-

native appealed
left him, than that
which, above all

others, had it been
possible, he would
have avoided —
once more to try
the chances of war,
and face those in

battle whom his

imprudence had

forced to take up arms against himself, but who had once
sworn fealty to his government.
So stood the posture of affairs on the morning of the day

referred to. Fitful gusts of wind, of tornadian power, roared
through the forests, which then bestudded the county of

Berkshire, and especially the neighbourhood of Reading
shaking to their foundations mauy a massive pile of building,

which served as the dwelling-places and castles of the knight,
and barons of the day ; not a few of them were now more
powerful, and more feared, than he who held the sceptre of

the realm.
“ These signs bode us no good,” observed an old retainer

to Colonel Richard Fielding, who claimed, from long servi-

tude, a privilege of speaking on subjects, and at a time, when
others must have held their tongues.
“You are too superstitious, honest Lomond,” returned the

colonel, who at the moment was surveying, with amazement,
the singular appearance of the heavens

;
“ and superstition

becomes not an old soldier.”
“ Call it what you will, sir,” replied Lomond, with a re-

spectful obeisance ; “but if you find not my statement correct,

[herald, summoning tiie garrison to surrender.]

juu v

them.
“They come,they

come !” sounded
with fearful ac-
cent from sentinel
to sentinel, until
the tidings spread
through the garri-
son, and all was
instant activo pre-
paration for a vi-
gorous and deter-
mined resistance.

“ Here let us
halt awhile,” said
the Earl of Essex
to his troops, at
the head of which
he had inarched
express from Ox-
loi d.

The shrill trum-
pet sounded loudly,
and “Haiti” ran
from rank to rank
with the power
of electricity; for

in a few seconds
the moving mass
was stationary,

and “ Stand at

ease !” was fol-

lowed by “ Pile your arms !”

Frequently, before this period, Essex had led the warriors

of his native land to the battle-field, and in many a bloody
strife proved his courage and war-like skill

;
but never before

this day had he marshaled so great an army, or commanded
such a gallant body of troops. Sixteen thousand and upwards
of foot, and between three and four thousand horse, were
ready to do his bidding. Not only were they formidable in

point of number, but were so completely equipped with all

necessary supplies, as rendered their force terrible indeed.

The great depository of warlike stores and implements, the

Tower of London, was at the earl’s command, from whenco
he drew, as he required, arms, ammunition, and clothing,

while all other necessaries which the army might require

were cheerfully supplied by the finances of the kingdom.
The good town of Reading was but poorly defended ;

it

would seem, however, that its inhabitants believed that the

king’s name was a tower of strength, and therefore, as good
royalists, they with more confidence than true courage,

scoffed’at the threats of the moving and armed numbers of

the parliamentary force. The fortifications themselves, which
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had never been intended to answer any other purpose than
of affording a secure place in which, during the winter, the

king’s troops might quarter, possessed none of the qualifica-

tions necessary to be possessed by a place destined to endure
a heavy siege

;
while the actual force in the garrison Avith

which to meet the assailants, did not exceed three thousand
foot, and one regiment of horse of about three hundred
strong.

That which especially rendered the place less able to sus-

tain a siege with any chance of success, was the want of am-
munition ; so that Avhile the Aveakness of the works formed,

naturally, a sufficient reason why the soldiers and inhabitants

should fear their destitution ofpowder, and shot rendered their

case almost a helpless one. Forty barrels of powder was a

sorry supply with which to oppose a well-provided, nume-
rous, and courageous enemy, for any considerable period.

The disadvantageous circumstances under which Reading
laboured, proceeded not, however, from either carelessness or

neglect on the part of the brave Sir Arthur Aston, who com-
manded the garrison; but from circumstances over which
neither himself, or his royal master, possessed any control; for

in the first place, it had not been contemplated that the enemy
would venture to take the field earlier than the latter end of

April, instead of the middle of the month—in which case, ac-

cording to a resolution passed at a council of war, held at

Oxford, the knight would have destroyed the works, and hare
drawn off his troops to the aid of the king, and so have aban-
doned it in its disabled condition to the foe; and in the second
place, it had no possibility of obtaining supplies, for Charles
possessed nothing now but the name of king, having neither a
port at his command, or a single friend that could render him
assistance in the transportation of ammunition from Oxford.

Great and appalling as these difficulties were, the inha-
bitants of Reading looked out upon their invading enemies
with no small measure of courage and contempt.

“ Courage, my brave soldiers and worthy iuhabitants of
Reading,” observed Sir Arthur Aston

;

<! the number of our
enemies, ’tis true, greatly exceed our own, but remember the
royal cause in .which we are engaged; besides which, their
troops are raw—new levied tools of factious leaders—most of
whom understand not the art of war as connected with the
besieging of a town. Ours is the first to which siege has been
laid in England, and they will find we are not easily to be
beaten. What say you soldiers?”

“ For Charles and England, hoa!” rose in a loud shout from
thousands of voices, while the loud reverberation was echoed
to by the cheered inhabitants.
There was, at least, one cheering circumstance in their de-

plorable condition, and that was, the fact of the town being so
abundantly stored with provisions, as to render all want on
that head impossible for a considerable period. Invigorated by
this consideration, and cheered by the animating presence and
addresses of Sir Arthur Aston and Colonel Fielding, they
feared little.

On the grey dawn of the morning which followed the day on
which the Earl of Essex sat down with his army before Read-
ing, the ground which they occupied, together Avith the vicinity
of the town, as near as they could approach to it, were recon-
noitred by the earl in person, accompanied by a few expe-
rienced general officers.

See,” said Essex, as he removed the glass from his eye, and
handed it to Serjeant-major-general Skippon, an old, and well-
trained soldier, whose service had been considerable in the Low
Countries, “their works are weak, and insufficient to stand
many salutes from our cannon and mortars.”
“And not only so, my lord,” returned Skippon; “but while

our materials are in full readiness to commence the play, the
soldiers in the town, as I am informed by a safe messenger,
tremble already at our approach, while not a few of the in-
habitants are disaffected to the garrison; and who, during the
siege, will possess good ability, and will not fail to employ it,

so as to produce rs much distraction, as if a few files of our
own men were within amusing them with an incessant discharge
of their pieces.”

“ Can you depend upon such information, Skippon?” asked
Essex.

“ As certainly my lord,” replied the old soldier, “ as if I had
heard the statement fall from your own lips.”

“ ’Tis Avell,” returned the earl ;
“ now for the point of

attack.”
“ Our numbers, my lord,” observed. Sir John Merrick, “ will

empower us to lay siege to the town* at several places at the
same time; the weakness of the garrison will render it im-
possible for them to defend every place, and if but at one point

Ave succeed in making a successful breach, our whole body of

horse can immediately enter and take possession of the town.”
“ You reason like a skilful soldier, Merrick,” returned Es-

sex, “ and speak as if certain of success.”
“ A moment’s doubt upon the question has never troubled my

mind,” responded Merrick
;
“ nay, did their troops possess the

advantage in point of number, which ours enjoy, still I should
have as little doubt of success. And if,” added Sir John Mer-
rick, “ Ave accomplish our object in this way, Avhy our army
will ha\re the reputation of carrying such terror with it, that

no power which Charles can muster will hereafter be able to

contend with it.”

“ Ay,” returned Essex; “ but if we realise not our sanguine
hopes?”

.

-

“ My lord,” said Skippon, with evident surprise, “ if we
realise not our sanguine hopes, surely your lordship fears not

the result.”
“ No, Skippon,” returned the earl; “ still it will not be amiss

to remember, that our army, though numerous, consists mostly
of new levies, and some, when brought to a desperate service,

might not stand fire so hardily as well trained veterans; be-

sides, ours is the only army the parliament possesses; on this

all our hope of warfare rests, and if thus early in the year the

chances of war should turn against us, the whole summer
Avould not suffice to recruit our strength. Hastily, therefore,

to engage in an assault, and meet with a repulse, and subse-

quently, perhaps, be obliged to turn like hunted wolves, and
fight with the king, would be to expose, and, possibly, to lose

their cause.”

The observations between Essex and his two gallant friends,

terminated in a council of war being called, in which the argu-

ments were re- considered and re- debated. The officers of the

horse were all anxious to proceed instantly to storm, while

those who commanded the foot were desirous to pursue the

business by approach. To this latter disposition the major
part of the council were disposed, and therefore the general

determined such should be the method pursued.
“ To you, Philip Skippon,” said the earl, “ belongs the care

and oversight of the approaches
;
that you will, with all be-

fitting care and skill conduct the affair, I feel confident. To
the God of battles we commit ourselves, to him we look for

success to crown our enterprise, while the love of country, and
freedom from oppression, will render each gallant in the cause

in which we are embarked.”
“ There is not a stripling in our ranks,” returned old Skip-

pon, “ who does not, with an ancient Roman courage, look

forward for the onset, longing, it would seem, in this his first

essay, to gain a wreath Avbich, until old age, shall decorate

his brow, and the honour of which he shall be able to transmit,

as a valuable bequest, to his children’s children.”

As the morning of the 17th of April dawned, the sleeping

soldiers were roused from their slumber,, and in a short time

the whole host stood proudly before their noble leader, com-
pletely clad in arms and ready for the fight.

“ Onwards !” reverberated through the deep files and ex-

tended ranks of the parliamentary army, and in a moment the

whole phalanx moved with uncommon celerity towards the

town of Reading.
The keen eye of Sir Arthur Aston marked the swift

approach of the besiegers, and as he looked upon the host

with the unmoved nerve of a well -trained Avarrior, he occa-

sionally turned to note the effect the sight produced upon his

men-at-arms; and then to infuse into them a spirit kindred

with his own, he observed;—
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“ Meet them calmly, my comrades, and think not but of

victory: remember, King Charles and England are your
rallying points; for them, and for ourselves, we fight; our

cause is sacred and must prevail.”

“For King Charles and England!” shouted the soldiers ip

reply; and thrice to the same cry they waved their caps high

in the air.

In the meantime, the Earl of Essex continued to advance,

overground well adapted for his purpose; and at such a dis-

tance from the town as he judged convenient, commanded the
“ halt.” In a time so short, as if a magician’s wand had pro-

duced the work, a number of batteries were erected at different

positions, from which cannon could be fired into any part of

the town.
Thrice did a herald, advancing in front of the earl’s forces,

summon the garrison of Reading to surrender; but the call

was treated with disdain by the royal troops, and then the
work of death began, by the actual commencement of the

siege.

The low situation of the ‘town favoured the besiegers

exceedingly, as they were enabled to fire into it from their

several batteries most effectively. Considerable, however, as

was the injury which Reading and the garrison sustained from
these destructive engines, the loss of life was comparatively
trivial, while only one person of any distinction fell during the
first onset—the brave Lieutenant-colonel D’Ews, a young man,
whose courage and vivacity had obtained for him a deserved

measure of affection and notoriety. A cannon-ball carried

away his left leg, of which, in a short time, while cheering on
his men to duty, he died.

Hours had passed since the first shot fell within the town of

Reading, and many were the returns which were made fer it

from the garrison, when suddenly a party armed with swords
and pole-axes, and headed by Colonel Fielding, sallied forth

upon the besiegers, rending the air with their shouts of “ For
King Charles and England!” as they advanced. Like two
opposing tides the besieged and besiegers met, and terrible was
the result on both sides; officers and men were strewed like

suddenly blasted leaves of the forest upon the ground. The
conflict was stubborn and long continued. Once and again
Fielding and his brave men were obliged to retire to the

garrison, and then, returning with fresh numbers and increased

energy, they renewed the contest.

Such was the strength of the earl’s position, and such the

overwhelming numbers he was able to bring against those who
made the sallies, that after very considerable loss had been
sustained, Colonel Fielding, and such of his men who were not
slain or too severely wounded, were compelled to retire.

A parley was sounded for the purpose of rendering assistance

to the wounded and burying the dead, as the night set in, and
many cart loads of the former were sent off to different hos-

pitals near London, in which they were disposed of with secrecy,

while every means was taken to prevent information being
spread of the numbers that had been slain or injured before

the town.
Nearly a week had passed, and still the siege continued with

unrelaxed fury, when the brave and beloved governor, while
actively engaged in a court of the guard near the line, and only
at a short distance from the parliamentary approaches, received

an injury which deprived him entirely of his senses, and
caused the command to devolve on Fielding, as the senior

colonel in the garrison.

The court of the guard in which Sir Arthur Aston was
engaged, was covered with brick-tile, a piece of which was
driven through by a cannon-ball, and struck the governor so

severely on the head, as to strike him to the earth, and when
raised by his men and borne to where necessary aid could be
obtained, it was soon discovered that the knight had lost his

reason, which he never again recovered.
A greater misfortune could scarcely have befallen the royal

cause, than Sir Arthur’s injury. For bravery and skill, the
whole of Charles’s forces could not boast of a superior officer;

he was alike beloved and feared by the whole army.
At this serious juncture, a regiment of five hundred foot

soldiers, and a small supply of powder, which had been de-

spatched from Oxford, was, by the activity of Wihnot, the
lieutenant-general of the horse, put into Reading. This
unexpected, and much needed supply, cheered for awhile the
flagging spirits of those who had, from the first, borne the
dangers and fatigues of the siege; but this availed not to any
great extent, for Wilmot was despatched back to Oxford with
the intelligence of the governor’s injury, accompanied by a
declaration, that within another week more efficient assistance
must be rendered them, or they would be compelled to submit
to the enemy.
The importance of Reading to the royal cause, rendered the

above communication far too weighty to be either neglected or
slighted; and therefore Charles sent a positive order to Prince
Rupert, which order reached him either the day before, or the
day after, he had taken Lichfield, to make all possible haste
with all the strength he could command, to the relief of

Reading.
Every day, nay every hour, rendered the situation of Reading

more fearful and perilous, and hence the importunity of the
garrison became increasingly pressing. Charles felt a proper
concern for the preservation of the place; and being aware that
the delay, which could not be avoided, of Prince Rupert’s
bringing his forces to the assistance of the garrison, might
prove fatal, he determined to collect sucHhorse and foot forces,

as he could hastily draw together, and lead them in person to

the besieged place.

The exclusive hope of Charles by this movement was not the
reduction of the parliamentary forces, for that was scarcely
possible, but that he might so far assist the garrison as to be
able to force one quarter of the besiegers, and so draw out his

men, and by the advantage of those rivers which divided the
enemy, and by the various passes retire to Oxford. This wa3
the utmost he could hope to accomplish

; for, in the event of

uniting the troops he could collect with those within Reading,
the parliamentary army would still have been twice their

number.
As the king drew near the town, the desperate fortunes of

the place at once burst upon him. The day upon which sup-
plies had either been promised or confidently expected by the

garrison had passed away, and still the expected relief did not
appear. Driven to desperation, a parley had been sued for on
the part of the royalists, and a truce for a specified number of

hours, upon hostages being delivered, was already in course of

treaty.

At this important crisis Charles appeared, and was warmly
received by a party of the besiegers who defended their post,

and being speedily strengthened by fresh supplies of horse
and foot from all quarters, a severe conflict ensued; many
fell on both sides, and slaughter became general.

The king’s party was commanded by the Earl of Forth, the

appointed general, and consisted of nearly one thousand
musketeers. These were compelled to retire to the main
body; and this movement was made by them earlier than it

otherwise would have been, in consequence of no disposition

being manifested by those in the town to attempt to join them,

on which union they had confidently relied. But the cause

of the attempt not being made, was the treaty which was then

pending and the parley which had been agreed to, but of

which Charles and his party were ignorant.

A slight notice of the enemy’s strength and entrenchments

was sufficient to assure all who were acquainted with the art

of war, that the small forces of Charles were insufficient to

raise the siege, or to join those in the town
;
and, under

this melancholy conviction, the ill fated monarch retired at

the close of day, still, however, determining in his mind that,

on the following morning, he would make every reasonable

attempt to save the town.

Midnight, with all its horrors of darkness, had come ; no

sound fell on them using Charles’s ear, save the hollow sound

of the sentinel’s tread as he paced upon his lonely round,

when, suddenly and unexpectedly, a stranger craving audi-

ence of the king was announced.
“ Whence comes he?” inquired King Charles.
“ From the town of Reading, so please your majesty,” re-

turned the soldier.
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“ Demand his name,” rejoined the king
;
“and if he be a

|

friend, as coming from Reading we presume he must be, bid

him enter.”

The soldier retired, and in another minute returned with a

person enveloped in a large dark cloak. As he entered the

royal presence, he threw off his disguise, and falling on one
knee, before the king, exclaimed—“God save the Royal
Charles of England!”

“Fielding.’’ cried the king, as he raised bis devoted servant,
j

“is it thou; but wherefore have you come ? You are, I fear,

the compelled bearer of evil tidings.”
“ Alas, my liege,” returned Fieldiug, “would I could say

that in this respect your majesty errs—but I cannot
;
circum-

stances within the garrison are desperate: every latent hope
which once I had cherished of saving the place has expired.

We are now in treaty with the enemy, and if at once the sa-

!

crifice be made, to which in a few days, at the utmost, we
shall be driven, honourable conditions may be obtained, and

i

liberty will be granted us to march from the garrison, with all

our arms and baggage.”
“ Rupert,” said the king, the prince being present, “ if such

j

conditions can be obtained—albeit ’tis hard to submit to such
terms as our rebel servants please to prescribe—we had
better, without delay, accept them

;
indeed, the delivery of

|

our men and arms is all we hope for or expect. Go,” lie

continued, “ Fielding, and if such terms as you have named
can be obtained, accept them.”
The king still remained at Ncttlebeclc, a village some seven

or eight miles from Reading, watching the success of the treaty

and resolving, in the event of its failure, to put all his power
into operation for the rescue of his soldiers.

Colonel Fielding, after leaving the king, succeeded, by the

same means as he had left the town, to re-enter it without
being detected

;
and, on the following day, the appended articles

were received and agreed to :

—

1st—That the governor, commander, and soldiers, both horse 1

and foot, might march out with flying colours, arms, and four
pieces of ordnance, ammunition, bag and baggage, light-match,
bullet in mouth, drums beating, and trumpets sounding.
2nd— That they might have free passage to bis majesty’s

j

city of Oxford, without interruption of any of the forces under
the command of Ins excellency the Earl of Essex, provided the
said governor, commander, and soldiers use no hostilities until

they come to Oxford.
3rd— That what persons were accidentally come to the town,

and shut up by the siege, might have liberty to pass without
interruption

; such persons only excepted as had run away
from the army under the command of the Earl of Essex.

4th—That they shall have fifty carriages for baggage, sick
and hurt men.

5 th—That the inhabitants of the town of Reading should not
be prejudiced in their estates or persons, either by plundering
or imprisonment, and that they who would quit the town
might have free leave and passage safely to go to what place
they would, with their goods, within the space of six weeks.

6th—That the garrison should quit the town by twelve of
the clock next morning ; and that the earl should provide a
guard for the security of the garrison- soldiers when they began
tj march.
Upon these articles being signed by the Earl of Essex, the

town was delivered on the twenty-seventh day of April, being
within a fortnight after the siege began

; and the garrison
marched to the king, who waited their arrival, and afterwards,
with Charles, marched to Oxford.
Thus one of the most important posts which Charles had

possessed in the country, fell into the hands af the parlia-
mentary forces

; and although Fielding had acted in the
treaty directly in unison with the king’s commands, neverthe-
less the whispering voices of jealousy and hate circulated
most industriously that treachery had been employed in the
surrender of Reading

; in consequence of which, Colonel
Fielding, upon whose character an imputation had never
before been cast, was arrested and tried as a traitor, and
although upon his trial he completely justified ^himself, in
haying done nothing towards the delivery of the place but

upon full consideration, advice, and approbation of the coun
cil of war, still he was sentenced, without any colour of proof
of having acted treacherously, to lose his head. After great
and long intercession had been made for the gallant colonel,

the judgment was remitted by Charles
; but his regiment was

given to another, and he was never restored to that command.
Still his heart was in the cause he had espoused

;
and,

notwithstanding the unjust treatment he had received, he
became afterwards a volunteer in the most perilous actions,

and obtained, for his undaunted heroism, a principal command
in another of the king’s armies.
The loss of Reading by the king’s party was followed by

other and important circumstances, deeply affecting the cause
of Charles, but to which on the present occasion we cannot
refer.

LI OTA.
A Tale from the Saxon.

(Continued.')

An unusual gloom filled the air
; the clouds rolled in gigantic

spectre forms that chased each other on swarthy steeds, through
the dun vault of heaven, and o’er the tops of the groaning
forests ; while, before the Siwarsburg, coursers of a less ethereal

substance snorted, and pawed the ground; and the clanking of

weapons was heard, and the flashing light of metal gleamed
afar. The Avar-horn had already summoned the distant tribes

to the standard of their leader; and the songs of the hards, as

they chaunted to their harps the strains of olden days, animated
the warriors to the fight, as they sung the praises of victorious

chiefs, and above all, the fame of those avIio fell in combat.
Siwar, in the meanwhile, had conducted his guests to the outer-

most gate, where he embraced them and liis sons, and uttered

a prayer to heaven for the success of their arms. The march
then commenced with a loud shout: foremost came Cattwald
and the hardy Sehwerting, whose round brazen shields gleamed
as balls of fire. Bruno rode in the centre of the line of

horsemen, Avhose extremity was brought up by Dagur and his

fair companion. Immediately behind them followed the foot

soldiery, in wadded jackets, to repel the arrows’ force; but

their breasts Avere bare, and their brawnv arms and shoulders

bore clubs, battle axes, bows, and Avell-stored quivers; nor must
their narroAv lofty shields be forgotten, which formed so cha-

racteristic a feature of their equipment, and served as a fence

from head to foot.

“ Who,” inquired Sehwerting of his companion, “ was the

horseman whom you dismissed this morning at early dawn? I

saw him part from you at the gate, and, swift as lightning,

he darted through the forest. By his arms I knew him to be a

stranger.”
“ Those that should not see have the eyes of falcons,” mut-

tered Cattwald : then added aloud, “ It Avas a messenger on the

part of the Angarii, who wish to meet us on their borders, and
assist us in our enterprise against the rebel chief. But this, it

concerns not our followers to know.” Sehwerting perceived a

cloud of displeasure accompanying this remark, and ventured

not to express any further curiosity.

The pair who rode in the rear of the horsemen, were engaged
in more friendly converse as they proceeded beneath the over-

arching trees of the forest. “ Seest thou, Elgin,” asked the

noble Saxon, “ those shields decked with garlands? Those that

bear them are youths who proceed to battle to bring home the

spoil of victory for their betrothed.”

“Yet perhaps even now,” returned Liota,in a tone of sadness,

“the stern Valkyria has cast their death-bolt; and those

flowers will shortly serve to decorate their graves—graves

which their brides must never wet with their tears.”

“ The bride of a Saxon warrior has no tears for him who
falls in battle. She rather rejoices in his glory, of which she

finds herself a participator, being honoured beyond all her com-

panions at our solemn festivals, where she hears with delight

his name sung by our bards, as that of one of our heroes.
“ Yet may she weep, in silence and solitude, the bitter tears

! of widowed affection.” Dagur regarded he? with a look of
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astonishment, and she continued: “Has not the young and
noble Dagur yet selected a bride to wreath his shield with

flowers?”
“ The daughters of our race,” replied the youth, “ bestow

their love only on the successful warrior
;
and as yet I am un-

known to the fight. Hitherto I have been only the hunter of

the woods. Of love I know but as others have spoken of it;

and now, since that I have seen yourself, methinks friendship,

of which our bards sing in such lofty strains, is well worth a

maiden’s love.”
“ And if the friend to whom you have sworn to be faithful

were a maiden, were Liota : but I dare not explain this

seeming mystery any further. There may be danger in having
disclosed myself thus far; for Cattwald is furious and vindic-

tive, and already more than suspects this disguise.” So saying
she spurred on her horse, and advanced to where her father was
riding, leaving Dagur overwhelmed with astonishment and
delight.

The mist was now dispersed from before his eyes, and he
gazed with rapture on the sunny heaven of love that beamed
around him. The plant of friendship that had already taken
root in his bosom now shot forth at once a thousand blooming
buds, whose fragrance was a delicious intoxication. In a
delirium of joy he continued to repeat to himself the name of
Liota, as he pursued his way, indulging in visions of unknown
bliss.

The sun had already disappeared, and the night-birds
screeched through the darkness, as the troop arrived at the
object of their march. On a steep eminence of the Brunsberg
lay the massive fortress that had been erected by foreign
builders from the south, with a skill unknown to the rude
workmen of the Saxons. Bruno caused his men to halt within
the adjacent forest, where he disposed them so that one wing
extended to the Weser, whose silver stream flowed behind the
castle, and the other to the eminence on which stood the build-

ing itself. The utmost silence was preserved by the soldiery,

in order to prevent any alarm
;
within the fortress, likewise,

all was still, nothing appearing, save a few gleaming lights.

The duke, therefore, conceived that Rolf himself was absent,
and that the castle would thus fall more readily into their

hands. And after sentinels had been placed at various posts,

the rest of the little army indulged in the repose they so

greatly needed.
Cattwald had had a tent hastily prepared for him on the

banks of the Weser, but lie had been noticed by no one since

the termination of their march, and Sehwerting sat eagerly
expecting him, whilst the rest of the troop were stretched
snoring on the ground. At length he saw him enter, and ex-

pressing his fears that he had fallen into some ambuscade,
inquired whether he would not repose on the skins that hail

been prepared for him. “No,” returned the Saxon; “ my pre-
sence is required elsewhere: all, I fear, is not as it should be.

I have been exploring near the foe, and have reason to believe

that they intend to attack us while we are sleeping. Give me
your mantle and helmet, and take mine in exchange, for you
must represent me for awhile; myself in the meantime shall be
employed elsewhere.”

Fain would Sehwerting have persuaded him to suffer him to

be the companion of his danger, whatever it might be, but the
chief sternly made him obey, and having charged him to strict

silence, he again retreated into the recesses of the wood.
Dagur, on his post, enjoyed as little repose as his brother; a

new existence filled him with thoughts that excluded sleep, for

he was conscious that he was beloved by one of the fairest

maidens of Germany, and nevertheless, his heart was filled with
anxious fears. Wherefore had she quitted him just at the very
moment of her discovering herself— and why had she since ap-
peared sedulously to avoid him? Whilst agitated by these con-
flicting thoughts, sleep at length overpowered him, and his
dreams presented to him the events of the preceding day in the
most delightful colours. Scarcely, however, had he begun to
revel in the flattering enchantments of his slumbers, ere he
was awakened by a noise almost close to the spot where he lay.
He instantly started up, and seizing his sword, hurried to the

quarter whence the sound issued. He heard the clashing of
weapons, and distinguished the voice of Liota herself, as she
called upon him for assistance.
“ Dagur! Dagur ! aid me! rescue thy Liota!” exclaimed the

maiden, but her cries seemed to be last receding from him. He
listened again for a moment, and heard the distant sounds of
horses’ hoofs. Madly he now rushed forward, just as the
moon, breaking from a cloud, enabled him to discern the objects
around him. Close by where he then stood were some wounded
soldiers, groaning in the agonies of death. At the next mo-
ment he felt himself stopped by the spear of a sentinel that
had advanced to prevent his nearer approach. “ Treachery!”
exclaimed the youth, and thrusting the weapon aside, he
plunged his sword into the breast of his opponent, whom he
now discovered to be Ruro. The tumult had by this time
awakened many of the soldiers, among the rest Bruno him-
self. Every one hastily seized his arms, but before they
could inquire the cause of the alarm, a cry was heard of “ Rolf!
Rolf is attacking us!” Thus surprised by the foe, the Ostplia-

lians were in the utmost disorder. In vain did Bruno endea-
vour to rally them

; in vain did Dagur fight with all the energy
of despair, and rush with his bloody sword from side to side.

As for Cattwald, he was nowhere to be had; neither did his

horsemen come up until the enemies were already masters of
the field, and the victorious shout of “ Rolf!” had announced
the defeat of the Ostphalians.

(7b be continued.')

ELIZABETH FIGG’S ACCOUNT OF HER
SUFFERINGS AT SEA.

Our cabin had two boxes in it, called berths, though coffins
would be nearer the thing, for you think more of your latter
end at sea a great deal. One of them is situated over the other,
like two shelves, and these together make what is called a
state-room. It is just a closet and no more. What would you
think of not having no dressing room nor nothing. But you
shall hear all. My berth is the uppermost one, and I have to
climb up to it, putting one foot on the lower one, and the other
away out on the washstand, which is a great stretch, and makes it

very straining. Then I lift one knee to the berth, and roll in

sideways. This is very inconvenient to a woman of my size,

and very dangerous. Last night I put my foot on Mrs. Brown’s
face as she lay asleep, close to the edge of the lower berth, and
nearly put her eye out: and I have torn nearly all the skin
off my knees. And then I have a large black bruise where I

have been hurt, and my head is swelled. To dismount is

another feat of horsemanship only fit for a sailor. You cannot
sit up for the floor overhead, and so you have to turn round,
and roll your legs out first, and then hold on till you touch
bottom somewhere, and then let yourself down upright. It is

dreadful work, and not very decent for a delicate female, espe-
cially if the steward happens to come in when you are in the
act this way. I don’t know which is the hardest, to get in or
out of the berth. Both are the most difficult things in the
world, and I shall be glad when I am done with it. I am obligated

to dress in bed before I leave it; and nobody who hasn’t tried to

put on their clothes lying down, can tell you what a task it is.

Lacing stays behind your back, and you on your face, nearly
smothered with bed-clothes, and feeling for the eyelet hole with
one hand, and trying to put the tag in with the other, while
you are rolling from side to side, is no laughing matter. Yes-
terday, I fastened on the pillow to my bustle by mistake in a
hurry, and never knew it till the people laughed, and said the
sea agreed with me, I had grown so fat. But putting on
stockings is the worst, for there ain't room to 3toop forward;
so you have to bring your foot to you, and stretching out on
your back, lift up your leg till you can reach it, and drag it on.

Corpulent people can’t always do this easy, I can tell you. It

always gives me the cramp, and takes away my breath. You
would pity me if you could conceive it, but you can’t. No!
nobody but a woman can tell what a female suffers being con-
fined to a berth at sea.
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THE FASHIONABLE COQUETTE,

CHAPTER I.

“ Well, Charles,” exclaimed young Sir Hariy Lawton, as

he suddenly entered the library of Lawton Hall, his paternal
mansion, addressing himself to his cousin, who was seated at

one of the windows, gazing upon the extensive park and mag-
nificent prospect before him. “ I have met such an angelic

creature this morning, as I was returning from Elsmore—

a

perfect divinity I can assure you.”
“Indeed,” replied Charles Mortimer, drily, turning half

towards him with a sarcastic smile, “ you are in your usual
luck; I verily believe anything in the shape of a petticoat,

however endowed by Nature, would be a divinity in your eyes.

I have known you even fancy that a Dutch broom girl
”

“ Nay, good cousin, not so severe this time,” said Sir Harry,
as he laid his hand playfully on the other’s shoulder. “ I’d be
bound to swear that even your fastidious taste would find no
fitting subject to cavil at, in the expressive lovely countenance
I have witnessed-—and such eyes, eloquence itself— and voice

—

a vision,
4 Too bright and pure for earth,’

as the poet says.”
“ I wonder,” interrupted Mortimer, in a satirical tone, silly

glancing at the young baronet, whose face was lit up with an
enthusiastic glow, 44 what Miss Maria Rawley would give to

become the confidant of such rapturous eulogies on the mys-
terious nymph who seems to have so suddenly carried the
citadel of your heart by storm.”

“Miss Maria Rawley!” repeated Sir Harry, looking re-

proachfully at Mortimer, 44 Miss Maria, indeed—she may do
well enough for a pleasant acquaintance—an agreeable com-
panion.”

44 Is that all?” observed his cousin, reddening as he looked
searchingly into the others face; “ Why, I thought for these
last three months that she was the magnet which had attracted
you when we were in town; at all events, the old squire, her
uncle, thinks so, and I make no doubt the lady does so too.’'

44 And she may thus think,” replied Lawton, 44 at least you
imagine she does

;
but I know the passion which reigns para-

mount within her breast—self-love—inordinate vanity, linked
to the pride of a Lucifer, lie hid there like a volcano beneath a
smiling surface.”

44 But she is beautiful.”
44 Yes, beautiful I grant, as far as features and figure go

—

indeed, I can compare her to nothing more appropriate than an
unfinished picture, wanting the final touch of the master to

render it perfection : the countenance should be the emblem of
the heart, but what a fearful fallacy is this as regards her.”

44 Why, Harry Lawton,” observed Mortimer, with surprise,
44 your words astonish me. I imagined, like your other friends,

that your mind was made up—that—indeed it is hinted every-
where, that you had proposed, been accepted, and that the
settlements

”

44 Are not to be so soon settled and signed, my dear Charlie,”

laughed the baronet, 44 as they may imagine—No, no,” he conti-

nued, 44 though the world may give me the credit of being a vola-

tile thoughtless scapegrace,I’m not quite such a ninny as all that

either. What? would you have me tied to a piece of sculpture
for life—a mere representation of grace and beauty—a living

automaton, without one redeeming noble quality to make up
for the deformities of her mind—those subtle and truly so,

springs which set that machine in motion.”
44 Then I must say, Sir Harry Lawton,” exclaimed Mortimer,

rising with warmth, 44 your conduct has been towards that
lad}r as extraordinary as it is heartless.”

44 Softly, softly, Charles Mortimer,” returned the baronet, as

he laid hold of his cousin’s arm, and gently pushed him, back
into his seat; I appreciate your high sense of honour. I will

own the impeachment correct, and will abide the consequences,
should you be presently of the same mind; hut first hear me,
and tlien decide. The meanest peasant in the kipgdora, can
claim to be tried by his equals, and surely you will not—cannot
in justice, condemn me unheard,—You have known me from

childhood—at school,—ak college—in the world at large, we
have been almost inseparable companions—have you—though
I may have been giddy and thoughtless—have you ever
known me to be guilty of a base, treacherous, or dishonourable
action?”

44 No—that is why your conluct has surprised me.”
44 It may have surprised you, ignorant as you are of the cause

of my breaking off from too close a connexion there,” pro-
ceeded Sir Harry; “ but it will rot do so any longer when my
explanation is afforded in j ustification of my conduct. Do you
remember frequently meeting at Mr. Rawley’s in town, a stiff,

starch, prim-looking antiquated dandy, all bows, smiles, and
fine sayings, though, to my mind, he marvellously well
represented one of the chattering, grimacing tribe at the
Zoological?”

44 Yon mean the Marquis of Dornton?”
44 The same—at that period, I had been acquainted with the

Rawley family for nearly a month, having been first introduced
to Miss Maria at our aunt St. George’s at Elsmore, where she
was stopping on a visit. It was not long before the su-
perior personal graces and fascinating blandishments of that
fair one, began to steal imperceptibly over me, with a silent

power I could not account for, yet could not resist. I was
spell-bound by her attractions, and flattered myself that my
attentions and services were not unacceptable to the idol

before which I then worshipped. I followed her shortly after

her departure home again for the metropolis. We became very
intimate—and in sooth as you say, I was looked upon by all, as
an accepted lover. I must confess I was not a little elated and
vain at my success, over the many admirers she boasted of in

her train.
44 The morning before I left town for Lawton where my pre-

sence was required on business, I determined to call on her
uncle, and break the whole affair to him—to wind up the tedious
business of courtship, and settle down into a domestic country
gentleman. It was about ten o’clock as I left my apartments
in St. James’s, and sauntered down the Mall towards the park.
The weather was deliciously fine, and the fresh air contributed
not a little to invigorate my already ardent and excited feelings.

Ah, thought I a thousand times, what a happy man I am,
surrounded by every enjoyment wealth and honour can bestow,
and now, all about to be crowned by that most precious gift of

nature—the possession of a lovely, confiding, amiable woman.
With such delightful notions running in my head, as I leisurely

strolled along, the time swiftly passed away, when looking at

my watch, and discovering it was bordering on noon, I retraced

my steps towards Arlington Street. The porter, on my knocking
at Mr. Rawley’s mansion, informed me his master had been
gone out some time, but that Miss Maria was walking in the

garden with the Honourable Mrs. Lisson. 4 Would he acquaint
his lady that I was there?’ 4 No.’ I replied, ‘there is no occa-

sion,—I will step into the garden, as 1 am no stranger;’—the

serving man smiled significantly, as I dropped a crown piece

into his l^nd, and passing him, I descended the wide staircase

that led into the garden, which ran a long way from the back of

the house, abounding in exotics, shrubs, and rare plants.

Striking into a small by-walk, arched overhead with a thick

umbrageous covering of flowering creepers, the voices of the two
ladies in earnest conversation, struck upon my ear; at the

same time, I heard my name pronounced in soft accents by
Maria.
“I stopped;—though naturally no eavesdropper, yet a cer-

tain indescribable feeling of curiosity arrested my steps;—

I

longed at the moment, to hear what my beloved would say of

me in my absence:—the endearments she would express, which
maiden modesty was too diffident, to utter unrestrainedly, but
to the sanctuary of hosom friendship.

“ The ladies were seated in a small summer-house, near the

end of the walk I was in, but so closely surrounded with inter-

woven honeysuckles, sweet briar, and jasmine, that I could

not be perceived as I crept closely to the side of the walk,
though I was not above a dozen yards from them.

44 4 Lawton!’ exclaimed Maria, 4 he is as you say, but yet

there is something too, I like about the fellow;—he is useful—
he carries himself well, when oue is lounging upon his arm at
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the promenade:— is just agreeable enough for a gossip, at the

opera, or conversazione;—I make no doubt he could be

tolerated as a passable husband, as husbands go at present;’

—

a stress was laid on the concluding words, and a slight laugh

followed between them;—my heart was ready to leap out of me
with passion aud disgust, at such profligate baseness, and I was
on the point of discovering myself and upbraiding her for such

cold-blooded perfidy, when reason fortunately came to my aid,

and suggested what I hope one of these days to be able to ac-

complish. But to continue— 4 after all, as you say,’ said she,

‘lie is but a baronet, and though Dornton is old and ridiculous,

still he is a peer—and a marquis too:—I agree with you cer-

tainly, my dear Louisa.’

“‘Perfectly so,’ replied the honourable, ‘you reason like

a woman of sense and of the world, but the difficulty to be

overcome
’

“ ‘ Exists merely in your apprehensions,’ answered Maria,
‘ nothing is easier than to play with your victim when he is once

caught/
Unfeeling monster!’ I muttered to myself in indignation;

‘it is such wretches as you, who destroy the happiness of many
a noble mind.’

“ 4 But,’ inquired Mrs. Lisson, ‘ supposing he should this very

day propose to your uncle, what would you do then,—you
would not refuse him, surely ?’

Not altogether positively refuse him, child/ drawled forth

my charmer, in an affected tone,

—

4 no—that would be silly,

—

I would take time to consider—give him hopes of my favour-

able consideration,—inform him that, though I had permitted

him to be on an intimate footing, yet as far as matrimony was

concerned, that was a subject of a very different complexion,—

I could say I was yet too young for so important a step,—in

short, a thousand excuses might be invented, and still the love-

sick swain be kept in the train of my admirers.’
“

‘ You may,—but on the other hand, may lose him, there is

many a slip.
—

’

4 A truce to your silly proverbs,’ exclaimed Maria;—‘ I fear

not for the result. I mean in future not to see him so often.’

“ * Do you think,’ inquired the honourable,

—

1

that Dorn-

ton is safe?’
“ 4 Can you doubt it?—he half proposed to me last night, and

if it had not been for the sudden entrance of that stupid Law-
ton, I might now congratulate myself on being an embryo
marchioness.’

“‘Stupid!’ thought I to myself; ‘it was quite the reverse

last night, but she will find to her cost, that I am not the ass

she imagines, to bear her burthens patiently.’
“

« Will he call to-day?’ asked Mrs. Lisson.
“ ‘I think I heard a loud knock a short time ago,’ replied Ma-

ria; ‘let us go in, it is past one;’ and, rising, they quitted the

bower, whilst I, pretending to have just entered the path, po-

litely wished them ‘ Good morning.’ They were evidently

taken a-back, from the confusion of their looks: a guilty con-

science needs no other accuser. Maria blushed deeply, as I

observed, playfully, ‘ I surprised you, did I not? but I hope I

have not interrupted your interesting tete-a-tete.’
“

‘ Oh no,' she replied, slightly laughing, in embarrassment,
‘ we were only talking over last night’s gossip; you know
ladies generally have a little private scandal.’

“ ‘ I have heard so,’ I observed, drily, casting a keen glance

towards her; I know not whether she understood it as I meant.

I shortly afterwards took my leave—have called on her since,

and paid her the same attentions as ever, but with a far different

object iu view. You see, by her own confession, that 1 should

mar all, were I to propose too soon; but she little dreams that

I never mean to do so at all: she shall be caught in the snare

she has laid for others. It is a pity so much beauty should

be cursed by such deceit.”

“But,” remarked Mortimer, who had been an attentive

listener to the recital of the young baronet, during which he
could not at times help expressing his surprise, “ though you
have certainly urged weighty reasons for withdrawing your
suit, why pursue the same course of duplicity yourself?’’

“ For the very best of reasons. I feel justified in doing so,”

answered Lawton, with eagerness; “ I await the opportunity
of paying her off in her own coin. Such women as Miss Rawley,
cold, selfish, and calculating, deserved to be treated in the like
maimer they would play with their victims. Do you recollect
her words }

. Besides, 1 have as much right of making her serve
my turn, as a pretty companion, as I have done hers, in being
her leaning post. We are perfectly on an equality, and there’s
not much love lost between us. I believe the marquis, who has
been sent on a special mission abroad, is expected home shortly,
and then she looks for the consummation of her triumph, on
seeing him once more as a suitor at her feet, laying his coronet
there at her disposal. She will, I flattqj myself, find out her
mistake on that head, as the old fellow, I understand, is on his

last legs; and should such be the case, she then may feel

inclined to take refuge in the arms of the stupid Harry. Then
will be the time to unmask her hypocrisy, and ask her if she
remembers the bower in Arlington- street.”

“ Frailty, thy name is woman!” sighed Mortimer, as he
turned again towards the window, and began musing. 44 You
see, my dear Charles,” resumed Sir Harry, after a short pause,
(i I was not the first to be guilty of a breach of faith, and what
many years should I live of misery have been spared me, by
the fortunate occurrence of that morning. You were rather
hasty towards me just now, and forgive me should I do wrong,
but I have suspected at times, that even your stoical heart had
not been quite impervious to the shafts of the little blind god
from that direction.”

Mortimer coloured slightly for a moment, then looking full at

Lawton, he slowly replied, 44 Could you for one moment ima-
gine, whatever might have been my feelings or sentiments, I

would ever have attempted to place myself as a barrier to the
happiness of him, who is my more than brother? I would
sooner this frame had been torn piecemeal first. As you have
been so candid with me, I cannot do less than be equally frank
with you. I confess I hare felt more than a common interest

—I may say a secret regard towards Maria Rawley—but the
thoughts of your claims, and, as I imagined, of your devoted
attachment for each other, caused me to stifle such leeliugs ere
they had generated into bud too strongly. My line of duty
being settled in my own mind towards both parties, firm reso-
lution overcame inclination, and I must for once give you the
credit of being a keener observer that I took you to be, for I

flattered myself that my secret was closely pent up within my
own bosom. You may imagine my surprise at what you have
just related, and knowing well your character, volatile and fond
of frolics as you are, still I feel assured you would not attempt
to deceive me. I agree with you that there is nothing more
disgusting than a designing vain coquette, but, as I have often
remarked, circumstances unhappily too often control our ac-
tions and thoughts; yet, notwithstanding what you have just
informed me of, I feel confident, that if that young lady were
rescued from the pernicious influence of tho society of fashion,

or rather the hot-bed of vice, into which she is so unnaturally
placed; and instead of being led away by the giddy and frivolous

friendships (what a name!) of silly women, she had one kind,
staid monitor, to point out the dangers which surround her, site

might become one of the brightest ornaments of society.”
“ She has a heart of a second Hero and Leander, by Jove!”
cried the baronet, rubbing his hand in extacies. “ Well, my
dear fellow, if you be willing to undertake the difficult passage of

swimming over, what I conceive impossibilities, I give you joy.

The coast is clear, as far as I am concerned, and you will soon
be enabled to set your wits to work, for she is expected on ano-
ther visit shortly to Elsinore. I’ll promise you that I’ll leave the

field clear for you, and even give up the little matter of sweet
revenge I intended; hut mind old Dornton,—he’s a capital shot

—ha, ha, ha!”—and Sir Harry’s merriment echoed through the
lofty room.
A servant entering, to announce luncheon, put an end to this

interesting scene, and the cousins descended the stairs, arm in

arm to the dining-room, better pleased with each other than
ever, at the mutual explanation which had taken place.

(7o be continued.)
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FILIAL PIETY AND FEMALE HEROISM.

An interesting and affecting anecdote appeared in the Paris

Magazine, which bears a strong resemblance to the story of the

Grecian Daughter. In the early period of the French revolu-

tion, the late governor of the Hotel des Invalides, M. Sombreuil,

had been sent to prison, being suspected of secreting arms.

His daughter determined to alleviate his sufferings, or to

share bis misfortune. She accordingly applied to the jailer, for

permission to enter that cell which was void of gloom; nay,

rather let me say, for her noble soul possessed charms—it con-

tained her father. The jailer replied, that he dared not allow

any person whatever to enter the prison without an order from
a superior power. Resolute and persevering in her virtuous

pursuit, she waived all difficulties, and applied to M. Santerre,

who granted her request. On the wings of filial love she now
flew to the prison, and bore to the heart of her aged parent the

balm of pious affection and duteous consolation, and thus be-

guiled the tedious of confinement.

At the period, when the people had taken the reins of justice

into their own hands, the prison in which M. Sombreuil was
confined, was visited. The twelve judges were sat, and the
prisoner tried. His hour was now come, and the jailer ap-

peared at the door. The amiable daughter exclaimed, “ I am
ready to die; but oh! spare my father.”

The jailer was moved to compassion, thrice he approached
the door, and thrice he withdrew. At length the moment
arrived, and M. Sombreuil was demanded. He appeared, sup-
ported by his affectionate daughter; her hair hung loose and
disheveled, and her countenance shewed the inward anguish
of her soul. Disengaging herself from her beloved parent, she
dropt on her knees, and with uplifted hands, pleaded in an un-
connected but importunate and affected address to the judges
in behalf of her father, imploring them to take her life as a

ransom for that of her parent. It was the note of pious
sorrow, affecting and persuasive.

The judges surveyed the venerable man and his pious daugh-
ter alternately, and their souls were filled with admiration and
sympathy. They consulted, and replied, “ Whatever M. Som-
breuil may have been guilty of, he is an old man, and let him
know that we are merciful; let him cry, ‘ Vive la Nation and
retire.”

The virtuous Mademoiselle Sombreuil, with a piercing accent,

repeated, “ Vive la Nation

V

fell at the feet of her father, and em-
braced his knees. This affecting exhibition so charmed the
people, that they hastily procured an old door, on which they
placed M. Sombreuiland the virtuous daughter, whom they bore
triumphantly through the assembled multitude, who greeted
them with the loudest acclamations.

the Republic it was dissolved. The origin, both of the Gen-
darmerie and of the National Guard, may be thus early traced

to the Guet. As soon as a firm and regular government had
succeeded to the disorders of the revolution, the Gendarmerie
was re-established. Napoleon paid especial attention to the
formation of this body; the men were selected chiefly from the

veterans of his army; they were well paid, and admirably
equipped. Indeed, it would be difficult to find in any country
a finer body of men than the Gendarmerie d-cheval. They
were, however, always held in bad odour by the people. There
can be little doubt that they numbered many spies in their

ranks, especially since the restoration of the Bourbons. This
naturally drew down on them far more than the ordinary
hatred which attaches itself to the police in all countries.

They, however, for the most part performed their duty with
exemplary moderation. Once before, in the late reign, they
were brought into conflict with the people; on this occasion, it

is said, they took an opportunity of avenging themselves for a
long arrear of insult, by the reckless effusion of blood; it was
in the last days of Yillele’s ministry—it precipitated his fall.

The people felt outraged by the dissolution of the Chamber of

Deputies, and the addition of seventy-six peers to the upper
house. On the night that the ordonnance to this effect was
published, they burnt Villele in effigy, and intrenching them-
selves in the shells of some houses then building, at the end of

the Rue St. Denis, they attacked the Gendarmerie with stones.

The Gendarmerie charged and fired on them, killing many and
wounding more. This conflict has since borne the name of the

Massacre of the Rue St. Denis. The body consisted of six

companies of foot and horse.

NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS.
Morally speaking, I should say, that the characteristics

which most prominently distinguish the three nations, are os-

tentation, the English ;
vanity, the French ; and good sense

the Germans. The English, as a people, have, with their os-

tentation, a high sense of honour, truth, and practical gene-

rosity: but even of these, as well as in their display of the

power of wealth, and what riches can purchase to exalt

ignorance, they make, too generally, an ostentatious exhibition

quite offensive to, and always ridiculous in the opinion of,

foreigners. The French, with their excess of vanity, have the

talent of making themselves, whether they be sincere or not,

agreeable; and possess, above all others, the gift of concealing

or suppressing what may offend. The German is equally

anxious to avoid giving offence; but in doing so he is less

adroit, while he is far more anxious to observe and to know
what is practically great in other countries.

GENDARMERIE.
The establishment of the Guet, a company whose duty i^

was to guard the city by night, is traced to the time of the

Romans. The institution was, from its obvious utility, con-

tinued by the Gauls, adopted by the kings of the Franks, and
maintained under all the wars and disturbances of the feudal

times. From the earliest period the Guet appears to have
consisted partly of citizens, furnished by the privot from the

companies of merchants and artizans, and partly of men ap-

pointed by the king, to the number of forty- six—twenty being
mounted, twenty-six on foot. In 1559, the Guet Royale, or

company of guards appointed by the king, was limited by edict

to 240 men, and the Guet Assis, consisting of armed citizens,

and so called because they merely acted as sentinels, but did
not go the rounds, was abolished. During the troublesome
year of 1561, however, the Guet Royale shared the like fate,

and the guard of Paris was exclusively entrusted to the citizens.

In 1563, the Guet Royale was again established, and the com-
pany or citizens was again disbanded. From this period unti

the first year of the revolution, the constitution of the Guet
Royale remained unaltered, except in number; it was increasec

in proportion to the wants of the capital. In the first year of

THE RED MAN’S GRAVE.

Tiie celebrated John Randolph, in a speech in the American
Senate, alluded thus to a forest chieftain. “ Sir, in a late visit

to the public grave-yard, my attention was arrested by the

simple monument of the Choctaw chief, Pushmataha. He was,

as I have been told by those who knew him, one of nature’s

nobility; a man who would have adorned any society. He
lies quietly by the side of our statesmen and high magistrates

in the region—for there is one such—where the red man and
the white man are on a level. On the sides of the plain shaft

that marks his place of burial, I read these words: ‘Pushma-
taha, a Choctaw chief, lies here.’ This monument to his

memory is erected by his brother chiefs, who were associated

with him in a delegation from their nation, in the year 1824,

to the Government of the United States. Pushmataha was a

warrior of great distinction. He was wise in council; eloquent

in an extraordinary degree; and on all occasions, and under

all circumstances, the white man's friend. He died in Wash-
ington, on the 24th of December, 1828, of the croup, in the

sixtieth year of his age. Among his last words were the fol-

lowing: ‘When I am gone, let the big guns be firedover me.’
,r
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THE MONK; OR, THE CAVE OF HORROR.

A Knight of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem, was

despatched homewards with a secret mission by his Royal

master, who was then engaged at war with the Infidels in the

Holy Land.
Having embarked on board a Christian galley, and a

favourable wind having arisen, the commander instantly

crowded-sail; but suddenly the face of the heavens changed;

the weather grew lowering and tempestuous ;
black and accu-

mulating vapours obscured the sun, and the sea assumed its

most threatening aspect. A heavy gale succeeded, and as they

drove before it, the sharp promontories and rocky shores of the

neighbouring coast menaced the vessel hourly with destruction.

After having escaped this danger, another, still more formi-

dable, seemed to present itself; for the sailors, most of them
French, and desirous to return to their native country, dreaded

above all other evils, that of being thrown upon the coast of

their enemies, where certain captivity or death would await

them. Eager to run the ship into any port of Sicily or Italy;

they found themselves, with rapture, in sight of the latter; the

low and barren shore was pronounced, by some of the most

experienced, to be part of the coast of Calabria. \ ainly did

1 the master remonstrate on the danger of approaching it; his

authority was drowned in their clamour; and while their shouts

!

yet rent the air the vessel struck upon a rock, and the water
was seen to rush in with irresistible rapidity. Those who
before had hoped, now abandoned every care but that of life;

and the knight who perceived that the boat they had hoisted
must quickly sink with the numbers that crowded into her,
hastily threw off his garments, and binding them in a small
parcel round his head, plunged fearlessly into the waves.

Vigorous in health and youth, to him the water had long
been an element almost as familiar and as natural as air; the
storm had considerably abated, though the sea yet ran high.
Often repelled, bruised and disappointed in his efforts, he never-
theless made good his landing; and breathing a sigh of com-
miseration for his companions, whom he perceived driven down
the coast, and nearly out of sight, he directed his eves from

No. 29.

them to the trackless and wild solitude that surrounded him.
It was indeed a cheerless horizon, in which no traces of human
habitation, food, or succour, were to be discerned, yet nature
loudly demanded all, and he continued to walk in search of
them, till the storm, whose fury had been for some hours sus-
pended, once more began to brood. The sultry atmosphere
grew heavy and lurid around, forked lightning broke over the
sea, and low reverberations of deep and distant thunder were
heard from the hills. A rocky hollow in the bosom of one of
them offered him temporary shelter; hastily he entered it; and
as his feet were blistered, and his strength exhausted, gladly
accepted that repose which a bank of earth, at the extremity,
seemed to promise; throwing from him, without examination,
some hard substance that incommoded him as lie fell.

The tumultuous winds, that long convulsed the bosom of
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nature, at length slowly died away, and a profound slumber

began to seal up the eyes of the weary knight, when a wild

and fearful vision, that seemed to pass like supernatural influ-

ence across his senses, at once unclosed them. Starting, he

found his pulse beat high, his lips dry and clammy, and his

whole frame suffused with a cold dew that denoted its internal

convulsion. Instinctively grasping his dagger, he half raised

himself, and looked round the cavern
;
the light, though imper-

fect, was yet sufficient to convince him, that nothing human
was within it but himself. He listened

;
no sound, no motion

was to be distinguished, save the low and monotonous roaring

of the waves, as they broke upon the distant beach.

The knight was unaccustomed to fear. With disdain he now
repelled the involuntary sensation, and earnestly directed his

attention to recal the imperfect ideas that had escaped him ere

he well awoke. But the mysterious visitation was past, and as

all desire to sleep had vanished with it, he arose, and advanced
towards the mouth of the cave, where the returning sun now
shot a bright and slanting ray. On approaching it, he per-

ceived his garments to be spotted in many places with a dusky
red, which, as it easily shook off, he concluded to be the soil of

the country, that had been attracted only by the damp; a

nearer examination, however, discovered to him that it was
tufts of human hair, adhering together with a substance

Which, though it pulverised at his touch, he had no difficulty

to assure himself had been blood.

Impelled by curiosity, he drew his poinard, and re-entered

the cave, searching every corner of it, to discover whether, by

an outlet unobserved, some being had not obtruded upon his

repose. His search, however, was fruitless. In returning he

mused for a moment over the bank of earth. It did not.appear

to have been lately thrown up, but it struck him to be just the

length of a human figure; and lie wondered be had not before

observed that he must have slept upon a grave.. A waking

dream of horrors, not unlike that which had disturbed his

sleep, seemed to shiver his senses, and, in turning from the

spot, something like reality assailed them, as he struck his foot

against the same hard substance, that he had before thrown

from him, and, on picking it up, perceived it was the handle

of a battle-axe, from which time, or violence, had loosened the

steel. Abruptly he quitted the cavern, and its gloomy envi-

rons, directing his course, as night drew on, by the stars, and

listening in every gale for the sound of some distant bell, that

might guide him to a monastery, his only hope of relief amidst

the solitude with which he was surrounded. As the east red-

dened before him, he perceived it stained with rising smoke.

Eagerly he directed his steps towards the spot, hut, tnough he

exerted all the speed fatigue would allow, it was yet some time

ere he reached it. He found traces of a fire that had been

kindled on the turf, probably to prepare a rustic repast; but

the persons who had partaken of it were gone, and the heart, of

the knight sunk beneath the prospect of an evil, from which

he had reason to fear, no exertion of courage or fortitude, could

rescue him. Pensively he continued to gaze, when his eye
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suddenly rested on a small bag, left on the ground through

negligence or haste, and which had the appearance of contain-

ing the provisions of a hunter. He opened it, and was not de-

ceived; the scanty store it held afforded no gratification to

luxury, but a pious and abstemious spirit taught him to discern

in the gift, the hand of a Supreme Giver, who thus indeed pro-

tected the knight at a moment so urgent.

With invigorated spirits he now continued his journey. The
road, as he advanced, grew more wild, and sometimes almost

impervious, so that it was difficult to know what direction he

pursued. Forcing his way. however, through every obstacle,

he flattered himself that he had proceeded many leagues to the

north; when on the sunset of the second day he suddenly

emerged from a glen into the bosom of a rocky valley; and
looking round, perceived with astonishment that he had only

taken a wearisome circuit, which had brought him once more
within sight of the detestable cavern. He stopped with an
emotion of anger and regret, when his eyes were struck for the

first time with the appearance of a human being in this vast

solitude.

On a low stone, not many yards distant from the mouth of

the cave, sat a monk. His hood fell over his head, which in-

clined pensively downwards; his arms rested on his knees, and
his clasped hands denoted either sorrow or devotion. A bold

point of rock projected above him; and the wild and tangled

branches, that hung from it cast a deep shade over the spot.

The knight advanced. At the sound of his footsteps the

monk gently raised his head, and civilly, though solemnly,

returned his greeting. His accent denoted him French, and
from the little that escaped him, the knight learned that he
was like himself, a wanderer, travelling homewards, in order
to lay his bones in their native earth.

They continued to journey on together. The monk seemed
perfectly acquainted with the country, and often, by leading his

companion through narrow and obscure passes, spared him the
fatigue he must otherwise have encountered.
The suspicions his appearance, and the reserve of his man-

ners, first excited in the knight, insensibly died away, as he
perceived neither treachery nor ambush. To open violence
as man to man, he could not but be indifferent as he was
himself, armed with a powerful and massive poinard as well
as with a short dagger which he wore concealed in his
bosom.
The monk on the contrary appeared to have no weapon; yet

his close drawn garment gave a mysterious air to his person
and deportment. But though distrust had subsided, yet there
were some strange peculiarities observable in the conduct of
the latter, that involuntarily tinctured the mind of his com-
panion with suspicious and black ideas. No excess of fasting,
no fatigue ever induced him to partake of the food, however
simple, bestowed by the charity of the good Christians they en-
countered; but plunging daily into some thicket, he found his
whole sustenance in water and berries. The rudest crag always
two or three hundred paces distant served him to repose upon,
and the knight often dwelt with secret and inexplicable horror on
the extent of crimes that could demand so severe a penance.
It was at these moments that the recollection of the cavern ob-
truded itself upon him, till, by much thinking, the ideas became
intimately connected; and he rarely fixed his eyes on his fellow
traveller,without feeling a succession of gloomy and indefina-
ble images floating before his fancy.
They now once more beheld the broad bosom of the ocean;

and approaching a small port, where lay a few loading vessels,
one of which bore the French flag, the knight with a portion of
the gold, he had treasured in his garments easily obtained a
passage for himself and his companion.
The gay and pleasant shores of Provence, as they saluted his

eyes, conveyed an enlivening sensation to his heart. Already
in imagination he beheld the shores of Old England, and the
pleasure that he would derive from the success of his mission;
and he carefully revolved in his mind all the instructions of
the king, and the the names of those knights or barons whom
he had a discretional power from the Christian prince to
challenge as disloyal. He recollected, with exultation, the
honour so lately conferred upon him, at an age, immature: and

when he considered himself as the champion of his order, and
the avenger of his prince, his young heart beat proudly with
valour and with hope.

The turrets of a magnificent castle, visible at the distance of
some leagues, now attracted his eyes

; and the gallant name of
St. Aubin assured him of hospitality within its walls. The
sun was yet blazing in the meridian

;
but the knight, forgetful

of its scorching influence, continued for some hours to press
forward.

“ We will land here,” said the monk, as they skirted the
side of a thick wood. “For thee, who art vested with the
mission of thy God and king, repose will be necessary. Well
thus far brave knight, hast thou performed thy task. Be
constant and be valiant.”

The knight, whose mind was pre-occupied, and whose spirits

were already enlivened without attending minutely to the

knowledge of him, conveyed by the words of his companion,
readily assented to his proposal

;
and disembarking, walked

on. Feeling fatigued he threw himself on the turf and in-

dulged a pleasing reverie ; which lulling his senses, at length

sealed up his eyes.

His slumbers were long and balmy ; and when he awoke, he
was surprised to find that day was wholly closed. He started

up and looked around. The moon in full splendour silvered

the wood on one side, while, on the other, the towers of the
castle, gaily and superbly illuminated, blazed their friendly

invitation to the houseless stranger.

The knight cast his eyes about in search of his fellow travel-

ler, who, in yet unbroken slumbers, lay stretched at the foot of

a large oak. In the moment of advancing to wake him, he was
suddenly urged, by a secret and irresistible curiosity, to lift the
mantle and the cowl, in order to view the features and person of

one, whom, during their long intercourse he had never yet dis-

tinctly seen, nor ever distinctly was to see ; the garments
covered only a human skeleton. He started back, suspended
for some time between incredulity and horror; then with curious

eye surveyed the dry and mouldering frame, till he was fully

convinced all vital moisture had long since been exhaled
;
and

while deeply considering the intents of Providence in this mira-
culous intervention, it suddenly occurred to him that the Monk,
at their first meeting had announced an intention to lay his

bones in the bosom of his native land.

With grateful and pious awe the knight proceeded to fulfil

this ceremony
; in which the strong poinard he was provided

with assisted him. In the act of interment he had occasion,

particularly, to notice the skull which he discerned to have
been cleft in many places by some violent weapon ; and where
it had entered deepest, it had carried with it tufts of hair

resembling in colour that which had formerly adhered to his

garments in the cave.

The gay spirits of the knight had now^received a sudden re-

vulsion : and as he pensively advanced towards the castle, he
continued to meditate upon the strange concurrence of events
by which he had been hitherto pursued.
The gates readily opened to receive him. To the knight the

Lord St. Aubin was personally unknown
;
but he found him to

be a man yet unbroken by years, of a gay and graceful demean-
our, and who, to the valour by which he had early distinguished
himself amidst the crusaders, added the courtesy of a true and
loyal knight.

A slender repast was immediately served ; after which they
conversed familiarly together, and the mind of the knight,
which at first had been thoughtful and abstracted, insensibly
opened itself to the pleasures of society.

It was already late when a sprightly strain of music resounded
through the castle. St. Aubin, starting up, motioned to his
guest to follow it ; and the attendants at the same moment
threw open the doors of a magnificent saloon, of which the
sparkling and brilliant appearance fixed the eyes of the young
knight, while the superb banquet he saw prepared in the apart-

1 ment beyond it filled him with astonishment he attempted not
i
to conceal.

“ You are deceived,” said St. Aubin, with a smile, “ if you
suppose our evening is to conclude with the sober cheer of

,

which you have already partaken. It is not thus I am accus-
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tomed to treat my guests ;
neither, to say the truth, am I in-

clined to so poorly treat myself.”

The knight quickly perceived his host to he sincere
;
and

that, whatever pleasure he might find in exercising the rights

of hospitality, the enjoyments of the table in his own person

were no inconsiderable addition to it.

But, though art and expense had been lavished to produce
gaiety, they seemed unhappily to fail of their effect. As the

hours wore on, the spirits of St. Aubin visibly flagged
; the

most animating strains of music were lost upon his ear, and the

richest viands upon his taste. His conversation, though broken
into snatches of artificial merriment, was yet cold and dis-

jointed ; and the knight, who began to conclude that he enter-

tained a secret weariness which complacence did not permit

him to shew, at length proposed retiring.

Two attendants conducted him through a suite of superb

apartments, but he started, on perceiving the magnificence of

that intended for his repose.
“ Thy lord,” said he, turning to one of the domestics, “ has

mistaken the rank of the guest whom he thus honours. Ac-
commodation so splendid I know not that I should desire were
I a prince—as a soldier I must be permitted to decline it.”

“ The apartment you see before you,” said the man, respect-

fully, “ is indeed the best in the castle ; it is invariably al-

lotted by my lord to every guest ; he is, himself, contented
with a more humble one.”

The knight, whose pure and temperate habits made him look
on luxury with disgust, again remonstrated

;
but, as the do-

mestic seemed earnest in his answers he waived further debate ;

and taking from him a small lamp, which he placed upon a
marble table, he closed the door,

Night was far advanced, and the fatigued traveller had no
difficulty to believe that he should sleep. Hastily he threw
himself into bed, and had already slept some hours, when he
suddenly started with the same horrible impression that had
visited him in the cavern.

A phantom, of which he could ascertain no form, no line, no
distinct idea, seemed again to shiver his senses, and unnerve
his frame. Vainly he strove to recollect it ; vainly he cast

his eyes around the wide and solitary chamber feebly illumi-

nated by the lamp ; it presented him nothing but vacuity and
gloom—he perceived an unusual pulsation continue to beat
through his veins. With the first beams of the sun he arose
and descended. His host, with a smiling countenance, already
attended his coming, and as they walked together on the ram-
parts of the castle, the dreams of weakness and superstition fled

before the gallant themes that engrossed them
; while the soft

breath of morning, the bright sparkling of the dew, and the
song of the birds, combined to call forth every energy of mind
and constitution.

The character of Lord St. Aubin, sprightly, bold, and ardent,
embellished by the acquirements of society, and enlivened by
its enjoyments, contrasted with the unassuming and simple
dignity of the knight, produced an effect that was altogether

new and gratifying to both. Familiar with courts as well as

camps, St. Aubin spokewith energy and informationupon either.

The knight listened with interest
;
nor was it till the mo-

ments of confidence and enthusiasm were passed that he per-

ceived he -had inadvertently intrusted to his host some of those
secrets which bis prudence had recommended to the sanc-
tuary of his own bosom.
Aware of his indiscretion, though fearless of any ill-effects

from it save that of being urged to further communication, he
now prepared for his departure

;
but St. Aubin, who seemed to

have found in his young guest that charm which original and
simple manners ever diffused, so strenuously urged his stay,

that he found himself for the first time entangled by courtesies

he was yet too young in life boldly to reject ;
and, if to reject

them had been in his will, yet was it not in his power to deny
the arguments by which they were enforced.

But though it was true that hardships and fatigue had made
some alterations in his person, he felt a secret confusion on
recollecting that the rose of health had faded less from the
actual sufferings he had encountered, than from the pressure of
a silent and superstitious weight within.

“ The repose to which you invite me,” said he, thoughtfully,
and after a pause. “ I might, perhaps, be tempted to indulge
in—could I find it.” St. Aubin stopped, and looked earnestly
at him.
“Your surprise is just,” continued the knight, with the sa

unaffected candour, “ you will, perhaps, mingle with it some-
what of that contempt which arises in my own bosom when I

add, that the soldier of his king, though fearless in the field,

is yet a coward in his dreams.” He then related the extraor-
dinary impression bis fancy had received from the vision of
the preceding night, and his fruitless efforts to ascertain its

nature.

St. Aubin, whose curiosity had been awakened by the open-
ing of his discourse, listened to its conclusion with a smiling
and incredulous air.

“ An accidentalmalady of constitution!” saidlie as he finished.
“ Fancies like these, brave knight engendered by much
thinking and fatigue, good cheer and ease alone can remedy.”

“ On the effects of fatigue,” said the knight, “ I will not
pronounce, but trust me, this supernatural visitation, (for such
I cannot but term it) has no connexion with previous thought!
and I will frankly own the internal conviction of my soul
denies it to be chance. Once, and once only in a cavern in

Calabria—” he stopped, for St. Aubin, who, while earnestly
listening, had walked too near the edge of the rampart, was
seized with dizziness; and but for the timely assistance of his

companion would suddenly have plunged over the low parapet,
perhaps, into eternity. The knight abruptly seized him by
the arm, and perceiving, by the paleness of his countenance,
that he was extremely ill, made sign to the sentinel who in-

stantly quitted his post to give assistance to his lord. The
temporary malady was soon subdued. The pleasures of the
table once more invited

;
and the knight was not proof against

solicitation enforced by raillery, that piqued at once his courage
and his pride. The recital he was about to make remained
unfinished, and the rest of the day was past in a festivity that
was yet only preparatory to that of the evening, when the

gaily illuminated rooms, the superb banquet, and the sprightly

band were called in as auxiliaries to pleasure. The knight
however, no longer beheld them as such. In the countenance
of St. Aubin, he thought he discerned something watchful and
sinister. While reposing in the bosom of luxmy, he treated

the ministers of his amusement with the fierceness and petu-

lance of a man who is ill at peace with himself. The domes-
tics, on their part, had an air of servility and constraint. The
eyes of one of them like those of a picture, were constantly

upon the knight ; and the latter became convinced, from all

he observed, that it is possible to bask in the full blaze of pros-

perity without receiving warmth from the ray.

^
To be continued.)

MEMOIR OF ADMIRAL LORD EXMOUTH.
Like many others of our most celebrated commanders,

Lord Exmouth was the architect of his own foitune. Born
to no inheritance, he, with God’s blessing, raised himself to

great and well-merited reputation by the steady application

of all his powers to the duties of his profession, supported by
that undaunted and indefatigable spirit which carried him
triumphantly through every service of difficulty or danger in

which he was engaged.
Edward, second son of S. Pellew and Constance his wife, was

born 19th April, 1757, at Dover, where his father theji com-
manded the government packet-boat. At his death, in 1765, the

young sailor was deprived of his natural patron, and to

struggle against those difficulties in attaining a nautical edu-

cation which are now removed by a liberal public provision

for such as are destined for the king’s service. At the age

of thirteen be began his career at sea in the Juno frigate,

commanded by Capt. Stott, with whom lie sailed to the Falk-

land Islands, and afterwards accompanied him in the Alarm
to the Mediterranean. At the opening of the war with the

American colonies, he became midshipman of the Blojide

frigate, with Capt. Pownoll; and was detached, in Feb. 1776,
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to serve under the late able and intelligent Admiral Scbaiik

(then a lieutenant), to take part in the struggle for naval su-

premaey on Lake Champlain. During this arduous service

they cut down trees from the neighbouring forests, and in a

few weeks converted them into vessels of war, with which

they succeeded in driving the force under General Arnold
from the lake; and in giving this effectual support to the

British army, Mr. Pellew gained great credit from his ad-

miral, whose testimony deserves to be recorded :

—

“ H. M. S. Eagle, New York, 20th Dec. 1776.

“ Sir,—The account I have received of your gallant be-

haviour from Capt. Charles Douglas, in the different actions

upon Lake Champlain, gives me much satisfaction, and I shall

receive pleasure in giving you a lieutenant’s commission
when you may reach New York.

(Signed) Howe.”
“ To Mr. Edward Pellew,

Commanding the Carleton schooner, Lake Champlain.”

With this rank of acting lieutenant, which could not be
confirmed till he returned to England, he continued to co-

operate with the army under General Burgoyne, and shared
in all the toils and dangers of the disastrous campaign of

1777. A letter from that general may properly be inserted

here, to show the high sense which was entertained of his

services :

—

“Camp at Saratoga, 14th Oct. 1777.

“ Dear Sir,— It was with infinite pleasure General Phillips

and myself observed the gallantry and address with which
you conducted your attack on the provision-vessel in the

hands of the enemy. The gallantry of your little party was
deserving of the success which attended it, and I send you
my sincere thanks, together with those of the whole army,
for the important service you have rendered them on this oc-

casion.

(Signed) John Burgoyne.”
“Lieut. Edward Pellew, Royal Navy.”
The eclat of this little exploit was speedily merged in the

unfortunate issue of the battle of Saratoga, and the subse-

quent surrender of the whole British force to the American
army under General Gate3. Soon after the convention was
signed, Mr. Pellew, being released on his parole, returned to

England, bearing a letter from Sir Guy Carleton, expressing
such high commendation “of his gallantry and merit during
two severe campaigns,’' that on his arrival he was imme-
diately confirmed in his rank of lieutenant.

After some intermediate service, he was appointed first

lieutenant of the Apollo frigate under his old commander,
Capt. Pownoll, who, in the spring of 1780, while closely en-

gaged with an enemy’s ship of equal force, fell mortally
wounded, and shortly expired in the arms of his attached
friend and follower. His last words were, “ Pellew, don’t give
His Majesty’s ship away.” Nor were they uttered in vain;
for immediately assuming the command, he continued the
action with such determined resolution, that his opponent
fled from the contest, and, having gained the neutral an-
chorage of Ostend, thus disappointed him of his prize. This
gallant service was promptly rewarded by the following letter

from the Admiralty :

—

“Admiralty-Office, 18th June, 1780.

“Sir,— After most sincerely condoling with you on the loss

of your much lamented patron and friend, Capt. Pownooll
whose bravery and services have done so much honour to

himself and country, I will not delay informing you, that I

mean to give you immediate promotion, as a reward for your
gallant and officer-like conduct.

(Signed) Sandwich.”
“ Lieut. Edward Pellew,

H. M. S. Apollo, Sheerness.”

Being appointed to command the Hazard sloop- of-war, he
was very actively employed in her till March, 1782, when
he removed to the Pelican, in which he shortly after attained
the rank of post-captain, by the spirited services mentioned
in the following letter:

—

“ Admiralty Office, 25th Mav, 1782.
“ Sir,— I am so well pleased with the accounts I have re-

ceived of your gallant and seamanlike conduct in the sloop
you command, in your spirited attack on three privateers
inside the Isle of Bass, and your success in driving them all

on shore, that I am induced to bestow on you the rank of
a post-captain in the service to which your universal good
character and conduct do credit; and for this purpose I have
named you to the command of the Suffolk.

(Signed) Keppel.”
“To Capt. Edward Pellew,

H. M. S. Pelican, Plymouth.”
The cessation of hostilities having restored him and others

of his gallant comrades to the more peaceful occupations of
home, he remained on shore until 1786, when he proceeded,
in command of the Winchelsea frigate, to Newfoundland, and
remained on that station till 1786, In the following year he
was appointed to the Salisbury, bearing the flag of Admiral
Milbanke; and was at length paid off in December, 1791.
At the commencement of the war of the French revo-

lution, Capt. Pellew was among the first officers who were
called into active service, being appointed, on the 11th Jan.
1793, to command La Nymphe frigate of 36 guns. Being by
descent a Cornishman, his popularity in the neighbourhood
of Falmouth, where he resided, enabled him to man his ship
principally with miners, and put to sea with his usual ac-

tivity
;
but he had no opportunity of proving their spirit

until the summer of that year, when, having prevailed on his

brother to accompany him as a volunteer, he sailed from Fal-
mouth on the evening of the 17th June, and before the day
closed, when off the Start, they descried a large vessel, to

which they gave chase, and followed her through the night.

At day-break next morning she appeared again standing
towards them

;
and on her approach proved to be the French

frigate La Cleopatre, of equal force, and both parties being
eager for the contest, the action began at close quarters with
great fury. The gallant French captain was cheering on his

crew to board his opponent, when he was shot dead before

them, by which they were so disheartened that his second
vainly endeavoured to rally them, and Captain Pellew,

seizing the advantage, ordered his men to board La Cleo-
patre, which was carried after a short struggle. He pro-
ceeded with hi3 prize directly to Portsmouth, and was received
with acclamations on entering the harbour, this being the
first important capture made since the declaration of hosti-

lities. As such it was distinguished by peculiar reward;
Capt. Pellew, on being presented to the king, received the
honour of knighthood, and he had the further satisfaction of
seeing his brother advanced to the rank of post-captain for

his voluntary services in the action.

Sir Edward was now removed to the command of the Are-
thusa, of 44 guns, and employed in co-operating with the
French loyalist troops upon their unfortunate enterprise on
the coast of France. In the following year (1794). while
serving with a squadron of frigates under Sir John Warren,
he shared in the honour of taking the Flora, Pomone, and
Babet, and the destruction of another frigate, La Felicitc,

with several smaller vessels of war. Sir Edward was directed
to set fire to some of these, which were driven on the French
coast; but finding them filled with wounded men, incapable
of being moved, his benevolent spirit revolted at their de-
struction, and he preferred to abandon the ships rather than
debar these poor fellows from the relief afforded them in their

extremity by their countrymen on shore. Not long after this,

the western squadron of frigates, now under his command,
captured La llevolutionnaire, of 44 guns

;
and in the year 1795

he had the further fortune to make prize of a large convoy of
fifteen of the enemy’s vessels.

But justly as his conduct in command was entitled to dis-

tinction, nothing gained him more deserved honour than that
union of prompt resolution with constitutional philanthropy
which personally endeared him to his followers. Twice al-

ready, when captain of the Winchelsea frigate, this heroic
spirit bad been signally displayed by his leaping from the
deck, and thus saving two of his drowning sailors. A more
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conspicuous example of this noble feeling was shown on the
26th January, 1796, when, by his great personal exertions, he
preserved the crew and passengers of the Dutton transport,
which, crowded with troops and their families proceeding on
the expedition to the West Indies, was driven on the rocks
under the citadel at Plymouth. The writer of this slight

memoir cannot refuse his readers the pleasure of seeing the
hero’s own modest account of this act of benevolence, con-
tained in a private letter which he received from him many
years afterwards (1811), when commander-in-chief in the
north seas.

“ Why do you ask me to relate the wreck of the Dutton ?

Susan (Lady Exmouth) and I were driving to a dinner party
at Plymouth, when we saw crowds running to the Hoe, and
learning it was a wreck I left the carriage to take her on, and
joined the crowd. I saw the loss of the whole five or six

hundred was inevitable without somebody to direct them, for

the last officer was pulled on shore as I reached the surf. I

urged their return, which was refused, upon which I made the
rope fast to myself, and was hauled through the surf on
board,—established order, and did not leave her until every
soul was saved but the boatswain, who would not go before
me. I got safe, and so did he, and the ship went all to pieces

;

but I was laid in bed for a week by getting under the mainmast
(which had fallen towards the shore)

;
and my back was cured

by Lord Spencer’s having conveyed to me by letter His
Majesty’s intention to dub me baronet. No more have I to

say, except that I felt more pleasure in giving to a mother’s
arms a dear little infant only three weeks old, than I ever felt

in my life: and both were saved. The struggle she had to

entrust me with the bantling was a scene I cannot describe;
—nor need you, and consequently, you will never let this be
visible.”

This injunction has been scrupulously observed until now
that the seal of secrecy is removed by his death. It is due
to the merits of a deserving officer, to supply one omission in

this interesting letter. Soon after Sir Edward reached the
wreck, a small boat belonging to an Irish brig got alongside,

with two persons who greatly assisted him in this work of be-

nevolence. One of these young men was the mate, whom
Captain Pellew on the following day received into his own ship

the Indefatigable, and thenceforward became his steady friend

and patron. It is almost unnecessary to add, that this officer

is now Captain Coghlan, R. N.
Sir Edward being now commodore of the western squadron

they had the good fortune to capture L’Unite frigate on the
13th of April, and a week afterwards fell in with La Yirginie
of 44 guns, commanded by the gallant Captain Bergeret, who
after a chase of fifteen hours, and a very able resistance to the
heavy fire of the Indefatigable, struck his colours on the ap-
proach of two other frigates of Sir Edward’s squadron.
On the 13th of January, 1797, the Indefatigable, in company

with the Amazon, fell in with, and chased Les Droits de
l’Homme of 74 guns, having 1,500 soldiers and seamen on board,

on her retreat from the disastrous expedition to Bantry Bay.
It blew a hard gale, with a heavy sea. The Indefatigable, being
the fastest sailor, got first into action

;
but the Frenchman’s top-

masts being carried away soon after, the Amazon came up to

take her share in the contest, which lasted through the whole
night; the French ship was unable to keep open her lower-deck
ports owing to the heavy sea; and even on board the English
frigates, the men fought the main-deck guns often up to the
waist in water. All the ships were much crippled in masts
and rigging; Les Droits de 1’Homme lost her mizen-mast

; and
having expended nearly all her shot, latterly returned the fire

of her opponents with shells, still making a formidable resist-

ance, though steadily pursuing her course for Brest. At
length the moon breaking through the clouds about half-past

four in the morning, Lieut. Bell, first of the Indefatigable,

descried the land within two miles distance, and presently after

breakers were seen right a-head. The two frigates at this

time were on either side the bows of their enemy, and instantly

wore on opposite tacks. The Indefatigable providentially suc-

ceeded, by very skilful seamanship, in weathering the Pen-
marks, and had hardly passed that dangerous reef, when they

saw their gallant opponent on her broadside, and the sea

beating furiously over her. Sir Edward got safe to Plymouth,
and soon after had the mortification to learn that the Amazon
was also stranded in the Bay of Audierne, but that Captain
Reynolds and his brave crew, though prisoners, were providen-
tially saved. The fate of Les Droits de l’Homme was truly

deplorable. Such was the fury of the gale, that only a few of

her men got to land on the day the ship struck, the rest being

drowned in the attempt, or dying of famine and fatigue during
the five days of their protracted sufferings, when at length the

wind and sea moderated, and the small number who remained
alive were taken off on rafts from the wreck.

In the following year the success of the Indefatigable and
the western squadron was remarkably shown by the capture of

fifteen of the enemy’s crusiers. In 1799 Sir Edward Pellew
removed into L’lmpetueux of 74 guns, and served in the

Channel fleet, and subsequently co-operated with the second

ill-fated expedition of the French royalists, in the Morbihan, and
afterwards, as commodore of a division of line-of-battie ships,

blockaded the i rench squadron at Rochefort. In 1801 he
received the honorary rank of colonel of marines, and in the

year following he was returned to parliament as representative

for Barnstaple.

The short and feverish peace that now followed afforded but

a transient respite to the services of our naval officers. On the

resumption of hostilities, Sir Edward was appointed to Le
Tonnant, of 80 guns, and hoisted a broad pendant in command
of five sail of the line, with which he blockaded the French
force at Ferrol. Being soon after advanced to the rank of

Rear-Admiral of the Blue, he received the chief command in

the East Indies, and hoisting his flag in His Majesty’s ship

Colloden, of 74 guns, proceeded to that station on the 10th of

July, 1804.

The reduced state of the French marine at the Isle of France
presented no hope of any general action, although the activity

of their frigates and inferior cruisers gave constant occupation

to Sir Edward’s squadron. In February, 1805, Captain Lam-
bert, in H. M. S. St. Fiorenzo, fell in with and captured off

Vizagapatam, after a very hard-fought action, La Psyche, of

32 -guns, commanded by the admiral’s former antagonist,

Captain Bergeret, who did not surrender until half his officers

and men were killed and wounded. We were at the Admiral’s

side when his gallant prisoner was presented to him on the

Culloden’s quarter-deck. They embraced with lively feelings

of sympathy
;
and the manly tears then shed found an honest

welcome in every heart which witnessed the interview. Three

years after, the St. Fiorenzo, had the good fortune to capture

another French frigate, La Piemontaise, of 46 guns, off Ceylon.

The chase continued, with a running fight at intervals, for

three successive days, when she was at length brought to close

action ;
but Captain Hardinge (who now commanded her, and

had, on a former service, gained much distinction) was killed

at the second broadside ; and after a very bloody contest the

victory was won by his brave first Lieutenant, William Dawson.
These and several privateers were the captures made from

the French in India. The Dutch, then under their dominion,

were more unfortunate. Sir Edward, with part of his squa-

dron, destroyed their men-of-war at Batavia, and subsequently

sailed up to Griessee, on the east of Java, with the same object.

On his approach, the commodore of the Dutch ships (a

wretched American) fled from his duty, and thus deserted, the

governor gladly compounded for the safety of the town by

surrendering two line-of-battle ships and an old frigate which

lay dismantled and aground ;
and these being set on fire, Sir

Edward returned to Madras. The conquest of the Danish

settlements in the East was among the last of his successes on

that station. In February, 1809, he set sail for England,

having under charge a valuable convoy of Indiamen. Off the

Isle of France they encountered a violent hurricane, in which

four of the richest ships foundered with all on board, and the

flag-ship had well nigh suffered the same fate, had not God’s

blessing rested on the great exertions of the Admiral and his

fine crew, which carried them safe through the gale, and en-

abled them to reach England with the surviving shipsJust five

years from the date of his departure.

i
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Sir Edward had by this time attained the rank of Vice-

Admiral; and a few months afterwards he was re-called into

active service as commander- in-chief of the fleet then blockad-

ing the Scheldt, and hoisted his flag on board the Christian the

Seventh, of 80 guns. While intent on watching the movements
of the French fleet at Flushing, many anxious months passed,

without gratifying his very sanguine hopes of a battle, until

the spring, when the Admiral was appointed to the more im-
portant and interesting command of the Mediterranean fleet,

and hoisting his flag in the Caledonia of 120 guns, proceeded
to relieve Sir Chas. Cotton on that station. The various
successes achieved by the ships under his command throughout
the Mediterranean are recorded elsewhere. But the great wish
of his heart was a general action. Twice, indeed, the Caledonia,
with a part of his squadron, had a partial engagement with the
rear of the French fleet, while exercising off Toulon, which
served but to whet his appetite for a decisive battle. How
long and earnestly Sir Edward maintained the blockade of the
enemy’s superior force at that port, unconscious that their

imperious master had forbidden them to attack him—how well

he provided for the perfect equipment and supply of his own
fleet, which was necessarily employed at very distant points
throughout that extensive station, every officer employed in

his high disciplined fleet can bear ample testimony. But less

known to those under his command was the anxious and in-

cessant occupation of his mind in upholding the patriot cause on
the eastern coast of Spain, and co-operating with the British

forces employed in that quarter, while at the same time he was
engaged in measures for reviving the loyal spirit of the
southern provinces of France in favour of their rightful

sovereign, and in endeavouring to detach the Italian states

from their alliance with Napoleon. At length the progress of
events once more united the great powers of Europe, which, in

the course of the war, had successively yielded to the rule of
the usurper; and while Sir Edward was preparing for the
immediate attack of Genoa and Leghorn, he received the un-
expected intelligence that the French emperor was already a
fugitive from his capital; and shortly after that he had been
embarked as a passenger on board ODe of the Admiral’s own
frigates, on his way to Elba. Genoa meanwhile was invested
by the British forces from Sicily, under Lord William Bentinck,
supported by Sir Edward Pellew, with a considerable portion
of his line-of-battle ships; but the siege had scarcely com-
menced, when on the second day, the French commandant
proposed terms of capitulation; and a few days after, the joy-
ous tidings of the treaty of Paris restored our soldiers and
sailors to their own shores, this being the last exploit of that
eventful war.
To mark the high approval of the Admiral’s general conduct

which was entertained by his sovereign, he was soon after
raised to the peerage by the title of Baron Exmouth, of
Canonteign, with the usual pension of 2,000/. per annum.
Upon his return to England his lordship was further honoured
with the ribbon of the Bath, and a year after, he received the
Grand Cross of the same order.

On the escape of Napoleon from Elba (which all foresaw
from the moment the Allied Powers, appointed that island for
his residence), a squadron was hastily despatched to the
Mediterranean under the command of Lord Exmouth, who
proceeded thither in His Majesty’s ship Boyne, of 98 guns, and
placing himself immediately in communication with the Bour-
bon interests in the South of France, and with the Austrian
general in Italy, effectually prevented any hostile movement
of the French fleet at Toulon, and mainly contributed to the
restoration of the legitimate sovereign of Naples. The decisive
battle of Waterloo at length extinguished every hope of the
fallen Napoleon, and peace was once more restored to Europe.
Early in 1816, the British government had directed Lord Ex-
mouth to proceed to the several states of Barbary, and insist
upon the liberation of all Christian slaves who were subjects of
our allies. The negociation was managed with much address,
and when conciliation failed, he placed his ships with such
judgment, to enforce compliance, as to obtain an unreserved
engagement to comply with the terms of his proposition. This
being accomplished, the Admiral set sail for England, but had

4W

scarcely been welcomed to his own home, when tidings were
received that the Barbary powers had violated all their en-
gagements almost as soon as the British squadron had quitted
the Mediterranean; and that the whole object of his negociation
must now be carried by force of arms. For this purpose,
another expedition was equipped without delay. Lord
Exmouth hoisted his flag on board the Queen Charlotte, and
proceeded to Gibraltar, where he was joined by the Dutch
Admiral Capellen, with five frigates, and thence sailed direct
for Algiers. Negociation was now vain. The gallant admiral
anchored close to the heaviest batteries off the Mole, and was
so ably seconded by all his ships in bombarding the works,
that on a renewal of the terms, the Dey yielded all the points
he had previously resisted. Every Christian slave was
delivered up to the Admiral, together with the whole of the
plunder which had been brought in by his corsairs during the
preceding year; and the other Barbary States immediately
followed the example. This highly important service secured
to his lordship the distinguished approbation of his sovereign,
by whom he was advanced to the dignity of Viscount, on the
21st September, 1816. The several Powers whose subjects had
been thus set free by this brilliant achievement, acknowledged
the obligation by sending him their several insignia of knight-
hood; and he received the still more flattering testimonial of
the thanks of both Houses of Parliament. Even these honours
were hardly more acceptable to a heart like his, than the
spontaneous gratitude of 1200 Christians, whom he had thus
delivered from bondage.

In the year 1817, the chief command at Plymouth was con-
ferred on his lordship, for the usual period of three years

; at
the conclusion of which he finally retired from the active duties

of his profession; and, except when attending his more impor-
tant duties in the House of Lords, he passed the remainder of
his days at bis beautiful retreat at Teignmouth. There, while
enjoying repose in the bosom of his own family, he looked
back on the chequered scene of his former services, with un-
mingled gratitude for all the dangers he had escaped — all the
mercies he had experienced—and all the blessings he enjoyed.
Retired from the strife and vanity of the world, his thoughts
were raised with increasing fervour to Him who had guarded
his head in the day of battle, and had led him safely through
the hazards of the pathless sea. No longer harassed by the
cares and responsibility of public service. Religion, which he
had always held in reverence, now struck deeper root in his

heart, and nothing was more gratifying to the contemplation
of his family and his most attached friends, than the Christian
serenity which shed its best blessings on his latter days.

From the foregoing hasty and imperfect sketch of Lord
Exmouth’s active life, the principal features of his character
may be readily traced. His talents, though peculiarly de-
voted to his profession, were distinguished by quick perception
and prompt judgment, which, notwithstanding the defects of
early education, were displayed, whether in speech or writing

with a native force and eloquence highly characteristic, and
wholly exempt from all tincture of affectation. The warmth
of his heart shone forth in all his conduct; and, if sometimes
its excess affected his temper, the ebullition was soon over,

and rarely survived the occasion which produced it. It should
be remembered, that when he first entered the royal navy, a
severity of discipline, and a coarseness of language and deport-
ment prevailed amo-ig sea-officers, even of the highest rank,
which is now almost (we wish we could say altogether) ban-
ished from the profession. No commander more cordially

encouraged the growth of this better spirit among his followers

than did Lord Exmouth. His steady patronage of those who
depended solely on him for promotion, though often prejudicial

to himself, was highly creditable to his heart, if not always
rewarded with success. When such failures occurred, he would
sometimes say, ** If I desert them, nobody else will take them
up,”—and in thus yielding to a benevolent feeling, he thereby
lost much of the advantage of worldly policy, which seeks its

own interest by the dexterous distribution of preferment.
The selfish principle inherent in every human breast seems to
have been early subdued in this generous man. Few parents
are disposed to relinquish their possessions while living, but
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Lord Exmoutli, as his children successively married, gave
each so liberal a portion, that his fortune must have been
greatly reduced many years before his decease. In this gener-

ous conduct he had the example of the illustrious Newton, who,
when his friends remonstrated upon his giving away most of

his possessions, calmly replied, “ If I defer it till my death, they
will not be mine to give.

As a commander- in-chief. Lord Exmouth kept a very hos-

pitable though unostentatious table, from which a liberal por-

tion was daily set apart for the sick, whom he visited with
constant and unaffected kindness. His reception of his guests

was peculiarly frank and cordial, and while in all essentials he
did the honours of reception with the true feelings of an English
gentleman, there was a sufficient remnant of the blunt seaman
of the old school to give a characteristic naivete to his general

deportment.
The writer of this article was a near observer of Lord Ex-

mouth’s character for the space of ten years, during which he
had abundant opportuuities of marking his conduct under
every variety of circumstances and situation, and while he
gladly avails himself of this occasion to express the grateful
attachment to him which was generated by that long and in-

timate association, he can truly say that the qualities of the
Admiral’s head and heart never appeared to such advantage
as when placed under the most trying and difficult emergen-
cies. At such times his mind appeared at once to expand
in proportion to the demand upon its powers. His manly
aspect, his cool, collected manner, and encouraging expres-
sions, spread a magic effect among his officers and me^ who,
while they obeyed him with zealous promptitude, looked up
to him with unreserved confidence in his skill and intrepidity.
Twice when the Culloden (which bore his flag) was on fire,

we witnessed his remarkable self-possession. He quietly
assumed the direction, and allayed the sudden panic which
this terrible disaster too often spreads among the crew. The
same calm determination was equally conspicuous amidst
the fury of the hurricane or the thunder of the broadside.
All who have had the advantage of beholding the conduct of
our lamented chief will cordially acknowledge that, on such
occasions, Lord Exmouth had no superior.
But the consciousness of this rare constitution of mind ex-

cited no vain glory to taint the natural simplicity of his
character. As lie gradually descended into the vale of years,
Religion became the habitual guide and consolation of his
life; and as he approached his end, no man more clearly saw
the miserable error of those who, in their last hour, strive to
hush the warnings of a long-neglected conscience by what is

called “ the retrospect of a well-spent life.” More than
one conspicuous example of this fatal mistake has been held
up to the admiration of our naval officers, but none has been
more injurious to their religious principles. The hope of a
true Christian, whether in life or death, is founded not on his
own merits, but in his Redeemer’s atonement. Happily
Lord Exmouth well knew the defects of his own heart, and
rejected all self-rigliteousness; and his family and friends
have now the satisfaction of his own dying testimony, that all

his hopes were founded on a rock, “and that rock was
Christ. ’

A TRIBUTE OF AFFECTION AND RESPECT TO TIIE MEMORY OF
ADMIRAL-VISCOUNT EXMOUTH, &C.

By an Officer of high rank who served with his Lordship
at Algiers.

A mighty chief has sunk to holy rest,

A chief amongst the bravest and the best •,

Deep-rooted sorrow speaks from shore to shore,

And Britain mourns her Exmouth now no more,
If intrepidity of hand and heart
In British seaman ever formed a part,

With skill to guide, or manly soul to dare.
None, none could boast a greater, nobler share !

’Twas his the raging elements to brave,
O’er rocks stretch forth the ready hand to save,

And snatch despairing hundreds from the grave.

The bright achievements of his arduous race
Cold, lifeless marble can but faintly trace;
While modesty, humanity, and zeal,

A life devoted to his country’s weal,

Religion, charity, a fruitful mind,
At once declared him of the noblest kind.

Such was this matchless seaman’s proud career,

Showing the course for Britain’s sons to steer,

And, like that chief, a life of glory end,
The pious Christian, tender father, friend.

Throngs flocked around his unpretending bier,

While fond affection poured the honest tear.

Peace ta his manes, in their last abode,

Surrendered through his Saviour to his God

!

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL COLLINS.

This accomplished officer, who died in Portugal on the
IStli of Frebuary, 1813, at his station in Gouva, in the pro-
vince of Beira, at the early age of 38, was lieutenant-colonel
of the 83rd regiment, colonel in the Portuguese service, and
commanded a brigade in the 7th division of Lord Welling-
ton’s army. In subjoining a few observations on the death
of this most accomplished officer, the writer who lived in his

friendship and intimacy for many years, appeals to the whole
British army for the ratification of his opinion

; that perhaps
the military archives do not record the name of a man who
united so many rare qualities, or in whom was found com-
bined such a variety of endowments

;
a lofty courage, a for-

titude almost invincible, a mildness of temper, and modesty
of demeanour that conciliaied all, but a firmness and perse-
verance that nothing could shake. His attainments were
various : he spoke the German, French, Spanish, and Por-
tuguese languages, not only fluently but eloquently

;
he was

a good draftsman, and well read in the military history of all

the great generals who flourished in the last century. He
began his military career in the West Indies, in the year
1795-6, under the command of Sir Ralph Abercrombie ;

he
concluded a seven years’ service in that country under the

late Sir Thomas Picton, K.B. In such a man as Colonel
Collins is above described, so gifted by nature, so enriched
by culture, with two such personages as his models, it is not
difficult to account for the noble and elevated views which
were ever present to his mind, and formed the basis of his

conduct. At the storming of Morne Fortunee, in St. Lucia,
under the command of the former, he was struck by a mus-
ket-ball in the breast, and was after lying for some hours on
the spot, taken up as dead; he was, however, present at the

capture of Trinidad, soon afterwards : he remained in the

family and enjoyed the confidence of Sir Thomas Picton
during the whole of his government there.

He commanded his regiment at the capture of the Cape of

Good Hope ; and, during a five years’ residence there, no
man ever enjoyed a larger share of general esteem and admi-
ration. At the memorable and sanguinary battle of Albuera,
his leg was taken off by a cannon-ball, and in consequence of

a succeeding mortification, his thigh was obliged to he am-
putated very high up

;
he languished for some time, but the

resources of a mind never to be subdued turned the balance

;

his stump healed, and here he gave an instance of heroism
never paralleled, perhaps, in military annals : he returned to

this country in the month of July, 1812, in this mutilated

state, and was found again at the head of his brigade, as

active as any man in the Peninsula, with a cork leg and thigh,

in the beginning of the month of October following. If ne

offered no other example of professional devotion, and of

those two pre-eminent qualities, fortitude and perseverance,

but the extraordinary instance thus recorded, it is one which,

whilst the desire of imitation glows in the bosom of a British

soldier, must render an army so composed invincible either

by skill or by numbers. The brigade which he had the

honour to command, as a mark of their opinion of his talents

and worth, agreed to erect a monument to his memory.
rrr
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the BATTLE OF AG1NCOURT.
intercept his retreat. After advancing some time, Henry from
a height discovered the whole French troops drawn up on the

The successes which the English have in different ages Agincourt, and so posted that it was impossible for
obtained over the French, have been much owing to the him to proceed without coming to an engagement,
situation of England. From its insular position, the former; bottling in appearance could be more unequal than the battle
nation could take advantage of every misfortune which at- which his safety and his fortunes depended. His army was
tended the latter, and was little exposed to the danger of reduced to nearly half the number which had disembarked at
reprisals. The English never left their country but when Harlleur; and even these laboured under every discouragement
they were conducted by a king of extraordinary genius, or and want. The enemy were four times more numerous, plen-
when they found their neighbours divided by intestine fac- tifully supplied with provisions of every kind, and commanded
tions, or when supported by a powerful alliance on tlie by the dauphin and the other princes of the blood royal of
continent : and, as all these circumstances concurred in the France. The situation of Henry being exactly similar to that
time of the renowned Henry V., he resolved to take advantage
of them.

of Edward at Cressy, and to that of the Black Prince at Poic-
tiers, the memory of those great battles inspired the English
with courage, and made them hope for a like deliverance from
their difficulties. The king likewise observed the same prudent
conduct which had been adopted by those great commanders.
He drew up his army on a narrow space of ground, having

and in that

In the summer of 1415 Henry, imitating the conduct of
Edward III., carried over to Normandy an army of six thou-
sand men-at-arms, and twenty-four thousand foot, mostly
archers. His first enterprise was the siege of Harfleur, at _ u
the mouth of the Seine

; which town, after a gallant defence, woods on each hand, which defended his flanks
at last fell iuto his hands. His army, however, had suffered position waited for the attack of the French,
so much from the fatigues of the siege, and the unusual heat Had the French commanders been able either to reason justly

on the present cir-

cumstances of both
armies, or to profit

by experience,they
would have de-

clined an engage-
ment; and waited
till necessity, oblig-

ing the English
to advance, had
made them relin-

quish the advan-
tages of their si-

of the weather,
that Henry could
enter on no other
underatking

;
and

was obliged, after
all his mighty
preparations, to

think of return-
ing to England.
He had dismis-

sed his ships from
Harfleur ; so that*

he was under a
necessityofmarch-
ing by land to

Calais, before he
could reach a place
of safety. A nu-
merous French
army, of fourteen
thousand men-at-
arms and forty

thousand foot, was
already assembled
in Normandy, to

oppose his retreat.

Henry, therefore,
offered to restore
Harfleur to the
French, if they
would grant him a
safe passage to

Calais
;

but the proposal being rejected, he resolved to

make his way, by valour and conduct through all opposition.

That he might not discourage his small army by the
appearance of a flight, nor expose them to the hazards
attending precipitate marches, he made slow and deliberate
journeys, till he reached the river Somme

; which he prepared
to pass at the place where Edward had, in a like situation,

escaped from Philip de Valois. But he found the ford ren-
dered impassable by the precautions of the French general,

KEFUESE OF THE FRENCH.

tuation. But the

impetuous valour
of the French no-
bility, and their

vain confidence in
superior numbers,
brought on an
action, which
proved the source

of infinite calamity
to their country.

The French ar-

cherson horseback,
and their men-at-
arms, advanced
upon the English

archers, who had
fixed palisades be-

fore their front to break the enemy’s attack ;
and who

safely, from behind that defence, assailed them with such

showers of arrows as nothing could resist. The clay soil,

moistened by rain, proved another obstacle to the assaults of

the French cavalry : the wounded men and horses deranged

their ranks
;
the narrow ground on which they acted prevented

them from recovering their proper order, and their whole army

soon became a scene of confusion and terror. Henry, then

perceiving his advantage, ordered his archers, who were light

and guarded by a strong body on the opposite bank ; so that and unencumbered, to advance upon the enemy, and secure the

he was obliged to march higher up the river, in search of a victory. They fell with their battle-axes upon the French, who
passage. Henry was continually harassed on his march by

j
in their present posture could neither defend themselves nor

flying parties of French
;
he saw bodies on the other side

of the river, ready to oppose his crossing : his provisions were
cut off

;
his troops were worn out with fatigue and sickness ;

and his affairs seemed now in a desperate situation. He,
however, at last met with a passage over the river, near the
town of St. Quintin, which, not been sufficiently guarded lie

Surprised, and carried over his army in safety.

lie then bent his course towards Calais ; hut was constantly
exposed to danger from the French army, which had also

quit the field; so that multitudes were cut to pieces without

resistance. The English archers were supported by the men at-

arms,who pushed onand made drcadtul havoc amoDg theenemy.

When all opposition seemed to be at an end, the English

began to make prisoners; and having advanced across the field

of action, in the open plain, they discovered the rear of the

French army still formed in order of battle. At the same

time they were alarmed by a noise and alarm from behind,

proceeding from a body of peasants who, headed by some offi-

passed the Somme, and, getting before him, endeavoured to Cers of Picardy, had attacked their baggage, and were doing
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execution on the unarmed followers of their camp. Henry
seeing the enemy on all sides of him, began to entertain appre-
hensions from his prisoners, and therefore thought it necessary
to issue orders for putting them to death; but when he dis-

covered the true cause of the alarm, he stopped the slaughter
in time to save a great number of lives.

No battle was ever more fatal to France, by the number of

princes and nobles slain or taken prisoners. The killed were
computed, on the whole, to have amounted to ten thousand
men and, as the slaughter fell chiefly on the cavalry, it is said

that of these eight thousand were gentlemen. The'prisoners in

Henry’s hands were fourteen thousand. All the English that

were slain, it is said did not exceed forty; though some
writers, with much greater probability, make the number
more considerable.

A LEGEND OF NORWAY.
Long ages ago, when the whole of northern Europe was

sunk in barbarism and dark idolatry, a young and beautiful

maiden was found at sunrise upon the rugged coast ol

Norway. There she stood,—and looked wistfully over the re-

tiring waves —which had left their fringes of silvery surf at

he r small nahed feet.

The night had been stormy, and a vessel lay wrecked
among the rocks. All the crew had perished hut that gentle
lady. The savage people gathered about her. wondering
much at the rare fashion and the richness of her flowing gar-

ments and at her fresh and delicate beauty; but most of all

at the sweetness and dignity of her demeanour.
It was this maiden who became the wife of Regnar, the

young Prince of Norway
;
she was of equal birth with him

being a king’s daughter, but obliged to flte from the usurper
of her father’s throne. The Princess Guritb (for so she was
called,) was not an idolater, yet for nearly a year after her
marriage, few persons but her husband knew the name of

her religion. They soon learned, however, that in her it was
pure and peaceable, gentle and easy to be entreated, full of
mercy and good fruits, without partiality and without hy-
pocrisy

;
and so she was loved by all, and might have

been happy, had not Queen Tent) ora, the widow of the
king’s eldest son, visited the court of Norway. Now, this

Temora was very beautiful, but proud and revengeful, and so
skilled in magic, that by many she was named the sorceress.
Temora was queen, in her own right, of the far Orkney isles :

and, notwithstanding her husband’s sudden death, she had
cherished the hope to reign in Norway also

;
for Regnar, then

the younger brother, though now the heir, had wooed her,
when, from ambition, she preferred the elder prince.
When Temora came to court, hiding her fiery passions with

a smiling face, and saw the beauty of the innocent Guritb, and
the influence she had won in the hearts of those around her,
she devoted her to ruin. It is said that she went at midnight,
far up among the hills, into the depths of a black pine forest,
where stood a rude but famous temple of the idol Woden, (the
ruins are now scattered about the place,) and there sprinkling
her own blood upon the altar, vowed to accomplish a deep and
horrible revenge. From that hour she left no way untried to
reach her ends. At first, she sought, under the mask of friend-
ship, to introduce into the heart of Gurith some dark suspicion
of her husband’s faith, and so, at length, to break that gentle
heart; but the young princess was above suspicion; love, and
her perfect confidence in him she loved, was as a breast-plate
of adamant to her, from which every weapon that was aimed
against it fell off, not only blunted, but leaving no trace to show
where it had struck. Thus Temora was confounded and per-
plexed, for she had judged the princess by her own principles
and feelings.

Still, notwithstanding all these deep devices, the guileless
Lady Gurith grew in favour and tender love with all who knew
her

,
and the sorceress inwardly cursed herself, when she beheld

the effect of Gurith’s presence upon the barbarous Norwegians;
an effect far more grateful to her woman’s heart than the most
awful influence of her own magic spells. When Gurith came
forth into the banquet-hall, they met her with a reverence only

next to adoration. Their brutal manner caught for the time
somewhat of her gentleness; their fierce disputings stopped;

their coarse jests and roars of laughter sounded more faintly;

the very minstrels touched their harps more lightly, and turned
their war-songs to some plaintive lay, such as a gentle woman
loves to hear. But the secret of this influence was a mystery
to the consummate artfulness of Queen Temora; she could not
comprehend that simple humility and unaffected kindness can
win their way to the most savage bosom.
For instance, after a battle, when the wounded were brought

home, a band of warriors came forward to the terrace, on
which Gurith and Queen Temora sat, surrounded by their

ladies. They had brought the richest spoil, and laid it at the
feet of the two princesses. Temora snatched at once a coronet
of gems, and placed it with a haughty smile upon her head.
They that stood by shuddered as they saw her bright eyes
flashing, and the rich blush of pleasure on her cheek— for a few
dark drops clung in the threads of yellow hair upon her brow,
and then trickled down her face. There was human blood
upon that coronet. Gurith had scarcely looked upon the glit-

tering baubles set before her
;
she had seen a wounded soldier

fall exhausted at the gate, and she flew to raise him. They
that stood by smiled with tender and admiring love, as they
beheld her hands and garments stained with blood, for she had
torn her long white veil to staunch the blood, dressing the

wounds of the dying man with her own soft hands; and then,

as other wounded soldiers were brought from the field, she had
forgot her rank, and the feebleness of her sex, to administer

also to their relief. It was in such instances as these that the

character of Gurith was discovered; was it strange that she

should seem almost a being of a higher order to the untutored
savages? But soon Temora began to fear that Gurith was
herself an enchantress, for every withering spell of witchcraft

had been tried in vain against her. She had met at midnight
with the weird women in their murky caverns; there they

sung their charmed rhymes together, and held theii horrid in-

cantations; Gurith was still unharmed, still lovely, still happy
in the love of her husband, and of all the people.

By a mere chance, the sorceress at length discovered what
she felt convinced to be the secret of Gurith’s hidden strength.

There was a chamber, in a small lonely tower that joined the

palace, to which the young princess retired, not only at stated

periods every day, but often, very often, at other times. There
she would sometimes remain shut up for hours, and no one

dared to break upon her privacy
;
even her husband humoured

her wishes, and had never, since his marriage, visited that

chamber. If sometimes she entered it mournful, dispirited,

and with downcast looks, she never failed to come forth from
her retirement with a new spirit, calm and smiling, and all the

fair beauty of her face restored. This, then, was the chamber
where those spells were woven which had baffled all the skill

of the sorceress.

Not long after the queen had made the discovery of the
chamber, the aged king, her father-in-law, while visiting the

Princess Gurith, was struck with blindness. Temora began to

rejoice, for an opportunity, well suited to her own dark pur-

poses, had at last occurred.

There was a solemn festival hell in honour of the goddess

Freya. In the midst of the rejoicing, the sorceress (her yellow

hair streaming upon her shoulders, and her rich robes all rent,)

rushed into the hall. With frantic cries she bade the feasting

cease, and, seizing from an aged Scald the harp that he was
striking, she tore away the strings, and then, in sullen silence,

she sat her down before the idol’s image. Again she rose, and
with a dagger’s point scratched a few rough characters upon
the altar. The priests had gathered round her, and when they

saw those letters, they also shrieked aloud with horror; they

fell before the idol, and bowed their faces to the ground,

howling, and heaping dust upon their heads. Upon this, with

a fixed and dreamy stare, Temora arose, and, heating upon a

sort of shapeless drum, commenced a low and melancholy
chaunt.

She told them that the nation had cause to mourn, that heavy
calamities had fallen upon them, that the gods had sent a curse

among them, A momter had been cast up by the treacherous
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waves, and none had known their danger. Their king, their

prince—nay, she herself, had been deceived; for that fearful

monster had come among them in a human form, even as a

beautiful maiden. They had cherished her, and now the judg-

ment had fallen upon them: it had begun with the king—he

was struck with blindness—where would it fall next? with

prophetic glance she could foresee. But here the drum dropt

from her hands; at once her frantic violence was stilled: she

sunk upon the ground, and her long hair fell like a veil over

her stern features. She had said enough. As she began, a

smothered sound of cursing arose on all sides; now the' whirl-

wind of furious passion burst forth, and knew no bounds. The
tumult spread far and wide among the people. Led by the

wizard priests, they rushed to the palace, and demanded that

their king should come forth to them. Now the poor old king,

being in his dotage, and almost governed by the priests, had
been persuaded and tutored to think and to answer just as they
suggested. Led by the sorceress, he came forth, sightless and
trembling, and his few faltering words confirmed all that the

artful Temora had declared.

All this time, Prince Regnar had been absent. He came in

from hunting just when Temora had brought his father forth.

Horror-struck, he soon perceived the purpose of the fiend-like

woman, but in vain he sought to quell the furious tumult; his

father was totally under the dominion of the priests; and when
a cry was raised, demanding, as their victim, the young and
innocent Gurith, the king’s assent was given. As for the prin-

cess, she was not to be found. Two persons, however, who at

once had guessed the place of her retreat, met at the door of

her mysterious chamber. For once, that door was scarcely

closed. It opened at the gentle touch of Regnar, but there was
something arrested him. “ Stop, stop,” he whispered, lidding
the door firmly with one hand, whilst he thrust forth the other
to prevent Temora from advancing: “stop but a little while.

Let us not disturb her yet.” Temora obeyed. Curiosity for

a time mastered her vengeance. She wished to hear distinctly

the words which were pronounced in that chamber; but what
were the words that fell upon her ear? The low, sweet voice

of Gurith, breathing forth prayers to the God she worshipped;
pleading for her worst enemy, praying that He, whose favour
is life, would give a new spirit, and sweet peace of mind, and
every blessing to her sister Temora! The voice of Gurith
ceased, and Regnar entered softly. Temora had sunk upon
the step where she had stood; she did not enter, though at

last that chamber stood open before her; but with still greater

astonishment ttian that with which she had listened, she gazed
upon its inmate. Gurith had not heard the light step of her
husband, bhe was kneeling, with both her hands covering her
face. The tears that trickled through her fingers too well be-

trayed the anguish that had stopped her voice in prayer. And
this, then, was the secret of the mysterious chamber? Gurith
had trusted to no spell but that of innocence; her strength had
been in the confession of her utter weakness to Him witfi whom
she held her high and spiritual communion—to Him whose
strength is made perfect in the weakness of his children. To
Him who hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows—whose
gracious invitation is to the weary and heavy laden—she had
gone in every time of trial; and from the foot of his cross,

where she ever laid the burden of her griefs, she had brought
forth into the world that sweet and holy cheerfulness which
passed even the understanding of the wretched Temora. Struck
to the heart, the sorceress slunk silently away. Some feelings

of remorse had seized upon her, and now she would have gladly

stopped the tumult. Alas! she had no power to calm the
storm which she had raised. The frantic multitude had burst
the palace gates. Regnar was overpowered, and they were
dragging their meek and innocent victim to the altar of the
horrid idol, when suddenly, and it seemed miraculously, a
higher power interposed and stopped their blind fury. The
aged monarch fell dead into the arms of his attendants; the
excitement of the last few hours had proved too much for his
feeble frame. Instantly, and almost at a venture, a single voice
cried out, “ Long live King Regnar!” There was a breathless
pause—and then the cry was echoed by the shouts of all the
people. Gurith, the Christian Gurith, was saved.

A LEGEND OF 1745.

( Concluded.)

It, however the secret announcement were disaster, she
might burn the documents, one by one, at the candle in her
lantern. “Mark,” he said, in conclusion, “ mark, I pray you,
all the peculiarities of the places you will have to pass through,
so that nothing may embarrass you, should accident extinguish

your light. Above all things, remember to leave the trap-door

well settled on its supports, as it opens only from the outside.

For Heaven’s sake, be careful to observe this
!”

After some further discourse, as to what would be best to do
for his sister in case of his death, they found it time to return.

Miss Mackay most carefully noted all his movements; learnt

the secret of the spring which opened the trap-door, and passing

with her guide through the solitary chambers, found herself

again in the court of the quadrangle. Here she received from

him the key of the tower- door, and the more important one

belonging to the chest; and they then took a solemn farewell of

each other, as he was to leave early next day.

More than a fortnight passed bemre Miss Mackay was called

upon to execute any part of her commission. At length, one

morning, on going to her window, which she now always did on

first rising, she observed a cross marked on the ash tree, and

two smaller ones cut below it. She could not help feeling some
apprehension, as she thought of the task that lay before her.

The remembrance of the large deserted chambers of the gloomy
vault, to be descended at midnight, now and then appalled her;

but she concealed all appearance ot anxiety, and passed the

day as cheerfully as usual.

Half an hour before midnight, when every one was asleep,

she lighted her lantern, and wrapping herself from head to

foot in her plaid, issued from the dwelling house into the first

court. The moon shone brightly, and everything was so calm,

that her confidence returned. Encouraging herself by thoughts

of prayer, she reached the door of the tower, and there a faint

sound made her turn towards the place whence it proceeded.

A gentleman in a highland dress, instantly stepped forward

into the moonlight, from the archway where he had been

standing, and with an inclination of respect, whispered the

word “Bruce.” In the same tone, she answered, “Charles

Edward,” and then hurrying into the tower, locked herself

within it.

She had remembered every direction, so that she found no

difficulty in reaching the vault. The bags were so heavy, that

she found it necessary to carry each separately to the foot of

the tower stairs. She then opened the door, and, without

either uttering a word, the bags of gold were exchanged for the

receipt; and, once again locking herself in, she returned to the

vault, and from thence, when her task was done, returned to

tier own room. The whole had been accomplished so easily,

that, after this, she felt no alarm or anxiety on her own-account

for any future errand of the same kind, with which she might

be entrusted.

The laird’s absence meanwhile, crept on from week to week;

neither bv public report nor private information, did any news

of Charles Edward’s landing reach her; and her zeal for his

cause kept her in constant nervous watchfulness. Winter was

now far advanced: her young friend, anxious about her brother,

whose absence was unaccountable to her, and alarmed, too, at

living without his protection in that lonely place, at such a

season, claimed more and more of her care. Some kind friends

from a distance would, every now and then, leave their homes,

and spend a day or two with their timid young friend; but

these meetings often more than failed in their object, from the

ill-chosen nature of their topics for conversation. With long

fireside evenings, came stories of murder and witchcraft, of

ghosts and apparitions, all of which had a peculiar fascination

for the poor young lady at the time, though they left her less fit

than ever to sustain cheerfulness under adverse circumstances.

Even Miss Mackay’s stronger mind was not proof against the

effect of these gloomy histories; and, after an evening thus

spent, she did not feel her nerves in the fittest state for exe-

cuting the commission she had received that morning, by the
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given sign on the ash tree. She remembered, too, that the

deserted chambers she had to pass through were reported to

be haunted. She would not, however, suffer such imaginations

to hinder her in the performance of her duty: and, at the ap-

pointed hour, she set out on her errand.

Instead of the friendly moonlight which had cheered her

before, a fearful tempest now raged without. The roar of the

distant sea was heard in ihe intervals of the still louder wind,

which pealed like thunder through the mountain chasms.
The crash of trees, and the fall of fragments from the

ruined walls of the castle, added to the noise and danger.

Not a star was visible; everything was wrapped in thick

darkness. Some fear she could not but feel, as she hurried

through the tottering trees and groaning ruins; and, added to

this, she fancied she heard footsteps behind her, as it were
pursuing her.

It was a relief when she reached the tower-door, and could
lock herself within. Lighted by the dim flame of her lantern,

she passed along the suite of rooms, the wind howling through
them, and rattling against the loose and broken casements.
Her band shook a little, as she settled the rests of the trap-

door; but by degrees she regained her composure, and count-
ing out the bags of gold which had been sent for, she carried

them up, one by one. as before; delivered them with the given
signal to the messenger without; locked the door again, and
returned once more to the vault with the voucher, in order to

deposit it in the iron chest. Just as she was replacing it there,

she was startled by a loud crash, followed by a thundering
clap. After a moment’s pause she flew up the steps, to see

what was the cause. She had not yet realised her misfortune:
it was the trap -door which had fallen,—blown down by a
sudden gust of wind, which had forced in the window just
above it.

In a moment she understood the full misery of her situation.

Her first effort was to push against the door, hoping it was
not firmly fixed in its place; but it resisted her wildest efforts

of strength, and she remembered that the laird had said it could
only be opened from without. Again and again she repeated
her ineffectual efforts, and in despair called aloud for help.

The wind alone answered her cry, pealing in the distance above
her.

There was but one person who could help her—the owner of
the castle, who was far away : and, as she paused from the wild
energy of her first despair, she began to doubt how far it would
be right, even if it were possible, to call for other aid, if she
could only procure it by revealing a secret in which the lives

and fortunes of so many were involved. She sunk upon the
steps in a confusion of dreadful feelings; the dews of death
seemed to spread over her as she faced the full horrors of her
situation. She saw she must either risk the discovery of this

awful secret, or be content to remain where she was, and pe-
rish by slow degrees. How light and easy would death on the
scaffold have appeared to her, contrasted with this solitary
lingering fate of horror!

Thoughts like these for a time rendered her passive; then
she would revive her hopeless exertions for releasing herself,

till, exhausted by fatigue, she could do no more. At length,
wearied and hopeless, she left the steps, and returned into the
vault, and throwing herself on the damp floor, from which her
plaid was her only protection, she tried to compose herself, and
seek for patience and submission in prayer. She lay listening
to the dreary sounds which reached her from without, to the
progress of the storm, and to the heavy rain which succeeded
it, and which she could hear pour down through the rafts, in the
roof upon the trap- door, of her dungeon. From this sound,
dreary as it was, she gathered that there was some chance of
her cries being heard, should she determine on its being right
to use such efforts for her release.

The storm had subsided, so that she could hear the clock
strike five: her lantern had long burnt out, and she remained
in total darkness, as hour by hour passed by: at length noon
struck, though no ray of light reached her to tell her of the
cheerful day. Sounds of life from a distance came upon her ear,
only making her own state more terrible; she became bewil-
dered by wild thronging thoughts, and almost unconscious;

for a few moments she called piercingly for help. She thought

how heavily her death would weigh on his mind who had
unwittingly led her into such a grave. In alternations of dis-

traction, and resignation the day wore away. She grew weak
from want of food, and a sickening feeling of exhaustion came
upon her, which she knew to he the precursor of sharper and
fiercer pangs of hunger. Her head became giddy, and she

feared her senses were leaving her; but, with a strong effort of

will, she overcame the temptation to wander, and fixing her

mind on the thoughts best suited for such an hour, gave herself

up to the will of her Heavenly Father, and resigned herself

wholly into His hands. Every moment she felt herself grow
weaker. Her tongue cleaved to the roof of her mouth

;
she

could utter no audible sound; her head grew more dizzy; her

limbs were benumbed; by degrees sense and recollection failed

her, and she sank lifeless on the steps of the vault. It seemed
as if death had come to her relief. But there was help athand
for her. By a wonderful chance, as it would be called, but
more justly by a merciful Providence, it so fell, that twenty-
four hours after the laird had despatched his friend to the

castle for the gold they were in need of, hefound he had imme-
diate occasion for one of the papers in the iron chest; and, as

the best and shortest means of obtaining it, he set out him-
self. Having the master-key of all the doors, he had no occasion

to go into the house, but proceeded at once, it being nightfall,

to the tower-door. It was his intention to leave a line on the

chest, informing Miss Mackay of what he had done, for he did

not deem it prudent to venture into the house, or see his sister.

He walked calmly through the desolate apartments, observed the

damage done by the wind, and at length he lifted the trap- door,

and was descending, when his light fell upon the bright colours

of Miss Mackay’s plaid. In alarm and astonishment, he gazed

on the motionless form, pale as death, that lay extended before

him, and at once comprehending what had happened, sprang

down the remaining steps, and flew to her assistance, if indeed

help did not come too late. Happily he carried a flask of

spirits with him, and succeeded in pouring some drops into her

lips. By slow degrees she revived, and within an hour after

sinking into unconsciousness, she opened her eyes on him who
had been sent to her rescue.

Before asking her any questions, he made her swallow a few
morsels of the oaten cake he happened to have with him.

Under this refreshment she soon revived; and her deliverer

could now give utterance to his thankfulness at having thus

come in time for her relief, pledging himself never more to

require of her a similar effort of friendship and loyalty. She
was too lost in thoughts of gratitude to Heaven for her wonder-
ful deliverance, to hear what he said, or listen to the

plans he was forming to entrust his friend the messenger hence-

forward with the entire accomplishment of his hazardous

errand. At length she roused herself to arrange with him
the best mode of accounting for her absence without exciting

dangerous suspicions; then, refreshing herself with another

small portion of his travelling fare, she left her prison, and,

supported by his arm, reached the last court before the house,

where she took leave of her conductor, who, much as he longed

to see his poor sister, dared not venture to show himself.

Her absence could only have been observed, since breakfast

time; and, as she was in the habit of taking early morning
walks, it might well be supposed that, tempted by a gleam of

fine weather after the night’s storm, she had ventured out, and

that the subsequent heavy rain had detained her in the shelter

of some distant cavern or sheiling till its violence had abated.

Weak and exhausted, she entered the house, and was received

with the utmost delight by her friend, who had been in the

greatest alarm on her account. Miss Mackay, who was evi-

dently too weak for much conversation, spoke of having been

seized with a fainting fit, of her inability to send word where she

was to the castle; and her friend, occupied in attending upon her

obvious wants, readily credited the few words which implied

rather than told what it was desirable she should belive, and in

anxiety for her health and comfort, all farther questions were

forgotten.

Here Miss Mackay’s share in the perils of the rebellion

ended The laird soon after fell, according to what had seemed
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liis presentiment, at the battle of Culloden. Subsequently
Miss Mackay became the wife of the Highland gentleman, who,
as messenger to the castle, had shared with her the secret of

the tower. He had been struck by her courage in undertaking
so arduous a commission; her manner and appearance, during
the very few opportunities he had of seeing her, in their myste-
rious communications, had strengthened this first impression;
and Ms had been the footsteps which she had heard in the
fearful night of the storm, as he followed her in the hope of
protecting her from the dangers of her road. They were mar-
ried abroad, where their poor young friend remained with them,
till Scotland was quiet enough to admit of her returning thither,

and taking up her abode once more in her brother’s castle,

among her own people. There she was often visited by her
faithful friends and their children; and there the heroine of
this history herself repeated the singular adventure that had
happened to her within its walls.

L I 0 T A:
A TALE FROM THE SAXON.

( Continued.)

About a league from Brunsberg lay the sacred grove of

Hertha. In the midst of this wool, which had never been pro-

faned by the axe, arose the temple of the goddess—a pile of

irregular architecture, adorned with monstrous forms and
grotesque shapes of both men and animals. In the interior of

the edifice, which was lighted with torches, the priests, clad in

white linen robes, with a circlet of iron around their brows,

and their limbs streaked with red colour, were pacing up and
down, as if meditating deeply on awful mysteries; while the

bards and under ministers of the temple were removing the

remains of a sacrificial banquet, and cleansing the altars and
sacred hearth, on which the blackened bones of the victims

were still smoking. Apart from the rest, in the vestibule of

the temple, sat the hoary chief-priest of the fane, and beside

him stood an aged warrior, whose mien and attire bespoke his

dignity. His tall, commanding figure was clad in costly ar-

mour, which was partly concealed by the purple mantle that

hung from his shoulders. He leaned upon a massive battle-

axe, which he held in his left hand: his grisly hair was covered
with a silver helmet, gleaming like a meteor through the shade
that enveloped him, and attached to this was a long horse-tail.

A shield of unusual circumference, in the centre of which was
painted a black war-horse, hung on his shoulder, and announced
to every beholder the mighty leader of the Angarii, the great

Wittekind. Clasping each other’s hands, the seer and the

warrior seemed engaged in anxious consultation. “ I commit
myself to the dictates of your sage counsels, Olaus,” said the

chief; “whatever be the responses of your oracle, they shall

be obeyed. Remember only that it is unity that render the
arms of the Franks victorious: let but the German tribes be

joined under one leader, and our plains will shortly be strewed
with the skulls of our enemies. It is supposed, both by the
foe and my own followers, that I have fallen in the battle; that
my bones have already been preyed on by ravens, since my
retreat was so managed that no tidings of me have yet reached
them, for not one of the Franks who pursued me returned to

be the messenger of the slaughter of his comrades. The blood
of four princes and of twenty chieftains encrimsoned the turf.

I now return to my people as one released from the mansions
of death. Your priests salute me as the sovereign of all

Saxony, and both heaven and earth conspire to second my
lofty projects.”

“ Think not,” replied the seer, “ that priestly craft and favour
alone aid thee. ’Tis the voice of deities that speak to Saxony,
when thy name shall be uttered from the shrine and sacred
wood of Hertha, as that of Saxony’s monarch, Where can all

Teutonia show a warrior that rivals thee? I swear by this

hol}r stone on which 1 sit, by this stone called the black Raven,
and which Woden himself hurled to the earth in a fiery tem-
pest—that thou shalt receive from these ve ry hands the golden
circlet that shall bind thy royal brow. The costly gifts with
which thou hast just enriched this sacred roof, demand no
less: they are the spoils of those foes whom our gods detest.

In the meanwhile depart hence, to avenge the honour of thy
race on the insolent oppressor of thy family, who little deems
that thou still livest.”

“My battle-axe is already raised: woe to the guilty wretch
on whom it falls! Shortly shall the blood of the murderer dye
its edge. My club shall crush the fratricide whose impious
hand has stained our hearths.”

“ The felon chief,” returned the priest, “ has already sent to
propitiate our favour; but Hertha rejects his impious gifts
with scorn. Yet, stay; let not the wretch perish by a war-
rior’s hand; rather let him be sacrificed as a victim on our
altars.”

“Be it so, then; but I now depart to rejoin my soldiers:
daybreak must behold me master of Brunsberg.”

“ Allfadur direct thy steps, and guide thy arm!”

While Wittekind was preparing to quit the sacred grove,
other visiters were approaching towards it. These were Catt-
wald and Liota, whom the ravisher had borne away on his

powerful steed. Disguised as Schwerting. he had gained access
to the tent where the maiden sat indulging in a reverie, wherein
the rainbow tints of love and hope illumined the obscure future.
Her beauteous form was now divested of the coarse weeds that
so ill-befitted it; and her fair bosom was no longer confined by
the rough leathern coat, but played freely beneath a light em-
broidered vest, while her long tresses fell luxuriantly over her
neck and shoulders, released from the silver fillet that had
bound them. In this guise did Liota intend to join her beloved,
when the war-horn should summon to the fight. With the
pride of conscious beauty, she anticipated the youth’s rapturous
astonishment, when she heard the steps of one approaching.
Looking forth, she discerned through the gloom the form of a
warrior. Resentment flushed her cheek at this intrusion:
“and dares he to come then thus by night, as if to visit a
paramour!” But her rising indignation fled when in the next
instant she heard a voice exclaim, in an anxious tone, “Elgin,
dost thou wake? There is treachery in the camp; your
father’s life is in danger; hasten with me to assist him. But,
hush! not a sound,—or we are both lost and he likewise.”

The maiden,however, had by this time recognised the gigantic
form of Cattwald, and suspecting some fraud, awoke by her
cries the soldiers that were sleeping beside the tent. Yet
Cattwald was not to be diverted from his purpose, but snatch-
ing up his fair prize in his left arm, well able to bear the burden
without effort,with the other he hurried his passage through those
who attempted to oppose him, and at length safely reached the
spot where an attendant was waiting with his steed. A single

leap seated himself and the half-fainting, unresisting maiden
on the animal, whose rapid flight bore them in a few moments
from all fear or hope of successful pursuit.

Liota felt that she was lost, for too well had she learned of
the ungovernable passions, and pitiless, reckless temper of her
ravisher. There was but one hope left—to employ that weapon
with which nature has furnished the weaker against the stronger

sex, and by means of which woman has so often defeated gigan-

tic man—female artifice.

As soon as he judged himself to be at a sufficient distance,

Cattwald checked the speed of his horse, and began to address

himself to his victim. “ Maiden, dost thou still reject iny prof-

fered love? Wherefore these tears—this distress? They arc

unavailing; for know that neither gods nor men can divert

Cattwald from his purpose.”
“Mock not the gods, guilty man,” replied Liota; “they

abhor, and will avenge the foul deed by which thou disgracest

the honour of thy race.”

“Rail as thou wilt, fair rebuker, but think not that the gods
look with abhorrence on the deed. Did not Hermann bear off'

his Thusnelda from her father’s hearth? Or do the bards,

therefore, less extol him as a pattern of German valour?”
“ But Thusnelda loved him,” replied the maid, “ and I—

I

detest thee, and am, besides, the betrothed of thy brother.”
“ Then the betrothing has been quickly accomplished,” re-

turned Cattwald in a tone of mockery. “ But it needed not,

perlmps, that he should consult his elder brother. ’Twas
rashly advised of thee, maiden; he is not worthy to become the
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possessor of such charms: let them be the meed of the brave.

The boy Dagur would hardly venture to win them as I have
done. Let Liota then rejoice in her destiny.”

“ Rather would she rejoice in her death.”

“Nay; struggle not. Thou art my espoused ere the morn-
ing’s sun shall gild these trees: and that thou will be faithful

to my bed I dare well believe, since thou knowest the punish-

ment that awaits the adultress.”

“But how mean you to accomplish this threat?”
“ In this respect I will gratify your curiosity. Know, then,

that we are enclosed by the sacred grove of Hertha, the boun-

dary of our’s and thy father’s territory. Olaus, the high priest

of the goddess, is my maternal uncle, and his ambition will not

suffer him to oppose a union that will contribute to the honour
and power of our race. His voice shall proclaim the future

mother of my sons.”

“Never!” shrieked out Liota. Never will he lend himself

to so impious and dark a deed. The rite would be a mockery;
his blessings, curses on thy head. Forgettest thou how I

am bound to thy brother—the sacred cup we have drank
together?”

“ Teutonia acknowledges no such compact, save ’twixt war-
rior and warrior. And know, too, that I have drank the cup
of blood with Rolf, the foe of thy race. Rolfs life is my life;

never could thy father have worse directed his steps than when
he sought an ally against him in the son of Siwar. Wittekind
has fallen by thb hands of the Franks: none therefore remain
to dispute with Rolf the sceptre of the Angarii. Besides to

strengthen ourselves against any attacks of the German na-
tions, we shall form an alliance with the Franks, whose friend-

ship we shall secure by adopting their faith.”

“Execrable, impious wretch!” cried the maiden, in a voice

of horror, “ an apostate to thy country and thy gods!—Allfadur
wherefore do not thy lightnings destroy the blasphemer?”

Exhausted, she now nearly fell from the horse: Cattwald
was obliged to stop the animal, in order to ascertain whether
she had fainted. At this moment the moon beamed from be-

hind a cloud, and discovered, at the entrance of the grove, a slope

toat conducted down to the banks of the Weser, and which had
been formed for the purpose of affording a road for the sacred
car of the goddess, where her milk-white horses were bathed
in the stream after the solemn annual procession of the harvest
feast.

Cattwald leaped from his steed, and lifting the maiden in his

arms, laid her on the mossy turf, that she might recover. “ I

am dying,” she exclaimed, in a scarcely audible voice; M a
drop of water, or I expire.” Embarrassed by the strangeness
of his situation, and somewhat moved by compassion, he
hastened towards the river, to obtain for her the implored re-

freshment.
(7b be continued.')

GARFILENA.
A Hungarian Tale,

chapter IV.

There were many conjectures in the castle respecting the
mysterious child. Her love of nature and of freedom

;
her

raven hair, and dark flashing eyes her strongly expressive
features, her little form, buoyant step, and native gracefulness;
hergift of song, and indefinable something, like softened wild-
ness in her manner

;
led to the belief that she belonged to

the Tzigani. But her lighter complexion, her waving locks,
her clear soft skin the promise of rounder developements in
womanhood, her refinement of feeling, together with her un-
conquerable aversion to the gipsy horde, were unfavourable
to this belief. The latter the countess supposed might have
been the effect of harsh treatment in infancy, which had pro-
duced an impression upon her sensitive mind, that remained
long after its cause had been forgotten. But if not wholly
one of the Tzigani, might she not be the offspring of a
peasant girl, and gipsy gallant ? In this way they could
account for the kindness of Therese’s grandam ; for she
might know if there was an affinity between Garfilena and
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the half-gipsy infant.- But the young count would listen to

none of these surmises. He hated the Tzigani
;
and Garfi-

lena, whom he now loved with the strongest of all his boyish

passions, liked them not
;
and he declared that their blood

was not in her. She was evidently not Hungarian. She
Could not be a descendant of the Magyari, and her mind was
too lofty for the child of a serf. There was one other suppo-
sition—she had been stolen by the Tzigani in some excur-

sion into the north of Italy, and they had banished her, from
the fear of some evil consequences ; or she had banished

herself, from instinctive aversion.

The peasantry had a wider scope for conjecture. Their
belief was strong in the marvellous, and Garfilena was to them
a supernatural being. She was the fchildjof a“wood nymph;
the offspring of a gnome, and an undine ! or an Jmperson-
ation of the spirit of song.
What cared young Emerich for all these

;
She was his

Garfilena—not his sister, playfellow songstress, teacher or
enamorata. But she was a something compounded of all these.

He roamed with her through the forests, and there she sang
her “ wood-notes wild.” He stood with her by the Eypal,
within the shade of the lofty trees, which had planted their

great black spreading feet even in the rushing water, and
there her voice mingled with the flowing stream. They
climbed together the steep green banks, and in the music
of her tones he forgot his weariness. They roamed together
among the vineyards on the hills, and her gay laugh, and
sprightly gossip, chimed well with the buzz of the flies, and
the chirp of the crickets. Sometimes they clambered to-

gether the ragged mountains, and it was her joyous ringing
notes which inspired him with strength and courage. There,
standing on some lofty pinnacle, they saw at morn the misty
sliroud lifted from the low valleys, or roll up like a scroll

from the hills
;
and there they stood at noon, in the rifts of the

rocks, while the thundergust went by, and the lightnings

played around them.
They loved to be where the scenery was most beautiful

—

where, from the torrent-bed of the river, the hills were high-
est and steepest

;
and were most thickly covered with their

beautiful shrubs, of every tint, “ light gold, russet brown,
silver sash, pale green, scarlet red, orange, and the incom-
parable blue of the iris.”

While Garfilena gazed upon the opposite banks, where,
among the craggy heights, were long rank grass, ferns, and
brambles, gnarled boughs, interlacing each other with a
hideous embrace, and old trees, scathed by lightning, lying
prostrate in every direction—while the girl looked at these,

1

1

her companion made garlands for her t>row, in which the
flowers of the convolvulus mingled with the bells of other
flowering creepers, glowing in every tint, from the delicate

white of the lily, to the deep transparent pink of the wild
rose. The most fragrant sprigs of the mountain-mint he
bound into a dark bouquet, which contrasted with the snowy
bosom in which it was placed. One gush of song from the
little improvisatrice would reward him for all his pains, and
then they would descend together to some lower slope, which
overlooked a tiny tributary of the Eypal, where they rested

upon the elastic turf, beneath the downy and rustling foliage

of the arbeal trees, which breathed around them a shadowy
coolness. And when recovered from their fatigue they
plucked the clusters of wild cyclamen, which enamelled the

turf with “ their pencilled silver leaves, and lilac blossoms
gathered the pale blossoms of the wood-sorrel, which trembled
amid their tufts of tenderest green

;
and inhaled the odour

from the beds of violets which lay along the slopes.

It seemed to the little count as though he could not live ^

without this “ child of song,” as her name was interpreted by
the Tzigani. He flew to her side from the instructions of

Father Niklas, and from those of Drechsler, his tutor in manly
sports; and the peasantry said the boy was enchanted. It

was true that with him existence had changed. Garfilena
had become his companion when the sports of infancy had
failed to please him. He had no brother, no sister, no friend

to share the youthful feelings of his heart. He longed for

a variation of the monotonous life he led at the castle,

and hoped for it only in the wild tumults of war, and the
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chase. Yet there was a love of something better than these

within him, and these holier impulses had blended with the

dogmas of a rigid faith. He had an innate love of purity
;

his
5

affection was strong for his gentle mother, he honoured

the nuns of St. Christine, and detested the bold daughters of

the Tzigani.
Garfilena differed from all these. Her strange gifts of

person and mind exerted a powerful influence over him
;
the

beauty of her countenance, and graces of her manner, deep-

ened into enthusiasm the interest which he would have felt

for any lovely child ;
and the innate purity of her character

preserved, through her intercourse, her involuntary sway

over her young patron.

chapter v.

The years which passed thus happily over Garfilena,

changed the child to a maiden. Yes, there was a change

though imperceptible to herself, and to others ;
and she

would still have appeared the same had not those years

changed her position in the little community around her,

more than they did herself. Emerich and Garfilena could

no longer frolic together with the freedom of childhood.

There was something within which told them both of this,

and they heard it from others.

The differences in their characters became more perceptible

as they grew older. Emerich was naturally in manner stern

and blunt ;
in religion he was bigoted ;

and to his dependents

he was haughty and severe. To the Tzigani he was cruel

and contemptuous ;
and the countess feared that they might

wreak their vengeance on her child.

It had been fortunate for the young count that Garfilena had

been his companion. When young girls feel a tender in-

terest in one of the other sex they usually imbibe the same

tone of character; their minds become a faint reflection of

the stronger influence which is upon them. But Garfilena

had so much of character, and it was ofso peculiar a kind, that

she influenced Emerich more than she was influenced by

him.
They were unlike ;

but there is “ an attraction ot antago-

nism, and that was the spell upon the young count. How
often when they had stood together by the hill-side, and his

hand had been raised to deal a deadly blow, had he let the

reptile crawl away in safety, because her light touch had

said, “ Forbear!” How often when he pointed with pride to

the shields, helmets, corslets, and bucklers, in the armoury,

had she turned away with horror and whispered, “ Forgive

your enemies!” How often when uttering anathemas against

some blundering serf, or impudent Tzigani, had her hand been

placed upon his mouth, and her eyes fixed upon his, with an

intense upbraiding look, which shamed him into self-con-

trol. He felt that in her there was none of the rude pride

of the Magyari, none of the fierce valour of the Tzigani, but

there was a lofty fearlessness which said that she was not the

child of a serf. Was she not some stolen princess, from a softer

clime ? one worthy by birth, as by nature, to be, through life

what she had been in his boyhood, his better genius— his

guardian angel ? Even in childhood, there had been in her

an exuberance of life which embued all, susceptible to its

influences, with its own tinge; and now he felt that ho was

different with her. In the companionship of others he was

harsh and impetuous—with her he was kind and gentle, and

her subduing graces were to him “ like shadows on a spring.”

And if there was in him a latent gentleness, which re-

sponded only to hers, so there was in her a strength which,

for his sake, could overcome the love of years.

But she was not religious, So thought the countess and
her son. When Emerich urged her to the confessional she

would say, with a smile, “Says not Father Niklas that the

universe is the habitation of its Creator ? Then, is not one
place holy as another ? Let him come to me, and sit beneath
the shade of the greenwood tree, and I will sing to him every
thought and feeling of my life.” And, if they met the good
man in their rambles, she would detain him with such lays as

inspired them both with a love of Nature, and adoration of

its Lord, as they had never felt before. She never knelt at

the shrine of St. Josef, but she worshipped in silence the
Madonna at St. Christine’s, though her devotion was but
the outpouring of one of tha holiest instincts of our
nature.

CHAPTER VI.

The Count Sczhenevi, and his countess, had begun to fear
for the future influence of Garfilena over their son. They
had indulged him in his childish attachment, as in all else
but was it not to cease in maturer years ? Was that mys-
terious girl to he the bride of an Hungarian magnate ? or the
slave of his selfish pleasures ? They feared either

; and there
was a strange coldness and anxiety in their manners towards
her, which suggested the query to Garfilena. She was still in
the bloom of early girlhood—just revelling in the ecstacies of
feelings and sentiments which in her were early assuming
the character of love—of deep tender blissful love—such as
is the joy and grief of genius.

Garfilena was not ambitious ; she cared not for the splen-
dours of a life at the castle, but with Emerich she could live
in happiness among the hills, if he would be what he had been.
But she heard tales of his harshness to the serfs, and cruelty
to the Tzigani, which pained her heart. His indulgent fa-
ther had delegated to him much authority, and he used it with-
out mercy. Then came louder dissatisfaction; for, through
the influence of Count Emerich, was Father Niklas dismissed
from the confessional at the castle, and the prior at St. Chris-
tine’s appointed to his place. Garfilena had ever avoided
this stern old man, whose eyes had never met hers but with a
piercing expression of scorn.

What did it all portend ?

(7b be continued.)

A DAY AT CINTRA.

The road from Lisbon to Cintra is one of the most beautiful

and picturesque that can be conceived. The hedges are lined

with the towering American aloe; and the luxuriant fruits, the
blooming flowers, and sweetly-perfumed plants of the south,

abound in rich profusion. It is not more than three or four

hours ride from the capital to Cintra; and thither a young and
handsome English officer “wended his solitary way,” with a
view of passing a day or two among the romantic scenery that

abounds in its neighbourhood. The town stands beneath a
mountain, whose side is clothed with a variegated wood, on
which the cork-tree, the olive, the orange, and the vine, sweetly
and gaily bloom; and at its summit a convent rears its massive
front, the approaches to which are of a most rugged and dan-
gerous nature. Having procured refreshments and a guide in

the town, our adventurer, whose name was Captain Dillon, be-

gan about mid day to ascend the steep and dangerous path,

though forewarned that he would find the fatigue, at that hour,

almost insupportable. He proceeded, however, and with diffi-

culty reached the convent, where he was received with a frank
and hearty welcome, the British uniform b»eing a sure passport

to hospitality, at that period, throughout the whole extent of

Portugal. Here he cooled his heated frame by eating the most
delicious fruits, whilst the fine and invigorating breezes of the

mountain air soon restored to him the capacity for active exer-

tion. Pleased with the monks, who had little of the ascetic,

unsociable disposition of their order—delighted at escaping
from the contaminated atmosphere of Lisbon, its bustle, and its

noise, to this pure and fragrant seat of health, and quiet, and
repose, Dillon resolved to pass the night at the convent; and
the guide was dismissed, with a handsome present from the

liberal Englishman, which was received with blessing “ not
loud but deep,’’ uttered by the grateful Portuguese. “ And
what ruins are those?” inquired Dillon of one of the monks,
who was accompanying him in a ramble round the grounds of

the convent, after he had dismissed his guide. As he spoke,

he pointed to the remains of a castellated fortress, that
crowned the summit of a rude eminence, at no great distance

from the convent. “ Those mouldering relics,” replied Father
Joachim, “ are all that remain of a once proud edifice, which
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when the Crescent lorded it oyer the Cross in the Peninsula,
reared its lofty towers on high, and was inhabited by a race of
infidels of the Abencerrages tribe. Now its massy walls are
mostly crumbled into dust, its gorgeous magnificence has
vanished, and the orgies of robbers and smugglers are cele-
brated in those balls, which were once the resort of the brave
and the fair of the followers ot Mahomet.” As he spoke, two
men were seen stealing along the path that wound round the
mountain, in some places overhung by a projecting precipice;
in others covered with umbrageous shrubs, to the ruins of
which they were conversing. They bore something between
them, that had the appearance of a body enveloped in a man-
tle; but whether it was male or female, it was impossible to
discover. Dillon looked on with interest, as the monk silently
pointed out those invaders of the solemn stillness which at that
hour reigned around:—now he lost sight of them, as they
turned round a projection of the rock; now they -were enveloped
in the foliage of the overhanging shrubs; but again they
emerged to view, and were finally lost to the gaze of the
anxious observer, as they retired behind a part of the ruined
wall, which had flanked the grand entrance of the castle.
“What can those men be after ?” inquired Dillon. “Why

are they, with this evident desire to elude observation, convey
ing what seems to be a human form to yonder ruins ? Has
some deed of violence been committed, and are its perpetrators
about to consign a dead victim to an unhallowed grave, or im-
merse a living one in the dismal precincts of yonder gloomy
walls ?” “ Alas! my son,’’ replied the father, “ such sights are
too frequent to our eyes to excite much wonder, however they
may demand commiseration; and not unfrequently the groans of
the sufferers from lawless violence are wafted on the wings of the
wind to these peaceful shades. We have no power to interfere;
we can only regard with pity the violations of moral rectitude
and religious duty, and offer up our prayers for the safety of
the innocent, and the reformation of the guilty.” “ There are
but two!, said Dillon: and as he stood for a few minutes
wrapped in thought, the working 0f his countenance, and the
expression of his fine dark eyes, as he looked towards the
ruins, evinced that lie ivas revolving some scheme to aid the
unfortunate being just conveyed within their walls, if, indeed,
he or she yet lived. His plan, whatever it was, was soon
formed. He obtained from the monk a direction as to the
easiest waj of reaching the ruins, and departed, notwithstand-
ing the remonstrances with which lie was assailed; having first
taken the precaution to supply himself with a brace of loaded
pistols, in addition to his sword—“ and better never decked a
soldier’s thigh”—which he always wore. Proceeding with cau-
tious celerity, he succeeded in gaining the ruins without moles-
tation.

.

The path he had followed ended directly under a wall
of considerable height, skirting the ledge of the precipice on
which the castle had been built. A little to the right, a low-
arched entrance admitted him into a wide area, which had pro-
bably been the once spacious and well-filled hall of the Moslems,
but which was now lonely and deserted. All was silent; but
advancing a little further, the sound of voices burst upon his
ear, and he looked round to see whence they proceeded. The
place he was in was surrounded on three sides by a rained
wall of unequal height; at the fourth, the remains of a spacious
gateway announced that this had been the grand entrance to
the castle in the days of its pristine splendour. He advanced
within the shadow of its deep recess, and found that it opened
upon a courtj the prospect from which was delightful beyond
aught that imagination could conceive. Nature had "here
blended the wild and the beautiful in intimate union; and
whilst the pinnacles and projections of the mountain were seen
dispersed here and there in rude grandeur, the beautiful gera-
niums, the rosemary and myrtle, the jasmine, the dark cork-
tree, and the aloe, at once delighted the eye, and emitted a
refreshing perfume. A flight of steps from the gateway led into
a court-yard, which at this moment was beautifully illumined
by the rays of the setting sun.
Under a bower formed of the vine, the jasmine, and the ge-

ranium, the two men whom he had seen from the convent were
now discovered playing at dice, whilst, a few paces from them
on the grass, lay a female form; which, even at that distance,

Dillon could discover to be young and beautiful. He anxiously
watched for some indication which might point to a decisive
line of conduct for him to adopt: that the lady, whoever she
might be, was not a willing associate of the two ruffians (for
such tneir dress, manners, and appearance denoted them,) ’withwnom he found her, he felt convinced; and it was a moment of
relief from a painful state of suspense, when he saw the two
men emerge from the bower, and, as they advanced towards the
spot where he was concealed, overheard them in the Portuguese
language, detail their plans and intentions. He found that they
had been deciding their pretentions to their lovely and helpless
victim by the cast of the dice; and the one who had been suc-
cessful was a stern and sturdy-looking villain, on whose face
nature uad fixed marks of cruelty in lineaments which time
could not efface. A ferocious exultation gleamed on his coun-
tenance; his dark scowling eyes were lighted up with a deadly
expression of passion, and shot gleams of vengeance from under
his high and oyer- arched brows :—he advanced to the extended
female, and raising her from the ground with no gentle touch,
lie said something which Dillon could not distinguish. The lady
appeared to look up, and, as if recognising the ruthless being
by whom she was supported, uttered a piercing shriek, which
reverberated in echoes from rock to rock, and at last died
away in the distance. Dillon knew not what to do; but his
conduct was soon decided. The ruffian commenced a struggle
vitli the unfortunate being that he held in his grasp, who was
near sinking under his lawless violence; when, not able to
contain himself any longer, Dillon rushed down the steps, call-
mg upon them in Portuguese to hold. The ruffians seemed
paral\ zed for an instant— but it was only for an instant. Both
rushed upon Dillon, who discharged his pistol, and brought one
of them to the ground. A short but desperate conflict ensued
v ith the otner; but the nervous arm of the young Englishman
tumbled his opponent also in the dust. Leaving the helpless
and disabled ruffians, Dillon supported the lady he had rescued,
along the path to the convent; she was a daughter of a rich
citizen of Cintra, who had been decoyed from her home by the
ruffians Dillon had delivered her from. Suffice it to say, that
in a f-w. months Captain Dillon and the fair Isabel de Castro
were united, and they never cease to remember with pleasure

A DAY AT CINTRA.

C. Ellis.

SOUTH AMERICAN DEVOTION.
It is the custom throughout South America for almost

every land proprietor to build
,

5 upon some central part of
his estate, a public-house and a chapel close together

;
the

latter as the means ot drawing custom to the former, which
forms no trifling branch of profit. On a feast-day, the people
within a certain distance repair to the public-house, which is
generally provided with two rooms, one for the lower orders
of society, the other for their betters. Drinking and gaming
are carried on without intermission, until the bell announces
that the elevation of the host is at hand. In an instant they
all rush out of the public-house, leaving the stakes, which
are sometimes considerable, on the table, and, with demure
faces, kneel before the host, the elevation of which is about
to save their souls from damnation. They groan and cry
aloud to the Virgin to protect them, and, in their mo-
mentary devotion, might be taken by a by stander for
penitent and sincere Christians. But ;he moment the ser-
vice is concluded they rush out again, and those who have
left their stakes undecided flock hack with precipitation to
protect their property. In a moment all their religion is

i

forgotten— all are occupied in betting and drunken revelry,
in which the friar stands foremost in the general debauch,
which is continued until late at night. On these occasions
the publican ys generally the banker of the gaming-tables, in
virtue of which privilege he is sure to come off winner if he
be ordinarily prudent; and the quantity of liquor drank by
the people, both inside and outside of the house, yields con-
siderable profit.



TALES OF HEROISM,

THE KING’S ASSASSIN.
A TALE OF THE LOUVRE.

INTRODUCTION.
It 13 now two hundred years ago and more since the mas-

sacre of St. Bartholomew took place, and the streets of Paris

were deluged with the blood of the best and bravest of its

nobles and citizens ;
the brutal nature of its king, Charles

IX., nurtured by the blood-thirsty artifice of the Queen-
mother, revolved in the scene of carnage and of slaughter,

and while the cries of parents and of children shrieking for

4$#

mercy ascended to the shrine of the Omnipotent, the miser*
aole wretch of regal incapacity and his fiend-like mother, hid
in the safety of the palace, looked on with derision and scorn
at the frightful devastating spectacle before them. In that
dread affair the Louvre alone was respected as a sanctuary

—

the adventures that preceded that frightful deed, especially
those of Maurevet, the King’s Assassin, we now proceed to
lay before our readers.

CHAPTER I.

THE BOUDOIR IR THE LOUVRE, THE PAGE, THE MINISTER,
AND THE ASSASSIN.

It was mid-day, and the Duchess Leona had not yet

I arisen. Angelo, her faithful page, was in attendance, list-

lessly awaitiug the arrival of his charming mistress.

The Boudoir was furnished with exquisite taste and mag-
nificence; a window of gold trellis-work opened on to a
marble terrace, leading to gardens of unrivalled beauty and
extent. A small door, partly concealed by a rich curtain,

led to the cabinet of Gondi, the Prime Minister.
“Heigho!” sighed Angelo; “I foresee we shall be very

miserable at the Louvre, when we ought all to be lovely and
comfortable—we are all of us in love—the minister loves am-
bition; that has cost many a minister his head—the duchess
loves young Coligny, a heretic—burning and slaying there—

I

love Helen the chaste and prudent—cold looks and disdain
there—oh, we are all in i..e ly to thrive and —

”

A loud knock at the principal door of the apartment startled

Nq. 30,

the page, and rising hastily, he opened it. Two pages, elegantly

dressed, entered, hearing a small but costly gold box.

“ I bring this from his excellency the Spanish Ambas-

sador, to the Duchess Leona—and this,’ giving a lett-tr, “ ac-

companies it.”

« It is sufficient,” replied Angelo. “ Your business con-

cluded, you may return,” bowing them out with great ceremony.

“The box goes there,” placing it upon a small stand—“ and

the letter will will go-—into the fire—— vVIiac was that.'' starting

hastily round; “ a noise in the cabinet. 1 wonder what the

minister can possibly mean by being shut up so long—he does

nothing but walk about and talk to himself, and—there can

be no narm in peeping, and so just to satisfy a natural curi-

osity I’ll—”
Advancing to the door with cautious steps, ne knc-lt
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down and applied liis eye with great diligence to the key-
hole.

At that moment the window leading from the garden was
thrown open, and a tali figure, enveloped in a black cloak, sprung
into the room; hastily throwing the cloak aside, he looked care-

fully round and saw the page.
“ Ha! Ha! by the mass, sir page, you are early at your de-

votions.
3 ’

“ I—I—I was but—but—” stammered out the page.
“ Gazing at the secret of the minister—many a tougher neck

than yours has been twisted for attempting that—but the door
1 opens—leave us; tush tush, boy, your secret is safe with me.
Maurevet wars not with chickens,” And so saying, he flung

himself into a seat, and placing his hat upon a table, smoothed
back the thick black locks from his brow.

Maurevet, the King’s Assassin, for by such name was he®
known, was a man about forty years of age; he was tall and
broadly built, and his countenance was one of open daring, and
fearless recklessness. This was the man awaiting the coming
of the minister.

°

He was not fated to wait long; the door of the cabinet
opened, and Gondi, then Prime Minis ter to Charles IX., stepped
into the apartment; the eyes of the minister and the assassin
were fixed upon each other, the minister’s quailed beneath those
of the visiter.

What brings you here?” cooly asked Gond

“Do you find it strange that I am in this place?” was the

reply.
“ Is it not dangerous?”
“For you or me?” said Maurevet.
“ Eor me, villain!” indignantly said Gondi. “ You, the con-

demned of the supreme court. Am I the person whose effigy

they burn every hour?”
“ No,” replied the assassin; and rising from his seat he con-

fronted the minister; “no; you are Gondi. I am Maurevet.
Betiveen us there is little difference. / kill. You employed
me. I am the quiet disperser of trifling obstacles between the

king and his minister. What place of refuge so fit as the

Louvre?”
“ The Louvre!” said the astonished Gondi.

“Aye! the Louvre—the sAace— the parliament— the

—

faugh—-the people—nay, the devil himself, might come to de-

mand my head. I should show them yours —is that clear to

your undertanding, noble sir ?”

“ Villain !” indignantly replied the minister, “ You come here

to threaten. I execute without a threat. You know me. In
one word, what is your demand?”

“ Sensibly spoken,” said the assassin, “ you have not forgotten

our compact. Gentlemen should never forget a promise; but
it is convenient for a minister to do so. You demanded of me
the blood of your enemies. I slew them to please you. You
must in return reward and delight me.”

It would have been impossible for the keenest observer to

have defined the various emotions that swelled the breast of

the minister, accustomed to repress any outward sign of feel-

ing; upon this occasion he looked upon Maurevet as a visicmg
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and for a moment he pressed his hands before his eyes, as if

anxious to dispel the dream. Unconsciously his hand wan-
dered to the ivory hilt just seen in his belt—it was but for an
instant; glancing upon Maurevet, he saw the assassin uncon-

cernedly looking down upon the shining barrel of an antique

looking pistol. At that moment the eyes of both met with
searching suspicions but determined looks.

“ What is your demand?’’ was the cool question of the mi-

nister.
“ I want to give up trade and retire,” was the reply; I am

for peace and quiet.”
“ Money is essential then?”
« There is very little peace without it, Monsieur Gondi; but

I don’t want solitary peace; another must share my retreat. I

love the smiles of beauty, soft cheeks and blooming lips have
charms for me. I’m not singular in my taste, am I?”

« Not at all, my friend; it is a taste much to be admired,”

was the approving reply; “I shall give you a portion for the

bride myself.”
“ Ha! ha ! of that I am certain.”

“I might perhaps witness the ceremony.”

“You confer a great honour on me,” said Maurevet, with a

•»ly glance; “ one that I fear I cannot repay.”
“ I hope you have chosen one of good birth, of unsullied

lineage, and good expectations;’’ and a scarcely perceptible

smile of contempt hovered upon the lip of the minister.

« Beyond my utmost wish,” was the reply—“ high birth, no

stain upon the family shield, and expectations beyond my fond-

est dream of ambition—what think ye of that?”
“ It is wonderful—and she is

—

”

“ Your daughter, the Duchess Leona. I would shake hands

with my noble father-in-law,” and so saying he advanced with

mock condescension and dignity, with extended hands and
smiling looks.

“ Certainly,” replied Gondi, after a moment’s pause; “you
have indeed chosen well; need I say how proud I feel at the

approaching alliance. You will pardon me a moment, I

will see if your intended bride is prepared to see you.” And
so saying the minister with a low bow left the Boudoir.

Maurevet gazed after him with looks of wonder and grati-

fication. “I must be wary,” muttered he; “he has the

subtlety of the fox and the ferocity of the wolf. I think I am
his match though
At that moment the minister entered the room. “ Friend

Maurevet, be seated,” and the minister, pointing to a seat,

gave one glance at the terrace, and seeing the page Angelo
stealthily creeping along it, he sealed himself opposite to his

visiter.
“ The duchess, feeling delighted at this visit, will soon pay

her respects to you ;
” and Gondi bestowed one of his sweet-

est smiles upon the assassin.
“ I suppose you have not forgotten that I am not to be

joked at with impunity, minister.”
“ I assure you there is no joke in this,” was the reply.
“ I am serious,” said Maurevet.
“ I never saw you more so, my friend

;
matrimony is a

serious matter to all of us. It requires much judgment in the
choice of a wife.”

“ Ha ! Ha ! you like my choice then,” said Maurevet.
“ Admire it exceedingly—and I intend giving you a proof

of it.”

At that moment Angelo was again seen upon the terrace.

The minister just glanced upon him, and he disappeared.
‘ I said,” resumed Gondi, “ I intended giving you a slight

testimonial ofmy esteem,”—and taking up apen he drew some
paper towards him and began to write.

“ What is this?” muttered Maurevet.
“Listen,” replied the minister; and he placed his hand

kindly upon his shonlder.

An officer of the guards appeared cautiously upon the
terrace. He noticed the action of the minister, and, followed
by some eight or ten soldiers, silently entered the room.
“The paper I am about to sign will provide yon for the

future against the ills of life— I never forsake a friend, or

forget an obligation.” He rose, and held out the paper. At
that instant Maurevet was seized and disarmed.

“ Gentleman,”—and the minister smiled blandly—“ take
good care of my friend.”

CHAPTER II.

THE DUEL—THE WITCH—THE MASKED LADY—THE LOVERS

—

THE ASSASSIN—THE PURSUIT.

San Benita, the Spanish witch, resided in an old decayed
mansion in the suburbs of Paris—she was old, ugly, and
wrinkled, and possessed in her heart the deadliest feelings of
revenge against the persecuted Huguenots.
The only apartment habitable in the old mansion, was one

close to the garden, once luxuriantly beautiful with its flowers,
now melancholy and overrun with loathsome weeds and rank
herbage; it had two windows leading on to the steps of a ter-

race, in the front of which extended a low walk. The apart-
ment itself still bad the remnant of its former splendour hanging
about it, but miserably defaced by dust, and the tracery of

countless cobwebs. From the centre of its time-worn ceiling

swung a large iron lamp, while at the further end and opposite
the windows, apparently sunk deep into the wall was a large
painting of the Holy Virgin, scarcely distinguishable however
from the dust and the gloom of the apartment.

In the centre of the room was a large stone table, apparently
placed there in former times for the feasting of a hundred bold
retainers, and seated in two old gothic chairs were two young
and splendidly dressed persons.
The countenance of the younger of the two, showed traces

of recent suffering, and hi® arm carefully reclining in a sling

showed that danger had been sought, and that the seeker had
suffered in the search.

The other was looking intently upon the floor, and seemed
to be busily employed in tracing strange devices upon the pave-
ment with his sword.

“ By the soul of a gentleman,” said the one so occupied, and
whom we shall call Bleville, “ there is a pleasure in being run
through the arm, if it is only to witness the skill of the surgeon.
It was the best beginning I ever witnessed. Gad! it was a
capital thrust. Ha, ha! there is not a tavern in the capital

but will echo the exploit.”
“ And what will follow?” growled out San Benita.

“Ha, ha! what will follow!” laughed Bleville.

“Aye! Can’st tell? The los3 of his head!” and the old

witch glanced spitefully upon him; “ and a trot of his body to

the seashore. Would’st like that, Master Olivier de Coligny?”
“ Silence, my good woman,” said the party addressed. “ I

only feel hurt at the hazard my friends and I are exposed to.”

“ Hazard! Ha, ha! gentlemen always support one another;

besides, have we not bought for twenty-four hours, this mise-

rable hole, and the silence of old Brown-skin here. Keep up
thy spirits, my friend. I’ll forth and learn the news, and to

amuse thee during my absence, let the old witch cast thy na-

tivity, and so adieu!”

With that lie opened the window, and stepped lightly upon

the terrace, and was soon out of sight.

For some time Olivier sat gazing upon the floor, until as if

thought had become insupportable, he started up and rapidly

paced the room, the old witch silently creeping to the window,

and cautiously disappearing.
“ What a strange destiny is mine;” muttered Olivier, “ since

the day my noble uncle the brave admiral fell, I have lived but

for one sacred duty—revenge upon the instigator of the crime;

and he is—the father of—of Leona—tush, tush! why think of

her
,
when religion and birth separate us for ever,” and sinking

into a chair he covered his face with his hands, oppressed with

the desolation of his feelings and his thoughts.

At this moment a slight figure was seen standing at the win-

dow and cautiously looking into the dreary room. It was the

page Angelo—suppressing the cry of joy that appeared spring-

ing upon his lips, he darted hastily into the apartment, and
throwing himself upon his knees, kissed with the wildest emo-
tion of pleasure the hand of Olivier.

“ What means this intrusion ? Angelo, the page of the Louvre

!

What brings thee here, boy?”
“Thy safety,” hastily replied the boy; “Oh! happiness,
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that I have found thee, now haste, you must follow me;” and

seizing him by the cloak he tried to lead him to the window.
“ For what purpose?” questioned Olivier.

“ Stay not to ask,” was the impatient answer, “ thou see’st

this key, it opens the secret gate of the Louvre garden—in my
chamber you will be safe.”

“ And you were sent by—

”

“ Her who would die to save thee. I left her in her oratory

alone, pouring out prayers to the throne ot Heaven for thy pre-

servation. Dost doubt me?—behold this cross,” and the page

took one of surpassing brilliancy from his neck, and held it out

to Olivier.
“ ’Tis hers,” murmured he.

“It is—it is,” replied the page, “sent as a pledge of faith.

Oil! hesitate not to follow it, gallant hearts did of old, winning

lame and glory, and their soul’s salvation; listen to my despair-

ing cry and follow me.”
“ Follow thee,” screamed a voice, “ Ha, ha! fine sir, what do

you here?”—and the old witch walked into the room, scowling

death and defiance upon the shrinking boy, who alarmed at the

appearance of San Benita, clung with trembling hand to

Olivier. “ He goes not with thee, my dainty puppet;” screamed

the hag; “ he is under my care, and times are dangerous. How
came your fine feathers under my roof—truly, San Benita is

highly honoured at the visit,” and grinning horribly at him,

she dropped a low curtsey.
“ Oh, follow me, in the name of Heaven,” whispered Angelo,

“she frightens me, although my heart is bold, for thy safety.

< llivier moved but slightly, to reassure the trembling boy of

his safety, when he felt the clutch of the woman upou his

cloak.

“What means this, woman?” said he, “ thy hand from my
cloak.”

“ Von will not go with him,” and the hag looked up in his

face; “
’tis for thy sake I speak. What will thy friend say

should he return and find thee gone?”

“Right!” said Olivier, “ follow me, Angelo; 1 will see thee

t-» the end of the garden, and speak with thee there, ' and so

saving he went outtollowed by the page.

file witch looking on with joy and exultation, followed them
cautiously to the window, and she hastily returning went to a

distant part of the room, and lifting up a decayed and time-

stained piece of drapery; took a key from her bosom, and ap-

plying it to the door turned it in the lock, and pushing against

it, it slowly opened, and discovered a man standing some little

distance from it, leaning upon a spade, bright and glittering

from its constant use.

‘‘Come in, quick, stir thy old limbs, in—in,’ and so aaj ing,

San Benita fastening the door, and dropping the drapery ran

to the window, looked out, and quickly returned.
“ You are the man I sent for,” said she.

“I am old Mole the sexton,’’ was the reply, “ I guessed

•Jwhat was wanted, and so brought my companion with uie,

abd he held up his spade before her. “You’ll want it some-

day, yourself.”
“ Hush your jargon 1 When that time comes be certain 1

shall not send lor thee,” was the reply. “ The.grave must be

a secure one.’*
“ The grave is more secure than a dungeon,” chuckled the

old man
;
“ when a body gets in, there’s little chance of it

making an escape. This is the leveller of all, ’glancing upon
the spade, “ it pays the same respect to the prince and the

peasant—the young bride and the old widow, aird it is— ”

“ Hush he returns ; dig it deep in the garden : hide thee

behind that drapery, and when he is seated, creep stealthily

into the garden, and then to thy work— to thy work.”

“Aye, aye, it shall be deep enough, I’ll warrant he does

not get out; “and so saying tire curtain fell, and hid him,

just as Olivier entered from the garden.
“Leave me,” said he.
“ 1’ji light the lamp and then prepare thy supper,” and the

old woman was about to do sc.

“ Once more, infernal old hag, leave me,” and with diffi-

cult) he suppressed his passion.
“ Old hag,” muttered she, “curses on you. 111 be older

than you in twenty-four hours, you cursed heretic,” and
looking at him with the face of a fiend, she left the room.
The shades of evening were fast deepening into gloom, the

sun was setting after a day of peace and tranquillity, its

beams were gildiug the broad mirror of the river, and glanc-
ing alike over the palace dome aud the cottage thatch, the
crowded street, and the shadowy groves of the far distant
country

; yielding to its soft influence, Olivier sat gazing upon
the cross the page had left him.
“ Can she love me ?” murmered he, “ the idol of the court,

the favourite of the queen, and the daughter of the haughty
minister,” he started up, “ what vain folly made me place
faith in the babbling qf a child, she mocks me, jeers me, and
powers of Heaven—mercy what a vision is this—by all my
hopes of salvation the figure moves—the painting disappears
and in its stead a female and—

”

“ One who confides in your fidelity and honour,” was the
soft and sweet reply.
The person who stood before the astonished senses of

Olivier, was clothed in black—a black velvet mask entirely
concealed her face, she stood lookiug upon the floor as if de-
ploring the act she had committed.

“ What has brought thee here?” asked Olivier.
Hiy extreme peril,” was the reply, “ your life is threat-

ened.”
“ I have arms, and can defend myself.”
“ Whut is courage against treason, forethought against the

assassin ?”

“ And you interpose between the assassin and his victim,
who then are yon, madum ?” and Olivier approached her.

It matters not,” was the quick reply, “ 1 ought not to

take this tusk out of the hands of her you love,” and she
pointed to the cross Olivier had flung round his neck.

“ I la ! What kuow'st thou of it V
’

“ It belongs to the Duobeas Albano, Lady of the Louvre
und > ou love her.”

“ Why should 1 deny it?” was the fervent reply of Olivier
;

“Love is too cold a terra to give my adoration— but why in-

dulge hopeless j<»ys and wishes?”
“ Hopeless 1” joyfully exclaimed the female; “ hopeless -

why— ?”

“
I bis is neither time nor place

;
there may be death

hovering round us : return and leave me to my destiny.”
“ Your destiny is mine. 1 am here to live for thee to die

for thee.”
“ And you are

—

”

“ The Duchess Leona !”

“ The duchess! Amazement ! Is it not some dream ?” and
sinking on i.is knee, he pressed the small trembling band to

bis lips.

At that moment the sound of a pistol shot rung through
the air, causing them to start back with fear aud amaze-
ment.

“ Leona, fear not, I am here to protect thee, to watch over
thy safety. Hush ’tis dark, can’st find thy way back to the
secret entrance, ’tis thy only refuge.”
At that moment, San Benita entered with a lamp, the light

for a moment disclosed the painting, and Olivier extinguish-
ing it passed Leona into the recess in safety, at that moment
loud cries of

—

“Treason! death to him!” were heard, and footsteps

rapidly rushing through the garden, the window was dashed
open and the pursued rushed into the apartment.

“ Curses on them, it was but a moment since I perceived

a light, what in the name of the Jiend id to be done—they are.

close upon me.”
“ M ho art thou that seeketh shelter—what dost thou re*.

quire ?”

“ Protection from aisassins,” was the reply ;
“ they pursue

me, they are upon my track. I demand a retuge.”
“ Ha ! that voice I know,” muttered Sau Benita, “ and he

must not fall. A light—a light!” and the old witch with
trembling eagerness groped her way from the room.

“ fliou shait have the refuge thou demanded,’’ responded
Olivier, “ You are the guest of Olivier Coligny.”
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At that instant Bonita returned with a light.

“ Show thi 3 man to my chamber—follow her, sir, fear

nothing, you are here under the safeguard of honour.”

Sht ouding his face in his cloak, the stranger rapidly fol-

lowed Benita, who shading her eyes from the light, vainly

endeavoured to discover the mystery of her visiter.

The cries, which for a moment had ceased, now burst

forth with redoubled fury. Lights were seen darting about

in the garden, and the oaths of the infuriated soldiery . as they

stumbled against each other in the dark, were loud and

violent. . . , , .

Anxious for the safety of Leona, Olivier had drawn his

sword, and planted himself before the painting, behind which

the duchess had so unexpectedly appeared. Suddenly a

light approached the window, and a tall, portly man,

magnificently dressed entered the apartment, followed by a

score of troopers. At that moment San Benita returned.

“ Give me a torch,” said the leader, and elevating it, the

rays of it fellupon the pale determined countenance of Olivier

Coligny'.
“ By the devil’s horns! who have wo here l

1

said the

leader; “that is not he—you are, I suppose, the fortunate

owner of this desirable mansion; I think we owe no apology,

we are in search of the villain that assassinated the brave

old Admiral Coligny.”
“ What sayest thou V* and Olivier gasped for breath, so

fearful were the emotions that at that moment preyed upon

him.
, .

i “ Sir, you know me not. I am Brinquemant, Captain of

the king’s body guard— I say I am Brinquemant, my word is

never disputed— I say assassinated—the assassin close at

hand—by the hairs in my moustacliios, I must clap my hand

upon him. 1 see you wish his extermination.”
“ From my heart, the execrable assassin,’’ was the

reply.

“Right, you are one of us;” answered Brinquemant

I

thought I had him, it was only his pistol smoking-hot, I laid

hold of—come give him up.
“ Honour ! what a duty dost thou impose upon me, what

shall I say—how act ?”

“Don’t mutter, my friend,” said the captain, “it’s had

manuers to be talking to yourself, when there’s company
present. Disperse yourselves over the house, search.every

hole and corner—that respectable old lady will stay with us.

Forward, use your eyes well—and Maurevet the assassin is

ours—my fingers itch for him. Away.”
Uttering exclamations of revenge, the troopers hurried

from the room.

CHAPTER III.

THE ESCAPE. THE MASSACRE. THE CONCLUSION.

For some moments after the troopers had left the room,

Olivier and the captain of the guard preserved a strict silence,

it was broken by the return of the soldiery, disappointed and

enraged at their fruitless search.

“By the fiends !” said Brinquemant, starting up, “ I’ll swear

I saw him enter this place, and yet, perhaps, the rascal has

quemant
the head of his troop he marched from the room.

At the same moment the painting moved back upon its

hinges, and the duchess appeared.

Olivier rushed to her side.

“ Olivier,” said the trembling woman, “ this place is not one
of safety for us. This door will lead us beyond the garden.”

“I may not, to seek mine own safety, or leave this place;

but to secure thine I will accompany thee
; but I must soon

return,” and drawing ’his sword, he moved towards the door,

clasping the hand of I.eona.

At that moment, Maurevet attended by San Benita hurriedly

pntered the room.
“ You leave not this refuge, monsieur,” said the old woman.
“ If the gentleman knows when his head is safe upon Ins

shoulders, he will remain where he is. I thank him for my
safety, and bid him farewell.”

“Villain! execrable assassin!” replied Olivier. “My sacred
word was pledged for thy safety under this roof, once from it,

my swift vengeance shall follow thee for the murder of him who
was all to me.”

“ Whenever that time comes I shall be prepared to meet
thee, Maurevet’s heart will not shrink from the contest, come
whenever it may.”
And so saying he whispered the old witch, and springing to

the window, nibbed from the spot.
“ Ha, ha, he is safe,” muttered the witch, “ and now how in

the name of Saint Bartholomew came this lady here, eh? ’

Olivier made no answer to this question, for the hand of the
duchess clutched his arm with convulsive agony.

“If,” whispered she to him, “you would ensure my life, delay
not thy departure, in a few moments this city will be the scene
of carnage and horror. In the name of God let us leave this

spot.”
“ In an instant,” was the reply. “ San Benita, my worthy

dame, prepare supper.”
“ Supper,” growled the old hag. “ Oh, yes, but first I’ll light

up the lamp,” and so saying she proceeded to the far end of the
room, to untie the cord, that suspended it; the moment was
propitious, Leona hastily darted through the opening followed
by Olivier who closed the recess.

“Yes, yes,” said San Benita, lighting the lamp, “I’ll prepare
you such a supper, pity, monsieur said not a lady was going to

partake it with him; can I assist your ladyship to unveil? San
Benita must feel highly honoured by this visit,” and turning
round she staggered back against the table aghast at perceiving
their sudden disappearance. “ Gone,” screamed she, “ the

cursed heretic has escaped!” and throwing open the little door,

she shouted for the old sexton. His head appeared for the
moment, above the grave he was digging.

“What is it?” called he in answer to her cries.
“ Hast seen any one pass by you?” shouted the witch
“ Not I,” replied he, “ I am too busy to notice any one. Is

our customer ready? Ilis bedchamber won’t be long,” and so

saying, he resumed his task.

The old witch gazed fearfully around the apartment, appa-
rently expecting to see her late guest re-enter it.

At that instant the evening bull pealed forth its solemn sound,

another and another took up the signal, and in an instant the

sound of a hundred tocsins were sounding forth tlieir loud

sonorous music
;
they ceased, and the sound of a pistol-shot

broke upon the air, a volley of musketry followed, then came
a thrilling shriek.

A loud clear voice shouted—
“Death to the Huguenots!”
And the old woman uttering a scream of joy, sunk upon her

knees before the painting of the Virgin.

Then came the savage exultation of the soldiers, the clash of

steel, the prayers and groans and execrations of the unresisting

innocent.

At the moment the massacre commenced, Olivier and the

duchess had gained the road leading to the capital. Suddenly

the cries broke upon their ears, filling their hearts with horror

and surprise.
“ The dread work has commenced,” faltered forth Leona—

“ it is the massacre. Oh, God
!
pardon those who first com-

menced it.” « •

“Pardon! may their punishment equal the misery they arc

now inflicting; but this is no time to pause for curses. Let my
sword speak my detestation of this deed of butchery, I range

myself by the side of my friends, and with them stand or fall;”

and he was rushing from the spot.

But all powerful love interposed.

Throwing her arms round his neck, she clung to him with

desperate strength.
“ Rush into the thickest of the fray’’, fight thy way through

the blood-stained soldiery, Leona will be at thy side—and die

with him she has sworn to save.”
“ Cling close to me then, dearest Leona.”
“ The Louvre once gained we are safe, not even the king's?

Dame has power like mine,” replied Leona.
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“ On in the name of Heaven and its saints,” said Olivier.

Scarce had the words passed his lips, when a burst of shrieks

and lamentations fell upon their ears. Hastening on they

reached the city, and the awful scene was present before them,

A few miserably clad wretches rushed along the lighted

streets, mothers straining with convulsive agony their helpless

offspring to their breast, old men with feeble limbs and palsied

head hurried along yet not knowing where to hide their fears

and woes. Afar off in the gleaming lights the flashing swords

of the military were seen dealing death and misery around

them.
Through this fearful scene Olivier hastened with the

duchess, at times they were stayed in their progress by some
frantic wretch who, clutching the arm of Olivier, besought a

protection it was not in his power to give.

Sinking almost with horror at the scene, the duchess still

kept close to her protector, when suddenly the lights of the

Louvre streamed upon their eyes.
44 See, see,” said Leona, “we are saved.”

“Not unless you place trust in me,” whispered a voice in her

ear.
“ Ha, what means this stranger?” angrily demanded Olivier.

“ It means that unless you place yourself under my guid-

ance your lives are forfeit.”

“ And you are
—

”

“No matter; names are of little weight to-night: deeds tell

better. You seek the Louvre?”
“ We do,” was the reply.

“There is but one road then by which your safety may be
secured. You doubt me, hesitation is certain ruin.”

“ Lead on,” was the prompt reply of Olivier, “ but remember
I am armed, and the least attempt at treachery, thy life-blood

flows though you were my own brother.”
“ Be it so,” and turning down a narrow street, he swiftly led

the way followed by the fugitives.

It was well that the determination was so speedily acted

upon, for the next instant a body of horse soldiery passed
dealing death around them, mingled with shouts of exultation

and revenge.

With difficulty, Olivier supported the trembling form of the

now exhausted duchess.

Suddenly they emerged from the crowded street, close upon
the garden of the Louvre.
“ Here then we are safe,” uttered the duchess.
“ Not yet, my fair lady,” was the reply, and taking off his

liat that had hitherto concealed his features, the cold sarcastic

face of Maurevet met their gaze.
“ Villain,” fiercely shouted Olivier, “ take the reward of thy

perfidy,” and he then threw himself with desperate energy upon
the assassin.

The contest was long and fierce, but the well practised arm
of Maurevet bore down all opposition from his opponent, his

sword flew from his grasp, and Olivier stood at the mercy of

his ruthless adversary.

“Die!” thundered Maurevet; “the last of the race of Co-
ligny.” The weapon was uplifted, his glaring eyes gleamed
with the exultation of a fiend.

The duchess threw herself into the defenceless arms of

Coligny.

A pistol-shot was heard from behind them. The arm of

Maurevet fell powerless by his side, and lie sunk a corse to the
earth. Horsemen galloped wildly up, but at that instant a
door was flung open, and the fugitives rushed into the gardens
of the Louvre, followed by the infuriated soldiery.
“ Seize them, down with them,” was the cry.

“Back! He’s under my protection,” and throwing ofl’ her
disguise, she stood proudly before them ;

“ he is under the
safeguard of the Lady of the Louvre?”

Their arms were lowered, and with bowed head the leader
acknowledged the appeal.

Angelo, the faithful page, for it was he who had fired the
shot, threw himself into the arms of Olivier. They were
indeed saved by his fidelity and devotion.

Years after, when surrounded by his children, Olivier would
press the hand of hi3 beloved Leona, and gazing with a look of

unutterable affection upon her calm and lovely brow, relate to

them the adventures of the massacre, and bless the sanctuary
of the Lady of the Louvre.

SIEGE OF MISSOLONGHI.
The bravery and self-devotion of the unfortunate Greeks,

was exhibited in an extraordinary degree at the siege of Mis-
solonghi; after having been disappointed in all their hopes of

aid, feeling tlieir ramparts crumbling under their feet, seeing
their fathers, tlieir wives, and their children, perishing by
famine, the garrison sent a communication to the only corps
which was able to give them any succour, that of Kairaskakai,
requesting it to attack the rear of the enemy on a certain day,
and to announce its arrival by a general discharge of musketry,
at which moment the garrison would make a sortie, and en-
deavour to cut their way through the besieging army. On the
appointed day, the population of Missolonghi was assembled.
There remained three thousand soldiers (including those who,
although sick or wounded, were capable of marching with the
assistance of their comrades), a thousand artificers or other
men unused to fighting, and about five thousand women and
children. The Grecian women, who fancied themselves strong
enough to brave the fatigue and danger of the sortie, dressed
themselves in men’s clothes, in order that if they were unable
to escape the enemy, they might be mistaken for soldiers, and
put to death instantly. Many of them hung round their necks,
and round the necks of their children, as a protecting talisman,

the revered relics of their ancestors; and wore concealed dag-
gers, with which either to strike the enemy, or to secure their

not being taken alive. Those whose weakness forbade them
to follow the troops, joined the desperately wounded, the sick,

the aged, and the infants, and resolved to bury themselves in

the ruins of the town. It was a terrible moment. Almost all

the families of Missolonghi were divided into two parts : those
who remained in expectation of death, and those who were on
the point of rushing forth to vengeance and to new dangers.'

The hardiest warriors were subdued to tears : and the bravest
hearts quailed at the approaching separation. All these pre-

parations were, however, rendered abortive by the infamous
treachery of a Bulgarian soldier, who had deserted to Ibrahim,
and disclosed the whole plan. The Turks suddenly attacked
the town, and bathed themselves iu Christian blood. The
scene that followed was hideous. “But one voice was heard
amoDg the despairing women,” says M. Fabre: “ To the sea! to'

the sea!” Many precipitated themselves into wells, into which
they first threw their children; but the wells at length became
full, and it was a long way from the ramparts to that part of

the harbour which was sufficiently deep for the purpose of

death. The conquerors, anxious for slaves, followed close their

victims. Several women, and even children, had the address to

escape slavery by heroically throwing themselves on the naked
sword3 of the Arabs; others plunged into the flames of the

burning houses ;
and twelve hundred, who could discover no

way of destroying themselves, fell into the hands of the enemy.
The attention of the conquerors was soon drawn to the powder
magazine. The size and the solidity of the building induced
them to believe that the wealth of the inhabitants had been
there deposited. It contained, however, only women and
children, and Capsalis (one of the primates of the town) who,
having obstinately refused to accompany the garrison in their

projected sortie, conducted to the powder-magazine a crowd of

women and children, saying, “ Come, and be still ; I will myself
set fire to it.” They wept not

;
they had no parting to appre-

hend; the grave was about to unite them for ever. The
mothers tranquilly pressed their infants to their breasts, rely-

ing on Capsalis. In the meanwhile, the enemy crowded round
their asylum ;

some attempted to break open the doors
; some

to enter by the windows; some climbed to the roof and en-

deavoured to demolish it. At length, Capsalis perceiving that

a vast number had assembled, uttered a brief prayer familiar

to the Greeks--“Lord, remember me!” and applied the match.
The explosion was so violent, that the neighbouring houses
were thrown down, large chasms were produced in the earth,

and the sea, moved from its bed, inundated part of the town,
Two thousand barbarians were blown up with Capsalis.
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WHITE CLOUD: OE, THE FRONTIER VILLAGE.

CHAPTER II.

Settling in the Far West— “A New Home 5 ’— The Young
Settler and the Old Backwoodsman—Caught in an Ambush
—Sudden appearance of “ White Cloud,” the Indian War-
rior—The Pursuit—Deadly Combat—The Frontier Village
—Preparation for an attack.

“ What spacious cities with their spires shall gleam,
Where once the panther lapp’d a lonely stream !”

“ His sinewy frame, his noble air,

His lofty brow and martial frown,

Who saw him thus might well declare

A sachem he, of high renown.”

‘Ten years passed away—ten short, rapid years. A June
sun was rising over a beautiful river-flat, and the breeze was
rapidly folding the mist away in the deep blue sky, as loud
ehc-erful voices rang out upon the perfumed air, and a group of

hunters, dressed in deer-skins and linsey woolseys, with belts

and pouches, and long slim rifles upon their shoulders, quickly

ascended a road passing over the acclivity before them. Climb-
ing the summit, they turned, as Avith one accord, to view the

scene beneath, aud how beautiful it was. Not a basin filled

with leaves—a deep depression merely of tlie wilderness, with
the river glittering between the branches which broke upon the

sight of the emigrants ten years ago. The magic of the axe
and the plough had touched it, and lo! the picture. The flat,

with the exception of scattered trees, had been stripped of its

forest mantle, and was smiling with fertility, the Delaware
being curved like a silver serpent at its side. Here, was a field

of rye, there, corn sprouting on its hills—here, deep meadows,
there, smooth pasture fields, with sporting flocks and grouped
herds—with grassy lanes and zigzag fences, pointed hay-bar-

racks and frequent barns. The hids, sloping around three

sides of this lovely picturesque spot, were still dark with forests,

although at intervals the axe had penetrated their recesses,

and blocked out spaces which, after being stripped, had been
suffered to grow up in fire-weeds aud blackberry bushes. Upon
each side of the road, which, after it reached the flat, bore
some signs of labour, aud not far from the river bank, was a
small village, whose clustered smokes arose quietly and grace-
fully through the still air of the beautiful morning. The
houses Avere about forty in number, generally framed, a small
minority being log huts. Of the former, a few showed a dusky
red, Avhile the rest had been stained by the weather to a deep
broAvn. The road could be seen in a yellow stripe through the
village, Avith broad green margins ou both sides. A tall, oc-
tagon-shaped blockhouse stood upon a little knoll, rising from
the margin of the street near the river bank, whilst around the
village Avere palisades, also dark Avith exposure.

This lovely sight had been, time and agaiE, enjoyed by those
who now gazed upon it, but never had it looked more radiant,
more exquisitely beautiful, steeped as it was in the softness,

and gloAving with the brightness of a cloudless summer morning.
“ Well, 'l om,” said a youth with a fine expressive counte-

nance to one of the company near him, “ where can you find a
more beautiful scene than this?”

“ Nowhere, I take it, Mr. Robert,’’ answered the other.
“ See how lightly that smoke curls above father’s house,”

exclaimed Robert, pointing to a neat white dwelling upon the
corner of the blockhouse knoll.

“ There Avas no smoke there when your daddy first looked
upon it, nor anything else but Avoods.”

“ Well, we can’t stay here all day admiring prospects.” said
the youth iu a cheerful voice; “ come let’s ahead, or our luck
Avith the game Avill be small.”

“I most always hatre good luck Avheu I go out, Mr. Robert,
and you knoAV Avhen I draw sight it isn’t lor nothen.”
“ Why you are getting more and more conceited in your old

age, Tom,” rejoined Robert, smiling. “ Will you always be-
lieve that you can kill more game than any one else?”
“No, no, Mr, Robert, not quite that; but I knows what I

knows, and I knoAvs that I’ve did, in the Avay of deer-killing,
Avhat no one else has did in the settlement. You’ve often heerd
tell, I dare say, of the shot I made in the dead clearen, and I
don't knoAV but I telled it once to you myself.”

“ Yes, old Tom, twenty times at least, so you can spare the
relation now. By the way, Tom, Avhat do you think of the
opinion father expresses of the danger from the Indians, noAV
that the war has commenced?”

“ Your daddy has cause to be afeard of the Injins, as I, you
Avell know, can testify to; and as for his opinion, I think it is

a good one, as all the rest of his opinions is, ’specially one
founded on sich good common sense. This ’ere war will bring
’em from the West like packs of hungry AA

rclves. The Lord,
in his marcy, keep ’em from the settlement Ave’ve been jist

looken on. It Avould be awful to have ’em rampaging in sich

a delightsome spot. IIoAvsever, as the Avar betAveen us aud
the Mouusheers has broken out in rael airnest, I advise all to

keep a good look out upon his own sculp in partickler, and
the settlement’s in gineral.”

He had just given utterance to the last Avord, when one of
the hunters bounded from the earth, and fell flat upon his back,
another plunged headforemost, another rolled upon the earth,
AA

rhile there came from the hushes and thickets that fringed
their paths a crash of rifles, blended with the horrid sounds of
the Indian Avar-wlioop.

“ To the village, men, to the village, Ave’re taken in ambush!”
shouted old Tom, darting forward toAvard the declivity, followed
by the rest of the hunters.

“ It’s a Avonder any of us are alive,” continued he hastily to

Robert, as, reaching the declivity, all rushed down headlong,
Whoop succeeded Avhoop from the savages leaping behind Avitn

brandished knife and tomahaAvk, not waiting to reload their

rifles; one or two curves in the road, however, prevented them
from gaining more than momentary glimpses of the hunters.

But a fresh burst of yells, in which triumph Aras mingled,

echoed in the ears of the pursued, as they reached the firm

straight road of the flat, shoAving the hopes the savages enter-

tained of overtaking them; but the village Avas now close by,

so close that the floAvers of the laurels crouching at the base of

the palisades in front could be discerned. Robert and old Tom
were in the rear of their party, and the former cast a hasty
glance over his shoulder. A tall, noble-looking young warrior
Avas considerably in ad\rance of the other savages, Avith a Avhite

plume upon his head, and a light frock sAvathed around his

body. In his left hand he carried his rifle trailed, in his right

an uplifted hatchet. As Robert looked, the young savage

checked himself, threw his form back upon the left foot, whirled

his hatchet once around, and cast it. A streak of light glanced

by Robert’s eye, a hurtling sound filled his ear, and, Avith a

loud shriek, a hunter, forward of him, plunged headlong upon
the road, with the tomahawk sunk deeply in his brain.

“Round to the small gate, men,” shouted Tom, as they

bounded past the body quivering in the last agonies, “ that’s

ahvays open. Quick, quick.”

Even as he spoke, they all turned from the road where it

entered the village through the large front gate of the palisades,

which was ahvays closed, into a lane. Making a third of a
circuit, they came to the small gate spoken of by Tom. It was
open, and in they bounded, Avith the exception of Robert, who
was about following their example when he felt himself grasped

by sinews of iron, and turning, found he was in the power of

the young Avarrior, avIio held him Avith one hand, aud with the

other uplifted a glittering knife.

It Avas for a moment only that this sight met his eye, for

Tom had turned at the same instant, and now threw himself

upon the savage. The short hunting knife Avas the only weapon
the old woodman possessed, his rifle being useless in so close a

struggle, and it clashed upon the knife of the warrior, who iu

the suddenness of the attack, loosed his grasp of Robert. The
latter saw at this moment the rest of the savages, avIio had

been left behind by the speed of his late antagonist, turning

the corner of the palisades. Notwithstanding, he leaped for-

ward, Avith his knife in his grasp, to the aid of Tom, but before

he could strike a blow, the Aveapon of the Indian was buried
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deep in the breast of the old hunter, who, with a sharp cry,

fell "to the earth. The next moment he found himself drawn
within the gate as the whooping band was bounding upon him,

but, ere this was effected, he saw' the young warrior tear the

scalp, streaming with blood, from the head of Tom, while

from his tongue thrilled the peculiar cry indicative of pos-

sessing the trophy. The gate was then closed and barred by a

dozen eager hands, and he was in the presence of liis agitated

father, and a score of the pale, terror-stricken villagers.
•X* *- *

“What an escape, what an escape for our dear boy, Susan,”

said a bronzed, weather-beaten man, walking backward and
forward in a small parlour, simply furnished.

“ God be praised for hi3 mercies, Robert— our noble, noble

boy!” answered a meek, subdued woman, of about forty years;
“ and Agnes, too,” added she, after a short pause of weeping,
« what a dreadful blow it would have been if her destined hus-

band had been taken from her.”
“ Dreadful indeed, dear little Agnes,” said her husband, then

after a short pause he added, “but Tom, Susan, glorious,

fearless old Tom, that he should have perished to save our

child.”

“He is beyond the reach of our thanks, husband. Let us

hope the faithful old man is receiving his rewards in a better

world. Has his body been removed?”
“ It has. The gate was opened cautiously, no Indians seen,

and the corpse borne through in the arms of .Robert and myself.

A number of the villagers collected, and we gave him to the

earth at the inner base of the palisades, near where he fell, as

it was considered hazardous to venture outside to the church-
yard.”
A short silence succeeded, -when the captain again spoke.
“ I am anxious, Susan, beyond measure about this attack.

We have spent so many years here in safety that I had almost
forgotten that an Indian existed.”

“Not so, oh, not so, my husband!' interrupted liis wife
quickly; “remember our dear, dear darling little Billy, our
youngest, Robert, our lost.”

“ True, true,” rejoined her husband, in a tone of deep sad-

ness; “ I meant not that I had forgotten him. Bathe must
have perished that dreadful night. He must have, Susan, or

all our efforts to obtaiu some tidings would not have been so

fruitless.”

“ Oh, my husband!” said his wife, in accents of the most
profound sorrow, “how could tidings ever reach us? Think
of these frightful, endless forests, in which the settlements of

civilized man are but specks. He might still be living and we
never the wiser. Living, too, as a wild, barbarous, painted
savage, (her whole frame shuddered) ignorant of hi3 Maker,
and thinking only of shedding blood.”

“It is horrid indeed, Susan, and I almost hope and pray,
sometimes, that he did perish under the knife o f the cruel
savage.”

“ I see him oftener than ever in my dreams, husband, not as

the child whose features reflected those of his mother, not as

onr darling, as our dearest little Billy, but as an Indian war-
rior, with the tomahawk in his hand, and bloody scalps at liis

belt,”

“Let i.s dwell no longer upon the subject, Susan, it uu-
stead’ies my energies and distracts my thoughts. Having
power over both is very necessary now. What this attack
forebodes I hardly dare admit to myself. If there are no others

but those seen by Robert and the hunters, I shall conclude
that they are merely a small band prowling toward Canada.
But if, as I am fearful from the temerity of their pursuit up
to the very palisades, they are but a part of a large body who
were engaged in reconnoitering the village when stumbled upon
by the hunters, I fear the worst, Susan. Yon are the wife of

a frontiersman, and can bear the truth. I will now go through
the village and see that a proper vigilance is kept up. I dread,

however, the coming night.”
“ Be careful, husband, not to expose yourself. Do not look

over the palisades, for some of the heathen may be crouching
round them yet.”

Ja the meanwhile Robert had been with Agnes, receiving

her tearful congratulations upon his escape. Their hearts'

linked in an early attachment, they waited for the passage of
a few months to have their hands also united.

The village was in a state of considerable alarm. Sentinels
had been posted, and all warned by the captain to have their
weapons ready for instant use. As the day, however, pro-
gressed, the inhabitants ventured out somewhat from their
houses. In about the middle of the main street was the inn
of the place, having before it, swinging between a rude gallows-
frame, a huge sign, with the daub of a bear grappling with a
hunter. The bar-room was full of anxious chattering groups.

( To be continued.)

PRESENCE OF MIND.
At the storming of the heights of Beira, on the 8th of Oc-

tober, 1813, Colonel (now Sir Joliu) Colborne, who commanded
the second brigade of Rifles, addressed his men as follows:

—

“ Now, my lads, we’ll just charge up the edge of the ditch,
and, if we can’t get in, we’ll stand there and fire in their faces.”
They charged accordingly, and the enemy fled from the works,
and in following them up the mountain, Sir John, in rounding
a hill, accompanied only by his brigade-major, and a few
riflemen, found that he had headed a retiring body of about
300 of the French, and, whispering to liis briga<le* major
to get as many men together as lie could, lie, without the least
hesitation, boldly rode up to the enemy’s commander, and de-
manded his sword! The Frenchman surrendered with the
usual grace of his countrymen, requested the other would bear
witness that he had conducted himself like a good and gallant
soldier! Sir John answered the appeal with an approving
nod, for it was no time to refuse hearing witness to the valour
of 300 men, while they were in the act of surrendering to half-

a-dozen.

AM RICAN TEA-TABLE TALK.

Tjie following dialogue is represented by Howison, the
author of a work called “ Upper Canada,” to have occurred
at a tavern in the town of Auburn, where eighteen or twenty
people were seated at a table well furnished with the best
American cheer.

Hostess. “ Take some beef, ’squire ?”
“ No, I guess not. I don’t feel much like eating to-

night.”

“’Squire, is your sip out ?”

“ It will be so right off, ma’am. My tea is too strong.”
“I conclude you are nervous, sir ?”

“ I vow, ma’am, I can’t sleep when I take too much
tea.”

“ Indeed ! Now I like tea
;

it makes me feel good.”
“ Ay, I agree with you ;

I never feel so spry as when
I’ve got a good raft of tea aboard of me.

’’

“I calculate upon there being some electricity in tea, itmakes
me feel so smart.”

“ A’nt you from Canada, mister ? how are politics there ?”

“ Nothing stirring in that way, sir.”

“ I conclude to go there very soon, and I hope to see you ;

and if I rip up your quarters, I’ll give you a d blow
up.”

“ Well, now, I shall feel pretty considerably tickled to

see you.”
“ You didn’t stay long at Canandaguia ?'*

“No. I dined at at full jump, and went right off in the
stage, which carried me slick to this place.”

“ I foar that little shaver (child) is troubling on you
sir ?”

“ Not at all, ma’am
;
pretty considerable of a boy, I

guess ?”

“ Yes, sir, only three years old, and knows his letters. He
was in the abbs and obbs last week,”

“ He must be awfully smart I”
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BATTLE OF DIERNSTEIN.

The Russians, having declined all the temptations held out
|

to them to engage on the heights ot St Polten, passed the

Danube at Krems, burning the bridge, which was a very

handsome one. When Marshal Mortier, with six battalions,

advanced towards Stein, on the 11th of November, 1809, he

reckoned upon finding the Russian rear-guard only there, but

found their whole army, except the advanced guard, which had

not passed. The battle of Diernstein then took place, which

it was said would be for ever celebrated in military annals.

From six in the morning till four in the afternoon, 4,000 French

made head against all that opposed them, and having made
themselves masters of Loiben, they thought all was over; but

the enemy, enraged at having lost ten stand ot colours, six

pieces of cannon, 900 prisoners, and 2,000 killed, had marched

two columns through difficult passages to turn the irench.

As soon as Mortier perceived this, he marched straight against

the troops that had turned him, and cut his way through the

enemy’s lines, at the very moment that the 9th regiment of

light infantry and
the 33d of the line,

charged and defeat -

ed another Russian
corps, taking two
stand of colours,and
making 400 prison-

ers. This was a

day of blood
;
more

than 4,000 Russians
were killed and
wounded, and 1,300

made prisoners ; and
the loss of tbe
French was very
considerable. Col.

Waltier, of the 4th

Dragoons, an officer

of great worth, was
made prisoner. The
following account
of this gallant affair

at Die nstein, gives

the whole credit of

saving the French
division, on the oc-

casiou, to a Major
Henriod, although
his name was not
mentioned in the

bulletins of the

French army at

the time.

After the Russians had made the retrograde movement that
threw them upon Diernstein, they remained quietly in their

position for some time; but at night, after the departure of

Marshal Mortier, Major Henriod, a superior officer in the
camp, seeing the heights before Stein covered with the enemy’s
troops, lost no time in detaching the 100th regiment towards
the extremity of the enemy’s line. He also sent to inform the

troops posted behind Loiben of these movements, and went to

that village to rally some posts, that had been dispersed by the

enemy’s appearance. Marshal Mortier and General Gazan,
being apprised by the orderly men of what was passing, set

out on full gallop towards Diernstein, with some dragoons and
officers of the staff, when both of them had nearly been taken
by a corps of 1,500 Russians, with whom they exchanged some
pistol shots. But having escaped this danger, before they
reached Diernstein, the marshal and the general perceived
several other heads of columns beginning to descend from the

heights to the left of the road leading to that village. 'I hey
then quicken- d their pace, to gain the hamlet between Diem-
Ptein aud Loiben, thiukiug to find a part of the troops they

had left there; but this post was already occupied by the
enemy, and the French division they sought were iu advance
upon the plain above Loiben. This column had hitherto been
able to keep the enemy before them in check, who, for particu-
lar reasons, did not press them so closely as they might have
done. General Gazan, who rightly guessed the intentions of
the Russian general, ordered Colonel Ritay, to advance to the
ravine on the left of Diernstein, with one of liis battalions, and
the escort of the head quarters, to secure this passage for his
division; scarcely had the Colonel approached the point to
which he was directed, when he found himself in the presence
of an immense column debouching from the village. In fact,

this was the point of the reunion of all the enemy's troops,

then forming for the purpose of crowning the height at the
foot of which Diernstein i3 situated. Attacked by this mass,
the French division was overthrown, and Colonel Ritay badly
wounded; about 150 infantry, and some dragoons, who aban-
doned their horses, succeeded in gaining the head of the ra-

vine: the rest were thrown upon the plain of Loiben iu

disorder.

After the enemy, 1,200 strong, had thus debouched from
Diernstein, they
formed into two
columns, to proceed
by two roads which
joined at the foot of
^he heights of Stein.

The road on the left

was enclosed be-
tween two stone
walls about the
height of five feet,

and only broad
enough to admit of
eight men in front.

This division was
in number about
8.000; those that
took the other road
on the left, con-
sisted of 5,000.
Thus were the 4,ooo

French upon the
plain of Loiben in

a desperate situa-

tion, having masses
in their front and
rear sufficient to

crush them
; on

their left there was
a steep boundary
without any open
ing; on their right

was the river Da-

nube, which they had no means of passing.

Feeling all the danger of the situation, Marshal Mortier and
General Gazan called their officers about them, to deliberate

upon the means of extricating themselves out of the xouricierc,.

(mousetrap) in which they were enclosed. To capitulate, and
lay down their arms before the enemy, would have been a part
unworthy of the conqueror’s of Albeck and Flchingen

; and.
when some pusillanimous individuals talked of this, tbe whole
division swore they would rather perish with arms in their

hands.

During this deliberation, the brave Major Henriod, then
stationed in advance at the head of the plain, the place most
threatened by the enemy, sent to inform the generals, that if

they would adopt a plan ho had to propose, he would answer
for the safety of the whole division. Henriod pointed out to

General Gazan the fault which the enemy had committed, in

advancing through the walled passage before mentioned, as it

was impossible for a column of that length to act upon its

flanks; and besides, as it could only present eight men in front,

it might oo most effectually attacked with the bayonet—

a
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terrible instrument in the hands of those who knew how to use

it, and who, besides, added to their usual intrepidity all the

energy of despair. The head of the enemy's column, he said,

being overturned by the shock proposed, must naturally fail

back upon their centre, and this upon their rear, when to avoid

the consequences, the enemy would have no means left but to

scale the walls that enclosed them on both sides.

General Gazan communicated the plan of Major Henriod to

Marshal Mortier, who approved of it, and gave orders for an
immediate attack. The Major, then addressing himself to the

grenadiers who formed the head of his column—“ Comrades,”
said he, “ we are surrounded by 30,000 Russians, and there are

but 4,000 of us; however, the French never reckon up the

number of their enemies. We shall defeat them. Grenadiers

of the 100th, you shall have the honour of making the first

charge. Remember, the business now is to save the French
eagles.” The whole regiment answered this short and eloquent

harangue thus: “ Monsieur le Major, we are all grenadiers!”

The ammunition of the French being nearly all expended,
Major Henriod caused the last six cannon-balls to be fired,

which brought some of the stones down upon the enemy’s
column. During this time, Marshal Mortier and General
Gazan took post between the first and second battalion of the

100 th regiment. Major Henriod ordered the charge to "be
beaten, and advised the grenadiers to cry out altogether, “ No
quarter ! these are the Russians.” The column then advanced
with haste, without returning a discharge from the enemy, that
only wounded one officer, and two privates. This division

plunged their bayonets in the first of the Russian files, and
discharged their muskets at the same lime, the noise of which
seemed to alarm those in the rear. To give the second division

an opportunity of performing the same manoeuvre, the first

scaled the walls on the right and left; but instead of going into

the rear of the first battalion, to re-form, these grenadiers were
in such haste, that they placed themselves between the second
and third division. The number of Russians that had fallen

before, and the retrograde movements of the others, had now
left an interval of fifteen paces between the Russians and the
French; when the latter, second division, alter sustaining a
discharge that wounded a grenadier and killed Major Henriod’s
horse, like the first, threw themselves upon the Russians, and
bayoneted them at arms length. Rut the impatience of the
other French divisions to come into action was such, that the
grenadiers could not scale the walls fast enough to make room
for them, but unscrewed their bayonets, and used them with
vigour against the enemy.
Thus, as Major Henriod had foreseen, after three quarters of

au hour’s struggle, during which the French had not proceeded
a hundred paces over the bodies of their enemies, the retreat
of the head of the Russian column crushed its own centre,

already compressed by the rear. To escape this new, hut cer-

tain destruction, the centre forcing the walls on each side, were
dispersed, and in complete disorder. At this moment the
general panic that had spread among the Russian troops, was
increased by the shadows of approaching night, which pre-

vented them from seeing the cause of their defeat, or the number
of their enemies. Almost the whole of the Russian column
threw away their arms, and fled in all directions towards Stein,

and the high road to Moravia.
The column which took the route to Lioben shared the terror

of the left, and carried away with it all the troops that were in

advance of Stein. In this horrible confusion, some Russians
set fire to the village of Lioben, when the cries of more than 500
men wounded in the morning, closed the scene of horror. The
whole Russian army was in a state of complete disorder for
more than four hours.
The walled road, being thus opened, the head of the French

column moved through it to the village of Diernstein, but had
scarcely cleared tills avenue, when it was again saluted by some
musket-shots; upon which Major Henriod exclaimed, “ Come
hundreth, iiere are the Russians again

;
let us charge, but re-

member, no prisoners!” At this instant the mistake was
discovered; the troops opposite cried out, “ We are Dupont’s
division; welcome my lads

3 we thought you were all made
prisoners V*

This affair in the night of the 11th had cost General Ga-
zan’s division more than 1,200 men killed, wounded and
prisoners : the Russians lost 6,000 men

; 500 cf whom,
wounded, were burnt in the village. On this occasion Marsha
Mortier was highly complimented by Napoleon

; but the
official bulletins did not make the least mention of the gal-
lant conduct of Major Henriod, whose bravery, resolution
and presence of mind, deserved the greatest praise.
The Russians being thus routed at Diernstein, one of those

curious mistakes that frequently result from encounters in
the night occurred. A mass of Russians that had escaped
from Diernstein, happened to take the direction of the level
still occupied by the French, and found themselves in presence
of some companies changed with covering the left of their
column, then at a considerable distance. The Russians,
whose fears were increased by this unexpected event, threw
down their arms, and asked quarter. The French command-
ant not understanding Russian, imagining that he was cut off,

was so much alarmed, that he asked the same favour from
them

; when a Russian officer, well acquainted with the
French language, perceiving the mutual mistake, communi-
cated the discovery to his countrymen, who thus relieved
from terror, recovered their arms, whilst the French were
laying their’s down. But as the latter soon found out their
error, they took advantage of the enemy’s confusion and the
darkness of the night, and nearly the whole of them obtained
their liberty, and rejoined the army.

THE FASHIONABLE COQUETTE,
CHATTER II.

Before we proceed further, we will attempt to make our
readers better acquainted with the characteristics distinguish-
ing the personages we have introduced to their notice in the
preceding chapter. Sir Harry Lawton was the only son of a
baronet of vast property and ancient descent, in the county of
Devon. His father (a widower), had been dead nearly a year
and a half, young Lawton having hastened home from the Con-
tinent, where he then was, at his parent’s summons, just in
time to receive his blessing, and to close the old man’s eyes.
The present baronet was slight, tall, and well proportioned,

about twenty-three years of age, with a fair complexion and
dark brown hair. Ilis countenance was open and noble, beam-
ing with good humour and benevolence. A dark flashing eye
gave a peculiar appearance of animation to his regular and
Grecian style of features, while a certain playful curl sat upon
his upper lip, as if in indication of the secret working of the
mind within, intent on some act of frolicsome mischief that
had been already suggested to it. He was well bred in every
particular, having been educated at Eton and Cambridge, and
much improved by recent travel, in which he had been accom-
panied by his cousin, Charles Mortimer. Any act of meanness,
deceit, or the assumptions of false pride, were alike detestable
to him, and but one failing of any moment was to be detected
in his character, and that was at times a want of stability, or
rather a laxness of purpose.

His animal spirits were exuberant to overflowing; his love
of fun, or anything tending to the ludicrous, uncontrollable

—

yet with all this, there was a curious mixture of romantic pas-
sion and deep sensibility, linked with a leniency in pardoning
the foibles of others, engrafted as it were, in his very nature.

Of the fairer portion of creation he was an enthusiastic ad-

mirer; female beauty enchanted him, holding a temporary
influence over his mind, as if he were under the potent spells

of some mighty magician
;
here his romantic disposition dis-

played itself—some word, or act, not consonant altogether with
his sensibility of feeling, or rather notions of delicacy and
propriety would as soon destroy the illusions, which that beauty
had not long before so forcibly pictured to his heated imagina-
tion. Among the private circle of his friends and acquaintance

he was regarded as a young nan of high principles of honour
and integrity, and of a generous nature, but rather too fond of

gaiety and dissipation; by his numerous tenantry and servants

he was respected as a good landlord and kind master.

Charles Mortimer was the senior of his cousin by nearly
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three years. He was tlie son of, a clergyman of good family

connexions, who had, in his younger days, eloped with the

favourite sister of the deceased baronet; and as such matches
generally turn out in the end, a few months had scarcely

elapsed, when they became mutually dissatisfied and disgusted

with each other, when a separation was agreed upon by both

parties; the lady being once more sheltered under the pro-

tection of the fraternal roof, where she gave birth to a son, and
l lie reverend divine returning to his orgies and bacchanalian

companions, which soon terminated his career by apoplexy.

Not long after her husband’s death, Mrs. Mortimer was seized

by a violent fever, which carried her off
1

,
thus the little orphan

was left to the care of his bachelor uncle. Fifteen months had
Kissed since the latter event, and as little Charles grew daily

more like his mother in expression of countenance, the firmer

attached the worthy baronet became to his helpless protege and
nephew; however, as is generally the case, when the world

sets down aught for a certainty—for an incontrovertible fact

—

(and it had already assigned that it had even seen the will of

the baronet, constituting the fortunate orphan sole heir to his

immense estate), that fate has determined that the world shall

be wrong for once—the baronet, to the surprise of the whole
country round, taking unto himself a wife—a lady of amiable

disposition, good family, but of no fortune—the issue of which
union was the worthy hero I have been just dilating on above.

To Charles, this new change in the domestic arrangements at

Lawton, made but little difference in point of kindness and at-

tention. Lady Lawton was one of those few women who look

with cool contempt on that general maxim of the world

—

living only for one’s self. The generous susceptibility of her
kind heart gradually opened to the dictates of'pity and affection,

and received to its fostering protection the little innocent, Pro-

vidence had committed to her husband’s charge; as a mother
herself, she felt as a mother should do for the helpless offspring

of another. Delighted would she witness the fraternal love

evinced by the children towards each other as they grew to

boyhood—romping in harmless jday across the meadows, their

cheeks glowing with health, and their countenances laughing
in the simplicity of boyish mirth, or when sitting side by side

at their task, attentive listeners to her mild instructions; they
watched her tender looks with reciprocal affection beaming
from their intelligent eyes.

Though Harry’s senior, yet Charles was of a more delicate

constitution and weakly frame. Harry, on the contrary, though
slight, Avas robust and active; and at the age of fourteen, when
they both left the Hall, the first time for Eton, few boys at his

age could be found to match in strength or spirit with the future

baronet. Mortimer, whether it was inherent in his nature, or

arose from the consciousness of inferiority in physical energy,

was of a hasty temper, and fretful at times
;
but such visita-

tions -were as the momentary darkness of a cloud obscuring
the aspect of the smiling heaven beneath. These sullen fits

would rarely manifest themselves, and when they did, gentle-

ness and kindness of speech would soon restore the discordant
chords to harmony again. He was a man of intense feelings

and passions, and of firm resolution, widely differing from his

cousin in this peculiarity. He never jested with, or attempted
to pass a joke, if he thought it inflicted the slightest pain on
whom it was directed; and numerous "were the occasions on
which he vras compelled to rebuke his volatile cousin for the
mischievous pranks he too often practised, and the scrapes he
thereby entailed upon himself. He could make allowances for

the failings of others, but wilful glaring faults were unpardon-
able. If he fancied that error was committed from want of

judgment, and not from the spontaneous effusions of the heart,

he would strive to surmount every difficulty; would lay him-
self open to every vexation and harassment, rather than lose

the opportunity of achieving the triumph of directing it into
a proper and more praiseworthy channel. His complexion
was dark, and his countenance thoughtful and placid; though
the quick glance from a full grey eye, from under a long jetty
lash and brow, conveyed the meaning of an intelligent, and if

needed, a fiery spirit within. He was under the middle height
in stature, and his whole deportment was interesting and gen-
tlemanly in the extreme His habits were simple and retiring,

though few could boast of a higher cultivated mind, or a
brighter intellect; his full and rich voice adding a blandness to

the sweet charm of his conversation, whenever he was induced
to take part in any discussion or subject of general interest,

which was rarely the case, for he was one who courted rather

the solitude of his own thoughts. Although mostly the com-
panion of his cousin, and spending the greater part of the year
at the Hall, still he was possessed of a moderate independence,
through the kind bounty of his uncle, the departed baronet;

but had not such been the case, the cordial affection subsisting

between the cousins, would have rendered any consideration on
that point immaterial.

The morning of the day on which the conversation took
place between Sir Harry and Charles (which we have already

noticed) was beautifully fine and warm, it then being the com-
mencement of the month of May. The baronet was an early

riser, and having just breakfasted, he proposed to himself a

walk over to Elsmore, the country residence of his aunt St.

George, about three miles distant on the Exeter road. Mrs.

St. George was the eldest sister of his father, and widow of

Colonel St. George of the artillery, who had died abroad,

leaving her and three children with a handsome provision to

compensate for his loss. ,,

“ I am going over to Elsmore to the St. Georges’ to hear the

news and to scent the fresh air, Charles, if you’ve a mind for

a stroll,” said Sir Harry to his cousin, as he put on his hat and
began drawing on one of his gloves. “ The morning is lovely

;

a walk across the fields will do you good.”
“ You must excuse me,” replied Mortimer, rising from

breakfast, “ nothing would have delighted me more; but I

have two or three letters of importance to write which will

not admit of delay
:
give my love to my aunt and the young

ones, and tell her if it i3 as fine to-morrow I will not fail to

pay my respects.”
“ Here, Ponto, Ponto, Carlo,” shouted Sir Harry, giving a

shrill whistle, when the door was flung wide open, and two
magnificent black setters rushed into the room, threatening to

overturn everything in their way as they jumped up in delight

and gamboled round their master. “ Down, down!” exclaimed

he loudly, raising a slight silver-headed cane he carried in his

hand, and immediately the obedient animals were at his feet.

“ Like you there, as in everything else,” remarked Mortimer,

smiling, and pointing to the crouching dogs, who were looking

up wistfully at the speaker, “ you incite them to play and
then would punish them for it.”

“I feel too light-hearted at present, Charlie boy,” returned

Sir Harry, laughing, “to become your pupil this morning, or to

be a willing imbiber of cynical doctrines; though I must con-

fess your remark carries some point with it ;—you meant a

slight rebuke—in other words—that I loved a joke, though the

consequences might be no pleasant matter for reflection after-

wards. However, I shall be off while my spirits are in their

present ascendant,—so vale
,
coz.—I shall be back about one or

so;” and, whistling to his dogs, the baronet quitted the apart-

ment, his mellow voice sounding merrily in a rustic ballad

along the ball as he departed.

CTo he continued.')
mg/gmma— ———
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LI OTA.
A Tale from the Saxon.

( Concluded.)

Cautiously listening as she heard the decreasing sound of

his footsteps, Liota suddenly sprang up, and leaped on the

steed. “ Ye powers who befriend and succour the distressed,

aid my escape! Instant flight, or instant death, can a'one

save me from destruction.” She was already seate i in the

saddle; but the animal, accustomed only to his lord’s voice and

hand, at first refused to advance; at length a forcible blow

with the bridle set him^off at full sjjeed; Liota’s heart beat

high with exultation. Alas ! too soon, for her evil destiny still

seemed to prevail: aloud whistle from Cattwald suddenly

checked the courser in his flight, which neighed and turned

round to meet its master. On reaching the bank of the river,
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the chief had been alarmed at perceiving, by the light of the

moon, a considerable troop of soldiers advancing on the oppo-

site side; and likewise at beholding several vessels crossing

the stream, towards the point where he stood, which afforded

a convenient landing. Instantly returning, he discovered the

artifice which had been practiced upon him.

“Deceitful, crafty viper!” cried he, oncoming up to the

maiden, who was now nearly in the state winch she had before

merely feigned, “ thinkest thou that a woman’s wiles can

defeat Ostphalia’s chief? I no longer feel any compassion.

Force shall instantly accomplish my purpose. Yonder stands

Bertha’s temple; and this very hour are our nuptials consum-
mated.”
“No!” exclaimed the weeping Liota, “no force shall tear

me hence, I swear by yon Moon that is now hastening to

meet its beloved Sunna—by him,* and all the other awlul

powers of night; by Freia, the consort of the great Odin, you
shall bear me hence only as a corse, even although I be com-
pelled to tear open my veins with my own teeth, or to strangle

myselfdn these entangled locks. Nor shalt thou even then

escape the punishment due to thee. Dagur shall avenge me;
the dagger of my father shall send thee howling to the depths of

Hela!”
“ The gods heed not these idle ravings of a girl. Even

already, perhaps, has thy Dagur fallen beneatli the battle-axe

of the mighty Rolf, and thy father is a prisoner within his

castle. Trust me, I predict not vainly. Follow me, therefore,

to the altar, unless thou wouldst rather be my paramour than
my wife.”

“Oh horror! lias Heaven, then, no mercy? Do the gods
no longer heed the cries of the wretched? Will they lend

no aid?
’

“ The gods are just,” exclaimed a voice, “ thy deliverer

is with thee,” and immediately Wittekind discovered himself
from behind an oak, rearing on high his battle-axe. Catt-

wald stood as one who beheld a spectre issuing from the yawn-
ing earth.

“ Spirit of the departed hero,” exclaimed he, “ wherefore
returnest thou from Valhalla’s paradise?

-
’

“ I belong not yet to the dead, but live to protect the defence-

less, to punish the oppressor, to rescue my fatherland from its

worst of foes! Traitor, to the earth with thee !”

“Death is in that word,” returned the haughty youth;

—

“ thy death or mine. Who art thou, that thou darest address

the son of Siwar?”
“Saxony’s King. ’Twas this hand, Cattwald, that first

bestowed on thee the warrior’s sword—this arm first conducted
thee to battle ! ’Twas I who trained thy youth to noble daring
and to great exploits; and now—but come, pierce this bosom,
and let death by thy hand be the meed for all that I have per-

formed. So shall henceforth Teutonia’s sons whenever they
desire to utter a fatal curse, pronounce the name of Cattwald
the parricide!”

The cheek of theyouth turned of a deadly paleness; the weapon
fell from his nerveless hand; and, with a wild and faultering

voice, he cried, “ Liege lord—father—benefactor—oh, say ! liow
shall I expiate my crime?”
“Let thy conscience answer thee,” sternly replied the prince.

“ But go—flee from our shores to some far distant region, where
thou mayest atone for the past, and where thy deeds in arms
may yet obtain thee an unsullied name.” So saying he departed
with Liota; and swinging himself on his courser, the youth
disappeared for ever.

The dawn of the young day was yet struggling with the full

light of the moon, when Rolf lay on his couch of state within
his hall, where the fire yet blazed brightly within the spacious
chimney, and cups of foaming mead stood, on the massive
board. All around denoted protracted revelry. Near their

lord, in attendance on his slightest nod, were two beautiful

* According to the mythology of the northern nations, the
moon is personified as beiog a male d ivinity

,
and the sun a

female.

female slaves, whose loose and gay attire, deilOted them also

to be minions of his pleasures. At one of the windows of the
apartment stood his mother, Cunigunda, clad in a purple robe,

and her hair adorned like a Frankish Princess, with chains of
gold.

“Watch no longer with those anxious looks,” cried Rolf;
“ hut rather, mother, return to our gleeful board.”

“ But is this an hour for revelry, boy, when death stalks
abroad, and your friends are struggling in thefight? Hear you
those distant shouts—that clang of arms? Go, gird on thy
armour for the fray.”

“That time is past, good mother: we are lord of this goodly
castle now, and can leave to villain hands the task to wield the
sword. Let them fight on; it little recks us here.”

“Beware that this confidence prove not thy destruction. All
depends on the event of this night.”

“And I can trust all to Storao; his interest is at stake as
much as my own. But come, Leatgood; chaunt us some verse,

girl, of Freia’s power, and liow she rewards love.”

The din of fight now increased; it approached nearer
; and

almost at the same instant a warder entered the hall. “Now,”
inquired Rolf, “ thine errand?”

“ Storno sends me hither, my liege. Bruno himself, and the
young Ostphalian Prince are our captives.”

“ Then, wherefore cometh not Storno himself to receive our
thanks?”

“ He is returned to defend the barriers of the castle against
the cavalry of the foemen, who even now attempt to enter.”

“By whom are they headed?” inquired the chief.

“ By one on whose helm is borne a dark eagle’s wing. They
say ’tis Cattwald.”

“ Then is all secure: the attack is but a well-played feint.

But I must hasten to receive him, and pretend to demand an
armistice. In the meanwhile do you, good mother, see that
there is no lack of cheer against our return.

—
’Twill be a brave

banquet.”
Rolf was about to quit the hall, when the portals were flung

open; and Bruno, accompanied by a crowd of armed men,
stood bound as a captive, before his unworthy son. Close be-

hind him was Dagur, whose burning check, rivalled in its hue
the gore with which he was stained. Storno, too pressed for-

ward, through the throng, and whispered to his liege, “I fear

that Cattwald betrays us, and that he means us not well.”

Then laying his sword at his master’s feet, he exclaimed aloud,

“Brave warriors of the Angarii, salute your young lord,

your valiant prince.” And with a loud shout all followed his

example.
“ You see, father,” said the youth with some embarrassment,

“ how I am compelled to accede to their wishes. But where-
fore did you urge me to this harshness, by seeking to attack

me by force? Yet you are now free: permit me to unloose those

unworthy shackles.”
“ Wretch !” exclaimed the aged warrior, in a tone that made

all present shudder, at the same time raising up his handless
arm, “ accursed was the fatal hour in which I gave thee being.

Thy words are mockery, they load my age with scorn!”

Untouched by the reproof, the shameless youth cried, “ This
is the delirium of age: you perceive, my friends, that he raves

the words of madness. Be he conducted hence and treated as

becomes his infirmity. It is no driveller that must be your
lord in times like these : and who is there, now that the hero

Wittekind has fallen beneath the sword of the Franks, who
may more become the ducal crown, or who has greater pre-

tensions to it than Rolf, who has so often conducted you to vic-

tory ? and if I appear to have somewhat anticipated the dignity,

it has been for your sakes. As for thee, young soldier,” con-

tinued he, turning to Dagur, “ who hast rashly dared to

become our foe, justice shall be done to thee according to the
custom of our land. Select from among the noblest of my
followers, three who may combat with thee, by the stone of

sacrifice, within our castle’s court. If thou art overcome, thou
shalt be instantly sacrificed to the dark deities of night; but
shouldst thou conquer them all, thou art free to quit our
walls.”

Scarcely had he finished the last words when the loud blast
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of war-norns was heard, and the shout of a great multitude

exclaiming, “ Long live Wittekind.”
At the name of Wittekind, the cheek of Rolf became pale;

and Storno hurried forth to inquire the cause of these strange

sounds, when he was met at the gate of the hall by the

warrior himself, whose uplifted battle-axe smote the traitor to

the earth.
“ Down with your arms!” cried the chief, as he strode into

the apartment over the fallen corse; “ the bear is returned to

his home to expel the wolfish brood that has taken possession

of it.” At these words Rolf sank back in despair. “ All now
is lost !” he exclaimed.—“ For thee, monster,” said Wittekind,
“ whose blood is as the deadly venom of the adder, let the

insulted gods punish crimes like thine: thou art too base to

owe thy death to a warrior’s hand. Be ignominy thy portion,

aud the curse of Heaven thy doom. To reward the generous
valour of a friend, is a more grateful office. Liota, come forth!”

and in the next moment, the maiden felt herself encircled by
the embrace of the transported Dagur.

LIFE OF SIR WALTER RALEIGH.

This great man, who united in himself the character of the
hero, the courtier, and man of letters, was the son of Walter
Raleigh, Esq., a descendant of an ancient family in Devonshire.
Ar the age of fourteen, he was sent to complete his education at

the university of Oxford, where he became a gentleman com.
moner of Oriel college, and distinguished himself by the
strength and vivacity of his genius, and his close application

to study. After remaining three years at Oxford, he went into

Franee as one of a troop of an hundred gentlemen volunteers,

whom Queen Elizabeth permitted Henry Champernon to trans-

port into France for the service of the protestant princes.

Here he had an opportunity of acquiring experience in the art

of war,' and improving himself in the knowledge of modern
languages, and all the accomplishments of a gentleman. He
remained six years in France, and on his return home, he was
considered as one of the most polished and accomplished
gentlemen in England.

In 1/378, he went into the service of the Prince of Orange
against the Spaniards. Soon after this, Sir Humphrey Gilbert
having obtained a patent to plant and settle some northern
parts of America, nut claimed by any nation in alliance with
England, Raleigh engaged, with a considerable number of

gentlemen, in an expedition to Newfoundland. This under-
taking proved unsuccessful, owing to divisions among the
volunteers; Sir Humphrey, was in 1/379, obliged to set sail

with only a few of his friends, and after various misfortunes at
sea, returned with the loss of one of his ships in an engagement
with the Spaniards in which Raleigh was exposed to great
ianger.

For some years after, he wa3 employed in Ireland, and
rewarded for his services in that country with a grant of a
large estate in the province of Munster. But neither the ill-

success of his first expedition, nor his employments by land,

seem to have taken away his desire of distinguishing himself at
sea. lie therefore digested in writing an account of the advan-
tage s, which he supposed might attend the prosecution of the
northern discoveries, and having laid his project before the
council, he obtained her majesty’s letters patent in favour of
his design, dated the 5th of March, 1584. lie used so much
expedition to carry his project into execution, that in little

more than a month after it was granted, he sailed from England
for the north coast of America, where lie arrived in the begin-
ning of July, and took possession, in the queen’s name, of that
fine province, which, in honour of his maiden sovereign, he
named Virginia. About this time, he was chosen knight of
the shire for the county of Devon, and making a considerable
figure in parliament, he received the honour of knighthood, but
at what time is not exactly known. Her majesty, at the same
time, granted him a patent to license the vending of wines by
retail throughout the kingdom, which was a very lucrative
one.

In 1585, Sir Walter Raleigh fitted out a second fleet for !

Virginia, under the command of Sir Richard Grenville, his

cousin, a gentleman who acquired the highest degree of

reputation, both in the land and sea service, and died of a
wound he had received on board his ship, in an engagement he
maintained, in 1591, with a Spanish fleet of fifty-three sail, in

the course of which he repulsed the enemy fifteen times, though
they continually shifted their vessels, and boarded with fresh

men; the Spaniards lost in this unequal contest, four ships, and
about a thousand men, and Grenville’s vessel perished soon

after with two hundred men in her. Upon his landing in

America, Sir Richard sent a deputation to the King of the

Indians, who resided at Roanok, requesting permission to

establish a friendly intercourse with the inhabitants; which
being granted, he went with a select company to view some
Indian towns, and was civilly treated ;

but at one of them an
accident happened which greatly disconcerted his plan. An
Indian stole a silver cup, which Sit Richard’s people resented

by setting fire to the town, and destroying the corn in the fields

:

for this rash action, the Indian king threatened to fall upon
the English with his whole force; but, by a timely submission

and some presents, the affair was terminated amicably. Sir

Richard, after leaving one hundred and seven persons to settle

the colony of Virginia, set sail for England, and on his passage

he took a Spanish prize estimated at fifty thousand pounds.

This was not the only circumstance of good fortuue which
happened to Sir Walter at this time. The rebellion in Ireland

being now totally suppressed, the queen granted him a lordship

there of twelve thousand acres, which lie planted at his own
expense. Encouraged by this grant, he fitted out a third fleet

for Virginia, and two barks to cruise against the Spaniards

near the Azores, which had such success that they captured

more vessels than they could man, and were therefore obliged

to destroy they. In the meantime his favour at home with

the queen increased, so that in 1586, he was made seneschal of

the duchies of Cornwall and Exeter, and lord warden of the

Stanneries of Devonshire and Cornwall.

In 1587 Sir Walter fitted out a fourth fleet for Virginia, and
the following year a fifth, at his own expense, but neither had
any great success. When the formidable preparations of Spain

alarmed the nation with the fear of an invasion, Sir Walter was
appointed one of the council t :» consider best means of repelling

the enemy; and when the armada entered the channel, he, with

many other noble volunteers went on board the fleet, and per-

formed such signal services in the attack and destruction of

the Spanish navy, that the queen granted him some additional

advantages on his wine licenses, and showed him other marks
of favour.

Sir Walter next served in the expedition to restore the King
of Portugal, and was concerned in taking some hulks belonging

to the Hanse towns, for which the queen rewarded him with a

gold chain. lie also served in the expedition against the

Spanish settlements in the West Indies. Ilis seducing one of

the queen’s maids of honour, the daughter of Sir Nicholas

Throgmorton, subjected him to the queen’s displeasure for some
time; he however, made the most honourable reparation by
marrying her. While he was under her majesty’s displeasure,

lie projected the discovery, of Guiana, an extensive country in

South America, which the Spaniards had visited, but were
unable to settle.

Sir Walter haying provided a sqnadron of ships at a very

great expense, the Lord-admiral Howard and Sir Robert Cecil

conceived so good an opinion of the design that they both con-

curred in it. He set sail on the 6th of February 15,95, and
arrived at Trinidad on the 22nd ol' March. He there quickly

made himself master of St. Joseph’s, a small city, and took

Antonio Borco, the Spanish governor, prisoner, from whom he

received a better account of the neighbouring continent than

any he had yet obtained. Then, quitting his ship, and em-
barking with a hundred men, on board some small barks, lie

sailed four hundred miles up the river Oronoko in search of

Guiana; but the heat of the weather, and the torrents of rain,

obliged him to return, which he did in the latter end of

summer.
The next service in which Sir Walter was engaged wa3 the

expeditir n tn r i u?, wherein the Earl of Essex and the Lord-
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admiral Howard were joint commanders, and Sir Walter, and

many other persons of skill and prudence were appointed oi

their council, The fleet sailed in the beginning of June, 1596,

and on the 20th of the same month, arrived before Cadiz, lhe

admiral’s opinion was to attack and take the town nrst, that

the English fleet might not be exposed to the fire of the ships

in the harbour and the batteries at the same time. 1 he council

of war which he called, concurred with him in opinion, and a

resolution was taken instantly to attack the town ;
when Sir

Walter, who happened not to be at the council, went to t e

Earl of Essex, who was putting his men into boats, and pro-

tested against it, offering such forcible reasons for their first

attacking the galleons and ships in the harbour, that the earl

was convinced of the necessity of doing it, and desired Sir

Walter to dissuade the admiral from landing. Sir Walter

undertook to do so, and prevailed with him that the fleet should

first enter the port, and attack the Spanish galleons and gallies.

When he returned to the Earl of Essex with the news, crying

aloud in his long boat, 4 cntvcnnos
,

the earl flung his hat into

the sea for joy, and prepared to weigh anchor. SirWalter gave

the admiral a sketch of the manner in which lie thought best

to begin the action, which was as follows. Two great fly-boats

were to board a galleon, after they had been sufficiently can-

nonaded by the ships of war; which being agreed on, and the

commanders in chief persuaded to lead the main body, Raleigh

in the Warspight had the command of the van, which was to

enter the harbour, and consisted only of seven ships ot war, the

fly-boats and a hired ship.

At break of day on the 22nd of June, Sir Walter weighed

anchor, and stood towards the Spanish fleet, which had been

thus disposed to resist the attack. Seventeen gallies were

ranged under the walls of the city, that they might the better

flank the English ships as they entered, and hinder them from

passing forward to the galleons. The artillery from Fort Philip

played on the fleet, as did the cannon from the curtain of the

town, and some culverins scoured the channel. When the

Spanish admiral in the St. Philip perceived the English under

weigh, he set sail also, and with him the St. Matthew, the St.

Thomas, the St. Andrew, the two great galleasses of Lisbon,

three frigates, convoy to their plate fleet from the Havannah,

two argosies, very strong in artillery, the admiral, vice-admiral,

and rear-admiral of New Spain, with forty other great ships

bound for Mexico, and other places. Of these vessels, the St.

Philip, the St. Matthew, the St. Andrew, and the St. Thomas,

four capital ships, came again to an anchor under the fort of

Portugal, in a strait ofthe harbour which leads to Puerto Royal.

Ou the starboard side, were placed three frigates, and behind

them the two galleasses of Lisbon. The argosies and seventeen

gallies were moored to play on the English as they entered the

harbour, and behind them were the admiral, vice-admiral and

rear-admiral of New Spain with the body of the fleet. With
this formidable line of defence, which reached like a bridge

over the strait from point to point, and was strengthened by

Fort Puntal and other batteries, the Spaniards hoped to have

made a successful resistance.

F The attack was led by Sir Walter in the van, who was

warmly cannonaded by Fort Philip, by the guns on the curtain,

and by all the gallies in good order. Raleigh sustained their

fire with great firmness, and answered them with a flourish of

trumpets, without discharging a gun. The ships that followed

him attacked the gallies so warmly, that they were soon put

'into confusion, and, taking to their oars, fled to join the galleons

in the inner harbour Sir Walter gave them several broard-

sides as they drove before him, and then bore down on the St.

Philip and St. Andrew, as more worthy antagonists. Lord
Thomas Howard, in the Nonpariel came to an anchor near him,

as did Sir Richard Southwell in the Lion, all on one side, and the

Dreadnought and Mary Rose on the other. The Rainbow lay

on the Puntal side, and thus the adverse ships connonadedeach

other for three hours.

About ten o’clock, the Earl of Essex, impatient at hearing

.the noise of cannon, and anxious to be in the engagement him-

self. made through the fleet, headed the ships on the larboard

Side of the WarsDight, and anchored as near Sir Walter as

possible; but. Raliegh still headed the line and kept closest to

the enemy’s ships. After they had battered for a long time
their heaviest ships, Sir Walter went in his boat to the admiral,

to desire that the fly-boats which were promised him might
come up, that he might board the enemy, if not he would attempt
them in the queen’s ship, and the Earl of Essex and Lord
Thomas Howard assured him that they would second him to

the utmost of their power. After a long and obstinate fight,

Sir Walter, despairing of the fly-boats, and depending on the
Earl of Essex and Lord Thomas Howard’s promises to assist

him prepared to board the Spanish admiral, which being per-

ceived by the latter, he ran on shore, and his example was
followed by the other capital ships. The St. Philip and the

St. Thomas were burnt by theirown crews, and the St. Matthew
and St. Andrew were saved by the English boats before they

took fire.
.

*-

|

The most remarkable circumstance in this affair seems to

have been the great disproportion between the English and
Spanish fleets, there being but seven ships of the former
principally engaged against seventy -one sail of the latter.

This victory facilitated the capture of the city, which how-
ever, was achieved rather by dint of bravery than expert
generalship, and reflected more honour on the seamen and
soldiers, than the skill of the officers who commanded. Sir

Walter Raleigh who had the chief merit of the naval victory,

went on shore, though he was wounded, that he might parti-

cipate in theglory to be acquired by land; but finding matters
on shore in great disorder and confusion, he returned on board
the fleet in disgust. The next morning. Sir Walter sent to

the admiral for orders to follow the Spanish West India

fleet, then outward bound, lying in Puerto Royal, where they
could not escape him ;

but from the confusion that every one
was in on the taking ofthe town, this opportunity was missed,

and no answer was sent to Raleigh’s request. In the after-

noon, the merchants of Seville and Cadiz offered the admiral

two millious for the ransom of those ships; but while negoti-

ations were pending, the Duke of Medina Sidonia caused the

whole of them to be burnt, and thus the galleons, gallies,

frigates, and the fleets of New Spain, royal and mercantile,

were destroyed, except the St. Matthew and St. Andrew,
which remained in possession of the English. Cadiz proved
to be very rich in merchandize and plate, and the land com-
manders were greatly enriched by the ransom of their prison-

ers, their houses and goods, some of them acquiring in this

way sixteen and others twenty thousand ducats. But Raleigh

complains that his services were overlooked
;
“He got,” he

says, a “lame leg and adeformed
;
fortbe rest, he either spoke

too late, or ’twas otherwise resolved ; he wanted not good
words, yet had possession of nought but poverty and pain. 5

’

Sir Walter was next employed in the expedition called the

Island voyage, the object of which was to attack the Azores.

The Earl of Essex had the chief command, and Raleigh was

his second. Disputes early arose between the commanders
;

a misfortune happened to Raleigh’s ship in the Bay of Biscay,

which obliged him to stop behind the fleet, and when he came
to the rock of Lisbon, he met with a number of transports,

which had been appointed to rendezvous there, which he

conducted to the Azores. This was resented by Essex, who
pretended that those vessels had quitted him to wait on

Raleigh, when in fact the "whole was a matter of accident .

Essex had sense enough to be appeased for that time, but soon

after a fresh occasion ofjealousy occurred. It was agreed in

a council of war, that the earl and Raleigh should land jointly

in the Island of Fayal ;
but Raleigh, after waiting four days

for the earl and hearing nothing of him, held a counci l of war,

at which it was resolved to attack the island without further

delay. This resolution he executed with complete success,

and exhibited therein as much personal courage as any private

soldier, and all the ability of a great commander. But Essex

on his arrival was so severely mortified, that he should have

lost his share of the honour of taking the place, that he

cashiered some of the officers, who had served with gallantry

under Raleigh, and threatened to bring the latter to a trial.

By the mediation of friends, matters were accommodated

between the commanders, and Essex restored the officers

whom he had broken. During the remainder of the voyage,

Raleigh took some prizes, but on the whole the success of tbe
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expedition was by no means answerable to the expectiatons

that had been formed of it. The queen, however, seems to

have been satisfied with Sir Walter Raleigh’s services,

for the following year, he was appointed vice-admiral of her

fleet, and a short time after she made him governor of the

Island of Jersey, but reserved three hundred pounds a year

out of his salary, to be disposed of as she thought proper.

His behaviour on the apprehension of the Earl ol Essex has

been variously represented, some accusing him of seeking the

ruin of that nobleman with inveterate malignity, others are

of opinion that he did no more than what his duty to the queen

required him to do. He is said to have pressed the queen

with peculiar urgency to sign the warrant for the earl’s exe-

cution, and afterwards with great indelicacy, to have been a

spectator at his execution. This last account, however, is not

strictly true, for though he had placed himself near the

scaffold before the earl appeared, yet he removed from thence

before hi9 death, because the people seemed to take his

appearance there in a wrong light ;
but this he afterwards

repented, because when the Earl of Essex came to die, he

expressed a wish to have spoken with Sir Walter, from a

foresight of which Raleigh had taken his place near the

scaffold.

On the death of Queen Elizabeth, Raleigh was not without

hopes of coming into favour with her successor, whose good
opinion he had endeavoured to secure by presents, and various

other testimonies of respect, which he sent into Scotland, and
from the reception they met with, he had no reason to suspect

that he stood on ill terms with the Scotch prince. But Jameu
was a monarch whose natural character was averse to mili-

tary men, and the Cecils, whose power at court was great,

taking advantage of this disposition of the king, infused such

a suspicion into him of Raleigh’s bold and turbulent temper,

which might embroil him in war with the neighbouring po-

tentates. that the king treated him with great coolness, and
Sir Walter in resentment of this usage, withdrew his attend-

ance at court.

It was Raleigh’s misfortune, at this period of his disgrace

at court, to nave for his associate, Lord Cobham, a man of

weak understanding, but a large fortune, who with liis brother,

Mr. Brooke, and some other discontented persons, were en-

gaged in a plot against the king and royal family. It does

not appear that Sir Walter Raleigh was privy to the treason

of these persons, or that there was any legal evidence to con-

vict him; hut the influence of thecourt prevailed over justice.

On the 17th of November, 1603, Sir Walter was tried and
convicted of high treason, at Winchester, the prosecution

being conducted by the attorney-general, Coke, whose be-

haviour was extremely arbitrary and illegal.

The court seemed to have been ashamed of this prosecution,

for iu a little time Sir Walter was removed from Winchester
to the Tower, and by degrees the restraints of his confinement

were mitigated. He was allowed the company of lii3 wife, and

the king granted his goods and chattels, which were forfeited

on his conviction, to the trustees for the benefit of his creditors

and family.

He spent the greater part of his confinement, which lasted

thirteen years., in compiling his “ History of the World,” a

work which remains a monument of his genius and learning.

The patron of his studies about this time was Prince Henry,
who is reported to have said, in the quaint language of those

times, That he wondered how his father could keep so choice

a bird as Sir Walter Raleigh confined in a rage,” and to have
expressed a determination to make him amends for the in-

juries lie sustained, if lie lived to come to the throne. We
need not therefore wonder that Sir Walter was greatly affected

at the death of this amiable and promising prince. In the

month of March, 1616, Sir Waiter regained his liberty, after

being confined in the Tower upwards of twelve years. Being
now at large, he had an opportunity of prosecuting his design

of settling Guiana, a design he is said to have kept in view
from his first voyage to that country. There is no transac-

tion in the life cf this extraordinary man, which lias giveu rise

to so much controversy, or seems to be involved in more doubt

or uncertainty, than this expedition to Guiana
; it would lead

us beyond our limits to enter into the discussion, we shall

therefore content ourselves with giving a short account of his

proceedings as they are commonly given, without pretending

to vouch for its authenticity.

The king gave him a patent for settling Guiana under the

privy-seal, if not under the great seal of England ;
which Sir

Francis Bacon, on being applied to, assured him, implied a

pardon for all that was past, as the king had made him admiral

of his fleet, and given him the power of martial law over his

officers and soldiers. The whole expense of the expedition was
defrayed by Sir Walter Raleigh and his friends. In their pas-

sage, they met with various disappointments
; however, in

November they came in sight of Guiana, and anchored five

leagues off the river Caliana. Here Raleigh was received with

the utmost joy by the Indians, who offered him the sovereignty

of the country, which he declined. His extreme sickness pre-

venting his attempting the discovery of the mines in person
;

he deputed Captain Keymis to that service, ordering five ships

to sail into the river Oronoko ;
but, three weeks after, landing

by night nearer a Spanish town than was expected, they were

set upon by the Spanish troops, who were prepared for their

reception.

This unexpected attack soon threw them into confusion
;

and had not some of the leaders animated the rest, they had

all been cut to pieces ;
but the others, by tlieir example, soon

rallying, they made such a vigorous resistance, that they

! forced the Spaniards to retreat. Iu the warmth of the pursuit,

the English found themselves at the Spanish town, before they

knew where they were. Here the battle was renewed, but they

were assaulted by the governor himself, and four or five captains

at the head of their companies, when Capt. Raleigh, the eldest son

of Sir Walter, hurried on by the heat and impatience of youth,

not waiting for the musketeers, rushed forward at the head of

a company of pikes, and having killed one ot the Spanish

captains was shot by another. But pressing still, forward with

his sword upon the captain who had shot him, the Spaniard

with the butt end of his musket, felled him to the ground, and

put an end to liis life ;
when his serjeant immediately thrust

the Spanish captain through the body with his halbert. Two
other captains and the governor himself were killed.

The Spanish leaders being thus all despatched, the private

men fled. Some took shelter about the market-place, from

whence they killed and wounded the English at pleasure ;
so

that there was no way left for safety but by firing the town,

1 and driving the enemy to the woods and mountains. Captain

Keymis had now an opportunity ot visiting the mine, which

he attempted with Captain Thornliurst, Mr. W. Herbert, Sir

John Hambden, and others
;
but, upon tlieir falling into an

ambuscade, in which they lost many of their men, they re-

turned to Sir Walter, without discovering the mine, alleging

the reason mentioned above.

As some mitigation of tlieir ill-success, and as an induce-

ment to further hopes, Keymis produced two ingots of golu,

which they had found in the town, together with a lai ge ojian

tity of papers found in the governor’s study. Among t nc .e

were four letters, which discovered not only Raleigh s whole

enterprise to have been betrayed, but liis life hereby, put m o

the hands of the Spaniards. These letters also discovered the

preparations made by the Spaniards to receive Raleigh.

To the just indignation which he conceived upon this occa-

sion, was added the mortification of finding that Keymis bad

not proceeded to the mine. He reproached Iveymis with

having undone him, and wounded his credit with the king past

recovery. This effected Keymis so sensibly, that lie retired to

his cabin, where he shot himself ;
but finding the wound not

mortal he despatched himself with a knife which he thrust

into his heart. The ill state of Raleighs health would not

permit him to repair Keymis s neglect, lie was incapable ol

such a voyage, and was in continual apprehension of being

attacked by the Spanish fleet, sent out on purpose to lay wait

for and destroy him. On his recovery, he determined to re-

turn to England, though some who were with him dissuaded

him from that design, and he accordingly sailed homeward with

his shattered fleet, which first made the harbour of Kinsale m
Ireland.

, , , . ,

Immediately after Sir Walters arrival in that kiogaom a
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proclamation was issued setting forth the king’s disapproba-

tion of his conduct, and requiring all such as were acquainted

with any of the particulars relating to his scheme, or the exe-

cution thereof, to give information of what they knew to the

privy council. This proclamation was dated the 11th of June,

1G18, and Sir Walter landed at Plymouth in the beginning of

the month of July. His friends would have persuaded him to

have fled from the effects of the king’s displeasure, but he was
betrayed by his kinsman Sir Lewis Stuckley, vice-admiral of

Devonshire, who brought him up a prisoner to London, where

he was again committed to the Tower. His death had already

been determined on, but it was not easy to find a legal way to

take his life ; the commissioners who had been appointed to

inquire into the proceedings of his late voyage, and who had

examined him again and again on that subject, finally reported

that no ground of legal judgment could be drawn from what
passed on that occasion.

Upon this the privy council then resolved upon passing

judgment upon him in pursuance of his former conviction

fifteen years before, which was accordingly done. He was
taken out of bed, labouring under a severe fit of the ague,

and so brought to the bar of the Court of King’s Bench, where
Sir Henry Montague, then lord chief justice, ordered the

record of the conviction to be read, and then demanded what
he had to offer why execution should not be awarded against

him ? To this Sir Walter pleaded his commission, which was
over-ruled; then he would have justified his conduct in

Guiana, but that the court would not hear, being irrelevant

to the matter under their consideration, and so execution

was awarded against him, and the king’s warrant for it pro-

duced, being signed and sealed beforehand. It was said,

that he might have had a formal pardon for the sum of 700/.;

but that he was advised by Sir F. Bacon, who assured him,

that a commission from the king, accompanied as it was with

power of martial law over his officers and men, was virtually

a pardon for the past, and that he had better keep his money
for the purpose of the expedition.

The next day after receiving his sentence, he was carried

by the Sheriffs of Middlesex, to suffer in the. Old Palace

Yard. He ate his breakfast heartily that morning, smoked
his pipe, and made no more of death than if he had been

going on a journey. Oa the scaffold he conversed freely

with some of the nobility who came to see him die
;
he jus-

tified himself from many imputations which had been laid to

his charge, and was particularly anxious to wipe off the

charges which had been made against him for his behaviour

towards the Earl of Essex. He took leave of the lords,

knights, and others of his acquaintance, and entreated Lord
Arundel to desire the king that no scandalous writing to

defame him might be published after his death
;

adding,
“ I have a long journey to go, and therefore I will take my
leave.”

He entreated the spectators, a great number of whom at-

tended at the execution, that if any disability of voice or

dejection of countenance should appear in him, they would im-

pute it to the disorder of his body, as he was suffering severely

from the ague, rather than to any dismayedness of mind.

He confessed that he had, during his career, been guilty of

many grievous offences, and begged the prayers of all who
heard him, for as he had before observed to them, there

were none so well disposed, whom (the reins being let

loose) the continual fellowship and familiarity, and the ex-

amples of dissolute men. may not tend to corrupt and deform.

It is very difficult to cleanse a mind once corrupted, or to

extinguish the sweet savour of virtue first received, when the

mind was yet tender, open, and easily seasoned.

Then, putting off his doublet and gown, he desired the

executioner to shew him the axe ; which not being done

readily, he said, “ I prithee let me see it. Dost thou think

that I am afraid of death?” On its being given him he felt

along the edge of it, and smiling said to the sheriff, “ This.is

a sharp medicine, but it is a physician that will cure all dis-

eases.” Being asked which way he would lay himself on

he block, he replied, “ So the heart be right, its no matter

which way the head lieth.” After this, laying his head on

the block, on a signal given by himself, the executioner be-

headed him at two blows, his body never shrinking or moving.

Sir Walter Raleigh was in the sixty -sixth year of his age,

when he suffered, and his execution has ever been considered

as one of the greatest stains of King James’s reign.

To Sir Walter Raleigh we are indebted for the introduction

of the potatoe ; and in the year 1583, he first brought

tobacco to England from Virginia.

AN EMPEROR AND HIS COMRADES.

A droll adventure occurred to the Emperor Alexander on

the eve of one ofthe imperial reviews. The emperor was fond

of walking about alone and unattended, and he often extended

his pedestrian excursions to the distance of two or three

leagues from St. Petersburgh. On the occasion here alluded

to, he had taken a very long walk, and finding himself very

much fatigued, he got into one of the public sledges. “ Drive

to the Imperial Palace at St. Petersburgh,” said he to the

iswotschilk (sledge-driver). “ I will take you as near to it as

I can,” replied the man; “ but the guards will not allow us to

approach the gates.” On arriving a little distance from the

palace tho sledge stopped. “We must not go any further,”

said the sledge-driver. The emperor jumped from the sledge,

saying, “ Wait there, and I will send some one to pay you.

“ No, no,” replied the man, “ that will not do. Your comrades

often make me the same promise, but they always forget to

keep it. I will give no more credit. If you have not the

money, leave something with me till you get it.” The emperor

smiled, and unfastening the clasp of his cloak, he threw it into

the sledge. “ Here,” said he, “ take this.” On ascending to

his apartments he directed his valet- de-chambre to take fifty

roubles to the iswotschilk who had driven him, and bring back

his cloak. When the valet reached the spot where the em-

peror had left the sledge, he found about twenty drawn up in a

line. “ Which of you drove the emperor?” inquired the valet.

No one answered. “ Who has got a cloak? ’ said the valet,

pursuing his inquiry. “ An officer left a cloak with me,” ex-

claimed a sledge- driver. “ Give it to me, and here is youi

fare.” “ Great St. Nicholas!” exclaimed the astonished driver,

and seizing his reins, he drove rapidly away, amidst the shouts

of the assembled iswotscliilks. This happened on the eve of

one of the grand reviews. After the troops had defiled, all the

commanders of corps formed a group round the emperor.

“ Gentlemen,” said Alexander, “ I am much pleased with the

fine appearance and excellent discipline of your troops. But

tell your officers from me, that tliey made me submit to the

humiliation of leaving my cloak in pledge for my honesty

Every one stared with astonishment. “ I assure you, resumed

the emperor, “ the sledge- driver who brought me home refused

to trust me, because, he said, my comrades often forgot to pay

him”

REMARKABLE INCIDENT.

When the Earl of Rochester went to sea, in the year H>65,

here happened to be in the same ship with him, Mr. Mon-

ague, and another gentleman of quality. These two, the

ormer especially, seemed persuaded that they should never

eturn to England ;
Mr. Montague said he was sure of it ;

the

ther was not so positive. When the day came that they

hou»ht to have taken the Dutch fleet in the port of Bergen,

Jr. Montague, though he had such a presage of his approach-

ng death, yet he gallantly stayed all the while m the place of

he greatest danger. The other gentleman signalised his cou-

agein the most undaunted manner, till the end ofthe action,

vhen he fell on a sudden into such a trembling, that he could

carcely stand; and Mr. Montague, going to hold him up, as

hey were in each other’s arms, a cannon-ball killed aim

mtright, and carried away Mr. Montague s belly, so that he

lied within an hour after. The earl, however, escaped all

he dangers of war and sea
;
and related this anecdote to

Bishop Burnet, his biographer.
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MAGDELEX. OB, THE luOXIvo PEOPHECY,

CIIA.PTEIJ i.

In tlie wore remote ages of the world, at a period of the
Christian era when the gloomy powers of superstition tyran-

nised over the understanding and influenced the actions of

mankind, the illustrious house of Arrondale shone distinguished

in Gothic magnificence and feudal splendour, exercising

supreme rule over the more western districts of Caledonia.

The Baron Arrondale had retired from the important
occupations of active life, and left two sons, the heirs of all his

greatness and possessions, to pursue the glorious path his own
conduct, both as a man and a soldier, had rendered so bright,

and deserving of emulation.

Though descended from the same ancestors, and instructed
by the same teachers, no two human beings could be more
dissimilar in dispositions, or opposite in passions, principles,

and pursuits, than the sons of Baron Arrondale.
Alexander, the eldest, resided with his family in the castle of

Arrondale, while Malcolm, the younger son, enjoyed the
earldom of Glencarron, with all the immense possessions and
power attached to the title. His only son Donald, had attained
his seventeenth year, when messengers arrived from the Baron
Arrondale desiring his son’s immediate assistance, with every
follower fit to bear arms, to repel the encroachments of a dar-
ing and dangerous invader, who threatened to level his paternal
turrets with the dust. Circumstances of a melancholy nature
had, for many years, obscured the brilliancy of Earl Glen-
carron’s mind; but on receiving this intelligence, all his

energies revived, the gallant spirit of his fathers shone in his

eyes, and lie exulted in the idea of leading his beloved Donald
into the field of glory, and gaining for him the blessing and
approbation of hi3 worthy grandfather.

Attended, therefore, by his blooming son, and all the flower
of Glencarron, the earl, with all possible despatch, joined the
warlike troops of his father.

The venerable hero surveyed his blooming grandson, glowing
in all the virtues of a noble nature, with a transport that
seemed td> animate the expiring embers of life. He witnessed
wdth exultation, the dauntless courage, cool, determined intre-

pidity, and martial dignity of his demeanour
;
and, in the

presence of assembled chieftains and their clans, proclaimed
him an honour to the ancient race of Arrondale.
The united arms of Glencarron and Arrondale were

triumphant, but to the everlasting regret of warriors and
kinsmen, the brave and worthy baron fell. Lord Alexander,
now Baron Arrondale, believed himself sole inheritor of the
deceased’s vast possessions, and the chilling reserve of his
nature, yielding to momentary affection, he entreated his
brother and Donald to pass some time at Arrondale.
Earl Glencarron’s heart, attuned to all the kindlier feelings of

a noble nature, gladly accepted an opportunity to cultivate his
brother’s favour and confidence

; and having deputed his
principal officer to command his followers in their return to
their own cheerful, happy homes, he, with Donald, accom-
panied his brother to Arrondale Castle. But who ca n describe
the astonishment, indignation, and secret vengeance that
seized the baron’s spirit, when, on their arrival, the ancient
confessor of the family produced a will, signed by the late
baron, nominating Earl Glencarron joint heir in the paternal
possessions, and investing him with equal power and authority
over the hereditaments and vassalage, with no other restriction
than living six months out of the twelve on the domains.
Unexpected and undesired was the bequest by the liberal

heart of Glencarron, and with regret and distress he beheld the
effects it produced in his brother, who, from the moment of the
discovery, became sullen, distant, and haughtily reserved

;
and,

but that the old baron’s motives were evidently to confine the
avarice of his first-born within limits that could not oppress
and impoverish a gallant people, whose interests and happiness
he had made the study of his life, the generous Glencarron had
instantly relinquished his right to the divided succession.
Alexauder of Arrondale, according to an early betrotfimerit,

bad wedded the illustrious heiress of Macdonald of the Isles.

Noble, independent, and liberal in her nature, with her spirit
glowing with all the virtues of her ancestors, she could ill

sustain the frequent encroachments the avarice of her husband
made on the interests of her father’s people after his decease;
and with difficulty and mortification to herself could she
counteract the ill effects of his severe and hardened disposition
towards them; and too often the noble creature had to lament
the fatal predilection that consigned her, with all her worth
and beauty, to the arms of a gloomy tyrant, whose every
action testified she was the victim of blended avarice and
ambition.

In the endearing society of two charming children, a son and
a daughter, the ill fated baroness found her all of domestic
happiness. But, alas! death unexpectedly broke in upon her
maternal paradise, and deprived her of her darling boy. The
blow was too much; and, with a last effort of struggling nature,
she clasped the lifeless creature in her cold and stiffening arms
and never breathed again.

Her husband was frantic; but it was the frenzy of disap-

pointed ambition
; be had lost an heir; and so strangely was

he circumstanced, that he durst not wed again.

A beautiful and helpless daughter remained to endure the
ungovernable passions of his naturally severe, and now incensed
spirit: he had contracted no friendships; he had formed but
few intimacies

;
and, immersed in tlie sullen torpor of a dark

malignant mind, he lived the slave of his desires and the tor-

ment of his people.

The only being that was admitted to any degree of confi-

dence, or that could boast an influence over his actions, was an
aged hermit, with whom at a very early period of his life it

appeared he had become acquainted; yet he was never heard
to drop a word that could discover in what manner, or any
particular of the old man’s history. This man was the only
person he held either intercourse or communication with.

Father Oswulph had fixed his residence in a cavity of the

stupendous rock on which stood the gothic castle of Arrondale.
This extensive chasm was in a very remote angle of the spread-

ing rock; Oswulph never quitted it except on certain days,

when he would betake himself to a distant heath, and there

perform mysterious rites, best understood by himself.

In his nature he was austere and abstemious, subsisting on
the dulce and tangle which clung to fragments of his cell, and
such shell-fish as he could gather when the receding tides

allowed him to wander upon the beach. Tie had lived secluded

and inoffensive, and the people, from principles of compassion,

offered him viands more nutritive
,

but no persuasions or

entreaties could induce him to relax in any point whatever.

His ordinary gestures appeared sad and wild: he shrunk from
observation; his face had never been seen; his cowl shrouded
it; and, unless, when in secret commune with the baron, no

sounds reached his ear save the shrieks of solitary sea-fowl

flitting over him, and the roaring of the waters as they beat

with terrific violence against the rugged walls of his habi-

tation.

An habitual gloom, which the baron had imperceptibly

acquired, added strength to an uncommon seriousness of mind,

which inclined him to study; and the hermit Oswulph being

learned and deeply skilled in the occult sciences, it was
generally imagined they united in their dark researches, and
dived into tlie more secret works of hidden nature.

Such was the Baron Arrondale, such his character, and such

lus chief if not only associate: yet so cautious and circumspect

had he been during his father’s life, that he concealed his dis-

position to these his favourite studies, nor had his intimacy

with Oswulph eycr reached his knowledge.

Lady Magdeleneof Arrondale, at the period Earl Glencarron

and his son visited the castle, had just thrown aside her

mourning robes for her excellent mother. She was a sparkling

brunette, somewhat younger than Donald, but very tall, grace-

ful, and engaging, ller conceptions were quick and brilliant,

and her manner animated and impressive, yet too young to

have any decided character. She could only be admired as a

beautiful, interesting, high-spirited romp. Dutiful from nature,

and obedient from principle, in all that nature and principle

could sanction, she never either provoked or opposed her
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father’s violence; but very early feeling an independence of

spirit and condition, it gave a consequence to her mind and a
firmness to her manner, and Magdelene was neither to be inti-

dated nor oppressed.

Her uncle she beheld with blended love and reverence; and
while her innocent susceptible heart expanded to his endearing
caresses, she would breathe an artless wish that he had been
her father. With her cousin Donald, she would dance, sing,

sport, and jest, with the freedom and vivacity of a sister; and
was never more happy than when they could escape from the

chilling, repellant presence of her gloomy father, and together

range through the beautifully-romantic scenes about the castle.

CHAPTER II.

From the moment that the Lord Arrondale discovered him-
self to be only co-heir with his brother, his inventive mind
suggested a union between Donald and his daughter, as the

only possible means of concentrating the whole in his family,

and securing it to his own lineal descendants. Earl Glencarron,

who sincerely loved his niece, received the proposal with un-
affected pleasure, and promised the measure his warmest
support, provided Donald and Magdelene felt that tender
interest in each other, so necessary to render conjugal felicity

permanent and undisturbed.

The baron understood not these niceties, and considered that

a very unnecessary preliminary; but too satisfied with his

brother’s cheerful and ready concurrence, he repressed a sen-

timent which he well knew his generous nature would re-

probate.

Donald received the intimation of the projected contract with
the highest transport. He was far gone in love with his beau-
tiful cousin, and would have had the sacred ceremony performed
without delay; but his father positively interdicted the nup-
tials, until time, and a further intercourse with society, had
given stability to their attachment and decision to their

character.

As for Lady Magdelene, she laughed so immoderately at the
idea of being seriously addressed, and becoming a wife, and
rallied Donald with such poignancy of wit on the impetuosity
of his spirits, that he generally made a precipitate retreat

when he perceived her commencing the attack. On these
occasions, her father would sometimes condescend to desire

her, with affected tenderness, to consider the distinctions her
noble cousin offered.

“ I do consider, my lord,” she once replied to his remonstrance,
with a look and manner all her own. “I do indeed; and,
however my volatile temper may now tease him, I shall never
do otherwise than consult his happiness,”
No persuasion could induce her to give a more determinate

answer. Donald’s importunities, from a fear of offending,

grew fainter; and Magdelene, easy and unembarrassed as ever,

resumed her sprightly sallies, and by a sweetness irresistible,

was securing her empire over his heart, when letters arrived

for the earl from Hubert, a youth who warmly interested every
generous feeling of his kindly nature, saying that his presence
was necessary to settle a dangerous difference which had arisen

between the Earl Fitz-Arwyne, a neighbouring chieftain, and
the Glencarron tenantry, respecting a tract of waste land lying

westward of the Monastery of Rhudelands.

The earl immediately prepared for his departure, while
young Donald anxiously endeavoured to hold some private
conversation with his charming cousin.

Uninterested and unembarrassed, Magdelene never attempted
to avoid the interview when she perceived it his wish, but even
invited him to ramble with her through the woodlands. Pleased
with her ready acquiescence, he attended her, happy to a
degree of delight that was indescribable.

“ Will Magdelene afford me no hope to cheer the heavy hours
of absence?” said Donald, pressing her hand with ardour to his

heart. “No hope that her heart will again give me welcome
to Arrondale?”

“ Thou art surely bewitched, Donald,” replied she, retreating
a step from him, and half angry, half serious. “If thou didst

but conceive how silly anything in the form of man appears

in my eyes, when expressing hope in the whine of a dirge, thou
couldst never imagine I should desire to see it again. Look,
speak, and act like what can find favour in my sight

; and
then, if fate should weave the wedding-garment, why then
Magdelene will even put it on. Come, now, wear the looks I
like, that I may wish to see them again—your ruefuls were
intolerable. There! rather better.” Observing him to smile
involuntarily at her ridiculous manner—“ Better again !” He
burst into a laugh. “ There! that will do. Return to Arron-
dale when thou wilt, with that face, and, in good troth, Mag-
delene will give thee welcome.”

So saying, she gave him her hand, and they walked on in

silence. They had now emerged from a plantation of firs, and
reached the extreme angle of the rock on which the castle was
erected, when Donald, observing a narrow, winding pathway,
curionsly inlaid with shells, and leading to a natural chasm, he
expressed a desire to enter and examine the interior.

“ That is the cave of Oswulph,’* said Magdelene, “ of which
things wild and strange are reported. I do not credit every
legend, nor much incline to superstition, and yet I would not
venture to explore the cell that Oswulph inhabits. Only the
baron has that boldness ;

and he never returns from these noc-
turnal excursions (for he always visits him in the night), but
he seems to have inhaled the airs of Pandsemonium, in order

to dissemminate them among his poor household.”

“Most extraordinary!” cried Donald. “ What form or fea-

ture bears the solitary being?”
“ He is in stature high, but bends, apparently from weight

of years; his face is always covered with his cowl; no mortal

yet has seen it. Some few call him holy, and many think him
a wizard. It is believed by others that he can foretel future

events, perform miracles, and deal about the works of the dark
one, being in compact with his ebon majesty: nay, I have a
waiting-maid who avers-

”

Magdelene was prevented telling what her waiting-maid

averred, by the appearance of the very personage himself, who,
with visage as usual enveloped, and figure bending, issued from
his dreary retreat. Strange, yet quickened were his steps, and,

as if by some impellent motion, he approached the spot where
they stood gazing on his mysterious demeanour.

Magdelene, not unfamiliarised to his appearance, surveyed

him with her accustomed composure; and as it was the com-

mand of the baron, for all and every one to respectfully salute

him, she “ wished him good day, and hoped he was in health.”

The sensations of Donald in his presence were undefinable:

a restless desire to behold his features possessed him, and one

moment he meditated forcing up the cowl for satisfaction, and

in the next shrunk with horror from the attempt.

He was in this painful deliberative state, when Magdelene

made a motion to pass on
;
but, as if pre-acquainted with tbeir

thoughts, he impeded the purpose, saying, “ Stay! I am com-

missioned to unfold the secret workings of mysterious destiny.”

Magdelene viewed him with a fearful and indescribable awe,

while the heart of Donald palpitated with an agony of impa-

tience never experienced before.

They both bowed in silence, when Oswulph, turning towards

Donald, proceeded,

“ Thou shalt wed the beauteous fair,

Of these lands the legal heir!”

He ceased; and Donald turned to see the effects of his prediction

on the intelligent features of his cousin. They were serene;

neither expressive of joy or sorrow. Donald sighed; but ere

he could utter a word, Oswulph addressed Magdelene:

“ Thou shalt wed an earl’s heir;

No matter here, no matter where;

Far and further both shall go,

Rich the bli3S-—mo3t deep the woeP

He had finished, groaned, and was precipitately retreating,

when Donald eagerly demanded one thing more*
“ Enough ! no more!”
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So saying, he darted from them, and disappeared from their

astonished sight.

“Heard you the prediction, dearest Magdelene?” cried Do-
nald, feeling assured that fate meant her for his own.

“ Yes, and feel it, cousin,” replied the lady with seriousness,

“ yet methinks—

”

“ What canst thou think?” he interrupted. “ Is not bright

Magdelene the legal heir of Arrondale? and doth she know
another earldom’s heir than Donald of Glencarron ? Thou dost

not. No, my betrothed, predestined thou art, thou shalt be

mine!”
Magdelene during her life had never reflected so deeply as

on this strange occasion. She had heard much of Oswulph’s
prescience, but placed it to the account of superstition. Till

the present he had never obtruded a sentence upon her ear;

and that he should, on the very eve of Donald’s departure,

unexpectedly, and undesired, obtrude such a prediction, in-

volved her in a labyrinth of thought and painful conjecture.

Their absence together had communicated much satisfaction

to their respective fathers
;
and never had Magdelene received

so cordial a smile from the baron, or so tender a glance from
her uncle, as when she entered the castle leaning on her cousin’s

arm.
This night was passed at Arrondale with more than ordinary

conviviality; never had the baron, even in the days of joyous
youth, evinced such quietude of spirit, or complacency of

manner; and as it could be only attributed to the cheering
influence of his illustrious relatives, the household surveyed
them with reverential gratitude, blended with apprehensive
regret, that, with the morning, the fleeting blessing would fade.

But before we proceed with the illustrious travellers on their

return to Glencarron, it may be neither unnecessary nor un-
satisfactory to go back to a more early period of this history,

and introduce Hubert, as he will make no inconsiderable figure

in the present story.

chapter hi.

The Baron of Arrondale inherited few if any of those ele-

vated and endearing virtues which distinguished his noble
ancestry. Repulsive and severe in his nature, insatiate avarice
gnawed at his heart, and a dark ambition swelled his bosom;
and there were no means, however degrading and criminal, to
which he would not descend to promote his purposes. His life

was austere, and he regularly attended the rituals of devotion

;

but the cheerful beam of genuine piety was never seen to ir-

radiate his countenance, or give dignity to his conduct.
He very early discovered a proneness to superstition, and an

incurable desire to search into futurity.

He received the homage of his father’s people, but he was
not loved. From his family he received obedience, because
principle taught them their duty. Friendship he had none;
and, in the sullen gloom of a life of solitude, he lived joyless,
unloving and unloved.

After a victory at a tournament, when, glowing in youth
and the pride of conquest, he captivated Magdelene, heiress of
the Isles, the attachment was beheld by their respective parents
with pleasure; and, after a year’s betrothment, the ceremony
was performed, and Alexander bore his bride to the gothic
Castle of Arrondale.
The virtues of Malcolm, the baron’s youngest son, had from

infancy constituted him the darling of his parents, and the
idol of his people. His manners were gentle and endearing;
and his soul, generous, brave, and humane, imparted intelli-
gence to a fine face, and gave animation to a graceful figure.
At the court of Scotland he formed an intimacy with Earl

Jitz-Arwyne, then on an embassy from England, and from
him accepted an invitation to visit his castle in Northum-
berland.

This nobleman possessed great military talents, exalted vir-
tues, and very rare endowments, for the unenlightened age in
which he lived. His manners were graceful and complacent;
yet were tinctured with a certain seriousness which appeared
rather the effect of secret care than natural gravity.
Malcolm had accompanied Earl Firz-Arwyne to the court of

Henry; and, at an entertainment given in honour of the Prin-

cess Margaret’s nuptials, his young susceptible heart first felt

the soft throbs of a tender and virtuous passion.

Mild aud interesting was the beauty, simple the graces, and
timid the looks of the blushing Edalfrida, heiress of Glencarron.
With modest pleamre and sweet confusion she listened to her
enraptured lover; but the hope his ardour kindled in her
virgin bosom, a fatal consciousness of what she shuddered to
disclose, repressed and chilled the softened wish ere it was
respired.

Edalfrida from infancy was intended, by an ambitious high-
spirited mother, to be the consort of a Mercian prince, her re-

lation; and though her gentle nature revolted from the proud
alliance, her mild retiring spirit shrunk appalled, and she
wanted courage to resist the commands of her mother.

Fortunately for the beauteous heiress, her father had dis-

cernment to appreciate the virtues aud admire the endowments
of Lord Malcolm; and notwithstanding the entreaties and
even menaces of his haughty countess and her powerful kin-

dred, with fond paternal blessings he bestowed his Edalfrida,

with all her loveliness and vast possessions, on her enraptured
lover.

Soon after the nuptials the earl died; and his widowed lady,

disgusted and disappointed of her ambitious purposes, having
cruelly repulsed every dutiful and affectionate attempt to regain

her favour, retired to a remote castle in Mercia, where she soon

resigned a weary discontented being, leaving all in her power
to bestow, to enrich the Monastery of Rhudelands, situated a
few miles from Glencarron; and intended as a place of retreat

“for females of distinction, who either from devotion, or being

wearied with the viscissitudes of fate, chose a peaceful seclu-

sion from the evils of the world.”

Meanwhile, felicity the most pure and uninterrupted was the

lot of Malcolm and his Edalfrida. Their virtues, beneficence, and
mutual affection, created a paradise around them.
Among the most distinguished and beloved of their friends,

was the Earl of Fitz-Arwyne, his amiable consort, and gentle

daughter Rosalie, the only surviving child of the illustrious

pair. If their cup of felicity had a bitter drop, it was the earl’s

painful reflection that the entail precluded a female, and that

the hereditary honours must devolve on a kinsman whose dis-

position but poorly promised to promote the interests of the

people or support the dignity of the name.
Rosalie was the child of virtue and simplicity. Gentle and

beneficent, modest and lowly, and reared in the bosom of purity

and solitude, she was a stranger to the world, its deceptions

and cruelties; and, only knowing virtuous and elevated cha-

racters, her innocent soul never conceived there were beings

less sincere than herself, or crimes which never occurred to her

own guiltless imagination.

Rosalie had completed her sixteenth year, when the Countess

of Glencarron, to the joy of all around, presented her enrap-

tured lord with a beautiful boy; and never did the artless

graces of Rosalie appear so fascinating as when fondling this

darling infant on her own charming bosom.
The little Donald’s birth had been celebrated with all the

festivities of the gothic age; and as Malcolm could not parti-

cipate his joys with the beloved circle at Arrondale, when he

despatched messengers with the happy intelligence, he had a

picture designed and executed by an artist eminent at that

period in his profession, in which was Edalfrida under a canopy

of state, he himself hanging enraptured over her, Rosalie at

her feet, and the infant Donald reclining on his beautiful

mother’s bosom.
The messengers returned with .ardent congratulations, and

also announced the intended union of Alexander with the

heiress of the Isles, which was to be celebrated the following

summer.
(To be continued.')

THE FASHIONABLE COQUETTE.
CHATTER III.

The path which Sir Harry Lawton chose when he left the

lodge gates of the park, lay across some fields contiguous to

the main road, and though rather a round-about way to the
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place whither he was bent on paying a visit, yet the beauty
of the surrounding landscape induced him to prefer that di-

rection to any other. The green freshness of the hedge-rows
teeming with the fragrant white blossom of May-—the soft

velvet meadows glowing in the sunlight, and spangled with
daisies and other wild flowers—the tall trees budding into

life, while the birds hopping from twig to twig chirped and
twittered their notes of gladness—-the glimpse of the distant

sea sparkling like molten gold—the blue vault of Heaven
above—the busy hum of insects—the gentle murmuring of

the brook as it rippled by the hedge—all tended to form a
picture of serenity and loveliness, conspiring to lull the

senses into a delicious reverie of peace, calmness, and con-
tentment.
Our hero had crossed several fields, at times seating him-

self on a stile, the more leisurely to view the enlivening
picture of nature before him—or slowly pursuing his way
humming a tune to himself, or allowing his mind to sink into

a train of thought as to the probable destiny fate had marked
out for his future life. He was about turning into a shady
lane at the extremity of the last field, when a sudden shriek,

as if that of a female in distress, arrested his attention. He
listened to ascertain from what direction the sound proceeded,
for by its distinctness the object alarmed could be at no great

distance
;
when in a moment after several, more wild than

the first, succeed each other, mingled with screams of
“ murder and help,” while the savage oaths of a rough voice
attempted to drown the piteous cries of the other.

With the speed of an arrow he darted into the lane, and
about fifty yards distant before him he beheld the delicate

figure of a female stretched upon the ground, while a ruffian

of forbidding aspect and formidable proportions, stooping
over her, was in the act of rifling her now insensible person,
having already deprived her of her shawl and reticule, which
he held crumpled up together in his hand.

“ Villain !” shouted the baronet, as he ran towards the
miscreant, who had no sooner perceived the unexpected ap-
proach of assistance, than he quitted his victim with preci-
pitation, and leaping the hedge bordering the lane, he disap-
peared ; a thick tangled copse behind it obscuring him from
view. Lawton, whose blood was now up, would have followed
him, had not the helpless and inanimate form before him
claimed immediate sympathy and assistance. Without hesi-
tation he gently raised the lovely burthen in his arms; casting
his anxious eyes around, he perceived at no great distance,

a small spring of water gushing from the side of a bank, and
rippling in diamond eddies across the narrow pathway. In
a few minutes Jt was reached

; and as he supported her
drooping head upon his shoulder, he caught the water in the
hollow of the hand which was disengaged, sprinkling it

plentifully, upon her beautiful but pallid face
;

his efforts

were, to his delight, soon crowned with success. Never be-
fore had his imagination been so powerfully and suddenly
rivetted by such surpassing loveliness. With what eagerness
of pleasure did he watch the returning signs of conscious-
ness and animation, as her bosom slightly heaved, and the
blood again began to mantle in her cheeks. Opening her
large melting azure eyes, she sighed, but as they met the
fixed gaze of the entranced baronet, with a shudder, she as
hastily closed them again.

“Where—where ami?” she faintly articulated, bursting
into tears. “ Mercy, spare, oh! spare me,” she sobbed.

“ Fear not, lady,” exclaimed Lawton, tenderly, “ I have
delivered you from the ruffian who attacked you—you are
now safe

;
and I, thank Providence, in being the instrument

of your preservation. Take courage—there—do not flurry
yourself, all will be well soon,” as he assisted her to stand
upright, though she still clung to him for support.
At his kind and soothing assurances, though at first seem-

ingly bewildered, she gradually became fully aware of the
whereabouts and circumstances in which she found herself
so strangely and awkwardly placed. To her light graceful
figure, in a dress of printed muslin, fitted closely to the bust
and waist, was added a countenance full of expression and
loveliness, on the fair open brow of which, luxuriant hair of

a dark auburn parted and fell in a profusion of ringlets on
either side, under a simple cap and straw cottage bonnet,
partly crushed by her struggles with her recent assailant.

If ever angelic lineament of feature, or elegant contour of
person, were powerfully calculated to make an impression on
the most fastidious connoisseur in the romantic and beautiful,
it was in the charms of the interesting and modest maiden
with whom he so unexpectedly found himself, to command
admiration and respect. The warm and passionate tempe-
rament of Lawton, felt the force of her attractions. A blush
of confusion suffused itself over her face, as she timidly
thanked him for his timely services, in thus gallantly having
rescued her from the atrocity of the footpad

;
and as the

faltering words came from her pouting ruby lips, her eyes
were modestly, yet touchingly raised to his handsome coun-
tenance, as if they meant silently, but more eloquently, to

express the sympathising and grateful feelings of her over-
flowing heart.

After the expression of the sense of the obligations she was
under to him, she was about to wish Lawton a polite “ good
morning,” when the baronet who, doubtless, was not so anxious
for such a speedy termination to the commencement of so

pleasant an acquaintance, brought about by romantic circum-
stances, which rendered it the more interesting in his eyes,

begged to accompany her as far as the high road, for, pleaded
he, “ you may be subjected to another attack from the same
party, if you are allowed to proceed unprotected.”
_ Oh! love, how various and subtle are thy devices. What
artist—what philosopher, could ever think or contrive such
shifts and evasions as thou teachest in an instant to those who
follow thy paths? All, other instructions are slow compared
to thine. How quick! the lightning’s shaft is not quicker than
thy contagion. Although not more than half an hour had
elapsed since Sir Ilarrv had been in the company of the
stranger, yet that short space of time had worked miracles in

the nature of the enthusiastic and excited young man. He
felt he knew not wliat—undefined sensations he had never be-

fore experienced in the whole course of his life—a sudden
yearning to become more closely connected with the being he
had rescued

;
but it was not the prompting of unholy desire

which urged him to this wish. No, it was love—all pure
powerful love, at first sight, though he was little aware how
sudden is the transition with which its insidious poison enters

into the inmost recesses of the heart. His passion for the

romantic, heightened by the chivalric exploit just achieved, had
added a warmth of tone and colouring to his fired imagination

;

one thing is certain— Sir Harry Lawton was in love—and with
the stranger.

To the request of Sir Harry, said as it was in a mild winning
tone, the young lady, after a moment’s hesitation, in which she

seemed to weigh the propriety of acceding to it, bowed assent

and slightly blushing, added

—

“ I fear I shall be depriving you of the pleasure of your
walk, and be taking you out of your road.”

“Not at all,” he replied. “ I was merely strolling cut this

fine weather to enjoy the charms of rusticity. My pleasure

is enhanced greatly at the agreeable meeting which has thus

accidentally given me an opportunity of company, though the

circumstances originating it are far from desirable. It is not

a usual occurrence in this part of the country, I believe, for

any one to be molested. He who so savagely committed this

outrage must have been some stranger tramp. However, I will

see that steps are taken to—I— ” here he stammered, as she

looked inquiringly into his handsome face; but instantly re

covering himself, “ I will make application at the hall—Si?

Harry Lawton, who is a distant relative of mine, will, no

doubt, lend his assistance.”

“I feel already greatly indebted to you,” she remarked;
“ hut I think it will be useless to give yourself any unnecessary

trouble on my account. No doubt the fellow is far enough oil

by this time. I will be cautious in future not to extend my
walks so far.”

“If it may not be an impertinent question, do you reside in

this neighbourhood ?” inquired he, as they now emerged into

:
the high road.
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“ About two miles distant,” slie replied; “ in the vicinity ol

Torquay. We have not been in this part long, having come 1

to the sea-side for the benefit of the air—tne la
y
jvi

,

1 am now residing being a great invalid. The exhilarating

influence of this lovely morning, invited me to walk abroad .0
|

early; besides, my friend begged me to do so, for e t ) . ,

should suffer too much from the tedious watchings I have latelj

undergone on her behalf. Curiosity to see the sp e i P‘
^

and mansion of Lawton, induced me to choose this direction—

“ Yes,” interrupted Lawton. “ The domain is certainly rich

in prospect and cultivation.’' „
“ You intimated,” she observed, “ he was a relative.

Ah yes! I did say so, but lie is so distant that it can hardly

be called by such a term—though curious enough we both

happen to be of the same name too—however, he is a good sort

of a fellow enough in his way, but rather an oddity. I am a

landscape painter by profession, and am likewise on a visit in

these parts, in search of the picturesque and sublime, so there

being a wide difference between a wealthy baronet and a poor

limner, it is seldom that I meet with Sir Harry.”

“ I have heard,” she remarked, “ that he js a very handsome,

agreeable, and gentlemanly young man—-in fact, he seems to

be a great favourite everywhere—especially if any fun or

mischief is on the tapis

“ You speak so well of him,” laughed Lawton, his eyes

glancing with pleasure at his companion, who looked down,

rather confuted at his manner, “ that one might judge you were

an old acquaintance of his—perhaps you would not have ob-

jected had you seen him, as well as the park and mansion.”

“ You are inclined to be satirical,” she replied, somewhat

piqued.
“ Nay, forgive me, I implore you,” exclaimed he, earnestly.

“ I meant no harm, I assure you. I would sooner forfeit my
existence at this moment, than that either ivord or action of

mine should give you the least uneasiness. Say you forgive

me.”
“I am not so easily offended,” she replied, smiling with

sweet simplicity, as she turned towards him; “ there, I forgive

you,” shaking his hand, which he had extended towards her.

The conversation which passed between the two had so en-

grossed their attention, that the baronet had forgotten he had

only requested to be permitted to see her to the high road, and

it had on the other hand, totally escaped the lady’s memory
that she was still the companion of her handsome deliverer,

until she suddenly stopped at the gate of a small cottage ornte,

in the immediate outskirts of the village, observing that “ she

must now, indeed, wish him adieu, as she was at home,” and
renewing her thanks for his kindness and civility, she entered

the lawn.
“ As chance has thrown us in the way of each other, I trust

that it you at all esteem the slight service I was lucky enough
to render, you will permit me the pleasure of occasionally in-

quiring after your health,” he asked.

“But—my friend is an old lady; and as for myself, you
would soon be wearied with

—’’

“Well! I shall be the best judge of that,” he gaily replied;

do I receive permission?”
“ If you insist on it,” she observed, laughing, and looking

archly at him, “ I suppose I cannot say nay—and now, good
morning, again; I shall be missed.” She waved her hand, and
tripping lightly along, entered the house.

For a few minutes Sir Harry seemed entranced, as hia eyes
were fixed in the direction where the beautiful vision had just

j

vanished, then coming to himself, lie sighed deeply, as ho
\

mentally exclaimed, “ if she i3 as pure in heart as she is divine
|

in person, whoever she may be, she shall be mine; but what a
|

confounded ass I am,” he ejaculated aloud, as he turned on his

heel and quitted the spot. “ D—n it, I forgot to ask her name;
at all events I shall keep this accidental rencontre close, until I

can see my way clearly.” He returned to the hall.

yTo be continued.)

cc

GARFLLENA.
A Hungarian Tale.

CHAPTER vi. ( Continued.)

But soon thefre came to her another sorrow. The irritated

Tzigani bad divulged to them the secret of the birth of the

songstress they so loved and cherished. Garfllena was the

discarded child of a gipsy girl, and a Hungarian serf; and had

been carried to her father’s home when aft infant, to avoid the

trouble of supporting her, and the reproaches of her tribe.

Envy soon carried tbe tale of the youftg lovers. Emerich

raved, and threatened with death all who repeated the false-

hood. He sought Garfilena. Of late she had avoided him, and

their interviews had been short and unfrequent; though, when

they were together, it seemed as if the bliss of a whole life

concentrated in the fleeting moments. It was now long since

they had met-—they had parted then almost coldly, though each

felt that the assumed indifferance was but a veil over kinder

feelings.

Emerich now found her by the forest cascade, where they

had first seen each other. She was sobbing violently, for she

had learned to shed bitter tears.

“It is false, Garfilena, my love, my princess ! They have

fabricated the lie, in revenge for my just punishment of their

wickedness. Tzigani blood never glows through a skin like

this. Tzigani bones have never made a form like thine; and

Tzigani flesh shows not such round developements as yours !

and hast thou not ever felt an antipathy to them, and theirs,

which moves their hate, and shows them of another lineage?

Thy mind too, attuned by nature to harmonize witli all that is

lofty, good, and beautiful ! Thine has never been a Tzigani

soul ! Now cheer thee up, and sing a song of triumph, that

their machinations have failed!”

But the impetuosity of her lover could not reassure Garfllena.

She could not sing; she still wept, though her tears fell more

softly. She arose to depart, but the count detained her.

“ Sing to me, Garfilena! Sing, as thou often hast by this

fountain; for it is long since I have heard thy voice. Sing this

time, Garfilena!”

“Count Emerich, I will sing to thee this once, and but this

once; and I will sing my last Farewell

The shades of eve were gathering over the spot when, upon

its stillness, arose the plaintive notes of that parting song. In

days gone by bad Garfilena often sung to him a mournful

melody, that they might share together “ the joy of grief;” but

ah ! how different was it from this outpouring of the- heart-

wrung girl.

Count Emeridh wept, though ashamed of his tears, and

though he believed not her words that they should not meet

again. The shades of night grew darker around them,

and they arose to depart. Long and tender was their par-

ting, for Garfilena had determined to look upon his face no

more.
This determination was formed from the impulse of the mo-

ment, but that impulse had been created by past reflections.

Yes! she had reflected, though in childhood, every act of her

life had been but a shadowing forth of the deep fervent im-

pulses of her soul. But circumstances had awakened reflection

within her, and she had thought long and painfully. She felt

that she dearly loved Count Emerich; and she knew that he

was fondly attached to her. With his strong passions, bis

disregard of consequences, his fearlessness with every one, she

felt that he would act his pleasure. They were both young,

they had loved from childhood, and so they had never spoken

of marriage; but she believed that he intended to make her his

wife.

The rumour, that had just reached her, Lad awakened her

to a livelier sense of her unfortunate position than she had ever

felt before. Should she go to the castle to carry witli her

discord and misery? Should she thus reward the countess, iVho

had been so kind to her? Should she deprive Emerich of

his birthright? for he was surely entitled to the hand of a

magnate’s daughter.

There came to her another thought—no! not a thought; biff
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the chill of a coming thought which cast its dark shadow before;

but her mind turned from it involuntarily, for she would not

think that Emerich could ever wrong her. She felt that he was

willing to do, dare, and suffer for her sake, and she would act

as nobly to him. She would never link her fate with his—she

would spare him, and his, this trouble; yet she felt that she

could not be with him, and near him, and restrain, within her

heart, the strong tide of affection, or send it forth in the small

quiet stream of friendship. No! she must flee, or she must

die.

Garfllena reached the hut which had often been her home,

and paused at the threshold. How life had changed! The

future had heretofore been to her a bright perspective, on which

she had loved to look; but now a black curtain had fallen be-

fore it, and all was blank to her vision.

She looked around, upon the night. Such she felt would

life now be to her. Oh ! when one who has been the sun of our

existence is suddenly withdrawn, what darkness must follow.

Yet in time the blackness lessens; the stars look out upon us;

they grow brighter and brighter; and their sweet influences

are of love and peace. Yes! friends whom we have disregarded

will become dear; those who have faintly shared our affections

will grow dearer; and those we have never known will now

come forward. Garfllena’s sun of life had set, but might not

the eve be beautiful? with the dewy incense of its folding

flowers ,
its nightingale music, and the pale light of stars.

Yet it is sad, when the pulses of life are bounding joyously

within us, to have them forcibly stilled— to feel that the night

has hastened on, ere the pleasures and labours of the day are

well begun—to know that we have nought to do but to muse

upon the day that has passed, to hope for a morrow, and to

wait for sleep.

CHAPTER VII

The time had passed when the ear of Father Niklas had

been the recipient of every tale of fear, doubt and sorrow in the

domains of Sczhenevi. But now the griefs and sins, which

tried the proud hearts at the castle, were confessed to the stern

prior; and the anguish and remorse of one young heart was

never poured into the ear of mortal man. But the confessional

of the little votive chapel of St. Josef was never empty; and a

quick eye might have noted how uniform was the expression

of the devotees. Day after day did the good father listen to

words, uttered in tones of aught but penitence; and unwearied

was he in the utterance of council and advice. And why were

there not observers to see how much more conscience stricken

were the serfs than their wives and daughters, and with how

much more interest the father listened to their confessions

than to those which had oftenest been poured into his ears.

There was rebellion among the serfs!—deep, deadly ,
heart-

seated rebellion—the more to be dreaded because it was

strengthening slowly and silently. And Father Niklas was,

in reality, the chief of the rebels. Not that he counselled

violence or bloodshed; but the. feeling of hatred aud wrong

was the stronger in them, because they knew that the same

feelings swelled the heart, and guided the purposes, of their

^Father Niklas was the son of a serf—his superior intellect

had attracted the notice of the count, who gave him freedom,

and sent him to the community of St. Christine’s to be educated.

Upon the death of the old confessor he had been chosen by the

countess, to fill his place; and from that time until his dis-

mission, there had existed the warmest friendship between the

priest and his kind patrons. It was a friendship founded on

their side upon respect for his deep learning, his amiable dis-

position, and the love which we all feel for that which we have

nurtured and cherished; and on his part it had its foundationm
the deepest gratitude, and a feeling of congeniality with their

generous tolerant dispositions. The count and the priest were

of one heart in their desire to elevate the rude serfs, who were

so wholly dependent upon them, and mutually assisted each

other in this great work. As years went by, the old count

grew more remiss; partly from a natural love of ease, which

increased with time; aud partly from the expostulations of his

son, who forboded ill in this connexion of mental culture an

serfdom. But Father Niklas had never faltered; and he grew
more ardent in his desires, and more determined in his designs,

at the first intimation of opposition from Count Emerich. He
had always been gentle and lenient in the exercise of spiritual

domination, and this, with the feelings of clanship which he
still cherished, had strengthened almost to idolatry their attach-

ment to him. His tolerance had equalled the count’s towards

the heretics, and there were those who whispered that his own
faith was not undarkened by their doubts. And this was
why Count Emerich had urged his removal from the castle,

and had threatened a final separation between him and his

flock.

Count Emerich was right in his fears for the plans and in-

fluence of Father Niklas. In ignorence alone can men be kept

in abject bondage. In darkness alone will they hug their chains,

and in stolid callousness alone can they be insensible to their

pressure. The ties of love and gratitude had made these chains

as flowery wreaths to the bondsmen of the old Count Sczhenevi,

but there was no such feeling for his son. Had Count Eme-
rich been content to “ walk in the footsteps of his father”—had

he been willing to recognise, even tacitly, the natural rights of

those over whom his country’s laws had made him lord and

master, peace, contentment, and a higher degree of prosperity

and happiness, might still have characterized the domains of

Sczhenevi, But Count Emerich loved arbitrary rule; he had

always contemplated with pleasure the prospect of being “ a

man in authority”— of saying to one man Go! and he should

go, or Come

!

and he should obey. But he found that his un-

reasonable commands were often disobeyed, his authority too

much disregarded.

He had given due weight to the silent influence of the Tzi-

gani, with whom life was the most perfect freedom, and. whose

example was a dangerous one for the serfs now chafing in bon-

dage. To them he was not sparing of curses, and they waited

for revenge.

And how was Father Niklas to guide the deep dark tide?

which slowly swelled with the elements of destruction He
felt that a heavy responsibility rested upon him, and his head

throbbed beneath its weight. He was naturally very gentle

averse to all violence; but the trodden worm will turn—he had

been injured and disgraced, by those too whom he had so fondly

trusted—he was not now in his right mind, for

“ to be wroth with those we love

Doth work like madness in the brain.’
*

Little did the inhabitants of the castle think of the chasm

which yawned at their threshold, and dark and dense was the

cloud, whose shadow was not heeded.
. .

There was one among the company of troubled spirits, whose

heart was too much engrossed with its own griefs to mark that

which daily passed around her. There was one among them,

though not of them, who was yet to be their source of inspira-

tion
;
there was one who was to be their guide, and the guar-

dian of those over whom destruction hovered, who was as yet

unconscious of the existence of trial and danger. It was

Garfilena.

CHAPTER VIII.

The knowledge of the meditated rebellion fell upon Garfllena

like a thunderbolt. Such a thing she could never have deemed

possible, and it never would have been intimated to her had

not those around her seen that, whatever her feelings to tne

count’s family might be, she stictly avoided the castle. Indeed

no one knew where were her hidden haunts, or aught but tnat

her mind was in a stupor. Her voice was no more heard in song,

and no smile ever flitted over her sad pale face, oount h-me-

rich had sought her, it is true, but never with success, and the

old count and countess seemed to have forgotten her ex-

istence.
{To be continued.)
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THE BATTLE OF BANNOCKBURN.
No event is recorded by historians with greater pride than

the memorable battle fought on the 24th of June, 1314, be-
tween the English and Scottish armies on the field of Ban-
nockburn, which secured the independence of Scotland.
English as well as Scottish writers have celebrated that victory
with an energy, and at the same time with a praiseworthy
impartiality, which could only have been prompted by the
honest conviction that the battle of freedom was fought and
won on the field of Bannockburn

;
and that its chosen cham-

pion was Robert the Bruce, grandson of him who was the
competitor of John Baliol for the imperial diadem of Scotland.
Many combats were gallantly sustained by the Scots, before

the decisive battle, now about to be described, was fought,
which effectually disappointed the hopes of Edward of Car-
narvon, the first of that name, King of England, and totally

and for ever defeated his purpose to reduce Scotland by force
of arms.
Excepting the Castles of Berwick and Stirling, which still

continued in possession of the English, Bruce had seized on
the principal fortresses throughout the kingdom. Stirling
held out to the last,

having been de-
fended with great
bravery by Sir

Philip Moubray a-

gainst the valour
and skill of Edward
Bruce, the Scottish
king’s brother,
who in vain made
every possible ef-

fort to reduce a
fortress of so much
importance, being
a key to all beyond
the Forth

;
and in

the event of a

defeat, a place of

safety and retreat.

Tired out, and im-
patient of so fruit-

less an enterprise,

Edward Bruce
offered terms of

capitulation to the

governor of Stir-

ling Castle, which
were agreed to,

upon condition,

that if no relief

from England ar-

rived by St. John’s day, 1314, Moubray should open the
gates to the besiegers.

Bruce was much displeased with his brother for having
granted such a truce, yet he consented to ratify it. The space
of time agreed upon, allowed ample leisure to the English
king to collect his forces for the relief of the castle, the
almost only remaining strong-hold which he now possessed
in Scotland

;
and Robert felt that he must either oppose him

in battle with a greatly inferior force, or by retreating in such
circumstances, lessen the great fame and advantages which
he had acquired.
The English king having effected a temporary reconciliation

with his refractory nobility, who, shortly before this time,
not only refused to attend his army, but even to assemble in

Parliament upon his summon?, lost no time in making all the
preparations which his great power and resources allowed of,

to relieve the Castle of Stirling, in the first place, and recover
the revolted kingdom to his authority, in the second. He
summoned the whole power of the English barons to meet
him in arms at Berwick, on the Uth of June

;
invited to his

aid Eth O’Connor, chief of the native Irish of Connaught,
and twenty-six other Irish chieftains

; summoned his English

subjects in Ireland to attend his standard, and put both them
and the Irish auxiliaries under the command of the Earl of
Ulster. “ So vast,” says Barbour, “ was the army which was
now collected, that nothing nearly so numerous had ever be-
fore been arrayed by England, and no force that Scotland
could produce might possibly have been able to withstand it

in the open field.” A considerable number of ships was also
ordered for the invasion of Scotland by sea, and for trans-
porting provisions and warlike stores for the use of the Eng-
lish army.
Edward entered Scotland with high hopes of reconquering

it. His army was led northwards as to certain victory. It

was composed of men of all descriptions, collected from Flan-
ders, Gascony, Ireland, Wales, England, and a few discontented
persons from Scotland, traitors and the sons of traitors. They
were bent on mischief, blood and rapine, and their numbers are
said to have been about 100,000!

The Scottish«king, meanwhile, used every effort in his power
to provide adequately against the approaching contest, resolved
resolutely to defend the honour and independence of the crown
and kingdom, which through so many dangers and difficulties

he had achieved. He appointed a general rendezvous of his

forces at the Tor-
wood, between Fal-

kirk and Stirling.

The fighting men
assembled in con-

sequence of his

summons, some-
what exceeded
30,000 in number,
besides aboutl 5,000

unarmed and un-
disciplined follow-

ers of the camp,
as was usual in

those times.

Two days before

the battle, Bruce
took up his ix)si-

tion in a field
,

not
far from Stirling,

then known b}' the
name of New Park,
which had the
castle on the left,

and the brook or

burn cf Bannock
on the right. The
banks of the rivulet

were steep and
rugged, and the

ground between it

and Stirling, being part of a park or chase, was partly open,

and partly broken by copsewood and marshy ground. The
place was naturally well adapted for opposing and embarras-
sing the operations of cavalry; and to strengthen it yet

more, Bruce directed deep pitfalls to be dug along the

whole extent of his line, and ordered them to be planted

with sharp-pointed stakes, and covered over with turf, so

much resembling the natural appearance of the grounds
adjacent, as to elude detection.

This done, King Robert divided his regular forces into four

divisions. Three of these occupied the intended line of battle,

from the brook of Bannock, which covered his right flank, to

the village of St. Ninians, where their left must have remained
somewhat exposed to the garrison of Stirling in their rear;

Bruce, perhaps, trusting in this disposition some little to the

honour of Mowbray, who by the terms of the treaty was
precluded from making any attack, but probably more to his

real inability of giving any effectual annoyance. Edward
Bruce commanded the right wing of those three divisions,

which was strengthened by a strong body of cavalry under
Keith, the mareschal of Scotland, to whom was committed the

charge of attacking the English archers; Sir James Douglas,

[COMBAT BETWEEN BRUCE AND BOHUN.]
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and the young Steward of Scotland, led the central division;
and Thomas Randolph, the king’s nephew, afterwards Earl of
Moray, the left. The king himself commanded the fourth or
reserve division, composed of the men of Argyle, the islanders,
and his own vassals of Carrick. The unarmed followers of
the camp, amounting, as we have said, to about 15,000 persons,
were placed in a valley at some distance in the rear, separated
from the field by an eminence since denominated, it is supposed
from this circumstance, the Gillies—that is, the servants’ hill.

These dispositions were made upon the 22nd of June, 1314;
and next day, being Sunday, the alarm reached the Scottish
camp of the approach of the enemy from Edinburgh. Sir
James Douglas and the mareschal, Keith, were despatched
with a body of cavalry to reconnoitre the English army, then
in full march from Falkirk, where it had halted a day for
refreshment, towards Stirling. They soon returned, and, in
private, informed the king of the formidable state of the enemy;
but gave out, publicly, that the English, though indeed a nu-
merous host, seemed ill commanded, and without discipline.
The hasty collection of the forces, the miscellaneous character
of hi3 troops, and the hurried march of Edward into Scotland,
might give some colour of truth to this latter information;
but no sight, we are told by the ancient authors, could in reality
be more imposing and formidable than the advance of that
great army, in which were concentrated the whole available
chivalry, and all the martial pomp, which the power and riches
of the English monarch could command.

In the afternoon of the 23rd, Edward arrived on the field of
battle, and pitched his tent nearly opposite to that of Bruce,
who had unfurled the royal banner of Scotland, and calmly
awaited his coming. Robert was particularly anxious that no
succours from the English army should be allowed, previous to
the engagement, to reach the garrison in Stirling Castle, and
enjoined Randolph, who had the command of the left wing of
the Scottish army, to he vigilant in repelling any attempt
which might be made for that purpose. This precaution was
not unnecessary; for, ere sunset, as the English forces drew
near, a fine body of cavalry, to the number of eight huudred,
was detatched from the English, under the command of Lord
Clifford, who, making a circuit by the low grounds to the east
and north of St. Ninians, attempted by that means to pass the
front of the Scottish army and approach Stirling Castle. King
Robert himself was among the first who perceived them, and
coming hastily up to Randolph, with marks of displeasure in
his countenance, he exclaimed, “Thoughtless man! you have
suffered the enemy to pass where you were set to keep the
way. A rose has fallen from your chaplet !” On receiving
this sharp reproof, Randolph instantly made haste, at the head
of five hundred spearmen, to redeem his negligence, or perish
in the attempt. The English cavalry, perceiving his advance,
wheeled round to attack him. Randolph drew up his small
body of men into the form of an orb, presenting a front of
spears extending outwards on all sides, and with steady reso-
lution awaited the charge of the enemy. In this porcupine
form were they assailed on every side by the greatly superior
force of Clifford’s cavalry, but without effect. At the" first
onset a considerable number of the English were unhorsed, and
Sir William D’Aimecourte, or D’Aynecourt, as the name is
sometimes spelled, an officer of rank and reputation, was slain.
The rencontre took place in the sight of both armies, and in
view of the garrison of Stirling, and was fought with valour
on both sides. Bruce, attended by several of his chiefs and
principal officers, beheld it from a rising ground, supposed to
be the round hill immediately upon the west of St. Ninians,
now called Cockshot hill.

Surrounded, however, as he was, there seemed no chance by
which Randolph and his desperate band might escape speedy
oestruction.

.
Sir James Douglas, who witnessed with deep

interest the jeopardy of his friend, requested permission of
the lung to go to his support.
“You shall not move from your ground,” said Robert, “let

Randolph extricate himself as he best may. I will not, for him,
break purpose.”

In truth,” replied Douglas, after a pause, “ I cannot stand by
ana see Randolph perish

j and. with your leave, I must aid him.”

The king reluctantly gave Ins consent
;

and Douglas
hastened to the assistance of his friend. The generous sup-
port of the good knight was not required; for, he had not
advanced far, when he perceived the English to waver, and fall

into confusion. Ordering his followers to halt, “ those brave
men,” said he, “ have repulsed the enemy, let us not diminish
their glory by sharing it,” The assailants had indeed begun
to flag in their fruitless efforts; when Randolph, who watched
well his opportunity, ordering, in his turn, a sudden and furious
charge among them, pnt the whole body to flight with great
slaughter. The loss of the Scots was so small as to be almost
incredible, only one man out of the whole of Randolph’s brave
band having been slain. Randolph and liis company, covered
with sweat and dust, returned to the camp, amidst acclamations
of universal joy. To perpetuate the memory of this victory
two stones were reared up in that field, and are still to be seen
there. They stand in a spot, which has been lately enclosed
for a garden, at the north end of the village of Newhouse,
about a quarter of a mile from the south port of Stirling.

The spirited combat was yet scarcely over in one part of the
field, when another of a still more extraordinary and striking
character, was destined to arrest the attention of both armies.
The English army, which had slowly advanced, in order of
battle, towards the Scottish position, had, at length, before
eveniug, approached so near, that the two opposing vanguards
came distinctly into view of each other. Bruce was then
riding leisurely along the front of the Scottish line, mounted
on a small palfrey, having a battle-axe in his hand, and dis-

tinguished from his knights by a circlet or crown of gold over
his helmet, as was the manner in those days. Sir Henry do
Bohun, an English knight, armed at all points, chanced to ride

somewhat in advance of his companions, when, recognising
the Scottish king alone, he rode full tilt towards him, with his

spear couched, trusting to have unhorsed or slain him on the spot.

Robert calmly awaited the encounter, avoided agilely the spear
of his adversary, and next instant raising himself in his stir-

rups, he struck Bohun, as lie passed, to the earth, with a blow
of bis battle-axe, so powerfully dealt a3 to cleave the steel

helmet of the knight, and break the handle of the axe into

two. The Scots, much animated by this exploit of their

leader, advanced with a great shout upon the vanguard of the
English, who immediately fell back in some confusion upon
their main body, leaving a few of their number slain upon the
field. When the Scottish army had again recovered ord er,

some of the king’s principal men gathered about him, and
kindly rebuked Robert for his imprudence in exposing himself.

The king, conscious of the justness of their remarks, said

nothing but that he was sorry for the loss of his good battle-

axe.

These two incidents occurring so opportunely upon the eve
of battle, strengthened the confidence, and greatly animated
the courage of the patriot army; while, in a like degree, they
abashed and dispirited the proud host of the enemy.
On Monday, the 24th of June, at break of day, the two armies

mustered in order of battle. The van of the English’, consisting

of archers and lancemen, was commanded by the Earl of Glou-
cester, nephew of King Edward, and the Earl of Hereford,

Constable of England. The main body, comprising nine great

divisions, was led on by the king in person, attended by the

Earl of Pembroke, and Sir Giles D’Argentine, a knight of

Rhodes, and a chosen body of five hundre 1 well-armed horse, as

his body guards. The nature of the ground did not permit the

extension of this vast force, the van division alone occupying

the whole front of battle, so that to the Scots, they appeared

as composing one great compact column of men.
The Scots drew up in the order we have already described.

Maurice, Abbot of Inchaffrey, placing himself on an eminence
in view of the whole Scottish army, celebrated high mass, the

most solemn and imposing ceremony of the Catholic worship.

Then passing along the line barefooted, bearing a crucifix in

his hand, he exhorted the Scots in few but forcible words to

combat for their rights and their liberties; upon which the

whole army knelt down and received his benediction. When
King Edward saw the small and unpretending array of his

hardy enemies, he seemed surprised, and turning himself to Sir
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Ingram Umfraville, exclaimed, “What! will yon Scotsmen
' fight?”

“ Yea, sickerly,” replied the knight; who even went the

i

length of advising the king that instead of making an open
' attack under so great disadvantages of position, he should feign

a retreat, pledging himself, from his own experience, that by
such means only, could lie break the firm array of the Scots,

and overwhelm them.
The king disdained this counsel; and, chancing then to

observe the whole body of the Scots kneel themselves to the

ground—“See!” said he, “ yon folk kneel to ask mercy!”
“You say truly,” Sir Ingram replied, “they ask mercy;

but it is not of you. but of God. Yon men will win the field

or die.”

“Be it so, then!” said the king, and immediately gave orders

to sound the charge.

The signal of attack being given, the van of the English

galloped on to charge the right wing of the Scots, commanded
by Edward Bruce, the king’s brother, and were received with

intrepid firmness. The advance of this body allowed part of

the main body of the English to come up, who moving
obliquely to the right of their own van, were soon engaged
with the centre and left flank of the Scottish army. The con-

flict. thus soon became general along the whole Scottish line,

and the slaughter was considerable on both sides. Repeated
and desperate attempts were made by the English cavalry to

break the firm, or as they seemed immoveable phalanxes of the

enemy, but with no effect. Straitened and harassed by the
nature of the ground, they with difficulty maintained order; the
English horses fell into the concealed pits, and were thrown into

the greatest confusion. At that instant, the Scots charged and
made terrible havoc; and, but that they were pressed on by the
mass in their rear, and unab'e to extricate themselves from the
pits into which they had fallen, the front lines of the English
would have been inevitably repulsed. The King of Scots,

perceiving that his troops were grievously annoyed by the
English archers, detached a small but chosen band of cavalry,

under Sir Robert Keith, who, making a circuit by the right

extremity of the Scottish line, fell furiously upon the unpro-
tected archers in flank, and put them to flight. This body of
men were, in fact, so effectually discomfited, as to be of no after

use in the battle, and by their precipitate retreat were in-

strumental in spreading confusion and alarm through the
whole army.

Robert, with the body of reserve under his command now
joined battle; and though the fury on both sides was not re-

laxed, the forces of the English were every moment falling

more and more into disorder. Matters were in this critical

state, wThen a singular accident or device, for it has never been
ascertained which, turned decisively the fortunes of the day.
The large body of followers of the camp, who, as already stated,
had been stationed along with the camp baggage to the rear of
the Gillies’ hill, perceiving from their position that the English
army were beginning to give way, resolved with what weapons
chance afforded them, to fall down with the rear of their coun-
trymen, that they might hasten the overthrow of the English.
Choosing leaders, therefore, among themselves, they drew up
into a sort of martial order, some mounted on the baggage
horses, and others on foot, having sheets fastened upon tent
poles and spears, instead of banners; and men, -women, and
children, armed only with broken lances, poles, branches of
trees, or anything that came in the way, advanced to the
heights, and, with a general shout, called on their countrymen,
for the honour of Scotland, to strike home, waving at the same
time their mock banners to the wind. The sudden and ap-
palling spectacle of what seemed to the English in the distance
to be a new and formidable army, completed the confusion and
consternation which had already began to spread among their
ranks. The Scots felt their advantage; and raising a great
shout, in which they were joined heartily by their auxiliaries
in their rear, they pressed forward on their enemies with a fury
which the English could not resist. Discipline and union were
soon entirely lost, and the rout on all sides became general and
disastrous.

Pembroke, when he saw that the day was lost, seized Ed-

ward’s horse by the bridle, and constrained him, though not
without difficulty, to leave the field. When Sir Giles d’Argen-
tine, the brave knight of Rhodes, was informed of the king’s
flight, and pressed to accompany him—“ It never was my wont
to fly !” said he, and putting spurs to his horse, he rushed
furiously into the battle, and met his death. It was a prevalent
opinion in those days, that the three greatest warriors of the
age were, Henry of Luxemburg, Emperor of Germany, Robert
King of Scotland, and Sir Giles d’Argentine.

Sir James Douglas, with sixty horsemen, followed hard in
pursuit of the English king. At the Torwood, he was met by
Sir Lawrence Abernethy, with twenty horse, hastening to the
English rendezvous, but who, as soon as he understood that the
Scots were victorious, joined the party of Douglas in the pur-
suit. Edward rode on, without halting, to Linlithgow

;
and had

scarcely refreshed himself there, when the alarm that the Scots
were approaching, forced him to resume his flight. Douglas
and Abernethy followed so close upon his route, that many of

the king’s guards^were slain; and eastward, for more than
thirty miles, the ground was strewed with dead bodies. This
pertinacious pursuit continued as far as Tranent, a distance of

1

about forty miles from the field of battle, and was only given
up by the inability of the horses to proceed further. Had not
Edward been received by the Earl of March, the Governor of
Dunbar Castle, and thence sent round by water to Berwick-upon
Tweed, he certainly would have fallen into the hands of his pur-
suers. He was shortly afterwards conveyed by a little fishing

skiff to Bamborough, in England, where he scarcely deemed
himself safe.

Thirty thousand of the English are estimated to have fallen

upon the field of Bannockburn; and it is asserted, that the
rivulet near, from which the battle takes its name, ran blood
for three days. Of barons and bannerets there were slain twenty-
seven, and twenty-two were taken prisoners; and of knights the
number killed was forty-two, while sixty were made prisoners.

Barbour affirms, that two hundred pairs of gilt spurs, were, the
day after the battle, taken from the heels of slain knights. Ac-
cording to English historians, the most distinguished of the
English who fell, were the Earl of Gloucester, Sir Giles d’Ar-
gentine, Robert Clifford, Payen Tylelot-, William le Mareschal,
and Edmund de Manley, Seneschal of England. Seven hun-
dred esquires are also reckoned among the number of the slain.

The spoil of the English camp was great; and the ransom of so

many noble prisoners also enriched the victors. If we may
believe the statement of the Monk of Malmesbury, a contempo-
rary English writer, the loss sustained by his countrymen, on
this occasion did not amount to less than two hundred thousaud
pounds; a sum equal in value to upwards of three millions of

our present currency.

The carnage was dreadful, as the conquerors showed no
mercy, and avast number of the English, iu attempting to es-

cape, were drowned in the river Forth. The loss sustained by the

Scots is allowed on all hands to have been very inconsiderable:

and the only persons of note slain on their side, were Sir Wil-
liam Yipont, and Sir Walter Ross. The last named was the

particular friend of Edward Bruce, who, when informed of his

death, passionately exclaimed, “ Oh, that this day’s work was
undone, so Ross had not died!” On the day after the battle,

Sir Philip de Moubray surrendered the Castle of Stirling, ac-

cording to the terms of the truce, and thenceforward entered

into the service of the King of Scotland.

Such was the signal victory obtained by Robert Bruce, at

Bannockburn, than which none more important was ever fought,

before or since, between the so long hostile nations of England
and Scotland. It broke effectually and for ever the mastery
moral and physical, which the one had so nearly succeeded in

achieving over the other; and while it once more re-established

the liberties of Scotland, awakened or restored that passion,

and independence among her people, which no after danger

could subdue. “ We have only,” as Ty tier, a late Scottish his-

torian has well observed, “ to fix our eyes on the present con-

dition of Ireland, in order to feel the present reality of all that

we owe to the victory at Bannockburn, and to the memory of

such men as Bruce, Randolph, and Douglas.”
In a field not far from St, Ninians, on Brockbrae, a stone
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called the Bore-stone, having a considerable perforation in its

centre, in which the royal standard of Bruce was fixed, is still

pointed out to the traveller.

FEMALE WARRIORS.

Female warriors have been found in the heart of Christen-
dom, even since the dawn of this century. We are assured
by Bulwer, that the French armies have never been engaged
in the neighbourhood of Paris, without there being found
many of these females, whom one sees in the saloons of

Paris, slain on the field of battle, to which they had been led,

not so much by a violent passion for their lover, (French
women do not love so violently) as by desire for adventure,
which they are willing to gratify, even in the camp. Du-
mourier had at one time, for his aides-de-camp, two delicate

and accomplished young women, who delighted in the bloody
scenes of war. “Often, in the most desperate crisis of the
battle,” said the general, “ I have heard their slender but
animated voices reproaching flight, and urging to the charge

;

and you might have seen their waving plumes and Roman
garb amid the thickest of the fire.” After the battle of

Waterloo, there were found among the dead, several Parisian
girls, who had gone forth with their lovers, and actually fought
in their company. Nor was this an uncommon event. “One
morning,” says Mr. Scott, “ when passing through the Palais
Royal at Paris, I saw one of these women dressed in military
costume, with boots, spurs, and sabre. No Frenchman seemed
to consider the sight a strange one.” The spirit of Joan of

Arc still seems to animate the bosoms of the French women,
many of whom have shown themselves anxious to emulate
her prowess. “ One day,” says Marshal Massena, “ being
at Buezenghen, I perceived a young soldier, belonging to the
light artillery, whose horse had just been wounded by a lance.
The young man, who appeared quite a child, defended him-
self desperately, as several dead bodies of the enemy lying
around him could testify. I immediately despatched an
officer with some men, to his assistance, but they arrived too
late. Although this action had taken place on the borders of
the wood, and in front of the bridge, this artilleryman had
alone withstood the attack of the small troop of cossacks and
Bavarians, whom the officer and men I had despatched put
to flight. His body was covered with wounds, inflicted by
shots, lances, and swords. There were at least thirty. And
do you know, madame, what this young man was ?” said
Massena, turning to the relater of this anecdote. “ A woman

!

yes, a woman, and a handsome woman too, although she was
so covered with blood, that it was difficult to judge of her
beauty. She had followed her lover to the army. The latter

was a captain of artillery
;
she never left him ; and when he

was killed, defended like a lioness, the remains of him she
had loved. She was a native of Paris, her name was Louise
Belletz, and she was the daughter of a fringe-maker, in the
Rue du Petit Lion.”

GENERAL LAVALLETTE.
“ One day,” observes the Count Lavallette, “ when I had ac-

companied Bonaparte to the treasury, to expedite the sending
off of the sums that were required at Toulon for the fleet, he
ordered his coachman to drive along the new Boulevards, that
he might have at his leisure a conversation with me. ‘ I cannot
make a major of you,’ he said :

‘ I must therefore give you a
wife;—you shall marry Emilie de Beauharnais. She is very
handsome, and very well educated. Do you know her?’ ‘I
have seen her twice. But, general, I have no fortune. We
are going to Africa: I may be killed—what will become, in
that case, of my poor widow? Besides, I have no great liking
for marriage.’— ‘ Men must marry to have children—that is the
chief aim of life. Killed you certainly may be : well, in that
case she will be the widow of one of my aides-de-camp—of a
defender of his country. She will have a pension, and may

' again marry advantageously. Now she is the daughter of an
emigrant that nobody will have : my wife cannot introduce her
into society. She, poor girl! deserves a better fate. Come,
this business must be quickly settled. Talk this morning with
Madame Bonaparte about it: her mother has already given
her consent. The wedding shall take place in eight days. I
will allow you a fortnight for your honeymoon: you must then
come ?md join us at Toulon on the 29th.’ (It was then the 9 th.)

I could not help laughing all the while he spoke: at last I said,
‘ I will do whatever you please. But will the girl have me? I
do not wish to force her inclinations.’ ‘She is tired of her
boarding-school, and she would be unhappy if she were to go
to her mother’s. During your absence she shall live with her
grandfather at Fontainbleau. You will not be killed

; and you
will find her when you come back. Come, come; the thing is

settled. Tell the coachman to drive home.’
“ In the evening I went to see Madame Bonaparte. She

knew what was going forward, and was kind enough to show
some satisfaction, and call me her nephew, ‘ To-morrow/ she
said, ‘ we shall go to St. Germain. I will introduce you to
my niece. You will be delighted with her: she is a charming i

girl!’

“ Accordingly, next day, the general, Madame Bonaparte,
Eugene, and I, went in an open carriage to St. Germain, and
stopped at Madame Campan’s. The visit was a great event at
the boarding-school: all the young girls were at the windows,
in the parlours, or in the court-yard, for they had obtained a
holiday. We soon entered the gardens. Among the forty
young ladies, I sought anxiously her who was to be my wife.
Her cousin, Hortense, led her to us, that she might salute the
general, and embrace her aunt. She was, in truth, the prettiest
of them all. Her stature was tall, and most gracefully elegant

;

her features were charming; and the glow of her beautiful
complexion was heightened by her confusion. Her bashfulness
was so great the general could not help laughing at her, but he
went no farther. It was decided that we should breakfast on
the grass in the garden. In the meanwhile I felt extremely
uneasy. Would she like me? Would she obey without re-
luctance? This very abrupt marriage, and this speedy depar-
ture, grieved me.

“ When we afterwards got up, and the circle was broken, I
begged Eugene to conduct his cousin into a solitary walk. I
joined them, and he left us. I then entered on the delicate
subject. I made no secret of my birth, nor of my want of for-
tune; and added, ‘I possess nothing in the world but my
sword, and the good-will of the general

;
and I must leave you

in a fortnight. Open your heart to me. I feel myself disposed
to love you with all my soul ; but this is not sufficient. If this
marriage does not please you ; repose a full confidence in me

;

it will not be difficult to find a pretext to break it off. I shall

depart; you will not be tormented, for I will keep your secret.’

“While I was speaking, she kept her eyes fixed on the
ground; her only answer was a smile, and she gave me the
nosegay she held in her hand. I embraced her. We returned
slowly to the company; and eight days afterwards we went to
the municipality. The following day, a poor priest who had
not taken the oaths married us, in the small convent of the
Conception, in the Rue St. Honore. This was in some manner
forbidden, but Emilie set a great importance on that point:
her piety was gentle and sincere.”

BONAPARTE NEARLY MADE PRISONER.
After the passage of the Mincio, Napoleon having con-

certed all his plans, and pursued the enemy in every direction,

entered a castle on the left bank of the river. He was
troubled with the head-ache, and used a foot-bath. A large

detachment of the enemy, in great confusion, arrived, having
ascended the river as far as the castle. Napoleon was there,

and only a few persons were with him: the sentinel on duty
at the gate had just time to close it, exclaiming, “ To armsV
and the general of the army of Italy, in the arms of victory,

was compelled to escape through the back gates of the garden,

with but one boot on

!
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A FEW WORDS ON OLD ENGLISH ARCHERY.

« The white faith of history cannot show,

That e’er a musket could beat a bow.”

Alleyne’s Henry VII.

We live in times of portentous and innumerable changes, and

in which a year witnesses more fluctuations in the opinions of

mankind than were produced in a century in the ages of yore.

The science of war, either afloat or on shore, has not been

exempt from the spirit of this change; and it would baffle inge-

nuity to conjecture what alterations may be produced, even in a

few years, in military and naval warfare. The application ofsteam

alone may effect a greater revolution in naval battles and ma-

noeuvres. than the discovery of gunpowder with the invention

of artillery and small-arms produced in the military tactics of

the middle ages.

At the beginning of the last century, an English writer

forcibly recommended the use of shields by both cavalry and

infantry; and the breaking of our lines by the Highlanders

with their targets and claymores in 1715 and 1745, had nearly

produced the adoption of shields in the service. Even recently,

the disorderly hordes of Pindarees received the points of our

bayonets in their targets, and, closing on us with their rapiers,

they broke our lines and did great execution. In attacking

towns and entrenchments in Egypt, Bonaparte repeatedly

found the shield and scimitar an overmatch for the musket

and bayonet; and at Acre, Sir Sydney Smith confirmed the

statement, though the French Grenadiers were led to the as-

sault by Lannes. until whose death Ney was not glorified with

the title of “ the bravest of the brave.”

A few years ago, Mr. Mason wrote a plausible and ingenious

eulogy upon the revival of the long-bow and pike in the

British army ;
and, although we do not mean to contend for the

practicability of this change, we are convinced that it cannot

appear move absurd to military men, than many of our recent

improvements appeared at the time of their being suggested. The

introduction of the rifle and of rifle-exercise was at first held

in great contempt; and, absurd as they may now appear, we
doubt not that the long gun and cross-rests, with many other

contrivances of the French in their expedition to Algiers,

may be successfully introduced into our service. We were

slow to introduce the lance and cuirass; and although Napoleon

ridiculed the bows and arrows of the Cossacks, he did it with

an ostentation calculated to create a suspicion that he had

found the weapon not altogether so impotent as he pretended.

Many French officers, after the Russian campaign, bore tes-

timony to the great utility of the bow in cases of ambush and

desultory surprises of small bodies of men, particularly at

night.

These, we must confess, very desultory reflections have been

thus loosely thrown together upon our reverting to the appa-

rently incredible, yet well-authenticated records of the power

of the long-bow in the hands of the English yeomanry in the

middle ages. It is curious to reflect upon the national pride

of our forefathers in this truly English weapon, as well as to

trace the eulogies upon our archery from Roger Ascham and

Woods, to the reign of Charles I., when our writers so heavily

bewailed the gradual decline of the old weapon, and prognos-

ticated the infallible ruin of old England from the degeneracy

of her sons in resorting to fire-arms.

Whatever opinions may now exist upon the impotent

nature of the bow and arrow in comparison to musketry, in its

present state of perfection, there can be no doubt that the

former weapon was infinitely more powerful than the match-

lock gun, or than any species of fire-arms, except cannon,

when they were first introduced. It is difficult, therefore, to

account for the disuse of what had been the boast and safety

of our country, from the conquest to the early part of the

reign of Charles I., when our army presented the motley ap-

pearance of archery and fire-arms, complete armour, half-

armour, and buff jerkius. The accuracy and range of the

arrow fully equalled the present most perfect practice of the

rifle, and it greatly exceeded it with respect to rapidity of dis-

charge. In the early part of the reign of Henry VIII., it was

still the opprobrium of an archer if he shot a single shaft

during a battle without killing or disabling his enemy. Let

us compare this with Marshal Saxe’s calculation upon the

efficacy of the musket. Marshal Saxe estimated that in no

case did more than one ball in eighty-five take effect, and that

at the battle of Tournay not more than one ball in four

hundred was calculated to have killed an enemy ;
and vre leave

it to military men to say whether the lead “ shot from the

deadly level of a gun” has been made more deadly since the

tactics of Marshal Saxe. The disuse of the long-bow, there-

fore, is scarcely to be accounted for. An archer was deemed

disqualified for service if lie could not fire twelve unerring

shafts in one minute. This, if we take the accuracy of their

fire (for we must be allowed the term) into consideration, will

make the practice of musketry appear contemptible.

The data respecting archery, with which our black-letter

authors abound, have led Mr. Mason, and very many writers,

to argue for the revival of the bow, and to suppose that archery

will at length supersede the use of the musket. They forget,

however, one insuperable objection,—that the bow can be used,

in the style of the old English, only by those who have been

physically adapted to it, or rendered competent to it by an

education or training from early infancy.

With the exception, perhaps, of the lasso, the history of

man furnishes no example of a dexterity or force being ac-

quired, by early training, equal to that which our yeomen of

old possessed in the use of the long-bow, compared to what can

be produced by our strongest men, now that the early practice

of the bow has been discontinued. We imagine that it would

be utterly impossible for any man, not trained and practised

from early infancy, to compete with the Peons of South Ame-
rica in their apparently miraculous use of the lasso. A
parallel instance of the efficacy of early practice has been ex-

emplified in the use of the bow. The attitude of the bowman,

which, by constant practice, greatly aided the powerful dis-

charge of the shaft, became, even before adult age, a second

nature, and the muscles of the hand, thumb, and wrist, and of

the arm, shoulder, and breast, acquired an extraordinary size

and strength by being repeatedly exercised in the same position

and action. We think it is Woods, who, in his “ Bowman’s

Glorie,” written in the reign of Henry VIII., declares that the

archer is a Sampson in his right arm compared to the wielder

of the battle-axe, and handler of the pike and spear. A ro-

markable illustration of this point was afforded very early in

the last century. Topham, the modern Sampson, whose feats

of strength surpassed anything on record in the ancient or

modern world, (vide “Hutton’s History of Derbyshire,. ) once

laughed to scorn an old archer, perhaps the last of his race,

who boasted that he still retained the power to draw the long-

bow to the full extent of the cloth-yard arrow. The old archer

performed the feat, whilst his antagonist, to the astonishment

of the bystanders, could scarcely bend the bow by one-half.

.

It is obvious, therefore, that unless a conviction of its

great superiority to the musket, or of its. great utility in

certain circumstances, should produce a training to trie bow

from boyhood, it is a weapon that never could be revived.

All speculations upon its future utility are, therefore, idle ;

but it is extremely interesting to trace, the history of this

once-dreaded weapon, to their superiority at which our an-

cestors attributed their victories at Cressy, Poictiers, Agin-

court, Flodden-field, the Pinkie; and, indeed, to which they

attributed almost all their military glory, and even national

independence. .

The long-bow was introduced into England at the invasion ;

and to this weapon was the Conqueror indebted for his

victory at Hastings, which made him master of these fair

realms. From this period the English adopted the long-bow

as their national weapon, and they conceived the strongest

antipathy to the cross-bow, as well as to the universal prac-

tice of drawing the shaft to the breast, instead of towards

the eye, or rather ear, a mode of shooting never used among

ancients or moderns in any part of the world, except by our

“ men in Kendal green.”

The youth of the kingdom were trained, under very

;
severe penalties, from the age of seven : the bow was to be
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of the length of the boy, and the arrow half the length of

the bow
;
nor was the pupil deemed an adept archer till he

could shoot the shaft twelve score yards at an elevation of

45o. The test of good archery with Edward VI., was, that a

hundred of his youth in rank should send at one discharge

their hundred shafts clear through an inch board of heart

of oak, at the distance of point blank shot, or two hundred

and forty yards. This was the minimum of military

archery with youth, and compared to which the discharge of

musketry is absolutely contemptible.

The Welsh archers were equally formidable with the merrie

men of old England
;
and in an attack by the Welsh upon a

body of Englishmen in the reign of Edward I., it is recorded

that the Welsh killed their enemies through doors of oak

four inches thick, and that they nailed the knights to their

horses, piercing the body of the rider through his armour,

and the horse through his saddle.

It was at the battle of Falkirk, in 1298, that the power of

English archery became supreme. Edward I., interspersed

hislong-how men among his other troops of every descrip-

tion, and the battle was little less than an unresisting

slaughter of Wallace’s best warriors. At the battle of

Fiodden-field, the Scotch monarch, enraged at the slaughter

of his troops, directed sixty of his bravest knights, in Italian

armour, to'rush upon a body of English archers, and at the

first discharge every knight was killed by an arrow through

his body.

At the great battle of Halidown Hill, Earl Douglas made
a similar charge, at the head of eighty knights and gallant

gentlemen
;
but ere they reached our ranks every cavalier

and horse was slain or mortally wounded
;
and the historian

relates that the best armour was pierced through, and few of

the knights were pierced by fewer than five shafts. If we
reflect that the breast- plate (including, we suppose, the back)

weighed 521bs. of well tempered and well wrought iron, we

may form an idea of the prodigious force of the long-bow.

The Scotch were deplorably deficient at the bow. They shot

at only 180 yards, and even considered one hundred feet as

point-blank distance ;
and yet ten thousand bow-men, chiefly

Highlanders, are said to have attended James III. at Ban-

nockburn, where, probably from treachery, our archers were

useless.

Of such sterling stuff was our archei'ie composed, and in

such request were our bow-men as auxiliary troops, that we
find Edward IV. lending a thousand archers for service in

Burgundy, and Richard III. lent one thousand to the Duke
of Bretagne, at 6d. per diem each man. The English preju-

dice against the cross-bow was confirmed by the battle of

Cressy, at which the French had 15,000 cross-bow men, and

all of whom were destroyed by comparatively a handful ofEng-

lish long-bow men, amounting to only 2,800 men. At Poictiers,

our long-bow men are stated at the same number of 2,800.

The victory of Agincourt was principally attributed to Sir Wil-

liam Orpington, who lay in ambush with two hundred long-

bowmen, ‘ who so galled the French horse, that they cast

their riders, and opened their ranks, so that the right wing of

the English horse had way to come up : 10,000 of the

Frenchmen were slain, and of which only 1,600 were

common soldiers.’ Hence, when Henry VII. ordered a levy

of 1,488 choice archers, he issued a proclamation against the

use of the cross-bow,
4 because the long-bow has been much

used in this our realm, whereby honour and victory has been

got against our outward enemies, the realm greatly defended,

and much more the dread of all Christian princes, by reason

of the same.’
Elizabeth appears, by her proclamations, to have encouraged

arclierie with great zeal; and about this period the long-bow

was at its highest reputation with our yeomanry. Roger

Ascham glories in the weapon, and taunts the Scotch upon our

arrows keeping their bill-men and spear-men at bay. Sir John
Heyward attributes all our glory in battle to the bow; and the

same strain was followed by Sir Thomas Smith, and again by
old Ascham, in his Toxophilus. Camden says, ‘ Among the

English artillerie, archerie challengeth the pre-eminence as

peculiar to our nation and Heyward says, * Here were boys

so desperately resolved, that they pulled arrows out of their
flesh, and delivered them to be shot again by the archers on
their side.’ Fortescue was full of English pride in the prowess P

of our yeoman archers.

The cross-bow, however, was not in total disuse. It is

mentioned as of great service against the Irish in 1172; and a
right goodlie display of 400 cross-bow men, at a pageant in
Hyde Park, is mentioned in the reign of Henry VIII., and at ?

which 4,100 long-bow men were exercised. Notwithstanding
the proclamation of Henry VII., we find that the Countess of :

Kildare’s favourite amusement was the killing of stags and
wild animals with the cross-bow. At a subsequent period the i

use of this weapon in field-sports was one of the most polite
of accomplishments

;
and a youth who could not bring down !

,

a bird on the wing by a bolt from the cross-bow, was deemed
\ [

‘no gentleman,’ or ill-bred and uneducated. Popes had some
repugnance to the use of this instrument; and the Council of
Lateran, in 1139, decreed, ‘artem illam mortiferam, et Deo
odibilem ballistariorum et sagitttariorum adversus Christianos
et Catholicos exerceri de cetero prohibemus/ Our lion-

hearted Richard totally disregarded this decree, and employed
cross-bov/ men in his army; and when he was killed by a cross •

bow, his death was attributed to an interposition of God, for
his contempt of God’s Vicar, the Pope. The cross-bow was
used in our armies as late as 1627.

P. de Comines, speaking of the military power of England,
France, and Scotland, lays it down that ‘ the might of the
realm of England standeth on her archery;’ and it is curious
to trace the excessive fastidiousness and care of our ancestors
with respect to this weapon.
Edward IV. directed that the long-bow should be made of

‘ewye, wyclie, hazel, ash, awburn, or reason tree,’ but the
ewye (yew) was the preferable wood. The string was to be
made of hide, gut, horse-hair, woman’s hair, herfip, silk or
flax. The bow was directed to be of the precise height of the
archer; and one of six feet long was the maximum of power.
Edward III. permitted an importation of 500 white bows and
500 painted bows, and 500 bundles of arrows. Special privi-

leges and exemptions from impost were granted to merchants
who, amidst their cargoes, imported good bows and arrows, I

and there are numerous decrees respecting waxing and casing
the string, notching the bow, painting the centre, &c. &c.

j

But an anxious care was bestowed on the arrow. Its length
was to be exactly half that of the bow. The feathers were
not to be plucked from the goose, hut were to drop from the
bird at between the age of two and three years. Two of the
feathers were to be light, or gray, and from the gander, whilst
the third (always placed uppermost in the act of shooting), was
to be dropped by the goose. The feathers of peacocks and
pheasants were used, but only in sport, and by ladies or the
dandies of the court. The arrow was pointed with flint or
steel; and the punishment was severe if the king’s proclama-
tion were violated in any of these respects.

The sheaf was directed to contain twentyTour arrows,
weighing from twenty to twenty-four drops, and eight arrows
of a lighter description, meant only to gall the enemy, to pro-
voke them to charge or come within the range of the cloth-

yard shaft, which could pierce even Milan armour, supposed to

be the most perfect of all, and invulnerable, except to the
English long-bow.

Archers were always used as light troops, and they were
armed with gloves, bracers, light swords, bucklers, dirks, and
long malls or clubs, five feet in length, and loaded with lead,

to knock in the head the enemies they might surprise.

Richard III. placed his archers in the centre; but the principle

in general was to place them on the wings.
Such was the archery of old

;
and this species of force was

in use two hundred years after the invention of gunpowder.
Charles I. issued his proclamation in favour of archery, and
his council of war determined upon the system of uniting the
bow and pike. The Earl of Essex, in 1643, levied regiments
of archers; and the brother of Cfiarles I. was specially edu-
cated in the use of both the bow and gun.
To attain this perfection in archery, the practice of the

yeoman, from the age of seven or even earlier, was incessant
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Every Sunday, fast* day, and feast-day, they were compelled to

shoot at the butts, and great trials of skill took place in every

parish, upon anniversaries which specially related to it. It

was illegal, and what was perhaps worse, it was disgraceful, to

shoot at a less distance than 220 yards. After this compulsory

shooting, the men were allowed to shoot for sport at the

popping*jay, or at any ludicrous effigy; and a favourite sport

was to bury a goose in the turf, and to shoot off its head the

instant the creature in its struggles raised it above the surface.

Every parish was compelled to have its archery ground; and

in London the king and his family mixed in the sport, and

bestowed mock titles or real rewards upon the victors. The
first queen of Henry VIII., gave gold and silver badges and

solid coin to the best archers, and Prince Arthur and bluff

Harry dubbed the victors, Marquis of Einsbury, Duke of

Shoreditch, Marquis of Islington, according to the place at

which they won their laurels. The tiiles, with liveries of

purple, scarlet, &c., ’were enjoyed only one year.

Sir Walter Scott, in his Ivanlioe, and throughout his works,

has well illustrated the almost incredible strength and accuracy

of our archers, particularly in the border warfare. The prac-

tice of taking off the leaders of an enemy’s force, and of de-

stroying small bodies of cavalry by bush-shooting, appears to

have been carried to a great length. The number of horses

picked off by the bow-men, in cases of retreat and pursuit,

seems to have been very great; and it was a point of pride

in certain cases, to shoot the arrow through the cuish and thigh

of the horseman, and through the saddle, and thus kill the

animal and prevent the further resistance of the rider.

The longest shot upon record was that of the Lancashire

archer, who shot his shaft a mile in three shots. This has been

nearly equalled within these few years. A Turkish ambas-
sador in London discharged an arrow 480 yards, and a Turk
at Athens shot his shaft 584 yards, which is only three yards
short of one-third of a mile.

One rather dangerous sport of yore was to fire the arrow so

close to the ear of a person at a distance that the whistling of

the shaft might make, according to Henry VIII., a strange and
pleasant sound. We doubt if the morale of any modern troops,

not even of English infantry, could stand against a flight of

such fatal, unerring, and visible weapons as the cloth-yard

shafr. The inspiring sound of the musket, and the cover of

smoke, would be wanted, and fortitude, untutored to the crisis,

would be vain.

It was a test with our archers to send the cloth-yard shaft,

at 220 yards’ distance, through an oaken plank, from one to

three inches in thickness, and to lodge the arrow in a board
placed many yards in the rear. To lodge one arrow in the clout

(a bit of white cloth put for the bull’s eye), and to split the

head of it at the second shot, was a common feat; and we fre-

quently read of shooting off the prickles from thorn bushes as

feats of rustic skill.

The arrow that deprived Philip of his right eye, was marked
with the object at which it was successfully aimed. Domitian
used to amuse himself by shooting the arrow between the
fingers of boys in the circus, who were made to hold their

hands against the target for marks of the emperor’s skill. The
Emperor Commodus had a pastime of transfixing the wild
beasts at the moment of their seizing upon the criminals who
had to fight them in the arena; but the greater boast was to

cut off the head of the ostrich, the quickest of living things, in

its most rapid career. Zosimus and Q. Curtius bear testimony
to similar examples of skill; and we may quote the better
known, but more disputed, history of William Tell and the
apple. The American Indians that used to resort to Charleston,
in South Carolina, once a year, for their donation of blankets,
&c., for small pieces of money or a glass of rum, would exhibit
their wonderful skill with the bow and arrow, which, however,
were very small. Putting a coin of the size of a sixpence
edgeways in the bark of a tree, they would retire backwards
till the coin was invisible to a European, when they would let

fly the arrow and never fail in splitting the coin. The animal
senses of savages are acute beyond the conception of men in
civilized society.

The Parthians, by archery, annihilated a Roman army, at a

time when the Romans were at their zenith with respect to
military discipline, military equipment, and the general science
of "war. Many of the greatest victories of the Athenians were
attributed by them to their superior use of the bow. Although
Scipio Africanus, Suetonius, Herodian, and others, bear testi-

mony to the power and efficacy of this great arm of war, it is

certain that the Romans never considered bow-men but as the
canaille of their armies, the “ food for powder”—“ sagittarii

pauperes etjuvenes”—whom they sacrificed at the onset. The
Egyptians, Ethiopians, Persians, Scythians, Greeks, and parti-

cularly the Greeks of Asia Minor, had a different estimate of
the sagittarii, and the loss they inflicted upon the Romans
often proved the sound judgment of confiding in this powerful
missile.

Had the use of archery been continued in modern Europe,
there can be no doubt that the bow and arrow would have been
much improved. Our best bows were of the yew; but our
want of intercourse with other countries kept us ignorant that

bows could be made of silver, steel, the horns of the buffalo,

the antelope of the mountain goat, and of other animals, as

well as of numerous sorts of wood once unknown to Europeans.
The Chinese use a bow weighing nearly seventy pounds; and
the Arrsei of Thrace had arrows of nearly eight feet long. The
Arabian arrows were longer than the old English cloth-yard,

and were shot with great accuracy, though they were ‘ un-

winged,’ or without feathers. The mode of using these im-
mense bows was to place the lower end on the ground opposed
to the foot of the archer.

That other modes of throwing arrows than from the bow
would have been adopted is evident, for the Roman catapultse

used to throw immense arrows, as well as stones weighing
thirty-six pounds, to the distance of half a mile.

The art of barbing or pointing the arrow is much dwelt on
by our ancestors. The practice of poisoning the point was
learnt from the Saracens, in the crusades; but it does not seem
to have prevailed much in England, for we learn by our old

records,that where the enemy was not killed immediately by
the arrow piercing the vital part, he usually died of tetanus, oc-

casioned by the time that the wood was allowed to remain in

the wound, or by bad surgery in extracting it. The dreadful

efficacy of reed arrows, filled with poison, and discharged from
a tube, was learnt in the East by our crusaders : but probably

the general use of armour in Europe prevented the adoption of

these murderous weapons.
The art of making fire-arrows—quarrels, scorpions, &c.,

—

with the composition of the Greek fire, eventually led to the

discovery of gunpowder—which, however, for many ages,

must have been of a most imperfect composition, and of little

use; for even within this last hundred years, the powder sup-

plied to our forces was of a description which would now be

deemed unserviceable.

The only fire-arrow—the quarrel, as it was termed—with a

delta or triangular head, charged with inflammable matter, 'was

once much dreaded, and seems to have been of efficacy in set-

ting fire to tents and buildings. Matthew Paris alludes to these

when he says, ‘ Et phialas plenas calce, arcubus per parva has-

tilia, ad modum sagittarum super hostes, jaculandas.’ These
hastilia plena calce were not, and could not be shot from a bow:
they were discharged from the arcubalista, or manubalista, and
often with terrible effect. In parts of Spanish America,

Creole gentlemen, from mere curiosity, have kept up this art

of making combustible reeds or arrows; and we have seen

several that, discharged in a field of cane, or on a roof of

shingle, or in any timber, would commence a conflagration

that it would be difficult to extinguish. Rockets and explo-

sive shells, or horizontal shot, arc almost new amongst us,

which shows that the fire of the middle ages had not been
studied in succeeding times.

If the revival of tire long-bow be impracticable in Euro-

pean armies, it is not impossible that it might be of use in

some of our colonies, where we embody the natives in our

service, against neighbouring tribes that may he more fierce

or hostile.
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THE MONK; OR, THE CAVE OP HORROR.

( Continued.)

While plunged, he hardly knew why, in a train ©f dull and
unpleasant recollections, the hours wore fast away, and he re-
tired, as before to his spacious and princely chambers

; where,
banishing every idea that should impede his rest, lie threw
himself into bed—again to start from it with horror and aver-
sion. Instinctively as before in the cavern, he grasped his
poinard, with a recollection of some confused sound, that jarred
upon his ear, and seemed to die away with his awakening
faculties. The night had been rough and stormj, and as the
lamp swayed with the blast, its wavering and uncertain blaze,
gave temporary light and animation to the figures wrought on
the tapestry. He fixed his eyes earnestly upon them, and
smiled on finding he could almost persuade himself they moved.
While continuing to pause and meditate he heard the tinkling
of a bell, as it was borne strongly to him upon the wind ; and
rising, perceived that, though the morning was gloomy and
overcast, it was already the grey dawn. The bell he discerned
to be that of the chapel belonging to the castle, which rang for
first mass; and in the bosom of that Redeemer whose cause he
served, the knight resolved to seek the firmness no mortal
effort seemed able to bestow.

.

Rising, he explored his way to a chapel dedicated to the Vir-
gin. It was yet obscurely lighted by the glorious beams of the
morning, while the few old domestics devotion had collected,
were shivering in its raw autumnal air. The knight threw
himself at the foot of the altar, and silently invoked the
Deity, either to illuminate his mind with some great and
useful truth, or to banish from it the visions with which it was
distempered. The light was now clearer, and curiosity directed
his eyes round the chapel, which was magnificently decorated.
They rested with singular exultation, upon the spoils torn
from the Infidels by the valour of the House of St. Aubin; and
while the image of his king and suffering fellow-soldiers,
pressed upon his memory, he did not immediately notice the
monument those banners seemed to consecrate; it was of black
marble. The art of the sculptor had displayed itself in emble-
matical and warlike ornaments. The helmet, the corslet, and the
spear, curiously carved and intermingled, appeared grouped
behind the half recumbent shield, of which the knight drew
near to examine the device!

“Valiant and Constant!”

He started as though one had spoken to him from the grave; and
involuntarily casting his eyes towards heaven, the beams of the
morning, at the same moment broke full upon them, through a
rich window of stained glass above the tomb, where heraldry
yet in its infancy, was blended with the figures of saints and
martyrs. “ Valiant and Constant!” exclaimed he aloud, as the
oft repeated' words appeared inscribed amidst the armorial
bearings in various hues and in various directions.

“ It was the chosen device of the late lord,” said a silver-
headed domestic, who stood near.

“ He perilled, in the fie$?” cried the knight, in a tone of
eager inquiry.

“Alas, no! he was not so fortunate. He died of a fever."’
“ Within the castle walls?”
“ Beyond sea—in Italy. But, blessed be God ! he wanted not

succour. His kinsman, our present lord, and Edmund, were
both with him.”
The knight grew pale, but the garrulous old man perceived

it not. He continued to recount the various marvellous tales
with which his memory was stored, concerning the wars in
Palestine, till the luckless hour when the two kinsmen, the
Lord St. Aubin and Sir Philip de Montford, thrown by ship-
wreck, on a barbarous coast, had traversed the greatest part of
Italy, concealing their arms under the habits of monks.

“ There,” added the old man, “ hangs the trophy of our pre-
sent lord; he offered it to our patron saint immediately on his
return,”

“ The armour is perfect,” said the knight, considering it—
“ save that I see no weapon.”

“ My lord had none,” said a voice on the other side.
“ No, surely Edmund,” added the first speaker, « or doubt-

less, he would have offered it with the rest.”
“ Thy lord would, methinks, have found little security in his

armour,” continued the knight, still musing, “ without some
instrument of defence.”

“ He had a battle-axe,” said the same voice, “ but it was lost
as we journeyed through Calabria.”
The knight now started in spite of caution, and fixed his at-

tention on the speaker. His eye told him that it was the sameman whose gaze before oppressed him. His other senses car-
ried conviction to his heart that it was Edmund, and a murderer
In throwing himself before the altar of a Supreme Being, he at
length, then, touched the point of truth, since hardly could the
immediate voice of heaven have announced more forcibly the
guilt of St. Aubin. Recollection, too, now told him, that the
man to whom, under the security of that favoured and gallant
name, he had entrusted the secrets of his sovereign by the
appellation of Sir Philip de Montford, stood foremost in the list
of suspected treason and disloyalty.

Slowly, and wrapt in thought, he returned to the castle. As
he passed, the noise of the workmen busied in repairs, roused
his attention; his eye silently rested on the scene; the height
of the walls, the well provided state of the ramparts, and the
labour he saw, evidently bestowed to render both perfect,
wherever time or accident had introduced decay, discovered
at once, to his now enlightened judgment, a powerful vassal,
more ready to dispute, than to obey the mandate of his
sovereign.

To dissemble was a science new to the knight; he strove,
however, to smooth his brow, and calmly announced to his host*,
the necessity of his immediate departure.
The courtesy of St. Aubin not yet exhausted, however, fur-

nished him with various and plausible reasons by which to
urge a further stay. The country around, often pillaged by
freebooters, who, during the absence of their monarch, acknow-
ledge no law but violence, was now, he assured his guest, par-
ticularly dangerous.

“ Let us then, devote this night,” added he, “ to mirth. Pear
no ill dreams! I will promise you a sweet and sound repose,
and a guard, ere to-morrow, that shall safely guide you to your
journey’s end.”

The knight became now sensible that he was taken in the
toils, and that to depart against the consent of his host was as
difficult as to obtain it. Too late did he regret the having so
indiscreetly confided the important trust he was invested with,
and too evidently perceived, he risked both that and life, if he
betrayed the smallest suspicion.

Secretly resolving to quit the castle at the hour of morning
prayer, as one in which his steps were unobserved, he consented
to pass a third night within its hateful walls.
Night came, but brought with it no inclination to sleep.

Disposed to find food for observation in everything that pre-
sented itself; his eyes wandered, as he passed the gallery that
led to his apartment, over the various portraits with which it

was enriched. Be stopped opposite a full length of the Lord
St. Aubin; but, it was the next to it which chiefly engaged his
attention. He suspected it to be liis kinsman, and found on
inquiry, he' was not mistaken. After long pausing on the fea-
tures, he retired^to his chamber, where, considering the bed, he
found in himself an invincible repugnance to encounter again
those feverish chimeras that had disturbed him.

Thoughtlessly he continued to walk about the room, though
it was already late, till the most profound silence reigned
throughout the castle. The very winds, which the night before
had been so stormy, were sunk to stillness. All nature appeared
to repose in the lap of midnight. Lulled by her influence lie

had thrown himself into a chair, and the first dews of a begin-
ning slumber were stealing over his senses.

“ Sir knight,” said a piercing voice, not far distant. Sleep
fled before the sound. He raised his eyes, and exactly oppo-
site to him, not many yards removed, he once more beheld the
mock.— (To be continued,)
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THE FIREFLY.

A TALE OF T II E SEA.

CHAPTER I.

It was towards the close of a fine day in the month of June,

1794, that the inhabitants of St. Carlos, a small town on the

north-west coast of the island of Chiloe, were enjoying them-
selves in the open air, as was customary with those Spaniards
who inhabited the settlements on the west coast of South
America. The long and repeated success which had attended
the predatory warfare carried on by the French privateers, had
encouraged the adventurous spirit of legalised piracy, while it

produced a corresponding degree of fearful precaution in those

who were the sufferers on these occasions
;
but confidence had

of late been in a great measure restored by the presence of
four English men-of-war, which were then known to be cruising

in the Pacific, agreeably to the treaty which had been entered
into between England and Spain the early part of the preceding
year.

While many were enjoying themselves as suited their various
inclinations, the mariners, who acted as occasion served, either
as fishermen or pilots, were on the heights adjacent, watching
with anxiety the approach of a vessel,. whose general appear-
ance made them somewhat suspicious of the honesty of her
intention. The wind, which was light, was from the south-
east, and her course being south-west, directly bearing on their

little port, enabled them, long before she neared the narbour,
to take a survey of her rigging, and offer numerous and con.
Aiding opinions as to her character and purpose. She was a
schooner of about a hundred and sixty tons burthen, whose low
biack hull, relieved by a narrow line of vermilion beneath her
channels, seemed out of proportion with the raking masts it

upheld, and which supported a set of lighter spars, that tapered
away until their upper extremities appeared no larger than the
lazy pennant which the light breeze barely enabled to display
its length. With no other sails spread than her heavy mainsail,
and one of those light jibs that projected far beyond her bows,
the vessel glided over the water with a grace and facility that
scon brought her within the indented bay, in which the little

harbour of St. Carlos was completely sheltered from the open
sea.

The intelligence that a strange sail, of the appearance wc
have described, was in the offing, soon collected at the common
landing-stairs the numbers who took an interest in their mari-
time affairs, together with the gossiping and idle portion of the
inhabitants, and various were the conjectures as to the proba-
bilities, which were made while waiting for her expected ap-
pearance within the port. Contrary, however, to the general
surmise, the schooner, instead of making for the entrance,
which was a natural rocky formation, almost resembling an
artificial pier or wall, cast anchor without in the small bay,
and immediately afterwards displayed an English ensign at
her peak.

By the time it was dark a boat was lowered and manned,
which was soon observed by the lights from the vessels which
lay in the harbour, making its way to the landing-place, where
one or two of the officers who were under the command of the
corregidor were waiting to receive it. The usual vigilance wa3

exercised in the examination of papers, by which it appeared
that the vessed was the Hope, commanded by Robert Morgan,
and bound from Lima, and these being considered satisfactory,

the party were permitted to land.

“Signor.” said the officer, “the corregidor, Don Pedro Molina,
requests the honour of your company at his house, which is

not far distant. If you will permit me, I will accompany you
on the instant.”

' “ I will wait on his excellency with pleasure,” returned the
stranger; and, ordering the boat’s crew to return on board the
schooner, lie prepared to accompany the officer.

He was a young man apparently about thirty years of age;
in person he was tall, and his well-proportioned figure displayed
a degree of muscular activity, that betokened great strength
and capability of exertion. His features were sharp and
prominent, while his raveu hair and piercing dark eyes, showed

. origin far more southern than his alleged English extraction.
Nautical pursuits in high latitudes might certainly have ac-
counted for his swarthy complexion, but the other marks of
nationalty were too prominent not to be remarked by those
acquainted with the personal appearance of Englishmen. The
corregidor, however, to whom he was shortly introduced, was
a man v ho had seen too little of strangers to* be able to discri-
minate nicely on these points, when the regularity of the
ship’s papers, which he narrowly examined, appeared so
satisfactory.

The corregidor, who was assisted in his official duties by the
padre, Don Jerome Baldevieso, was much struck with the
handsome appearance and frank intelligent countenance of
Captain Morgan, and a good understanding was soon com-
pletely established between them. Supper was ordered and
discussed, and after partaking of the usual grace-cup of
chocolate, the stranger politely begged leave to withdraw, as

his presence was required on board his vessel, and the usual
salutations having passed, he took his leave.

On leaving the corregidor’s house, our captain, instead of

returning direct to the landing-place, sauntered along the main
street, as if undetermined which way to proceed. He had
not, however, gone far. when a female, whose figure was
completely concealed in a large mantle or cloak, brushed past
him, and making a low sign with her head, walked on quickly
without speaking. He immediateljr followed her till she stopped
in a part of the town apparently unfrequented.

“Magdalen,” said the young stranger, “this is fortunate; a

thousand thanks for this kindness. I* might have got into

some trouble in endeavouring to find you.”
The person whom he addressed, was a young female of slight

but elegant form
;
while her countenance, though not strictly

beautiful, had those attractive and winning expressions be-

tokening sound sense and good temper, which could not fail to

attract admiration; and the calm suavity of her disposition,

disarmed even the envious of her own sex. She was about
twenty years of age, the niece of a Signor Francisco Montes,
under whose charge, coupled with that of a maiden aunt, she
had been principally brought up from infancy, and was then
on a visit to St. Carlos, whence her uncle and herself had
arrived from Conception, about three months previously.

“ It is for that reason,” said Magdalen. “ that I have ventured
on an act unbeseeming my sex. Oh, St. Ilelier, did hut one
more in this town know what vessel is so near, and who is now
within their power, I shudder to think of the certain death
that would be your fate !'’

“Oh! never fear,” said Leo St. Holier, laughing “the little

Firefly is snug enough where she lies, and I have ran too many
risks already, to mind this, for the pleasure of once more seeing
and speaking with you.”

A conversation, more interesting to the parties themselves
than to our readers, here ensued; and after an oft- repeated
adieu, the stranger returned to the stairs, where he found his

boat in readiness, and was soon on hoard his vessel, where
finding everything in due order ho retired to his cabin for the

night.

CHAPTER II.

It is to the little variableness of the winds, and the slight

effect that they have upon the surface of the water, that the
vast Pacific ocean is indebted for her name. The morning
presented that hazy appearance which usually follows a calm
still night, and as it slowly broke upon the heterogeneous medley
of different nations, who formed the crew of the noted pirate

ship the Firefly, now quietly anchored in the small bay of St.

Carlos, under the peaceful name of the Hope, every object

around him appeared indistinct. As the light, however, in-

creased, the attention of Dick Hatley, the second mate, was
suddenly aroused by the appearance of a ship, which, under
three topsails and jib was slowly making way before the light

i wind from the south-east, and shaping her course for the bay.

Her nearer approach left no doubt as to her character, her size

and trim, with frowning port-holes, in which a battery of

eighteen guns was becoming visible, soon called the captain on

deck, who lost no time in taking a survey of this unexpected
and unwelcome visitant.
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“That’s a British frigate!” exclaimed St. Helier, “and
making for the bay. Our chances are but small, unless we
can give her a wider berth. What say you, Hatley? You’ve
been in the service, and know something of their craft.”

Hatley, who had some years since deserted from a king’s

ship, into which he had been impressed, was too keenly alive

to their hazardous situation, not to note every point about the

approaching vessel. “There’s no mistaking her,” lie replied;

“it’s that accursed frigate the Britannia, commanded by Cap-

tain Douglas, in which I was shut up. I only wish she had
been at tne bottom of the sea.”

Leo St. Helier, who commanded the celebrated Firefly, a

name of terror to all the trading vessels along the shores of

the Pacific, was of too cool a temperament to neglect any
means of securing the safety of his own vessel, where prudence

and precaution were necessary; fearless of personal danger,

he possessed that consummate skill as a seaman, which gave

him a confidence in his own powers, and secured him the com-
mand of a crew, which, composed, as it was, of fierce and
lawless spirits, could alone be controlled by a man than whom
none knew better how to relieve them, when in pre csing emer-

gency either from superior force or stress of weather; while

his intimate knowledge with that long line of coast from Panama
to Cape Horn, left him without a rival as a successful adven-

turer. Undismayed by the critical situation in which he was
then placed, by the near approach of a vessel so much superior

to his own in size and weight of metal, he ordered the hands
below to breakfast, and calmly continued his observations of

the frigate’s movements, attended only by Hatley.

After a lapse of two hours, during which she had been
gradually drawing nearer, the wind freshened a little, the

frigate’s topsail had filled, and, making sail, she appeared as

if about to pass the small bay, under the shelter of which, on
the southern 3ide, the Firefly was anchored; when, just as she

neared the northern promontory, her helniAvas suddenly put a-

starboard, and the ship came close by the wind, with her

head looking directly in, while her tacks were hauled on
board, and her light canvass aloft loosened to the breeze; a

gun was fired to leeward, in token of amity, and in a short

time she dropped her anchor within the bay. Signals were
soon flying at her main-royal-mast-head, and St. Helier, aware
of the necessity of making some show of answer, was indebted

to the ingenuity of Hatley, who having served on board the

frigate, had witnessed a meeting between her and a British

privateer, and fortunately remembered the flags which had
then been used; accordingly three flags soon rose to the end
of his topmast spar, and the promptitude of their display

succeeded in satisfying Captain Douglas, who commanded the

frigate, that their want of intelligibility was to be attributed

rather to accident than design. Any further delay in this

dangerous proximity was, however, out of the question, as a
nearer scrutiny must soon have exposed to the British com-
mander the imposition so successfully practised on Don Pedro
Molina, the worthy corregidor.

Waiting, therefore, until the frigate had made everything

enug aloft, and before a boat had been lowered, the kedge or

small anchor by which the Firefly rode, and which was already

under foot, was quickly raised, and her jib being set, her helm
was put aport, the schooner’s head sheered to starboard, and
before those on board the frigate could comprehend her move-
ments, her sails were quickly set, and, aided by the south-east

wind which was then freshening, she soon cleared the southern
promontory of the bay, and steered due south. The frigate,

who saw what passed, but had been surprised at the suddenness
of the movement, had stretched so far over towards the

northern side, as to be now a considerable distance from the

flying schooner; but the instant she discovered the attempt to

escape, her rigging was alive with men, and in a few minutes
she presented one vast cloud of canvass, from her trucks to her
bulwarks. Her known sailing qualities were much in her

favour, but her greater draught requiring her to make so much
wider an offing to clear the promontory which formed the

southern entrance of the bay, gave another half-mile in favour
of the chase. Upon rounding this point she could descry the

Firefly full a league a-head, close to the wind, her sheets flat-

tened in, and glancing along the water at a rate which made

pur,suit apparently hopeless. Slie determined to persevere,

and having sent after her flying foe a shot from her larboard

bow, the studding-sails and royals were taken in, her bowlines

hauled, and she was brought close upon the wind. The
schooner was, however, beyond the reach of danger from her
powerful adversary: able from her rig to keep full two points

closer to the wind, she was hugging the shore which stretched

away south and by east, while the frigate was fast losing one
foot to five in speed, and falling off, though but a very little,

from her own course.

The experience that Captain Douglas had had in clearing

the South Seas, had taught him the hopelessness of following

such a craft under such circumstances; the schooner was
rapidly nearing Chucao, and farther on was the southern coast

of Chiloe, in which were numerous inlets, practicable to the

small vessel, though entirely out of reach of the frigate. Ac-
cordingly, he ordered the Britannia’s helm to be put up, the
yards squared, and she speedily availed herself of the favour-
able breeze, and stood to the northward, apparently for

Valdivia or Conception. The schooner in the meanwhile had
cleared the southern extremity of the island, and was soon out

of sight.

The inhabitants of St. Carlos had been completely puzzled
by the scene that had been so lately witnessed from the higher

grounds. The strong impression that the frigate bore an
English commission, they could not reconcile with her appa-
rently hostile intentions towards the schooner, considering that

the worthy corregidor had examined her papers, and had ex-

pressed himself so completely satisfied with her peaceful

character; and numerous and conflicting opinions were freely

expressed by those who considered themselves entitled to take
part in these discussions.

Pacheco, an old weather-beaten mariner, long accustomed to

those seas, and whose opinions, though tardily delivered, were
usually listened to with deference, was extremely chary in

expressing himself, though his manner, when alluding to the

schooner, evidently implied that he was inclined to doubt the

genuineness of her representations; while Jeronimo, fortified

by what he had heard from his patron, the padre Baldevieso,

and entertaining, as a matter of course, the highest veneration

for the worthy corregidor, was confident in his asseverations

of the schooner’s honesty, and could only account for the

chase by supposing that the frigate was in reality an enemy
sailing under false colours. Their surprise was, however, con-

siderabl}’
-

increased, when, towards the close of the day, appa-
rently an exact counterpart of the preceding one, the same
schooner was observed coming in the same direction, sailing, as

before, under mainsail and jib, and without appearing to be in

the least manner doubtful as to her reception, she boldly

entered the little bay, dropping her anchor on pretty nearly

the same spot as she lay the night before.

This open confidence by a vessel whose rakish appearance
tended much to betray her real character, assisted in removing
the doubts of those who suspected her; while Jeronimo, elated

with this apparent confirmation of his previously expected
opinions, was loud in maintaining his own side, and applauding
the dexterity with which she had avoided being captured by
the hostile frigate: and while the dreaded Firefly was lying

almost unsuspected in the quiet bay of St. Carlos, the health

of her commander was being toasted, by sturdy voices, as the
gallant Captain Morgan, of the Hope.

It was not so, however, with the gentle Magdalen. With
mingled feelings of pain and pleasure, which she hardly knew
liow to reconcile, she had from the heights witnessed his return

to the quiet town where she was staying. Naturally devout

from the religious sentiments which had early been instilled

into her mind by her uncle, she could not but think, with deep
feelings of apprehension and dread, of the lawless and dan-

gerous course of life which the gallant St. Helier was pursuing

;

while the gentler disposition of her sex
;
which had been

impressed by the sincere devotion of her really noble-minded
lover, experienced the tenderer emotions of womanly feelings,

not unmixed with a slight tinge of vanity, when she remem-
bered that it was on her account that he was running this

I

otherwise unnecessary hazard—that to see and converse with
her, he had put himself within the power of his enemies, who
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ftii blit BiiSpdcttid him; and though her reason had long since

taught her, that it might have been better had Leo St.

Helier and Magdalen Montes never been acquainted, she could

not easily submit to tear herself from an attachment which, to

her young and susceptible mind, was pursued with such ardour

of devotion.

( To be continued.')

HOW TIM CARROLL DID THE DEVIL.

Tim Carroll was as rollicking, careless, happy, plucky broth

of a boy, as any one would wish to meet on a long summer’s
day. A brogue maker was Tim by trade, but a whiskey
taster by inclination; and such his devotion to the cratur, that

sorrow a hand’s turn would Tim do while he had the money or

means of rising a noggin. As you may suppose, the tippling

at last took an effect on poor Tim’s nerves, and somehow,
when he got a job, he could not set about complaiing it, to

save the sowl of him widout first stepping down to the She-

been for a dram of what Tim used to call his darlint inimy.
Well, things went on in this way for some time, and sorely did

the poor ould mother of Tim take to heart the goings on of her
boy, for she loved him better than life, and well she might, for,

barring his taste for a drop, devil a better man or son could be
found iu the whole kingdom. At length the old lady’s time
came, and when she was not expected, she called the boy to her
bed side, gave him her blessing, some raal good advice, and a
mighty fine big ould bible, which she told Tim would always
save him at a pinch; and then, when Tim had kissed her pale
lips, they were sealed with the last smile that life gave her,
and death would not alter.

It is a sad boy poor Tim Carroll was, and mighty steady
barring the week of the wake, and then to it he went at the
brogue making like mad; but though he worked hard, he made
but little money, as bad debts grew upon him, and an opposi-

tioner set up under his very nose; so at times he would
get mighty disconsolate and melancholy. One night,
when he had been harder than ever at the lapstone, and just
as he ran the awl into his fist, and wished himself and every-
hing else at the ould one, a mighty grave looking gentleman
ppeared suddenly in his small cabin, and, without “ with your
eave,” or “ by your leave,” seated himself on a three legged
stool, exactly forenent Tim Carroll, who was staring the eyes
out of his head, like a boiled lobster.

“ Good evening to you, Tim Carroll,” says the quare looking
stranger.

“ The same to you, sir,” says Tim, (muttering to himself,
“ Who the devil is this nagur, I wonder?”)

“ Not exactly a nagur, Tim,” says the quare man; “but I
must confess, rayther a dark gentleman.”

If Tim stared before, heaven knows what to call his eyes
now.

“ Murther!” thinks Tim, “ he must be the devil himself, to
know a man’s own private meditations!”

“ You are right Tim; I am that person; and I’ve taken a
liking to you Tim, and I’ll do you a good turn.”

“ None of your blarney,” says Tim’ Carroll, shoving his stool
to the far end of the cabin; “none of your blarney; I want
nothing to do wid the likes of you.”

“ Shoot aisy, Tim, darlint,” says the ould one, for, sure
enough, it was him; “ shoot aisy, a cushla, and give me a drop
of something to whet my whistle: its a dry place I come
from.”
“ I wouldn’t wonder at that, sir,” says Tim; “ but devil a

ha’porth of anything I’ve got to offer your honour.”
“That’s bad luck, Tim; but, nevermind, your heart’s in

the right place, so 111 help you out of your scrape. There,
taste that!” saying which the quare fellow handed Tim Car-
roll a mighty elegant long-necked bottle, marked in golden
letters, “ whiskey ” on one side, and “ the devil’s elixir” on
the other.

“ Say no more,” says Tim, and up went the bottom of the
elegant bottle, and down Tim’s throat went the whiskey, gurg-
ling like mad,

“ It’s good!” says the owner, when Tim stopped to get his

breath.
“ Raal poteen, by all that’s vartuous !” gasped out Tim,
“ It’s that, and nothing but it, ’ says the quare chap, “ and no

dirty duty paid upon it. May be, you’d like a keg or
two?”

“I’d be a baste to refuse you, sir,” says Tim.
“Then just listen, my boy •—you’ll get your belly full of

this, and tobacco, and fat bacon, and the best praties, for the
next ten years to come, if you’ll put your mark to that small
bit of paper.”

“ But what's in the small bit of paper, your honour?” asked
Tim Carroll.
“ Take another suck, Tim, and I will tell you.”
“ Here’s luck!” says Tim, and away he sucks at the bottle

again.

“That’s hearty!” says the quare fellow. “Now then,

listen. You see you sign this paper, and consent to my
coming to fetch you away this day ten years hence, before the

clock strikes twelve at night. Don’t start, Mister Carroll, it

is a mere matter of form
;

for, if I don’t condescend to fetch

you, you’ll be sure to come of yourself. Take another drink,

that will do you good; and now sign the paper.”
“ Wait a bit, sir,” says Tim. “ Ten years is a mighty short

time.”

“It’s long enough to find whiskey.”
“ But not to drink it,” says Tim. “ I’d like a chance for a

little longer.”
“ Bad manners to you! where do you think I’ll get the

provisions?”
“ Devil a know I know; but you must put another clause or

two in the writings.”
“ You are a cute boy, Tim,” says the devil, winking; “he’s

almost a match for me. What will content you?”
“ Why, it’s only me you want,” says Tim.
“Sorrow the ha’porth else,” says the devil.

“ And you’ll bind yourself hand and foot not to be blazing

away with the roof of the cabin, or the bits of sticks of chairs

and tables?”

“Look here, Tim. If you find anything upon me you can
lay claim to, when the clock’s striking twelve, I’ll give you
another ten years.”

“ And the whiskey, and baccy, and rations will be all the

same?” axed Tim.
“ For all the world,” says the devil.

“ Done !” says Tim; “ there’s my mark.”
“ Good bye, Tim,” says the quare old fellow. And then he

disappeared from Tim, leaving a paper of tobacco, some
elegant pipes, and lashings of whiskey and provisions. Well,

the ten years were nearly done—for the last day had arrived

—

and Tim was becoming mighty uneasy; and, all of a sudden,

he took to brogue making again; and to the wonder of the

whole village, bought up every bit of cobbler’s wax for miles

round, saying he had a large order from the Lord Lieutenant,

who had heard of his dancing pumps, and sent to be fitted

out by him. About eleven o’clock at night, just as Tim had
' mixed his last jug, and filled his last pipe, in steps the quare

ould gentleman, and seats himself again in the ould place

opposite Tim, who kept smoking away for the sowl of him.

“ I have come for you, you see, Tim,’ says the devil.

“ You needn’t have troubled yourself, sir,” says Tim.
“ No trouble in life, Tim, a cushla!”
“ Are you ready to start,” says Tim.

“By all means,” 3ays the devil. “Near an hour yet. I’ll

join you.”
“That’s hearty! Help yourself, and make yourself at home.”

“I will, and I’ll do as much for you soon, Tim,” says the

devil.

So to it they went. At last the devil clapped his eyes upon

the galores of cobbler’s wax.
“ What’s that, Tim?” says he.
“ It’s a secret,” says Tim.
“ What is it good for?” says the devil.

“ We put it on dog's tails, and it wears them, off, ’ says Tim
Carroll,
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“ Yon don’t mean that ?' 5

says the devil.

“ Honour bright,” says Tim.
“ Tim Carroll,” says the devil. “ Tim Carroll, between

friends, and all in confidence, I’ve got the devil’s own tail

myself.”

“I know it well,” says Tim; “ and, barring that, you are a
mighty handsome fellow.”

“ Thank you, Tim. Do you think, Tim, that would eradicate

the inconvenience?”
“It will take it off as clean as a whistle.”
.* How do you use it?” says the ould gentleman.
“ It’s mighty aisy,” says Tim. “ Spread it on the top of that

stool, and sit down upon it. There, you are welcome to it all,

for it’s little use it will be to me now.”
“ You are a man, Tim; a man every inch, and you shall get

near the windows for this, Tim.”
So saying, he spread the wax on the top of the stool, and

flopped himself down upon it.

“ That’s twelve!” says the devil, starting up. “ Come, Tim,
you are mine now.”

“ Not a bit of it,” says Tim.
“ None of your jaw, Tim; here is your bond. Come at once,

my man.” .

“ Give me my stool, and I will,” says Tim.
“ Here it is,” says the devil, clapping his hand behind him.

And there it was sure enough
;
but not all the tugging and

hauling, and tearing of the devil, could get the stool away, so

tight had the wax stuck to the ould gentleman.

“Tim, you blackguard! you have done me !” shouted the

devil. “ You thief of the world, you have swindled me. It

was a lie about the tails, Tim. and you know it. Never mind,
my boy ! I’ll match you next time, I’ll be hail.”

“ You will try,” says Tim.
“I will do it,” says the devil.
“ Good night,” says Tim.
“ To blazes with you !” roared the devil, and then holding a

lighted candle to the wax, he melted the stool off, and bolted
like mad.

*
“ You wont sit down, I suppose,” says Tim.
“ You’re right, my man/ says the devil. “ I’ll have you

this time.”

“I’ve a better shoe than the last,” says Tim.
“ I wont putmy foot into it again,” says the devil. “ Come

at once.”
“ Give me half an hour,” says Tim.
“ No,” says the devil.

“ A quarter,” says Tim.
“Not ten minutes, Tim Carroll.”
“ How long will you let me stop ?” says Tim ;

“ Do you see that candle ?” says the devil, pointing to a
little bit of rush dip, about a quarter of an inch long—“ I’l

wait till that’s burnt out, and then you’re mine.”
“Then,” says Tim Carroll, “ look’e here my boy!” and up

he snaps the little bit of rn h-candle, whips it between the
leaves of the old Bible, blows out the light, and seating him-
self on the top of the book, shouts out, “ I’ve done you again.

Touch me if yon dare. You must keep your word, and wait
till the candle’s burnt out

; and sorrow a light shall ever
come near it, or the blessed book its in.”

It’s no use repeating the bad language the devil made use
of : but it’s quite certain Tim never lost sight of the Bibie,

settled down into a hard-working, honest man, and was
never again troubled by his strange visiter—and that’s the
whole story of “How Tim Carroll did the Devil.”

—

Squio.

MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

* *

“ Well, my man, here I am again,” says the devil.

“ I see you are,” says Tim Carroll ;
“ how the time goes !”

“ So it does, my boy, and you’ll go too this time.”
“ I mane to,” says Tim.
“ That’s as I like,” says the devil.

“Will you take a sate ?”

“ By no manes, Tim,” says the devil: “ barring you have got
some wax handy,” says he, grinning like vengeance.
“Devil a ha’porth o’ that,” says Tim

;
“ but you’ll excuse

me, I m—what lies people tell—sure I hard you had two club
feet.”

“ Nothing of the kind, Tim
;
only one.”

“ Well,” says Tim, “ bad luck to me, but that a fut ! I

never seen the likes of it for beauty.”
“ None of jmur blarney, Tim.”
“Is it blarney? Looke,” says Tim, pointing to an elegant

pump on the floor, “ there’s a shoe mortal fut never got into
yet. I'll hold you a noggin it fits you to a T.”

“ It’s a neat made thing,” says the devil.
“ It’s nothing but that,” says Tim. “ There’s the horn, try

it on.”
“Well, I don’t mind to oblige you, Tim. So here goes

and with that he claps his foot into the shoe, which Tim had
nailed to the ground. Down goes Tim on his marrow bones,
and buckles it on as tight as you please, and away goes the
hammer of the old clock striking twelve.

“ Come my man,” says the devil.

“I’m not ready,” says Tim.
“ Come without,” says the devil.
“ Give me my shoe,” says Tim.
“ The curse of Crumweil on you, you murderer. You’ve

done me again, you wheedling, decaving, blarneying, vaga-
bond.”

“ That’s twice,” says Tim.
“‘The third time’s lucky,” says the devil.

« We’ll see,” says Tim,

CHAPTER IV.

Peace in those feudal times was no permanent blessing.

The liberties of a people, or the privileges of a monarch, were
not the only causes that could inspire the brave, or arm the
valiant.

An imputed transgression, a misrepresented fact, a misin-
terpreted sentence, the felling of a tree, or the limits of a chase,
—all and each have alternately reduced the proudest and the
bravest to the grave, and humbled contending legions with the
dust.

Some labourers in the household vassalage of Fitz-Arwyne
had been employed in felling timber for fuel, when a young
peasant, in the uncautious thoughtlessness of his age, trespassed

on the demesne of an imperious chieftain, who happening to

pass at the moment, observed the offence, and, yielding to the

impulse of his tyrant nature, struck him with violent and re-

peated blows; and not satisfied with this indignity, when the

matter was investigated, insisted that the poor peasant should

make an apology on his knees for the reply he made on re-

ceiving the humiliating correction.

A native pride had flushed the honest youth’s embrowned
cheek, while trembling with indignant sensations, he turned to

his oppressor

—

“My chieftain,” said he, “ is a man, and would have scorned

to treat a man unlike one: but you have levelled me with a dog,

and if I had leave I would pay you for it; for my heart is as

proud, and my arm as strong as your own.”
Earl Fitz-Arwyne commended the peasant’s retort, and re-

fused an apology, though a herald demanded it, and, if refu ed,

was to proclaim enmity, and sound to arms.
“If my lord commands me,” said the vassal Hubert, on

hearing the mighty stir he had caused, “ if he commands me, I

will kneel down and kiss his feet, and then knock out my own
brains for doing it.”

“ I will hear no more,” interrupted the earl, indignant con-

tempt swelling his bosom; “ I will hear no more; and by the

rood, the tyrant shall kneel, or I lie stretch edupon the ensan-

guined plain !”

The honest countenance of Hubert fell, his courage shook
and his spirits retreated when he beheld his lord in armour,
his countess hanging in predictive fears upon his bosom, and
the lovely Rosalie kneeling at his feet for a parting blessing.

“ Am I the cause of all these evils?” cried Hubert, agonised,

as with one hand he grasped a sword, and struck his forehead
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with the other, “ I ! a worm, a nothing ! My lord, my gracious
(

lord, let me, let me kneel! I cannot see these noble ladies suffer

so. I can bend, and then ”

V Hubert,” interrupted the earl, with a mild yet serious as-

pect, “men, not slaves, support my standard; take thy sword

then, and never sheath it till I command thee, or thy blow be

well avenged.”
Earl Glencarron, with three thousand followers, accompanied

Earl Eitz-Arwyne and his troops to the field, where they were
met by equal numbers.
The soul of Eitz-Arwyne was fearless, and his ardour

irrepressible even in the very throat of danger: but the carnage

was great, and the loss of gallant numbers that he loved, had
somewhat damped the fury of vengeance, and chilled the proud
desire of conquest; and in a pause of desolating death, some
prophetic thought impelled him to speak in the peaceful accents

of accommodation. He raised his beaver, he looked superior,

and something more than human grandeur shone in his eyes,

as he addressed his adversary.

“Chief of Bellingham, too much blood hath flowed already

in private quarrel, too many souls with accounts unsettled are

sent before their judge. Say then, wilt thou to bravery add
another virtue ? wilt thou add mercy ? Shall we unite in peace,

and, having paid the noble warriors that have fallen, the latest

honours due to soldiers, conduct the brave survivors to their

happy homes? Speak then, is it peace or war?”
The proud vindictive spirit of Bellingham, swelled with

unmanly triumph
;
and glorying in what he supposed submis-

sion, he meanly demanded the homage of a slave from the spirit

of a hero.
“ Yes,” he replied, in imagined greatness, “ if Eitz-Arwyne

kneels, confesses himself Vanquished, and inferior to the house
of Bellingham, mercy shall be extended to the wretched rem-
nant of his followers.”

“ Kneel to thee !” repeated Eitz-Aawyne, calm in the dignity

and courage of a superior soul, “ kneel to thee ! Yes, when
the majesty of virtue can descend, the Earl Eitz-Arwyne may
acknowledge Bellingham superior.—Glencarron, my friend

—

Hubert,” he continued, turning to them, “you still survive;

assist me.”
More tnan human energy seemed to pervade the frame of

Earl Eitz-Arwyne; conquest sat upon his sword; and he had
disarmed the haughty Bellingham, when the spear of an adhe-
rent to the house of his unworthy opponent came behind and
dealt him a mortal thrust. He fell, but lived to witness the

defeat of his foe by the hand of young Hubert.
Earl Glencarron supported his dying friend, while Hubert

knelt at his feet. Life for a moment ebbed in the hero’s veins,

and he seemed to collect the fainting powers of existence to

impart some dear, some last desire to his friend
; but articula-

tion was nearly over. Something of Rosalie fell indistinctly

from his fading lips, as he took the hand of Hnbert and pressed
it within Earl Glencarron’s.

He could utter nothing; respiration was gone; yet the faint

expression of his languid eye was understood. Glencarron
accepted the trust, and in a minute more the gallant Fitz-Ar-
wyne was at rest.

“ Hubert,” said Earl Glencarron, after taking a solemn and
affecting leave of his lifeless friend, “Hubert, thou has well

approved thyself in this day’s contest. I give thee then thy
noble master’s sword, with the hope thou wilt ever use it in

the cause of honour. Henceforth thou shall quit a peasant’s

occupations, and follow to the field as bearer of my standard.

Also know me for thy friend, and freely take all that the claim
allows.”

Hubert poured forth his thanks, and sinking on his knees
before Earl Glencarron, vowed allegiance to his house during
existence.

Swiftly did the tidings of the fall of its heroic chief reach
Fitz-Arwyne’s tow ers, and wing its way to the apartments of

the countess. She heard that her husband, the lord of all

her wishes, the object of her earthly adoration, was no more

—

lay stretched on the ensanguined plain, insensible even to her
and her afflictions. Yet no indecent violence, no frantic re-

solutions, no desperate attempts, discovered the anguish of her

soul
;
composed aud dignified, and therefore deep and lasting,

was her sorrow.
The remains of her lord, were attended with sorrowing and

deep solemnity, to the abode of his ancestors; but so mangled
with wounds was the once graceful and manly form, so dis-

figured the once intelligent features, that, but for the distin-
guishing richness of his armour, and a jewel of peculiar
beauty on his finger, his fine martial figure had scarce been
known from the more common dead.
The heir immediately assumed the honours, and, rather

sooner than delicacy warranted, took possession of Fitz-Ar-
wyne’s antique turrets; when the widowed countess, too tena-
cious and dignified in sentiment, to remain a dependent guest
where she had reigned supreme, and too considerate, even in
the midst of sorrow, to obtrude uniutermitting melancholy on
her beloved friends at Glencarron, retired to the hallowed
sanctuary at Rhudelands.
The Earl Fitz-Arwyne had opposed her departure from

the castle with an energy and respect never expected from
his character and forih’er demeanour. But his motives were
soon obvious : he had seen, and no sooner seen than loved,
the blushing Rosalie. Her unaffected beauties and simple
graces acted on his inflamed imagination with resistless force;

and with all the ardour ofa heart swelling more with passion,
than impressed by a sense of her perfections, he implored her
to become the lady of Fitz-Arwyne, and yet more closely

cement the honours and interests of the family. The timid
maid shrunk with a kind of horror from his proposals, and
trembled at his approach, when Earl Glencarron, in the cha-
racter of guardian, waited on him with a rejection, Avhich,

though expressed in terms of gratitude and respect for the
intended honour, annihilated every shadow of hope in his

bosom. Some sentiment dark and vengeful seemed to con-
tract his heavy brows, as with ili ‘repressed passion he thanked
his lordship for the very explicit intimation—adding, “ deci-

sive as was the rejection, the hour might arrive in which love

would be allowed to plead its own pretensions with the
lady.’’

With a proud and indignant demeanour, ho then abruptly
quitted the earl, leaving him in little doubt

v
but what his

inventive malice, goaded on by defeated passion and disap-

pointed pride, would invent every possible evil against the
peace and honour of his innocent ward.
Lady Fitz-Arwyne’s days were very few. The voice that

said her husband was dead, conveyed to her faithful heart,
the stroke of death soon afterwards.
The Earl and Countess of Glencarron accepted the guar-

dianship of Rosalie, and the dying mother needed no other
assurance that her orphan would experience a parent’s care
in their affection.

But, as Hubert is now introduced to the reader, it is only
necessary to observe here, that Earl Glencarron had lost his

amiable countess, and that his interesting protege
,
the orphan

Rosalie, had also paid the debt of nature. The circumstances
of her melancholy fate will appear hereafter, when more
necessary to elucidate what may appear mysterious in the
history.

At the period that the old Baron Arrondale demanded
his sons' assistance to quell the disturbance that was threat-

ening to subdue the consequence of their ancient house,
Hubert was absent from Glencarron, on a visit, to a very dear
friend; and it was during the separation that Donald, in the
smiles of Magdalene, almost forgot that Hubert existed,

though so highly distinguished by his friendship and confi-

dence.

CIIAriER V.

The eaily sun-beams were breaking through the faint tints

of rising day, when the Earl Glencarron, with Donald, accom-
panied by the baron and a numerous retinue, looked back on
the blackened turrets of Arrondale.

It was the baron’s intention to proceed on the road about
twenty miles, and to rest for the night at a chieftain’s castle,

to whom for a length of years lie had owed the courtesy of a
visit.



^ To unreservedly enjoy tlielr parting conversation, the at-

tendants were sent forward to announce their coming, and With
only two domestics they proceeded through the woods, as being
much nearer than the beaten track which the retinue had
pursued.

* Unheedful of the passing time, and equally unobservant of
the various intricacies of the forest in which they wore embo-
somed, they had pursued their journey until evening stole

insensibly over them, and soon involved the face of nature in a
murky darkness. The more they endeavoured to emerge from
the devious wild, the deeper they found themselves bewildered
^mong' the impervious trees, which from an entanglement of

^liick growing underwood, soon rendered the wild altogether

impenetrable,
• In this desolate condition, unable to go forward, and not un-
alarmed with fears of being attacked by banditti, even could
they explore their way out of the forest, they were irresolutely

debating the point, when one of the baron’s attendants inter-

posed, saying, he recollected an outlet from the forest, if they
could venture across the heath of Ravensthane.

“ And why not, my good fellow?” interrupted the earl im-
patiently: “ why not venture across it?”

Ay, why not?” rejoined the baron.
“ Because, my lords, it is haunted,” replied the domestic.

“Haunted!” repeated the earl contemptuously; adding,
*' those who have wronged no good spirit, need fear no bad one.”

“ It is not haunted by spirits,” resumed the fellow, as in obe-

dience to the earl he forced a passage through the obstructing

boughs; “no, spirits are harmless bodies compared to the war-
lock of Ravensthane-heath.”
“A warlock!” cried Donald, with a hearty laugh. ‘

l wish
that this warlock would give us shelter to-night, however, for

methinks these heavy clouds portend a tempest.”
Neither his father nor uncle made a reply to his remark; but

in gloomy silence each made the best of his way to emerge
from the umbrageous maze in which they were bewildered,
before the horrors of a storm were added to their difficulties.

Loud and fearful blew the rising gusts athwart the bleak and
dreary waste, as the wearied travellers drew near the entrance
of Ravensthane-heath. Hailstones mingled with rain descended
in torrents on their unsheltered heads, when a darkness im-
penetrable and horrific increased their distress and danger,

rendering it impossible to seek even the refuge of a hovel or

sheep-cote, should there be any waste to shelter their shivering

frames from the fury of the elements.
At the borders of the heath they had dismounted from their

horses, leaving the poor exhausted creatures to find rest and
refuge where they could ; for they wisely considered that the
marshy ground, rendered yet more dangerous by the inundating
rain, could better sustain their own weight than that of their

horses added to it.

“ I would, my dear father,” cried Donald, whose buoyant
spirits resisted the effects of fatigue, though with pain and
difficulty he dragged one leg after the other—“ I would we
were in this same warlock’s den, for I am strongly of opinion
his magic arts would teem with dangers less formidable than
the inclement blasts of such a night.”

“ Ah, my lord!” cried the shivering domestic, terrified at the
thought of approaching the domain inhabited by Isradad, “ he
has, I but fear, raised this storm to drive us to him. The
holy saints protect your gracious persons! and, an’ please their

holinesses, my own too, miserable sinner as I am! See! see!”
c/mtinued he, pointing to a quivering gleam before them—“ Oh,
follow it not! avoid its glare! I know it well; it would lead us
into Isradad’s very jaws.”

It was an exhalation, the iguus- fatuus so frequently observed
to rise in marshy lands, misleading the benighted traveller.

It is altogether harmless,” said the earl. “ If followed it

would fly, and if
”

“Followed!” repeated Anthony in horror. “ Preserve us but
till I follow it!”

The hour was now drawing near midnight. A hollow bell

came sounding on the driving blast, which, while it communi-
cated comfort to the hearts of some, impressed others with
superstitious dread of impending danger.

“ 1 hat sound assembles some holy community to prayer/
said Donald; “ would we were among them!”
“Amen!” responded the earl, as in the darkening gloom, at

no great distance, he perceived, or fancied be perceived, a
something huge and darker still. It might prove an old wall,
or cairn : but as they drew nearer, with inconceivable pleasure’
it was discovered to be a heavy gothic ruin, which, even if
uninhabited, might by some aperture admit them, and afford a
shelter for the remainder of the night. Long they continued to
explore the edifice. Nothing but cold rugged walls met their
touch; no voice gladdened their ear; and with desperate
hopelessness they were resigning themselves to the comfortless
alternative of lying under the shelter of a heavy portico, when
Donald, assisting his father to compose himself, perceived
through a fissure of the wall, a faint light, as of expiring
embers. Hope revived at the prospect, and with reanimated
exertion he persevered in the search, till he met with a door
only slightly fastened to oppose his entrance.

“Oh, sir, my lord! go no further! Do not enter this: this
is, indeed his own infernal den, Isradad’s den!” cried the
apprehensive Anthony: “ it is indeed. He hears me—I dare
say no more—only ”

“ It may be the devil’s den !” repeated the spirited Donald,
as with strength almost supernatural he violently burst open
the door; “ it may be the devil’s den; but as it happens to have
a roof, and fire—indeed, the reputed commodity of his domain,
why for once his kingship shall be honoured with better visiters
than he deserves.”
The whole party now entered, and following the steps of their

courageous conductor, soon found themselves in a gothic hall,
spacious, cold, and ghastly; and except the burning embers of
fire which had attracted Donald’s notice, it bore every appear-
ance of desertion and desolation.

The embers were soon blown into a flame, which discovering
some scattered fuel, in a few minutes a good fire restored them
to vital heat. Still they were famishing; and as the fire indica-
ted there being inhabitants, or else some benighted travellers
like themselves, who, alarmed at the noise of their entrance,
might have apprehensively fled for safety to some remote hole
or other in the structure, they agreed to examine the interior
minutely, as well as to quiet the unnecessary fears that might
be agitating others, as to procure, if possible, something to
satisfy the gnawing claims of hunger.
They wandered through several desolate chambers on the

basement; but all were chillingly damp and gloomy, and with-
out one vestige of inhabitation. They observed many heavy
doors strongly barred; but supposing from their situation, that
they opened on the heath, they attempted to penetrate no
further, hut returned to the hall, once more to enjoy the comfort
of warmth, and lose the remembrance of other wants in the
oblivion of sleep.

It was agreed—to avert surprise, and prepare for danger
should it threaten them—that one of the party should watch
alternately; when, stretching their wearied bodies on the
ground, each commended himself to his patron saint, and was
yielding to a delicious slumber, when a strange interruption
impelled them all instinctively to start upon their fbet.

( To be continued.)

SACRED STAIRCASE AT ROME.
Adjoining the church of St. Giovanni Laterano, is a chapel,

to which you ascend by the sacred staircase, said to have been
brought from Pilate’s house in Jerusalem, and believed to be
the very staircase which Christ ascended when he was carried

to judgment. It would be considered sacrilegious to mount
this staircase by any other than a genuflecting progression;

and this has been thought so meritorious an act, that there
was some danger of the marble steps being worn away by the
knees of the pious; so that now, an external covering of wood
has been added, which may be renewed as occasion requires.

There is, of course, another way down; for it would amount to

an act of martyrdom to descend ia the same mauuer»^i?0/w$
in the Nineteenth Century,
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THE BATTLE OF MARSTON MOOR,

jOke of the most important, in its consequences, of the battles

Which were fought, during the civil wars, between the Royal-

ists and the forces of the parliament, was tho engagement at

Marston Moor.
The defeat sustained by the king’s army on this occasion,

was very disastrous to his cause, as its effects were universally

felt in establishing the power of parliament in the first instance,

and ultimately in placing the fortunes of England in the hands

of Oliver Cromwell. Iu fact, the rise of that distinguished

soldier may be dated from this period; for, although he had in

tho course of the preceding year given unquestionable proofs

of his courage and ability, yet, as he occupied only a very

subordinate rank, the merit of his exploits was, in some degree,

necessarily transferred to the chiefs under whom he served.

But his conduct on Marston Moor raised him to higher ground,

and added very extensively to his influence and power. So

many accounts have been given of this memorable battle, that

it has become extremely difficult to ascertain the movements of

the troops on either side.

The parliament
had acquired great

strength in the

north, where their

generals, the Earl
of Manchester,
Fairfax, and Crom-
well,with the Scots’

army under the

Earl of Leven,
had compelled the

Royalist comman-
der, the Marquis of

Newcastle, to ro~

sign the Held and
take refuge with-

in the walls of

Yoi k. Ilis majesty,

informed of this

alarming state of

things, commanded
by letter, his ne-

phew, Prince Ru-
pert, who was ex-

erting himself vi-

gorously and suc-

cessfully iu Lanca-
shire and Cheshire,

to collect his forces

“L“o7
h
the be-

[comwell attacking

sieged army.

That gallant prince had raised a considerable force;

and joining Sir Charles Lucas, who commanded Lord New-
castle’s horse, hastened to the relief of York, with an army of

20,000 men. On intelligence of his approach, the Scotch and
parliamentary generals raised the siege, and retreated to Tad-
caster, where having refreshed their troops, they, after a short

consultation, posted themselves on Marston Moor, about five

miles from York, leaving two sides of that city free. Prince

Rupert approached York by another direction, and interposing

the river Ouse betwixt him and the enemy, safely joined his

forces to those of Newcastle. The marquis endeavoured to

persuade him that having so successfully effected his purpose,

whereby they would be enabled to supply themselves with pro-

visions and ammunition, he should not risk a battle, but keep

the enemy at bay till a more favourable opportunity should

arise. But the prince, whose martial disposition was not suf-

ficiently tempered with prudence, and whose natural impetu-

osity was rendered warmer by his recent successes, signified to

his lordship that he intended to fight, according to his majesty’s

express orders; and without deigniug to consult with New-
castle, whose great merit and services deserved better treat-

ment, he immediately gave order for battle, and next morning
financed with the whole army to Marston Moor»

The actiofc which ensued was most obstinate and bloody.

Fifty thousand British troops were mutually engaged, and the

victory was long undecided betwixt them. The armies were
both drawn up about two in the afternoon; but there was be-

tween them a deep and broad ditch which neither were willing

to pass, lest the other should obtain too great an advantage.

Prince Rupert himself beaded the right wing of the Royalist

army. The left wing was commanded by Sir Charles Lucas,

having Colonel Hurry under him; and the main body was led

by General Goring. It does not appear that the Marquis of

Newcastle had any command in the action. He took the field,

but, he said, entirely as a volunteer ;
and excepting his personal

courage, which was very great, he had no share in the battle.

The parliament’s right wing was under the orders of Sir Thomas
Fairfax

;
the left was commanded by the Earl of Manchester,

the cavalry being under the command of Lieutenant-General

Cromwell, and three Scottish regiments of horse commanded
by General Lesley. Lord Fairfax's force was towards the

right, and the Earl of Leven’s Scotch auxiliaries towards the

left. Between six and seven o’clock in the evening, the par-.

liamentary generals

gave the signal, and
the battle com-
menced. After a

sharp combat, the

cavalry of the

Royalists gave way,
and the infantry

who stood next to

them, were also,

soon borne down
and put to flight.

Newcastle’s regi-

ment alone, resolute

to conquer or to

perish, obstinately

kept tlieir ground,

and maintained by
their dead bodies,

the same order in

which they ’ had at

first been arranged.

Ill the other wing,

Sir Thomas Fair-

fax, and Colonel

Lambert, broke
through the
Royalists, and
transported b y

_ the fury of
A ROYALIST OFFICER.] pursuit, S0011

reached their

'^victorious friends engaged also in pursuit of the enemy. But

Sir Charles Lucas, who commanded the Royalists in this wing,

having succeeded in rallying and restoring order to his broken,

though not dispirited, forces, made a furious attack on the

parliamentary cavalry, threw them into disorder, which creating

confusion among their own infantry, caused the whole to take

to flight. The three generals, Leven, Fairfax, and Manchester,

being thus compelled to quit the field, the -whole brunt of the

battle devolved upon Cromwell, who advanced with the force

under his command which had been engaged in the pursuit ot

the other wing. Both sides were not a little surprised to find

that they must again renew the combat for that victory which

each of them thought they had already obtained. The front of

the battle was now exactly counter-changed, and each army
occupied the ground which had been possessed by the enemy
at the beginning of the day. Here the fight was renewed on

both sides with great vigour, till, night approaching, the king’s

horse were put to rout, and pursued as long as day would

permit. After the utmost exertions of both parties, the victory

inclined to the side of the parliament. The prince’s train of

artillery was taken, and his whole army having been driven

from the field, were pursued within a mile of York, into which

they retired during the night.
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This action was fought on the 2nd of July, 1644, and besides

the artillery of the Royalists, their ammunition and baggage,

numerous standards, and 1,500 men, 100 of whom were officers,

fell into the hands of the conquerors. The number of the

slain amounted to about 5,000; the loss being great on both

sides. The Marquis of Newcastle, after the battle, quitted the

royal cause, and retired to the continent. Prince Rupert left

York, and with the remains of his army retired towards

Chsstcr
Cromwell’s behaviour at Marston Moor, while it laid the

foundation of his power, has also been made the ground of an

impeachment upon his personal courage, he having retired for

a short time from the field at the beginning of the fight, on

account of a slight wound in the neck, by the accidental going

off behind him of one of his soldier’s pistols. It does not seem

to be questioned, however, that the victory which had been

most obstinately disputed, was, in the end, obtained by Crom-

well’s iron brigade, and it is certain that from that day he

became the most conspicuous man on the side of the inde-

pendents.

GARFILENA.

A Hungarian Tale,

chapter Till,—

(

Continued.)

Sadly indeed had life changed to the beautiful girl, and but

for one feeling it would have been mere passive existence. She
felt that she had made a great sacrifice. She had given up
the hopes that are dearest to every young girl’s heart; she had
given up the hope of hope—the idea that she might ever love

again. True, Count Emerieh might not have been to her what
she had believed he was ready to become

;
but she had acted

upon an assurance of his devotion to her as strong in her own
mind, as the marriage vow could have made it.

There is in every true woman’s heart a love of martyrdom,
a desire to sacrifice for those she loves, and to cast upon the
altar that which is dearest and holiest in her eyes. And Gar-
fllena had done this. For his own sake she had resigned Count
Emerieh, and she had not even permitted herself the gratifica-

tion, which in her situation might have been deemed rather
excusable, the refusal in words of the young count. In his

proud1 heart it must have been rankled, and she felt that her
memory would be dearer if Unconnected with the thoughts of a
discarded lover. For, while she knew that her life should be
divested of every thought and memory of him, yet, in his heart,

she hoped chat she might ever dwell.

One thing more had she crushed, as a worthless bubble, and
it : was the hope of one day discovering a noble parentage.
This hope had been suggested and cherished by her lover, but
now she was resolved to consider herself what she had been
said to be, allied by blood to the serfs and gipsies. Terrible
was this to her, but she was determined; she mingled with
them, as one of them; she schooled her heart to regard them all

Vith more of interest, and the effort which all this required
rendered existence a life of heroism. Stagnant and cold would
its tide have otherwise been, but now it flowed on in a warm,
thick roseate stream, though coloured and quickened by her
'own heart’s blood. He who can rule his own spirit has been
said to be mightier than he who ruleth a city, and Garfilena,
the companion of serfs and gipsies, was greater than she could
have been as Countess Sczhenevi

,
for she did

“ queen it well o’er her own sorrows,

As o’er rightful subjects.”

. If the knowledge of rebellion came upon Garfilena like a

.thunderbolt, it came with an electrifying, but not a destructive
shock. It came from a dark cloud

;
and through the rift it

made, she looked upon the sky beyond. She now saw that she
might exercise her own dormant powers, for the good of all she
had ever loved, and her mind was roused to action. To one
who had lived and wandered as she had done, the plan was
.easy of suggestion, by which she might prevent violence and
bloodshed. But it was also one which would require her

utmost and never-ceasing exertions. And this plan was, tha
the dissatisfied serfs should leave that part of the country—
that they should flee from bondage, rather than resist it. To
submit to it she would never have counselled—her own love
of liberty, and ideas of the natural rights ofman, were averse
to this, and she hoped that in freedom and solitude she could
infuse into them the detestation of human control which
characterized the Tzigani, and the submission to a higher and
holier influence which she felt within herself, and which, with
less refinement, was characteristic of the peasantry. A
strange and heterogeneous compound of feelings, sentiments,
and passions, was that which she hoped to blend into one—

a

love of true liberty. It was a visionary scheme, but Garfilena
had always been a dreamer, and now that she had been so
terribly awakened from early dreams, it was well that visions
of another kind arose before her. She was full of faith in
others, of confidence in herself, and hope of ultimate success.
Her plans, thoughts, and feelings, were revealed to Father
Niklas, who had wavered, feared, and doubted, till he was
assured offfiis own incompetence to lead in any design, and
who readily yielded to the guidance of a firmer spirit. More
easily than he, could she sway the hearts of all, for she would
appeal to the common feelings of those who differed in faith ;

she would often soften passion to feeling, and strengthen sen-
timent into resolution. This was to be effected by her influ-

ence over the heart—by her gifts as poetess, for in her were
blended the poetry of thought, sound, and motion. In Hun-
gary this may be made a mighty influence, for it is in accord-
ance with the genius of the people—they express their joy
and sorrow, their love, penitence, remorse, and devotion, in

dance and song. And the mystery which surrounded Garfi-

lena’s birth and character, was propitious to her designs.
“ Let them believe, Father Niklas, if they will, that I am

a supernatual being—they know that I am not evil—and it

may be that the joys, sorrows, and trials, of all my past life,

have been overruled for this. I cannot live for myself alone',

and there is not a maiden in the village so helpless as a house-
hold drudge. But I was not made for nought— these gifts

which seem to separate me from all other, were yet bestowed
to their benefit. I would not live and suffer in vain

; and
with all my waywardness, my mysteries and powers, I may yet
do great good.’*

“Be it as thou wilt my daughter!” and the old man laid

his hand upon her head. “The blessings of St. Josef upon
thee!”

“ Of the Holy Mother !’’ replied Garfilena, quickly; and the
picture of the Madonna came to her mind, with that strange
vague remembrance, as though she once had been in that

infant Saviour’s place.
“ The blessing of the Holy Virgin be ever upon thee !

” and
then the old man and the young maiden went their different

ways.

CHAPTER IX.

It was a beautiful evening in the month of May. The cool

balmy breezes came softly down, through the swelling vine
stichs on the hills, and rustled though the tops of the tall

trees in the valley. And darkness was creeping up to the
lower hills, though the highest summits were still gilded fey

the departed sun. There was a roseate hue upon the castle

battlements, and convent towers and far up, in the trans-

parent sky of that country, the new moon was seen, like a
delicate crescent of silver. Seldom is it seen in other

lands in so early a period of its monthly course, and none
could wonder who saw it. suspended “like the bow of an
angel in the heavens,” that it had been chosen as the national

ensign. There was the fragrance of the blushing blossoms
of the peach tree, and “ the leafless rods of the cherries”

were hidden by their “ flowers of bridai whiteness.” The
mists of night stole slowly up the highest hills, and the new
moon bathed with silver the silken blossoms of the datura.

In the Castle of Sczhenevi was a party of magnates, and
most beautiful of the young nobles was Count Hmerich. His
short purple-velvet mantle, and jacket, which form part of
the surpassingly beautiful national costume of Hungary
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•were studded with jewels, and in his girdle glittered a
jewelled sword and dagger of exquisite workmanship. At
his side, in the feast and the dance, was the lovely daughter
of a Magyar noble

;
but though her voice was sweet, it could

not efface the remembrance of one far sweeter
;
and though

her face was very fair, it but recalled the memory of one
which was far more beautiful. The old count and countess
were in high spirits, and none thought then that there could
be a gathering of deeper interest, and even within the shadow
of the castle walls.

Where the greensward was encircled by lindens the serfs

had met. The retainers at the castle observed that the
assemblage -was unusually large, but in the hurry and
tumult of the feast, and the preparations for the chase on
the morrow, it was unremarked. Of late, also, these gather-
ings had been frequent

;
and they knew that the explanation

was not false, when they said that they met to behold the
dance, and hear the song of Garfilena. Those strange melo-
dious tones had been borne to the ears of listeners, who little

dreamed their purpose, and the serfs had never been
molested.
This had been the last day of bondage

;
and in the weather-

beaten brow of every peasant was the impress of care and
thought, which marks the freeman. They met there where
they had often stood in thoughtless levity, with no anxiety
for the morrow

;
and now, self-banished from that sheltering

home, “the world was all before them— where to choose *’

•io place of rest, but a refuge from the avenger, and a sub-
sistence for those whose lives would depend upon their
exertions. There might have been sinkings of the heart

;

for those who had never toiled in solicitude during the past,
were well prepared to foresee the dangers and trials of the
future.

There was a slight rustle in the heretofore silent throng,
like the whispering of the winds in the trees around them,
when Garfilena advanced to the centre of the group. Her
dress was one which she had recently adopted, a picturesque
and graceful combination of the Tzigani costume, and that
of the peasantry. A long white mantilla of the finest wool,
fell in soft folds around her person, and its purple border was
of the hue worn by the proud Magyar. The beauty of her
iorm, but not the gracefulness of her movements, was entirely
concealed ; and there, for a few moments, she stood like a
statue before them. Her mantle was raised to her face, in
the attitude of the Tzigani seers, and there was a breathless
silence around her. She lowered her hand slowly, and the
snowy fold dropped from a face of its own pure whiteness,
and the large dark radiant eyes turned, with a searching
look, upon the company around her. One glance told her
that no foes were there, and with another she read their
hearts, and felt what would be required of her. She knew
that there were hopes and fears, doubts and depressions,
among them, and her heart rose within her, in its solitary
strength, to meet the demand which would be made upon it.

It is far easier to arouse the fierce passions of man, and even
to guide them, than to awaken and cherish that slow sure
resolution which is the result of knowledge and reflection.
Had Garfilena foreseen all the difficulties she had already en-
countered she would have shrunk from the task

;
but now

her heart was in her work, and it warmed and strengthened
within her as she toiled on.

&he cast aside her mantle, and the silvery moonlight played
upon the long black tresses, which hung coiffless around her,
aad even the veil of Qelicate lawn had been laid aside. Her
hair was bound back from her marble brow by a small circlet
of myrtle, and her lair bosom was concealed by plaits of fine
liuen. Her jerkin, or bodice, was of jet black velvet, orna-
mented with pearls which Pad been the gift of a countess. Her
tunic was of the snowy hue, and soft light fabric, as her
mantle, with the same dark bordering. Her hands, arms, and
feet, were bare, and might have been a model for a Phidias,
do spiritual was her expression, so pure and graceful her
attitude, that when silent, her influence was felt by all who
beheld her.

She began with a low sweet mournful strain, which soon
subdued into b pensive tone the changeful feelings of her lis-

teners. She sang of forsaken homes, of parted friends, of
blighted hopes, and their hearts were relieved, by tears, of their
sorrow.. During this prelude her motions had been slow, and
almost imperceptible; but, when she changed her theme, they
became quicker, and would have appeared rapid but for the
ease with which they were performed. She sang now of newer
friends, and higher sources of friendship; of better homes, and
hearth-stones of their own; of budding hopes, which promised
sweeter joys; and she roused them all to high enthusiasm.
Then, in a louder, stronger, tone, she sang of liberty; and of
the action and suffering which alone can fit men for it. Ere
her last notes had died upon her lips they sprang to their feet,
with the loud ringing shout of freedom.

CHAPTER x.

The plan of departure had been well matured, and promised
success. A few of the Tziga.ni were to accompany them as
guides, and protectors, through the hills, and forests; and one
strange old beldame had insisted upon being one of this band.
Garfilena felt an unaccountable aversion to this woman, though
she had done her many an act of kindness, and evidently felt

a deep interest in her fate.

The Tzigani, who were left in their old homes, were to oppose
pursuit should it made; to mislead them as to the direction of
the fugitives; and to prevent, as long as possible, a knowledge
of their departure, by taking possession, in disguise, of the huts
of the peasantry.

With the assistance of that portion of the clan, who were
with them, the ci-divant bondmen could make a bouse in the
greenwood shade, and a chimney smoke, at any place, of three
cross poles.

Father Niklas had performed mass when the bell of the
convent rang for vespers, and they felt that the blessing of St.

Josef would be with them. But stronger even than their reli-

gions faith was the enthusiasm which emanated from Garfilena.

Her heart throbbed with hops, for she knew that pursuit and
violence would be repugnant to the old count, and she felt that

Emerich would never seek blood in a band of which she was a

leader. Yes! she led them, from home, from bondage, and op-

pression—in the stillness of that dark night they went forth,

with their gipsy guides
;
and that dauntless girl preceded the

old father, who muttered prayers, and pressed to his heart the
crucifix. We will not follow their wanderings—we will not
say much of her who never failed or faltered in the toilsome

march, and who cheered them on with her free firm voice by
day, and her song and dance by night. They came to the Da-
nube, and followed for awhile its deep dark course. They
came to where it winds and doubles among the verdant hills,

seeming like a quick succession of beautiful lakes, and then
they came where its high rocky shores present the appearance
of a petrified city, with goihic spires and lofty towers inter-

mingled with Moslem minarets. But they left the course of

the rushing stream, and wrent afar among the rugged hills. At
length they found a home. A rude village was soon created,

a chapel was built for Father Niklas, and a but for Garfilena.

The site of her habitation, and indeed of the village itself, was
selected with reference to her wishes, and it was a wild ro-

mantic spot, which could not fail to please a taste like hers.

Her cot was of a slight wicker frame, like the huts they had
left, plastered within and without, and floored with unburnt
clay, and with a long projecting roof thatched with reeds. Its

exterior was not different from the other huts, excepting that

she had transplanted flowering vines, which curtained the lat-

tices and concealed the mud walls. But within, it was whitened

to dazzling neatness, and through the thin plastering could be

discovered the wicker, which looked like delicate fret-work.

The floor was covered with a soft carpet, which had been the

gift of the old Tzigani bag to whom she felt such a strong an-

tipathy; and, in one corner, was a mattress, which was her seat

by day, and couch by night. A brasier for coals, and her mu-
sical instruments, completed her furniture, and the only orna-

ments were daily garlands of fresh flowers. And life was now
as pleasant as it could be to her—it was freedom among Na-
ture’s wildest fastnesses by day, and the inspiring dance and
song by night. It was her task to cheer, strengthen, and en*
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courage those among whom she dwelt; to revive them when
they drooped, and to enliven them when sad. She was regarded

as their preserver, their inspiring genius, their guardian angel.

She was still pale, and somewhat slighter than at first, perhaps

from untiring exertion, but she was still most beautiful. Yet
never did she hear a word of admiration, or devotion, which
might not have been poured forth before the Madonna, at St.

Christine’s. In her unguarded cot she was as safe as if sur-

rounded by bands of soldiery, and it was the purity of her

own lofty unselfish character which was her safeguard.

Garfilena had learned of the nuns to play the harp, and of

the gipsies to use the timbrel and castanets. She did not sub-

ject herself to the rules of her art, and only availed herself of

them so far as they could regulate and increase her powers.

There was something singularly sweet, wild, and touching, in

all her chaunts, even in those by which she endeavoured to

dispel sorrow. She seldom accompanied her moonlight dance

and song with instruments, but when she sat amid her flowering

vines, as the light of the departing sun came through the tall

cypresses, she sang to the lyre, or arose and danced to the tim-

brel and castanets.

Her voice alone possessed a wonderfully varied power. She
would lower it till it chimed with the murmurs of the stream,

which wound around her home; she could harmonize it to the

notes of every bird, even the rich tones of the nightingale. She
could send it away, in a low sigh, upon the evening breeze; or

pour it forth, in a rich gush of song, which brought her hearers

to their feet, and made them tremble, and look up, to see if

the soul of the minstrel had not arisen on those wings of

melody.
There were times when she was severely depressed

;
when

she could not utter even one note of wailing; it was when she
thought of her joyous youth, and heard, from the Tzigani, who
still held a mysterious correspondence with each other, tidings,

of Sczhenevi. She learned that there had been a search for

them, in the neighbourhood of the castle, at their first de-

parture; but that the gentle countess, and conscience- stricken

old count, had plead that there might be no protracted pursuit,

and their son had yielded more readily than they anticipated.

She heard also of his marriage with a proud and lovely bride,

and for a moment she drooped. She felt that even her memory
was banished from his heart, but she was wrong. It is strange
that woman should so often judge man by her weak self. She
can love once, and only once; and if that love must die its ghost
will haunt her heart through life. But he possesses a larger

heart, and can share its prolific affections with many. If one
love must die, he finds room to shrine its memory in the same
tabernacle with those which are still as household gods. But,
if Garfilena saddened at the thought that she was forgotten,

she roused herself again, and these seasons of melancholy were
often succeeded by those of fitful enthusiasm. If life was
night to her, it was the night of northern climes; with its sky
of deep clear blue, its brilliant stars, its lights flashing up from
the horizon, in varying streams of rose and purple, crimson
and orange; or forming an arch of quivering silver, which
pales away till the evening is left in its pure stern beauty.

CHAPTER XI.

Years passed away, and Garfilena, the beautiful and myste-
rious minstrel, remained in solitude. Even there her life was
not one of ease—she would not have had it such; but her
anxieties and exertions were too great, and it was slowly ebbing
away. Her influence with her people had been over their
feelings and sentiments; and unlike an ascendancy which is

gained over reason, it required her never-ceasing exertions to

maintain it. There were times when she wearied; but she
never yielded to despondency, though she hoped that soon re-

lease might come.
One night the villagers had met, as usual, before her

cottage door. She noticed not that there was an unusual ex-

pression of anxiety upon their countenances, but sang to them
as she often did in happy times. Though Garfilena often sang
a pleasant song, her own heart was never joyous. Yet she
would have made others happy, though she might neyer have

such happiness herself. The expression of her countenance
told that she was never light-hearted. It was an expression of
of sorrow, when she was silent : and when she smiled, it was a
smile which faintly played in light around her lips, but never
beamed from the depths of her large dark and pensive eyes

—

it was a smile which tells of a heart that would fain meet smiles
and gladness, and bestow all it can in return.

Garfilena little thought on this night the cause of solitude.
The old grey-headed gipsy, who had ever haunted her, now
came and crouched at her feet. She had something to tell, but
could not summon courage to unburden herself. But word had
been sent them, by some of their old gang, that the aged Count
and Countess Sczhenevi were no more. Emerich, now Count
Sczhenevi, had attacked the horde, and they were scattered in
every direction. It was rumoured also, that he was about to
march with an armed company, to the villagers who had been
his serfs. To this act he was instigated Dy his countess, who
had learned of their retreat from a gipsy girl. The Countess
Sczhenevi was a beautiful and high-spirited, but bigotted
woman, and had in youth dedicated herself to the service of
St. Christine; but her parents had interfered to prevent the
consummation of this vow, and Count Emerich had found excite-
ment in the endeavour to create an interest in a heart which
had been given to its Saviour. After their marriage, he had
found in her a congenial spirit—one ready to forward all his
plans, however harsh and cruel they might be—at least, every
project which ostensibly aimed at tlieir own aggrandizement,
or that of the church. But the count was not perfectly happy.
There was the remembrance of a gentler, loftier being—one to

whom the better feelings of his soul had responded like the
swelling waters which rise towards the calm, bright moon.
Those feelings had slept long—too long to be ever fully awakened.

;

and now his countess endeavoured to arouse his darker pas-
sions, under pretence of religious solicitude. She impressed
upon him the the necessity of breaking up a community com-
posed of heretics, infidels, amd gipsies

;
and spoke of it as a

Christian duty. Perhaps she was aware herself, that she was
somewhat influenced by the knowledge that oue in that com-
pany had been once dearly beloved by the count; for there had
been many to tell her of Emerich and Garfilena.

The count consented to obey her wishes; and he did it with
more alacrity, when he saw that refusal or delay, would
arouse the jealousy of a high-spirited woman. The expedi-
tion against the Tzigani was the first, and that against his

father’s former bondsmen was the second act of the new Count
Sczhenevi.

Little did Garfilena imagine, on this night, that her former
lover was so near

;
little did any one think that he was at hand.

But while some were lost in anxious thought, and others were
carried away by the song of Garfilena, the horsemen were
stealthily surrounding the village. One tall, noble form, ad-

vanced impatiently before the others, clad in that beautiful

Hungarian costume, which is the most splendid national dress

in Europe. Pride, passion, and bigotry, had drawn deep
lines upon his hardened face

;
and none who had known him

when a boy, could have recognised him now. But though in

exterior so entirely changed, yet at that moment, with that

sweet voice ringing in his ears he was again a boy—a wayward,
passionate boy, but with a heart yielding to the influence of

mercy, gentleness, and love. There was a choking in his

throat, a swelling in his heart, as he rushed forward and beheld

Garfilena.

Harshly as time had dealt by him, it had passed lightly over

her. Her delicate features had never been distorted by evil

passions. Her beauty had been eminently one of expression.

Had she been devoid of this, the regularity of her features, and
the clearness of her complexion, would have given her every

usual claim to it; but now the sweet and ever varying ex-

pression of her countenance, attracted all attention, and caused

other beauties to remain unnoticed. It was like the lights ancl

shades which play upon the surface of a placid lake, and which
lead us to forget the crystal clearness of the waters beneath

them, though this is an unnoticed essential to its loveliness. Gar-
filena’s expression had always been one of youthfulness. If in

childhood her genius had given her the quick instincts, the
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keen insight, and deep feelings ofmaturer years, so in woman-
hood it preserved for her the shrinking delicacs7

,
the pure and

noble aspirations, the freshness of heart, and quick sensitive-

ness of the child. Neither guilt or passion had ever passed

over her, leaving behind, their dark, indelible impression; and
sorrow had but left an imprint of noble refinement. Her com-
plexion, was still dazzlingly clear, her hair still luxuriant and
wavy, and her expression was certainly not more sorrowful

than when she had parted from Emerich, by the forest

waterfall.

A long cry burst from the group, as Count Sczhenevi started

to their midst; and looking round, they beheld among the

shadowing trees, the gleaming of sabres, and heads of horses

and horsemen. That deadly fear came over them, with which
they had often thus met in the first years of the new settlement,

but which had been long forgotten. Garfilena looked up, as it

met her ear; and as the moon shed its brightest rays upon
her upturned face, she met the gaze of that dark, stern,

strangely -altered man, and an unerring instinct told her that it

was he. The song rang from her lips in a short, quick echo;

and leaping from the earth, as though an arrow had entered

her vitals, she fell senseless upon the ground. The count
started forward to raise her in his arms, but the step of

Father Niklas was even quicker than his own, and the old

priest raised his arm, with a look of menace. That proud
man fell back, and his stout frame trembled beneath that up-
braiding look; for he felt that the form which had been so long

and carefully withdrawn from his knowledge and remembrance,
should still be sacred from his touch. The old man raised her
from the earth, and the dark blood came slowly through her
slightly-parted lips. He carried her to her own home, and laid

her upon her own bed; and the old Tzigani woman tried in

vain every means of restoration. There was a stern silence

without and within, as they waited around that bed of death

;

for there she lay through the long night, with the blood still

slowly welling from her heart, and showing that life was
there.

Morning came with brightness and beauty, but she who had
been wont to greet it, lay silent and unconscious. With the first

light of dawn, the count had sent back all but his personal
attendants, and now he waited for the death of Garfilena. The
day passed on; but when evening came, and the setting sun
threw a drapery of gold over her low pallet, she revived, though
not to perfect consciousness. She heard the songs of the birds
and the music of the waterfall, and her mind went back to the
days of childhoood. For a few moments she was again as in

early years:

—

‘By nature’s smile and nature’s music led,

A child of melody that thoughtless strayed.”

Then came darker remembrances; and once more her sweet
voice arose on the air, in a low, sad symphony, and with a last
effort of her failing powers, she sang the farewell song with
which she had parted from Count Emerich. Then came a
pleasanter thought and a faint smile, and she essayed to sing
a jubilee for freedom', but her strength was gone— the notes
wavered faintly, then died upon the lips which still retained a
smile which never more might be displaced by sadness, for song
and life had ceased with Garfilena.

CHAPTER XII.

With simple rights and aching hearts they buried the^min-
strel, in such a grave as she would herself have chosen. It was
where the turf was very green, the flowers very beautiful, and
the spot where the birds loved best to come.

After the burial, the count sought the hut of the old gipsy,
whose strange conduct had not wholly escaped his observation.
She had watched apparently in an agony of remorse, by the
death-bed of Garfilena, and had turned from it with a look of
unutterable disappointment when death had come with no per-
fect revival of consciousness. lie found her miserable abode,
hut Father Niklas had again been before him. He had found
the old woman lifeless. There were no marks of violence upon

her person and whether she had died from some secret poison,

or from remorse of conscience, or from that judgment which

sometimes follows, as retribution, an unrepented crime, there

was none to tell. They buried her in a lonely spot, beneath tht

dark shadow of overhanging rocks; and then the count left

them all, with an assurance of no more molestation.

Years passed over the little secluded community, and they

brought their changes—they brought more than their usual

changes. There were wide differences now among those who
had been so well united.

Since the death of Garfilena. Father Niklashad grown gloomy,

abstracted, and austere. He inflicted upon others and himself

severe penances
;

lie was constantly at his devotions, and was

harsh towards those who erred from the true faith. Garfilena’

s

gentle, subduing influence had always been strong upon him,

for he could best appreciate it; and now that she was gone, and

old age was come, and death was approaching, he reviewed the

past with contrition and remorse. He doubted strongly the

justice and utility of what he had done; he felt severely his

banishment from old friands and associations—from all others

of his class; and he writhed beneath the stigma which had

rested long, and hitherto lightly upon him. The change in

his demeanour affected that of others towards him; he was re-

pulsive to them, and they forsook him. Then he began to

distrust, as old men often will with less reason: he doubted

the efficacy of every restraint, but that of a stern, unmitigated

religious faith. His denunciations were of a terrible character;

and his promises and hopes were held up before those alone

who yielded unhesitatingly to all his decrees.

Those who were opposed to him, were the strongest party,

had they been united; but they were as far asunder from each

other as from him. There were the heretics, or reformers, as

they called themselves; who were as bigoted and austere, in

their simpler forms and doctrines, as were the devotees of

Father Niklas; and then there was a gay, dissipated band,

who professed to be the worshippers of Goodness and Nature
,

but who, in fact, worshipped nothing at all. With a bold

blasphemy, they made the name of Garfilena their watchword;

her grave was their shrine, her cottage their temple, and the

green sward, where she had danced and sung, was the scene of

their wild revelry. Beautiful, but bold and wicked, timbrel

girls danced and sang in imitation of her whose powers had been

exerted with so sweet and hallowing an influence. W as it

strange, that her name and memory became less dear to those

who heard it associated with themes which they abominated;

and who saw themselves the bye-word of rude scoffers, because

they eschewed dance and song, all love of beauty and glad-

ness, and passed their lives in morose devotion? At length,

harsher feelings were aroused, for the revellers began to work

mischief for those "whom they had mocked; and these deep

feelings of hatred and wrong were roused to fierce vengeance

when the votive chapel of St. Josef, and the humbler place

of worship of the reformers, were wantonly destroyed by lire.

Both parties united for revenge; and terrible was the meeting

of the foes. In the wild frenzy of excited passions, the

dancers were eagerly sought; and when the affrighted timbrel

girls fled for refuge to the grave of Garfilena, they were lol-

lowed even there, and their heart’s blood poured out above the

unconscious form of her whose life had been all purity and

gentleness.

After the havoc was over, there followed feelings of deep

shame and contrition. The wretched dead were removed froin

that sacred grave; but for a time the flowers died there, and

the grass withered away. The love of dance and song de-

parted; the admiration of loveliness and gaiety, ol the voice of

mirth and artlessness, was no more known among them. Lile

was cheerless, and the grave regarded as the only portal to

happiness. There was a remembrance of something like earthly

innocence and pleasure, among those who had not forgotten

the lovely minstrel; but darkness was around them—darkness

unbroken, excepting by the ignisfutuus rays which glimmered

over the grave of Garfilena.
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WHITE CLOUD; OR, THE FRONTIER VILLAGE.
chapter ii. {Continued.)

“I’ve brung down the old woman and all the brats,” said

one, holding a glass of clear whiskey in his rough hand. “ I

thought as how the hill-lot wasn’t no place any longer with
these ’ere red devils about.”

“ You may well say that,” said another; “and I’ve a notion
that we’re not too safe here, if there’s many on ’em.”

“ That for ’em,” said the landlord, who was a son of Erin,

snapping his fingers. “ Bedad if I don’t defy the whole race

of ’em behind these pickets. Only let me catch ’em in the
1 Huggen Bear,’ and, by the powers, I’ll bate their heads to a

jelly.”

This characteristic sally caused a roar of merriment through-

out the apartment.
“ How many did you say there was, Jim?” said another,

after the laughter had subsided.

“There must have been twenty or thirty in the amboosh.
We had a hard time on’t, I tell you.”

There’s a good deal of mournen in the village. There’s

Uncle John lost a son, and Aunt Nancy another, and Jane
Larkins her sweetheart, and the widder of the last one killed

by that ’ere young Injin’s hatchet has been in fits ever sin, so

our help lelled me.”
“Poor Tom, too, them that dragged in the young captain

said he fit to the last.”

“ What a terrible feller that ’ere young Injin must be. He
looked as glum and farse as a wounded painter, when we wure
a shutten the gate.”

“There’s been nothen stirren about the palisades but the

cows in the lane,” said one who had just entered, having been
relieved from his duty as a sentinel. “ But darn me if I

didn’t expect every time I looked through, to see the copper-
heads glaring at me.”
“Talking of the pickets, there’s two or three spots where

they are decayed dreadful, and the back gate tords the river

is none too strong.”
“ Well ! the Lord send us a happy deliverance.”

“Amen to that,” and “ that’s jest what I think,” went the

rounds of the company.
The golden day passed along, and the sun approached its

setting. The slanting rays danced upon the river ripples,

streamed upon the palisades between the houses, turned the

knoll of the blockhouse into a carpet of gold green velvet,

and touched the grassy margins of the village street. No
war whoops yet echoed out of the dense shades of the Hill-

sides, or within the flat
;
on the contrary, everything looked

peaceful and spoke of quiet and obscurity.

A green narrow lane swept around the base of the palisades,

and beyond it were the meadows, pastures, and grain-fields.

Cows were browsing on the green borders of the lane, inter-

spersed with flocks of nibbling geese—the cattle were feeding
in the pastures, and the stalks of the rye and wheat were
rolling their graceful billows unmolested in the breeze of

sunset. Just before the rim of the great brightener of nature
touched the summit of the Pensylvannia mountains, Robert
and Agnes passed down the little street that extended from
the main one, to the gate where he had so nearly lost his life.

They passed the little gable school-house, used on Sabbath
days as a place of worship, and paused by a heap of fresh

earth beside the gate.
“ It is the last resting-place of my brave deliverer, Agnes;

of the one who died to save me,” and a tear trickled in the

eye of the youth.
“ Oh, that he were living to receive pur thanks, good, good old

Tom,” said Agnes, placing her handkerchief to her eyes.

After a few moments given to bitter grief, Robert turned
to the sentinel who was pacing by the gate.

“ Any signs of them, Jacob ?”

“None at al!, capting. I’ve jest tuka long look both ways,
and didn’t see nothen.”

“ I’ll take a look over the palisades myself. I don’t believe
there’s an Indian on the flat,” said Robert, mounting to one
of the wooden seats that jutted out upon both sides of the

gate..

“ It’s rather dangerous, capting, is’nt it ?” asked the sentinel.
“ Do not, do not, Robert—why, why do you expose your-

self?” expostulated Agnes.
Robert, however, mounted. The sunshine slept sweetly

upon the fields and meadows, the rail fences stood in pic-
turesque tints of light and shade—the barns and hay-bar-
racks were casting long stretching shadows—the lane looked
cool and pleasant, and the air was delightful with the fragrance
of the grass and flowers.

“ There is nothing here to frighten me, unless it be old
Crookhorn, and she is very quietly chewing her 2nd,” said
Robert, smiling, then, stopping suddenly, he looked fixedly
down the lane. His eye, had rested, while speaking, upon a
thicket connected with the hill-side by a fringe of bushes. A
narrow ray, shooting through a crevice of the palisades, lit

upon something within the thicket which gleamed like fire-

arms. Hardly had the supposition glanced through his mind,
when a bullet sung by his ear. Hastily descending he caught
the sentinel’s rifle, remounted, and fired into the midst of the
thicket. A loud whoop of defiance rolled from it, and the
young warrior, so often alluded to, sprang up, shook his toma-
hawk in a threatening manner at Robert, and disappeared up
the line of bushes.

“ There has been, at all events, one watching the village,”
said Robert, as he lod Agnes away. “There is no appearance,
however, of any others, although the fields might hold hun-
dreds unseen.”

“ It is awful, Robert, to think that we have this merciless
enemy so near us,” said Agnes in a trembling tone. “ May
Heaven shield us in our peril !”

“ There can he no danger, dearest, protected as we are by
the palisades, and have we not our knives and rifles, if it

becomes necessary to use them?” answered Robert, in an
encouraging and cheerful tone, as they both wended their
way back to their dwelling.

{To oe continued.)

THE MONK; OR, TIIE CAVE OF HORROR.

( Concluded.)

‘“Speak once again !” said the intrepid knight, starting for

ward.
The phantom spoke not, however, hut seemed slowly to

retreat towards the extremity of the chamber, while, by a

gentle motion of its head, the cowl fell backwards, and the

knight perceived a countenance similar to that he had seen in

the picture, save that it was very pale, and “ its bright hair

dabbled in blood.” A groan, at the same moment, burst from
a corner of the apartment, and Edmund, rushing from behind

the tapestry white with horror, and his eyes starting from their

sockets, was at the feet of the knight.
“ What brought thee hither? and of what are you afraid?”

said the latter, grasping him firmly with one hand, while his

dagger was suspended over him with the other, and his looks

earnestly, though incredulously, directed to the spot where the

phantom had vanished.

“Do you see him, then?’’ said Edmund, without venturing

to look up.

“See whom?” repeated the knight.
“ St. Aubin—my lord—my murdered lord !” again incoherently

cried Edmund. “ These were his apartments !—It was at the

very moment when I was stepping forth to point my dagger

at your throat. Doubtless you saw him before, for you started

in the same manner last night 1”

“Thou wert present, then, in the cave of Calabria!” said the

knight, recollecting himself.
“ Too surely, I was,” returned Edmund ;

“ and so were God and
his angels, or you would never have known it. All the repara-

tion, however, I can make, I will. Your life is not safe here

an hour, nor can you quit the castle without my aid. My lord

knows that you bear about you papers of importance which I

was to have rifled from vour^bosom. He is aware that you
will impeach him. He even suspects you of knowing all—
though how, he is at a loss to guess. You have here,” he
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added, offering a small but exquisitely tempered poinard, “ my
only weapon. Blessed be Heaven, it is not in your heart ! but,

as you would shun destruction, fly ere it is daylight.”

The knight felt that the moment was critical. Taking there-

fore, from his bosom a crucifix of peculiar sanctity, he had
brought with him from Egypt, he extorted from Edmund a

hasty oath of fidelity; after which, trusting to heaven and his

own native valour, he prepared to follow him.

His guide proved faithful
;
and after winding through many

obscure and subterraneous passages, they at length emerged
to starlight and the open country.

Retiring with rapid step, the path he had trod when advancing
to the castle, he was soon several miles from it. Already he
beheld the wood where he had reposed with his supernatural

conductor, and the east already flaming with the approach of

the sun, looked red through the broad branches of the oak, at

the foot of which he had interred the skeleton; rivetting his

eyes upon it, and immersed in thought, the knight became in-

sensible to every recollection; when Edmund, who, as day
advanced, had continued to look with increasing anxiety behind,

suddenly exclaimed “ that they were pursued.” The knight

paused to listen. Footsteps and voices struck upon his ear;

and ere he had leisure to consider whence they might proceed,

he found that he was deserted; for his companion, treacherous

or cowardly, plunged into the wood, and was in a moment, lost

within its shades.

But the knight was not alone. Faith, innocence, and valour,

at once asserted all their energies within him, and graspingM3

poinard, he stood firm to abide the event.

The domestics of St. Aubin, who were now in full sight,

paused as they beheld the countenance and attitude of the young
knight. But their zeal was presently enlivened, when their

lord himself, advancing, reproached their tardy obedience, and
commanded them to lay hands upon the knight.

“ Ere you obey the mandate of a despot,” said the latter,

motioning them from him, “ beware, my friends, of the event.

You perceive I wear a dagger, that may prove dangerous—but,

I have yet a sure and more inviolable guard than that Which
of you,” he added, stripping away his upper garment, and
displaying the badge of knighthood on his shoulder—“ which
of you will dare to injure the Champion of the Cross?”

“ Rather say the traitor who violates the rites of hospitality,”

said St. Aubin, fiercely. “ He, who conscious of guilt, meanly
flies from the roof that has sheltered him.”

“ That I fled from thy roof to avoid assassination, is most
true;” said the knight, calmly—“happy would it have been if

all whom thou hast smiled upon with deceitful regard, had been
equally cautious. My flight, however, I presume you term
a crime—and of what other am I accused?”

“ It is sufficient that I know thy guilt,” replied St. Aubin,
“ and my vassals know my pleasure. If,” added he, turning

to the latter, whose countenances he perceived, did not yield a
ready assent to this decision, “ if, on examining, ye find not

that he bears papers, concealed in his garments, papers which
my confidence too readily entrusted him, and that touch the

honour and fortune of my house, I consent that he shall depart

unmolested.”
The knight at once perceived the snare into which his own

indiscretion had betrayed him, and that St. Aubin who well

knew how to calculate the ignorance of his vassals, would, by a

master-stroke, pos .ess himself of the most confidential man-
date of his prince, while the mere sight of them, confirming his

assertion would enable him to impose on the credulous vulgars

any fiction, by which he might be empowered to sacrifice the

bearer.
“ Let him be secured,” said St. Aubin, who exultingly watched

the moment of success, “ and take from him papers whose im-
port ought oniy to be known to myself.”

The knight, with the most determined presence of mind, again
stepped back.
“That which it most imports thee to know,” added he,

mysteriously, “ I have buried ac tire foot of yonder oak. See
you not, my friends,” he added, pointing towards it, “ that the
earth has been newly turned? Dig bold ;

y, and I will abide by
the event.”

They waited no second mandate, but, impressed with the
idea of some important discovery, each strove who should be
foremost to show his alacrity. St. Aubin, meantime, who,
though he expected not any fruit from their labour, gazed on the
spot with a sullen expression of disdainful incredulity; when,
suddenly the whole group fell back, and the criminal himself,
thunderstruck with what he beheld, sunk pale and speechless
into the arms of those nearest.

“Lord St. Aubin,” said the knight, in a voice of thunder,
“ beneath that sacred garment thou seest the bones of thy kins-
man and thy friend! Lay thine hand upon them, if thou
darest, and swear, by every hope of salvation, that thou wert not
his murderer!”

St. Aubin shrunk back, and as he fearfully raised his eyes to
scan the impression of the scene on the bystanders, they en-
countered those of Edmund, whom his own servants had met
with and secured. The haggard, pale, and downcast look of
the latter, at once assured him all was avowed.

In the tumult of his soul ho advanced a few steps towards
the skeleton; but, when he would have touched it, nature pre-
vailed, and he shrunk back.

“ By what other test, than the hideous one thou hast pro-
posed,” said he, shuddering, “ shall I assert my innocence?”
The knight was young in arms, and burnt to signalize himself,

“ Swear to me,” said he, after a pause, “ upon the faith of
a soldier and a knight, to abide my charge before your sovereign,
in single combat. Let thy vassals he witness to the oath, and
be they free to renounce or do thee wrong, by night or day in

castle or in field, if thou neglect or violate thy plighted faith.”
“ I swear!” said St. Aubin, reluctantly.

“Enough!” said the knight. “ To God and my own right

arm I trust the rest.”

The remaining part of the manuscript from whence this story

is taken was so defaced, that all which could be made out was,
that the kuight vanquished the guilty St. Aubin, and reaped
for himself honourable fame, and titled honours were conferred
upon him by his royal master.

MIRACULOUS ESCAPE.

[From an unpublished Manuscript, by R. Elliot, Esq.]

Having remained three weeks in the town of Jefferson,

the capital of the state of Missouri, I, in conjunction with

three companions, (namely, Charles Berkeley Gray, Edwin
Dunkin and his brother, Richard Dnnkin,) left that town on

the 26 ill of May, 1834, to proceed to New York, at which

place we intended to embark for London. We had scarcely

arrived at Fort Charles, in the same State, when we were sud-

denly attacked by seven Indians, who were waiting in am-

bush for us. Having no instrument of defence, we surren-

dered without resistance ;
and they immediately conducted

us to their village, where, without any trial, we were con-

demned to be confined in a dungeon, which was a kind of

cave, six feet square ; and, on being accordingly confined,

we all resigned ourselves to our fate.

Three days elapsed withoutour obtaining the slightest morsel

of food, when, to our great joy and astonishment, Edwin Dun-

kin discovered a small hole, which, on being enlarged, by

means of a stick, afforded enough space for one man to escape

at a time. We therefore waited till night, when we deter-

mined to put our plan into execution. Gray was the first who

went out : I followed; and then the two Dunkins. As soon

a 3 we were once more breathing the fresh air, we ran with

our utmost speed towards the village ot fort Charles; but

before we arrived at that place we perceived, at some dis-

tance, the Indians again pursuing us. I his unexpected

disaster required fresh exertions: seeing several horses

grazing in a neighbouring field, we seized on four of them,

and, after riding without saddles at full speed for half-an-

hour, we arrived at our destination, thinking of our mira-

culous escape, which would not have been effected if we had

not been possessed of extraordinary presence of mind, as

well as strong and vigorous constitutions.
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CAFFRE HEROISM.
An Anecdote of the late War in Caffreland, Cape of Good Hope.

The most frightful scourge that ever visited the. Cape

colony, happened in the latter end of 1834 and the beginning

of 1835, by the invasion of the Caftre tribes, who entered the

territory at all points
f
in the month of December of the

former year, carrying in their course, before an army could

be got together strong enough to oppose their progress, the

most fearful devastation. It being found necessary to retaliate

upon the savages, by having recourse to their own system of

warfare, and to induce them to withdraw from the colony,

for the protection of their homes, an expedition was set on

foot, under the command of Majors Gregory and Burney, for

the purpose of destroying their kraals (towns or cities) in

Caffreland. The expedition set out on the 28th of January,

and in four days arrived before the chief Eno s kraal. The

maiors sent orders that all women and children should quit

the town • and shortly afterwards a retinue, chiefly females,

was observed departing from the place westward, escorting a

female on horseback, apparently of rank. At the same tinae

was seen issuing from the town, a stately warrior, mounted

who, from his plumed and beaded head-dress, and studded

kaross, was concluded to be the chief of chiefs, Eno.

Immediately followed him, from every outlet of the town, a

multitude of armed warriors, evidently resolved to oppose

the intention of the British force. Major Gregory ordered

them to surrender, but was answered by a loud yell, and a

shower of assagais. He ordered his men to open their fire,

which was requested to be more particularly directed against

the right of the enemy, where the bold chief was seen coolly

issuing his orders to a group of chieftains in his immediate

neighbourhood. After the second discharge from the British

infantry, a particular movement was observed amongst the

sabl’e warriors, and the next moment the whole of the leaders

rushed forward, prostrating themselves at the point of the

British bayonets, while an interpreter cried aloud, Amagleci

—you fight against a woman.” A parley was sounded, and

Tshetima, Elio’s youthful daughter, was carried bleeding

before the English commander. Eno himself escaped, dis-

guised in the dress of his daughter, in the retinue already

mentioned, while she appeared, in order to favour her father’s

escape, in his warlike habiliments, at the head of his warriors.

Major Gregory received her most kindly—ordered a surgeon

to attend to her wounds—(she received two, one in the

shoulder and another in her left breast) which were soon

healed, and her kaross, perforated by four musket-balls, being

retained as a trophy
,
she was, after a short detention, restored

to her desolated home.

SPECIMEN OF WARFARE IN SPAIN.

however, I observed that now and then a few men from the

ends of the Carlist companies fringed off, as it were, to the

right and left, making the best of their way towards the

Jhamlet in their rear. Now was the favourable moment for

the queen’s cavalry to charge ;
the plain was before them,

and the enemy attainable
;
instead of doing this they made a

sort of curvetting move, the horses’ legs going exceedingly

fast, without getting on. This was enough, nevertheless, for

the Carlists ; the fringing off increased, the lancers pranced,

and threw their horses on their haunches, and all on a sudden

the Carlist column broke up, and a regular rush took place

towards the hamlet. So anxious were the rebels to reach it,

that most of them bent almost double in running
;
yet the

queen’s lancers, thinking also, no doubt, that discretion is the

better part of valour, remained stationary, drawing up on the

edge of the plain in the best possible parade order. No sooner

had the Carlists reached the houses, than they valiantly began

to fire away from behind them. It was a decided case of

pusillanimity and bravado on both sides. I was close to

General Oraa, who commanded in consequence of General

Espartero’s illness, during the whole affair. He was justly

incensed at the conduct of the cavalry, by which so fine an

opportunity had been lost of cutting off the whole Carlist

column. He despatched an aide-de-camp to reprimand the

officer commanding, who sent back a message saying that

all he begged was that the General would release him from

the command of a set of cowards, who, at the critical moment,
and when he was cheering them on to attack the enemy, re-

fused to advance

!

I was present at an affair which at one time promised to be
_

the forerunner of a general action. On the fine plain be-

tween the heights of Arriaga and Erandio a solid mass of

Carlist infantry, about two battalions, appeared, having sallied

forth from a small hamlet. This body was flanked by another

battalion, drawn up in line at some distance on
_

the right

;

and in the rear was a general, supposed to be Villareal, and

his staff, with an escort of about a dozen lancers. Opposite

was an equal portion of the queen’s troops, who were drawn

up, ready to resist the enemy’s attack. Guerillas were thrown

out on both sides, and some desultory firing took place. I he

solid column of the Carlists moved steadily over the plain

towards the queen’s battalions. This movement was so dif-

ferent from the usual practice of the Carlists, that one was

almost at a loss how to account for it. At this moment a

squadron of about 150 lancers of the queen’s were seen

coming down a lane opening upon the plain; and it appeared

certain that their intention was to cut the enemy on, and

capture or destroy them. The cavalry advanced at rather a

more moderate pace than I thought desirable ;
but it was

suggested that probably they did so in order to keep their

horses in wind. When they deployed upon the plain, the

Carlist column was still advancing; and both parties con-

tinued to do so until within pistol shot of each other, the

guerillas being engaged on the flanks. A§ they drew nearer,

li

COST OF NAPOLEON'S WARS.

The reign of Napoleon, as Emperor of the French, lasted

nearly ten years, from the 18th of May, 1804, to the 3rd of

April, 1814. j r
We annex the list of the Senatus-Consultus, or decrees lor

the levy of men, enacted during that period Men.

1st. 24th September, 1805 80,000

2nd. 7th April, 1807 80,000

3rd. and 5th. 21st Jan. 10th Sept. 1808 240,000

6th. and 7th. 18th April, 5th Oct. 1809 ... 76 000

9th. and 10th. 13th December, 1810 160,000

11th. 20th December, 1811 120,000

12th. and 13th. 13th March, 1st Sept. 1812 237,000

14th. and 19th. 16th Jan. 3rd April, 24th

Aug. 9th Oct. 11th Nov. 1813 1,040,000

Total 2 033,000

exclusive of voluntary enlistments, departmental guards, the

17,000 equipped horsemen offered in January, 181o, the levies

en masse, organised in 1814, amounting to 143,000 men. The

number of soldiers enrolled between the 24th of September,

1805, at which period our army was already formidable, and

1814, may be estimated at 3,000,000 men. In 1814, the effec-

tive force of our troops, employed in active service, retreated

or prisoners of war, amounted to 802,600 individuals. If we

deduct that number from the 3,000,000, we shall find that

2 197,400 men fell victims to war during those nine years, or

244,155 per annum. On the 12th of July, 1814, a document

was published, recapitulating the losses of war materiel sus-

tained in 1812, 1813, and 1814, and consisting of tb%follow-

ing objects 210 pieces of artillery of all sizes ;
1,200,000

projectiles of all kinds
;
600,000 muskets and other arms

;

12 000 artillery-waggons ;
70,000 horses. These objects are

valued at 250,000,000 francs. This, however, is not all.

During a space of thirteen years, from 1801 to 18 ,

crease of the national debt leaves, according to the official

return, a deficit of 1,645,469,000 francs ‘ Behold the con-

sequences of ten years’ war, of which Waterloo was the

finale. Three millions of soldiers, 2,000,000,000 of debt the

agriculture, manufactures, and trade of France sacrificed to

a false point of honour, more military than national—has all

that, we ask, rendered France more glorious and powerful '

Who will dare reply in the affirmative, m the presence of the

treaties of 1815 French Official Returns .
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1 ROMANCE OF THE REIGN OF CHARLES II

No. 33.

[THE CAVE SCENE ]
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COLONEL BLOOD:
A Romance of the Reign of Charles II.

INTRODUCTION.

Our hero, the notorious Colonel Blood, one of the most
daring and desperate adventurers who flourished during the

reign of that licentious monarch, Charles the Second, was the

son of a blacksmith, and was born at Dublin, about the year

1626. Strange tossy, in spite of his humble birth, he had no

sooner attained the age of manhood, than by some extraor-

dinary freak of fortune, he came into possession of property

sufficient to enable him to support the character of a gentleman;

and being of a daring and ambitious spirit, he took up arms in

the cause of Cromwell, who bestowed upon him the rank of

colonel. Soon after his arrival in England, he married the

daughter of a gentleman named Holcroft, in Lancashire, and
realised some property by the alliance. Thi3 object having been
gained, he joined the army of Cromwell, and when the troops

were disbanded he commenced a new career of adventure, and
engaged in the most daring exploits; amongst which, we may
mention his intended attempt to surprise Dublin Castle, and
his subsequent robbery of the Crown Jewels at the Tower of

London. He was also at the head of all the political plots and
insurrections which were of such frequent occurrence in Eng-
land during his day, besides being concerned in crimes of the

deepest iniquity, whenever the daring nature of the enterprises,

or the plunder to be gained by it, were sufficient to gratify his

ambition.

After an extraordinary career, abounding in the most
romantic adventures, during a period of upwards of forty years,

this notorious scoundrel, became a confidential agent at the
court of Charles the Second, who not only pardoned his crimes,
but took him into his especial favour, and bestowed upon him
an annuity of 500/. Even although thus comfortably provided
for, and admitted into society of a far higher nature than his
utmost ambition ever could have aspired to, his daring and
restless temper was not to be subdued. He became engaged
in a diabolical plot against the Duke of Buckingham, the object
of which, was to fix upon that nobleman an imputation of a
most scandalous Dature, no doubt, in the hope of extorting
money to a large amount. In this, however, he failed, and
was thrown into prison, where he died on the 24th of Au-
gust, 1680.

During the latter part of his career, and soon after his
exploit at the Tower, he took up his abode in a handsome house
at the corner of Peter and Tufton-streets, Westminster, where
he had the impudence to cause his coat of arms to be carved
in stone, and fixed into the brickwork over the first-floor

window.
We have been induced to lay before our readers this brief

sketch of Blood’s life and character, for the purpose not only
of introducing the following narrative, but also of showing the
materials we have to work upon, are such as will enable us to
dispense almost entirely with fiction; and to rely chiefly upon
the Romance of Reality

,
with which the life of our hero so richly

abounds. After this explanation, our readers will, doubtless,
neither be surprised nor disappointed to find that we have
omitted all account of the embryo hero in petticoats or pina-
fores, but have taken him by the hand at the age of maturity
(we say nothing about discretion), and plunged with him at
once into the first daring scheme wherein he made his debut as
a notorious public character.

CHAPTER I.

THE PLOT TO SURPRISE DUBLIN CASTLE.

On the evening of the 9th of March, 1663
,
Colonel Blood,

then a disbanded trooper of Cromwell’s army, and his confede-
rates, assembled together in council, finally to settle the general
plan of action that was to be pursued for the surprisal of the
castle on the following morning; and to arrange the separate
part that each man was to perform in the enterprise, so that

it should not fail in consequence of any mistake or want ot
clear understanding on the part of the conspirators.

It will be remembered that, at the time we here speak of, botl
England and Ireland were in an extremely disturbed state, and
that, in Ireland especially, the people were not only ripe for

rebellion, but eager to flock round the standard of any adven-
turer who would put himself at their head, upon any scheme,
however wild and ruinous, that had for its apparent object the
overthrow of the government. Such a one was this of Bloodi*,;

as we shall now proceed to show.
The place which the conspirators had chosen for their meet*

ing, was a wild, cavernous hollow, amongst the rocks situate
near that part of the sea coast, known as the Bay of Dublin -

;

one of those numerous retreats which (to say nothing of the
inland mountain fastnesses,) had become the only places of;

refuge for such as had dared openly to declare themselves rebels,

or wished to remain unknown and unsuspected. Within this

cave then, on the night we speak of, Blood and the confederates
had met. It had in fact, been their place of rendezvous for

some time past, many of the band having chosen to make it a
permanent place of residence, as was evident by the articles ot

furniture, culinary utensils, heaps of straw, and blankets for

bedding, that were strewed around; and also by the general
appearance which the place exhibited. In the centre stood a
long table, formed of rough planks, placed lengthwise upon
tressels, and around this table were seated the conspirators on
benches running along either side. Around the walls were
fixed lighted torches that shed their glare upon the countenances
of the conspirators, most of whom had served with Blood in

the army of Cromwell; men of fallen and desperate fortunes,

ready to risk their lives in any undertaking likely, even for a

time, to replenish their empty purses. The table at w ; ich they

were seated was strewed with swords and other weapons
scattered about among bottles and jugs of liquor, horn drinking-

cups, &c.; while, resting against the wall, were piles of halberts,

and muskets. At the head of the table, with a heap of papers
before him, sat Colonel Blood—a tall, broad-chested muscular
made man, in the prime of life, his age being about forty, though
his sunburnt, weather-beaten face, and the somewhat anxious
expression of his countenance made him appear a few years
older. There was an air of command in his deportment; and a
restlessness in his piercing, deeply-sunken, grey eyes, that

betokened a mind of no ordinary cast. His dress was of the

same fashion as that of his companions, differing only in some
slight adornments, and consisted of a doublet fitting tightly

round the waist and chest, while the lower part of his person
wa3 encased in a species of knee breeches, called trunks, and
high boots. Over his doublet, fastened carelessly round his

shoulder, he wore a short scarlet cloak, or mantle, the gaudiness
of which was tastefully relieved by a broad white linen collar,

turned down so as to meet at the ends in front, where it was
fastened with tassels, that hung down in the centre. On his

head he wore a cap jauntily set a little on one side, and orna-

mented with feathers that hung over his shoulder.
“ And now to arrange the plan of our gallant enterprise,”

said Blood, draining the remains of a wine cup that stood before

him, and then glancing round the room sharply, he added,
“ Methinks none of our friends are absent?”

“ None ! none!” was replied by several voices.

“ Have anyofyou,” inquired the colonel, “anythingto suggest,

or any information to give that may conduce to the success of

our project?”
“ Whether what I have to say will be of any use, gallant

colonel, I know not,” replied one of the conspirators who was
seated near Blood, “but I warn you that a party of the lord-

lieutenant’s troops are out on some secret mission not far from

hence; they were seen about an hour since, within half a mile

of this spot, wheeling down a defile among the rocks, by a

fisherman I met on my road hither.”

“Hum!” muttered Blood, “ if they seek us, they’re on a fool’s

errand;” and then turning round to a tall, herculean looking

fellow, who stood behind him, he bade him and two others hasten

to the spot and keep watch along the beach; the signal of danger

to be given by the discharge of their muskets. The men having

been dismissed upon this duty, it was further deemed advisable
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to post a double guard at the mouth of the cave, a narrow

entrance, or rocky passage, leading from the place in which the

conspirators were now assembled, to the open beach. These

arrangements having been made, our hero now proceeded to

open the business on which they had met.
“ It is agreed, then,” said he, “ that such of you as shall be

to-night appointed, do proceed to the castle at ten o’clock to-

morrow morning, in various disguises, taking with you, openly

in your hands, the petitions which I have here drawn up, and

the contents of which you will, of course, declare to be true to

the very letter, in case any unforeseen mischance, should cause

our enterprise to fail, and throw us into the Earl of Ormond’s

hands.”
This was answered by a general shout of approbation.

« You will take your stand,” continued Blood, “ in the great

entrance hall of the castle, among such other persons as you
may find there waiting, and when you hear the shouts of your

comrades in the court-yard without, you may cast aside your

petitions, and let the Earl of Ormond know that you have come
there to enforce your demands, not with the pen, but with the

sword. Meantime, others among you, whose names I will pre-

sently call over, will take your post in the outer court of the

castle, dressed as mechanics of every description, to the number
of about fourscore. There you will wait until the appointed

signal is given for the attack upon the castle guard.”

This signal, it may be here explained, was, that a person

whom Blood had fixed upon for the purpose, should enter the

castle-yard in the dress of a baker, carrying a basket with
loaves of bread, and, as he passed the main- guard, by making
a false step, he was to throw down the bread, which would
create a scramble among the soldiers, who, while thus engaged,

were suddenly to be set upon by the conspirators, and disarmed;

while the others with petitions in their hands, secured all within.

Thus it was intended not only to secure the castle, but the

person of the lord-lieutenant, the Earl of Ormond; and, these

two objects being effected, the conspirators were to publish a

declaration, whereby they, with Colonel Blood at their head,

constituted themselves the governors of the county. It had
been further planned by Blood, that the moment this declara-

tion appeared, it should be seconded by insurrections in various

parts of the country, among persons favourable to a change of

government, and who had secretly formed themselves into

associations for the support of the enterprise, when the decla-

ration of the conspirators afforded satisfactory proof that the
person of the lord-lieutenant and the possession of Dublin
Castle had been effectually secured.

“ Now,” continued Blood, “ I will call over the names of those
who are to take their places in the hall of the castle in the
character of petitioners. Henry Doherty !”

The reply given—“Here,” was accompanied by the distant

report of fire-arms. The conspirators simultaneously rose
from their seats, aud seized their weapons. A dead silence,

for the space of a minute, now ensued; when there was a
general movement towards the mouth of the cave, where the
conspirators had scarcely taken their stand, before their atten-

tion was diverted by a tremendous explosion at the back of the
cave, which suddenly fell to pieces with an appalling crash;
then the place became filled with a dense cloud of smoke, and
a troop of soldiers suddenly rushed into the midst of the con-
spirators, another file of military at the same moment making
their appearance at the entrance of the cave. Rushing on the
conspirators, a desperate fight now ensued, while those who
were not engaged in the melee took advantage of the confusion
to effect their escape. Among these was Colonel Blood, who,
after a desperate encounter with the officer commanding the
troops, and at the very moment when he was overpowered and
about to be put to death by the sword of his adversary, was
saved by one of the conspirators, who, seeing his imminent
danger, took good aim with his musket at the head of the
officer, and shot him dead upon the spot. Colonel Blood, on
the instant, seeing that others of the military were about to

close upon him, and that their numbers far exceeded that of

his' own men, rushed out at the opening which had been made
at the back of the cave, and fled, hotly pursued by several of

the troops.

! The rest of the conspirators were either killed or made pri-

|

soners; the force that had been sent against them, and the

manner in which they had been surrounded, rendering it utterly

impossible for them to escape.

CHAPTER II.

THE FUGITIVE.

Thus ended our hero’s plot for the surprisal of Dublin

Castle; a daring scheme, by which he madly hoped to place

himself, for a time, at least, at the head of the government.

It seems that the Earl of Ormond had long been made
acquainted with the plan of the conspirators, which, as is

commonly the casein such designs, had been disclosed to him
by one of the rebels, a man named M‘Cool, who had been

tempted to betray his associates by the promise of a handsome
reward. The earl had kept strict watch over their move-
ments, and had delayed taking any active measures against

them until the night before the intended execution of their

plot
;
thinking then to make prisoners of a considerable

number of the traitors, and to he certain of securing their

leader, Colonel Blood. Accordingly, a strong body of troops

were, as we have seen, despatched to the place of meeting,

and, in order that none of the rebels might escape, it had

been arranged that an entrance should he forced into the cave

simultaneously at the front and back. For this purpose the

troops took with them several small kegs of gunpowder, the

contents of which were poured into the fissures of the rock

and ignited; an ill judged proceeding, that, as the event

proved, afforded good opportunity of escape, not only to

Colonel Blood, but to several of his confederates.

Our hero, on finding himself at liberty, was compelled, for

want of more creditable mean3 of escape, to trust to the

fleetness of his legs, and having thus pursued his course for

some time without stopping, until exhausted, and out of

breath, he stopped, and looked around him, expecting to find

> bnself closely pursued by the troops
;
but in this he was

joyfully disappointed. The fact was that, although his flight

was soon discovered, at the moment of his escape, he had not

? r en noticed, the soldiers being too deeply engaged in their

encounter with the rebels. Finding himself thus, as he fan-

cied, out of danger, Blood paused to consider what course he

should adopt. He was some miles from any habitation, un-

armed, and certain to find his life in jeopardy if overtaken,

even within reach of musket-shot. He listened—he fancied

he heard the sound of quick approaching footsteps; he felt

convinced he was pursued, and he even thought he perceived

the figures of his pursuers in the distance. The loud shout

of several voices calling' upon him to stand and surrender,

followed, almost on the instant, by the flash of musketry,

and the whizzing of bullets as they flew past him, convinced

him that he had not been mistaken in his conjecture, lo

attempt to save himself by continuing his flight was now
utterly hopeless

;
lie must either suffer himself to be made

prisoner, or instanily find some place of concealment. Look-

ing around him, he perceived an opening between the rocks,

at some few paces from where he stood, and, rushing to the

spot, he dashed hurriedly down the defile, hoping there to

find a hiding-place. A low, narrow opening met his eye, and

stooping down so as almost to fall prostrate on the earth, he

groped his way into the recess of the cave, which fortunately

proved to extend to a considerable depth, and here, throwing

himself on the ground, he lay anxiously listening for the

approach of his pursuers. Nearer, and nearer, came the

heavy tread of footsteps, mingled with the sound of voices,

and presently Blood distinctly heard his own name mentioned.

At last his pursuers paused.
“ The scoundrel gave us the double somewhere hereabouts

!

cried one who appeared to have assumed the lead. “He
must have hid himself in this defile. Search every opening

round, and drag him from his lair!”

The order was instantly obeyed, and the pursuers separated

in various directions, as was clearly evinced by the sounds of

their departing footsteps. Our hero listened
;
some one was
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keeping guard at the entrance of the defile, walking slowly

backwards and forwards. Presently he appeared to come
near the opening of Blood’s hiding-place, and paused. At
the same moment our hero heard him throw his musket on
the ground, and then the entrance to the ewe appeared to be
obscured, as if some one was kneeling bef >re it.

“ It’s hardly wide enough for his brawny shoulders,” mut-
tered the fellow

;
“ but 1 11 try a shot for luck, any how.”

Our hero’s indignation, upon hearing that he was thus
coolly to be shot at, like a wild beast in his den, almost
prompted him to rush upon his assailant, and venture a per-

sonal struggle, but his good sense showed him at once the
absurdity of such an idea, and he wisely remained perfectly

quiet, simply crouching his body as close to the earth as

possible, that the ball might pass over him. At that moment
the soldier fired

;
the bullet struck the end of the cave and

brought down some small fragments of rock, which fell upon
our hero’s head, but without causing him any injury. The

1

report of fire-arms thus given was hailed by shouts from
various parts of the defile, the soldiers thinking that the
fugitive had been discovered, and great was their dissatisfac-

tion when, on rushing to the spot, they found that their

comrade had, as one of them said, “ been looking for a whale
in a gutter!” a remark by which Blood felt at once assured
that all his present danger was over. Still, however, he
prudently remained in his place of concealment for some
time, until he found, by the perfect stillness which reigned
around him, that his pursuers had departed. On emerging
from his retreat, our hero took his course, by a circuitous
route, towards the Bay of Dublin, where he got on board of

a fishing smack belonging to a man who was in the confidence
of the rebels, and there lay concealed all night and part of
the following day

;
when, having disguised himselfin the dress

of a sailor, he took his road, at nightfall, into Dublin.
Scarcely had he proceeded a mile before he was met by a
party of troops, whom he passed without exciting even the
least suspicion, but who, as he learnt a few days afterwards,
were then actually in search of him, and on their road towards
the boat that he had just quitted. On reaching the shore
they found that the smack had put to sea, a circumstance
which gave rise to a belief that Blood was still on board, and
had fled to some remote part of the coast. To this error may
be attributed the somewhat remarkable fact of his remaining
safely, for several days, in the very heart of Dublin, under
the protection of a man named M'Carthy, who was secretly
attached to the cause of the conspirators.

But the utter seclusion which he was now obliged to observe,
and the continual fear of discovery, which be knew would be
unavoidable if he remained long in the city, became, at last,

so irksome and harassing, that he quitted the house of
M‘Carthy, and fled from Dublin to Belfast, where he took
refuge among some of'his old comrades in arms, being the
remains of Cromwell’s force, with whom he had formerly
served. Here, however, he again soon found himself in
danger, and narrowly escaped falling into the hands of the
Earl of Ormond, information having been given of his place
of retreat by one of his supposed friends, who had been
tempted to betray him in consequence of the heavy reward
which had been offered for his apprehension. He now sought
shelter in the mountains, among the old native Irish, where
he remained secluded for upwards of a year, until, at last,

just as he began to hope that the government had entirely
forgotten him, or did not intend to seek further after him, a
party of troops made their appearance among the mountain
fastnesses, and it was only by a timely notice of their ap-
proach, conveyed to him by one of the mountaineers, while
the soldiers were yet within a short distance, that he escaped
falling into their hands.
The fact was, that the insurrections in various parts of

Ireland, at this period, were all attributed to the secret in-
stigation of Blood; and, therefore, the Earl of Ormond, as
lord lieutenant, determined to make an example of him, in
the hope of disuniting the rebels by the death of their leader.

So hotly was the pursuit now re-commenced, that, after
Hying from place to place, and assuming all manner of dis-

guises, Blood was at last obliged to quit the country, and fled
into Holland. Here he remained concealed upwards of three
years, and then came to England, where he appears to have
been unmolested until he again made himself conspicuous
by engaging in a series of the most daring and desperate ad-
ventures, one of which was an extraordinary attempt upon
the Earl of Ormond’s life, in revenge for the persecution
which our hero had, as he conceived, suffered at his hands.

(To be continued.)

WHITE CLOUD; OR, THE FRONTIER VILLAGE.

chapter in. ( Continued.)

Preparations for another attack—Desperate Contest—The
Indian Captive—Maternal Recognition—“My Son, mv
Son!”—“ White Cloud's” Choice.

“Have the keen eye awake—sleep not, but hold
A perilous watch to-night. There is an hour
Shall come, will try the stoutest of ye all.”

“They bind him—Will they slay him? That old man,
His father, will he look on and see
The danger of his child, nor lift bi3 voice,

Nor lend his arm to save him!”

“ Why, this is magic, and it breaks his bonds.
It gives him freedom.”

Measures had been taken, as before observed, during the
day, to rouse a spirit of readiness amongst the villagers to

meet the worst. Rifles had been taken from their nooks, and
bullets collected and moulded. At the approach of night,

the women, children, and mostaged of the males were placed
in the block-house. The building was, as before staled,

octagon- shaped, with a pointed roof, built of hewn blocks,

with three stories projecting over each other, and a foundation
of stone. Each story or apartment had loop-holes, as had
also the projecting parts, to afford aim underneath. The only
entrance was through a massive door of oak, well guarded
inside with lock and bar. About twenty men were stationed

in the fortress, whilst the rest of the villagers, capable of duty,

were divided into two bands of thirty men each, under the

command of the captain and Robert, who were to watch the
palisades, in conjunction with the sentinels, and, as a last

resort, to retreat to the blockhouse.
Midnight came. A summer shower had fallen upon the

night landscape, making the air balmy and fragrant.
“ How still and silent everything is,” said the captain to the

man next him; “I hope we shall have no more cause for fear

throughout the night, than now.”
A pale gleam of lightning from the departing cloud just then

opened the darkness, and there was a shot from every point of

the palisades where a sentinel had been posted. The reports

had not ceased ringing in the ears of the captain, when, from
all sides throughout, there pealed yells, so loud and awful, that

it seemed as if a legion of fiends had arisen from the earth for

the destruction of the village. Nc*sooner had the dread, wild

war-whoops met his ear than the captain felt how futile would
prove all attempts, from the number of his foes, to defend the

palisades, and that the only chance of safety lay within the

walls of the blockhouse. The fortress was ample in size, fully

sufficient to contain the inhabitants of the village, having been
erected for an emergency like the present. Hastily despatching
one of his men to his son, with directions for him to retreat to

the blockhouse immediately on delivering his first fire, ho

waited until the climbing of the palisades should be attempted
by the whooping enemy. A minute or two only elapsed from
the first burst of yells, when a line of dark heads, as far as

his eye glanced, were thrust up along the summits of the

defences. As they appeared, at his word, every rifle of his

band was discharged, and then all darted down the main street

toward the blockhouse.

The discharge was echoed by the party of Ms son, So close
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aud deadly was the fire of the captain’s men, that the tops of

the palisades in their vicinity were immediately cleared. As
they flew through the main street, however, parties of the foe

poured through the openings between the houses, and came
bounding also in their rear; whilst instant glimpses of the pali-

sades showed dark forms continually dropping to the earth.

Shot and whoop came blended to their ears, but still they fled

onward without obstruction in front. Here and there, a man
fell as the discharges came from, the rear and sides, but on, on
they went. Glances of flame, at length, shot thicker from the
openings—bounding shapes mingled with the band—knives
and hatchets gleamed, and rifles clashed against each other in

.sweeping blows.

f‘ They had now reached the base of the knoll, upon the

summit of which stood the blockhouse. Here Robert joined
them with his party, and, together, the two bands pressed up
the ascent. The foremost were entering the open door of the
blockhouse, while those behind were fighting, hand-to-hand
and breast- to-breast, with the yelling throng that came leaping
upon them; when, from the passage between the rear of the
buildings and the palisades, a large body of savages poured out
upon the knoll, headed by the tall young warrior so often men-
tioned. Both bands of the villagers were now clustered at the
door of the blockhouse, all that could making the entrance
within. At this juncture the troops of the fortress sent forth
streaks of flame, those within having been fearful before of
striking friend with foe. The savages down the knoll recoiled,

but the young warrior bounded with his band full in the midst
of the villagers. Yells, screams, groans, shots and clashing of
weapons, rang out upon the air, whilst forms struggled,
writhed, swayed and plunged, in the awful hand-to-hand
conflict. Again and again did the loops send forth their deadly
discharges—wilder and wilder raged the strife around the base
of the block. Robert and his father, still unhurt, had struggled
side by side to the door, and the latter was just darting
through, when the young Indian swept his way, followed by a
•number of his band, with knife and tomahawk, so as to come
beneath the projection of the third story, with the evident
intention of cutting off further ingress. A well-directed fire from
the loops, immediately above, carried havoc amongst them,
and Robert had intercepted a blow from the tomahawk of the
young warrior upon his rifle, when a body of men from the
door, headed by the captain, surrounded the Indian, and he
was hurried, striking wildly and ferociously with his weapons,
into the blockhouse. The captain seized Robert and dragged
him in also. Another fire from the loops—another long and
desperate struggle—another steady influx, and then the wide gate
of the fortress was closed and barred, in the faces of the
amazed and disappointed savages. A shower of bullets again
from the block drove them back, succeeded by another and
another, until the knoll was entirely deserted.
The Indian captive was immediately disarmed, and thongs

placed around his limbs. It may be remembered, that the
aged men, the females and children of the village had been
placed at an early hour within the blockhouse. The third
story had been yielded to them. Still, such was the anxiety
felt, especially by the females, that a few of the latter had
occasionally ventured to the lower story to mark who, amongst
their husbands, fathers, arM brothers, effected safe entrance.
Toward the close of the combat outside, Susan, almost frantic,
had hurried down to the basement. She had seen, with eager
dilight, her husband enter, and waited with sickening im-
patience the issue of the sally for the rescue of her son. And
now, with a heart overflowing with delicious joy, she hailed
the re -entrance of the one accompanied by the other. The
apartment was (as well as tlie two above) strongly lighted by
torches of the pitch pine, and, afeer she had clasped the hands
of husbaud a,nd son, and bedewed them with tears of joy, she
turned to extricate herself from the crowd. As she did so, she
caught a view of the young warrior, standing bound to the
ladder leading to the second story, and so placed chat the
glare of the torch fell upon him. He was still habited in his

light calico frock, which was sprinkled with blood, but his
plume was gone, and his belt showed no scalps, they having
doubtless been lost in the struggle resulting in his capture.

The shower of the night had washed the war-paint from his

face, and the lineaments were fully exposed. Hot there the
high cheek-bones of the Indian—not there his keen, black,

glittering eyes. The complexion was evidently stained, whilst
the face was oval, and the eyes were blue. Susan looked—her
gaze seemed arrested by a charm. She looked—a thought had
glanced over mind—more intently was her gaze riveted—her
frame trembled with excitement—she devoured every feature,

until at length the light broke upon her mind. The mother’s
eye pierced through the disguise which ten long years and a
wild existence had wrapped around her boy—the mother’s
heart leaped to the truth from the yearnings of those holy and
mysterious sympathies that exist only in that hallowed sanc-
tuary—the tall forest warrior fled away, she saw before her
only her child, ner little Billy, and, urged by an irresistible

impulse, she rushed forward and threw herself upon his neck,
shrieking, “ My son! my son!”
The surprise throughout the apartment was like an electric

shock. The captain, who had .stationed himself by a loop,

heard the scream and bounded forward. Robert also heard it,

having just descended from a hurried interview with Agnes,
aud was at the spot. The young warrior was gazing intently

into the face of Susan, who, with her arms upon his shoulders,

was also looking, though with tears, upon his brow, aud
repeating, in tones of the deepest affection, “Do you know
your mother, Billy, do you know your mother?” The traces

of surprise were still left upon the countenance of the warrior,

but other feelings were evidently rising in his breast. His
forehead became knit as he looked more and more upon that

meek, sweet face, beaming now with all a mother’s affection

—

his mind seemed struggling with strange emotions, evinced by
the play of his eloquent features—faint gleams of intelligence

would shoot across his countenance, and then be succeeded by
vagueness, blankness and confusion. Reviving recollections

thus struggled with the thoughts and feelings of his second
nature, until the deep impressions of childhood, never wholly

obliterated, asserted their strength. Glimmering through the

mists of memory came a sweet placid face, glowing ever with
love and kindness, which used to bend over his cradle and
smile at his childish sports. His eye travelled over the face of

the captain and Robert, and rested again on the countenance
of Susan—a light smile illumined his features, his lips parted,

and he said, in broken English

—

“ White Cloud thinks he remember this—this,” pointing to

Susan, “ is mother, and these,” sweeping his arm gracefully

athwart the faces of the other two, “ are—are
—

” hesitating,

with his features strongly expressive of the struggle within

him

—

“ Your father and your brother, my boy Billy, my darling

child,” murmured the mother, resting her head in his bosom.

The Indian bent his ear to the low sound of her voice, while

his countenance glowed.
“ But why is our child bound, husband?” ejaculated Susan,

starting up suddenly as her hand happened to touch the

thongs; “a knife, a knife,” and hastily seizing the one with

which the captain was about to perform her bidding, she her-

self severed the bonds.
At this instant, from without, pealed forth distant yells,

approaching nearer and nearer, till the air rang with the

terrific din. Shots began again to crash from the upper loops,

while those below, from being deeply interested spectators,

again awoke to tlie realities of their situation. Some two or

three had accompanied the family on their emigration, ten

year3 ago, and of course been present at the attack and ab-

duction. These had pressed around closely, but, at the fierce

sounds without, again grasped their rifles. The knoll was once

more covered with the forest warriors, yelling and brandishing

their weapons, and advancing, notwithstanding the fire from

the loops, with a steadiness which signified the sternest reso-

lution. They came to rescue their chieftain, or avenge his

death. The shots from the blockhouse told with deadly effect,

but their numbers seemed not to diminish. The warriors ot

a great tribe were there furious at the loss of their sachem.

Onward they came in a dark body, which separated when
close to the base, and then the method of their contemplated
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attack was disclosed. In an eddy of the river, near the

western gate, were a few large logs that had floated down with

the spring freshet. In searching for more speedy means than
flame to carry the blockhouse, they had discovered these, and
seized upon one of them to effect their object. They received

one more fire, and then the log, swung by twenty sinewy arms,

struck heavily upon the door of the fortress. It shook like a

leaf in its bolts and bars, but still resisted. White Cloud
looked at his mother, then at the captain and Robert, whom
he did not yet fully recognise, although recollection was busy,

and then elevating his noble form to its full height, planted

himself so as to be full in the pathway of his warriors, should

entrance be effected.

Another mighty blow, and the door, amidst a terrific burst

of yells, flew open—but towering before the eyes of those

children of the woods, with majesty and command breathing
from every lineament and his right arm motioning away, stood

the young sachem of his people. The crowd of fierce faces

and gleaming eyes recoiled— back, back with every motion of
that lifted arm, whilst the deepest silence reigned throughout
their numbers. Stepping to the threshold, the chieftain then
addressed them, for a few minutes, in the Indian tongue, closed

the door, as well as its shattered condition would permit, and
advanced again close to his mother.

“ The heathen are departing with their dead and wounded,”
said two or three in a breath, gazing earnestly through the
loops. “ They are crowding up the main street toward the
front gate.”

“ Warriors all go to woods—leave village alone,” said White
Cloud, and then looking at his mother with kind, affectionate

looks, added, “ come— day rising up.”
The gray light of dawn had begun indeed to tremble in the

air, and objects were assuming their customary shapes. Again
opening the door, the chieftain turned to the inmates, and mo-
tioning outwards, said, “ all go back to wigwams. Warriors
gone away.”
The identity of the chief with the lost son of the captain

having become universally known, and also his wonderful in-

fluence over the wild minds of his warriors even in the heat
and excitement of battle, no one hesitated to leave the block-
house.

A ghastly picture lay before their eyes glimmering in the
cool gray tints of the rising morn. The knoll was strewed
with the dead and wounded settlers, the latter appealing by
their groans and cries for succour. Soon, anxious and weep-
ing groups, mostly females, were scattered over the knoll—the
wife, mother, sister, and daughter, recognising, here and there,
in the lineaments of the lifeless, the object of their affection,
hope, and pride. Nearly all the dead had been scalped, and
several of the wounded. The savages, when they departed,
had carried, as one of the men had stated, their dead and
wounded with them.
Amidst this horrible array, Susan and Agnes, with shudder-

ing frames and eyes that closed involuntarily, took their way,
accompanied by the captain and Robert, White Cloud moving
a little in advance, with a proud step and look of stoic indiffe-
rence.

The sunshine tipped the hills, descending lower and lower,
until the flat again rejoiced in the golden glow of the risen
day. As soon as possible, in the meanwhile, the wounded had
been removed from the knoll and the street, and were receiv-
ing all necessary care and attention, while the solemn rites of
sepulture had been paid to the dead. Let us now shift the
scene to the parlour of the captain.
White cloud, with his knife and tomahawk in his belt, was

crouching at the feet of Susan, Robert and Agnes were seated
together, while the captain occupied a chair beside his wife.

“ Is it indeed possible that we have found again our lost boy,
our dear Billy .' ’ said Susan, looking fondly down upon the
young warrior.

“ White Cloud, White Cloud,” said the latter instantly, not
Billy. Called White Cloud by tribe, because white skin,”
pointing to his brow where the original colour, however,
had been stained to a deep red by the juice of some forest
berry.

“ White Cloud be it then, so long as you do not deny being
our son,” answered Susan, gently.

“ That’s right, that’s right,” rejoined the chief, placing her
hand upon his head. “ White Cloud, son,—mother come often

in dreams before chief, great warrior—then he dreamed of
nothing but scalp—scalp.”

Susan shuddered slightly, but did not withdraw her hand
from the gracefully moulded head of her son.

“ Gnashing Wolf tell Dogwood, when he cry in wigwam
after mother, father, brother, that all dead. He chief of tribe,

Dogwood his son. Dogwood go on war-path, fight Hurons

—

take scalp—good many—got new name—WhiteCloud. Hurons
take father—bind him to stake—sing death song—White
Cloud leap in like panther—carry him away—then father die

—White Cloud chief. Then pale faces dig up tomahawk

—

Canada father send belt—White Cloud strike post— all war-
riors of tribe strike post—White Cloud lead ’em on war path

—

come to Yengeese village—-White Cloud forget he Yengeese
too—climbs palisades—finds mother.”
The hours passed, and the afternoon shadows began to

lengthen. The sun was within about a half hour of its setting,

when the chief, turning to his mother, said,

—

“ White Cloud must go.”
“ Go ! where, my dear son?” ejaculated his mother.
“ White Cloud must go away.”
“ Surely, surely, we are not to lose you again, after rising as

itwere from the dead. Oh, no, no,” added she, clinging con-
vulsively to him; “ do not, do not go.

’

« Mother loves White Cloud very much. Come, all go with
chief outside the palisade.”

Hastily attiring themselves, the whole family group passed
through the main street of the village, the chieftain leading

the way, until they reached the front or eastern gate. At the

orders of the captain, it was unclosed, and thev stood upon
the soft short verdure at the base of the palisades.

As they passed through, a long, keen, exultant whoop burst

out from the green shades opposite, although not a form was
visible. The young Avarrior looked around upon the group
with a proud smile ; then taking the hand of his mother and
pointing to the hill sides, said,—

“ See hoAv warriors love chief
;
White Cloud love ’em, too

.

He must go.”
“ I cannot, I cannot give you up,” said Susan, convulsively

weeping. “ Do you not love your mother, also ?”

“ White Cloud love mother—neAv mother—hut he must go.

Listen ! He got white skin, but Injin heart. Ho thinks Injin,

he feels Injin, he’s all Injin. What could Avarrior do here, in

village ? nothing. He die
;
no lodge here, no council fire here

no dance here, no scalp here. Wliat for live here ? Where
squaAv too, what loves White Cloud l old chief’s daughter,

good wife, where she—she die too, if husband stay.”

The father was about to speak, seeing Susan almost choked
with her tears, but he was interrupted by the nearly distracted

mother.
“ Oh, my son, my son,” sobbed she, throwing herself upon

his bosom, “must Ave, must Ave lose you again I Heavenly
Father support me in this neAv trial.”

“ Mother good, very good,” said the chief, in a tone of affec-

tion mingled with sadness. “ Musn’t cry so— got husband

—

t’other son. White Cloud chief, got great tribe, must go, good
bye,” holding his mother up, and gazing sorrowfully in her
face. “Good mother love son, but must go. Goodbye.”
Then placing the form of the almost insensible Susan in the

arms of his father, and giving a look of great kindness to him,
as well as to Robert and Agnes, he bounded RAvay; and amidst

the whoop of his warriors that again rang, loud and joyous
upon the air, passed rapidly up the acclivity, turned gave
one more look, waved his arm, and vanished in the forest.

When Napoleon Avas only an officer of artillery, a Prussian
officer said in his presence, with much pride,—“ My country-

men fight only for glory, but Frenchman fight for money.”
“ You are right,” replied Napoleon

;
“each of them fight for

what they are in want of.”
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MAGDELENEj OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER VI,

A strain of music broke upon the stillness of the scene, and
gradually approached, until it sounded as if performed where
they stood. It was neither soft nor harmonious, but harsh,

discordant, and inspiring the most indefinable fear. The
travellers listened aghast; and so wild and varied were their

imaginings, that they could utter nothing.

Anthony’s horrors were supereminent : he felt his worst fears

verified, and that they were all spell-bound. Terror-struck,

and subjugated to the power of the evil Isradad, for some
dreadful purpose, the awful preparation gave perfect testimony

to his every sense.

Awhile the invisible musician ceased, while the hollow ca-

dence, sinking into weakened whispers along the walls, left a

melancholy stillness yet more terrific.

A low wind now stole through the apertures of the gloomy
ruin, and, in saddened murmurs, filled up a horrid pause of

time, when the succeeding instant, a voice was heard, ex-

claiming

—

“ Rosalie! Rosalie!”
“ Rosalie!” repeated the Earl Glencarron, the very horror of

surprise restoring him to speech, while his frame shook in the

convulsion of thought. “Rosalie! Infernal minister of dark-
ness ttiou canst not practise on a sainted soul!”

64 Rosalie! ” reiterated the baron, while the cold dew of agony
broke on his livid countenance.

“ Rosalie was of Fitz-Arwyne,” rejoined Donald. “ She is

long since dead !”

“ Yes, yes,” cried the baron, “ her spirit speaks—may be
unquiet—her father’s heir

”

“Amazement !” interrupted the earl. “What knows my
brother Arrondale of Fitz-Arwyne’s heir and Rosalie? Speak,”
he continued, the energy of remembered friendship, animating
his noble form. “ Speak against a legion of infernals and their

confederates! My sword should guard the memory of my
friend, and justify the honour of his child.”

The baron’s distressing emotions had now in a great measure
subsided. He seemed collected, and, to his brother’s warm and
spirited address only coldly bowed, saying, “ His own prowess
opposed no visionary beings, even if accusers; nor would he
attempt to either explain or refute the sounds he had heard.”

They had time for no more : before the earl could reply, a door
in the remotest corner of the hall, suddenly opened, and a figure

slowly approached them.
The habiliments, partly feminine, were negligently thrown

over a form, tall, ghastly, and terrific; the countenance was wan
and haggard ; the eyes large, almost colourless, and sunken in

their sockets. And the appearance, altogether, brought “ to the

mind’s eye” the most perfect representation of one of those fell

hags denominated weird-sisters.

Silent she stood, yet not unoccupied
;
for long tresses of raven

grey, hung from her palsied head; which, with yellow shrivelled

fingers she continued to weave into some mysterious web of

subtle mischief.
“ Midnight hag; fiend of wickedness!” cried Earl Glencarron,

viewing her horrific figure with bitter scorn, “what wouldst
thou with the children of a God thine hellish arts have closed

thee 1 from the presence of for ever? Hence, nor disturb us.”

She continued her mystic work, whirling herself round with
the strangest gestures; when, extending her wide and withered
jaws, with a grin between bitter and sarcastic, she muttered
certain words, or predictions: but her accents being thick, and
her expressions dubious, few, if any, were distinguishable to the

sense.

The earl’s genuine piety inspired a confidence in the Supreme,
that all the fiends of darkness could not shake. He feared her

not, but indignantly retreated from her horrific glare; yet,

tauntingly she pursued him, and with a laugh truly sardonic,

bade him “ Hist and learn his fate.”

Saving this, she drew from beneath her vest an oval mirror,

which she held before the Garbs face. He raised his eyes
,
and

beheld the heauteouj sainted image of his worshipped, his

departed Edalfrida! Mildly sweet and inviting were her locks:
with one hand she pointed towards heaven, and in the other
she held an hour-glass, whose last grains were expending. He
viewed the angelic form, though presented by the baneful arts
of a fiend. His arms instinctively expanded, his heart dilated,
and his bosom swelled. His feelings approached delirium, when
the voice of the fiend restored his recollective powers. She
laughed in malice, cried “ No more!” and, dashing the mirror
to the ground, the form of Edalfrida disappeared, and the hour-
glass was shivered into pieces.

“I understand,” feebly articulated the earl; when the
wondering Donald, who had beheld his father’s wild demeanour,
but had seen nothing more, caught him fainting in his arms,
and sunk with him to the earth.

Busied for a considerable time in ineffectual efforts to restore
him, Donald was inobservant of the passing scene; and the
domestics, overcome by extreme fatigue, lay wrapt in the
profoundest slumbers.
The baron, with peering eye and palpitating heart, had

surveyed his brother’s encounter with the agent of darkness,
though altogether ignorant of what had passed between them.
He burned for the information, panted with desire to consult
the fiend respecting his own affairs

;
and, but too well initiated

in their rites, as she retreated from the earl, he pursued her,
until, with a horrid yell issuing through her toothless gums,
she mysteriously vanished in a vapour of darkened fire. He
turned not, but continued onward through a gloomy expanse
until he reached a wall, partly hidden from the sight by a
tattered remnant of moth-eaten tapestry. Fie drew it aside;

when, in the centre of a low door, somewhat resembling a
panel, there appeared a staple. A moment he surveyed it;

when, taking from his finger a ring engraved with mystic
characters, he uttered, though in a voice almost indistinguishable
from emotion, a few inexplicable words. A momentary silence

ensued. He waited not long; for the door slowly opened, and
admitted him, a willing and expected visiter, to an apartment
spacious, gloomy, and horrific. Instantly the door closed upon
him.
He gazed around. Conscience stole the life-blood from bis

cheek; the circling current froze to icicles in his veins; and,

could angelic influence have reached a spirit in reprobation,

perhaps at that moment the Baron Arrondale had receded,

and dissolved a fatal compact.
With all his hopes had come remorse; with all his views the

bitterness of despair; be shivered in a storm of overwhelming
guilt, and felt himself the very wreck of fate.

The apartment he entered seemed hung with a drapery of

dingy black. Irregularly suspended from a roof, dense with
dank unwholesome vapours, were a profusion of glimmering
lamps, all apparently on the point of extinction.

In the midst stood a circular table, covered with a scarlet,

and curiously embossed with cabalistical figures, forming a
circle of the zodiac; also there appeared on this board a number
of concave vessels, not unlike to human skulls, containing a

variety of plants noxious and envenomed, concreted fossils,

teeming with subtle deadening qualities, and instruments whose
destructive purposes were only known to beings of the nether

world.

At this table presided one not of mortal mould. He neither

was, nor looked like human. His stature was gigantic, and his

countenance horrible
:
glaring meteors gleamed in the sockets

for the eyes: and, while his distended jaws emitted the sul-

phurous vapour which filled the place with supernatural and
deadly heat, and gave it its baleful densenesss, his contorted

features writhed into a malign smile upon the earth-born

visiter before him.
Appalled, though well accustomed to the ceremonies, the

baron bowed before the horrid presence, shook beneath its

( malign influence, and felt acutely the abject state to which
' ungoverned lawless passions had reduced the grandeur of an
!
immortal spirit,

(To be continued,')
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ORIENTAL WARS.

Akber, the grandson of the celebrated Emperor Baber, the

real founder of the empire of the Moguls, had overrun Rajast-

’han as a conqueror. Under the impotent government of Oody
Sing, even the plains of Mewar, with Cheetoore, the capital,

had fallen into the power of the Moguls. But Pertap, who
succeeded Oody Sing as Rana of Mewar, was a hero. Emu-
lating the glory* of a long line of ancestors, and lamenting the

degeneracy of his predecessors, he had taken refuge among the

mountains of Aravulli, and still held out against the victor.

Pertap succeeded to the titles and renown of an illustrious

house, but without capital—without resources; his kindred

and clans dispirited by reverses
:
yet, possessed of the noble

spirit of his race, he meditated the recovery of Cheetoore, the

vindication of the honour of his house, and the restoration of

his power. Elevated with this design, he hurried into conflict

with his powerful antagonist, nor stooped to calculate the moans

which were opposed to him Accustomed to read, in his

country’s annals,

splendid deeds of

his forefathers, and
that Cheetoore had,

more than once,

been the prisoner of

their foes, he trust-

ed that the revolu-

tions of fortune

might co-operate

with his own ef-

forts to overturn

the unstable throne

of Delhi. The
reasoning was as

just as noble; but

whilst he gave a

loose to these lofty

aspirations, which
meditated liberty to

Mewar, his crafty

opponent was coun-
teracting his views,

by a scheme of

policy which, when
disclosed, filled his

heart with anguish.

The wily Mogul
arrayed against

Pertap his kindred
in faith as well as

blood. The princes

[the battle or iiultugiiat, akber, and pertap.

J

ander and Arracan (a name now well known), on the Indian
ocean; the former reunited, the latter subjugated to the empire
by a Rajpoot prince and a Rajpoot army. But Akber knewj
the master key to Indu feeling, and by his skill overcame
prejudices deemed insurmountable, and many are the tales yet
told of their blind devotion to their emperor.'

j

Raja Maun was returning from the conquest of Sholapoor
to Hindust’han, when he invited himself to an interview with
Pertap, then at Romulmer, who advanced to the Oody Segar to
receive him. On the mound, which embanks this lake, a
feast was prepared for the prince of Amber. The board was
spread, the Raja summoned, and the Prince Umra (son of Per-'
tap) appointed to wait on him; but no Rana appeared, for.

whose absence apologies, alleging headache, was urged by liis

son, with the request that Raja Maun would wave all cere-

mony, receive his welcome, and commence. The prince, in a
tone at once dignified and respectful, replied, “ Tell the Rana
I can divine the cause of his headache; but the error is irreme-
diable, and if he refuses to put a plate before me, who will?’*

Further subterfuge was useless; the Rana expressed his regret,

but added, that he
would not eat with
a Rajpoot who gave
his sister to a
Toork, and who
probably ate with
him. Raja Maun
was unwise to risk

this disgrace, and
if the invitation

went from Pertap,
the insult was un-
generous as well as

impolitic; but of

this he is acquitted.

Raja Maun left the
feast untouched,
save the fciv grains

of rice lie offered to

Undeva* which he
placed in his turban

;

observing, as he
withdrew, “ it was
for the preservation
of your honour
that we sacrificed

our own, and gave
our sisters and
daughters to the
Toork, but abide in

peril, if such ho
your resolve, for

of Marwar, Amber, Bikaner, and even Biondo, late his firm

ally, took part with Akber, and upheld despotism—nay even
his own brother Sagargi deserted him, and received as the price

of his perfidy, the ancient capital of his race, and the title

which that possession conferred.

An anecdote., illustrative of the settled repugnance of this

noble family to sully the purity of its blood, may be here re-

lated; as its result had a material influence on its subsequent
condition.

Raja Maun, who had succeeded to the throne of Amber, was
the most celebrated of his race, and from him may be dated
the rise of his country. This prince exemplified the wisdom of

that policy which Baber adopted to strengthen his conquest,

that of connecting his family, by ties of marriage, with the
Hindoos. Hemayoon had espoused a daughter of Bagwandas,
consequently the Raja Maun was brother-in-law to Akber.
His courage and talents well seconded this natural advantage,
and be became the most conspicuous of all the generals of the

empire. To him Akber was entitled for half his triumphs.
The Cutchwaha bards find a delightful theme in recounting
his exploits, from the snow-clad Caucascus, to the shores of

the “ Golden Chersonese.” Let the eye embrace these ex-

tremes of his conquests, Cabul and the Paropamisan of Alcx-

tliis country shall not hold you,” and mounting his horse, he

turned to the Rana, who appeared at this abrupt termination

of the visit. “ If I do not humble your pride, my name is not

Maun,” to which Pertap replied, “ I shall always be happy to

meet you,” while some one, in less dignified terms, desired he

would* not forget to bring his “ Phoopa,” Akber. The ground
was deemed impure where the feast was spread; it was broken

up and lustrated with water of the Ganges, and the chiefs who
witnessed the humiliation of one they deemed apostate, bathed

and changed their vestments, as if polluted by his presence.

Pertap resisted all the attempts of the Moguls and their de-

generate Rajpoot allies, for a quarter of a century spurning

every overture which had submission, or the degradation of

uniting his family by marriage with the Tatar for its basis.

The affront narrated above, and which the Mogul emperor

considered as offered to himself, exerted him to renewed efforts

to subdue the haughty chief. These led to the bloody day of

Uuldighat, a name which, Colonel Tod says, “will never be

* Undeva, the god of food. The Hindoos, as did the Greeks

aDd other nations, always made offering of the first portion of

each meal to the gods.
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forgotten while a Seesodia occupies Mewar, or a bard survives
to relate the tale.”

Prince Selim, the heir of Akber, led the Islamites, guided by
the counsels, of Raja Maun, and the distinguished apostate,
son of Sagurji, Mohabet Khan. The plain of Huldighat, where
the opposed parties met, is situated at the base of a neck of
mountains, which shut up the valley, and rendered it almost
inaccessible. At this pass, Pertap was posted with the flower
of Mewar, and glorious was the struggle for its maintenance.
Clan after clan followed with desperate intrepidity, emulating
the daring of their prince, who led the crimson banner into the
hottest part of the field. In vain he strained every nerve to
encounter Raja Maun; but though denied the luxury of revenge
on his Rajpoot foe, he made good a passage to where Selim
commanded. His guards fell before Pertap, and but for the
steel plates which defended his howda, the lance of the Rajpoot
would have deprived Akber of his heir. His steed, the gallant
Chytuc, nobly seconded his lord, and is represented, in all the
historical drawings of this battle, with one foot raised upon
the elephant of the Mogul, while his rider has his lance pro-
pelled against his foe. The conductor, destitute of the means
of defence, was slain, when the infuriated animal, now without
control, carried off Selim. On this spot the carnage was
immense; the Moguls eager to defend Selim; the heroes of
Mewar to second their prince, who had already received seven
wounds. Marked by the “ royal umbrella,” which he would
not lay aside, and which collected the might of the enemy
against him, Pertap was thrice rescued from amidst the foe,
and was at length nearly overwhelmed, when the Jhala chief
gave a signal instance of fidelity, and extricated him with the
loss of his own life.

Manah seized upon the insignia of Mewar, and rearing the
“ gold sun ” over his own head, made good his way to an in-
tricate position, drawing after him the brunt of the battle,
while his prince was forced from the field. With all his brave
vassals, the noble Jhala fell; and in remembrance of the deed,
his descendants have, since the day of Huldighat, borne the
regal ensigns of Mewar, and enjoyed “ the right hand of her
princes.” But this desperate valour was unavailing against
such a force, with a numerous field of artillery, and a drome-
dary corps mounting swivels; and of twenty-two thousand
Rajpoots assembled on that day for the defence of Huldighat,
only eight thousand left the field alive.

Pertap, unattended, fled on the gallant Chytuc, who had
borne him through the day, and who saved him now, by leap-
ing a mountain stream, when closely pursued by two Mogul
chiefs, whom this impediment momentarily checked. But
Chytuc, like his master, was wounded; his pursuers gained
upon Pertap, and the flash from the flinty rock announced
them at his heels, when, in the broad accents of his native
tongue, the salutation, “ ho ! nila ghora ra ctswar”—“ho ! rider
of the blue horse,” made him look back, and he beheld hut a
single horseman: that horseman was his brother!

Sukta, whose personal enmity to Pertap had made him
traitor to Mewar, beheld from the ranks of Akber, the “ blue
horse” flying unattended. Resentment was extinguished,
and a feeling of affection, mingling with sad and humiliating
recollections took possession of his bosom. He joined in the
pursuit, but only to slay the pursuers, who fell beneath his
lance; and now, for the first time, the brothers embraced in
friendship! Here Chytuc fell, and as the Rana unbuckled his
caparison, to place it upon Unkarro, presented to him by his
brother, the noble steed expired. An altar was raised, and
still marks the spot where the Chytuc died; and the entire
scene may be seen painted on the walls of half the houses in
the capital. The greeting between the brothers was neces-
sarily short; but the merry Sukta, who was attached to Selim’s
personal force, could not let it pass without a joke; and in-
quiring “ how does a man feel when he is flying for his life?”
He quitted Pertap with the assurance of a reunion the first
sate opportunity. On rejoining Selim, the truth of Sukta was
greatly doubted when he related that Pertap had not only slain
his pursuers, but his own steed, which obliged him to return
on that of the Ivhorasani. Prince Selim pledged his word that
he would pardon him if he related the truth, when Sukta

repbed, the burthen of a kingdom is on my brother’s
shoulders, nor could I witness his danger without defending
him from it! Selim kept his word

; but dismissed the future
head of the Suktawuts. Determined to make a suitable “ nuz-
zur on his introduction, he redeemed Bhynsror by a coup dp
main, and joined Pertap at Oodipoor, who made him a grant
ot the conquest, which long remained the chief abode of the
Suktawuts; and smce the day, when this, their founder pre-
served the life of his brother and prince, against his Mogul
pursuers, the byrdof the bard to all of his race is Korasani Mool-tam ca Aggul.-—“ The barrier to Khorasan and Mooltan,” fromwhich countries were the chiefs he slew. The privations suf-
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of his children for food, reduced the Rana to curse the name of
royalty, and demand of Abker a mitigation of his hardships.He was, however, preserved from a consummation of this
act of humiliation, by an admirer, a young Rajpoot, whom
circumstances, rather than inclination, had enrolled among the
followers of the Mogul. He obtained permission to send a
letter to Pertap, ostensibly to ascertain the fact of his submis-
sion, but in reality to prevent it. Being a bard, moreover, his
letter was accompanied by an effusion which, together with the
history of its effect on the conduct of the chief to whom it was
addressed, is worthy of being subjoined—“ The hopes of the
Hindu rest on the Hindu; yet the Raja forsakes them. But
tor Pertap, all would be placed on the same level by Akber 1

for our chiefs have lost their valour, and our females their
honour. Akber is the broker in the market of our race; all lias
he purchased but the son of Oodoh; he is beyond his price
What true Rajpoot would part with his honour for nine da vs
(Noroza*)

;
yet how many have bartered it away ? Will Cliee-

toore come to this market when all have disposed of the chief
article of the Ivhetri? Though Pluto has squandered awav
wealth, yet this treasure has he preserved. Despair has
driven many to this mart, to witness their dishonour: from
such infamy the descendant of Hamir alone has been preserved.
The world asks whence the concealed aid of Pertap? None
but the soul of manliness and the sword: with it, well has he
maintained the Khetri’s pride. This broker in the market of
men will one day be overreached; he cannot live for ever; then
will our race come to Pertap, for the seed of the Rajpoot to sow
in our desolate lands. To him all look for its preservation,
that its purity may again become resplendent.”

This effusion of the Rahtore was equal to ten thousand men
it nerved the drooping mind of Pertap, and roused him into
action ; for it was a noble incentive to find every eve oi his race
fixed upon him.

OWAIN GLYNDWR.
CHAPTER I.

Hark! how the hills re-echo to the sound
Of that soul-stirring name the glens have heard;

There’s a gathering in the vales around,
And at the word,

The towns pour forth their armed ones to fight n

For Owain Glyndwr’s right.

Ow^ain Glyndwr, or Owen Glendower, was the son of
Gryffydd Vychan, of Sychartli, in Flintshire, and bv his
mother’s side he was descended from Llewelyn, the last Prince
of Wales. The name of Glyndwr was a territorial title, being
derived from a part of the family property called Glyndwrdwy
(Glen of the Two Waters, since called the Yale of Corwen).
At an early age the young chief was sent to London, where he
was educated for the legal profession: but his attention was
drawn from the law by an appointment as Squire of the
Household to Richard II.

.

He held this post until the king was
captured by the Lancastrians, when he immediately retired to
Sycharth. He must have been married some years previously,

* Noroza
; days of feasting instituted by Akber, held on the

ninth day following the chief festival of each month.
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for there is a poem extant written by his family bard, pane-

gyrising his family, liis bounteous table, and house and lands.

During his squireship he received such kindly notice from his

royal master, that he conceived a strong attachment to him

;

and when the indignities he endured in his captivity became

known, Glyndwr openly expressed his opinions on the treat-

ment of the unfortunate king. With this feeling, and the

strong passions of the party struggles between the Lancastrians

and the Yorkists, it was not likely that a person of Glyndwr’s

temper and station would passively submit to the insults of

the dominant faction. Accordingly, at this time, a violent

animosity existed between the Welsh chief and his Lancastrian

neighbour Lord Grey de Ruthin; and it was an injury arising

out of this animosity which transformed a chieftain of North
Wales into the conqueror of Henry IV., and the invincible

antagonist of Henry V., conqueror of France.

Soon after Bolingbroke’s assumption of the Crown, and title

of Henry IV., he, to strengthen his authority, issued summonses
to all landed proprietors to appear, with their followers, before

him on a certain day, and to fail not at their peril. Grey at

once seized this as a favourable opportunity for the destruction

of Glyndwr; and to effect his object he obtained possession of

the summons for the Welsh chief, under the pretence of de-

livering it himself to Glyndwr. It is scarcely necessary to

add that Grey took especial care that the summons should not

reach him, and he was kept in complete ignorance of its exist-

ence. When the appointed day came, the Welsh chief was
absent, as was calculated on, from his connexion with the late

king and liis present contumacy; he was declared a traitor,

and his lands to be forfeited. On intelligence of this reaching
him, Glyndwr claimed the right of proving his innocence of

the charge made against him; but this act of justice was re-

fused, and consequently there was no security for himself ex-

cepting in defying the authority that had so unj ustly condemned
him unheard to be a traitor. It lias been said that Glyndwr’s
rebellion originated in a mere dispute about some lands with
Grey de Ruthin; and that appealing to the English Parliament
for its interposition, and being refused redress, he in revenge
openly rebelled. Of these two statements, the first is the most
probable. It is evident that it could have been nothing short

of the direst necessity which impelled a Welsh chieftain to

revolt against the power of the King of England.
Glyndwr was now in a situation that could only be main-

tained by the highest talent, and the most determined courage.
It is obvious that to direct a revolt in a country so small in

extent as Wales, for any time against the strength of England,
was a post and an enterprise requiring in every sense of the
word to be filled by one who was, as Napoleon emphatically
observed, “ A Man;” and such Glyndwr was speedily found to
be. The year 1400 saw the commencement of this revolt; and
its first decided act fell on one who richly merited it—Glyndwr’s
arch-enemy, Grey. Glyndwr and his followers entered lluthin
on a market-day, when the town was crowded with merchants
and other persons connected with its trade. Ruthin was a
place of what might be called considerable importance in those
days, from its commerce in woollen and other goods, under the
well-paid protection of Grey. As the town was completely
surprised, it was incapable of resistance; and Glyndwr having
plundered the merchants and fired the buildings retired to the
mountains, with Grey a prisoner.

. This daring act, and others of a similar nature, produced a
strong sensation throughout the principality; and the insur-
rection began to spread, when the king issued a proclamation,
granting an amnesty to all those who would return to their
allegiance, excepting Glyndwr, Rhys, and Gwilym ab Tewdwr.
But restrictions were placed on the already scarcely nameable
rights of the Welsh. They were forbidden to reside in any of
the towns on the marches or borders; they were declared in-
capable of becoming citizens or burgesses in any part of the
kingdom; and further, they were incapable of holding lands.
To these insulting oppressions were added, that no Englishman
should be tried in Wales for three years, excepting by judges
and juries, which during the existence of this tyrannical ordi-
nance, was an absolute denial of justice. This proclamation
increased the already general fermentation tenfold, and brought

considerable support to Glyndwr’s small force, which was fast
becoming the hope of the country. As Glyndwr had taken
his station in the passes of Snowdon, and great exertions were
being made in his favour by the bards, they were forbidden to
approach his camp on pain of death. Yet notwithstanding
these measures, nothing could stay the progress of the revolt.
The patriotic enthusiasm extended into England; and, although
the first year of the revolt was unmarked by any decisive
success, the Welsh students at Oxford and Cambridge, with
the Welsh labourers, who were dispersed over England, aban-
doned their studies and occupations; and, having provided
themselves with such arms as they could purchase, hastened
home to partake in the dangers and glory of the fight for
liberty.

In 1401, Glyndwr, to obtain a more central rendezvous for
the patriots, encamped on Pumlumon (Plinlimmon). This was
the best spot he could have chosen for the purpose, for from
this mountain signals might be directed to all parts of Wales;
and it is peculiarly difficult of ascent for horsemen and heavy-
armed soldiers, on account of its alternately rugged and mo-
rassy nature; which, on the other hand, made it an excellent
battle ground for Giyndwr’s light-armed forces. During this

year, when unoccupied in combating the royal troops, Glyndwr
traversed the principality, punishing those who supported the
king, increasing liis strength by the addition of volunteers,
and inuring the patriots to the service best adapted to insure
success. In this year the king was induced to grant a com-
mission, empowered to treat with Glyndwr, for the ransom of
Grey. After some negociations Glyndwr agreed to liberate

him on the payment of 6,000 marks, with security for the
payment of the like sum on a future day; this security being
the delivering to him of Grey’s eldest son, and some other
persons as hostages. That Glyndwr’s desire for revenge did
not influence the treatment of his prisoner, is evidenced by the
fact that Grey on his liberation, being a widower, requested of
Glyndwr one of his daughters in marriage, to which he con-

sented, and Grey was no longer his enemy

The progress made by Glyndwr, in arousing his countrymen
to the assertion of their rights, was now so great, that he was
enthusiastically hailed Tywysawg Cymru (Prince of Wales).
The revival of this national dignity, which had been in the
possession of the English monarch since the treacherous murder
of the last prince, Llewelyn, was amply justified by the ad-
vance of the revolt. The state of the revolt was such as to

command the serious notice of the king, for his ordinances,
instead of quelling the insurrection, had produced the directly

opposite effect; and the insignificant chief who had nearly
become the victim of private animosity and royal injustice,

was now in a position that produced no little anxiety in the
royal mind. Thinking that the attempts hitherto made to

!

crush the rebellion, had failed from their insufficiency, Henry
IV. ordered the collection of a force that was considered strong
enough to bear down all opposition, the command of which
was given to Sir Edward Mortimer; as the condition of affairs

in Scotland required the king’s presence in that country, the
honour and glory of conquering Glyndwr, was therefore con-
ferred on his deputy, Mortimer.

(To be continued.)



Su Tales op heroism.

THE FIREFLY.
A TALE OF THE SEA.

CHAPTER III.

After the close of the day, and when all around had been

clothed in the sable livery of night, a boat from the schooner

made towards the landing-place, and St. Helier, received as

before, as Captain Morgan, proceeded to the corregidor’s

house to pay his respects. He accounted for his sudden
departure in the morning, by stating that the signals which
had been displayed by the frigate, were so unintelligible that

it led him to suspect she was a French ship looking out for

prizes; and knowing his inability to contend with such
fearfully unequal odds, he had determined to show her a fair

pair of heels, which might not only conduce to his own safety,

but draw away an enemy from such dangerous proximity to

the peaceful town. With this explanation the corregidor

appeared completely satisfied, and whatever lingering doubts

he might have had as to the truth of St. Helier’s representa-

tions were now removed.
On leaving the corregidor’s house, he slowly walked up the

main street in search of the object of his affections
* he had

not proceeded far, when, observing a female at some distance

a-headof him, he hastened towards her, and found his beloved
Magdalen apparently waiting for his approach.

“ St. Helier!” exclaimed Magdalen, reproachfully, “ why run
these repeated hazards which must, sooner or later, end fatally

to yourself?”
“ Magdalen,” said the young man, “thou knowest for whom

I have not only risked so far; but were the peril ten times
greater than it is, would fearlessly hazard it; but we must be
speeJy, my dearest, the little Firefly is out of her element
where she lies, and we must quickly be off again.”

“ It is for this reason,” replied Magdalen, “ that I have ven-
tured once more to meet you. My uncle has determined to

return to Conception, and intends to sail by the Santa Maria,
which leaves here to-morrow.”
“Then why not sail to-night? My cabin is completely at

your service; and under the protection of your uncle, no one
can say a syllable against the propriety of your doing so.”

This was strongly opposed by the sensitive maideu, though,
if the truth were told, she half anticipated the offer; and,
though the contest was for some time determined on both
sides, love ivas triumphant, and Magdalen consented to advise
her uncle, who left many of these affairs to her guidance, to I

go on board the schooner that night
;
and St Helier, in high
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spirits at the expected pleasure of his trip to Conception, in
such delightful society, returned to the boat, which he had
left under the charge of Dick Hatley, and was soon on board.
In the course of a few hours he returned to the stairs, where
he was soon met by Don Francisco Montes and his niece, who
accompanied him to the vessel.

When all were on board, it 'was determined by St. Helier
to lie where he was till after day-break, and then proceed with
his lovely freight to Port Conception. His escape from the
frigate, which had taken a contrary course after declining the
chase, led him to suspect no immediate danger, particularly
as he had succeeded so well in deceiving the authorities of the
town; and after seeing to the comfortable disposition of his
guests, he lay*down to sleep in fancied security.

Dick Hatley, who had the watch, and whose every faculty
was painfully alive, from his late narrow escape from the
Britannia, knowing the certainty of punishment which
awaited him should he fall into their hands, was surprised
about three o’clock in the morning by a distant light, which
experience taught him was the night signal of a man-of-war,
and that in the direction in which they had seen the dreaded
frigate the preceding morning. No time was to be lost,

particularly as the schooner would not have the advantage
in close-hauling upon a windward shore, but must stand out
and try conclusions upon sailing qualities with a fair wind;
their only advantage being the calm, which, with the low
sharp hull of the schooner, as compared with her vast breadth
of canvass, and St. Helier’s knowledge of the coast, might
enable him to take shelter in one of the numerous creeks

or rivers with which the coast and neighbouring- islands

abound.
The wind, what little there was, was still from the south-

east; accordingly, the schooner having hoisted her mainsail,

fore-topsail, and jib, was soon gliding out of the little bay,

though her progress was barely two knots an hour. On
clearing the small promontory which formed the northern
extremity, every stitch of canvass was spread; but the wind
dying away on the approach of day, her sails hung loosely

on the yards, and it was hardly possible to keep her in com-
mand, having little or no steerage-way on her. By the aid of

a powerful glass, St. Helier observed the frigate above the

distance of a league, standing in towards the bay, under all

sail, from royals down, with studding sails, and indeed every-
thing which would draw, but making little way; while he was
now fairly out at sea, though lying almost becalmed.
On board the Britannia everything was in commotion.

Captain Douglas had confidently expected, from the infor

mation he had received, that he should find the Firefly, which
had long eluded his pursuit, quietly at anchor in the bay of
St. Carlos, an easy prey

;
what then was his mortification on

the approach of daylight, to see the schooner far out ot the

reach of the frigate’s guns, and no wind stirring to leave him
any hopes of success, in what must be a stern chase, which is

always a long chase.

On consultation with his lieutenants, Howard and Firth, it

was suggested by the latter, as the morning was calm, to have
the boats out, and try what effect they might have on the

daring schooner; but this was objected to by the Captain, as

the schooner would be sure to be well prepared to receive them,

that he might lose many of his best men in an encounter

where the chances were against them, and the probability of

having his ship but half manned for the rest of the year. It

was, however, suggested that ifthey were to obtain possession

of one of the small! trading vessels which lay within the port of

! St. Carlos, they might succeed, by disguising their dress to

that usually worn by the Spanish seamen, to get near enough

i
to the schooner unsuspected, to fight her upon advantageous

‘ terms. A boat was accordingly despatched within the harbour,

j

and a bargain was struck for the hire of the Solidad, a species

I

of craft somewhat resembling a lugger, which traded to Co-

i

quimbo, Copiapo,and some ot the neighbouring seaports.

Howard, the first lieutenant, had the command, while forty

men were concealed below so as not to excite suspicion on
board the schooner, and quietly stealing along the shore, as

though endeavouring to elude the observation of the frigate,

the Solidad, favoured by the slight wind which had again

sprung up, was slowly making her way towards the spot where
the schooner lay ;

and in order that their force might he in-

creased, and the deception at the same time the more complete,

Firth, the second lieutenant, was despatched with three boats

in chase of the lugger. All this was quietly observed on board

of the schooner, but there she lay, as though unconscious or

careless of danger, till, on the Solidad approaching within three

hundred varas or Spanish yards of the schooner, St. Helier

ordered the sweeps to be run out and manned, while, at the

same time, her guns, which were well charged with grape and

canister, were cast loose and primed. Her sails were imme-
diately brailed, and in an instant her head was brought round

by means of the sweeps, as though about to cover the Solidad

from the fire of the boats. By this time the party of Howard,
who were now increasing in number as they came up from the

hold, were fast nearing the schooner, and everything appa-

rently bid fair to the success of the enterprise, when, just as

they were within fifcy varas of the schooneFs side, St. Helier

gave the word to fire, and six heavily-loaded carronades dis-

charged their contents into the numbers which then thickly

peopled the deck of the lugger. Firth, however, was not idle;

observing how matters stood, he made a dash with the boats,

hoping to be in time to second the efforts of Howard in board-

ing the schooner, but though gallantly attempted, the second

broadside of the schooner, which was fired with deadly aim,

killed and wounded several of his men. The Firefly, exerting

all the power of her sweeps, got clear of the smoke which

involved the melee
,
and hoisting all sail, availed herself of the
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wind, which then slightly increased, to get beyond the reach of

her pursuers. Under these circumstances, Howard thought it

advisable to return to the frigate and report the failure of their

expedition.

During this time the breeze continued slightly to increase,

and the frigate taking advantage of it, was once more under

all sail in pursuit of the Firefly. St. Helier, however, was a

man not so easily to be caught. As the wind increased, the

frigate was evidently gaining way, nor did all the canvass

which St. Helier could hoist enable him to keep that distance

which might be considered safe from the frigate’s guns, he

therefore made use of the long sweeps, and succeeded in holding

his own; but, as the exertion must ere long be too much for his

crew, whose strength he preferred husbanding in case of

necessity, he determined to make for the island of Mocha,

which would gain him the alternative, as occasion might serve,

to run for Pelchue, whose small river was unapproachable by

so large a vessel as the frigate, or by rounding the island,

enable him to gain shelter, or get the weather-gage of his pur-

suer. In a short time the Firefly experienced the benefit of the

lull, the schooner having the advantage only when the wind

was light. In this manner each vessel kept her course, at the

distance of nearly a league, with some trifling advantage to

either vessel, as the breeze lulled or freshened.

On board the Britanuia the interest was scarcely less exciting

than that on board the schooner. If, on the one hand, they

had no danger to apprehend, they had on the other, their

killed and wounded shipmates to avenge; aud when they bore

in mind that the schooner of which they were in chase, was

the notorious Firefly, long the terror of the Pacific, which had

eluded all her pursuers, the anticipated eclat of her capture

gave the chase a peculiar interest with every man on board

the frigate.

As they approached the headland that stretches far to the

westward, on the southern entrance to Valdivia, it was a

serious question whether the frigate would be able to weather

R without making a long reach to seaward; and as they ob-

served that the schooner had cleared the point, almost within a

cable’s length of the rocks, on the very verge of the breakers,

so much closer than the frigate would dare to follow, the

schooner must evidently be a gainer by the movement, with

a chance of finally compelling the frigate to give up the chase.

It, therefore, became a point of considerable moment to clear

the headland without tacking,.and all on board were in a state

of anxious excitement as to the practicability of doing so. The
appearances for deep water were certainly favourable; but

then there was the danger of sunken rocks, which are not un-

common near rocky clifl's. Howard, who had been wounaed

in the fatal encounter on board the lugger, was in his berth,

but Firth and the third lieutenant were engaged in close con-

sultation with their commander.
“There goes the Firefly!” exclaimed Captain Douglas, as

the schooner passed the headland. “ St. Ilelier seems deter-

mined rather to lose his ship than let her be taken.”

“ Sir,” said Firth, “ I think not. The coast scem3 bold, and

St. Helier knows too well the soundings hereabout, to run the

Firefly on a hard bottom, when sufficient water is at hand to

float her. To my mind the Britannia might dare venture

without being compelled to make another tack.”

“ Ay, ay, sir, this may bo all very well; but supposing, in

our anxiety to become masters of the Firefly, that we lose

the Britannia, where would the gain be then ? No—no
;
we

must make a clear cable’s length more than the schooner

did, and even then ’twill be touch and go.”

The schooner held on her course, now making close to the

shore which here stretched far to the eastward, intending to

take shelter in the little river of Pelchue; while Captain

Douglas determined to venture as closoas possible after him,

in order that he might come up with the chase befoie night

should set in. Accordingly, the lead was hove, and, it was a

moment of trying anxiety, every man in the ship was wait-

ing, in dead silence, the order of their commander. The
closeness of the breakers, which now seemed to threaten

instant destruction, rendered the leadsman’s answers of

intense interest and importance, and were listened to with

corresponding eagerness.

For some minutes the answer was invariably, “No bottom,

sir;” when the next instant arose from the chains the well-

known cry, “ By the deep nine!”

Startled at the sudden change, the captain leaped upon the

taffrail, anxiously demanding the next sounding.

“ By the mark seven!” was the ready response of the man in

the chains.

“Heave again, sir,” called out the captain, which was

instantly followed by

—

“ By the mark six !”

“See all clear!” shouted the captain.

“ Quarter less five !”

“Standby! Are you all ready? Down with the helm-
hard down.”

“ Ay, ay, sir,” was the ready response.

“By the deep nine !” joyously sung out the leadsman.
“ Up with the helm! By Heaven it was a near thing ! Y?V11

have her yet, though she has run us a close shave for it. How’s
the lead?”
“No bottom,” was the answer.

The wind had now considerably increased, and was blowing

a good fresh capful. The frigate having escaped the narrow

risk she had been daring round the promontory, was merrily

careening along, at the rate of nearly seven knots, having

furled her fore and mizen top-gallant sails. During the next

four hour3
,
while daylight lasted, both of the vessels were

making the best of their way, the frigate gaining slightly on

the schooner, but still had not come within sufficient reach to

make her batteries available. But, as the twilight had begun

to render distant objects indistinct, the schooner made the mouth

of Pelchue river, which though abounding in shoals, offered him

the best protection, as he knew that the frigate would oe afraid

to venture very near. He, accordingly, steered boldly towards

the mouth of the river, where, having allowed a sufficient offing

for the frigate to keep him out of reach ot her guns, he dropped

his anchor, and made everything snug for the night.

But, as St. Helier was threading his way among the shoals,

the Britannia seemed suddenly to have her attention altogether

diverted from the chase, and took possession of a Spanish pinco

which was about to pass her some little distance to leeward;

but, after some detention, the coaster was allowed to proceed,

and, as the night was fast closing in, they proceeded towards

the shallows, as though about to lay-to for the night. 'I he

frigate also anchored about two miles to seaward of the Iirefly,

and all was once more still.

CHAPTER IV

St. Helier, whom the presence of Magdalen had almost

diverted from the requisite attention which was due to his

vessel, determined to relieve the pressing cares of the day, by

the quiet solace of the beloved of his heart. As all immediate

danger was now over, Magdalen made her appearance upon

deck to enjoy the cool air, and St. Helier, whoso fervent

affection was ardent and sincere, left the care of the watch to

Hatley] whose dread of the Britannia would not allow him to

sleep, or turn his attention to anything but her movements,

while she was in such dangerous proximity. Accordingly, as

he leant against the taffrail, be kept bis eye steadily fixed in

the direction in which the frigate lay, Some two or three hours

had elapsed with nothing worthy of notice, but the warmth of

the lovers’ pleadings, and the tender conflicts between love and

prudence which animated the maiden s breast, when Hatley

suddenly called the attention of bis captain to the singular

movements of the Spanish pinco, which a short time before had

been captive to the frigate. It appeared upon examination 1 1 • at,

though apparently endeavouring to make headway with her

sails set, she bad for the last three hours been gradually

drifting towards the schooner, and was then so near as to be

within hail. These motions were so utterly at variance with

any known rules of sailing, that St. Ilelier was convinced that

some violence was intended; all hands were accordingly sum-

moned to repel boarders, with which he had no doubt the pinco

had been manned, as she was then almost athwart-hawse,

drifting on towards the bows of his vessel. The schooner’s men

had hardly began to show themselves when suddenly the pinco
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luffed into the wind again, and drifted down, until it was
apparent that she was foul of the schooner’s cable, her stern

swinging round, directly on the other’s bows. At the instant

the vessels came in contact, and the Fireflies were crowding

round to repel the anticipated attack, they heard the sound of

oars, vigorously plied, on the other side of the vessel, and
lurid flames suddenly burst from the pinco 's hatchway.
“ A fire-ship !” exclaimed twenty voices at once, the horror of

the danger overpowering every other consideration. But St.

Helier, most prompt to act where danger was most pressing, no

sooner caught sight of the flames than he was on board the

pinco.
“ Maynard! La Roche! Caulker!” exclaimed he, in a voice

of thunder, “ follow me; the rest clear away the cable, and bend

a hawser to the better end.”

Having taken a shank-painter which lay upon the forecastle,

St. Helier, attended by the three men whom he had called, were

soon on board the pinco; and having fastened a rope inboard he

passed down to the cable, where he secured the rope-end of the

shank-painter by ajamming hitch. On the forecastle the chain

was easily passed through a hawsehole, and a knot tied with

a marlinspike, passed through its centre. This occupied little

more than a minute, and St. Helier and his companions
rejoined the schooner in safety.

“ Pay out cable !” shouted he, as he reached the deck. “ Now,
men, veer away, if the Firefly is not to burn out this time.”

Assisted by the land breeze and the pressure of the current,

the schooner soon took the cable that was given her, although

the pinco was by this time almost a sheet of flame, and, for an
instant seemed to accompany the schooner; but, to the delight

of all on board, the bows of their beloved Firefly soon left the

stern of her fiery neighbour, and her helm being put up, her bow-
sprit and jib were very shortly clear of danger. The pinco re-

mained stationary, while the schooner dropped about sixty

yards astern
;
and, as a matter of course, while the cable was paid

out, the portion to which the lanyard was fastened, dropped into

the water, while the pinco rode by the chain.

So prompt had been the means taken by St. Helier for the

rescue of his vessel, that little more than five minutes had
elapsed from the discovery ofthe danger, till the moment when
the schooner lay in perfect security. No sooner, however, was
this accomplished, than, turning towards the companion, he
saw his beloved Magdalen gazing in mute wonder and admira-
tion at the bright yet fearful spectacle which the blazing pinco

presented. So well had she been charged with combustibles,

and so rapidly had the work of destruction proceeded, that the

tall flames licked the masts, extending far above the rigging,

while the deck, from stem to stern, was one vast body of flame,

lighting up everything for miles around, and showing to those

on board the frigate, the whole outline of the schooner thus lit

up in strong relief.

“ Our illumination is none of the poorest,” said the gallant

pirate, addressing Magdalen, in a strain of pleasantry, as

though the whole scene had been devised for her amusement.
“ Methinks the Viceroy at Lima could hardly expect -a blighter

entertainment for his reception.”
“ I have seen it all,” said the trembling Magdalen, hardly

recovered from the fright, 41 Thank Heaven, the danger’s over;

but, oh! how I shuddered when I saw you on the burning
mass!”

“ Our kind friends on board the frigate have been extremely
solicitous for our amusement. Finding on board the coaster a
cargo of combustibles, they have- endeavoured to extinguish

the light of the Firefly, by sending us a brighter flame of their

own, but our time’s not yet come.”
“ Is all danger over?” inquired the timid girl: “the fire-ship

appears to be still very near us.”
“ It is not near enough to do us any harm, particularly as

our sails are damp. We are all right so long as our cable holds,

and as that is under water where she lies, the fire cannot reach
it.”

The flames had burnt so fiercely, that by this time they
were exhausted, As the standing-rigging was burnt through,
the mast fell with a crash, scattering clouds of sparks in every

direction. One by one her upper works, as they felt the effects

of the fire, tumbled in a confused mass into the hold, till having
burnt to the water’s edge, she lay for some time a wreck
when the swell of the returning tide, as each wave played over
her, sent her, a hissing bulk of half-charred timber, to the
bottom, and not a vestige of her was visible.

St. Helier’s conjectures as to the cause of his unwelcome
visitant, were so far correct

;
and most ably had the attempt

been planned and executed, by the suggestion and under the
management of Lieutenant Firth: indeed, it was clear that no-
thing but the admirable promptitude and presence of mind
displayed by tlie captain of the Firefly, had saved that beauti-
ful little vessel from destruction. On board the frigate, where
the success of the enterprise was looked for with intense anxiey*

both vessels, the schooner and the fire-ship, were in a line, and
the distance of two miles at which they lay, being too great to

distinguish particulars, they presented the appearance of both
being in flames; and when, after the lapse of an hour, the fire

was extinguished, no doubt remained on the minds of all on
board, but that they had seen the last of the pirate ship.

As morning broke, Captain Douglas appeared on deck,

anxious to discover if there were any remains to be seen floating

about. As their view extended farther and farther, every eye
was eagerly turned in every direction, but, to their surprise, not
a vessel, nor the vestige of one, was to be seen. Boats were put
off to search the shoal waters and along the coast, but with
the exception of some lialf-burnt planks that had drifted on
shore, neither boat nor spar, nor part of a wreck was visible;

it was therefore confidently concluded, that both vessels bad
perished; that the far-famed Firefly, which had so long eluded

her pursuers, had at last, with all her crew, fallen victims to

the well-executed scheme of the second lieutenant of the Bri-

tannia; and though his triumph was somewhat dimmed with
the reflection, that nearly a hundred human beings had thus

suddenly and fearfully been called to their account, be could

not but feel rejoiced at their success.

The purpose for which they had visited Chiloe being thus

accomplished, the frigate stood to tlie northward to rejoin her

consort cruisers at Conception, where the Gloucester and Ruby,
fifty-gun ships, were waiting to concert plans for future opera-

tions, under the direction of Commodore Fitzgerald, who com-
manded the former.

While this search after the fragments was steadily proceeding

at Pelchue, the Firefly, which had taken advantage of a

favourable breeze which sprung up before daybreak, was
gallantly sailing on her way to Conception, to land her lovely

burthen, though the presence of the English cruisers rendered

this an operation of difficulty and danger. The known cha-

racter, and the respect that was entertained for Don Francisco

Montes, made it perfectly safe for himself and his niece; it was
the dangerous character of the vessel which bore them, that

alone made caution necessary. Their landing, however, was
accomplished before reaching the entrance of the port; and the

|

schooner stood off to take the seaward of the Island of S’t. Maria,

from whence she could obtain such information and assistance

as might be necessary for her future operations, not however
without having been observed by several of the fishing boats

belonging to Conception, who had been too well accustomed to

see the schooner’s movements as she traversed those seas to be

mistaken as to her identity.

{To be continued.')

THE FASHIONABLE COQUETTE,
CHAPTER IV.

We will now take a retrospective view of the most remark-

able incidents which had occurred some time, and shortly

previous to the period at which we date the commencement of

our tale, in the Rawley family. Maria and Laura Rawley

were half-sisters, the daughters of a captain in a marching

regiment, of good family, but of small property. Early in

life, while on recruiting service in one of the principal pro-

vincial towns in an eastern county, his attention had been

much attracted by the beauty and accomplishments of a lady

with whom he bad danced at a ball, given on the occasion of
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some great national rejoicing
;
which feeling being reciprocated

on her part towards the gallant son of Mars, after some further

acquaintance soon matured itself into a deep attachment

between the parties; and both being connected to highly re-

spectable families, the consent of whom were obtained, resulted

at last in their union. A twelvemonth had elapsed, when the

hopes of parents were realised in the birth of a daughter.

Soon after this occurrence the captain was ordered to India,

taking with him his wife and infant. The regiment to which
he belonged having but a year or two to complete their service

were ordered home at the expiration of that time. On the

return voyage his lady died; and on his arrival in England
with his motherless offspring, to the astonishment of his rela-

tives, he married the lady’s maid of his former wife, who had
been with them all along during their sojourn in the east. As
it may be naturally supposed, this circumstance gave mortal
offence to Mr. Jacob Rawley, an eminent merchant, his elder

brother; a man who not only prided himself greatly on the

vast wealth lie had accumulated, but also on the ancient

branches of his genealogical tree.

“What? disgrace himself in such a manner, after all the

kindness and liberality I have bestowed upon him?” fumed
forth the elder brother, as he saw the announcement in the

papers. “ I did intend to have made him my heir, but d—e,”

and here he violently thumped his hand upon the table, which
set the breakfast cups and saucers and everything else jigging

upon it, “ if I’ll let him see the value of a shilling. Has he
no respect for the memory of his first wife, who was as amiable
as she was lady- like, that he is to bring into her place some
hoity-toighty minxy, low-born vulgar wench, more fitted for a

scullery maid? and his poor innocent daughter, too—to bring

her up under such an eye—instead of being an honour to her
race, we shall see her reared in all the churlishness and vul-

garity of a Jenkins, Tomkins, or such-like drivelling wretches.

But at all events I’ll try and save that stigma to the family.

I dare say now he has got into this low set, he will have no
objection to have Maria taken off his hands, so I’ll even, for

the family’s sake, smother my resentment—thougli I can still

keep him and his vile associates and relatives at a respectable

distance, and write to have her sent to me as quickly as pos-
sible. The poor child shall be saved this sacrifice, at least.”

Though an old bachelor, and rather of a hasty and testy

temper, yet in the ordinary course of things, Mr. Jacob Rawley
was not a bad hearted man; he was universally respected for

his integrity, frankness, and fair dealing, and not a few were
the blessings bestowed upon him by the poor, for his philan-
thropy and attention to their wants. But he, like the rest of
us, had his failings and peculiarities. Although he had seen
much, and mixed with the world, yet the enlargement of mind
and ideas—the liberality of sentiment which it is supposed to

confer on U3, had failed to be engendered in him to any great
degree; he was proud originally of his family, but as his wealth
increased, his darling passion of pride became the ruling planet
of his destiny; and at periods to such a pitch would it sway
him, that his society then became unbearable. It is no wonder
then with such an example before her, that Maria Rawley,
who had been gladly sent to her uncle by her father at the first

summons, and had been brought up as his adopted daughter in
all those accomplishments, polished society and the best masters
could contribute to render natural attractions highly fascina-
ting, should have imbibed the same haughty feelings which at
her age and in the coterie in which she moved, caused her to
look alone to the advantages of birth and high station, without
weighing the share the heart might be prompted to take in the
decision of the hand and head. At the age of twenty- two,
which she now was—though naturally of those warm and
acute feelings, which, had tiiey been nurtured and trained in a
proper sphere of action, might have produced the happiest and
brightest results—was, through the influence of the noxious
vapours she had inhaled from the poisoning atmosphere of
fashion, which had dammed up the spring and resources of
genuine sensibility, she became what is odious to nature and
good sense—a fashionable and finished coquette.
At the expiration of ten months after Captain Rawley’s

plebeian marriage, his wife presented him with a daughter,

which circumstance, of course, was little noticed by his

brother, who thought he had already conferred a mighty
obligation on him in having rescued his Wy-daughter from
the pollution, which, as a matter of course, in his estimation,

would have surrounded her. But Captain Rawley did not
long survive this event. He had been for years subject to

violent headaches and termination of blood to the head
;
and

one afternoon as his servant entered his study to summon
him to dinner, he was greatly shocked to find his master
stretched senseless on the floor. An alarm was given in-

stantly, medical advice was sent for, but assistance was of no
avail; the captain had been taken off by apoplexy. At his

death his affairs were found to be in a very deranged state,

so much so, that after his debts had been liquidated by the

sale of the small property he possessed during his lifetime, a

sufficiency with his pension was barely left to support his

widow and child. To add to the perplexity of these mis-

fortunes, the widow, a short time after her husband’s death,

returned to the society of her own kith and kin, and eventu-

ally ran off with a corporal of dragoons, with whom she now
cohabited, as in the event of a second marriage she would
have lost her pension.

If the situation of Maria Rawley had been such at the

time of her father’s imprudent marriage, as to call forth the

sympathies and affectionate interposition and assistance of

his elder brother, how stood the case now ? It was true that

Laura, the youngest daughter, was the offspring of a peasant,

yet she was equally that of his own blood. If Maria had
been in danger of the corrupting influence of low society

during her father’s life, Laura was doubly more exposed now
that her mother had become the leman of a private soldier.

Long and severe were the struggles which waged war within

the indignant breast of Mr. Rawley; but at length pity for

the helpless infant, disgust at the mother, and a softened

feeling of forgiveness towards his brother, who had been so

suddenly called from this life prevailed, and the door of his

mansion was opened to the little wanderer. Not that it was

his intention that she should be looked upon in the same
light, or enjoy the privileges of her elder sister, though only

her senior by four years
;

it wa3 quite sufficient he thought

that he had offered her an asylum, and after having given

her a sound education, and afforded her the same advantages

of the best masters in accomplishments as her sister was

provided with, then she might be enabled with his assistance,

to support herself in some respectable employment, such as

governess or assistant in a young “ Ladies’ Establishment.’’

This being the case, as the two girls grew up, Maria being

petted and caressed, and Laura looked upon with common-
place attention, it cannot be a matter of surprise that any
great degree of affection could subsist between the two. Yet

the very circumstance which served to render the former

haughty, and to cloud the kindly propensities which had been

implanted by nature in her heart, and which, if even left to

themselves, would have brought forth good fruit, tended in a

greatm^asure to form the character of the other in an oppo-

sitedBSaiffftel.

Amiable, gentle and obliging, as she was beautiful, she

became the favourite of the whole household. Even her

sister at times, though jealous of her growing charms, could

not help being struck with her superior virtues, and silently

paying homage to them, though openly showing her temper

in acts of pride and affectation. Mr. Rawley saw but little

of Laura, and when he did, it was merely to make some
common-place remark as to his satisfaction “ in hearing ol

her improvement from the masters lie had provided.” His

whole soul seemed engrossed by Maria, and as to her ad-

vancement in the world. If he could secure a title for her,

the dearest wish of his heart would then be gratified—

a

peere33
—if possible—but a lady, at all events—such were bis

fervent aspirations.

A circumstance, trivial in itself, shortly brought about the

most important results to the two sisters. Maria had been

what is termed in the world “brought out” some time, and
had become the admiration and toast of the oeau inonde.

This added in no small degree to the flattering notions she
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had conceived of herself already, and she became, in conse-
quence, towards Laura, more arrogant and distant than ever,

even addressing her in terms of reproach as to the failings

and low birth of her mother.
“I cannot help my birth,” sighed the poor girl, a tear glis-

tening in her eye as she stooped her head over some needlework
in which she was occupied, “ you always taunt me about my
mother—-the same father who married her, was yours as well

as mine, and to him the reproach belongs, if any, but I cannot
see that difference of station, can alter the dictates of

nature.”

“ Yes,” replied Maria, who was dressing herself to go out for

an airing in the carriage, “ your dictates of nature are all very
fine. I wonder what you would have been if uncle Rawley had
not condescended to have taken you from the vermin by which
you were surrounded. You would have been now the Jenny of

some clodhopper, or ploughboy, and no great matter either if it

had been so, for your proper station and your mother’s was no
better.”

“ Whatever the station of my mother might have been,’’

observed Laura, her cheeks glowing and her eyes sparkling

through her tears, “ recollect the station of him who was her

husband and my father. Do not think that I will day after

day so tamely submit to be insulted by you as I have been. I

would sooner beg my bread from door to door. Grateful as I

feel to^fr. Rawley for his kindness and protection, I will not

allow you or him to trample upon me in the manner you have
done.” Unable to contain her feelings any longer, she burst
into a violent fit of weeping.

“ My gracious!” exclaimed Maria, tossing up her head with
affected pride; “this is your gratitude then for the favours

which have been heaped upon you, and which you have not

deserved. Taken from among a filthy set of wretches, clothed,

fed, sheltered and educated, and now you would bid defiance

to your benefactor. I shall take care and make him acquainted
with what a viper he has been cherishing.” Saying which,
she glanced at her weeping sister with the malicious scorn of

a tigress roused from its lair; and having finished her toilet,

bounced out of the room.

“ Heaven knows the purity of my heart and intentions,”

sobbed the solitary Laura, looking up and gazing around the

apartment. “ I never have deserved this conduct at her hands.
As a sister I have always loved her— it has been my anxious
and dearest wish ever to oblige her in the least thing. To what
contumely—what -reproach hare I not submitted for her sake?

I would not for worlds, my worthy, good, and kind uncle, should
deem me ungrateful. It would break my heart—I feel it

breaking already. Oh! that I could get some situation in

which I might earn the bread of independence, and be free

from the misery of being ever upbraided on account of my
mother's frailties. I will seek Mr. Rawley, beg of him to ob-

tain a respectable place for me as companion to a lady or

governess, for which I am satisfied I am fully competent; and
then having adopted another name, let' me be forgotten, as I

shall willingly forget the past. May the mercy of l^tfglB|i be
poured down upon the poor stricken orphan;” and flw6<ffing,

while the tears streamed from her eyes, she fervently pleaded
for that protection which is never refused to the fatherless and
oppressed, by Him who seeth andjudgetli the very reins of

the heart. As her prayer proceeded, her voice became stronger

—there was such an exquisite purity of thought, and beauty
of language expressed, accompanied by natural gentleness of

manner, which showed it to be the emanation of a guileless

heart. She rose after awhile from her knees, comforted and
refreshed in spirit, with the full determination of putting her
project into effect. We cannot undertake to inform our readers

of the exact purport of the communication Miss Maria Rawley,
in her good nature, made to her uncle; ‘Suffice it to say, that it

brought about a satisfactory explanation between the parties

(for the truth of the matter was, Mr. Rawley had long ago been
wishing most devoutly for such an opportunity), and ere the
termination of a week, Miss Laura was installed as private

companion with Mrs. Anderton, an elderly widow of good for-

tune and estimable qualities, a native of Devonshire, under
|

» the assumed name of Laura Mildmay, the orphan daughter of

I
a subaltern officer in the army.

(7b be continued.')

ARAB MODE OF EATING.
All the several orders, and degrees, of these people, from

the Bedoween to the Bashaw, eat in the same manner : first

washing their hands and then sitting down cross-legged,
round a mat or low table, where their dishes are placed

; no
use is made of a table-fcloth : each person contenting himself
with a share of a long towel that is carelessly laid round
about the mat or table : knives and spoons are also of little

service, for their animal food being always well roasted, or
boiled, requires no carving: the cuscassowe, pilloe, and other
dishes also, which we should reckon among spoon meats, are
served up in the same manner, never hot, but only lukewarm :

so that the whole company eat greedily of it, without the
least danger of burning their fingers. They tear the flesh
into small pieces, and the cuscassowe they make into small
pellets, squeezing as much of them both together as will make
a mouthful. Cuscassowe is a paste of flour made into small
particles, about half the size of a grain of rice, and dried in
the sun, or over the fire. When required for use, the poorer
people boil it with milk, or stew it in butter; but the higher
classes add to it broth, made from poultry, &c. At all their
meals, they feed themselves with their right hand, the left

being reserved for more ignoble uses. As soon as any person
is satisfied, lie rises up, and washes his hands, arms, and
beard, without taking the least notice of the remaining part
of the company : while another takes his place ; the servant
succeeding his master

;
for there is no distinction of tables.

At all these entertainments the men and women eat sepa-
rately; not the least intercourse or communication being
allowed between them. When they sit down to these meals,
or when they eat or drink at any other time, and in fact when
they enter upon their daily employments, or any other action,

they always use the word Bismillah, “ In the name of God
with the same seriousness and reverence also, they pronounce
after their meals, or when their affairs are attended with suc-
cess, the word “ Alhandillah.” “ God be praised.”

—

Blofeld's

Algeria
,
Past and Present.

FAIRLY CAUGHT
Captain K,, one of our shrewdest steamboat captains, caught

a Jeremy Diddler, on board his boat one day, as he wuis

making his passage from Boston to down east,” and pinned

him up" in good style. It seems the fellow laid a traverse to get

clear of paying his fare, and insisted to the clerk that he had
paid, but had lost his ticket.

“Who did you pay it to?” asked the clerk.

“ Why, he rather guessed it was the captain.”

So Captain K. was summoned to the conference.
“ Oh, yes, yes,” says Captain K., “ it appears to me I do

recollect. Let me see, you gave me a five dollar bill?”
“ Yes,” says Diddler, “I did.”
“ And I gave you the change in half dollars, didn’t I?” (The

fare was only half a dollar—competition w-as high.)

“Yes,” says Jeremy, “that’s it—recollect it perfectly.”

“Very well,” says Captain IL. “ I won’t dispute your word
for anything, but, if you please, I should like to see the halves!"

The fellow was tripped when he least expected it. He could

not produce the halves, and had to pay his fare.

LONGEVITY OF ANIMALS.
Craypjsh live 20 years, pike often 90, carp 150 years; the

amphibious tortoise 300 years; the hen 10 years; the night-

ingale 16 years, the linnet 40 years, geese 50 years, parrots 60

years, ravens 90 years, cockatoos 100 years, falcons 200 years,

and swans 290 years; squirrels 7 years, hares 8 years, cows 14

years, cats 18 years, fallow deer 20 years, stags 40 years, don-

keys from 30 to 50 years, lions 70 years, the rhinoceros 80

years, and elephants 200.
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THE BAND OF THE FORTY-SEVEN.

A ROMANCE OF THE PYRENEES.

[THE ATTACK.]
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THE BAND OF THE FORTY-SEVEN.

A ROMANCE OF THR PYRENEES.

“Wherefore this halt, Diego? ’ said Don Matthias de

Castro, thrusting his head from the window ot a huge, 1
-

contrived leathern vehicle, the hindmost of three similarly

constructed conveyances; which, attended by a couple ot

dozen horsemen, armed to the teeth, hadjust at that moment

come to a stand-still in a mountain -pass of Lie I yienees.

“ Wherefore halting here, and be d—d to them, JJiego .

cried the irascible Hidalgo. “ Ride to the front, sirrah, and

order the headmost carriage to push forward as quickly as

possible. We’re in the worst part of this ugly road; and the

Seven-and-forty, as thou well knowest, infest the neighbour •

hood. Spur on, sir ! This is no place to be caught napping

in.

“I will so,” said the attendant, spurring and lashing liis

horse amongst the press; for the road being sandy, with high

rocks on either hand, the horsemen and vehicles, trom the

anxiety of the rear to get forward, had become somewhat

confused and jammed together. “Out of the way there !

cried Diego, “ clear the road, and let me to the front, men !

Get on there, can’t you ? What hinders us ? Forwards, I

say ! The general’s angry at this halt.’'
.

.

The beautiful Elvira de Mendoza, leaning back in the

vehicle in which she w’a9 seated beside her guardian, the

beforesaid Don Matthias de Castro, hid her peerless features

in her hands, as the vivid flashes ot the forked lightning darted

through the front windows, ofthe vehicle they wrere passengers

in, and displayed the rocks, precipices, and hanging woods

they w ere surrounded by, brightly as though, for the moment,

hundred flambeaux had suddenly flashed through the

!” roared the incensed noble, once more
“ D-

a

forest scene.
“Get on, sirs

thrusting his impatient head from the window. “ D sir!

move on! Drive over those men in front, coachman, if they

don’t choose to move out of the way ! Fire and fury ! why
don’t you move on, you scoundrels ?

’

“ May it please your lordship,” said the serving-man, Diego,

from the place where he was now jammed up amidst the

press, “ we can’t stir a peg to the front. The pass is choked
up here in the narrowest part; a large number of broken-

down carts and tumbrels are before us, and the men are dis-

mounting to remove the obstruction. The night, too, is so

dark, seignior, that, but for the lightning, we should not have
found out what opposed our progress.”

“ Let them not dismount!” roared Don Matthias. “Bid
them stand to their arms : we shall be attacked here. I

thought ho w it would be. Here, let me out this instant
!”

So saying, the Hidalgo seized a pistol from liis waist-belt
kicked open the door of the carriage, jumped into the road,

and, plucking forth his toledo, made for the front of the
cavalcade.
“Halloo there !” roared a voice louder than the thunder-

clap—“ halloo there! Who dares remove our baggage, and
disturb our bivouac ? Shoot them, Matteo !—fire, men, upon
the scoundrels! Char-r-r-ge!”
No sooner had the words rang out from among the carts

and waggons which obstructed the advance of the travellers,

than, from front, and rear, and flank, the carriages and escort
were assailed. Forty-seven bullets whistled amongst the bela-
ted travellers, forty-seven swords leaped from their scabbards
into the air, and forty-seven ruffians, clad in back, breast, and
head-piece, dashed upon the affrighted and helpless party.
A short, rapid, and murderous combat instantly ensued.

The horses of the vehicles were slaughtered like cattle in the
shambles; the drivers and footmen were cut dowrn, and hurled
beneath the wheels; the escort, unable to make much resist-
ance were dragged from their horses, and dealt with to a man;
the male passengers within the carriages were hilled almost
before they could set foot upon the ground; and Don Matthias
de Castro, a general in the Spanish service, after fighting for
full five minutes like an infuriated tiger, died amidst the hoofs
of the horses of his own serving men.
Almost before the confusion was over, the female passengers

of the three vehicles were dragged, fainting, from their seats,

and became the prey of the banditti. A ferocious ruffia
,

with the proportions of an Aberdeen porter, and a beard like

a coppice of brushwood, had possession of the radiant,

exquisite, and unmatchable Elvira de Mendoza; she, for

whose slightest glance, all the cavaliers in Madrid were dying,

was now the hopeless and insensible captive of Roderigo

Rapscalliano—a blear-eyed, broad-shouldered villain—the

lieutenant of the-band of Forty-seven!

Torches now also flashed from the clefts and crevices of

the rocks which immediately overhung that part of the road

where this onslaught had taken place ;
and in a few minutes

more the vehicles were sacked, aud, as it were, almost turned

inside out. Trunks and packages were strewed about, rich

apparel torn from them, jewels and gold sparkled in the

sand, and, in fact, a scene ensued which only the pencil of a

Salvator could have done justice to. Of the passengeis, and

escort attendant upon the three carriages, which had a few

minutes before entered the mountain-pass, not one, except

some half dozen hapless females, remained living to tell the

tale; whilst the lurid glare of the flaming branches of pine,

carried by some ten or a dozen miscreants, who had till now

lain in ambush, flashed from the steel hauberks ot then

comrades, displaying their savage visages, in contrast to the

grim and death-stamped features of the victims whom they

had butchered, and who, almost heaped together, Jay bleeding

amidst their wounded steeds and overthrown vehicles.

The captain of the banditti was the only one of his party

who remained inactive whilst the band was engaged in

plunder. Sitting on his horse, a little aloof from the scene,

he watched for a few minutes the proceedings. After wiping

his trenchant blade upon the leathern sleeve of his double;

he sheathed the weapon, and, moving up to the spot where his

lieutenant was at that moment engaged, in conveying the

inanimate form of the Lady Elvira from her carriage, ne ba<

.

him, in a stern voice, call off some of the men from plundei,

and brino" the captured females instantly before him.

Roderigo, who had just began to eye the lovely crea ure in

his arms with the wonder of a savage who sees beauty lor the

first time, upon this order, placed her upon the ground beside

him, and, grasping his bugle, wound half a dozen notes upon

it., as a sort of call for certain ot the band to rally around

hiui

““i'll take charge of your prize for you, comrade,” said a

man, stepping up close beside him, and extinguishing with his

foot the torch which Roderigo had thrown to the ground,

when he had placed Elvira upon the bank,— I H take charge

of your prize, whilst you attend to the captain s 01 dei ,
leu

her with me here for the moment.”
. ,

“ Not so,” returned the lieutenant gruffly, mind your own

affairs. She’s mine—I’ll not quit her. Yv hat devil made you

put out the light? Attend me to the try sting-tree.

So saying, he turned, and stooped to raise and bear off his

victim
;
but a deadly thrust met him as lie did so, and t.he

blow taking effect in his bull-neck, just above the cuirass, he

fell dead without a groan.
. , . .

, f ,

In another moment the lady was seized in the powerful

arm of this new assailant, thrown across a.steed like
^

a sack

of flour, and silently and quickly conveyed into the thickes.

part of the forest.
, , . ...

This transfer of the beautiful Elvira had been so quickly

made, and the banditti were so fully occupied with the

business in hand, that he who had thus obtained possession

of the greatest prize had some little time tor a fair start

before the incident became known, and he accoidingly made

the best use of it. Leading his horse into a 801 *\
e

, ,

0 ^,

mountain, along which, a small rivulet formed its pebbly bed,

and in whose murmur the hoot-tread ot the steed was

drowned, he pushed on with caution and despatch. After

hurrying onwards for some few hundred paces, his further

progress was stayed by coming to the end of the gorge, a huge

flat rock rising, like a wall of alabaster, before lam, trom

whose high top the waters flowed ;
whilst the narrow crevices

on either hand were so precipitous, and overgrown with

brushwood, that, cumbered as he was with the inanimate

form of the lady, it was extremely hazardous to adventure
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down. Pausing for an instant to listen, he found thac his

exploit was detected, and that several of the baud were dis-

persed in pursuit. He heard plainly the rapid approach of

horsemen up the path he had just traversed. Dismounting
the lady, he turned his horse’s head into the opening on his

,

right, and striking him smartly with his rapier, the steed
plunged into the ravine; he then took the weapon between
his teeth, and descending into the little basin into which the
cascade fell, he immediately rushed through the torrent, and
entered a small cavern, or grotto, on the other side, a place

so effectually concealed by the falling stream, and requiring

so much resolution to reach it, that, unless some fortuitous

accident had discovered it, no one would possibly conjecture

its existence.

When the lady awoke to consciousness, the situation in

which she was placed was sufficiently startling and alarming.

She found herself reclining upon the hard floor of a capacious

cavern, amidst the roar of waters, which, falling over its en-

trance, threw their spray over her damask cheek. A small

lamp hung in a recess at the further end, and at the entrance

stood a tall figure, his drawn rapier being grasped in one
hand, and a petronel in the other.

Hastily parting the long tresses from before her eyes, as

recollection of the horrid slaughter she had so recently wit-

nessed flashed across her brain, she continued to gaze upon
the dark form before her, and which stood with its back
towards her, without being able to find words to utter a
single sentence. After a while, the fixed sentinel at the

cavern’s mouth, slowly and quietly quitting his guard, turned
round and approached her; and Elvira, casting herself at his

feet, and clasping his knees, besought his pity and protection

in accents of despair and horror. The stranger was a tall,

stately, and noble-looking man; so much the Lady Elvira

discovered by the feeble glimmer of the lamp which hung in

the recess of the grotto, the moment be turned towards her.

He stooped, and, raising her from the ground, addressed her
in words of comfort and re-assurance. If, as she surmised,

he ivas the captain of the robbers, he at least showed symp-
toms of some nurture, and there was a grace and dignity in

his deportment which bespoke him descended from a better

and more honourable station.
“ Be of good comfort, madam,” he said

;

“ I trust that the
immediate danger has passed. You have been fortunate in

having escaped the clutches of the Forty-seven,—a horde of

the most infernal miscreants that ever infested the Py-
renees !”

“Merciful Heaven !” cried Elvira, “then I am not in the
power of that dreadful band?”
“You are not, lady,” he returned. “My presence near

the scene of your disaster enabled me to render you the ser-

vice I have done in rescuing you.”
“ To whom am I indebted for so daring and so humane an

act?” eagerly inquired the lady. “ Oh l tell me your name,
gallant stranger, that I may ever remember it in my orisons!”

“ Ask it not, madam,” said he, “ lest you return the trifling

service I have been so fortunate as to render you, by giving
me a pang sharp as the stiletto of the bravo from whose
power I even now snatched you. I am nameless, madam,
but not homeless. I have a refuge not far from this place,

where, Heaven willing, I will convey you in safety. Suffice

it, I am no robber, but a knight of Alcantara; and my vow
enjoins me to the assistance and protection of beauty in dis-

tress. Circumstances have made me ram up my gates for

ever from the world; but your hapless condition must ab-
solve me from breaking through a resolution I had formed to

mingle with mankind no more.”
“And my guardian, and our attendants?” said Elvira,

covering her face with her hands. “ Have I no companion
in my escape?”

“ They are past help, lady,” he returned. “We must not
think of them, since we need all our energies to avoid the

perils which still surround us, and reach the refuge which I

hope remains. ’Tis not often,-—nay, I believe this to be the

first time, that the Forty-seven have ventured into this part

of our mountains
;
and it would be well for us to remain in

concealment here till morning dawns ; but I fear the stream

is becoming more swollen by the present storm, in which
case we might be imprisoned, and perhaps starved to death
in a living tomb

;
since then it would be impossible to pass

out without being beaten down and killed in the attempt.”
So saying, the cavalier once more bade her have no fear

of his fidelity;, and, saying that it would be necessary for
him to reconnoitre before he dare remove her from conceal-
ment, and pursue their journey, he prepared to leave the
cavern.

“ Should I not return in one hour, lady,” said he, “ remain
here no longer, but follow my example; dash through the
water- fall, and gain the opposite bank; that done, conceal
yourself in the ravine upon your left till day breaks, con-
tinue then along it for a couple of miles, and in the woods
beforeyou you will behold the turrets of my chateau ; give this
token (my signet-ring) to the sentinel who challenges, and
you will be admitted. If I live, I will return hither in a
quarter of an hour. Should I fail, this is your only chance.”
Then leaping through the torrent, he left the lady alone in

the cavern. For the first few minutes after Elvira was left

in solitude in this strange refuge, she felt inclined to follow
the example of the mysterious stranger, and endeavour to

escape both from him and the sort of grave in which she was
entombed, by rushing through the waterfall which thus
seemed to shut her out from the world. One moment she
gazed with horror at the roaring cascade, which in the dark-
ness visible of the flickering lamp, looked black as ink; and
the next she reflected upon the doubtful character of him
who professed himself her protector. What if, after all, he
should prove a member of the banditti, who had thus con-
veyed her to his lurking-place for his own sinister ends ? The
thought was dreadful! She doubted whether she possessed
strength to struggle through the torrent, and paused as she
was about to make the attempt. Then, again, the frank and
noble bearing of her champion, and his apparent devotion in

thus venturing from the cavevn in her cause, re-assured her,

and she resolved to obey his instructions, and bide the horn
and the event.

Wet, and shivering with the damp air of her prison-house,
she wrapped herself in the embroidered cloak which thr

stranger had placed her upon on their first entrance, and,
seating herself on the rock, patiently awaited his coming, and,
before many minutes had passed, he leaped breathless to hei

side.

“Quick, lady !” said he
;
“there is no time now to lose.

We have no foe to encounter in our path
;
but the waters are

on the increase, and that which was even now our safety,

will in a short time prove our greatest danger !”

With these words, he seized her in his arms, and once more
darting through the falling stream, they stood the next
moment in safety in the glen. Then setting her on her feet,

he took her hand, and led her down the ravine.

The two miles he had mentioned to her, in the rocky and
overgrown path they pursued, were as much as ten in any
ordinary road, and frequently the stranger was compelled to

carry his companion over the dangerous ground. With the

calmness of a stoic, however, and the true duty of a loyal

knight, the stranger performed his task
;

and, at length

halting in the forest, he pointed to a solitary light before

them, and cheered his weary fellow traveller with the news
that their haven was in sight. Elvira now found herself

under the walls of a lone and melancholy looking building,

situated in the depths of the forest.

(To be continued.')

POETIC PROMISE.

In the present age, it is next to impossible to predict, from
specimens, however favourable, that a young man will turn

out a great poet, or rather a poet at all. Poetic taste, dexterity

in composition, and ingenious imitation, often produce poems
that are very promising in appearance. But genius, or the

power of doing something new, is another thing.
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MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER VI.

—

( Continued.)

In accents hoarsened and most horrid, the infernal addressep

the guilty baron

—

“Miserable earthling, weak and irresolute, what wouldst

thou? What seekest thou more within our drear domain?

Speak thy wishes. Potent powers shall speed them, and up-

hold thee.”

The baron’s courage revived. He felt his confidence

strengthen, and, eager for the attainment of certain desires,

replied to Isradad

—

“ My wishes mock me, and my will is scorned. I am opposed,

contemned, and yet have much to know.”
“Speak,” said Isradad, gloomily; “what wouldst thou

learn?”
“ Will Earl Glencarron’s son, wed Magdelene of Arrondale?”

demanded the baron, shaking with agitation.

A dismal silence followed the question. Thrice the demon
struck the table with his clenched and club-like hand. The
third stroke summoned a familiar, which proved to be the fiend

that had obtruded her predictive mirror on the earl; and
viewing the baron askance, she demanded to know her master’s

will.

The baron repeated his interrogation. She grinned; and

pulling a roll of parchment from under her tattered garments,

she began

—

“ The earl impedes the contract. Never while he walks the

earth with life, can Magdelene be wife to Donald !”

“ He dies!” interrupted the baron
;
and as he spoke, he neither

was, nor looked human. “ He dies ! Speed thy ministers with

fate.”

“ That deed must be thy own. We but suggest, mortals

must perform.”
“ The means, without detection, or discovery?” resumed the

unnatural, his voice deep with determination, and sunk as he

was, yet shrinking from murder—a brother’s murder! “ Devise
the means.”

“ This juice so subtle and so deadly, is so potent in its pow-
ers,” replied the demon, taking a phial from one of the vessels,

and presenting it
—“ This juice so deadly is, its slightest touch

will dull the springs of being, and send his virtues to their full

reward, causing gradual decay, and leaving no signs of vio-

lence.”

The baron’s shaking hand received the fatal potion, and then

proceeded

—

“This deed perpetrated, what shall follow?’’

The fiend had continued muttering over the mystic scroll;

but on his interrogation, gnashed her teeth, yelled, and with
distorted visage spoke aloud

—

“High the rock, the cave is low
That shall work thee weal and woe,
Deed* of yore must spring to light,

Forms shall rise to blast the sight;

Sainted souls on earth shall stand
To impede thy daring hand

:

Yet resolve; be firm, be bold

—

Thou hast more than mortal hold

:

Rest secure, thou bear’st a charm
That shall every foe disarm.

Wed not! for when thou seek’st a wife

’Tis then that fate will reach thy life.

Fear nought beside; nor quick nor dead,
For Donald yet thy child shall wed.
Their race, their lands, united be;
But thou—oh oh 1 see! I see!”

She had finished, blew on the parchment, and, muttering
some incantations, it dissolved into vapour, and faded from the
sight.

The baron now felt infuriated. More than the ordinary
pangs of suspensive agony wrung his darkened bosom

;
and

though furnished with the means to accomplish his purposes,

and assured by supernatural agency of the completion of bis
desires (such is the gnawing restless torture inflicted by Al-
mighty power, on the presumptuous spirit that dares to
penetrate its secret ordinations), the wretched baron experienced
more agonising desire for the conclusion of the fiend’s un-
finished sentence, than he felt satisfaction in all her other pre-
dictions ; and grasping at the shadowy scroll, as it vanished he
shrieked

—

“ Hag of horror, speak, speak—speak the rest! nor mock my
burning spirit with the ambiguous darkness of thy unfinished
prophecy.”

His phrensy was unheeded, and unregarded was his prayer.
With wild contortions and sarcastic yells, she repeated her
predictive measure

;
but when she came to the concluding

words, “ But thou ” she broke into loud peals of laughter,

and, with a lengthened shriek, disappeared.
,

“ Inquire no more,” said the superior demon, “ ample hath
my minister declared; ample of fate unfolded. Quit then our
territory; be bold, and prosper. The gates of morn unbar

—

our rites must end; thou hast learnt enough; until another
season, fare thee well

!”

The baron durst obtrude no longer, nor further urge the desire

that was consuming his soul. He knew the system of the
spirits he had convoked to his vile purposes: knew their nature
stern and immutable

;
and feared to provoke their vengeance

by impotent fury, or obliging them to re-appear, when it was
their pleasure to descend to subterranean habitations.

Wretched, therefore, at heart, and dissatisfied in spirit, with
that he knew not, corroding all he knew, he turned from the
presence of the satanic Isradad, and explored his way to the
door by which he had entered.

A confusion of shrieks immediately rent the darkened air;

a rushing wind filled the place
;
and, in an instant, a tremendous

crash, as if all nature had been wrecked by theeternal thunders,

reduced the unsubstantial fabric to a gloomy void, involved in

deep and appalling darkness.

On returning to the ruins where he had left his party, he
found that the domestics had awoke from their spell-bound

slumbers, and were assisting in the recovery of Earl Glen-
carron.

The baron approached him as he reclined in the arms of his

son
;
and bending over him with dissembled interest, seized the

moment, whilst his vest was open, to allow him unconfined
respiration, to drop unperceived, the enchanted venom into the

bosom of his unsuspecting brother.

The effects of the baneful phial being slow and subtle, could

make no immediate change on the betrayed earl. As his re-

turning senses feebly regained their wonted strength, a confused
idea of what he had heard and seen during the night, floated

over his imagination
;
but the traces were imperfect. He could

neither separate nor connect the circumstances
;
and he would

have imputed the whole to the imaginings of a sickly fancy,

during the temporary suspension of his faculties, but that

his brother, with affected pleasantry, demanded what the

withered hag of Ravensthane had communicated to him of the

future?
“ Then it was not fancy?” said the earl, holding his head with

his hand
;
but anxious to discourage the belief of supernatural

agency in a brother whose confidence in the secret arts he
deemed reprehensible, and innocently thought his predominating
weakness, he replied, attempting to smile

—

“To me the hag uttered nothing; and if she has more
knowledge than ourselves, probably it taught her that I was an
infidel disclaiming her power, and would consequently rtyect

her information.”

“Uttered nothing!” repeated the baron: “ methinks the

very name we all heard mentioned might have induced, if not

impelled you, to investigate the meaning and import.”

“The name!” reiterated the earl, recollecting; and as he

recollected, a deep glow suffused his eheek. “ Yes, the name
was ever precious and most interesting. Am I incorrect?” he
continued. “ Have you not said that you knew the present

Earl Fitz-Arwyne?”
“ I have seen him,” replied the baron, “ at our Scottish

Court, and heard him casually mention the beauty of his
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kinsman’s daughter Rosalie
;
who, though offered love and rich

enjoyment, gave the pieference to prayer and penance.”
“ No more, my brother,” interrupted the earl, with painful

emotion, “no more; for the remembrance of my dear Fitz-

Arwyne’s most unworthy kinsman and heir, raises a whirlwind

in my soul, that shakes my reason, and destroys the forbearance

of a Christian. No more; I wish to forget him and his un-
worthiness.”

The early rays of morning were now beginning to break
through the apertures of the mouldering fabric. The sun’s first

beams tinged with glowing tints the mountains, and the

crystalized drops of the preceding evening’s rain, glittered like

liquid diamonds, as they hung suspended from the leafless

boughs. The robin chirped his plaintive note as he hopped
from spray to spray; and the boding birds of melancholy night,

were fast retreating to their cheerless shelter, when the

travellers, nearly exhausted, emerged from the ruins of

Ravensthane heath.

CHAPTER VII,

It was now perfect day, and the travellers found little diffi-

culty in regaining their road through the forest: and in a few
hours they arrived at the chieftain’s mansion; where, having
been sumptuously entertained at his hospitable and splendid

board, the brothers took an everlasting leave of each other, and
separated—-the one for the gloom in which his own passions

had involved the once cheerful turrets of Arrondale—the other,

to gratify a happy people with that beloved presence which
treachery was imperceptibly stealing from them for ever.

Tt may be imagined with what genuine satisfaction Hubert
and the household of Glencarron welcomed the Earl and
Donald to the scene of their past happiness. Hubert appeared
to have greatly conquered a despondency and gloom with
which certain occurrences at Eitz-Arwyne castle had impressed
his naturally cheerful manners.
He spoke with energy of the affectionate and respectful at-

tentions of his friend, Sir Edmund Glenmore, and anticipated

the satisfaction he should receive in a visit he had promised to

make him during the ensuing summer.
With all the enthusiasm of youthful feelings, Donald de-

scribed the exquisite beauty and exalted virtues which he had
discovered in his charming cousin; and, with the ardour of a
glowing imagination, portrayed the passion such an assemblage
of perfections had inspired, while he lamented the cold man-
ner with which she received his most impassioned endowments.
Hubert smiled at his very animated description of Magde-

lene, and said, “ I shall certainly petition you and the earl to

appoint me one of your train, in order to have a glance of

your peerless cousin.”
“ Away with him and his prophecies, if I do not gain her

at last!” resumed Donald, after a fit of musing, adding, “Have
you any faith in the gift of divination, Hubert?”

“ Not a great deal,” replied Hubert, whose sound and pene-
trating judgment was accustomed to argue on the benefit and
solidity of systems before die established an opinion. “ Not a
great deal, I have ever considered prescience as having a
dangerous and destructive tendency. But why ask the ques-

tion?”

Donald had before narrated all he knew of Oswulph the
monk’s history, together with his character and manner of

life; also' the extraordinary intimacy and confidence which
subsisted between him and the Baron Arrondale; and, there-

fore, he had now only to relate the very singular encounter he
and Magdelene had with him on the evening previous to his

departure from Arrondale.
“Notwithstanding the monk’s austerity and abstemious

sequestered life,” replied Hubert, “ I should not, like the
people, be apt to suspect him of too much holiness of heart;
and, at the same time, that I would not be supposed to dis> -

courage your persevering ardour in obtaining so bright a maid
as Magdelene, sanctioned too by parents’ approbation, and all

the brilliant distinctions you deserve, neither would I have
you yield implicit faith to the undesired predictions of this Os-
wulph. For it appears to me, that the baron’s confidence in

him gave him a perfect knowledge of his desires respecting

you; and it is not unlikely that at his private command the
prophecy was obtruded on your ear. It may not have been so,

and yet it may—

”

“ Say no more dearest Hubert,” interrupted Donald, the
gloom of anticipated disappointment darkening his fine features.
“ Say no more. My sanguine hopes had raised a fairy struc-

ture; but your better judgment dissolves the ideal fabric, and
crushes every expectation to the dust. Yes, I remember she
loved me not. She held herself superior, and treated me and
my affection like a volatile child, who might tease, or even
please her, but never attach her heart as a friend and hus-
band.”

“ You possess one of love’s attributes at least,” said Hubert,
smiling. “ Its impetuosity is all your own

;
yet repress it, my

dear Donald, for it often defeats those purposes which perse-

verance and moderation might obtain.”

The conversation was interrupted by a summons immediately
to attend the earl in his oratory.

During the preceding day his lordship had discovered a
drowsiness, and abstracted wildness of thought, which rather
depressed than alarmed him; but he now felt a deadening
numbness pervade his frame, and a gloomy confusion involving

the whole intellectual system
;
and the noble Glencarron was

sensible that his last hour was gradually and fast approaching.

When Donald and Hubert entered, he was reclining on his

couch. His crucifix and book of prayer were before him. He
had passed some hours with his confessor, and received the last

composing comforts of a Christian. All that now remained was
to take a last farewell of Donald, the dearest, and, indeed,

almost the only tie that had attached him to existence. Hu-
bert also claimed a tender remembrance. His affection, his

honour, and fidelity, had given him an endearing interest in

his noble patron’s heart; and that heart now breathed the sigh

of regret, that he had not received remuneration for his honest

virtues. These reflections alone clouded the serenity of Earl

Glencarron’s evening hour, and gave a degree of bitterness to

tho dissolving moments of nature.

Donald and Hubert had instantly attended his summons, and
while foreboding apprehensions ached at their hearts, they

prostrated themselves at the feet of the beloved friend and
father. He extended a hand, nearly cold with the chill of

dissolution, to each as they knelt before him.
“ My beloved hoy, my Hubert,” said he, “ a few moments

more, and yoii no longer will have your father and your friend.

The mighty struggle of my day is nearly over; the remaining
minutes, child of my heart, and yon, son of my adoption and
care, I devote to you; both have been so good, I have nothing

to reprove. Donald endeavour to respect your uncle; encourage
his virtues, without adopting his errors; and be warned, if

thou wouldst be happy in thy life, or blessed in thy death, let

neither thine own passions impel thee, nor Arrondale’s power
persuade thee to wed the noble Magdelene without the sanction

of her own heart. Oh, my son, my son! I grow faint—-bless,

bless thee——

”

His heart beat languid; his pulse fluttered, and dimning
mists obscured the rays of sight; yet he respired, and called

faintly to Hubert
“ Deep in the western turret of Fitz-Arwyne—Avow—seek

—seek—God—God.”
His hand stiffened, his heart ceased to throb, and his head

fell lifeless on the pillow.

Donald and Hubert continued awhile to gaze at each other

in all the helplessness that sudden and unexpected deprivation

may be supposed to occasion. A wild expression of unutter-

able misery sat upon their features, until, at last, bursting into

tearSj and rushing into each other’s arms, Donald exclaimed

—

“ We have nothing, now, Hubert; but what we are to our-

selves. We will be all to each other, my friend, my guide.”

The tears stole down Hubert’s honest cheeks, and mingled
in sad luxury with those of his young friend; and, when
the tumult of emotion had somewhat subsided, with all the

humility of his condition, and gratitude for benefits received,

he sunk on his knees before the youthful earl, and offered him
that affectionate homage his grateful nature had ever paid to

i

his deceased father.
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The filial sorrow of Donald and the regret of Hubert for the

departed earl, were silent and unobtrusive, though they most

severely felt the loss of such a father and friend. Hubert’s

society was now Donald’s only solace.

The remains of the deceased earl were placed near those of

his beloved countess in the vaults of Glencarron : and a very

few days after the solemn obsequies were performed, Donald
opened and perused his father’s will. He himself was the sole

and undisputed heir of all his vast possessions; but he particu-

larly desired that he would annually visit Arrondale, and, in

conjunction with the baron, be the guardian of the people,

their rights, and their interests. He bequeathed immense
sums to various religious orders; nor was the meanest in his

household forgotten in the distribution of his last benevolence.

To Hubert, his worthy Hubert, he bequeathed nothing but
the friendship of Donald. A circumstance so extraordinary

ana unexpected, created surprise and strange conjectures in

those who knew the high estimation in which the favourite

had ever stood : but Hubert himself experienced neither disap-

pointment nor chagrin. He perfectly understood, and could

appreciate the noble spirit on which he relied, and would have
preferred the endearing dependence to the revenue of a prince,

without the privilege notified.

On a separate paper, attached to the will, were a few words
particularly addressed to Hubert, in the earl’s own hand-
writing

—

“ In the western turret of Fitz-Anvyne castle there are
records which may still be important to the illustrious house.
Courage, rectitude, and perseverance may develope the mys-
tery attending Rosalie, and quieting some spirit supposed to be
perturbed.”

Bewildered in a labyrinth of thought, Hubert perused and
re-purused the mysterious paper; and over the sword of Fitz-

Arwyne vowed to encounter danger, difficulty, and even death,

to recover a record declared of importance to the noble house,
though his heart bore deadly enmity to its present lord.

Hubert carefully preserved the paper; from many weighty
considerations, determined, with the concurrence of Donald, to

postpone his investigations in the western turret until the
arrival of Sir Edmund Glenmore, a dear and confidential friend,

whose presence would be a sanction for obtruding on the
haughty Earl Fitz-Arwyne.
“Now we are on this mysterious subject,” said Donald, “ I

will candidly confess having for some time repressed a curiosity

I never could entirely conquer. If my desire is not very im-
proper; if it will break no confidence, and honour does not
forbid the disclosure, tell me, is there not some mystery, or
melancholy circumstance, attached to the history of the late

Earl Fitz-Arwyne’s family.”
“ My dear father never named them without a sigh; and you

have ever cautiously avoided speaking of Lady Rosalie. Nov/
j

I have my secrets too concerning that lady,” he continued,
smiling.

“ You! my dear Donald,” cried Hubert, with sudden sur- !

prise, “ what can you possibly know? How could you have)
secrets in which Lady Rosalie of Fitz-Arwyne is concerned?

j

She died during your infancy, and was—

”

“ Was what, Hubert ?”

“Was unfortunate—fell a victim.”
“ I apprehended as much,” resumed Donald, “ when her

name was pronounced so mysteriously in the enchanted ruins
of Ravensthane; and my father’s quickness of retort with his
brother Arrondale confirmed it.”

From the reluctance Hubert had always discovered to con-
verse on the subject of Rosalie, Donald in his various commu-
nications, from motives of delicacy, never mentioned that part
of their strange adventure; and now that he perceived the
distressing effect it had on his friend, he sincerely regretted
having done it at ali.

“ Yes, my dear Glencarron,” said Hubert, still serious,

though somewhat recovered from his painful astonishment,
“ both melancholy and misfortune marked the fate of Lady
Rosalie. Your parents loved her. I, gracious God! what did
I—what do I not feel for her?”
“I have a manuscript containing her history, written by a

I holy father. You will forgive the partial terms in which he
mentions me, and will feel gratified and interested, as your
noble father and mother’s early life is blended with the cir-
cumstances attending Rosalie.”

I Donald received the parchment; it was a gratification he
had long wished for: and with expressions of gratitude to Hu-
bert for the confidence he reposed in him, he retirod to his late
father’s oratory to peruse it.

( To be continued.)

HENRIETTA
From a Translation by Mr. Thomas, of Gen. St. Hilaire’s
new work

,
entitled “ Facts illustrating the Public and Private

Life of Napoleon

At Saint Helena, when the weather was favourable, Napoleon
always rode out either in his carriageor on horseback, butas soon
as he became familiar with the confined space allotted to him,
there, he often preferred exploring the secluded roads. After
having finished his daily task of dictation, (for one of his
favourite occupations was the dictation of his memoirs), and
spent some hours in reading, he dressed about three o’clock,
and then went out, accompanied by General Bertrand, Mon-
sieur Las Cases, or General Gourgaud.
His rides were all directed to the neighbouring village, which

he took much pleasure in exploring, and where he found himself
more free from observation. Though the roads were in some
places almost impassable, his taste for exploration seemed to
increase rather than diminish— even the pleasure cf ranging this

valley was to him a species of liberty. The only thing to which
he had an unconquerable aversion was meeting the English
sentinels, who were constantly stationed to watch him. In one
of these rides, he found a sequestered spot in the valley, wliic

afterwards became to him a daily retreat for meditation.
One day he discovered a neat cottage amongst the rocks of

the valley, and entered the garden attached to it, which was
radiant with flowers of geraniums, which a young girl was
watering. This young girl was a brunette, and as fresh as her
flowers; she had large blue eyes of most pleasing expression,

and Napoleon, always an admirer of the fair sex3 was much
struck with her beautv.v

“ Fray what is your name?” he inquired.
“ Henriette,” she replied.

“Your sirname, I mean?”
“ Brow.”
“ You seem very fond of flowers?”
“ They arc all my fortune, sir.”
“ How is that?”
“ Every day I take my geraniums to the town where I obtain

a few sous for my bouquets.”
“ And your father and mother, what do they do?”
“Alas! I have neither,” replied the young girl, with emo-

tion.

“ No parents?”
“ Not one; I am quite a stranger in this island. Three years

ago, my father, an English soldier, and my mother left London
with me for the Indies, but, alas! iny father died on the voyage,
and when the vessel reached this island, my poor mother was
so ill that she could not proceed further, and we were left here.

She was ill for a long time, and having no resources It ft for our
support, I was advised to sell flowers. A gentleman in the
town who made inquiries as to our prospects, took pity on
us, and gave us this cottage, where my mother’s health
improved, and where she lived nearly two years, during which
we were supported by the sale of flowers. About a year ago
my poor mother had a relapse, and obtained a release from all

her earthly sufferings. On her death- bed she recommended me
to trust in Providence, and I feel a pleasure in obeying her last

wish.”

The young girl, having thus spoken, burst into tears.

During this short recital, Napoleon was much affected, and
wdien she burst into tears, he sobbed loudly. At length he
said, “ Poor child! What sins could you have committed, that

you should have been exiled here so miserably? Singular
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fulfilment of destiny! Like me, she has no country, no family

—she has no mother, and I—I have no child!”

After pronouncing these words, the emperor again sobbed

audibly, and his tears flowed freely. Yes; this great man,

whom the loss of the most brilliant throne in the world affected

not, who was calm amidst desolation itself, wept at the recital

of this poor girl!

After a few moments he resumed his customary firmness,

and said to her, “ I wish to take home with me a souvenir of

my visit to your cottage. Gather some of your best flowers,

and make a grand bouquet.”

Henriette quickly made the bouquet; and when Ivapoleon

wave her five louis d'or for it, cried with astonishment, “ Ah!

grand Dieu ! sir, why did not you come sooner? My poor

mother would not then have died !

’

“ Well, well, my child, those are very good sentiments. I will

come and see you again.”

Then blushing and regarding the five pieces of gold, Henriette

replied, “ But sir, I can never give you flowers enough for all

this money.”
“Do not let that trouble you,” answered Napoleon, smiling.

«* I will come and fetch them.”

He then left her. When he had regained His companions,

he informed them of his discovery. He seemed happy in having

found one as unfortunate as himself to console; and, on the

spot, the young Henriette, augmented the special nomenclature

of Longwood. He called her “ the Nymph of St. Helena,” for

amongst his friends Napoleon habitually baptized all that sur-

rounded him by a familiar cognomen. Thus, the part of the

island which he most frequented, he called the “Valley of

Silence.” Mr. Balcombe, with whom he stayed on his first

arrival at St Helena, was the “ Amphitryon.” His cousin, the

major, who was about six feet high, was called the “ Giant.”

Sir George Cockburn was designated as “Mr. Admiral,” when

the emperor was pleased; hut when he had cause for complaint,

his only title was the “Shark.”

Some days after this visit to the cottage, Napoleon said,

when dressing, that he would return to his pupil, and perform

iiis promise. He found the girl at home
;
she had learnt

since his last visit, the name of her benefactor, and much
moved, not so much by liis past grandeur, as by his recent

calamities, entreated him to accept the hospitality of her

humble cottage. She then brought him figs, and water from

the spring of the river-valley.

“Sire,” she said to Napoleon, “I have waited at home for

you since you were last here, and have, consequently, not

been able to procure wine for you, as your bounty will now
enable me to do so.”

“And if yon had,” said the emperor, “I should have

scolded you well. When I come to see you, I wish nothing

better than your water, which is excellent. On this condition,

I will revisit you. After all, I am but an old soldier, as your

poor father was; and the soldier who is not satisfied with figs

and water, is no soldier at allA
From this day Napoleon did not visit the valley without

calling at the cottage of Henriette. On these occasions she

presented him with a magnificent bouquet, especially pre-

pared for him
;
and after a little friendly chat with her, he

would continue his ride, familiarly discoursing with those

who accompanied him, on the great and excellent qualities

which this young English girl possessed.

In the following year Napoleon began to suffer from the

attacks of the malady which afterwards proved fatal to him.

Henriette, not receiving the visits of her benefactor, went

to inquire after his health
;
and after having left the custom-

ary bouquet, with one of his attendants, returned home very

disconsolately. One fine day shortly afterwards, as she was
sitting in her garden, she heard the sound of an approaching

carriage ;
and running quickly to the gate, found herself in

the presence of Napoleon. As soon as she beheld him, her

face assumed an expression of great sadness.
“ You find me much changed, do yon not, my child ?” said

he, in a faint voice.
“ Yes, sire, I do indeed

;
but I hope that you will soon be

restored to health.”
“ I much doubt it,” lie said, shrugging his shoulders with

an air of incredulity. “ Nevertheless, I much wished to pay
you a visit to-day, to see you and your flowers once again.’’

He then slowly descended from the carriage, and leaning
on the arm of Bertrand, reached the cottage. When he was
seated, he observed

—

“ Give me a cup of water, from the spring, my dear Hen-
riette

; that will perhaps cool the fever which consumes me

—

here”—(laying his hand on his side).

The young girl hastened to fetch some. When NapoleoD
had partaken of it, his countenance, till then contracted, be-
came serene.
“Thanks! thanks! my dear child,” said he, “this water,

has eased my sufferings a little. If I had taken it sooner,
perhaps!”—added he, raising his eyes to heaven

;
“ but now it

is too late.”

“Ah!” replied Henriette, affecting gaiety of manner, “I
am so happy this water does you good! I will bring you some
every day

; it will perhaps cure you!”
“No ! my dear child, it will be useless now; all is over. I

fear this will be the last visit I shallmake here. There is a settled
grief here, which is consuming me (and tha emperor touched
his side), aud as I may never see you again, I wish to leave
you a souvenir of me. What shall I give you?”
At these words the young girl could contain herself no

longer, but, bursting into heartfelt tears, fell at the feet of
the emperor, saying

—

“ Your blessing sire.”

Napoleon rose and blessed her with becoming gravity
;

for
he always had respect for the creeds of others.
From this day Henriette did not fail to visit Longwood

regularly. She carried water from the spring and her cus-
tomary bouquet, but always returned home disconsolate

;
for

each day she received the most alarming accounts of the
health of the emperor.
At the commencement of May, 1821, when the sun shone

more brightly than usual, Henriette was informed that Na-
poleon was much better, and that his reason had returned.
She arrived at Longwood, hut alas! the reality was the

reverse of her hopes. She found every one there in conster-
nation. This time, fearing that he was dying, aud wishing to

see him once again, she desired to be admitted to his presence.

She was told that he was too ill, and that it Avas impossible.

Her supplications were at first in vain; but at length her tears

and entreaties prevailed, and she was admitted to his chamber.
It Avas at this moment that Napoleon, surrounded by his

faithful friends, and lying on his death-bed, had requested them
to place the bust of his son before him. He then bade affecting

fareAvells to his friends, and to the French people, whom he had
loved so Avell. His arms then contracted with convulsions, his

eyes became fixed, while he gasped—“France!—My son!

—

Then all was silent. Napoleon had ceased to live.

At these Avords the flowers Avhich the young girl had brought,

dropped from her trembling hands; she fell on her knees, by
the bed-side; then, making an effort, slie seized and tried to

press the hand of Napoleon to her lips—but immediately her
head fell back, her mouth Avas discoloured, her eyes fixed, and
she sunk on the floor, buried in that sleep which knows no
waking.

Henriette was dead !

CONRAD III. OF GERMANY, AND THE WOMEN OF
WEINSBERG.

The long-besieged city of Weinsberg Avas obliged to yield.

The emperor, irritated at its long resistance, had resolved to

destroy it with fire and SAVord. He however permitted the

females of the city previously to retire, and to carry with them

their dearest jeAvels. And behold, Avhen the da3r dawned, and

the gates Avere opened, the women advanced in long toavs, and

the married bore each upon her back her husband, and the

others each their Nearest relative. This affecting scene so

moved the emperor, that he not only spared the men, but also

the Avhole city.—KohlrauscKs History of Germany.
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0WAIN GLYNDWR.

CHAPTER II.

Sav yen the blazing star?

The Heav’ns look down on freedom’s war,

And light her torch on high.

—

Mrs. Hcmans

On came the tyrant, conscious of his strength,

Eager his rage upon the foe to wreak;
With fire and sword he passed, yet found at length,

His power too weak.
Back rolled the tide of war—the iuvaders flee

—

My country thou art free!

—

Williams.

According to tradition, when Glyndwr first took post on

Pumlumon, he had but one hundred and thirty men with him;
but in the time that had elapsed his numbers had so increased,

that on hearing of the advance of the English army, he deter-

mined to encounter it on the border. Sir Edward Mortimer,
having collected his troops at Wigmore, marched from that

town into Radnor-
shire. The border

was scarcely crossed,

when Mortimer
found that his fur-

ther progress must
be purchased by a

victory : Glyndwr
and his army being

immediately in his

front. The Welsh
leader had drawn up
his army on the side

of a mountain called

Bryn Glas, a little

to the south-west of

Knighton ;
and there

the battle was
fought. Mortimer
now had the great

object of his ex-

pedition before him;
and, considering the

rebel leader as en-

tirely in his power,

in full confidence of

success, he ascended

the mountain to the

attack. In this bat-

tle every advantage,

excepting that of

position, was in

favour of the En-

glish. Glyndwr, having ordered the Welsh to steadily

receive the charge of the English, patiently awaited the
shock. It came, and both armies closed; the struggle was
terrible i

it was carried on with all the fury of those who are
stimulated to perpetrate every cruelty on their foes; and it

was repelled with all the courage of men who knew that defeat

was certain destruction, and that surrender would meet with
no mercy. The battle terminated in the defeat of the English,
whose loss exceeded one thousand men, and the capture of

Mortimer. Thus Glyndwr, by his prudence and tact in the

choice of the battle-ground, had gained a glorious and decisive

victory, and secured for the present the cause of his country.
And now rightly considering that lie had fully established his

authority among his countrymen, by this signal proof of his

ability to fulfil the duties of the station to which he had been
called, Glyndwr summoned the Welsh chiefs to meet him at

Machynllaith, in Merionethshire, to confirm the choice of the
patriots, and discuss the novel position of affairs produced by
the resumption of independence.

In the year 1403, an astronomical event occurred that gave

I
additional stimulus to the enthusiasm of the Welsh for freedom;
this was the appearance of a comet. A comet seldom appeared
in the by-gone ages, without being received with fear and
trembling, as the harbinger of evil and misery. It was not so
on this occasion in Wales; for whatever may have been the
first feelings of the multitude, they were soon changed for sen-
sations of unbounded joy. Mention has already been made of
the spirit in which the Welsh bards took up the cause of their
country. The patriotism of the bards has unceasingly, from
their origin in the darkness o f antiquity, directed their energies
to the celebration and preservation of the national glory. It

is this class of men who, through centuries of distress, war, and
alternate success and misfortune, by their poetical compositions,
have sustained the national spirit in all its freshness and in-

tensity. In victory they compared the heroism of the victors

with the deeds of their immortal fathers. Though the harp
sounded its loudest notes in the glory of the Cymry, it was not
silent in defeat: the plaintive notes of sorrow were tuned for

the unfortunate, and the survivors were exhorted not to despair,

as the prophecies of Merddin (Merlin) and others, on the
imperishable glory of the Cymry, and their final triumph, were
re-called to their memories. A period of degradation had

passed, and the ris-

ing sun of liberty

was hailed with all

the fire of patriot

poets, who were
themselves a pro-

scribed caste. As
soon as the comet
appeared, it was
welcomed by the

bards as an evidence

of the justice of the

revolt, given by the

Deity in proof of

the sacred nature of

liberty. Their excit-

ing appeals were
not confined to the

camp of Glyndwr:
they were heard
throughout the prin-

cipality. Nightly',

as long as the

comet could be seen,

did the mountain-
tops resound with
the music of the

harp, and the impas-
sioned song, which
was received by the

scarcely less impas-
sioned hearers, as

prophetic of success

;

and was productive of an effect effaceable only by death. This

was most opportune for Glyndwr, who was perfectly aware that

his position was far from secured by a single victory, against

such an opponent as Henry IV. Accordingly lie began to

prepare for the impending storm, by increasing his means of

resistance : he also saw clearly that the contest was altogether

unequal
;
the disparity of strength was too great

;
on one side

was a comparatively small band of mountaineers, and on the

other all the resources in men and money of England. While
reflecting on his situation, he thought of France, from whence
he calculated on obtaining some assistance against the common
enemy\ The high cause in which he was engaged, would not

allow Glyndwr to be misled even by victory.

The defeat and capture of Mortimer, as it was unexpected,
the more increased the irritation of the king, and he determined
on proceeding into Wales himself; his presence being no longer

required in Scotland. In consequence of this determination, all

the disposable forces of the kingdom, were ordered to assemble;
and an army was formed far surpassing in numerical force and
appointments, that entrusted to Mortimer; and taking the

TIIE BATTLE OF BRYN GLAS.]
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command himself, Henry marched into Wales to crush the

rebellion of Glyndwr and the Welsh.
As Glyndwr had foreseen this, he was indefatigable in his

endeavours to prepare for encountering the king and his

army. The appeals to the Welsh were answered, as such
appeals ever should be; and the people came rushing to the

standard of their prince from all parts of the land. In numbers
and spirit, Glyndwr soon mustered a very considerable force,

and of a temperament so enthusiastic, as to require restraint

more than excitement. Indeed had Glyndwr submitted to the
enthusiasm of his army, he would have precipitated himself
and his warm-hearted countrymen on the army of the king;
but the Welsh prince was possessed of that wisdom, which is

as necessary as the most undaunted courage: he saw clearly

that the course adopted with Mortimer, could not be followed

agafhst the king. Mortimer’s army had been far superior in

equipments, if not in numbers, to that of it3 conquerors; yet
the army now invading the principality, was incalculably be-

yond its predecessor in the requisites accessory to a victory;

commanded too by a monarchwho was foaming with rage against
those who had defied his royal authority, and defeated and taken
prisoner the lieutenant ordered to chastise them. In addition to

this it may be supposed that the soldiers’ opinions, so far as they
could have an opinion, on this contest were not of a milder
nature, than those of the king; in fact it is well known, that
they were richly endowed with the national hatred towards
those who were in arms for their own and children’s liberty,

and had so signally defeated and disgraced their comrades.
The kiog marching in the full security, derivable from an

overwhelming army, of obtaining an easy conquest, en-
tered Wales at or near Oswallt (Oswestry); but contrary
to his expectation and hope, Glyndwr instead of risk-
ing a battle, retired to the mountains. This disappoint-
ment only increased the desire of the king to come up
with and destroy the rebel; he therefore directed his march
> n the wick of the Welsh, and urged the pursuit with
the utmost rapidity. This was done with all the speed the route
would admit of, though without effect; for there was no possi-
bility of the king’s getting within reach of the patriots in a
position where any injury could be inflicted on them; while
their knowledge of the ground enabled the Welsh to annoy and
derange the advance of the king at pleasure. Notwithstanding
these disagreeable attendants on his progress, the eagerness of
the king to crush the originator of the rebellion was such, that
heedless of the difficulties and losses of his mountain march,
he pushed his army forwards over the Berwyn mountains, in
the direction of Sycharth; calculating with all the certainty of
royal astuteness, of surprising the audacious traitor, who had not
only eluded his grasp, but caused considerable loss to his army.
The royal calculations were entirely useless, for the king soon
found that to continue the march to Sycharth was impossible.

In all worldly affairs, no matter what may be the posi-
tion of the parties concerned, whether they are of the class
assuming to possess right divine to perpetrate any act, however
brutal, murderous, or unnatural, that may emanate from their

uncontrolled passions
;
or ofthat class whose only business is to be

hewers of wood and drawers of water, on that earth, the air of
which they inhale in quantity equal to that required by their

might-made superiors, there are other things necessary, indis-

pensably so, than the mere will of the persons engaged. Among
these, are the elements, and their Disposer; and the elements,
great as was the power of the King of England, were opposed to
him. Happily for humanity, tyranny is confined to the earth,
and its limits are proved when in contact with the storm.

Before the king could reach the vale of the Ceiriog, the
natural obstacles of the mountain route were so increased by
the continuous rains, that it was impossible to proceed, or
remain; thus after purchasing a march, to this point by con-
siderable loss, the monarch was compelled to order a retreat.

As soon as the retreat began, the soldiers received a warning
of the character their backward movement was about to

assume. Immediately it was perceived by the Welsh, their
national war-cries “ Gymry yny mlaen,” “ Gyrnru dros bydd,”
(“Welsh in the front,” “Wales for ever,”) arose in shouts so

strong, that they were heard by the drooping soldiers of the

king, above the roar of the wind, and the beating of the rain.
And now came the onset of Glyndwr: and now did Glyndwr
triumph. The patriots fought in the midst of the storm, heed-
less of its power, or rather regarding it as their ally against the
mailed and trained vassals of the king. The fatigues of the
heavy armed soldiers, with their depressed spirits, rendered
them incapable of any effectual resistance to the fierce and un-
ceasing attacks of Glyndwr, who stayed not his arm until he
had driven the discomfited king, and the broken remains of

his army beyond the border.

(To be continued.')

THE FIREFLY.
A TALE OF THE SEA.

CHAPTER V.

Leo St. Helier, the commander of the Firefly, was born
in the south of France, of respectable parents, who possessed
a small estate, which though inadequate to maintain a style

|

of splendour, was amply sufficient for all purposes of ease
1

and comfort. By nature endowed with an ardent and im-
petuous disposition, the young Leo displayed early indications

of a love of freedom from control, that lawless roving life

which possesses such charms for the young and sanguine
mind, untutored to the bitter realities of life’s reverses.

While but a boy at school, he loved to take the lead of a

roving party, employing their holidays in exploring the wilder

parts of the country, and in predatory excursions on the

neighbouring vineyards and orchards r not so much for the

value of the plunder, as the zest which was given to the

sport, by their numerous hair- breadth escapes from detection

and punishment. He paid but little attention to the lessons

of his instructors, preferring rather the perusal of travels and

adventures; while the occasional possession of a hook des-

criptive of the wild career of pirates and robbers, was to him
a treasure that took captive every passion. Averse to learning,

the sober path to knowledge was neglected, while those

studies which might conduce to the fulfilment of his darling

passion for adventures, as geography, astronomy, and navi-

gation, were pursued with indefatigable ardour, and acquired

with a readiness of perception little short of intuition, which

left plodding industry far behind him. On leaving school,

his parents, who doted on him as their only child, were

naturally anxious that he should devote himself to domestic

pursuits, particularly as their possession of property rendered

active employment unnecessary. Despite, however, the tears

of a fond mother, and the quiet, but expressive grief of a father

who was proud of him, the self-willed boy left parents, home,

and country, and entered himself as a volunteer on board a

letter-of-marque, which was just then about to sail from

Marseilles on a privateering expedition to the South Seas. To
add to their distress, they had too much reason to suspect that

he had imbibed those loose notions on religion which, on the

eve of the revolution, rapidly gained ground in lajeune France
,

though it had not yet reached to that delirium of enthusiasm

which set up the goddess of Reason as an object of idolatry

and devotion. The writings of the French reformers, who
calmly reasoned on the existence of a Deity, and boldly scoffed

at revelation as the cunning scheme of a priesthood, had

insidiously sapped the foundations of his early creed, leaving

vague notions of moral responsibility and future destiny to be

settled by the absurd dogmas of pretended reasoners..

The success which attended the career of the vessel in whose

fortunes he had embarked, left him little leisure for reflection;

while the constant excitement produced by rapid changes of

scene and fresh conquests, gave him no cause to regret the

step he had taken. A few years, however, produced a total

change in his position; peace had been declared between

France and Spain, and all letters of marque were recalled. It

was then that he conceived the scheme he so successfully put

in practice, of taking possession of the privateer, and sailing

her independent of any flag. Admired by the men for his

daring recklessness, he had no difficulty in forming a party of

adherents among the crew, who would not hesitate to employ
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force to accomplish their ends. The scheme of taking
possession of the schooner was proposed and approved of, and
ere the captain and officers were aware of their intentions,

they were seized in the night, while in sight of land, and put
on board a boat to make the best of their way to shore.

A council was then called on the deck of the schooner, at

which the plan for future operations was discussed. St.

Helier ’s knowledge of seamanship, which he had studied
with unwearied perseverance, eminently entitled him to the
command, and he was elected unanimously to the post of

captain, while his chivalrous bearing and undaunted courage
enabled him to maintain that'control which was necessary to

strict discipline, and materially contributed to the success
which afterwards attended them. Jacques Gervase. a steady,
good seaman, was appointed first lieutenant

;
while Dick

Hatley, who has been before alluded to, was afterwards
received on board, having made his escape from a British
frigate, from a hatred to the service, which had been en-
gendered and fostered by his having been forcibly impressed.
A good seaman he might have been had he entered willingly,

a pressed sailor he would not be, so soon as he could throw
off the yoke.

The invariable good fortune which attended the now pi-

ratical Firefly, soon made her an object of terror to the

numerous traders whi"h navigated the Pacific between
Panama and Chiloe, while they had nothing to apprehend
from the ill offices of fishermen and the small navigators, as

St. Helier would never interrupt the minor craft which were
not worth his attention, and ^occasionally traded with them
for stores. As success lessens fear and emboldens courage,
they occasionally visited the smaller towns along the coast,

and in some instances had formed connexions with the

inhabitants, who being a mixed race, unendued with a love

of national institutions, did not hesitate to co-operate in any
scheme which promised gratification to their cupidity and
thirst for gain.

It was during one of these visits on shore that he became
acquainted with Magdalen Montes. She was a Creole, being
the daughter of white parents, born in Conception, but both
dying when young, she was left to the charge of her uncle,

Don Francisco Montes, whose humble possessions just

sufficed for the maintenance of his small household, com-
prising himself, a maiden sister, and his niece. Himself of

a serious and reflective disposition, he spared no pains to

instil into the mind of the interesting child the principles of
Christianity as taught by the Church of Rome, which was
aided and encouraged by the good fathers of the Convent of

St. Dominica; so that her retired mode of life was no bar to

her acquiring a sound religious education. By nature en-
dowed with strong powers of thought and steady resolution
of purpose, she rose into womanhood fully prepared to

encounter those vicissitudes of fortune, which her precarious
circumstances rendered by no means improbable.
The sanguine ardour of the enthusiastic chief who had

already earned a name for bold exploits and daring enter-

prise, was struck with the mild retiring modesty of the
humble Magdalen. Too noble-minded to take advantage of

his power, or seek by fraud or force to possess himself of the
object bis awakened fancy coveted, the proud pirate was
humbled, and sought by every exhibition of earnest devotion
to her lightest wishes to win himself a place in the fair

maiden’s affections; nor was he unsuccessful. Possessed of

a graceful exterior, which exposure had only tended to

deepen in hue, the inexperienced heart of Magdalen could
not long resist the temptation offered to feminine vanity in

beholding at her feet, obedient to her every thought, the St
Helier, whose bravery, whose courage, and whose spirit of
chivalry, had filled the western world with the fame of his

deeds. She loved with that warmth of feeling which is so

peculiar to the daughters of the sunny south, and th*t single-

ness of purpose, that pure, disinterested affec>fon, which
admitted no compromise of feeling; and noting but her
firm resolution, based on strictly religion* principles, pre-
vented her uniting her fate with that*r her choice, till her
conscientious scruples were satisfic as *° his faith in reve-

lation.

St. Helier was incapable of fraud where his personal

honour was so much concerned. Were duplicity or imposition

requisite in concealing the character of his ship, or in en-

deavouring to outwit the enemy, no practised deplomatist

better understood the art of evasion
;
but for the pure-minded

girl who would have shared his perils, whether for weal or

woe, he scorned to practise a deception to entrap confiding

innocence, but boldly avowed himself an unbeliever.

Deep and bitter were the pangs which this avowal inflicted

on the young and susceptible mind of Magdalen; she saw
too late the errors he had committed, and'knew not how to

extricate herself from the labyrinth in which sh wa3 involved.

She could not willingly tear herself from* one on whom her

young affections had. been centred, and yet he dared not

disobey the injunctions of her own conscience, which forbade

her union with a stranger who knew not her God, and hoped
not with her hopes for an hereafter. The only prospect that

opened itself to her imagination was the distan. and uncer-

tain one that she might be the means of bringing him back

to the right path, of snatching him as a brand from the

burning.
It was some days after the commencement of our story,

that St. Ilelier determined to venture once more within the

power of his enemies, to plead his protracted suit. A -

proaching under cover of the night, within a convenient dis-

tance of the shore, outside the southern promontory of Port

Conception, he left the schooner under charge of his lieute-

nant, with orders to retire to the westward of the isle St.

Maria during the day, and hover about at nightfall, and,

taking Dick Hatley with him in the yawl, rowed to land. In

order that they might not create suspicion, both of them
were attired in coarse woollen suits and red caps, which

gave them the appearance of poor fishermen.

Leaving Hatley in charge of the yawl, St. Helier was
quickly on the road to the house of Don Francisco, which
was situate some distance from the town, and near the ex-

tremity of the bay. A lover is always welcome, nor though
there was much to retardiif not interfere with the realisation

of his hopes, did St. Helier find it otherwise. Strong as

were her objections, Magdalen loved . him not the less that

he dared so much on her account ; affection and duty wa-

vered, she could not reconcile them, and she hardly knew to

which to give the preference.
“ Magdalen !” said St. Helier, “ I have once more ventured

within reach of the enemy’s guns ;
but say that you’ll be

mine, and all will be repaid. Surely, you cannot longer

doubt the sincerity of my affection for you, when I have

given you so many p oofs of what I would dare for your

sake ?”

“ It is not that I dftubt your affection,” replied Magdalen,
“ that I have so long delayed accepting your offers. Heavfill

knows 'that I never entertained a thought unworthy of you
;

but there are other and holier considerations, that offer

an apparently insuperable bar to our union. Oh, could I but
see you, as I once deemed you were, a member of our church,

a true believer in the religion of my fathers, in which you
yourself were baptized, I am free to confess I know no
other objection.”

“ Is it then of religion we must again speak ?” said the

young man. “ I am religious. Love is my religion, and you
are the deity whom I worship. Can devotion be sincerer

than I have shown ? Have I not been as ardent a worship-
per at your shrine, as a holy friar at the foot of his patron
saint i”

•‘It was not of love that I spoke,” replied the maiden
;
“ I

would see you a believer in the Christian religion, a worship-

per of that God who created us, whose gifts we enjoy, and at

whose command all that we hear and see around us have
their being. Keen as may be the pang of parting, it were
better we had never met.”

“ And is it then because you have been deceived by the wily

craft of a cunning priesthood, who teach faith but for gain,

and preach but for pay ;
who invent schemes to suit their

own purposes, and have no end than their own gratification,

that you should thus pervert that love and restrain its effects,

of which vn>. —icuvu tuo sincerity nor the zeal? Wliat
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evidence have I of the existance of that God in whose power
you profess to believe ? I have neither seen nor heard him,
and my reason rejects a belief in that of which my senses
offer no evidence.”

“ What better evidence can you require than that which is

given to us all ? We see him in his works : the glorious sun,

which daily gives light and heat to all the world, the bound-
less ocean, the fertile earth teeming with life, the structure
of our own bodies, the meanest insect, inimitable by the hand
of man. We hear him in the tempestuous winds, the deep
rolling thunder, and even the gentle breeze that barely curls

the tops of the waves. All these are evidences of his exis-

tence. Your own senses must give you proof of this.”
“ I admit the great principle of nature which pervades all

that we see or hear of, but this is no evidence to me of that
God whom you Christians worship, and neglect all happiness
and enjoyment here, through some indistinct notion of enjoy-
ing it after death. What evidence have you of any that
have died and come back to tell the story of his after life?”
“ I almost tremble,” said the timid Magdalen, “ at this dis-

course
;
I have not power to combat the nice casuistry of

those who reject all evidence but that which applies to the
senses, though I feel the conviction strong within me of the
correctness of my principles. Many who have led a life of

misery and privation, have found comfort and consolation in

that Christianity which you despise.”
“ Say not I despise it,” replied St. Helier ;

“ your devotion
would ensure it respect with me. I would hallow that reli-

gion, which she whom I adore has adopted. 1 would give
her free scope for the exercise of its observances

; I would ne-

ver oppose her inclinations to do all which her sense of religion

required, by word or deed, or even by look, which should con-
vey a sneer of dislike or disapprobation

; but I cannot practise
the duplicity to say I believe in that which my sense rejects as
unreasonable and superstitious.”

“ I never doubted the sincerity of your affection, but some-
thing more must be required of me as wife

; the duty which I

owed to my husband would constantly clash with that duty
which I owe to my Creator. I must live a life of constant
contradiction between jarring claims, which I should
he unable to reconcile. My children must be taught to look
upon the father whom they should revere, as one whose prin-
ciples they must abhor as dangerous, and when life would be
approaching the fast closing scene, and death hovers o’er us,

the husband whom I had sworn to love and obey, would be shut
out from my hopes of an hereafter. Never more could I dare
hope to meet him, and the thought must embitter every mo-
ment of my existence. Oh ! better I were never a wife, than
marry on such fearful terms.”
Though repulsed by the enthusiastic devotion of the gentle

Magdalen, St. Ilelier did not despair, nor would he easily
resign the hopes which he had so fondly and ardently che-
rished. He trusted that time and circumstances might remove
the scruples which then offered obstacles to the realization of
his wishes, while Magdalen, on her part, not less sincere in her
attachment, still entertained a hope that he would yet become
all she wished him.

(To be continued.)

LIFE OF ADMIRAL FIOTHAM.
Sir Henry Hotham was the youngest son of Beaumont,

the second Lord Hotham, and nephew of Admiral William
Lord Hotham. He was born on February 19th, 1777 ; and
having been educated at the Royal Naval Academy at Ports-
mouth, joined the flag-ship of his uncle in 1791. After going
through the several ranks of midshipman and lieutenant, he
was appointed to the command of La Fluke, of eighteen
guns; and upon the 13th of February, 1795, was promoted
to the rank of post-captain, from which time we find him
actively employed in the Dido and Blanche, until September
1798, when he was paid off from the latter ship.

In 1799, lie was appointed to the Immortalite, where he
remained until the termination of the war, having, during
his command of that ship, captured amongst many other

vessels, after a long and interesting chase, l’lnvention, rigged

with four masts, mounting twenty-two long six pounders and
two twelve pounder carronades, with a complement of two
hundred and ten men and boys. In 1803, Captain Hotham
was appointed to the command of the Imperial, but owing
to her defective state, remained only a few months on board,

and was subsequently removed, with his officers and crew,

into the Revolutionnaire.
Having been ordered upon special service to America, he

intercepted a French frigate coming out of the Chesapeake,

having Jerome Bonaparte on board; in the blockade of which
he remained until relieved by a frigate despatched from Halifax.

In Sir Richard Strachan’s action of the 4th of November,
1805, the gallantry and manoeuvres of the Revolutionnaire in

harassing the enemy’s squadron, and sustaining their fire in

return, until our ships came up, drew forth the public thanks
of the commander-in-cliief.

In March, 1806, Captain Hotham was appointed to the De-
fiance, of seventy-four guns. Amongst other services of this

ship, may be numbered the arduuus and anxious blockade of

the port of l’Orient, during a protracted period of eleven

months. In 1808, we find him in command on the north coast

of Spain, when the people rose en masse against French occu-

pation. The necessity of having an able and intelligent officer

at such a moment on the spot to co-operate with the patriots

is sufficiently clear
;
on no occasion could caution and mental

activity have been more required, and we have reason to believe

that our government was fully satisfied with the selection then

made. He was relieved from this command by Rear-admiral

De Courcy, in consequence of a large force being required on
that station.

The Defiance having returned to England, and been repaired

and refitted, Captain Hotham was ordered off Rochefort, where
he renewed the practice of blockading that port by anchoring
in Basque Roads, which was never after relinquished during

the war, and remained in command of the squadron until re-

lieved by Rear-admiral Stopford. On the 22nd of February,

1809, the Caesar, Donegal, and Defiance, intercepted three large

frigates which were following the French squadron, which had
put to sea from Brest, and obliged them to rim for protection

under the batteries of Les Sables d’Olonel, where they anchored
within musket- shot of the shore, with springs upon their

cables. The first intention of the admiral appears to have
been to attempt their destruction by firing from the ships

whilst under weigh; but as this would have occupied a con-

siderable time, and probably not have been very effective, the

Defiance drawing less water than the other ships, at once ran

in, and anchored within a cable’s length of the enemy. From
her position, therefore, so judiciously chosen, she now bore

almost the whole brunt of the action, soon forced two of the

frigates to cut their cables and run on shore, and the third

speedily followed them. The ebb tide making, obliged Captain
Hotham to put to sea, having so perfectly executed his duty
as to leave their wrecks at this day upon the sands. This
achievement was performed in sight of the enemy’s squadron,

which did not interrupt the proceedings. The loss of the

Defiance amounted to five killed, and twenty-five wounded:
for this service he received the approbation of the Admiralty,
conveyed through Admiral Stopford.

The following anecdote is related of him, which is so highly

creditable to the parties concerned, that we cannot refrain from
inserting it:

—“ Admiral Lalande, who had the command of the

French squadron in the Archipelago, in 1834, in conversation

with an English officer, related the particulars of this engage-
ment, in which he served as midshipman; and after speaking
in terms of admiration of the great skill and judgment evinced
by the captain of the line-of-battle ship, and expressing his

regset that he should be in ignorance of the name of so gallant
an en«my, added, that the frigates were commanded by three
of the ablest French officers, and that their delight in seeing
the Deflate anchor was beyond bounds, the universal opinion
being, that they could only sustain her fire until the tide

turned, the dative which she would receive from the batteries
would inevitably prevent her escape; he was amazed when
told that his British ccjpag,^ was the subject of his admiration,
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and immediately want on board the St. Vincent, and in the

handsomest manner expressed to Sir Henry his delight at

being able to bear testimony to the skill and gallantry put

forth on that day.”
In the summer of the same year, 18C9, Captain Hotham was

again sent to the north coast of Spain.

When Marshal Ney evacuated Ferrol and Corunna, in the

month of June, he carefully destroyed the land defences, but

left the sea faces ofthe fortifications in their usual state. Captain

Hotham at once perceived the importance of being always able

to command access to these anchorages, and therefore directed

the guns bearing on both ports to be dismounted.

These acts having been approved of by our Government he
was directed to assist the Spaniards in removing all their ships

of war and the stores of the arsenal from Ferrol to Cadiz, and
four sail of the line were ordered from the Tagus on the same
service. The British officers and crews speedily masted and
fitted for sea five ships of the line, five frigatos, and five sloops;

and having taken them out of the harbour, consigned them to

the charge of the Spanish officers.

In August 1810, Captain Hotham returned to England, and
was immediately afterwards appointed to the Northumberland,
seventy-four, and employed off Brest, l’Orient, and Rochefort.

During this service he prosecuted his customary system of

obtaining such local information as might afterwards prove
valuable. He was in consequence known to be an excellent

pilot for the greater part of the French coast; he had carefully

surveyed many of its anchorages, and was generally admitted

to be particularly well skilled in this branch of nautical know-
ledge, which inspired self-confidence in the day of need. These
attainments pointed him out to Sir Harry Neale as a fit person

to proceed off l’Orient, in the month of May, 1812, for the

purpose of intercepting two French frigates and a brig, on
their return to port. On the 22nd day of the same month, the

anxiously-expected objects were seen in the north-west, running
large, with every sail set, for l’Orient.

Captain Hotham gives the following circumstantial and
interesting account of this action in a letter addressed to Rear-

admiral Sir H. Neale, dated Northumberland, off' the Penmarks,
May 24, 1812:—

“ On Friday, the 22nd instant, at a quarter after ten a.m. the

N. W. point of the Isle Groa (Grouais) bearing from the Nor-
thumberland N. by compass, ten miles distant, and the wind
very light from the W. by N. they were discovered in the

N. W. crowding all possible sail before it for l’Orient. My
first endeavour was to cut them off to windward of the island,

and a signal was made to the Growler (seven miles off in

the S. TV.) to chase; but finding I could not effect it, the Nor-
thumberland was pushed, by every exertion, round the S. E.

end of Groa, and by hauling to the wind as close as I could to

leeward of it. I had the satisfaction of fetching to windward
of the harbour’s mouth before the enemy’s ships reached it.

Their commander, seeing himself thus cut off, made a signal

to his consorts, and hauled to the wind on the larboard tack,

to windward of Point Taleet, and they appeared to speak to

each other. I continued beating to windward, between Groa
and the continent, to close with them, exposed to the batteries

on both sides, when I stood within their reach, which was
unavoidable. The wind had by this time freshened considerably,

and was about W. N. W.
“ At forty-nine minutes after two i\m. the enemy bore up in

close line, ahead, and under every sail that could be set,

favoured by the fresh wind, made a hold and determined
attempt to run between me and the shore, under cover of the

numerous batteries with which it is lined in that part. I

placed the Northumberland, to meet them, as close as I could

to the Point de Pierre Laye, with her head to the shore, and
the main-topsail shivering, and made dispositions for laying
one of them alongside; but they hauled so very close round
the point, following the direction of the coast to the eastward
of it, that in my ignorance of tho depth of water so near the
shore, I did not think it practicable, consistent with the safety

of his majesty’s ship (drawing near twenty five feet), to pro-

secute that plan. I therefore bore up, and steered parallel to

them, at the distance of about two cables’ length, and opened

the broadside on them, which was returned by a very animated
and well-directed fire of round, grape, and other descriptions of
shot, supported by three batteries, for the space of twenty-one
minutes, and was very destructive to our sails and rigging.
My object, during that time, was to Drevent their hauling
outside the dry rock named Le Graul; but in steering suffi-

ciently close to it to leave them no room to pass between me
and it, and at the same time to avoid running on it myself, the
utmost difficulty and anxiety were produced by the cloud of
smoke which drifted at the head of the ship, and totally
obscured it: however, by the care and attention of Mr. Hugh
Stewart, the master, the ship was carried within the distance
of her own length, on the south-west side, in quarter-less seven
fathoms, and the enemy were in consequence obliged, as their
only alternative, to attempt passing within it, where there was
not water enough, and they all grounded, under every sail, on
the rocks between it and the shore.

“The sails and rigging of the Northumberland were so much
damaged, that I was obliged to leave the enemy to the effects

of the falling tide, it being only one quarter ebb, while I

repaired the rigging and shifted the fore-topsail, which was
rendered entirely useless, working to windward during that
time under what sail I could set, to prevent falling to leeward

;

in which interval, at five o'clock, the Growler joined, and fired

on the enemy occasionally. At twenty-eight minutes after
five, I anchored the Northumberland in six and a half fathoms’
water, Point de Pierre Laye bearing N. TV. half N. the citadel

of Port Louis, E. three quarters N. and the rock named Le
Graul N. half E. two cables’ length distant, with her broadside
bearing on the enemy’s two frigates and brig, at point-blank
range, all of them having fallen over on their sides next the
shore, as the tide left them, and exposed their copper to us, and
the main-masts of one frigate and the brig were gone; and
from thirty-four minutes after five, till forty-nine minutes past
six (which was near the time of low water), a deliberate and
careful fire was kept up on them, at which time, believing that
I had fully effected the object of my endeavours, the crews
having quitted their vessels, all their bottoms being pierced
by very many of our shot, so low down as to ensure their

filling on the rising tide, and the leading frigate being com-
pletely in flames, communicated to the hull from a fire which
broke out in her foretop, I got under sail. Three batteries fired

at the ship during the whole time she was at anchor, although
the position was so far well chosen that she was out of the

range of two of them; the other (to which the enemy's vessels

were nearest) reached her, and did as much execution in the
hull as all the fire she had been exposed to before.

( To be continued.)

LIFE OF GENERAL BAIRD.

Sir David Baird served as ensign and lieutenant with the
fourth regiment of foot at Gibraltar, to which corps he was
appointed in December, 1772, he obtained, in 1778, the grena-
dier company of the seventy-third regiment then raised, by
Lord Macleod. Scarcely were the commissions filled up, when
the seventy- third was ordered to embark for India, and there

entered upon a scene, and on a service, which crowned it with
glory, and almost annihilated everything belonging to it but
its name,—so effectually annihilated it, that we believe Sir

David Baird was the last of the survivors of the original

seventy- third.

Captain Baird arrived with his regiment at Madras in 1780,
just after Hyder Ally, a man who, from a soldier of fortune,

had become a sovereign prince; and a barbarian, who, to a
ferocious ignorance and contempt of all that in Europe is called

public law, united a military skill, an active ambition, and a
refined policy, which has been possessed by few European
princes, having concluded a secret treaty with the Mabrattas
and the Nizam of the Deccan, the purport of which was the

expulsion of the English from the peninsula, had forced his

way through the Ghauts, and burst like a mountain torrent

into the Carnatic, no care w h itever having been taken to guard
these mountain-defiles. 3uch was the state of things when
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the seventy-third arrived, and, before the whole of them
landed, the corps was ordered to prepare for immediate battle.

The forces of Hyder were estimated at one hundred thousand
men; whilst the English army, ready to oppose this invasion,

and stationed at the Mount, under command of Sir Hector
Monro, consisted of less than six thousand. On the 21st of

August, Hyder sat down before Arcot, as the first operation

of the war; that place contained immense stores of provisions,

and what was equally wanted, a vast treasure of money.
There was another very important reason which, on the part of

the English, required an immediate attention to this movement.
Colonel Baillie, in command of a detachment, was in the

Northern Circars; and Hyder, by besieging Arcot, had inter-

posed himself between this detachment and the main English

army. Orders were accordingly sent to Baillie to hasten to the

Mount to join the main army; and Sir Hector, at once to meet
him, and to raise the siege of Arcot, marched with his army
for Conjeveram, distant forty miles from Madras, on the Arcot
road. This movement caused Hyder to raise the siege; but he
immediately threw his army across the only possible road of

Baillie’s detachment, so as to prevent the desired junction. On
the 6th of September, Hyder detached a large force against the

colonel: they attacked him at Perunbancum, but after a severe

and well-fought action of several hours, the enemy were
routed, and Baillie gained as complete a victory, as a total

want of cavalry and smallness of his numbers could possibly

admit. His whole force did not exceed two thousand Sepoys,
and from one to two companies of European artillery.

Even this victory, however,,by diminishing his numbers, only
added to his distress. The English force was within a hw
miles, but Hyder’s army lay full in hi3 way; and he was,
moreover, in the greatest want of provisions. In this dilemma,
it was determined by a council of war, to send such a rein-

forcement under Colonel Fletcher to Baillie, as would enable
him to push forward in despite of the enemy. The main force

in this detachment consisted of the grenadier and light infantry
companies of the seventy-third, commanded by Captain Baird:
there were two other companies of European grenadiers, and
eleven companies of Sepoys; in all, about a thousand men. \s
their security depended upon the remoteness and difficulty of

their way, as well as the silence and secrec}r of their march,
Colonel Fletcher refused four six-pounders, which were offered,

and set out from the camp at nine o’clock at night.

Hyder, however, through his spies, had such excellent

intelligence, that lie was aware of all the circumstances of

this detachment; such as the time of its march, and that it

was proceeding without artillery; and accordingly he de-
spatched a strong body to cut them off on their way: but
Colonel Fletcher and Captain Baird, having some suspicion of
their guides, suddenly changed the line of their route, and by a
wide circuitous sweep through rice-fields and swamps, effected

the desired junction. Hyder now determined that they should
not return. Under his own inspection, the most covert and
difficult ground on the roae[, which they were to pass, was
occupied and enfiladed by several batteries of cannon

;
and as

the time and circumstance of their march were known, large
bodies of the best foot in Hyder’s army lay in ambuscade on
either side; he himself, with almost his whole force, being in

readiness to support the attack.

At daylight on the 10th, the unfortunate detachment silently

advanced in column into the very centre of the toils prepared
for them. On a sudden, whilst in a narrow defile, a battery of
twelve guns, loaded with grape, poured in upon their right
flank. The English faced about, and another battery instantly
opened on their rear. They had no chance therefore, but to
advance; other batteries met them here likewise, and in less

than half an hour fifty- seven pieces of cannon were so brought
to bear, as to penetrate into every part of the English line. By
seven o’clock in the morning, the enemy poured down in

thousands, and eveky Englishman in the army was engaged.
Captain Baird and his grenadiers fought with the greatest
heroism. Surrounded, and attacked on all sides by twenty-
five thousand cavalry, by thirty regiments of Sepoy infantry,
besides Hyder’s European corps, and a numerous artillery

playing upon them from all quarters within grape shot dis-

tance, this heroic column stood firm and undaunted, alternately

facing their enemies on every side of attack. The French
officers in Hyder’s camp, beheld the scene with astonishment;

and their surprise was still greater, when, in the midst of this

tumult and extreme peril, they saw the British grenadiers per-

forming their evolutions with as much precision, coolness, and
steadiness, as if under the eye of a commander on a parade.

The British had but ten pieces of cannon, but the e

were so excellently served, that they made great hav c

amongst the enemy, and after a contest of three hours, victory

began to declare for the English. The flower of the Mysore
cavalry, after many repulses, were at length entirely defeated

with great slaughter, and the right wing, composed of Hyder’s
best forces, was thrown into disorder and began to give

way. Hyder himself was about to give the orders for

retreat, and the French officers who directed the artillery

began to draw off. At this moment of exultation, by some
accident, the tumbrels which contained the ammunition sud-

denly blew up with two dreadful explosions, in the centre of

the British lines. One whole face of their column was thus

entirely laid open, and their artillery overturned and de-

stroyed. The fortune of the day was thus changed, and the

conquerors thrown into the arms and power of those whom
they had vanquished.

After successive prodigies of valour, the brave Sepoys were
almost to a man cue to pieces. Colonels Baillie and Fletcher
and Captain Baird, determined on one more desperate effort,

rallied the Europeans, and under the fire of the whole
artillery of the enemy, gained a little eminence, and formed
themselves into a new square. In this position did this

invincible band, though totally without ammunition, the

officers fighting only with their swords, and the soldiers with

their bayonets, resist and repulse the overwhelming enemy,
in thirteen different attacks; until at length, incapable of

withstanding the successive torrents of fresh troops which
were continually pouring upon them, they were borne down
and trampled upon, many of them still continuing to fight

under the legs of the horses and elephants. The loss of the

English amounted to about four thousand Sepoys, aud six

huudred Europeans. Colonel Fletcher was amongst the

number killed, and Colonel Baillie, with Captain Baird, who
was severely wounded in four places, together with several

other officers, and two hundred Europeans, were made pri-

soners. They were carried in the presence of Hyder, who
received them with the most insolent triumph and ferocious

pride. The English officers retorted his pride with coolness

and contempt. “ Your son will inform you,” said Colonel

Baillie, appealing to Tippoo, who was present, “ that you owe
your victory to our unfortunate disaster rather than to our

defeat.” Hyder haughtily ordered them to be conveyed from

his presence, and committed to prison.

They were now subjected to an imprisonment, of which
confinement in a horrible and close dungeon, was the least

circumstance ;
Captain Baird, in particular, was kept chained

by the leg to another prisoner, as much of the slaughter in

the enemy’s army was imputed to the brave English grena-

diers.

Captain Baird was kept a prisoner at Seringapatam for

three years and a half, when he was released in March, 1784,

and joined his regiment at Arcot: he now obtained leave of

absence to visit his native country, and in 1791, returned to

India, having obtained the lieutenant-colonelcy of his regi-

ment, which had changed its number to the seventy-first.

In the year 1792, Colonel Baird commanded a brigade of

Sepoys, and was present at the attack of a number of hill

forts, and at the siege of Seringapatam. In the next year he

commanded a brigade of Europeans, and was present at the

siege of Pondicherry. In October. 1797, he embarked at

Madras with his regiment for Europe
;
but. on arriving at

the Cape of Good Hope, he was appointed brigadier-general,

and placed on the staff in command of a brigade. In June,

1798, he was appointed major-general, and removed to the

staff in India.

On the 1st of February, 1799, Major-general Baird joined

the army forming at Vellore for the attack upon Seringapatam,
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and was appointed io the command of a brigade of Europeans.

On the 4th of May, he commanded the storming party with

success. About half- past one p.m., every preliminary ar-

rangement being concluded, General Baird stepped out of

t>.e trench, drew his sword, and with animated heroism,

exclaimed to the troops, “ Come, my brave fellows, follow

me, and prove yourselves worthy of the name of British

soldiers!” This gallant appeal was not without effect; they

rushed forward into the trenches, and entered the bed of the

liver, under cover of the fire from their own batteries; but,

being discovered by the enemy, they were immediately

assailed by rockets and musketry. Every obstacle, however,

which could he opposed to their progress, was surmounted by
the valour of the troops; and in a short time the British

colours were displayed on the summit of the hard-fought

breach.

The sultan went out early in the morning of the 4th, as

was his custom daily, to one of the cavaliers of the outer

rampart of the north face, whence he could observe what
was doing on both sides

;
he remained there till about noon,

when he took his usual repast under a pandal. It would
appear, that he had at that time no suspicion of the assault

being so near; for when it was reported to him that our

parallels and approaches were unusually crowded with
Europeans, he did not express the least apprehension, nor
take any other precaution, but desiring the messenger to

return to the west face, with orders to Meer Gofhar, and the

troops on duty near the breach, to keep a strict guard.

A few minutes after he was informed that Meer Gofnar
l ad been killed by a cannon-shot near the breach

;
which

intelligence appeared to agitate him greatly. He immediately
ordered the troops that were near him under arms, and his

personal servants, to load the carbines which they carried for

his own use, and hastened along the ramparts towards the

breach, accompanied by a select guard and several of his

chiefs, till he met a number of his troops flying before the
van of the Europeans, who he perceived had already mounted
and gained the ramparts; here he exerted himself to rally

the fugitives, and uniting them with his own guard, en-

couraged them by his voice and example to make a deter-
mined stand. The sultan repeatedly fired on our troops
himself; and one of his servants asserted, that he saw him
bring down several Europeans near the top of the breach.

Notwithstanding these exertions, when the front of the
European fl ink companies of the left attack approached
the spot where the sultan stood, he found himself almost
entirely deserted, and was forced to retire to the traverses
of the north ramparts. These lie defended, one after another,
with the bravest of his men and officers

;
and, assisted by the

fire of his people on the inner wall, he several times obliged
the front of our troops, who were pushing on with their usual
ardour, to make a stand. The loss here would have been
much greater on our part, had not the light infantry, and
iart ot the battalion companies of the twelfth regiment,
crossing the inner ditch, and mounting the ramparts, driven
the enemy from them, and taken in reverse those, who, with
the sultan, were defending the traverses of the outer
ramparts.
While any of his troops remained with him, the sultan

continued to dispute the ground, until he approached the
passage across tho ditch to the gate of the inner fort. Here
lie complained of pain and weakness in one of his legs, in
which he had received a bad wound when very young; and,
ordering his horse to be brought, he mounted: but seeing the
Europeans still advancing on both the ramparts, he made for
the gate followed by his palanquin, and a number of officers,
troops and servants. It was then, probably, his intention
either to have entered and shut the gate, in order to attack the
small body of our troops which had got into the inner fort, and,
if successful in driving them out, to have attempted to main-
tain it against us, or endeavour to make his way to tiie palace,
and there make his last stand; but as he was crossing to the
gate, by the communication from the outer rampart, he re-
ceived a n usket-ball in the right side, nearly as high as the

breast: he, however, still pressed on, till he was stopped, about
half-way through the arch of the gateway, by the fire of the
twelfth light infantry from within, when he received a seconei

ball close to the other. The horse he rode on, being also

wounded, sunk under him; and his turban fell to the ground.
Many of his people fell at tlie same time, on every side, by
musketry, both from within and without the gate.

The fallen sultan was immediately raised by some of his

adherents, and placed upon his palanquin, under the arch, and
on one side of the gateway, where he lay, or sat, for some
minutes, faint and exhausted, till some Europeans entered the
gateway. A servant, who survived, related, that one of the
soldiers seized the sultan’s sword-belt, which was very rich,

and attempted to pull it off; when the sultan, who still held
his sword in his hand, made a cut at the soldier with all his

remaining strength, and wounded him about the knee; on
which he put his piece to his shoulder and shot the sultan

through the temple, when he instantly expired.

Not less than three hundred men were killed, and numbers
wounded, under the arch of this gateway, which soon became
impassable, excepting over the bodies of the dead and
dying.

About dusk, General Baird, in consequence of information
he had received at the palace, came with lights to the gate,

accompanied by the late kiiladar of the fort, and others, to search
for the body of the sultan; and, after much labour, it was
found, and brought from under a heap of slain, to the inside of

the gate. The countenance was no way distorted, but had an
expression of stern composure. His turban, jacket, and sword-
belt were gone; but the body was recognised by some of his

people who were there, to be the sultan’s; and an officer who
was present, with the leave of General Baird, took from off

his right arm the talisman, which contained, sewed up in

pieces of fine flowered silk, an amulet of a brittle metallic

substance of the colour of silver, and some manuscripts in

magic Arabic, and Persian characters; the purport of which,

had there been any doubt, would have sufficiently ascertained

the identity of the sultan’s body. It was placed in his own
palanquin; and, by General Baird’s orders, conveyed to the

court of the palace, where it remained during the night.

Tippoo Saibhad left his palace in the morning, a powerful, im-
perious sultan, full of vast ambitious projects, and was brought
back a lump of clay; his kingdom overthrown, his capital

taken, and his palace occupied by the very man, who, about
fifteen years before, had been, with other victims of his cruelty

and tyranny, confined in irons.

General Baird now entered as a conqueror within the walls

of a town where he had been led in as a prisoner, and kept in

chains for years, suffering under the most cruel treatment:
aud for his signal services he was presented by the commander-
in-chief with Tippoo Sultan's state sword, and also a dress

sword from the field officers serving under his immediate com-
mand at the assault.

In 1301, General Baird was appointed to command an
intended expedition against Batavia, but which was sent to

Egypt. The general landed his army at Cosseir in Juue, crossed

the Desert, and embarked on the Nile; he arrived at Grand
Cairo in July, from thence at llosetta, and joined Lieutenant-

general Sir John Hutchinson’s army, a few days before the

surrender of Alexandria.
In 1802, he returned across the Desert to India, in command

of the Egyptian-Indian army. In 1803, he obtained permission
to repair home, and sailed in March with his staff from Madras,
when he was taken prisoner by a French privateer; but in

October was re-taken, as the ship was sailing into Corunna.
He arrived in England in November, having given his parole
that lie should consider himself a prisoner of war, and was
exchanged for the French general, Morgan.

In 1805, he commanded an expedition against the Cape of

Good Hope, where he landed on the Gth of January, and on the
8 tli attacked and defeated the Dutch army Some few days
after General Jansens surrendered tiie colony. In 1807, he
returned to England; and in the same year commanded a
division of Lord Cathcart’s army at the siege of Copenhagen,
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where in the discharge of his various active duties, he was
twice slightly wounded.

In September, 1808, he again embarked at the Cove of Cork,

in command of a division, consisting of about five thousand
infantry, and after receiving reinforcements at Falmouth, he
sailed for Corunna in November, with about ten thousand men,
and formed a junction with Sir John Moore’s army. At the

celebrated battle of Corunna, in January, 1809, he commanded
a division of that army, and particularly distinguished himself

on that occasion. General Baird lost his arm in tills engage-

ment before the fall of the heroic Sir John Moore.
The thanks of both houses of parliament were voted to Sir

David Baird for his gallant conduct, who observed, I trust

that God will spare me, to devote to my king and country the

remnant of that life hitherto spent in their service.”

This proved to be the last foreign service of the gallant

Baird; he subsequently held the appointment of commander-
in-chief in Ireland, where he was much respected. His gallant

achievements in Egypt had procured for him the Order of the

Bath from his own sovereign, and the insignia of the crescent

from the Ottoman emperor. Sir David was colonel of the

24th foot, and Governor of Inverness. He died at his seat

Ferntower, North Britain, August 18, 1829.

COLONEL BLOOD:
A Romance op the Reign op Charles II.

CHAPTER III.

THE RESCUE.

On arriving in England, Blood, thinking it prudent to keep
himself as much secluded as possible, took refuge in the North,
and soon afterwards went to Scotland, where he had not long
been before bis restless spirit found fresh food for gratification.

He became acquainted with great numbers of the Presbyterians,
and finding them ripe for rebellion, he put himself at the head
of a confederacy which, when the individuals composing it had
become sufficiently numerous, openly took up arms, and formed
themselves into a regular army, their foot being commanded
by one Wallace, a carpenter, and their horse by one Lavimont,
formerly a tailor, the whole force alogether amounting to about
a thousand men. But they were not long permitted to ravage
the country unmolested, a large body of the king’s forces being
sent against them. By these they were met on the Pentland
Hills, and after a very severe contest, which lasted several
hours, the rebels were completely defeated, five hundred being
left dead on the field, besides great numbers that were taken
prisoners, among whom was one Captain Mason, a particular
friend of Blood’s. Blood himself had a narrow escape, hut
managed to get over into Ireland, where, however, he was traced.
He had scarcely landed, within three miles of Carrickfergus,
when he heard that Lord Dungannon had sent a party of troops
to seize him. He therefore retraced his steps to the sea-shore,
secreted himself on board the vessel that had brought him, and
in a day or two after was on his voyage back to Elngland. He
now made London the place of his retreat, taking care so to
disguise his person as to prevent the least possibility of his being
recognised.

Thus did he remain for about a month, when suddenly hear-
ing that his friend Captain Mason, (then confined in Newgate,
with others who had been taken in the engagement on the
Pentland Hills) was about to take his trial at the assizes, and
to be sent singly into the North for that purpose, under an es-
cort of the sheriff's guard, he immediately resolved upon a
rescue. In this enterprise, he was seconded by one Johnson
and three others, each of whom supplied themselves with a
sword and pistols, to be worn secretly under their cloaks. Cap-
tain Mason and his guard left London in the morning, while
the confederates started an hour or two after. On they rode,
expecting every moment to come up with the troops, but by
some strange mischance, they altogether missed the convoy
with their prisoner. On the second day’s journey they were
equally unfortunate, even though they posted scouts on the
road, and took pains to make inquiries in all directions.

It was about eight o’clock in the evening when our travellers
thus vexed and disappointed, alighted at the door of a small
inn in a village a few miles from Doncaster. Tired and hungry,
they needed both rest and refreshment, and having consigned
their horses to the care of the ostler, they entered the house
and bespoke a small supper. They were shown into a private
apartment, situate at the back of the room commonly used bv
travellers, but divided only by a thin partition, in which was a
small window, so that they could not only hear hut see all that
took place there. While waiting until the supper was cooked,
they regaled themselves with drinking tankards of their host’s
home-brewed, but had not long to wait before they were sup-
plied with more substantial refreshment. In the midst of the
repast, their attention was aroused by the heavy tramp of a
troop of horse, who came thundering up to the door of the inn,
and there halted. Presently, the sound of voices in the passage
proved that the travellers, whoever they might be, had alighted,
and almost at the same moment, they were heard to enter the
room adjoining that in which Blood and bis companions were.
Cautiously peeping through the window in the wainscot, our
adventurers being themselves secure from observation, had a
full view of such of the party as entered the adjoining room,
and whom Blood and his friends to their delight, imme-
diately discovered to consist of Captain Mason and his convoy,
consisting of seven troopers, under the command of a subaltern
officer. It seemed, from what passed, that their prisoner had in-
vited them to stop at the house and drink with him, an invitation
which was very freely complied with. After spending about
half an hour over their cups, the troopers and their prisoner
prepared to depart, Blood and his companions agreeing among
themselves to overtake them on the road and rescue their
prisoner. Accordingly as soon as they had mounted and rode
off, Blood and his party called for their horses, and threw down
the money for their reckoning, telling their host that, as they
had discovered the soldiers were going the same road as them-
selves, they had determined to join company and travel forward
with them. Before starting, Blood gave directions to his compa-
nions tofollowhis examplein whatever they sawhim do, and this

being understood, he and one of his companions (Johnson) being
horsed, started off, leaving the others to follow, and soon gained
sight of the convoy and their prisoner. Utterly unsuspicious of
the attack that was about to be made upon them, the troops
were journeying at their ease, not in a close line, as soldiers

usually do, but at straggling distances from each .other, so
that, as Blood and his companions gained upon them, they
found the two hindmost of the troop at some distance from
the main body. On coming up with these two, Blood and John-
son brought their horses alongside of them. The whole four
rode some little time together, Blood on the right hand of the
two soldiers, and Johnson on the left. But upon a sudden,
Blood laid hold of the reins next him, while Johnson, in

observance of his direction, did the same on the other. A des-

perate struggle now ensued between them, but the soldiers

having been taken by surprise, were speedily dismounted by
their assailants, and thrown senseless upon the ground. These
two troopers having been thus disposed of, Blood pursued his

game, and accompanied by Johnson, dashed boldly forward to

overtake the rest of the guards and their prisoner. He soon
overtook them, and to their great astonishment, drew up
his horse in front of the troops and ordered them to stop.

Exceedingly amazed by this proceeding, and conceiving that

they had to deal with a sort of modern Don Quixote— a fellow

who was either drunk or mad, if not both—they answered
Blood’s summons to “ Stand and surrender,” with a hearty

laugh, desiring him to get out of their road and not make a

fool of himself. Finding, however, that he paid no attention to

this rebuke, the officer commandiug the troopers rode up to

Blood and laid his riding whip across his shoulders pretty

smartly, upon which Blood drew a pistol from his breast and
fired at him, but missed him. Johnson coming up just at this

moment and finding that Blood had. thus begun the affray, fired

at one of the troopers ju3t as he was about to fall upon Blood
sword in hand, and shot him dead on the spot.

( To be continued')
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[THE ASSASSINATION OF THE DUKE.]

THE TWO LIEUTENANTS.

One evening in August, in the year 1628, the upper room of

the tavern called “ The Anchor,” looking on Tower Hill, was
filled with company, among which were several officers of foot,

quartered in the Tower. Some of them had been drinking

pretty freely, and their boisterous manners, hard swearing, and
profane songs, seemed to be ill relished by a half a dozen staid-

looking citizens in one corner of the room. Among the officers

was one who sat a little apart from the rest, and maintained a

moody silence, taking no part in the revelry, though occasionally

addressed by his military brethren with freedom, and by some
with familiarity, especially by one who, like himself, wore the

uniform of a lieutenant This young man, of handsome fea-

tures, and elegant figure, had exceeded his companions in his

libations, and was talking and making more noise than any
two of the company.

No, 35*

“ Why, Jack !” cried he, addressing the silent officer, “honest

Jack, what makes thee so moody, man? Cheer up, cheer up,

my heart.” . ..

He to whom this remonstrance was addressed, raised Ins

downcast eyes for a moment, glanced reprovingly at the speaker,

and then resumed his look of abstraction.

“ Well,” continued the young man, “ if you won t take a leal

out o* your favourite, ’tis not my fault. I’ve heard you say

’twas a good book for those out o’ favour with fortune. As loi

me, I’ll laugh at grisly care, till he flee from me with the speed

of Sir Tristram!—ha! ha! ha!”
“ Silence, Sam Lovell!” cried one of the company; or, it

thou wilt be uproarious, prithee, give us a song; we can then

turn thy noise to some profit.”

“With all my heart,” replied the lieutenaut. “ What shah

it be? ‘ King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid?’—or ‘Greene

Sleeves?’—or ‘The Tanner of Ted bury?’ It matters not to

i me; but first let me call for a cool tankard; this wine hath



made my throat like an oven. What ho! drawer ! bring me
a tankard of ale, and look ye, sirrah, that it be well stirred

with an icicle.”

While the drawer was gone on his errand, Lovell took his

purse, and, probing it with his fore finger, extracted a small
silver coin, the only one left therein.

“ There’s room for the Devil to dance in thee to-night,” said

he, as if talking to himself. “I must send thee to plead with
my venerated uncle, Sir Timothy, who, I trow, will bestow on
thee more curses than Caroluses. Well, never mind.”
The ale was now brought, and he was about to raise the

tankard to his lips, when he suddenly proffered it to his silent

friend, who shook his head in token of refusal.
“ Come, come, Jack,” said lie imploringly, “ don’t refuse to

drink with thy old friend. It may be years before we meet
again.”

“ I drink to thy good fortune, Sam,” said the other, taking
the tankard; then adding, in a low, subdued tone, *‘’tis the last
I shall drink with thee, I ween.”

I

Lovell heeded not this remark; perhaps he did not hear it 5

and his brother officers now called for the promised gong.
“ You shall have it,” said he, laughing, and finishing the ale.

“ The whistle being wetted, you shall hear it anon. Re-
member to join in the burden.

“ ’Twas in the piping time of June,

When Nature was in merry mood,

The sparrow chirp’d upon the thatch,

The jay was chattering in the- wood,

And gossips at my birth did say,

My life would be one holiday.

Then take thy pipe and tabor, boy0

Aud strike me up a merry tune
5

For I wag oorr in peascod time,

All in the merrj month of June!
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“ When boyhood came, I proved that they,

Were right in this their prophecy:
I frolick’d all the live-long day,
None was so gay, so blithe as I;

And, free as Nature’s child should be.

’Twas summer always then with me.
Then take thy pipe and tabor, boy,

And strike me up a merry tune;

For I was born in peascod time,

All in the merry month of June!

“ But when to man’s estate I came,
And Fortune looked no longer fair;

When old familiar friends grew shy,

Who whilom did by bounty share,

I quitted all, nor did I grieve

Such cold, unfeeling mates to leave.

Then take thy pipe and tabor, boy,
And strike me up a merry tune;

For I was born in peascod time,

All in the merry month of June !

“ They tell us of an ancient wight,
Who, laughing alway, Care defied;

Then let not such ensample be,

By moping moderns e’er decried;
For laughing—take this truth from me

—

’$ the sum of all philosophy.
Then take thy pipe and tabor, boy,
And strike me up a merry tune;

For I was born in peascod time,

All in the merry month of June !”

“ An excellent ditty !” cried the men of the sword. “ ’Twas
surely made by thyself on thy mother’s own son.”

“ A fitting stave for one who is on the high road to perdition!”
charitably grunted one of the aforesaid puritan-looking citizens;
but the observation, luckily for him was not heard.
The silent lieutenant here rose, drew on his glove, and was

* leaving the room.
“What! going, honest Jack!” exclaimed Lovell; “then I

will bear thee company. Gentlemen—valiant cavaliers—give
you good even.” And, taking the arm of his friend, he reeled
out of the room.

“ Sam!” sighed the elder of the two officers, as they got into
the street, “thou art always merry. Oh! for the light heart I

once had. It is nigh breaking now.”
Lovell stopped shot and, steadying himself by a post, which

happened to be at hand, looked earnestly in his friend’s face.
“ Why, what now?” said he, endeavouring to assume a serious
air.

“The die is cast,” continued the other; “my hopes are
blighted; even that I cherished is fled; the duke threw my
letter into the fire, with a curse upon the writer.”

“ How know you this?”
“ I hqve it from good report.”
“ Tush! I don’t believe it; he will send for thee, some day, be

assured.”

“Never!” exclaimed his friend bitterly; “ he is heartless and
worthless, a hollow friend, a traitor to his country, a

”

“ Whisht ! whisht, man!” interrupted Lovell, taking his arm,
“ these loiterers here may catch thy words, and bear them where’
they may work thee mischief.”
“ They can work no mischief on a desperate man!” observed
other despairingly.

“Nay—nay; despair is for cowards! and thou hast a stout
heart. Pluck up a spirit, and come with me, and try thy luck
with the dice this evening.”

The. elder officer smiled sarcastically.
“ Why,” said he, “ if mine eyes deceived me not, I saw thee

draw the last groat from thy purse.”
“Tut-tut!” replied Lovell laughing; “they will take my

word of honour. I shall stake my week’s pay; which thou
knowest full well, is the goodly sum of fourteen shillings for a
poor lieutenant of foot; and if Fortune’s my friend, why I may
march away with as many broad pieces.”

“ They will fleece thee.”
“ Nay, good Jack, I shall fleece them. Come with me, man;

and thou shalt see me sweep the board—come.”
“I will not come; they will make thee a beggar, like myself,

who am bankrupt of hope and fortune.”
“ Then good even to thee; I will call at thy lodging to-mor-

row,” said the young lieutenant, and be strode away across
Tower Hill.

His friend looked after him for a moment.
“ Farewell!” he mentally ejaculated, “ thou hast a kind heart

and a high spirit; but the accursed vices of gambling and
drinking cleave to thee like rank weeds around a noble plant.

Farewell! we shall meet no more in this world.”

While the younger of the two officers reeled away to the
gaming-table, the other sauntered moodily into Barking
churchyard, and, entering the shop of a Jew, after a few
minutes emerged from it without his sword. He then crossed
the hill, and entered the Tower.

Scarcely half an hour had worn away, when the moody
officer quitted the Tower by the Postern gate. "With his

hands folded behind him, and his eyes bent on the ground,
he again crossed the hill, muttering to himself and heeding
nothing around him.
“The parliament are right!” soliloquised he; “who will

strike the blow ? who dare wag his tongue ? who dare raise

his finger against this favourite of fortune ? this rank fungus,
raised in the hot-bed of a corrupt court ?”

He ceased for a moment, and looked furtively around him,
as if he suspected his musings might be overheard, and then
continued

—

“ But, wliat said the preacher at St. Faith’s? ‘ Every man
in a good cause, is both judge and executioner of sin !’ Yet,
fool that I am, I have parted with my weapon ! Lo! yonder
is a fitting one for my purpose.”
At the moment that he uttered this, his eye fell on a glass-

case on the stall of a cutler, within which among other in-

struments, was a knife, designed, as its shape denoted, m e
for some useful and peaceful purpose of every-day life, than
as a weapon of offence, the blade and handle together being
scarcely twenty inches in length.

“ Goodman cutler,” said the officer, pointing with his finger

to the knife, “ I would fain know thy price for that misshapen
tool yonder.”
The shopkeeper, with a smirk, opened the glass-case, and

I
taking out the object thus designated, carefully wiped the blade

' with his leathern apron, and handed it to the querist.
“ ’Tis an excellent blade, sir !” said lie, “fasbionc-d from a

morsel of Spanish steel, and might be stricken through an
oaken panel without snapping.”

“ Ila ! how knowest thou that?” asked the officer. “ Ivnow’st

thou anything of steel beyond thy craft ?”

“I know a Bilboa blade from a Flemish tuck, sir,” replied

the cutler, drawing himself up to his full height, for he was
somewhat doubled by age. “ I served under the Lord Essex
in Ireland, in Queen Elizabeth’s days, and have seen bard
blows given, coming in for a share myself.”

“ Good ! then I will take tliy word for its quality. Wliat
hast thou the conscience to ask for it ?”

“ Sixteempence, sir,” was the reply. “ I'll not bate a far-

thing even to the prince, or the great duke himself.”

A smile of dubious import illumined for a moment the rigid

and sombre features of the customer; but they quickly relapsed

into their former moody expression, while he drew from his

purse, which appeared anything but plethoric, a shilling and a

groat, which he threw down on the counter. lie then pocketed

the knife, and walked away.

The sun was rising in all his splendour, and the yellow corn

waved to the g< ntle breath of a south wind, as a man of woe
begone aspect, in a threadbare suit of military cut, but without

any weapon at his side, trudged wearity along the road lead-

ing to the town of Portsmouth. He was well powdered with
dust, and seemed foot-sore with walking. It was the moody
lieutenant who had purchased the knife at the cutler’s shop on
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Tower-hill. A sudden turning in the road brought him in

sight of a ruined cross, upon the steps of which he threw him-

self down to rest awhile. Half sitting, half reclining, he covered

his face with his hands, and remained for some moments
as if lost in contemplation. So completely insensible was he

to every thing around, that a thunderbolt might have fallen

near, and not aroused him from his fit of abstraction. Two
countrymen, proceeding along the road with their team, passed

a coarse joke upon the wayfarer; while a farmer’s wife, as she

trotted by, “ supposed it was one o’ the Duke o’ Buckingham’s

people, who had strolled out, and got a leetle drap too much
last night.”

We have said that the weary man heeded nothing around;

but, when the road was again clear, he raised himself from his

recumbent posture, and looked vacantly about him.
“ Shall I do it ?” he muttered, “ shall I send him, with all

his sins upon him, into that dread presence?” Then after a

pause, “Pshaw ! what means this trembling? Hath distress

palsied my hand, and rendered me nerveless? I’ll up and be

doing. Come forth, thou only remedy for so great an evil!

Thou scalpel, that shalt excise this great moral cancer; and,

if thou art true to thine owner, thou shalt be honoured, ay,

more than the sword of Arthur or Charlemagne!” He drew
forth the knife from his bosom, and continued,—“ Lo ! on this

monument of our forefathers’ idolatry, I’ll fit thee for the

destruction of an idol, whose worshippers are more corrupt

than those of Baal.”

With these words, he proceeded to improve the point of the

knife on the steps of the cross, which having accomplished, he
placed it in his bosom, and, snatching up his walking-staff,

walked towards the town.
Portsmouth was then, as it has been ever since, in time of

war, a scene of bustle and preparation. The Duke of Buck-
ingham was at his lodgings, and the fleet was on the point of

sailing to the relief of Rochelle. As the travel-worn officer

entered the town, the crowd around a certain house told him
where the duke was staying

;
and it was with no small sur-

prise that he saw emerge from it his friend, Sam Lovell, gaily

apparelled, and with the flush of excitement and expectation

on his cheek. Lovell did not see him, and proceeded towards
the harbour with a joyous step.

“ Ha ! Sam !” sighed the lieutenant, “ thy good looks and
gallant bearing have done for thee what long service would
have failed to procure.”

People were every moment passing in and out of the house,

and the new-comer had no difficulty in finding ingress. He
had scarcely entered, when footsteps were heard on the stairs,

and the duke, followed by Sir Thomas Friar, one of his colo-

nels, descended into the passage.
“ Farewell my lord duke !” said Friar, bowing low.

“Farewell—farewell honest Tom!” replied Buckingham,
embracing the colonel. He then attempted to draw aside

the hangings which concealed the door of the parlour in

which he was about to enter, when the intruder stepped
forward, as if he would have performed this service

;
and with

a single blow stabbed the duke to the heart !

Hot a word escaped the victim, who, with a gasp, drew the

fatal weapon from the wound, and fell dead on the floor of the
passage !

The consternation and tumult which followed this fright-

ful deed may be imagined. Men were hieing in every direction

in pursuit of the assassin, who, in the confusion, had walked
away unmolested; the drums were beating, and the troops
flew to arms. In the midst of the uproar, Lovell came running
from the harbour, and with difficulty forced his way into the
house. Directed by a violent uproar in the kitchen, he pro-

ceeded thither, and found it crammed by persons of all ranks;
some of whom, with their swords drawn, were making passes

at the assassin; who, though held and shaken by a dozen pair

of hands, betrayed no fear of the impending danger.

With a feeling which he would have found it difficult to

explain, but which, perhaps originated in the very natural

cne that it would be unnecessary thus to despatch a man
already seized and disarmed, Lovell drew, and struck up the

threatening weapons, one of which flew over the head of its

owner, Stamford, a follower of the duke, who had nearly
accomplished his purpose; but, as lie did so, his eye glanced at
the prisoner. Dashing his own weapon to the ground, he
cried with bitter emphasis,

—

“Merciful Heaven, Felton!” Then wringing his hands, he
added, in accents which made even the assassin start and
shudder, “ Oh, Jack ! thou art damned for ever for this bloody
deed !”

The sequel to this story need not be recapitulated
; it is

known to every reader of English history. The arrivaL of
the homicide in London was greeted with acclamations by
thousands of the republican spirits, and his health was toasted
in all the taverns—an indulgence which caused some of the
drinkers their ears. Among these was Alexander Gill, (the
son of Dr. Gill, master of St. Paul’s school,) the tutor of Milton,
who, on three charges, one of which was the drinking the
health of Felton, was heavily fined by the Star Chamber,
and condemned to that barbarous punishment.

—

Ainsworth’

s

Magazine.

THE FASHIONABLE COQUETTE.
CHAPTER V.

It was a lovely evening. The departing sun flung its

all-cheering glow of vermilion and gold over the fleecy clouds
which hung in small mis-shapen masses on the verge of the
horizon

;
the sullen waters of the gently-heaving bay, re-

flecting back the radiant brilliancy of the gorgeous west.
Lawton paused, as he slowly wandered on the solitary beach,
in the vicinity of the little hamlet of Torquay (then first

rising into importance as the favourite resort of invalids), to

gaze on the surrounding undulating landscape, softly and
harmoniously chequered by the various gradations of light

and shade
;
and the nearer objects more distinctly marked

out by the ruddy glare and fitful gleamings of the sun’s

receding beams. A low murmur from time to time, struck
upon his ear from the village, where the fishermen (the

principal inhabitants of the place) were listlessly lounging
on its rude wooden pier, waiting the flowing of the tide for

their venture out to sea, mingled with the slight hollow noise
of the rippling waters, as they kissed the pebbles a few feet

from him. The deep and solemn serenity of the scene,

—

such a one as the imagination loves to contemplate,—har-
monized well with the emotions which at present pervaded
his bosom : they slept the calm sleep of the quiet mind
satisfied within itself. (

“ Why does she delay ? Laura promised to meet me here

as the sun set in the west, yet she comes not,” murmured
the baronet to himself, as he lightly trod the shingle under
his feet

;

“ she cannot fail me, surely—it is impossible she

has discovered who her devoted worshipper is—no! I must
give myself credit for the manner in which I have played my
part; and, after all, it is a deception that ought to be readily

pardoned, when the purity of the motive which originated it

is considered. As a baronet, with a rent roll of 15,000/. a

year, and a splendid mansion and grounds to boot, I make
no doubt, were I as evil-looking and deformed as Elshie, of

Mucklestane Moor, I should be more acceptable to half the

fine ladies in the country round, than if I were a penniless

Adonis
;
but if I am to be wedded, let it be to her who will

love me for myself, and who, believing me to be as poor,

will cast her lot in weal or woe with him to whom her

affections are pledged. The disgust which the conduct of

Maria Rawley contributed to inspire me with, determined

me to pursue another line of conduct for myself. My object

is gained. Dearest—amiable—as lovely ! with as highly

cultivated an understanding, as pure simplicity of heart

;

Laura is the being on which my future hopes of happiness are

fixed— she thinks me, too, as I have represented myself—the

humble painter, with the wide world before him, and his

chief reliance for support emanating from the assistance of

his pencil, and a distant relative. She has repeatedly told

me, that were I a prince with all his retinue and state, she
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could not love me better. What delicious words ! but she

has a secret to impart; I am on the tenterhooks of anxiety

—what can it be ?” fixing his eyes upon the broad waste of

waters, bis mind was fast sinking into that unsettled train of

thought so much in unison with his present circumstances, when
a light footstep awoke him from his reverie, and as he turned

himself round a graceful female figure, closely enveloped in a
shawl to protect her from the evening’s dew, stood near him.

“Have you been dreaming, that you did not notice my ap-

proach?” she inquired, in a soft voice; “ or perhaps you thought
I had forgotten?”

“ Neither, dearest Laura,” replied Lawton, gently drawing
the arm of his companion within his own, as they commenced
walking slowly onwards; “though if I were in a dreaming
mood, there is but one object which would occupy the visions

of my fancy.”
“ And that is me, of course,” remarked the lady, laughing,

and glancing satirically at him.

“Do you doubt it, love?” he asked.

“Nonsense, Harry; you remember I told you, I did not
admire the style of love-making, which only poets and
romancists are permitted to revel in—and as for love-making
—ah, me!” and with a faint smile she added, “I think there

is no very great necessity for that now, believing as I do, that

our hearts have been too firmly cemented, for that part to be

played over again, to render them more so.”

“ Right, love,” he answered, taking her hand and kissing it;

“ but you recollect when I pressed you to become mine, the

only way by which our hearts may be more closely allied, you
hesitated, though you avowed your affection for me was un-

bounded; and said that there was a secret—a barrier which
might intervene—something which might alter my opinion of

you, and cause me to reject that love you had so freely and
unconsciously bestowed—you tremble.”

“I certainly feel,” she sighed, “that I have not acted aright

part towards you, in not having spoken openly long since,

when our acquaintance began to ripen into friendship; but how
little do we know of the secret workings of the heart—that,

friendship between two young and susceptible hearts, con-

stantly in the society of each other, is akin to love; the spark
once kindled, soon burns into a steady blaze. Better, perhaps,

would it have been,” she continued in a low melancholy tone,

“had I not permitted such a free intercourse between us—you
might have been spared one pang at least—that of devoting

yourself to the attention of a poor, friendless, disgraced

outcast;” a slight sob here interrupted her voice.

“Disgraced!” repeated Sir Harry. “Poor and friendless

you may have been; but disgraced, never! I will never believe

it; I have had too many opportunities of witnessing the purity

of sentiment and motives which has dictated your conduct,

than to put faith in such an assertion. You certainly labour
under a strange delusion, my dearest Laura; unburthen your
heart, tell freely your sorrows to one whose bosom beats in

unison and sympathy with your own. Come, take heart and
look cheerful—to be poor is no crime— it is rather a blessing

when linked with virtue, than the wealth of the universe,

coupled with those vices the world tolerates with so partial an
eye.”

“You will not hate me, then?” she said, hanging more
closely on his arm, and looking upward in his face.

“Hate you—for what? Why you would make me imagine
you had committed murder, or some heinous crime.”

“ Of crimes, I myself am innocent; but others ”

“Thank God! I thought so,” passionately exclaimed her
lover-, “but see, now—you droop directly—do not be so

dejected, love; tell me this marvellous secret that troubles

your conscience so much.”
“ In the first place,” she began, raising her head after a

short silence, and looking once more into his face, “ the name
by which you have known me all along docs not belong to me,
but is assumed.”
“Well!” ejaculated Lawton, a slight flutter of conscience

in his own breast, causing an undeflnable sensation therein.
“ It is true I am the daughter of an officer in the army,

long since dead, and who had been married twice. The

offspring of his first wife, my elder sister, was the daughter ot
a lady of high family connexions. A short time after her
death, he contracted a marriage with one who was far beneath
him in. rank—she was my—my mother. I cannot—I feel
almost inadequate to the task of unveiling to you the unfor-
tunate occurrences which are so interwoven with my own
destiny—my poor, misguided, unhappy mother!” tears trem-
bled in her eyes, unable to repress any longer the emotions
swelling in her bosom.

“ This is childish, love—foolish in the extreme,” fondly said
Sir Harry, pressing the little hand upon his wrist. “ Come,
come—do not hang down your head so, dry those tears; if

there is aught I can do that your mother needs, I will endea-
vour ”

“No; it is now too late,” she proceeded, with faltering ac-
cents; “but I will tell you all, and then you may scorn me if

you will. In consequence of my father’s second marriage, his
elder brother, who is a very proud man, but of an excellent
heart, felt greatly offended at his conduct, and for some time
would not notice him; but being a bachelor, and feeling, I

suppose, the want of some object on which to place his affec-

tions, he took my eldest sister under his protection, and adopted
her as his own. My father died suddenly between twTo and
three years after my birth, much embarrassed in circumstances
—and my my mother ”—she paused, and coloured deeply, as
she turned her head away, “ my mother returning among her
own relations, forgot the dignity due to her sex and station,
and fell a victim to the snares of—but she is still my mother,”
—the lovely girl could not proceed in her painful disclosure,

for her already excited feelings forbade further utterance.
Encircling her waist within his arm, first looking round to

see that there were no observers near, the baronet gently drew
her towards him, and imprinted a long kiss of love upon her
lips; her head sank upon his bosom, where she wept unre-
strainedly. I will not attempt to describe the mingled emotions
of pity and love towards her, and those of resentment at her
mother’s conduct, which agitated his breast alternately at this

moment; but the former quickly prevailed, his noble nature
shining forth in all its original lustre, he raised the drooping
form of the agitated maiden, and kissing her again fervently,

whispered with solemn emphasis, “ Mine, still my own—ever
my own Laura.”
There was a magic in these few words which recalled the

being to whom they were addressed, to the consciousness of

the enjoyments of true happiness still in store for her. She
raised her eyes with grateful eloquence to the open, generous
countenance of him who was her first, her only love, as he
gazed on her with tenderness; and smiling through her tears

sobbed forth in the deep language of emotion, “ Bless you, my
Harry; bless you for those words.”
The parties most interested in the foregoing scene having,

after awhile, permitted self-command to resume its sway,
Laura suggested the propriety of returning, as it was getting

late, for they had already walked a good distance from the

hamlet. To this Lawton reluctantly acquiesced, actuated

more by the wish not to expose the delicate frame of his com-
panion to the chilling effects of the night air, than by a desire

of terminating a meeting which had wrought so highly on the

sensibilities of both. He felt keenly in every point the un-
fortunate situation in which his beloved had been placed—the

forlorn manner in which she was at present cast upon the

world to buffet against its misfortunes, or to wither beneath
the scorn of its tender mercies. Every scruple of what the

world would call caution as to propriety of connexion, lie at

once indignantly flung aside. “ Can she help what her mother
does?” thought he. He looked on the gentle creature who
silently walked beside him, leaning upon his arm and confiding

to his protection—and he felt he loved her then, if possible,

more than ever.
“ If it will not give you too much pain, dearest Laura,”

said Sir Harry, “ to continue 3'our narrative, will you oblige

me?—you now know you have my heart as firmly in your
possession as ever—you cannot answer for the faults of others

—but I will not distress you by any further remarks on that

point. What became of your sister?”
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“ I will tell you,” she replied, accompanied with a sweet
smile. “ My uncle also took pity upon me, and I was brought
up with my sister, and had the same advantages of education

as herself, though I was looked upon much in the light of a
Cinderella in the establishment, but she was caressed and
favoured by all; yet, I thank Providence for his goodness in

having bestowed the favours I did receive, and I shall always
look up with reverence and gratitude to my uncle for his

goodness.”
“ Pray what may be the name of this good uncle?” inquired

her lover.

“ Jacob Rawley,” returned Laura; “ an eminent and retired

merchant.”
“And your sister’s name?”
“ Maria Rawley; and mine is Laura Rawley, not Mildmay,

which I was induced to take, in order to screen me from the

ill-natured remarks of those who might wish to rake up the

frailties of my mother.”
“ Good Heavens!” exclaimed the astonished barouet, start-

ing back, to the equal surprise of the fair one, and dropping
her arm, “ can it be possible?”

“What possible?” she inquired, with looks of evident

alarm.
“ Why, that Maria Rawley is your sister—I—I never heard

she had one.”
“ Then do you know her?”
“ I have seen her several times in town,” stammered he,

“ and spoken to her once or twice; but she is too great a lady

for one in my humble sphere of life to aspire to as an ac-

quaintance; besides,” continued he, recovering his former
composure, and replacing the arm of Laura Rawley within

his own, taking her hand again at the same time (they were
now fast approaching the village), “ were I the first lord in

the land, I could never like her—she seemed to me to be too

finished a coquette—too much wrapped up with high notions

of herself.”

“Ah!” sighed Laura, “ what a pity it is so much beauty
and talent cannot be appreciated as they ought to be; and so

many inherent good and amiable qualities of heart which I

am sure she possesses—though—

”

“Though,” added Lawton, “she did not altogether appre-

ciate yours—that is it, is it not?”
“ I forgive her whatever pain she caused me. I felt more

for her, than for myself, because I guessed that it was the fine

world which she was always boasting of, that had turned aside

the current of her natural gifts. I love her still—I always
loved her.”

“I believe you from my heart, my angelic, generous, noble

Laura,” exclaimed her lover with rapture; “your forgiving

and benevolent nature regards with a charitable eye the

foibles and sins of others, though their malice may be directed

against your own breast; but now, as we shall shortly reach

your home, and being fully satisfied that the grand secret

which you were to divulge, and which stirred up your fears

that it might place an obstacle to our union, can in no way
interfere with the nearest and dearest wishes of our hearts

—

will you become mine the day after to-morrow? Nay, no
excuses, I have waited patiently long enough. Though our

circumstances may be humble, and it is fashionable to laugh

at love in a cottage, still I see no reason why contentment,

industry, and pure affection, may not be as happy as the poten-

tate upon his throne.”

“But why love, such haste?” she reasoned, smiling; “ how
am I to quit my kind friend, Mrs. Anderton? and situated as

she is—she is not long for this world I fear, poor thing!” she

sighed.
“ I respect her the more for her goodness to you. I will to-

morrow call on Mrs. Anderton, and explain everything—you

need not be under any apprehension. I think I can procure a

suitable residence for us three—the more the merrier you
know.”
“I would have wished it to have been delayed; besides, I

ought, I think, out of respect, write to my uncle?”
“ Ah! good natured old gentleman—depend upon it he will

•fee more pleased to receive some wedding cake, and glad to ^

you off his hands for good—and as to your wish, you must let

me be ruler in this instance, and I promise—

”

“Don’t make promises before marriage,” she laughed; “for
you know—but here we are at the gate.”

“Well, the day after to-morrow—that’s settled, so good
night—God bless you—take care of yourself. I hope you
have not taken any cold from the night air—kind remem-
brances to Mrs. Anderton,” were the broken sentences which
passed between the two, interrupted with those sweet kisses,

the delicious purity of which, the lips of lovers alone can fully

appreciate.

A little way out of the suburbs the baronet met his servant
with his horse, which he had ordered to be there in waiting
for him; and having mounted, he proceeded leisurely on his
way towards the Hall. “ How inexplicable,” exclaimed he,
mentally, “are the designs of Providence; escaped from the
snares of a selfish calculating woman, I am by the merest
accident, the means of delivering her sister from danger, not
knowing her to be such. The virtues of her mind, and love-

liness of her person so irresistibly draw me towards her, that
I find her necessary to my very existence. How surprised all

parties will be—my own Laura will not love me the more when
she discovers I am the baronet, instead of a humble painter

—

though her fine lady- sister imagined every virtue lay under a
title. What a sweet revenge—better than I ever dreamt of.

Ah, ah! Miss Maria Rawley, you can play with your victims

can you—we will soon see—that stupid Lawton, indeed!” and
with such reflections Sir Harry amused himself, until his arrival

at the Hall.

(To be continued.)

FIREFLY :

A TALE OF THE SEA.

CHAPTER VI.

The appearance of the great Pacific at sunrise presents a

picture which, to a reflective mind, is one of surpassing

beauty. The appearance of the glorious luminary, as he rises

from the tops of the gigantic chain of mountains called the

Cordileers, which stretch from north to south about four

thousand miles, intersecting lengthwise nearly the whole of the

continent of South America, throws a hazy, yet mellow light,

over the vast expanse of ocean, investing every object on its

surface or its shores with a charm indescribable. Nature, in

the grandeur of her magnitude, is slowly throwing off the sable

livery of night with a majesty worthy of its vastness, till the

sun having obtained an altitude clear of the mountainous

obstruction to his rays, lias lighted all the scene.

It was the morning following the conversation detailed in

the previous chapter, when everything in the bay of Port

Conception betokened something more than the usual every-

day occurrence of that thriving settlement. The three British

cruisers, which a former chapter described as having met

there to consult on future operations, were decked from the

bowsprit to the mizen, from the royal-mast-head to the bul-

warks, with gay colours ;
flags of all nations, signals, every

piece of bunting in the ship was aloft and fluttering in the

breeze, while from time to time the deep booming of the heavy

guns told the loud tale to all ears that rejoicing was the order

of that day ;
nor were they eingular

;
not a merchant vessel,

a fishing smack, or even a cock boat, but what had sent aloft

all the gay colours they could muster. On shore the appear-

ances were perfectly in unison, every building from the resi-

dence of the corregidor to the humble dwelling on the beach,

had some display ; flags, garlands, wreaths and decorations,

to do honour to the day. It was the celebration of the Spanish

king’s birth-day ;
and Spain, when rich in colonies, before the

power of a Bonaparte crippled the power of the Bourbons,

had no lack of loyalty in display of processions and gay

shows. , _ . , .

As soon as morning had fairly broke, and due honours naa

been paid by the firing of salutes, as though in welcome of^Au-

rora, it was customary to commence the proceedings oi the
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day by the celebration of high mass, and the procession of the

host through the streets. This was followed by various pas-

times, both on land and sea, till the afternoon, when all simul-

taneously retire to enjoy refreshments, with which is always
included a decoction of Jesuit’s tea from Paraguay, called camini

,

or more generally matteci, from the bowl out of which it is

drunk. After they take the siesta
,
or afternoon nap, which

passes over the heat of the dav, and enables them to enjoy the

cool refreshing breeze of the evening.

On the morning in question, a group of loungers were
quietly gossiping in one of the main streets of Conception on
the probable events of the day. They were evidently men ac-

customed to active occupation, and were therefore irresistibly

drawn together on a general holiday to make up for the idle-

ness of their hands by the activity of their tongues.
“ By St. Francis, these Englishmen have come in a good time

for all of us; they will see our grand appearance on holiday

times, and we shall have something to see from them before

the day is out.”

This was said by a good-humoured, sun-burnt individual,

whose swarthy complexion almost betokened him to be a

mestizo
,

or born of white and Indian parents, did not his

friends and neighbours know him to be a real Creolean ,
for here the

distinction of colours and crosses is so nicely observed, that

no man will be seen to speak to one below him in affinity to

European descent.
“ And why, Master Pedro ?” replied another

;
“ what good

did the English ever do us, but to take our ships and plunder

us whenever they could ? I don’t like this new-fangled peace
with England it seems unnatural.”

“ Would you always be fighting, Master Clement ?” re-

joined the first speaker. “ To my mind, a little friendliness

when the war’s over, is pleasant like. We lost too much by
the war not to welcome peace

;
but here come some of the

English.”

Hurrahs resounded in the distance, as several English seamen,
dressed in clean holland shirts, decorated with ribands, and
flourishing their broadswords, marched through the streets by
beat of drum, inviting the inhabitants to witness a trial of skill

at sword-exercise, single-stick, and fisty-cuffs, which they
would exhibit that evening, by permission of the corregi-,

dor, at the little theatre, where ordinarily were represented the

plays called mysteries, or scripture stories, interwoven with
romance and obscenity.

“ Mark you now the presumption of these islanders,” said

Diego, another of the group, adressing Clement; “ they make
as much noise, and command as much attention, as though
the abbot himself was proceeding to high mass.”

“ I have marked it,” replied Clement, “ and when occasion
serves shall make my mark on some of them. I don’t forget

the brutal jokes they played me when I was taken in the Holy
Family, and I’ll be revenged upon them yet.”

“ Is that so ?” rejoined Diego, “ then welcome brother suf-

ferer; I owe them a grudge for the Trinidado affair, and I’m
not likely to forget it in a hurry

; but hush, here comes the
procession.”

As the speaker concluded, the attention of all was arrested
by a long line of priests and monks in their sacrificial robes,
many of them bearing banners richly ornamented with gold,

lace and embroidery, while the white surplices and richly-chased
censers wafting the perfumes of Araby, added to the apparent
solemnity. It was the procession of spiritual dignitaries, ac-

companied by the officers of the chruch, to celebrate high mass
in the cathedral, in honour of his majesty of Spain. The
host—that peculiar object of adoration—was encased in a gor-
geous shrine, the rays of glory composed of brilliants of the fi-

nest water, and gold the poorest substance in the hallowed
fabric. It was borne by a mule of spotless whiteness, and as
the gaudy creature slowly traversed down the street, each knee
was bent, each head was prostrate bowed, in humble adoration
of the sacred presence. This at least was the case with Ca-
tholics, and eveu those Protestants who feared to excite atten-
tion or provoke outrage, by the singularity of their behaviour
in openly confessing to their heresy, by refusing their obeisance.

Not so, however, with the English seamen
; fearless of danger,

and reckless of mischief, they had too often conquered the
Spaniard when armed to the teeth, to dread what unarmed
citizens could do; they therefore boldly stood as the procession
passed, and dealt unsparing criticisms on all they saw. Loud
cries of “ Down, down !” proclaimed the fast rising indignation
of the surrounding populace, which only served to raise the
louder laugh on the part of the seamen.
“ Shiver my timbers, Jack, here is a pretty go. Do you

see that little doll’s house on the donkey’s back ?”
“ That must ha’ cost a few shiners. See how the chap in the

white petticoat leers at it ; he seems to have an eye to the
rhino.” t

“ Hush ! hush !” whispered a voice near them.
“ And what for ? I ain’t no Papist, and don’t worship gold

baby-houses.”
This was followed by the usual expectoration of tobacco-

water, which alighting near the vestments of the priest who
closed the procession, was the signal for a general disturbance
and battle royal. The party of sailors, who consisted of
twelve or fourteen men, were immediately surrounded by a
mob of all degrees, who having risen from their devotions,

were determined to have summary vengeance for the insult of-

fered to their religion. Firm in their steady adherence to the
precepts cf their spiritual instructors, their proud Spanish
blood could not brook the indignity, and as most -of them wore
knives or sharp daggers, the fate of the sailors seemed far

from equivocal; but nothing daunted by the disparity of num-
bers, the gallant tars gave three cheers for the Ruby and Old
England, and setting back to back, soon beat off the press with
their oak sticks, and were making a fair retreat uninjured; in-

deed, the majority of the crowd having witnessed the bold front

which was made by the sailors, were indisposed to continue
the conflict, and one or two, fearful of the consequences, went
to the corregidor’s house, that a guard might be sent to pre-

serve the peace of the town.
It was just at this juncture, and when the whole affair

seemed likely to blow off quietly, that Clement and Diego, who
had expressed such antipathy to the English, were attracted

by the noise, and hearing the cheers of the sailors for the Ruby,
the ship to which they belonged, and which was the same thac

had captured Clement, they rushed to the assault. The sea-

man who was fir t attacked defended himself vigorously, and
victory was for some time doubtful, as Jack only acted on the

defensive, while Clement was warmed into fury by his long-

brooding feelings of revenge. Blow after blow, which were le-

velled with deadly aim by the furious Spaniard, were steadily

parried by the cool courage of the seaman, and the intervention

of the authorities was anxiously looked for by the bystanders,

who did not want to have the rejoicings marred by a scene of

bloodshed in the main street. If the Spaniard had obtained no

advantage, the sailor had not succeeded in beating him off, and

the issue was still uncertain, when, in parrying a thrust, the

seaman’s foot slipped, and he fell prostrate.
“ Now, by the Virgin, the hour of vengeance has come at

last !” said Clement; “remember your prisoner in the Ruby.;”

and raising his dagger in the air to give force to the blow, he

was about to plunge it into the body of his prostrate foe, when
his arm was suddenly arrested by one of the guards, who at

that moment made their appearance, and took the p*rty into

custody.

They were immediately marched off to the house of the cor-

regidor, who was anxious, if possible, that so important an

event as the celebration of the king’s birth-day, should pass

over without serious disturbance. On inquiry into tlie circum-

stances, he observed, that as the English were heretics they were

ignorant of the sacred object whose worship they had profaned;

but as it was necessary that the peace of the town should be

preserved, the whole affair should be passed over without fur-

ther notice, upon condition that the seamen immediately re-

turned to tlieir ship. To this decision no objection was offered,

as their leave on shore was nearly expired, and the sailors were

escorted down to their boats.

Thus ended this awkward affair, which, had it been prosecu-

ted with the rigour exercised by the Holy Inquisition, which

had long had footing in the Spanish settlements in the Pacific,
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must have led to a serious rupture, and probably to an imm*
diate breach of the late treaty of peace with Spain

;
this, how-

ever, was not long of continuance, as two years afterwards
that kingdom declared war against Great Britain. As far,

however, as the authorities of Conception were concerned, the
most convincing argument was the presence of three Bri-
tish men-of-war in the bay, who would not easily have sub-
mitted to the loss of part of their men for a squabble about
religious observances.

The hour of dinner, to be succeeded by the siesta or after-

noon nap, now approached, and the streets were soon deserted,

the whole of the population simultaneously retiring to their

homes.
(To be continued.)

MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE NARRATIVE OP ROSALIE OF FITZ-ARWYNE.

The Monastery of Rhudelands was a heavy and gloomy pile,

irregularly extending over a vast tract of land, in a deep val-

ley, embosomed among the woods, midway between Fitz-

Arwyne and Glencarron. It had been, from its earliest

foundation, a community for ladies of the first distinction; and
when the fear of lengthened existence predominated over the

sinkings of a declining frame in the mind of the widowed
countess of Fitz-Arwyne, she resolved to invest the convent
with all her property, take the vows, and become a perpetual

recluse. Happily for herself, death broke in upon the melan-
choly plan, and saved her from many years of misery.

To this monastery, a very few days after the widowed
countess had been reposed by the side of her lord, her mourning
friends, the noble owners of Glencarron repaired, in order to

conduct the lovely orphan Rosalie to that affectionate home
which her innocent smiles had never failed to irradiate, aud her
amiable cheerfulness to gladden. On their arrival, they found
her immersed in melancholy, and prostrate in the cell that so

late had been her mother’s; her rosary hanging over her arm,
and the crucifix before her. She appeared pale and languid;
and was evidently rapidly sinking into that torpor, and inanity
of mind, which destroys all the endearing interests of social

life. With mild and dutiful regard, she listened to the arrange-
ments which the generosity and tenderness of her noble friends

had made to promote her happiness, and secure her every
honourable distinction at Glencarron Castle. Their offerings

were embittered by mortifying remembrances of what she was,
or what she had lost; and their assurances, unaccompanied by
those expressions which humble the pride of a reduced condi-
tion, without raising the dejected heart.

“ Donald is pining for his lost companion in his rambles
through the woodlands; and your flowers are fading, and your
turtles moping,” said the countess.

“All want your gentle hand, Rosalie.” rejoined the earl.

Rosalie’s eyes were cast down; her bosom heaved. She had
something to impart.

“ While my mother lived,” said the orphan, her sweet voice
tremulous, yet her manner collected—« while she lived, it

delighted me to obey her simplest wish : her desire was sacred
to me; and because she cannot speak her upbraidings, shall I

be less dutiful, less obedient now? My mother did not command
me to renounce the world and seek a better within these
hallowed walls, but her superiority of judgment induced her to
think seclusion the safest shelter for an orphan’s head; and it

was her wish; it is now consecrated to memory, hallowed
within my heart, and I know no earthly power that can or
ought to shake it.”

Grief and vexation, anger and astonishment, alternately
agitated the minds of the earl and countess, when, in this unex-
pected resolution, they beheld every intention that tenderness
and benevolence had formed in her favour frustrated ;

and with
every argument affection and reason could suggest, they
opposed the measure.

Still she persisted in her purpose, until the earl, with an air

of dignified authority, informed her that his power as guardian
interdicted her entering into such solemn engagements, until a
maturer age enabled her to form a more just judgment o£ what
might constitute her happiness.

“ Your inconsiderate, your very rash resolves, Rosalie,
0 con

tinued the earl, with a tender solemnity, “ are not the result
of piety. Melancholy alone has engendered this absurd fancy,
and the wild enthusiasm of mistaken duty has strengthened it

in a mind weakened by early affliction. Come, then, my child,
yield a cheerful obedience to commands that only mean your
felicity.”

The voice of anger Rosalie had never heard, and the earl’s
words being the first and most serious accents that ever struck
on her timid ear, the gentle, trembling girl, dissolved in tears
of affliction, fell at his feet, exclaiming, “ I submit. Dearest

I

Lady Glencarron, tell my benefactor I submit.”
The countess, melted by the distress and meekness of one

she loved as her dearest sister, fondly raised her, and assured
her she should suffer no control, but have time to form a de-
cision that might be more satisfactory to her friends, and
secure a more certain happiness to herself.

“ We will compromise the matter, my dear lord,” said the
countess, addressing the earl in a voice he never resisted.
“ Suppose Rosalie passes the first six months of her mourning
at Rhudelands, free and unrestricted in her time and occupa-
tions; and during that time, aided by reflection, she may form
more just notions of human happiness, and discriminate better
between the dreariness of a monastic seclusion and the cheerful
pleasures of a social life. What say you my lord?”

“ As you wish, Lady Glencarron,” replied the earl. Then
turning to Rosalie, he exclaimed, “ Beloved Rosalie, think me
your friend and father, and claim from my affection all that
these endearing names allow; and you shall, my love, as it is

your wish remain some time at Rhudelands.”
The earl and countess soon after took their leave of Rosalie;

and having fondly commended her to the care of the abbess,
desired that she might be neither importuned nor encouraged
in the idea of a conventional life.

Meantime Hubert, now an inmate of Glencarron Castle, had
waited the return of his noble patrons from Rhudelands with a
restlessness undefinable; and when he perceived them enter the
grand hall without Rosalie, a pang darted through his breast
to which his humility feared to give a name.
That the lovely daughter of his departed lord interested

every sense and generous feeling, Hubert could avow; but that
he should presume to wish, or expect her presence, indicated a
sentiment little becoming his condition; he therefore suffered
in silence, until Earl Glencarron happened to inform a guest,
that Lady Rosalie, with his permission, was to stay during her
mourning in the Monastery of Rhudelands.
Hubert now felt comparatively easy, in the knowledge that

she was well; but, had his presumptuous secret been suspected,
bis altered demeanour, after these words were uttered, must
have betrayed it to an eye far less penetrating than Earl Glen-
carron’s.

Young Hubert was ardent in his nature, and quick in his

perceptions. His understanding was good, though uncultivated

;

and his manners were easy and prepossessing, though un-
polished. Bravery, humanity, truth and fidelity, were the
qualities of his heart. Bold, intrepid, and enterprising, there
was no elevation consistent with his honour and his faith, to

which his ambition would not aspire. Added to these advan-
tages, his figure was tall, manly, and athletic; and his face

beaming with good humour, honesty, and intelligence. Anxious
to distinguish himself, and prove worthy of the illustrious

patronage that was conferring consequence on his obscure con-

dition, he added something every day to his improvement.
An ancient father of the holy church, who from youth had
been confessor to the family of Fitz-Arwyne, took pleasure in

imparting that instruction his young pupil was so desirous to

obtain
;
and in the manly and martial exercises, several veterans

in the earl’s train, sensible they were obliging their lord, de-

lighted to add science to the bravery and activity of so fine a

(To be continued.')
#

figure.
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THE BATTLE OF PULTOWA.

“ ’Twa3 after dread Pultowa’s day,
"When fortune left the royal Swede,

Around a slaughter’d array lay,

No more to combat and to bleed,

—

Such was the hazard of the die;

The wounded Charles was taught to fly

By day and night, through field and flood,

Stain’d with his own and subject’s blood.”

If one circumstance, amidst a number which might be
mentioned, rendered the memorable -winter of 1709, more me-
morable than another, it was the daring design, conceived and
partly executed by Charles XII., of Sweden, to penetrate, dur-
ing the horrors of a more than ordinary rigorous season, into

the heart of that region of frost and snow—Russia. This de-
sign, in connexion with the consequences which resulted from
it, stamps the period as a new epocha in the history of Europe,
and modern warfare. The fame which already stood associated
with the Swede, and
the celebrity of his

distinguished rival

the czar, fixed the
attention ofthe whole
of the potentates of

the world upon them

,

while the issue of the

important struggle
which was on the

eve of taking place,

appeared to have a

powerful bearing
upon the destinies of

surrounding nations.

Resolute in the

purpose which he had
conceived, Charles
determined to brave
the inclemency of the

season, as he had
often done the prow-
ess' of his enemies,

and accordingly

commenced his de-

sign by long and
forced marches; dur-

ing one of which
2,000 men benumbed
by the excessive se- .

verity of the frost, I
ESCArE op charj.es

fell dead, almost be-

neath his own eyes.

That which increased the sufferings they endured, from long
marches and intenee cold, was the bad supply of clothing with
which the troops were furnished. The dragoons had no boots,
and the infantry were without shoes and almost destitute of
clothes. They were obliged to make coverings for their legs
of the skins of wild beasts, in the best way their ingenuity
enabled them; and not unfrequently, as an aggravation to
their sufferings, they were without bread.

Still the magnanimity of Charles remained unshaken; and
in the spirit of genuine heroism, he Bhared with his men in all

the inconveniences and privations they endured. One striking
fact will better illustrate the character of the noble warrior,
than volumes of laudatory writing.

During a period the meagre supply which the soldiers pos-
sessed was of the coarsest possible description. One of the
men in the ranks, ventured, in the presence of the whole army,
to present to the king, with an air of complaint, a portion of
his rations, in the form of black and mouldy bread, made of
barley and oats, of which harsh fare only a scanty supply
could be procured. The king received the presented black
provision, while not a muscle of his warlike countenance be-

trayed any internal emotion; and having observed it atten-
tively for a moment, very deliberately eat the whole, and then,
with a coolness which displayed the peculiarity of his character,
observed to the soldier, “ It is not good; but it may be eaten!”
This circumstance contributed, more than all others, to make
the Swedish army support those hardships, which would have
been intolerable under any other general.

Active as Charles was, Peter the Great was not a whit
behind him. After he had sent fresh troops to the assistance
of the confederates of Poland, who under the command of
General Sinianski, exerted their joint efforts against Stani-
slaus, he immediately advanced into the Ukraine, to make
head against the King of Sweden.
The czar was a politician of no mean character, and in

uniformity with the political scheme which he had laid, he
strove to weaken his enemies by petty encounters, rather than
a general engagement: judging, as he did, Avisely, that the
Swedish army must in the end be entirely ruined, as every
possibility of its being recruited he had taken care to cut off.

Alter several slight skirmishes, and not a few losses Charles
found in the month of April, that out of an army of 43,000

men, which he had
led, laden with gold
and silver from Po-
land and Saxony,
andwhich again had
been strengthened
by an army of

20.000 men, under
Count Lewenhaupt
and another of
1 5.000 from Finland
making a total of

78.000 men, besides

numerous recruits

which flocked to
him from Sweden,
he could only mus-
ter about 18,000.

Mazeppa, a cele-

brated prince of the
Cossacks, supplied
them with provi-
s i o n s, without
which assistance

the army must have
perished with cold

and hunger.
Surrounded, as

he king was, by

xii. from PULTOWA..]
want and distress,

his determination
remained unchang-

ed; he neither abandoned the design or the hope of penetrat

ing to Moscow, with his 18,000 troops: and, therefore, towards
the end of May, he laid siege to Pultowa, upon the rivei

Vorsaka, at the eastern extremity of the Ukraine, and more
than 18,000 leagues from the Boristhenes.

Through the intrigues of Mazeppa, the inhabitants of the

country were brought to declare in favour of Charles, although
the czar had before presented them with 60,000 florins, to keep
in his interest. The number of their troops, at the most, did

not exceed 2,000. To these the king succeeded in adding

several thousand Walachians, whom he hired from the Cham
of Little Tartary.
With this motley army, made up of Zaporavians, Cossacks,

Walachians, and 18,000 Swedes, altogether about 30,000 men
but in the most wretched condition, and in want of everything,

he laid siege to Pultowa.

It was well known to the king, that the czar had formed an
extensive magazine in Pultowa, and Avhich, could he succeed

in taking it, would open his way to Moscow: or supposing his

design was not to the fullest extent accomplished, he would at

least be so far strengthened, as to be enabled to await with
some pafety the arrival of the succours which he expected
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from Sweden, Livonia, Pomerania, and Poland. His only-

resource, therefore, being in the conquest of Paltowa, he pres-

sed the siege of it with redoubled energy.

In the meantime, Prince Mazeppa, who contrived to carry

on a secret correspondence in the town, assured Charles that

he would in a short time be master of it. This flattering

communication gave renewed spirit to the whole of the soldiers,

for they had calculated confidently, that the taking of Pultowa

would terminate all the miseries they endured.

From the commencement of the siege, the king perceived

that he had taught his enemies the art of war : for notwith-

standing all the precautions he could use, Prince MeuzikofF,

continued to throw succours into the town; by which means

the garrison was strengthened to the number of nearly 5,000

men.
Several sallies were made, and many of them with consider-

able success, and mines were likewise sprung; but that which

rendered the town impregnable, was the approach of the czar,

who advanced with an army of 70,000 men to its assistance.

On the 27th of May, which was the birth day of the royal

Swede, he went to reconnoitre the approaching relief, and beat

one of their detachments. As he was returning to his camp,

a shot from a carbine pierced his boot, and shattered the bone

of his heel, Notwithstanding the pain he must have suffered,

so great was the command which he maintained over his

feelings, that no change in his countenance was perceivable,

and hence no one suspected even that he was wounded; he

continued to give orders with the same composure; and,

after the accident, remained on liis horse nearly six hours.

The first public notice which was given that the king was
wounded, was by a servant, who, observing that the sole of

Charles’s hoot was covered with blood, ran to call the sur-

geons. The pain now became excessive, and his attendants

were obliged to assist him in dismounting, and to carry him
into his tent.

Witn all possible expedition the surgeons in attendance

examined the wound, and the opinions they then formed, was

that the leg must be amputated. The news spread with

uncommon speed, and the consternation of the army became
immense, until one of the surgeons, whose name was Newman,
and whose skill and courage exceeded all his brother disciples

of Esculapius, affirmed that such a course needed not to be

resorted to, but that by making deep incisions he was confident

he could save his majesty’s leg.

“ Fall to work, then, instantly,” exclaimed Charles, “ cut

boldly and fear nothing.” The king himself held the maimed
member with both his hands, during the whole of the painful

operation, and witnessed the deep incisions which were made,
with as much composure as if the knife had been cutting the

flesh of another person.

During the time that the dressings were being laid on, he
continued to converse concerning the siege, and with perfect

calmness gave orders that the assault should be made on the

following day. Scarcely, however, had the order been issued,

before he was informed that the whole army of the enemy
was advancing against him, and it therefore became necessary
to alter his measures.
Wounded, and incapable of acting in person, the king beheld

himself situated between the Boristhenes and the river that
runs to Pultowa, in a desert country, without a single place of

security; without ammunition, and in the face of an enemy,
which at once cut off his retreat, and prevented all supplies
being brought to him.
In this extremity the greatness and daring of Charles’s ex-

traordinary mind shone forth: he did not assemble a council
of war; but on the night of the 7th of July, he sent for Veit
Mareschal Renschild into his tent, and without any apparent
deliberation, or the least discomposure, directed him to make
the necessary dispositions for attacking the Czar the next day.

Without uttering a word of objection, Renschild departed, to

carry the orders of his king into execution.
At the door of Charles’s tent, Renschild met with Count

Piper, between whom, and himself, a misunderstanding had for

some time existed.

“Have you any news?” inquired Piper of the general

“ No!’’ was the brief reply; and he passed on.
“ Has Renschild told you nothing?” asked the king, as soon

as Piper stood before him.
“ Nothing, sire,” replied the count.

“Well, then, I will tell you,” said Charles. “To-morrow,
we shall give battle.”

“ Give battle, your majesty?” responded the minister,
terrified at what he conceived a desperate attempt.

“ Ay, Count Piper, such is my determination,” returned the
king.

Piper knew too well his master’s mind to hope, by any
reasoning he might adopt, to induce him to change his mind,
and therefore expressed his surprise by his silence; and left

the unmoved king to sleep calmly until the break of day.
On the 8th of July, 1709, the decisive battle of Pultowa was

fought between two of the most extraordinary monarchs that
the world then knew.

Charles the XII. was illustrious from nine years of splendid
victories: while Peter Alexiowitz was no less so from nine
years’ labour, during which he strove to make his troops equal
to those of Sweden. The former was glorious in the eye of
the civilized world for having won and given away kingdoms,
the other for having civilized his own.
The royal Swede bore the title of “ Invincible,” of which,

in a single moment, he might be deprived; while the neigh-
bouring nations, who had marked the astonishing work
accomplished by Peter Alexiowitz, had given to him the name
of the “ Great,” which, as he did not owe it to his victories, he
could not lose by a defeat.

At the time of the battle, the King of Sweden was on the
south of Pultowa, stretching a little towards the east, with his

baggage about one mile in his rear, and the river of Pultowa,
which was on the north of the town, running from east to
west.

The czar had already passed the river, about a league from
Pultowa, towards the west, and was busily engaged in forming
his camp. The dawn of day as yet only faintly illumined the
eastern horizon, when the Swedes appeared before the trenches
with four iron cannon, which slender supply constituted the
whole of their artillery they had with them; the remainder
were left in the camp, with about 3,000 men, while 4,000
stayed by the baggage: so that; the whole of Charles’s army
which advanced against the enemy, consisted of about 21,000

men, of which number there -were about 16,000 Swedes.
The Generals Renschild, Roos, Lewenhaupt, aDd several

other distinguished individuals, the greater part of whom had
been present at the battle of Narva, reminded the subaltern

officers of that day, on which, 8,000 Swedes defeated an army
of 80,000 Muscovites in their entrenchments. The inferior

officers exhorted the soldiers by the same stirring motives,

every one encouraging each other as they marched towards the

conflict.

That which gave novelty and importance to the whole
inspiring scene, was the wounded king, being borne in a lifter

at the heal of his infantry, and conducting the march. A
party of the cavalry advanced by his order to attack that of

the enemy; and the battle began with this engagement at half-

past four in the morning.
The cavalry of the enemy was posted towards the west, on

the right side of the Russian camp. Prince MeuzikofF and
and Count Gallowin had placed them at certain distances

between redoubts, lined with cannon. General Schlipenback,

at the head of the Swedes, rushed upon this body of cavalry.

The fury of their attack was overpowering: the Muscovite

squadrons were broken and routed. The czar, who ran up to

rally them in person, had his hat pierced with a musket-ball

;

Meuzikoffhad three horses killed under him, while the Swedes,

encouraged by the success of their first assault, shouted,

“ Victory.”
Charles, in the confidence which his former fortunes had

inspired, allowed not a doubt to cloud his mind that the battle

was completely gained. During the preceding night he had.

despatched General Creuts, with 5,000 horses, and orders to

attack the enemy in the flank, while he led on the at-

tack in their front; unfortunately, however, Creuts mis*
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took his way, and did not appear. The czar, who con-

cluded he was defeated, having time given him, in conse-

quence of the Swedish general’s mistake, rallied his cavalry,

and immediately, in his turn, fell upon the forces of Charles,

which, not being supported by the detachments of Creuts,

were broken in their turn. In this engagement Schlipenbaek

was taken prisoner. At the same time seventy-two pieces of

cannon played from the camp upon the Swedish cavalry, and
the Russian infantry, opening their lines, advanced to attack

that of Charles.

At this important crisis the czar despatched Prince Meuzi-
koff to go and post himself between the besieged town and
the besiegers. The prince executed the orders of his master
with dexterity and expedition ; succeeding, not only in

cutting eff the communication between the Swedish army
and the camp before Pultowa, but, having met with a corps

de reserve of 3,000 men, he surrounded and cut them to

pieces.

In the meantime the Russian infantry came out of their

lines, and advanced to the open plain in order to battle;

while, on the other hand, the Swedish cavalry rallied within
a quarter of a league from the enemy; and the king, assisted

by Veit Mareschal Renschild, made the necessary disposi-
!

tions for a general engagement. The remainder of Charles’s
j

troops were ranged in two lines, his infantry occupying the
centre, and his cavalry the two wings.
The czar disposed his army after the same order with

those of his opponent. He, however, had the advantage
considerably in point of numbers

; he also possessed seventy-
four pieces of cannon, while the Swedes had only four with
which to oppose him, and at the same time felt considerably i

the want of powder.
The Emperor of Muscovy was in the centre of hi’s army,

having then only the title of major-general, and appeared to

obey the orders of General ZeremetofF; notwithstanding
which, he rode from rank to rank in the character of emperor,
mounted on a Turkish horse, which was a present from the
grand seignior, animating his people and promising rewards
to all.

An nine, a.m., the battle was renewed. One of the first
|

discharges of the Russian cannon, carried off the two horses
of Charles’ litter ; and he immediately ordered two others to

be put to. A second discharge had nearly proved more
fatal, as it broke the litter in pieces, and overthrew the king ;

while of four-and-twenty drabants who relieved each other
in carrying him, one-and-twenty were killed. The Swedes
began to faint, being overwhelmed with consternation, while
the cannon of the enemy continued to mow them down the
first line fell back upon the second, and the second began to

fly. So greatly were affairs changed in this action, that one
line of the Russian infantry routed the whole of the Swedish
army.
The Prince of Wirtemberg, General Renschild, and seve-

ral principal officers were already made prisoners; the camp
before Pultowa was stormed, and all was thrown into irremedi-
ablecontusion. Count Piper, with some officers of the chancery, I

had left the camp, and neither knew what to do, or what was
become of the king, but rau in confusion from one part of the
field of battle to the other. A major named Bere, offered to
conduct them to the baggage; but the clouds of smoke and
dust which covered the country, and the confusion of mind,
the natural result of such disorder, brought them directly
to the counterscarp of the town, where they were all made
prisoners by the garrison.

Desperate as circumstances were, still the king refused to
fly, and yet he possessed no ability to defend himself. At;
this instant, General Poniatowsky happened to be near him.
The general was a man who, in all the occurrences of life, and
amidst those dangers in which others would at the most have
displayed courage, always took his resolution with despatch,
prudence, and success. He made a sign to two drabants,
who took the king under their arms, and placed him on horse-
back, notwithstanding the extreme pain of his wounds.
The gallant Poniatowsky, although he had no command in

the army, became on this occasion, a general through neces-
sity, and rallied 500 horse near the king’s person. Haviug

succeeded in assembling this body, and they being rendered
desperate from the misfortunes of their sovereign, pushed
their way through more than ten regiments of Russian sol-

diers, and for the space of a league, conducted Charles,

through the midst of the enemy, to the baggage of the Swedish
army.

Charles, however, was pursued in his flight, and had his

horse killed under him; Colonel Gieta, though wounded and
faint with los3 of blood, gave him his. Thus, in the course of

the flight, they twice put their beloved master on horseback,

and defeated the conqueror, although lio had been unable to

mount one during the engagement.
The astonishing retreat was of great consequence in such

perilous circumstances; but Charles was obliged to fly still

farther. Count Piper’s coach was found among the baggage,

which was a fortunate event, as the king had not used one

since he left Stockholm. Into this vehicle they put the king,

and pursued their route towards the Boristhenes with the

utmost speed.

Charles, who, from the moment he was placed on horseback

until his arrival at the baggage, had not spoken a word, at

length inquired what was become of Count Piper.
“ He is, your majesty, taken prisoner, with all the officers of

the chancery,” was the reply.
“ And General Renschild, and the Duke of Wirtemburg?”

added the king.

“They also are prisoners,” replied Poniatowsky.
“ Ah ! prisoners to the Russians,” exclaimed Charles, shrug-

ging up liis shoulders as he spoke
;

‘ Come, then, let us rather

go to the Turks.”
No shade of dejection, however, clouded his royal brow; nor

would any who might then have met the, until then, conquer-

ing hero, without knowing his situation, have for a moment
supposed that he was both wounded and conquered.

While the king was effecting his escape, the Russians seized

his artillery in the camp before Pultowa, with liis baggage and
military chests, in which they fouud 6,000,000 in specie. About
9.000 men. Swedes and Cossacks, were killed in the battle, and

6.000 taken prisoners; 16,000 still remained, who fled towards

the Boristhenes, under the conduct of General Lewenhaupt.

While he marched one way with these fugitive troops, the king

took another road with some of liis horse. The coach in which

he rode, broke down, and they again set him on horseback. To
complete the misfortunes of the conquered Charles, he wan-

dered all night in a wood, where liis courage being no longer

able to support his exhausted spirits, the pain of liiB wound
being more intolerable through fatigue, and his horse falling

under him through weariness, he laid several hours at the toot

of a tree, in danger every moment of being surprised by the

conquerors, who were searching for him on every sid e.

After incredible toil they arrived, in the night of the 10th

of July, opposite to the Boristhenes. Still the enemy was

approaching with rapidity, and the Swedes had neither a

bridge to pass the river—time to make one—powder to defend

themselves—or provisions to eat, although they had lasted

two days. Charles no longer was himself : his wound assu-

med a dangerous character, attended by high lever.

Fortunately they still had with them a calash, although but

of a sorry kind : this they put on board a small boat, and the

king and General Mazeppa, embarked on board another. The

king’s chancellor and Count Poniatowsky crossed over with

some officers, in other barks, while 300 of the Swedish cavalry,

and a great number of Poles and Cossacks, trusting to the

goodness of their horses, ventured to pass the river by swim-

ming. Of the infantry, who risked the passage, not one ar-

rived at the opposite shore.

While in this deplorable condition. Prince Mouzikoff ap-

proached with 10,000 horsemen, having each a foot soldier

behind him. The prince sent a trumpeter to the Swedish

general to offer him a capitulation. Four general officers were

immediately despatched by Lewenhaupt, to receive the com-

mands of the conqueror. Before that day 16.000 soldiers of

King Charles’s would have attacked the whole force! of the

Russian empire, and would have perished to a man, rather

than have surrendered; but after the loss of a battle and two
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days’ fighting, deprived of the presence of their prince, who
was himself constrained to fly, the strength of every soldier

was exhausted, courage was no longer supported by hope, and
the love of life overcame their natural intrepidity.

The capitulation was settled, and the whole army made
prisoners of war! Some soldiers, in despair, precipitated
themselves into the Boristhenes. Two of the officers of the
regiment of the brave Troutefette, killed each other, and the
rest were made slaves. They all filed off in the presence of

Prince Meuzikoff, laying their arms at his feet, as 30,000

Muscovites had done nine years before, at those of the King
of Sweden at Narva; with this difference only, that the king
dismissed all those Muscovite prisoners whom he did not
fear, while the czar returned the whole of the Swedes who
were taken at Pultowa.

THE BAND OF THE FORTY-SEVEN.
A ROMANCE OF THE PYRENEES

( Concluded.)
~~

The storm had nearly past away, and, as the clouds rolled

beneath the moon, the battlements showed black as the thick

woods around them. The night breeze sighed drearily as the

stranger, pausing before this ominous-looking place, glanced
cautiously around him, whilst the wolf howling in the forest

was answered by the owlet in the tower. It seemed, in

short, the very situation for the stronghold of a robber-band;

and, accordingly, the lady was once more seized with feelings

of dismay and distrust. She shuddered whilst she gazed
upon the dark building before her, and almost dreaded to

hear her conductor propose to her to enter its walls. There
was something singularly cold and stern, too, in his manner,
since they had left the shelter of the cavern. He had scarcely

addressed a word to her as he hurried onwards
;
and, although

it is true that he had aided her, and given her every assist-

ance along the difficult path they had traversed, still his

manner had been rather that of a guard to his captive, than

of an attendant escort upon a damsel in distress. However,
there was now no choice in the matter; she felt that she must
embrace the fate of the hour, be it for good or evil; she was
in the power of her conductor, and to heaven she committed
her future fate.

After pausing for a few moments, the cavalier took his bugle
in hand, and wound a faint and long-drawn blast thereon: it

was instantly replied to by a sort of echo from within the walls.

A few minutes more, and the clash and clatter of arms resounded
through fdie building, lights flashed from its loop-holed towers,

a sentinel challenged from the gatehouse, the drawbridge was
lowered; and, taking his companion by the hand, the myste-
rious cavalier entered his ominous looking dwelling-house.

Elvira observed that they passed through a tolerably strong

body of men-at-arms, who stood enranked within the first

barrier
;
and who did the honours to her conductor pretty much

in the same style that the turned-out guard of a garrison in

the present day presents arms to the commandant. A sort of’

major-domo also met them within the court-yard, and,
ushering them into the hall of the building, bowed, and
withdrew. The hall of the castle, or chateau, to which the

lady now found herself introduced, was of ample dimensions,
and (for that rude age) displayed a considerable share of

comfort, as well as feudal state. An ample fire glowed upon
the hearth; a massive table stood before it; and wine, together
with more solid refreshments, seemed as though they had been
prepared for expected guests. Banners of ancestral chivalry,
also, floated from the roof on each side; suits of armour “ hung
unscour’cl by the wall,” whilst arms of various denominations,
also festooned and ornamented the apartment, numerous
enough to furnish forth an infantry regiment of modern times.

The cavalier, doffing his high crowned beaver, formally wel-

comed his lovely guest to his stronghold.
“ It gives me pleasure, madam,” said he, “ in your favour to

break through a firm resolve, never to taste the pleasures of

the world, or open my gates in the way of hospitality again.

The peculiar circumstances of your situation, however, absolve
me ftom my oath, and all I possess in this wild domain is at

your service. I must, however, premise to you, that the same
circumstances which have made me a recluse here, will also

imprison you within these walls for an indefinite period, since
the dangers with which I am at present surrounded will not
permit of my offering you the protection of my own escort, or
suffer me to part with any of my retinue. Suffice it, whilst
beneath this roof, that your comfort shall be cared for, and all

i

your wants supplied.”

In saying this, the cavalier proceeded to offer the Lady Elvira i1

the refreshments of which she stood in some need; and, sum-
moning an attendant, desired that the evening meal should be 0

instantly served, whilst a chamber was being prepared for her.
Hot and savoury viands were accordingly brought in, as an
addition to the supper, by a train of serving men, at one end
of the hall; whilst from a door at its other extremity issued I

t

what the lady at first supposed was a funeral procession, since
it consisted of some half-a-dozen females clad in sable suits,

and veiled from head to foot.

They advanced to the table, and remained stationary, as if 5

i

waiting for leave to sit down, and partake of the repast pre- i

pared.

The cavalier (whose brow had grown black as midnight so
soon as he became aware of this accession to the party,) was 1

about to invite the Lady Elvira to a seat, when the loud and
repeated bla.st of a bugle without the walls suddenly arrested
his attention. Making a sign to the attendant steward, that
functionary left the apartment, in order to ascertain the
meaning of such summons; and, quickly returning, announced
that two strangers, who had, apparently, been attacked by
some of the Forty-seven, and who were, moreover, belated
and bewildered in the mountains, craved admittance and
harbourage within the walls. After some slight struggle,

apparently between his firm resolve and his hospitality, the
stern cavalier gave orders for their being conducted to his

presence.

The new accession to the party consisted, as has been men-
tioned, of two cavaliers; and both were as far from thecommon
run of chance wayfarers as it was possible to conceive. Both
were clad in rich travelling suits, such as the wealthy merchant,
or, indeed, the noble of that period, might be opposed to travel

in. Their equipage, however, showed both tokens of a recent
fray, and a foul and toilsome journey. They advanced into

the room, with all that dignity and bearing which belongs to

men accustomed to mingle with the nobles of the land; and
the first words they spoke of apology for their necessary
intrusion, proclaimed by their accent that they were English-
men.
The taller, and more bulky of the two, seemed to assume the

lead (although not the least superiority over his more quiet and
dignified companion); about whom there was, indeed, a pre-

sence and high bearing which claimed respect and homage at

the first glance; and, accordingly, his more free and assuming
comrade was unregarded in his presence, and the attention of

the host instantly bestowed upon the younger and quieter of

the new comers.

After the first greetings were over, the cavalier craved the
name and condition of his guests, and bade them welcome to

his chateau.
“ They were English merchants,” they said, “ on their way

to Madrid. In crossing from the French frontier, they had
been assailed by an outlaying party of the banditti, separated
from their friends and attendants, and lost in the depths of the

forest.”

The cavalier, upon this explanation, invited both to assume
a place at his board; and the overbearing style of the taller

stranger called forth a caution and reproof from the host

before the viands were tasted.

“By Saint George!” said he, as soon as he threw himself I

into the seat next the Lady Elvira, “ but I am agreeably sur-

prised here, Sir Hidalgo! In seeking a refuge within these

thick-ribbed walls, I thought we should be doomed to the
companionship of some half-a-dozen old-faced ancients, a
captain of a detachment, and, mayhap, some four or five com-
panies of men-at-arms; here, however, have we stumoled upon
a whole sisterhood of Carmelites—for so these veiled sisters
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le appear to mine eyes
; and did not this heavenly vision by my

io side entirely enthral my senses, ’fore heaven! but, cold and
hungry as your mountain fastnesses have rendered us, I swear
to thee I should be altogether as anxious for the removal of
those envious veils I see before me, as to partake of the good
cheer your hospitable board is laden with.”

1
“ In good time,” returned the haughty Spaniard, “ your wish

will be gratified, stranger. Meanwhile, perhaps I had better
i inform you, since you have thrust yourself upon my privacy,
» and claim the hospitality and protection of my roof, that to

; offer interruption to, or in any way to seek the meaning of,

, that which you may chance to think either out of the common
course of every day occurrences, or extraordinary, whilst you
honour me by this visit may be visited upon you by my stern

1 displeasure, and possibly might end in the violent and sudden
i death of him who presumes to offer such insult.”

,
So saying, the cavalier signed to the lady, who appeared the

principal of the veiled votaries, to seat herself at the table, the
remainder, turning to the right-about, went out of the apart-
ment solemnly as they had entered it. The steward touched
the dishes with his white wand, in signal to the serving men
to uncover, and the meal proceeded. The reply of the stern
looking host to the sally of the traveller was sufficiently

startling; but that which followed yet more astonished the
I guests. As soon as the steward had caused the dishes to be

uncovered, the host, in a stern voice, desired the mourner, who
was seated opposite him, to unveil, and his guests beheld a
face of such surpassing beauty, that their thoughts were alto-

gether withdrawn from the viands set before them, and lost in
its contemplation.
The two strangers, glancing at each other, thought that they

“ ne’er had seen true beauty till that night.” While the Lady
Elvira was as much touched by the deep melancholy and pallid
hue of those chiseled features, as astonished with thei? lovely
expression. The grim Spaniard, however, quickly recalling
them to the business of life, commanded their attention to the
good *heer before them, and himself set an example. The
English travellers, upon this hint, turned their attention from
the lady to an olla podrida of savoury flavour; the Lady
Elvira swallowed the best part of a good sized omelette

;

and
the mysterious and lovely mourner, after picking up a few
grains of rice, and masticating them as leisurely as Amine,
after she had feasted with the Goul, resumed her rigid and
motionless demeanour.
The host, meanwhile, calling for wine, pledged his guests in

a flowing goblet; after which, the steward, with some little

form, brought from the side-table a vessel of a somewhat curious
and horrid look, being a human skull, the orifices of which
were covered with silver. Taking it from the hands of the
steward, the host filled it with sparkling wine, rose from his
seat, and offered it to the lady of the flowing veil, who with
trembling hand accepted, carried it to her lips, and drank from
it;* water was then brought to her in a silver ewer, in which
she washed her hands and mouth, and after curtsying to the
master of the house, without noticing the remainder of the
party, she turned, and left the apartment by the way she had
entered.

This little episode was quite sufficient to disperse the mirth
(if mirth there was) of any meeting. In the present instance
it served to throw the whole party “ into most admired
disorder.”

“Can such things be?” cried the bigger of the two English-
men, starting to his feet. “ Now, by my knightly vow! 1 swear
to thee, Sir Spaniard, that I hold thee a stain to thy nation, to
treat that radiant and incomparable female after yonder hellish ^

fashion! As a free-born Englishman, I require of thee sufficing
reasons for your cruelty to the unhappy woman who has even
now left the apartment.”
The countenance of the handsome Spaniard grew livid with

concentrated rage, as, looking from one to the other of his
English guests, he arose slowly from his seat, beckoned to his
major-domo

, and whispered half-a-dozen words in his ear.

* Some such passage as a lady being forced by her enraged
husband to drink from the skull of her sometime gallant, has
been said really to have taken place in former days.

The younger and more dignified of the Englishmen also arose,
and, with much grace, addressed the host.

“ I cannot,” said he, “ permit so great an outrage to be
enacted, sir, upon a defenceless woman, without also protesting
against its propriety. We are your guests here, ’tis true; but
to sit tamely by, and, without comment, witness the loathsome
torture to which you have this night subjected that lady, were
to proclaim ourselves either cowards, or participators *

in the
act. It is my pleasure, sir, that you unfold yourself, and
proclaim the meaning of the scene you have just now enter-
tained us with.”

“Holy Saint Agatha! and is it even so? Your pleasure,
quotha? Really, signiors,” said the Spaniard, with set teeth
and clutched hands, “you do me too much honour thus to
interest yourselves with my poor household. Now, by our
blessed lady!” he continued, as some half-a-dozen halberdiers

entered the apartment, “ thou shalt rue this unmeasured insult,

base born islanders, before the hour has passed in which you
have offered it. What ho, there; arrest these strangers!”

“We are thy guests, churl,” cried the larger traveller.
“ Thou darest not, for very shame, lay hands upon us.”

“ You ceased to deserve the hospitality you claim,” returned
the Spaniard, “ when you meddled in the household affairs of

your host. Hadst thou not sat at my board, I had poignarded
ye on the instant!”

“ The fig of Spain for your threats !” cried the Englishman,
suddenly leaping upon, and seizing the Spaniard in his powerful
grasp, at the same moment unsheathing his dagger, and holding
it high in the air. “ Make but one motion, Sir Hidalgo, by way
of signal to those men-at-arms of thine, and I flood the
apartment with your blood! Dismiss the cut throats from the

presence, sirrah, before worse befal thee! We have fallen into

evil company,” he continued, to his companion.
“ Your royal highness—ahem! your worship, I would say

—

will do well to draw, and stand upon the defensive here. This
is some robber’s hold we have got into.”

It was in vain that the Spaniard tried to disengage himself
from the gripe of his powerful assailant, whilst the men- at-

arms were fain to stand aloof, lest the strong fellow, on their

attempting to aid their commander, should give him the coup

de grace in an instant, by stabbing him to the heart. The other

Englishman also unsheathing his rapier, opposed himself to the

serving-men and attendants.

The hidalgo, therefore, quite cowed, and three parts throttled,

was fain to cry peccavi, and signed to his men at arms to leave

the apartment; upon which the Englishman threw him from
him, and drew his rapier. The Spaniard, also gathered him-
self up, plucked forth his toledo, and bidding the attendants

not interfere, assailed his adversary with the rage and fury of

a tiger; whilst the lesser traveller busied himself in comfort-

ing Lady Elvira, and watching the progress of the duel.

It was of short duration. The hidalgo, mad with rage,

rushed upon his adversary with a thrust that, had it pierced

him, would have pinned him to the wainscotting. The Eng-
lishman, however, put it aside; and, in order to save himself

from being closed with, dealt his enemy a downright, straight-

handed, good old English blow in the teeth, the hilt of his

rapier coming with such effect in his countenance, that he

instantly took measure of his proportions upon the well

polished oaken flooring of his ample hall.

“ That's the English method of settling a foreign noble’s

hash,” he said, stepping up and putting his rapier to his

throat. “Yield thee, Sir Spaniard! and promise release to

the captive female you have immured in these rocky moun-
tains, or die the death ! Nay, I'll teach thee to force ladies to

pledge healths out of a dead man’s skull. Tush
!
your high-

ness, these foreign counts and hidalgos are as plentiful as

blackberries, and as insufferably proud as they are beggarly

and cruel hearted.”

The Lady Elvira now rushed forward, and, throwing herself

upon her knees, besought the Englishman to forbear all further

hostility; he, therefore, resigned his opponent’s sword, which

he had mastered; and, sheathing his own weapon, drew back
and permitted the Spaniard to arise. The haughty Spaniard

had found his level ;
his fiery spirit was tamed.

“ You have the advantage, stranger,” said he, “ and albeit
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I might, by summoning my people, sacrifice you to my re-

venge and resentment, yet, as I have even now heard you

address your companion by a title which shows me I am

amongstmen of the highest rank, I will not pursue the quarrel,

but, on the contrary, am willing so far to grant your request,

as to explain the circumstance which has set this quarrel

abroach. Thus it is In me, sir, you behold the most miser-

able of mortal men. In happier days I owned the name and

title of Marquis de Castel Blastam. The lady whose cause

you have advocated is my wedded wife. Unhappy was the

dock that struck the hour in which she became so ! That she

is beautiful, yourselves have witnessed ;
that she is of noble

birth is no less true ;
that I shall be able to vindicate myself

from the charge of over-severity towards ter, is perhaps

more doubtful. Yourselves shall judge me. This much,

however, I may premise, that whatever misery I have in-

flicted upon her, it must fall very short of that which her

ill-conduct causes me hourly to suffer. In short, then, sig-

niors, twelve happy moons had barely waned alter I had

gained her hand, when, returning on the wings of love, some-

what unexpectedly, to my home, alter a hurried journey to

Madrid, I beheld that which turned my heart to stone, my
wife faithless, and the friend of my -bosom a villain I Don

Antonio de Cordova instantly fell, pierced with a dozen stabs,

‘ the least a death to nature ;’ and as I was about to sacrifice

the traitress, his paramour, my wife—she whom you commiserate,

I was myself beaten to the earth, desperately wounded, and

left for dead by the attendants of my sometime friend, who

had rushed to his assistance, hearing the tumult of our en-

counter. To be brief, I gave my wife the life she begged;

but my revenge conceived a punishment for her, which, lihe

the misery she had inflicted upon me, might be moie insup-

portable than death : to confine her in an apartment in this

chateau. I hung up on its walls the skeleton of her gallant

;

and that she may be kept in perpetual remembrance of her

crime, in place of a cup I force her to drink from the sfcull of

the faithless friend she suffered herself to be seduced by.

The traitress, by this means, sees two objects at her meals

which ought to affect her most—a living enemy and a deceit-

ful friend, both the consequence of her own guilt. Such,

signior, is my story, with this further circumstance that you

behold me here, cooped up and surrounded by savage foes
;

inasmuch as both the friends and relations of him who fell

by my hand, seeking my life, keep my chateau in a state of

constant siege
;
whilst the connexions, also, of my wife, no

less remorseless, have with gold purchased me the additional

annoyance of being continually assailed by the horde of

miscreants infesting these mountains, and, from their num-

ber, known by the name of ‘ The Forty-seven As yet I have

maintained my position, beat off my assailants, and escaped

being slaughtered. To-night, whilst myself playing the spy

upon the banditti, I was so fortunate as to rescue this lady

from a fate worse than death; and now, sirs, if it is your wish

to see and speak with the unhappy woman, my wife, I will

conduct you to her.”

The offer being accepted, the English guests, together with

the Lady Elvira, were forthwith conducted by their eccentric

host into an elegantly furnished chamber, where they found

this “ mourning bride,” surrounded by her women.
“If, madam,” said the taller stranger, addressing her,

“your resignation and patience is equal to your punishment,

and your repentance forms the product; I look upon you as

the most extraordinary woman it has ever been my fortune

to encounter; and I most strenuously advise that this worthy

and injured nobleman should pity your sufferings, forgive

your indiscretion, and once more receive you to his bosom.”

His companion, who, from delicacy, had forborne address-

ing the lady, upon this ventured to approach, and second the

motion.
# . ^

“ One sole motive,” said he, “ in wishing to intrude upon

her sorrows, was to endeavour to procure a reconciliation.

“ And who, then, gentlemen,” said the Spaniard, “ are you,

who thus interest yourselves with my family matters, and

advise me to such a measure?”
“ I will confide to you my secret, ’ said the jmunger

Englishman, now, for the first time, assuming the lead in the

conversation; “let it be, however, upon honour, since I

myself am about to seek a wife from amongst your Spanish

damsels. Dismiss the attendants. I am Prince Charles of

England.”
“ And this rough signior ?”

“Villiers, Duke of Buckingham,” returned the other.
“ Parole d'honneur

,
let the adventure go no further, for your

own sake. I had you down, and might have ended you. Do
you grant our request, Marquis de Castel Blastam ?”

“ I do,” returned the Spaniard. “ We’ll to Madrid together.”

“Then bury your skeleton, and make an auto-da-fe of your
drinking cup. Tush, man ! for a thrust with my rapier, or

a buffet with my fist, lamas unscrupulous as most men;
but, to force one’s wife to swallow sour wine out of lier

inamorato’s brain-pan ! faugh ! it makes me sick to think

on’t
!”

It would exceed the limits of this paper to wind up the

tale. Suffice it, the lady of the veil had been too great a

sufferer in mind to profit by the interference of the English

travellers :

“ The life of all her blood was touch’d corruptibly.”

She died that night.

It is also impossible here to dilate at full upon the future

career of the Lady Elvira de Castro, whether or not she

became the Marchioness of Castel Blastam, and, without

having the fear of an ossified goblet constantly before her’

eyes, allowed her preserver from the Forty-seven, to take her

for his second, we cannot say. We may, however, presume
such was the case, as it has been handed down to a

particular friend of ours, by his great grandfather’s son, that

the Marquis and Marchioness de Castel Blastam danced in

the same set with Prince Charles and the Infanta of Spain,

Madrid, that very season.

COLONEL BLOOD.
A Romance of the Reign of Charles II

chapter hi.—

(

Continued.)

There was a man named Gilling, a barber, of York, in com
pany with the troopers, and this fellow, in spite of the caution

given to him by the soldiers not to interfere, must needs display

his valour, though it was by no means wanted, inasmuch as the

odds, without him, were five to two. Blood’s other friends now
coming up, while Blood and Johnson were fighting with the

soldiers and the barber, the affray became general. Each man
singled out his opponent as fairly and equally as he could, and

the combat was carried on very fiercely on either side. All this

while, Captain Mason, had rode on before, wondering that his

guard did not accompany him, until upon hearing the repeated

discharge of fire-arms, he at last pulled up his horse, and look-

ing back, saw the fight that was going on. At first, he was

extremely perplexed to surmise the cause of such an extraor-

dinary occurrence, and could only suppose that the troopers

were playing off some intrigue upon him, meaning to tempt

him to escape, and so entangle him in a snare which would

place him under very disadvantageous circumstances when
arraigned before the court on his trial as a rebel. To show,

therefore, that he had no intention of escaping from his guard,

he rode back towards the scene of combat, and while yet a few

yards distant, he was startled by hearing the sound of a voice

which, to his great astouishment, he thought he recognised

as that of his friend Blood, crying out “ Horse ! horse
!
quickly 1”

Still, however, he hesitated, being so perplexed by the strange-

ness of the occurrence, that he knew not at the moment, what

course to pursue. But presently, becoming more collected, he

dashed in among the combatants, and coming close up to Blood,

not only dispelled all doubt by gaining a clear view of his

features, but^alsoby hearing him exclaim, “Fly Mason, fly,

and save yourself!” Putting spurs to his horse, Captain Ma-

son was about to obey Blood’s injunction, but perceiving that

he was fighting single-handed against two of tiie most powerful

among the troopers, and was, at that moment in great danger

of being unhorsed, the captain rode furiously up to one of

them, and, for want of a better weapon, struck him a tremendous
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blow in the face with his whip, which knocked him off his horse,

and left Blood with only one opponent. Supposing, from this

act, that Mason madly intended to continue taking a part in

the combat, Blood again called out to him, earnestly entreating

him to save himself; and accordingly, dismounting quickly

from his horse, which was but a sorry jade, he sprang into the

saddle of another belonging to one of the troopers, who lay on

the ground to all appearance dead, and rode off at a furious

pace, along the high north road, towards London, taking with

him a sword and a pistol, which he had found lying on the

ground, near the body of the trooper. The troopers now clearly

perceiving the object of the attack that had been made upon
them, and the success with which it had been attended in

effecting the escape of their prisoner, became extremely furious,

and fought with the utmost desperation. A dreadful struggle

ensued, in the course of which, Blood was three times unhorsed,

partly in consequence of the fury of the attack made upon him,

and partly to his having omitted, in the hurry of his departure

from the inn, to new girt his saddle, which the ostler had un-

loosed when the horses were taken to the stable to bait. The
conflict which we have been describing, took place in the out-

skirts of the village, where Blood and his companions had
supped, and in the immediate vicinity of a large farm-house

facing the road. The last time our hero was unhorsed, he did

not attempt to remount his horse, finding it much safer to fight

on foot. Two of the troopers now singled him out, and drove
him into the court-yard of the farm-house, where he made a
stand, his sword in one hand and a pistol in the other. One of

the soldiers taking that advantage of his open body, shot him
near the shoulder-blade of his pistol-arm, at which time he had
four or five bullets in his body, that he had received before.

Observing that he was becoming weak, so that he staggered
from loss of Blood, one of the soldiers flung his discharged pis-

tol at him, with such force and good aim, that he hit him a
stunning blow just under the forehead between the eyes. With
a desperate effort, Blood made one vigorous blow at his antago-
nist with his sword, literally cleaving him down from his horse,

as though he had been struck with a battle-axe, and thus laid

him dead at his feet. The other trooper, seeing the fate that
had befallen his comrade, fled in dismay, and thus left Blood
and his friends to fight out the battle with the barber of York,
and the two remaining troopers, each of whom were very
speedily overcome, the barber being slain, and the soldiers so
desperately wounded, that they lay, to all appearance lifeless

upon the ground. The combat lasted altogether, between two
and three hours, and was witnessed by a great crowd of spec-
tators, who had collected together from the village, but who
took no part on either side, partly because it appeared to
them to be a very mysterious affair, and partly because they
deemed the troopers to be more than an equal match for their
assailants.

On finding themselves the victors, Blood and his companions
made the utmost speed they could from the scene of the affray,
each taking a different road, having hastily agreed upon the
place of their next meeting.

CHAPTER IV.

TIIE CONFEDERATES.

A few weeks afterwards, Blood, having recovered from his
wounds, and being able to stir out, he found a note lying for
him at one of his haunts, from Captain Mason, informing him
that he had succeeded in reaching London the day after his
escape, and was to be found at the Marsh (meaning at Lambeth
Marsh), in the vicinity of which were several houses of most
infamous character, to which the lawless of London were ac-
customed to fly for shelter and protection, and where it was
almost utterly impossible to capture a prisoner, unless those
who were in his confidence proved treacherous. Hither Blood
accordingly went, and heard on his arrival, that Johnson and
the others had also reached London safely, and were, as Mason
said, in high feather, having lately had the plucking of some
remarkably fine birds that had fallen into their snare. And
here it may not be out of place, if we give some further account
of Blood’s associates. Like himself, they were all men of des-

perate fortunes, without the least spark of moral principle, and
relying entirely for their means of subsistence, upon such
precarious pickings as gaming, and every other species of
speculative swindling, chance threw in their way.
The excitement which had been created in London by the

rescue of Mason, had passed over without bringing upon Blood
or his companions the least suspicion

; for although it may be
thought that the wounded condition in which Blood came to
London, might have identified him as one of the persons
concerned in the affair, yet it must be recollected, that, in
those days, it was by no means uncommon for a gentlemen to
be brought home dead or dying, his body being either covered with
gashes, or riddled with bullets , received in a duel or from some
ruffians, on his road home at night, either for the sake ofplunder,
or on account of some injury or insult which the person suffer-
ing, wanted the courage to avenge with his own hand. Besides,
it must be recollected that Mason’s rescue was effected at night,

where a man’s features are not so clearly discernible as to be
well remembered; nor must the fact be forgotten, that all the
troopers with whom the affray took place, were either killed or
wounded, so that, in fact, scarcely anybody, except such of
the villagers as had been brought to the spot by the report of
fire-arms, could possibly know anything about the persons who
had made the attack upon the troopers, and it is not to be sup-
posed that such mere casual spectators would be able to suggest
the least identification of any of the parties. The most remark-
able part, however, of this affair is, not that Blood or his con-
federates escaped detection after they had once reached London,
but that Blood and one or two others should be able to complete
the journey in the wounded condition they were then in.

They knew very well, however, that if they ventured to stop
on the road, the news of the attack upon the guard and the
rescue of Mason would be certain to bring suspicion upon them,
and the mere fact of their being wounded would afford circum-
stantial evidence of their having been concerned in the affray.

They had therefore, no alternative between riding on towards
London, and dying from exhaustion on the road, or, as it were,
thrusting their necks into the hangman’s noose, by putting up
at an inn to be nursed.- All that even Blood, who was the most
severely wounded, dared to do, was to stop at a cottage, about
midnight, and procure some little aid, under pretence of having,
as he said, been attacked by robbers. But, although earnestly
pressed not to pursue his journey, but to stay where lie was,
and let medical aid be procured, he was obliged to refuse the
offer, and be content with having some of his wounds dressed by
the cottager’s wife. After this he partook ofa slight repast, re-

mounted his horse, and rode forward. The horse, becoming
fatigued, and showing symptoms of breaking down on the road,
Blood left him in a paddock in exchange for another beast whom
he found there grazing, and who brought him within about
twenty miles of London, when Blood let him go for another that
he found grazing on a common. In what way Captain Mason
and the rest performed their journey, we know not; but it is

probable that they were obliged to have recourse to much the

same shifts and expedients as Blood—they not daring, for

similar reasons, to take shelter anywhere upon the road. We
may here add that, had not Blood been a man of great physical

strength, and an extremely vigorous constitution, he could never
have recovered from the wounds he received in the combat,
and would, most undoubtedly, have sunk under them, while
journeying to London.
From what has been here said of Blood and his confederates,

it will be seen that they were a sort of “men on town,” of their

day, subsisting chiefly by frequenting gaming-houses, and
those who visited them, of which some brief account may not

be uninteresting to the reader.—The houses themselves were
generally conducted under the name of of ordinaries, places of

refreshment similar to those now in vogue, except that the

name “ ordinary.” and the supply of refreshments were mere
blinds for the gaming that was carried on in the upper parts of

the house. The most famous of these places was Speering’s

Ordinary, in Bell Yard, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, where, every day,

at twelve o’clock, a good dinner was prepared, consisting of a

variety of dishes, served up in the most excellent style. We
may here observe that this place was a favourite resort of
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Blood and Mason, besides several others of their acquaintance

—

the “ Rooks and Daws,” as such sharpers were then called. At
night the play began; and as the house was much frequented

by gentlemen from the country, and others of great estates, who
could afford to lose large sums, and were sometimes fooled even

into beggary under the persuasion that fortune would favour

them even at the very last: Blood and his companions, by con-

spiring together in bets and otherwise, realized a considerable

booty.
The “ Rooks,” were of a very numerous class of gaming-

house adventurers, and consisted of “ huffs, hectors, setters,

jilts, pads, biters, divers, lifters, fliers, budgies, droppers, cross-

biters,” &c. : and of these we may hereafter have to give a

more detailed account. Among other modes of robbery adopted

by these sharpers, “they would,” says an old writer (himself

a “man on town,” in the days of the merry monarch), “en-

gage you in bets, snatch up the stakes, and then instantly

draw, saying, ‘ If you will have your money you must fight for

it, for I am a gentleman and will not want; however, if you be

patient I will pay you another time.’ ” The consequence of

which was, that the most dreadful rows and fights sometimes
took place at night, in these houses. False dice were, as now,
commonly in use, whenever it was thought they could be intro-

duced without discovery. There were the “ low fulhams— 1, 2,

3; and the high fulhams—4, 5, 6,” drilled and loaded with
quicksilver, and taking their denomination from the particular

numbers they would turn up. Then there were the bristle-

dice, so called from having a very minute particle of bristle

sticking out at one of the corners, so that they would not lie on
that side, but be turned over. Besides these and other similar

contrivances too numerous to be here detailed, the “ Rook”
was p great dapster at palming— “ putting one dice into the

box, and keeping the other in his little finger, which, noting

what is uppermost when he takes it up, the same shall be when
he throws the other dice.”

And here, having said thus much of the “ professional pur-

suits” of Blood and his confederates, we must close this chapter,

merely premising that we shall speedily have occasion to ac-

company the confederates in one of their night adventures.

( To be continued.)

“ WE ARE ALL COWARDS IN THE DARK.”

A medical fried of ours who, some years since, visited

Paris under circumstances most favourable to an entree to a
most interesting circle—that of the survivors and ci-devant

supporters of the “Empire,”—tells a capital story, as he heard
it related by the celebrated General Excelmans, one of Napo-
leon’s paladins. It was at a dinner party, composed of some of

the survivors of Waterloo, a few of their younger relatives, and
the scion of of an ex-king, on a visit from his home in America,
and to whom our friend owed his introduction to the circle.

Some question arose about bravery, when the younger mem-
bers of the company were electrified to hear tlie*venerable and
heroic Excelmans gravely and seriously declare, that men were
all cowards in the dark l The general smiled at their expressions
of dissent, remarked that it was “ very like youth,” and pro-
ceeded to tell the following anecdote in support of his strange
declaration :

—

“ There was a young hot-head in the emperor’s service, who,
burning for action, and his duties for the time affording no op-
portunity, at last resolved to fight a duel, and, accordingly,
choosing to construe some remark or other of an old and
superior officer into an insult, challenged him. The old soldier,

waving all considerations of rank, agreed to meet the young man
but on the following unusual terms :—The time should be night,

the place a room,—in opposite corners of which they were to
stand. The seconds having placed their men, were to withdraw
outside of the door, taking the candles with them. The word
should be given from without, when he who had the first fire,

should discharge his weapon, and the seconds bearing the light

should immedia tely rush in.

“ These strange conditions were accepted; the time arrived,

and the seconds placed the parties as agreed upon
;
withdrawing

immediately, and leaving their men in the dark. The word
was given, the fire was heard, the door was re-opened, and
there stood the elder of the two, bolt upright in the corner, his

adversary’s ball having entered the wall so close to his head,
that the escape seemed little less than miraculous.

“ It was now the old soldier’s turn to fire. They were again
left in the dark. The word was again given from the outside,

and, instantaneously with the discharge, the seconds rushed in,

and found the challenger prostrate upon the floor—not having
yet recovered himselffrom his trick to avoid the ball

,
which on ex-

amination, it was found, must have killed him.
“ The young man was covered with confusion, and the se-

conds were overwhelming him with the expression of their scorn,
when the veteran stopped them.
“‘Not so fast, my young friends,’ said he, ‘you will grow

wiser. Where do you suppose I was at the first fire? On my
hands and knees in the corner; but, mafoi! I was up quicker
than he! Par dieu, messieurs, we are all cowards in the dark !* ”

It was afterwards whispered to our friend, that the story was
an actual fact, and that the elder of the parties was no other
than the brave warrior Excelmans himself.

a——

a

—— it n— •i«—ea—

—

THE SHEPHERD’S DOG.
In the year 1758, the English made an attack on St. Maloes»

and it was necessary that a communication should be kept up
with the troops in the interior. A French shepherd was com-
pelled to act on the occasion, as guide to the Coldstream
Guards, by whom they were purposely misled. The late

General, then Colonel Yernon, ordered him to be hanged.
That officer used to say that he never witnessed a more affecting

sight than the efforts made bjr the shepherd’s dog to interrupt

the men when they proceeded to put the rope round his master’s

neck. The executioner had no small difficulty in managing to

keep the affectionate animal off, though assisted by two
drummers, who enjoyed the reputation of having been practised

dog stealers in Westminster. “ But,” added the general,

“John Bull is a poor creature when it comes to the pinch: I

could not find it in my heart to put the stubborn fellow to

death for his patriotism, and after well frightening him, and
almost breaking his heart, by threatening to have his dog
destroyed, I let him go, and the faithful creature with him.”

—

Naval and Military Sketch Book.

ANECDOTE OF DR. JOHNSON.
Du. Johnson, being introduced to a reverend prelate, who

had long been desirous of knowing him, the latter took the

opportunity of walking with the doctor through St. James’s
Park, for the purpose of improving his acquaintance. The
doctor, however, did not happen to be in a very communi-
cative humour, and the bishop was at a loss what kind of a
remark to venture upon by way of opening a conversation; at

length, after a pause, turning to his companion, he observed
that the trees around them grew very large and strong. “Sir,”

said the cynic, “ they have nothing else to do.”

PRECOCITY.
The degree of talent and industry displayed by boys is an

erroneous index to their character as men. The fortunate

competitors for school and university honours are not always

—perhaps it may be said not often—eminent in after-life;

whilst the men who have failed in attaining these distinctions,

not unfrequently exhibit a degree of ability of which their early

years afforded no indication.

A COGENT ARGUMENT.
King James held a convocation at Perth, and demanded of

the Scotch barons that they should produce the charters by
which they held their lands; they all, with one simultaneous

movement, rose up and drew their swords.
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[JUAN GONZALES SALUTING DON RUEZ DE CASTRO.]
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FALSE FRIENDSHIP.

How strange are the vicissitudes to which young love sub-

jects his votaries. Those, who we once not only loved to look

on, but scarcely deemed the day complete, had we not met and
conned the theme so dear at heart to each. Short lapse of

years works changes wondrous! Thus, owing to the mutability
of worldly affairs, was it with the companionship of the youth-
ful Ruez de Castro, son of a celebrated Grandee of Spain, and
his sworn friend, Arnold Sorubreuil. They had together
passed some happy years in study at the principal university

of Madrid; and though the Frenchman’s temperament lacked
not in generous warm sincerity and true attachment, Don
Ruez sanguine disposition met all things half-way : anticipation
was to him a God! The ages of the youths differed scarce six

months. When their periodical vocations would necessarily
have separated this Damon and Pythias, some quickly formed
engagement, through the apparent medium of relatives, joy-
fully dispersed the gathering gloom overspreading either brow,
by the consoling and inspiring invite—not to be resisted,

should their desire be such, to pass the interim at the happy
home of the inviter’s family. This pleasing intercourse had
passed alternately for some three happy years. Nothing of
vital import sprung thence to change the general aspect of
affairs, or threaten dissolution to an affection founded in pure
friendship, and which time only seemed more firmly to cement.
It chanced about the early spring month of 17— ,

the invite
being with the sanguine Ruez; for Ruez not trusting to an
epistle, preferred the making of an unknown journey to the
father of his friend, in self solicitation for permission that he
might tarry for the short vacation falling, once more a guest
within his noble sire’s mansion

;
that as they travelled side by

side forth from their university, elate with busy scenes their
air-drawn fancy pictured of home's cheering welcome—the
warm embrace— the hearty greeting and the smiling faces

—

De Castro, in his usual flow of buoyant and exuberant spirits,
burst forth in rhapsody on Friendship.

“ Doth not this lovely—this inspiring morn, my dearest
Arnold, act on thine own true heart alike with mine, and
seem to rivet yet more lastingly our early vows of everlasting
faith. Great Nature’s glorious symbol high above proclaims
by smiling forth his cheerful beams, our Maker’s bond of
universal love. What on this earth’s wide surface shall dis-
solve two hearts so sworn as ours, to falter in that mutual
pledge?”

What can have flitted through thy brain, my brother, to
cause a question, would involve a doubt? Dids’t thou e’er
know me, Ruez, neglect fulfilment of thy slightest wish? In
boyhood, what was mine was thine—did trouble peril thee,
was Arnold distant, or did he passive stand and view a danger
that could be averted, fall on his friend and harm one hair
upon his brow ? Answer but yea, and then do cherish doubt

;

and as I inward glance on thy most generous acts, the more
I view them, yet the stronger knit I find the close-drawn ties
between us. But my dear friend, we’re yet but young in
deed trials have lightly visited our heads—the struggles of
increasing years will, doubtless, be the source of proving
with a yet untiring hand, consistency our ruling guide, and
certain guerdon a ceaseless compact. My native clime,
though seated in the south, bears not that sanguine aspect
sunny Spain spreads o’er the children cf its fruitful sphere—
therefore, thou, a true child of such a genial soil, may’st
aptly deem comparatively cool thy fellow student. Say, my
dear Ruez, was such the cause of thy so recent query?”

I never, Arnold, really nursed a doubt
;

but, as thou
knowest I cannot hold a thought—thus I proceed to tell my
friend the reason if reason can exist in such a bairbrain,
why my untutored and too flippant tongue noised forth such
silly speech.

_
You may remember—oft I’ve noted it—that

after the receipt of a packet, bearing letters from our friends,
and few remarks on either side have passed, it hath not es-
caped thy fellow student’s obseivation that thou Arnold,
hast retired to thy chamber, and wrapped thyself and cor-
respondence too in taciturn seclusion for some hours, ’Tis

true, on some occasions I have heard thee state thou’st been
unwell—a racking headacb, or a feverish pulse has caused
the seeming odd estrangement. Such may have been the
causes of my friend’s apparent withdrawal of full confidence

;

but my dear Arnold, my heart, divided as it is with thee,

confesses undisguised a trifling pique sustained, by reason of

a fancied or concealed trouble which weighs upon thy spirits,

and is unshared by me. I will but add, in having ventured
thus so freely to reveal my thoughts, an earnest prayer that
idle curiosity may not be charged to the account of thy over
anxious and all- sharing Ruez. Let but my Arnold ease his
freighted bosom, by yielding up, if aught of trouble hath
possession there, a portion of his griefs, and here I vow my
every nerve shall strive to dissipate the care that tell-tale

like, unmarked by him who has borne it, has proved too

evident a type of inward woe.”
“ Oh, Ruez! friendship like thine is not to be resisted. In

proof thy watchful eye hath probed e’en deeper than I gave
thee credit for—that I ’have shown those marks of inward
care, however cautiously concealed I thought them nestled,

I care not longer to deny—disquiet then hath intruded on thy
Arnold’s peace of late; and why I have not shared that with
my friend, should be considered not as a lack of our cemented
confidence, but that his open and too sanguine nature might
not be troubled to partake of aught, my sure conviction tells,

lies not within bis open remedy, and must but lacerate a
heart I’ve proved but too susceptible.”
“ Arnold, you’ve done my nature wrong if you suspect it

is not capable of wisely using—though but young in years

—

to combat in the difficulties that may assail my friend as

strenuously as they were all my own—unbosom, then, with-

out a further doubt whatever presses on thy labouring heart
—let me partake, and by partaking, lessen at least some
small iota of its burthen.”

“ Listen, thou truest friend man e’er possessed
;
and though

thou cans’t not aid him, share his fatal secret. But first I

caution thee, let not a jealous doubt arise within thy generous
breast, at learning I have yet another friend than thou, who
erst a partial confidence divided. Thou knowest him too

—

and if time prove him, but as true as thee, I own I should
consider myself most blessed indeed, possessing two such
gems of mortal faith. When two summers since thou did’st

sojourn awhile with me in Paris, Juan Gonzales’ warm greeting

to us both, elicited thy wonder as to who and what he was; I

briefly told thee then, his parents with my own had been on
terms of strictest intimacy, e’en from our infancy;—next to his

own, my father had considered Juan dear as the blood which
flowed within his children’s veins; accustomed as he was to

pass long periods ’neath our roof, in daily contact with my dear

sisters, whose charms of person thou hast often lauded, I was
not much astonished at perceiving he had evidently become
prepossessed with the graces of Henriette, the elder. So far,

so well; his attentions had, it seemed, been listened to by my
confiding and ingenuous sister; his family was good—in rank,

perhaps, stood higher than my own. Adele, my younger sister,

who doubtless shared her sister’s confidence, revealed to me,
her only brother, the progress of their love; but in her artless

manner of description, hath she perplexed me to a strange

degree, awakening my shrewdest fears ;
for to the watchful eye

the guardian brother bears—in speaking of Gonzales, I per-

ceived he must have plainly tried to raise a passion in the

bosom of the simple girl—the while it was believed by all the

family beside, he wooed, but honourably, the charming Hen-
riette.”

Here, Ruez was about to burst forth in strong invective

against the treacherous conduct of this double dealer, when
Arnold quickly checked the impetuosity of his friend, by thus

proceeding with his narrative—“ Dear Ruez, forbear remark
awhile; I know and feel thy generous indignation’s roused, at

thought of wrong intended to thy friend. What thou’st yet

heard was but suspicion. Oh! had I then received a con-

firmation of my horrid fears, no laws, divine or human, would
have stayed my arm from seeking instant retribution on so

false a fiend! Fate willed it, that on the day succeeding my
alarms, Juan Gonzales abruptly left our house, being suddenly
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recalled to Valencia, by the unexpected and dangerous illness

of a near relative, from whom, he stated, he had vast expecta-
tions. His apologies were briefly left in writing, concluding with
his grateful acknowledgements, and an assurance of his earliest

return. Thus, for a season, was I debarred the chance of sift-

ing truth’s from falsehood’s seeds. About this time, my studies
calling me again to college, I left my once so happy home

; nor
ventured at a hint of evil augury to my fond parent’s ear.

Apart, I gave my sisters that advice, my pure affection alone
prompted the utterance of; and after a haaty conference with
the good and aged Martin, my father’s valued and most faithful

valet,—to whom, under his pledge of most inviolable secrecy,
I entrusted so much of my suspicion, as to rely on his promised
vigilance for information, should aught transpire to excite his
notice.— I b*de farewell to Paris.”

“ How long is’t since thou hast heard of proceedings from thy
trusty Argus?” hastily inquired Ruez.
“Some weeks have now elapsed without a line, and twice

I've written, still comes no reply.” Arnold was here stopped
by his anxious friend, who, as though yielding to the impulse
of some sudden thought, exclaimed:

—

“ Arnold, mv friend; I claim thy pardon for this breach of
manners; likewise crave to be forgiven for one temporary con-
cealment I have made from thee during my temporary absence
from scholastic duties,—when thou did’st imagine me called
home by letters,—I blush to think upon my ruse—where
think’st thou, Arnold, that thy Ruez sped—why, e’en to Cha-
teau Sombreuil—and for what?—that thou may’st guess—but
to obtain the unreserved consent of thy kind father, permitting
thy sojourn with pauvre moi. Thou art aware how well I stand
in estimation with thy worthy sire—no sooner asked than
granted—my object gained—obeisances made—my adieux ex-
changed with those two lovely girls you own as sisters; and,
as preferring equestrian to vehicular conveyance, while am
bling on my first short easy stage, some half league only from
your natal home,—just as I merged on an open plain, I spied
a youthful Don with speed advancing, backing a noble courser,
making dir ctly for the spot I had left,—and this same cavalier
beyond all doubt was your ambiguous -your friend, Don Juan
Gonzales! Stay!” continued Ruez, observing an impatient
movement on the part of Arnold, whose countenance turned
to an ashy whiteness. “ Stay, and learn the end. As he neared
me, and as I felt convinced my memory deceived me not,—an
evident confusion in his bearing—a flush of crimson,—then a
livid hue spread o’er his brow, as with assumed indifference, in
courtesy he raised his cap,— acknowledging his recognition,
and with a simultaneous motion urging the animal that bore
him, he shot, with lightning speed, beyond my vision.”

“ My fears,” interrupted Arnold, “ interpret but too surely
the object of his journey—those looks confused, why should
he bear such looks?—why blush at meeting of a friend’s dear
friend, but that he felt that friend was true, and he most
falsel”

The unhappy Arnold, now imagining his worst fears con-
firmed, but for the resolute interference of Ruez, would have
insisted on the necessity of his immediate presence in his
family, and journied without loss of further time to Paris.
The arguments of De Castro at length succeeded in calming

his agitated spirits, and as they now approached the mansion
of the Spanish Grandee, Arnold sunk into an apathy of
thought. The youthful students met a reception cheering to
the hearts of wearied travellers. The ancient Don, rallied
his son’s companion on the wide change in his demeanour

—

his total loss of spirits, and his sombre bearing. “ Surely,”
he said, “ La belle France possessed some lady-love, whose
sympathetic sighs responded to the absent Damon.”

Pleading fatigue, and backed by his companion, Arnold
was early permitted to retire to his chamber, where, sinking
into a seat, he fell into a reverie of no pleasing nature,—be
conned each by-gone scene, from the first doubt engendered
at the changed and treacherous conduct of Juan Gonzales

;

for he knew more than he confessed to Ruez, though not of
a decisive character. The old and trusty Martin had care-
fully communicated with his young master on several occa-
sions, though, as related, it was now some time since; and

the chief tenour of his news conveyed intelligence of sundry
letters, he had traced from Spain, reaching the hands of both
his youthful mistresses—the characters of all being unmis-
takably the same.

( To be continued.')

MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

chapter viii.—

(

Continued.)
And, indeed, so general a favourite wan the humble

Hubert that, hut for the good sense that directed his actions,

and the humility of heart which moderated every prouder
passion, Hubert might have forgot he had sprung from the
cottage, and was born a peasant’s son. Yet the earl’s com-
mendations were dealt with such wise discrimination, that they
never failed in their effects of correcting the wrong, and en-
couraging the right tendency of every propensity.
Lady Glencarron’s approbation he considered the highest

reward; and the condescending interest she evidenced in his

improvements, in a mind less humble from its conscious in-

feriority, might have engendered a pride which would have
obscured every good quality, and perpetually recalled to re-

membrance the meanness of his pretensions. But Hubert had
the happiest disposition; could conciliate the affections; and,

ever pleased himself, communicated pleasure to others.

He was in this progressive state of mental and personal im-
provement, when the mild and modest beauties of his noble

mistress, the Lady Rosalie, informed him he had an eye to

admire loveliness, and a heart to reverence virtue, yet a more
presumptuous idea than living to serve her, and dying to defend

her, should she ever need so ignoble a champion, ambitious as

was his ardent spirit, he never aspired to.

“ Never,” cried he, often, when alone, in the native pride of

an upright heart, “ never shall the child of my dead master

know her high condition degraded by the adoration of Hubert.

No, but at humble distance I will watch her looks, pay her

silent worship, and should occasion call, expire in serving and
in blessing her.”

CHAPTER IX.

It drew near the meridian of summer, when the enriching

hand of bounteous nature shed beauty over every rural pros-

pect, when every tint was brightened, every plant expanded,

and every tree blossomed in the most luxurious verdure

Tt was at this enchanting season, when the declining orb of

day shed its mild irradiations around,inspiring that sober me-
ditation which betters every human heart, that Earl Glen-

carron, after the convivial pleasures of a social and hospitable

board, delighted to wander through the impervious woods
which surrounded his magnificent residence. Sometimes the

countess would accompany him in these reflective rambles; hut

he more often preferred entire solitude,

One evening it chanced that he almost unconsciously wan-

dered a considerable way beyond his accustomed limits, even

until the latest rays of the setting sun gleamed with a softened

and mysterious light upon the Gothic turrets of the castle. He
stood on a gently-rising eminence; consequently, he could

command a grand and picturesque view of Glencarron, together

with all its magnificent scenery. He was lost in reverie, when
suddenly a rustling among the underwood attracted his

attention, and caused him to look around. The rustling had

ceased, and was presently forgotten; but ,again the noise

returned, and again he stopped to listen. He bent his steps

towards the direction from whence the noise proceeded ;
when,

drawing nearer, it sounded like a foot crushing with heavy

pressure the impeding branches? and, in an instant after, the

figure of a man broke through the pathless labyrinth. Wan
and haggard, with intellects deranged, and garments all dis-

ordered, he appeared: yet the earl could only catch a mo-
mentary glance

;
for with a sudden gasp of horror he rushed

past him, and burst with desperate gestures through the

obstructing boughs, leaving the earl in painful consternation.
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Instinctively he had grasped hi3 sword; but seme strange

imaginings enerved him, and his hand fell powerless.
“ What, what was that?” escaped his lips. He gazed after

the doubtful figure. “ The very phantom of imagination,” still

speaking to himself: “ but no, it cannot, cannot be!” And as

the incoherent words were uttering, he continued, without

either motive or design, to rush through the forest, till a sudden

opening among the trees again extended the spreading prospect

around him.
The light was now dimly mysterious; departing day had

shed her dewy mists around; the star of evening mildly glit-

tered, and a full moon, emerging from a silver cloud, diffused a

brighter raaiauce over the solemn stillness of the twilight-

hour. But this world, and even the other, was unremembered at

the moment
; nay, the appalling figure, whose strange appearance

had alarmed him, was forgotten; he beheld before him an
object which at first he could hardly believe to be real.

On a prostrate tree, at no great distance, reclined Rosalie!

the chaste, the modest, the high-born Rosalie! The mourning
orphan, whom all conceived with rosary and crucifix in her

sequestered cell, alike forgetful of maiden nicety and her high
condition, unattended, in the gloom of evening, was seated in

the woods, while kneeling before her appeared the young pre-

sumptuous Hubert ! His attitude was that of humble entreaty

;

his gestures those of fervid passion; for ever and anon he
wrung her passive hands, raised his eyes to heaven, and then
cast them cn the earth.

At length, as if the tender supplication had been granted, he
with his arms fondly supported her trembling frame, until they
reached a private wicket-gate that opened on those grounds
more particularly appertaining to the monastery. There they
stopped a moment, and a moonbeam, as it fell upon the face of

Rosalie, discovered it pale, full of thought, and her eyes suffused

in tears. Something she said, but the earl stood too remote to

distinguish what, but she looked irresolute, and seemed as if

detaining young Hubert, who bowed with a tender reverence
over her hand, and, swift as lightning, darted through the
intricate windings of the forest.

Horror, grief, and indignation for what he had witnessed,for
a time held the earl immoveable. The virtuous, simple Rosalie
—the open, honest Hubert, both to deceive him, had mocked
his hopes, disappointed his expectations, and stood themselves
upon a fearful precipice. To separate them for ever, and to

avert an union so disgraceful and ruinous in its consequences
to the daughter of his noble friend, he trusted, yet remained in
his power. But, whether to pursue his measures secretly, or
accuse them with their premeditated guilt, and then immure
the one, and remove the other as unworthy his protection, he
was undetermined; and with the varied emotions of anger, sor-
row, disappointment, and indecision, all agitating his own in-

genuous breast, he hastened homeward; and, without having
formed one resolution, entered the hall of Glencarron.

Hospitality, with all the train of social virtues, were sure to
assemble a constant succession of guests at the castle; and the
amiable countess, well knowing that her lord delighted in the
satisfaction of his friends, and every elegant amusement, had
prepared for a dance, to conclude the festivities of the day. He
endeavoured to sustain his part in the entertainment, and to do
the honours of the evening; but so abstracted and disordered
was his manner, so constrained his efforts to appear gay and
easy, that, to avoid the surmises of his guests, and the watch-
ful eye of his countess, he pleaded a slight indisposition, and
retired to ruminate alone.

The effects of surprise soon subsided in the earl, when his
mind, comprehensive and decided, formed its determinations.
Not to judge from appearances, not to condemn any one un-
heard, were the regulations of conscience with his lowest
vassal; and would affection and confidence deny these privileges
to the orphan child of his dearest friend—to the favoured crea-
ture of his caie! No; be resolved to tell them of their secret
meetings, examine their motives, interdict future communica-
tion, and argue the point with candour and affection.
Comparatively easy, from having come to this conclusion

when his countess, alarmed by his sudden departure, joined
him, he declared his indisposition entirely gone, and that he

was ready to attend her to their guests, whose hilarity had been
interrupted by the apprehensiou that indisposition had occasioned

his sudden and abrupt retirement.

chapter x .

The night was far advanced, or, more properiy speaking, at
odds with the morning, when the household of Glencarron,
withdrew to their separate apartments. The earl had retired

to his oratory; the countess to her chamDer, which was an
adjoining apartment.
Her attendants were undressing her, when her eye was

attracted by the serious looks of Agatha, who being faithfully

attached, and the daughter of her nurse, was high in favour and
confidence.

Agatha, though insufferably superstitious, was gay and
sprightly, and often diverted her lady by a relation of her
dreams, omens, and legendary tales, which were sure to be
predictive of good to the house of Glencarron.

With all Agatha’s vivacity, a recent disappointment had
given a pensive air to her pretty features, and rather depressed

the cheerful, happy glow of spirits which endeared her to her
lady; but she now appeared with an uncommon gloom upon her

countenance. She was pale and embarrassed, sat apart, list-

less and abstracted; and as the countess, after surveying for a
moment her dejected air, said in a voice of kindness. “My
Agatha, girl!” she started, and, as if in fear, caught the arm of

an attendant next her. The countess, alarmed at her strange

and wild demeanour, ordered her to draw near, when taking
her hand encouragingly, she inquired what disturbed her.

“ I dare not speak,” replied Agatha, her voice feeble from
emotion; “you have so often reproved and pardoned, my
lady

”

“ But speak, good Agatha,” resumed the countess, with rising

agitation; “ dismiss thy fears, and speak. I give thee leave.”
“ Then,” said the simple girl, somewhat re-assured, “ then I

have seen something.”
“Seen something !” repeated her lady, smiling; “so have I,

simpleton; and do you see nothing now?”
“ I knew your ladyship would either ridicule or be offended

;”

and Agatha looked fearfully round her as she spoke. “ 1 knew
it, but I did indeed see it.”

“Indeed, Agatha? And what spectre hath thy hag-ridden
imagination created now to annoy thy sight?”

“It was so like my lord!”

“Like thy lord?” interrupted the countess, faltering through
nameless fears.

“Yes, my lady, and yet it was not,” added the shrinking
girl, looking terrified. “ I saw it first crossing the back gal-

leries towards the western turret: his grace defend us! and it

then was seen gliding through the Lady Rosalie’s chamber:
and Gilbertin, it appeared to him in the porch of the ruined

chapel: and he thought it—he did not know what to think of

it, till it flew to the old altar, and there it stood in the likeness

of Lady Rosalie herself!”
“ Gracious saints, defend my lord and his dear life!” exclaimed

the countess, piously crossing her arms over her beating bosom.

But before she had time to further interrogate the alarmed
Agatha, his lordship entered the chamber; and giving the usual

signal, the women all withdrew from their presence. Agitation

and alarm were evident on the pale features of the countess;

and his lordship, tenderly inquiring the cause, heightened by
her own apprehensions, she repeated all that the disturbed

Agatha had asserted.

“ Dearest Edalfrida !” replied his lordship, “do not allow

the silly imaginings of that superstitious girl to disturb you.

Consider the incongruity of her tale, the inutility of my ap-

pearance to your waiting-maid, supposing these things possible;

and your superior anderstanding will never deign it a second

thought. It was like me, and yet it was not; and it was Rosa-

lie herself! Why this is more ludicrous and absurd than her

former follies. But cheer up, sweet love ! you behold me well,

and to-morrow we will visit Rosalie; and then, for once her

portentous omens terminate as they commenced—in nothing.”

Apprehension had usurped the influence of cheering hope in

the bosom of Lady Glencarron, and no argument could convince
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her understanding, or compose her gloomy alarms; bat re

turning her husband’s caresses, she soon reposed in the safe

and sacred sanctuary of his bosom, and, sinking into a peaceful

slumber, fbr a time forgot her superstitious fears.

Soon after day-break, on the following morning, the earl arose

to pursue the invigorating pleasures of the chase. The dewy
mists were fading into finer air, and the brilliant sunbeams
breaking from their glowing bed, while the early warblers of

the morning carolled cheerily from each glittering spray, and
the earl’s deeply sounding bugle-horn assembled his train to

join him in the healthful sport.

Hubert was ever foremost; and now, in presence of his

patron, vaulted in his saddle. The glow of health was on his

cheek, and the lustre of youth shining in his eye
;
yet his ac-

customed energy of manner was nowhere to be seen : and an

air of thoughtfulness clouded his open brow, which too evidently

announced all was not well within.

The earl had pre-resolved to interrogate him concerning his

interview with Rosalie, and purposely endeavoured to separate

him from the rest. Fortune accelerated the design, and soon

afforded an opportunity; for in the heat of the pursuit, misled

by the cry of some young dogs, he overtook him in a different

course. Hunting the wild boar was a favourite exercise with

young Hubert; yet he now appeared listless and indifferent.

The reins hung loosely in his hand, and his eyes were thought-
full)' bent on the ground.

“ Well met, Hubert!” cried the earl, “these yelping curs

have thrown us out.”

Hubert started, changed his attitude, and replied, though in

some confusion, that they should soon come up with their

company; and so saying, he would have rode off, but the earl

impeded him.
“ Hubert, I would speak with you,” said he. Hubert bowed

ar.d a pause succeeded.

The earl resumed: “You seem thoughtful, Hubert.”
“Thoughtful, my lord?”
“ Yes, and melancholy too you seem.”
“ Melancholy?” he repeated abstractedly.

The sparkle in Earl Glencarron’s eye quickened.
“ By Heaven, you are my very ecno!”
“ I beg your lordship’s pardon; I did not mean to offend.”

replied Hubert recovering, and bowing to the earl.

“ Hubert,” resumed the earl with seriousness and a piercing

look, “ do you yet know yourself ?”

“ It is a difficult knowledge, my lord, but I think I do.”
“ Then what was, and what are you now?”
“I was a very nothing, and am only now the creature of

your lordship’s bounty.”
“ Do you owe nothing to a dead master’s memory?”
“ Oh, God !” exclaimed the youth, gratitude animating every

feature, “do I not owe to him your countenance and favour?
Yes, I owe his memory all I do not owe to Heaven.”

“ Your memory is faithful then, young man, however,” said

the earl scornfully
;
“ and how may you purpose to repay these

obligations?”

“As man does Heaven, my lord, by reverence and duty.”
“ Did reverence and duty,” continued the earl, with voice

and aspect severe, “did they bear you last night in supplication

to Lady Rosalie’s feet?”

“We were seen!” cried Hubert, almost inarticulately, his

face growing deadly pale, “ we were seen.”

“ You were,” said the earl, a lofty contempt gathering on his

brow, “you were. I beheld you, and command you this instant

to declare your purpose; and swear by all considered sacred

among men, to never more raise your emboldened hopes so

much above you.”
The form of Hubert acquired more unusual dignity

; native

honour gave sparkling intelligence to his fine eyes; and with a

demeanour collected and firm, bearing evidence ofan unaccusing
soul, he made his reply.

“ I know full well, my Lord Glencarron, that I am a peasant
born, and was bred a menial. Yes my birth is abject, my con-

dition mean; yet I boast a heart that shrinks from guilt, and
is incapable of dishonour. I own Lady Rosalie has inspired

a passion in my bosom; but it is pure as the holiest angel’s

that watches her virtues. Had I moved in her sphere, been of
her condition, the love of Rosalie had been my felicity upon earth
and her worth my guiding star to Heaven; but a nothing, a
nobody in the scale of higher being, I practise the humility
becoming my_ insignificance, am only proud in the dignity of
truth, and aspire to the consequence of virtue. The nature ofmy supplications to her is justified by God, and my vows of
secrecy are registered in his awful presence.”

“ Vows of secrecy !” interrupted the astonished earl.
“Vows of secrecy,” repeated Hubert, “vows so sacred, that

without her permission they must descend with me unbroken
to the grave. Yet so much I must reveal: I in myself am every
way unconcerned, and, unless what fervid zeal for her welfare
and honour creates, every way uninterested.”

Mysterious ! exclaimed the earl, the gloom of deepening
thought spreading through his countenance. “ M)r senses are
mvolved: what am I to believe?”

“ Do y°u suspect my truth, my lord?” inquired Hubert.
“ Oh!” continued his lordship, inattentive to his question—

“ what am I to think? One step is ruin—horror ”

“Banish every apprehension,” resumed Hubert; “do not
doubt me: though without one privilege of greatness, I feel the
honest consequence of a man, and will maintain the sacred cha-
racter. Even Rosalie could not tempt me to risk your appro-
bation, or betray a confidence reposed in my honour.”

“ Forget my suspicions, Hubert,” said the earl, with emotion,
“ and believe I wish, and almost feel you justified—I will not
further urge your nature—it is generous—but will confer with
Lady Rosalie, whose candour, I trust, will disclose, what
honour induces you to conceal.”
The earl, though still unsatisfied and unhappy, felt inclined

to give credit to Hubert’s assertions; when, bowing to him with
more distress than displeasure on his brow, he left him, saying
they should meet at the banquet.

(To be continued.)

OWAIN GLYNDWR.

CHAPTER III.

I hear their shields and corslets clashing,

I see the gleam of their blue spears flashing.

* * * # *

Owain, his Cymry’s warlike chief,

With dauntless mien he proudly stands,

The centre of his faithful bands.

Far different were the feelings of the victors and the van •

quished. While Glyndwr was receiving the admiration and
gratitude of his countrymen, and witnessing their transports
of joy, the king was enduring all the inward tortures of disap-

pointed rage, disgrace, and defeat. The defeat being too

palpable to be denied, the king, to cover his disgrace, charged
Glyndwr with having brought against him the arts of a ma-
gician! For how otherwise, as it was argued, could he an
anointed king, have been defeated? This infamous accusa-
tion was fully believed by the people, and there can be little

doubt, that had Glyndwr been captured he would have met
with the fate of Joan of Arc.

In the year 1404, Glyndwr obtained possession of the strong

castle of HarddlJech, or Harlech. This castle from its situ-

ation on a high rock, and the exertions of Edward I. to make
it one of the strongest places in the island, must have been
nearly impregnable previous to the invention of artillery; it is

probable, therefore, that in the entire absence of military

engines, the garrison was subdued by a blockade. It has been
mentioned that Glyndwr’s foresight had prompted him to seek
the friendship and alliance of the King of France; and in the

early part of this year he sent envoys to the French court,

with full powers from Owain, Prince of Wales, to conclude any
treaty that might be agreed on. The envoys were very fayour-
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ably received at the French court; and as Glyndwr had ex-

Cv // y//^in

pected, the king expressed great interest in the revolt, and
friendship for its valiant leader; it being obvious that the suc-
cess of the Welsh would, to some extent, weaken the power of
England to annoy France. With this mutual desire and
interest to influence the parties, a treaty of alliance was drawn
up and signed on the 14th of June, by the respective ministers
of Charles, King of France, and Owain, Prince of Wales. To
prove his sincerity the French king gave orders for the assem-
blage at Brest of men and ships, for the assistance of his
"Welsh ally; and also presented him with a valuable sword
and some magnificent armour. Having thus succeeded in this
negotiation, he anxiously awaited its result, as his position
required unceasing watchfulness, not only from the external
efforts of the English king, but from internal dangers, arising
from the jealousy, which soon grew into hatred, ofmany Welsh
chiefs, who could not submit to acknowledge Glyndwr’s ele-
vation to sovereign power, and their own consequent in-
feriority.

Glyndwr’s capture of Mortimer was important in itself, and
it was rendered more so by its results. Several applications
had been made by Mortimer’s friends to the king for permis-
sion to ransom him, but without success; the king refusing
his consent. Henry had his own reason for this, Mortimer
being the uncle and guardian of Edward Mortimer, Earl of
March, a claimant for the crown. As Henry had obtained the
throne by violence, he naturally looked with a jealous eye on
any one who might be considered more entitled to fill the royal
station than himself; he therefore abandoned Mortimer, the
uncle, to the vengeance of Glyndwr, as he thought, and took
the nephew into his own keeping. This so excited Mortimer’s
friends, that it caused the memorable insurrection headed by
Hotspur, who was his brother-in-law. The treatment which
Mortimer received from Glyndwr, while in his power, and the
palpable enmity of the royal ingrate, in whose service he had
lost his liberty, produced an entire change in the captive’s
feelings towards his captor; for he now became Glyndwr's
friend, and was the means of connecting him with the English
insurrection, which Glyndwr offered to support with all his
force: and a plau of operations was formed by the confederates,
according to which they were to unite their troops at Shrews-
bury. In fulfilment of his part of the compact, Glyndwr col- !

lected his army, and, with Mortimer, proceeded to join Percy
and liis friends. But before Glyndwr could arrive, the king,
who, to prevent the junction of the Welsh and the insurgents’
had led his army by forced marches, reached Shrewsbury, and
immediately engaged Percy. In the fierce battle that ensued
the heroic Hotspur was killed, fighting at the head of his
troops, and the king gained a complete victory. On this,
Glyndwr, who fully expected the whole force of the king to be
directed on him, immediately withdrew his army.
An opportunity like this, when it was probable that the

Welsh were dispirited, was eagerly seized by Henry, to again
attempt the conquest of his formidable enemy; while the spirit
of his soldiers were elated by their recent victory. The king
re entered Wales, when Glyndwr as before retired as he ad-
vanced; and all the invaders efforts to come up with him, and
force a general engagement were vain. In the retreat
Glyndwr posted himself in the rear of his army, where he

speedily became conspicuous to the English, by the splendour

of his armour and the prowess of his arm; for whenever the

rear of the Welsh was attacked. Glyndwr faced about and
drove back the assailants on their main body. Fire and sword
marked the progress of the king through the country into

Cardiganshire, where he burned the Abbey of Ystrad Fflur.

He also besieged and took Aberystwyth Castle; but after

ravaging the country within his power, he was compelled by
famine and fatigue to make another retreat. Glyndwr had so

carefully removed everything that could be used for the main-
tenance of the invaders, that the greatest scarcity had pre-

vailed in their neighbourhood : there was also an insurmount-

able difficulty in obtaining supplies from a distance, for the

Welsh were in arms in such numbers, that they were enabled

to defeat and destroy any detachments from the royal army.

Again, when the retreat had began, the struggle only com-
menced on the part of the Welsh. The mountains and glens

resounded with the war-song, “ Come to the battle,” and it

was answered with all the impetuosity that courage, hatred,

and the tbirst for revenge could induce. When Glyndwr gave

the signal to attack, with one wild acclaim the Welsh threw

themselves on their retreating foes. In the terrific contest that

ensued mothers wives and sisters fought with fathers husbands

and brothers against the enemy; and fiercely did they retaliate

the atrocities perpetrated by the royal army : and, as, in the

course of the retreat, some scene of rapine or violence came
into view, shouts of execration arose, and, with passions ex-

cited almost to madness, terribly did the patriots avenge their

injuries.

Once more had the power of the kingfailed among the Welsh
mountains, and his rage against Glyndwr was increased. Still

his desire to punish the rebel increased also; and greater pre-

parations than ever were made to re-enter Wales and crush the

rebellion. Out of the troops collected for this purpose a strong

army was formed, the command of which was given to the

king’s son, Prince Henry, with the new title of Lord Lieu-

tenant of Wales, together with the highest prerogatives of

j ustice and mercy. This expedition was directed on the south

of the principality, and the prince entered Monmouth, in

March, 1405.
‘ As Wales was threatened on the whole line of

the border, Glyndwr was compelled to detach a part of his

forces, under the command of his son Gryflydd, to oppose the

army of the king’s son. Neglecting his father’s orders to act

on the defensive, Gryflydd encountered Prince Henry at Gros-

mont, in Monmouthshire; and after a desperate struggle the

Welsh were defeated, with the loss of eight hundred men,

killed on the field of battle. Thus did superior numbers, arms,

and discipline prevail over undisciplined bravery. Untaught

by the experience of ages, the Welsh and their young leader

had hurried on to meet the English army, though vastly

superior. Centuries had elapsed, yet the error was constantly

repeated, of half-armed, and often half naked men exposing

themselves to the charges of cavalry. The Welsh, when
fighting on this system more often met with defeat than victory;

yet, such was their innate courage, that they never shrank

from encountering the enemy, however disadvantageous their

own position, excepting when under the command of a leader

possessed of sufficient prudence and influence to restrain their

impetuous inclination for battle within due bounds. This

defeat was the severest misfortune Glyndwr had as yet met

with.

The cause of independence, though injured, was far from

destroyed by the unfortunate battle of Grosmont. The advance

of Prince Henry was purchased by many severe conflicts, and

then merely the open country was subdued. Wide thus

resisting the progress of the English Glyndwr’s son was taken

prisoner, and Gwilym ab Tewdwr, a devoted patriot, was

killed. Shortly after this Prince Henry was recalled by the

king, who is said to have been envious of bis son s success.

During the advance of Prince Henrj
,
Glyndwr bad been fully

occupied with the defence of the northern and central portions

of the principality; when having defeated and driven back the

various bodies of troops sent against him, he moved, his army
southwards to oppose the English prince, just previous to his

rtcal. The prince having returned to England, Glyndwr’a
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progress was a continuation of successes; among the most
important of which was the recapture of Aberystwyth Castle.

Thus relieved from the presence of the king’s troops,

Glyndwr was enabled to attend to other affairs: he found

means to open a correspondence with the imprisoned .Earl of

March, Mortimer’s nephew, and others to procure his escape

into Wales, when he was to have been brought forward as a

claimant for the crown of England. In accordance with
Glyndwr’s counsels, the escape was effected, but the young
earl was retaken ere he could reach Wales. Glyndwr also

directed his attention to those chiefs who, influenced by their

envious hatred of himself, had favoured the progress of Prince

Henry, whose retreat had placed them in the power of their

prince, when they received their merited punishment. In

evidence of the extent to which the jealous feelings of some of

these chiefs led them, Glyndwr’s cousin, Hywel Sele of Nanneu,
in Merionethshire, was one of his most violent opponents, and
the Abbot of Cymmer, in the warmth of his wishes to effect a
reconciliation between them obtained an appointment for a

meeting. To this Glyndwr readily consented from his desire

to unite with all in the national cause, and the more especially
in this case, as the person to be gained over was his own cousin.
Yet, though gladly accepting the abbot’s good offices, Glyn-
dwr distrusted the result. The interview, at which the abbot
was present as mediator, took place in the grounds of Nanneu,
and the cousins appeared to have forgiven and forgot that any
cause of quaTrel had existed. While the conversation was
proceeding, a deer broke out of a thicket in front of them, as
Sele was celebrated for hi3 skill in archery, and having his
bow and arrows with him, Glyndwr asked him for a proof of
his skill on the deer: he immediately put an arrow in his bow
and drew it to the head; but instead of aiming at the deer, he
turned half round and directed it full at Glyndwr’s breast.
The

.

treacherous shaft failed, for Glyndwr, doubting his
cousin’s faith, had provided for the emergency, by wearing a
cuirass under his vestments. With an expression of horror
and revenge Glyndwr’s sword was out of its scabbard in a
moment, the traitor drew also, but he had scarcely time to
parry a blow that would have cloven him to the earth. The
abbot now threw himself between them, though only for a
second of time, for Glyndwr with a gesture and a voice that
would not admit of reply, bid the old man away: the combat
continued with a fierceness unabated by any consideration of
prudence, until the traitor sank weltering in his gore. Hav-
ing thus punished the treachery, Glyndwr bade the abbot to
approach, when they conveyed the body to an old oak, that
was near the spot, and in the hollow trunk they immured the
remains of the traitor.

( To be continued.)

LIFE OF ADMIRAL BERRY.
Edward Berry was born in London in the year 1768, and

educated at the school of Chiswick
;
but at the age of ten,

being captivated by a tale of the sea, he embarked as mid-
shipman of the Burford, of seventy-four guns, commanded,
by Captain Rainer, and served nearly six years in the

}

squadron of Sir Edward Hughes in the East Indies, where he
shared in most of the engagements with the French Admiral,
Suffrein. At the close of the war, he returned to England
with strong certificates from his brave commander

;
and made

' a second voyage to those seas in the Lascelles Indiaman,
rather than remain idle on shore. On his second return to

England, he found his excellent mother a widow with eight

children, and righteously determined thenceforward to live

on his midshipman’s pay—a vow which he scrupulously
performed until the age of twenty-four, when he inherited a
small property from an uncle.

From 1786 to 1789, he served in the Magnificent (seventy-
four), and for four years after in the Duke, of ninety-eight
guns, in the channel and the West Indies, under the command
of Admirals Roddam, Onslow, Hood, and Murray. In the
year 1794, he returned to England at the moment the expe-
dition was preparing for the reduction of the French islands
in the West Indies, under command of Sir J. Jervis; and
having been received into the Boyne, which bore the flag of
Sir John Jervis, he so ingratiated himself with the admiral
by his good conduct in the services which were performed,
that he shortly received a commission as lieutenant of the
Nautilus, Captain Bayntun,in which ship he further increased
his reputation.

Once more returned, he used all his interest to get appointed
lieutenant of the Agamemnon, of sixty-four guns, then
commanded by Captain Nelson, and succeeding in this

favourite object, it became, as he anticipated, the opening
of a noble career of honourable service, which obtained him
the friendship and confidence of that great man, whose
chivalrous spirit actuated every soul under his orders. Lieu-
tenant Berry was foremost in whatever arduous enterprise

was to be performed. At Vado Bay, at St. Pierre d’Arena,
and afterwards in the Captain at Porto Ferrajo, to which ship
Nelson had then removed his pendant; the gallant conduct
of his first lieutenant was so conspicuous, that Lord Spencer,
on receiving Nelson’s despatches, immediately promoted
Berry to the rank of commander. The commission did not
reach him till after the victory off Cape St. Vincent on the
14th of February, 1797, where Nelson, with Berry at his side,

boarded the San Josef and San Nicolas, an exploit which
excited the admiration of the whole fleet.

Nelson’s narrative of the affair spoke in such terms of
Berry, that he was at once advanced by the admiralty to the
rank of post-captain, and appointed to the Bonne Citoyenne,
in which he not long after returned to England. The dis-

astrous attack of Teneriffe compelled his illustrious chief to

follow him home in a few months; when recovered of his

wound, he took Berry to attend the king’s levee. His ma-
jesty heartily condoled with Sir Horatio, saying, “ How much
I regret the loss of your right arm.” Nelson felt this gra-

cious kindness, and pointing to his companion, replied, “ but
not my right hand, sire;” thus generously appropriating to

Berry the honour he had received from his most gracious

sovereign.

Thus rewarded for hi3 gallant services, the happiness of

Captain Berry was soon after completed by his marriage with

the excellent daughter of his uncle, the Rev. Dr. Forster, of

Norwich, a union which proved the foundation of his truest

happiness for the rest of his life. In a few days subsequent
to this propitious event, he received the command of the

Vanguard, of seventy-four guns, and hoisting the flag of Sir

Horatio Nelson, they proceeded to the Mediterranean to

rejoin Lord St. Vincent, who was instructed by Earl Spencer

to detach a squadron under Nelson to watch the movements
of the armament preparing at Toulon, then destined for the

conquest of Egypt. These wise instructions finally enabled

him to achieve the splendid victory of the Nile on the 1st of

August, 1798, which in its political consequences was eclipsed

only by that of Trafalgar, in 1805.

( To be continued.)
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RUSSIAN CONQUESTS
;
OR, PROGRESS OF RUSSIA.

Of this extensive empire which now attracts the attention

of the whole world, it may be interesting to give a concise ac-

count showing the gigantic strides she has been lately making
to increase in territory and power.

Shortly before the death of Catherine II. which took place

on the 17th November, 1796, she conducted a successful war
against Persia, which was terminated by her son and suc-

cessor, Paul I. by the peace of Tellis, in 1797, in which he

gained by a new line of boundary between Persia and Russia at

the river Kur, the fortress of Derbent and the town of Baku.
The administration of Catherine was successful in the extreme,

and her reign one of the most fortunate that we meet with in

Russian history. Conducting the affairs of a vast, but a

semibarbarous empire, through a very critical period of Euro-

pean politics, she left it to her successor with an annual reve-

nue increased from thirty to sixty millions of rubles, an ag-

grandisement of territory amounting to nearljr 240,000 square

miles: an army of 450,000 men, and a navy of forty- five ships

of the line.

The annals of

eastern despotism do
not exhibit the his-

tory of a more capri-

cious monarch than
Paul of Russia.

Every whim and
weakness seem to

have entered into

his character. His
long-expressed dis-

like of his mother
quickly evinced itself

in the changes which
he made on her

institutions: changes

which it may well

be supposed were
seldom for the better.

The chief of the

secret police became
the next influential

man in the empire

to the Autocrat him-

self, who, though he

seemed to have some
perception of justice,

wa3 ever guided by
his ownblind passion
and pursued his own
will with the most

reckless and persevering obstinacy.

Among other fancies, Paul was pleased to issue an edict

ordering every person to bend the knee before him when he
went abroad; round hats, long pantaloons, and short waist-

coats were the especial objects of imperial antipathy; and the

slightest offence against existing regulations in such trifles was
punished in the most cruel manner. The same insane spirit

was evinced in recalling all his subjects from abroad, and clos-

ing his empire in 1798 to all foreigners. On the occasion of

his coronation at Moscow, on the 16th April, 1797, he altered

the law of succession established by Peter the Great, in such
a manner as secured it in the first place, to the male line ac-

cording to primogeniture, and only failing it to the female line;

but with constant preference to male issue.

Irritated by the conduct of the French Directory, he re-

ceived in October, 1797, not only the corps of emigrants, under
Conde, in Volhynia, and the French pretender at Miltau, but
even entered with Austria, and England into a second coalition

against the French, in 1798, and accepted with marks of great
satisfaction the decoration of a Maltese grand cross. Special
alliances were concluded with Naples, the Porte, and Portugal,
ana war declared against Spain, then allied with France.

’ A Russian fleet sailed in concert with a Turkish one, from
the Black Sea into the Mediterranean, and reduced the Ionian
Islands, which were thereupon recognized as a republic by the
two most absolute sovereigns in Europe, the Autocrat of Rus-
sia, and the Sublime Sultan, and placed under the protection of
the latter. The armies which Paul sent against France, were
commanded by Suvarof in Italy, and Korsakof in Swabia.
The eclat with which Suvarof entered Italy was over as soon
as he had measured strength with the already weakened
French army under Moreau’s command. The nearly-won
victory at Novi, on the 15th August, 1799, was succeeded by
a series of skirmishes with the French, which ultimately trans-

ferred the theatre of war to Switzerland, where Korsakof, be-

fore Suvarof could effect a junction with him, sustained an
important defeat from Massena at Zurich; and in the mean-
time, Brune forced, after a few weeks fighting, the Russians
who had landed in concert with the English on the side of the

Batavian republic, to quit the Netherlands in October, 1799,

after being defeated several times. In the succeeding winter,

the remains of the Russian army returned home in four

columns. The defeat of his arms, the taking possession of

|
Malta by the English, and the bad understanding which sub-

sisted between his

generals and those

of Austria, had a
great effect on the

emperor’s mind,
while the power-
ful hand with which
Bonaparte, on his

return from Egypt,
swayed the Consular
dignity, filled him
with admiration.

Alarmed by the pro-

ceedings of the En-
glish government,
ne laid an embargo
on their vessels on
the 29th August,
1800, and in Novem-
ber following, be-

came the leader ou-

tlie northern neu
trality; which, at his

invitation,was joined
bySweden, Denmark
and Prussia. The
coldness which he
had evinced towards
the latter power on
account of its declin-

ing to join in the

and the ancient alli-

in September, 1800.

[ASSASSINATION OF rAUL I. OF RUSSIA BY STRANGULATION.]

coalition against France, now gave way;
ance between the two states was renewed
Paul had now entered into direct correspondence with the first

cosnul; 7,000 Russian prisoners had been returned from Paris

without ransom, and the treaty of Lunerville just concluded

when he was assassinated on the night of the 23rd March,

1801, at the moment when the British fleet were sailing through

the sound to break the northern league. The harshness with

which Paul treated his nobles excited this conspiracy in which
his own sons joined, being persuaded that their father was
intending to clap them into a fortress. Prince Alexander is

said to have stipulated with the conspirators that his father’s

life should not be taken, and that, on his returning to sanity,

he should be again reinstated in the office and dignity of

emperor. The principal conspirators were three of the

Subof family, and the generals Bennigsen, Ouvarof, and Palden.

They entered the royal apartments, about cl jven p.m., of the

23rd March, despatched the sentinel, passed into Paul’s bed-

room, and on meeting with resistance from the emperor, who
tried to defend himself with a sword, threw him to the ground,

and strangled him with a sash.

The assassins retired unmolested to their houses- medical
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aid was had recourse to but the spirit had fled, and in a few
days afterwards the body was embalmed. On the eventful

morning of the 24th of March, 1801, Alexander I. accepted the

reins of government, which he pledged himself to conduct in

the spirit of his grandmother, Catherine. For a while the

colossal empire enjoyed apparent tranquillity; the secret police

disappeared in April, 1801, and the oppression of the governor-

generals ceased to be felt in the remote provinces. The senate

and the cabinet were re-organised; and the influence of the

senate over the affairs of the empire was re-established on the

20th September, 1802. Intercourse with foreign countries was
again permitted, and a minister for popular education was
appointed, and the restraints laid upon the press were relaxed

by a milder edict of censorship. In 1803, a new division ot

the empire into governments took place, and the institutions

of Catherine II. were, to a considerable extent, re-established.

The commerce of the empire was also considerably increased

by the foundation of the town and Port Odessa. The
spirit of Alexander’s government, not only showed itself in the

internal administration of the empire, but the system of

Catherine II. was adopted in its foreign policy. Alexander
sejoined himself from the northern league by concluding a

treaty with Great Britain, on the 7th June, 1801, and at the

same time renounced the dignity of a grand mastership of

Malta, which had been conferred on his father. In conjunc-

tion with the first consul, Alexander took the lead at the
Diet at Ratisbon, in 1802, and 1803, in the important mea-
sures of secularization pursued by that congress, in which
the courts of Bavaria, Wirtemberg, and Baden, united with
Russia by family ties, had a great interest. But the political

horizon in the quarter of France was speedily overcast,
dissatisfied on account of the refusal of that government to

indemnify the King of Sardinia, the Russian Ambassador.
Count Markof, left Paris on the 7th November, 1803 ; and
after the execution of the Duke d’Enghien, all diplomatic
intercourse between Russia and France was interrupted by
the departure of the Russian Charge <Taffairs, Oubril, who
lest Paris on the 31st August, 1804. On the 11th April fol-

lowing, Russia joined ihe third coalition against France.
Alexander appeared with his army in Moldavia, after having
by a personal visit at Potsdam reconciled all differences with
Prussia, and concluded a treaty with that power, in which it

is said the two monarchs swore eternal friendship over the

coffin of Frederick II. Having lost the battle of Austerlitz,

on the 2nd December, Alexander returned to Petersburg.
Austria concluded peace with France; and in the following

summer Oubril again appeared at Paris, and negotiated a
treaty of peace with General Clarke. This peace, however,
Alexander refused to ratify, on receiving accounts of the
Rhenish confederation which had been organized at the same
period ;

and his armies marched to support Prussia in the
struggle against Napoleon which began in the year 1806.

The battles of Jena and Auerstadt had decided the fate of

the war before the Russians arrived; it was, however, con-
tinued in Poland and Eastern Prussia.

The battle of Eylau, fought on the 8th February, 1807,

gave no decisive advantage to either party
;
that of Fried

-

land, on the 14th June following, decided the war in favour
of the French ruler. The Russians retired upon their limits;

and after an interview, which took place upon the Niemen
and at Tilsit, between the two emperors, the peace of Tilsit

was concluded on the 8th of July, 1807. By this peace
Russia gained, at ihe expense of her late dear friend and ally

,

for whose sake she had originally engaged in the war, the
Prussian department of Bialystock^ but left the lordship of
Jever to the disposal of France.
Alexander soon acknowledged the Rhenish confederation,

with all its present and future members, and the two new
states—the duchy of Warsaw, and the kingdom of West-
phalia. A secret article in this treaty yielded Cataro and
the Ionian Islands to France. During the war with France,
Alexander had likewise been engaged in war with the Turks.
Under French mediation, at the peace of Tilsit, an armistice
was concluded between the two belligerents

;
but as Russia

now demanded possession of Moldavia, Wallachia, and Bes-
sarabia, and the dismissal of the British ambassador from

Constantinople, the war was renewed in 1809, and lasted
with varied fortune, till the peace of Bucharest, in 1812.
The Pruth was then fixed as the boundary between both
empires. Wallachia and a part of Moldavia returned to
Turkey

; but the eastern part of Moldavia, with the fortress
of Chotzina, and Bessarabia, with Bender, fell to the lot of
Russia. By a later treaty of September 1817, the new
limits were more definately fixed. British agency excited a
war between Persia and Russia, and a short war was also
entered into with Sweden, on the occasion of Gustavus IY.
having rejected all overtures for a rupture with Great Britain.
The latter war obtained for Russia the province of Finland

;

and by the peace of Friedrickshamm, 17th of September,
1809

;
by this acquisition, Russia gained an additional million

of subjects.

In 1808, Alexander had an interview with Napoleon, at
Erfurth, and afterwards took part, as ally of France, in the
war with Austria

;
tor which, although the assistance given

was but little, Napoleon, by the peace of Vienna, rewarded
his ally with the circle of Turnapole, in lower Galicia. The
good understanding between Alexander and Napoleon had
lessened since the seizure of the duchy of Warsaw, and it

was still farther weakened by Napoleon’s extending his
empire to the shores of the Baltic, and incorporating in it

the duchy ol Oldenburg. After a fruitless negotiation, war
was again declared in June, 1812. While Napoleon concluded
an alliance with Austria and Prussia, Russia entered into a
secret treaty with Sweden, on the 24th of March, 1812

;
on

the 8th July following, concluded a treaty with Great Rritain:
on the 20th of the same month made an alliance with the
regency of Spain

; previously having made a treaty at Buc-
harest with the Turks. The French army victoriously ad-
vanced to the Moskva, on the banks of which river they
again defeated the Russians, in a tremendous engagement,
on the 7th of September, and entered Moscow, the Russians
retiring before them, and setting the city on fire ! Napoleon
lingered too long in this northern latitude at that season of
the year. A more than usually rigorous winter, and the
want of provisions, nearly annihilated the splendid army with
which he had crossed the Niemen. Prussia, the whole of
Germany, and at last even Austria, now united with Russia
against France, while Great Britain concluded a treaty of
subsidy with Russia, on the loth of June, 1813, undertaking to
pay the Russian German Legion. British mediation brought
about a peace between Russia and Persia, by which the former
obtained the Khanates ofKarabag, and Garischa(Elizabethpol),
Schekin, Schirvan, Derbent, Kubin, Bakin, and the district
of Talish

;
besides the whole of Daghestan, and Grusia, with

the province of Schuragel, and the districts of Imiretia and
Guris, with all the regions lying between these new frontiers
and the Russian Caucassian line, and the districts, uniting
that line and Caspian sea ; on which sea Russia also obtained
the exclusive right of maintaining ships of war.
The battle of Leipsic decided the retreat of the French acr oss

the Rhine, whither the allied armies followed them, and after a
series of battles, entered Paris on the 31st of March. By the
congress of Vienna, Alexander obtained the incorporation of
the kingdom of Poland with the Russian empire; and on the
other hand, he relinquished to Austria the circle of Tarnapole,
in Eastern Galicia, which he had, in 1809, acquired by the
mediation of Napoleon.
The return of Napoleon from Elba again, called the allied

armies into the field, and after the battle of Waterloo, Alexander
entered Paris the second time, on the 1 1th of July, 1815, where,
on the 6th of September following, he founded the Holy
Alliance, which was successively joined by all the Continental
powers of Europe, excepting the Pope and Turkey.

Happily for the liberties of mankind, Great Britain refused
to join in this infamous league, at the congress of Aix-la-
Chapelle, in 1818, at Troppau and Labach, in 1820 and 1821;
and at Verona, in 1822, Russia maintained her powerful in-

fluence over European politics. However great were the
political advantages which presented themselves to Russia, in

the rebellion of the Greeks against the Turks in Moldavia,
Wallachia, and the Morea. Alexander pronounced his disap-
probation of that movement in the congress at Laybach. The
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rebellious in Spain, Naples, and Piedmont, he also reprobated.

This powerful autocrat was preparing for a grand review

of his army at Taganrok, when he died suddenly, on the 1st

of December, 1825.

His brother, the Grand Duke Nicholas, born on the 25th of

June, according to our style, 6th of July, 1795, being in Peters-

[

burgh when the news of Alexander’s death arrived, caused his

elder brother, Constantine, then in Warsaw, to be proclaimed

emperor, and took the oaths of allegiance to him, with the senate

dignitaries, and soldiers of the empire. This, however, appears

to have been nothing more than a piece of political acting.

Constantine had in fact, executed a deed of renunciation of his

right of primogeniture in the beginning of 1822; and, accord-

ingly, on the production of that deed, and the late emperor’s

ratification, duplicates of which had been deposited in the hands

of the senate and Holy Synod, the Grand Duke Nicholas, as

next heir to the crown, ascended the throne.

The late encroachment of Russia upon Poland, is of so recent

a date, that most of our readers are informed of it; suffice it to

say, that Poland has disappeared from the lists of independent
states, the greater part of that eminent kingdom having been

absorbed by Russia!

THE FASHIONABLE COQUETTE.
CHAPTER VI.

Elsmore, the habitation of Mrs. St. George, was a small

comfortable villa, snugly situated beneath a hill covered with
wood, which shrouded the house upon the north and east

;

the front looked out upon a lawn bordered by a grove of i

trees; beyond, were some arable fields, extending down to

the low cliffs, overhanging the sea, which was seen from the

windows, of the house. At the back of the premises was a
large garden, seemingly kept with great accuracy, abounding
in fruit trees, and exhibiting a profusion of flowers and
evergreens, cut into grotesque forms. Adjoining its further

extremity ran a rambling pile of out offices and stabling,

flanked by a small orchard within a ring fence. We will,

with the reader’s permission, accompany him unto the draw-
ing-room of this domesticated retreat, and pay our respects
to the fair occupants whom we discover there.

It was a brilliant morning in July. The powerful rays of
the meridian sun were darting in an oblique direction i

through the Venetian blinds, drawn half-way down the long
windows, which reached to the ground, now flung wide open
to admit freely whatever light breeze might spring up, and

|

to refreshen the warm air, redolent with the fragrant per-
fumes of blooming exotics and flowers ranged in the verandah
outside.

At a small fancy work-table by the window, with a batch
of variously tinted silks before her, was seated the widow of
Colonel St. George, a lady whose qualities of heart rivalled
the still handsome features of her countenance, though no
longer young, and who was busily engaged in the intricacies
of purse-netting. In the centre of the room, with one hand
hanging listlessly over her harp, which she had been just
playing; while her other was engaged in turning over the
leaves of a music book on a stand before her, half standing,
half sitting, in that negligee posture and languishing air so
well calculated to show off to advantage the symmetry of her
graceful figure. Maria Rawley was the syren whose charms
of song and beauty had fixed by their fascination the undi-
vided attentions and admiration of Charles Mortimer, who
stood near her, leaning on the back of a harpsichord, with a
countenance beaming with delight as ho addressed the fair

creature before him.
“ The melody you have been singing,” said he, “ has ever

been a great favourite of mine; there is something so touch-
ingly romantic in the words, that one might almost fancy the
painful, yet pleasing, recal to mind of the bliss we have
ourselves experienced in by-gone times,—sung, too, so exqui-
sitely, and with such sensibility of

”

“ My dear Charles,” interrupted his aunt, “this is the first

time I was ever aware of your being fond of romantic
ballads ;—I always imagined your stoical nature proof to such

‘ tribes,’ as I have heard you call them, when Sir Harry has
bee in one of his high-flown moods.”

“ es, my dear aunt,” he replied, smiling; “but there is

in things, my cousin, Harry, when he takes one
romantic fits, resembles more the ranting of an actor

in a melo-drama in his ideas and actions, than the chastened
and quiet demeanour of one whose soul deeply feels the
absorbing influence of a potent spell of enchantment.
Besides, he has but little discrimination in his taste,” he
added, laughing; “fur he will sometimes express his’most
enthusiastic delight at some rustic ditty, expressing the
doleful loves of a Jock and his Susan in the most bar-
barous epithets a broad, outlandish, country dialect, can
boast; while the truly beautiful and pathetic emanations of
a gifted mind fail to cause the like effects they produce on
others.”

“ But Sir Harry has taste," remarked Miss Rawley, with
a look of archness.

“ Do not for one moment imagine that I would detract
from his merits on that point in the least," resumed Mor-
timer. “ I meant to say that he was, if I may use the term,
such an oddity in his sentiments—so perfectly alone in his

opinions as to the romantic and ideal creations of imagination,
that we seldom, or ever,—in fact, not myself alone,—but
others,— could agree to. I have known him sometimes come
home in ecstasies, with, ‘What a charming, divine, lovely
angel I have seen this morning! Charles, if you had but
only one minute’s view of her as I had,— I must positively

find out who she is.’ And, in a few days afterwards, as I

was walking on the pier with him at Torquay, we met this

charmer, whom he pointed out to me,—the daughter of a

fisherman, without shoes and stockings, carrying a fish-basket

on her head.”

Such an extraordinary communication as this caused no
little merriment to the ladies, in which Mortimer heartily

joined.
“ He must have only been joking with you,” observed

Mrs. St. George; “you know his penchant for the burlesque

and ”

“ No, indeed, aunt,” interrupted Mortimer; “it was no jest.

I verily believe he was in earnest;—nay, I feel satisfied he

was when he first made the observation to me at the hall,

from what he remarked at the time when he pointed out this

mermaid divinity of his. ‘I dare say,’ said he, ‘you will

laugh at my taste ;—she certainly does not look very prepos-

sessing at present, I will confess
;
but had you seen her as I

saw her the first time, dressed in her neat frock, and a simple

cottage bonnet, shading her deep blue eyes and rosy cheeks,

and so sweet a smile dwelling upon her ruby lips as she was

playing with some children in a garden higher up the village,

you might have been struck with the same ideas as myself;

but dress goes a great way, you know,’ he remarked, turning

the conversation, seeing, ev.\dently, I was amused at his rare

“ Depend upon it,” said Mrs. St. George, “ he was only

playing off his badinage as usual.”
. .

Little did that worthy lady think that she was giving

utterance to a truism
;
for it was the policy of the baronet to

keep his present manoeuvres in the back ground as much as

possible, and especially from the penetrating observations of

Charles Mortimer, whom he made it his principal aim to

delude. Deep blue eyes, smiling cheeks, and rosy lips, he

worshipped, certainly,—and at no very great distance from

the pier either; but that was no concern of his cousin, or

any one else. He had chosen a gameto play, and play it out

by himself be would, without the prying and interference of

opiniated motives. By such like ridiculous contrivances and

eccentric observations he completely succeeded in lulling

the suspicions of his cousin as to the Teal motives of his

rambling out alone, which he had so often done of late.

Besides, one great facility which gave the baronet so much
opportunity of following up his suit with Laura unobserved,

was afforded by Mortimer himself, who had been almost a

constant visiter at Elsmore since the arrival of Maria Rawley,

to whom, (evidently to Mrs. St. George’s no little surprise, she
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having set down for granted that Sir Harry was the favoured

swain)—he was paying the most marked attention. Nor did

the young lady herself feel so well pleased, however her

vanity might have been flattered by the addresses of one,

who could neither boast a title, or so large a fortune as his

cousin, though, in point of person and other qualifications,

he would have been as acceptable as the baronet
;
but if

either, (vvaving worldly considerations) she would have pre-

ferred Mortimer, as his address and language were more cal-

culated to impress themselves on a mind formed like hers on

a basis subject to the refinements of life. Mortimer, however,

seemed to imagine that there was a great change for the

better in her character since he had met her last in town,

—

that she had seen her follies, and was determined to correct

them,—but alas! the infatuation of his passion blinded him.
“ We are talking of Sir Harry,” remarked Mrs. St. George,

raising her eyes from her work, and casting an expressive

glance across the room at Maria, who slightly blushed and
looked down; “what has become of him of late? He used

to be here so often formerly—scarcely a day passed but his

merry laugh and buoyant flow of spirits kept us in a con-

tinual whirl of excitement
;
but he has not made his appear-

ance for these several days; and when he was last here

seemed to have lost half his wonted vivacity. I did imagine
there was something more attractive at Elsmore and again
she looked at Maria significantly.
“ I suppose I have frightened him away,” observed Maria,

with a forced laugh, stooping down over the music book, to

conceal her evident embarrassment at the last remark.
“ Frightened him away!” repeated Mrs. St. George; “why,

he was always here when you stayed with us some time ago.

He seemingly lived but in your presence. I hope,’’ said she,

smilingly, “there have been no lover’s quarrels, I should be a

poor mediator were my services required
;
but leaving jesting

aside, are you aware, Charles, why Sir Harry is such a stranger

to Elsmore lately ?”

“ Indeed, aunt, I cannot divine the reason any more than
yourself,” replied Mortimer,—“ unless it be the study of

botany, which engrosses the major part of his time. This
was the reason he assigned when I spoke to him a few hours
ago concerning the very same circumstance. He laughed,
in his usual way

;
and promised to call once in the course of

the afternoon after his morning studies were finished.”

“ Botan}7
, indeed,” observed the aunt, shaking her head

ominously; “ Sir Harry is not a likely man to study botany

—

unless it may be taken in the wide sense as relating to the
beauties of nature; and if the whole truth were known, very
probably some interesting object may be his companion in

those studies, too.”

At this suggestion, which seemed to carry some reason with
it, a light dawned upon the mind of Mortimer for the first

time
;
and he felt surprised such an idea had not struck him

before
;
but when one is deeply engaged in love affairs con-

cerning ourselves, we have not time to act or think about
others.

A short silence ensued, which was first broken by Mrs.
St. George rising. “ If Sir Harry does not arrive before
luncheon, we will take a walk across the fields to Lawton, and
see. how this zealous pupil of botany gets on. It is a pity to
be in-doors this charming weather, and I think the walk will
do us good. What say you, Maria ?”

“With all my heart,” replied that lady, smiling, and closing
her book as she also rose.

“You will surely play that song again?” said Mortimer,
entreatingly

; and gazing up into her face with an expression
of tenderness as Mrs. St. George quitted the room, “ Do play
it, will you not?”

“.You flatter me too much,” she replied, looking confused
at the earnestness of his manner

;
“ but if it pleases you I

will attempt it again.” Drawing the harp towards her as she
seated herself, and flinging her beautifully moulded and fair
arms across its strings, she drew from them chords of the
richest melody, accompanying them at the same time with
her full toned, yet sweet voice.

“ When the sun sinks to rest,

And the star of the west
Sheds its soft silver light o’er the sea,
What sweet thoughts arise,

As the dim twilight dies;
For then I am thinking of thee.
Oh, then crowding fast,

Come the joys of the past,
Through the dimness of days long gone by,
Like the stars peeping out,
Through the darkness about,
From the soft silent depth of the sky.

“ And thus as the night
Grows more lovely and bright,
With the clust’ring of planet and star:
So this darkness of mine
Wins a radiance divine,
From the light that still lingers afar.
Then welcome the night,
With its soft holy light

!

In its silence my heart is more free,
The rude world to forget,

Where no pleasure I’ve met,
Since the hour that I parted from thee.”

“Exquisite,” sighed Mortimer, as the song concluded; “I
could live—die under the influence of such heavenly strains.
I will not be so troublesome as to ask you to repeat it, but,”
casting a look of deep feeling at the blushing and confused
girl as he spoke, “if you were conscious, Miss Rawley, of
the flame which has been consuming me since I first had the
bliss of making your acquaintance,—since I became sensible
of your beauty and worth,—you would indeed take pity upon
me. Do not, I beseech you,” he continued, with gentleness,
approaching her and taking her hand which she was almost
unconscious of giving him, so startled was she by the abrupt-
ness of his address, “ think it audacity in me thus at once,
laying open my bosom to you. I should consider myself
unworthy of my own esteem were I to attempt to conceal
feelings, which must have been, no doubt, perceptible to you
ere this. I feel it a duty I owe to myself— to—you ;—and
though I cannot boast of titles or wealth, yet my family is by
no means contemptible, and I can command a handsome in-
dependence, sufficient to secure worldly comforts and advan
tages. To be candid with you, I at first was ungenerous
enough to suspect you of heartless coquetry, towards all,

but a more intimate intercourse with your character has con-
vinced me that I was deceived.” (Deceived indeed!) “My hear
—my fortune—are at your disposal. Say only you will be
mine ;—but that little word, yes,” he passionately exclaimed,
lowering his voice almost to a whisper, and kneeling on one
knee before her, as he still retained her hand, which he
warmly pressed.

“ Pray, sir, rise,” replied Maria, her voice tremulous with
emotion, and gently withdrawing her hand as he rose from
his suppliant posture

;
“the honour you have conferred on

me by your candid avowal, I duly appreciate, and for your
good opinion of me I feel grateful. Had I known you but a,

twelvemonth ago my decision might have Deen different; to

your person—to your numerous good qualities—I am not
averse; but, to be frank with you, there is one great obstacle

—my—my affections are pre-engaged to——

”

“To my cousin,” groaned Mortimer, his head dropping on
his bosom.

Mrs. St. George at this moment entering the room put an
end, luckily for them, to a conversation which might have;

elicited a strange discovery to both parties, and awakened
feelings of anger, jealousy and dislike in each.

{To be continued.)

i
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THE FIREFLY.
A TALE OE THE SEA.

CHAPTER VII.

A feeling of rivalry had long existed between the boats’

crews of the small squadron which then lay at anchor in Port

Conception as to their comparative merits, and this applied,

not only as to the men who composed the crews, but even as

to the craft. This feeling was shared in by their respective

officers, who, with true nautical pride, could see only perfection

in all the appointments which appertained to their own vessels.

As this was a day especially devoted to festivity and rejoicing,

it was agreed that, after the boat-races, which were to take

place in the evening among the various fishermen and boatmen

belonging to the port, a boat from each ship should contend for

the honour of their respective vessels. Captain Strahan, of the

Ruby, and Captain Douglas, of the Britannia, with their lieu-

tenants, were invited to dine with Commodore Fitzgerald on

board the Gloucester, and the race was to take place afterwards,

accompanied by the remaining boats of each ship.

Soon after four o’clock, the bay presented a gay and lively

scene; the whole of the population of Conception seemed to

have quitted the town, in every vessel which could be made to

float, to witness the sports upon the water; yawls, skiffs, smacks,

canoes, dingies, indeed everything which would keep water out,

and some which could not, but required constant baling,

were loaded with innumerable spectators, dressed in their gay-

est attire, the women of the higher orders having their garments

profusely decorated with Flanders lace, and silver or gold lace

round their petticoats, while the poorer sort made up for the

absence of richness, by the gaudy colours which caught the eye

in all directions, in every possible variety. The men of the

higher orders were dressed as they formerly were in England,

having coats of silk, or fine English cloth, and hair camhlets,

embroidered or laced with gold and silver, with waistcoats of

rich brocades; the poorer sort, like the women, displaying

every variety of hue, adding much to the brilliancy of the tout

ensemble.

The sports commenced by a contest between six of the or-

dinary boatmen of the port for a prize of a purse of dollars,

which was given by the authorities of the town in honour of

the day. As a matter of course, each candidate had friends and
supporters, who, confident of the soundness of their j udgment,
were inclined to “ back their own opinions with a wager,” and
though this was not carried to the extent that characterises an
English race-course, there was sufficient betting on the event,

to give a zest to the sports. The successful rower was escorted

to the presence of the corregidor, and, amidst the cheers of

the assembled multitude, received the meed of his hard-earned

victory.

This was followed by a match, in which two fishermen, who
had long disputed the palm of superiority, were allowed to con-

tend for the championship. Ten dollars on each side were de-

posited by way of stakes, a hat and feathers were given by
the corregidor, while a further incentive was created by a col-

lection among the spectators, which amounted to nearly seventy

dollars more. The signal being given, Manuel and Sebastian

started, the distance being about two miles out, round a boat

which was moored for the purpose, and back again. To use a

a sporting phrase, the odds were in favour of Manuel at start-

ing; his stout muscular frame, and cheerful, good-humoured
countenance, prepossessing most of the spectators in his favour,

while the dull, heavy appearance of Sebastian, who was at the

same time by no means so powerful a looking man as his oppo
nent, seemed to give him no chance of victory. Manuel, cheered

by numerous voices, commenced the race in good style, speedily

heading his opponent, and seemed to justify the general opinion

in his favour. Sebastian, on the other hand, though steadily

keeping to his work, was fast losing ground. The race, how-
ever, is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the strong.

On reaching the boat, it was observed that Sebastian had con-
siderably lessened the distance between himself and his oppo-
nent, who having commenced the contest in such haste to win,

had too soon exhausted his strength. On the return, opinions

began to waver; Sebastian was sensibly gaining, while Manutd

was showing signs of weakness, till when within a quarter of
the coveted goal, the sure and steady rower obtained the lead
and kept it, and was soon declared to be the winner.

Loud and long were the plaudits which rent the air at this
termination of a contest which bid so fair to be decided diffe-

rently. The quiet, steady Sebastian, was hailed the champion
of the fishermen, and received the well-earned reward of his
labours.

The grand feature of the day, however, was yet to come, and
this was the contest between the boats’ crews of the respective
ships. Though the stake for which they were to row was but
nominal, the honour of the victory was too highly thought of,

both by officers and men, to be lightly given away. A picked
crew of six rowers and a coxswain manned each captain’s gig,

and having taken their appointed station, sat with uplifted

oars, while the breathless attention of the numerous spectators

who crowded round the place of contest, betokened the great

interest that was taken in this trial of speed. Among these,

though not pressing forward, was a yawl, in which were seated

an interesting looking girl of more than ordinary beauty, in

company with an aged man, whose attention seemed totally

abstracted from all around him. They were rowed by two men
in the ordinary garb of common boatmen. So much for appear-
ances. A scrutinizing eye would have discovered the fair

Magdalen and her uncle, while the boatmen, the meanness of

whose attire attracted no particular attention, were the cele-

brated Leo St. Helier, and his trusty officer, Dick Hatley. But
to return to our story.

The barge and long-boat of each ship were fully manned, and
most of the officers were present in them to witness the forth-

coming struggle. Commodore Fitzgerald remained on board
the Gloucester, content to see the issue from the taffrail, while

his first lieutenant Bennet, was in the long-boat to give the

signal for starting. On the word being given, the oars simul-

taneously fell without raising a splash upon the water, and the

men steadily laid to their work. After the first few strokes to

get way on their craft, the struggle commenced in earnest, and
it was some time before any could determine which had the

advantage. Their shining blades glanced in the .sun-beams as

they rose dripping from the wave, and every eye was keenly

bent on them, to discover some defect or some advantage. Such
was the uniformity of strength and speed, that till they almost

approached the distant post round which the course was fixed

to be, the same as in the last no difference could be detected.

Here the Britannia was slightly ahead, and reverberating were
the cheers which, given from the frigate’s long-boat and barge,

were echoed by the numerous voices which had long been wait-

ing for a cheer.

The Britannia’s gig rounded the boat first, closely followed

by the Gloucester and Ruby, and the hopes of the frigate’s

party were proportionately raised. Their opponents, however,
were too near for them to make sure. During the next half-

mile the leading boat began to show signs of weakness, the

extraordinary exertions which they had used to lead round
began to show its effects, and though the cheers were deafening,

they could not prevent the Gloucester’s gig from coming along-

side.
“ Now my lads, for the honour of the commodore!” shouted

Lieutenant Aldred, who was in the Gloucester’s barge, and the

cheers of the men taking up the signal of their officer, raised

the spirits of their little crew, who in a short time took the lead.

Nor was the Ruby’s gig idle; the men had kept true to their

work, and just as the Britannia was losing the contest with the

Gloucester, the Ruby took up the struggle, and manfully con-

tended for the palm.

“Now three cheers for the Ruby!” was sung out from the

long-boat, which was cordially responded to. And “ one cheer

more!” did not want for echoes.

A fine race now ensued for the last mile of the course, be-

tween the Gloucester’s and Ruby's boats, as the frigate’s had
evidently done her best, and was still in their wake. Each
crew was vociferously cheered by their respective shipmates,

ably backed by the numerous assemblage of spectators, and
each minute made the interest more exciting, as they were fast

nearing the goal.
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For some time it was impossible to say which had the advan-

tage : at one time the nose of the Gloucester’s boat seemed
ahead, but in a few minutes gave place to the Ruby’s. As they

came in, oar and oar, the excitement was so intense, that not a
sound was uttered. All were breathless with expectation.

The genius of victory appeared to hover over each, so impartial

in her favours, that none could prophecy on whose brows she
would alight, and it was not till they had reached within
twenty yards of the point of decision, that the Ruby’s boat
showed signs of winning. A few strokes more, and so vigor-

ously plied, that the ashen oars bent to the pressure, and she
came in ahead of her opponent, having the advantage by not
more than a yard, while the Britannia’s gig was at least three

boat’s-lengths astern. A deafening cheer caught up by all in

the crowded bay, seemed to rend the air; a gun was fired to

leeward on board the Ruby in token of victory, and the boats
returned to their respective ships.

(Zb be continued.')

COLONEL BLOOD:
A Romance of the Reign of Charles II.

chapter y.

blood’s ATTACK UPON THE DUKE OF ORMOND.

A few months after our hero’s exploit in behalf of his friend,
Captain Mason, the Duke of Ormond arrived in England, upon '

a visit from Ireland, and Blood no sooner heard of this, than he i

resolved to be revenged upon the duke, for having defeated
!

him in his attempt to surprise Dublin Castle, and place himself
at the head of the government.

It will readily be conceived that Blood’s enmity to the duke,
was of such a nature as could be satisfied with nothing short
of the duke’s death, and that by the most ignominious means
that could be adopted. Accordingly, no sooner did Blood hear
that the duke was in England, than he engaged his friend
Mason and several others, in concerting a plot against the duke’s I

life. Various projects were suggested, and the conspirators
held numerous pr ivate meetings together upon the subject, when
at last it was settled that the duke should be seized, conveyed
to Tyburn, and there hanged. The persons who engaged in,

j

this conspiracy were Captain Mason. Richard Holloway (a
tobacco-cutter, in Frying- pan-alley, Petticoat -lane), Thomas

j

Allen, alias Ally, alias Ayliffe, (a quack doctor,) Nicholas
Hurst, a fellow who lived by his wits (one of Blood’s gaming-
house associates), Ralph Alexander (a horse-dealer), and one
Thomas Hunt, Blood’s son-in-law. The confederates having
planned the scheme, waited patiently for many weeks, until an
opportunity should be given them of carrying it into effect.
The difficulty arose in consequence of the Duke of Ormond,
who was at this time upwards of sixty years of age, seldom
going out of doors except in the day time. At length, however,
to the great delight of Blood, an opportunity presented itself.
The Prince of Orange came upon a visit into England, and

invited the Duke of Ormond to a banquet in the City of London.
The moment Blood and his associates heard of this, it was
resolved that they should wayliy their victim on his road home
at night. The duke then resided at Clarendon House, opposite
the end of St. James’s- street, and accordingly it was settled
that the attack should be made in St. James’s- street, through
which he would pass. Blood and his party, therefore, some
on foot and the rest on horseback, and all of them well
armed, posted themselves in St. James’s- street, about nine
o’clock at night, and in less than an hour afterwards they
saw the duke’s carriage turn out of Pall-mall, and take its
course towards Piccadilly. It was attended as usual, by six
footmen, three on each side, the two first carrying flambeaux,
the streets being at this time very ill-paved, and worse lighted.
Before taking their post, a plan of operation had been laid down,
so that each of the confederates knew precisely what part he
had to take. On reaching the top of the street, Blood (being
masked) went up to the footman who walked nearest that side
of the carriage, and having knocked him down with the butt
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end of his pistol, forced open the carriage door, and ordered the

duke instantly to alight. The instant Blood’s confederates

saw that he had thus commenced the attack, one of them rushed
forward and held the horses’ heads, while the rest fell upon the

footmen, and engaged them in an affray which ended very
speedily, the poor fellows soon finding that they stood no chance
in contending with their assailants, all ofwhom had the advantage
of being well armed. They, therefore, made a precipitate re-

treat, leaving the duke to his fate, conceiving that no further

injury was intended, than that of taking from him whatever
i

property he might have about his person. The only one of the

duke’s servants who witnessed all that ensued, was the coach-

man, and he wisely retained his seat upon the box, where, as he
did not attempt to raise an outcry, he was allowed to remain

]

unmolested. \
(

Blood having forced open the coach door, presented a pistol

at the duke’s head, and ordered him to alight.
“ Who are you, and what is it you want? ; ’ demanded the

duke.
“Ask no questions,” replied Blood, “but alight instantly.”

The duke made no reply, but struck Blood a heavy blow in

the face with his fist, at the same time calling out loudly for

assistance. At that time, however, the streets being almost
utterly unguarded, few persons thought it prudent to venture
out at so late an hour as ten at night and the duke’s cry for

help was, therefore, made in vain. Incensed by the blow he
had received, Blood rushed upon the duke, and seizing him by
the arm with herculean grasp, dragged him out of liis carriage,

at which moment, one of the confederates, to stifle his cries,

bound his handkerchief tightly over the duke’s mouth. The
confederates having thus got the duke into their power, Hunt,
Blood’s son-in-law, sprung off his horse, and tied the duke’s

hands with a cord tightly behind him, in spite of a most
vigorous resistance. Having now thrown their victim on the

ground, helpless and exhausted, Hunt remounted his horse, and
the rest o f the confederates took the duke in their arms, and
placed him on the saddle in front of Hunt, to whom they tied

him. The whole party now set off with their prisoner towards

Tyburn, the duke’s coachman being allowed to depart peaceably

with the carriage, after receiving a caution from the confede-

rates, to take his road home quietly, Avithout attempting to

follow them, or raise the least alarm.

The coachman seeing, from their resolute behaviour, that his

own life would most likely be sacrificed if he disregarded their

warning, thought it best to yield obedience, and without a word,

drove off as quickly as possible to Clarendon House. The first

person he met here, on entering the gates, was Clark, the porter,

to whom he narrated the details of what had occurred, adding,

that the duke’s assailants had taken their course dowu Picca-

dilly.

It being perfectly clear that some dreadful violence was
intended, the porter, on hearing the account of the outrage that

had been committed, set offin pursuit, accompanied by another

of the domestics. Meantime, Blood and hi3 confederates,

dashed forward down Piccadilly with their prisoner, and had
got considerably beyond the site of Berkeley (afterwards Devon-
shire) House, when, suddenly, a loud shouting was heard as of

pursuers behind, and the duke, recognising the voices of some
j

of his domestics, determined to make a desperate effort to effect

his release, so that, at all events, he might give time to his

servants to come up and rescue him. Accordingly, suddenly

twisting one of his legs under that of the man to whom he was ,

tied, and giving him a violent jerk, he unhorsed him, and they

both fell to the ground together. A tremendous struggle now
ensued, in the course of which the cord with which the duke jfl

was fastened, became loose, and he managed to extricate him- I
self, and also to keep liis antagonist undermost on the ground. fl

During this time, the two servants of the duke who were in fl

pursuit came up, followed by a host of other domestics, among
whom were the six footmen who had been in attendance upon I
their master at the time of the attack. Blood and the rest, fl
seeing that they were certain to be overpowered, by numbers fl
(and Blood, especially, knowing that if taken, he could not fl
possibly escape the gallows), made a precipitate retreat in H
various directions, at the very moment the duke’s servant came H
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up to the spot where the struggle was going on between the

duke and his antagonist. The ruffian, finding that he was in

danger of being taken, made a violent effort, and disengaged

himself from the duke’s grasp; then, suddenly springing upon

his horse, rode off, firing a pistol at one of the servants whom
he saw running after him, but without taking effect.

The attention of the servants was now directed entirely to

the care of their master, whom they found lying on the ground

in a state of complete exhaustion, and conveyed him home as

speedily as possible. The next day, the news of this extraordi-

nary occurrence was spread about town, and fully authenticated

by an advertisement that appeared in the London Gazette

offering a reward for the discovery and apprehension of any of

the offenders; but it was not until long afterwards, that the

least light could be thrown upon the affair, and then only in

consequence of the confession of Blood himself, under circum-

stances which will be fully detailed in a future chapter.

(To be continued.')

LIFE OF ADMIRAL HOTHAM.
( Concluded.)

“I directed the commander of the Growler to stand in and

fire, to prevent the enemy from returning to their vessels after

I had ceased.
“ At five minutes before eight, the frigate on fire blew up

with an awful explosion, leaving no remains of her visible.

At the close of day, I anchored for the night, out of the

reach of the batteries on both sides, Point Taleet bearing

N.N.W. half W. the point of Groa S.S.W. half W., the ene-

my’s vessels N. by E. At ten, the other frigate appeared to be

on fire also (some smoke having been seen on board her from
the time firing ceased), at half-past eleven the flames burst forth

from her ports and every part with unextinguishable fury;

which unlooked-for event leaving me nothing more to attempt

in the morning, the brig being quite on her beam-ends, and very

much damaged by our shot in every part of her bottom, even
very near her keel, I weighed anchor at midnight, with a very
light air from the northward, with the Growler in company,
profiting by the brightness of the moon to get to sea; but it

was so near calm that I made very little progress, and there-

fore saw the frigate burning from head to stern ail night, and
explode at thirty-five minutes after two in the morning of

yesterday, leaving a portion of her after- part still burning, till

it was entirely consumed; and in the course of the day I had
the satisfaction to see, from off the N.W. point of Groa, a
third fire and explosion in the same spot, which could have
been no other than the brig.

“ During the time of firing on the enemy’s vessels, a sea-

man, who states himself to be a native of Portugal, captured
in the ship Harmony, of Lisbon, by the frigates, on the 22nd
of February, swam from one of them to the Northumberland,
by whom I am informed, that their names were L’Arianne
and L’Andromache, of forty-four guns and four hundred and
fifty men each, and the Mameluke brig, of eighteen guns and
one hundred and fifty men

; that they sailed from the Loire
in the month of January

;
had been cruising in various parts

of the Atlantic, and had destroyed thirty-six vessels of dif-

ferent nations (Americans, Spaniards, Portuguese, and
English), taking the most valuable parts of their cargoes on
board the frigates (and they appeared very deep for ships so

long at sea), and one vessel they sent as a cartel to England,
with about two hundred prisoners.

“ I am happy to have now the gratifying duty to discharge,
of bearing testimony to the creditable conduct of every
officer and man I had the honour to command on the occasion
above related, whose zealous exertions in supporting the
honour of his majesty’s naval power, and in humbling that of
the enemy, were conspicuously displayed, without regard to
the peculiar intricacy of the situation, or the risks and
difficulties which appeared to interpose

;
and I hope the

circumstances of his station may permit me to make particular
report of the services of the senior lieutenant, John Banks,
without prejudice to, or neglect of, the other meritorious and
deserving officers, who were all equally inspired with intre-

pidity, and possessed with confidence and coolness, which
rendered that qualification the more valuable. But as the
safety of his majesty’s ships, and the success of the operations
which resulted, in a navigation so narrow and difficult, with
almost every description of danger to avoid, is attributable,
next to Providence, to the ability with which she was steered
and conducted under the direction of Mr. Stewart (the mas-
ter) and the pilot, I should be wanting in my duty, if I were
to omit to represent to you, that nothing could exceed the
firmness, good judgment, and skill of those officers, whose
experience on the coast was extremely beneficial to the ser-
vice, and Mr. Stewart’s counsels were of the greatest assist-
ance to me.

“ Lieutenant J. Weeks, commanding the Growler gun-brig,
made every effort that vessel was capable of to render
assistance, and shewed a perfect readiness to execute the few
directions I had occasion to give him.

“ I should rejoice, sir, if I were able to close this narrative
without adding a report of the loss and injury sustained

;
but

neither you, nor any other authority to whom you may com-
municate it, will expect that a ship should have been so long
at different periods under the fire of the enemy’s various
batteries and vessels without some loss : but I am thankful
it is not greater than is expressed in the report I have the
honour to enclose ; and I am glad to say, that the officer

wounded (namely, Lieutenant William Fletcher), will soon
be recovered. The damage the ship has sustained is a little

in the hull, but more in the masts, yards, and rigging.
“ A line-of-battle ship, with sails bent and top-gallant-yards

across, lay in the harbour of l’Orient, a spectator of the
operations of the day, at the entrance of it, but the wind did
not serve till niglit for her coming to the support ofher friends;
every assistance, however, was afforded them of boats, men,
&c. from the port, directed, as I apprehend, by the admiral
in person.”
Lord Keith, in reporting the particulars of this action, said,—“ When the gal lan try of the action, with such a force, under

numerous galling batteries, and the intricacy of thenavigation
amidst dangerous rocks at the entrance of the enemy’s har-
bour, are taken into consideration, the performance of so
important a service, while it reflects the highest honour upon
the courage, skill, and extraordinary management of all con-
cerned, must be acknowledged to have added fresh lustre to

the naval annals of Great Britain. No officer but one who
possesses great local knowledge could, under such difficult

circumstances, have ventured to undertake the service,

Captain Hotham so bravely and effectually performed.”
Lord St. Vincent, in congratulating Captain Hotham upon

his success, calls it. a “skilful ” and “ daring enterprise.”
In the month of January, 1813, Captain Hotham was

appointed captain of the fleet employed on the North American
and West Indian station, under Sir John Borlace Warren, and
Sir Alexander Cochrane. On the 4th of December, 1813, ho
was nominated a colonel of marines; and having been relieved

from his important duty, hoisted a broad pendant, and subse-
quently his flag, on the 25th of October, 1814, on board the

Superb, of seventy-four guns, and continued upon the North
American station in the command off New London, until the
termination of the war.
On the 2nd of January, 1815, lie was made K.C.B.; and

upon his return to England in the same year, he was ordered
to the west coast of France, war with that country having been
again declared. At this period large supplies of arms, artillery,

&c., for the use of the royalists in La Vendee, were placed at

the disposal of Sir Henry; and after the battle of Waterloo, his

whole attention was directed to prevent the escape of Na-
poleon. Notwithstanding the various accounts which were
circulated of Bonaparte’s intended movements and designs for

the purpose of baffling our cruisers, Sir Henry was persuaded
that the attempt would bo made from Rochefort; and therefore

stationed theBellerophon, seventy-four, commanded by Captain
Maitland, off that port, and from him received the gratifyin

intelligence of Bonaparte’s surrender. Nothing therefor

remained to be done but to order that ship with its prisoner, t

England. On the 31st ofAugust, 1815, he returned to Plymouth
and struck his flag.
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During this short period of hostilities numerous captures of

French vessels had been made, which, although ostensibly

sailing under the tri-coloured flag, were virtually the property

of the Vendeans and royalists. Upon peace being proclaimed,

Sir Henry represented to the government the injustice of their

condemnation; and in reply to this communication, he received,

through Earl Bathurst,

—

u His Royal Highness the Prince
Regent’s approbation of the liberal conduct which he had pur-
sued with respect to the vessels in question,”—accompanied by
an order fbr their release.

In March, 1818, he received the offer of a seat at the board
of admiralty, an appointment totally unsolicited by him : this

he willingly accepted, and remained there until a vote of the

House of Commons, in 1822, for a reduction of the two junior

lords, obliged him tc vacate his seat. But a vacancy in the

same office again occurring in September, 1828, he was in the

most flattering manner solicited by Lord Melville to resume his

former duties, and he continued at the board until the

change of administration in November, 1830, when he
again retired, although a gratifying invitation to remain was
made to him.
Not more than five weeks of retirement had elapsed, before

the unexpected offer of the command in the Mediterranean was
made to him, couched in terms most flattering to the feelings

of an officer; and this being accepted, he hoisted his flag on
board the St. Vincent, and sailed from Spithead on the 20th of
May, 1831. Upon his arrival at the station, he soon found
himself called to the Levant, where the turbulent and unsettled
state of Greece demanded every energy of the mind, and threw
a multiplicity of business and correspondence upon him as
commander-in-chief. It may be easily supposed, therefore,

that the prospect of a stable government gave him unfeigned
satisfaction. By his orders, Captain Lyons, of the Madagascar,
with one French and one Russian man-of-war, proceeded to
Trieste, and there embarked King Otlio and the Bavarian
Regency; and the commander-in-chief having received them
at Nauplia, and attending upon his majesty at their landing,
immediately returned to Malta.

Shortly after his arrival he took his place, on Friday the 12 th
of April, as one of the Judges in the Admiralty Court, upon a
trial of piracy, and remained in the closest attendance,
expressing himself in his usual clear and able manner, until
ten o’clock on Wednesday night, when he returned home with
a headache. The pain continued unabated until eleven, p.m.
on the 19th, at which time he awoke complaining that the
suffering had increased, and almost immediately afterwards
expired, before assistance could be obtained. The immediate
cause of death is supposed to have been the rupture of some
blood-vessels in the head; but his earthly career was, we fear,
shortened by his devoted and anxious attention to the unusually
harassing duties of the station. His remains were interred
with military honours in the Protestant burial-ground of
Malta.

To conclude this subject by attempting, in a few words, a
slight sketch of the character of this excellent officer and
estimable man. His firmness of purpose, cool determination,
and comprehensive mind, inspired all those who served under
him with the greatest confidence; and his unremitted attention
to the wishes of his officers, produced the most ardent desire
on their part, zealously to fulfil, or, even if possible, to
anticipate his orders. No officer ever carried with him a
greater share of love and respect; and these may be considered
as the main springs of naval discipline. His age and
acquirements pointed him out to the country as one of her
admirals, who, in a future war, must assume a high and
important command. How truly, therefore, was it said, “ That
by his decease, England had been deprived of one of her
brightest ornaments.”

His mild and polished manner, and conciliatory demeanour,
made him popular in all the various situations he held : and no
officer left the admiralty more universally regretted than Sir
Henry Hotham.
He was upon terms of intimacy with Admiral Hugon, his

colleague of France in the Mediterranean, who thus expressed
himself, when the sad event of his decease was announced;

—

“ Until I was acquainted with Sir Heury Hotham, I never
knew the perfection to which human nature could attain.”

Sir Henry was married in 1816, to Frances Anne Juliana,
eldest daughter of the late Earl of Stradbroke, and has left her
ladyship and three sons to lament his loss, and cherish the
recollection of his virtues.

THE SCOTTISH BRIGADE.
The Scottish Brigade in Holland were a body of about six

battalions originally sent for the purpose of assisting the
republic. They continued to be supplied with recruits from
Scotland, and kept in an effective state; but under one pretence
or other, they were detained so long in the service of the Dutch,
that it almost came to be a matter of dispute whether there
existed a right to recal them. In 1763, the chiefs, or officers
of tne regiment addressed a strong remonstrance to the
British Secretary at war, expressing a desire to be removed
from the Provinces on account of indifferent usage; but either
from inability, or neglect, their remonstrances were not suffi-

ciently attended to.

In 1779, they again made offer of their services to the
British Government, being unwilling to loiter away their time
in garrison towns “ while the enemies of their country were
uniting against her.” But the States of the United Provinces
resolved that the Scotch Brigade should on and after the 1st of
January, 1783, he incorporated with the Dutch troops, and in
every way similarly situated. At that time the Scotch Brigade
had been above two hundred years in the service of the States,
and in the numerous battles and sieges in which they had been
engaged they never lost a single colour, having on all occasions
defended them with the utmost bravery.
At Bergen-op-Zoom, in particular, General Marjoribank’s

regiment consisted of 850 rank and file, of which only 220
survived the fatal storm of the place; but these brave handful
of men, although many of them wounded, cut their way
tnrough the grenadiers of France and carried off their colours
in triumph into the lines of the allied army of Steebergen.
On the conjunction of the Scotch Brigade with the Dutch

regiments, many of the officers refusing to subscribe the new
oaths of allegiance, returned to their native country.

Kay s Edinburgh Portraits.

ANECDOTE OF THE COUNT DE SAINT POL.
Tins prince was supposed to have died in the battle of

Pavia. He had fallen covered with wounds, at the feet of

Francis I., but avarice was the means of restoring him to life.

A soldier looking out for spoil, came to the place where the
wounded count lay insensible among the heaps of slain.

Attracted by the glittering of a very fine diamond ring on the

finger of the count, the soldier eagerly attempted to possess

himself of it, but not succeeding in getting it off, he had re-

course to cutting. The pain caused by this operation roused
the sensibility of the wounded warrior, who uttered a
piercing cry. He then informed the soldier of his rank,

recommending silence, for if he made it known that he had
in his power a prince of the house of France, the generals of

the Emperor would make their own prize in order to obtain

his ransom. The count then promised to make the soldier’s

fortune if he would dress his wounds, and follow him into

France. The soldier, thus induced, promptly attended to

his wants, and secretly conveyed him to Pavia, where his

wounds being healed, he then acted as a conductor, and the
count performed his promise by a noble reward.

HEROIC REPLY.
A Spartan once joined the ranks of his countrymen, who

were proceeding to battle. He was lame, and the circumstance
of his appearing under such disadvantages proved the ridicule

of his companions. “ I come to fight—not to fly t was the re-

sponse of the limping hero.
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N the month of July, 1514, a group of French prisoners was

one morning to be seen slowly promenading the terrace of Windsor

Castle, at the same time that a numerous cavalcade composed of prelates

and courtiers, arrived to present themselves at the levee of Henry VIII.,

the then reigning monarch.

At the head of this brilliant cortege, was the renowned Cardinal Wol-

sey, Henry’s favourite and all-powerful minister. He was walking his

gentle and well-trained palfrey, quite at his ease, and chatting !

“ I cannot feel at my ease in a land where I have not niy

familiarly with the noble lords surrounding him. In his swore
dignified bearing, imperious countenance, and an air of con-
scious superiority, you easily recognised the bold genius of the
man who bore on his shoulders a load of political cares, that
would have crushed most other men beneath its weight.
The cardinal in passing amongst the prisoners, cast about

him an attentive regard

—

“Gentlemen,” said he, “good news is generally welcome—

I

hasten to apprize you, that a pacific alliance is being negoti-
ated between us and your king. I am labouring hard for your
deliverance.”

“ May God prosper your emineuce, and render you success-
ful,” replied a man of haughty mien.

“ I hope, gentlemen, you do not feel your position weari-
some?”

“ Not wearisome ! How could we feel otherwise? devoured
as we are by ennui and a sense of disgrace.”

“ There is no disgrace in men like you being overcome by the
chances of war. You have only to lament, that at the battle
of the Spurs, you did not make better use of yours. Banish
that dismal look, Monsieur de Bussy; you shall soon find out
that there are friendly faces even in England.”

No. 37.

ord hanging at my side.”
“ It shall be restored to you, sir; and doubtless your martial

figure will then recover its equilibrium.”

The cardinal saluted the foreigners, and proceeded towards

the grand portals of the castle.

The king’s private apartments were immediately thrown

open for the reception of the minister, while the courtiers

remained in the anti-chamber.
Henry was at this period about twenty-three years of age.

He was occupied in looking over a large folio of engravings, in

company with Elizabeth Blount, his mistress. The young
monarch was a great patron of the fine arts, and imagined

himself a keen judge of their merits or defects.

“IIa! my lord cardinal! Is that you?” said the king,

without interrupting his occupations in the least. “Come
hither, and give us your opinion of these drawings.”

Wolscy, who entered as readily into the amusements of his

royal master, as he shared with him the government of his

kingdom, placed himself by the table, and so attentively ex-

amined the drawings just received from Florence, that you
would have imagined he took the liveliest interest in them

;

his ecclesiastical dignity was not offended at the licentious

ANNA BOLEYN:
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subjects that occasionally offered themselves to his eye. If

the king pressed his arm around the waist of' Lady Blount,

and from time to time, without heeding his minister, stolen

passionate kiss from her lips, Wolsey did not conceive the

sanctity of the Roman purple outraged on that account, for he
felt the disengaged arm of the young monarch rested familiarly

on his shoulder.

After having critically scrutinized the merits and defects of

each drawing, in a manner worthy of a professor, occasionally
offering some humble objections to the opinions of his ro}T

al

master, in order that he might appear to yield to the superior
test and knowledge of the king on subjects connected with the
fine arts; the prelate at length said, as he turned over the last

drawing

—

“ Would your highness permit me to entertain you a few
moments on more important matters?”
“With all my heart; but be brief—brief.”

“I will occupy the attention of your highness but a few mo-
ments. I have just received incontrovertible proofs that we
are most unworthily deceived by Ferdinand. He is amusing
us with fair words, and, at the same time, signing treaties
with France, in utter contempt of those which bind him to our
interests.”

“The cursed traitor! He shall pay for it! Give orders to
our ttoops in Guyenne to enter Navarre, and exterminate every
dog in the land. I’ll teach our false cousin the way to play
with the lion. How say you, my lord?”

“ Our army is reduced to nothing, through the war, the ex-
penses of which Ferdinand has compelled us to defray. It ap-
pears to me, that the most politic step would be to treat with
Louis XII., ourselves; he is getting old, and desires peace. I

have already opened negotiations with France, which have
been successful. The Duke de Longueville told me in confi-
dence that his king was anxious to marry again, notwithstand-
ing his age and infirmities

w

“ We will give him my sister Mary.”
“I have thought of that, but she is so young.”
“ She is sixteen; and to make her amends for giving her an

old husband, she shall be Queen of France.”
“But does your highness think that the princess will consent

to so disproportionate a match?”
“ I should like to see her refuse it.. Now, my lord cardinal,

that affair is settled. Hurry it as much as possible to a con-

clusion, for fear that the old bridegroom should slip through
our fingers. We should find our cousin, Francis of Augouleme
more difficult to manage. Eh! Wolsey?”

“ I should not despair of making him negotiable.”

“I dare say not, my dear Wolsey; I believe you would ne-

gotiate favourably, if you could, with satan himself.”

The king nodded familiarly to the prelate, and turned to toy

with his fair mistress, demonstrating by his manner that he
would not give further ear to his privy counsellor.

Wolsey, son of a butcher, had bj7- his transcendant talents,

elevated himself to the rank of prime minister. Having attained

to a professorship at the University of Oxford, liis superior

endowments drew upon him the attention of the heads of the

college
;

but his extraordinary abilities soon distanced all

competitors, and enabled him to rise above all those through

whose patronage he had first stepped on to greatness. He
became Bishop of Lincoln, Dean of York, beneficiary of the

bishcpricks of Hereford, Worcester, and Bath
;
and finally.

Lord Chancellor of England, friend, and confidant of Henry
VIII. He alone knew how to manage the fiery and tyran-

nical character of the king, and that was the most difficult of

his tasks, during the twenty-five years that he basked in the

sunshine of royal favour.

The proud nobles of England were at his feet, notwithstand-
ing the insulting hauteur with which he treated them; for the

prelate, supple as a serpent coiled round the sceptre, was arro-

gant and imperious with those whose high rank might lead
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them to dispute the absolute power with which his master had
invested him.

It was not without reason that Wolsey doubted whether the

princess would consent to a marriage with Louis, of France;

—

he knew her to be enamoured of Charles Brandon, Duke of

Suffolk.

The young prineess had many of her brother’s faults, but
they were tempered by the peculiar characteristics of the

woman. The violent impetuosity of the king was in her an
agreeable vivacity. The blind prejudices which rendered the

prince so untractable, were exhibited in the princess by a
capricious wilfulness of manner.
She at first refused the proposals to espouse Louis, but her

objections were soon overruled by the superior tact of Wolsey,
and the iron will of her brother.

It is often the destiny of royal princesses, to see themselves
sacrificed to political considerations; a calculation on the part
of the minister, and a burst of ill humour on the part of Henry
against his father-in-law, Ferdinand, decided the fate of the

Princess Mary, but death, which with a single death scatters

the profoundest speculations, ultimately restored the young
princess to liberty, and to all the sweet hopes that she had
thought blasted for ever.

The negotiations set on foot by the Duke de Longueville
could not fail of success, in less than a month all was con-
cluded. Suffolk obtained permission to conduct the princess
to the Court of France, and as he was disappointed in his ex-
pectation of becoming brother-in-law to Henry, he consoled
himself with the hope of being the favoured lover of the queen
consort of France.
The marriage of Louis XIL, with his youthful bride was

celebrated at Abbeville, on the 9th October.
The old courtiers shook their heads sadly, and whispered

that death could not approach the old monarch under a more
seductive form than that of this lovely young wife.

And so it proved. The aged Louis had hardly installed his
bride in her royal honours at the Palace des Tournelles, when
everything went wrong. The queen interfered with the pre-
vious habits of the king. “ Often,” writes Fleuranges, “ she
kept him up till midnight, though he had been accustomed to
retire to repose at eight in the evening; or she made him dine
at ten, when previously he had taken his repast only at
noon.”
The king himself, too, was anxious to acquit himself towards

his queen as a devoted bridegroom; but the gout, and fever, by
turns attacked him, and did not leave him a w-eek’s repose;
and the Duke de Angouleme was secretly informed by the
physicians that the throne would soon be his own.

Several contemporary writers have asserted that Francis had
really become enamoured of the young queen, and that he
would have committed a serious imprudence, had not the
Chevalier de Grignolls severely lectured him.

“ God’s death!” said the old soldier. “ Don’t you see that
this cunning wench demands nothing better than to be made
Dowager of France. A nice berth that for a girl of sixteen!
Faith! my prince, you stand a chance of playing the second
fiddle only, in your own kingdom!”
However, it is more than probable that Grignolls was mis-

taken as to the real motives of the attention of Francois towards
the young queen; for beneath the most gallant assiduities, the
first prince of the blood concealed a strict watchfulness over her
conduct. Louise de Savoie, his mother, never lost sight of the
queen during the day, and at night she confided her to the care
of Madame d’ Auraont, maid of honour, a lady of striet fidelity,

who, on pretence of observing the court etiquette, established
herself in her sleeping chamber.
Henry VIII. received letters from his sister, in which she

bitterly complained of the constraint she was subjected to.

She was a prey to ennui in the midst of so many strange people,
who shewed more distrust of her than respect; and whose
language she spoke very indifferently. She demanded that
some ladies should be sent from England to the French court
to form her suite, and fill the posts of maids of honour near her
person.

Anna Boleyn was among the first that was selected; though

at that time she was scarcely ten years of age. Her lively
disposition and witty conversation, made her a desirable com-
panion for the young queen.

Some detractors have asserted that Anna Boleyn owed her
distinction to an amorous intrigue of her mother’s, but as
Francois I., had not as yet made it the fashion for kings openly
to keep mistresses, and as licentiousness did not then walk
abroad without a mask, it is difficult to come to the truth on
that point.

For many years the family of the Boleyns had filled impor-
tant functions in the government of England; Sir Thomas, the
father of Anna, had served in several embassies. There existed
in the records of the city of London, some mayors of the name.
Lady Boleyn was a Howard, and niece of the Duke of Norfolk;
the most able statesman after Wolsey. All this is quite enough
to show that Anna had powerful interest to procure her the
honourable employment of maid of honour to the young queen
at the court of France.

Anna Boleyn, educated in a convent, had appeared out very
rarely at court. The repugnance she showed for a convent
life, and the general delight that her attractive appearance, and
brilliant sallies caused, decided her parents not to withdraw
her from the world, as there was every hope that one day she

might attain an exalted position in it.

She had hardly arrived in Paris ere she was witness to the

death of Louis XII., who expired two months after his marriage.

The queen was pronounced not pregnant; thus Francois of

Angouleme, mounted the throne without obstacle.

A few days after the king’s death, the queen secretly espoused

the Duke of Suffolk. In the letters that passed between

Francois the I., of France, and Henry VIII., of England, on

the subject of this matrimonial alliance, it was evident that the

latter did not oppose any objection to the marriage of his sister

with Suffolk : who was a prime favourite with the king, and
that self-willed monarch, never hesitated to sacrifice either

political or private interests to the gratification of his own
wishes, or those of his favourites.

After the Princess Mary had returned to England, Anna
Boleyn was appointed maid of honour to Claude, consort to

Francois I. She resided ten years in France, without either

protectors or advisers, having no other confidants near her than

an old governess, who accompanied her everywhere, and an

ancient family domestic, whose guardianship of the young girl

was but little respected by the warlike and gallant youth com-

posing the court of the French king.

Notwithstanding the apparent levity of manners that dis-

tinguished the youthful and lovely Anna Boleyn, she remained

virtuous in the midst of all the seductions that surrounded her;

and her imprudencies even could not furnish a single proof for

her detractors to lay hold of.

In person she was tall and slight, and she was eminently

gifted with those natural graces, which are felt to be so superior

to all the conventional refinements of manner that polished

society bestows.

The amiable gaiety of her disposition was painted in her ani-

mated and speaking face, and in the dimples that played round

her rosy mouth; and it imparted a fascination to smiles that

never abandoned her, even in the last hours of her existence.

Her black hair contrasted beautifully with her polished

ivory-like skin, which never lost its brilliancy. Her eyes were

of surpassing beauty of expression, and penetrated to the souli

of all who loved to gaze on the transcendant charms of thi

;

famous lady.

During the period of fiery bigotry, in which this unfortunat

female lived, her known attachment to the Protestant cause,

made her many and even powerful enemies; therefore it will

easily be conceived that there are to be found writers who hav.

spoken disparagingly of her personal graces, as well as of her

mental gifts: thus, we read, that one small fairy-like hand wai

spoiled, because there was the deformity of a crooked nail on

a finger; that her beautiful pearly-like teeth were not quite

regular, and that her fine shape was defective, inasmuch as a

shoulder-blade projected a little. Be all this as it may, one

thing is certain, that whatever were the imperfections, they

were ent rely overlooked, or undistinguishable,inthe fascinating
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charm of her mind and manners, or observed only by those

envious of her perfections.

The errors of this unfortunate, and much to be pitied lady,

will neither be omitted nor glossed over in the following pages;

and we shall not fail to perceive that her very failings

“ Leaned to virtue’s side.”

The refined delicacy of true wit, was but little comprehended

at this period of coarse manners, and broad, sometimes indecent

humour, and Anna Boleyn was the first to commence a total

revolution in the tone and conversation of the court circles, by

her brilliant sallies, sparkling repartee, and the delicate tact

she used in giving utterance to the most poignant satires.

The elegant and classical refinement of Erasmus, had but

!

just begun to unbend the stiff formality of the literati of the

day: and women were entirely ignorant of those works that

were eagerly devoured by the learned. But the times began to

change.
It was discovered that the bon mots of the conquerors at

Marignan weighed as heavily in society as their cuirasses.

After the battle of Pavie, Francois, wearied with the fatigues

of the field, surrounded himself with poets and artists. And
men of talent in the fine arts, totally eclipsed the cleverest

soldiers in the camp. Marguerite de Yalvis, and Anna Boleyn,

had given a new style to conversation, Rabelais, and Marat, to

literature. Without them, Moliere and Madame de Sevigne

in after times, would not have found the road to literary fame,

so well prepared.

The few letters that Anna wrote to Henry VIII., which were
secretly purloined by the Cardinal Compeggio, gave but a faint

idea of the intellectual gifts of this lady. Her ideas were con-

strained by her fears of the jealous prince, whose humour she

found so difficult to manage; her style is simply distinguished

for its sweetness and humility. Neither is it in that, which she

wrote after her condemnation to death, that we must look for

the joyous and inspiring animation that communicated a portion

of its spirit to all who approached within the circle of her en-

chantments.
We have but littie material to consult, which at all informs

us ofher abode at the French court; therefore it will be impos-
j

sible to furnish our readers with any precise details of the

development of her character, as she passed from the girl into

the woman. During the period she resided in France, attached
to the person of Queen Claude, her excessive exuberance of

animal spirits often carried her beyond the bounds of decorum,
and led her into many suspicious situations. Scandal was busy
with her character, and it was even whispered that she con-
ducted herself too familiarly with Francois himself, who was
said to be fascinated with her superlative attractions.

Reports injurious to the honour of the youthful Anna, reached
the ears of Sir Thomas Boleyn. He was indignant that his

daughter’s reputation should be so lightly spoken of, and he
immediately despatched a summons to recal her to England,
that he might himself become the protector of her fame. We
shall accompany her to her native country, and endeavour to

detail the few events of her life, which ultimately led to its

fatal close in the prime of beauty and womanhood.

CHAPTER K.

When AnnaBoleyn entered her paternalmansion,situated in
Fleet Street, (then a fashionable quarter of London) a single
person ran hurriedly forward to meet her, and that was her
brother; both embraced with every demonstration of affection.

Lady Boleyn only advanced a few paces towards the door of
the apartment, and saluted her with the quaint formality of
former times; as to Sir Thomas, he hardly troubled himself to
rise from his fauteuil, to imprint a kiss on the forehead of his

daughter who knelt at his feet.

“flow beautiful she is!” cried George Boleyn, enthusiastic-
ally.

“••Passably so,” observed the mother
Sir Thomas nodded affirmatively, and said:—

I was just remarking to Lady Boleyn, Anna, that I should
not know how to dispose of you. His grace the Cardinal oi

York, is not certain of obtaining from the queen the post of a
maid of honour for you. There is no vacancy just now, as I

fear it is too late to attempt to propose you in the place of Miss
Herbert, lately resigned.”

“ It would be as well to go to York-house,” remarked Lady
Boleyn, as she settled herself on her cushions.

“ Yes, I must endeavour to see the cardinal as soon as possi-

ble, for it is of importance that we seek to establish the girl

without delay.”

Notwithstanding the French origin of the Boleyn family, Sir
Thomas and Lady Boleyn were among the proudest of Eng-
land’s proud nobility; whose exclusive and fastidious haughti-
ness is more repugnant to those coming in contact with it,

than is the shock of a galvanic battery.
“ Alas!” murmured Anna to her brother, “ from whom do we

inherit our sensibility?”

If Sir Thomas condescended to notice his daughter, it was
to address to her such words as these :

—

“ I wish you would not behave in so extraordinary a manner,
Anna—where did you learn such a style? You laugh too loud.

You must have other dresses; I hope you do not mean to con-
tinue to wear that hideous head-dress.”

“ They are worn at Blois, sir,” returned Anna.
“ Ah! what charming women the French women are;” cried

George, while Sir Thomas shrugged his shoulders.

The next day Sir Thomas conducted his daughter to Hamp-
ton Court, the residence of Queen Catherine. A profound
silence reigned in the interior of the palace. The doors were
opened and shut cautiously, as the visiters were introduced into an
apartment where Catherine, surrounded by her attendants, was
listening to a religious discourse. Sir Thomas, treading softly

on the points of his toes, waited till the reading was ended, and
the queen sticking her needle into the tapestry work, was a
signal that the presentation should take place.

The Cardinal of York had already spoken to her highness.

His influence was too great for there to be any danger of a re-

fusal. Anna Boleyn then, was installed as maid of honour in

the silent circle of Catherine’s court, and the father returned

home quite satisfied with having so advantageously disposed of

his daughter.
(Tb be continued.')

THE FASHIONABLE COQUETTE.
CHAPTER VII.

During the interesting conversation, concerning the hero

of our tale, was on the tapis at Elsemore, he was. kneeling

with his lovely Laura, radiant in beauty, before the altar of

the little church at the village, pledging together those solemn

vows of mutual affection and support through life’s flowery

plains or chequered paths—through health or through sick-

ness—through wealth or through poverty ;—vows, which the

recording angel enters in the book of life under the smiling

halo of a benignant love, but which are blotted out too often

by dark and wilful passions to receive the terrible award of

an insulted God against perjured faith. Tears of pleasure,
j

the overflowings of a young and guileless heart, sunned by a I

beam of pure and heavenly joy, glistened in the dove-like

eyes of the bashful bride as she turned them on the hand-

some and expressive countenance of her Harry (for she knew
him as yet but as the humble painter who had wooed and

won her as his for ever) ; and the solemnity being concluded,

with a countenance kindling into rapture, he fondly drew

the arm of his wife within his own, offering the other to Mrs.

Anderton, the only person who had been present at the cere-

mony besides the rector and his clerk, to both of whom he

was well known, but who had good reasons for keeping silence

on the occasion. On reaching the porch of the church, round,

which a few old women and children were gathered, curtsey-

ing, and “wishing his honour long life and happiness, and

her dear ladyship, too,” to whom the baronet threw a handful

of silver; Laura was greatly surprised to find drawn up before

it an elegant barouche and four, with postillions in handsome

liveries, while two footmen, as gaily clad in costumes of like
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pattern, stood oil either side of the open door of the carriage

with their hats off. She looked for an explanation at Mrs.

Anderton, who seemed in no way disconcerted at the sight,

but, on the contrary, as if she had expected it. She stared with

bewilderment at the domestics, then at her husband, who
smiled. She could not speak—the colour forsook her cheeks,

and she looked as if she would have fainted. “ Come, my
love, will you not enter your own carriage?” said the baronet,

tenderly, beginning to feel the awkwardness of his wife’s

situation before so many
;
for his handsome equipage had

already excited the curiosity of several of the stragglers

passing that way; and the news of his marriage having

flown through the village like wildfire, had brought in haste

the old beadle and a posse of ringers, in the hopes of a

handsome fee to the old steeple, which now rung with a

joyous peal. Scarcely knowing what she did, she suffered

him to assist her gently up the steps
;
and Mrs. Anderton

having likewise seated herself opposite, he placed himself by

the side of his wife, and ordered to be driven to the hall.

For a few moments she gazed in the lace of her husband,

—she began to comprehend the mystery, and, bursting into

tears, she wept upon his shoulder.
“ You must forgive me, my dearest Laura,” said he, feel-

ingly, “ for having practised this bit of deception upon you;

but I have witnessed so many instances of false appearances,

—of pretended affection,—of sacrifices of happiness and the

noblest gifts of nature, at the shrine of Mammon and rank :

—indeed, I was once so very nearly being made a victim

myself to such treachery, that I determined to become a

Ccelebs in a humble sphere in search of a wife,—to link my
fate with her whose virtues and affection fitted her to share

my heart, rank, and fortune; and not to trust myself in the

embraces of one whose heart alone was fixed on the gilded

portion of the contract. In being Sir Harry himself you
will not love me the more, I feel assured

;
and I am proud—

doubly proud—in taking back to the old hall of my ancestors

a gem, worthy of every honour, respect and love, a fond heart

can bestow. Look up again and be yourself,” he added,
smiling; “you were Laura Mildmay, and I was Harry Law-
ton—we have only both changed our names. See, we are not
far from the lodge.”
Taking her husband’s hand within her own, she pressed it

fervently, giving him one of those silent but eloquent glances

which speak volumes—more than a world of words could
express.

After a short pause, during which they had entered the

lodge gates of the park and were rattling on at a quick pace
along the principal avenue towards the hall, formed by rows
of towering old elms, whose wide branches spread out as a

canopy across the road and shaded them from the powerful
rays of the sun. “Who have we here,” suddenly exclaimed
Sir Harry, half leaning out of the carriage, and turning to his

wife with a countenance somewhat flushed, “ by Heaven it is

my aunt St. George, and—the devil take it—Maria with
Charles Mortimer.”
The parties just mentioned, who were sauntering leisurely

along, wondering what the distant bells could be ringing for

so merrily, stopped and turned round on hearing the rattling

of carriage wheels behind them.
“ Gracious me!” exclaimed Mrs. St. George, in accents of

of surprise, as the vehicle rapidly approached
;

“ it is Sir

Harry himself, and ladies, too! I wonder what fair company
he can be escorting this morning.”
.Maria turned pale, and seemed engaged in destroying a

few small wild-flowers springing up on the road side.
“ I am lost in amazement, it i3 quite a riddle to me, I assure

you,” ejaculated Mortimer, to whom the conversation of Mrs.
St. George had been addressed.

“ Fine botanizing, as I suspected,” laughed that lady as the
carriage stopped and Sir Harry sprung out.
“ My dearest aunt, I am well aware,” said he, seizing her

hand, “my conductmay appear very curious, perhaps culpable,
towards you; and I have much to aplogise for on that par-
ticular

;
but,” said he laughing, “ you know I have always been

looked upon by you a3 a giddy rattle-brained fellow, so you I

must not be astonished at any whims or freaks I might take
suddenly into my head. But being no great speaker, I feel
inadequate to address you any further ; therefore permit me
to introduce you to my wife, Lady Lawton,” handing Laura
out of the carriage. “ My love, my aunt, Mrs. St. George,
whom I am certain

”

A sudden shriek from Maria Rawley, who was an agonising
witness of this scene, and who had fainted in the arms of
Mortimer, luckily near her at the moment, drew the attention
of all towards the insensible girl. At this unexpected termi-
nation of her schemes, and perhaps a deeper blow being struck
than she had imagined her heart was aware of, she could have
sunk into the earth with mortification and wounded vanity;
but when Laura raised her veil as her husband was about to
hand her from the carriage, the recognition was mutual—the
effect was electrical. The spurned and injured sister had
triumphed over the Fashionable Coquette!

END.

FALSE FRIENDSHIP.

( Continued.)

While the affectionate, but unhappy brother, enjoys, as best
he can, his troubled couch, let us convey our readers into the
bosom of the once truly happy family of Chateau Sombreuil,
the ancestral mansion of Jules de Sombreuil, the honoured
parent of the worthy Arnold. Early left a widower, Monsieur
Sombreuil, to the somewhat serious vexation of certain ex.
pectant dames, but greatly to the joy of his own kin, resolved
no more to change his state, but solace the remnant of his

years in watching with that careful eye which, next to a
mother’s, best can guard the orphan pledges of connubial love.

His elder-born, Arnold, gave speedy signs of inheriting his

deceased parent’s equanimity of temper, coupled with his noble-

minded father’s firmness and urbanity of manner. Nor were
the germs of virtuous mildness that their lamented mother
bore, lacking in the gentle bosoms of his two fair girls,

Henriette and Adele. ’Tis true there was a difference in the

character of the two; Henriette, though little better than
eighteen months the senior of her gay, heart-whole, and ever

buoyant sister, the plump and blue- eyed Adele,—possessed a
a fixedness—a staid demeanour unusual at her years—which,

by its marked development, afforded an inward gratification to

the doting father. One youthful companion, the only son of a
former long valued, but departed friend, named Gonzales,

on whom the elder Sombreuil had bestowed his sincere and
warm attachment during his life; after his death spread forth

a protecting hand towards his only surviving, but as time

proved, his most unworthy heir, dwelt mostly with them.
This smooth-tongued youth wormed himself so thoroughly

into the good graces of this estimable family,—for years he
had become to Arnold quite a second self. In daily intercourse,

too, with young and lovely females, whose freshly budding
charms no stoic could behold unmoved, the sycophantic Juan,

Judas- like, embraced but to betray those kind and trusting

friends. His speciousness bore so complete a face of upright

conduct suspicion’s self was lulled into security ; and the con-

summate and accomplished slave—for slave indeed he was to

his own sensual and depraved desires, ingratiated himself in

the affections of the pure and high-minded Henriette, till. not

only did the ingenuous maid believe his protestations founded

in honour, but readily received his proffered vows, as registered

in realms above. Meanwhile, will it be credited? the viper,

not only wavered in his faith to that confiding and deserving

girl, but actually the double traitor proved himself by tam-

pering with the less experienced, artless, and too simple Adele;

and by satanic sophistry well-nigh prevailed o’er her credulity

of heart, by false assurances that ’twas she, and she alone, who
ever had possessed his best affecions!

Himself without a shadow of control—left well endowed

—

free as the wind and wanton as its kisses—self-gratification he

indulged, alike irrespective of all consequences, or the mental

sufferings it entailed on others.

Frequently for months together would Juan Gonzales absent
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himself from the chateau; and while his unsuspecting friends

imagined him renovating his health, or valuably occupying

his time by research, thereby enriching and cultivating his

mind, would he be vitiating his time and fortune within the

purlieus of some noted bagnio or vile gambling house. Lost

to the recollection of the pure and the happy scenes he had so

long mixed in beneath the peaceful quiet roof of Chateau
Sombreuil; regardless too of expectations raised by falsehood’s

vows, he glanced not back on those deceived and too confiding

maidens; nor did he midst the riot and debauchery in which
he seemed alone to revel, cast one poor thought on such a thing

as honour!
His parent’s dearest friend, that grey-haired, open hearted,

kind old man, who had proved another father, would he sacri-

fice without any compunctious visitings, embitter coldly his

remaining days; despoil his hearth, by snatching thence one

of its brightest gems, which when polluted might be re-cast

upon its desert spot, and left to perish as a worthless clod.

Scarce ever for a moment had he deigned to give a serious

thought to marriage; and in his “ whole course of wooing” so

artfully had he arranged his plans, that e’en the lovely

Henriette had marked, and not without some wonder and
perplexity, how with such scrupulous avoidance no hint was
ever dropped by Juan Gonzales touching the subject of their

union : doubts and misgivings would arise at his more frequent

absence from the chateau; added to which, with pain she had
observed the strange and unaccountable change which had of

late come o’er that sister, whom dearer far than self she loved;

nay doted on, that child of nature erst so gay of heart, no summer
bird more joyous, had now become reserved even to her; and
’fcwas their wont, like Juno’s swans, still to go coupled and in-

separable,—yet now, Adele would steal from out her sight,

and court on all occasions retirement within her chamber’s
solitude.

Happily for Monsieur Sombreuil, the alteration time was
working upon his charming children had hitherto escaped the
watchful parent’s eye. His circle of acquaintance was select

;

yet by the few whose confidence he valued, was he much
sought; and frequently he’d pass some days in the society of
a chosen friend,—or in the quiet of his own mansion, the hours
of refreshment but excepted, consistent with his years his time
would oft be spent within his study o’er his books and papers,
or be passed in the enjoyment of his favourite chess.

Thus unconsciously had this kind hearted man nestled
within his bosom the viper, who but dwelt there with the view
toasting his soul

;
whose vitiated mind sought but the accom-

plishment of his sensual gratification,—nor cared to leave one
who had “ suck’d the honey of his music vows,” to brood o’er
disappointed faith; while studiously, with guile alone pertain-
ing to a fiend, his savage mind contemplated her sister’s
overthrow. One pang of conscience—of coward conscience,
would shoot athwart the villain’s brain, when, though it rarely
chanced indeed, remembrance of that dear brother flitted

across his mind—the trusting Arnold would intrude himself.
And, oh, that picture, drawn as it was in fiery colours and in
blood—would stand before the monster as an avenging God!
—exclaiming, “ My sisters, my own, my cherished innocent
Adele and Henriette!—say Juan

5t
/Wend, where are they now?”

True villanv is seldom brave; and when his mind’s eye pre-
sented such a vision to his trembling view, his very heart
would sink within his bosom; his cheeks and lips grow
blanched; his poison tongue would lose all moisture, and in
the vain attempt to give it utterance (as though in very shame
for its misdeeds), it clung but to the roof of that false mouth.
His knees smote each other; and he who was considered by
his dissolute companions the gayest of the gay—the dashing
brave and reckless Don Gonzales, stood as a paltry, shrinking,
worthless^ dastard,

.

in the ideal presence of that so deeply
injured friend, of his earliest youth. For well he knew, Arnold
possessed the very soul ofhonour

; and though blessed with every
attribute comprised in the dear name of friendship, quick to
revenge premeditated wrong or insult, as willing to forgive an
unintended slight or error;—amidst the former, and the blackest
wrong within the catalogue of human darings, might not his

deeds be reckoned?

Callous as Juan was, he could not shut his eyes to the con-
viction that, if but suspected by the doting brother, his life’s

dependance was not worth a hair; the certain issue, once his
falsehood published, must be the atonement of his crimes by
death. To banish these intruding, these most appalling
thoughts, when such dreams of retribution seized upon his
heated brain, would long'prove vain; and only by recourse to
powerful stimulants, or the instant dash into the riot of some
thoughtless company, and in the dissipation of the dice would
he seek out a temporary and short-lived oblivion.

Dreadful indeed as must have been these pangs to one loaded
at least with self-upbraidings, as doubtless was the breast of
Juan Gonzales,—once past—the cankered heart again recurred
to the object of its evil purposes

;
again would he, with the

untiring perseverance of the Tempter, seek a renewal of his
interviews with the deluded Adele. Opportunity, alas !

too often favoured designing Juan’s views; and secretly would
he embrace the time, and once more insidiously endeavour
to betray by the flattery of his serpent tongue the simple
maiden’s too credent ear, till she almost believed she knew not
what.
The grounds attached to the Chateau Sombreuil were ex-

tensive, abounding in the sweet variety of flowering plots,

smooth gravelled walks, and scented shrubberies, with here
an I there a fanciful and pleasing arbour, embedded amidst a
thicket of umbrageous and odoriferous plants, or clambering
tendrils. Within a secret depository in one of those, well known
to both, and situate most appropriately from its seclusion and
great distance from the mansion, the fatal correspondence had
been continued—letters exchanged, and vows reciprocated—too
surely on one part never intended to be fulfilled. There, too,

their meetings would be held at periods when it was generally
imagined the seducer was far distant from the scene of ren-
dezvous.

How numerous those unknown interviews had been, or of
how long duration, we are not prepared to state, nor did that
fact ever transpire;—suffice it to say, that they existed so

nearly long enough as to accomplish the attainment of
the betrayer’s hopes, and irretrievable sacrifice of tot-

tering innocence, when the watchful angel, by his blessed care,

directed to the neighbourhood the footsteps of the good and
ever grateful Martin

;
who, one morning early, as by chance it

seemed, but—

•

“ There is a special providence in the fall of a sparrow”

—

had wandered towards that very spot in anxious search of the

most choice and fragrant flowers, wherewith to forma humble
bouquet and adorn his loved and gentle mistress Henriette’s

breakfast room. The old man, in making a turn round by an
artificial wall of evergreens, just caught a glimpse of a female
figure,—and that the figure of one most precious to his kind
master’s heart. What could thus draw the youthful Adele
(for he believed it to be her) so early from her pillow, and
induce her to stroll to this sequestered portion of the garden?
His curiosity—nay more, his duty, was aroused. Had he not

pledged his faith to his good master’s only son to bear a wary
eye—to watch, indeed, as with parental care, over the happi-

ness and safety of his well-beloved sisters; and though he knew,

or fancied that he knew, Juan Gonzales to be many leagues

from thence, some strange and vague misgivings of that man,
—for from his very youth e’en up to the last time he ever saw
him, the faithful, upright Martin’s clear perception had nar-

rowly sifted his every action, and felt instinctively convinced

too much of evil dwelt in his composition ever to place reliance

on his outward seeming or his acts. Scarce knowing why,

from the simple fact of her being early forth to walk, he should

pry as it were into her motives; still, as he felt assured he had
not been noticed by her, he silently pursued her steps, care-

fully keeping at sufficient distance not to excite suspicion by
his footfall.

Once the old man observed Adele suddenly stop short, and
by the posture of her inclined ear, and riveted attention towards

a pathway which branched off from the right (and Martin

knew conducted from a gate communicating with the country),
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appear breathlessly to listen for some one’s approach.

Martin found a temporary concealment behind some yews,

which effectually prevented his being seen; while from its

interstices he could himself command an uninterrupted view

of three connecting avenues. He had not long laid thu3 perdu
,

liis gaze steadily bent on the young lady, when, by the expressive

clasping of her hands and her increased alacrity of step, the

old man feltconvinced the thoughtless maid had sought this spot,

not merely for the purposes of lonely meditation, but evidently

in the expectation of some company. She hastily drew down
her veil again, which she had a few seconds previously thrown
back, the better to facilitate her hearing the longed for foot-

steps, thereby unconsciously enabling Martin to identify beyond

a doubt her person ; and bounding with the elasticity of the

doe, fled down another path, in which was situate one of the

many arbours that adorned these grounds. He was not kept

in a prolonged suspense, for, in another instant, a tall and
graceful male, enveloped in a cloak, stealthily issued from a

group of trees ; casting a hurried glance around, yet not be-

traying a feature of his countenance, which the high collar of

the cloak was evidently intended to conceal, he crossed with

speed the centre walk, and without further hesitation made for

the spot of assignation.

Martin, the worthy Martin, whose mundane dealings never
shunned the light,—who never trembled when in his humbly
offered daily communions with his God; now, as a guilty being,

shook with false fear and dread presentiment of certain evil

hovering over, and about to fall, upon his worthy master’s

honoured roof—this mysterious stranger—whom could he be?

and why so scrupulously seek a clandestine meeting within

the sanctuary of the parent’s home, with his dear child whom
he so doted on?
Determined to be further satisfied, and, should it prove re-

quisite, rush to her aid were violence or injury intended;

nerved afresh by the approval of a self-applauding conscience,

Martin, who thoroughly knew every turn and winding of the

spacious grounds, with all the speed his years admitted of,

sought by another path the vicinage of that arbour. Few
seconds served to place him within earshot; but who can des-

cribe the horror which thrilled through his veins, on recog-
nising in the imaginary stranger, the too well known and
detested Juan’s voice

!

(To be continued.)

LIFE OF ADMIRAL BERRY.

( Concluded.)

Our hero was employed to carry the despatches to Gibraltar,

and on the 18th of August, Captain Thompson in the Leander,
having on board Captain Berry of the Vanguard, who was
charged with the despatches to the Earl of St. Vincent, at

Gibraltar, was intercepted on his passage off the west end of

Goza, near the Island of Caudia, where he fell in with a French
seventy-four. The Leander being eighty men short of com-
plement besides having many wounded from the fleet, Captain
Thompson naturally wished to avoid an action with such
superior force; but finding the enemy outsailed him, he deter-

mined to try the fortune of war.

At nine in the morning, the French ship had ranged within
half gunshot, when the Leander luffed up, brought her broad-
side to bear, and commenced a vigorous cannonade. The ships

continued nearing each other until half-past ten, keeping up a
constant and heavy fire. Captain Thompson was at this time
so much disabled in his sails and rigging, that he could not
prevent the enemy laying him on board on the larboard bow,
where he remained for some time, making many attempts to

board the Leander, but was constantly repulsed by the noble
conduct of the marines, who, from the poop and the quarter-
deck, under the command of a serjeant, kept up such a well-

directed fire on the assailants, that they were driven back.
The fire from the great guns was all this time continued with
the same spirit, and a light breeze, giving the ships weigh,

;

enabled the Leander to steer clear of her opponent, and soon
after, luffing up under his stern, and passing him within ten
yards, she distinctly discharged every gun into him. The
water was at this time perfectly smooth, the wind had ceased,
the ships were close to each other, and the firing continued
until half-past three in the afternoon, when the enemy crossed
the Leander’s bows, and placed himself on her starboard side,

where her guns were nearly all disabled from the wreck which
had fallen: this produced a cessation ot fire, and the French
captain hailed to know if his gallant opponent had surren-
dered.

The Leander was now totally unmanageable, not a stick
standing but the shattered remains of her fore and main masts
and the bowsprit, her hull cut to pieces, and her deck covered
with the dead and the wounded; the enemyVho had only lost

his mizen-mast, was taking a position across her stern. In
this defenceless situation Captain Thompson consulted his

friend, Captain Berry; both agreed that further resistance was
useless, if not impracticable, and the colours were struck when
the Leander was scarcely able to float.

The ship which had thus, after so severe an action, taken
this little fifty, was Le Genereux, of seventy-four guns, having
on board nine hundred men, one hundred of whom fell in this

action, and one hundred and eighty- eight were wounded. She
was commanded by Monsieur Lejoille, chef de division, and
was the rear ship in the French line at the battle of the Nile,

in which she had but little share. The Leander, out of three

hundred and forty-four men, including invalids, had thirty- five

killed, and fifty-seven wounded. The Genereux, leaving her
prize at Corfu, arrived at Trieste.

Here again we must refer our readers for Lord Nelson’s

testimony to the conduct of his gallant captain in the action,

to the despatches with which he sailed immediately for

England in the Leander, of fifty guns, commanded by Captain
Thompson. We cannot refuse our readers the perusal of the

following letter from Lord Nelson on this event.

“ Naples, 10th December, 1790.

“ My dear Berry,—I thank you most sincerely for

your several kind letters. Your friend,
the captain of the

Genereux, is by this time a prisoner with the Turks, and I dare

say they will ‘ off with his head.’ What a scoundrel he must
have been ! I am so rejoiced at your safety after all your perils,

that I do not consider at the moment your great sufferings. I

trust the king will confer on you the same honours as if you
had not been taken in the Leander, though indeed your exertions

have entitled you to more honour. Her defence was glorious,

and does Thompson and you the highest honour. I rejoice that

we are now brother freemen ofLondon, as we have before been in

serving our country. I shall never forget your support, to my
mind on the 1st of August. We are all united in our squadron

—not a growl amongst us. Believe me with the greatest at-

tachment,
“ Your affectionate friend,

“ Nelson.”

On reaching England, Berry received the honour of knight-

hood, and a medal from his gracious sovereign; having already

received the freedom of the City of London in a gold box. He
now suffered a long and severe illness, resulting from a con-

tusion in the side, which he had received in the late action,

doubtless aggravated by the atigue and anxiety he had sub-

sequently undergone. But in October, 1799 he was enabled to

rejoin Lord Nelson at Minorca, and took command of the

Foudroyant, which now bore his flag. In the month of Feb-

ruary following, he had the satisfaction of assisting at the cap-

ture of his old antagonist the Genereux; and when the officers

and crew, (by whom while their prisoners, he had been plun-

dered of all his property), applied to him to be allowed to retain

their clothes, he good-humouredly reminded them of of their

base conduct to himself, saying, “ Ay, and you may keep my
own also,” which some of them were still actually wearing.

A month after this, the Lion, Foudroyant, and Penelope
frigate, intercepted the Guillaume Tell, of eighty guns, in

attempting to escape from Malta; nor did the French admiral,

Deeres, surrender till after a long and obstinate conflict, when
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his ship was totally dismasted. We insert Lord Nelson s

private letter on the subject, which is too honourable to both

parties to be omitted.
“ My dear Berry.—I am sensible of your kindness in

wishing for my presence at the finish of the Egyptian fleet,

but I have no cause for sorrow. The thing could not be better

done, and I would not, for all the world, rob you of one particle

of your well-earned laurels. Thank kindly all my
.

brave

friends on board the Foudroyant, and whatever fate awaits me,

my attachment will never cease but with my life. Ever,
“ My dear Berry, your sincere affectionate friend,

“ Nelson and Bronte of the Nile.”
!

His lordship having unfortunately been persuaded to go

home overland, Sir Edward Berry soon after exchanged into

the Princess Charlotte frigate, and returned to England.

On the 5th of April, 1801, he received the command of the

Ruby of sixty-four guns, with orders to join Lord Nelson off

Copenhagen, but the desperate action of the 2nd of that month
had extinguished all hope of any farther important service in

the north seas. The treaty of peace in the following year,

which restored so many officers to their home, also enabled

Sir Edward Berry to retire to the happiness of domestic life,

and he fixed his residence at Catton near Norwich, where he

passed probably the happiest, if not the most useful portion of

his life.

In 1805 he was recalled into service, being appointed to the
command of the Agamemnon, and rejoined his noble chief

outlie 12th October, off Cadiz. When the 6hip was reported
by the signal officer of the Victory, Nelson was at table, and
bserved to liis guests with unusal glee, “ Here is Berry—and
now we shall have a battle.”

The eventful morning of Trafalgar, the 21st of October,
arrived. The Agamemnon (perhaps from old regard) was ap-
pointed to take her station near the Victory, and in the course
of the battle was engaged in conjunction with the Neptune
and Conqueror in a warm cannonade with the Santissima
Trinidad, which is said to have struck, though the approach of
some other ships of the enemy saved her from capture. Sir
Edward’s private letter, written under the immediate pressure
of the moment, has the following passage;

—

“ We have gained a great victory. I flattered myself Aga-
memnon was seen by our noble chief; but sad to relate, I hare
been on board to see him, and saw [only] his corpse! My loss
is that of the best friend I ever had. My momentary joy is

turned into mourning!”
The Agamemnon afterwards formed one of the squadron

under Sir.J . Duckworth in pursuit of the French ships to the
West Indies, and Sir Edward Berry shared in the victory of
the 6th February, 1806, off St. Domingo. In his letter to
Lady Berry, on that occasion, he said,

—

“ You know my disposition is to say little about battles.
The public accounts are generally the best. But it was a
severe action, and I have again been wonderfully preserved.”
On the 12th of December of that year, he was raised to the

dignity of a baronet, and at the same time received two gold
medals for Trafalgar and St. Domingo. In 1811, he was offered
the command of the Sceptre, which lie could not accept; but
iu the following year, he hoisted his pendant on board the
Barfieur, of ninety-eight guns, to join the fleet of Sir Edward
Pellew, who now held the chief command in the Mediterranean.
The blockade of the French fleet of very superior force was
the principal object of their attention; but the enemy, instructed
by experience, never quitted their port, except to exercise in
the offing, and only once or twice a partial engagement took
place between the nearest of the hostile ships. The peace of
1814 put a period to this long protracted warfare, and the
fleet returned to England.

Sir Edward Berry was soon after appointed to two of the royal i

yachts in succession, Colonel of Marines, Knight commander
of the Bath, and Rear-admiral. In 1822 began that lingering
decline of his health, which through several tedious years of
sickness, proved the resignation and even the cheerfulness with
which he submitted himself to God’s will. He died in peace
on the 13th February, 1831. Every military and naval officer
of rank at Bath and its neighbourhood, followed his remains

to the gi ave, as a spontaneous mark of respect to a man so
worthy, and an officer so distinguished.

WHAT SOME CALL LUCK.

One person will swallow penknives and yet live on many
years; while another, in eating, gets a small bit of liver in his
windpipe and dies. One has the shaft of a gig passed com-
pletely through his body and recovers; another only runs a
thorn into his hand and no skill can save him. One is thrown
fifty or a hundred yards down a cliff, and survives; another
has his neck broken, by a mere overturn in his gig, on a
smooth plain. We have lately seen an aged and healthy mi-
nister, who fell from the belfry of a common steeple to the
ground a few years ago; but we have also seen a lady die in
consequence of falling down gently, on a level floor. So that
“ the race is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the
strong.”

ROYALTY AND A WOODEN SOLDIER.

In 1806, on the approach of the French, the Bourbon court
of Naples, made so hasty a retreat into Sicily, that they forgot,
and left behind them, a superannuated princess of the family,
who was half-sister to old lung Ferdinand. Though this
venerable spinster was of illegitimate birth, she received the
honours paid to the royal blood, and was allowed a sentinel of
the household troops, who mounted guard at her door, and
presented arms at her exits and entrances. At first it was
feared that the French conquerors, who were not always
liberal in these matters, would stop her allowance, and leave
the old woman in absolute want. The new King of Naples,’
Joseph Bonaparte, however, secured her in part of her pen-
sions; but no sooner was she relieved from the fear of

starvation, than she was made wretched by what appeared to

her an equal calamity, and this was the refusal on the part of

the French to allow her a soldier as a guard of honour. She
petitioned over and over again; she supplicated that this dis-

tinction and delight of her life should not, towards its close,

be withdrawn from her ; but Napoleon, who had declared in

his lordly manner that the Bourbons had everywhere ceased
to reign, was not likely to pay royal honours to a neglected
off-shoot of that race.

The old woman’s heart was absolutely breaking under this

privation, when, in a lucky moment, one of the few friends

or attendants who remained about her person, thought of
substituting a wooden soldier for a soldier of real flesh and
blood. Accordingly, a figure was made and dressed up, and,
with a musket on its shoulder, was posted at the outer door
of the princess’s apartment, in an old house she occupied
at Portici, not far from the royal villa of that name. This
simple contrivance had a happy effect on the old woman, who
then thought that all royalty had not departed from her; but
she soon began to complain that the statue did not present
arms to her, which, by a very easy exercise of mechanical
ingenuity, it might have been made to do. She, therefore,

after a time, confined herself to her apartments, enjoying at

a distance, through unfolded doors, the sight of her mute
sentinel, but never exposing herself to the mortifying proofs

that he was motionless as well as mute. The recluse died

before the restoration of the Bourbons of Naples. In 181

G

her wooden sentinel was still to be seen at the old house at

Portici.

A TRUE ESTIMATE.

A Frenchman wTent up to a English officer in Dublin and
requested permission to examine his Waterloo medal.

“Humph!” said he, turning it over and over with an air of

contempt, “ a paltry affair
;

it did’nt cost your nation above

three franks.”—“ True,” replied the officer, “ but it cost yourV
a napoleon.”
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OWAIN GLYNDWR.

CHAPTER IV.

When Cavanmael put on the corslet of Cynddylan,
And shook bis ashen spear.

The Frauk could not get from his mouth the word of peace.

Stand out ye virgins, and behold the domain of Cynddylan!
Is not the palace of Pengwern in flames?

Woe to the youth that desires social ties .—Llywarch Hen.

Glyndwr had been so long expecting the promised succours

of France without receiving any further intelligence of them,
that he began to despair of their arrival, when the French fleet

of one hundred and forty sail entered Milford Haven. Accord-
ing to English authorities, the French army now landed

amounted to twenty thousand men
;
and they also state that

Glyndwr joined Huguesville, the French commander, with an
armv of ten thous-

*/

and strong; yet just
before this event
they declare, that

the Welsh prince
was so reduced
by defeat and the
desertion of his

adherents, as to be
com' elled to shelter

himself from his

enemies in the caves
and other recesses

of the mountains!
Such is the veracity
of partial history.

The united armies
traversed South
Wales, defeating all

that opposed their

march, and cap-
tured Caermarthen.
They then crossed

the border and
entered England,
and although the

army of the king
was approaching,

the march was
continued to Wor-
cester ; as they
advanced through
the country, the

houses and property of the inhabitants suffered severely in
retaliation for the excesses of the English in Wales. The
French and Welsh marched up to the gate of Worcester, when
they encamped; Huguesville on an eminence three miles from
the city; and Glyndwr on Woodbury Hill, at a distance of
nine miles from it. By this time the king had reached the
neighbourhood

;
yet the invaders remained in their camps for

three days and nights without being attacked by the king,
though skirmishes continually occurred in the sight of the
citizens ot Worcester, who crowded their walls tc witness the
movements of the combatants. As the numbers of the English
troops were increasing daily, and it being impossible to obtain
supplies, owing to the vigilance of the king’s officers, Hugues-
ville and Glyndwr broke up their encampments, and com-
menced their retrograde march. They evacuated England in
face of the king, who did not offer any opposition sufficient to
impede their progress. This seems to have terminated the
exertions of the French in behalf of Welsh independence, for
shortly after they re-entered Wales Huguesville, with the
consent of Glyndwr, embarked his army, and returned to
France. Thus the aid and support Glyndwr bad expected

from the French king, resulted in disappointment; and he was
again thrown upon his own resources.
In the subsequent conflicts with his enemies, Glyndwr suf-

fered severely from treachery
; which on the departure of

the French again became rife. The traitor-chiefs not only
acknowledged the authority of Henry IV., but in many
instances eagerly led his troops agaiust the champion of their
native land. Still, notwithstanding this unnatural alliance,
Henry’s power was not extended through the vallies,
until the bravest of the inhabitants had sealed their
love for their native land with their lives. At this time,
calculating on Glyndwr’s weakness, Henry invaded Wales
with an army, thirty thousand strong. Again acting on the
defensive, Glyndwr retired before his powerful enemy, mak-
ing the advancing troops pay dearly for the ground they
passed over. Eager to come up with the indomitable hero
who had so long defeated him, Henry pressed forward on his

retreat, while Glyndwr led him into the fortresses of Eryri
(Snowdon)

;
and this was the term of his present invasion.

He could advance no further, and to remain was impossible,

for the localities

into which Glyn-
dwr had allured

him, rendered
numbers of no
avail, making the
very superiority

of force the greater

evil, for every
weapon or missile

discharged by the
Welsh on the
crowded troops
could not fail of
killing or wound-
ing. The greatest
exertions were
made, at Henry’s
command, to pre-
vent the disgrace
of another retreat

;

hut the positions

of the patriots

were so courage-
ously maintained
that they could
not be dislodged.
At length, stung
to the quick by
vexation, the king
was compelled to

order the retreat ;

and, immediately

it was perceived, the royal ears were again greeted with
the electric shouts of triumphant freedom : heavily and
fatally did the blows of Glyndwr and his compatriots tell

on the dispirited troops, and many a knight and soldier

slept in the passes of Eryri to wake in eternity.

The King of England now tacitly acknowledged that he
was conquered by Glyndwr, as this was his last attempt to

destroy him—it being impossible to cope with a “ magician
for on this additional disgrace, he abandoned all thoughts

of vanquishing the Welsh prince in fair and open battle

;

ignobly turning to the arts of treachery, and the results of

time. Glyndwr’s actions now became indistinct as to de-

tails, for the troubles of the period gave few persons inclin-

ation to make memorials of the unceasing contests they saw
and mixed in. The only Welsh notices of this warfare aie

to be found in the works of the bards who witnessed the

heroic deeds of Glyndwr. There are other more regular

though meagre monuments of Glyndwr’s glory to be found
in the English chronicles of the time. They tell plainly that

while Ilenry was sovereign in the strong places Glyndwr’s
arm reached to their very juntos. In these movements the
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English troops were dreadfully harassed, for their marches,
counter-marches, and retreats, were innumerable; and often

when nearly dropping with fatigue, from, the difficulties and
hardships they encountered, they were compelled to make a

hurried retreat for the defence of their own country. In

his military operations, Glyndwr ever kept a close watch
on the. English side of the border; and whenever an un-

guarded point was detected, or that the troops or garrisons

had entered Wales, in this last case, leaving a body of troops

to keep the invaders in check, crossing the border with a

strong force, he fell like the swoop of a whirlwind on the

adjoining country, and then retired loaded with booty. Thus
keeping a lively impression on the minds of the English of

his existence and prowess.

In the meanwhile the war was fastbecoming one of extermi-

nation, for whenever any patriots fell into the power of the

king, their death was certain. Among those unfortunates,

were two of Glyndwr’s best officers, Rhys Ddu and Phylip

Scudamore, who being treacherously captured and sent to

the Tower of London, were beheaded as traitors. Of Scuda-
more it may be remarked, that though of Norman descent,

he had fought for the cause of Wales with all the energy and
patriotism of a genuine Celt. Indeed it had been remarked
of all the Norman families which settled in Wales, that they
soon became, and are still, as warmly devoted to their adopted
country’s cause as the Welsh themselves. But these execu-
tions and cruelties could not intimidate the patriots, nor
induce them to abandon the struggle. Persecution seldom
or never benefits those who practise it; on the contrary,

its tendency is to render the previous hatred of the persecutor
more intense

;
and on this occasion its only effect on the

Welsh was to make them severely retaliate on the instruments
of their persecutor. Every scheme that treachery could
devise was brought to bear on the patriots, but ineffectually

for its object : the war continuing with unabated spirit, and
the bards were unceasing in their praise of those who fought
and bled for Cymru, and of the immortal renown ofGlyndwr
Auorchvygedig (the Invincible). Despairing of reducing
the Welsh by force, the king, as a last resource, endeavoured
to cause the contest to appear to them as a mere struggle
between himself and Glyndwr, hoping thereby to deprive the
latter of their support. In this hope he issued a proclamation
in 1411 containing a general amnesty to the Welsh with the
single exception of Glyndwr. Again disappointment was
the result, for the proof of his unquenchable thirst for
Glyndwr’s blood, only rendered the great leader more valued
by his corn-patriots

;
and consequently the cruelties of the

royal troops increased. In the year 1412, King Henry granted
permission to an apostate Welshmen, named Davydd Gam,
to ransom himself from Glyndwr : the name of this Welsh-
man is connected with English history by his heroism in the
battle of Agincourt

;
the name Gam implies that he was

crooked either in person or principles. Henry’s reign was
now drawing to a close, and to the last he displayed the most
violent animosity towards the antagonist who had defied and
defeated him, and rescued Wales from his authority. Yet
the victory was dearly purchased. Glyndwr’s position was
distressing in the extreme, for, between the movements of the
royal troops and patriots, the open Country was devastated;
it was scarcely tilled, as the husbandman could not expect to
reap the produce of his crops, for if not destroyed ere ripe
they were taken from him by the ruthle.ss invader, thus ren-
dering subsistence for the patriots next to impossible, while
the enemy nearly always could fail bacK bn their own
resources. The ascension of the throne by Henry V. made
no change in the course of the war, which, though the king
took no personal part in it, raged as fiercely as ever. This
now long protracted struggle was sufficiently annoying from
its character

;
hut it was much more so on account of the

secure asylum which Glyndwr provided for English malcon-
tents, and particularly for the Lollards, who adopting the
principles of their excellent teacher, Wickliffe, were the
dawn of the reformation in Britain. These considerations,
with the absence of any prospect of a termination to the war,
induced the king, in the third year of his reign and three

months before he invaded France, to offer a free pardon to his

unconquered opponent on condition of his return to his alle-

giance; but without effect, as it was unheeded by Glyndwr.
When the king returned to England after achieving the ever-
memorable battle of Agincourt, he generously renewed his
offer, in a writ, signed by himself, and directed to Sir Gilbert
Talbot of Goodrich Castle in the Marches of Wales, “de
recipiendo Glendourdy et Wallenses ad gratiam.” (To
receive Glyndwrdwy and the Welsh to grace.) The decisive
victory over the French having extinguished eveTy hope of
foreign succour, and knowing that though the war could still

be carried on, it would be at the cost of incalculable suffering
and misery, without even in the end ensuring the great object
he contended for, Glyndwr, after having performed all that
it was in the power of <a mortal to do* and sacrificed every
private consideration in the cause of his country, sheathed
liis sword, and with his corn-patriots accepted the king’s grace.
The remainder of his eventful life was passed in privacy in

Herefordshire, among his daughters, one of whom had been
married to the Lord of Monington-on-Wye, a town in that
shire, in whose house he is generally supposed to have ended
his days, and to have been buried in the church of that
place. /

Thus concluded this extraordinary struggle; for extraordi-
nary it was considering the. widely different circumstances of

the opposing parties, all the glory of which belongs to the
unfortunate, for the heroic bravery of their long resistance to

the whole power of England. Romans, Saxons, and Normans,
had all experienced and acknowledged the courage of the
mountaineers; and this desperate struggle proved that their

courage had but slumbered to awake in all its energy. This
spirit had been cherished for ages as the palladium of the
nation; and, in evidence of its working, Giraldus Cambrensis
mentions that it was quite common to see the poorest Welsh-
man at work in the fields, fully prepared with weapons, to

march at a moments notice wherever an enemy appeared. In
addition to this, Henry 11., one of their most powerful and
inveterate enemies, wrote in a letter to Alexius Comnenius,
the Greek Emperor, who had requested a description of the

remarkable productions of Britain, an account of the Welsh;
and in speaking of their bravery he says, “ they were not
afraid to fight unarmed with enemies armed at, all points,

willingly shedding their blood in the cause of their country,
and purchasing glory at the expense of their lives.

'’ That the

Welsh had not deteriorated in this respect was clearly

shewn when at Glyndwr’s call the unarmed nation rushed
to his standard: they were worthy of their leader, as he
was worthy to lead them. From a review of this sketch

it may be seen that Glyndwr displayed throughout
this war, talent to command, which on a wider stage

would have obtained for him a more extended fame : his cou-

rage in Dattle can not be questioned, and his wisdom in council

qualified him for a throne
;
while his deeds entitle him to a place

among the Wallace’s and Kosciusko’s of jthe world. Tyranny
may cause great changes in individuals: in Glyndwr’s case it

metamorphosed a person who after being educated for the law,

had then been an attendant on a court, into one of the greatest

commanders his nation had produced, without any qualification

for such a station beyond his natural talents; and while occu-

pying this station acquiring the glory of defeating that chivalry

which conquered at Cressy, Poictiers, and Agincourt. His

generalship was repeatedly manifested; fully equal to the

emergency of the occasion; cautious in the presence of a

superior enemy ; and irresistibly impetuous when circumstances

required it. Of a tempes: naturally warm, he possessed mental

strength to control it. Glyndwr’s mind seems to have been

above the prejudices and sentiments of his age; for the cowl

and the cassock afforded no protection to those monks and

priests who were detected in plots against him. In religion

he is supposed to have been a Lollard, as he was a firm friend

to those persecuted individuals; and during the fifteen years in

which he maintained the independence of Wales, justice was
the guide of all his actions. Though compelled by adverse

fate to withdraw from the contest, he had evoked a spirit that

could not be destroyed or quieted, as subsequent insurrections
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testified, until the banner of the red dragon waved in triumph
over the crowned head of Henry Tewdwr on the Battle of

Bosworth Field.

Ioan.

LIFE OF ADMIRAL HOSTE.

Young Kosfce entered the navy under the friendly auspices

of Lord Nelson, with whom, in the Agamemnon and in other

ships, he served till the year, 1797, when at the attack on the

Island of Teneriffe, his lordship, then Captain Nelson, having
lost his arm, young Hoste was transferred to the Theseus of

seventy-four guns, commanded by Captain Ralph Miller.

In about four years subsequent to this period, Mr. Hoste was
appointed to the command of La Mutine, in which he succeeded

the Hon. T. B. Capel, who was promoted after the battle of

the Nile. In the December following he was confirmed in this

appointment by the Admiralty; and in La Mutine Captain
Hoste continued to serve till the peace of Amiens. In January,
1802, he was made post-captain; and he subsequently com-
manded the Eurydice, of twenty-four guns, and the Amphion
frigate, in which latter ship one of his most gallant exploits

was performed.
We have no record of the career of Captain Hoste from the

above-mentionsd time till 1809, when we find him cruising in

the Adriatic, as senior officer on that station. During his

service here, his vigilance rendered the Venetian Gulf a dan-
gerous place for the vessels of the enemy; and he was further

occupied in conveying supplies and reinforcements to the

garrisons of Ancona, Corfu, and other Ionian Islands. The
actions in which he was engaged while on this service were
many; and some of them were of an important description,

particularly the very gallant and successful attacks on the

enemy’s forts and vessels at Cortelazzo, between Venice and
Trieste, and the brilliant victory of Lissa. With regard to the
merits of the former affair, Lord Collingwood thus expresses
himself in an official despatch :

—

“I have on many occasions had to represent the zeal, the

bravery, and the nice concert of measures that are necessary
to success, which have distinguished the services of Captain
Hoste; and this late attack of the enemy is not inferior to

those many instances which have before obtained for him
praise and admiration. The manner in which he speaks of

Lieutenant Phillot, who commanded the party, and of the other
officers and men, is highly honourable to them; but the Am-
phion’s officers and men, following the example of their captain,

could not well be otherwise than they are. Within a month
two divisions of the enemy’s gun-boats have been taken, con-
sisting of six each.”

There are not many officers in the service, under whose
direction more boat-actions have been carried into effect, than
under that of Captain Hoste. He was the sworn foe to inactivity,

and when he could effect nothing with his ships, he was instantly
contriving expeditions with boats, not only to cut out vessels,

but to destroy the batteries of the enemy, and to capture his
towns. In this way the town of Grao, in the Gulf of Trieste,

and a convoy laden with naval stores for the arsenal at Venice,
were captured in the most gallant style, by the boats of the
Amphion, Active, and Cerberus.
The following is the gallant officer’s own account of this

victory, in which every reader will be struck with the evident
reluctance of the writer to speak of his own deeds, and the
anxiety he manifests to bring forward, in the best possible way,
the merits and bravery of his companions.

“Amphion, off Lissa, March 14, 1811.

Sir,—It is with much pleasure I have to acquaint you, that
after an action of six hours we have completely defeated the
combined French and Italian squadrons, consisting of five

^frigates, one corvette, one brig, two schooners, one gun-boat,
'and one xebeck; the force opposed to them was his majesty’s
.skips Amphion, Active, Cerberus and Volage. On the morning

of the 13th; the Active made the signal for a strange fleet to
windward, and daylight discovered to us the enemy’s squadron
lying-to, oft the north point of Lissa; the wind at that time
was from the N.W. blowing a fine breeze. The enemy having
formed in two divisions, instantly bore down to attack us under
all possible sail. The British line, led by the Amphion, was
formed by a signal in the closest order on starboard tack tc
receive them. At 9, a.m. the action commenced by our firing
on the headmost ships as they came within range. The inten-
tion of the enemy appeared to be to break our line in two
places, the starboard division led by the French commodore,
bearing upon the Amphion and Active, and the larboard
division on the Cerberus and Volage. In this attempt he
failed, (though almost aboard of us) by the well-directed fire

and compact order of our line. He then endeavoured to round
the van ship, to engage to leeward, and thereby place us be-
tween two fire, but was so warmly received in the attempt,
and rendered so totally unmanageable, that .In the act of

wearing he went on shore on the rocks of Lissa, in the greatest
possible confusion.

“ The line was then wore to renew the action, the Amphion
not half a cable’s length from the shore; and the remainder of
enemy’s starboard division passing under our stern and engaging
us to leeward, whilst the larboard division tacked and remained to

windward, engaging the Cerberus, Volage, and Active. In this si-

tuation the action continued with great fury, his majesty’s ships
frequently in positions which unavoidably exposed them to a
raking fire from the enemy, who, with his superiority of num-
bers, had ability to take advantage of it; but nothing, sir, could
withstand the brave squadron I had the honour to command.
“At 11 a.m. the Flore struck her colours, and at noon the

Bellona followed her example. The enemy to windward now
endeavoured to make off, but were followed up as close as the

disabled state of his majesty’s ships would admit of; and the

Active and Cerberus were enabled at 3, p.m. to compel the

sternmostof them to surrender, when the action ceased, leaving

us in possession of the Corona of forty-four guns, and the
Bellona thirty-two. The Favourite of forty-four guns, onshore,
shortly after blew up with a dreadful explosion, the corvette

making all possible sail to the N.W.-, and two frigates crowding
sail for the Port of Xessina, the brig making off to the S.E.,

and the small craft flying in every direction; nor was it in

my power to prevent them, having no ship in a state to follow

them.
“ I must now account for the Flore’s getting away after she

had struck her colours. At the time I was engaged with that

ship, the Bellona was raking us; and when she struck, I had
no boat that could possibly take possession of her. I therefore

preferred closing with the Bellona and taking her, to losing

time alongside the Flore, which ship I considered already
belonging to us. I call on the officers of my own squadron, as

well as those of ' the enemy, to witness my assertion. The cor-

respondence I have had on this subject with the French
captain of the Danae (now their commodare), and which I

enclose herewith, is convincing; and even their own officers,

prisoners here, acknowledge the fact. Indeed, I might have
sunk her, and so might the Active; but as their colours were
down, and all firing from her had long ceased, both Captain

Gordon and myself considered her as our own; the delay of

getting a boat on board the Bellona, and the anxious pursuit of

Captain Gordon after the beaten enemy, enabled him to steal

off, till too late for our shattered ships to come up with him,
his rigging and sails apparently not much injured; but by the

laws of war I shall ever maintain he belongs to us. The enemy’s
squadron was commanded by Monsieur Dubourdieu, a member
of the legion of honour, who is killed. In justice to a brave

man, I must say he set a noble example of intrepidity to those

under him. They sailed from Ancona on the 11th instant,

with five hundred troops on board, and everything necessary

for fortifying and garrisoning the Island of Lissa. Thanks to

Providence, we have this time prevented them.
(Signed) “William Hoste.”

The frigates captured in this action, were escorted by the

Amphion and Volage to Malta, and from thence to Portsmouth,
where the Amphion was paid off on the 12th of August, 1811.
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Captain Hoste was now appointed to the Bacchante, a new
thirty-eight gun frigate, and Captain David Dunn, who was
first lieutenant of the Amphion, after being promoted, was
appointed acting captain of the Bacchante, in order to fit her

out, during the short period when Captain Hoste retired to

recruit his health, and visit his friends. Soon after his return

to the Mediterranean in that ship, Hoste captured a French

privateer and two valuable convoys on the coasts of Istria and

Ampulia, not to mention several other successful enterprises of

inferior moment; in one of which some despatches from Corfu

were intercepted, and a French general of artillery and his

suite going to Otranto, were captured.
_

Information was brought to Captain Hoste on the 11th of

May, 1813, that a number of vessels were lying in the channel

of Ivarlebago. He accordingly sailed without delay for the spot;

but owing to adverse winds, and other impediments, he did not

arrive there till the morning of the 15th. Meanwhile the ves-

sels in question had escaped. The visit of Captain Hoste was,

however, not ineffectual: for as he found that “the port

afforded excellent shelter to the enemy’s convoys, he deter-

mined to destroy the works which defended it, and accordingly

brought up within pistoLshot of the batteries. After a good
deal of firing, a flag of fruce was hung oql^, and the place sur-

rendered at discretion. A detachment of‘Seamen and marines
then landed, under the direction of. Lieutenant Hood, blew up
the castle, destroyed all the public works, and brought off two
twelve-pounders, four nines, and two brass sixes. In the exe-

cution of this service, the Bacchante had four men severely

wounded.”
This achievement was speedily followed by a very hazardous

but successful enterprise on the coast of Abruzzo, by the boats
of the Bacchante, commanded by Lieutenant Hood.

At. the capture of Fiume, by the squadron under Rear-ad-
miral Freemantle, July 3rd, 1813, Captain Hoste served on
shore, and landing on the 5th with a party of marines at Porto
Re, he blew up the forts which had been deserted by the
enemy, and destroyed the artillery. On the 2nd of August
in the same year, after assisting in silencing the batteries at

Rovigno, he placed himself at the head of -a detachment of
seamen and marines from the Bacchante and Eagle, defeating
the French troops which occupied the town, he disabled the
guns and works, captured a large convoy in the harbour, and
burnt the remainder, together with all the vessels on the
stocks.

This year (1813) teemed with important naval events in the
Adriatic; but none were productive of such great and per-
manent effects as the reduction of the fortresses of Cattaro
and Ragusa, by which the allies became masters of every
place in Dalmatia, Croatia, Istria, and the Frioul, with all the
islands in the Gulf of Venice. In the operations against these
places, Captain Hoste commanded the naval force and a de-
tachment of military, and we give in his own words the ac-
count of the actions which led to their fall.

“Bacchante, off Castel Nuova, October 16th, 1813.

“ Sir,—I arrived off Ragusa on the 12 th instant, andjoined
the Saracen and three gun-boats, with a detachment of the
garrison of Curzola on board, commanded by Captain Lowen,
who had been directed by Colonel Robertson to act on this
coast. From the information I received from Captain Harper,
of the Saracen, together with the state of the country about
Cattaro, and the insurrection of the Bocchese, I lost no time
in proceeding to this place, with the vessels under my orders.
On the 13th, in the morning, we forced the passage between
Castel Nuova and the Fort of Rosa, and after some firing
secured a capital anchorage for the squadron, about three
miles above the former. In the evening I detached the boats
of this ship and two Sicilian gun-boats, under the orders of
Captain Harper, who very handsomely volunteered his ser-
vices, to capture the enemy’s armed naval force, which I
understood were lying between Isle St. George and the town
of* Cattaro. Captain Harper completely succeeded; the
enemy had deserted their boats on his approach, and having
succeeded in manning them with the armed Bocchese in the
neighbourhood, he most gallantly attacked and carried the

i

island, the commandant and his garrison surrendering at
discretion. I enclose his report of the affair, with the account
of the guns, &c., captured.
“This is a point of the utmost importance to our future

operations: it commands and fronts the narrow channel to
the narrow branch of the river that leads up to Cattaro itself;

and, fortified as it is, it would have been with difficulty, if at
all, the ships of war could have passed it. The Fort of Peroste
was taken by the Bocchese the same night; and I have now
the pleasure to acquaint you, Castel Nuova and Fort Espagnol
surrendered by capitulation to the British force this morning.
The garrison remain prisoners of war till exchanged; the
officers are allowed their parole. There are several Croats
amongst the garrison, who are willing to enter the Austrian
service, and I intend sending them to Fiume. I shall lose
no time in getting up to Cattaro. Fort St. John is the only
place the enemy possess in the Bocco. The French general,
Gauthier, has retired into the fort, with about six hundred
men : it is about fifteen miles up the river, and is a very
strong place. I intend proceeding there directly our affairs

are arranged here. I have left a garrison in Fort Espagnol,
and enclose the return of the stores, &c., taken in three
places. The Montenegrins have been of considerable service
in closely blockading the country Espagnol, and the neigh-
bourhood. I cannot mention in loo warm terms the conduct
of Captain Harper

;
he is ever ready, and most indefatigable,

and the capture of Isle St. George does him, the officers and
men, the highest credit. I am much indebted to Captain
Lowen for the ready advice and assistance he at all times
gives me

;
and the zeal that animates every one is highly

praiseworthy. I have the honour to be, &c.
(Signed) “ W. Hoste.”

“ Rear-admiral Freemantle.”

On the capitulation of the French general at Cattaro, when
his whole force grounded their arms to the crews of the

Bacchante and the Saracen, it was exceedingly interesting

to view the manner in which these crews disposed their num-
bers to the best advantage, the marines and small-armed
seamen being extended in single file along the beach, to make
their line as long as possible, and the midshipmen acting as

ensigns, with the union jack attached to pikes. In this manner
they received the submission of the French troops.

The disinterestedness and magnanimity of Hoste were
displayed on this occasion. On the termination of the

conflict in the Bocco de Cattaro, he said to Captain Harper,

of the Saracen, “Come, Harper, you were the first to

conceive the expedition. Let the Saracen now take posses-

sion of Cattaro.”

The last action of Captain Hoste consisted of an expedition

against a French garrison of one hundred and seventy men,
and commanded by a colonel, at Parga, on the coast of

Albania, which attempt he was solicited to make by a

deputation of the inhabitants, who wished to be freed from

the Gallic yoke. The affair, however, was a bloodless one,

for on his appearance before the town, the tri-coloured flag

was hauled down, and Captain Hoste took possession of the

fortifications. Soon after this, being in ill health, he quitted

the Bacchante, and returned to England as a passenger in

the Cerberus frigate.

Captain Hoste was a knight of the Austrian military order

of Maria Theresa. He was raised to the dignity of a baronet

of Great Britain, on the 23rd of July, 1814. On the 2nd of

January, 1815, he was nominated a K.C.B. Subsequently to

this, he commanded the Albion, seventy- four, stationed as a

guard-ship at Portsmouth. The last appointment of Sir

William Hoste, which he held till his death, was the command
of. his Majesty’s yacht, Royal George. When# the Duke of

Clarence made his last visit in this vessel to Plymouth, Sir

William wasr <so much shattered in health, that_ his royal

highness would not consent to his taking upon himself the

fatigue of the command.
Sir William Hoste was one of the first disciplinarians in the

service; he was beloved no less by his men than by his

officers, as a proof of which, after the victory of Lissa, when
r
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a vacancy for a boatswain occurred in the squadron, and our

hero offered the warrant to David Buchannan, who was^chief

boatswain’s mate of the Amphion, the honest tar said, “ No,

thank you, sir, if it’s all the same to you, I’d rather serve as

chief boatswain’s mate with Captain Hoste, than be boatswain

of the finest first-rate in the service.”

Sir William died at the house of his father-in-law,.Lord
Orford, in London, on the 6th of December, 1829, leaving a

disconsolate widow, and six children.

COLONEL BLOOD.
A Romance op the Reign of Charles II.

CHAPTER VI.

THE CAST OF THE DIE.

Ay, the cast of the die!—beggary or affluence-misery or

happiness, during the years that are to come. These are the

stakes we play for every day, keeping ourselves in a state of

feverish excitement, sometimes winning, at others losing
;

then winning again, but always playing on, in the hope that

we shall either retrieve our losses, or become as rich as

Croesus at one throw. And yet we rail at gamblers, though
we ourselves are more or less afflicted with the same morbid
love of excitement and greediness of gain which impels the

gamblers to hazard all upon the cast of the die. Truly may
it be said that we not only

“ Compound for vices we’re inclined to,

By damning those we have no mind to

but, as regards the vice of gambling, we are ourselves smitten

with the same malady in various different forms. Statesmen
gamble with the nation’s happiness, thinking to secure their

own : thieves and swindlers play a more dangerous game,
risking life and liberty for the gain of gold

;
lawyers cast

their very soul upon the die, cheating the gallows of its vic-

tim, the rightful heir of his estate, the maiden of her good
repute, and virtue itself of all its outward merit. These,
and a thousand others who “ abhor the vice of gaming,” are

your true gamblers—the rooks who revel in the very heart’s-

blood of humanity, preying even upon virtue itself, tearing
its loveliness to tatters, and leaving it to rot, and become
fitting carrion whereon depravity and vice may feast and
fatten. And yet, whom are we to blame ? Are statesmen,
lawyers, thieves, or prostitutes, to starve ? Must they become
virtuous, and have no more cakes and ale? Is there to be
no gambling, either with human hearts or with the dice?
Oh, yes; your gamblers must all live, for the fault is not
theirs, individually, but society’s

;
in other words, it is for

the many to reform themselves, and then we shall see an
alteration in the few. And now, reader, you want to know
what all this moralising brings you to

;
if you will read on,

then, a few lines further, you will find that you are about to

be introduced to a night-scene in a gaming-house, where our
hero and his confederates meet with one of those remarkable
adventures, which people who never let go their mother’s
apron-strings believe to be pure fiction, but which the melan-
choly experience of others — your men about town, the
nurslings of the streets—has too often proved to be true.

It was about two o’clock one morning, when Blood, Cap-
tain Mason, Johnson, and several other of their associates,

having already been the round of various noted gaming-
houses in the vicinity of Covent-garden (a locality highly
noted for scenes of dissipation and debauchery), entered
their favourite resort, Speering’s Ordinary. They had been
unfortunate in their speculations that night, and, when they
entered the house, were literally without a farthing. Ren-
dered desperate by their ill-luck, they resolved now to re-
trieve their ill-fortune

;
and, on making their way into the

room up stairs, eagerly looked round for a victim. It was,
however, evident at a glance, that no one was present who
had not already been fleeced to the utmost. In one corner

sat a dashingly-dressed youth, staring wildly around him
and in whose countenance was bitterly expressed the agony
of mind under which he was then writhing. He had that
night lost several hundreds; money belonging to some city

merchants in whose service he was, and who had, that
afternoon, sent him to receive the cash from one of their

customers. At the end of the table stood another victim—

a

pale, haggard, emaciated-looking wretch—scowling upon the
players in mute silence, only broken occasionally by an oath,

or an hysterical laugh of triumph, when he beheld some
other victim stripped of his last coin. Blood and his con-
federates, finding that they had thus arrived at an unfortunate
moment, were consulting among themselves as to what house
they should adjourn to for the purpose of seeking a further

chance of plunder, when suddenly the door of the room was
opened, and in came a dashing young fellow of about five-

and-twenty, evidently under the influence of wine, but not

to such a degree as to come within the meaning of the word
“ drunk :

” he might be said to be a little “ elevated,” a state

of mind, by-the-bye, which often leads a man into acts of

daring that will either make or mar his future fortune. And
this, as will be seen hereafter, was precisely what the young
gallant wanted. Blood eyed him narrowly as he advanced
towards the table, and, judging by the costliness of his attire,

that he was a victim well worth fleecing, resolved at once to

engage him in play. He quitted the room for a moment,
and, having borrowed a trifling sum from the keeper of the

house, returned up stairs, and invited his intended victim to

try his fortune for a trifle with the dice—an offer which the

latter readily accepted. The stakes were accordingly laid,

and the play began; Blood having taken an opportunity,

while the stranger’s back was turned, of changing the dice for

a pair he always carried with him, and upon the turn of which

he could rely. The opportunity for effecting this was afforded

by Captain Mason, who, upon a sign from Blood, distracted

the stranger’s attention by engaging him in conversation. The
play now began, Blood, as may be supposed, winning at every

throw, until at last, to avoid suspicion and encourage his

antagonist, he thought it prudent to let the “luck turn,”

all the while artfully increasing the stakes, until the

stranger was induced, by his success, to throw for a larger

sum than had yet been played for. He lost; the stakes were

doubled, and he lost again; Blood’s confederates all the while

betting, and winning heavily. It was evident now that the

youth had several hundred, if not thousand pounds in his

possession, and Blood therefore continued to draw him on,

resolving not to leave him until himself and his associates

had won all. The victim bore his losses with an ill grace,

which at last turned to downright ill-temper, venting his

spleen in oaths; but still, in spite of his vexation, not only

continuing to play, but hazarding yet larger and larger sums.

It was soon evident, by the desperation of his manner, that

his purse was rapidly becoming empty, and that the conse-

quence of his losses would be utter ruin. The expression of

his countenance became now perfectly horrible, and, pulling

out his purse, he wildly poured the remainder of its contents

out before him; and having hurriedly counted the amount,

declared he would stake it all on the next throw. This was

agreed to; and for the last time, he lost; exclaiming, with an

oath, as he dashed the dice-box to the ground, and snatched

up the dice while he rose from the table. “ These are mine,

at least, gentlemen.”
“ What do you mean by that, sir?” inquired Blood, sharply.

“ I mean to keep them,” was the answer; “ they are loaded
!”

This was true enough; for the dice, as has been already

shown, belonged to Blood.
“ I say that I believe they are loaded,” repeated the youth;

“I mean to prove the fact; and if it is as I suspect, you shall

hear from me again, Colonel Blood.”

Our hero was startled, and stared at the stranger with

amazement, but the next moment, recovering his self-posses-

sion, lie. coolly advanced towards the stranger, and looking him

firmly and steadily in the face, exclaimed, “ My name, sir, is

not Blood.”
“ It’s a lie!” was the off-hand answer. And, no sooner had^
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it escaped the stranger’s lips, than Blood, delighted at having

an opportunity of punishing his antagonist for thus exposing

him before such strangers as were present, drew his sword, and
bade the youth defend himself. In an instant swords were
crossed, and all who were present formed themselves into a
ring round the combatants. No one thought of interfering,

fracas of this nature being so common, at that day, in all

gaming-houses, that they never excited the least surprise or

alarm. Blood, as may be imagined, was an excellent swords-

man; and although, in this respect, his antagonist was nearly

his match, yet it soon became evident that there was a great

disparity between them, inasmuch as Blood had the advantage

of superior length of arm, and strength in the wrist, being

able to reach his opponent with the utmost ease, and, by the

slightest turn of his weapon, to parry every thrust.

The youth fought gallantly for a long time, and still con-

tinued to do so, though slightly wounded, and foiled in every

attempt that he made to return the compliment. Blood felt

his own superiority, and being himself a brave man, and
admiring courage in others, suddenly exclaimed

—

“Hold, sir! a word with you!” and then he proposed to let

what had passed between them be forgotten, provided his

antagonist would give up possession of the dice, and admit that

he was mistaken in calling him Colonel Blood. The youth,

however, indignantly refused to make any such concession, or

to give up possession of the dice, declaring that he was now
more fully convinced than ever of the fact of their being

loaded.

“Well, sir,” said Blood, “then look to yourself!” at the

same time lunging furiously at his antagonist, who, receiving

the thrust of the weapon just above the heart, instantly drop-

ped liis sword, staggered back a few paces, and reeled to the

ground, apparently lifeless, fie tried to speak, but the effort

appeared to overcome him, and his head dropped heavily upon
his breast—he was a corpse!

The noise of the affray had brought up Mr. Speering, the
proprietor of the house, and several other persons from below;
they now proceeded to examine his pockets, where they found
sundry papers, from which it was subsequently discovered that

the youth was related to a very high family, and that

he had formed an attachment to a young and beautiful female,
possessed of a fortune still greater than his own. Her father had
however, refused to consent to the youth’s union with his daugh-
ter unless he could raise his own fortune to the same level. It

was in the mad hope of effecting this that he had, as has
been already seen, staked at the gaming-table every farthing
he possessed, or could raise from others, and had sacrificed his

life and fortune on “ the cast of the die.”

CTo be continued.')

MAGDELENE: OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER XI.

During the absence of the earl, Lady Glencarron, attended
by Agatha, and a suitable train, set out to visit Lady Rosalie
at Rhudelands.
A nameless, superstitious fear, every way inexplicable to rea-

son, agitated the bosom of the countess as she drew near to the
heavy portals of the solitary structure. “ Agatha,” cried her
ladyship, involuntarily shuddering as one of the attendants
pulled the hollow-sounding bell at the gloomy gate, “ Agatha,
thy follies grow contagious, for superstition even now shakes
every fibre of my frame. Beshrew the drone that tends to-

day ! why comes she not? Her lingering leaves me time to bode
I know not what.”
At length the gates were unclosed. Speechless with emotion

she rushed towards the refectory, where in an instant the
abbess appeared to give her the salutation of welcome; but no
sooner did she perceive the countess’s pale and agitated features,

than her own assumed a hue equally wan, while an universal
trepidation shook her frame.

“Rosalie!” at length gasped the countess, almost fainting

beneath her horrid imaginings.
“ The Lady Rosalie,” said the abbess, in a condition little

better than her noble visiter’s, “ Lady Rosalie is ” but
before she could conclude her sentence, she was interrupted by
Lady Glencarron’s impatient alarms, crying

“ Is what? Speak, speak!”
“Is doubtless in her chamber,” rejoined the abbess.

“And well?”
“ And well, dear lady.”

“All thanks!” said the countess, crossing herself, and
breathing more free. “ Some melancholy thoughts have lately

depressed me, good Saint Sefrida,” addressing the superior.

“The holy presence guard us, and forefend our sanctuary!’’

prayed the abbess; adding, “ What might be these thoughts,
lady?”

“ You would censure them as most unworthy. Pray, then,

holy mother, let them fade from my remembrance.”
Some look of uncommon meaning agitated the features of the

abbess, and a glow of hidden import flushed her cheek; but it

was momentary, and with the entrance of Rosalie the subject

dropped. Her countenance now appeared beautifully serene.

A softer radiance beamed in her fine blue eyes, while every
accustomed grace gave animation to her delicate form. An
alteration so gratifying, so unexpected, transported her mater-
nal friend to a degree of rapture. With the fondest caresses

she complimented her on the improvement of her looks and
spirits, at the same time hoping she would indulge her with her
society, and enliven the castle with her presence.

Rosalie yielded immediate compliance; and having retired

with the abbess for a few minutes, she attended the countess to

Glencarron.

She did not see the earl until he appeared at the evening re-

past. Rejoiced in her recovered serenity and peaceful smiles,

and though he could not obliterate from memory the mystery
that enveloped their fair visiter, he felt more satisfied that she

was beneath his turrets. Her reception was gracious, and even
paternal; yet it was tinctured with a reserve and seriousness

of manner that approached the severe and solemn. It escaped

not Rosalie’s observation, and, penetrating her heart, stole the

roses from her cheek, and laughing graces from her eye. Nei-

ther were his significant looks unperceived by the countess;

but she repressed the desire of information, being unwilling to

disturb a harmony her spirits had not known for a length of

time.

Pleasure presided at the board of hospitality, and the night

was nearly at odds with the morning when all retired to their

respective apartments.

Rosalie, as usual, was attended by the loquacious Agatha, in

preference to her own waiting-maid; and no sooner was the

chamber-door closed, than swelling with the imagined impor-

tance of her own thoughts, she began

—

« Well, dear, my lady, who could have hoped to see you look

so charming after all?”

“ After all!” hastily repeated Rosalie, changing colour, “ after

all what?”
“ Ah, the saints befriend us! after what has been seen, lady.”

“ Seen!” cried Rosalie tremulously, and seating herself, “seen

!

The earl’s repelling looks then had a meaning.”
“ Oh dear, yes, meaning enough, though he always does set

his face against these things; and yet, my lady, it was all as

true as you sit there trembling.”
“ What true, good Agatha?” demanded her ladyship, recover-

ing a little, “ what did he see? what do you think true?”

“ Oh, I am fearful to speak of it now. This is the witching

hour; the castle clock has chimed twelve; and if it were to

come;—Oh! what was that? Something groaned ! and look

yonder in the dark!”
“ Pray you, girl, cease with such folly,” interrupted the lady,

rather provoked ;
“ and if you cannot give a reasonable answer,

I dispense with your attendance.”
“ Do not be offended,” resumed Agatha, sadly, “ and if he

comes bodily, all over brimstone, and even fire, I will answer

all you command. Gilbertin then saw the earl s wrathe, his

figure gigantic, his garments outlandish, and his face all black.
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Satan sure enough has put his cloven foot in Glencarron. Yet

Gilbertin is no coward; be followed the evil thing into the old

ruined chapel in the wood, and behind the old demolished altar

it vanished. And then your own dear self, that is your wrathe,

appeared, and glided, sadly pale and slow, till you came to

Father Cuthbert’s tomb, and you sunk behind it. Another

time,” continued Agatha, “ you and the earl were seen stand-

ing in the church portico, and here oh Lord, what am I

doing This is the chamber—I cannot, I dare not here tell any

more
;
and, as sure as can be, your dear face is as pale as a ghost.”

“ The influence of this terrific chamber perhaps, Agatha,”

said her ladyship smiling composedly, while her attendant

ceased to speak, partly from terror, and partly from want of

breath; “but inform me,” continued Rosalie, affecting indiffe-

rence, “ have any of these hideous appearances met the earl’s

sight?”

To that Agatha could answer nothing. She only knew the

countess had been alarmed by various reports; but then Aga-
tha did not add that these alarms were of her own creating ;

and after some more unimportant communications, the Lady
Rosalie having sunk into a fit of musing, she wished her quiet

repose, and left her.

All now save Rosalie lay hushed in the bosom of sleep

throughout Glencarron. The whispering breath of nature

could scarce be heard even in the silence of the dreary hour.

The faint breeze was still; the stars were mildly sinking in

their fading orbits, while the receding beams of a full moon
irradiated the darkened turrets of an ancient edifice, whose
Gothic ruins enriched the perspective from the eastern win-

dows of the castle. Beyond, in gloomy grandeur, appeared the

noble structure of her ancestors. She cast a look upon the

fabric—a sigh followed remembrance, and then, as was her

evening custom, she made her supplications to the Holy
Virgin.

Her eyes were devoutly raised, her hands crossed in pious

fervour on her bosom, and her last bead had fallen to her

finished prayers, when a low knocking at the chamber- door
startled her. She rose from her kneeling posture, and in some
alarm at so unusual and untimely an intrusion, threw the door
open, while her eyes wandered athwart the extending gloom of

the galleries.

Nobody—nothing could be seen. Her heart beat quick, and
apprehension was heightening into terror, when a low voice,

not unfamiliar to her ear, whispered a solemn warning

—

“Reflect! Beware!”
The blood of Rosalie felt congealing within her veins. The

voice continued in a groan

—

“Oh, oh Retreat—Hubert—

”

Rosalie gasped, staggered; a low wind sighing through the
galleries drowned the rest. The remaining words were lost,

and .she could hear no more.
“Awful being!” feebly articulated the affrighted Rosalie,

sinking to the floor, “ what would thy words infer, or what por-
tend? I may reflect, but how retreat? Beware, I cannot; the
hour for caution has elapsed, is lost! Young Hubert! Oh
for the rest! Yet he is honest, and noble in his nature; him I

nothing fear. My soul indeed may tremble, yet unapprehensive
it reposes on young Hubert!”
Having closed the door of her chamber, she threw herself,

without undressing, on the bed.

Sleepless and unquiet she passed the heavy hours until the
castle clock tolled six, when, with the gloom of secret care sad-
dening every feature, she quitted her restless pillow, if possible

to recover spirits and composure from the early breezes of a
brilliant morning. Only a few inferior domestics were stirring;

from them her solitary steps received no interruption
; by them

her pensive looks were unobserved; they obeyed her signal to
unclose the gates, made their obeisance, and then left her to
pursue her wanderings.
Immersed in the gloom of deepening rumination, with her

hands folded, and her eyes cast thoughtfully on the earth, she
imperceptibly had reached an opening in the woods before she
stopped.

The deer were bounding gaily past her, and she stopped a
moment to view their sportive merriment.

“ My steps were once as light, my heart as happy,” said she,
“now ” Remembrance sickened as she spoke; but ere she
could conclude the contrast commenced with the emphatic,
“ now,” Hubert appeared before her.
“Health and pleasure to Lady Rosalie!” said the youth,

bending humbly over the hand she condescendingly offered.
“Far distant is my meed, good Hubert, from thy kindly

wishes,” replied Rosalie.
“ We are alone,” she continued, looking cautiously around,

“unseen—listen then. I had a solemn warning yesternight.
A voice, oh, such a voice! enjoined me to ‘beware retreat,*’

and named young Hubert! Thou art faithful sure?”
“ Obey the voice, sweet lady,” interrupted Hubert, sinking

in the attitude of supplication, while energy of feeling commu-
nicated brighter intelligence to every feature. “Obey the
voice, sweet lady. But did it name me? Oh say, what more
did it impart?”

“ I heard no more,” replied Rosalie.

“Lost!” exclaimed Hubert, disconsolately; but instantly
added. “ Oh then, my most esteemed, my reverenced lady •”

A repressive frown was gathering on the brow of Rosalie;
and while indignation darted even from her mild eyes, and ere
he could rise from his knees, Earl Glencarron appeared before
them. Confusion held them both immoveable, and altogether
mute, until the earl, with something between doubt, displeasure,
and pity in his accent and maimer, took the trembling hand of
Rosalie.

“ The hour is rather early for a lady’s walk,” said he, “ and
rather unseemly too without attendants. Hubert, I have
communications for her privacy, which neither need thy pre-
sence, nor require thy counsel. Quick then, resume thy place,
and leave us.”

Hubert knew not guilt, was a stranger to offence, and yet he
experienced the confusion attending implicated wrong.
The feelings of Rosalie were complicated and distressing,

and appeared in every varying turn of her agitated countenance,
Never had the earl’s presenceheen so unseasonable or unwished.
One instant she meditated flight, and, in the next, certain re-

collections, restrained her. Her agitation was so evident, that
though the earl’s opinion of her rectitude was staggered, lie

still commiserated her embarrassment, and sustained a frame
which visibly required his support.

“ Rosalie,” said he, in a voice of tender seriousness, perceiving
her somewhat recovered, “ Rosalie, you have not forgotten
your parents?”

“ Forgotten them, my lord?”
“You cannot, methinks, so soon.”
“ No, nor ever!” she returned.
“ And do you also recollect the mighty distance between

their daughter and their vassal Hubert? True, he is great in

spirit, firm in honour, and well might have become a prouder
fortune; yet there are restraints, imposed by custom, on the
highly born, and barriers raised to fence the privileges of great-

ness. If these, by passion or caprice, are innovated, all social

or^er is destroyed, distinctions annihilated; and the succeeding

generation may behold the honours acquired by glorious ances *

tors, binding the ignoble brow of peasantry, without the courage
or virtues that gained them, and destitute of worth and spirit

to support them.”
“What may Lord Glencarron mean?” demanded Rosalie,

with looks expressive of astonishment, and some sensation like

anger swelling her breast. “ What may he mean? what would
his words infer? of what am I suspected?”

“ What meant Lady Rosalie’s repeated assignations with

young Hubert?” said his lordship, his voice penetrating and
severe. “ My nature scorns suspicion, my inference is plain,

and I wait a justification of these secret meetings with your
father’*; vassal.”

“ Your lordship may interrogate the vassal why he presumes
upon my privacy,” replied Rosalie, rather haughtily.

“It is pitiful,” cried the earl, with rising wrath, “pitiful in-

deed, to cast it on him. When inferiors presume, it is on

encouragement. Fie, fie on thee! degenerate that thou art,

wouldst thou wed him? or why these meetings and this mys-
tery?”

,
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« Wed him !” repeated she, while more than usual energy

animated her figure, “ wed him!” She paused, then added, in

a softened voice, “It was my lowly wish, had it pleased your

lordship, to have passed a quiet, unambitious life within the

holy cloister; there suspicion had not reached me, there tempta-

tion had not come. But to your desire, my lord, and the

countess’s affection, I resigned that wish, and cast me and my
orphan youth, with all its helplessness and simpleness, upon a

world I little knew and little loved. Behold the consequence

of that obedience! Wounded by suspicion, and injured by

accusation ! A passion for Hubert ! a low-born, abject peasant

!

my parents’ vassal! their very menial! No, Earl Glencarron,

when you know Rosalie of Fitz-Arwyne wedded, you shall own
her husband equal with her father and with yourself.”

Gratified as was the earl by her unequivocal denial of every

impassioned sentiment respecting Hubert, he yet felt his pre-

dilection for the youth mortified, and even pained, by the con-

temptuous light in which she viewed him. But that consider-

ation was secondary ;
and, being unwilling to press her on the

subject further, and kindness returning with confidence, he

embraced her, saying

—

« i glory in your assurances, my Rosalie, that you know
yourself: and also what you owe to the memory of illustrious

parents. Then smooth your brow, my dearest, and let us to

the castle; yon peal announces the morning repast.”

Rosalie yielded her hand to the earl’s invitation, and in

silence they pursued their way towards the castle.

The mind of Lady Rosalie was very ill at ease. She loved

not Hubert; yet conscience, that never-erring monitor, in

upbraiding whispers told her she had deviated from the right.

The past was filled with regrets; the present was enveloped

by perplexing uncertainties; and on the future she feared to

rest one hope or expectation. All within was confusion, help-

lessness, error, and dependence. The earl, on the other hand,

was disquieted and dissatisfied. Much he desired to confide in

the truth of Rosalie, but he feared her discretion; for his per-

ceptions were too quick not to discern there existed a mystery,

in which Hubert was in some way concerned: and if one

consoling thought mingled with his disquiets, it rested in the

conviction that no impassioned or improper sentiment glowed
in the breast of Rosalie for his humble favourite.

CHAPTER XII.

A considerable time now elapsed at Glencarron, unin-

terrupted by vicissitude of any consequence. Hubert’s
improvements were progressive and surprising ; which,
together with his unassuming worth, secured him a friend in

every acquaintance. The earl treated him with the kindness
of a father, and the countess took pleasure in approving him.
lie was treated by all, except Lady Rosalie, with affection

and respect; but she repulsed his attentions, and never
seemed easy in his sight.

The earl’s watchful eye observed this, and he rejoiced that

Rosalie felt no sentiment in favour of Hubert
:
yet he was

mortified that she should treat with such repollant haughti-

ness one so worthy of esteem and confidence.

For a time Rosalie appeared serene, and often cheerful ;

but that happy disposition lasted not long. Her complexion
faded, her spirits languished ; the innocent and cheerful

graces of her youth seemed blighted
;
and though she re-

frained from complaint, it was too evident she was the victim
of secret care and anxiety.

Such was the situation of affairs at Glencarron, when the
earl received a command to repair with speed to the English
court, the king having convened the nobility and chieftains on
a matter of high importance to the public welfare.

It was expected that the court would be universally gay and
splendid ; and as most of the female nobility were expected, it

was the Earl Glencarron’s request that the countess and Lady
Rosalie should accompany him also.

Rosalie shuddered at the proposal, and shrunk with uncom-
mon horror from each reiterated request. Her health, her
spirits, her love of retirement, all were urged as arguments
against it. She would repair to Rhudelands until their return,

when she would he recovered, cheerful, and happy.

Lady Glencarron was mortified and distressed at her perse-

verance, for she had hoped her beauty and gentleness would
have interested some distinguished personage, who might have
established her becoming her birth.

The earl, zealous to promote the welfare of Hubert, and
introduce him to the powerful, commauded his attendance on
the occasion.

Gratifying as was this testimony of affection to Hubert,
some painful sentiment, to which he could give no name, per-

vaded his bosom, and chilled his heart at the thought of Rosa-
lie being left behind. He viewed her as one he was never more
to behold. So uncontrollable was this strange feeling, that

sometimes he meditated to plead illness, and remain at Glen-

carron : but then he feared detection, when confidence would be
broken and friendship destroyed; and. in this state of distress

and irresolution the morning appointed for their journey dawned
upon him. Go he must; and destiny, irresistible destiny, was
left to complete her gloomy work.

It was a morning early in autumn; the face of nature was
enriched with all the variegated treasures of the luxuriant

season, a princely retinue, happy in their feudal magnificence,

and gay in their splendid vassalage, awaited the command to

set out, and only was retarded by the countess’s parting inter-

view with Rosalie.

At an early hour she had entered the orphan’s chamber, to

bid her fareAvell. The countenance of Rosalie had acquired a
deeper gloom, her eyes were more than usually heavy; and
while fondly lying on the bosom of her friend, irrepressible sighs,

burst from a heart which seemed labouring with recent

inquietude.
“ Rosalie,” cried the countess, “ be counselled by thy friend

thy mother’s friend; and ere we separate, in mercy to thyself

disclose thy long concealed affliction ; the secret pang that is

reducing thee to an untimely grave. Be but ingenuous, and let

me re-assure thee of unlimited indulgence.”
“ I cannot, cannot speak,” sobbed the poor orphan.

“Not speak?” repeated the countess. “Reserve implies a

consciousness which thou canst never feel; for the bosom of

Rosalie is the mansion of innocence, the shrine of truth.

Disguise in Rosalie
”

“My friend! my mother! oh, no more! no more;
”

interrupted Rosalie, her usually pale face glowing, and alarm

spreading through every expressive feature :
“ Oh, no more,

no more ”

She ceased, for emotion suspended utterance. The coun-

tess cast a piercing look upon her, and it reached the secret

recesses of an upbraiding heart.
“ Rosalie,” she resumed, her tones severely serious, for

some strange apprehension occurred, “ Rosalie why such

confusion? Why do accusing blushes dye your cheeks?

What have you to confess, that shrinks so darkly from a

fond and friendly eye ? Speak, what have you done ?”

(To be continued.')

ANECDOTE.

The little professional skill shown by the Captain and 1st.

Lieutenant (although of course most honourably acquitted and

promoted) of the Java, in her action with the United States,

soon caused her commission to the Yankey play. The 1st

Lieutenant on being brought aboard the American frigate

recognised many British sailors in the ranks, through which

he passed from the gangway to the quarter deck, as the British

crew who were prisoners in the American frigate, were allowed

from the heat below to come frequently on. the deck, they

naturally entered into conversation with their more fortunate

opponents. Discoursing one day, as was generally the case,

on the respective value of their seamen and officers, as well as

the qualities of their ships, an Irish sailor of the United States

crew observed, “ Ah sure
,
you all see that how our frigates

takes yours. By Jasus, our country is going to build numbers

of beautiful vessels.”
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MAGDELENE

:

OR,

THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

(See Page 533.)
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LIFE OF GENERAL ROSS.

Major-general R®ss was born at Ross Trevor, in Down-
shire, the seat of his ancestors. After pursuing his academic
course, and taking his degree at Trinity College, Dublin, he
entered the army at an early age. The first regiment to

which he was appointed was the seventh foot
;
and after

going through the several gradations, he joined the twentieth

foot, which, while under his command for many years, sig-

nalized its good discipline and bravery on many occasions,

particularly in Holland and Egypt.
At Maida, Lieutenant -colonel Ross and the twentieth

regiment, bore a conspicuous part. The British army on that

day consisted of five thousand men, that of the French under
General Regnier exceeded seven thousand. The fate of the
action was for a long time doubtful. At length the enemy,
in the hope of deciding it, made a formidable charge of
cavalry against the left of the British line. At this critical

juncture, the subject of our present memoir arrived on the

field, and the following are the terms in which his prompt and
admirable conduct is referred to in the despatch of Sir John
Stewart :

—

“ At this moment Lieutenant-colonel Ross, who that morn-
ing landed from Messina with the twentieth regiment, and
was coming up to the army during the action, having observed
the movement, threw his regiment opportunely into a small
cover upon their flank ; and by a heavy and well-directed

fire, entirely disconcerted their attempt. This was the last

struggle of the enemy, who, astonished and discouraged, now
precipitately retreated from the field of battle, which was
covered with carnage.”

It was generally considered that no one more prominently
contributed to this glorious result than Colonel Ross ; nor
was the most gratifying reward withheld from him. Our
late most gracious sovereign, with his accustomed attention

to merit, appointed him one of his aides-de-camp. He shared
in all the toils, privations, and combats of the disastrous cam-
paign of Corunna, under Sir John Moore. Thence he
embarked for Portugal. Subsequently, in several minor af-

fairs, he invariably displayed the same exemplary conduct.
We next find him at the head of a brigade in the great

battle of V ttoria; and again, in the same command in the
splendid victory of the Pyrenees. It was his brigade of the
fourth division, which repulsed with such signal triumph the
most desperate charges executed by Soult’s army.
“In the course of this contest,” says the then Marquis of

Wellington, “ the gallant fourth division, which has been so
frequently distinguished in the army, surpassed their former
good conduct

;
every regiment charged with the bayonet, and

the fortieth, seventh, twentieth, and twenty-third four dif-

ferent times. Their officers set them the example, and
Major-general Ross had two horses shot under him.”
The following letter to a near relative, written on that oc-

casion, is characteristic of his frank nature and amiable
qualities.

“ Heights above Eschalar in the Pyrenees,
August 5th, 1813.

“My Dear Ned,—Since my last, I have not been eating
the bread of idleness, nor has the grass grown under my feet.

On the 18th ult., having completed matters for our friends
the Dons, towards carrying on the siege of Pamplona, we
withdrew from that place and inarched towards the frontier,

taking post near Roncesvalles, famous for feats in the
days of chivalry. Our division (Sir Lowry Cole’s), with two
other brigades and some Spaniards, occupied that and some
neighbouring posts. Soult having been sent to wipe off the
disgrace of Vittoria, bringing with him strong reinforcements,
attacked us on the 25th ult,, and after a hard day’s fight, by
dint of superior numbers, obliged us to retire, which was
safely effected, not without bloody noses

, to the neighbourhood
of Pamplona, on the morning of the 27th. In the business of
the 24th, our (the twentieth) loss was considerable. Old
Wallace, Bent, Oakley, Crockott, Walker, Smith, all whom,
I believe you know, Champagne Thompson, wounded, Buist,

the adjutant, killed, with one hundred and thirty (serjeants,
rank and file) killed and wounded.

“ On the following day Soult made his grand push for the
relief of Pamplona, at about eleven o’clock, attacking the
right and left of the position held by our division. His attack
was conducted with great vigour, but without success ; our
push with the bayonet wherever the enemy gained a post,
was irresistible ; at length, finding himself foiled in every
attempt, after a very considerable loss, not less, certainly,
than from two to three thousand men, he retired, and on the
30th was in full retreat. From that to the 2nd, our pursuit
was equally hot ; the number of prisoners taken will pro-
bably amount to three or four thousand

; the total loss of the
French, from the period of re-entering Spain until the 2nd,
when they returned to France, is estimated to be about six-
teen thousand men, add to which, the complete cow under
which their army is, being twice defeated, and latterly under
the command of the best general in the French army, sent for

the express purpose, with fresh troops, to thrash us. The
latter proceedings are more glorious, and in their consequen-
ces more eventful than the brilliant business of the 21st of
June, at Vittoria.

“Poor Falls, my aide-de-camp, was wounded on the 28th,

not, I trust, dangerously,—old M‘Kenzie killed the same day.
Bainbridge, Jackson, Lewis Murray, wounded

;
one hundred

and one (serjeants, rank and file) killed and wounded.
“ On the 1st and 2nd of August, we were again at them.

On the first day, Fitzgerald had one of his fingers knocked
off. On the 2nd, Wanehope (lieutenant-colonel), had his

thigh broken ;
Lutyen, his elbow grazed

; Rotton, has a ball

in his thigh
;
and a youngster, son to a Cork gentleman,

Wrixon, killed. John Bull has had enough for his money.
We (twentieth) have lost, killed and wounded altogether

two hundred and sixty-three (serjeants, rank and file). I am
perfectly well.”

In the latter part of Lord Wellington’s despatch, announc-
ing the proceedings alluded to in the foregoing letter, the
duke expresses how much he was iudebted to the major-
general. In his account of the decisive overthrow- of the
enemy at Orthex, Lord Wellington again declares—

“ His warm approbation of the exertions of the gallant

general (Ross), of whose services,” he says, “he was unfor-
tunately deprived very early in the battle.”

The following is an extract of a letter from Major-general
Ross, communicating the events of the day. It likewise fur-

nishes a strong instance of the force of conjugal attachment
on the part of his wife, sustaining her through danger,
fatigue, and privation, to the side of her wounded husband.

“ St. Jean de Lutz, March 12th, 1814.

“ My Dear Ned,—You will be happy to find that the hit

I got in the chops is likely to prove of mere temporary incon-
venience. I am doing remarkably well, and trust in two or
three weeks to be again equal to the fight. My letter to

Eliza, which she sent to you, will have reached you, I hope,
in time to quiet your apprehensions respecting me; she is now
at my elbow, having, on the receipt of mine, mounted her mule,

and in the midst of rain, hail, wind, and all the et ceteras of bad
weather, set off from Bilboa for this place, which she reached
early the fifth day, a distance between eighty and ninety miles,

over snowy mountains and bad roads. Her anxiety and spirit

carried her through, enabling her to bear the fatigue without
suffering from cold or bad weather. Our little boy is left at

Bilboa with his nurse; he is an uncommon fine fellow, and
would hold hard fight with the King of Rome. He and his

establishment are to join us as soon as the weather admits of

movement by water.
“ I was wounded early in the affair of the 27th, so that I

personally could be but little acquainted with the proceedings

of the day, which were highly advantageous to u«. The
Gazette has, ere this, supplied you with every information.

The desertion in the French army has been very extensive.”

Though scarcely recovered from the wound thus alluded to,

he was soon after selected by Lord Wellington to command a
detached corps against the central estates of North America,
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The following is an extract from the Major-general’s despatch

to Earl Bathurst, one of his majesty’s principal secretaries of

state.

30th August, 1814.

“ My Lord,—

I

have the honour to communicate to your

lordship, that on the night of the 24th instant, after defeating

the army of the United States on that day, the troops under

my command entered and took possession of the City of

Washington. On the opposite bank of that river, the enemy
was discovered strongly posted, on very commanding heights,

formed in two lines, his advance occupying a fortified house,

which, with artillery, covered the bridge over the eastern

branch, across which the British troops had to pass. A broad

and straight road, leading from the bridge to Washington, ran

through the enemy’s position, which was carefully defended

by artillery and riflemen. His first line giving way was driven

on the second, which, yielding to the irresistible attack of

the bayonet and a well-directed discharge of rockets, got into

confusion, and fled, leaving the British masters of the field.

The enemy’s army, amounting to eight or nine thousand men,
with three or four hundred cavalry, was under the command
of General Winder. His artillery, ten pieces of which fell into

our hands, were commanded by Commodore Barney, who was
wounded and taken prisoner. The artillery I directed to be
destroyed. Having halted for a short time, I determined to

march upon Washington, and reached that city at eight o’clock

that night.” “Sanguine,” (he says in conclusion), “ in hoping
for the approbation of his Royal Highness the Prince Regent
and of his majesty’s government as to the conduct of the

troops under my command, I have the honour to be &c., &c.

“Robert Ross.”

At Bladensburg, the general, as usual, was in the hottest

part of the field. His horse was shot under him, as was again
the case at his entrance that night into the enemy’s capital.

The following is from a private letter of his, written on the
occasion :

—

“ My Dear Ned,— As the gazette announcing the des-

patches will give you a full account of our proceedings, I shall

only state here, that so unexpected was our entry and capture
of Washington; and so confident was Madison of the defeat of

our troops, that he had prepared a supper for the expected
conquerors; and when our advanced party entered the presi-

dent’s house, they found a table laid with forty covers. The
fare, however, which was intended for Jonathan was voraciously
devoured by John Bull

;

and the health of the Prince Regent
and success to his majesty’s arms by sea and land, was drunk
in the best wines, Madison having taken to his heels and en-
sured his safety on the opposite bank of the river by causing
the bridge to be broken down.”
The following extract of a despatch to the lords of the ad-

miralty, from Admiral Sir Alexander Cochrane, who com-
manded the naval force on this expedition, is an additional
testimonial to the military reputation of the Major-general.

•* On combined services such as we have been engaged in, it

gives me the greatest pleasure to find myself united with so

able and experienced an officer as Major-general Ross, in whom
are blended those qualities so essential to promote success
where co-operation between the two services becomes necessary

;

and I have much satisfaction in noticing the unanimity which
prevailed between the army and navy, as I have also in stating
to their lordships, that Major-general Ross has expressed his
full approbation of the conduct of the officers, seamen, and
marines, acting with the army.”

About a fortnight elapsed from the time the British troops
quitted Washington, before any particular movement took
place; when, on the 12th September, they advanced in the
direction of Baltimore

; but this day proved fatal to the best
hopes of the British force by the death of its bravo commander,
who, while reconnoitring, regardless of his personal safety, ex-
posed himself to the aim of the enemy’s riflemen, and fell

gloriously, universally lamented. In less than an hour sub-
sequently, a detached corps of the enemy, consisting of six

I thousand men, were totally defeated and put to flight, with a
considerable loss in guns and prisoners.
“ Thus fell,” says the despatch of his successor in the com-

mand (Colonel Brooke), “ at an early age, one of the brightest
ornaments of his profession; one who, whether at the head ot

a regiment, a brigade, or corps, had alike displayed the talents
of command; who was not less beloved in his private, than
enthusiastically admired in his public character, and whose
only fault, if it may be deemed so, was an excess of gallantry,

enterprise, and devotion to the service. If ever it were per-
mitted to a soldier to lament those who fell in battle, we may,
indeed, in this instance, claim the melancholy privilege.”

In Admiral Sir Alexander Cochrane’s despatch, announcing
this fatal event, he thus expresses himself:

—

“ It is a tribute due to the memory of this gallant and re-

spected officer, to pause in my relation, while I lament the loss

his majesty’s service and the army, of which he was one of the
brightest ornaments, have sustained by his death. The
unanimity, the zeal which he manifested on every occasion
while I had the honour of serving with him, gave life and ease
to the most arduous undertakings—too heedless of his personal
security in the field, his devotion to the care and honour of his

army has caused the termination of his valuable life.”

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent had directed the
insignia of“the Order of the Bath to be sent to General Ross,
whose death previous to their arrival caused them to be
returned. The prince, with his usual condescension and
peculiar good taste, commanded them to be transmitted to the

widow of the deceased, with his royal permission that the
family designation should henceforth be “Ross ofBladensburg.”
During the life of General Ross, many testimonials of at-

tachment and esteem had been presented to him by his

regiment the twentieth foot; amongst others, a very valuable
sword, upon which was an appropriate inscription. When the
tidings of hi-s death first reached that regiment, they were
received with the deepest and most general regret by both
officers and men, and as a mark of grief for his loss, and respect

for his memory, each officer and private in the regiment volun-
tarily and at their individual expense, assumed the badge of

military mourning,—to wear crape round the arm.
His body was interred at Halifax, Nova Scotia, the officers

of the garrison availing themselves of the opportunity of

testifying their sense of his merit, by causing the erection, at

their own expense, of a handsome monument. Another me-
morial of a yet more costly and durable nature, has been raised

on the family estate, in Downshire, by the gentlemen of the

county, in conjunction with the officers who served under him
in America, and those of the twentieth regiment—the latter

corps, not confining the expression of their respect for his

memory to a temporary badge of mourning, having subscribed

several days’ pay towards this object. A similar, but still

more honourable record to his fame, has been placed in St.

Paul’s Cathedral, at the national expense, and by the express

desire of the king.

Whatever may have been the policy of the measures adopted
after gaining possession of Washington, the loss sustained by
the enemy was immense; it has been estimated by competent
judges at two million sterling. This included large depots of

naval and military stores, a new forty-six gun frigate ready
for sea, a twenty-gun ship, two hundred pieces of cannon, and
twenty thousand stand of small arms: one hundred sail of

merchantmen, fully freighted with cargoes, were also surren-

dered at the same time at Alexandria. Whatever is deducted

from the resources of an enemy, is so much gained in the

balance.

The thanks of both Houses of Parliament were unanimously
voted to General Ross. Lord Liverpool, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Mr. Charles Grant, Mr, Whitbread, Mr. Ponsonby,

and other distinguished leaders of contending parties, seemed
on this occasion to vie with each other in a fervent strain or

encomium on the character of this lamented officer: and in the

Prince Regent’s speech, on opening the autumnal parliament

of 1814, His Royal Highness was graciously pleased to select

the operations in the Chesapeake, executed under the orders of

General Ross, as a fitting topic of congratulation to the nation.
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More fortunate than “ Moore,” and not less so than “ Wolfe,”

Ross was a complete resemblance of them in accomplishment,

amiability, gentleness, bravery, and professional skill. To
descend in vague, fulsome, or undeserved panegyric, is not

consistent with our plan. We have stated unadorned facts

;

there are many scarcely less commemorative of the merit of

the subject of the present sketch; but the testimonies we have

enumerated will live in the national annals of the military

fame, when anything that might emanate from our ephemeral

praise would be forgotten.

FALSE FRIENDSHIP.

( Continued.)

Fatally had the good old man prognosticated that the

villain’s presence at the mansion, even when as an open and
invited guest he came, concealed beneath the assumption of*

his fair seeming, some sinister design : and now, when it was
given out and generally credited, that affairs of much im-
portance to his interest, had called him to a distant province,

and that his stay would probably extend over a period of

many weeks—why came he back thus stealthily?—-wherefore,

and to what end this secret meeting? Such were the rapid
thoughts recurring to poor Martin’s mind

;
and all combined,

at once tore from his face the hypocrite’s mask, and placed
him and his purposes exposed and bare to view.
The proximity of Martin’s present position enabled him,

though not precisely to catch every word, to gather quite

sufficient to warrant him in adopting his future course of
{

proceeding. He gathered from the traitor’s discourse—the

final object of his present meeting was to obtain the wavering
girl’s consent to abandon her paternal home, and fly with
him, who vowed the remainder of his life should be alone
devoted to her in gratitude and lasting love. He had estates,

he said, seated in his native Spain, unknown to any of her
friends, where, for a lapse of time best suiting the occasion,

they might in quiet and in secret enjoy the happy regreet of
commutual love

;
and when the natural wonder consequent

on the announcement of this sudden flight had subsided, he
would, by means of powerful friends whom he commanded,
urge, and make out so clearly, the why and wherefore he had
thus proceeded, that reconcilement as a thing of course must
follow,—with open arms—the father—sister, (the villain clearly

dared not name the brother)—would welcome and receive
with joy the rich and wedded Donna Adele Gonzales,—the
trifling seeming dereliction of her duty would be pardoned

;

and thus her scruples dissipated, bliss only unalloyed by all

disquietude would solace their many happy years. In such
strain of sophistry did this arch-fiend dazzle the half-

doubting, but too readily yielding fair one’s understanding,
till beyond doubt her slow consent was given to comply. One
month from hence the fatal period named—it was arranged
Juan should at the hour of sunrise be prepared with fleet

horses and befitting equipage, awaiting the confiding victim
by the angle of a copse, within five hundred yards of the
garden gate by which he had entered

;
he had attendants on

whom he could rely, who would be so planted in their imme-
diate route, as not only to facilitate the certain and uninter-
rupted flight, but by their instructions, would, if questioned,
without appearing as interested parties, mislead and throw
obstructions on all attempts at a pursuit.

With what impatience—what indignation, did the estimable
— the truly faithful servant, Martin, struggle, to subdue the
agonizing feelings which during the few minutes he had
stood a pained and passive listener to the worst confirmation
of his fears. What course should he pursue ? danger was
now too imminent to admit of much delay. Should he, old

as he was, make for the entrance, and burst in upon the vile

plotter ; and, in his honoured and already deeply injured
master’s name, crush the seducer with the astounding admis-
sion of his complete participation in the knowledge of thejy

entire plans? Or should he, for his judgment faltered still,

all unseen watch the conclusion of their present meeting

;

and, upon Juan’s departure and the deceived one’s safe
return, cautiously acquaint Monsieur Sombreuil with the
fortunate discovery he had, under Providence, been the
humble means of making, and by coercive measures secure
the safety of Adele, thus Effectually preventing the execution
of the artfully arranged plot

;
and by maintaining a silence

towards the other portion of the injured family, the better
ensure the vile Gonzales’ ultimate detection and defeat ?

At this moment, unable to restrain the choking sensation
passion had excited, the old man coughed loudly, thus
arousing the alarm of the incautious couple. Scarcely did
the conference exist longer than to exchange one other hasty
sentence

;
evidently convinced that if not actually now dis-

covered they were in great peril of being so. And Martin
having in a most guarded manner quickly shifted his position

to a more favourable point for the occasion, was just in time
to catch a glimpse of the features of Juan Gonzales, as he^

imprinted an ardent kiss upon the fair hand of Adele
;
he;

then but whispered a word in her ear, and with the utmost
speed, again muffling his cloak about his face, disappeared by
the way he entered

;
the deceived maiden instantly making

towards the chateau.

Allowing sufficient distance to intervene, so as to prevent
his following steps from reaching her, Martin likewise re-

turned, and by another portal entered the mansion and
unnoticed gained his own room ; where, resting his trembling
and nerveless limbs, the troubled and bewildered brain of the
old man pondered over the fearful responsibility that his

just and conscientious mind persuaded him rested upon
himself. Gratefully did he pour forth his aspirations to the

Giver of all Goodness for making such an humble creature

the instrument of averting so dread a calamity from the

revered head of a beloved master. What should be his

first step? Should he communicate his unwelcome news to

Monsieur Sombreuil through the medium of the pen?—he
feared he could not summon resolution to unfold his evil tale

at once by a personal conference with the wounded parent.

The urgency of the case admitted not of long deliberation:

Martin committed to paper a brief account of his discovery

of the morning
;
entreating pardon for his apparent boldness

in making so serious a charge—he explained the various

causes he had had to awaken suspicion in his breast against

the false and black-hearted youth,—adding that his young
master, the unsuspicious, frank, and open-minded Arnold,

although (impelled by affectionate regard towards his parent)

he never had divulged his secret misgivings; of late had
learned enough to warrant him in making a partial confidant

of him (Martin) during his absence from Sombreuil:—that

in compliance with this arrangement, he had contrived to

trace sundry letters, which doubtless were intended to reach
his mistress in perfect secrecy; but through the inadvertence

of her favourite attendant, he had been enabled to ascertain

were in the hand of Juan: and from a combination of cir-

cumstances which had chanced, and his observant eye had
not permitted to escape, he deemed further concealment on
his part would amount almost to becoming a guilty partici-

pator in the traitor’s crime. Humbly, but most earnestly, he
begged his beloved master would not suffer the painful

intelligence to prey upon his mind,—since it had pleased

Providence by fortuitous events to open their eyes in

time at least to ameliorate the trouble, in the assurance of its

now being in their power finally to prevent the execution of

the nefarious plan. Sincerely deprecating any demonstration
of violence towards the misguided Adele, he respectfully

suggested, as a better mode of sparing the feelings of both,

that for the present, Monsieur Sombreuil should, without

seeing her himself, enforce her close confinement to her

apartment,—there so carefully to be watched, as to preclude

the possibility of all subsequent correspondence or com-
munion with the depraved Juan, who meanwhile lulled in

security might even be allowed the enjoyment of his fancied

triumph up to the moment when, with expectant arms out-

spread on the appointed morning, the villain’s utter and
complete exposure should be accomplished by the. over-
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whelming prepuce of the deeply injured father, in lieu of

the rescued and deluded victim!

Martin then proceeded to state, that he must in his commu-
licati-on with Monsieur Arnold, disguise the present extreme
position of affairs at Sombreuil, in order to prevent the fearful

consequences which would, he felt convinced, ensue, were the

justly incensed brother in full possession of all the treachery in-

tended by his false friend, and he should come in contact with the
villain; again, therefore, he prayed the pang and certain danger
might be spared his honoured master’s son. His well intended
and brief epistle concluded in fervently invoking a continu-

ance of blessings, and that a happy issue, from all impending
dangers, might yet be poured on the head of his kind patron.

Then, having himself deposited his important billet upon the

breakfast table of the old gentlemen’s study, where of late it

had been his wont to take his matin meal alone, his health

being somewhat declined, though not materially affected.

This task performed, the worthy Martin experienced that

inward satisfaction—that indescribable comfort—the fulfilment

of an upright act never fails to bestow upon an approving
conscience. He returned to the privacy of his own chamber,
and without another moment’s loss of time, resumed his pen;
and with the scrupulous caution his love inspired him with,

once more he communicated with his never neglected, and
truly valued correspondent, the young Arnold; whose sojourn
with his Spanish friends in Madrid, must, he well knew, be
near an end. He studiously avoided, by his cautious wording,
any mention of that eventful morning’s disclosure; nor hinted
at the so sudden and most unlooked for return of Juan to the
neighbourhood of Paris (for he had previously informed
Arnold of the absence and supposed duration of his stay);
and, though he did not attempt in it to affirm the cause of his
suspicions were lessened by circumstances that had since
transpired; and he admitted more correspondence had passed
between the parties they were so interested in,—the general
tenour of his letter was couched so nicely, as to awaken in the
susceptible bosom of the recipient, no striking cause for fresh
alarms. Slightly he touched on the subject of Monsieur Som-
breuil’s delicate health, (for he had anxiously watched the
silent steps, Time, with his leaden, but full certain pace, had
daily traced on his lotted master’s brow); in the sincerity of
truth, tendering humbly his best Wishes, Spain might afford
him every joy, content, and happiness a mortal so deserving
should receive, he concluded, and at once despatched his
scroll.

While things were thus progressing in the environs of the
capital of Prance, Madrid was bestowing its sweetest charms
upon the unwilling truant, Arnold (for unwilling was he, to a
certain extent, thus long at least to tarry from his home).
Within the bosom of a charming family, his hours were made
to glide so variedly, by the unceasing attentions of his fellow
student—the constant round of ball, gay masquerade, and
midst the assemblage of well selected guests, that these scenes,
mixed as they were with lovely woman’s chaste endearing
smiles, like summer’s beauteous sunshine, ever beaming on
him, eventually ridded him of his seeming ennui,

—

he partially
o ercame the inward enemy, with whose secret gnawings a
deceived and misplaced confidence had formerly inspired him,
by exerting his best energies, and gratefully participating in
the pleasures so universally prepared to cheer his senses and
afford a Leathean veil to his perplexed and troubled spirits.
Imperceptibly by the light-hearted Ruez, who knew not care,
but by its evil name, was he induced to mix sometimes in
revels and more boisterous mirth with other youthful Dons,
than from his choice he would have selected; and where’s that
three, whose temperament alike runs even, swerving not a jot?
In company on one occasion with a joyous and unthinking
party, made up of those best suited Ruez’s years, in an
evening’s ramble, chancing to ride within short distance of the
city, they o’ertook two gaily mounted cavaliers upon their
road,, whose bearing bespoke them of some rank, and high in
merriment. They had evidently been partaking freely (though
not inordinately) of the genial vine’s inspiring juice, until the
tongue, without restraint of prudence, received full license to
pour forth its undisguised and yoluble conceits. The lovely

serenity of the evening, whose beauty had tempted their so
distant wandering, now all at once appeared as if it would
change,—the shadows of night seemed prematurely to o'ertake
the hour,

—

dark clouds were gathering towards the east, and
distant thunder, almost indistinct, gave certain warning of an
approaching storm. Though, like their fellow wayfarers, they
were well mounted—so unprepared in way of cloak, or any
protection fitting the encounter of the threatened storm—our
party pondered upon the better course to take which might
enable them to obtain a speedy shelter. Their little party
numbered only four, and as their two young friends rode in

advance of them, Ruez had, as his heart could just have
wished it, enjoyed the undisturbed ear and attention of Arnold;
and with an eloquence of speech that charmed, while it excited
a pleasurable wonder in his hearer, he had so dwelt upon one
theme,—a theme that clearly held possession of his warm in-

genuous soul—expatiating on the graces, both of mind and
person, combined in Henriette, the dark-eyed sister of his

friend, that flattering as it was, Arnold could not but feel

relieved by the abandonment of his eulogies, which their now
near proximity to the strangers forbade continuance of. They
were now within hearing of each other, and though the sen-

tences they casually caught, and quite unconsciously became
the listeners to, for an instant possessed, as they thought, no
interest for them—what could exceed the wonder and as-

tonishment of both, at distinguishing, uttered in the midst of

bantering laughter, the name of Juan—Juan Gonzales! Both
could not be deceived; buf how came it that the simple mention
of that person’s namo should vibrate with such painful, and
such heart-appalling agonies through the whole frame of one?
—was there aught extraordinary in his being known by others,

that his very soul became now riveted to their discourse. He
knew not—cared not—some deep presentiment had now pos-

session af his mind,—listen he must and would to what might
follow. Again, and again, was that name reiterated—and
coupled, too, with one most dear tc him— Adele, his young and
tender sister, was spoken of as a “prize” (such was the flip-

pant term used by the thoughtless roysters), “ a prize e’en

great Jove himself might covet the possession of; they could

not but admire his daring; but well they knew, a thought

conceived by reckless Juan, was half performed—he would

accomplish it, though at the risk of life.” Arnold, who scarce

could draw his breath, whose very head whirled—and whose
every sense had nigh forsaken him; but for his watchful sym-
pathising Ruez, must have fallen from his steed. Aroused by

him—a bitter and irrevocable curse escaped from lips all unac-

customed to revile. Revenge, not slow, but sure and deadly,

did he vow: and with a sudden impulse would he have spurred

the animal he rode, and, dashing in the midst of the declaiming

group, demanded an explanation of their meaning, had he not

fortunately been restrained by the cooler judgment of his

friend, who strenuously commanded his forbearance from so

rash a deed.

At this instant, the elements as it were in unison with the

sad Arnold’s thoughts, burst in such awful violence upon them
—the vivid lightning shooting its liquid flashes, accompanied

by peals of thunder, so prolonged and heavy, as totally to

prevent the slightest sound of either’s voice from reaching the

most desirous or attentive ear; their horses, too, evinced the

strong effect of fear, their quivering limbs shook—they neighed

in tremblous terror; and it was only from their being perfect

masters of the menege, and by exerting the utmost dexterity

and physical force, that they were enabled to prevent the

extreme terror the poor animals were under the influence of,

from making a fearful dash into the neighbourhood of a woody

copse bordering the road apon the advanced right.

(To be continued.)

A young fop, about starting down to Rotterdam, proposed to

purchase a life-preserver. “ Oh, you’ll not want it,'* suggested

the clerk—“ bags of wind won’t sink.”
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THE FIREFLY.
A TALE OF THE SEA.

CHAPTER VIII.

On the arrival of the Britannia in the Port of Conception,

Captain Douglas, firm in his belief of the destruction of the

Firefly, reported the circumstance to Commodore Fitzgerald,

with many well-deserved eulogiums on the seamanship and
skill of his second lieutenant Firth, who had planned and exe-

cuted the daring enterprise; adding, that now they were rid of

their most troublesome foe, their attention might be turned to

a complete clearance of the coast.
“ This is certainly most gratifying news,” replied the com-

modore; “ the Firefly has too long had her own way in these

seas, and defied every effort to take her, that her destruction

must be considered a most important service, entitling her de-

stroyer to certain reward and promotion : but your report is

deficient in the most important item.”
“ May I crave to be informed what that is, sir?”
“ Truth 1” rejoined the commodore, “which would give it all

its value.”

“How!—sir!” replied Captain Douglas, startled at his abrupt
reply.

“ Captain Douglas, I certainly do not doubt your word, but
you must have been most strangely deceived. The Firefly is

now somewhere close at hand, and nothing but our presence in

this bay prevents her making her appearance here.”
“ I must confess, sir, you amaze me,” replied Captain Doug-

las
;

“ two nights since, I saw her, as I firmly believe, with my
own eyes, burning in the Pelchue river

;
and in searching in

the morning not a vestige of her was to be found. Are you
certain that you may not have been deceived as to her subse-

quent appearance?”
“ OLmy information,” returned the commodore, “ I have no

reason to doubt. I have more than one witness by whom she

was seen; not only last night, but also this morning, standing

to the northward of Isle St. Maria, evidently endeavouring to

elude our observation ; and a worthy bishop who arrived here

this morning from Valparaiso, assured me that he saw her
last evening, to the westward of the island, and standing
southward under easy sail.”

“ Till now, I could have sworn, had it been necessary, that
she and .all her-crew had found a grave at Pelchue; but I shall

be doubtful for the future. My faith is unsettled for life.”

On a consultation between the respective commanders, it

was agreed that Captain Douglas, in the Britannia, should
cruise to the northward, in the direction where the Firefly had
last been seen, while Captain Strahan of the Ruby, keeping
close in shore, should keep up a communication with the com-
modore, who resolved to remain a short time within the bay,
as peace had been but too lately established with the mother
countries, to allow of the amicable settlement of disputed claims,

without the pacificatory interference of a British cruiser.

While this was passing, Leo St. Helier, who, with Dick
Hatley, as before observed under the disguise of common
boatmen, were rowing Magdalen and her uncle to see the va-

rious amusements in the bay, left the crowd of boats, and
pulled towards the rocky coast which formed the southern pro -

montory.
Magdalen had sat for some time silent, in the fearof creating

suspicion as to the character of the watermen, by the familiar

style in which she was in the habit of addressing St Heiier.

She therefore waited until they were out of earshot of the

numerous small boats which towards the town were flitting

about in all directions.

“ St. Helier
;

I may ask you why you still hold your life and
Liberty so cheap, as to venture once more into the lion’s mouth,
though your last escape was so narrow. You should remem-
ber, that the pitcher which often goes to the well gets broken at
last. You may not always be so fortunate.”

This was intended by Magdalen to sound reproachfully, but
she could not avoid too much of tenderness to mingle with her
silvery tones, for her speech to have its full effect.

“ It cannot be said that Leo St. Helier can be deterred from

|

venturing where the mistress of his heart is to be found. Oh
Magdalen ! unsay those cruel words oi cold repulse, with which

j
you last greeted me. Let not the many months of steady per-
severance with which I have sought your love—the many
proofs I have given you of how much I would dare for your
sake, and the unvarying constancy with which I have prose-
cuted my hitherto unsuccessful suit, go all for nought. Ah!
little can you reck the value of a heart that truly loves, when
you are so coldly indifferent to its advances.”

This was said in forgetfulness, or apparent indifference of
the presence of a third party, that St. Helier had rested on his
oars to give vent to his feelings.

“We will say no more at present,” replied Magdalen. “I
had thought I had shown sufficiency of reasons why it were
better we had never met, but perhaps the time may come when
you may enable me to entertain a very different opinion of you*
Providence may have in store for us a better destiny than we
seek, or even wish for, ourseives. There is a divinity’ that
shapes our ends, rough hew them how we will.”

“ Hoping against hope is but sorry inspiration,” replied St
Heiier.

And herein perhaps he spoke truth. There’s hardly any
condition of life, however grievous, or difficult to be endured,
but what the hope of improvement, distant though it may be,

yet with some show of probabilit}’’, will tend much to lighten

the load, and ameliorate the intensity of suffering
; but where

hope is but vague, and its accomplishment too remote for rea-

son, the heart sickens for want of the cheering prospect, and
resigns itself to all the horrors of despair.

The sun had by this time sunk far below the horizon, and all

around was fast putting on the sober livery of night. The
Britannia had been for some time in motion, standing out of

the bay, under a cloud of canvass, favoured by the gentle breeze

from the land which had just sprung up, but which was so

light, as to permit the yawl to gain on lier, though the heads
of both were turned in the same direction. In this manner
they passed several miles, until the night was advanced, when
the moon, which made her appearance from behind a cloud,

threw her subdued, yet lovely light, on all around. Moonlight
is in all countries the peculiar atmosphere in which love and
contemplation are indulged; in which man appears to forget

for a season the grosser qualities of his nature, and attuning

his spirit to nobler and holier themes, “ to look through nature

up to nature’s god.” This is peculiarly the case in the great

Pacific, where the chaste goddess of the night sheds her silvery

light over a balmy atmosphere which renders resistless to her

influence even the chaotic spirit of the rebellious infidel.

However reluctant to acknowledge the sway, there is no man
esan float oe’r the moon-lit surface of the great South Sea with-

out feeling that there is something within him which surpasses

his philosophy to define, or his boasted reason to account for.

So St. Helier felt its influence, and gradually slackened his

speed in rowing. Magdalen seemed calmly contemplating the

heavens, while a solitary tear stole down her cheek.

As the land-breeze increased, the Britannia gained upon the

boat. Her sails, to use a sea- phrase, were asleep, or swelled

outward without collapsing, and she was making about five

or six knots an hour. This brought the frigate up with the boat,

hand-over-haud, as it is termed; and Magdalen, who had the

tiller, put the helm a-starboard, that they might keep clear ot

the huge body which was then approaching. As the frigate

neared them she made a sheer towards the yawl, as if inten-

tionally, which alarmed Magdalen, who was alive to her lover’s

danger.
“ Don’t be alarmed,” sung out Lieutenant Firth from the

quarter; “ we’ll give you a tow.”

A small rope was then thrown from the frigate, so true as to

fall athwart Dick Hatley, who was rowing in the bow, and who
could do no less than seize it. Notwithstanding his dread oi

British men of war, and of the Britannia in particular, he did

not dislike the saving of labour, by being towed by the enemy;
he therefore made fast the line, and the yawl was soon towing

on the frigate’s quarter, St. Helier steering so as to prevent the

boat dragging in alongside.
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“ Are you boatmen belonging to Conception?” asked Firth,

who stood on the taffrail with Captain Douglas.
“ Of St. Maria,’’ answered St. Helier, concealing his own

sonorous yoice in the usual tone of those men whose calling he

assumed. “ We have been to Conception with passengers to

see the show, and are going to land them on the southern point.”

“Have you seen any strange sail about within the last day

or two?”
“We have seen many strange sail about to-day; the bay is

full of then.”
“ Ay friends

; but I mean enemies. Have you seen anything

of a rakish looking schooner about your island?”

“ Yes, signor, we saw one last evening, a black-hulled

schooner, that sermed anything but honest, by her looks.”

“ Will you steer your boat alongside, friend, and come on

board?” inquired Firth; “you will not be long detained. We
will haul you ahead, abreast of the gangway.”

St. Helier quickly attempted to calm the apprehensions of

Magdalen, and having whispered a few words to Hatley, sent

the yawl alongside the frigate, when, seizing a manrope, he

was quickly on deck. Though in such close proximity to his

most powerful enemies, he liked the excitement of the adventure,

emboldened in his impunity by there being no other light than

that of the moon.
The watch had been set for the night, and Howard, who

had now recovered from his wound, was in charge. Captain

Douglas was still on deck with Firth, who had hailed him,

while two or three midshipmen were sauntering about, and
i

the remainder of the watch were at their several duties,

though that, with the exception of the man at the wheel, was
i

merely dozing between the guns, in readiness to act when
called upon. St. Helier, nothing daunted by the novelty of his

situation, leisurely walked aft towards the captain and his party
j

who were waiting to question him.
“ Come here, friend,” commenced the captain, “ and tell us all

you know about the schooner, where arm when you saw her.

But before you begin, here’s a dollar for your trouble.”
<c You mean where I saw her, to begin with, do you not,

signor?”
“Yes, certainly; tell us where she was when you saw her.”
“ Well, then, signior, the schooner was near the Island of St.

Maria, on the westward or seaward side, which you know is

the farthest side from this bay.
”

“ How far was she from the shore? tell us as near as you can
remember.”
“How far, signor? I should say about as far as from my hut !

to the padre’s house on the top of the hill.”

“ And how far may that be?”
“ I should say not quite so far as from the convent to St.

Augustine’s cross; it was about that.”

“That’s just as intelligible as the other. Cannot you give
us something about the distance? Say, was it two, three, or
ten miles she was off at the time you saw her?”

“ Signor, you bid me speak of the place where I saw her,
before the time, but just as you wish. She was off the island,

steering towards Itata Point, or Caranga, which you know lie

much in the same direction.”

This so far agrees with our information,” said Firth, “as
to time and place, but nothing as to steering. Our accounts
say that she was making for the south towards Lebo.”

St. Helier was startled at this information, as it was evident
his enemies knew more of his whereabouts than it wss conve-
nient or safe for him that they should know.

“ I should like to know,” said he, “ who it is that mistakes
a vessel steering northAvard for southward. None of ourboatmen,

j

I should think, gave you that information.”
“The bishop from Valparaiso sent word to the commodore,

!

that he saw the schooner steering south-west, and I don’t think
that he is a man who would deceive us.”

“ God forbid that I should doubt the good bishop’s word,”
i

replied St. Helier; “ but I would rather hear it from the pulpit.

If it comes to sailing, I question whether many a priest knows <

a ship’s head from her stern,”

.

“ This may be so,” said Captain Douglas, aside to his lieute-
|

nants, “ and yet it is a question of great importance to the
j

success of our expedition. Can it be possible that this fellow

is purposely throwing us off the scent?” then turning to St.

Helier—“Do you know the Firefly? Have you ever seen her
commander?”

“ I have seen him, signor,” replied St. Helier.
“ Then perhaps you can describe his appearance.”
“ I am no hand at description, signor. I should say he looks

like a seaman who understands his profession, and who keeps
a tight hand over his crew, while his craft is worthy of her
commander.”

Satisfied that no further information could be obtained from
the boatman, Captain Douglas was about to dismiss him, when
a thought suddenly struck Firth, who had felt considerably
nettled at his disappointment in the Pelchue river, that it was
barely possible the man before them might be the individual

of whose vessel they were in search
; he had some indistinct

recollection of his features as he saw him on the deck of the

schooner, and he only required the aid of appropriate costume
to set his doubts at rest.

Having whispered his suspicions to the captain, orders were
passed to the officer of the watch, and the party retired below,
leaving St. Helier staring in well- feigned astonishment at all

he saw around him.

chapter ix.

The unexpected turn which circumstances appeared to have
taken, left St. Helier no reason to doubt but that he had pro
ceeded too far; still their want of knowledge of his person, and
his intimate acquaintance with all the minutiae of the coast,

which would bear out his assumed character, left him some rea-

son to hope that he might yet escape detection. After the

lapse of a few minutes, he received a message from the captain

that he wished to see him below. He accordingly descended
the ladder, as refusal was now out of the question.

On entering the cabin he found himself immediately under
a strong light, while before him were seated Captain Douglas.

Lieutenant Firth, and the junior officers, giving the whole
affair the appearance of a judicial investigation. Nothing
daunted, however, by the perilous situation in which he was
placed, he walked steadily to the table, and waited to hear what
was said to him.

“The night is chilly, friend,” said Firth, rising and ap-

proaching him; “ do me the favour to put this black handker-

chief round your neck.”

“Signor, you can but jest,” replied St. Helier; “we poor

boatmen are too much accustomed to cold nights to mind its

being chilly, we are out in worse nights than this.”

He saw that he was about to expose himself, by the assump-
tion of dress suited to his habitual wear, yet he feared to excite

suspicion by refusing to comply.
“ My wife will not know me in this masquerade.’*
“ To make it complete,” said Firth, “ allow me to offer you

this coat,” handing him an undress uniform.

His situation was now becoming every moment more critical,

yet still he judged it more dangerous to decline the offer: he
therefore stood before them, as far as his upper portion was
concerned, in the attire of a naval officer.

“What say you now, Captain Douglas?” inquired Firth,
“ allow me to introduce to you, Captain St. Helier, the cele-

brated commander of the noted Firefly, whose acquaintance

you have long been desirous of making.”
“ Gentlemen,” said St. Helier, throwing off the clothes, “ dis-

guise is no longer necessary; but if I am St. Helier, as you
allege, I am not the Firefly. It is not the first time I have
been prisoner on board a man-of-war.”

St. Helier here alluded to an event in the early part of his

career, when, having been sent with a party in boats to procure

wood and water, he stayed too long behind his companions, and
was captured by a Spanish frigate; but she was soon afterwards

taken by the French and set at liberty.

“ You need not flatter yourself,” replied Captain Douglas,
“ that you are now here in that capacity. You are arrested as

a spy.”

(Zb be continued.')
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BLOCKADE OF BOSTON.

On the 14th of June, 1775, General George Washington
having been chosen by the delegates of the United Colonies,

commander-in-chief of the forces raised for the maintenance
and preservation of American liberty, proceeded to the head
quarters of the American army, at Cambridge. His first em-
ployment after his arrival in camp was to reconnoitre the
British positions, and examine the strength and situation of the
American troops.

The main body of the British army, under the immediate
command of General Howe, who had succeeded General Gage,
was entrenching itself strongly on/-Bunker’s-hill, an account
of the battle of which we have already given. Three floating

batteries lay in Mystic river, near the camp, and a twenty-gun
ship below the ferry, between Boston and Charlestown. A
strong battery on the Boston side of the water, on Copp’s-hill,

served to cover and strengthen the post on Bunker’s-hill.

Another division was deeply entrenched on Roxbury-neck.
Thelight-horse, and
an inconsiderable

body of infantry,

were stationed in

Boston.
The American

army lay on both
sides of Charles

River. The right

occupied the high
grounds about Rox-
bury, whence it

extended towards
Dorchester, and the

left was covered by
Mystic or Medford
river, a space of at

least twelve miles.

These extensive

„ines could not be
contracted without
opening to the

British general a
communication
with the country.

For the purpose of

a more distinct ar-

rangement, the

American army
was thrown into

three grand di-

visions. That part

of it which lay

about Roxbury constituted the right wing, and was commanded
by Major-general Ward ; the troops near Mystic river formed
the left, which was placed under Major-general Lee. The
centre was under the immediate command of General Wash-
ington; the reserve being commanded by General Putnam.
The army consisted of 14,500 men; but it was rendered less

effective than its numbers would indicate, from the want of

arms and ammunition.
The two armies continued to work on their respective forti-

fications; but, with the exception of some occasional slight

skirmishes, both remained inactive till about the middle of

February, 1776, when the cold being intense, and the ice upon
the Avaters sufficiently firm to bear troops, General Washington
was disposed to attack General HoAve, in Boston; but a council
of war being almost unanimous against the measure, it was
abandoned, in consequence of the want of powder for a bom-
bardment.
. Late in February, however, having received a small supply
of ammunition, General Washington determined to prosecute
vigorously a bold plan he had formed, to force General Plowe
either to come to an action, or to abandon the town. In addi-

tion to his regular troops, he had called to hi3 aid about 6,000

[AMERICAN TROOPS CROSSING THE ST. LAWRENCE AT NIGHT.]

of the militia of Massachusets. Thus reinforced, he determined
to take possession of the heights of Dorchester, and to fortify
them. As the possession of this post would enable him to
annoy the ships in the harbour and the soldiers in the town,
he was persuaded that a general action would ensue; but if

this hope should be disappointed, his purpose was to make the
works on the heights of Dorchester only preparatory to seizing
and fortifying Nook’s-hill, and the points opposite the south
end of Boston, which commanded the harbour, a great part of
the town, and the beach from which an embarkation must take
place, in the event of a retreat.

To facilitate the execution of this plan, on the 2nd of March
a heavy bombardment and cannonade, from other quarters,

were commenced on the town and on the British lines, which
were repeated the two succeeding nights. On the last of them,
immediately after the firing had begun, a covering party of 800
men, followed by 1,200, under the command of General Thomas,
took possession of the heights without opposition. Such were
their activity and industry through the night, that, although

the ground was almost impenetrable, the works were sufficiently

advanced by the
morning, nearly to

cover them. When
the daylight dis-

closed their oper-

ations to the

British, a consider-

able degree of em-
barrassment ap-

peared, and an in-

effectual fire was
commenced on the

party in possession

of the heights, who
in turn opened a

battery on the

besieged, and con-
tinued with unre-
mitting labour to

strengthen their

position.

It was necessary
to dislodge the
Americans from the

heights, or to eva-

cuate the town; and
General Howe, as

had been foreseen,

determined to em-
brace the former
part of the alter-

native. Three
thousand chosen

men, to be commanded by Lord Percy, were ordered on this

service. These troops were embarked, and fell down to the

castle, in order to proceed up the river to the intended scene of

action; but were scattered by a furious storm, which disabled

them from immediately prosecuting the enterprise. Be-

fore they could again be in readiness for the attack, the works
were made so strong, that the attempt to storm them was
thought unadvisable, and the evacuation of the town became
inevitable. '

In the expectation that the flower of the British troops would

be employed against the heights of Dorchester, General Wash-
ington had concerted a plan for availing himself of that oc-

casion, to attack Boston itself. The storm, which defeated the

proposed attack on the heights, defeated this enterprise also.

The determination to evacuate Boston was soon communicated.

This event took place on the 17th of March, 1776; and, in a

few days, the whole fleet sailed out of Nantasket-road, direct-

ing its course eastward. The recovery of this important town

gave great joy to the United Colonies. Congress passed a vote

of thanks to the general and his army, “ for their wise and

spirited conduct in the siege and acquisition of Boston,” and

directed a medal to be struck in commemoration of the event.
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As soon as the British fleet had put to sea, the American
army proceeded, by divisions, to New York, where it arrived

on the 14th of April.

Previous to this, and while Washington continued in camp
near Boston, an attempt was made by the revolted colonies, to

obtain possession of Canada; and after the surrender of Mon-
treal on the 13th of November, 1775, an expedition was ordered

by General Washington to proceed against Quebec, to which
place the British General-governor of the province, Carleton

had gone. This expedition was to march by the way of Ken-
nebec river: and passing through the dreary wilderness lying

between the settled parts of Maine and the St. Lawrence,

to enter Canada, about ninety miles below the latter. The
object of this hardy enterprise was to compel Carleton either to

draw his troops from the upper country, and leave the passage

open to the army invading the province by the way of the

River Sorel, or if he should maintain that position, to take

possession of Quebec. This arduous enterprise was committed

to Colonel Arnold. About a thousand men, consisting of New
England infantry, some volunteers, a company ofartillery under

Captain Lamb, and three companies of riflemen, were selected

for the service. Arnold was furnished with about one thousaud

pounds in specie, to defray contingent expenses, and with a

cargo of manifestoes to be dispersed throughout Canada. He
did not begin his march till about the middle of September.
Prom the Canadians he received essential aid in passing

through their province. But the intermediate country, which
had never been Avell explored, opposed obstacles to his pro-

gress, which only perseverance the most indomitable could
have overcome. He was thirty-two days traversing a hideous
wilderness, without seeing a house, or anything human. Not-
withstanding the zealous and wonderfully persevering exertions
of his men. the obstacles he encountered so protracted his

march, that he did not reach the first settlements on the Chau-
diere, which empties itself into the St. Lawrence, near Quebec,
until the 3rd of November. On the 9th, this gallant corps
reached Point Levi, opposite Quebec. The town was almost
entirely without a garrison, and nothing could exceed the as-
tonishment of the inhabitants. Could Arnold have immediately
crossed the St. Lawrenoe, and availed himself of the first con-
sternation, it is believed that he might have entered the place
without opposition; but a high wind, and the want of boats,
rendered the passage of the river impossible.
One of the Indian messengers, despatched with letters to

General Schuyler, had either betrayed him or was intercepted;
and thus intelligence of his approach was communicated to
Colonel M’Clean, who was then at the mouth of the Sorel.
Trembling for the capital of the province, that gallant veteran
threw himself into it, with the intention of defending it. In
the meantime, the wind continued so high for several nights,
as to render the passage of the river in the canoes which had
been collected, too hazardous to be attempted; and it was
only in the night that the Americans could hope to cross,
because four ships of war were distributed at different stations
in the river, and armed boats were employed to ply around
them.
At length the wind moderated, and Arnold determined to

attempt the river. Eluding the armed vessels, and conquering
a rapid current, he, with great difficulty and danger, crossed
over in the night, and landed his little army on the 14th, about
a mile and a half above the place, which is rendered memorable
by the disembarkation of General Wolfe, in the year 1759.
The passage of the rugged cliffs which continue on the northern
bank of the St. Lawrence, for some distance above Quebec,
being impracticable at this place, he marched down on the
shore to Wolfe’s Cove, and ascending with his band of hardy
followers the same precipice which had opposed such obstacles
to

.

the British hero, he, too, formed his small corps on the
heights near the plains of Abraham. Although destitute of
every implement required for an assault, Arnold proposed to
march immediately against Quebec. He counted on surprising
the place, and finding the gates open : but this opinion was
overruled at a council of all the officers.
Though disappointed in the expectation of surprising Que-

bec, Arnold did not immediately relinquish the hope of obtaining

possession of that important place. Not superior to the gar-
rison in point of numbers, and without a single piece of artil-

lery, he was obviously incapable of acting offensively; but he
flattered himself that a defection in the town might yet put it

into his hands. With this view, he paraded on the adjacent
heights for some days, and sent two flags to demand a surrender:
but the presence of Colonel M’Clean restrained those measures
which the fears of the inhabitants dictated. Deeming any
communication with the assailants dangerous, he refused to
receive the flag, and fired on the officer who bore it. Intelli-

gence was soon obtained, that the first alarm was visibly
wearing off, and giving place to other sentiments unfavourable
to the hope of gaining Quebec. Tears for the vast property
contained in the town had united the disaffected, who were, at
their own request, embodied and armed. The sailors, too, were
landed, and placed at the batteries; and by these means the
garrison had become more numerous than the American
army.

After collecting those who had been left on the south side of
the St. Lawrence, Arnold could not parade more than seven
hundred men, and they were in no condition to risk an action.
In their laborious march through the wilderness, nearly one-
third of their muskets were rendered useless, and their ammu-
nition had sustained such damage that the riflemen had not
more than ten, nor the other troops more than six rounds for
each man. Under these circumstances, it was thought
most advisable to retire, on November 19, to Point Aux
Trembles, twenty miles above Quebec, and there await the
arrival of General Montgomery.
Having clothed his almost naked troops at Montreal, Mont-

gomery, at the head of about three hundred men, proceeded,
with his usual expedition, to join Colonel Arnold at Point Aux
Trembles, where he supplied the troops of that officer with
clothes provided at Montreal; and afterwards marched, on the
5th of December, with their united forces directly to Quebec.
But before his arrival, Governor Carleton, who had entered the
town, was making every preparation for a vigorous defence.

The garrison now consisted of about fifteen hundred men, of

whom eight hundred were militia, and between four and five

hundred were seamen. Montgomery’s effective force was
stated, by himself, at only eight hundred. His situation would
have filled with despair, a mind less vigorous, less sanguine, and
less brave; but relying on the courage of his troops, on himself

and his fortune, and on the fears of the garrison
;
stimulated,

too, by the high expectations formed throughout America of

his success, and by dread of disappointing those expectations,

he determined to lay immediate siege to the town.

In a few days he opened a six-gun battery within seven
hundred yards of the walls; but his artillery was too light to

make a breach, and he did not calculate on any effect from it.

His object was to amuse the garrison, and conceal his real

design.

Although the troops supported the excessive hardships to

which they were exposed, with constancy and firmness, Mont-
gomery feared that such continued sufferings would overcome
them. Impressed with the real necessity of taking decisive

steps, and impelled by his natural courage, this gallant officer

resolved to risk an assault.

Whilst the general was preparing for the assault, the garrison

received intelligence of his design from a deserter. This ch>

cumstance induced him to change the plan which had originally

been to attack both the upper and lower towns at the same
time. That finally adopted, was to divide the army into four

parts; and while two of them, consisting of Canadians, under

Major Livingston, and a small party under Major Brown, were

to distract the garrison, by making two feints against the upper

town at St. John’s and Cape Diamond, the other two led, the

one by Montgomery in person, and the other by Arnold, were

to make real attacks on opposite sides of the lower town.

After gaining that, it would yet be extremely difficult to

conquer the obstacles to be surmounted in forcing their way
to the upper town; but as all the wealth of the city would then

be in their power, it was confidently expected that the inhabi-

tants to secure their property, would compel the governor to
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Between four and five in the morning of the31st December,

the signal was given; and the several divisions moved to the

assault under a violent storm of snow. The plan was so well

concerted, that from the side of the river St. Lawrence, along

the fortified front round to the basin, every part seemed

equally threatened. Montgomery advanced at the head of

the New York troops, along the St. Lawrence, by the way of

Aunce de Mere, under Cape Diamond. The first barrier on

this side, at the Pot Ash, was defended by a battery, in which

a few pieces of artillery were mounted; about two hundred
paces in front of which was a block-house and picket. The
guard placed at the block-house being chiefly Canadians,

after giving a random and harmless fire, threw away their

arms, and fled in confusion to the barrier. Their terrors were

communicated to those who defended this important pass

;

and from the intelligence afterwards received by the Ame-
rican prisoners in Quebec, it appears that the battery was for

a time deserted.

Unfortunately, the difficulties of the route rendered it

impossible for Montgomery to avail himself instantly of this

first impression. Cape Diamond, around which he was to

make his way, presents a precipice, the foot of which is

washed by the river, where such enormous and rugged
masses of ice had been piled on each other, as to render the

way almost impassable. Along the scanty path leading under
the projecting rocks of the precipice, the Americans pressed

forward in a narrow file, until they reached the block-house

and picket. Montgomery, who was himself in front, assisted

with his own hand to cut down or pull up the pickets, and
open a passage for his troops : but the roughness and diffi-

culty of the way had so lengthened his march, that he found it

absolutely necessary to halt a few minutes. Having re-

assembled about two hundred men, he advanced boldly and
rapidly at their head, to force the barrier. One or two per-

sons had now ventured to return to the battery, and seizing

a match, discharged a gun, when the American front was
within forty paces of it. This single and accidental fire

proved fatal to the enterprise. General Montgomery, with
Captains M‘Pherson and Cheeseman, the first of whom was
aid-de-camp, together with an orderly sergeant and a private,

were killed upon the spot. The loss of their general, in whom
their confidence had been so justly placed, discouraged the

troops; and Colonel Campbell, on whom the command
devolved, made no attempt to reanimate them. This whole
division retired precipitately from the action, and left the
garrison at leisure to direct its undivided force against
Arn old.

At the common signal for attack, the division commanded
by this officer moved in files along the street of St. Roques
towards the Saut de Matelots, where the first barrier nad
been constructed, and a battery of two twelve-pounders
erected. In imitation of Montgomery, he, too, led the forlorn

hope in person, and was followed by Captain Lamb with his

company of artillery, and a field-piece mounted on a sledge.

Close in the rear of the artillery was the main body, in front

of which was Lieutenant Morgan’s company of riflemen,

commanded by himself. The path along which the troops
were to march was so narrow, that the two pieces of artillery

in the battery were capable of raking with grape-shot every
inch of the ground ; whilst the whole right flank was exposed
to an incessant fire of musketry from the walls, and from the
pickets of the garrison.

In this order Arnold advanced along the St. Charles with the

utmost intrepidity. The alarm was immediately given, and the

fire on his flank commenced. As he approached the barrier, he
received a musket-ball in the leg, which shattered the bone,

and was carried off the field. Morgan rushed forward to the
battery at the head of his company, which received from one
of the pieces, almost at its mouth, a discharge of grape-shot,

which killed only one man. The barricade was instantly

mounted, on which the battery was deserted without a discharge
from another gun. The captain of the guard, with the greater
number of his men, were made prisoners.

Morgan formed his troops in the streets within the barrier,

and took into custody several English end Canadian burghers;
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out his situation soon became extremely critical. He was not
followed by the main body of the division—he had no guide

—

and was, himself, totally ignorant of the situation of the town.
It was yet dark, and he had not the slightest knowledge of the
course to be pursued, or of the defences to be encountered.
Under these circumstances, it was not thought advisable to

advance farther. They were soon joined by Lieutenant-
colonel Green, and Majors Biglow and Meigs, with several
fragments of companies, so as to constitute altogether about
two hundred men.
As the light of day began to appear, this gallant party was

again formed, with Morgan’s company in front; and with one
voice, loudly called on him to load them against the second
barrier, which was now known to be less than forty paces from
them, though concealed by an angle of the street from their

immediate view. Seizing the few ladders brought with them, they
again rushed forward; and under an incessant fire from the

battery, and from the windows overlooking it, applied their

ladders to the barricade, and maintained for some time a fierce,

and, on their part, a bloody contest. Exposed thus, in a narrow
street, to a galling fire, and finding themselves unable to force

the barrier, or to discharge more than one in ten of their fire-

arms—the violence of the storm having unfitted them for

service—many of the assailants threw themselves into the

stone houses on each side, which afforded them a shelter both

from the storm and from the enemy. After continuing some
time in this situation, Morgan proposed to cut their way back
to the American camp. They were prevented from adopting

this daring resolution, only by the hope that the attack led by
Montgomery, of whose fate they were ignorant, might possibly

be successful; and that, in the event of his having entered the

opposite part of the town, their co-operation might be useful

to him. On this account they determined still to maintain their

situation; but the British force increasing consider ably, they

soon perceived that they were no longer masters of their own
destinies, and they were accordingly obliged to surrender

themselves prisoners of war.

In this bold attack on Quebec, the loss on the part of the

garrison was inconsiderable; that of the Americans was about

four hundred men, three hundred and forty of whom were

prisoners. It fell chiefly on Arnold’s division. Captain Hen-
dricks of the Pennsylvania riflemen, Lieutenant Humphries of

Morgan’s company, and Lieutenant Cooper of Connecticut,

were among the slain. Captains Lamb and Hubbard, and

Lieutenants Steele and Tisdale, were among the wounded.

Every officer at the second barrier received balls through his

clothes, and some of them were severely scorched by the powder
from the muzzles of the muskets discharged at them- But the

loss most deplored, and most fatal to the hopes of the American
army, was that of their general. Richard Montgomery was a

native of Ireland, and had served with distinction in the pre-

vious French Canadian war. After its conclusion he settled in

New York, where he married an American lady, and took a

decided part with the colonies in their contest with Great

Britain. His military reputation was high throughout Ame-
rica. To manifest the high sense entertained of his services,

congress directed that a monument, expressing the circum-

stances of his death and the gratitude of his country, should be

erected to his memory.

COLONEL BLOOD:
A Romance of the Reign of Chap.les II.

CHAPTER VII.

THE ATTEMPT TO ASSASSINATE THE KING.

The affray at the gaming-house, and the death of Blood’s

antagonist (the details of which we gave in our last chapter),

again brought our hero into great peril, in consequence of his

name having been openly mentioned in the public room by his

antagonist, and also on account of the details of the affair

becoming generally known, and creating a very strong sensA-
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tion on account of the fatal results to which they led, and the

high rank of the youth whom Blood had killed. This gentle-

man, as it afterwards appeared, was a distant relative of the

Earl of Rochester; and, when the news of his death reached

his mistress, Lady Maria Morton, for whose sake he had madly

resolved to venture all his fortune upon the_“cast of the die,”

in the vain hope of doubling and trebling his wealth, the blow

fell so crushingly upon her, that, almost from the very hour

she received the awful intelligence of her lover’s death, she

became bereft of reason, and never entirely recovered from the

shock during the remainder of her life.

The full details of the fracas at the gaming-house, and the

discovery of the name and person of the offender, soon reached

the ears of the king, and, at the same time, the relatives of

the deceased. Lady Morton entreated his majesty that some

means might be taken to punish Blood; whereupon the king,

having long been extremely incensed with Blood for the insur-

rections he had assisted to raise against him in Ireland and in

the north of England, determined, if possible, to have him

brought to justice; and, accordingly, officers were privately

employed to watch for him at all his usual haunts, and way-

lay him, so that he would certainly have fallen into their

hands, had it not been for the friendly interference and noble

behaviour of a courtezan named Parker, with whom Blood

was acquainted. The officers, having discovered that this

woman was in the habit of seeing Blood every night, offered

herahandsom? reward if she would deliver him into their

hands. This she promised to do, and made an appointment

with them for the purpose; but, in the meantime, she warned

our hero of the danger that awaited him, and having doue

this, she left the officers to hit upon some fresh scheme for

securing their intended victim.

Although Blood was thus saved, yet, for a time, the exertions

which were made to apprehend him (the officers having been

promised an enormous reward), were kept up with such unre-

mitting energy, that, for several weeks, he was almost literally

hunted from place to place, and was at last obliged to quit

London entirely, and secrete himself in the suburbs; choosing

for that purpose a very humble lodging in the village of Bat-

tersea, where, having disguised his person as much as possible,

he took upon himself the character of a poor author, seeking

a few weeks’ solitude and seclusion.

Now, singularly enough, it so happened that, among the

rest of his strange fancies, the king (it being at this time the

height of summer), had taken it into his head that he was
getting into a very weak state of health, and that a cold bath,

two or three times a week, would be of great service to him.
His physicians, upon being consulted on the subject, knew
better than to cross the humour of their patient, and accord-
ingly, told his majesty that nothing but cold bathing could
possibly save him from falling into a rapid decline. They re-

commended bathing in the open air, in a running stream

;

and, on being further consulted, informed their royal patient
that he could not do better than select a certain part of the
Thames, on the other side of Battersea.
Early one morning, soon after Blood had taken up his abode

at Battersea, while walking along the side of the river, he
was suddenly surprised by seeing a six-oared barge coming
from London, and carrying, in the stern, the royal banner.
Presently it lay-to off the shore, and the king, the Earl of
Rochester, and one or two other nobles, having undressed in
the barge, proceeded to indulge in the recreation of bathing.
Blood, having often seen the king, instantly recognised him,
and at the same moment was seized with an uncontrollable
desire to be revenged, on account of the active measures which
the king had caused to be taken against him. Resolving not
to let the present opportunity pass, he hurried home, and
asked his landlord for the loan of a fowling-piece that was over
the parlour mantelpiece, and some ammunition, saying that
he wanted to shoot some pigeons. The fowling-piece, together
with powder and shot, were accordingly given to him, and
away he went, secretly taking with him some slugs, such as
were commonly used for shooting large water fowl, and to
wnieh he had helped himself out of a shot-bag belonging to
his landlord, while the attention of the latter was engaged in

getting down the fowling-piece. Thus provided, and having

loaded the gun, he returned to the river side, and found the

royal party indulging in the recreation of swimming, both the

king and Rochester being very expert at that science. Cauti-

ously keeping out of sight, he made his way along the bank of

the river, until he came to some very thick rushes, behind

which he took his stand, being in such a position that he could

take good aim at his intended victim without being himself

observed. Having levelled the piece, and being just in the

very act of pulling the trigger, he was suddenly startled by
the loud “yap! yap!” of a spaniel close at his heels, and, on
turning round, he found, fawning at his feet and playfully

jumping around him, as if begging to be caressed, a couple of

the king’s favourite spaniels, which had evidently swam ashore

from the royal barge.
“ Down, down!” cried Blood, in a suppressed tone of voice,

and then, though not without some feelings of compunction,
he again raised his piece, but the time he had thus lost, though
scarcely a moment, had saved the king’s life. His majesty
had turned round and swam towards the barge, sufficiently far

to be out of gun-shot, unless, indeed, Blood had chosen to fire

at him from the open bank. This, however, would have been
an act of wanton daring, from the consequences of which
Blood could not possibly hope to escape. The execution of the

design, thus frustrated, was delayed till some future morning.

Strange to say, the king bathed there no more during the

remainder of the summer.

CHAPTER VIIl.

THE ROBBERY OP THE CROWN JEWELS.

Great minds, it has been said, will show themselves by
great deeds

;
but there are degrees and qualities of greatness

upon which the merit of such deeds depend. Thus, a great

deed may be a remarkably vicious, or a very foolish one, or

both; and looking at the question of greatness in this light,

even a criminal may be entitled to credit for a certain degree

of mental greatness, however much we may regret that such

greatness was misapplied or wrongly directed. We make
these remarks by way of introduction to the narrative of one
of the most daring deeds that is to be found in the annals of

crime,—the robbery of the crown jewels at the Tower by
Colonel Blood. The greatness of the deed, in this case, con-

sisted in its excessive daring, and in the value and peculiar

nature of the prize to be gained; from both which we may
fairly infer that Blood’s peculiar characteristics were excessive

acquisitiveness and a morbid love of notoriety, for the gratifi-

cation of which he scornfully rejected the dictates of moral
principle, preferring rather to live in history as a great

scoundrel, than to die like a common- place person, with the

usual flattering testimonial of virtue engraven upon his tomb-
stone. But it is time we left off moralising and began our
narrative.

It was in the month of April, 1671, that Blood, having,
with the aid of several confederates, arranged his plan for the
robbery of the crown jewels, presented himself at the Tower,
disguised as a parson in a long cloak, cassock, and canonical

girdle, accompanied by a woman (named Russell) whom he
passed off as his wife, but with whom he was then cohabiting.

An old man, named Edwards, was then the keeper of the crown
jewels. Blood introduced himself as a clergyman recently

arrived on a visit to the metropolis, and desirous of seeing all

the curiosities it contained; among others, the crown jewels.

Edwards accordingly, having been paid the usual fee for

admission, conducted his visiters to the jewel room and
showed them the regalia, which was no sooner done, than
“ Mrs. Blood ” (to quote the words of our historian) “ feigned

a qualm upon her stomach,” a malady which Mrs. Edwards,
the keeper’s wife, instantly endeavoured to relieve, by admi-
nistering to the lady a glass of spirits, and then courteously

invited her into the house to repose herself. Here she soon
recovered, and on their departure, both herself and her para-
mour, professed themselves extremely thankful for the attention

that had thus been shown. We may here observe, that thia

feigned indisposition on the part of the lady was a mere trick,
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concerted beforehand, for the purpose of affording Blood a
plausible pretext for keeping up the acquaintance thus begun
with Mr. and Mrs. Edwards.

Accordingly, a few days after his first visit, Blood called

again upon Edwards and his wife, bringing four pair of gloves

as a present from Mrs. Blood. Of course such a mark of

friendly feeling could not be received without due courtesy,

and Edwards and his wife, after thanking Blood for the pre-

sent, told him that they should be always happy to receive

him and Mrs. Blood as personal acquaintance, at the same time
pressing him to call upon them again speedily, and bring his
“ lady ” with him. This was exactly what our artful adven-
turer wanted, and accordingly the visits of Mr. and Mrs.
Blood became so frequent, that, at last, a very cordial intimacy
was formed between them and Mr. and Mrs. Edwards. At
last, Blood, having one day visited Edwards unaccompanied
by his paramour, told Mrs. Edwards that his wife could
discourse of nothing but the great kindness of those good
people in the Tower; that she had long studied, and had at

length bethought herself of a handsome way of requital.
“ You hare,” said he, “ a pretty gentlewoman to your daughter ”

(meaning Mary Edwards, a buxom lass of about nineteen, to

whom he had been introduced in the course of his visits),

“and I have a young nephew, possessed of two or three
hundred a year in hand, over whom I, as his guardian, have
such authority, that both himself and his property are, I may
say, entirely at my disposal. If your daughter is disengaged,
and you approve of it, I will bring him here to see her, and we
will endeavour to make it a match.” It may easily be ima-
gined that such a proposition as this was gladly agreed to by
people in humble circumstnnces like Mr. and Mrs. Edwards,
who were so delighted with the good fortune thus presented
to them, that, in the fulness of their hearts, they invited the
pretended parson to stay that day and dine with them. Blood
readily accepted the invitation, and, to maintain the character
he had assumed, took upon himself to say grace, a ceremony
which he performed with great semblance of devotion, turning
up his eyes after the most approved orthodox fashion, and
concluding his blasphemous hypocrisy with a prayer for the
king, queen, and royal family, intending to lull all suspicion

of his designs by appearing to be, not only a man of great
piety, but a most devoted and loyal subject.

After dinner he accompanied Edwards up stairs, having ex-
pressed a desire to see the rooms. In one of them he observed
a handsome case of pistols, and told Edwards he should very
much like to purchase them, to present to a young lord, who
was his friend, and who was extremely curious in such mat-
ters. This was a cunning attempt to disarm the house; and,
in fact, his desire to be shown over the rooms was a mere
pretext for discovering what weapons of defence it contained,
with a view to their removal. In this design, however, lie was
foiled; for the pistols happened to be a pair belonging to Mr.
Edwards’s son (then absent from home), and greatly prized by
him; the consequence of which was that Blood’s offer to buy
them met with a flat refusal.

After spending the day with Mr. and Mrs. Edwards and
their daughter, his visit terminated in a day being appointed
on which he should bring his “ young nephew ” to be intro-

duced to Edwards’s daughter. The hour fixed was seven
o’clock in the morning, in consequence of his stating that he
wished to bring two friends with him to see the regalia before
they left London, which they would be compelled to do very
early that morning. This having been arranged, Blood, to

keep up the imposition upon his host and hostess, before
parting, bestowed upon them his canonical blessing, in the
same style of sanctified hypocrisy in which he had said

grace.

On the morning of the 9th of May following, the day that

had been fixed for the visit of Blood and his friends, Mr. Ed-
wards got up early and made due preparation for the reception

of his guests, and the daughter was in her best dress to enter-

tain her expected lover.

Punctually at the appointed hour. Blood, with three of his

confederates, came to the Tower. They were all armed with
rapier blades in their canes (weapons of defence commonly

carried in that day), a dagger, and a brace of pocket-pistols
each. Two of Blood’s companions accompanied him intc

Edwards’s house, and the third stayed in the outer court to
watch. Edwards’s daughter, not thinking it became the mo-
desty of her sex to come down stairs till she was called, sent
the maid to take a view of Blood’s companions, and to bring
her a description of Blood’s supposed nephew, her intended
husband. The servant, seeing that the one who was loitering

about the court-yard was the youngest of the party, mistook
him for the intended bridegroom, and, on returning to her
mistress, gave an account of him accordingly. Meantime
Blood and the other two confederates were graciously received,
in doors, by Edwards. The one whom Blood introduced as
his nephew was Hunt, his son-in-law, and the other was a
man named Parrott, a silk-dyer, in Southwark, and formerly
a lieutenant in the civil wars, under Major-general Harrison.
The third, who was keeping watch outside, was one Stevens, a
particular friend of Blood’s, and the son of an old hag known
as “ Mother Stevens,” who kept a house of ill-fame in Covent-
Garden. On entering Edwards’s parlour, they found the
cloth laid for breakfast, which was then being prepared for

them, Edwards, while desiring them to be seated, apologised
for the absence of his wife, saying that she would be down
stairs in a few minutes. Upon this, Blood said that, as his

friends had no time to lose, he should feel obliged if Edwards
would, in the meantime, show them the crown and regalia.

This request was immediately acceded to, and Edwards led

the way into the jewel-room, followed by Blood, Hunt, and
Parrott, leaving Stevens, who had been carefully kept out of

Edwards’s sight, to keep watch against intruders in the court-

yard. No sooner had Edwards and his visiters entered the

jewel-room, than Hunt, shutting the door, pulled off’ his cloak

and threw it over the old man’s head. He was then thrown
on the ground, and, in order to stifle his cries more effectually,

a gag (made of wood with a hole just large enough to breathe

through) was forced into his mouth, the conspirators at the

same time telling him that they meant to have the crown,

globe, and sceptre, but that they would not harm him if he

would be quiet, otherwise he must expect no mercy. Edwards,
being then upwards of eighty years of age, and having three

stout fellows to contend with, was perfectly helpless in their

hands, but in spite of this, and of the threats of the conspi-

rators to murder him, he made all the noise he could, the

moment he found himself attacked, and even when thrown on

the ground and gagged, he forced the gag from his mouth, and

endeavoured to gain assistance by loud cries of “ thieves !

murder! help!” &c. Finding that threats were of no avail,

and fearing that the old man’s crie3 would be heard, Parrott

took a mallet, which they had brought with them, and knocked

Edwards on the head, Hunt, at the same time, inflicting several

severe wounds upon him witli his dagger, thinking it best to

despatch him at once. At last, the conspirators beheld their

victim lying on the ground senseless.

“It’s all right!” exclaimed Parrott, “the old fool’s silenced

at last.”

“ He’s dead!” exclaimed Blood.

“Serve him right!” replied Hunt, “his red-rag will tell no

tales against us; so now for our booty.”

Saying this, the conspirators proceeded to force open the

iron grating within which was secured the prize they sought

for. Having effected this, and got possession of their boot}’,

the conspirators next endeavoured to break up the crown,

by knocking it to pieces with the mallet, in order to enable

them more effectually to conceal it. While they vrere thus

engaged, Edwards, whom the ruffians supposed they had

killed, recovered his senses sufficiently to be able to take

notice of what was going on; but he prudently refrained

from endeavouring to repeat his cries for assistance, knowing

well that if he did, he should be only sacrificing his life to

no purpose. Blood and his confederates now, finding it

impossible to break the crown to pieces without great loss of

time, the mallet not being sufficiently weighty for the pur-

pose, gave up the attempt, and determined to risk the con-

cealment of the prize under his cloak. Parrott put the orb

into his breeches-pocket, and Hunt proceeded to file the
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sceptre in two, that it might be placed in a bag which had
been brought for the purpose, when suddenly the whole
party were thrown into the utmost alarm by the sound of a
long, loud, shrill whistle, the signal that had been agreed
upon to be given by Stevens, from the court-yard, in case of

any sudden danger.

( To be continued.

ANNA BOLEYN.

An Historical ' Romance.

chapter ii.— {Continued.')

Claude of France, when compared with Catharine of

Arragon would have appeared the gayest and most pleasure-

seeking woman possible.

The Queen of England wore beneath her royal robes, a petti-

coat of the order of St. Francis which was quite inconsistent

with the gracefulness of feminine costume. At every season,

of the year she arose at midnight to be present at prayers, and
again at five in the morning to attend matins.
Fridays and Saturdays she fasted till noon, and only partook

of bread and water the remainder of the day. Every fast ap-
pointed by the church she rigidly observed. She was confessed
twice a week, and received the Lord’s sacrament every Sunday.
It often happened that she would remain kneeling for six hours
together on the bare stones. Her beauty was entirely destroyed,
and her health began to fail through the austerity of her life,

which subjected her to such personal deprivations. Though
the hardships she endured voluntarily, injured her personal
attractions, still she did not appear to regret them, for she used
no means to preserve the little beauty that remained to her.
The time passed at her toilet she considered as so much lost

time; although the king her husband was frequently annoyed
at her strange neglect of her personal attire.

Anna Boleyn will perhaps be pardoned, if, buried as she was
in this regal tomb, she regretted the gay and brilliant court of
Marguerite of Valois; the conversations with the post Marot;
the gallantries of Francis; the music of Roux; and the sprightly
and intelligent discourses that charmed her fancy, of the nu-
merous men of letters with whom the King of France sur-
rounded himself, for he was a liberal patron of the arts; she
will be pardoned for having sometimes sat up with her old
governess half the night, in her little chamber, to talk over
her agreeable reminiscences of beautiful France; for having
roused the sleepy and silent echoes of the palace with the
sounds of her young and pure- toned voice; and for having
sometimes lost herself in day-dreams, while seated before her
virginal ; the polished keys ofwhich were often made humid by a
tear, that furtively escaped from her long dark eyelashes.
At the court of the Queen of England she was not required

to change her foreign costume
;
on the contrary, most of the

queen’s suite copied her style, even to her nightcap. So that
in a short time she was the leader of les modes francoixes,
which every lady of rank soon adopted. Anna Boleyn shortly
became as popular as she could desire, and was talked of at
the court of Henry as a lady eminently endowed with grace
and beauty.

^

Many a noble youth longed for the celebration
of some public fete, that he might catch a glimpse of her, and
some even found opportunities of penetrating into the rigid
seclusion of Catharine, from whence they brought such en-
thusiastic accounts of her surpassing loveliness that the
curiosity of Henry was at length awakened.
An ancient legend records that the first interview of Anna

Boleyn with Henry the Eighth took place in the queen’s gar-
dens : that, short and simple as were the courtesies that
passed between them, the king was so much struck with her
beauty, sprighiliness, and grace, that he could not forbear inm the evening expatiating on her charms, to his intimate
friends. It appears, too, that from that moment he was in
love with her, for he became thoughtful and taciturn, like a
mau observed by the passion, Francis Brian, a cousin of

Anna Boleyn’s dared to hint to the king that he suspected
him to be enamoured of the new maid of honour.

“ If I were King of England,” said he, “ I would not lose

my time sighing for a pretty girl, like a pale clerk poetizing
the moon. I would don my most magnificent tunique; throw
over my shoulders my embroidered velvet mantle, place my
cap and plume jauntily on my pate, throw myself at the fair

one’s knees, and—bah!—I should have to sing out, Veni,
vidi, vici

!”

“ I doubt not, young gallant,” returned Henry good hu-
mouredly, “ that you would make yourself a great fool.”

“ Thank ye, your highness. Oh! that I were king for an
hour, I would show you how to net the game. But, as that '

is not possible, would your highness permit me to address
Miss Boleyn, I will bring you back a faithful answer.”

“ You may go and tell her that I long to have a little French
conversation with her, for I am enchanted with her wit: but
take care to say nothing more as coming from me. Mind what

j

you are about, as you value my favour.”
“ I will acquit myself with the utmost circumspection

;
your

highness may depend on me. And I may lose my glorious
appellation of Satan’s Apostle to your highness, if I do not
make his infernal majesty confess that I outdo him in elo-

quence.”
Brian addressed his cousin so coarsely, that he found his

vulgar speeches were received with proud disdain
;
himseli

silenced and coldly dismissed her presence. However, he
carried back an air of bravado and nonchalance to his royal
master, and informed him unscrupulously that the heart of

the young girl was admirably disposed to receive any gallant

propositions the monarch might see fit to make.
Henry supped every evening with the queen, though he

rarely remained more than an hour, and his young companions
in pleasure waited for him in a barge to convey him to those

scenes of gaiety, dissipation, and licentious riot, that he
usually frequented masked. He had for some time appa-
rently renounced the greater part of the privileges of a

husband ; therefore, in so suddenly seeing him regularly seek
her society, Catharine hoped that he was experiencing a
return of tenderness towards her.

The queen loved her husband, because it was her duty to

do so. She was an admirable woman, for whom the simple
observance of a duty was a source of heart-felt enjoyment;
to whom the gifts of providence were acceptable, but the

commands delightful above all things to obey without
murmur or question. Had she but given a little of extraor-

dinary virtue in exchange for a few winning female arts,

there never was a woman in the world who would have
enjoyed more power, or who would have been more capable

of fastening within her own nets, the fickle heart of her

husband.
How could so pious, so truly virtuous a person, ever feel a

sentiment of distrust or jealousy? How could she, in her entire

ignorance of the world, anticipate from the talents and beauty
of Anna Boleyn, any other effect than that of simply amusing
the leisure hours of the king

;
even Anna herself did not dream

that the gallant assiduities of Henry towards her were serious.

When the king was in ecstasies in listening to her beautiful

voice, as she accompanied her herself on her virginal (the gift

of Frances the First), or, when he composed sonnets for her

with the aid of his Chapel Master; and submitted them for

her approbation, Catharine was in no way uneasy or suspicious.

She fancied, poor lady, that heaven was leading her husband
back into the right path, by turning his taste towards innocent

pursuits. How could she imagine a rival, in the young, gentle,

and intelligent Anna? She might have been alarmed at the

wild and impetuous desires of Henry, but to feel any distrust

of her was impossible,

If we recal to our recollection that Anna’s sympathies
were already awakened, and her thoughts occupied by the

King of France, whose noble image was not effaced from her

imagination
;

if we reflect that she had already resisted the

seduction of a great prince, we shall then readily conceive

that at first she paid little or no attention to Henry’s evident

admiration of her,
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The kin*, however, was not deficient in those qualifications

which render a man attractive ; he did not certainly possess

any very great powers of conversation or brilliancy of wit;

but bis features were handsome, his figure (before he became
too corpulent) manly and well proportioned, and his general

bearing noble
;
added to this, his manner evinced that con-

sciousness of superiority and absolute power, that rarely

failed to impose on the fair sex, and make them proud of his

notice. His temper appeared even and familiar, until he met
with some opposition to his fiery will. You would then have
sought in vain for a trace of his affability. He became more
unmanageable, more furious than a tiger of the desert. At
the epoch of which we write, it was not even imagined to

what lengths this tyrannical monarch could go. As yet, he
had only caused the destruction and death of two individuals,

who were little regretted
;

besides, Wolsey was eminently
successful in managing this haughty and headstrong man, in

bending his iron will, and overruling his terrible passions,

with a facility that demonstrated to all, the superior address
and talents of this all-powerful minister. But, Wolsey
himself was yet to strike the majestic vessel that he steered
against the rocks, and the time fast approached in which
the sword of justice was to shiver in pieces her scales, and
cause massacres of the most frightful nature.

Nature in her mysterious operations is evidently submitted
to laws of equity, from which she rarely departs

;
for instance,

if she makes a fool, she gives him a perfect conceit of himself
to compensate for his deficiency. She bestows on a furious
temper a ficklenesss of disposition that renders its bursts of
passion harmless, by turning them into different channels.
But when she formed the mind of Henry, she bound herself
by no laws, and cast on the earth a monstrous creature, and
an exception to her own wise regulations. The anger of this

prince was frequent, terrible, and of long duration. His will

in opposition to all rational argument was maintained with
headstrong tenacity. His desires recognised no bounds to

their excesses, and were withal frequently mixed up with the
most trifling caprice

;
there never was a man of more un-

governable nature, or who possessed greater contradictions.
Every one has his weak point, that of Henry was to allow

himself to be governed by the cunning of Wolsey, and the
cajoleries of his mistresses. Yet all who had ever held any
sway over the monarch ultimately paid very dearly for their

privileges. He revenged himself on those mistresses who
kept him kneeling at their feet, by giving tbeir heads to the
block, and his favourites once disgraced were likewise turned
over to the executioner, while the royal brute was as deaf to

tbeir pleading for mercy, as the huge shapeless mass of stone,

to which the poor benighted pagan lifts his supplicating
hands.

It is said that the fire so long latent in Henry’s breast,
would never have burst forth into such a destructive blaze,
but for a combination of circumstances that suddenly ignited
it. Be that as it may, the fury of his impetuous will seemed
all at once, to rush over friend and foe, like a mountain
torrent, that at length finds an escape for its long pent up
sources, devasting and destroying all who come in contact
with its headlong course.

It was the beauty and accomplishments of Anna that
produced those grand and important events, that shook
England to her very centre, and not the mere combination of
after circumstances, acting on the capricious temperament of
the irascible Henry.
The king was not the only admirer the younglady possessed.

She saw all the youth of the court at her feet, and her sprightly
nature found amusement in listening to their flattery, amidst
the wearisome and formal etiquette of the palace.

Percy, son of the Earl of Northumberland awakened a more
tender interest in the heart of the lovely maid of honour than
the rest. If he had not the royal rank of the king, he was at
least free, and the lustre of his name and house, attracted
towards him the regard of all who had daughters to marry.
The blood of his renowned ancestor, Percy Hotspur, flowed
in his veins, he was like him of a martial disposition, and
greedy of fame; though peace and idleness had made him
plunge into dissipation and excess, still the life of a libertine

had not destroyed the natural energy of his manly nature.
Notwithstanding the preference that Anna professed for those
of a more gentle bearing, yet she could not but be struck with
the noble person, bold character, and romantic and adven-
turous spirit of the young man. Percy was unable to turn
agreeably a flattering phrase, or to compose a tender couplet
to her beauty, but his language possessed all the eloquence
that passion dictates, and in contrast with which, the more
refined speeches of the young courtiers of the day appeared
as absurd as insipid.

Those trifling favours that others showed themselves anxious
to possess, Percy heeded not. And as he neither carried her
gloves, her handkerchief nor her fan, it was not imagined that
he had advanced very far in the good graces of Anna. But,
when the gay and fluttering crowd had deserted her, for some
other transient novelty, it was then that Percy approached her,
and immediately, mirth gave place to thoughtfulness on the
countenance of the young lady. She listened in silent wonder
to a man who discoursed with her; but not of love—in admi-
ration of the great name of the rebel Hotspur, Percy spoke of
him as one worthy his genius to imitate. He loved to talk of

j

his celebrity, even though it was gained by conspiring against
his king. He dared to openly avow his praise of the bold deeds
of the Constable De Bourbon, and half signified his intention of

enlisting in his services; and when, after detailing, with his

natural enthusiasm, the wild schemes and bold daring, in which
he should delight in being engaged, he spoke to her of love, and
offered her his heart and hand; it was to the heart of the young
girl, like the gentle rippling of a murmuring brook, after the
rushing of the mighty ocean. She could not but be singularly

interested in the youth, and she pictured to herself a life passed
with him, amidst the romantic and tumultuous scenes which
would entirely accord with her own ardent and lively tem-
perament.

She felt an ineffable delight in using her power over the mind
of the son and heir of the great Northumberland. She sought
at first to set in opposition to each other, in the haughty
character of her lover, his love and his ambition. And she
watched with interest the effect that the struggle, between two
passions equally powerful, would produce in his mind. How-
ever, no sooner had she discovered that love had gained the

mastery, than she found herself also wounded by the shafts of

the wily god, and that, hereafter, her happiness would be inti-

mately connected with Lord Percy
;
and that the pride of the

old Earl of Northumberland, a whim of the king’s, or a calcu-

lation of interest on the part of Wolsey, might annihilate all

her hopes.

The love that Anna Boleyn imagined she felt for the King of

France, was but as a prelude played on her heart to try the

strength of its passion. She now experinced the full force of

the master power within her breast. She loved without scruple,

for him she loved was free to love again, and she felt that if

fate separated her from her lover, nothing would remain to

her but to suffer and weep in silence.

Her admirers were too numerous for the preference she

granted to Percy to be remarked. Thus our young lovers en-

joyed for some weeks the happiness of loving in secret, of

looking at each other a thousand tender things, of forming

together projects of delight, that soon the breath of destiny was

to scatter to the four winds.
Until now, the ladies who aspired to the honour of captivat-

ing the voluptuous Henry, saw not in this lovely young girl

with her foreign manners, any very dangerous rival, but their

fancied security was soon to be disturbed. Wolsey gave a

grand/efe, where the graces of Anna Boleyn were displayed in

all their brilliancy, and the most beautiful women were

constrained to acknowledge themselves eclipsed. The king

danced twice with Anna, and in the ardour of his admiration

of her, he was unable to conceal the emotion he felt, as he

pressed on her hand the customary salute.

“ Oh! Wolsey,” exclaimed the king, as he was promenading

with his minister in the gallery. “ You possess eminently the

art of persuasion. Tell me by what road I am to arrive at the

heart of this lovliest of the lovely
;
for .1 must eiiher win her

favour or expire in the attempt.”

“Your highness is joking,” replied the cardinal, “It is
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but little a poor churchman like myself knows of love

matters.”

“I am not joking, Wolsey. I have confided to you the reins

of government ;
never was a subject elevated more highly by

his king than yourself. Well! I would willingly bestow on
you, yet, the half of my kingdom, could you but announce to

me this night, that the chamber of that exquisite girl was open
for my reception.”
“ What county—your highness, would consent to pass from

the hands of the great Tudor to my unworthy guidance.”
“ Ha ! wouldst thou flatter, thou soft-tongued priest? God’s

life! do you not see that the great Tudor is at this moment
the victim of his burning desire? What is the use of my vain
power? Guide me then, and think by what means you can
bring me to the enjoyment of my courted bliss.”

“ I will your highness. Be but calm. The way to the lady’s

favour is, I dare say, not a very tedious one. Have you
told this enchantress all the evil that her beauty has caused?”

( To be continued.')

1 1

and barns

BURNT WOOD WEAL.
A STORY OP MY VILLAGE.

In the whole of Kent (which is saying a good deal for it)

there is no prettier village than our own. If a pedestrian,
you come upon it through a bridle-path, lying between gentle
slopes, covered (in summer time) to the very crown with
waving corn and red clover patches; and thence through one
of those green and narrow lanes “ where the bee sucks” from
wood-bine and wild-rose blossoms her epicurean feast; over-
head the boughs of ash and wych elms are interlaced, and here
and there old grotesque pollards, frescoed with licliins, and
wreathed with delicate tracery of ivy, vie with there leafy
neighbours in picturesque effect. This lane brings you to the
church, an old grey building with a square tower and other
signs of indisputable antiquity, and then the village street is

before you, with its whitewashed and vine covered cottages,
each standing in its little garden, with the hum of bees about
it, and the scent of herbs and flowers. All around, on the
pleasant hillsides, and stretching into the valleys at their
feet, are corn-fields and pasture land s, hop-gardens and orchards,
with occasionally wide-spread demesnes and dark belts of
woodland, interspersed with modern mansions, church spires,
old manors, farmhouses, and here and there a windmill, while
threading in and out amongst these objects one may trace the
the sinuous and far-wandering streams—the lifesprings of all
this verdure. Close by the church stands the Atleeze Alms-
houses, as they are called, in memory of their founders, Hamond
Atleeze and Maude his wife, who gave them to decayed
widows for ever, “for the salvation of their souls and those of
their ancestors;” quaint-looking structures, with projecting
framework, pointed gables, and overhanging fronts, all so
hooded with ivy, and clasped about with honeysuckle and
roses, that from Lady-day to Candlemas ’tis as much as one
can do to get a peep at their lattice-windows and stone porches.
At the time of my story the Atleeze family was not quite
extinct amongst us. Old Roger Atleeze, the proprietor of
Burnt 'Wood Weal, boasted his lineal descent from them, and
was in consequence regarded by the peasantry (who have a
lingering prejudice in favour of feudal custom) as a far more
important personage than any of the more modern residents.
The farm was one of the largest in the neighbourhood, but the
house differed little from many more in the vicinity except in
an appearance of greater age—one of those red brick fabrics,
with a triple tier of long aad narrow casements, so numerous
that they serve to advertise the date of the building, as at least
antecedent to the tax on light. There were moss-grown
orchards about it, and a flower-garden in front, and, as far as
you could see, lawn-like meads covered with cattle, and
dotted with hawthorns and other trees that love moist places.
Everything about Roger Atleeze’s farm had a thriving, well-
to-do look, no half dilapidated barns and broken fences, no
unhinged gates and decaying hurdles; every article was kept
in repair or replaced before the want became evident; but, then,
as bis neighbours said, “ He could afford it;” and, as wealth

begets wealth, no wonder his horses were so sleek,
so full, and crops so everlastingly abundant.
To all his riches, however, Roger Atleeze had no male

inheritor. One granddaughter was his sole remaining relative,

and in her was centred all the ambition as well as affection of
the old man’s nature. And of the first he possessed not a
little—he hoarded out-of-date memories, when the Crevequirs
and D’Auranches had intermarried with his ancestors, and, as
he noted the exceeding loveliness of his grandchild, and counted
in secret the wealth he calculated upon leaving her, he began
to ask himself why might not she mate with some such, and
not throw away her beauty and riches upon those whom
wanting her gentle hand and ancient pedigree, he looked upon
as her inferiors. In the meanwhile, Alice Atleeze, perfectly
unconscious of and indifferent to her grandfather’s ambition,
planned for herself a very different destiny. The farm
of Burnt Wood Weal was tenanted by a gentleman of the name
of Palmer, who. having run through the greater part of a
large fortune in experimental speculations and personal
extravagance, lured by the rapid wealth accumulated at the
period (the height of the last war) by agriculturists, rashly
ventured his remaining capital in the purchase of a farm
without any practical knowledge of the business, or even the

lay stock of persevering and painstaking industry that would
so materially have made up for this want. Proud, improvident,

and with as intense a spirit of emulation as if his affairs were
in the most prosperous condition, instead of making economy
an object in his commencing arrangements, he dashed off with
his usual carelessness of expense. His teams rivalled every
one’s in point of size and sleekness, the farm implements were
of the newest and most approved fashion, the fittings up
of the dairy more like the arrangements of a nobleman’s

ornamental farm than those of a practical, hard-working, every-

day farmhouse; he kept his gig, joined the club hounds, took
out a game licence, and provided himself with unexceptionable
fishing tackle as necessary adjuncts of his new occupation.

Old men looked on and shook their heads at his folly, and
gravely remarked, “It was impossible it should last.”

One thing, however, was in his favour: his wife, though a

frail and delicate-looking woman, was one of those persons in

whom circumstances of difficulty and trial arouse an unex-

pected spirit of resistance, and for years she stood between her

children and the ruin their father’s conduct rendered inevitable,

and opposed her personal energy, carefulness, and forecast

to his reckless expenditure and neglect; but it was fearful

odds

!

The want of attention on the part of their master soon begat

indifference in his servants, and at length it became absolutely

necessary to withdraw the eldest son (a youth of eighteen)

from the study of a profession in which he was making rapid

progress, in order that he might superintend the business his

father’s careless habits left a prey to every species of fraud

and imposition. It was a severe trial to Dalton Palmer, this

sacrifice of his hopes, but the situation of his mother and
sisters reconciled the act to his heart, if not to his ambition;

and his affection for them enabled him to bear (at least uncom-
plainingly) the disgust and disappointment he naturally felt at

this overthrow of his personal prospects. Frank, warm-
hearted, and intelligent, his countenance was a reflection of

these attributes; and his fine person, free air, and agreeable

manners, were additional recommendations in his favour.

With the inhabitants of Elm-street he soon became an especial

favourite, but with none more so than with Mr. Atleeze.

A previous intimacy with his family and their near neigh-

bourhood brought them frequently together; and the docility

with which the young man received his advice, relative to the

land under his management, and the alacrity with which it

was carried into effect (though very natural in one who had
no knowledge of what he had in hand, and, therefore gratefully

accepted instruction), was a tacit flattery to the old gentleman’s

II!

I//

love of dictation, very composing to his own prejudices; and
forgetful of the natural consequences of such an intimacy,

Dalton Palmer became a frequent and looked-fqr jrisiter ,at

Burnt Wood Weal.

{To be continued;) '
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TALES OF HEROISM.

THE SMUGGLER’S BRIDE.

In a woody dell, some few miles from the town of D
in Kent, a young lass might have been seen advancing from
a cottage, that lay nestled in the valley, to a stream, whose
clear bright waters forced their silvery way through beds of

violets and sweet wild flowers. A huge stone had been
planted in one portion of the stream, which keeping the

water back, formed a little well, into which the surrounding
cotters could dip their vessels more conveniently

,
and without

danger of bringing to the surface the sand which lay at the

bottom, and rose with the slightest touch. The lass had filled

the pitcher which she held in her hand, when a wild rose tree,

perfuming the air with its beautiful bloom, caused her to

linger and pluck from its branches a few of the sweeter
flowers. While thus occupied, a young man, who had been
watching her narrowly, advanced unheard and unnoticed,
and laid his hand suddenly upon her shoulder. She started,

uttered a slight scream, and seizing the pitcher, which she
had rested for the moment, was moving quickly away, when
he seized her garments and detained her by force.

“ Stay, Alice ; I have a few rich words of love to breathe
into thine ear— to tell thee,” and his handsome lip curled
half in mockery, “ how this brain of mine is for ever thinking
of thy matchless beauties; and how this heart of mine is for

ever longing to possess them.”
“I beg you will release me, sir,” she replied, in a tone of

courage; “this is ungentlemanly—unmanly. Have I not
before told you I have no love to give; and even if I had, I

should bestow it on other than the rich Captain Percy, who
would win the heart but to plant misery—desolation—dis-

grace—in its inmost core.”

“By Heavens! I say, no !” exclaimed the man, impetu-
ously

;

“ I will heap blessings—riches—upon you,— will make
you the queen of pleasure; the richest of the rich shall kneel
at your feet—the elite shall court your smiles,—your life

shall be one whole day ”

“ Of tears and lamentations. No—no ! My only wish is

to be the wife of an honest man,—one earning his bread by
the sweat of his brow, who will ordain me with the holy name
of wife, and love me while I bear it.”

“Listen to me,” said the young nobleman, his keen dark
eye flashing with hatred upon her mild blue ones that were
raised courageously to his. “ I have offered you my love—my
fortune,— you spurn it. The time will come, when on your
bent knee you shall pray for it. Mine you shall be, by fair

or by foul means. And this, my haughty ploughman’s
daughter,—this, in your ear,—tell your smuggler lover, Mark
Henley, there is one upon his tract who will never know peace
or rest until he dies,—dies woman ! dost hear?—the death of
a felon at Execution Dock!”
He threw her hand violently from him, shook his fist

threateningly in the air, and in an instant was lost to view.
She took her way homewards with a troubled and saddened

heart
;
the thought that her beloved was getting an unlawful

livelihood, cast a gloom upon her feelings. The next day she
saw him, and communicated to him frankly what had passed
between her and her rich suitor.

“Listen, lass,” replied the young sailor; “that hand has
ne’er harmed the widow or the fatherless,” and he stretched
his broad palm before her,—“ has never been clenched with a
violent motive, except it has been against rank, unjust oppres-
sion. If he can say that, let him say it; but if he does, he’ll

lie.”

The young girl answered his words by a look, which told
him as plainly as a speech would, how implicitly she believed
his statement.

We will not detail at length how this wooing progressed: all

love affairs are, in all the essential points, alike; many of our
readers have doubtless tasted of its hopes and disappointments
—its sweets and bitters: to them a description would be su-
perfluous. Those who have not, we would satisfy by a hint
that they will know anon, and probably soon enough. Let it

suffice, that the whisperings which passed between Mark and
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his sweet-sweet-heart, were but the blossoms of the fruits
which in due time followed.

One fine summer’s morn, when the trees were clad in their
most verdant dress,—when the sun shone with a magnificence
unparalleled,—when the tiny songsters of the air seemed to be
returning in chorus, by means of their melodious throats,
thanks for its warm and welcome rays,—the merry sound of
bridal chimes smote upon the ear, as Mark led from the village
church his beautiful bride.

Ten years flew over their heads like as many days, and time
had not touched their affections, unless it were to give them
two pledges of it, in the shape of a fine graceful boy, and a
gentle fair girl. During this period, she had discovered that
one portion of Captain Percy’s words at least were full of
truth. From many a circumstance it became manifest, that
her husband was a free trader. This discovery gave her much
uneasiness at first, for the occupation was unlawful and
dangerous, and those following it were banned and pre doomed.
But, on the other hand, her husband’s eloquence won her even
to his own opinions, that they rebelled not against right, but
might,—that the laws were infamously unjust; and that those,
in this particular, who rebelled against them, instead of proving
themselves one jot the less honest, but showed they were men
who would not quietly submit to a custom which was daily, in
the name of the law, robbing thousands. He had many
stringent reasons to uphold his point, which probably, in a
measure, accounted for his gaining it.

At times the malignant threats, and the handsome face, dis-

torted by the fierce glow of bad passions, of Captain Percy,
would cause her to shudder. But the time that had elapsed
had given her reason to hope that it was but the violent
ebullition of passion, and that he regarded it as a love disap-
pointment—a bubble of life’s waters— unworthy of a regretful
thought, and still more so of the heavy evil he had sworn
should descend upon their heads.

One unlucky night, Mark and his confederates, while “ run-
ning a cargo,” were suddenly pounced upon by the crew of a
revenue cutter. A desperate fight ensued: the one party was
fighting with the hope of gain—the others for their property
and their lives.

Many a gallant heart that commenced the action, exhilarated
with the hope of victory, was stilled and silenced by the icy
touch of death. Fierce was the conflict, but the contrabandists
had better steel and more arms to wield it: they triumphed.
Mercy was never extended to them—mercy could not be given,
— so not one of the revenue officers even lived to tell the tale.

Some days after, the bodies were washed ashore; and though
the hideous wounds upon them made conjecture rife, none
could tell from whose hands they had received their doom.
Suspicion was so strong, however, that a reward of one hundred
pounds was offered for Mark Henley, dead or alive, with the
promise of a free pardon to any of the gang who would deliver
the body of the said Mark Henley up to justice. The gang
thought in justice to themselves they could not do it, and so of
course they didn’t. This proclamation caused Mark to be on
the alert

;
and su one fine night he took possession of a small

farm, a few miles from the coast of Cornwall, where he hoped
to live snug and undiscovered until the affair had blown
over.

Six months had he had possession of this place, and from
the correspondence which existed between his faithful followers

and himself, he learned, that though the reward was still

offered, the search was somewhat abated. When hope was at

the highest, he was suddenly surrounded by a party of
soldiers.

“ Fly, Mark!” exclaimed his wife. “It is he!”
The officer in command was Percy.
“ If he moves one step,” said he, in a tone of fierce, devilish

exultation, “ he dies!”

Mark made a movement of defence—the ominous clicking of

locks told him how mercilessly the stern command would be
obeyed. He saw in a glance how utterly futile resistance would
be, so resigned himself to the last chance, of being tried for

bis life,—in truth a very sorry one, He was handcuffed,—the
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Soldiers took their station on each side. He held his manacled
hands to his wife, saying

—

Courage, girl ! be brave. I am worth twenty dead men
yet.”

The soldiers forced him away. Percy advanced to the

woman, whose features were distorted with agony; and said,

the same fiendish laugh hovering on his lip

—

“In a month hence he will be worth—just one! This is

the first act of the drama woman;—the second will he per

formed at Execution Dock,—the third will follow anon!”

( To be concluded in our next.)

COLONEL BLOOD.
A Romance of the Reign of Charles II.

CHAPTER IX.

THE FLIGHT AND CAPTURE OF THE ROBBERS.

The alarm that had been given by the sound of the whistle*

from the accomplice of the confederates, was caused by the

sudden arrival of two persons whose presence was utterly un-

expected. These were, Mr. Edwards’ son, who had been for

some time in Flanders, with Sir John Talbot, and his brother-

in-law, Captain Beckman. Young Edwards and Captain Beck-
man happened to arrive while the robbery was going on, and,

on meeting the confederate who stood sentinel in the court-

yard, the latter asked young Edwards with whom he would
speak, to which he answered that he belonged to the house,

and instantly dashed up stairs. Blood and the rest of the

confederates, upon the alarm given, held themselves in readi-

ness for an attack, and scarcely had a moment elapsed before

they heard a violent knocking at the door of the jewel-room;

but to this clamour they made no reply. Old Edwards, think-

ing that it was his wife, or daughter, who had heard his cries

for help, again cried out for assistance, and the door of the

apartment was instantly burst open by Captain Beckman and
Mr. Edwards’s son. Blood and his confederates being in

readiness to meet their assailants, rushed upon them the mo-
ment they entered, and, having knocked them down, dashed
forward, down the staircase into the court-yard, carrying with
them the crown, orb, and sceptre. Mr. Edwards, senior, find-

ing that friends had thus come to his assistance, now raised

himself upon his legs, and despite his wounds, forced the gag
from his mouth, and cried—

“ Treason ! treason !”

His daughter hearing the alarm thus given, ran up stairs to

her father, and instantly, seeing what had been done, she ran
down into the court-yard, exclaiming

—

“ Murder! murder ! the crown has been stolen!”
The alarm now became general. Captain Beckman and

young Edwards started off in pursuit of the robbers, whom
the warden at the drawbridge endeavoured to stop, but Blood
fired at him with his pistol, and laid him dead at his feet.

Having thus cleared their road, Blood and his confederates
proceeded on without interruption, to the little ward house
gate, where they were met by a man named Sill, formerly a
soldier under Oliver Cromwell, who stood sentinel at the gate.
Strange to say, this man, either from fear or bewilderment,
offered no opposition to the fugitives, and they passed over the
drawbridge, and through the outer gate, on to the wharf. They
had left their horses at Saint Katharine’s gate (then called the
Iron gate), and as they ran, they themselves cried out, “ Stop
thieves !” by which piece of trickery they were suffered to pass
without interruption. Presently, however, they were overtaken
by Captain Beckman, who fired two pistols at the head of
Blood, but missed him. Rendered desperate by this failure,

the captain ran after Blood, overtook him, and after a desperate
affray between them, seized him. The crown was found con-
cealed under his cloak, nor would he give up possession of it

until he had been so completely overpowered as to be utterly

i incapable of all further resistance. Having thus secured the
leader of the confederates, Captain Beckman went in pursuit of
the rest. At some distance from the tower, he found young
Edwards engaged in a personal contest with Parrott, whom the
captain also secured. Meantime, Blood’s son-in-law, Hunt,
had reached his horse, which was waiting for him at the Tower-
gate, and rode off*, as did also the rest of the confederates. A
mere accident caused Hunt to be stopped in his flight and
apprehended by Captain Beckman. Having proceeded about
a quarter of a mile along Tower-hill, he was there stopped by
a waggon which had broken down. He instantly turned, llis

horse round, and rode back, intending to take the first street

he came to, right or left; but before he could do this, Captain
Beckman and young Edwards overtook him, and after a
desperate struggle he was conveyed back to the Tower, and
there placed in safe custody.

The crown, as has been stated, was found in the possession of

Blood; only a few of the jewels were missing, and these wrere

supposed to have been loosened by the confederates in beating
the crown together with the mallet, in the manner already de-

tailed.

CHAPTER x.

The attempted robbery, narrated in the foregoing pages,

appears to have been suggested to Blood by the circumstance
of the regalia at the Tower having, only a short time before,

become objects of public inspection. This was done in conse-

quence of a reduction in the emoluments of the Master’s office;

and Sir Gilbert Talbot, then being master and treasurer of the

jewel-house, having been obliged to reduce his expenses,

assigned the profits that would arise from showing the jewels,

in lieu of a salary, to Edwards, an old and confidential servant

of the family, who had long held the situation of keeper of the

regalia.

The robbers having been taken, were all secured in separate

apartments of the Tower; and here, in the course of the night,

Hunt, Blood’s son-in-law, beginning to fear the probable punish-

ment that awaited him, and thinking to save his own life at

the expense of others, divulged to his keeper the whole story

of the attack upon the Duke of Ormond, stating also that Blood
was the leader in that affair, and betraying the names of all his

accomplices.

On the following morning, Blood and his confederates were
brought up for examination before the council at Whitehall,

when they made a full confession, and were sent back to the

Tower, to be brought again at a future day for final examin-
ation. Previous to this, however, the king having heard the

particulars of the affair, expressed a strong desire to see Blood,

and ordered him to be brought before him. Accordingly, our

hero was brought to the palace, and ushered into the presence

of his sovereign; and, on being asked by his majesty whether

he had anything to say in mitigation of his offence, he replied

in the negative, adding boldly, that it was a gallant attempt,

though it had proved unsuccessful, because it was for a crown.

The king then questioned him as to his attempt upon the life

of the Duke of Ormond, and he immediately avowed himself

to be the leader of that conspiracy, declaring that he thought

the assassination off the duke would have been nothing more
than a fair revenge for the perils and miseries he had gone

through in Ireland, in consequence of the rancorous spi it with

which the duke had there pursued him. All who were present

at this interview with the king were amazed at Blood’s bold-

ness; but, in the first place, such behaviour was natural to

him; and in the next, he knew well the excessive weak-mind-

edness of the king, whom, in fact, it was his purpose to over-

awe. With this view, in the course of their interview, he

voluntarily made a sort of garbled statement of his attempt to

take the king’s life at Battersea, artfully altering the real fact

of the case, as to the interruption by the king’s spaniels, and

telling his master that the moment he raised his carbine and
took aim, he became “ so overawed by the presence of his

majesty, that he had not the courage to pull the trigger.” A
beautiful piece of exaggerated humbug, which no one but a

villain would have the wit to invent or the impudence to utter.
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Bat the scoundrel knew well what a poor weak-minded creature

he had to deal with in the person of the king, whose favour

was always to be wooed by excess of flattery. In order to give

an air of sincerity to his professions, he took pains to make a

display of magnanimity, and refused to give up the names of

any of the persons concerned in the attempt upon Dublin

Castle. He also refused to answer certain questions put to

him respecting his friend Captain Mason, though he took gooc

care to let the king know that he, Blood, was the person who
had rescued Mason ; of which exploit he gave the king a very

minute and highly-coloured account, not omitting to mention

the number of wounds he had received in the conflict, the ex-

hausted state in which he was when he performed the flight,

that night, to London, and the almost miraculous manner in

which, after being thrown upon a sick bed for several weeks in

a state of delirium, he had been restored to perfect health, and
was now as vigorous as ever. To all this he added a high-flown

eulogium upon the virtue of sincerity, and concluded by telling

the king that he would “never betray a friend’s life, nor deny
a guilt in defence of his own.” In short, he conducted himself

very much after the approved fashion of all melo-dramatic

heroes, who, when they are caught, always endeavour, as a last

resort, to save their lives by doing or saying something that

shall create a strong sensation in their favour, and suddenly

enable them to throw ofF the rope that is being coiled round
their necks, and attain a very satisfactory degree of elevation

,

without being kept, even for an instant, in a pleasant state of

suspense. But stop; we are squeezing a frivolous joke out of

a matter of serious choke—an impropriety perfectly unallowable,

since hanging has become such a rarity. In days of yore, it

might be said that “familiarity bred contempt;” but now, a
public execution is so great a novelty, that one ought not to

allude to it except with the most respectful gravity, so we shall

stroke our chin and go on.

Well, the effect of all this display upon the milksop mind of

the king, was to imbue him with a strong feeling of respect for

Blood, as being really a much superior person to himself, and
in fact, as will be seen presently, Charles was a mere instru-

ment in the hands of Blood, who appears, upon this occasion,

to have worked out his own purposes in a most masterly style.

At the conclusion of his interview, he told the king plainly
that if he, Blood, or any of his confederates, should be hanged
for the robbery at the Tower, or, in fact, for any of the offences

in which they had been concerned with him, his majesty might
expect to lose his own life in consequence, as they had all

bound themselves by the most solemn oaths to revenge the
death of any of their confederates, and that the association was
so numerous that his majesty, take what precautions he might,
would not have the least chance of escape. The consequence
of all this was, that after lying in the Tower for about a month,
Blood received a pardon for himself and his confederates, and
was taken into the king’s special favour, being employed pro-
fessionally as bully royal, “ to overawe any who had integrity
enough to resist the measures of a most profligate court.”
From this we are to understand, that if his majesty took a
fancy to any lady, either married or single, and at last accom-
plished her seduction, even by the most treacherous and ini-

quitous means, Blood was to protect the king from the ven-
geance which a husband or parent, writhing under such injury,
might have inflicted in the fury of his indignation on first

discovering the heinous wrong that he had suffered. Yes,
Blood became court bully at a salary of £500 a-year, arising
from an estate in Ireland, which the king purchased for him
out of a certain fund plundered from the pockets of the people,
and called “ secret service money,” so that the king’s subjects
literally paid a tax to enable the king to seduce their wives and
daughters, or commit any other enormities he thought proper
with the most perfect impunity.
For many years Blood reaped a golden harvest from the

king’s iniquities, and was admitted to the full confidence of the
court. He became a boon companion of Charles and his
favourites, and his society was sought by all the Waterford
and other titled blackguards of that day. His mornings were
commonly spent at the cock-pit, and his evenings in drunken-
ness and debauchery. It was in the midst of one of these

disgraceful carousals that he suddenly felt himself grasped by
the iron hand of death. The king and the Earl of Rochester,
with several young nobles and other favourites, among whom
was Blood, had been spending the evening together in a private
apartment of the palace usually devoted to such scenes, and
the time had passed so rapidly that morning stole upon them.
Still the revellers were in the height of their happiness. The
brilliancy of Rochester’s wit had infused itself throughout the
whole company, and jest succeeded jest with such rapidity
that, at last, wearied with laughter, relief was sought in vocal
harmony. The songs went round, and Blood, having been
called upon in turn, struck up a beautiful Irish ditty he had
learnt among the mountain peasantry, while sheltered under
their protection from the vengeance of the Duke of Ormond.
It was a joyous, soul-stirring song, in praise of human life and
all its pleasures, among which the mountain bard had not for-
gotten the joys of drinking. Blood commenced it with great
gusto, which increased as he proceeded. The glass was in his
hand—a brimming bumper—and he began the verse in praise
of wine, at the same time giving the words of the song addi-
tional energy by his action. Suddenly the uplifted goblet fell

from his grasp, a deadly palor overspread his countenance,
and, on the instant, he lay stretched senseless on the floor.

This was the last scene of his life. A medical attendant was
instantly summoned, but on examining his patient, it was found
that the last spark of vitality had fled. The body was secretly
conveyed home to Blood’s house, and the next day a report was
circulated that he had died suddenly in bed. Thus ended the
career of one of the most daring, artful, and, at the same time,
successful adventurers, whose misdeeds ever supplied the pages
of English history.

BURNT WOOD WEAL
A STORY OF Mf VILLAGE.

( Concluded.)

At first he came expressly by invitation to chat an hour in

winter evenings, or take a hand at draughts or cribbage when
Alice wasn’t in the mind, and, while she sat at work, Dalton
would take her place as her grandfather’s adversary, and, with

his eyes and thoughts too often wandering from the game,
allow the old gentleman to felicitate himself upon his superior

skill in winning; but after awhile, in the twilight of the

summer evenings, you would see him sauntering down the lane

that divided his father’s grounds from those of their neighbour,

or leaning over the garden- gate, or at the open window of the

parlour at Burnt Wood Weal, and his auditor was sure to be

Alice. Sometimes he would meet her returning from the “ At-
leeze Almhouse 3,” a favourite visit of hers, and, as they

walked through the village together, the old wives would look

after them with many smiles and nods, indicative of what they

thought would be the end of it. In the meanwhile, all the

carefulness and industry of the son did little more than supply

the father’s extravagance. His dissipation increased with the

knowledge that the close of it was at hand; but it took another

character, and the gay, expensive man of the world sunk slowly

into the debauchery of low life, and sought in habits of intem-

perance a passing oblivion of his situation. The scenes that

this propensity gave rise to in his home would frequently leave

poor Dalton too humiliated and depressed to pay his accustomed

visit to the Atleezes, and then both the old man and his

grandchild were at a loss to know what virtue had gone forth

from their hearth that they no longer felt the same calm

satisfaction in themselves that formerly existed there. Alice,

especially, would wonder why she no more felt that delight in

reading aloud, or singing to her grandfather, or in listening to

iis old stories, that used to make her evenings pass so plea-

santly before they had known Dalton Palmer. Now even the

graceful employments of her leisure were taken up listlessly or

altogether discarded, and even to her old grandfather she was

changed, and instead of finding her (when he returned from his

evening sauntering round the grounds) watering the flower-beds,
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or sitting at the front orchard-gate, or at the door, where she
met him, with his arm-chair ready placed out beneath the
porch, that they might watch the sunset together or listen to
the nightingale in the adjoining copse, or enjoy the delicious
perfume of the giant-stocks and carnations as the dew fell on
them and pressed out all their odours—now somehow she was
never in the way when he came home, unless, indeed, another
accompanied him, and then she would steal timidly down from
the window where she had been watching through the
twilight to catch but a shadow of that form that filled her
mind’s eye continually.

It was strange that, about this time, and when so far as looks
and tones could communicate feeling, he had made it evident
to Alice that he loved her, Dalton Palmer began to relax in his
visits, to wait, indeed, for the old man’s invitations as
formerly, while the latter, piqued at his voluntary coolness,
and fancying that, as the young man grew older, he affected
his father’s stand-off manners, soon ceased altogether, and
Dalton came no more to Burnt Wood Weal. Nor could Alice,
any more than her grandfather, account for his conduct; her
heart told her she had been wronged, and, with an
instinct of womanly pride, she tried hard, poor girl! to make
her old pleasures and employments regain their past ascen-
dancy, and fill her mind to the exclusion of his image but
in vain.

At length a rumour of his father’s affairs spread through the
village; horses and gig had been sold; and a quantity of stock
covertly disposed of. Things were evidently assuming a
painful crisis, and Alice Atleeze, with the intuitive perception
of her sex, at once divined the cause of Dalton’s behaviour, and
like a true woman, added it to the calendar of his virtues. In
some way the falling offofhis intimacy had been productive of a
mutual estrangement between their families, consciousness of
her own feeling had withheld Alice from calling, and domestic
wretchedness, as well as a sense of their altered circumstances
(while it rendered Mrs. Palmer and herdaughters keenly alive to
neglect), deterred them from standing on their old perogatives,
and thus, except at church, they never met. Day by day, as
Mr. Palmer’s perplexities became more embarrassing and
inextricable, the violence of his temper knew no bounds
scarcely an hour sober. Whenever a confused perception of
his circumstances occurred to him he would vent his besotted
rage on the unhappy members of his family, but most
especially on the wife and son, to whose vigilance he owed so
long a respite from bankruptcy. On one of these occasions
(for by this time he had completely blunted all the better
feelings of his nature) he was so lost "in the paroxysm of his
senseless anger that he even attempted to add blows to his
ferocious language, and, when Dalton interposed to protect his
beloved mother, the violence intended for her felled him to the
earth. Quivering with suppressed passion, and a keen sense
of humiliation and wrong, the young man sprang to his feet
pressed one burning kiss on the pale forehead of his half,
fainting mother, and in the madness and excitement of the
moment left the house, never more to return to it as his home.
The whole scene was so unimagined, so sudden, and terrible,
that for some moments it completely paralyzed the senses of
the miserable mother and her children; but as evening closed
in, and Dalton did not return, a vague feeling of anxiety stole
over them, a feeling that no one imparted to the other, and yet
all equally felt. For a time Mrs. Palmer combated her fears
by imagining that the ebullition of his feelings had induced
him to walk farther than usual; but when hour after hour
passed away—when their accustomed time of retiring arrived,
and the night deepened into the long hours before midnight—^
the anguish of her soul could be suppressed no longer, but
found a voice in tears and prayers, that grew the more intense
as time doubled the assurance that her son was lost to her.
Sometimes her fears would suggest probabilities too dreadfui
to endure, and her heart-breaking sobs and groans would burst
into hysterical shrieks, ringing on the agonized ears of her
children, and waking late remorse in the indurated breast of
her husband. Morn at length dawned on the miserable house-
hold, and in the course of the day a note arrived from the young
man to his mother, which relieved her terrors for his personal

safety, but made all hope of his return impossible. When
Dalton rushed from his father’s door there was no direction in
his steps. He walked on rather to escape the unnaturally
aroused spirit within him than with any other object. When,
to the feelings of outrage and indignation with which he burned
there came the thoughts of his blighted prospects and hopeless
fortune, of the present beggary and future blank, the selfish
sacrifice of his profession had entailed on him, and with all the
remembrance of Alice and his hopeless passion, adding a more
intense bitterness to his despair, he no longer paused at the
wild project the reckless excitement of his feelings prompted,
but with a farewell gaze at Burnt Wood Weal, one long look,
at the old house, orchards, and pleasant garden, (oh ! if Alice
had but been there!) and with his resolution set to any issue,
the fugitive took a by-path leading from Elm- street into the
London road.

The news of his flight soon spread through the village.
Some attributed it to his father’s circumstances, coarsely
hinted of rats leaving a fallen house

;
others to the love of the

rich Miss Atleeze; while not a few knew for certain he had
had a large fortune left him, and was gone to claim it; but
those most skilled in the augury of a mother’s face drew an
inference nearer to the truth from the pale brow and grief-
worn aspect of the unhappy woman. But neither mother nor
sisters could feel more bitterly than Alice Atleeze his aban-
donment of home; they at least could express their sorrow

—

could pour out on each others’ hearts the fulness of their tears
and anguish, and interchange not only sympathy but con-
solation. But for her, her heart and solitude and prayer
were the only confidants of her suffering. To these alone
could she unburden her heart, or own the secret of her first

deep sorrow. It was something, however, in alleviation of it to
go over to Ash-grove, as the Palmers’ place was called, and as
they made no secret to her of what had led to his rash conduct
to relieve her grief while sympathizing with theirs

;
but this

resource was not long continued. What every one expected at
length took place. An execution was put in the house, land,
stock, and goods seized, and Mr. Palmer himself thrown into
prison. For his wife and family every one felt the greatest
commiseration; but for himself his conduct had never merited
compassion, nor did he on the present occasion meet with it.

Our country town is many miles distant from the village, so
that, after their removal (for the faithful woman accompanied
her bankrupt husband), we saw no more of the Ash-grove
people. It was not till now that the altered appearance of his

grandchild first forcibly, and with some glimmering of its

cause, occurred to Mr. Atleeze. Her step was sobered—her
once light and ringing laugh low and seldom heard, her fair

brow had a look of still but settled sorrow, and her whole
aspect so changed from the buoyant, active, merry-hearted girl

of twelve months back, that he began to fear seriously for her
health. Medical men, however, assured him that her ailment
was beyond their skill, and hinted of some attachment; and
then the old man cruelly conceived that, with a view to benefit
the ruined fortune of his family, by her reported riches, Dalton
Palmer had been making love to her—Dalton, the high-
minded, unselfish Dalton, upon the fulness of whose
heart the knowledge of their widely-separated circumstances
had imposed unbroken silence, who had (as he hoped) hidden in
the depths of his own disappointed bosom the secret of his
attachment, and had borne it with him undisclosed. Vainly
poor Alice combated his suspicions; his prejudices seemed to !

grow the more rankly for the trouble she took to root them up.
,

In the meantime his plans for her were as far from their ful-

filment as when they were first projected.
“ Where the sweets are there will be flies,” says an old

adage, and the knowledge of his granddaughter’s expected
wealth, without the dower of her sweet face, and sweeter
disposition might account for the popularity ofour village church
with all the young men of the neighbourhood; but, though
many of them managed to get an introduction to the heiress,
not one came up to the standard of Roger Atleeze’s anticipa-
tions. Wealthy, good-looking ill-educated, and worse-bred,
were these wooers, for the most part young men, whom a
previous intimacy with Dalton Palmer threw immeasurably in
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the shade, aud only served, by contrast, to stamp his memory
more deeply in the heart of the devoted girl, for neither Ids

silence or absence could shake her faith in the belief of his

affection. Years passed away, the girl of little more than
sixteen was a woman of six and twenty, and her grandfather
an old, hoar man, leaning on her arm, with the dependence of

a child. It was a delicious evening in June; a shower in the

early part of it had left the leaves fresh and sparkling in the
sunset, and the intense odour of the honeysuckle and eringa,

exhalated by moisture, filled every nook of the sweet garden

;

overhead a belated skylark, lost in the charmed circle of its

own song, poured down a “rain of melody;” and those summer
birds, the swallows, on their swift sleek wings, skimmed to and
fro between the pond and eaves without cessation; but, for the
change in the old man and young girl, the traveller, who stood

gazing at them in the lane that livided Ash-grove from the

grounds of Burnt Wood Weal, might have fancied it but the
evening before since he had last looked upon the old place, so

essentially unaltered was it. The flowers wore the same hue
he left them in; and the house itself, with its glittering case-

ments and red face protruding through its veil of vine leaves,

and the thin wreaths of wood smoke curling from either gable

into the clear blue sky, why, it was j ust so it looked that evening
when from the selfsame spot he paused to gaze at it with such
an aching spirit. Years seemed to fall from his existence

—

long years of action and suffering, and the softness of boyhood
stole through his heart, and filled his eyes at the familiar aspect

of the place. The pleasant garden and quaint sun-dial, and
house-dog stretched without the porch, and the figures of the

!

old man and lady walking to and fro, or now and then pausing,
while Alice (his heart told him it was she) pointed out some

j

fresh object to the unobservant eyes of her companion. He
longed, yet feared, to approach them. Perhaps she was
married, or about to be; and if not, was it likely she had
retained affection for one who had abandoned her? While he
thus argued with himself, strange enough, the conversation

between Mr. Atleeze and his granddaughter—by one of those

instinctive sympathies that often fell into a vein not altogether

dissimilar to his train of thoughts. “ I wonder,” said the old

man, abruptly, “what has become of the Palmers?” Alice
sighed softly, and a sudden colour tinged her cheek as she
answered, “You remember they went to America; but after

Mrs. Palmer wrote to me, on their arrival, I never heard of
them again.” “ Ay a sad piece of business,” muttered the old

gentleman; “that break up, a sad piece of business; but the
young man—let me see, what was his name? Dalton. Did he
go with them?” “No,” said Alice, sadly. “Ah! I forgot,”

rejoined her grandfather, with something almost deprecatory in

his tone, as if congcious he had touched on a painful subject;

“I forgot all about it;" ai d yet, with the pertinacity of age, a
moment after he continued, “ but somehow, Alice, it now and
then crosses me that you rather liked that young man, and so

did I.”—At this moment lie was interrupted by the opening of

the gate leading from the lane, and a tall and not unhandsome
man (though worn with climate and exposure), advanced
towards them; he had a firm step, and something of command
in his air, and yet he appeared to approach them witli embar-
rassment. Roger Atleeze and his granddaughter paused in

their walk, and the stranger, lifting his hat to them, addressed
the old man, though his eyes were bent on Alice. “ Mr. At-
leeze I believe,” he said, bowing to him, and Mr. Atleeze
bowed; but, before he had time to frame a method of informing
them of his identity, the quick eye of Alice had discerned

through the mask of years and the traces of tra vel and fatigue

the well-remembered features of Dalton. “Dear sir,” she

exclaimed, scarcely able to subdue the exhibition of her
emotions, “’tis he, ’tis himself, Dalton— Mr. Palmer!” and she

extended heT hand to him, while her heart beat wildly; and
she could with difficulty resist the feeling of faintness that

surprised her. But why coquette with the pleasant sequel of
our story? It is soon told. Dalton Palmer had joined the army
as a volunteer, and had fought his way from rank to rank; he
was now a major; and, faithful to his first passion, had
returned to offer his rank, with her acceptance, at the shrine of
her grandfather’s ambition. This last wo may say en passant,

had pretty well found its level. He perceived that stars do not
easily leave their spheres, and was content to see his grand-
daughter happy in her own choice. Roger Atleeze is long
since gathered to his fathers; but numerous little Palmers
still play about the orchards of Burnt Wood Weal.

THE CAMPBELLS.
It happened about the beginning of the last century, when

“ rugging and riving ” prevailed in the Highlands, that Dun-
Ccin i\l Gregor left his sheep f&rni on Xjochowside, held farther
south, and emigrated with his family and flocks to somewhere
about the braes of Doune. Duncan was a man of peace and
decoium, punctual in his attendance at kirk and market, and
had just returned home from a Doune fair, when he found his
eldest son reading a chapter to his mother. There were no
pronouncing dictionaries in those days, at least none of them
had as yet reached the way -side school of Drnnivaich—so Jock
blundered on, opened wide his mouth, giving each vowel its
broadest sound. It happened that the hook of Job was the
subject matter ot the reading

;
but before the sou had proceeded

far, the father had begun to nod, and the frequent castings at
the fair, and the fatigues of his journey, had somewhat con-
glomerated his ideas. At last the sough of the following words
struck his ear—“and Job had 7,000 sheep; and there were
3,000 camels.”

“Stop, Jock,” said the father, “ come o’er that again; liow
mony Campbells said ye?”

“ 3,000, father.”
“ An’ how mony sheep?”
“ 7,000, father.”
“ A weel, my man, I can tell ye, gin Job’s shouthers had

been as near the hills as ours were on Lochowside, he wad
needed a’ his patience; for the first raid of 3,000 Campbell®
wad hae made a sad hole in the birsel.”

IRISH LOGIC.
;

“Is there a ford here?” asked an English gentleman, who,
i

in making a tour in the West of Ireland, was suddenly stopped
by a mountain stream.
“Oh! to be sure your honour,” said au honest native,

“ there teas a ford.”
“ When was it ?” asked the gentleman.
“Before the bridge was built, yer honour,” replied the good-

humoured Hibernian
;

“ but after the passengers used the
bridge, it got out of habit”

“ Well,” said the traveller, “now that the bridge is broken
down, I suppose the ford may have got into habit again. Is it

safe?”
“ To be sure, yer honour,—all but in the middle—but that is

nothing; and ifyou can swim, why there is not a better ford in

all the country.”
“ But I cannot swim,” replied the gentleman.
“ Then, yer honour,” retorted Paddy, “ the only safe way

that I know of is as soon as you get out of your depth, to

walk back again.”

THE GENERAL AT HOME.

The coolness of an officer in action, if even shewn in trifles,

goes a great way towards maintaining the steadiness of the

men. At the battle of Waterloo, I lieard Sir John Lambert
call one of his commanding officers to order for repeating his

(the general’s) word of command, reminding him, that when
the regiments were in contiguous close columns, they ought to

take it from himself! As the brigade was under a terrific fire

at the time, the notice of such a trifling breach of rule shewed,

at all events, that the gallant general was at home!
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! ORIGINAL ANECDOTE OF NAPOLEON.

After the failure of the manoeuvre of throwing his army
between that of the Schwartzenberg and Germany, in the vain

hope of inducing that general to make a retrograde movement,

and so gain time for the better fortification of Paris, and enable

him to avail himself of the numerous reinforcements which

were marching to his assistance, Napoleon, attended by a few

staff officers and a considerable body of cavalry, approached

Paris by the Fontainbleau road. He left the army with the

view of trying the effect of negotiation, or, as a last resource,

to endeavour, by the enthusiasm which he thought his presence

would inspire in his capital, by a determined resistance to

make the best terms he could. When he arrived at the Cour

de France, a pretty hamlet about twelve miles from Paris, he

found the country overrun by detachments of Cossacks, who
seemed very industrious in paying off old scores. Fearing his

personal liberty, if not safety, might be endangered by ad-

vancing further, he alighted at a miserable auberge, and there

waited with apparent confidence for the answer of Alexander

to the terms of accommodation he had offered. In a corner of

the apartment, in which the emperor and his officers were as-

sembled, lay the only remaining son of the hostess, in the

agonies of death. Napoleon was by the bedside at the moment
the poor lad breathed his last, and when it was ascertained

that he was no more, he turned, evidently in terrible agita-

tion, to General dela Chasse, and exclaimed, or rather shrieked,
“ C’est jini pour nous deux” “We are both done for.” He had
scarcely repeated the words when a courier arrived with the

news, that the combined armies of Europe had entered Paris,

and that he had ceased to reign. The death-bed scene seemed
to have prepared him for this announcement, for seeing the

poor woman of the house in a state of distraction from ex-

cessive grief, he kindly took her by the hand, and endeavoured

to console her in the most collected and humane manner, but

she would not be comforted; and on leaving, he was heard to

exclaim, “Poor woman, your loss is greater than mine, for it

is irretrievable.” He mounted his horse and returned to

Fontainbleau, first having desired one of his aides-de-camp to

give her 500f. Two years ago this anecdote was related to us
by the object of the emperor’s compassion and bounty, who,
although she had lost two sons in his wars, seemed still to en-

tertain a warm feeling of gratitude for such extraordinary

kindness.

DEAD SOLDIER’S LETTER
After Bonaparte, by his escape from Elba, had once more

thrown Europe into consternation and dismay, amongst those

called away from the endearments of peace, was one officer of

field rank, who loved and clung to home and her who endeared
home with more than common fondness. The solemn mandate
was, however, issued: his country again demanded his ser-

vices, and with the fortitude of a brave, but the feelings of a
sorrowful man, he departed. Whenever a letter reached his

painful and trembling partner after his separation, announcing
his health and safety, excess of joy, if it arrived in the evening,

effectually deprived her of her night’s repose; and her friends

in consequence exacted a promise from her, whenever she
received any communication at an advanced hour, she would
defer reading its contents till the following morning. On the
,eve of the combat which terminated his life, her husband was
present at the well-known festal, to whose mirth and music
Brussels resounded in melancholy contrast to the approaching
sounds and scenes of carnage. When the sudden summons to

arms reached the gay and laughing throng assembled there, it

sent instantawe to many a valiant heart, which a moment before

throbbed with the soft pulse of pleasure. He seated himself in

a. retired corner of the bright saloon, and calling for pen and
ink, wrote a hurried note somewhat as follows:—“In extreme
agitation, amid splendour and tumult of disturbed festivity, I

write to you, perhaps for the last time. A grand ball, to which
1went, was given here this evening, and is just interrupted by
Intelligence that the French forces are advancing,

—

All is con-

fusion.—1 cannot describe my feelings; may God bless you.

—

Farewell 1”

He fought and fell but a few hours after, and his letter was
transmitted safely from Brussels to the Horse Guards, and
thence under a war-office frank to his trembling and anxious
widow. It was late in the evening when the letter reached
her. She eagerly held it to the candle and distinctly read the
superscription of its enclosure,—“ He is alive! ’ she exclaimed,
“ but might be wounded dangerously—mortally.” The thought
was dreadful; yet with a determination, almost inconceivable,
she refrained from breaking the seal that night. She, however,
placed the packet under her pillow; and when the succeeding
dawn was sufficiently advanced, eagerly tore it open—the
dead soidler’s letter met her view, just as the writer’s hand
had folded it; and with it on the official envelope, the following
brief memorandum,—“ Colonel Bryant was blown to pieces by
the enemy’s artillery on the 16th instant.” The convulsions
of feeling on so trying an occasion I need not attempt to de-
scribe

; it was such as would have driven many to 'insanity.

It may, probably, be best expressed, if expressed at all, in the
poet’s words;

—

“ There is a grief that cannot feel,

It leaves a wound that will not heal:

Her heart grew cold, it felt not then,

When shall it cease to feel again.”

ANECDOTE OF BAROSSA.
After the battle of Barossa, the wounded of both nations

were, from want of means of transport, necessarily left upon the
field of action for the whole night and part of the following

day. General Rousseau, a French general of division, was of

the number; his dog, a white one, of the poodle kind, which
had been left in quarters upon the advance of the French force,

finding that the general returned not with those who escaped
from the battle, set out in search of him

;
found him at night

in his dreary resting-place, and expressed his affliction by
moans and by licking the hands and feet of his dying master.

When the fatal crisis took place, some hours after, he seemed
fully aware of the dreadful change, attached himself closely to

the boiy, and for three days refused the sustenance which was
offered to him. Arrangements having been made fbr the in-

terment of the dead, the body of the general was committed to

its honourable grave ; the dog lay down upon the earth which
covered the beloved remains, and evinced by silence and deep

dejection his sorrow for the loss he had sustained. The
English commander, General Graham, observed the friendless

mourner, drew him from the spot, and gave him his protection

until his death.

SCRAPS.
A certain Irishman making love to a lady of great fortune,

told her, “ he could not sleep for dreaming of her.”

A person of quality coming into a church, at the place

where several of his ancestors were buried, after he had said

much in their commendation, and praised them for worthy men,
“ Well,” said he, “I am resolved, if I live, to be buried as near

them as possible.”

An old superstitious Roman, who had his buskins rat-eaten,

consulted Cato in a grave manner, and asked what such an

accident might protend. Cato bid him set his mind at rest,

for there would come no mischief from it. “ But,” said the

philosopher, “ ifyour buskins had eaten the rats, it might have

been dangerous.”

An arch boy having taken notice of his schoolmaster’s often

reading a chapter in the Corinthians, wherein is this sentence,
“ We shall all be changed in the twinkling of an eye,” pri-

vately erased the letter c in the word changed. The next time

his master read it, “ We shall all be hanged in the twinkling of

an eye.”
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BATTLE OF NARVA.

. Few men have attained to equal popularity with Charles

XII. of Sweden, and none have done so on a more substantial

foundation. He was a wonderful man; and the record of his

deeds which remain, if they possessed not the demonstration of

genuine history, might well be supposed to be the work of

fiction, and that Charles himself wad but the created hero of

some powerful imagination;
Born at a period, and in a nation, but a short remove from

barbarous, he rose superior to the impediments which ob-

structed his way to glory; and like the sun in the heavens,

which shines away by its own brightness the mists and clouds

by which it may be enveloped, until it blazes forth in resplendent

and unobstructed splendour, so he, the conqueror of kingdoms
and the renovater of his own, pushed aside the thick films of

ignorance, prejudice and superstition, and emerged by the

mightiness of his own prowess, from comparative littleness to

the highest altitude of fame
The extensive territories which were tributary to Sweden,

and the rapacity
which had charac-
terised her kings
for a long period,

had excited the

jealousy and roused
the malice ofvarious
mo -archs. At the

time that Charles
came to the throne,

three of the most
powerful sovereigns

then existed,
namely, the Kings
of Poland and Den-
mark, and the re-

nowned Peter the

Great of Russia,

united in a solemn
league to wrest from
the youthful king of

Sweden the posses-

sions calling him
lord. Up to this

period, nothing that

gave the slightest

indications of future

greatness appeared
in the character of

Charles; indeed his

abilities were con-

sidered despicable.

He but rarely attended a council for any other purpose than to

lay across on the table: so perfectly absent and indifferent

was he, as never to appear to interest himself in anything.
But now the innate energies of his mighty mind burst forth at
once; and although but a lad of eighteen, he displayed a mag-
nanimity of courage and patriotism which appeared to em-
body the noble sentiment of the poet:

Worthless were he to rule who dares not claim
Pre-eminence in danger.”

An entire change took place in all that the young monarch
said or did; a transformation, as wonderful as it was sudden
and apparent, passed upon him. From this moment every
youthful recreation was laid aside; all fondness for the softer

sex ceased to exist; while a resolution was entered into by
him, never again, during his life, to drink wine. The glory to
which Alexander and Caesar had attained, seemed to spread its

dazzling brightness before him; and be at once was filled with
the idea and determination to emulate the deeds of those
distinguished heroes. His own career of glory now commenced,
his feats of military enterprise were splendid, and not a few of

Hi

them astonishing; but scarcely one of them demands particular
notice above the battle of Narva.

While the confederate kings weremaking active preparations
for their meditated attack upon the dominions of Charles, a
council was called; and while in solemn debate in reference to
the dangerous position in which Sweden stood, some one of the
grave councillors proposed to avoid the impending tempest by
negotiations. Scarcely had the proposition dropped from the
lips of the mover, before the young prince rose with the grave
and assumed air of a man of superior abilities, whose resolution
was fixed.—“ Gentleman,” began the youthful hero, “1 am
resolved never to commence an unjust war; and never to finish
an unjust one, but with the destruction of mine enemies. My
resolution is fixed, and I will march and attack the first who
shall declare war; and when I shall have conquered him, I hope
to strike terror into the rest.” Surprise and shame spread
through the assembly as the king closed his short but emphatic
speech: surprise at finding such a spirit in Charles, and shame
that they had given evidence of possessing a want of confidence
in him. His orders for a war were received with admiration

;

and in less than six weeks the youth of eighteen had finished

the war with Den-
mark. But now the
new made hero had
to contend with his

rival in glory, Peter
Alexiowitz, Peter
the Great of Russia.
On the first of

October, 1 7 0 0,
Peter appeared be-

fore Narva at the
head of 80,000 meD.
The czar, who in

this inclement sea-

son, would some-
times ride post 400
leagues to see a
mine or a canal,

was not more care-
ful of his troops than
of himself. Besides,
he knew that the
Swedes, since the
time of the re

nowned Gustavus
Adolphus, could
make war in the
midst of winter as

well as in summer;
he therefore wished
to accustom the

Russians likewise

to know no distinction of seasons, and to render them one day
not in the least inferior to the Swedes.

In this disposition of mind, and at a time when the ice and
snow obliged other nations, even in temperate climates, to

suspend the war and sheathe the murdering sword, the Czar

Peter laid siege to Narva, within thirty degrees of the pole;

while, with equal determination, Charles XII. advanced,

fiercely as a boar of the forest to relieve it. No sooner had the

czar arrived before the place, than he hastened to put in

practice what he had learned during his travels. He marked
out his camp, fortified it on every side, raised redoubts at

proper distances, and opened the trenches himself. The com-
mand of his army he had given to the Duke de Croi, a Gor-

man, and a general of acknowledged skill and bravery; but

who, at that time, received not the countenance he deserved from

the Russian officers.

Glory and conquest inspired Peter, and therefore he relin-

quished for the time mere title, contenting himself with no

higher rank in his own troops than that of a lieutenant. By
this method he wisely set the example of military obedience to

the nobility, who, until then, were undisciplined, and who
were only used to govern ill-armed slaves, without experience

[APPALLING SCENE AT THE BRIDGE.]
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or order. No surprise, however, can be felt by any informed,

in the least degree, in reference to the character of Peter, at

his conduct in this respect ; nor was it a strange thing, that

he who had turned carpenter at Amsterdam to procure him-
self fleets, should serve as lieutenant at Narva, to teach his

country the art of war. The Russians are robust, indefati-

gable men, and, perhaps, in bravery, nothing inferior to the

Swedes; but time and discipline were required to render them
warlike and invincible troops. The only regiments from
which anything was expected on this occasion were com-
manded by German officers—but they were few in number;
the rest were barbarians, forced from their forests, and clad

simply in the skins of wild beasts. Some were armed with
arrows, and some with clubs; few of them had fusees, none
had ever witnessed a regular siege, nor did the whole army
possess one good gunner. A hundred and fifty cannon, which
ought to have reduced the little town of Narva to ashes, were
scarcely able to make a breach; while, on the other hand, the

artillery of the city destroyed, at every discharge, whole ranks
of the enemy in their trenches. Narva was almost without
fortification; and the Baron de Hoorn, who commanded it, had
not a thousand regulars, and yet this innumerable army could
not reduce it in ten weeks.
Early on the morning of the 15th of November, information

reached the czar, that the King of Sweden, having crossed the

sea with 200 transports, was hastening, by forced marches, to

the relief of Narva. The Swedes were but 20,000 strong, yet
the czar had no superiorty but in numbers; far, then, from
despising his approaching enemy, he employed every art he
was master of to overpower him. Not content with the over-
whelming army of 80,000, with which to meet his rival with
20,000, the czar prepared another army to oppose him, and to

cross him at every turn. Peter had already ordered near 30,000
men to his work, who advanced by long marches from Pleskow.
Having so arranged his plans, he took a step which would
have rendered him contemptible, if a legislator, who had per-
formed so many distinguished acts, could have been made so.

He departed from his camp, where his presence was especially
necessary, in search of this fresh body of men which would have
arrived as well without him, and appeared by this behaviour
to be afraid of engaging in an intrenched camp, a young and
inexperienced prince, whom he expected to attack him.

It would, perhaps, be illiberal and harsh, if not unfair, to

state that fear induced the czar to such a mode of procedure;
in all probability his wish and aim was, to enclose Charles be-
tween the two armies, to accomplish which, he hastened in
search of the one expected. This was not all the precaution
that Peter had taken to secure a victory; 30,000 men, de-
tached from the camp which lay before Narva, were posted
a league from the city, along the road which the King of
Sweden had to pass; 20,000 strelitz were planted at a greater
distance on the same road, while 5,000 others formed an ad-
vanced guard. The whole of the above-mentioned troops,
Charles was obliged to pass over before he could arrive at the
camp, which was fortified with a rampart aud a double ditch.

The King of Sweden had landed at Pernaw, in the gulph of
Riga, with about 16,000 of his infantry, and a few above 4,000
horse. From Pernaw, he hastened his march; Revel followed
with all his cavalry, and only 4,000 foot. Urged by an irre-

sistible impetuosity to the work in which he longed to be en -

gaged, Charles marched on first without waiting for the rest of
his troops, and soon found himself, with his 8,000 men only,
near the advanced posts of the enemy. Nothing intimidated
by the circumstance, the young prince prepared for an imme-
diate attack; one after another received his vigorous charge,
without allowing them time to inquire with what number they
had to engage. The Muscovites seeing the Swedes thus rush
upon them, supposed they had the whole of Charles’s army to
encounter; and the advanced guard of 5,000 men, who were
placed among vast and almost inaccessible rocks, a station in

which 100 resolute men might have repulsed a whole armv,
betook themselves to flight on the first approach of the Swedes.
The moment this scene of confusion took place, the 20,000 who
were behind, seeing their companions fly with precipitancy,
caught the alarm themselves and fled, carrying with them ter-

ror and disorder in the very heart of the camp. All the posts

were carried in two days; and what upon other occasions would
have been counted for three important victories, did not retard
the progress of Charles a single hour.

Great as was the work he had already performed, the most
distinguished yet laid before him. In a short time, he ap-
peared with his 20,000 men, fatigued with so long a march,
before a camp of 80,000 Muscovites, defended by 150 pieces of
cannon

;
and before the troops had scarcely taken any repose,

he, without further deliberation, gave orders for the attack.
The signal for the commencement of the unequal contest was
the firing of two fusees, and the shout of the words in German—“With the aid of God !” A general officer having repre-
sented to the king the greatness of the danger, he replied,
“ Why, do you imagine, that with my 8,000 brave Swedes, I
shall not be able to march over the bodies of 80,000 Musco-
vites?” A moment had only elapsed after Charles had em-
ployed the above strong expression, when fearing that there
appeared a small portion of gasconade in the language, he ran
after the officer himself, and inquired of him, “ Are you not of
my opinion? Have I not,” he continued, with enthusiasm “a
double advantage over my enemies? The one, that their ca-
valry can do them no service, and the other, that the place
being narrow, their great number will but incommode them;
and therefore I shall, in reality, be stronger than they.” The
officer felt that he dare not express, however he might feel, a

different opinion
;
and therefore he merely replied to the king’s

question by repeating the words of attack, “ With the help of

God !” About mid-day, they advanced with spirit to meet the

mighty host with which they had to contend.

Immediately the thundering cannon of the Swedes com-
menced their dreadful work, and soon effected a breach iu the

intrencliments of their enemy; having done which, they ad-

vanced with bayonets fixed on their fusees, having at their

backs a furious shower of snow, which, of course, came in the

face of the foe. The carnage soon became immense, as they

fought hand to hand, and each with an energy and determination

which appeared invincible. For half an hour afterwards, the

Russians stood their ground firmly without quitting their

trenches, and as they were mowed down, rank after rank, like

blades of grassbefore the mowers’ scythes, by their fierce

assailants, others, like phoenixes from the ashes of the slain,

sprung up, and met the slayers of their comrades only to share

their fate.

In the meantime, Cha "les, panting for glory as much as for

victory, made his attack upon the right of the camp, where
the quarters of the czar were, with the fond and daring hope
of encountering Peter himself, not knowing that the emperor
had quitted his post, having gone in search of the 40,000 men
who were expected every moment to arrive. Whether the skill

or courage of the youthful hero were most to he admired is

hard to determine; his presence and example, however, ap-
peared to inspire the men who battled around him with super-

human prowess. Nothing could resist their progress; forward
they went over thousands of slain, and seemed to bathe them-
selves in reeking gore; while the swords of the enemy, as if

they had lost their edge, or the arms that wielded them were
deprived of their might, did feeble work, and little execution.

At the first discharge of the enemy’s muskets, the gallant

Charles received a shot in his neck; but it being a spent* ball,

it lodged in the plaits of his black cravat, and did him no
harm. Shortly after, his horse was shot dead under him;
Avhen with a degree of pleasantry which declared, more forcibly

than language could, the calmness of his mind, he sprung with
agility upon another, exclaiming, “ These gentry here make me
do my exercise;” and without any pause continued to fight on,

giving his orders at the same time with surprising presence of

mind.
After three hours active engagement, the intrencliments

were forced on every side; the king followed the right of the
enemy as far as the river Narva, with his left wing—if about
4,000 men, who were pursuing 40,000, could be so called. The
crowds who flocked to the bridge, each seeking first to effect

his own escape from so fearful a foe, was immense, so that it

became literally filled with soldiers; the weight of the fugi-
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fives was greater than the frail construction could hear, and

vt ith an appalling crash it gave way, and in a few minutes the

river was crowded with dead bodies.

No sooner had this disaster taken place, than the survivors,

rendered desperate by their situation, and without knowing
what they did. returned to their camp and were found behind

some barracks, where they posted themselves. Driven thus to

extremities, they were once more compelled to fight, and for a

while they defended themselves with the bravery of desperation,

all means of escape having been cut off. At length their

generals, Dolgourouky, Gollofkin, and Federowits, came and
surrendered themselves to the king, and laid their arms at his

feet. At the same time the Duke de Croi, general of the army
arrived, who likewise surrendered himself, with thirty officers.

Never was a more imposing scene witnessed by either con-

querors, or conquered, than was presented on this occasion,

when the hoary veterans of war bowed before the fair-faced

stripling, and submitted themselves the vanquished of Charles
XII. of Sweden.
The young king received all the prisoners of distinction,

with as much politeness, and in as friendly a manner, as if he
had been paying them the honours of an entertainment in his

own court. He detained none but the generals. All the sub-
altern officers and soldiers were conducted, unarmed, as far as

the River Narva, and were there furnished with boats, that
they might pass over to their own country. In the meantime,
the shadows of the evening drew round, and night fast ap-
proached, still the Muscovites continued fighting on the right;

they were either ignorant of what had taken place on the other
part of the field of battle, or resolved rather to perish than to
yield.

Fatal as had been the contest, and vast as had been the loss

of life, 18,000 of the Muscovites having been killed in their

intrenchments, and a greater number drowned in the river, while
the Swedes had not lost 1500 men; still there remained a
sufficient number in the enemy’s camp to have destroyed
entirely the Swedes, even before the fight began.

• It is not, however, the number of the dead, but the terror of
the survivors that occasions the loss of battles, and this was
proved to the very letter before the walls of Narva.

Before the day had completely closed, Charles availed himself
of the light that remained, to seize the enemy’s artillery. He
posted himselfadvantageously between their camp and the town,
where, with true Spartan indifference to comfort, he slept
upon the ground wrapped up in his cloak; awaiting with con-
siderable anxiety the dawning of the following day, that he might
then fall on the enemy’s left wing, which was not yet entirely
routed.

Midnight had passed, and all remained silent as death, except
when the sound of the sentinels pacing their lonely rounds was
heard, and two o’clock came, when General Wade, who com-
manded the wing to attack which Charles had made prepara-
tions for, having been informed of the gracious reception the king
had given to the other generals, and in what manner he had
dismissed all the subaltern officers with the soldiers, sent a
messenger to beseech his favour.

Wishful to spare a further shedding of blood were it was not
absolutely necessary, Charles returned him for an answer that
he had nothing to do but approach at the head of his army, and
lay his arms and colours at his feet. Accordingly, in a short
time, the general appeared with his Muscovites, who were about
80,000 in number. The whole of this large body of armed
men, both officers and soldiers, marched uncovered through
the ranks of the Swedes, although they mustered something
less than 7,000.

The fact, is, indeed, astounding; still it is a fact. The soldiers
in passing before the conqueror, threw their guns and swords
upon the ground, and the officers laid their swords and
ensigns at his feet. The whole of this vast multitude
Charles caused to be conducted over the river, without de-
taining a single soldier prisoner. Herein the policy of the
king was wisely displayed, for had he detained those whom
he had conquered, the number of the prisoners would have
been at least five times greater than that of the victors;
besides which, he, by that act, acquired a laurel to his fame for

magnanimity, which gave him favour even with his foes. This
ceremony being finished, Charles entered victorious into Narva,
accompanied by the Duke de Croi, and other general officers of
the Muscovites. With a generosity of feeling, such as had seldom
been equalled, he not only caused the swords of his distinguished
prisoners to be returned to them; but knowing they were in
want of money, and that the merchants of Narva would not
lend them any, he sent a thousand ducats to the Duke de Croi,
and five hundred to each of the Muscovite officers, whose
admiration of such treatment, of which they had possessed no
idea, was lasting and unbounded.
A relation of this spleudid victory, was immediately drawn

up to send to Stockholm, and to the allies of Sweden; but the
king struck out with his own hand everything which appeared
to reflect too much praise on himself, or in any way to
detract from the dignity of the czar. His modesty, however,
could not prevent them from striking, at Stockholm, several
medals, to perpetuate the memory of the signal event.

Among a variety which were struck, one represented the
the king, on one side standing on a pedestal, to which were
chained a Muscovite, a Dane, and a Pole

;
on the other, was

Hercules, armed with his club, having under his fbet, a Cer-
berus, with this inscription, “ Tres uno contrudit ictu.'’

Among the prisoners taken at the battle of Narva, there
was one who exhibited a striking instance of the revolutions

of fortune : he was the eldest son and heir to the King of

Georgia; he was called the Czarasis Artschulon. This title

of czarasis signifies a prince, or son of the czar, among the
Tartars, as well as in Muscovy; for the word czar, or iser,

meant a king among the ancient Scythians, from whom all

these people descended.
The father of this prince had been driven from his throne

by his own subjects in 1688, and had been chosen rather to

throw himself into the arms of the Emperor of Muscovy, than
have recourse to the Turks. The son of this king, at the age
of nineteen, desired to follow Peter the Great in his expedition

against the Swedes, and was taken fighting, by some Findiand
soldiers, who had already stripped, and were going to kill

him, when Count Reusehild rescued him from their hands,

clothed him, and presented him to his royal master. Charles

sent him to Stockholm, where the unhappy prince died a few
years afterwards.

As the king beheld the young prince depart, he appeared
affected, and in the hearing of his officers made a natural

reflection upon the singular destiny of an Asiatic prince, born
at the foot of Mount Caucasus, going to live a captive among
the snows of Sweden. “ It is,” observed Charles, “as if I

were one day to be prisoner among the tartars of Crimea.”
These words made no impression at the time, but ultimately

they were remembered too well, when the changed circum-
stances of the king turned them into a prediction.

While victory, with smiling countenance was adorning the
brows of Charles with laurel, Peter was advancing by long
marches, with the army of 40,000 Russians, to the late scene

of conflict, calculating most confidently upon surrounding his

enemies on every side ; when suddenly, and Avith an alarm
as great as though the earth had opened to stay his further

progress, he received the intelligence, before he had proceeded
half way, of the fatal battle of Narva, and the entire dispersion

of his whole camp.
Great as the effect was, Avhich such tidings produced upon

his peculiarly firm mind, he was not so rash as to think of

attacking with his 40,000 men, Avithout discipline or expe-
rience, a conqueror who had just destroyed an army of 80,000
men in their own intrenchments.
One only wise course noAv appeared open before him, and

that he adopted, Avhich was to retrace his footsteps, and pur-
sue the design he had formed of disciplining his troops, at the
same time that he civilized his subjects.

“ I know full well.” said Peter, “ the SAvedes will beat us for

a long time; but in the end, they themselves will teach us to

beat them.” The prediction, it is Avell knoAvn, was verified.

Moscow, the capital of the czar, was filled with terror and
confusion, at this extraordinary defeat. Such, indeed were the
ignorance and pride of the people, that they imagined they had
been conquered by a power more than human, and that the
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Swedes were actually magicians. This opinion was so general,

that public prayer was ordered, to be put up on this occasion

to St. Nicholas, patron of Muscovy. The prayer employed on

the purpose was of the most singular character; and was as

follows
“ O thou, who art our perpetual consoler in all our adversi-

ties, great St. Nicholas, infinately powerful, by what sin had

we offended thee in our sacrifices, kneelings, bowings, and

thanksgivings, that thou hast thus abandoned us ? We have

implored thy assistance against these terrible, insolent, •enraged,

dreadful, and unconquerable destroyers, when, like lions and

bears who have lost their young, they have attacked us, terri-

fied, wounded, and killed by thousands, us thy people. As it

is impossible that this can be without sorcery and enchant-

ments, we beseech thee, O great St. Nicholas, to be our

champion and our standard-bearer, to deliver us from this tribe

of sorcerers, and to drive them far from our frontiers, with the

recompense that is due to them.”

While thus the ignorant and superstitious Muscovites were

making their foolish and useless appeals to St. Nicholas, and

lamenting before that imaginary saint their defeat, Charles XII.

returned thanks to the God of battles, and prepared himself

for new victories.

MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER xii,—

(

Continued.)

Rosalie pressed her cold and shaking hand upon her

burning forehead, her eyes closed, her colour faded, and,

gasping as if in the pang of death, she fell, unconscious of all,

at the countess’s feet. Agatha was only summoned. Some
fearful, horrid thought alarmed the countess. She raised her
eyes in fervid supplication to the Holy Virgin, and then
with impatient agony assisted in restoring Rosalie to anima-
tion. In a few minutes she discovered signs of returning

life, and was soon sufficiently revived to reply to the anxious
inquiries of her apprehensive friend.

“I beseech, I implore, I conjure thee, Rosalie!” and the

countess was pale and trembling while she adjured her.

Rosalie, naturally timid as ingenuous, had been alarmed
and affected, and betrayed a consciousness and emotion which
circumstances constrained her to conceal

;
but she was now

collected, all herself, and cautious and retentive as ever of
what necessity imposed. Her emotion was imputed to “ in-

truding recollections of the past—depression—nothing—

a

very nothing, a dream.”
“ A dream !” repeated Lady Glencarron, whose under-

standing, though excellent, was yet strongly tinctured by the
superstitions of the age in which she lived. “A dream!”
she repeated, every feature growing pale, from the appre-
hension of what the dream might prognosticate. “ Of whom,
of what didst thou dream ?’’

“Last night,” said Rosalie, “ as my head reposed upon my
pillow, whether awake or sleeping I will not affirm, me*
thought my mother appeared to me in loose robes of ethereal
blue. Her looks were serious, yet benign

;
her voice

impressive, yet attuned to sweetness. In her long transparent
hands she held a mirror, which, turning to my view, she bade
me look into futurity and learn my fate. I obeyed, gazed
earnestly upon it, but could perceive nothing: no, not even
the reflection of my own features. ‘ All is blank, my mother,*
said I, bending with reverence before her ‘ Most like the
mortal eye is too impure, too dense; I see nothing.’ ‘ Blank,
indeed!’ returned the spectre in hollow anguished, accents.
‘Blank is thy life—thou art a wreck—yet look again.’ I did;
and lo the softened image of a child resembling Donald !”

The countess started, Rosalie proceeded.
“ Progressively it heightened, and reached the figure of a

tall majestic man. He bore thy features, lady, only
strengthened into more manly beauty; and as I gazed with
indefinable delight upon the blooming appearance, methought
he bowed in reverence and hailed me mother. The mirror

was then withdrawn, but in an instant after was replaced
before me : when, casting my wondering eyes a third time
upon it, I beheld a confused mass of people, things, and
places, all in irregular succession, appearing and disappearing.
Then came young Hubert with an aged personage, leading
towards the youth described, a female of surpassing beauty.
Methought I knew her ; and though my memory had no
name for her, I loved, caressed, and blessed her, as Donald’s
wife. Last of all, I viewed Fitz-Arwyne’s castle, and my
dead father seated in his chair of state ; when kneeling at his
feet, I prayed him to forgive me my offences, and to bless me.
With solemn fervour I received them both. My spirits
then receded ; harmonious strains sounded on my ear ; I felt
as moving, and gradually descended, till methought my
mother’s grave opened and received me. Again the phantom
reversed the mirror. I prayed one other look; but, saying
‘Enough !’ all vanished from my astonished sight. I then
raised me in my bed, every sense quickened, and looked
around my chamber, but could see nothing. The shadows
had faded, the sunbeams broke through the ivied casements,
and only deepened remembrance remained behind.”
“ And what may you predict, Rosalie, from your dream,

or vision?” demanded the countess, after a long reflective

pause, when the fair visionary had finished speaking. “What
may it portend in your imagining ?

“My thoughts predict most wildly. I have drawn strange
conclusions.”

“ Have you?” rejoined her ladyship, drily. “ May I hear
them ?’’

“ I should have to pray your pardon, madam, for their

boldness.”
“ It is yours most perfectly, entirely. Proceed.”
“ Then I should think young Hubert would wed with one

of high condition, whose daughter in aftertimes, will wed
your Donald.”
“Indeed!” cried the countess, eyeing her suspiciously:

“and is this your prediction?”
“ Nay, madam, simply my interpretation.”
“ But you imagined Donald hailed you as mother ?”

“That was only the incongruity of my dream,” replied
Rosalie, colouring from a certain consciousness.
“You are composed of incongruities, Rosalie,” said the

countess, “and, to be candid, I think young Hubert ”

What Lady Glencarron’s candour in that moment thought
of young Hubert, we cannot relate

; for the earl, impatient
to commence his journey, hastily entered the apartment, and
gave a final interruption to the conversation. He took an
affectionate leave of Rosalie, and then having attended his

lady to the waiting equipage, soon lost sight of the lofty

turrets of Glencarron.

CHAPTER XIII.

The Earl and Countess Glencarron had been for some time

most graciously entertained at the English court, when at the

royal desire his lordship related the simple history of young
Hubert, whose demeanour had attracted the king’s notice.

“ His honest virtues deserve favour,” said his highness one

day, beckoning him from the royal train; “ and though he has

a descriminating benefactor, our grace cannot be unwelcome.”
Hubert was knighted; and while his aspiring soul exulted

in the royal favour that had given him consequence in society,

with a modest, yet manly dignity, that proved he could and
would support it, he knelt in thanks to his monarch.
Nor was Hubert unnoticed by the high-born beauties of the

court. He attracted the attention of many, and might have
interested the hearts of several; but his warm imagination

had already deified one, and to her idea his heart paid silent

worship : to her remembrance breathed the secret sigh, and
every moment and thought undevoted to her he considered a
violation, and lost in the calendar of self-imposed duties. Yet
so conscious was Hubert of his own inferiority, that could she

have descended, he would have rejected a blessing to be ob-

tained only by her degradation. His highest pride was to

serve her, worship her; and his dearest wish to watch her in

danger, and to defend her from wroBg.
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Rosalie had quitted Glencarron for the Monastery of Rhude-
lands, on the very day of the earl’s departure.

The complacency of her temper, and the sweetness of her

manners, bad endeared the charming orphan to every nun in

the community; and her re-appearance diffused a serene

pleasure throughout the sisterhood.

Saint Sefrida, the abbess, welcomed her with uncommon
transport. Every repellent feature of her severe countenance
softened into satisfaction, and by unaccustomed relaxations

from enjoined penance, and various indulgences which her
rigid nature did not often incline her to bestow on her holy

daughters, she evinced the internal gratification Lady Rosalie’s

return gave her,

Avarice is the vice of age; and as it too often lingers among
the deadened passions in the breast of a religious person

—

perhaps, as Rosalie was a most liberal pensioner, and her
pensive turn encouraged a hope she might take the vows,
when the convent would be invested with a large sum in her
right—its influence was operating on her mind, and produced
the effects related.

Rosalie herself testified a pleasure little inferior to the

abbess’s. She flew to her little cell, kissed her crucifix, threw
aside her ornaments, and hanging a rosary to her girdle,

seated herself on the lovely pallet, presenting a countenance

of contentment she had never exhibited amid the luxuries and
indulgences which courted her acceptance, in the most invi-

ting forms, at Glencarron Castle.

The conduct of Rosalie since her mother’s death, had dis-

covered an inconsistency and caprice, which, as a sense of pro-

priety allowed her not to justify, she never attempted to

palliate. The remonstrances, even of affection, are irksome to

the predetermined mind; and opposing every favourite idea,

or impeding any fond pursuit, will be found to weaken influence,

destroy confidence, and at length diminish affection. It is not,

therefore, improbable that Rosalie’s preference for the solitude

of Rhudelands, with all its austerities and restrictions, as it

promoted her wishes might be attributed to that freedom of

thought and disposal of time, of which she was suffered to

have the full enjoyment, unless when the rituals of devotion

demanded her attendance. A state of health now visibly

declining almost exempted her from these; and the depression

of her spirits rendered her so unfit for society, that she seldom
appeared with the sisterhood; but unseen and uninterrupted,

she passed herhours in solitary devotion,in visits to her parents’

tomb, and in wandering through the woods which embosomed
the melancholy structure.

Meantime the winter had set in with more than common
severity; which, added to the entreaties of partial and
hospitable friends, and the gracious desire of the royal Henry,
had induced the Earl and Countess of Glencarron to remain
near the court till the return of Spring. The young Donald
was well, and under affectionate care; and Rosalie not only
suppressing every complaint, but giving assurances of amend-
ing health, her noble friends were satisfied. Yet their satis-

faction extended not to Hubert; he could penetrate deeper; and
amidst the brilliant display of tilts, tournaments, balls, masques,
and festivities, which might have intoxicated a mind less

joyous and ardent than Hubert’s naturally was, he continued
serious and interested, and often immersed in the depths of
anxious thought.

It was towards the latter end of December that the earl and
countess, and at their command, Hubert, were preparing to

accept an invitation to be present at the nuptials of a young
lady, whose sister had bestowed many favourable regards upon
him, when a messenger, almost exhausted by fatigue, arrived,

and demauded an audience of the earl.

He was instantly admitted, and presented a packet from the

lady abbess of Rhudelands, announcing that a putrid fever had
broken out in the convent; and that, notwithstanding every
precaution had been taken to prevent the contagion from
spreading, it had seized the lovely Lady Rosalie, who, with the
resigned meekness of a saint, lay struggling with every mortal
symptom. She added, “ that the sufferer iucessantly deplored
their absence, and only supplicated for life to be once more
folded in their arms.”

621.

On receipt of this painful news the countess commanded
instant preparation for her departure to Glencarron.
The earl’s grief had not the alleviation of either tears or

complaints. It was silent, deep, and heavy. He resolved to
attend his lady, and impatiently waited until the domestics
were ready to set out.

“ Why, why did I leave thee?” cried the countess, the bit
ter drops of anguish falling fast down her pale cheek. “ Wh
did I leave thee, thou last and dearest of all thy father’s noble
house?”
“The last!” repeated the earl, gazing abstractedly on his

wife:—“ the last? Ay, the very last; It is so, but
”

He had time to add no more; the door flew open, and Hu-
bert burst in upon their presence. His eyes seemed bursting
from their burning sockets, his face was the livid hue of death

,

and his quivering lips were parched with unutterable agony.
The earl took his hand, and endeavoured to soothe him.
“ Imitate the resignation of the angel we deplore,” said the

earl to him, with difficulty repressing his own emotions.
“ She is serene

;
or, should the latest pang have passed, she

rests within the bosom of her God.”
“ Rests in his bosom!” repeated he, wildly catching up

some words, and uttering them indistinctly, “ No, there is no
rest His bosom! No—but I can save her! She is not
dead No, I can save Rosalie !”

“ Alas ! alas !
!” exclaimed the countess, wringing her hands,

“ alas ! you love, poor Hubert! and speak of what you wish.”
The illustrious travellers pursued their journey with all the

expedition that the heavy -equipage of the times would
allow. Nor did they stop even for refreshment, ODly to relieve

their horses, until they reached the county of Nottingham;
when a dense fog arising, the storm broke, heavy rains suc-

ceeded, and, inundating the country, rendered the roads im-
passable without the most extreme danger.

“ It Lady Rosalie lives, and I perish,” said Hubert, calm in

his determination, when he perceived the earl’s persuasions

had prevailed on the countess to wait till the waters had re-

tired—“ if she lives and I perish in the ardour of my inten-

tions, her generous heart will give a sigh to my memory. But
I should blush to wear a being meanly preserved at the expense
of duty. With your leave then, my lord and lady, I will

hasten to Rhudelands.”
Remonstrance would have been ineffectual with a spirit so re-

solved. He would have suffered more from being opposed, than
by any difficulty or danger he had to encounter:—and more,
they could not but perceive he had some secret motive for

despatch.

Fearless of consequences, and firm in the fortitude of- despair,

with only one faint hope sustaining him, that of reaching the
monastery in time; with no other attendant than Gilbertin

(who had been appointed by the earl to always attend his

person), on a night dark, wet, and tempestuous, he pursued the

road to Glencarron. No consideration could detain him an
instant during the dangerous, fatiguing journey. But, as is

generally the case his own impetuosity retarded his wishes;

for, travelling by uncertain roads at night, he mistook the

way and was obliged to measure back his impatient steps in

the morning.

( To be continued.J

THE FIREFLY
A TALE OF THE SEA.

CHAPTER IX.—

(

Continued.)

at may be necessary here to state, that though for some time
St. Ilelier had been pursuing a career of piracy which no laws
could justify, or necessity palliate, though he had taken pos-

session of the schooner, after forcibly dispossessing her rightful

commander; still, as she originally possessed aletter-of-marque
from a belligerent power which no subsequent peace had made
it absolutely necessary to recal, the fact of its abrogation was
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not officially known to those powers with whom France was
still at enmity. This might be considered a nice point of dis-

tinction, but the strong grounds which they had for his imme-
diate execution, and their great anxiety to obtain possession of

his vessel, made it unnecessary for the British commander to

carry his proceedings to the extremity. He was too well

satisfied with his capture to raise any nice questions as to legal

points, and consequently treated him as the privateer.

“ A spy!” repeated St. Helier; “you must admit that it was
by your own invitation I came on board this ship.”

“ You are not accused of coming here as a spy
;
but finding

you in a hostile port, and in this disguise, there can be very

little doubt as to your intentions.”

St. Helier felt too fully the force of this observation, nor

could he make any legitimate excuse for being found where he
was.

“ I am sorry for your situation,” said Captain Douglas, “ and
would much rather have met you in fair fight on the open sea,

than in this way.”
“ What’s done cannot now be helped,” replied St. Helier,

“ but there’s no occasion that the innocent should suffer for the

guilty. May I beg the favour of your permitting the boat
alongside to go ashore. They wish to land on the southern

point, and we must now be very nearly a- beam of the place.”
“ Am I to understand that the parties in the boat are no ene-

mies of ours, but friends?” asked Captain Douglas.
“I give you my word of honour,” said St. Helier.
“ Of its truth, however, we will convince ourselves. Pass the

word to bring the people in the boat on board.”

In a few minutes, St. Helier was removed into another cabin,

and placed under the charge of a sentry, while poor Magdalen,
who, with her uncle and Hatley, had been waiting in the boat
alongside, was filled Avith dreadful forebodings of the danger
to the intrepid sailor, who had ventured so much on her account.

At length the Avord was given to shorten sail. Her fore-
,

course Avas hauled up, the spanker was brailed, and the royals

cleAved up and furled; then the top-gallantsails, and the Britan-

nia Avas soon reduced to her three topsails and jib. This being

done, the helm was put up, and she came to the Avind on the
starboard tack, while the yawl Avas brought close alongside of

the ship, and the seaman ran lightly down the vessel’s side and
entered the boat. Having examined her fore and aft, he sung
out, “ all right,” and shoved her off a little: the yard and stay-

tackles Avere then lowered and hooked on by the man in the
(

boat; the boatswain’s mate in the gangway piped to “ haul
taut,” which Avas followed by “sway away,” and with one steady

j

pull, the boat and all that Avas in her, Avas raised from the
j

Avater as high as the hammock-cloths in the waist, when the
j

yard-tackles were “ eased off’,” and the yawl was safely de- i

posited in the frigate’s Avaist as smoothly as though it were but
a child’s cradle.

To the inmates this Avas a movement altogether novel and
unexpected; Magdalen, covering her face, aAvaited the result

with mingled fear and resignation, while Hatley had serious
thoughts of leaping out and trying his skill at swimming.
The sensations of this man on finding himself on the deck of

the Britannia, the very ship from which he had deserted, and
now in such suspicious company, it is not easy even to imagine.
The certainty of punishment, and that of the seArerest kind,

appeared so clear, with no hope whatever of pardon or mitiga-
tion, that he resolved in reliance only on his disguise to brave
through it in the best manner he could. It was a practical
illustration of Satan’s “then farewell hope, and with hope fare-

well fear.”

The inmates of the boat were speedily handed out on deck
and examined by the officers of the watch, but Captain Douglas
and the second lieutenant had also come on deck.

“ You have certainly come in good company,” said Captain
Douglas, as Magdalen stepped fram the boat. “ May we crave
to know Avhom we have the honour to address?”

“ My uncle,” said Magdalen, “ Don Francisco Montes, and
myself having hired this boat on the coast, have been to Con-
ception to see the rejoicings, and Avere returning to our homes
near South Point.”

And were you aware, my pretty maiden, that you were in

the company of Leo St. Helier, the commander of the Firefly ?”

“ The Firefly!” exclaimed Magdalen, in well-feigned as-

tonishment, Avhich led the officers to believe that her presence in

the boat was a mere matter of accident.

The officers now consulted as to the best course to pursue,
indeed, what to do with their prisoners, particularly as the two
last had evidently nothing to do with the schemes and purposes
of St. Helier. As, however, it was past midnight, it was re-

solved to offer them an asylum for the night, and leave their

disposal for the consideration of the morning. Accordingly
Magdalen and her uncle were invited below, and the larboard
state room was given up for their accommodation.

CHAPTER X.

During the investigation, Dick Hatley carefully avoided
observation, by keeping himself quiet, and shrinking back from
the observation of the officers. As soon, however, as Magdalen
and her uncle had been disposed of, he was brought forward to

be questioned; but, fearful of detection, if he attempted to use

a language with which he was but partially familiar, he re-

solutely kept silence, Avliile, from time to time, he made signs

with his hands, as if to signify that lie vras dumb. This conduct
seemed completely inexplicable, till Firth, taking a closer survey

of his person, thought he recognised him.
“ I think I have seen ibis man before, sir; but I cannot call

to mind where.”
“ Isn’t he the mar. Ave found on hoard that great Santo Trin-

idado, that we fell foul of some time since?” inquired the

captain.
“ Oh. no, sir; this fellow avouUI make tAvo of him: but perhaps

it Avould be as well to send for one of the young gentlemen; they

are very good at remembering features, for I’m confident this is

not the first time Ave’ve seen him.”

Accordingly, Mr. Faulkner, the oldest midshipman on board,

was sent for, that he might endeavour to recognise the prisoner.

“Can you make anything of this man?” said Captain

Douglas, addressing him; “look at him carefully, and tell me
Avhether you knoAv him.”

“ It is the boatmau, sir, that Ave brought on board just now
in the yawl.”

“ Ay, ay, Ave know that very well; but Ave want to know if

3
rou remember having ever seen him before, and if so, who
he is.”

Faulkner Avalked round him, and for a time seemed puzzled,

then suddenly slapping him on the back, he exclaimed

—

“ What, Hatley ! come hack to your old quarters? You’re

welcome, my lad. This, sir, is Hatley, a fore topman, avIio ran

away some years since, and has ne\rer been heard of till now.

You must remember him, Mr. Firth—’twas Avlien we lay at

Bio.”
“ 1 remember him uoav,” said Captain Douglas. “ And so,

Mr. Hatley, you are the man who deserted his majesty’s service

for such a miserable life as you seem to be now leading?”
“ Had you been in my place you’d ha’ deserted too,” replied

Hatley, becoming almost reckless from the apparent desperate

state of circumstances in Avhicli he was placed, but lie Avas

speedily removed into confinement, under charge of the master-

at-arms.

Captain Douglas now retired to his cabin to write the full

particulars of his capture to the commodore. He reported the

apprehension of Sb. Helier, asking instructions as to his dispo-

sal, and communicating at the same time his opinion of the

schooner being in the immediate vicinity, which gave him great

hopes of his speedily coming in possession of her; and in this

he Avas strengthened by his having Hatley in his custody, who
might be induced to throw some light on the schooner’s move-

ments, and concluded by strongly recommending that both

prisoners should be brought immediately to trial, with a vieAv

to expedite the capture of the Firefly.

As the morning broke, the Britannia Avas standing well over

to the northward of the Isle of St. Maria, having Avore round

during the night, so as not to lose sight of the Firefly’s probable

hiding-place. As the returning light by degrees made every-

thing more distinct, look-outs were aloft with glasses to discover
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whether she might be lurking about under cover of the cliffs,

which at St. Maria are steep and bold, but nothing could they

discover which at all approached a resemblance to the schooner

they were in search of. Captain Douglas, therefore, determined

to await the commodore’s reply to his letter, which had been
despatched early that morning by Mr. Faulkner in the cutter,

by cruising about that quarter, so that his midshipman would
know where to rejoin him.

About two o’clock a signal was made from the Ruby for the

frigate to lay-to. Captain Douglas accordingly hauled close

upon the wind, and in less than an hour was within hail of the

Ruby, who had made sail to meet her. The gig was lowered,

and Captain Douglas went on board the Ruby, where he found
his midshipman Faulkner, who had been despatched by the

commodore with orders.

“ Captain Douglas,” said Strahan, addressing him, “I have
just received orders from the commodore, which have been
brought to me by one of your young gentlemen, to hold a court,

consisting of Captain Archibald Strahan, of the Ruby, presi-

dent, Captain Hamilton Douglas, of the Britannia, and their

respective first lieutenants, for the trial of Leo St. Helier, the
commander of a French privateer, as a spy, he having been
found in disguise in a hostile port; and Richard Hatley charged
with being a deserter. As it will be better that no time should

be lost consistent with the ends of justice, 1 think the court

might be holden on board your vessel, Avhere the prisoners are

confined. What say you, Captain Douglas?”
“ The capture of the Firefly is too important a consideration

to be lightly thrown aside. I can have no other objection,

Captain Strahan, than the one which will apply to both of us,

the dislike of making our ships a place of execution. When
shall proceedings commence?”
“ In two 1 days from this. I suppose there can be no difficulty

in the matter, and all competent witnesses are already on
board.”

“In the meantime,” said Douglas, “we can keep a sharp
look-out for the schooner; she must be sure to be hovering
somewhere near, to take up her captain. You will, of course,

attend to the signal for the court.
’

At the time fixed, the Britannia had run nearer to the land,

and dropped her anchor just off the town of St. Maria, on the
north-east corner of the island. A gun was then fired, and a
flag run up to denote the sitting of a court-martial.

When the members of the court had assembled, each in full

dress, the oaths were duly administered, and they took their

places round the table in solemn conclave, worthy of the impor-
tant business they had to transact. When all was ready, the
officer who performed the duties of marshal was ordered to

-produce his prisoners, and Leo St. Ilelier and Richard Hatley
were led into the cabin at the same time, though no com-
munication was allowed to take place between them. They were
then formally arraigned, and the accusations which had been
prepared in the ordinary form were read over to them.

It being intended to try St. Helier first, and as it was possible

that Hatley might be required to give evidence against him,
Hatley was taken out of the cabin again, it being contrary to

the practie of a court-martial to allow one witness to give evi-

dence in the presence of another. The requisite formalities

having been gone through, the trial proceeded. As the person
of St. Helier was not directly known, his identity became rather
a case of strong suspicion than clear proof; so much so, that

after having examined Firth, who deposed to his coming on
board the frigate, and his strong belief in his being the man
whom he had seen in command of the schooner; also as to his

part confessions, and having also taken the evidence of the
seamen who received them on board the frigate, the court de-

cided upon sending for Hatley, as it was clear that his identity

as master of the Firefly had not been sufficiently established

to satisfy the forms of law.

“ Call Richard Hatley,” said the advocate, who conducted the
trial on behalf of the prosecution.

St. Helier started, for the idea of his own man being brought
as a witness against him, had never occurred to him. In a few
minutes Hatley was sworn, and took his place at the foot of the
table.
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“Your name is Richard Hatley?” said the advocate, vA
readiness to commit the reply to writing.
“They say so here,” replied the witness; “ though, for my

part, I’ve nothing to say to the question.”
“ Do you deny your name?”
“ I deny nothing—admit nothing!” retorted the witness. “ I

know nothing, and mean to tell nothing.”
This was some relief to St. Helier, as at one time he feared

that Hatley might make terms for his own safety by betraying
him.

(To be continued.')

FALSE FRIENDSHIP.

( Continued.)

The violence of the storm increased with every passing
moment, and by the aid of a brilliant and diffusive flash which
the opening heavens sent forth, the rearward party descried the
danger their less fortunate fellow travellers were now sub-
jected to; either arising from the indomitable temper of their
horses, or probably self-possession for a time forsaking the
riders—it became quite evident the foremost of the party had
lost all government of the rein, for, with a fearful and unna-
tural cry of terror sent forth by his beast, so well known and
expressive of the alarm that noble animal endures at its

instinctive dread of meteoric fluid,—it dashed forward in
furious speed, snapping in twain the bridle; and, quick
almost as thought, was with its unfortunate backer lost to the
sight of all ! An universal panic, and a thrill of horror shot
through the veins of each beholder—-all private feeling was
swallowed up in the imaginative picture of the results that
might accrue. Arnold and Ruez impelled their coursers
forward in pursuit with the like rapidity of the advancing
party—the peals of thunder, which were now accompanied
by copious and fast falling torrents of rain, gave indication,
as they hoped, that its extreme violence would speedily
exhaust its powers : the road had become more difficult of
footing from its slippery state.

Onward they sped, guided by the confused shouts of voices,

which were indistinctly caught occasionally as calling between
the brief intervals the roar and crash of elements afforded,

—

they vainly endeavoured to inform the unwilling; runaway they
were upon his track, in the hope of yielding any assistance in

their power. They soon found they were clearly gaining
on them, the clattering hoofs were better traced—the voice's

more distinguishable,—and they congratulated themselves tin

the hope of coming up with the party, when the utterance of

a simultaneous cry, announcing the sad assurance of some
dread catastrophe, confirmed them in their worst fears. Some
fatal accident could only be the cause of those piercing out-

cries; and as they neared the spot, directed by the lnim of

confused sounds, they descried an approaching, though feeble

light. This proved to be a lantern borne by a sturdy peasant,

whose bumble cabin happily stood within a trifling distance of

the scene which all now gathered towards, to behold a sight

sufficiently appalling to shock and startle the most callous

spectator. But a few paces from an ancient tree, whoso
stubborn trunk was all bespattered with gouts of blood, lay on
his back the fine athletic figure of the cavalier in whom their

fears were centred
;
his left arm spread athwart his face, par-

tially concealing his distorted features, the knee of the right le^

lay exposed to the skin, and oozing out fresh streams of blood,

displayed a wddely gaping wound
;
and the noble animal, on

which but now he rode, lay dead,—its head being dashed to

pieces by contact with the hardy tree. A portion of the gronp
having dismounted, and hastily essayed to fasten ’neatli the
shelter of a knot of closely interwoven trees their terrified

steeds, were, by the aid of the peasant’s light, uniting their

best efforts to raise and restore the stricken and insensible

form of their unfortunate companion And on the instant

our hero, together with his faithful Ruez, reached the dismayed
assemblage

;
they had, iu gently raising the inanimate body,

discovered the immediate cause of ids seeming death like
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^T The back part of the skull had received an extensive

^.ceration, and the current of life was gushing in unrestrained
streams from the awful wound.
As well as the agitation they were thrown into permitted,

they strove to staunch the blood
; and while one tore from his

vest the fine linen, and applied as bandages, the elder peasant,

who had been followed by a younger man, his son, despatched
him to his cot for water. They contrived, with the utmost
caution to place the sufferer on a rising slope beneath the cover
of the widely spreading trees, whose neighbouring branches
formed a somewhat more convenient site for the further exami-
nation of his injuries. Nor is it to be supposed the warm-
hearted friends, Ruez and Arnold, whose bosoms lacked not
“ the milk of human kindness” stood as idle, or passive wit-

nesses of the painful scene. Each vied with the patient’s

persevering friends in mutual tender ot their services
;
and, on

the arrival of the young peasant, who, aided by a lad of sixteen

or seventeen years, were now returning bearing more light,

some water, and (with a forethought not to be expected), a rude
hurdle to be converted into a litter, on which the body might
be removed. The timely application of cooling water, with
which the sufferer’s brow was freely bathed, produced the
happiest effects,—a slight shudder which convulsed his frame,
gave the almost despairing gazers assurance the soul still

lingered in its frail and earthly tenement. Arnold advised
the instant removal of the cavalier to the cotter’s home, by
the ready means afforded through the hurdle, the prompt
humanity of the youth had suggested. The proposal was
instantly acceded to, and with the utmost care the invalid
was placed in the easiest position possible, and borne at
steady pace towards its humble, but happily convenient
shelter. Upon reaching the cottage, the party were gratified
in the observance that a bed had been prepared by the good
peasant’s wife and daughters, and every comfort their limited
means possessed readily yielded to afford relief in so pressing
and sad a necessity.

The fury of the storm having abated, and one of the party
been on tne instant despatched for surgical assistance, which
was now momentarily expected, Ruez gently hinted to
his friend Arnold, (who from the great and varied excitement
he had experienced during the last eventful hour, had sunk
into a reverie of the most perplexing doubts) they must
depart. At length, being roused to a state of consciousness
by being reminded of the fears their protracted absence,
coupled with the recollection of the tempest they had been
probably exposed to, instantly recalled his mind to the
necessity of their return without further delay. Having
assured themselves that all was being done for the wounded
cavalier that could be, in the temporary absence of profes-
sional skill, they prepared to leave the cot—not without first

receiving the apparent grateful expressions of the sufferer’s
friends. The time—the place, forbade all question on the
subject of the conversation bearing allusion to the names
they had heard the strangers mention on the road

;
Arnold

was, therefore, unwillingly compelled to abandon his inten-
tion and after stating their determination of making anxious
inquiry early in the morning after the invalid’s progress, they
mounted their horses, which had been carefully tended by
the peasant’s sons,—the cessation of the storm having calmed
the affrighted steeds, they soon bore their riders in safety to
Madrid. As Ruez had surmised the old Don's family had
indeed experienced much uneasiness at their protracted
absence; but none evinced such undisguised expressions of
delight upon their safe escape from the perils they must have
been exposed to, as earnestly she expressed it, “from the
keen encounter of the elements,” than did the gentle lady,
the young and blooming Donna Isabel, a cousin of Don Ruez,
staying at the mansion. Educated herself in France, she
had, with an intuitive feeling, inherent frequently in sus-
ceptible hearts, the more especially of such an age, become
attached to the natives of its friendly clime. Nor can it be
disguised, the graceful mien, fine person, and cultivated mind
of Arnold, with whom she had passed so many weeks in
social interchange of dear and chastened society, had been
idly spent. On the contrary, there was a reciprocity breed-

ing in their bosoms, unknown to both, which, by great Nature’s
secret and mysterious spell, had been in sympathetic working
taking fast root in the unsuspecting breasts of each. “ She*
never told her love, but let concealment like a worm i’the bud
feed on her damask cheek.” Whilst Arnold, though much
changed from circumstances, and the trouble hist fraternal
cares oppressed him with, would oft times wonder that he
should imagine those cares fell lighter when in the company
of Isabel,—her intellectual powers would be poured in
sweetest accents on his willing, ever ready, and attentive ear
—hours appeared but minutes to the twain, when, as it some-
times changed, time gave them opportunity to join discourse.
Don Manuel de Castro, Ruez’s father, had twice become a

widower
; his second lady, to whom in his warm nature he

had become sincerely attached, he had the misfortune to losem three years after the possession, by giving birth to a
daughter, who lived but to receive the kiss of one, and
with its maternal parent shared the tomb; and Manuel,
though then but slightly past the prime, never gave thought
unto another suit. Unlike the sombre character bestowed
by some historians on his nation, yielding obedience to the
dispensation of his God, he strove to prove his gratitude for
the blessings yet afforded him in being spared an affectionate
and gallant son,—in Ruez did he recognise the image of his
first love—in Ruez had he now centred all his earthly
hopes.

Much pleased with the constant assiduities offered to her
kind indulgent uncle by the artless Isabel, insensibly she
gained upon the old man’s heart; and whether from a fancied
likeness that he sometimes conceived dwelt on her innocent
brow, or from whatever other cause arising, ’tis certain he
loved her next unto his son, and could have wished the rosy
god had sped an arrow through the hearts of both; but the
fickle urchin directed not his darts in such a course—no
and unlike the arch and youthful enemy, he was not hood-
winked, but could see the aim.
Don Manuel saw, though no one else observed the favourable

impression his son’s deserving friend had wrought on Isabel;
determined, therefore, to obtain if possible corroboration of the
truth by rallying the young men,—inquiring as to where they
had been—“ what undiscovered nymph, or nymphs, had striven
to allure such sober, staid, domestic birds, so long from home?
He could not but imagine Arnold

,
at least, had reason for his

mopish melancholy; some lovely maid had taken a hold upon
him! but who—and where was she to be found? he had been a
gallant wooer in his time, and in the cause of beauty would
yet be sworn, if made a confidant, he’d bring the fickle damsel
to surrender!” Thus did the merry hearted sire, shower volley
on volley at the youths; they did but fall into his pleasantries
for a moment ere they disclosed the accident they had been
witness to,—adding that, that together with the severity of the
storm, had really been the sole cause of their late return.
During his rattling, but good humoured charge, and the de-
fence so truly made by the arraigned criminals, Don Manuel’s
quick and searching eye received sufficient confirmation as to
the state the heart of one was in,—poor Isabel’s delicate cheek,
upon the mention of an absent nymph, became suffused, and
the next instant pale as the whitest marble. It so happened
that once she raised her speaking orbs, but wherefore she scarce
knew, just as her merry uncle declared that he would under-
take, if made the confidant, to cause the fair surrender—when
lo!—his gaze was rivetted on her, and the next moment
fastened on young Arnold,—so full of meaning too were those
keen glances, her heart beat nigh to bursting,—he had disco-

vered her would-be-hidden secret, and her confusion became so

great, in order to conceal it from their observation, she hastily

pleaded the lateness of the hour, timidly embraced Don Manuel,
and bidding all good night, betook her to her chamber, within
whose sacred precincts, and her innocent perplexity of new
raised hopes and fears, we leave her to the more fertile imagi-
nation of our readers.

(To be continued.')
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THE EXPEDITION AGAINST RAS EL KHYMA,

The Persian gulf has long been famous as the scene of

piratical depredations, the numerous creeks and shallows of

that sea presenting great facilities for the sudden ambuscades
of sea banditti, and in case of repulse, favouring their speedy

and safe retreat from the pursuit of a superior force. The
capital of that coast is the town of Has el Khyma

,
situated in

long. 55 deg. 30 min. E., and lat. 25 deg. 49 min. N. It is

the resort and stronghold of all the corsairs who lurk about in

every corner of the gulf. The name of Ras el Khyma, in

Arabic, indicates that it is the “ Cape of Pirates,” most of the

places in that region being characterized by some significant

appellation.

In 1809, the depredations and barbarities of these free-

booters had assumed such a formidable complexion, that a

British expedition was fitted out to destroy them. The
Imaum of Muscat was expected to lend his assistance in co-

operating with the expedition. This, however, he declined to

undertake, alleging the impossibility of any large ships ap-

proaching sufficiently near to bombard the town, owing to the

shallowness of the coast; and, moreover, he affirmed, that

the strength of the place, and the determined character of

the garrison for obstinacy and bravery, precluded all chance
of success, without the presence of an army of at least

19,000 men. However, on the 13th of November, 1809, the

British stormed the town, spiked all the guns, burned every
vessel in the harbour, and levelled the fortifications; their

whole loss being one killed andfour wounded ! A quantity of

well-earned prize-money fell to the share of the gallant

captors.

In the course of a few years, however, the walls had been
rebuilt, and the place resumed its strong condition, along with
its former name of terror; repeated piracies were committed
on the trading vessels of the gulf: and these acts increased
to an extent which rendered it almost impracticable for any
ship to proceed in safety through the gulf without convoy.
Commerce, in consequence, had been materially injured—in

fact, was nearly abandoned. One instance will show the
adroitness and audacity of these pirates. A company’s
cruiser stationed in the gulf for protecting the trade, fell in

with a country vessel? which requested to be conveyed by the
cruiser up the gulf

;
the protection was granted, and they

both proceeded on their voyage. The trading vessel, upon
some pretence, having contrived to place herself alongside
the other unperceived and unsuspected, instantly threw a
a body of men (hitherto concealed) on board the deck of the
cruiser, and carried her after a brief contest. The pirates
murdered most of the crew, and mutilated those whose lives

they chose to spare. Shortly after, a vessel hove in sight,

which turned out to be another British cruiser
;
whereupon

the pirates abandoned both vessels, and, taking to their boats,
made for the land and escaped. The scene on the small
cruiser’s deck showed a most revolting picture of barbarian
atrocity. The commander was hanging dead by his heels, his

nose and ears being cut off; many of the crew were treated
in the same manner. The Bombay government came to the
immediate determination of effectually extirpating this horde
of buccaneers, and completely destroying their fortresses

;

or, in oriental phrase, of sowing the foundations with salt
, as

the symbol of extermination and utter desolation. Accord-
ingly, an armament set sail from the presidency of Bombay,
in the month of December, 1819. It was commanded by
Major-general Sir William Grant Keir, K.M.T., and consisted
of his Majesty’s 47th and 65th regiments of foot, one regi-

ment of Sepoys, the flank companies of some othar native
regiments, with artillery and engineers, amounting in all to

about 5,000 men. The naval part of the expedition was
composed of his Majesty’s ship Liverpool, of fifty guns ;

Eden, of twenty-six guns
;
Curlew, eighteen guns; several

Company’s cruisers and transports, together with gun-boats
and mortar-boats. Captain Collier, of the Liverpool, com-
manded the squadron.

The following is a rough outline of the operations before
the place, embracing a few* circumstantial details :— .

On the 2nd of December, the expedition cast anchor off
Ras el Khyma. On the passage thither, it had been joined
by several frigates belonging to his Highness the Imaum of
Muscat.
At four o’clock in the morning of the 4th, the first division

of the troops effected a landing two miles south-west of the
place. The gun-boats and an armed pinnace, with a
twelve-pound carronade. covered the disembarkation; no
opposition was made. Captain-Eoch of the Eden, acted as
beach-master

;
and Captain Walpole, of the Curlew, com-

manded the gun-boats. The men immediately commenced
the formation of a camp. During the day, the remainder of
the army landed. Whilst the soldiers were getting out of
the boats, and others were busied in the pitching of tents and
levelling of ground, a body of the Arabs approached, and
some slight skirmishing ensued between them and the gun-
boats, and a party of the rifle company of the 65th; but the
enemy soon retired. Shortly After this, two Arab horsemen,
evidently of a superior caste, mounted on superb bay chargers,
magnificiently caparisoned, each man carrying a long spear,
rode leisurely down within a short distance of our encamp-
ment, and reining up their chargers, reconnoitred our pro-
ceedings with perfect coolness and seeming contempt. They
kept as far as possible from the boats which were landing the
soldiers, but still they were within point blank range of the
guns. A shot was fired at them from one of our boats, which
missed and passed between them. The attention of every
one was attracted towards them, wondering what their errand
could be. Scarcely had the discharge taken place, when they
had disappeared from the spot, and were seen dashing at full

speed, lances couched, through the midst of our half-finished

camp. Every man that had a musket in his hand discharged
it at the Arabs, who, exposed to the fire of nearly fifty

muskets, still kept on their course uninjured. “Well done,
my hearties !” shouted some of the men, astonished and
delighted at their daring. The farther extremity of the cam})
was soon passed, and continuing the same rapid pace for some
little distance farther, both suddenly checked their steeds,

bringing them nearly on their haunches, wheeled round,
exhibited a sign of haughty exultation, stood gazing for a few
minutes to breathe their blown horses, then finally walked
quietly and composedly on their route. It was for the

purpose of alarming and rousing some neighbouring tribes to

their succour, that this sally through our encampment had
been undertaken and elfecteJ.

Ras el K hyma appeared of considerable extent; the buildings

large and flat-roofed; the fortifications in good repair, with
high walls built of mud and stone, and flanked by heavy ram-
parts. It stood upon a sandy peninsula, the isthmus of which
was defended by a well- flanked battery, whilst the line towards
the sea was fortified throughout the space of one mile and a
quarter by batteries mounting only one gun each, ranged at

regular intervals. A suburb of bamboo huts adjoined the

town, immediately behind which lay a capacious basin, unap-
proachable to large vessels, in consequence of a bar of sand
stretching across its mouth, so that large ships must discharge

their cargoes previous to crossiug the bar. The batteries of

the town bore directly on the entrance of the port—the main
land on the opposite coast appeared picturesque aud verdant,

with innumerable date-trees— the mountains of Arabia reared

their dim hazy outline in the back-ground. The place of our

encampment, and the soil of the tongue of land, was parched,

sandy aud herbless.

Two thousand of the Imaum’s troops joined us; they had
forced the hills, deemed impregnable, and brought in some
prisoners. Parties of seamen were lauded to assist in the erec-

tion of the batteries. The siege was entered upon in the
antiquated, slow and sure system of the last century. “ We sat

down before the placef and commenced operations like a parcel

of military cadets, with their code of instructions beside
them.
On Tuesday, the 4th of December, the Curlew weighed, and

stood nearer the shore, opening her fire on the town. Smart
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skirmishing took place during the day. The rifle company of

the 65th advanced within twenty yards of the largest groharrie,

and reconnoitred. The gun-boats particularly distinguished

themselves by their activity.

The first line of trenches having been made by means of

sand-bags, an advanced battery opened on the place, at the

distance of 300 yards. A mortar battery to the right was

served very effectually. There was a gun from one of the

enemy’s batteries which enfiladed the trenches, whilst we
could get none of our artillery to bear on it. It did consider-

able execution among the men. Major Moleswortli, of the

45th, mounted the parapet of the trench to reconnoitre more
minutely, and to ascertain how that formidable gun could be

silenced. “ I see them loading it now,” said he: “now—now,

they are running it out; look to yourselves, my lads!” In an

instant he fell back in the trench, his head blown to atoms.

At length, however, we succeeded in silencing that annoyance,

and disabled the piece.

The Liverpool and Eden having approached nearer the town,

in conjunction with our batteries, opened a most vigorous fire

on the morning of the 5th. Shells were thrown with evident

effect; and the gun-boats contributed, as before, their power-
ful assistance. Towards the close of that day’s work, a Joas-

mee spy was brought in prisoner; he informed us that the

enemy had suffered great loss, nearly ninety killed, besides

wounded. The Sheikh’s brother had lost his leg by a cannon-
shot.

The duties of the seamen in the trenches were severe and
unremitting. Whilst the soldiers were relieved every four

hours, the sailors remained frequently twenty-four hours,

without any rest or respite. Jack grumbled a good deal at

this unfair distribution, though he did not work the less

strenuously. It was not a little vexatious to be saluted with
a “Good night” by several parties in succession, as they
quitted the trenches, with the prospect of comparative com-
fort in the camp, whilst the poor devils left behind had to pass
the time as they best could.

The firmg from the ships and batteries still continued on
the sixth: that of the Arabs was faintly returned and ill-di-

rected. They evidently did not possess the requisite and proper
materials «f ammunition; large stone shot came hailing in

upon us, but often wide of the mark. As soon as a discharge
was made from our guns, the Arabs were seen leaping out of

the embrasures to pick up the round-shot, which they imme-
diately returned. There was no mistake in this

;
for to satisfy

ourselves, we examined the. balls, and found they bore the
king’s mark. The wall and towers did not exhibit any very
decided traces of the efficacy of this day’s cannonade.
The firing had terminated for the day, the men had been

relieved, silence reigned in the batteries, the night was very
dark, and the pickets as usual on the alert. About one, a dark
object, like a large black dog, was seen creeping along on all

fours, several similar objects following. The advanced pickets
were instantly cut down; all was hurry, shout, and bustle.

The trenches were filling with a large party of Arabs, engaged
in close contest with our men, who were speared and stabbed
in a twinkling. Already the Arabs had succeeded in dragging
away a howitzer in triumph. The alarm spread like wildfire

through the trenches. A party of the 65th foot, under Major
Warren, instantly advanced in double quick time, attacked the
assailants, drove them out of the trenches, and recaptured the
howitzer. A desperate conflict ensued ;

the Arabs fought like

furies, but they were soon bayoneted; nearly ninety in number
were found lying in the trenches. They had divested them-
selves of their upper garments to facilitate their onset, and, if

we mistake not their bodies seemed anointed with oil.

It being found that our twelve and eighteen pounders pro-
duced but a slight impression on the walls and towers, while
the enemy availed themselves of our own shot to annoy us
greatly, as they fitted exactly the calibre of their guns, it was
resolved that several twenty-four pounders should be erected
as a breaching battery. Two twenty-four pounders were ac-
cordingly landed with considerable exertion from the Liver-
pool, and had to be dragged a long way through heavy deep
sand. The battery was erected nearer the town, and a party

Mills, was landed, to work the guns. Lieutenant Campbell, of
the Liverpool, commanded the whole of the seamen on shore.
The twenty-four pounders opened on the 8th, with aston-

ishing effect. The walls and towers appeared to shake and
totter under the force of the shot. The enemy found, too, that
the balls were rather bulky for their guns, and were, therefore,
under the necessity of having recourse to their own stone and
grape-shot.

Towards the afternoon of the 8th, and during the hottest of
the cannonade, a bullock and a white cock were descried close
under the walls of the town, exposed to the showers of shot
from our batteries, and yet remained unharmed. The attention
of several of the men was called to these objects. “ What a
fine mess they would make,” shouted one of the sailors. “ Bill,

I say, you bear a hand with me in towing them things out.”
Over the trenches both of them vaulted, and scampered away
at slapping pace towards the ramparts, heedless of the balls

plunging around them. We slackened our fire as speedily as
possible ; the men in the trenches cheering and exulting, ia the
boldness of the enterprise. The Arabs crowded the wails,

firing their matchlocks with steady aim at the two fellows, as

one of the sailors coolly drove the animal towards us, whilst

the other after a sharp chase, captured the cock. They Re-
turned to the trenches, loudly huzzaed by their comrades.
“We've got the

,
my lads! and now for prime beefsteaks

to you all.” The neck of the cock was wrung, and the bul-

lock’s throat cut, and the body cut up into large pieces, which
the men cooked in the trenches, and devoured with keen appe-

tite, amidst many an applauding joke and praise of their brave

conduct. The officer whose duty it was to reprimand the men
for this breach of discipline, could hardly control his risible

faculties, or assume a grave look and stern demeanour.
Ere. night-fall, repeated flags of truce were despatched from

the town, but to these no attention was given, and darkness
put an end to the firing.

The cannonade was recommenced at an early hour on the

next morning, the progress of the breach became hourly more
apparent and practicable; orders were therefore issued to pre-

pare for the storm. The announcement was received with great

satisfaction, and every usual preparation was made with
alacrity. A sharp contest was looked for, and plunder un-
doubtedly expected. About 100 seamen were assembled in the

trenches; to draw them up in line was out of the question;

all life and drollery. Colonel Elrington and the gallant 49th,

with the grenadier and flank companies of the other regiments,

composed the party appointed to storm. On a signal being

given, the whole rushed from the trenches in sight of the

enemy, and advanced rapidly towards the breach; the enemy
disappeared from the walls on our approach. The breach
was soon mounted, and the place was entered; not a man dis-

puted the entrance—not an Arab was visible. They were seen
scampering from the town in the opposite direction, bending
their route towards the hills. The disappointment of the men
was excessive. The result of their search over the town ended
in the finding of four decrepid hags, whom the ungallant Arabs
did not deem it necessary to carry off, trusting to their age and
ugliness as safeguards against the attentions and gallantry of

our men. But they reckoned without their host in this in-

stance. Plunder there was none. Towards the close of the

siege, the garrison had been employed in secretly removing all

their effects out of the place; bullocks and goats only were
left, and these Jack was seen driving in herds of five, ten, and
twenty, down to the beach, jealous of any interference with his

flock, and conveying as many of the goats on board as he could

stow away.
The union flag was immediately hoisted in the room of the

bloody flag of the pirates, and orders were issued to dismantle
the whole fortifications and raze the place. The walls of the
several groharries and towers were five and a half feet thick,

and so strong and well-built, as to render them impregnable to
all, except European artillery. Our total loss in this tedious
siege was, one major, four rank and file, killed; one lieutenant
(navy), one captain, one subaltern, two serjeants, one drummer,
forty-six rank and file, wounded. Wc learned afterwards that
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the enemy lost nearly 1,000 killed—the number of wounded
was unknown.
The town of Raumps, near the sea, surrendered on the 1 8th,

It waa taken possession of by the 65th, and some native corps;

the Shiekh Hasaan Ben Ramah, chief of Ras el Khyma, sur-

rendered himself prisoner, with nearly 1,000 of his followers.

He stated, that during the siege, whilst he was holding a divan,

a shell from our batteries burst into the room, and instantly

exploding, killed and wounded about 100 of his fighting men,
and created infinite consternation throughout the garrison.

A strong fort on a neighbouring hill, called Zaire, still held
out. The duty undertaken by the seamen was most arduous
in this case; two twenty-four pounders were dragged by the
poor fellows for a space of two miles over rough and swampy
ground. After batteries had been erected, a brisk cannonade
was kept up against the fort, and shells were thrown without
intermission. The firing was unremitting and tremendous.
The fort was deemed quite impregnable by the natives, but
they had soon speedy reason for entertaining a mortifying be-
lief to the contrary; they accordingly manifested a wish to

capitulate. The general offered an unconditional surrender,
which, after an hour’s deliberation, was acceded to. Shiekh
Hassan Ben Ally, the chief, was sent prisoner on board one of
the transports; he was the most active, the most cruel of the
whole pirates, about thirty- six years of age, handsome in per-
son, mild in demeanour, but with a look of sullen, tiger-like

ferocity lurking in his restless eye.

On our return to Ras el Khyma, we found the place totally
in ruins; the forts and towers having been blown up by the in-

defatigable soldiers and seamen employed in that duty. Some
inconsiderable portion of plunder had ben found secreted in
various places, which of course fell to the share of the men.
A strong work was in a state of forwardness for such of our
troops as it might be deemed requisite and expedient to leave
behind, for the entire preventi on of future piracies, and a check
upon the Arabs in their attempts to re-build their forts and
strongholds.

On the 3rd of January, we quitted the coast, and proceeded
to the different harbours in the vicinity, in order to capture
and destroy all the piratical vessels and small craft. This
operation was carried into complete effect, and, it is hoped, has
succeeded effectually in destroying the roots and nipping the
branches of piracy in that quarter for a long period to come.

MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER XIV.

Nearly exhausted in strength, and almost sinking beneath
the pressure of anxiety, and an indisposition its natural
consequence, Hubert at length set foot on the domains of
Glencarron.
The wind was howling fearfully around his defenceless head,

and the rain gushing in torrents on his fevered and enfeebled
frame, when, with the support of Gilbertin, he reached the
margin of a full and rapid river, which divided the lands of
Glencarron from those appertaining to Rhudelands Monastery.
There had been a bridge for the safety and convenience of pas-
sengers; but the recent inundation, and the violence of the
foaming surge upon its banks, had carried it away. To ford
it was impossible; in its present state, instant and irretrievable
destruction was in the attempt. lie cast a look at Gilbertin;
in his honest face he only saw fear, watchful of his motions’
He looked upon the earth:—it seemed to shake with internal
commotion. Upon the waters their rushing fury mocked his
groans, overwhelming them with an horrific roar. Despair-
ingly he raised his eyes to heaven; and even there all was
dark, frowning, and unpropitious. His brain burned, his heart
felt bursting and distracted witli the conflict of feeling. He
started, gasped—“ God!—Rosalie! ” and rushing forward,
but for the overpowering strength of Gilbertin, had plunged
into the foaming flood.

He was now still as the dead—passive as the infant. He
had fainted; and in that unresisting condition his faithful ser-
vant, though with much difficulty, bore him to a cottage at no
great distance, which he remembered was inhabited by a poor
Scottish woman in the dependence of Lady Glencarron. The
poor creature had followed her husband to the borders, where,
covered with wounds, he fell on the memorable day on which
the Earl Eitz-Arwyne met a soldier’s fate. From that period
compassion for her helplessness and desolate state, and in con-
sideration that she owed her birth to the native land of
Eugenius, Lady Glencarron’s charity had provided for all her
wants; and in this cottage reigned all the peace and comfort
that a widow could taste.

Hubert was conveyed to bed in a high fever, and for many
days remained insensible to every one about him. He called
for Rosalie and the abbess; and, with the incongruity of deli-
rium, raved at things never seen, and conversed with persons’
created by his own fevered imagination.
He was watched with respect, and attended with affection;

and towards the dawn of the fourth day, signs were discovered
of returning reason. His first words were to Gilbertin, who
was watching him. “ Rosalie ”

“ Is as well as can be, my dear master.”
“ And at Rhudelands?” he added, impatiently.
“ Yes, on my fealty,” answered Gilbertin, with an assuring

look, wondering at a question asked with such eagerness.
“ Enough!” cried Hubert, raising his languid eyes in thanks-

giving; “that is enough.”
A week had now elapsed since his arrival at the widow

Fraser’s cottage, when he was able to walk, leaning on a stick,
about her little garden, and by a pleased familiarity encouraged
her to converse. She was not altogether uninformed, and
would often endeavour to amuse his pensive hours by relating
the legendary tales of her country; and also the old national
ballads, whose interest and simple beauties are unrivalled.
One evening as she sat cheerily twirling her distaff, she in*

voluntarily beguiled him, both of thought and melancholy, by
one of those affecting ballads, which she delighted to sing, as
being composed in a country which she partially thought an
epitome of perfection.

The widow Fraser had concluded, and perhaps, what is ra-
ther uncommon for an old woman’s tongue, felt a little weary,
and therefore sunk into silence, while her guest, relapsing,
again indulged in saddening rumination.
The weather was now unusually mild for the season. The

moon had nearly filled her orb; and as her softened beams
played on the undulating waves, and silvered the darkened
turrets of Rhudelands, which could be seen rising among the
leafless tress from the direction of the cottage windows, it was
Hubert’s evening solace, to seat himself at the casement, think
on Rosalie, and silently respire a prayer for her felicity.

The following morning he had fixed for returning to the cas-
tle

; and as the widow had finished her ballad, and was silent,
he was taking his farewell glances of a prospect rendered
precious by being connected with Rosalie.

All was still, was quiet; it was the season of repose. Even
the hum of labour had ceased, and only ever-busied sorrow
was wakeful.

Hubert’s mind was occupied by Rosalie; and his eyes were
gazing through the latticed window, when he suddenly started
from his seat, and, seizing the poor affrighted widow by the
arm, in a voice of wildness cried, “See, see there!”

“ His presence be about us!” screamed the woman. “ What
is it you see?”

“ A gliding light,” lie cried, his eyes riveted on some object,
while a superstitious horror shook every fibre of his frame.
“Now—now it disappears! it rises! and again—oh. God
God—”
“Hoot upon you, chield!” resumed the widow, breathing

more free as she gazed where his looks directed; “hoot upon
you! what fears you? It’s only Willy;* what a frase about
Willy!”
“ Willy!” unconsciously cried Hubert; and sinking mourn-

* The ignis fatuu3, or Will-with-tho-wisp.
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fully back in his chair, he continued mute until Gilbertin, who
had been to the castle, returned to attend him to bed.

Too soon the faithful domestic perceived the saddened change

of his countenance, and boded evil; yet he nothing spoke, but,

as usual, was preparing the bed, when Hubert, with resolu-

tion on his brow, bade him desist, and attend his commands.
Awed to obedience, Gilbertin could only bow in silence before

him.
A corpse this night is borne from Rhudelands,” said he, his

eyes fixed full and terrific on the face of Gilbertin. “ Thou
knowest me,” he added in a deepened tone; “ hast thou spoken

only truth?” Gilbertin shook.
“ Go—go-go!”
«My master l” cried Gilbertin falling on his knees, “ My

master !”

Hubert motioned him to cease, and spoke again.

« Tear not : thou didst mean all well, and hast forgiveness.

Go then, but mark me well; impede my purposes no more;
watch me not, nor on thy life presume to follow ”

Gilbertin, still on his knees, stiffened with horror and
speechless, could only raise his hands in supplication; but he
was unheeded. His master cast one look of pity on him, then
took down his sword—Fitz-Arwyne’s sword—and with a firm

step and a determined heart, he left the widow’s cottage to

pursue his secret purpose.

With the presence of Hubert the imbecility of Gilbertin fled,

every power re-animated, and, starting on his feet, he was
rushing after to secretly watch his motions, when the entrance

of the widow for a time retarded his intention. The strange-

ness of Gilbertin’s look alarmed the poor woman still more
than the phrenzy of Hubert; for to his vagaries, as she called

them, she had become accustomed.
“ And what have you seen?” she cried, her mind reverting

to the cause of his master’s incoherent exclamations.
“ My master ! He is gone to his death, nor had I power to

stop him, 1 ’ replied Gilbertin, attempting to pass.

“To his death!” repeated the good creature, detaining him,
while pleased in the idea cf being able to quiet his apprehensions
from what she believed his arguments of Hubert’s danger. “ No,
no, be cheerly

,
it is none of him ; the ill thing Willy is never

seen by them that are to die; the elf but comes to tell us of

another. The Lord preserve our precious lord and lady; for,

list ye but, before my Norman fell
”

“ Amen !” responded Gilbertin to the widow’s prayer for her
lord and lady; “but let me seek him.” So saying, like an
arrow he flew (for the short delay added to the violence of his

impatient terrors) from, the cottage; and having crossed some
rafts thrown across a rfarrow part of the river for tempo-
rary accommodation, like lightning he pursued the nearest
path to the monastery.

Gilbertin was conscious he had temporised with his master,
and qualified his answers respecting Rosalie, still hoping for

the arrival of the earl and countess, when their influence over
his mind might restrain his passion within the limits of

moderation.
Gilbertin was no lover ;

was a stranger to thepoignant delights

and acute pangs which compose the character; else he would
have known the powerful passion bursts the barriers of sense,

and bears down every consideration that would militate against

the indulgence of its extravagance. Yet his honest heart beat

responsive to every claim, in whatever degree of humanity;
and a thousand fears now agitated his breast for the safety of

young Hubert.
With steps hurried and disordered he reached the Monas-

tery of Rhudelands. There all was silent, cheerless, and dark.
He knocked and rang in vain, no one appeared, when, per-
ceiving heavy clouds-gathering over his head, he presently
made his way back to the castle, and sought for comfort and
eonsQlation in peaceful slumber.

chapter xv.

When Hubert so suddenly started from his seat in the

widow’s cottage, his apprehensive horrors were not imaginary.

The curfew had some time tolled its parting knell) warning

the weary to repose from the labours of the day; when, as his

eyes were fixed on the gloomy edifice of Rhudelands, he per-
ceived lights alternately appear and disappear, in an avenue
leading from an angle of the monastery to the ancient burial-

place of the Fitz-Arwyne family. The blaze of torches soon
convinced him it was a funeral procession. Had it been any
of the sisterhood, the relics had reposed within the sanctuary
where had passed their unoffending days. He watched the
slow and melancholy progress, and fancy might have wafted,

on an ear quickened into agony, the solemn maiden dirge,

when, beholding it take the direction which gave the last fatal

confirmation to his fears, a desperate resolution renerved every
attenuated fibre of his tortured heart; and, having uttered the

few broken sentences which so appalled Gilbertin, he rushed,

though with enfeebled steps, from the cottage.

His brain was a fearful chaos, his mind a burning tumult,

in which he could neither separate nor distinguish one reason-

able idea. Rosalie and death were all he could combine; that

was worse than the worst he had supposed. It was his fate;

he would follow it: other evils admitted of remedy; but irre-

parable privation left nothing to exercise resolution or animate
exertion

;
it was consummate and conclusive despair.

The languor of recent illness still pervaded his frame; and
agitation rendering him still more feeble, but for a friendly

forester’s arm, who, from instinctive humanity, offered his

support, on observing him to stagger from the widow’s cottage,

Hubert could never have reached the appointed place.

Hubert being well acquainted with the regulations of the

monastery, knew he was inadmissible, and also that at such an
untimely hour the gates would not be unclosed but to supreme
authority. He could brook no delay, and therefore wisely bent

his steps to the father confessor of the convent, who had fixed

his lonely retreat in a ruined cloister appertaining to the

structure, and which had a communication through secret

passages to the interior.

Long before the Earl Glencarron’s favour had ranked Hu-
bert’s name among the more distinguished ones of the land,

even from lisping infancy he had interested the venerable

Father Ambrose; he had considered him with regard, and took

pleasure in cultivating the seeds of goodness and genius his

youth discovered
;
and the rectitude of thought, and excellent

dispositions of his mind, made the care of his conscience a gra-

tifying office to one like the good father who could enjoy no

higher delight than to behold a human creature doing honour
j

to the creative hand of the great Original of all perfection.

By the holy father’s secret communication with the interior

of Rhudelands, Hubert knew that at any hour, however unsea-

sonable, he could procure admission. Feeble and lingering

were the steps with which he reached the sequestered ruin

The loud wind blew in heavy gusts through the mouldering

pile, while the drifting snows cast a shadowy melancholy over

the desolated fabric.

Hubert found no difficulty in exploring his way to the hai

lowed presence of the confessor; for with jocund step and

cheerful heart he had often trod the solitary path.

The vesper-lamp was sinking dim within its socket, a tear

of pious rapture had fallen with the last numbered bead, and

he was prostrate before the crucifix, when the sudden entrance

of Hubert impelled him to start from his knees.

“Who art thou that thus, unhallowed Hubert! my
child !” he cried, recognising him, “ whence comest thou ?

Thy looks are wild and haggard. What hath made thy cheek

so wan, and dimmed thine eye? Hast thou done aught to

shame thy Christian faith? Speak, Hubert, and relieve my
|

horrid fears.”

“It is no transgression, righteous father, that.would cast its

burden on thy interposing prayer. Thy benedietion then with

speed; and oh, in mercy, lead me to the abbess!—Rosalie
—

”

Hubert groaned, and ceased to speak.

“Rosalie!” repeated the confessor in a repressed voice, his

cheek growing paler. “ My son, be counselled by my love;

seek not the audience. Saint Sefrida mourns ; but sighs nor

tears can render back the dead.”
“ I understand,” interrupted Hubert, looking terrible in de-

terminative thought, “I understand. But Saint Sefrida—

I
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know her, Father Ambrose;” adding, his voice deepening, and
wilder agony spreading through every pallid feature, “ I know
her, and will have evidence 1”

“Alas! poor child!” exclaimed Father Ambrose, gazing
with the mildest pity—“Have evidence! Restore him and
defend him, Holy Lord ! Hubert, I yield; and will guide thee
to thy wishes.”

Father Ambrose relumined his lamp, and sprinkled some
holy drops around them; when, taking the cold hand of Hu-
bert within his own, he led him silently through subterranean
passages until they reached a low portico, under which was a
sliding door opening into the refectory.

He rung a bell, which communicating with the abbess’s apart-
ment, the sound awoke her from a troubled slumber.
Only when matters of much import demanded immediate

attention this btll was sounded. She understood its signal;

and, starting up with alarm, loosely attired, unveiled, and un-
attended, pale and dismayed

; with consternation glaring in her
eyes, she entered the refectory.

“ Mother of God and all the saints defend us! Who dies?
or what—holy Ambrose? ”

She was proceeding; but perceiving Hubert at the grate,

she staggered, and spread her hands before her face.—“ I—
I—I—” She could utter no more, but sunk into the nearest seat.

“ Saint Sefrida,” said Hubert, hi.s voice tremulous and weak,
yet it sunk impressive on her ear; “ art thou to learn? I know
thee The Lady Rosalie ” His heart swelled, his tongue
faltered.
“ She is—is—dead!” added the abbess.
“Dead!” he repeated, “deadl Look there, woman! there,

above thee 1 Look, the everlasting eye that marks iniquity in

a blackened record now inrols thy name!”
The abbess shuddered, and shrunk appalled, but she could

not speak. Her Strange accuser continued:—
“ My soul distrusts thee. My senses will have evidence.

Wretch that thou art, what hast thou done with Rosalie?”
“ She died,” answered the abbess the cold drops hanging on

her livid brows. “ She died—died. This holy man, your
ghostly guide, confessed her; and—and, she is reposed within
her family vault.”

“What dost thou mean, Hubert? whom would thy wild im-
agination criminate?” interposed the reverend father, upbraid-
ingly.

“ I mean to see the Lady Rosalie; dead or living, to see her,”
replied Hubert, decision in his look.

“Living!” interrupted the holy man his, eyes uplifted.
“ That as it may be, father; and I criminate the abbess. I

know her---—”
“ Son, son, thy reason wanders. Retire with me; I will im-

plore the saints. Rest will restore thee.”
“ I cannot taste of rest until convinced, and when I am— I

shall have rest indeed!”
No entreaties could avail; no argument could dissuade him

from his purpose. He received the keys of Fitz-Arwyne’s
vaults from the trembling hands of the abbess, refused the at-

tendance of the holy Ambrose, and only begged, in accents
plaintive and despairing, his prayers.
He had furnished himself with a torch, and some implements

necessary for his purposed work; and quitting the monastery
to satisfy his doubts, or take a last farewell, a latest look, of
Rosalie, fortified only by despair and firm in predetermination,
he bowed to Saint Ambrose, and left him.
The night was fast expiring. It drew towards the dreary

hour “ when churchyards yawn,” and restless shadows wander
over the earth. The wind was up, and the deep hollow gusts
howled drearily and fearfully through the leafless trees, while
Hubert’s agonized frame shivered in the drifting snows. His
heart felt burning, but his blood was icicle; and scarce could
his enfeebled limbs sustain their sinking burden. With pain
and difficulty at length he gained the entrance of the ruined
chapel, and wild and fearless he staggered along the broken
cloisters of the desolated fabric, until the glimmering of the
light that burned perpetually before the holy Mary, in a small
enclosure of the edifice, directed his trembling feet to the
heavy portico leading down to the habitations of the dead.

At the hallowed taper he relighted his torch; and drawing
the ponderous keys of the vaults from his vest, he prepared
with phrensied haste once more to look upon the departed,
worshipped Rosalie. He turned the key; the heavy doors
grated harshly and rudely upon their rusty hinges, as if un-
willing to admit obtruding feet; but he forced them open, and
with slow and saddened steps proceeded through extensive
space, whose gloom appeared impenetrable. The pent-up
vapours, chilling and dank, had nearly suspended respiration

;

but nothing could impede his solemn purpose. Long he con-
tinued to wander through these caves of death and deepening
horror, uncertain which of the many winding directions he
espied would lead him to the vault more particularly appro-
priated for the last dwellings of the illustrious dead.

His torch was burning blue amidst the noxious exhalations,

and shed a dim mysterious gleam athwart the dreary void.

At length he explored a low circular recess, which entering,

he remembered to open on the burial vault. Frantic with
thought, he darted forward and drew back the heavy bolts.

The sound reverberated through the caverns, and sunk upon
his ear in awe-inspiring murmurs.

Here, for successive centuries, had reposed the illustrious

chiefs of Fitz-Arwyne, with all their valiant and virtuous rela-

tives. Oaken coffins, richly decorated with co9tly ore, accord-

ing to their different dates were ranged in melancholy order.

In other moments the strong appreciating mind of Hubert
had reasoned on the vanity and nothingness of human excel-

lence and human glory. The scene before him was calculated

to inspire the very bosom of ambition with humility, and en-

force the necessary lesson on the haughtiest spirit; but now
Hubert’s every reasoning faculty was absolved, and phrensy
glared around his shivering form. His wildly gleaming eyes

wandered over the coffin of her he loved, which rested across

those which enclosed the remains of her father and her mother.

“This—this!” said he, fixing his torch in a niche of the

rugged wall; “ this is the last abiding-place of Rosalie! And
why not mine?” he added, horrid determination nerving his

heart, “ why not mine? I loved her, and will never leave her!

None will dispute her now— no, not even with Hubert! To
live,” he cried, soliloquising, “ to live and not behold her is

eternal death. To die, and join her, is—is heaven! One look,

then, and one kiss. A kiss! Shall Hubert touch the lips ot

Rosalie!—Corruption!—No, it never can affect so pure, so

sweet a form!”
With frantic strength be broke the coffin open, and beheld

ail that remained of Rosalie shrouded in the finest linen. The
livid hues of deadly putrefaction were beginning to deform a

face which still retained the soft impression of its modest beauty.

The shining eye was closed, the ruby lip was pale, and the

maiden glow that had bloomed so richly on her polished cheek,

was faded by the chilling touch of icy death.

He stood immoveable in the horror of thought; his eyes

fixed in despair on the corpse, and his arms folded in gloomy

agony.
“Dead!” he cried, wild and abstractedly, in a hollow tone,

“dead!—Oh, remembrance, remembrance! spare me this one

minute, and the next is thine, angelic Rosalie! One kiss! it

will inspire this aching heart to seek thee in a juster world,

and nerve a hand that, even determined as it is, might shrink

in death’s convulsive struggle!”

Fatally resolved, he drew his sword, Fitz-Arwyne’s sword,

the pledge of partial friendship; and, fixing it to the ground,

directed its point towards his heart.

He had bent over the beloved clay of Rosalie, and with holy

fervour pressed his quivering lips to her unconscious cheek.

He raised his heavy eyes; mortality receded from his view,

and his soul aspired unto the world of saints.

“ Father of the blessed! deal me pardon!” fell indistinctly

from his lips; and with that supplication Hubert had expired

on Rosalie’s bosom, when intent on having a crucifix, which

was suspended from her neck, full in his dying view, he raised

the shroud, when, with consternation and redoubled horror, he

beheld lying in her arms the corpse of a new-born infant!

Maddening recollections now seized his boiling brain, con-

suming desire of vengeance inflamed his indignation, and ho
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felt on the moment as if bis single power could have annihil-

ated a world.

The sword dropped from his late determined hand as the
words “ Rosalie dishonoured!” burst from his labouring bosom.
Rosalie, Fitz-Arwyne’s daughter, was dishonoured, fell a vic-

tim, and perished unavenged.
“Yet I live, my gracious master,” he cried, the fire of

grateful remembrance lightening in his eyes ! “ But who, or

where! oh, remembrance!—Yes, once—but he retreated, and
ray honest soul suspected his soul skulking in the dark. But
thee, thou poor devoted, ruined one!—A child! destruction!

Is this the purity I worshipped, is this the virtuous daughter

of great Fitz-Arwyne?”
All the generous energies of ennobling passion were sinking

into softened sorrow as he spoke, and the tears of bitter agony
streamed down his burning cheek, as over the sword of Fitz-

Arwyne, in the spirit of pious duty and generous vengeance,

he breathed a fervid prayer to the peace of Rosalie’s injured

spirit, and unhonoured offspring. “ And hear me, great

Eternal !” he added, with heightening ardour, “ hear me while

I vow to pursue the sacrilegious destroyer through every path
of life, nor rest until his blackened soul is numbered with his

kindred demons ! To her purity myself—to her disgrace the

monster shall be sacrificed! for, by the hallowed shrine, the

holy rood, I swear, his venomed blood
—

”

“ Swear it not
—

” in hollow and appaling sounds struck on
his ear, and echoed through the gloomy vault, “ swear it

not!”

He shook, his knees smote against each other, and the
heavy drops of awe hung chill upon his tense and livid brows.
Deepened and repeated groans succeeded; and as they sunk
into saddened murmurs, left a stillness yet more awful and
appalling.

Hubert shrunk aghast; he could respire no prayer; but,

raising his eyes fearfully, as if mentally to supplicate de-

liverance and direction from liis God, he beheld, at the head
of Rosalie’s coffin, a tall figure, veiled, and in the habit of a
nun.

(To be continued.')

ANECDOTES FROM THE RANDOM SHOTS OF
RIFLEMEN.

Those unaccustomed to warfare, are apt to imagine that a
field of battle is a scene of confusion worse confounded, but
that is a mistake, for, except on particular occasions, there is

in general no noise or confusion anything like what takes place
on ordinary field days in England. I have often seen half the
number of troops put to death, without half the bluster and
confusion that takes place in a sham fight in the Phoenix-park
of Dublin.
The man who blusters at a field day is not the man who

does it on the field of battle: on the contrary his thoughts
there are generally too big for utterance, and he would gladly
squeeze himself into a nutshell if he could. The man who
makes a noise on the field of battle is generally a good one,
but all rules have their exceptions, for I have seen one or two
thorough good ones, who were blusterers in both situations;
but it nevertheless betrays a weakness in any officer who is

habitually noisy about trifles, from the simple fact that when
anything of importance occurs to require an extraordinary ex-
ertion of lungs, nature cannot supply him with the power
requisite to make the soldiers understand that it is the conse-
quence of an occurrence more serious, than the trifle he was in
the habit of making a noise about. «

In soldiering, as in everything else, except Billingsgate and
ballad singing, the cleverest things are done quietly.

In the course of the five days’ fighting which took place
near Bayonne, in December, 1813, a singular change of fate
took place between the commanding officer of a French regi-
ment and one of ours; I forget whether it was the 4th or 9th,
but I think it was one of the regiments of that brigade—-it had

been posted amongst some enclosures which left both its flank )

at the mercy of others.

The fighting at that place had been very severe, with vari-
ous success, and while the regiment alluded to was hotly en-
gaged in front, a French corps succeeded in getting in their
rear; when the enemy’s commandant advancing to the English
one, apologised for troubling him, but begged to point out that
he was surrounded, and must consider himself his prisoner

!

While the British colonel was listening to the mortifying in-
telligence, and glancing around to see if no hope of escape
was left, he observed another body of English in the act of
encompassing the very corps by which he had been caught;
and, returning the Frenchman’s salute, begged his pardon for
presuming to differ with him in opinion, but that he was
labouring under a mistake, for he, (the Frenchman) was, on
the contrary, his prisoner, pointing in his turn to the move-
ment that had taken place while they had been disputing the
point. As the fact did not admit of a doubt, the Frenchman
giving a shrug of the shoulders, and uttering a lament over
the fickleness of the war-goddess, quietly surrendered.

SUPERSTITION OF SEAMEN.
In 1800, the mate on board the Alciphrone ordered some of

the young hands to reef the maintopsail. The first having
ascended, a strange voice exclaimed, “ It blows hard.” He
quickly descended in alarm; his tale excited no little ridicule.

A second mounted, but was as speedily on deck as his prede-
cessor, declaring that he was assured that an unearthly voice
had saluted him with, “ It blows hard.” Several others as-
cended in succession, and come down again to tell the same
wonderful story. The mate, having sent up the whole watch,
at last mounted himself, and was saluted with the same—“ It

blows hard.” “ Ay—ay, old one, let it blow ever so hard, yet
we must ease the ear-rings,” replied the mate, courageously:
on looking round, he espied a parrot perched on one of the
clues

;
this, it was supposed, had escaped, unperceived, from

some other vessel. One of the officers related, that while on a
voyage he remembered a boy being sent aloft to clear a rope
that had got foul above the mizen-top; the boy came down
trembling, and declared that he had seen “ Old Davy,” aft

the cross-trees, showing a large head and face, with pricked
ears, and eyes like fire. Several others mounted in succession,

but they quickly returned with the same impression, that it

was no other than the dreaded “ Old Davy.” At last the mate
in an angry mood, ran up to discover the cause of alarm, and
resolutely looking around him, perceived the object of terror

to be a large horned owl, snugly lodged, who popped his head
out when he heard any one approaching the cross-trees. The
mate was not long in making him a prisoner, and brought the

supposed “Old Davy” down in triumph. The owl became a

quiet shipmate, and the crew were no longer scared by his ap-

pearance, for sailors never turn their backs on anything when
they know its true character. How many tales would have

been related concerning supernatural appearances, had these

two birds escaped before the discovery of their respective

characters!

NAPOLEON’S REBUKE OF PARSIMONY.
Even Napoleon the great captain, did not think it beneath

him sometimes to turn his attention to female dress. Several

ladies at the Court of the Tuileries knew this by sad experience.

One day at St. Cloud, I heard him say, in a very angry tone,

to the wife of a general, “ Madame, when a lady has a husband

with an income of 10,000 francs per annum, she may very well

afford a new dress every time she has the honour to pay her

court to the empress. Endowments, madame, are favours. I

do not owe them; and when I give them it is with the view

that they, should help to maintain that luxury without which -

commerce cannot thrive.” The poor lady was overwhelmed

with confusion
;
yet it must be admitted that the

.

general

shabbiness of her dress fully justified this mark of imperial

displeasure.
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SIEGE AND SURRENDER OF DANTZIC.

Napoleon, in addition to the numerous auxiliaries he had
obtained from the German and other states, invited the French

people to send twelve regiments of the conscripts of 1807 to

the theatre of war, six months before the time fixed by the

constitution, and ordered the eighty thousand conscripts for

1808 to be in readiness to march when called upon.

While employed in repairing his losses by disease and hard-

fought battles, particularly that of Eylau, the allies laboured,

though not with the same fortunate success, to repair their

losses, and to oppose numbers to numbers.
The court of St. Petersburg, which had been importuned to

take up arms in defence of Prussia, confidently relied on British

co-operation, both with men and money, the army to form a

conjunction with the Swedes and Prussian insurgents, and
occupy a portion of the French force by a division in their

It was expected that a combined force of British and

The besiegers pursued the siege vigorously and with courage;
and the besieged exhibited equal bravery in their defence.
The requisite artillery having arrived, the whole of the

batteries were mounted, and the bombardment began on the
24th of April. The besieged, besides returning the fire of their
assailants with skill and firmness, made frequent sorties, by
which both were great sufferer -.

A remarkable sortie was made on the 29th, at ten o’clock at
night, by several battalions issuing from the fortifications, and
rushing upon the French of the third parallel. These were
twice repulsed, and a third time returned to the charge, but
were at last driven back by the French body of reserve, who
came to the assistance of those defending the parallel. These
determined attacks induced the French to erect new batteries

on both flanks, to defend this trench against the like attacks.

A grand council of war was held at Bartenstein, a town on
the Alla, attended by the King of Prussia and the Archduke
Constantine, where they deliberated on the impending danger
of the city of Dantzic, and agreed that it could only be relieved
• i j • /» * _ *'nv i i r> • .i

rear. , .. ------- „ , „ „

Swedes would compel the French to raise the siege of Stralsundf, in two different ways. First, by forcing a passage across the

and would move along the left bank of the Oder, menace the Passarge, and attacking the French line at different points,

rear of the French
army and lay siege

to Stettin, which
was in a bad state

of defence, and
and weakly garri-

soned; the posses-

sion of which would
open a communica-
tion with Berlin

,

the Elbe, and other

parts of Germany.
Various earnest

applications for a
British army, both
infantry and cav-

alry were made
without success.

However, a sub-

sidy of half a mil-

lion was granted
but no troops were
sent from Britain

in time to be of

service; the force

which was at last

sent in July to the

Island of Reigen
consisted only of

the German Legion,

about eight thou-

[assault on the town bt the british.J

hazarding a general

engagement which,

if they succeeded
in, would compel
the French to aban-
don the siege.

Secondly, to endea-
vour to throw suc-

cours into the city

by sea. The first

was considered too

hazardous, as it

might expose the
army to defeat and
dispersion; it was,
therefore, concluded
to adopt the latter

plan of relieving it

by sea.

In consequence of

this resolution,

Lieut.- General
Kamenskoy (son of

the field- marshal)
embarked at Pillaw

with two Russian
divisions formed of

twelve regiments,

and several Prus-
sian regiments. On
the 10th of May

sand strong. The King of Prussia made some small atone-
ment for the selfish and infatuated policy by which he had
disgraced his reign, by the resignation and firmness of his
conduct after the disasters of Jena; and the King of Sweden,
with his gallant little army, by their heroic bravery, served
doubtless to entertain the hopes and excite the emulation of
the Emperor Alexander.

The emperor set out from St. Petersburg to join his army on
the 28th of March, accompanied only by Count Tolstoy : he
was met by the King of Prussia at Polenden, on the frontiers
of Prussia; and was by him conducted to Memel, and from
thence accompanied by him to Ivonigsburg. There the Arch-
duke Constantine arrived about eight days after with a re-
inforcement of thirty thousand men, chiefly of the imperial
guard, when the trenches were opened before Dantzic.

I he force that lay before Dantzic amounted to between
thirty thousand and forty thousand men; that before Grandenz
was thirty thousand men. Dantzic was defended by double
rows and in some places by triple rows of fortifications, by
marshes, inundations, and a garrison of twelve thousand
Prussians and six thousand Russians, of the whole of which
the Prussian General Kalkreutli was commander.

sixty- six transports, under the convoy of three frigates, in-

closed the port of Dantzic, and the troops were landed under

the protection of the Fort of Weischelmunde.,
Napoleon, upon this, gave immediate orders to Marshal

Laones, who commanded the reserve of the grand army, to

advance from Marieuburg, where he had his head quarters,

with the division under Oudinot, to reinforce the army under

Marshal Lefebvre. The general, after an uninterrupted march,

arrived at the very time the Prussian troops were landing.

On the 13th and 14th. the Prussians made active prepa-

rations for attacking the besiegers. The space between

Dantzic and Weischelmunde is about three miles, and this

was occupied by the French troops. Schraam, the general of

brigade, was at the advanced posts of the French by two

o’clock in the morning of the loth, and had formed the

troops, consisting of the 2nd regiment of light infantry, a bat-

talion of Saxons, and one of Poles, in order of battle, covered

by the redoubts, opposite the Fort of Weischelmunde.
Kamenskoy, the Prussian general, shortly after the same

hour advanced from the fort, at the head of his troops, dis-

posed in three columns, with the intention of penetrating to

the town along the right bank of the Vistula.
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The French marshal, Lefebvre, then repaired to the bridge,

below the foot, on to the Vistula, and ordered the 12th regi-

ment of light infantry, along with a battalion of Saxons, to

cross over that way to support General Schraam.
General Gardanne, who was charged with the defence of

the right bank of the Vistula, also pressed that way with his

troops. Marshal Lanoes, with the reserve of Oudinot, was
placed on the left bank of the Vistula, where, on the previous

day, it had been expected their opponents would have made
their appearance. When Marshal Lanoes perceived the

movements of the Prussian general, he crossed the Vistula

with four divisions of Oudinot’s reserve. The action com-
menced with much determination on both sides, and, after

two hours of hard fighting, the whole of the line and reserve

of the Russians was discomfited and pursued to the pali-

sadoes.
A Russian column, that firmly stood to the last, all fell by

the thrust of the bayonet. By the hour of nine in the morning,

the defeated party were all shut up in the Fort of Weischel-
munde. The field of battle presented a horrid picture of the

evils of war, being strewed with the bodies of the killed. Ac-
cording to the French statement their loss did not exceed
twenty five killed and two hundred wounded! while that of the

Russians was thirteen hundred killed, fifteen hundred wounded,
and two hundred prisoners ! The Russian commander-in-
chief, when he became assured of the. arrival of the maritime
expedition before Dantzic, sent his light troops to reconnoitre
and alarm the whole French line, from the position occupied
by Marshalt Soult on the Passarge, to that of General Morand,
on the Alla. These were received by the voltigeurs* at the
point of the bayonet and the mouth of the musket; and, after

losing- a great number of men, they made a precipitate retreat.

The Russians also made their appearance before the 5th corps,
and assaulted the advanced posts of General Gazan at Wilden*
burg, but were pursued for several leagues. A much more
serious attack was made by them on the brigade of Ormulew,
at Drenzewo. Girard, general of brigade, with the 28th regi-
ment, attacked them and drove them across the Narew.
Suchet, having arrived, closely pursued the Russians, and
defeated them at Ostrolenka, killing sixty men and fifty

horses. \

On the same day (13th of May) the Russians attacked
General Marrois at the mouth of the Bug, which river he had
passed on the 10th, with a brigade of Bavarians and a regiment
of Poles. In three days he had constructed several tetes-du-
pont, and had advanced to Wiskywo, with the intention of
burning the rafts which the Russians had been constructing
for the space of six weeks: this enterprise was completely suc-
cessful, and the labour of six weeks was destroyed in a few
hours.

The plan of relieving Dantzic by a maritime expedition, ap-
peared strange to military men acquainted with the positions
occupied by the French army, who also were aware of the
works constructed for obstructing the navigation of the Vistula
and the Dantzic canal.

The Dauntless, an English Brigantine, with a crew of a
hundred and twenty men, fifty Russian and Prussian soldiers,
amd carrying twenty-four carronades, loaded with powder and
ball, appeared on the Vistula in full sail, intending to enter the
port of Dantzic. This act of daring, so common with British
seamen, and often successful, was, in this instance, an act of
temerity. On her near approach, she was assailed by the
French batteries on both the shores, and by a heavy shower of
musketry, anu compelled to yield to such an overpowering
force. On board of this ship were also an aide-de-camp of

* Equestrian sharpshooters. Napoleon, in his expedition to
Egypt, planned this class of belligerents to annoy the Mama-
lukes, and prevent their sudden attacks, while hovering around
his army, in the large plains. Doubtless he thought of the
discomfiture of M. Crassus, by the Parthians, who, on horse-
back, hovered round the Roman legions, and assaulted them
with volleys of arrows, against which they had only the defence
of their shield^. The Roman javelins could not reach them, as
they declined close action.

General Kalkreuth, who was on his return from the Russian
head quarters, and also several English officers.

A Russian division, under General Turkow, advanced, on
the 16th, from Brock to the Bug, and towards Puitusk, with
the intention of preventing the construction ofsome new works,
forming to strengthen a tete-du-pont. These works were de-
fended by six battalions of Bavarians, under the personal com-
mand of the Prince Royal of Bavaria. The Russians made
four dating attacks, and were each time repulsed by heavy
discharge of grape-shot from the various batteries opposed to
them.
For this attack on Puitusk, the Russians had prepared a

great number of rafts, as they had done for the attack on the
works executing by General Le Marrois. These were all con-
sumed by [the devouring element in the space of two hours.
These repeated attacks on such strong and skilfully erected
works, and defended by such powerful batteries, left the Rus-
sians so little chance of success, that the French expressed their

astonishment at the perseverance of the Russians, and were in-

duced to suppose that it was intended thereby to draw their

attention from other parts of the line to the right wing of their

army.
The important siege of Dantzic was, nevertheless, vigorously

continued. On the 19th day of May, everything being pre-

pared by Marshal Lefebvre, the French army was proceeding

on to the assault, when General Kalkreuth demanded a

capitulation, on the same conditions he had formerly granted
to the garrison of Magence ;

and it was accordingly determined

to agree to the demand of an honourable capitulation.

To the French general, it appeared that the difficulties to be

surmounted in bringing the siege to a successful termination,

were such that the besieged might yet hold out for another fif-

teen days, which induced him to accede to their demand.
Among other articles, it was agreed that the garrison should

march out of the city with all the honours of war, and be con-

ducted to the advanced post of the King of Prussia, at Pillaw,

by an easy march of five days. The garrison agreed not to

take up arms against the French or their allies for twelve

months from the date of capitulation, the 20th of May. The
prisoners of war confined at Dantzic, either French or their

allies, were to be exchanged. As the garrison had not sufficient

means for carrying off the whole of their baggage, a vessel was
to be provided for that purpose, to sail directly for Pillaw,

under the command of a French officer. The magazines and
all that belonged to the King of Prussia to be surrendered to

the French government; private property to be respected.

The Prussian officers, who were prisoners on parole, living

with their families at Dantzic before the blockade of the city,

there to remain, if they chose, till the pleasure of the Prince

of Neufchatel (Berthier) should be known. In order to be en-

titled to this privilege, a certificate from the governor was
required, to the effect that they had not taken any active part

in the defence of the city. The sick and wounded were to be

left in the care of Marshal Lefebvre; and when, recovered, to

be sent to the advanced post of the Prussian army. The
Marshal also engaged to protect the person and property of the

inhabitants, by every means in his power.

yhe capitulation was carried into effect on the 26th of May,
at twelve o’clock at noon; and it had been agreed on, that,

between the present and that period, the garrison of Dantzic

should not make any attack on the besiegers, in the event of

their being engaged with the Russo- Prussian army without

the city.

On the following day (27th of May), the garrison, with Gene-

ral Kalkreuth at its head, marched out of Dantzic. At first,

this strong garrison consisted of eighteen thousand men ;
at the

opening of the trenches, it consisted of sixteen thousand;

but was now reduced to nine thousand, of which number four

hundred, and several officers, deserted; as they said they had

no inclination to visit Siberia. Several thousands of artillery

horses were surrendered to the victors, agreeably to the terms

of capitulation. Eight hundred pieces of a tillery, also maga-

zines of every kind; above five hundred thousand quintals of

grain; the contents of well-stored cellars; an immense quantity

of clothing and spices, with a great variety of requisites for an
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army, became the property of the French, by the capitulation

of Dantzic.
Kamenskoy, the Russian lieut.-general who had retired under

the fortifications of Weischelmunde, after his defeat on the

5th, remained there an inactive spectator of the surrender of

Dantzic. When he saw the French battalions erecting bat-

teries for the destruction of his ships, he set sail, and returned

to PiHaw. Still the Fort of Weischelmunde held out; but

when Marshal Lefebvre sent a summons of surrender, on the

26th, while the terms were only in discussion, the entire gar-

rison marched out of the fort, and surrendered at discretion.

The commandant, thus abandoned, saved himself and escaped

by seal

FALSE FRIENDSHIP.

( Concluded.

)

The night had indeed began to make deep inroads on the ap-

proaching day, the whole household soon retired to seek that

rest all stood much in need of. With various emotions did the

three, for a time, vainly court the balmy god of slumber;

Manuel would have felt better satisfied if fate had willed his

niece’s choice to fall upon his son; now was it evident that

neither nursed such wish.

For the faithful Ruez, sleep shunned his lids, in the con-

templation of some unknown dread of an impending evil,

of which he could not wholly dispossess his mind as

hanging over the happiness of his friend. Meanwhile,

Arnold’s clear breast pondered upon the mysterious meaning
of those few but awful words which would intrude themselves

upon his sleepless brain. Day had shed forth her ruddy beam3
before exhausted nature gave to either, a peaceful and tempo-
rary calm. But, oh! how different passed the lingering hours

with the enduring and agonised sufferer at the peasant’s cot?

we will not anticipate.

The morning came—that morning fraught with fate—it was
a lovely heaven-breathing day, so often the successor of a
boisterous night, and more particularly so in such a land—the

joyous songsters of the grove were busy on the wing—those

happy vocalists, unalloyed by care, were carolling their matin
lays—the trees and shrubs diffused a fresher odour, and the

sweet face of Nature seemed on this eventful morning in its

every feature more beautifully defined than usual—so thought
Ruez de Castro, whose anxious heart, big with the welfare of

his one dear friend, had not only quitted his troubled couch,

and was thus early up, mounted, and on his way to the cot-

tage—the noble motive which impelled this unexampled youth
our sequel must soon divulge—suffice it to say his intention

was, though predetermined, locked within his faithful bosom
only. With mingled hopes and fears he trusted the fleetness

of his steed would enable him to accomplish his self-formed

and generous determination, so that by his return to the

mansion ere yet the family should have risen, his absence
might not betray his object. He drew nigh the spot—again he
beheld the fatal tree—the self-slain carcass of the poor animal
which, by its death, had so unwittingly caused its master so

fearful a calamity. Shuddering, he scarcely viewed it; and
checking his speed, in order that his noiseless approach might
not disturb its inmates, he dismounted, and gently tapping at

the door received instant admission through the worthy
peasant, who informed his early guest he had not dared to

venture to his bed (in truth the humane creature had no spare

one, had he been so disposed to seek its comforts), entreating

Ruez would be pleased to subdue his voice, lest he should be
reprimanded by the surgeon, who had never quitted the

bedside of the dying gentleman; for such all who saw him now
that the blood was washed from off his face believed him. He
then proceeded to inform Ruez that once or twice during the

night he seemed as he would rally, and his eyes would glare

around the little room, and he would struggle fearfully to

utter something that pressed heavy on his heart. One of his

friends alone remained with him, the rest being peremptorily

desired by the doctor, if they regarded the welfare of the
patient, to quit the cottage for the night. Thus persuaded,
they had unwillingly left him to their care, and even the one
now with him was forbid to speak. The poor man seemed-^r
he (the peasant) thought, assured himself, he never could
recover, and he had caught some broken sentences which had
escaped the poor soul’s lips—though he much doubted if he
knew at all what he was saying.

Ruez who had listened to the man in breathless suspense,
inquired the nature of his ravings—could he repeat no names
he called on?—what was the subject of his incoherent speech?
For a moment the peasant, who was rather confused by the

hasty manner of his querist paused; then, as if suddenly
recalling to his memory what they were—he said among some
many other expressions, he had wildly called on “ Arnold /—
Paris;” and then would cry “deceived—wronged

—

friend!—
false and abandoned Juan Gonza .” Ruez uttered a half-

suppressed groan, and staggered for support towards the door.
His worst of fears were verified—the treacherous villain, the
base destroyer of his Arnold’s peace was now beneath the
same roof, about to expiate his fearful heap of crimes by an
ignoble and unpitied death, in the worst agonies of violent
bodily suffering—but oh, enduring ten thousand times worse
affliction from a self-accusing, perjured, guilty conscience!
Such were the convictions of the upright Ruez, who, having
slipped some coin into the hand of Pedrillo (for so was the
peasant named), prepared to leave the sickening scene, when
the door of the invalid’s chamber opened, and the cavalier

demanded water, and prayed that further assistance might be
sought with the utmost speed—adding, perchance a few short

moments even might terminate his wretched friend’s sufferings.

The younger peasant was, by consent of its owner, about to

saddle his horse and accompany Don Ruez to the city, when
such necessity was obviated by the arrival of a skilful leech,

who, most opportunely having called at the doctor’s home and
been informed of the serious nature of the case, had lost no
time in following to the spot. Relieved by the assurance that

however criminal the unhappy wretch was, he would receive

such treatment as might tend to the prolongation of his life,

thereby affording an opportunity for repentance—he quickly
vaulted into his saddle, and retraced his homeward road. On
coming within sight of the mansion he perceived an attendant

in charge of Arnold’s horse, which was prepared, and evidently

awaiting its master.

Our tale draws near an end. Arnold, though he had hap-
pily slept some hours beyond his friend, awoke with a pre-

sentiment that Ruez had forestalled him, for strange to say,

the self-same intention had swayed the minds of both—he
having resolved alone to journey to the cottage and satisfy

his doubtings—thus do erring mortals form rescives, and thus

often for some unknown good, are his arrangements all re-

versed by the decrees of an all-wise Supreme, who knows
the desires of each heart, and wills that such shall be, and
such shall not. With an impressive earnestness Ruez cau-

tiously unfolded bis astounding recital, describing with a

painful truth the fact of the dying man’s proving the wily

Juan—no longer mischievous—an object of commiseration,
not a subject for revenge. Overcome as much by the deli-

cate yet manly way in which Ruez had throughout his

disagreeable task borne himself towards him, Arnold sunk
in fervent gratitude upon the bosom of his friend, dissolved

in tears.

The rage and animosity which a few short hours since had
held their empire in his heart, yielded to bis better feelings,

and he consented to accompany Ruez to the scene of death
and woe. They reached it but in time to receive the depart-

ing sufferer’s brief confession, grant the poor penitent an
earthly pardon, and close his glazing eyeballs in everlasting

night. Quitting the house of death, these friends scarce

exchanged ten words during their progress back to Madrid

—

there seeking for a time the retirement of their chambers

—

they marvelled on the inscrutable ways of Heaven. Letters

arrived that very day from France, apprising Arnold of what
they little dreamed he even knew more than themselves.
With all convenient haste the young men started imme-
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diately for Paris, and were'by a previously concerted arrange-

ment followed by Don Manuel and his favourite niece; for

whose desirable companionship the old gallant stipulated as

a sine qua non !

Things now approached the happy consummation of a
general bliss. The providential overthrow of Juan’s artfully

conceived plot—in its frustration—not alone preserved im-
maculate two lovely daughters from a lasting source of misery
and regret, but by the wise ordination of an ever.-gracious

Providence, whose retributive justice had been visited in its

own wisdom on the head of the ungrateful and. designing

man, who, but for such a fate (sad as indeed his end had
been) might have resigned his guilty life beneath the injured
arm of the wronged brother, and too long deceived friend

—

the youthful Arnold.
The tediou3ness of the journey was greatly beguiled, and

the oppressed feelings of the anxious Arnold, relieved by
the cheering consolation so unsparingly administered by
Ruez. Thus fortunately blessed in the company of a genuine
and truly enlightened friend, time flitted onwards in social

converse, and they soon found themselves approaching Paris.

Paris, a spot so renowned for its scenes of gaiety. The
Mansion of Sombreuil was situated on the road, but a short
distance from its environs—and the hearts of the two tra-

vellers now beat high with varied, but equally anxious
emotions—for Arnold, the discovery he had made so pro-
videntially on the road, the evening of the fatal catastrophe,
by overhearing the unguarded expressions dropped by the ill-

fated Juan and his gay and thoughtless friends, together
with the sad result—the dreadful death of the wretched man—all this easily presented its deliverance

;
but in what state

should he find that parent, whose declining years, his sole
study had been to smoothe the downward path of, and by
most filial duty watchfully endeavour to clear from every
thorny obstruction—how must his trusting heart be wounded
by the disclosure of the vile imposture he had suffered from,
in having harboured in his breast one who, in his guileness
nature, he had for years permitted as a canker in the midst
of his dearest treasures? In the next moment would bis
tenderest thoughts.revert to those loved sisters—Henriette,
and the confidii

, injured'drl—the simple Adele. Towards
the former his ourse was clear—her well developed mind
would readily perceive how much more happy she should
deem herself in escaping even the trammels of a fixed af-
fection, had hers been so bestowed upon a being worthless
and base as was Gonzales

;
and well he knew it was not in

the nature of that charming girl to further load the self-
oppressed heart of Adele, by recriminations, or the fruitless
charges which indeed she might have taxed her with, in want,
of confidence, had the weak girl on Juan's first approaches
to herself, without concealment, divulged his specious over-
tures when his black soul prompted their utterance—all had
been well.

We must, however, pass over the state of Arnold’s feel-
ings—his natural anxieties, doubts and desires, and briefly
announce the more pleasing truth, which only now devolves
upon us. .The parties all arrived safely at Sombreuil—their
presence infused new life in the drooping parent—the as-
tounding intelligence they were the bearers of relative to
the decease of their arch-enemy had at once, and finally,
removed all cause for future anxiety. A new and delightful
prospect opened to the view of one and all. The erring
child was soon restored to the affections of her indulgent
father and his family. The joyous rattling old Don, by his
presence, inspired an unusual gaiety among the several
inmates of the too sober mansion. Tho addition of the
charming Isabel, who, by the gentle sweetness of her temper
and endearing habits, not only won rapidly upon the sisters,
but in due time, as it became apparent, had made a deeper
and more lasting impression on the brother. How did the
old and fond uncle chuckle in his sleove, and how applaud
the just discernment he had displayed—he congratulated
himself on the doubly lucky hit he had made, for in his
shrewdness he could perceive other hearts were not invulne-
rable—-a certain tall and pensive lady seemed truly much

consoled by the little delicate attentions paid her by his giddy
boy.
“ He would even venture a heavy Spanish purse ’gainst

his old friend’s French gold, they yet would both be spared
to be saluted with the name of grandpapa /”

His very mirth ere long became contagious, and the good
host became infected with his happy glee. The revolution of
a few short weeks, in fact, produced such wondrous cfymges
in this scene, so late the abode of care alone—the occupants
could scarce believe their senses, when, to the demonstration
of the less interested parties all became clear—an union was
proposed between the families. The gentle Henriette, whose
purity of soul was formed in its every attribute to bless the
being on whom her choice was fixed, had, by the persevering
assiduities of her loved brother’s true ingenuousfriend

, yielded
her slow consent to knit her everlasting vows to his

;
but on

condition, and with this proviso, that that brother should on
the same day resign his freedom, by taking to his bosom the
long attached and virtuous lady Isabel, whose tender sym-
pathies had so enwrapped themselves around the better
feelings of the younger sister, also, that to be separated now,
each must endure a pang too great to bear.
Within the precincts of the maidens’ chambers their hearts

had been unburthened in mutual confidence; and in the trust-
ing faith and innocence of both, each believed was centred by
the prospect of their offered happiness—an endless earthly
bliss,

—

“A consummation devoutly to be wished.”

Don De Castro became Ambassador (a task by no means
ill-assorting with his nation’s noted gallantry), and soon
arranged preliminaries for his niece’s wedding with the generous
Arnold, whose consenting parent ratified those vows foreclosed

in Heaven.
Amid the universal calm which now existed, none partook

of a more genuine joy than did the faithful Martin, whose
careful watchfulness had first awakened suspicion.of intended
wrong. His latter days were rendered truly happy by the

present face of things
;
and in a ripe old age was the good

creature gathered to his fathers, high in the estimation of the
hearts he had loved, and regretted by all who knew his

virtuss.

It only remains to be told that the prodigal and unprincipled

Juan’s estates had, upon scrutiny of his nearest friends, been
found for the most part mortgaged, and dissipatedby repeated
excesses, until the mere shadow had been left entire—thus

was regret rendered still less as to his actual loss—even in the

eyes of the once too readily believing victim, whose youthful

beauty gave full assurance she was not born “ to waste her
sweetness on the desert air;” but in due course of time would
find an apt wooer in some worthy man. But few months in-

tervened ere two blushing brides, attended by the partners

of their hearts, stood in humility before the sacred altar which
received the interchange of plighted faith—Monsieur Som-
breuil lost a daughter, but he gained another son—that son be-

stowing by his own acquirement, agem indeed by the mutually
enjoyed presence of the affectionate Henriette, whose conse-
quent removal to Madrid, for a short time appeared to leave
a blank within thathome her many virtues had endeared her to.

Arnold, the happy and deserving Arnold in the same hour
became possessor of his beloved Isabel—and never did kind
fate permit him breathe one sigh over his silken shackles,

but in her chaste endearments he dqily found a balm for all

his sorrows and his troubles past. His filial piety forbade
his quitting the paternal roof, and in the delightful duties

dictated by a cheerful acquiescence, did he yield to his aged
parent’s wish, participating in the comforts of the home be-

neath whose roof his infant cares were soothed. Yet did they
not neglect to pay those annual visits, or to receive with the
justly appreciated return and renewed delight, the presence
of their newly made relations gave them, as oft as seasons
and as time allowed the intercourse. Years thus rolled on,
devoid as yet of one serious cause for sorrow—during which
space the families had been enlarged, and the gay Don’s
predictions had been fulfilled by Henriette’s presenting the
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delighted gentleman with a grandchild—a boy in whom his

heart rejoiced on gazing, in the assurance his noble house

would be perpetuated—and an untarnished name remain em-
blazoned on the scutcheon of a proud family when he should

be no more.
Surrounded too, by kindred ties, Arnold and Isabel became

the happy parents of lovely children, in whose blossoming

affection and sweet culture, their parent’s sire spent his few
remaining days, and with a Christian piety—thus blessed, and
thus attended, at length resigned his spirit to his Maker’scall.

A smooth unruffled life long shone upon the heir and his

descendants, and ’mid the outpourings of his grateful breast

he never ceased to render most religious prayers to that Su-
preme whose watchful care could only have thus showered
its best and choicest treasures upon him and his, by timely

rescuing him from the averted snares threatened by False
Friendship!

THE FIREFLY.
A TALE OP THE SEA.

chapter x.—

(

Continued.)

“ You will remember that you’re now on your oath, and may
De punished for refusing to answer.”
“I have heard say,” replied the man, “ that a witness needn’t

say anything to criminate himself.”
“ Is it for that reason that you decline answering to your

name?”
“ I decline answering that question,” replied Hatley.

“Witness, do you know the prisoner?” asked the advocate.
“ I decline answering that question.”
“ Do you know anything of St. Helier?”
“ And what then? I am free to form acquaintances where I

please, or where I can see it to my interest.”

“ Have you ever served onboard his majesty’s ships?”

“What majesty? I was born in America, where we know
no majesty but the Majesty of Heaven.”

“ You will please to remember that your answers are taken
down in writing, and may tell against you.”

“That’s not according to law; a witness cannot be made to

give evidence against himself.”
“ He may certainly not be made to do it, but he may do it of

his own accord.”
“ Then he ought to be warned against it.”

“ Did you ever see the Firefly?”
“ I don’t know how it’s possible for a man to be able to tell

the names of all the vessels he may meet with on the wide seas.”

Captain Strahan now interrupted the examination by saying

it seemed to him useless to proceed with the witness, particu-

larly as he would be so soon before them on his own trial, and he
was accordingly withdrawn; this threw a doubt upon the

legality of convicting St. Helier which made them pause, and
the room was cleared for consultation. There was not one ofthose

which composed the court that was not fully persuaded in his

own mind, that the man they had before them was Leo St.

Helier, the commander of the notorious Firefly; he, himself,

had partly admitted it, rather by implication than otherwise,

and Firth had no doubt of his being the same individual he had
seen on board the schooner; but notwithstanding all this, it was
but circumstantial evidence, and not sufficiently conclusive to

justify their proceeding to extremities, nevertheless they could
not make up their minds to allow so dangerous a character to

resume his liberty by any defect in legal technicalities. The
prisoner was therefore recalled, and questioned whether he in-

tended to deny his being the individual he was alleged to be.
“ I deny everything; that is, I do not admit anything which

you cannot prove.”

“But your appearance, accent, manner, all agree in confirm-
ing the accusation against you.”
“I crave permission, sir, to observe, that appearances are no

evidence of a man’s honesty or intentions. Many causes may
have contributed to give my tongue its peculiar accent, nor have

I ever yet heard that men were executed for want of a parti-
cular dialect.”

“You shall have every justice,” replied Captain Strahan;
“ still you must acknowledge that the case appears very strong
against you. If, however, you can rebut it by any direct testi-

timony, we shall be happy to hear it.”

“How is it to be done? Iam away from all friends, and
have no means of communicating with them; but give me time
and opportunity, and I will prove to you my innocence.”
A further deliberation now took place, the officers being still

undecided as to the best mode of proceeding under the peculiar
circumstances; at last it struck Captain Douglas that Magda-
len, between whom and the prisoner there was evidently an
understanding, might be able to swear to him. Accordingly,
on re-opening the court, the advocate directed that Magdalen
Montes should be called.

On hearing the name the prisoner started, and seemed clearly

disconcerted at having one upon whom all his best affections

were centred, brought up to swear away his life; he knew that
her strict conscientious principles would not permit her to

make an attempt at evasion, though he was confident that the
love which she bore him would make every word she uttered to

lacerate her heart, he therefore looked with apprehension at

her appearance.
On her entrance she was sworn, without any apprehension,

on her part, as to the purpose for which she was required. On
seeing St. Helier she turned pale, though she did not for some
time comprehend their relative positions.

“ Your name, I think, is Magdalen Montes?” said the advo-
cate.

“ It i3 sir,” replied Magdalen, dropping a curtsey.

“Now, remember,” said the advocate, “that you are upon
your oath, that you have sworn to tell the truth, the ivhole

truth, and nothing but the truth.”

Magdalen for the first time suspected that she had been en-

trapped into taking an oath. Ignorant of courts of law and
all their proceedings, she had acted passively, till, being re-

minded of the purport of her oath*, she feared that she had
committed herself too far for her strictly conscientious princi-

ples to allow her to recede. She felt the faint sickness of des-

pair; her colour came and went by turns, and she would have
fallen but for the table, and a chair which was immediately
offered to her.

“ Do you know Leo St. Helier, the commander of the Fire-

fly?” asked the advocate.”

“I do,” replied Magdalen, faintly; “he stands before you.”
“ Gentlemen,” said St Helier, evidently excited by this new

and unexpected witness against him, “ rather than you shall

compel one for whom'" I entertain every tender feeling which it

is possible for the heart of man to conceive, to say that, the

recollection of which might embitter her after-life, I will give up
the point, rather than you should proceed with the examina-
tion. I confess that I am St. Helier.”

“ What say you, then, to the charge of your being found in

disguise?”
“ I deny the inference. I wa3 invited to come on board this

ship, or I should not have been here.”
“ But you are charged with being found in a hostile port, and

disguised.”
“ It was not likely that I should appear among enemies in

my customary attire. I had no hostile intentions, and have
shown none: to prosecute my suit with the fair girl you have
just examined, was the sole reason of my appearance here.”

“How can you make this appear?”
St. Helier was now convinced that, however innocent were

his intentions in this particular, yet appearances were strongly

against him; he had ventured into a place with which the nation

whose flag he bore was at enmity, with no colourable pretext

but his love for Magdalen; and this he had no means of sub-

stantiating beyond his bare word, without appealing to Mag-
dalen herself; and his proud soul shrunk from submitting her

to the humiliation of an examination; he therefore remained

silent.

The grand point, however, which the court had in view, was

to discover where the schooner then was; they therefore de-
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termined to recal Hatley. On his appearance he was ques-

tioned by the advocate as to where and when they left her.
54 It was the night before we came on board this ship.”

“And where wa3 the Firefly then?”
“ She was afloat, to be sure.”
“ But whereabouts was she at the time?”
“ She was then very near the place where we are now,”
u And where is she now?”
“I should think that them on board would tfe best able to

answer that question.”
“ But what were the orders given to those on board?”
“ That’s contrary to law. I hold that no evidence is good,

from hearsay, when you may examine him that gave the or-

ders.”

The advocate now turned to St. Helier and questioned him
as to the instructions which he had given to his lieutenant, as

to the movements of the schooner.

“I left her about this spot,” replied St. Helier, 45 with orders

to take us up not far from hence; but if anything occurred to

prevent my rejoining her, to proceed to another place of rendez-

vous, where, when I am at liberty, I shall be sure to find her.”
“ And will you have the goodness to inform us where that

place is?” asked Captain Douglas.
“It is known only to myself,” replied St. Helier; “ and

whatever may be the consequences, I shall not betray the Firefly

into danger.”

The room was again -cleared, and the court deliberated on
the verdict they should return. It was clear that they could
obtain no information as to the position of the Firefly, as Hatley
was ignorant of her movements; and St. Helier was not a man
to be intimidated by personal threats, into a betrayal of his

comrades; the only point, therefore, which was left them to

decide was, the disposal of their prisoner. After a consultation,

which lasted nearly an hour, they returned an unanimous
verdict of guilty against Leo St. Helier, of being found as a
spy in the neighbourhood of his majesty’s fleet, and in a port
hostile to the flag which he sailed under. And this having been
properly drawn out, and signed by the officers who composed
the court was despatched to the commodore for approval.

It was not thought advisable to proceed with the trial of
Hatley, and the court broke up, St Helier being committed to
a cabin, which was fitted up with canvass bulk-heads, on the
main-deck, ’under charge of a sentry.

CHAPTER XL

Though the court-martial upon Hatley had been postponed,
a consultation took place among the officers a3 to the best
means of disposing of him. Their long distance from home,
and the consequent difficulty of preserving the ships fully man-
ned, made every hand on board comparatively of more conse-
quence. Hatley was known to be an able seaman, and as his
execution could only gratify a feeling of revenge for his deser-
tion, while his forgiveness would make him a valuable acquisi-
tion to the crew, it was resolved that his offence, grave as it

was, should be passed over. He was accordingly called aft and
informed, that on promise of good behaviour for the future, he
would be allowed to return to his duty. To this, as a matter
of course, he had no objection, and that affair ended.
The answer of the commodore to the finding of the court-

martial was despatched on board the Britannia; it contained a
general approval of the proceedings of the court, and concluded
by ordering that the execution of Leo St. Helier should take
place on the following day at sunset, in the usual manner, by
hanging him at the fore-yardarm.
The grand subject of interest on board both vessels, the

Ruby and the Britannia, now, was the capture of the schooner.
Much as they valued the importance of the prize which they
had in their hands, it was considerably damped by the reflec-

tion, that they had failed in gaining possession of the Firefly,

and that they had merely laid hold of her commander, during
a love adventure, that there was but little credit to be gained
for all they had done, and when it is remembered that sailors

have a strong aversion to their ships being made places of

1

execution, it is not surprising, that, from Captain Douglas
downwards, there was not a man on board the Britannia, who
would not much rather that; St. Helier had been on the deck of

his own vessel, and particularly if they had a fair view of this

mysterious Firefly.

In the morning, Captain Douglas was on deck with the
earliest'dawn, in order to take as good a survey as possible of

all within the horizon. He even went into the maintop, so

great was his anxiety, but all in vain; nothing at all resembling
the schooner could he trace in any direction, though their

position, the frigate having then a good offing from the bay,
gave them a wide sweep for observation.

Things had so far proceeded: the main object of pursuit, the
Firefly, was as distant as ever, while the time was drawing
near for the execution of the gallant St. Helier, who had shown
so true a devotion to his profession, so noble a resolution to

sacrifice himself rather than betray those who relied on him,
that it could not fail to awaken a chord of sympathy in the

breasts ofthe British seamen. It was with this feeling, thatCap

-

tainJDouglas summoned Mr. Lomas, the master’s mate, below,

and having given him particular instructions, as to the impor-
tance of the mission with which he was entrusted, and the

advantage that might accrue to him in the way of promotion,

for the faithful performance of it, despatched him in his own
gig, to the commodore’s ship, which still lay at anchor within

the bay.

The prisoners, during this time, had not l?een neglected.

Magdalen and her uncle, who had only been detained pending

the inquiry, were now merely waiting till the frigate was more
in-shore, when Captain Douglas intended to put them on board

the yawl, which had been struck into the water, and was then

towing astern, as it would have been cruel to send two such

persons adrift at any material distance from their proper place

of landing. Hatley was at duty again, having passed half the

morning in the fore- top.

Leo St. Helier was under the charge of a sentry on the berth-

deck, awaiting the fearful moment when he should be brought

forth to die. With a wish to afford him that little comfort

before his death which was compatible with his security,

Howard had placed the prisoner between two open ports, where

the circulation of air was free, and where he was sur-

rounded by a canvass bulk-head, in order that his meditations

during his last moments might be free from observation. His

fetters had been removed, though eare had been taken that he

had nothing within his reach by which lie might attempt his

own life. Howard and Firth had discussed the probability of

his jumping through a port, but the sentry was warned to be

on his guard should any such attempt be made. Of this, how-

ever, they had little apprehension, as St. Helier had throughout

been so perfectly composed; and then the impossibility of his

getting away, should he reach the water, as with those light

winds he could so easily be picked up, though to say the truth,

most of them would have preferred his being drowned to seeing

him at the yard-arm.

In the course of the morning, the prisoner received a visit

from Firth, who feelingly inquired after his welfare.

“ I am as you see me,” replied St. Helier, coolly, “ supported

by a piece of eighteen on each side, and patiently waiting, as

a seaman should, for the hour that brings me death. It matters

but little, in point of time, whether here, or in my schooner,

and at the cannon’s mouth.”
“ "We know how to estimate courage, even in an enemy,”

returned Firth. “ For my own part, I would much rather see

you on the schooner’s decks, and we within shot, or even within

sight of you.”
“ The Firefly can show a clear pair of heels when she does

not like her company.”
“ I beg pardon,” said Firth, “ Captain Douglas begs to be

favoured with your company in his cabin.”

“I will attend you directly,” replied St. Helier; and accord-

ingly they proceeded to the after-cabin, where they found Cap-
tain Douglas waiting to receive him. The captain begged them
to be seated, and then proceeded at once to enter into conver-

sation.

“I regret exceedingly,” said Captain Douglas, “to see a
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truly brave man in your situation. We have done what justice

requires us: the laws are severe, but still they must be obeyed,

and particularly in affairs of this kind.”
“ It is the fortune of war,” replied St. Helier, calmly, “ and

[ am prepared to submit.”

“That I do not doubt; but still I see no reason why the

extreme should be reached. Can we devise no means by which

the necessity of your execution may be averted ?”

“ I am by no means so regardless of life,” replied St. Helier,

« to die for the love of death. If any honourable means are

open by which my death may be spared, I shall be grateful for

the interference.”

“I admire your good sense,” rejoined Captain Douglas,

“and have no doubt that, when we understand each other

everything will be satisfactorily arranged. Do me the favour,

to take a glass ofwine.”
» This offer, however, St. Helier declined preferring to hear

' the captain’s proposition first.

1 “You must be aware,” said Captain Douglas, “that the

great object which our commodore has in view, is your

• schooner.”

“I have no doubt of it,” replied St, Helier; “the Firefly has
; numerous admirers.”
i “ Among whom our commodore is not the least. Put her into
1 our handstand you shall receive a free pardon.”
1 “ And is that the offer of your commodore ?”

“ It is; and he wishes nothing better than your acceptance

of it”
“ No doubt he does no more than his duty,” said St. Helier;

J

“ but the treaty cannot be conducted on equal terms. I have

no powers.”
“ You have the power to tell us what were the orders you gave

!l

to your lieutenant, and where she may now be found.”

“ I have not even that power, sir. I cannot do that which
e

must cover me with so much infamy. Even my speech is under

the control of laws, of which treachery forms no portion.”

Had this been uttered in a style of mock heroics, Captain
I

Douglas might have attributed it to a wish for effect, rather

than to cool determination ; but it was said in so calm and

unaffected a manner, that he was taken completely by surprise.
e He had never conceived the possibility of a man in St. Ilelier’s
r

situation, refusing an offer which was couched in such advan-
:

s

tageous terms. Reduced to the last extremity, when even all
13

hopes of escape must have vanished, he had confidently anti-

!

e

cipated an acquiescence in his prisoner so circumstanced, but
II

the very quietness of his answer, convinced him of its sincerity

;

3

lie however determined to make another effort.

“You will do well to think of this, Monsieur St. Helier; a

little reflection may induce you to change your mind.”
The prisoner rose from his chair, though witiiout any ap-

w pearance of anger, and looking steadily at the captain, spoke

}
with an air of dignity

“ Captain Douglas, I forgive you, if you can forgive yourself.
11

’ ig it fair—is it honourable—is it just, to tempt a man who is

reduced to almost his last hour, to do that for which you
slt

yourself must despise and loathe him? Should not a brave

man hesitate before he makes the offer, and particularly
e“ when a man’s principles are to bo sacrificed to his terrors of
45 death in cold blood ?

’

“ I ask your pardon, from my heart I do!” replied Captain
er

’ Douglas, warmly. “ I have misjudged your character by some
of your own profession, but I am now convinced of my mis-
take.”
He took St. Helier cordially by the hand, and they parted

^ as though they had been old friends.

)e3 ( To be continued.)
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. EARLY INTELLIGENCE.

W A sergeant in the guards, writing a letter to his wife,
0 during the campaign in Flanders, said, “Pray send me a few
rer* newspapers, as I want sa'dlv to know how we get on, and what

we are doing.”

THE SMUGGLER’S BRIDE

( Concluded.)

.

All our readers who have travelled round the coast of
England, cannot fail to remember the watch-towers which are
erected on the sands at regular distances, for the protection of
our shipping interests; into one of these, which had been the
prison-house of many a brave fellow, Mark Henley was
hurried and securely confined. The only means by which he
derived air and light, was from a small iron grating, fixed some
few inches below the ceiling of the dungeon, but too high to
afford Mark even the miserable liberty of gazing on the wide
and open sea, upon which he had every reason to fear he had
made his farewell trip. For himself he cared not, death was
the fate of all; and lie had too much heroism—too much of
the man—to flinch at an ordeal which he knew, sooner or later,

he must pass: but for her, that gentle, loving girl, who, with a
woman’s devotion, had shared his every care, and lightened
his every affliction,—he thought, and the thought wrung from
him tears of agony. For the children of her bosom, too, whom
they both had loved with all a parent’s joy, pride and tender-
ness ! His would be but the sufferings of a few moments, and
then animation would be lost in the calm and peaceful sleep of
death; but she, he knew would live on, the desolation at her
heart, shutting out all delights of the world, all hope of, all

pleasure in life; and suffering in the quiet but intense agony
of her own bosom,—more pain—more punishment—than if she
had died his death a thousand times over. The very thoughts
made his heart the abode of the keenest anguish.

But hush ! he had caught the trampling of footsteps upon
the stone stairs, and full of hope that once more he would have
the joy of clasping his wife to liis bosom, he bent his head and
listened to the conversation without.

“You may argufy as you like, Jim,” said a rough voice;
“but I’ll be d d if I like this ’ere sort of game. After we
have been years on the salt sea ocean, and fought like angels*
against the enemies of our own country, they claps us into a
pepper-box, as a reward for our ‘ meretorious services,’ as them
’ere long winded landsmen say

;
but may I never know the

taste of grog agin, if I likes being made a turnkey of. If this

be tlieir reward, d—n that and them too, say I.”

“ Wery troo, Jack, wery troo,” responded another voice, the

clear tone of which was evidently destroyed by a huge quid—
the mariner’s lozenge; “ but dooty is dootv, Jack, an I as we
don’t rule the nation, it becomes us to bend our noddles in

deference to them as does. Now, for my own part, you know,
Jack, I would rather let that ’ere pris’ner inside free, than see

him tucked up like a mangy dog or a mad cat.”
“ Ay, Jim,” exclaimed the other, with startling eagerness;

“ and so would I. It’s not a fitting death for a brave man, and
he is one, if ever one set foot on ship’s deck. Can’t we save
him?” he said in an eager whisper.

The other passed his forefinger significantly round his

throat, and said in a dry determined tone

—

“ I have allays wore my neck-handkercher so loose round my
wizen, that I am afraid if I was to have another sort it ’ud

choke me. No, Jack,” said he, shaking his head knowingly,
“I prefer a loose silk to a tight hempen.”
“And no fool either,” said the other, with a loud, but

evidently forced laugh; “you don’t suppose for an instant I

advise you to break faith?”
“ Devil a bit, Jack; I have knowedyou too long and too well;

but if anybody else had uttered them ’ere sentences to me, I

sartinly should have supposed they were endeavouring to get

me in a line—a wery short ’un in this world, but ends the devil

knows where in the other. Come, mate, deliver that message
to the pris’ner, and I’ll just step below and sec how our supper
is getting on—don’t be long.”

* This term seems rather ambiguous, for most of our reader*

will imagine that angels have an antipathy to scenes of blood-

shed; but as we are taught to believe there are two grades, it

will be better to suppose he made {illusion to the darker ones.
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“Sorry a fear you need have about that, your provender
is loadstone enough, and this cell dismal enough to dispel
even a doubt of my celerity.” He sprang up the remaining
two or three steps, drew back the bolts and bars of the door,
and stood face to face with the prisoner.

“I am the bearer of evil tidings,” he said; “to-morrow
evening you will be escorted from this place to London to be
tried. From what I have seen and heard you have powerful
enemies. Your trial will be a farce—the prelude of the
tragedy that is to follow it. You are already doomed. Now,
I love a brave man, and will peril a something to save him

;

but to you I am drawn with more than disinterestedness, even
gratitude, for you took me to your home when I was cast

shipwrecked, friendless, and famishing upon your shores, and
you, the kind stranger—the saviour in my distress—gave me
food, wine, and money to help me on my journey. Since
that day, I have prayed I might once more behold my pre-

server, and return him kindness for kindness. The day has
come !” cried Jack, pulling off his coat and waistcoat as

though he were crazed. “ There !” he said, throwing his cap
upon the pile as a finishing stroke. “ Now listen : your wife
will have an order to visit you to-morrow. You are near of a
size, so don her petticoats and cap in a jiffay. As you pass
down the steps, hide your face with your handkerchief, and
sob as if your heart was breaking. Make your way to the
creek, and, if your men be not cowards and treacherous
hounds, you will not need hands or hearts to aid your es-

cape.’’
•“ And my wife?” asked Mark.
“ Must masquerade for a time in my old coats yonder. If

she plays her part well, she will get clear of the tower
;

if she once does that, its the fault of both of ye, if ye don’t
clear the coast.”
“ And you, my friend?”
“Have weathered many a storm, but never had half so

much pluck to weather one, as I have this. Never fear ! I

am a good hand at an excuse, and if that fails, I shall give
the service leg hail, in the hope that humble as they may be,

if I have necessity, my services will be accepted, and the good
ship that carries you, will have my name entered as second
mate.”

“ Farewell !” said Mark, gratefully. “ May God reward you !”

“ Farewell !” responded Jack, as he closed the heavy door
with a bang, “May heaven speed you!”»•»**•**#*

It was many a long day after this, in the County of Ohio,

in the States of America, that a man wearing a faded military

uinform, the trappings of which had evidently been torn off,

and disposed of to support life, drew his diseased and atten-

uated form, towards a well-built and commodious house,

standing as it were, in a bed of flowers. The loud baying of

dogs answered his summons to the door.
“ For the love of mercy,” he said, in an humble tone of

supplication, “ take pity upon me, I am ill—I am dying.” To
the credit of the inhabitants of the New world we say it, an

appeal to their charity, seldom remains unanswered. The
door was instantly thrown open, and the poor wanderer
borne carefully within A scream from the matron at-

tracted attention.

“lit is he—the curse of our existence—Percy!”

The man raised his eyes to the lady’s face, the very look

of death was in his blue lips, his pallid cheeks, his glazed

eyes ;
and with a tone and expression, piteous and humble,

he said
“ I know that voice! Oh, grant me your forgiveness! I

sought to do you a vital injury to gratify ray own malevolent

wishes. I failed. I have since then, suffered deeply. Mis-

fortunes innumerable have fallen upon me
;
poverty—pesti-

lence—famine. I am justly punished—but ah ! be generous,

be merciful to him who, with his dying breath asks your for-

giveness. Say that it is granted ?”

The lady bent and poured words of consolation into his ear.

A smile of contentment, even happiness, stole over his

face, and imparted to it something nf the look and beauty

waxen graced n in tne olden time. vv msper xowj a sim—
a groan, a few convulsive throes, and feeling, animation'and
life had departed !

Beneath the shelter of a wide spreading oak, they laid
the remains of the once rich and haughty Captain Percy.Man in his own conceit, fancies himself all-wise—all-power-
ful. Death—the mighty leveller of all, shows how vain his
boasting—how puny a thing he is ! A few days before death,how noble ? A few days after, how hideous!
In the same valley, and in the same house there still exists

a family of the name of Henley. For the old smuggler, when
u fS

Und himself once .more in the possession of his wife his
children and his liberty, and accompanied by the brave manwho had so heroically risked his life to save Mark’s, determined
never again to chance the loss of either. He therefore dis-
posed of his vessel and cargo on his arrival in America, and
travelling inward, purchased the property of which we have
spoken.
An elderly lady surrounded by a group of happy children,

might have been seen pointing to the grave where the dead
man lay

; and from her words a moral may be deduced, that
he who seeks revenge, seeks oftimes his own destruction ;
but he that grants mercy, merits, and in every case gains
peace of mind—the most supreme of all happiness.

James Lindridge.

SCRAPS.
A proctor at Magdalen College asked a commoner why

his old stockings were like dead men
, and on his “giving it up”

answered, “ Because they were men-ded.”

An American Presbyterian preacher described the speed of
an electric telegraph by saying, “ it was a flash of lightning with
a pair of spurs clapped into it.”

An Irish gentleman the other day in the excess of connubial
affection, exclaimed, “ Heaven forbid, my dear, that I should
ever live to see you a widow?*
Lord A., who had married three wives, who were all his ser-

vants, a beggar-woman meeting him one day in the street
made him a very low curtesy. “ Ah bless your lordship,”
said she, “ and send you a long life; if you do but live long
enough, we shall all be ladies in time.”
A sailor being summoned to give his testimony before a

court, was questioned by the judge as to his religious creed.
“Are you an Episcopalian?” “No, sir.” “A Catholic?”
“ No, sir.” “ A Methodist?” “ No, sir,” “ What are you then?”
“ I am captain of the foretop, sir.”

A poor miser, arriving on the banks of the Styx, swam
across, and cheated Charon, the ferryman, of his penny. He
was sentenced, as a punishment, to return to the world, that he
might behold his spendthrift heirs squandering his money!
A poor fellow, who was being carried to execution, had a

reprieve just as he oame to the gallows, and was carried back
by a sheriffs officer, who told him he was a happy fellow, and
asked him if he knew nothing of the reprieve beforehand ? “No,”
replied the fellow, “ nor thought any more of. than ofmy dying
day.”
A maiden lady, not remarkable for either youth, beauty or

good temper, came for advice to Mr. Arnold, as to how she
could get rid of a troublesome suitor, “ Oh, marry, marry
him,” was the advice. “ Nay, I had rather see him hanged
first.” “No, madam, marry him, as I said to you, and I’ll

assure you he will not be long before he hangs himself.”

A CUTTING REPLY.
A lady at Vienna, in conversation with Mr. Ward, rather

rudely observed that she thought it singular that all the best

society at Vienna spoke the French language as well as the
German, while the English could not speak the French lan-

guage well, if at all. Mr. Ward replied, “ Madam, the English
claim to be excused on account of want of practice, having so

few opportunities of conversing with the French army, who
had been twice at Vienna, but never bad visited England, f*
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LOSS OF THE SPHINX.

On Saturday the lGth of January, the Sphinx, which was
on her way down the channel, and going twelve knots, sud-
denly struck on a reef of hidden rocks off Compton Bay,
near Freshwater, Isle of Wight; the man of the watch,
directly called out, “ Stop the engines.” but the master, im-
agining thebump to be caused only by a shoal, gave the order
“ Go on ; she’ll clear it.” The engines were consequently
not stopped ; she continued to clear ledge after ledge, reef

after reef, until she finally rested about six hundred yards
from the shore, leaving her nearly high and dry, when the
tide is out, but unapproachable by boats from the shore on
account of the rocky nature of the coast. Soon after striking

the rudder became unshipped, the greater part of the keel was
knocked away, and also a large portion of the stern, giving

free ingress to the water from abaft. A sail was then drawn
over the stern

; the water was started from the tanks, the
foreyard got down on deck, and every other means adopted
to lighten the ship. Guns of distress were constantly fired, and
also blue lights burnt, which after a short interval, were a »-

swered from the Coast Guard station, a little further to the
eastward, by a blue light and a rocket. Soon after, a, boat
was observed to seaward, labouring to approach the vessel,
which after great difficulty, she accomplished, and a pilot
went on board, who observed that, unless the guns, shot,
and other heavy things were moved from the port to the
starboard side of the vessel, she must fall over to port and
fill. His suggestions were acted upon. The starboard
paddle-box boat was then lowered, but swamped, owing
to one of the “falls,” being lowered before the other. It was,
however, soon righted and baled out with ease, and a
hawser, which communicated with the vessel, being made

[the sphinx bee<

fast to the bow and also to the stern, the women, including
Mrs. Cragg, the captain’s wife, with the purser of the Tyne
and the surgeon of the vessel, were lowered into the boat; but,
unfortunately, soon afterwards a piece of wood fell, and cut
Mrs. Cragg’s face and forehead so severely as to render her
nsensible for a short time. They were then landed

;
the

bow hawser was given to the people ashore, and, at a signal
from those in the boat, the boat was hauled back to the ship
by means of the hawser astern. As soon as she returned, a
3arty of marines, and a few sailors from the Tyne, were landed
n the same manner, and, in succession, those of the ship’s
company of the Tyne who had taken a passage in the Sphinx,
md also the sick of the vessel, were safely landed. A waggon,
carrying a life-boat, was brought by the Coast Guard men to
he beach, speedily launched, and put alongside the vessel,
•eturning with some of the officers’ luggage and the marines,
iccoutrements. During this time large portions of the keel
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and stern were observed floating towards the shore. A me-
lancholy loss of life occurred on the following Monday, in an
endeavour made by a boat’s crew of the Scourge to board the
Sphinx. Mr. Harris, the gunner, and six out of eight men w o
were with him, were unfortunately drowned. The Porcu-
pine steamer returned from the Sphinx on Wednesday night,
having feft Freshwater bay at half- past three.

The machinery and stores have been, since the preceding
account was written, taken out of the ill-fated Sphinx

;
all

hopes of saving thehull have been abandoned; and the winds
and waves like vultures, are tearing to pieces all that is left

of the beautiful craft that floated so recently on the bosom of
the ocean, “like a thing of life.”

A court-martial was held at Portsmouth, a few days ago,
to try the commander, Cragg and the other officers and ship’s
company of the Sphinx, on the charge of having, through

i negligence, run the vessel on shore. The court having heard
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the evidence on both sides, decided that the charge of negli-

gently running the ship aground had been fully proved, as

the lead was not kept going
;
but, in consequence of the

excellent character borne by the commander, the sentence

was, that he be dismissed from the command of the ship,

and placed at the bottom of the list of commanders ; and the

master, Mr. Wallis, in consideration of his conduct subsequent

to the charge, be dismissed the ship and placed on the

list of second masters, and be ineligible to become a master

again for a year. The other officers and ship’s company
were acquitted.

In the evidence as to the management of the Sphinx we
are much struck by the strange mixture of superabundant

care in some respects and neglect of ordinary precaution in

others. It is hardly possible to pick out forty leagues of

coasting freer from danger than those from Plymouth to

Portsmouth. There are no shoals in the tract, nothing to

take care of lying in the way but the Race of Portland, wher e

in a fresh breeze, with a weather tide, there runs, or rather
boils, a frightful sea ; but a steamer can always go either inside

or outside of the Race without difficulty. The coast is lofty,

with bold headlands, for the most part with deep water almost
to the foot of the cliffs, and with three excellent lights in the
distance mentioned. More than forty miles of the passage v

from the Start to Portland Bill, is across West Bay, and with
an offing of nearly twenty miles. Safe and simple, however,
as the passage is, it appears to have been undertaken by the i

captain of the Sphinx, as a voyage new and perilous. First,

there was a con saltation with the master as to the course,
1

the captain having to learn a course which we should have
r

supposed to be as well known to all officers as the way is to
t

every Loudon coachman from Charing- cross to Temble-bar.
Between the Start and Portland the captain was frequently

j

on deck
; sometimes below, anxiously examining the chart,

t

i

8

!

and ascertaining the correctness of the course. After this,
the captain questions the master as to his knowledge of the
Isle of Wight, and during the night anxiously deliberated
with him, scarcely leaving the deck. Yet, with all this caution,
the unfortunate captain found his vessel aground on gaining
the deck at five in the morning

-4*

A DANGEROUS EXPERIMENT.
The Duke of Guise ventured to try the courage of Crillon

in the following manner. Crillon had been sent to the Duke
of Marseilles, by Henry IV. The young duke, in order to
prove the cool intrepidity of Crillon, caused an alarm to be
given at the door of his lodgings, where he had placed a couple
of horses ready saddled; he then ran up stairs and told Crillon

that the enemy was in possession of the town and fort, ad-
vising him to make his escape to save himself being made
a prisoner, which would highly please the enemy. The in-

trepid Crillon armed himself, declaring that it would be far
more honourable to die sword in hand, than to survive the
loss of the town and fort. When descending together, the duke
burst into a loud laugh, and related to Crillon the trick he had
put upon him. Crillon then assumed a stern countenance,
and laid hold of the duke firmly, and with a calm and resolute
air declared, with an oath, “ Young man, never again amuse
yourself by sounding the courage of a man of character.. By
heavens! ifyou had caused me tp

7
betray any weakness, I would

have stabbed you.
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THE FIREFLY.
A TALE OP THE SEA.

chapter Xi.—

(

Continued.)

“This has been a miserable business,’’ said Captain Douglas
to Firth, as soon as they were alone. “ There can be no doubt
that technically speaking, St. Helier is a spy; but I am con-

vinced that his own story is true—that this Magdalen Montes
has been the loadstone which has attracted him here.”

“I have no doubt.” replied Firth, “ that if the facts were
laid before the commodore, he would grant a pardon, or at any
rate a reprieve; but then the time is drawing too near for

communication.”
“ That is the most serious part of the affair, as the sentence

is ordered to be carried into effect before sunset to-day, and
now it is noon, and we too distant to hold any communication
by signals.”

“ It is extremely unfortunate,” said Firth; “but cannot a
trusty messenger be despatched to the commodore?”
“I have thought of that already,” said the captain, “and

sent off Lomas this morning on that errand. I have also

arranged a signal with him, by which he can communicate the
result, art; even ten miles dista nt.”

“ But have you no discretion in the orders?” asked Firth.
“ None whatever; excepting St Helier consents to give up

the Firefly.”
“ That is a pity,” said Firth; “for he seems to have no other

chance.”
“ One would think too,” said Captain Douglas, drily, “ that

St. Helier might give up, the schooner, to save his own life.”

“ Should we do it?” asked Firth.

“I believe not,” replied the captain. “ We have, however,
another chance; the man Hatley must know something about
the schooner’s movements.”

“Shall I summon him at once?”
“By all means; and we will examine him on the spot.

Things have changed with him since the last inquiry; he may
be more communicative.”

In a few minutes 'Hatley stood once more in the presence of

the captain, and making his bow, quietly awaited his exami-
nation.
“ Here is a good opportunity for you to fetch up a great deal

of lee-way, Master Hatley,” commenced Captain Douglas.
“ We are extremely anxious to obtain possession of your late

schooner, the Firefly; and as you must be pretty well aware
of ner movements, you can tell us where you left her, and
where she may be now,”

“ Captain St. Helier, has told you already where he left her;

but as to saying where she is now, I’ll defy any man to tell but
those on board of her. There’s no telling her position captain,

as she never keeps any long time together. I’ve tried my
hand before now at keeping her reckoning, but never could do
it within a hundred miles.”

“This is a long way from the point, however,” replied the
captain: “ what I want to know is, what do you think is the

present position of the schooner?”
“ If I were to speak sincerely,” answered Hatley, “ I should

say that she is at present hovering about South Point, wait-

ing to take us up, and keeping a sharp look out for enemy’s
cruisers.”

In this Hatley was pretty near the truth; but he was cunning
enough to know, that his answer would be received almost- by
contrarieties, and so told them the fact in order that they
might be taken off the scent. Nor did he fail in his object;

for his language in manner bore so much the appearance of

cunning and deceit, that neither the captain nor lieutenant

believed a word he uttered; he was therefore soon dismissed,

with a broad hint to be very particular in his behaviour for

the future.

One other means to obtain information of the Firefly wa3
alone open, and that was to question Magdalen, but this Cap-
tain Douglas at once repudiated as unfair and unmanly. To
work upon the affections of a poor innocent girl to betray her

C4S

lover, would be going too far, and he would never consent to
it, and thus the conversation ended.
As the day advanced, the captain felt more and more uneasy

as to the fate of his prisoner. Thoughtful and silent he paced
the deck, absorbed in thoughts of not the most pleasant de-
scription; nor did any of the officers for some time like to
interrupt him, till an opportunity offered, when Captain Doug-
las, suddenly rousing himself, gave some directions about the
sails. Lieutenant Howard then came forward and asked the
captain’s instructions as to the admission of visiters to the
prisoner.

i

“Poor fellow,” said the captain, “his time is getting very
short unless we hear from Lomas; for I don’t see how I can
escape ordering the execution, unless it is countermanded by
the commodore.”

“ Certainly not, sir,” replied Howard; “ but. what orders am
I to give about the prisoner? Are visiters to be admitted?”

“ Let any one who is willing to go be admitted.”
“Do you intend to include our deserter Hatley?” asked

Howard; “I believe he wishes to take leave of his old ship-
mate.” *

“ If St. Helier wishes to see him, let him by no means be
denied, though otherwise we might be justified iu refusing
him.”
This point having been settled, the quarter-deck was restored,

to the solemn stillness which had been interrupted, and the
captain continued in moody abstraction, which rather increased
than diminished.
As the time for execution approached, a general gloom ap-

peared to have settled on the ship. The crew were aware of
the position of affairs, of the order of the execution, and of the
mission of Mr. Lomas to obtain a respite, but they feared the
time, they judged it almost impossible that he could be back
to prevent the execution, and the melancholy which had
seized the captain communicated itself to the crew. It was only
the day before, that they had been boasting in the gun-room,*
to the officers of the Ruby, that they had never had an exe-
cution or a court martial punishment on board the Britannia,
and now the hours were flying rapidly toward the moment
when such an event seemed inevitable. But it was not quite
certain, or they would have made up their minds to submit to
it with resignation. There was a ray of hope, and the chance,
slight as it was, which did actually exist, created a feverish
excitement that extended to all hands, and was felt as intensely
as though the chase was before them, and each bent on her
capture. This feeling increased as the day wore, till it ap-
proached to an intensity that was almost painful; nor was there
one on deck that did not anxiously turn his eyes towards Con-
ception, in the faint hope of seeing Lomas’s boat returning with
the order to stay the execution.

It was now within half an hour of the actual sunset, and no
appearance of Lomas or the appointed signal. At a sign from
the captain, certain orders were issued, and though but little

stir was made, a rope was soon rove at the foreyard-arm, and a
grating rigged for a platform—signs not to be mistaken that
an execution was at hand.
The most profound silence now prevailed over all the ship;

not a syllable was uttered, while each stood in breathless ex-
pectation of the welcome signal. Still time progressed till

ten minutes alone were wanting of the latest period to which
it could be delayed. With slow and lingering steps, the com-
manding officer, who had retired to his cabin, came upon deck;
the crew assembled on the forecastle and in the waists, the
marines were under arms, and the officers clustered round the
capstan, all animated with one feeling, and that in favour of
their prisoner; lie who, but a few days since, they would have
strained every nerve to destroy.

“ We have still twenty minutes till sunset,” said Captain
Douglas, addressing Howard, and anxiously glancing towards
the west.

“ Not more than fifteen, sir.”

“ I should think five might suffice, particularly if the men
made a swift run,” returned the captain, half whispering to the
lieutenant.

A short consultation now took place with the surgeon, to
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ascertain the shortest time a man might live suspended by the

neck. Whatever was the answer, the result was an. order to

bring forth the prisoner.

St. Helier, who was still in charge of the master-at-arms,

made his appearance upon deck, in the rough fisherman’s garb

in which he had been detected. He walked with a firm step,

and quietly bowed to the officers as he passed them. His
countenance, though pale, by no means betrayed want of

resolution, yet it was unaccompanied by any appearance of

bravado.

A breathless stillness prevailed while the rope was being ad-

justed and the prisoner placed on the grating. The slack was
then drawn in by hand, and the men ordered to lay hold and

stretch it along the deck.
“ Stand-by, my lads, to make a swift run and give a strong

jerk at your first pull,” said Howard, addressing the men in an

under tone.

“Hail the topgallant-yards once more, Mr, Howard,” said

the captain.
“ Foretop-gallant-yard, there!”

“Sir?”
“ Do you see anything of the boat? Give a good look well

up into the bay.”

A pause of a minute ensued, when the look-out shook his

head, and now nothing remained but to proceed to their melan-
choly duty as quickly as possible.

Captain Douglas, disappointed at the failure of his hopes,

lingered another minute, and then in a low voice asked,

—

“Are you all ready?”
“ All ready, sir,” responded Howard.
The captain suffered one more minute to elapse, and then

was in the act of raising his hand to give the fatil signal, when
the deep heavy booming of a distant gun came down the bay
from the direction of Conception.

“ Stand fast!” shouted Douglas, fearful he might be too late.

. “ Now, two more guns, Howard, and I would not change
places with Lord Howe.”
He hadn’t finished speaking, when the welcome sound of a

second gun came booming down the bay. There was a breath-
less pause for another half minute, and a third report was
heard.

'Every ear was intent for a repetition.

“Now, would to God we hear no more!” said Captain Doug-
las; “for a fourth will spoil all.”

He allowed two minutes to elapse, when gradually relaxing
his features from anxiety to hope, and then to joyful realization,

he ordered the prisoner to be taken below, the rope to be
unrove, and the grating to be taken off the gun. The prisoner,
who manifested the same appearance of calm resignation,
bowed to the officers as he passed, and not a soul on board the
frigate but experienced a sensation of delight at the opportune
respite

CHAPTER XII.

On St. Helier’s removal from the grating he was taken below
to the place where he had been previously confined, which, as
before related, was simply a partition of canvass bulk-heads on
the middle-deck, and which, by the orders of Howard, with a
view to the comfort of the prisoner, included the guns on each
side, so that he had free circulation of air, a thing of no trifling

advantage in warm latitudes, and at the same time commanded
the port -holes.

.As night set in, St. Helier was reclining on one of the guns,
with his head leaning against the canvass; a sentry it is true,
was pacing the deck but he was too far removed to overhear
a moderate whisper, and the feeble light of a solitary lantern
prevented his seeing more than the entrance to his prisoner’s
cabin.

As St Helier was musing on the singular events of the pre-
ceding day, he. felt a hand cautiously applied to the top of his
head, and a voice which he at once recognised to be Hatley’s.
“Hush! a boat is going to put off to shore with Don Fran-

cisco Montes and his niece. Keep quiet, and you may slip

out of the port into her.”

“When do they start?” «
“ Almost directly; the boat is now at the gangway and they

are getting in the young lady.”

This was said from the chains, where Hatley had ensconced
himself out of view of those who might be on deck, though,
had he been discovered, his situation was too suspicious not to

have created an instant detection of his object.

St. Helier’s every faculty was alive to his critical situation,

though he kept himself perfectly still in order that the sentinel

might not be alarmed. He soon heard the boatswain piping
to lower away, which was followed by the splash of the oars.

The moment was becoming more critical, as in all probability

the boat would be watched from the deck, and though the

darkness was in their favour, he hardly dared to anticipate

success; still it was the only chance of escape, and must not be
lost.

“Now quiet,” said Hatley. “Francisco has charge of the

boat, and in three minutes she will be under the port. Are you
all ready?”
Presently St Helier could hear the boat as she came slowly

alongside
;
holding on by the chains, slowly and cautiously he

moved his body, till at length he had his head fairly out of the
port-hole. Here Hatley gave him hold of the end of a rope
which was made fast to the channel above. His exit was now
comparatively easy

; by means of the rope he slowly and cau-

tiously dragged himself out of the port, till he was fairly sus-

pended over the boat, into which he dropped without making
any noise, and found that Hatley was there before him. The
two immediately concealed themselves by laying down at the

bottom of the boat with Magdalen’s cloak thrown over them.

Don Francisco let go his hold, and, as the frigate had way on
her, she, in a short time, left the boat some distance astern.

As the boat was still within hearing of the frigate, it was
necessary to proceed with caution. St. Helier and Hatley

quietly took their places at the oars leaving Don Francisco to

steer.

Just then they heard the bell of the Britannia strike;, and
directly afterwards the watch was called.

“ They are only turning their hands up,” said St. Helier,

observing that his companion was looking uncomfortably at the

ship.

“That’s a queer noise for only shifting the watch,” replied

Hatley. “ Hark What noise is that?”

They could now plainly hear the movement of tackles, fol-

lowed in a very short time by the sound of a boat as she fell on
the water. The sounds were too familiar to be mistaken; their

departure had been discovered, and chase was about to com-
mence.
The sound of the first boat was succeeded by that of others,

till, in a very short time, four boats were manned and ready to

pursue the fugitives. Firth, who had the gig, was first afloat;

and though the night was so dark that no object so small as a

boat could be seen at a short distance, he fancied he could descry

the yawl making for the shore, and lost no time in making
chase. Fortunately St. Helier’s boat had muffled oars, which
prevented their being traced by the sound, while the regular

man-of-war’s puli on board the gig could be distinctly heard.

It was clear to St. Helier that though the yawl was doing

her duty, she was no match in a long chase for a man-of-war’s

boat pulled by six vigorous rowers, and the sound.plainly told

that the gig was gaining on them. They were still too distant

for sight, and as the darkness at sea offered a better protection

than could be afforded by keeping directly in with the shore, he

gave the boat a sheer which took her above a hundred yards

to westward, out of the direct course to land, and then quietly

rested on their oars in the hopes of the boats- passing them.

The boats that were astern had followed in the wake of the

gig, some indeed fancying that it was the yawl which was
ahead of them, seining for the shore; while Firth, who was
anxious to enjoy the sole honour of the capture, was encou-

raging his men to redoubled exertions, as he distinctly heard the

sounds of the boats which were following him. In this maimer
they made rapid progress, while St. Helier, having waited till

the sternmost boa,t had passed them, commenced pulling to-

wards the extreme point of the bay, which was considerably to
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westward of the point towards which the frigate’s boats were

.steering.

As they approached the point where it was determined to

put Magdalen and her uncle on shore, in order that they might

reach home, which was not far distant by land, St. Helier began

to feel more melapcholy. It was not so much the thought of

the dangers he had just escaped, as the coming separation

from Magdalen which affected him. He could not, consistently

with the sincerity of his regard for her, ask her to share in

dangers of imminency, of which she had just had so convincing

a proof, while he felt that as he was now about to part with her,

it might be for ever, and the feeling had such an effect on him,

that though habitually light-hearted and recklessly indifferent

of the present, he felt an unaccustomed depression of spirits.

Still he made no objection to the separation, but leaving Hatley

in charge of the boat, assisted Magdalen to ascend the heights

while her uncle went on before.

“St. Helier,” said Magdalen, after one of those impassioned

bursts of affectionate declaration which the maiden could not

refrain from listening to, “ this has proceeded too far, and it is

high time that we understood one another. I could not again'

go through the fearful scenes that I have lately witnessed, nor

can I allow you to run such risks on my account. It appears

to me that the sooner we part the better it will be for both of

us. I blame myself for having allowed the intimacy between
us to proceed thus far.”

“And is it possible,” exclaimed St. Helier, “ that after the

numerous and severe proofs which I have given you'of the sin-

cerity of my attachment and the constancy of my affection,

that this cold parting, with no hopes for the future, is to be the

reward of my devotion?”
“ I have already told you my sentiments,” replied Magdalen,

“ and these, you are aware, are much, 1 fear too much, in your
favour; but there are holy obligations, which no prospect of

gratification on earth can ever induce me to forego. Oh, St.

Helier, could I but see thee as I once fondly hoped, much of

this misery at parting might have been spared.”

“These priests,” said St. Helier, bitterly, “seem sent as

plagues to torment us; they do nothing but create discord and
sow dissension wherever they get footing.”

“ Remember,” said Magdalen, meekly, “that you are speak-
ing of the ministers of Him whom we should all fear and obey.”

“I ask your pardon,” exclaimed St. Helier; “but I was be-

trayed into warmth by the bitter reflection that such a trifle

was to be the cause of our parting, and that for ever.”
“ It is no trifle,” rejoined Magdalen, “ but a deep and fearful

reality. I would I could make thee think so. Oh, St. Helier,

were worldly concerns the only obstacle, you should see how
much and how willingly I would endure for thy sake.”

“ Oh, why, then, should this part us, or why think at all

about my religion? It will never interfere with thine. Do
not many wives attend to their prayers while their husbands
are thinking of worldly matters? Let us then overlook this

difference of creed, and still preserve our love.”

“St. Helier, it cannot, must not be,
4 A house that is di-

vided against itself cannot stand.’ Think how hard it will be

for the wife to fix her hopes on Heaven, when she knows that
her husband’s chiefest wish is centred upon earth.”

St. Helier was deeply affected by the powerful emotions of

Magdalen; he could not but be sensible of the powerful impres-
sion which he had made upon her heart, and though her reli-

gious sentiments seemed likely to prove an insuperable bar
to their union, it could not but increase his feelings of respect

for her sincerity, and esteem for her moral purity. Still he had
set his heart too intently upon the beauteous object of his de-

votions to resign her without a struggle.
“ He whom thou worsiiippest will never desert thee,” he

exclaimed. “ As the wife of any man thou hast nothing to fear.

He who wouid prevent thy worship, or by word or deed seek
to hinder thee from its observance, must be worse than a brute.
All you have heard me utter, is because I would be sincere
with you; my tongue cannot stoop to falsehood, even for thy
love; do not then let me suffer for my sincerity.”

“ Little do you judge the heart of woman, to think her
affections and her duties are so lightly poised. If I, who am not

yet thy bride, feel so strongly thy influence now, that would it

become when girlish love has been matured into the strong
affection of a devoted wife? I fear, St. Helier, I much fear, that
I should forget my duty to my Creator, in performing those
which were prompted by affection to his creature.”

“ I will not deceive thee, Magdalen, I cannot; I leave that to
the priests. Iam as you have seen and heard me, and so you
must take or leave me. One word though, on parting : should

3mu persist in your cruel determination, 1 shall be driven to

seek some desperate means of conquering a passion which has
been so misplaced.”

“For your own sake be prudent.”
“ And not for your sake?”
“ Yes, much as I consider this separation desirable, I cannot

conceal the anxiety with which I shall wish to hear of your
welfare. Believe me, St. Helier, you do not feel the pang of
parting more deeply than I do, but it must be. Here we part;

my home is not far distant, and you must be off before daylight

discovers you. Farewell, St Helier, farewell; may Heaven
bless you! Do not hazard any more to see me; but if

”

Here the heart of the poor girl became too full for utterance

;

her feelings almost overpowered her, but with strong exertion

she retained her composure.
“ If what?” said St. Helier, anxiously listening for the next

word.
“ I was about to say,” answered Magdalen, “ though I am

fearful it may not be, that if thy Maker should be pleased to

open thine eyes, that thou mayest feel convinced of the truth
;

and worship at His altar, with one beside thee who would devote
all to thy love, but her love of Him who made her, thou wilt

know where to find her.”

As she said this, Magdalen, fearful even of trusting 1 erself,

suddenly left him, and without waiting for further adieus or

even casting a look behind, ran swiftly on till she rejoined her
uncle, who had been making his way steadily some little distance

before. The first impulse of St. Helier was to follow her, but
he paused for a moment, and prudence got the better of passion.

He turned his steps towards the boat, and made rapid progress,

fearful that the day might break before he rejoined his beloved
schooner.

(To be continued.')

A SCENE IN THE PENINSULA.

The French army had long suffered terrible privations. We
all knew that Massena could not much longer retain his posi-

tion, and the “ Great Lord,” (so the Spaniards call Wellington)
allowed famine to do the work of a charge of bayonets. Our
army was weary of the lines. It felt as if 'cooped up by an
enemy it yet despised, and would have gladly marched out to

to storm the formidable French encampment; and such -was

the first idea that struck many of us, when, on the 5th of
March, the army was put in motion, and the animating music
of the regimental bands rang through the rocky ridges of Torres
Yedras. But it was soon universally understood, that the
French were in full retreat; there was now no hope of a great
pitched battle, and all that I could expect was, that as our
regiment formed part of the advance, we might now and then
have a brush with the rear-guard of the French, which was
composed of the flower of the army, and commanded by Ne?,
the “ bravest of the brave.”

They had been cheated out of a victory over us, (so they
said, and so in Gallic presumption they probably felt) when,
some months before, Massena beheld that army which he
threatened to drive into the sea, frowning on him from impreg-
nable heights, all bristling with cannon. Instead of battle,

and conquest and triumph, they had long remained in hopeless
inactivity, and at last, their convoys being intercepted by the
guerillas, they had endured all the intensest miseries of famine.
Accordingly, when, they broke up, the soul of the French army
was in a burning fever of savage wrath. The consummate
skill of their leaders, and the •unmitigated severity of their

discipline, kept the troops in firm and regular order; and,
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certainly, on all occasions, when I had an opportunity of

seeing the rear-guard, its movements were most beautiful. I

could not help admiring the mass moving slowly away, like a

multitude of demons, all obeying the signs of one master
spirit. Call me not illiberal in thus speaking of our foe. Wait
till you have heard from me a detailed account of their

merciless butcheries, and then you will admit, that a true

knight violates not the laws of chivalry in uttering his abhor-

rence of blood-thirsty barbarians. The ditches were often

literally filled with clotted and coagulated blood, as with mire
—the bodies of peasants, put to death like dogs, were lying

there horribly mangled—little naked infants, of a year old, or

less, were found besmeared in the mud of the road, transfixed

with bayonet wounds—and in one instance, a child of about a

month old, I myself saw with the bayonet left still sticking in

its neck—young women and matrons were found lying dead
with cruel and shameful wounds, and, as if some general law
to that effect had been promulgated to the army, the priests

were hanged upon trees by the road-side. But no more of this

at present.

I wish now to give some idea of a scene I witnessed at

Miranda de Cervo, on the ninth day of our pursuit. Yet I

fear that a sight so terrible cannot be shadowed out, except in

the memory of him who beheld it. I entered the town about
dusk. It had been a black, grim, and gloomy sort of a day

—

at one time fierce blasts of wind, at another perfect stillness,

with far-off thunder. Altogether there was a wild adaptation
of the weather and the day to the retreat of a great army.
Huge masses of clouds lay motionless on the sky before us;

and then they would break up suddenly, as with a whirlwind,
and roll off in the red and bloody distance. I felt myself,

towards the fall of the evening, in a state of strange excitement.

My imagination got the better entirely of all my other faculties,

and I was like a man in a grand but terrific dream, who never
thinks of questioning anything he sees or hears, but believes all

the phantasms around, with a strength of belief seemingly
proportioned to their utter dissimilarity to the objects of the
real world of nature.

Just as I was passing the great cross in the principal street,

I met an old haggard looking wretch,—a woman, who seemed
to have in her hollow eyes an unaccountable expression of
cruelty—a glance like that of madness; but her deportmeift
was quiet and rational, and she was evidently of the middle
rank of society, though her dress was faded and squalid. She
told me (without being questioned) in broken English, that I

would find comfortable accommodation in an old convent that
stood at some distance among a grove of cork-trees; pointing
to them at the same time, with her long shrivelled hand and
arm. and giving a sort of hysterical laugh. You will find, said
she, nobody there to disturb you.

I followed her advice with a kind of superstitious acqui-
escence. There was no reason to anticipate any adventure or
danger in the convent; yet the wild eyes, and the wilder
voice of the old crone powerfully affected me; and though,
after all, she was only such an old woman as one may see
anywhere, I really began to invest her with many most
imposing qualities, till I found, that in a sort of reverie, I

had walked up a pretty long flight of steps, and was standing
at the entrance to the cloisters of the convent. I then saw
something that made me speedily forget the old woman,
though' what it was I did see, I could not, in the first moments
of my amazement and horror, very distinctly comprehend.
Above a hundred dead bodies lay and sat before my eyes,

all of them apparently in the attitude or posture in which
they had died. I looked at them for at least a minute, before
I knew that they were all corpses. Something in the mortal
silence of the place told me that I alone was alive in this

dreadful company. A desperate courage enabled me then to

look steadfastly at the scene before me. The bodies were
mostly clothed in mats and rags, and tattered great coats;
some of them merely wrapped round about with a girdle of
Straw; and two-or three perfectly naked. Every face had a
different expression, but all painful, horrid, agonised, and
bloodless. Many glazed eyes were wide open

;
and perhaps

this was the most shocking thing in the whole spectacle. So

many eyes that saw not, all seemingly fixed upon different

objects : some cast up to heaven, some looking straight

forward, and some with the white orbs turned round, and
deep sunk in the sockets.

It was a sort of Hospital. These wretched beings were
mostly all desperately or mortally wounded

;
and after having

been stripped by their comrades, they had been left there
dead and to die. Such were they, who, as the old hag said,

would not trouble me.
I had began to view this ghastly sight with some compo-

sure, when I saw, at the remotest part of the hospital, a
gigantic figure sitting, covered with blood and almost naked,
upon a rude bedstead, with his back leaning against the wall,

and his eyes fixed directly on mine. I thought he was alive,

and shuddered
;
but he was stone dead. In the last agonies

he had bitten his under lip almost entirely off, and his long
black beard was drenched in clotted gore, that likewise lay

in large spots on his shaggy bosom. One of his hands had
convulsively grasped the wood-work of the bedstead, which
had been crushed in the grasp. I recognised the corpse. He
was a sergeant in a grenadier regiment, and during the

retreat, distinguished for acts of savage valour. One day he
killed, with his own hand, the right-hand man of my own
company, perhaps the finest made and most powerful naan in

the British army. My soldiers had nicknamed him with a

very coarse appellation, and I really felt as if he and I were
acquaintances. There he sat, as if frozen to death. I went
up to the body, and raising up the giant’s muscular arm, it fell

down again with a hollow sound against the bloody side of

the corpse.

My eyes unconsciously wandered along the walls. They
were covered with grotesque figures and caricatures of the

English, absolutely drawn in blood. Horrid blasphemies,

and the most shocking obscenities in the shape of songs, were
in like manner written there

;
and you may guess wbat an

effect they had upon me, when the wretches who had con-

ceived them lay all dead corpses around my feet. I saw two
books lying on the floor. I lifted them up. One seemed to

be full of the most hideous obscenity : the other was the

Bible! It is impossible to tell you the horror it produced in

me by this circumstance. The books fell from my hand.

They fell upon the breast of one of the bodies. It was a

woman’s breast. A woman had lived and died in such a

place as this! What had been in that heart, now still,

perhaps only a few hours before, I knew not. It is possible,

love, strong as death,—love, guilty, abandoned, depraved,

and linked by vice ur.to misery—but still love that perished

but with the last throb, and yearned in the last convulsion

towards some one of these grim dead bodies. I think some
such idea as this came across me at the time; or has it now
only arisen ?

Near this corpse lay that of a perfect boy, certainly not

more than seventeen years of age. There wa9 a little copper

figure of the Virgin Mary round his neck, suspended by a

chain of hair. It was of little value, else it had not been

suffered to remain there. In his hand was a letter. I saw
enough to know that it was from his mother-~Mbn chere fils,

&c. It was a terrible place to think of mother—ot home— of

any social human ties. Have these ghastly things parents,

brothers, sisters, lovers? Were they once all happy in peaceful

homes? Did these convulsed, and bloody, and mangled bodies

once lie in undisturbed beds? Did those clutched hands once

press in infancy a mother’s breast? Now all was loathsome,

terrible, ghostlike. Human nature itself seemed here to be de-

based and brutified. Will such creatures, I thought, ever live

again? Why should they? Robbers, ravishers, incendiaries

murderers, suicides (for a dragoon lay with a pistol in his hand

and his skull shattered to pieces), heroes! The only two
powers that reigned here, were agony and death. Whatever
might have been their characters when alive, all faces were
now alike. I could not, in those fixed contortions, tell what
was pain from what was anger—misery from wickedness.

It was now almost dark, and the night was setting in

stormier than the day. A strong flash of lightning suddenly

illuminated this hold of death, and for a moment showed me
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more distinctly the terrible array. A loud squall of wind
came round about the building, and the old window-casement
gave way, and fell with a shivering crash in upon the floor.

Something rose up with an angry ^rowl from among the dead

bodies. It was a huge dark-coloured wolf-dog, with a spiked

collar round his neck; and seeing me he leaped forwards with

gaunt and bony limbs. I am confident that his jaws were
bloody. I had instinctively moved back towards the door.

The surly savage returned growling to his lair; and, in a state

of stupefaction, I found myself in the open air. A bugle was
playing, and the light-infantry company of my own regiment
was entering the village with loud shouts and hurras.

HALF PAY.

Peace being proclaimed, I became an idle man. For a time
I was delighted with visiting my acquaintances and nominal
friends. Novelty (for I had long been abroad) increased the
pleasure which I experienced in viewing domestic objects; but
a very little time rendered them uninteresting, and ennui soon
obtained possession of me, blighted every prospect, and made
me long once more for the tented field, the changing quarters,
the uncertainty of military life, nay for its very dangers.
Sauntering down the- Mall in St. James’s Park, and rumi-

nating on the past, my thoughts took a successive glance at
the past and present; for the past and present form the whole
of our life. The past is full of regrets

;
the present generally

speaking, is unsatisfactory in some shape or other; the future
(which is the third and last state of man) is always fearfully
obscure, and awfully beyond our reach.
Looking on the right and on the left, I espied a number of

military men. The blue ornamented great coat, black silk
kerchief round the neck, fixed spur, and dowlas trousers,
announced the dismounted dragoon (for although the collegian,
the puppy, the counter coxcomb, and the sharper, occasionally
ape this dress, the dragoon is discernible to a military eye).
The grey surtout and pantaloons, less easy air, and less af-

fected style, showed the infantry officer, reduced like the
former, on half-pay, with Wellingtons unspurred. Both had
issued from first floors in Suffolk- street, back rooms, about the
Adelphi and Strand, or hiding-places in the suburbs.

I could easily distinguish the different nations amongst my
reduced (not reformed—that is a foreign word, and very foreign
from my purpose) brethren in arms. The Englishmen appeared
resigned, though not quite satisfied. The Irishman looked
doubtful and abroad; die was boxing the oompass at every
moment, hoping that a favourable breeze might spring up and
bring a prize m some shape; and, above all, he was erecting
his crest, throwing forward his broad chest, setting off his
well-proportioned shoulders, and viewing his sinewy legs, as
much as to say, “ See my proportions! What rich maid, frail
wife, or easy widow, will fancy me?” The Scotchman seemed
to bend to circumstances, to stoop to his fate, to throw off the
soldier, and to assume the citizen and civilian: he looked as if
a gude story, an act of politeness, a happy hit, or some unfor-
seen fortune might ameliorate his lot. He felt that, in war,
and in his account with mankind, he stood square and
unimpeached; and he waited for the turn of fortune’s wheel in
his favour; poor, but proud; humble, but above those degrading
shifts of existence by which many bright and brave men from
other countries are ruined.

Whilst all this ran in my head, and whilst I was contem-
plating the round blue eye, fair hair, independent head of paid-
off John Bull—the fine acquiline nose, sharp forehead fiery

prdjecting lip, dark hair, changeful and jealous expression,
and somewhat mutinous countenance of half-pay brother Pat
and tiic cold, white high-cheek-boned, grey-eyed, yet

courteous, seemly face of cautious Donald or Sandy, placed on
the reduced establishment—a scene interesting to my feelings
casually took place. I beheld a military man, (evidently such,
though in coloured clothes) sitting on a bench—his back
against one arm of it and his feet extended on the seat.

In the front of this tall, thin, recumbent figure, was a fine

.....
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looking Scottish soldier. Such I knew him to be by his
physiognomy and by his accent. He wore his uniform, but
had a round hat on his head, arid a thick stick under his arm.
These are invariable marks of discharge, and of bending the
weary way homewards.
The officer pulled out a thin pocket-book, and taking out a

five-pound note from it, he worked it about in his hands as if

he fain would have increased its weight, or as if its lightnes
vexed him. He looked, thrice at it, as on a departing friend,

then rumpled it, and at last put it into the soldier’s hand, and,
heaving a sigh, said—“ Charlie, I wish you weel; tak care
o’yoursel; there’s what I owe you; and I wish, man, that it

were mair.” The soldier held back. His half-exteuded hand
dropped as it tried to take the note. He hung his head, played
with his fingers as if uuwilling to receive it, and at length he
took it gently, handled it as IPit were not his, eyed it, frowned
upon it, and at last slowly put it in his pocket.
“Many thanks to, ye, sir,” cried he, and still remained

immoveable. “Ye’re ower gude,” answered he, after a long
pause. “ Thanks to yow,” replied the officer, with a faltering

voice. “ Heaven bless ye,” faintly articulated the soldier.

He still stood, put his hand in his pocket, as if to return the
money, sighed, shook his head. “Fare ye weel, Charlie.” was
hastily pronounced again. Charlie was motionless. “ Gang

un, now,” cried the officer. Charlie put his hand to his

h if -it had been a cap, stood in a fine soldierly attitude,

faced, wept, and slowly.paced off. “ Charlie',” cried the officer.

He returned. “ Gude luck to ye.” He extended his liaud to

him. The man seized it eagerly, and went proudly, tearfully,

and regretfully away.
I now understood what had passed: ’twas an officer bidding

his last farewell to a faithful soldier. During the “ pomp and
circumstance of war,” discipline forbade familiarity

;
but at a

last parting, nature was commanding officer, and pride obeyed.
Esteem drew tlia two brethren in arms nearer together, and
sympathy would not permit the superior to part with his

humble deserving comrade, without this last token of well

earned affection.

Curiosity induced me to follow the soldier, and to fall into

conversation with him. “ You seem affected at parting with
your officer,” said I to the private.

“’Tis the blackest day o’ my life,” replied he. “A’ the

dangers, and hunger, and cauld, and hard fighting, was naething
to this

;
he was a right gude officer, as kind a maister as ever

lived, and as brave a man as ever marched. Seven years we
shared the same fate thegither, slept sometimes in the same
bed^ that is, on our mother earth, and heeven for a’ our curtain;

and now to think that his honour canna afford to keep a man
(here he passed his hand over his eyes), and that we maun
part! Plague on the peace! I wish Boney were let loose

again! I believe it was his last note that he gae me; would I

had ne’er seen it! I wad serve him for naething, by day and
by night, gin he wad keep me. But then he’s ower prood for

that; and I darna affront him.”
The man’s fidelity so pleased me, that I offered him a shilling

to drink. I was ashamed of it afterwards, although my motive
was good at the time; for Charlie was so full of love for his

master, and of soldiery pride, that there was no room in his

heart for any other feeling, no place in his mind for the intru-

sion of interest. “ Thanks to you, sir,” said he; I dinna want;
but I wish may maister were better of; there’s an unco difference

atween him and me.” Here he shed tears abundantly; and as

I, could not relieve him in any way, I wished him well, and left

him.
I returned down the Mall again, the Scottish officer was there,

attempting to whistle and beat time on his boot, but there was
no mirth in his tune. He struck his boot not sportively, but
out of temper, and sorrow was fully depicted in every line oi

his features.

There is a glorious obstinacy in human nature that revolts

against dictation. Even when philosophy whispers submission,
pride vociferates resistance; for the proud man will rather die
than yield to bullying, even in a cause which conscience tells

him to be unjust. This is not reason, perhaps, but it is human
nature.
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A few Corsican emigrants who had left their island when 1

the French occupied it, and had taken refuge in the kingdom
of Naples, happened to be, in the early part of February, in

j

the town of Taranto, whence they intended to sail for Sicily.

But the wind being contrary, they found themselves detained

until messengers from the republican government established

at Naples, reached the place. The town acknowledged the

new authorities. The Corsicans then thought it prudent to

quit Taranto quietly, and, crossing the Japygian peninsula,

try their chance at Brindisi, on the Adriatic coast, where
they might meet with a passage for Trieste. After walking

on foot through part of the country, they stopped for the

night at the village of Monteasi, where they asked for lodging

at the house of an old woman. There was a rumour afloat

at the time, that the king’s eldest son, the hereditary prince,

was concealed somewhere in the country. One of the

Corsicans, it appears, either as a joke, or in order to ensure

better treatment, hinted to their hostess that the prince was
!

one of their party. The appearance of the strangers, and
their langnage, were different from what those villagers had
been in the habit of seeing and hearing. The old woman ran

to one of her relations, a substantial farmer in the place,

named Girunda, and told him the news. The latter came
immediately to pay his homage to his royal highness, and
was directed to one of the youngest of the party, who was
thought to bear some resemblance to the royal family.

Girunda knelt before him, and offered all he had and all he
could dispose of. He then withdrew for the night. Being
left to themselves, the Corsicans, and especially he who had
been thus without his consent proclaimed a prince, began to

reflect seriously on the probable consequences of this freak.

French detachments were known to be approaching in that

direction. Our party, therefore, thought^ prudent to make
their escape in the night, and pursue their way towards
Brindisi. 'The old woman, as soon as she missed them in the

morning, went to inform Girunda, who, mounting his horse,

followed by some of his men, went to seek after the fugitive

prince, giving, at the same time, the alarm to the country
around. The news spread like wildfire, the population ran to

arms, the village bells were ringing; “the king for ever!

down with the republic!” was shouted from a thousand mouths.
At last the Corsicans were overtaken at the village of Mesagne,
not far from Brindisi; they would fain have undeceived the
people, but they perceived it was now too late. The pseudo-
prince was obliged to assume his new honours with the best

face he could. He praised the loyalty of the people, gave
directions to the local authorities to introduce some regularity
into their tumultuary movements, especially if they intended
to oppose a successful resistance to the French; and then, as
a measure of security, he removed his head-quarters to the
Castle of Brindisi, where, reflecting on the dangerous predica-
ment in which he stood, having against his will usurped a title

for which he would be called to account, yet judging that the
insurrection thus raised might be of service to the king, he
bethought himself of the expedient of proceeding himself to

Sicily to give the first information of the event. He told the
people that he had positive orders from his royal father to

repair to him, that he would soon return with reinforcements,
and meantime he would leave them two of his companions as
his lieutenants, to organise the defence of the province. He
did so, and was reluctantly allowed by the natives to sail.

Having proceeded to Palermo, he stated candidly to the king
and queen all that had happened, and he had the satisfaction

of having his 'conduct approved of, and a pension allotted to

him, which he continued ever after to enjoy. He afterwards
held a commission in a foreign corps in the British service. I

met him many years after at Naples, where he had taken up
his residence since the peace, and he confirmed all the circum-
stances of this singular story. He must have been a very
young man at the time he extricated himself with so much
judgment from the difficult position in which he was placed.

ANDREW HOFER,
The name of Andrew Hofer, the brave leader of the Tyrolese,

is not only dear to every German, but to every one who admires
undaunted courage and genuine patriotism. Hofer was of a
phlegmatic disposition, fond of ease and tranquillity, and only
to be roused to action by the love of his country. The men-
tion of a victory gained by Austria, or in the cause of his

native country; an allusion to the old times of the Tyrol; an
enthusiastic word in favour of the emperor, or the house of

Austria, were appeals which had too powerful an effect on the
feelings of Hofer; and he who, according to the testimony of
those who attended him, conducted himself in his last moments
as “ un eroe Christiano e martire intrepido,” was for some time
bathed in tears, and unable to utter a word.
When the French invaded the Tyrol, which had been

abandoned by the Austrians, Andrew Hofer roused the
slumbering spirit of his countrymen, and offered to lead them
against the enemy. He declared that he would accept the
office of commander-in-chief if they wished to confer it upon
him

;
but if they preferred any other leader, he was prepared

to draw his sword as simple commandant of the Passeyr
valley, where he was born; and that, in whatever situation it

pleased God to place him, he would sacrifice his life for the

cause of his country. This declaration was received with
shouts of approbation, and Hofer from that moment became
commander-in-chief of the Tyrolese.

The spirit of Hofer soon ran through the whole of the Tyrol,

and in some of the districts the enthusiasm was such, that the

women took an active part in the hostilities, and aided each
other to hurl down stones upon the enemy’s troops in the

narrow defiles. A girl of eighteen, named Josephine Negretti,

assumed the dress of a man, and was several times in action

with the sharp-shooters, carrying a rifle, and using it with
considerable dexterity.

Three times flofer delivered his country from the Bavarians
and the French; and a grand festival was held at Inspruck, in

honour of him. He was that day formally invested with a

medal sent to him by the emperor, in the great church, at the

foot of the tomb of Maximilian, by the Abbot of Wilna, amidst

the acclamations of the people.

Tragical events now followed: the Bavarians gained ground
in the Tyrol, and their successes were followed by a treaty of

peace between France and Austria. Hofer could not brook
the idea of becoming a subject of France; and when he was
deserted by all his followers, he retired to a place of concealment
in the mountains of his native valley, where he remained for

some time undiscovered, in spite of the active seai%h that was
made for him, and* the reward that was offered for his head.

The place of his concealment, in which he remained from the

end of November to the end of the month of January following,

was a solitary Alpine hut, four long leagues distant from his

own house, at times inaccessible from the snow which sur-

rounded it; a few faithful adherents supplied him, from time*

to time, with the food that was necessary for himself and his

family, and more than once he was visited by confidential

messengers from the Emperor of Austria, who used every

entreaty to make him quit his abode, and follow them to Austria,

assuring him, at the same time, a safe conduct through the

enemy’s army. But Hofer steadily refused all their offers, and

and expressed his determination never to abandon either his

country or his family.

At length, the secret of his concealment was made known
to the French, who sent a body of sixteen hundred men to take

him prisoner; and two thousand more were ordered to be in

readiness to assist them, so fearful were they of some attempt

being made to rescue him. It was dark when the Frepcn

approached his hut, but as soon as Hofer heard the officer

inquire for him, he came intrepidly forward, and gave himself

up. He was then marched, together with his wife, his daughter,

and his son, who was twelve years old, through Meran to Botzen,

amidst the shouts of the French soldiery and the tears of ms
countrymen.
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SIEGE AND CAPTURE OF BHURTPORE.

On the decline of the Mahratta influence, which extended
over a great portion of India, Hblkar, an independent chief-

tain of the same race, feeling dissatisfied with the terms of a

treaty of alliance just concluded between the company and
two powerful chiefs, Scindiah and Bhoonslah, exercised some
degree of activity to prevent the continuance of this amicable
understanding. The troops of the company were constantly

on the alert to destroy any chance of amalgamation be-

tween Scindia and Holkar, a prospect they were apprehen-

sive of for some time past, as it was well known that both

Scindiah and the Rajah of Berar were aiming at this point

;

but Holkar, accustomed, like his race, to act upon impulse,

for a long time obstinately persisted in acting on his own
resources alone

;
but when he found that these princes had

actually formed atreaty of alliance with the company, he was
roused to a sense of his own situation, and the ascendancy of

the British power in his quarter, and immediately set to

work to counteract the ill effects which such a state of things

threatened. Withdrawing from Maleva, where he had levied

heavy contribu-

tions, both on
friend and foe,

he proceeded to

Jeypoor, with the
view of opening a
negotiation with
the Princes of

Rajpoot, and more
particularly with
the Rajah ofBhurt-
pore, the Rohilles,
and the Sheiks,
while at the same
time, he sent a
messenger to Scin-
diah, with full

power to contract
an alliance, offen-

sive and defensive,

provided the
M u 1 w a Rajah
would consent to
violate the treaty

of pacification into

which he had just

entered. To
General Wellesley,
llolkar wrote in an
overbearing style,

laying claim to cer-
tain territories,

still more powerful, was added
;
all the disaffected rajahs

and zemindars of the Dooab began to look upon the rajah as
a leader, and it became necessary to destroy at once the in-

fluence of his government.
A British army lias so seldom failed to overcome, in India,

the most determined resistance of its enemies, that Lord Lake
may well be excused for having entered upon the siege of

Bhurtpore with means quite inadequate to the importance of

the enterprise. The city, before which he sat down on the
2nd of January, 1805, measures nearly eight miles in circum-
ference, and is everywhere surrounded by a wall, composed
partly of earth, partly of the trunks of enormous trees, knit
together with a degree of firmness of which perhaps it is im-
possible to form an adequate conception, except after an ocular

examination of the place. Its bastions, bristled with heavy
cannon; its ditch deep and wide, could, at the will of the go-

vernor, be flooded; and above all, the town itself >vas held by
a garrison far surpassing, in respect to numbers, the army by
which they were threatened. In addition to these striking

disadvantages, Holkar’s cavalry, restored to some degree of

confidence, hovered around the English camp, while Ameer
Khan, an Affghan by descent, and one of his principal feuda-

tories, took the field

at Bundilcund,
crossed the Jumna
and Ganges, and
committed great

havoc in Rohilcund.
His progress was
indeed, at one
period so alarm-
ing, that Lord
Lake was induced
to send after him
the greater part
of his own cavalry,

a measure which
unavoidably laid the

besiegers more
open, than they
would have other-

wise been, to insult

and injury from
Holkar.

Situated as he
was, and finding

that his troops were
insufficient to en-
able him to block-
ade the city, he
determined on pres-

sing the siege to

the utmost extent

that his limited

- ~ r..9

[ASSAULT ON THE TOWN BY THE BRITISH,

J

and in the event, of a refusal to cede them, threat-
ened a war as inevitable. This insult was not to be borne
with impunity, and on Holkar’s embarking, soon after, in
various predatory courses by which he molested the allies of
the company, the latter made extensive preparations for
putting down his power. Almost in every encounter success
attended the arms of the British. Holkar’s extensive terri-
tories were everywhere overrun, and, harassed from
place to place, he was at length compelled to divide the
remnant of his vast army, and fleeing, with his cavalry, to-
wards the southern extremity, of the Dooab, leaving his
guns and infantry in the custody of the Rajah of Bhurtpore,
who, from an apprehension that the British government
might be induced to subject him to the revenue and
judicial system of the provinces of Bengal, was readily
induced to give Holkar his protection. At Deeg this chief
was again severely repulsed, and this, his last resource having
failed him, he fled with precipitation to Bhurtpore. The
rajah of that place had made himself obnoxious to the
company by giving an asylum to Holkar, which circumstance
was aggravated by the fact of his having suffered the guns of
Deeg to open on his pursuers; to this an additional motive,

)

means were capable of doing. A breach having been effected on
the 9tli, an assault was made, but failed. Another similar effort

was repeated on the 21st, which ended in disappointment.

Nowise damped by the event, the general was indefatigable in

his efforts, and the arrival of reinforcements by the 10th of

the following month, enabled him to make more regular ap-

proaches, and a third assault was made, in which a battalion

of sepoys gallantly ascended a breach, from which it is said

European soldiers recoiled; yet this attempt resembled the

last two, except that the slaughter attending it was prodigi-

ously greater. This was a subject of considerable chagrin

and mortification to the commander, who addressed the camp
in terms of eloquent appeal. He presented to their view scenes

in which the British arms in more straightened circumstances,

and under situations more trying than the present, were tri-

umphant, and had purchased victory in the very jaws of

annihilation. The effect of this harangue was to rouse the

gallantry of the 75th and 7Gth regiments, who, conscious of

their former backwardness, nobly came forward to carry the

place or perish. Numbers of these devoted soldiers were de-

stroyed in the attempt which took place on the 21#, and the
remainder could only be induced to relinquish their bootless
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efforts by the repeated and earnest command of their

general.

This affair, however unsuccessful on the part of the British

troops, was now become somewhat distasteful to the rajah,

who, for the first time, began to entertain a notion that he was
embarking in an unequal struggle; for however safe he might

account himself to be at present, he could not guarantee such

a prospect in future, in a contest with a nation so superior in

every respect to the native principalities of India, and who
might eventually oppose such a force as would totally crush

his power, and render his defeat a source of deep humiliation.

Nor was this his only subject of mediation; Lord Lake’s ca-

valry had just returned from the pursuit of Ameer Khan, and
assisted him to put a plan into execution, which was attended

with the anticipated success. A right movement was made on
Holkar’s camp, and so completely did the British horse sur-

prise the Mahrattas, that ere they had time to mount, num-
bers of them were sabred, while the rest tied for safety from
an enemy, whose talents and prowess they had long been

taught to respect. This bold manoeuvre produced the most
salutary results. Many of Holkar’s chiefs hastened to offer

their allegiance to the company, and the rajah himself entered

into a treaty of peace, the price of which was the payment of

twenty lacs of rupees, and the forfeiture of many advantages
which he might have retained had he accepted the terms origi-

nally proposed to him.
The rajah studied to preserve with the company an amicable

alliance, into which he was induced to enter from motives of

domestic policy. But in this desire he was not seconded by
his subjects generally, who readily imbibed the belief that

Bhurtpore was impregnable, and that India consequently had
not yet been conquered. JDoonjia Sal, the nephew of Buldea
Singh (the rajah), strongly entered into these feelings, and was
tempted to oppose the inclinations of his uncle in this respect,

by making various inroads upon the frontier, and keeping up
a continual state of excitation to further his future plans.

Buldea Singh viewed these aggressions on the part of liis

kinsman with serious concern for the prosperity of his govern-
ment, and the future prospects of his descendants. He was
fast gliding into the vale of years, and the birth of a son, which
heaven had blessed him with in extreme old age, made him
anxious to secure to him the right of succession by renewing
his alliance with the company. He solicited them to bestow
on his heir the khelhaut, or robe of inauguration, and proclaim
him the future sovereign of his realms. Soon after this the
rajah died, and the infant prince, Bulwunt Singh, was left in

the midst of enemies.

Scarce were the funeral obsequies of the old rajah performed,
whenDoonjia Sal appeared at thehead of his troops and seized
the palace. To save the young prince from the enmity of his

cousin, was the first impulse of his guardians, who, with con-
siderable difficulty, rescued and fled with him to Calcutta,
with the view of claiming from the authorities their especial
protection. The motives which the British had for extending
this boon, were too powerful to be disregarded. A point of
honoflr was the primary inducement

;
the next was the desire

to put down the ridiculous impression which was gaining
ground, both at Bhurtpore and the neighbouring principalities,

that, with all their boasted valour, the British arms were not
able to reduce so impregnable a fortress as that of Bhurtpore.
Twenty-five thousand men were accordingly put under arm8
to perform this important service, among whom were two
European infantry regiments, and two of European cavalry,
attended by a train of 200 pieces of artillery. While these
regiments were completing, Lord Combermere arrived from
England to assume the military government of the country,
and approving the plan of assault, took the command of the
army, and by the lOtli of December, 1825, appeared before
Bhurtpore ready to commence operations.
The site of the city itself is on a plain of some extent,

covered round by a forest, anciently used as a preserve for the
rajah’s game; but which, latterly, it had been deemed necessary
to clear a portion of, near to the defences, leaving the ditch
free all round by a space of six or seven hundred yards. This
ditch is extremely wide and deep, and so constructed as to be

completely filled with water at a short notice, by its contiguity
to a neighbouring lake. The town is begirt round by a wall, 1

flanked at certain distances by towers and bastions, but their

arrangement leaves them much exposed to the fire of a be-
sieging enemy. The citadel* is separated from the town by
means of a distinct ditch and ramparts, and so situated as to
command the town in every position.

The British troops arrived before the place just in time to
prevent some workmen, who were opening a communication
with the lake we have just mentioned, by means of which the
ditch is filled with water. After reconnoitering the positions.

Lord Combermere proceeded to encompass the town, and dis-

posed the troops, under a desultory fire of small arms and
guns, in proper situations, by the next day. The siege now
commenced, and the axe and the hammer were incessantly
heard in their busy vocation of felling trees and forming the
fascines and gabions. The sappers and miners were inces-

santly at work, digging trenches; and occasional sorties took
place, which gave variety to the scene. At length the bat-
teries being finished, the guns were mounted and opened on the
enemy’s works. It were needless to trouble the reader with a

detail of the various plans put in force from day to day to

effect a breach in the walls. Its singular construction seemed
to bid defiance to this mode of accomplishing the desired

object. The repeated connonading and battering which took
place, proved totally unavailing; the bastions continued to pre-

sent the same uninterrupted appearance as on the first day of

the siege. At length it was adjudged necessary to assist the

battering-guns by running a couple of mines under the coun-
terscarp; but though these exploded too soon, and without
causing any particular danger to the enemy’s works, yet
the circumstance turned to some good account in the minds of

those within the fortress. Doonjia Sal became alarmed at the

determined tone of the besiegers, and was tempted to an offer

of surrender. But this was not the object of -the British go-

vernment ? they were determined to put an end to a conceit of

the non-resisting powers of an Indian fortress, and convincing
the possessors of this belief of its absurdity by nothing* short of

the fact of its mutable condition. To this end the operations

were continued with unremitting perseverance. Fresh mines
were opened, and new batteries mounted, and by the 18th of

January following, two columns, headed by his majesty’s 14th

and 59th regiments, were ordered into the trenches opposite

the point about to be breached. They were instructed to rush
on the moment the great mine was exploded; but here they

were delayed till the next day, expecting the signal of attack.

Meanwhile the cannonading on both sides was incessant and
deafening. On the side of the English, upwards of one hun-
dred pieces of artillery blazed forth their destructive fire, while

the enemy availed themselves of every disposable fire-arm,

including the eighty-four pounder, with the matchlock. The
scene was truly horrific, and appeared more like the convulsive

eruption of a volcano, than the materiel of a siege.

The general had departed but a few minutes, and we were
all in that state of breathless excitement which our situation

was calculated to produce, when a spectacle was presented to

us, to which I have never beheld, and shall probably never

behold anything akin. I had fixed my eyes intently on the

angle of the bastion, beneath which I was aware that the mine
had been formed, when, suddenly, the ponderous wall heaved

as if shaken by the power of an earthquake. There was no
noise, no explosion, and, as it happened, the very firing had
for the instant ceased, but the wall rocked like a ship, lifted

' upon the wave, and then sank down again. This occurred

twice, and then, with a sound to which the loudest thunder

were soft music, stones, earth, logs of wood, guns, and men, >

flew into the air; of more I cannot speak, except that shrieks

and groans burst upon tfie ear, as soon as that tremendous

|

crash was over, giving evidence, but too decisive, that the

engineer’s assurances as to the safety of our position was
groundless

; but as to seeing the obj eets from whence they came,
that was out of the question. A dense cloud of smoke and
dust was over us; to breathe, far less to command the sense of

sight, amid which, was no easy manner.

;

The engineer had miscalculated; it was a dangerous proxi-
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mity for nearly one hundred and fifty of the British troops to

be so near the breach, as they perished with the unfortunate

of the besieged on the explosion of the mine. The troops now
rushed forward, amid the smoke and dust, through two breaches

which were effected, and, although they met with some re-

sistance from the pikemen and the artillerymen of the enemy,
the latter of whom died by the side of their guns, they eventu-
ally made themselves masters of the place, and thus gave a

death-blow to the popular delusion of the impregnability of

Bhurtpoie.
In the encounter the enemy lost ten thousand men to one

thousand of British. The young Prince Bulwunt Singh was
established in the palace of his forefathers with becoming ho-
nours, and Doonjia Sal, who was secured while meditating an
escape, received a pension from the liberality of the company
as a prisoner of state in the Fortress of Allahabad.
The success of this important enterprise was productive of

the most beneficial results. All the towns and villages belong-
ing to the principality immediately tendered their submission,
and the most turbulent of the chiefs were reclaimed to their

allegiance

MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER XVI.

Hubert continued to gaze upon tho figure as if entranced,
for, from the transparency of its form, it appeared unembodied;
confused emotions fluttered at his heart, and he prostrated
himself before the mysterious appearance.
H is spirits soon revived

;
and turning towards the spectre

—

for such it proved—though with humility, he spoke,

—

“ Spirit perturbed!” said he,“ what wouldst thou?—why this
visitation to a wretched mortal, whose remembrance owns thee
not?”
The voice in which the figure answered, though low, broken,

and unconnected, was now sweetly solemn and mildly impres-
fiiVP - -

“Hubert!”
Hubert bowed, as if in the presence of an angel, and was

mute with fixed attention.
“ Hubert!”
The apparition ceased; and a lengthened sigh filled up the

pause—it resumed

—

“Hubert, while yet embodied with corporeal form, I knew

—

I loved thee ! and now escaped from purifying fires, have burst
the cerements of a distant grave, to warn, and to give the pre-
paration for thy fate! On lands thine own, in hours remote,
thou art commissioned from on high to raise the ruins of Fitz-
Arwvne’s house—to avenge his wrongs, to restore his honours,
and give new lustre to his fallen race.”

“ His race! ’ repeated Hubert, in a sigh of anguish; “ doth
not the last of all his noble blood lie cold in everlasting stillness
and dishonour here? Oh, awful being, yes !”

“ Forbear ! exclaimed the spectre, in accents more severe
“ forbear ! be not presumptuous. Thou art the chosen—ah ”

the spectre shrieked, “ I am recalled—the sound is shrill—

I

hear—it cannot penetrate the mortal sense. Hubert!—Hubertl
Hubert ! one other—and one other time this restless sha-

dow shall appear, in moments of extremity appear—to save
sustain, and bless thee! Hubert, farewell !”

A pale misty vapour surrounded the apparition, which, as
the parting words were uttering, gradually faded into gloomy
nothingness, leaving only an awful remembrance on the soul of
Hubert.
“Mysterious messenger!” he cried, “ whoe’er or what thou

wast on earth, thou bringest a mission from the Holy Throne
my ardent soul accepts. Yes, great Fitz- Arwyne! my life and
every faculty are thine; devoted to thy memory, and whatever
service Heaven ordains to grace it ! But Rosalie, Rosalie,” he
continued, pressing the cold lileless hand to his swelling heart,
“ oh. Rosalie, what can restore thee? Thy fall reduces virtue
in herself; thy beauteous bosom was her favourite shrine.

But, ah ! unholy passion let a foul invader in, that desolated
the fair mansion, and cast thee here a low dishonoured wreck !

Yet, fare thee well, most precious and most dear, and though
poor Hubert’s life can now avert no pang of all the mighty
sum thou hast sustained, he may avenge thee and not live in

vain.”

His tears fell in torrents over her unconscious form, and in

some degree allayed the swelling tumult of his soul; when,
with a tender reverence, as if she had been sensible of his care,

he replaced her pallid hand upon her bosom, and, with a last

lingering look of saddened pity, closed the coffin, emerged from
the mansions of the dead, and, by the gloomy dawn of a cold

wintry morning, regained the air at the entrance of the outer
vaults.

Unseen, he had been followed and watched carefully by the
anxious Father Ambrose. As Hubert reached the holy shrine,

an unusual tremor seized his frame, his sight grew imperfect,

and, every other sense receding, he sunk to the earth in a deep
swoon. The reverend father, feeble himself from age, and yet
weaker from alarm, hailed some foresters passing to their

labour, and with their assistance Hubert was conducted to

Glencarron Castle, where he lay for some time in a dangerous
state.

CHAPTER XVII.
* Youth and a fine constitution prevailed

;
the life of Hubert

was prolonged, and towards the close of the third week he was
sensible to the presence of Earl Glencarron. “Rosalie” was
the first word that Hubert uttered to his noble friend, when
permitted to speak.

“ Rosalie!” repeated the earl, adding, “ she has early escaped
the stormy diversities of life, and pure in maiden honour, Hu-
bert, reposes in her father’s bosom. I sorrow, yet am glad;
for I had other fears. Like thee, I would have evidence, and
beheld her relics.”

There was a melancholy composure, a settled despair about
Earl Glencarron, that struck anguish to the heart of Hubert.
He perceived he was a stranger to the misfortunes of Rosalie,

and felt a saddened satisfaction that the pang was confined to

his own lamenting bosom. Her destroyer he knew not; suspi-

cion might be wrong, and investigation would only tear up her
ashes, and expose her frailties. Now they remain unknown
and unsuspected by all except the abbess of Rhudelands; and
she, from regard to her own safety and character, would con-
ceal every circumstance in impenetrable secrecy.

So absorbed had been Hubert’s ideas, and so occupied had
been his mind, that it was not until the earl’s unchanging de-

pression conveyed alarm, that he inquired either for the coun-
tess or Donald. When he did, his inquires were unanswered

—

his attendants continued mute; apprehension grew fearful, and
with predictive agitation he exclaimed, “ What am I to hear?
—do they not live?” At that instant Father Ambrose, who
had never forsaken his couch, save to attend the holy rituals of

devotion, entered; when the domestics, bowing, retired, and
the good man was left to give the painful answer.

When Hubert franticly resolved to encounter every danger,
in the hope of reaching Rhudelands in time to avert evils which
lay impenetrably hid in his own bosom, the earl had prevailed

on his countess to postpone the remainder of their journey
until travelling became less hazardous. Considerations more
powerful even than the dangers on the road induced the earl to

determine it should be so: his lady was within a few days of

her expected confinement, and he wished the hour of agony
over before any new alarm should agitate her in so delicate a
state. But vain, alas ! is human precaution, ineffectual human
care : the arrow had sped, the everlasting fiat gone forth, and her
innocent days were numbered. Terror lest the contagion should

reach the tender frame of her beloved Donald, apprehension
for the life of Rosalie, and anxiety for the safety of Hubert, all

combined, brought on a fever, which so exhausted her delicate

frame, that when the pangs of labour came upon her, too en-

feebled to sustain them, she became herself the tomb of her
infant. She expired, leaving her husband in a condition ima-
gination may conceive, but which eloquence itself could not
delineate.
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The earl whose finer feelings had been blunted by grief for

the countess, received intelligence of Rosalie’s decease, on his

arrival at Glencarron, with a stern and gloomy apathy
;

cir-

cumstances had engendered strange surmises, and, like Hubert,

he demanded ocular demonstration. The keys were delivered

to him, and, accompanied by his confessor he once more
descended the vaults of Fitz-Arwyne. The coffin of Rosalie

was unclosed; he beheld'her remains, and was satisfied. Less

interested than Hubert, his researches went no further, and to

the circumstance of the fair unfortunate having been a mo-
ther he was happily a stranger; for though the tenderer claims

were deadened by sorrow in his heart, the energies of nature

had revived, and awfully avenged the dishonoured orphan of

his departed friend.

Hubert soon became the earl’s friend, companion and only

confidant; and the grateful youth never felt so satisfied and

happy as when contributing to his ease, sometimes insensibly

beguiling him of a moment’s melancholy, or betraying him into

a smile.

To the young Donald all the energies of the earl’s nature

were devoted; from the improvements of his talents, and the

cultivation of his manners, he derived his only enjoyment: and

as -with paternal exultatioU he traced the virtues of his

angelic mother blending with the bolder and more manly attri-

butes in his opening mind, he experienced a transport that he

little imagined anything earthly could have communicated.

About this period Sir Edmund of Glenmore, a gallant knight,

eminent for the excellent qualities of his heart, and the brilliant

accomplishments of his understanding, arrived in the country

on a visit to the Earl Fitz-Arwyne.
By imperceptible degrees this personage contracted an

acquaintance with Hubert; and time maturing what was at

first but the instinctive attraction of kindred souls, a friend-

ship generous, warm, and permanent, was established. Though
this amiable knight never failed to attend the festivities of

Glencarron, Hubert, from certain painful recollections, had
always evaded accepting Sir Edmund’s invitations to the luxu-

rious entertainments given at Fitz-Arwyne. At length, how-
ever, his friend’s importunities being seconded by the earl’s

sanction and wishes, Hubert, though with reluctance, prepared

to once more re-visit the venerable structure of Fitz-Arwyne.
“ Sir Hubert,” said the earl, receiving him in the ancient

hall of banquet with the smoothest smile upon his brow; “Sir

Hubert, I salute thee with the hand of amity, and stand

indebted to my gentle kinsman for introducing that worth to

my regard, to which the solitary habits of Earl Glencarron
have hitherto held me a stranger. Right welcome, sir, unto
our hospitality and friendship.

”

Hubert bowed, and wished. to thank him; but remembrances
pressed upon his heart, and a silent obeisance was all the courtly

compliment obtained.

During the entertainment, the earl’s attentions were parti-

cularly directed to Hubert; and in terms highly gratifying, and
delicately conveyed, he expressed the honour his conduct and
manners had reflected on Earl Glencarron’s early predilection

in his favour, and he wished himself had such a son.

The soul of Hubert was formed for gratitude; yet, when the
generous .emotion swelled his heart towards Earl Fitz-Arwyne,
some sensation, nameless and inexplicable, repressed its warmth,
and it faded into a saddened sigh.

The festive day was drawing near its close, when, among
other topics, the virtues of the late lord of the castle were
mentioned.

“ I have heard my father say,” said Sir Edmund Glenmore,
“ that he had a generous and gallant spirit, yet possessed a
happy equanimity of temper and qualifying manners that
never involved his arms in private quarrel.”

“ A mistake, Sir Edmund 1” hastily interrupted the earl; he
lost his life in private feud.”

A heavy groan echoed through the hall, yet all forbore to
mark it.

Hubert’s eye darted an indignant glance, while Sir Edmund
added: “ I was about to add, my lord—until the fatal feud in

which our monarch lost so great a warrior. Have I not heard,”
lie continued, “ that he left a daughter who, though possessing

wondrous beauty, veiled it in perpetual gl*om, and died an
holy sister.”

Another groan, more deepened than the former, sounded on
every ear: the guests all startled, yet spoke nothing; and
Lord Fitz-Arwyne replied,with apparent ease

—

“ Again I have to correct your error : she never was professed.
I loved the lady, wooed her, and to perpetuate my noble kins-
man’s line, would have wedded her; but it pleased her widowed
mother and her guardian friends to reject my suit. Perhaps,
if left unto her own decision, the lady had been kinder. Now
we have to mourn the lineal race extinct.”
A lengthened and more hollow groan was heard to issue

round. The colour forsook the cheek of Hubert, leaving it of
ashy hue; while the guests, agitated with strange and fearful
imaginings, gazed appalled upon each other. The earl himselt
grew pale; and from the consciousness of what had been heard,
confusedly repeated

—

“ Yes, the lineal race is now extinct.”
“ Is not extinct!” uttered a voice solemn and sad, yet

invisible; “ is not extinct!—No! no! no!”
The earl started from the chair of state in which he sat, and

instinctively grasped his sword.
“My lords -my guests, are we all friends? Who spoke?

Answer, who spoke among you?” he cried, wild and dis-
ordered.

*

All continued silent; he was unanswered. Strange con-
jectures blended witli horror held them mute, until reiterated
demands, each time with increasing violence, impelled Hubert
to reply.

“My host and lordly entertainer,” he cried, fixing a
piercing look upon the earl’s livid features, “ we can nothing
answer touching this night's mystery, only that ice spoke not.
These accents sounded deep, as from an injured spirit in
another world, that groans in bitterness for retribution.”
The earl gazed vacantly around, and heavy drops hung on

his brows.
“ I see!” he cried, as if shrinking from the menace of

some horrific vision
;

“ I see!—The very look!—Yes! haunt
me not ! I will!—Again!—Oh! oh!”

Faintly he respired these broken sentences, and then,
uttering a deep groan, fell insensible to the ground, and in
that condition was carried to his chamber. The guests,
affrighted and alarmed, dispersed, and Sir Edmund ana Hu-
bert separated for the night.

In vain Hubert courted the balmy influence
; it re-

fused him even a momentary oblivion. When wearied
with his own restlessness, he was aroused by the sudden
approach of a shrouded figure. It advanced from a remote
corner of the chamber, and pointing to^a full-length picture
of the late Earl Fitz-Arwyne, which filled up a panel of the
apartment, in strains of the sweetest melody, the mysterious
being chanted these few words :

—

“ No repose can e’er be known,
. Till a fiend be overthrown

;

This spirit cannot gain the skies,

Till Fitz-Arwyne’s blood shall rise
;

Cannot gain its native heaven,
Till offences are forgiven.
Haste, then, ere it be too late,

Avenge !—unreave the web of fate!’

“ Tremendous power !” cried Hubert, sinking on his knees,
:{ who, or what must be avenged? My ardent spirit burns
to yield obedience. What must Hubert do?”
He waited the response in agony. The figure sighed, then

resumed the strain in sounds more plaintive, till, blending
with the remoter gloom of the chamber, it faded, and nothing
could be seen.

CHAPTER XVTII.

The first beams of morning were breaking through the
gothic casements of the chamber, when Hubert arose, and
having dressed himself, sought the apartment of Sir Edmund
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Glenmore, to whom he disclosed the mysterious circumstance
of the night.
“ Art thou right sure,” said Sir Edmund, reflecting, “that

thy birth is humble as thou thinkest?”
“ No mystery marks my birth,” replied Hubert ;

“ my
humble kindred live around me ; and I often joy in having
power, when times go hard to help and yield them comforts.”

“Good,” rejoined Sir Edmund; “but did the late Earl
Fitz-Arwyne never distinguish your earlier days by any
particular favour ?—Your pardon, knight,” he added, smiling,
“ did your mother never interest his kindlier thoughts ?”

“ Never, Sir Edmund,” replied Hubert with quickness, an
honest colour mounting into his cheeks ;

“ never Sir Edmund,
Her poverty, her homeliness of feature, and yet more, her
artless innocence of life, may still the voice of slander, and
can well refute the thought.”

“ Be not offended, gallant Hubert; I but surmised a possi-

bility. But tell me, how came your youth of such importance
as to cause the mighty feud in which the noble earl lost his

life ?”

“ A simple casualty—nothing more. In felling the timber
it was my mishap to trespass on the inexorable chiel tain’s

tree. He struck me. It was reported to my lord : and had
I been his dog, such was his gracious nature, he had avenged
the blow. But, being man, he asserted the violated rights

of man, and so became himself immortal.”
“ Grateful, ingenuous Hubert !” exclaimed Sir Edmund,

“ thoii hast a spirit that might inform the bosom of a prince,

nd do him honour.”
The topic was pursued no further then, but, after some

indifferent conversation, they agreed to return together to
lencarren.

Early in the spring the young Earl Glencarron, accom-
panied by Hubert, repaired to the English court, to offer
llegiance to the reigning monarch on acceding to his father's
honours. That duty performed, it was proposed they should
visit the Castle of Aberavon, and lay the earldom of Glen-
arron t the feet oi tne Deautiful Magdelene.

chapter xix .

Their reception at the English court was perfectly gracious

;

hhe king treated Donald with the affection of a father, and, as
formerly, bestowed every mark of favour on Hubert. Unfor-
tunately, his friend Sir Edmund was absent from court, to

repel the landing of a foreign enemy that threatened invasion
pn the eastern coast.

Hubert was now reduced to a dilemma, and knew not what
[to determine; when Earl Glencarron, in a private conference
with the king, confided to his ear the inexplicable occurrences
which had continued to embarrass him. The king revolved
die extraordinary relation in his mind, with a condescending
(interest.

The present Earl Fitz-Arwyne was not much regarded, and
his claims to consideration were dubious; for all of his charac-

ter that was known, indicated a cunning and illiberality no
way compatible with the generous candour that ought to cha-
racterise an English chieftain.

The king, therefore, after consulting with the most penetra-
ting of his court, not only issued a royal mandate, empowering
Hubert to search every aperture of Fitz-Arwyne Castle, in
prder to discover papers to all appearance so mysteriously
poncealed, but also to demand by right of arms, or otherwise,
i full, explicit, and unequivocal avowal of all and everything
he knew relating to the dishonour and death of the -late Lady
jRosalie, of Fitz-Arwyne.

“ Hubert,” said the monarch, addressing him, “ discover that
jEarl Fitz-Arwyne disgraces his distinctions, and he shall no
longer wear them: and yet the ancient turrets shall not want

chief.”

Soon after this important interview, Earl Glencarron and
IHubert quitted the court, and without accident or adventure
irrived at the castle. Hubert then, with all due ceremony,
despatched Earl Glencarron’s herald, and formally demanded

a public audience of Earl Fitz-Arwyne. But it appeared that
his lordship had been absent some weeks on a visit to the
Scottish court : nor could any of his household ascertain the
time of his return, as he was entirely silent on the subject, on
his departure from the castle.

Donald, always ardent and impetuous, would have had him
immediately exert the authority with which he was invested,
and forcibly enter and examine the whole interior of the
castle.

“ No, my zealous friend,” replied Hubert; “he whose arm
is raised to avenge a wrong, must never trample on another’s
rights. Courtesy, the laws of society, even decency would be
outraged by the power which royal confidence vouchsafed for
good purposes, breaking in upon the privacy and concealments
of greatness. Deeds achieved by bravery and virtue may be
open, for they are justified by the good and approved by
Heaven.’’

Bonald yielded deference to his opinion
;
and as Fitz-Arwyne’s

absence suspended action, determined to proceed to Scotland,
and if possible bear back the lovely Magdelene, Countess of
Glencarron.
Donald, with all the ardour of admiring wonder, was soon

offering the most delicate attentions to his charming cousin.
Her fine face appeared in the Captivating glow of perfect
beauty; her manners, always easy, were now elegant; and
though still amiably free and engaging, she was no longer the
wild inconsiderate girl her cousin had trifled with and courted
the preceding year.

With her cousin she preserved the same unaffected gaiety
and affectionate ease, but when he attempted to be particular,

or any way impassioned, she would either repulse him with
the severest frown, or rally him into an almost stupified

silence.

Matters were in this very
1

unpromising train, when' the
baron imperceptibly conceived some dislike to Hubert, which,
in spite of every endeavour to conceal it, discovered itself in

every look and sentence that he uttered. But apprehensive
that his nephew might resent such an indignity being offered

to his favourite, he resolved to stifle his indignation for the
present.

Magdelene was far from participating in her father’s senti-

ments. She reverenced the honest virtues of Hubert’s noble
nature, and admired his manners and accomplishments; while
Hubert himself was not deficient in penetration, nor indifferent

to the opinion of Lady Magdelene.
Her virtues commanded his reverence, and her beauty cap-

tivated his imagination; while the condescending preference
she evinced towards him, animated every softer sensation, and .

told Hubert that he loved. But beloved Glencarron valued
her, and Hubert would have plunged a dagger in his own,
rather than hare implanted one thorn in the noble bosom of

his beloved friend.

Hubert’ had one day, to abate a violent headache, seated

himself in a remote balcony of the castle, where he had not
long enjoyed a quiet slumber, before Lady Magdelene made
her appearance. A moment she viewed the sleeping Hubert;
some bitter tears fell from her eyes; and, in a voice tremulous
from softened emotion, she involuntarily exclaimed, “Dear
Hubert!”
Though insensible to the words, the sound awoke him; when,

rising from his reclining posture, he entreated pardon for his

intrusion, and would have instantly retired.

“Do not go, Sir Hubert; I would speak with you,” said the

lady, detaining him with her hand as she spoke. “ Do not go.”
a The heart of Hubert palpitated quicker at her touch. He
looked what presumption never could have uttered; and,

bowing before her, a second time attempted to leave her too

fascinating presence.

“You are indeed most uncourteous, Sir Hubert.” she re-

sumed, a brighter glow suffusing her lovely face, “most
uncourteous, to refuse a lady’s confidence.”

Hubert was but a man. He must have been more or less to

lave resisted temptation in the form of Magdelene. He felt

limself irresistibly impelled: he would have fallen at her feet,

jut that an approaching footstep induced them both to turn ;
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and in the next instant, with countenance dark and malign,

and eyes flashing indignant fire, the Baron of Aberavon stood

before them. As he had surveyed the evident confusion sur-

prise had imparted to their looks, his frame trembled in a con-

vulsion of ill-repressed passion; and, though his voice was

nearly inarticulate from internal rage, his words were alto-

gether calm. Hubert, he neither saluted nor appeared to

notice; but, fixing an eye determined, and almost terrific in

its glare, upon Magdelene, he commanded her to listen. Mag-
delene bowed, and her father proceeded.

“ It suits my prospects and arrangements for the future,

Lady Magdelene, that we should finally conclude our existing

treaty with the Earl Glencarron.”
“ I think it is most fitting,” replied the heiress, perfectly

composed; “and I yield obedience to my father’s pleasure,

even in this instant, if my cousin is returned.”
“ ’Tis well,” cried the baron, his brow somewhat smoother;

“’tis well. Then hasten, and, in all becoming thee, give

command for instant preparation for the nuptials.”

Magdelene smiled. “Little of that my lord, will serve my
turn

;
but methinks I hear Glencarron’s horn—I will seek him,

if you please, and with him will settle all.”

With this ambiguous expression she bowed respectfully to

him, smiled kindly on Hubert, and then quietly walked from
the balcony, and retired to her chamber.
After some time, when her spirits were restored, she de-

scended to the gardens of the castle, with the'view of meeting
Donald, whose horn had announced his return, and he had
predetermined to enforce his point in the very hour that Mag-
delene, equally predetermined in her way, quitted her chamber
to seek him.
They met in the gallery, and each felt an unwillingness to

commence, till Donald, with alLthe energetic grace of impas-
sioned youth, laid his honours and his lands, with a fond
admiring heart at her feet. .

Magdelene had a soul above disguise, and she unhesitatingly
acknowledged the inutility of his further pressing his suit,

when she could give him no hopes of success. Her inquiries as
to the parentage and birth of Hubert, gave the young earl no
reason to doubt that he was the cause of his discomfiture,
though he nobly resolved to take no mean advantage of his

rival.

Before the conversation had concluded, the baron advanced.
“ Well encountered, my young lord and daughter,” said he,

advancing; “I had purposed to command your attendance to

finally arrange the nuptial preliminaries. Lady Magdelene,

.
you know your duty. Present your hand in plighted troth
now in my presence, to our noble kinsman.”
Donald remained mute and immoveable, while Magdelene,

holding out a hand a monarch might have gloried to receive,

said quietly,— ft

“ Accept my hand, in friendship only, kind Donald.”
“ Rash woman,” vociferated her father, starting into rage

—

“beware! nor rouse a vengeance that may crush thee. This
instant plight thy hand in wedlock.”

“ Never, my lord and father,” she replied, with native firm-

ness, “ never.”
“ Never?” reiterated the baron, with rising fury—“ never?

—

Presuming that thou art, dost thou not know me yet?”
“Full well, my lord; in that you have given me perfect

knowledge.”
“And what art thou before me?”
“A Macdonald, sir! proud, resolute, independent; and

though indeed, the stream within my veins is somewhat poorei^
by the But, I bend, my lord, for pardon. You are my
father.”

“ Yes, thy father, thou arrogant and bold ! hast thou not yet
learnt to fear my power?”

“ No, my lord; I only fear my God! because he is all-holy,

and I love him.”
“ Tremble! I yet shall reach thee,” said he, in a deeper tone,

while a malign frown, rising from some black determination,
darkened his visage; “I yet shall reach thee. But get thee
now unto thy chamber and there confine thyself until my fur-

ther orders.”

“ In all humility and duty, I yield obedience to my father’s

will; but until death will boldly resist the impositions of ty-

ranny.”
“ Magdelene! dear, dear, Magdelene!” said Donald, with the

fondest energy, and anticipating evil from her father’s threats,
“ oh, deign to. shelter thee within my bosom, and bless me with
thy wondrous virtues!”

“ Kind cousin, take my affection and my thanks,” replied

she, smiling serenely: “ thy bosom is too rich, and mine too

proud, to load thy generosity. Fare thee well until a happier
hour.”

“Thou shalt have her!” exclaimed the baron, his visage
darkened by internal storm :

“ by the powers I serve, tliou

shalt espouse her!”
“ May it be so,” Donald would have said; but, before he

could speak, a heavy crash was heard, and the ancient edifice

shook even to its adamantine base, while a voice, solemn, sweet

,

and impressive, audibly pronounced, “ Murderer !—No!”

dTo be continued.')

ANNA BOLEYN.

An Historical Romance.

chapter ii.—

(

Continued.)

“ Nothing, nothing, Wolsey, I have told her. nothing.

Words have died away on my trembling lips. Never shall I

be able to please her, some other less affected than myself,

will succeed before me. A thousand daggers pierce my
heart.”

“ Why is she not here to hear you ? What woman could

behold the agitation of so great a prince and not be moved
by it? Speak, sire, speak to her with the eloquence you are

so gifted with; and I guarantee success to you.”
“ Do you think then that I shall please her?”
“ I am sure of it.”

“ Will she be difficult of access?”
<

"

“ A little resistance.will render the pleasure more sensible.”

“ But I languish in the expectation.”

“Courage, my king, attack the fair one boldly,” said the

cardinal, a smile of derision slightly curling his lip.

“I cannot exist in this state, Wolsey. Go to her—speak

yourself to her, picture to her my anguish, my love. You
must do so, this is indeed no joke; employ your eloquence,

yoiyr logic, in my favour. If you succeed for me, the highest

titles, the greatest honours—my crown itself! is yours.”

In the intervals of the dance, the scarlet robe of the great

minister was to be seen advancing towards the woman who
was the centre of attraction to all around her. A long and
mysterious dialogue took place between them. Some few

boldly listened to the conversation, and a few words were

caught, and eagerly spread abroad.

“I cannot believe you, my lord,” said Anna, essaying to

laugh.

The minister replied in a low voice, whilst the lady played

with her fan. And these words of the prelate were clearly

distinguished.

“Reflect seriously on what I say, I assure you I am in

earnest
;

do not trifle, I beg of you. Your refusal might

produce terrible consequences.”
Anna, as she retired from her conference with the priest,

was visibly chagrined.

The ladies of the assembly murmured aloud

—

“ What! the Cardinal of York himself !”

All the guests returned home from the fete in bad humour
with themselves. The men were in love with the pearl of

the court, the women jealous, the minister ill satisfied with

his negotiation, Percy’s brain on fire, and the king exaspe-

rated. Anna herself frightened at the. various effects of her

charms, passed the night in consultation with Miss Savage,

an early friend with whom she had been educated in the

convent.

//
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The next day, the queen’s gardens were thronged by young
court gallants, who introduced themselves under various pre-

texts in order to gain speech of the celebrated maid of honour.

And as soon as Anna appeared she was surrounded by a

crowd of youthful aspirants, each eagerly bent on securing

to himself the favour of her preference. Anna was annoyed
at the excess of homage that was lavished on her. She longed

to seize on a moment when she could be alone to confer with

Percy on her position. The words of the cardinal had
alarmed her, she feared she should have to suffer some disagree-

ableimportunities. Her marriage or flight would alone save her
from the persecutions hinted at by the cardinal; and as the

honourable intentions of Percy towards herself were known
to her, she was anxious to hasten the execution of these

plans that were already resolved upon between her and her
lover.

Anna Boleyn possessed such an admirable female tact,

none could penetrate through her life, gaiety, and ease of her
manners, to the anxious thoughts that were then oppressing
her. While she engaged in witty repartee, and kept up an
animated conversation with the brilliant throng that perpe-
tually hovered near her (aud which she constantly main-
tained within the bounds of respect)

;
she had her eye and

thoughts fixed oh Percy, who aloof from the company stood
leaning thoughtfully against a tree.

He was a prey to anxiety and jealousy. He knew not at

that very moment, his mistress was turning over in her mind
every possible scheme by which she might manage an inter-

view with him. At length Anna’s air evinced a pre-occu-
pation of mind, she seemed suddenly seized with a fit of ab-
straction, and her mood became silent. Her admirers dropped
offone by one

;
soon, there only remained the Chevalier Wiat,

and he shortly discerned that the lady desired to be alone, and
he retired also.

Anna advanced towards her lover, to whom she said,

soothingly—
“This gay company, I am sure must be tedious to you?”
“ I should address that remark to you, and wait in some

anxiety for your reply. Your affability towards those empty
fools is my death !”

“ I should reply to you, dear Percy, that they are quite as
insupportable to me as to yourself. But we cannot calculate
on enjoying many minutes alone, therefore, I would at once
speak to you of matters that materially concern us. Among
this troop of young cavaliers there are many who profess to
love me, and who will, doubtless, demand my hand of my
father. Sir Thomas will consult my interests in the disposal
of my hand, rather than my affections. Therefore, do not
allow any delay on your part give rise to difficulties that we
may find it difficult to surmount.”
Anna spoke not to Percy of the overtures of the cardinal,

nor of the proposals of the king. She dreaded too much that
his fiery nature would be roused to the committal of some
terrible excess, did she make him aware of the nature of the
offers of the King of England.
“ Let us now reflect seriously on our plan of action. I am

oppressed with presentiments of evil. You know how im-
possible it would be to resist the king’s will, if he in conjunc-
tion with my father were to see fit to dispose of my hand.”
“ The king! don’t talk to me of the king. I am not going

to entreat him, or any other, for the honour of your hand.
No! sword in hand would I gain possession of you, rather.
Do you imagine I would bend before this son of Tudor ?

Execrable race of misers, and murderers !”

“ I then am but little in your thoughts, Percy, you are al-
lowing your anger to evaporate against the king, instead of
thinking how you will secure me. Go—you love me not.”
“How say you? . Just Heaven! not love you? What

shall 1 do to convince you how much I love ? Command me
to challenge to the field, that troop of perfumed and feathered
knights, adorned like the women of some Turk’s harem, in
the eyes of the assembled multitude, and at the sounds of the
drum, and clanging of arms. What dangers are there that I
would not incur for you? My father excepted, for you, I
would brave the universe.”

“ I cannot comprehend you,” said Anna, with an air of of-
fended dignity; “I require you to brave no danger for me.
I know not what chimeras ate affecting your imagination,
which make you conceive that you have to encounter Ijlood
and danger in order to unite yourself with me. A very simple
act is to be performed, that of requesting from a father the
hand of his child. Are you then too proud to ask that favour ?

and is my hand not worth your stooping to make a re-
quest in order to obtain it ?”

The firm and somewhat reproachful tone in which Anna
answered her lover, recalled him to his senses, which his
jealousy of the favours she showed towards her numerous
admirers, had somewhat scattered. He listened to her with
fond attention, hung on her words, and swore to forget his
dreams of achieving greatness

;
to think only of her, and the

means by which he might at once make her his wife.

In obtaining from Percy a promise that he would without
delay solicit the consent of the Cardinal of York, to address
his demand to Sir Thomas Boleyn, Anna felt satisfied that she
must possess great power over him, for the most ardent love
could alone induce Percy to bend himself to ask a favour.

“ And do not,” said Anna, “madly provoke the minister;
should he raiSe any objection to our union remember that my
father cannot possibly refuse you.”

“ But my father,” returned Percy in a thoughtful tone. “ It is

him alone I fear; him alone I durst not resist.”
“ Write to him.”
“And should he refuse?”
“ Then we will wait for better times.”

“Heaven help us! if he refuse. A Northumoerland has
never yet rebelled against his parent. My prodigalities have
sometimes merited the anger of mine; hut if I failed iu respect
for his grey hairs, he would murder me with his own hand

—

and I would submit, for, after God, and yourself, my father is

the being whom I alone love and honour.”
Anna conducted Percy to an apartment, when she induced

him to write immediately an earnest letter to the old earl. She
added to the passionate importunities of her lover, a few simple
and touching lines of her own, which would infallibly have
won over the old man’s consent, had it not been for the unfor-
tunate circumstances that rendered the letter useless.

Percy hastened to the cardinal’s. In demanding permission
to espouse the daughter of Sir Thomas Boleyn, he imagined
that lie was merely yielding to a simple formality : but he soon
perceived by the frowns that began to gather on the brow of
Wolsey, that he was about to be rejected.

“It cannot be—you must not dream of it,” returned the
prelate.

“What mean you, my lord, what cannot be?” haughtily
demanded the young man, restraining with difficulty a burst
of anger.

“ My young friend,” answered the minister, in his softest,

blandest manner. “ Do you imagine that I show myself averse
to this match without reason ? You know the power of the king's
will. He has formed projects both for you and the daughter
of Sir Thomas Boleyn. A marriage between you is impossible.
I tell you, Percy, if you persist in accomplishing this boy’s
wish of your heart, it will be your ruin, that of your family,
and of her you love also. A step forward in the matter and
you tread on a scorpion.”

“ Truly, my lord cardinal, I cannot for the life of me imagine
why my wish to unite myself with the daughter of a house of
suitable rank, should be a matter of such grave concern, that
the welfare of the noble Earls of Northumberland should be at
stake in consequence. What is there then so terrible involved
in my request? Hove a noble lady, am beloved by her, and
seek her in marriage.”

Ha! young gentle—You are loved say you. Unfortunate!
Unfortunate ! I feared so.”

And without listening further, Wolsey threw himself into a
seat, and wrote a hasty letter to the Karl of Northumberland,
entrcatiug him to come with all despatch to York House.

(Ta be pnlinued.')
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THE ARMY.
To our numerous readers it may prove of some interest,

especially to such as are not familiar with the subject, to give

an account of the origin and conducting of an army in

European warfare.

It consists of horse and foot completely armed, and pro-

vided with artillery, ammunition, provision, &c., under the

command of one general, having lieutenant-generals, major-

generals, brigadiers, and other officers under him. An army
is composed of squadrons and battalions, and is usually

divided into three corps, and formed into three lines

;

the first line is called the vanguard
; the second, the

main body
;
and the third, the rear guard or body of reserve.

The centre is possessed by the foot ; the cavalry form the

right and left wing of each line, and sometimes they place

squadrons of horse in the intervals between the battalions.

When the army is drawn up in order of battle the horse are

placed at five feet distance from each other, and the foot at

three. In each line the battalions are distant from each other

one hundred and eighty feet, which is nearly equal to the

extent of their own front.

These intervals are left for the squadrons an<^ battalions of

the second line to range themselves against the intervals of

the first, that both may more readily march through these

spaces towards the enemy. The first line is usually three

hundred feet distant from the second, and the second from
the third, that there may be sufficient room to rally when
the squadrons and battalions are broken.
An army sometimes acquires different appellations, from

the particular services in which it is employed. A covering

army is that which covers a place by lying encamped for the

protection of the different passes which lead to the principal

object of defence. An army is said to blockade a place when,
being well provided with heavy artillery, &c., it is employed
to invest a town, for the purpose of reducing it by assault or

famine. An army of observation is so called because, by its

advanced positions and desultory movements, it is constantly
employed in watching the enemy. Such is a body of troops
engaged by besiegers to prevent relief being brought into a
place, or the siege being raised by the enemy. An army of

reserve is a sort of general depot for effective service. In
cases of emergency, the whole or part of an army of reserve

is employed to recover a lost day, or to secure a victory. A
flying army is a strong body of horse and foot, usually com-
manded by a lieutenant-general, which is always in motion to

cover its own garrisons, or to keep the enemy in perpetual
alarm

.

The first standing army that appeared in Europe, after the
fall of the Roman legions, was that established by Charles
VII., in France, a.d. 1445. Such an establishment, however,
was so repugnant to the genius of feudal policy, and so

incompatible with the genius and pretensions of the nobility,

that during several centuries no monarch was either so bold or

so powerful as to venture oil any step towards introducing it.

Charles VII., under the pretence of keeping always on foot a
force sufficient to defend the kingdom against any sudden in-

vasion of the British, when he disbanded his own troops,

retained under arms a body of nine thousand cavalry, and of

sixteen thousand infantry.

The first standing military force in Great Britain, was the
garrison in Dover Castle, which, by resisting the arms of the
Dauphin, invited the barons to their succour in the contest
with King John, and saved the kingdom of England from a
foreign dynasty.
The regular army established by Charles II. consisted of

little more at first than five thousand men, including garrisons
abroad. In lf>S4, the standing army amounted to eight thou-
sand men, that on the Irish establishment having at the same
time been augmented to seven thousand men. During the two
succeeding reigns the army was much increased, as the nation
was engaged in continental wars. Under George L, in 1717,
the forces voted by Parliament amounted to sixteen thousand
men. The standing army was much augmented during the
reism of George IL, on account of foreign wars and internal
disturbances. Every successive war has increased the estab-

!

lishment of the army in proportion to our acquisition of foreign
territory. At the conclusion of the American contest the
forces were reduced to about forty thousand men, for Great
Britain and Ireland. The peace establishment of 1802, con-
sisted of one hundred and twenty- eight thousand nine hundred
and ninety-nine men, including seventeen thousand cavalry,
six regiments of colour in the West Indies, amounting to four-
thousand one hundred and fifty- eight men, and the foreign
corps of Swiss; &c., estimated at five thousand five hundred
and thirty. Thus has the standing army of Great Britain and
of other countries increased, in some cases for the avowed pur-
pose of repelling invasion by a foreign power, and in others for
“overawing the discontented ” and turbulent at home. These
are courtly phrases.

DUELLING.
Undoubtedly the most notorious duel that occurred in

Charles’s reign, both on account of the rank of the parties.,
its deadly result, as well as the worthless infatuation of its
cause, was that fought in January, 16G7-8, between the Earl
of Shrewsbury and the Duke of Buckingham, and their
seconds. Buckingham had debauched Lady Shrewsbury,
the daughter to the Earl of Cardigan, and was challenged by
her husband. The king, who heard of the intended meeting,
endeavoured to protect his favourite, by commanding the
Duke of Albemarle to confine Buckingham to his house, or
to take security that he should not fight. Albemarle neg-
lected the royal commands

;
he trusted to the king, and

Charles trusted to him, to prevent the meeting. The duke,
attended by two of his creatures, Captain Holmes, and Sir
J. Jenkins, and Shrewsbury, accompanied by Sir J. Talbot, a -

gentleman of the Privy Chamber, and Lord Barnard Howard,
son of the Earl of Arundel, met in a close at Barne Elms.
According to the fashion of the age, the seconds engaged
with each other. The combat, on all sides, was desperate
and prolonged. Buckingham ran Lord Shrewsbury through
the body; Sir J. Talbot was severely wounded in both arms

;

and Jenkins left dead on the field. Buckingham and the
other seconds escaped with slight wounds. Lady Shrewsbury,
in the dress of his page, held her paramour’s horse in a
thicket during the conflict. Pope says the duel was concerted
between her and the duke; but how this can be correct, when
the challenge proceeded from her husband, it is difficult to
say. His statement, that Buckingham, on the night after
tire duel, slept with Lady Shrewsbury in the shirt discoloured
with blood from the wound he had received, is, from the
depravity of both, more likely to be true. The interest of
Lady Castlemaine alone preserved the continuance of royal
favour to the duke. Charles, by proclamation, pardoned ail

concerned in the death of Jenkins; but states, in this infa-
mous document, his determination not to extend mercy to
offenders in future. Buckingham took Lady Shrewsbury to
his own house to reside with him

;
his duchess loudly pro-

tested against the indecency, and declared that it was not for
her and his mistress to live together. “ Why, so I have been
thinking, madam, and therefore have ordered your coach to
carry you to your father’s,” was the wretch’s inhuman reply.
Lady Shrewsbury and Buckingham, for many years after,

lived together in open adultery, principally at Clifden, a
romantic residence of the duke’s, which Evelyn has beauti-
fully described, and in connexion with which Pope’s lines

have given immortality to their guilty passion.

—“ Clifden’s proud alcove
The bower of wanton Shrewsbury and love.”

After the death of the Earl of Shrewsbury, the countess
dowager and the duke dissipated the estates of the young
earl. The subject was brought, in 1674, before the House of
Lords: and an award was made that “the duke should not
converse or cohabit with the countess in future, and that each
should enter into security to the King’s Majesty in the sum
of 10,000/. a piece for that purpose,”
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MEMOIR OF REAR-ADMIRAL SIR CHARLES
NAPIER, K.C.B.

Sir Charles Napier’s is the great naval name of the day.

The achievements of the last war, arebut“as a tale that is

told to the present generation and the two great battles of

Algiers and Navarino, under Lord Exmouth and Sir Edward
Codrington, are now long enough ago to have paled in the re-

collection of men. But the taking of Beyrout and Acre seem
as things of yesterday; nor have the circumstances connected

with the taking of the fleet of Don Miguel, while Napier was
in the service of Don Pedro, lost their interest in the eyes of

the admirers of bold, decisive, and successful strategy, though

from political changes and the springing up of other subjects
the action is seldom alluded to in public discussion.
The leader, planner, and animating spirit of all these enter-

prises, and of many more which we cannot particularize, was
Rear-admiral Sir Charles Napier, then commodore, who after
nearly half a century of battle and storm on the ocean, has
embarked on a sea scarcely less tempestuous, by changing the
quarter-deck for the floor of the House of Commons, where
laying aside the warrior and assuming the legislator—cedant
anna togce—he sits as the representative of the metropolitan
borough of Marylebone. And a very amusing, plain speaking,
downright, bluff, “ old salt” of a member he is. To our eyes
he seems the very ideal of the old sea-song embodied; it is

almost impossible to conjure up a more fitting representative of

“ The brave old commodore,
The rum old commodore,—

”

except that the “ bullets and the gout” seem to have respected
his corporality and left him little the worse for the life of
battle, siege, and storm he has passed through. And so far
from its being the fact that

“ He’ll never more be fit for sea,”

we will answer for it he would take the command of a fleet to-
morrow, and batter down the sultan’s seraglio at Constanti-
nople, or give Mehemet Ali a ‘ ditto repeated’ at Acre, with
the most perfect indifference as to whether he was bombarding
Turk or Egyptian; whichever of them might have the mis-
fortune to encounter him might rest assured, that what he
undertook would be thoroughly performed with « no mistake’
about the matter.

No. 42.

The gallant admiral is the eldest son of the Hon. Charles
Napier, K.N. of Merchinstown Hall, in the County of Stirling.

The parish register of the town of Falkirk, within which
burgh his family resided, and he was born has the following
entry under date of baptism:—March lltli, 1786. Charles
Napier, lawful son of the Hon. Capt, Napier and Mrs. Christian
Hamilton, born 6th March, current. He married Eliza, widow
of Lieutenant Edward Ellers, R.N., and has issue, one son.

Charles Napier, a Post-captain in Her Majesty’s Navy, and a
worthy scion of the old stock.

The admiral entered the navy in early life; for at the age ot

twenty two we find him a captain in the Recruit, on the West
Indian station. From this period, no account of his heroic
services can be so interesting, or so characteristic as that
given by himself to the burgesses of Portsmouth, when he
offered himself as a candidate at the election of 1833 :

—

‘‘In the course of my canvass (said the gallant officer) I

have been asked who I am? “I’ll tell you, I am Captain
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Charles Napier, who twenty- five years ago commanded the

Recruit brig in the West Indies and who had the honour of

being twenty-four hours under the guns of three French
line- of- battle ships flying from a Br tish squadron, the nearest

of which, with the exception of the Hawk brig was from five

to six miles astern the greatest part of the time. I kept flying

double-shotted broadsides into them. One of these ships (the

Hantpoult) only was captured by the Pompey and Castor, the

other two escaped by superior sailing. Sir Alexander Cochrane,

my commander-in chief, promoted me on the spot into her.

At the siege of Martinique, the ASolus, Cleopatra, and Recruit,

were ordered to beat up in the night between Pigeon Island

and the Main, and anchor close to Fort Edward; the enemy
fearing an attack burnt their shipping. At daylight in the

*

eaped, but the British flag was not tarnished. On my return
to England in command of the Jason, I was turned out of her
by a Tory Admiralty because 1 had no interest; but as I could
not lead an idle life, I served a campaign with the army in

Portugal as a volunteer, when I was again wounded. At the

battle of Busaco, I hab the honour of carrying off the field my
gallant friend and relative, Colonel Napier, who was shot

through the face. Busaco was not the only field where he shed
his blood: at Corunna he was left for dead, but, thank God!
he escaped with six wounds. On my return to England, I was
appointed to the Thames in the Mediterranean ;

and if I

could bring the inhabitants of the Neapolital coast into this

room, they would tell you, that from Naples to the Faro Point,

there was noi a spot where I did not leave my mark, and I

brought off with me upwards of a hundred sail of gun-boats
and merchant vessels. I had the honour of running the

Thames and Furieuse into the small mole of Ponga, which
was strongly defended

;
and before they could recover from

morning, it appeared to me that Fort Edward was abandoned;
this however was doubted. I offered to ascertain the fact; and
with five men I landed in open day, scaled the walls, and
planted the union-jack on the ramparts. Fortunately, I was
undiscovered from Fort Bourbon, which stood about a hundred
yards off and commanded it. On this being reported to Sir

Alexander Cochrane, a regiment was landed in the night.

Fort Edward was taken possession of, hnd the mortars turned
against the enemy. I am in possession of a letter from Sir
A. Cochrane, saying, ‘ that my conduct was the means of
saving many lives and shortening the siege of Martinique.’

“ I had once the misfortune of receiving a precious licking

from a French corvette, the first shot she fired b. oke my thigh,

and a plumper carried away the mainmast. The enemy es-

their surprise, I captured the island without the loss of a man.

I was then removed to the Euryalus, and had the good for-

tune to fall in with two French frigates and a schooner. I

chased them in the night close into Calvi in the Island of

Corsica, passing close under the stern of one, plumpering her

as I passed; and though we were going eight knots, I tried

to run aboard of her consort, who was a little outside, stand-

ing athwart my hawse : the night was dark, the land close,

and she succeeded in crossing me ;
but I drove her ashore on

the rocks, where she was totally wrecked, and her consort

was obliged to anchor close to her. The Euryalus wore

round and got off, almost brushing the shore as she pas; ed.

These ships were afterwards ascertained to be arrrtee enflute,

mounting twenty-two guns each, and the schooner fourteen.

From the Mediterranean I was ordered to America; and if

my gallant friend, Sir James Gordon, were here he would

have told you how I did my duty on that long and arduous

service up the Patomae : he would have told you, that in a
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tremendous squall the Euryalus lost her bowsprit and all her

topmasts, and that in twelve hours she was again ready for work.

We brought away a fleet from Alexandria, were attacked going

down the river by batteries built close to what was the resi-

dence of the great Washington, and I was again wounded in

the action in the neck. On the peace taking place I went on

half-pay, when I remained till I was appointed to the Galatea,

which ship I commanded for three yearson thi3 station; and

I hope and trust I have done my duty faithfully during that

period to my king and country.”
.

His achievements in taking the Miguelite fleet, and also

at the storming of Sidon, &c., are too recent in the minds of

our readers, and have so often been commented upon, that it

would be superfluous to touch here upon these topics, and it

would be ‘refining gold with gilt’ to attempt to say more upon

his noble conduct than he has so pithily expressed himself.

We will advert to the gallant admiral in his capacity in a

more peaceful occupation. The personal appearance of the

gallant officer would disappoint those romantic individuals

who expect every hero to fye either a Hercules or an Adonis.

He is as little like either a3 possible. He is short and stout,

with a head somewhat bald, and a face of which the prevailing

expression, we should say, is good humour. He has a pretty

considerable contempt for the graces of the toilet
;
but except

for extreme carelessness, sometimes verging on the shabby,

his costume has nothing remarkable in it, but the large

sombrero , or broad brimmed hat of more than Quaker-like

|

dimensions, which he occasionally sports. He sits, votes,

j

and speaks, with the liberal party ;
and we believe he is rather

more of a Radical than a Whig.
Like most men who have entered parliament late in life,

he used to be continually committing violations of the forms

of the house; he would ask a question and append a speech

j

to it, and be called to “ order he would present a petition

and proceed to make a speech, and be called to “order

again! if he had to explain, he would travel far beyond the

limits allowed—which is another breach of “ order.” And
if any gentleman said anything he dissented from, he would

express his dissent rather loudly, without waiting for the end

I

of the speech—^great sin against “order.” His perplexity

j

on these occasions is very amusing, every step he takes seems

to entangle him more and more in the net-work of “ form

his last resource is to sit down abruptly and say no more. He
is not at all scrupulous in speaking his mind. He
once plainly told Mr. Hume that he was “ a fool ;” and he

called Mr. Ferrand “the greatest humbug in the house.”

Candour is a virtue, and it is refreshing to find even one man
to say what he thinks. The admiral carries this independence

of mind into his professional duties: he once electrified the

house with a description of the unceremonious and unseemly
manner in which he disposed of certain orders not to fight,

sent him by a civil first Lord of the Admiralty, when he was
in command in the Mediterranean. It is needless to say

that he thoroughly disobeyed them. In fact he seems to have
done pretty much as he liked, following his own impulses,

which were to act promptly and bravely, and his plans were
uniformly guided by a skill that, fortunately for him, made
them successful. Had it been otherwise, the case of Ad-
miral Byng might not have stood alone in history. Of his

courage there can be no doubt, nor of his eccentricity. lie

has been both admiral and general
;

for in Syria he led a

charge of Turks, “ flourishing his stick over their heads to

make them do their duty.”

“ Alike to him the sea, the shore,

The brand, the bridle, or the oar,”

May be said of him as of Sir Sidney Smith, whose name also

is united with that of Acre. But one proof of his courage

seems to us even more decided than his taking of Acre itself;

after blowing the citadel of Mehemet Ali about his ears,

he, “ greatly daring,” and without the fear of poison before

his eyes, took pipes and coffee with the pacha, as if nothing
had happened.
We here in conclusion subjoin an extract from the follow-

ing spirited account in a letter of Napier’s at Sidon, taken
from the Maltese Times

,
of the 15th October, 1840.

“ Off* Alexandria, Oct. 5.

“The smartest affair is yet to be told you. Charles

Napier, on Friday, the 25th, talking with the admiral, re-

marked that. Sidon was not in our possession, and said to

him, ‘ If you like, I will go down and take it and be back
again in eight and forty hours.’ He started and was as good
as his word. He had the Thunderer, Cyclops, Gorgon, and
eight hundred Turks, and five hundred marines. On their

way, he fell in with the Stromboli from England, with a de-

tachment of two hundred marines : these he took with him,

and after firing shot and shell at the town for a couple of

hours, he made a breach and landed at the head of his men
It was a sharp struggle

;
but after destroying a great number

of the enemy, who neither gave, nor would receive, quarter,

they at last killed the Egyptian commander, who died game.

With two marines’ bayonets at his breast he refused quarter

and resisted,—so they fired, and he of course died, when his

troops threw down their arms to the amount of about 500 ;

1,500 were afterwards taken.
“ Napier was most daring; on the t ops of the houses hemade

his way, waving his hat on the point of his sword, and cheer-

ing the men on. I believe our messmates, the Turks, thought

us mad for the moment; one of them shortened sail, or

lagged behind, the gallant old commodore, who was without

his jacket, with his shirt-sleeves tucked up and an old straw

hat, let fly a stone at him, with ‘bear a-hand, messmate ;

shake a reef out of your trousers.’ Oh, it was capital fun!

only a pity they were not our saucy neighbours on the other

side of the water, that we might have tried to take the shine

out of, instead of the rascals we had to deal with. Poor

fellows! I pitied them, but it was no fault of ours.”

" - 1 T- 1 ""—" " ""

ADDRESS OF SIR C. NAPIER TO HIS SOLDIERS ON
DISTRIBUTING THE MEEANEE MEDALS.

(jFrom the Bombay Gentleman's Gazette
, of June 1.)

We have the pleasure of laying before our readers an

account of the address of Sir Charles Napier to the regiments

at Kurrachee on presenting to them the Meeanee Medals.

The address is characteristic, and speaks home to the bosoms

of soldiers, native as well as European
;

it will be read with

feelings of pride and satisfaction in every part of the British

empire.
The address was as follows :

—

“ Soldiers ! the battle of Meeanee is among those of which

history will speak as proving the superiority of discipline

over numbers; and it is well, soldiers ! that we should dwell

upon these things
;
that we may understand how medals are

won and why they are bestowed.
“ Had we been without discipline, valour alone would not

have won thewictories of Meeanee and Hydrabad. Valour

is like the strength of a man : discipline is like his mind,

that directs his strength to effective exertion. If two pugi-

lists have a boxing match, and one strikes at random, while

the other boxes with science, planting every blow home, we
know how the fight must be soon decided. So it is with two

armies; the one disciplined, the other without discipline.

The general of the disciplined army directs his columns

upon that part of the enemy’s position which he deems to be

the weakest; as the mind of the boxer directs his blow

against the opening offered by his unskilful enemy. But

this is not all—obedience to orders (which is discipline)

enables us to bring up all the necessary provisions of war

to the day and to the hour
;
thus food and ammunition are

at hand to support the blow of battle, just as the shoulder and

the body are thrown forward to support and give vigour to

the blow of the pugilist. But not only is valour useless without

discipline, but it is even dangerous; for without discipline

the rashly brave would run heedlessly against the enemy

;

the cautious would seek ’vantage ground, and the timid
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would retreat. Thus the army would be scattered; but

when an army is disciplined, the ponderous charges of cavalry,

the steady tramp of the advancing infantry, preparing to

charge, with a mighty shout, and the rolling thunder of

artiflery pouring forth its iron shower, all combine simul-

taneously to strike and overthrow the enemy. Thus, soldiers,

are medals won, more by discipline than by an extraordinary

efforts of individual courage. To reward this obedience me-
dals are bestowed, so that every man who wears this, honoured

badge is known to the world as one, who, in the midst of the

noise, the danger, and confusion of battle, had obeyed his

orders and performed the three great duties of a soldier

—

first, not to fire without orders
;
next, when he does fire to

level low, so as to make sure of striking down an enemy

;

thirdly to keep his ranks and dress upon his colours. The
medal tells the world that he has bravely done these things,

and no man can walk with one of these medals on his breast

without feeling the conscious pride of an intrepid soldier

!

His caste may be high caste, or- it may be low caste, but the

soldier who bears on his breast a medal won in battle is above

all the castes in the world. The pleasure of giving you these

medals, soldiers of the 12th regiment, is indeed great to

me. I saw your valiant conduct, and rejoice in distributing

the reward which you honourably earned, and my satisfac-

tion is increased by the presence of so large a body of Euro-

peans, for it affords me an opportunity of saying to my
countrymen that they will find these swarthy warriors of the

East staunch and true in action as they were at Meeanee and
Hydrabad, when they followed the example set them by the

glorious 22nd regiment. They will fight to the last drop of

their blood, and stand or fall by the side of their European
comrades. If the Almighty so wills it that in these eventful

times war should again arise, and that I am once more per-

mitted to lead an army into the field, I should'go into action

with perfect confidence in the courage of the native troops.

I speak of what I know of their gallantry, not from what I

hear but what I have seen, and from my own knowledge of

their daring courage.
“Here I must address myself in a more direct manner to

the officers now before me, and in justice to them say, that

their conduct and the conduct of all the British officers in

these two battles were very noble. For several hours the two
lines were fighting close to each other, and as I cast my eye
along the field, I everywhere saw the British officers display

their worthiness as military leaders, and with unflinching
intrepidity animating their soldiers to battle ! To them,
therefore, I will now first distribute these honourable deco-
rations.”

The governor then dismounted, and advancing to the line

of officers of several regiments, and who had not before re-

ceived their medals, his excellency presented each with the
medal—the bands playing “ God save the Queen.”
On giving that which belonged to Lieut. Marston, of the

25th N.I., the general observed— “But for you, Marston,
I probably should not have had this pleasure alluding to

this officer having intrepidly thrown himself in front of

his general when attacked by a Belooch chief, whom the
lieutenant cut down ere he could reach the general.

‘ ANNA BOLEYN:
An Historical Romance'

chapter H.—

(

Continued.)

A courier galloped from one door of the palace, while Percy
departed in boiling fury from another, thrusting his spurs into
his horse, till the blood flowed from its flanks.

“ The king, then, will refuse his consent,” murmured he
between his teeth in concentrated rage, as he bowed over the
neck of his flying courser.

“So be it, my ancestor, Percy Hotspur, rebelled against
Henry the Fourth, and the throne trembled beneath the bold
usurper. There are now some malcontents in the North. The

|

L

«

name of Hotspur shall revive, and my mistress may one day
wear a crown.”
Percy proceeded to Sir Thomas Boleyn’s, who received the

heir of the noblest family in England with obsequious politeness,
and declared that he could not possibly have any motive for

refusing him his daughter, provided he obtained the consent of
the earl, his father.

The letter of the cardinal had preceded Percy at Northum-
berland House

;
it was doubtless an urgent one, for the earl on

the receipt of it, immediately started for York Palace. With-
out being aware of the motives which influenced Wolsey, the

Earl of Northumberland felt highly incensed against his son
that he should have presumed to fix his choice on a lady on
whom to bestow his rank and title, without first consulting his

parental authority. The presence of the young man was soon
required, and he stood before his father with the air of a cul-

prit.

“ Percy,” said the earl in a stern tone; “ I know you to be
a libertine and a prodigal, I know you to be headstrong and
self-willed. I have hitherto pardoned your follies, because I

have always found you submissive to my will; but since you
have dared to set my authority at nought, and presumed to ar-

range a matrimonial connexion, careless of my pleasure in the

matter, I hereby declare, in the presence of the king’s minister,

that henceforward I will consider you as no son of mine; you
shall never again set foot in the castle of your ancestors during

my life time, and all I can take from you at my death, I will,

unless at once you make a vow to me, to renounce this matri-

monial scheme, that you shall never have my consent to

fulfil.”

“ Such is also the desire of the king,” interrupted the cardi-

nal, “ and you will do well, my lord, to prevail on your son to

think no more of Anna Boleyn.”
“ He had better not,” replied Northumberland. “ It will be

the worse for him if he does.”
“ His head would not very safely remain on his shoulders,”

added Wolsey.
“His head!” said the earl, firing at the thought of any op-

pression being exercised towards a member of his ancient house,

for though he chose to threaten his son with extreme measures
himself, he was not disposed to permit even the King of Eng-
land to menace him with any violence.

“His head! head!—did you say, my lord cardinal? Hell,

and the devil, I would fain see who would presume to

place the head of a Northumberland in jeopardy. Let your
eminence know that the necks of the Percys are rather too

tough for the strokes of your keenest hatchets. His head!

Good day, my lord. Come, Percy, we will to Warkworth, and
we shall see who will fetch theo thence.”

“ Let us be off-—off, my father,” answered Percy, catching at

the idea of a rupture with the king, which might become a

means of favouring his own views with Anna. “ Let us be off,'

and our vassals shall set about rubbing the rust from their

ancient arms, that of late have been thrown somewhat into

disuse.”
“ My lord,” said the cardinal with the utmost composure ox-

manner, while a smile, somewhat ironical in its expression,

flitted for a moment over his features, “ this hasty anger is no
longer in accordance with your grey hairs. My royal master

is far, very far, from the wish to offer even an indignity to

your noble house, much less, an act of violence; on the con-

trary, I am commissioned by him
t
to make proposals of a

marriage between your son, and the daughter of Lord Talbot.

The king will considerably increase the dower of the lady, and
he presents the noble bridegroom with the command of the

army in the north.”
“ So—so,” returned the old earl, growing calm during the

progress of Wolsey’s quiet reply; “ I beg pardon, my over hasty

temper—the fire of my race, will still somewhat overheat my
old blood, my lord cardinal.

”

It was with difficulty that Percy restrained a violent burst

of indignant feeling, as he saw his father, about favourably to

listen to the cardinal’s proposition. Fear alone of parentalau *

thority, kept his passion from transgressing the bounds of re-

spect for those in whose presence he stood.
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I

The cardinal observed the emotion that agitated him, and

fearing that the young man might interpose between him and

the favourable negotiation of the matter in hand, he turned to

&nci said
“ You will of course accept the king’s most generous offer?

“ I see no objection to this match.”
“ We only want, then, the consent of your son.”

“ My consent is his,” said the earl.

“We will together, then, to his highness, and the contract

shall at once be signed.”
“ Percy,” said the earl, “ I command you to accompany us,

and to obey me in all things.”
“ I am lost!” mentally ejaculated the young man, as he slowly

followed his father.
“ What a haughty race are these Percysl” murmured the

cardinal between his teeth.

The ascendancy of the earl over his son was such, that not a

murmur escaped from the disconsolate youth, as he saw him-

self thus forced to renounce the cherished hope of his heart.

The father commanded him to sign the contract, and he signed

it—to take the hand of Mistress Talbot, and conduct her to the

altar—and he was obedient to parental authority. His features

maintained a haughty calm during the performance of the

nuptial ceremony, and only once was he observed to falter and
^row pale, and that was when he turned to bestow on his bride

the customary salute. However, his agitation was but tran-

sient, and from that moment he evinced no further weakness.

The newly married pair departed, on the day of their marriage,

for the North.

The cardinal of York, himself, was the first to inform Anna
Boleyn of the marriage of Percy with Mistress Talbot.

“You perceive by this, how enamoured the king is of your
charms. He has bestowed on Lord Percy a richly-endowed

bride, and appointed him to a lucrative command, and all for

love of you, knowing him to be rather a favourite of yours.

Ought you not to evince your gratitude by treating his wishes
with kindness?”
“ My ingratitude would be unpardonable, indeed,” replied

Anna, in a tone of bitter irony, “ were I not to be touched by
this great proof of his tenderness. This, then, is my manner of

showing myself grateful for the kind of favour his highness has
bestowed on me. I beg your eminence to tell the king, from
m^ that with my consent I will never see him again; and that

rather than suffer his persecuting presence, I will take shelter

within the arms of my church.”
“ I shall certainly be the bearer of no such imprudent mes-

sage to his highness.”
“ I will then take the first opportunity to inform him of my

resolution myself,” returned Anna, driven to despair at the
thought of her lover being forced into an union with another.
“Henry of Tudor, and the cardinal of York, are mighty men,
but were they masters of the whole universe, the honour of
Anna Boleyn should still defy their power.”

“ Your anger renders you ravishingly lovely,” replied Wol-
sey, with a smile of provoking composure, and apparently
totally unmoved by the highly excited state of the. beautiful
girl before him.

“ When we consider the value of the prize he would secure
to himself, my royal master may well be pardoned the exercise
of a little tyranny in the removal of every competitor from the
lists in the arena of love. Excuse him this one hasty exercise
of his sovereign will, and you will have ample cause hereafter
for unbounded gratitude towards so generous, so loving a
prince.”

Anna’s prudence forsook her at this, and she no longer
sought to control the hastiness of her temper.
“ I am not a little astonished, my lord,” said she, “ to see

a high. priest of the church thus playing the part of an emissary
from the court of love. Should I allow myself to be seduced
by the king, I shall have to compliment your eminence on your
skill, on our meeting in the next world.”
The cardinal remained most annoyingly unmoved by this

impertinent sally of Anna’s. His smile was still more bland,
and the tones of his voice still softer as he replied to the angrv
fair one.

“’Tis well, lady—you do well thus to vent your vexation on
me. I have stood firm, and borne up against many a storm,
till exhausting its fury, it has sunk, subdued by its own vio-

lence. I have then, after bearing its merciless rage, found
myself calmly basking in the bright rays of beaming smiles,

and fanned by gentle zephyrs that have returned to chase
away the clouds of anger. I argue well from this displeasure,

lovely lady; cast it all pitilessly on me, so that you may have
smiles and sunshine only for my gracious prince, when he
kneels at your feet to implore your favour.”

“Ah! mocking priest, take care how thou wisliest me to

yield to the wishes of the king; for I warn thee now, that the
first use I would make of my influence over thy master, would
be to cause thy ruin.”

“ Would to Heaven that that time were come,” returned
Wolsey, “for you would then thank me very sweetly for all I

have done for you, and we should be the best friends in the
world.”

“ I will be revenged yet—1 will—I will”—cried Anna, burst*
ing into a passion of uncontrollable grief.

“ Now we are on the right tact,” mentally ejaculated the
cardinal, as he withdrew to let the lady weep herself calm,
“ All will now go well, as the storm is over, the rain will clear

the atmosphere.” Before quitting the apartment, he addressed
her with gentle seriousness

—

“Dear lady, be composed. You love your brother George*
—Be wise, and you may raise him to the utmost pinnacle of
greatness, and see, besides, the whole of your family comfor*
tably grouped on the steps around the throne itself. I will now
retire, praying you to give the subject of our interview your
dispassionate consideration.”

“ Chance,” sighed Anna to herself, after the departure of

the cardinal, “ preserved me from the seductions of Francis,—

•

Wolsey has thrown an irretrievable obstacle in the way to my
ever now becoming the wife of Percy. Miserable me!—Well*
I will be the bride of none—none in the world! Heaven alone
shall claim me. I’ll take the veil.”

That evening there was a long conference between Anna
Boleyn, her brother, and Mistress Savage, the bosom friend of

the unhappy Anna. It was decided that Anna should with-
draw herself from the pursuits of the king. Recourse was had
to an expedient that women know well how to make use of

—

a feigned illness—nervous languor— a necessity for change of

air. The physician saw at a glance that the country was in-

dispensibly necessary to the constitution of Mistress Boleyn;
the queen unhesitatingly granted a leave of absence to her
beautiful maid of honour, and it was to Hever House, situated

in the luxuriant scenery of the county of Kent, that Anna sud-

denly retired, leaving behind her a host of disconsolate ad-

mirers; the court thunderstruck at so unusual a departure, the

poets lamenting in doleful madrigals the pains of absenoe; and
the king cruelly disappointed.

In the picture gallery of Hever House there was a beautiful

collection of portraits of the ancestors and connexions of the

Boleyn family.

Nobles of the highest rank, and men of renown in the camp
and in the senate, figured among them. As Anna, in wander-
ing listlessly about, contemplated these venerable personages,

who seemed to have assembled together only to show her how
worthy their descendant was of uniting herself with Nor-
thumberland’s proud earls, she felt her grief and vexation still

more poignant at the idea of having had hopes of a happy
union with Percy, so tyrannically cut off.

However, time passed, and in the society, of a brother she
loved most tenderly, and a friend of unalterable sweetness of

character and lively temper, her mind was gradually restored

to its wonted tone. In a few months the bloom of health

spread its lovely hues again over her fair cheek; and smiles

and laughter resumed their posts in the dimples of her rosy

mouth.
Seeing she wa3 not recalled to court, Anna began to sigh for

the pleasures of York House, for the fulsome flatteries of the

young nobles, who were wont to singe their wings in the flames

that darted from her brilliant eyes; but her pride revolted

against returning to fill her honourable post uncalled for. Sir
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Thomas, who had been delighted at the conquests of his daugh-

ter, was quite tired of seeing her shut up from the world, and

Anna was half inclined to yield to his solicitations to return to

town, but both father and daughter were deterred from doing

so on account of the hunting season which fast approached.

Mistress Savage, too, would have dissuaded her friend from

showing herself again at court, unless the passion of the king

had subdued, or that a new face had made him indifferent to

the person of her into whose favour he was so anxious to be

received.

Anna was at that happy age in which the sufferings of the

heart are incapable of a long resistance to the natural buoy-

ancy of the animal spirits, that rise higher in proportion as

they have been previously depressed, and diffuse fresh happi-

ness over the soul of youth. Heavy, indeed, must that

young sorrow be, that cannot be cheered by variety, amuse-
ments and the love of friends, and above all, by those bright

and dazzling visions of futurity in which the youthful mind
is so prone to indulge. Anna’s gaiety was thoroughly restored;

her charming features beamed with more than their accus-

tomed beauty; her manners resumed their free and easy grace;

her wit was more poignant and brilliant than ever; and she

shone again the brightest star of the circle that surrounded
her.

Sir Thomas Boleyn settled himself in his favourite retreat

at Hever House, where he gave himself up to the amusements
of the field, and thought no more of his daughter’s establish-

ment in life. However, one day while at table with his family,

he was suddenly interrupted by the arrival of an equerry from
the king, announcing the approach of his highness. Sir

Thomas started up with surprise and joy, assumed a most
dignified bearing, and hastened to meet his illustrious visiter.

George Boleyn was thunderstruck, and turned a look of anxiety
on his sister, who immediately ran and concealed herself in her
chamber. Henry, all-powerful and despotic as he was, felt

considerable agitation at the idea of beholding again her he
loved, and there was a mixture of shame in his emotion, as he
thought of his folly in not having been able to overcome a pas-
sion that was so little encouraged by its object. His voice
trembled as he assured Sir Thomas that he had lost his way in
hunting—for he knew there was but little appearance of truth
in the statement.

Francis Brian, who accompanied the king, came boldly to
his master’s assistance, and impudently invented a heap of
lying excuses, but their clumsiness only increased the confusion
of Henry, and he became more and more embarrassed beneath
the suspicious looks that George Boleyn from time to time
cast upon the royal guest. Sir Thomas alone was delighted
beyond measure atthe idea of entertaining so exalted a person-
age, and he paid him the most obsequious homage.

After conversing together for about an hour, the king de-
manded whether he should have the honour of seeing Mistress
Boleyn, Sir Thomas made a sign to his son, who left the
apartment, and did not return to it again : while Anna sent an
excuse, and begged his highness to pardon her absence, as she
was somewhat indisposed.

(7b he continued.')

THE FIREFLY.
A TALE OE THE SEA,

CHAPTER XIII.

On St. Heller regaining the yawl he found Hatley sleeping
as soundly as if nothing had happened

; he quickly aroused
him, and they proceeded to sea, cautiously keeping a look-out
all round, though it was still too obscure to see any great dis-
tance from them. In a few minutes they laid to their oars,
and pulled from under the point, intending to make a good
offing before setting their little sail. They had, however, barely
cleared the point by which they had been sheltered, when they
Were startled by the sudden flap of canvass close to them; and

turning their eyes in the direction from which the sound pro-
ceeded, they could just make out a vessel standing directly in,

and about to cross their track.
“ This is a bold pilot,” muttered St. Helier

; “he seems to love
the rocks. We must, however, keep close and let him pass.”

“ ’Tis our only chance,” rejoined Hatley. “She seems holding
well on, and will soon be out of sight.”

Just at this instant, the strange vessel approaching nearer,
St. Helier could distinctly discern the outlines of a schooner
sailing under mainsail, foresail and jib: he needed no nearer
scrutiny to satisfy him of her identity.

“ My beloved Firefly!” he exclaimed, rising from his seat and
extending his arms.
She neared them fast, the word was given from the yawl,

the schooner, obeying the signal, gave a sweep towards them

;

the boat was soon alongside, and in another minute St. Helier
was proudly treading the deck of his own schooner, with spi-
rits as light and as proud feelings as though all the dangers he
had so recently and so narrowly escaped, were but every-day
occurrences to give an agreeable variety to his existence.
Mutual explanations passed between him and his crew. St.

Helier briefly recounted his adventures, while the lieutenant
informed him that the Firefly had kept southward during the
day, but that every night she had kept off the land with her
sails lowered, so that she could not be seen from any great dis-

tance; that, disappointed at not meeting with her commander,
they had swept along the coast in the hopes of picking up some
intelligence

;
and that, though out of sight of the British crui-

sers, the Ruby and the Britannia, they had kept those vessels
in view.

The object of their search being now happily obtained, the
Firefly stood out well to sea, steering for the Southward of Isle

St. Maria; and favoured by the land breeze, the schooner was
merrily careering along. The hearts of those on board were
light, for such was the influence which St. Helier possessed
over their minds, that his recovery and return was a subject of

earnest congratulation.

It was not so, however with St. Helier. It is true he had
all the buoyancy of youth and strength, his confidence in his

skill and power was still unshaken, and he was leading the

exciting, lawless life so agreeable to young and ardent minds,
but his late interview with Magdalen had materially lessened

his hopes of bringing his suit to a successful termination, and
he felt uneasy and discontented

;
he therefore determined to

stand on once more for the shore, with a twofold purpose. In
the first place he indulged a latent hope that he might once
more see a signal from Magdalen, or by possibility another
interview; and again, the traders who frequented those seas,

would more than probably keep close to the shore, and so enable
him to make an easy capture, should such be abroad. Accord-
ingly the word was given to to “’bout ship,” and having seen

everything in due order, St. Helier retired to rest, leaving the
vessel in charge of his second lieutenant.

It was a beautiful night
;
the sky was clear, the temperature

was of that happy medium which the most contributes to per-

sonal comfort, while the wind was sufficient to fill the swelling

sails, and enable the schooner to show her superior qualities.

There was on board the Firefly a strong inclination to give way
to the drowsy feeling produced by the quietude of all around,

and the knowledge that one of their oldest and ablest seamen
was at the wheel, who would give them due warning of the ap-
proach of danger, encouraged this feeling.

The old man, who had steadily kept to his post while all

around him had been indulging in rest, was not sorry to observe
the signs of approaching day, which would help to relieve the

monotony of his tack. He soon aroused the young lieutenant,

who was sleeping not far from him, as he was unwilling that

the men should witness the neglect of their young officer.

“ Well, well, what’s the matter?” exclaimed the officer

“ Anything wrong, eh ?”

“ I think I hear the surf,” replied the steersman. “ Hark,
is not that the water striking against the rocks?”

“ Why, you see,” answered the lieutenant, “ we are still

more than a mile from the land, and there are no shoals on this

coast.”
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“ Tt may be so,” said the old man, “but I do not like that

sound; it is too near for ‘he shore. Will you be good enough

to step to the forecastle, and see if you can discern anything

ahead?
’

The lieutenant turned to go ahead, but being still incredulous

as to danger, he made no haste, and a minute elapsed before he

reached the bows. But no sooner had he gained the spot, than

waving his arms and using frantic gestures, he thundered out,

in a voice to which excitement added strength,—
“ Hard up, hard up with the helm, let go everything!”

The Firefly was gently lifted up on the heavy groundswell,

which at that, instant rose beneath her, and in the next instant

she settled in a cleft of the rock, with a shock which was felt

by every man on board, as firmly as one of the rocks by which

she was surrounded.
St. Holier was on deck in an instant, and soon displayed

those peculiar qualities as a naval commander the possession

of which had ipsured him such success. II • uttered no word of

reproach, asked for no explanation, but calmly devoted his

energies.to the best means of repairing the evil. The pumps
were sounded, and it was ascertained that she still continued

tight, which gave them some hope of being able to rescue her

from her strange and perilous situation. The light was now
just strong enough to enable them to discover a pineo quietly

stealing along the shore, and St. Ilelier immediately despatched

Hatley with an armed boat, to seize her and bring her along-

side, with the twofold view of using her to assist in getting off

the schooner; or if that was impracticable, she might serve to

transport him and his crew to a place of safety. An examina-
tion of the schooner’s situation, which was made by St. Helier,

in the yawl, immediately after Hatley’s departure, convinced

him that it would be impossible to get ln-r afloat without light-

ening her. A ^reconnoitre of the neighbouring rocks was
accordingly made, to ascertain what facilities they offered; and
it was found that though many were inaccessible, yet at two
or three points the stores might be landed with little or no
danger.

They now proceeded to work in earnest, the three remaining
being employed in discharging stores. The water in the hold

was started by staving the casks, and the pumps immediately
set irt motion. Provisions of all sorts were thrown overboard,

as she had recently supplied herself from a prize, and was rather

overladen. An hour’s well-directed toil produced a wonderful
change, that she began to feel the effects, her hull moving with
the heave of the sea. It was now time to cease discharging

and commence the preparations that had been made for heaving
the schooner off, an anchor having been carried out by the

launch. The pineo, which Hatley had soon succeeded in cap-

turing, was sweeping near them, and in ten minutes more
might be expected alongside. The rocks around were well

decorated with cordage, casks, spars, &c.; and as Sr. Helier was
gware that the pineo could come close alongside, he determined
that tfle effort should be made simultaneously, and in the

meantime ordered the hands to breakfast.

While the men were thus engaged, Hatley, in the pineo,

c^rne alongside, when St. Helier Famed with concern, that the

crew of the pineo had taken to their boat and reached the shore,

on finding that the capture of their vessel was inevitable. This
information rendered the operations of immediate importance,
as it showed that the character of the schooner was known,
aud this being the case, intelligence might he conveyed in a

few hours to the British cruisers, which were then lying on the

other side of the point or headland. St. Helier was not a man
to shrink from responsibility

; bp accordingly devoted the

few remaining minutes of tlie breakfast- time to deliberation

and maturing his plans.

It was doubtful if fliey could rneve the schooner without
shifting the armament, which sbil l remained on board, and ad-
mitting this, it became a question hcv to make it available in

case of an attack. Two, or even four <.f the light guns might
be worked on the deck of the pineo; and this he determined
should be done under charge of Hatley. One of the islets or

clusters of rocks on which they were thrown, was well suit* d
for the speedy adaption of a battery, its natural formation

closely resembling it; and this he determined to fortify in the
event of an attach by the British cruiser’s boats.

Everything at length being ready, the time of the momentous
trial of heaving the schooner off arrived

; all hands were sum-
moned to the bars, and the toil commenced. As soon as the
cable got the strain, St. Helier was satisfied that the anchor
would hold : the last part of the lightening was then rapidly
pertormed, and the heave commenced. But all in vain; inch
after inch the cable stretched as its strands seemed lengthening
with the strain, but the hull was immoveable. The boys were
called into requisition; but the force of the crew, with boys,
and even the officers, produced no change. In this extremity,
the few remaining stores, even to the last gallon of water, were
started, till her hold was literally empty. The task seemed
almost hopeless, but it was of every consequence to them.

“ Now, men,’’ exclaimed St. Helier, “ get ready and heave
at the word. We will wait for a swell, and then strain every
nerve till something give way; it is our last and only chance.
Now heave, heave all together.”

Just as the ground-swell reached the schooner, the men
threw all their str ngth into the heave, and for the first time
the hull started; twas not more than a few inches, but it was
an encouragement to renewed efforts. Again the swell rolled

in, and this time each muscle was strained to the utmost ; it

was the grand struggle, and equal to the emergency. The
Firefly ft*lt the strain: she shot from her strong bed into deep
water, and in another instant was lying over her anchor. The
enthusiastic congratulations which followed their success were
interrupted by a sight not to be mistaken. Hound the point,

which stretched far to northward of them, they could distinctly

see the first division of the expected boats. No time was
therefore to be lost in making preparations to give them a re-

ception. As the time was too short to allow the schooner to be

ballasted and refitted, it was determined to arm and man the

temporary defences on the islet, and that Hatley in the pineo,

and the lieutenant in the schooner, should take up the best

positions they could obtain, to annoy the boats in their attack

on the main body; and thus they made a species of floating

batteries, defended by the numerous low rocks which abounded
in the duster, from being boarded.

St. l elier was just returning f rom his survey of these ves-

sels, to trUie the command at the battery, and was alone in the
yawl, when a boat suddenly made its appearance among the
rocks, and was almost immediately alongside of him.

“ Magdalen!” exclaimed St. Helier, “ wtiat does this mean?
Do you not see that we are about to be attacked by the English,
who will soon be here?”

“ 1 did not see it when we quitted the shore,” replied Mag-
dalen. “ Though I fear the same objection as form' rly exists

to our union, I cannot consent to Dave thee in extremity. We
will remain

;
though our prayers may be despised, they may

not prove useless.”

To this arrangement St. Helier had strongly objected, as
being likely to distract bis attention when it would be most
requisite; hut Magdalen was firm in her resolution, and as the

time was too short for argument, it was decided that they
should take shelter in some nook of the rocks to be defended.
The boats, which were now rapidly approaching, were seven

in number. Three of them had guns in their hows, three carried

only small-arms, while the seventh was the gig of the Ruby,
commanded by Lieutenant Ireland, who had charge of the ex-
pedition. Howard and Firth had Command respectively of two
of the Britannia’s boats, and the others were commanded by
junior officers.

Lieutenant Ireland formed his line at about a mile distance
from the batteries, the centre commanded by his second lieute-

nant in the Ruby’s launch, the right by Lieutenant Howard in

ttie Britannia’s launch, and the left by Firth, while he kept
moving about in his own yig as circumstances required. As
the ho its got within a quarter of a mile of the rock, the utmost
stillness prevailed on each side; not a sound was heard but
the dash of the oars though hit. Helier had some difficulty

in restraining the impatience of Jiis men. It was but a few
moments of suspense. One of the n*n on board the Firefly,
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unable to hold out longer, pointed a carronade at the advancing
boats, and fired. All the other guns, with the exception of the

two in the pinco, followed, as though keeping time, which was
responded to by the English, who gave three hearty cheers,

discharged their 8Avivel3, and pulled lustily for the assault.

Hatley, who had charge of the pinco, brushed away the priming
from her guns, determined to take his own time, but the men
made good use of their small-arms.

In a boat attack, the first fire is generally the most destruc-

tive. This was the case on the present occasion
;
the English,

who were the more exposed, having suffered the most in pro-

portion. Two men were wounded in Howard’s boat, three in

Firth’s, while ten or twelve were sufferers in the other boats,

and one of Lieutenant Ireland’s men in the gig was killed.

Those on board the Firefly escaped uninjured, Firth, in his

eagerness to do mischief, having overshot the mark. On the

rocks but one man was injured, while the destruction seemed
greatest on board the pinco, where five or six men were severely

wounded.
There was now no leisure to pause; the battle had commenced

in earnest, and the firing was kept up on both sides with great

spirit and animation. The boats pressed on ahead, which was
their only chance of success; while the constant discharge of

carronades, and the total absence of wind, so enshrouded them
with smoke, that in a short time they could be seen but in-

distinctly. This was the moment for which Hatley had waited.

The object of the English was to land on the principal islet,

and carry St. Helier’s stronghold by storm; and in order to do
this, all the boats were directed to the same point. They had
approached within fifty yards, and were then in a thick cluster,

all strongly bent on the object before them. Hatle}r watched
his opportunity, and when little opposition from him was ex-

pected, small-arms only having till then been used by his party,

he fired both carronades, heavily charged with slugs, at the
Crowd of boats.

From the dense mass a cry of fearful agony arose, unlike the
accustomed Avar cries. The horrible destruction from a quarter
where it was least anticipated, had wrung shrieks from the stout
hearts of brave men

;
and even those on the ruins paused for

the next act of the desperate drama. St. Helier prepared for

the struggle hand to hand, but both parties had ceased firing,

and the heavy vapour sloAvly rolled aAvay, exposing the late

dreadful result to view. One of the Ruby’s boats had received
the Aveight of the discharge: of sixteen men Avhich it had con-
tained, two only escaped, and these saved themselves by
SAvimming, while the boat itself, filled with the dead and dying,
slowly drifted towards the rock, while the other boats sepa-
rated to divert and divide the fire. St. Helier, from feelings of
humanity and policy, ceased firing, and the first act of the bat-
tle closed.

Hatley was now strongly of opinion, that their best course
would be to run for it, as the boats had retired, evidently worsted
in the encounter; but this was overruled by St. Helier, who
judged rightly that the boats were rallying, and that a second
attack was intended. The wounded were placed in one boat
and sent off to the ships, while the remainder were ordered to
attack at different points, in order to prevent a recurrence of
so fatal a disaster as that which they had experienced. The
first shot fell upon ODe of Hatley’s carronades in the pinco, in-
jured several men, and drove the gun into the hold. This was
followed by three hearty English cheers, which so far discon-
certed Hatley that he fired the remaining gun full three mi-
nutes too soon, doing little or no damage. The firing then
became general

; shot after shot following each other in quick
succession, and the fire-arms filling up the intervals. The
boats came on with steady strong pulls, the two outer making
simultaneous attacks on the schooner and the pinco, which lay
as before described, behind low rocks, which soon convinced
their assailants of the impracticability of carrying them. Their
whole attention was therefore directed to the battery. In the
midst of a cloud of smoke, of shouts, curses, shrieks, orders,
and the roar of guns, the English gallantly threw themselves
on the principal point of defence, and notwithstanding the gal-
lant resistance of St. Helier and his courageous associates, who

disputed the possession of it inch by inch, the English were
very soon masters of the place.

The struggle for the mastery had been desperate and san-
guinary; courage and intrepidity had been conspicuous on
both sides, and dire was the result. Half the creAv of the Firefly,

which were on the rock, were dead or dying, while the assailants

had also considerably suffered. Lieutenant Howard was mor-
tally wounded, Lieutenant Firth, the Ruby’s second lieutenant,

was killed, and Mr. Lomas, the master’s mate, who commanded
the Britannia’s small boat, was the only one who escaped unin-
jured. As for St. Helier, he lay in front of his own rampart,
having rushed fonvard to meet the advancing party, and had
actually crossed SAvords with the officer who led the van, when
a ball from one of the boats entered his body: he had just

sufficient strength to hail his lieutenant to make sure of the
Firefly, Avben he fell mortally wounded.
The Avind had just now sprung up from the north west, and

everything bid fair for an escape of the vessels. The lieutenant
who had command of the Firefly, and his companions, aban-
doned St. Helier with heavy hearts; but they saw him prostrate

on the rocks, and heard his dying charge, to save his beloved
Firefly, and there was no alternative. Accordingly, her head
Avas got round, her after- sail was set, and she glided away to

the south, leaving the boats too much engaged with repairing

the havoc that had been committed, to be able to follow her.

Hatley, judging that the ships, which had just then made their

appearance would be too much occupied with the schooner to

notice his movements, kept close to the shore, and bore away
for Pelchue.
The Firefly, since the accident, had been but indifferently

ballasted, as there had not been sufficient time to get her into

proper trim; notwithstanding, however, her commander soon
experienced that she Avould do very Avell on a moderate wind.
The Britannia, Avhich had just made her appearance round the

point, took up the chase, rather more than a mile astern of the

schooner. The wind freshened fast, and soon blew a strong

breeze; the Britannia was driving ahead under clouds of

studding-sails and stay-sails, but did not gain on the Firefly,

who, with the Avind on her quarter, seemed gaining a sensible

advantage, and both the pursued and pursuer were making
rapidly for the south. As the night approached, it began to

bloiv so heavily that the frigate Avas compelled to reduce her

light canvass, and soon after was under maintop-gallant-sails

only, with topmast and lower studding-sails on each side. The
Firefly made no change, but dashed ahead under her two
enormous sails, confident in their power of endurauce.

A stern chase is proverbially a long chase, and this seemed
likely to be longer than ordinary, as the schooner being light,

was doing more than her ordinary speed, though the night

was rough. In the morning she was out of sight ;-the weather
Avas thick, with rain and squalls, while the frigate was heavily

labouring, not able to distinguish anything a cable’s length

from her. On board was sullen discontent and ill-sup-

pressed grumbling at their disappointment in the escape of

the schooner, when the captain of the foretop sung out, “ Sail

ho!” every eye was turned in the direction, though nothing

at first could be seen ;
till at length Captain Douglas, through

a glimpse in the haze, made out the stranger.
“ By all that’s fortunate,’’ exclaimed he,

“
’tis our old

friend, the Firefly.’’

After taking another look at her through the glass, he con-

tinued—“She cannot see us. No doubt she thinks we are

to windward, and is endeavouring to get out of our neighbour-

hood. Tack ship at once ; it is now a favourable opportunity

to get round.”
In a few minutes the frigate was round, with everything

trimmed on the other tack; close-reefed mizen, reefed main-

sail and double-reefed fore and main-topsails. By her cap-

tain’s calculation the two vessel’s would meet in nearly a

quarter of an hour, should neither alter her course, and se-

veral guns were got ready in anticipation.
“ There she is, sir!” shouted a midshipman from a cat-head,

for everybody who dared, had crowded forward to get an

early view of the chase. She was seen coming to the wind, just
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f in a range with the weather chase-guns, when Captain Doug-
las instantly gave orders to fire. The Britannia belched forth

tier flame and smoke : the shot could not be followed and no
one knew where they struck. Four had been fired, when a
squall succeeded that shut out everything from view, and the

firing was of course suspended. The Britannia started her
mizen-topsail-sheets, and clewed up her main-course, to save

the spar ; but the tack was instantly boarded again, and the

opsail set. A gleam of sunshine, but the schooner was no
longer to be seen.

It was supposed, that owing to the schooner having left so

many heavy articles on the rocks, she was too light for a
wind a-beam. Not a sign of her was to be discovered. The
remorseless ocean had swallowed all—the Firefly, and all the

orew that remained of the fatal encounter.
Magdalen, after experiencing the most poignant grief for

the sudden death of her lover, who had fallen on the rock, was
allowed to return with her uncle to their residence, which was
near the neighbouring heights. She blessed her Maker that
what had happened had been in her presence, and meekly
resigning herself to the decrees of providence, she retired to
a convent, where she passed the remainder of her days
Hatley did not make his appearance for several years : when
he did return, he was in possession of wealth—how acquired,
no one knew—with which he settled in the States of America,
and turned his attention to domestic pursuits. The rupture
with Spain, soon changed the fortunes of the British cruisers;
who, from affording protection to Spanish traders, became
their assailants, and then left the coast to join the fleet in the
East Indies.

THE END.

The most memo-
rable event of the

year 1804, on the
jpart of the British,

was the capture of

the Spanish trea-

sury ships, home-
ward - bound from
South America.
Captain Moore had
been detached from
the Channel fh et in

the Indefatigable,

with three other
frigates, to cruise

off Cadiz, to in-

tercept the expect-

|
ed convoy. On the

1
5th of October he
fell in with four
large Spanish fri-

i gates— La Medee
(flag-ship), of 42

I
eighteen- pounders,

[j

La Fama, of 36
I twelve - pounders,

|

La Clara, of 36
I twelve - pounders,
I and La Mercedes,
I of 36 twelve* poun-
ders. Having hailed

them without re-

ceiving a satisfactory answer, he opened his fire upon
them. A parley ensued, during which Captain Moore
announced to the Spanish Tear-admiral, that) his instruc-
tions were to detain his squadron, and he had an earnest
desire of executing them without shedding of blood. The
officers sent with this message were to receive his immediate
determination; but they returned with a merely evasive reply,
in consequence of which the engagement quickly commenced,
each of the British frigates selecting an antagonist. In about
ten minutes after this, the Mercedes, one of the Spanish frigates,

blew up, and two hundred and forty two men and officers were
unfortunately destroyed. y

Half an hour afterwards two others surrendered, and
the fourth endeavoured so escape, but was taken before
sunset. The British loss was reported to be very trifling,

while that of the Spaniards was nearly one hundred in killed,

and wounded, besides the two hundred and forty who perished
by the blowing up of the Mercedes. These captured ships
were speedly sent off to England; their lading was found to be
exceedingly valuable, consisting of gold, coined and uncoined,
also silver, and rich merchandize, the produce of Spanish
America,

The Medee was
manned by three
hundred men; this

ship was taken,

two men killed

and ten wounded;
La Fama had two
hundred and
eighty men, also

taken, eleven
killed and fifty

wounded
; LaClara

had three hundred
men, also taken,
seven killed and
twenty wounded
La Mercedes had
two hundred and
eighty souls on
board, which all

perished, by the
blowing up of the
ship, excepting
the second captain
and forty men,
who were saved.

The valuable
goods on board
the captured ships,

consisted of
seventy-five sacks
of Vienna wool;

sixty chests of cascarilla; four thousand seven hundred
and thirty bars of tin; one thousand seven hundred

and thirty-five pigs of copper; twenty -eight planks

of wood; and one million, three hundred and seven

thousand, six hundred and thirty-four silver dollars, on
account of the king. Thirty-two chests of ratinias;

one million, one hundred and fifty-two thousand, two
hundred and sixteen silver dollars ;

one million, one
hundred and nineteen thousand, and fifty-eight ingots in

gold, reduced into dollars
;
and one hundred and fifty

thousand eleven hundred ingots in gold, reduced into dollars,

on account of the merchants. Seventy-six thousand nine

hundred and twenty-five seal skins, and ten pipes of seal oil,

on account of the Marine Company. On board the Mercedes,
which blew up, were twenty sacks of Vienna wool

;
twenty

chests of cascarilla
;
one thousand one hundred and thirty-

nine bars of tin
;
nine hundred and sixty-one pigs of copper,

and two hundred and twenty-one thousand silver dollars.

This immense treasure, which was taken with little sacrifice

on the part of the English, reached the British shores in

safety,and richly rewarded the intrepid captors for their extra-

ordinary vigilance and bravery. '
y

CAPTAIN MOORE’S CAPTURE OF THE SPANISH TREASURY SHIPS-

[alarm at the blowing ur or the Mercedes.]
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MAGDELENE OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY

chapter xix— {Continued.)

On recovering from the first alarm, Donald quitted the
ungracious presence of his guilty uncle; and, commanding
some of his attendants to bear their master to his chamber,
he left the castle to seek relief from air and meditation.
The baron was attended to bed, where he continued to utter

such wild imprecations on himself, and every one else whom
remembrance brought before his imagination, that his domes
tics fled, affrighted and appalled, beyond the sound of his

ravings. “Fiends,” he cried, “ where is your influence now?
Restore me, servants of darkness! to my former self. He will

not wed her.—Oh! murdered brother. Despair! despair!
Oswulph! come, come, and save me now.”
When nearly exhausted, he sunk into momentary calmness,

and during the interval his chief attendant ventured to ap-
proach the bed. He gazed upon him with sad and haggard
eyes, and, in beseeching accents, continued to repeat, “ Oswulph

!

Oswulph!”
.The hermit was instantly sent for, obeyed the summons, and,

as usual, came concealed by his cowl. He drew near the baron,
and whispered something in his ear; when, by methods only
known to themselves, the baron was restored to composure,
peace, and health; and soon after, shrouded from all observers,
Oswulph returned to his habitation in the rock.
The baron’s illness, as well as the mysterious cause, was.un-

known to Lady Magdelene. She had retired to her own
apartments, when her favourite waiting-maid and confidante,
hinted that the gallant knight, Sir Hubert, appeared par-
ticularly attached to the balcony of her ladyship’s apartments.
“And, indeed,” she added, “ he is there now, though so near
dark, that I am sure he can see nothing unless it be a few
glimmering stars.”

Magdelene could not help smiling on the kind-intentioned
*hnd most informing waiting maid, and, with a smile, she was
dismissed, with orders to intend ih two hours.

"With a lighted taper in her hand she quitted the apartment,
and in a few moments stood on a spiral stair-case which fed to
tlie balcony, when, stepping on to it she exclaimed, “ Methinks
I am predestined to intrude, Sir Hubert, upon your moments
of retirement. To-day I wished to give you confidence for

^friendship, but the baron’s appearance impeded my design.
Say, then, Sir Hubert, do you reject or honour this agree-
ment?”

Strange emotions fluttered at Hubert’s heart; fits pulse
quickened, and his voice grew tremulous.

“ I live but to obey the noble Magdelene,” he replied.
“ I thank thee, gallant Hubert. Thou knowest, perhaps, I

am hereditary heiress of the isles; but years, alas! may pass
before I can assert my honest people’s rights, or guard their
interests. They suffer much, are oppressed, and groan be-
neath the burden of existence.—Cans’t thou understand me,
Hubert?”
Hubert bowed, in token of uncertainty.
“ Too dull, or too tenacious?” resumed Magdelene, adding,

-A-3 tbe baron resides not in the ancient castle of the isles, I
have a privilege to delegate a representative.”
Here Magdelene rather faltered, her colour varied, and she

adjusted the beads of her rosary to recover breath.
Hubert felt as if suffocating, he trembled violently; and the

conflict between impassioned feelings and the native dignity of
principle, was rendipg every fibre of his upright heart.

Magdelene, while arranging her beads, had acquired some
firmness of voice, and proceeded:

—

“ I would have thee, Sir Hubert, accept this office, and be-
come the guardian and defender of my mother's brave neg-
lected clan. Yet, if thou hast prouder, happier offers, stoop

Hubert could endure his conflict no longer; tears of tender-
ness rushed down his cheeks, while with adoring humility he
threw himself at her feet.

“ I have been emboldened—presumptuous—forget myself—

forgot even the fair presence in which I stood. Your noble
and txalied favour, gracious Magdelene, hath penetrated a
heart that feels your excellence. Yet I must not practise im-
position on your generous nature. You can little know me, or
the story of my humble life—I am not what I seem.”
The blood of Magdelene ran chill.

“Not what you seem? Holy mother ! what would you im-
ply? What are you then?”

“ Too abject even to appear before you, Lady Magdelene; a
very beggar, a dependent, sprung from a cottage, and a pea-
sant’s son. I will be brief. The Earl Qlencarron, since the
day that closed the glorious life of his friend, the Earl Fitz-
Arwyne, has encouraged me, by his patronage, and I pave
lived honoured, and a companion of the highest. But I forgot
not my origin: I do not, lady, forget myself.”
The beautiful face of Magdelene wore a richer glow as he

spoke— “ Sprung from a cottage—a peasant’s son! Are you
right sure, Sir Hubert? are you, indeed, no more?”
“Most sure, Lady Magdelene,” he replied; “ I am, indeed, no

more.”
Again she turned to him.
“You have not lived till now, Sir Hubert, and never loved?’
“ That word is poor, noble lady, to express the sentiment

that once gave energy to Hubert’s soul.”

A sickly smile played over Lady Magdelene’s face, as she
faintly uttered

—

“ Indeed!”
“ A fond enraptured fancy had raised a womau to an angel:

®

but, alas the day! the woman fell beneath herself.”

“Fell!” repeated the lady, recovering, yet affected by his
evident emotion.

“ Oh! memory grows sick—she fell to rise no more.”
“ Does she live still, Sir Hubert?”
“No, no! I saw her dead, as she slept within the bosom of

her virtuous parents.”
“And can you never, love again?” demanded Lady Magde- I

lene, her colour heightening as she asked the question.
“ \yith the wild enthusiastic flame that then consumed my

reason, never. It is extinct nevir to be revived.”'
“ And you cannot love again?”
“ Alas! I said not so, and think not so, dear lady, Ijfeeithat

beauty will ever charm, graces endear, and virtues captivate;

apd wfieu they all unite in one bright object, they must create

a sentiment so fervid, pure, and holy, that an angel might own
it, and an angel pardon it.”

‘‘Sir Hubert,” resumed, Magdelene, “ fervour, purity and ho-
iness, are the proper attributes of love; and if you ever can
love again, accept a council from pay friendship, and take this

bracelet,” dropping a brilliant chain from her arm, “ take this

as earnest of sincerity; let gratitude be the basis of love.”

In speechless ecstacy Hubert sunk upon his knees before

her; his eyes beamed chastened rapture, and every manly fea-

ture glowed with feelings never known before.
“ Dear Hubert, rise, accept my offers, and—”
She had time to utter no more—for her father, de-

formed with rage, foaming with fury, and a thousand odious
passions glaring in his eyes, burst in upon them.
Unappalled stood Magdelene, while Hubert, starting on his

feet, bent with dignified yet modest respect before him.
“ Thou murderess of my hopes ! thou poison of my blopd !

’

cried the baron, menacing his daughter, “I have seen, have
heard thee, and doubt not that my power shall make thee soon

—Hence from my sight, nor more provoke my vengeance; or,

by the rood of him that .saves mankind, my dagger shqli lay

thee bleeding at my feet
!”

Be calm, my lord and father,” said Magdelene; “yopr
daughter’s death could not promote your purposes. We leave

your presence—

*

and she beckoned Hubert—“we leayp

it, till commanded back.”
With frantic rage, in the attitude of attack, he turned to

Hubert. “ Fiend of mischief,” he cried, “ born for my disgrace,

cherished for my torture! turn thee—and though too much

|

honoured in the blow which my vengeful arm thus fteals thee,

I this to thy abject heart, thou coward!”
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** Coward!” repeated Hubert, grasping the weapon of his de-

parted chieftain, while native bravery swelled his indignant

spirit. “ Coward!”
“ Hubert ! Hubert” shrieked Lady Magdelene, rushing for-

ward to impede the brandished weapon, “ Oh, think! think pn

me ! save me! save me! blast not my every hope of peace on

earth
!”

She trembled, and, unable to sustain herself longer, sank be-

fore him. Hubert was softened, subdued, unmanned.
“What was I about to do?—Her father!” fell from his cold

quivering lips; and in a moment more the great- souled Hubert,

who had never stooped but to his God, had humbly bent his

knee unto a tyrant. But the ruthless baron, still more agonized
and enraged by his daughter’s avowed and decided preference,

roused each fainting ember in his heart. He violently seized

and tore her from Hubert—then, crying, “Now, miscreant,

now!—no longer shall that vile one be thy sanctuary.”

He struck him on the face with such violence that tlie blow

made him stagger.

The soul of Hubert was now on fire, the spirit of insulted

dignity, of affronted manhood, flashed from his eyes, and in a

voice calm, and firm in terrible determination, drawing his

sword, he cried, “ Tyrant, mean insulting tyrant! this to thy

heart, though legions ef angels were thy guard.”

They encountered, fiercely encountered, boldly fought; but

in the very instant that Hubert’s weapon pointed with deadly

and unerring aim at the baron's breast, a sudden crash startled

each combatant; the earth shook, they staggered involuntarily

apart, felt enervated, transfixed—when, lo, surrounded by a

pale luminous cloud, a female form arose between them. Gra-

dually the vapour faded into air, and the figure stood in radiance

brighter than imagination can conceive. The form was tall,

slight, and transparent; it appeared to wear the habit of a nun,

and her robes were of the purest white. A long veil descended

from the head, and in graceful folds floated around the feet.

No feature could be discerned, so closely was it shrouded
;
but

it inclined towards the baron (who, aghast with horror, had
shrunk from the pure influence), and in a voice conveying

terror and despair uttered-—“Murderer !”

The baron groaned, shivered, and fell; when the figure, in

gestures solemn yet .tender, and expressive of compassion,

moved nearer to Hubert, who now recollected the form before

him, to be the same that had appeared to him when mourning
over the lifeless body of Rosalie.

He bowed, yet with more reverence than fear, though con-

vinced it was no mortal.

“Hubert!” said the shadow, in accents of angelic sweetness,
« Hubert, one other time I come—Fate presses on—Preserve

—

Thou shalt restore the faded lustre of Fitz-Arwyne’s house.

Search—seek deep—and, ah! beware! beware! Harm him
not
—

” pointing to the insensible baron, “harm him not

—

Another hand—another time.”

Her moment was elapsed; and imperceptibly the interesting

figure vanished from his astonished sight.

CHAPTER XX.

Hubert summoned the baron’s attendants, when, in all the

convulsive terrors of an accusing conscience, he was conducted

back to his apartments. His gloomy horrors, his dark des-

pairing expressions, gave new alarm to his domestics, and one

among them proposed sending for his confessor: but he started

aghast at the proposal.

“What have I to do with him, or any one? Presume not

on your lives! No, no, it was not said I should behold them
wedded. O fiends, fiends—mysterious and illusive—what
meant the rest? Hie!—No. Oh! was it for this, only for

this? Wretch that I am, what have I done?”
Exhausted by the struggles of anguish and remorse, he sunk,

towards morning, into a heavy slumber: but the convulsive
starts and repeated throes that agitated his frame, showed that

even in the oblivion of sleep, he enjoyed no moment of rest.

So passed the night with the Baron Aberavon
;
while his vir-

tuous daughter, after having commanded that he should be

6C7

attended and watched with care and respect, requested that
the Earl Glencarron and Sir Hubert would join her immediately.
Hubert was with her in an instant; but her cousin, totally un-
conscious of all that had been passing around him, was in the
perfect enjoyment of repose, when Gilbertin awoke him, saying,
“ There had been strange doings in the castle; the baron had
been fighting with Sir Hubert, and Sir Hubert had been fighting

with a ghost.”

Agitated and alarmed at this confused account, though he
could in no way comprehend it, he hastily quitted his bed, and
joined his cousin and Hubert; when, learning the occurrences of
the eventful night, they unitedly argued every point, and re-

solved that Sir Hubert should immediately proceed to England,
to avoid the malign fury of the exasperated baron.

Sir Edmund Glenmore, at his return to the court, had, by
the king's command, arrived at Glencarron for the direct

purpose of assisting Hubert in his investigations; nor could
Hubert banish a latent hope, that when those duties, so awfully
imposed, were performed, he might be rendered more worthy
to aspire to the noble Magdelene.
The isles, the ancient maternal inheritance of Magdelene,

were reported to be in a state of alarming commotion; that they
vowed immediate revolt to any of the subordinate chieftains,

wTho would better reward their attachment and encourage their

industry. The young Earl Glencarron offered to represent his

cousin, and induce them to return to duty and allegiance; while

Magdelene herself, accustomed from infancy to witness and en-
dure the wild ungovernable passions of her father, felt no
apprehension at the idea of being left alone to sustain their

violence; for she had been informed that all his agents and
familiars had foretold him “ that he should never have another
child; that he should die if he took a wife; and that his name
and race should only be perpetuated in the line of his legitimate

daughter.”
Thus did these prophecies secure the possessions of her ances-

tors to the baron’s daughter, and made him anxious for her
preservation, when Magdelene’s independent spirit, in opposing
his designs, might have provoked it to be fatal.

“ Be not now apprehensive forme,” said the lady, attempting
a languid smile, as she extended a beautiful hand to each of

her friends
;
“ in myself I am secure, and can only suffer in

those precious to my soul. Go, then, both; the saints and all

good angels guide you, and to the prayers of Magdelene restore

her dearest cousin, and his worthy friend: and when either

would be rash in valour, think on what Magdelene would
suffer in your loss, and surely prudence then will temper for-

titude.”

The morning proved uncommonly serene for the season ; and
Hubert, having given his orders to Gilbertin to prepare for

their departure with secrecy and expedition, and having himself

taken leave of his beloved Glencarron, by a private postern he
left the castle unobserved, and appointed to meet Gilbertin,

with some few more attendants, with his arms and horses, at

some distance from the domains of Aberavon.
With his arms folded, his eyes fixed on the earth, and indif-

ferent whither he wandered, Hubert stopped not until he found

his steps impeded by a projecting rock which stretched itself

far into the sea; he looked up, and perceived his incautious

feet had been fast approaching towards the gulf which formed
itself beneath the point.

As Hubert gazed around him, an holy confidence quieted the

tumult of his thoughts, and in a glow of genuine piety he spoke:

“A sparrow cannot fall without thy high permission; how
then can the favoured creatures of thy care presume to doubt
thy gracious providence? Virtue is ever secure,” He was
proceeding in his soliloquy, when interrupted by the "whine of

an approaching dog. The creature seemed to limp from pain,

and, as he drew near to Hubert, with a cry of supplication lay

down at his feet. Hubert looked upon him with compassion,

and, from an impulse of humanity, stooped to examine whether

a thorn or pebble in his foot bftght not have caused his

distress.

Hubert extracted a thorn from his fore paw. In gratitude

the creature licked his hand, and looked up with silent meaning
in his face. “ Poor brute,” said his benefactor, patting his
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head “ poor brute, thou seemest woefully neglected, and art too

old for service.”

In patting the dog’s head, Hubert felt a collar, on which some
letters in gold embroidery were still legible; and with sensa-

tions inexplicable even to agony, Hubert read, “ Rosalie of Fitz-

Arwyne!” Speechless and immoveable he stood, his blood
congealing, and his brain on fire, till perceiving the dog had
limped to a considerable distance, he darted after, and to his

increasing astonishment, beheld him enter the hollow of Abe-
ravon Rock, where dwelt the never seen mysterious Oswulph.
He followed, and fearlessly explored the darksome cavern

until he reached the dreary centre. The place appeared to be
a lofty cave: the walls were damp and rugged, and from the

feeble glare of a quivering lamp, received a pale and ghastly

gleam of light. In a remote niche lay a heap of rushes, ap-
parently for the purpose of repose

;
there was neither fire nor

furniture; some withered roots and shells lay scattered around

;

while prostrate on the humid stone, supported only by the cold

and rugged wall, appeared its sad inhabitant.

(To be continued.)

FRENCH AND ENGLISH CONFIDENCE EVINCED
AT THE BATTLE OF TALAVERA.

(From “ The Bivouac ; or, Stories of the Peninsular War.")

“An instance of French confidence occurred yesterday,
after we debouched by Vera, ’’observed one 'of the lieutenants.
“ I was with a section of the company in the advance of the
rest, when, on turning a sudden angle of the road, we per-
ceived, not twenty yards off, a wounded voltigeur extended
on the ground, and a young comrade supporting him. The
Frenchman never attempted to retreat, but smiled when we
came up, as if he had been expecting us. ‘ Good morning,’
he said; ‘I have been waiting for you, gentlemen. My poor
friend’s leg is broken by a shot, and I could not leave him
till you arrived, lest some of these Portuguese brigands
should murder him. Pierre,’ he continued, as he addressed
his companion, ‘ here are the brave English, and you will be
taken care of. I will leave you a flask of water, and you
will soon be succoured by our noble enemy. Gentlemen,
will you honour me by emptying this canteen? You will
find it excellent, for I took it from a portly friar two days
ago.’ There was no need to repeat the invitation. I set the
example, the canteen passed from mouth to mouth, and the
monk s brandy vanished. The conscript (for he had not
joined above a month) replenished the flask with water from
a spring just by. He placed it in his comrade’s hand, bade
him an affectionate farewell, bowed gracefully to us, threw
his musket over his shoulder, and trotted off to join his regi-
ment, which he pointed out upon a distant height. He seemed
never for a moment to contemplate the possibility of our
sending him in durance to the rear ; and there were about
him such kindness and confidence, that on our part no
ever dreamed of detaining him.”
“There never was, and probably never will

Captain Mornington, “so powerful an example
fluence of national confidence and courtesy
unimpaired even during the continuance of a
engagement, as that which Talavera exhibits. No fighting
could be more desperate than that which marked the meeting
of the French and English. Victor, considering the heights
occupied by Hill’s division the key of the position, concluded
that if he could carry them, the remainder of the ground
would then become untenable. To effect this, he resorted to
a night attack. Lapisse made a feint upon the centre, while^ ascended the heights, and for a short time
had them n their possession; but Hill recovered them with
the bayonet, and repulsed another furious effort made at
midnight. Even though the French, by pretending they were
bpa-uards and deserters, penetrated the British line, they
Wer ' /v 1V5.

n back with frightful slaughter; and so desperately
was this night-fighting carried on, that the assailants and the

one

be,” said

of the m-
remaining
ferocious

assailed frequently were engaged in a melee so close that the
men fought with clubbed muskets. All the morning the
battle raged, and the day assault was as unsuccessful as the
night attack had proved. Both armies had lain upon the
ground, but none had slept—the trooper with his horse’s

bridle round his arm—the soldier in momentary expectation
of a fresh attempt, listened in every noise for the enemy’s
approach. No wonder then that a sultry day in July found
both sides overcome with heat and hunger—and by a sort of
common consent, long before noon, hostilities ceased, and the
French cooked their dinners, while the English bad wine and
bread served out. Then it was, that a curious scene ensued.
A small stream, tributary to the Tagus, flowed through apart
of the battle-ground, and separated the combatants. During’
the pause that the heat of the weather and the weariness of

the troops produced, both armies went to the banks of the
rivulet for water. The men approached each other fearlessly,

threw down their caps and muskets, chatted to each other
like old acquaintances, and exchanged their brandy-flasks
and wine-skins. All asperity of feeling seemed forgotten.

To a stranger they would appear more like an allied force, than
men hot from a ferocious conflict, and only gathering
strength and energy to recommence it anew. But a still

nobler rivalry for the time existed—the interval was employed
in carrying off^ the wounded, who lay intermixed upon the

hard-contested field ; and, to the honour of both let it be
told, each endeavoured to extricate the common sufferers,

and remove their unfortunate friends and enemies without
distinction. Suddenly the bugles sounded—the drums beat

to arms—many of the rival soldiery shook hands and parted
with expressions of mutual esteem, and in ten minutes after

they were again at the bayonet’s point.”
/ “ How miserably a portion of the Spaniard’s behaved !”

“Yes,” said O’Connor; only for their cowardice the British

would not have suffered so dreadfully as they did. But what
could be expected from troops led by such miserable officers,

and commanded by an imbecile old man like Cuestal I saw
him the day before the battle commenced. He was mounting
his horse fD look at some brigades of ours; two grenadiers

lifted him bodily to the saddle, while an aidc-de-camp passed

his legs across the horse’s croup, and an orderly fixed his

foot within the stirrup! The rosary were better fitted for one
of his infirmities than the baton of command. When he was
with great difficulty dismounted from his charger’s back, they

transferred him into a lumbering coach drawn by half a score

of mules, and thus he proceeded in state to his head
quarters.”

“ Pray,^did not the old boy decimate the runaways?” in-

quired a lieutenant.
“ No—Lord Wellington interfered, and saved the greater

portion of the scoundrels. The lots were drawn—officers

and men prepared for immediate execution—when, at the

reguest of the English commander, the condemned were
decimated anew, and thus nine out of every ten escaped, and
only five officers and thirty men suffered.”
“ Do you recollect the circumstance that marked the close

of Talavera, O’Connor?”
“Alas! what*a terrible accompaniment to the after-horrors

of a battle-field! From the heat of the weather the fallen

leaves were parched like tinder, and the grass was rank and
dry. Near the end of the engagement both were ignited by
the blaze of some cartridge-papers, and the whole surface of

the ground was presently covered with a sheet of fire. Those
of the disabled who lay on the outskirts of the field, managed to

crawl away, or were carried off by their more fortunate

companions who had escaped unhurt; but unhappily, many
gallant sufferers, with ‘ medicable wounds,’ perished in the

flames before it was possible to extricate them. I walked
over the ground next morning, and, as if to exhibit violent

death in all its horrifying variety, the writhed and distorted

features of the blackened corpses I passed by, showed in what
intolerable agony they had breathed their last

!”

“ And how did the battle terminate?” inquired one of the

lads.
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“ Aubrey can best answer you,” replied O’Connor; “ for he
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was then in the 48th, and saw the last struggle the French
made.’'

“ It was a beautiful movement,” said the officer to whom the
major had referred. “ The enemy had been repulsed and fol-

lowed. The guards, carried onwards by victorious excitement,
advanced too far, and found themselves in turn assailed by the
French reserve, and mowed down by an overwhelming fire.

They fell back; but, as whole sections were swept away, their
ranks became disorderly, and nothing but their stubborn gal-

lantry prevented a total deroute. Their situation was most
critical. Had the French cavalry charged home, nothing could
have saved them. Lord Wellington saw the danger, and
speedily despatched support. . A brigade of horse was ordered
up, and our regiment moved from the height we occupied to
assist our hard-pressed comrades. We came on at double
quick, and formed in the rear by companies, and through the
intervals in our line the broken ranks of the guards retreated.
A close and well-directed volley from us arrested the progress
of the victorious French, while with amazing celerity and
coolness the guards rallied and reformed, and in a few minutes
advanced in turn to support us. As they came on, the men
gave a loud huzza. An Irish regiment to the right answered
it with a thrilling cheer. It was taken up from regiment to
regiment, and passed along the English line; and that wild
shout told the advancing enemy that British valour was in-
domitable. The leading files of the;French halted—turned

—

fell back—and never made another effort. Both armies re-
mained upon the ground; but during the night Victor
decamped, and left victory and an undisputed field to his
conqueror.”

A YANKEE TALE.
The New Orleans Picayune relates the following There

was fun as well as fighting down in the neighbourhood of the
Rio Grande last summer; an inhabitant of that section,
albeit a tolerably shrewd specimen of the genus, “ got a fire
in the rear” which raked down and demolished the best
calculations ever made for a small fortune, and at the
same time, raised a laugh which filled the adjoining chappar-
ral for a mile in every direction.

Water was scarce, during the heat of summer, at Brazos
Island, and the liquor not so plentiful at times, as the neces-
sities of the sojourners required. It was at one of those thirsty
seasons that our Yankee, by some hook or crook, got hold of
a barrel of tolerably fair cider, and with this small stock-in-
trade, heat once “ set up” in business. To make and scrape
togethera parcel of boards and odd bits of canvass, enough to
build a shanty, was the work of but a short hour. To set his
barrel upon a couple of skids in the back part of the tent, to
tap it, and to commence retailing the cider, at a dime a glass,
occupied but a short time more.
Customers flocked in by dozens; the cider went off at a

rapid rate
;
and the Yankee was making his “ eternal fortin”

at a stride that would have elated John Jacob Astor in his
early days. Some of his patrons complained that a dime a
glass for cider, which was not worth more than two dollars a
barrel at the outside, was an outrageous price

;
but the times

were hard, the retailer’s conscience easy, he had all the cider
in the market, and could not afford to sell any cheaper.
This state of things went on for an entire day, the Yankee’s

quarters being beset by throngs of patrons. On the following
morning, and before the cider was yet half sold, they began
to thin off gradually, and, by the middle of the afternoon, it

was only now and then a straggling stranger that visited the
shade and cider of the retailer. What was the matter?
What had caused this sudden falling off of custom? The
reader will soon see.

Towards night a new face appeared in the shanty and called
for a glass of cider. It was drawn, swallowed, and the cus-
tomer took out his purse and inquired the price.

“ One dime,” said the Yankee.
“ One what!" retorted the customer.
“ One dime,” coolly replied the Yankee.

“Why I can get just as good cider here at five cents a glass,”
snarled the customer.
“N-o y-o-u c-a-n-t,” drawled the Yankee; “ there aint a pint

of cider, ’cept what I have got in that ’ere barril, this side of
Orleens. I’m darned if there is.”

“ I know better.” ejaculated the customer, tartly. “I bought
a glass of cider, not two hours ago, and only paid five cents
for it!”

“ I’d like to know where you effected that small transaction?”
queried the Yankee.

“ Right round here,” was the answer.
“ I Guess it was ‘ right round here.’ Right round where I’d

like to know,” continued the cider-vendor.
“ Why, close by here somewhere; just back of your place,”

returned the customer.
“I’ll beat you tu drinks you didn’t,” spoke up the Yankee,

“ and we’ll go right round and see.”

“Done!” said the customer; and off they started.

Sure enough, “ right round here” they found another cider
establishment in full blast. A second Yankee had rigged a small
shade in the rear of thefirst Yankee s shanty

,
had tapped the other

end of the latter's barrel ofcider through a board, and was retail-

ing it atfive cents a glass to a perfect rush of customers /

MOONBLIND.
Captain Ball, in his Seven Years in Spain

,
relates the fol-

lowing :—In the ranks of the British Legion were many sin-

gular characters, and one of them was a private in the 10th
regiment, named John O’Leary, who was commonly called
“ the unfortunate John O’Leary.” lie at one time kept his

carriage in Ireland, where by his conduct he became so reduced
as to be obliged to'engage as a private soldier in the service

of her Catholic Majesty. A corporal in the same company
was at one time this unfortunate man’s servant in Ireland; he
seemed to be very much attached to his old master, and advised
him to feign to be moonblind, in order that he might be sent to

England as an invalid. When a batch of other unfortunates

were paraded for the doctor’s inspection, some without arms
and others without legs, John appeared amongst them. “ Well,

what’s the matter with you, O’Leary?” said the doctor; “you
have neither lost leg nor arm.” “No, sir,” replied John; “but
if you were to shut the window and light the candle, I could

not see you.” “You are affected by hyctalopie; you must
go to England,” answered the doctor. John was so over-

joyed that he could not refrain telling his comrades how suc-

cessfully he had tricked the doctor, and next day a few other

schemers tried the same game. The doctor having learned by
some means that the corporal had advised his old master to at-

tempt this artful imposition, reported the case to the adjutant,

who ordered a fatigue party to dig a pretty wide and deep gap
in the sands adjacent to where we were quartered. When ihe

tide ebbed, the opening was consequently full of water, and the

moonblind party were paraded by moonlight. “O Leary, to the

front— quick march!” said the adjutant; and when the unfor-

tunate John reached the gap, hejumped over, instead of plunging

into it.. The other boys understood the game better, but they
were not ordered to march. The doctor then appeared, and a
dozen each was prescribed as a remedy in shape of ‘ back pay,”
which effectually cured them of hyctalopie. The corporal, to

avoid a court-martial, resigned his stripes, and consequently

was reduced to the rank and pay of a private soldier.

POETIC PROMISE.

In the present age, it is next to impossible to predict, from
specimens, however favourable, that a young man will turn out
a great poet, or rather a poet at all. Poetic taste, dexterity in

composition, and ingenious imitation, often produce poems that

are very promising in appearance. But genius, or the power
of doing something new, is another thing.
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THE YOUNG OFFICER’S DEATH BED.

By the Authoress of “Recollections of an Old, Soldier,” Sfc.

“ Whom the gods love, die young.”

“ Moonlight in a tropical garden by the sea- shore ! Can
there be anything more exquisitely beautiful in nature?

Does it not repay us for the sultry noon, and in some measure

for the loss of home?” said one of our party, as we sat beneath

the shadow of the plane-trees in the governor’s garden, one

glorious night, at , a colony whose society is formedby
the military garrisoned there. My reason for not mentioning

the name thereof, is that my tale is,
—“ an ower true” one.

We were a large party assembled in that moon-lighted

garden. “Exiles” we sometimes called ourselves, and with

much show of justice; for although soldiers and their wives

choose their career.“for better or for worse,” and gain by their

vicissitudes a happy knack of looking on the bright side of

things, still we have our yearnings after home.

The scene before us, I allowed was strangely beautiful; so

bright was the illumination of the moon, that we could have
seen to read the most delicate hand-writing: its light shed a

singular radiance on the countenances of all; we could see

into each others’ very eyes as we sat together; neither was
there a shadow of anything upon the earth. At certain

periods in the tropics this is the ease. All was bright and calm,

the quiet of the scene being occasionally broken in upon by
the loud “chap, chap” of the lizard, the occasional “All’s

well,” from the sentries at their posts close by, or the more
distant sounds from the ships in tiie harbour getting under
weigh, to the cheerful accompaniment of the sailor’s chorussed
Chaunt. The present calm too, was in strong relief to what
we had witnessed in the early part of the evening.

The scene to which I am about to allude, would in a large

sphere have been magnificent. I must premise, that it has no
distinct reference to the main subject of my tale, beyond its

connexion in my mind with young Maxwell, as being the last

time I ever saw him. Vividly as it is thus impressed on my
mind, it may have a separate interest with my readers, and
therefore I will describe it. It had been the anniversary of a
festival kept by the Lascars (a race of men frequently em-
ployed about the shipping at home, as well as abroad), and
dedicated by them to their god. For a month previous, they
had been, as it were, rehearsing, dancing round their sacred
fire, preparing, painting, and decorating the car which they
were allowed to lead about the town (the idol being in it).

Truly to look closely into the detail of the cavalcade, as it

wended its slow way through the street, was frightful. The
men were evidenthr under the influence of opium—their
violent gestures—their loud song—their whirling dance, all

proved this. Up the town they proceeded, followed by a crowd
of all colours, black, brown, white, tawny, straight and woolly-
haired,—Cadres, Chinese, Japanese, Asiatics, Africans, and
English soldiers. To see this crowd, assembled under the
light of a brilliant tropical moon, and the same light rendered
most strange by the glare of ever-moving torches, is a sight
of no ordinary description; but it was more singular when the
crowd were dispersed, the gates of the town closed, and on the
glacis, at the very verge of the ocean, these miserable fanatics
chaunted their wild song, danced their mad dance, and whirled
their lighted torches; thus carrying on their appalling worship
apart from the Christian world, for their huts are divided from
the town by drawbridges and other barriers. Now and then
the sailors’ voices from the ships, or the sentry’s steady cry,
broke the monotony of the infidels’ wailing chaunt. When
their revolting ceremony was over, they embarked in a large
boat, prepared and decorated for the occasion, and rowing out
some distance from the land, still singing, they, with a loud
shout, tossed their idol into the deep sea.

We had assembled in groups in the governor’s garden to
witness this. Maxwell was not quite of our party, fornow and
then, as some of the more serious ones argued on the subject of
the wretched heathens’ worship, he, disliking controversy,
would steal away towards a group of girls, looking strangely
out of their element as they sat among the heavy guns placed
side by side upon the low rampart jutting out towards the

“ Ever-sounding and perpetual sea.”

Here' louDged an officer with his forage-cap drawn over his
eyes, “rejoicing in his loneliness,” with a cigar in his mouth.
There leant one looking forth upon the vast ocean (seen for
many miles from where we sat) longing, “vainly, oh! how
vainly!” for home and friends, and dwelling with doubtful
pleasure on old memories conjured up by the calm beauty of
the tropic night. Now wandered by one with a young girl

leaning on his arm—her white dress contrasted with his scarlet

jacket, forming a picturesque addition to the dark-green shrubs
and overhanging boughs of the graceful Persian lilac, While, she,
listening so eagerly to his whispered words, knew nothing of
our praximity, though we, secure in our retreat under the
plane-trees, and behind a tall hedge of luxuriant fuchsias,
peeped out on the passers-by, and were almost the last of the
various groups to separate for the night.

In spite of its beauty, there were symptoms of a change: it

had been “ too bright to last.” We had eat out our welcome with
the moon, and she had already begun, like a coquette chary
of her charms, to cast a veil between them and us. Large drops
of rain were falling heavily and slowly ere we could reach the
shelter of our homes. The officers’ horses, standing at the
garden gate, already manifested an instinctive impatience to

be off. Some of the young men mounted and rode steadily
away

;
but Maxwell, whose exuberant spirits could never be

controlled, sprung into his saddle with a loud cheer, and started

off at full speed, followed by two officers whose quarters lay in 1

the same direction as his own. We heard them all laughing up
the street, and snatches of old odd ditties floated from them down
the mountain side for some minutes after they had faced it.

•

We, too, stood on our threshold, listening and laughing: in
truth, there was something in Maxwell’s laugh very irresistible,

and the last sound 1 heard that night was his clear English
riew-halloo ringing down the valley in which the small town
lies. The next thing we heard of him was, that, soon after he
had given that joyous view- halloo, a gust ofavind rushing from
a gulley in the mountain had cast his cloak before his eyes.

His horse becoming frightened, and Maxwell himself rendered
helpless by being thus blinded, the animal turned a corner of

the mountain from which abutted a sharp rock, and, running
against it, it scratched his rider s knee. Confined to his sofa

(for the wound though slight, and not very painful, was liable

to being increased by exertion in a tropical climate), Maxwell,
was surrounded by revellers, brother- officers, who sang, laughed,

and did all they could to keep up his spirits in his short confine-

ment. Three days afterwards, these gay young spirits quailed:

the assistant surgeon—Maxwell’s intimate friend—foresaw death

Jrom lock-jaw.

And thu3 to die! was it not terrible? Scarcely in the prime
of life (he was barely six and twenty)., beloved by all for his

kindliness of disposition and joyous temper, there were many
volunteers to nurse and watch him. Poor fellow ! he had done
as much for them; he had sat up many a night at the bedsides

of sick brother-officers.

Melancholy was the sight that barrack room—which had so

often been the scene of boundless mirth and revelry, presented.

From the walls there smiled sweet faces, painted by the young
officer’s favourite sister. Close to his couch was hung—how
out of place it looked there!—the gay portrait of a celebrated

danseuse, mocking at him, as it were, with her chaplet of bright

flowers and expanded sylphy wing. Various articles of elegant

bijouterie, the gifts of

“ Lovely ladies in their prime.”

made strange contrast on the tables amid the phials of medicine

and the dressings for the wound, which still to all appearance was
trifling. Cap and sword, and belt, hung idly on the wall beside

his sisters paintings; and on a chair by his bedside lay his desk,

whereon was an unfinished letter, written, between the snatches

of pain, to his mother. Whenever the spasms subsided for a

time, he would thank those around him for the anxiety they

betrayed on his account. Even in. liis great pain he expressed

no impatience.
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There be some who talk terribly of those who, cut off in the

bloom of hope, and health, and strength, ha-ve not time at the

last hour to ponder, or even to pray for forgiveness of past

error Let us not question what God has willed to do in these

great matters : let us rather hope that He hath been mercilul

ill his judgments. Even where reason and religion teach us

that retribution would be just, is it not better to hope that God
hath been merciful than to feel sure He hath had no pity. In-

stead of entering into controversy among ourselves respecting

the destiny of others, were it not better to “ take warnings

of sudden deaths,” and for our own sakes, profit by them?
* * * *

The last struggle was almost over. Those who stood round

their young companion knew that he must be soon taken from

them. The final spasm came on; he was more and more ex-

hausted. He held out his hands to those who, soldiers as they

were, stood weeping about his bed, and, uttering the words,

“Well, well,—so my career ends here!” his lips remaining

parted, as if with the intention of uttering some final benediction,

which even his eyes, dim as they had become, expressed, and,

with one more heavy gasp, one more convulsion of the strong

young limbs, as ifstruggling bravely with death; he fell back over-

powered bv the conflict. They laid him in his coflan, and all his

brother- officers came in turn to visit him. Solitary he looked,

lying there, with no relations near him. I question, though, if

they could have more deeply regretted him than those among
whom he had sojourned for six years.

And thus, in a week from the night I had heard his joyous

voice shouting for glee on the mountain side, he was dead, and
laid out in his narrow coffin. The soldiers of his company, iron

men as they were, cried like children as they waited for their

mournful burden. Then was there a gathering of troops, a

glittering show of plumes, and military paraphernalia, and
strangely sounded in that far-off island of the tropics, the wail

of the bagpipes, (poor Maxwell belonged to a Highland regi-

ment,) as the echoes of their lamentations for the dead, answered
each other sadly from rock to rock.

“Solemn the sound of the measured tread,

As silent and slow they followed the dead.”

The grey -haired governor, who had stood through perils of

war, and voyages, and climate, closed the procession. There

was’ a deep moral to be drawn from the sight of the veteran

at the head of the young man’s grave. Now and then the

heavy drum and melancholy fifes relieved the bagpipes’ wail;

for it was a long procession from his death-place to the church-

yard where they laid him. Twas a sweet resting-place there,

among geraniums, and fuchsias, and waving willows, and dark

yews.
lint the “ three rounds ” have been fired over the young

officer’s grave, the good old governor turns slowly and sadly

away, one little boy, to whom Maxwell had shown many fa-

vours, can scarcely restrain his sob3, and his servant is forced

from bis dead master’s grave by his comrades. All is over.

The wailing cry of the pipes has ceased, the drums are

unmuffled, the troops fall into their proper order, and the

dull*1 Dead March” gives place to a joyous air,—and there

remains nothing to he dope but to gather together the effects

of the dead, and send them to his family.

One of us made a sketch of his tomb, with the little church
—not unlike an English village-church

—

in the background.
It was sent to his mother with the letter he had written be-

tween the intervals of pain.

* * *,* * *

One bright morning, about a month after poor Maxwell’s

death, the B man-of-war, in which his brother was a

midshipman, anchored in the harbour. The memory of the

dead was fresh among us. “ Who shall tell Henry Maxwell
of his brother’s death?” said one. Each one was unwilling

to undertake the office
;
but one at last consented, though

reluctantly. He embarked immediately, in order to get on

board, and prevent the youth’s lauding. As the boat neared

the ship he looked up the side, expecting to see Henry

|
Maxwell standing in the gangway to receive him. He

j

dreaded the first glimpse of his cheerful open countenance,

j

The commander of the vessel stood on its deck, waiting to
receive him. “I feared,” said the former, “seeing your

I

uniform, that you were poor Harry Maxwell’s brother. We
lost him three days after we left the Gape. He fell overboard
when there was so heavy a sea running that no boat could
have lived in it had we lowered it.” * * *

“So perish soldiers and sailors,” said the naval captain,
when poor Maxwell’s brother-officer had related the circum-
stance which occasioned his death. “ So they perish; and
small account their country takes of their loss

; and smaller
care, still, when they have grown grey in that country’s
service. Better, perhaps, that these poor boys should have
been spared the disappointments attendant on those who
choose their profession merely for that profession’s sake!”

V -

ANECDOTES OF DUELLING.
BY AN OLD OFFICER.

In corroboration of the universal practice of duelling, we
will call to our aid the memory of the past, and recount a few
instances of this unauthorized single combat, not confining
our attention merely to our own country, but extending our
searching glance to neighbouring and distant nations.
During the period when the Army of Occupation was in

France, a British officer extended his morning ride to a
village some miles from his quarters; and man and horse
being tired, they stopped at an inn for rest and refreshment.
The officer was taking a hasty meal in a room on the first

story, door and window wide open, when a poodle dog came
up the stairs, entered the room, and finding a stranger therein,

went to the window and sprang out. Scarcely was the officer

recovered from his surprise at this freak of the dog, when a
French officer rushed into the apartment, and passionately

inquired who threw his dog out of the window. The Briton
related how the circumstance had actually occurred; but the

Frenchman full of wrath, would not believe the story, and ac-

cused him of kicking the animal out of the window, and then
cowardly denying it. The British officer, unwilling to assault

the impertinent foreigner, for some time endeavoured to pacify

him; but the Frenchman having at length asserted that

he wore a sword which he dared not use, our friend could

contain himself no longer. Drawing, therefore, his sabre, he
furiously attacked his antagonist armed with a small sword,

whose skill in the use of this weapon availed him not against

so vehement an assault, which he attempted to parry, but in

vain, for a well-directed cut disabled his sword-arm, and
terminated the duel. The Frenchman then bound up his wound
with his handkerchief, and resumed his seat in the Diligence,

which had been changing horses whilst the encounter was
taking place.

The French nation has from time immemorial been addicted

to duelling; even when prisoners of war in England, and de-

prived of every other means of terminating their disputes, we
have known these pugnaciously-disposed men manufacture
weapons of attack and defence, by dividing a pair of scissors,

and fastening them on to walking-sticks.

During the reign of Bonaparte, duels in the army were of

constant occurrence, this species of satisfaction being demanded
for the most trivial causes; not only were personal slights or

affronts thus avenged, but promotion, considered by junior

officers undeserved on the part of the fortunate mortal, was
followed by challenges from those who were passed over. An
instance of this took place on a captain being promoted to a

majority from his own into another regiment, the captains of

which successively tested his skill and courage as a swordsman.
Having, as he imagined, entirely passed through the ordeal, he

comforted himself witli the thoughts of being on friendly terms

with his future comrades; but one morning when he was at

breakfast his servant announced that Captain
,
of the

regiment, wished to see him.
“ Captain who?” exclaimed the officer; “ we have no such

officer in the corps.”
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« Oh, yes, sir !” replied the domestic, “ he has been long

in the regiment, but was away on sick leave when you

joined.”
“ Show him in,” said the major.

As soon as the captain made his appearance, he politely

claimed the privilege of measuring weapons with his senior

officer, who instantly ordered the breakfast to be removed,

threw the skirt of his dressing-gown over his left arm, drew

his sword, and forthwith put himself on guard. Short was

the encounter before the major slightly wounded his an-

tagonist, who, having thus obtained ample, though by no

means agreeable satisfaction for the supposed injustice,

quitted the apartment; the major, on his departure, ex-

claiming, “Thank God; there goes the last of the captains!”

Similar gross violations of discipline, were, no doubt, too

common in the French army.

We will next allude to the mode, that may almost be desig-

nated rational by comparison with others, in which duels are,

or at all events were, fought by German, students.
.

A
challenge having been given and accepted, the seconds decided

to what extent the satisfaction should be carried, according to

the nature of the quarrel: if the cause was trifling, the head,

and all the mortal parts of the body, were covered with padding,

lined with metal, and rendered sword-proof, the numbers of'

those guards to be used being arranged by the seconds. The
principals thus prepared for the encounter were enabled to vent

their spleen on one another, and improve themselves in the

noble art of self-defence, with but little chance of fatal

bloodshed.

We will now record an event that occurred when death was

rife, which strongly evinces the inherent principle of pugnacity

;

and also shows how readily a duel may be prevented

by a firm and sensible friend. A bridge was being pre-

pared in the face of the enemy, whose troops plied the

workmen incessantly with shot and shell: during this operation,

the engineer officer was much annoyed by the interference of

another officer and after requesting him to desist, the engineer

eventually became irritated, and told him angrily to go about

his business, and not to plague him any more with his ignorant

remarks. Indignant at this affront, the meddler insisted on

immediate satisfaction; and, having no pistols with him ran to

an aid-de-camp, who was waiting to carry a report of the work
to his general; and, informing him of the insult he had just

received, requested the loan of his pistols for a few minutes.

To this the aid-de-camp objected, stating that he could not

wait until the termination of the affair, and that he should in

all probability require the pistols to defend his own life;

adding, however, that he knew a method by which the officer

might evince his courage, and obtain immediate satisfaction.

“ My friend,” said he to the irate soldier, “ go to the

zealous engineer, and challenge him to accompany you to

the spot on the bridge, where the unfortunate workmen are

being rapidly destroyed; hand in hand, place yourselves under

the iron hail, and let the bravest man remain the longest.”

This extraordinary proposition pacified the anger of the

would-be duellist, who, becoming aware that he had rendered

himself ameuable to the censure of the bold and efficient

engineer officer, went back to him in good humour, and

ventured not again unsolicited to offer his advice aud co-

operation.

We will now turn our attention to Britain’s self-opinionated

offspring in the new world, who are noted for their duelling

propensities, adding to the usual weapons of civilized nations

both fowling piece and rifle. Even when the pistol is employed
as the terminator of disputes, their mode of.using it varies with

ours, and we will therefore allude to a duel that took place in

the Mediterranean between an English and an American officer.

It is unnecessary to mention the cause of the challenge, and we
will at once accompany the combatants to the field. On the

arrival of the English party, consisting of the principal, second,

and surgeon, to their surprise they found the American chal-

lenger accompanied by numerous attendants, who for some
time refused to retire a short distance from the spot selected

for the duel. Having done so at last, though most reluctantly,

the ground was measured, and the weapons delivered to the

principals, when to the horror and indignation of the second of
the Englishman, the American, in levelling his pistol, delibe- 5

rately rested it on his left arm to ensure his aim: this was in-
stantly objected to, but refused to be conceded by the challenging 1

party; finding which, the high-spirited British second walked '

with the other loaded pistol within a pace or two of the Ame- '

rican duellist, desiring him to fire at his friend in that
|

murderous manner if he thought proper, but adding, “ If you
hit him, by God I’ll blow your brains out.” Staggered at this
firm exclamation, the Americans allowed the duel to be carried

I

on in the usual manner, and, after two or three discharges
J

without effect, the principals were withdrawn.
Another duel between a British and an American officer ter-

minated more fatally: the Englishman being on a tour in the
i

United States, unfortunately could not find a friend and coun-
tryman to accompany him to the field, but being an experienced
campaigner, he, nothing daunted, went alone ** !^t:et his antago-
nist, who was attended by his second and surgeon. The ground
being measured, and weapons delivered, the first fire was
harmless; not so the second; for the unfortunate American fell

dead at the feet of his opponent. The moment the attendants
J

ascertained that life was extinct, they rushed from the spot,
fearful of the consequences should they be discovered as partici-
pators in the mournful event. Not a creature being within
sight to whom the Englishman could state the cause and result
of the duel, and confide the corpse, the officer wrote with &
pencil on his card, the name of the defunct, briefly adding that
he was shot in a fair duel; having done which, he lost no time
in embarking in the packet that was preparing to sail for
England, when the melancholy afiair took place. This officer

was well known throughout liis corps for his humour, as well
as for the enjoyment he derived from quizzing those of his
companions who laid themselves open to lus ever ready attacks.
At times, however, these sallies of mirth and frivolity were of

I

course anything but acceptable to the smarting quizzees; one
of whom especially could not stand being made the laughing
stock of the company, even by the man whose friendship he
valued, and whose good fellowship lie was proud of. He there-

fore earnestly requested the satirical officer to refrain from
attacking him, especially before strangers; adding, that if he
did not do so, he should certainly he obliged to call him out.

This request, and the threat held out, were equally unheeded
by the quizzically disposed militant, who, at a large party, at

the mess, most unmercifully cut up his unfortunate friend. A
challenge was sent, and early the following morning the brother
officers were placed, pistol in hand, fronting each other: there

must be truth in the adage, that the ruling passion is strong

in death, for even when perhaps a life might be terminated in

less than a second, humour aud satire stilt held their sway over

the challenged officer, who could not resist assuming the manner
and tilt! very appearance of his opponent. Observing this, the

aggrieved party insisted on his ceasing to ph<y the mimic,

asserting that while he thus acted, no human being could

maintain his gravity, or level his pistol at him. He urged this

in vain to his former friend, who only replied, “I have a right

to stand as I like, and do you fire away.” The pistol was almost

brought to cover its object, when the humorous attitude of his

antagonist overcame the resolution of the good-tempered
challenger, who exclaimed, “ ’Tis useless remaining here; I

can’t fire at you: but for God’s sake, cease to indulge your
quizzing propensities on me.”

A BENEVOLENT PUN.

A young clergyman on a visit to the bishop of the diocese,

accidentally threw down and broke a barometer which the

latter much valued; seeing the consternation of his guest,

however, he immediately relieved him, by observing with a
smile, that he never before saw the mercury so low.

a
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TALES OE HEROISM.

THE GHOST OP G®SAR APPEARING TO BRUTUS,
AND AN ACCOUNT OF HIS TRAGICAL END AT
THE BATTLE OF PHILIPPI.

The proctors, Brutus and Cassius, in the year 711 before

the birth of Christ, as history informs us, having reduced the

Lycians and Rhodians to subjection, were encamped at

Sardis, where they were proclaimed emperors by. their two

large armies with the greatest acclamation.. Here it was that

Brutus was reported to have seen a ghost in his tent. “.He

ever employed,” says Plutarch, “ the greatest part of the night

in despatching of affairs and reading and one night being

thus employed, when there was a general silence in the

camp and especially about his tent, of a sudden he heard an

unusual noise at the entrance which opened at the same time.

Brutus casting his eye towards the place perceived 5 frightful

picture of a hideous spectre of a proportion much mo?& than

natural which presented itself before him. He had notwitk-

standing the courage to speak to it demanding, “ Art thou

a god or art thou a man, and for what reason comest thou

hither?”
“ I am,” replied the spirit, “ thy evil genius and thou shalt

see me again near Philippi.”

Brutus answered, “ Well I will see thee ;” and immediately

it disappeared.

He presently called up his slaves who all told him that

“ they had neither seen nor heard anything.” He continued

walking all the rest of the night, and early in the morning

went to give an account of what had happened to Cassius,

who being an Epicurean told him “ that all this proceeded

from the weakness of his senses and the strength of his

imagination of that time. However,” continued he, “ let us

not believe there are any such spirits that have either voice,

human shape, or power over us : though I could wish there were,

that we might not only rely upon the greatness of our forces,

but likewise upon the assistance of those immortal beings

who could not but be favourable to a cause so just and sacred

as ours is.”

Plutarch tells us that the same spirit appeared again before

the battle of Philippi, a translated account of which, as re-

lated by the Roman historian Livy, we subjoin :

—

After these military operations the two commanders
passed over into Thrace and Macedonia ; whither the

triumvirs bad sent two lieutenants, Decidius Saxa and
Norbanus, with eight legions, while they themselves made a

fruitless attempt to drive Sextus out of Sicily ;
for they fore-

saw he would be a thorn in their side, and in concert with

the fleets commanded by Marcus and Domitius, interrupt

their communication with Italy and the other transmarine
provinces.

Decidius and Norbanus marched their troops through
Epirus and Macedonia, beyond Philippi, and encamped at the

entrance of a narrow pass formed by two mountains, being

the only commodious way from the Chersonesus of Thrace
into Macedonia : they then had behind them Philippi, and
upon the right towards the sea Neapolis, a seaport town
situated over against the Island of Thasos; and here they in-

tended to await the arrival of their generals. Brutus and
Cassius would have found it difficult to force the passage if

Rhascupolis, a Thracian chieftain in their camp, had not

led them over the mountains by a particular way which had
been judged impracticable by the enemy. Bibulus, son-in-

law to Brutus, commanded the detachment and took with

him provisions and water for three days; and after incredible

fatigues, when the soldiers began to murmur and to suspect

Rhascupolis of treachery, at last, on the fourth day, they had
a view of the plain and the river, and upon this sight they

raised a shout of joy which gave notice of their approach to

the two lieutenants who otherwise would have been sur-

rounded unawares.
Saxa and Norbanus immediately retired to Amphipolis,

which they fortified with great despatch. Brutus and Cassius

marched on beyond Philippi and encamped upon a rising

ground not far from the town : behind thorn was the sea

which furnished them with all kinds of provisions: the
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Island of Thasos, which was at twelve miles distance, served

them for a general magazine
;
and at the distance of nine

miles was the town of Neapolis, which afforded them a secure

port for their fleet. Anthony soon came up with them
;
for

upon the first news of the retreat of his lieutenants, fearing

lest he should lose Amphipolis he had made forced marches

and arrived sooner than he was expected. He had the

satisfaction to find not only his lieutenants masters of

Amphipolis, but the town well fortified. He there deposited

all his baggage, leaving a legion to defend it
;
while with the

rest of his troops he advanced, and following the example

which Caesar had shown him in all his wars of approaching

as near as possible to au enemy, he encamped at only a

mile’s distance. Here he was joined a few days after by

Octavius.

Their combined armies consisted of nineteen legions com

posed chiefly of Caesar’s old soldiers, and not only complete

as to their number but augmented by a great many super-

numeraries. Thus their infantry amounted to one hundred

thousand men, but their cavalry only consisting of thirteen

thousand, was less numerous than that of the enemy. they

were much straightened for provisions having only Macedonia

and Thessaly open to them : Sextus Pompey cutting off from

them all communication with Africa, and Marcus and

Domitius with Italy.

This made Anthony extremely desirous of coming to a

battle ; but Cassius being sensible of bis motive refused to

engage him and restrained the impatience of his sanguine

colleague. At last Anthony with great labour and industry

made °a way through a large fen and raised some forts op-

posite to the enemy’s camp.. Cassius on his side, formed

lines and threw up works against him ;
and in this situation,

says Appian, the forwardness of the two armies who were

near to each other drew on a general action thouuh much

against Cassius’s will, who declared “ that he was forced m
the same manner that Pompey had been to expose the li i ty

of the Roman people to the hazard of a battle.

The forces of the Triumvirs were commanded bv Anthony

alone. Octavius not being recovered of the illness with

which he had been seized before he left Italy; and both armies

being drawn up, Brutus’s men attacked those o* Octavius with

little order but with so much fury that at the first onset they

overthrew all that opposed them, and pressing forward with

great slaughter they entered the very camp of Octavius w ,o

had just before retired to that of his colleague.. Anthony

was on his side very hotly engaged with Cassius, but in a

short time found means to open a passage through the lines,

and charging Cassius’s troops upon the flank totally routed

them; then pursuing the victory he soon became master oi

^Cassms having laboured iu vain to rally his soldiers retired

to a hill not far off, expecting the event of the battle on his

partner’s side. Whence descrying a body of cavalry making

towards him, he sent Titinius to discover whether they were

friends or enemies. Titinius was received with great joy into

the ranks, and instead of riding back directly, marched on

with the body of horse towards his general, who not doubting

but that Brutus had been routed and that his friend Iitimus

,s taken prisoner, cried out,— ... T ,

‘Alas! to preserve the remainder of a miserable lire, 1 have

ined my best friend,” and instantly retiring into his tent

led himself. Titinius arrived soon after with the cavalry

rejoicing : but their joy was suddenly dashed : and Titinius

musing himself of being the cause of so terrible a misfortune,

his imprudence, in great despair slew himself upon the

dy of his friend. «... , c

Brutus was very sensible of his lo3S by tae death of his

mnanion, whom lie called the last of the Romans, and caused

i body to be privately removed to thi3 Island of 1 hasos, lest

- sight of it should make a bad impression on the minds ot

\ soldiers; and though, according to the report of Messala,

i party had lost but 8,000 men, while the enemy had lost

,000, yet he kept for twenty days within his entrenchments,

using to accept the battle which Anthony offered him.

e are told he hoped to starve his enemies, who were now
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in extreme want of provisions, and whose fleet had been lately

totally defeated; a circumstance Brutus was ignorant of

several days after it was known in Anthony ’s camp; which

intimates that few or none deserted from the Triumvirs to

him. And Plutarch, who is so lavish in his praises, relates

that he was obliged to put to death all the slaves he had made
prisoners in the late battle, and dismiss the rest, lest they

should debauch his army : and that he found it necessary also

to procure his soldiers a donative of 2 000 drachmas a man,

together with the plunder of Thessalonica and Lacedaemon,

two of the wealthiest cities in those parts, in order to raise

their courage.

At last, several of his officers having left his camp to join

his enemies, the fear of a general desertion determined him
to put all to the decision of a second battle. We are told

that the eagerness of the soldiers was such on both sides, that

they betook themselves immediately to their swords, fighting

with great fury, till, after much bloodshed, Brutus’s party

was borne down by main force and entirely defeated. Brutus

himself fled to a neighbouring hill, and there remained all

night.

When, in the morning, be saw all was lost, he cried out

—

“Oh! unhappy virtue! I follow thee as a solid good, but thou

art only a mere notion, a vain empty name, or at best a slave

of fortune.”

Yet shortly after he told some of his friends “ that he
looked upon himself as much happier than any of his con-

querors, since he should enjoy that reputation which always
follows virtue, and which tyranny and injustice could never
deserve.”

Then going aside with a particular friend called Strato, he
with great earnestness begged of him to do him the last office

of a friend: and seeing him very unwilling to perform so

hard a duty he called for a slave. “ Ah ! then,” cried Strato,
“ it shall never be said that the great Brutus stood in need of

a slave for the want of a friend :” so turning away his head,

he presented the point of his sword to Brutus, who threw
himself upon it and immediately expired.

IRISH REBELLION OF 1793.

Joseph Holt was born in 1756, the younger son of a
respectable farmer in the county of Wicklow, descended from
a family of Protestant dissenters. At the age of twenty-six

lie married, and was afterwards nominated overseer of public

works in the parish and other appointments; but a drop of

national blood, or esprit de Donnybrook flowing in his veins,

we find him romantically volunteering to capture a noted
robber, Pat. Rogers, whose band was then the terror of the

county of Wicklow. Succeeding in this, he amused himself by
tracking and apprehending others of Pat. Rogers’s tail. He
followed and apprehended in Dublin a noted coiner, Martin
Symot, who long evaded justice; in fact, his ardent desire to

detect criminals had rendered his name a terror to evil-doers.

In the fatal year 1798, Mr. Holt, and another, (whose name
Mr. Croker, his biographer, does not mention,) were at the

spring assizes appointed “joint observers ” for the repair of a
road, for which he provided all the money and paid the men
every Saturday night. When he applied to the county trea-

surer for repayment, he found that his coadjutor had received

ail the money without paying any part of the expenses.

After many applications he at last was paid, the treasurer
undertaking to recover the money from the other party, who
consequently threatened to be revenged on Mr. Holt, who thus
relates :

“ I had made great exertions to finish my road work,
presented at the spring assizes, which I had accomplished, and
was cutting my turf, that I might have my summer work in a
forward state, little dreaming of politics or any other thing
than my lawful affairs, or of the destiny which awaited me, or
the enterprises I should soon be called on to undertake. One
morning, about half-past five, Mr.— (his late friend) came to

my house with a party of the Fermanagh militia, and, calling
my wife out, inquired where I was? She told him I was

cutting turf, and he went away. He returned again about
twelve o’clock, made the same inquiry, and went away. I
returned home to dinner, and having heard of the visits of
I began to suspect he meant me no good, and yet I could not
imagine any mischief he could do me. While I was musing
about the matter, the sergeant's wife came into the room much
excited, and said to me, ‘ God help you, poor man, your life is

in danger.’ I rose up, and asked her what she meant? She
said, ‘ Your house is condemned, and I am ordered out of it

—

why I do not know.’ I went to the door, and from thence saw
Mr.

, with a party of soldiers in the direction of the turf-

bog, where I had been employed. I recollected his threat of
revenge, and judging of his malicious disposition from his
burning his own tenants’ cabins, and shooting the man, I felt

that innocence would be no protection against him, and that if

he got me in his power he would assuredly murder me. I

therefore thought it most prudent to get out of the fangs of
this wolf, and I took my sword-cane, a brace of pistols, and
some money. Hastily bidding good-by to my wife, my son,
and daughter, I left my home.”
The same evening about seven o’clock, Holt, on looking

towards home, saw his house in flames, his persecutor having
raised against him a cry of “ United Irishman.” His wife,

now a houseless beggar, joined him, and related what had
passe I. Beiug thus branded he had no resource but casting
in his lot on the 10th of May, 1798, with other unfortunate
creatures like himself, at least one third of whom were Pro-
testants and loyal men, and take the oath of the rebel?. His
active mind was not likely to remain long inert. The number
of rebels hid in the Devil’s Glen, where Holt? had joined them,
increased rapidly. A council was called by him, but the party
not being disposed to move. Holt left them, and without in-

tending, or, perhaps, scarcely knowing what he was about,

moved towards the ruins of his old dwelling, where his heart
and affections were. In a glen behind Luggelaw mountain he
fell in with another company of malcontents, commanded by
a “ curious little fellow,” one Colonel M‘Mahon, who was only
considered a rascal-rebel, intending to better his fortune by
housebreaking.

Holt refused to join this band of depredators, and conse-
quently narrowly escaped, by being considered and tried as

a spy. However, being so well respected, on the breaking
up of the encampment, one hundred and eighteen of the

party followed him, leaving only two with M‘Mahon. It was
necessary to promptly drill and organize this little army, and
our hero was well qualified for the task, being once employed
in the recruiting service

;
several prisoners were taken, and

treated with discretion and humanity. The band daily

increased, and commenced the manufacture of the materials

of warfare, called “ Holt’s Mixture,” a rude and inferior

gunpowder. In collecting of simples for this elixir mortes,

some singular agents were employed
;
one a tall, rattling,

strong woman, went to and fro on her errands of trust, under
the cognomen of “ Moving Magazine.” She had a basket,

supplied with fruit, gingerbread, &c., to disguise her occupa-
tion

;
also two large bags or pockets, one before and the other

behind, under her petticoats, where she stowed away bail

cartridges and ammunition, which she obtained from the

king’s troops, especially from the militia, who were generally

disaffected, and many of whom afterwards deserted to Holt,

bringing with them their arms and ammunition. This
“ Moving Magazine,” named Susy Toole, was metamorphosed
by William Colthurst, Esq., who declared in his testimony
that every woman from Tinnahinch Bridge to Roundwood
was a United Irishman. She was about thirty years of age,

the daughter of Phelim Toole, a smith, near Annamoe, who,
having no son, employed Susy in handling the sledge. With
an outward dirty pepper-and-salt coloured frieze cloak, her
stoop, and dropped jaw, she could appear a decrepit, miserable

baccagh, scarcely able to crawl ; but when it was necessary

to act with vigour, her powerful muscles and brawny limbs
made her more than a match for many men.

In the management of this band Holt displayed good
generalship, at the same time showing unexpected humanity
towards prisoners. Many persons of respectable station had
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now joined his band, which shortly after merged in the army
under General Roche. This general, who is stated to have
been brutal, having interfered with his army rather overbear-
ingly, a quarrel ensued; and Holt's popularity increasing
among his own men, they were kept separate from the rest of
the army.

In the affair of Ballyellis, which followed shortly after, he
obtained his first military reputation, having had the command
for the day, on which account he was received by the Wexford
gentry with acclamations, and shortly after he had one thou-
sand and sixty men around his flag, which was constructed of
green serge, about the size of a large pocket-handkerchief; on
one side the letters J. H. were marked in yellow paint, on the
other a rude representation of a harp. A number of horses,
military instruments, ball cartridges, and other stores for his
army, Avere the result of the victory of Ballyellis.

He now found it necessary to reconnoitre the country, and
to forage. The main body being attacked and routed by the
king’s troops at Carrigua, Holt receded a despatch that eleven
thousand of their men were coming over to join him. Sup-
posing that, as usual, they would not be over-well fed, it

became necessary for him to make some provision for so
numerous a company of visiters, and he determined not to be
niggardly in hospitality, especially as the country about him
was not destitute of the good things of this life, or the means
of employing hungry men’s jaws with considerable advantage.
He required camp kettles, and therefore used the freedom of
borrowing two large metal boilers from Mr. RadclifFs factory,
at Ballynahoun, in each of which he could boil six hundred
weight of beef. He next sent his compliments to Mr. Finna-
more, for seventy -nine head of cattle, which were soon in the
possession of the commissary, along with seven calves, six
large swine, and a quantity of oatmeal and potatoes. He
then caused all the houses within four miles round to be
searched for salt, pepper, and spices, and thus obtained a
fairer supply of things necessary for the body. He then set
the butchers to work and put the beef into turf dishes. Having
the advantage of a dry summer, he had plenty of fuel, and but
little trouble in cooking. The beef was cut into small pieces
and boiled; when done, it was taken out and replaced in the
turf dishes

; more beef being put into the hot water, it became
excellent soup, which was saved in tubs and casks. When his
formidable company joined him he was able to give them a
hearty meal, which satisfied their hungry stomachs, and re-
vived their languid spirits. Thus did he display one of the
necessary talents of a general, in providing for his army. The
motions of this now formidable army were now decided on in
council. Among the first of their acts was the encounter
with the regulars, the “ Hinnegal Slashers,” at Clonard, under-
taken at the instigation of Father Hearns, against the opinion
of Holt; immediately after which Holt’s men were surprised,
when one half of them were intoxicated, on Corebuoy Hill,
and totally routed.

Holt had a most singular escape from this and another mis-
fortune, in the latter of which he had to make a perilous
journey to Dublin; after which he found his way again to his
men, at their old encampment on the Whelp Rock, where by
common consent he was placed at the head of the army. Holt
sent information to the commanding officer at Russborough,
Lieutenant Hugo, of the Wicklow militia, that he had just
apprehended six robbers, calling themselves rebels

,
whom he

would deliver up, if the escort he sent with them were not
molested.

In the month of September, 1798, Holt was considered to be
sufficiently formidable to be treated with by General Moore,
who wrote to him requesting an interview. This rendered his
followers somewhat suspicious and jealous, which occasioned
him to become very reserved and paralyzed all his energies;
he walked about alone, brooding over his unhappy lot and its

consequences. He had lost confidence in his men, and had lost
theirs. Many of the men were inclined to become robbers,
but could not do so while he commanded. They were des-
perate and bloody-minded, and would feel no delicacy in their
choice of means of disposing of him. In vain did his best
friends endeavour to cheer up his spirits, and try to prevail

on him to forget the past; in vain did they assure him, that
any attempt at insubordination would be punished with instant
death. He endeavoured to compose himself, and resolved
inwardly to act for himself, as circumstances should suggest.,'

But the crisis was approaching; the approach of long nights
and cold weather, contributed additionally to unsettle his men
and render them uncontrollable. This induced Holt shortly
after, to come to the wise determination of freeing himself
from his connexion with a band of such fickle followers.

However, a few other skirmishes afterwards took place, in one
of which his brother was killed

;
but shortly after this he was

able to execute the resolution he had formed. He quitted the
army, retaining only forty-five men as a body-guard
He now proceeds to state, “ I determined to go and visit my

wife and daughter, my favourite child. I communicated the-

matter to my little squadron, who wanted to accompany me;
but I objected to this, as I was well acquainted with the route,

and could get near the place by daylight, and return the same
way. They agreed to anything I wished. I left Knockalt
about one o’clock, p.m., crossed the mountain in sight of the

road, and then proceeded over Luggelaw, down Slievenaman,
through Mullinarrige, and soon found my wife and daughter.
I remained with my wife, talking about my misfortunes, till

nearly two o’clock in the morning, when we parted. I took
leave then of my dear daughter, and never saw her again until

I returned from New South Wales; and I then made an ap-

pointment to meet my wife on a certain night, at Patrick Mul-
laley’s house, near Adovn. I brought a boy and horse with
me this night; it was near the end of October, and there was
a smart white frost on the ground. When we reached the top

of the hill, over the new mills, near Capure, I made the boy
return ; and having quitted the road, and shaping my course

for Ballybracka mountain, I came to the house of a widow, to

whom I was known; she was glad to see me, but regretted

much my altered appearance and bad health. She told me to

go to bed, and assured me that her daughter should keep watch,
and she would have breakfast for me in the morning. I took

off my coat and lay down, but had not been more than half

an hour in bed, before the old woman came to me in a fright,

and told me that the whole country was full of the army, horse

and foot. I jumped up, put on my coat and hat, and rushing
out I perceived the infantry near enough to kill me; but they
did not fire. I began to run, and they followed me. The ca-

valry were in Adown; they evidently knew me, and rode as

fast as they could to intercept me. My pistols were empty. I

went across, under Simon Kearney’s house, at Ballydaniel, and
leaped over a stream which made a deep ravine in the road.

In going down the hill, two of Lord Powerscourt’s cavalry

came within pistol-shot of me. I said to myself, ‘ I am taken
after all.’ I then presented my pistol at them, saying, ‘ Stand
back, or I will blow your brains out.’ The two yeomen,
whether actuated by cowardice or a kind feeling towards me, I

cannot say, turned their horses about and rode off, which gave
me fresh courage, and I determined not to betaken till the last

moment, and then to put an end to my own existence, so that

they never should hang me alive. I then pushed forward,

and had not proceeded more than twenty perches, when
I perceived a hollow in the side of the mountain, worn out by
the winter floods. It was about eight feet deep, and through it

a very small stream now issued from the mountain. At this

moment I believe I was out of sight of the infantry, being on
the descent of the hill, and the cavalry could not advance,

from the nature of the ground. I leaped into the chasm, and
followed it up about one hundred yards, to its source, which
was under a large projecting stone, or rock. I stooped, and to

my great satisfaction found the rock formed a cave quite large

enough for me to creep into, and yet without minute inspection

;here was no external appearance of an entrance. On my
lands and knees I got under the stone in the water, and found,

about three yards in, that the cave was between four and five

feet high, and increased apparently as I advanced, which I

eight or ten yards, when I set myself down to await the evei •,

I thought that, should I have the good fortune to have leapt «i

into the gullet unobserved, I had a fair chance of again esca-

ping from the power of my enemies and an ignominious death.
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After I had been there about ten minutes, I heard the tramp,

and talk of men above me; and, looking up, saw a small hole

of more than a foot diameter, near my head, about three or

four feet beyond the place I occupied, which enabled me to

hear the conversation of my pursuers. A large tuft of heath

covered this hole on the outside. It may be conceived that I

was not in the most comfortable state, either of body or mind.

I had been heated with running, and I was now in a cold, wet
cave, sitting absolutely in the water. I feared lest I should

stop it, and thus be discovered; so putting my hand behind me,

I felt a stone above the surface of the water, which flowed on

each side of it. I shifted myself backwards, by resting on my
hands, and thus gained a seat out of the water, which I was
anxious should flow clear. The bottom was the hard rock,

without earth, and consequently I was safe in this respect.

Shortly after, the noise and talking ceased. I hoped the pur-

suit had been given up. I ventured to climb to the top of the

hole in the roof of my retreat, and I put my head as far as my
eyes through it, and I then saw, through the tuft of heath, a

line of infantry standing at ease, about fifty yards from me,
with their officers apparently in consultation as to what was to

be done. I was safe from their view, being concealed by the

heath, through which I could see them. After a short pause
I again put up my head, and to my inexpressible delight saw
the troops on their march through Adown. The incitement

made me indifferent to my bodily suffering, while I was in such
imminent danger; but no sooner was I satisfied that I was safe,

than I felt the injury inflicted on me by remaining so long in

this damp, cold, and dreary, but fortunate asylum. I had been
nearly two hours with my feet and legs immersed in extremely
cold water; my blood, which had been heated by the exertion

of running, was driven to my head, and my limbs were be-

numbed and powerless; I could scarcely move; but by violent

exertion, at last, I got out of the cave, but I could not walk.

I then laid down, and rolled about for some time, trying by
that means to warm myself and put my blood in circulation,

and after some exertion, in some degree succeeded, and reco-

vered the use of my limbs. I then proceeded to Simon
Kearneys’ house, where his excellent wife gave me a change of

clothes, bathed my feet in hot water, and made me go to bed.

After some hour’s sleep, I felt quite recovered. Mrs. K. then
brought me dinner, and by her kind attentions I was soon able

to move. My first thought now was about my poor men, whom
I went in search of, and found them in Glenbride, a small village,

not far from the place from whence I was chased. The honest

fellows were delighted to see me, and were astonished at my
escape.”

Here he left his life-guard once more, of an evening, again
to meet “his miserable and fatigued wife.” On consulting to-

gether, Mr. and Mrs. Holt decided on soliciting the interest bf

Lord Powerscourt in Holt’s behalf, through the medium of

Mrs. Latouche. He then returned to Glenbride, to his men.
There he says he was again attacked with the complaint he
liad contracted in the cave, and could scarcely move.

“ I took up my quarters in the house of a man named Quin.
This man said he would go to Russborough to see how the

army was situated, and inquire if there was any information

given them respecting me. I thanked him, and requested him
to bring me a gallon of spirits from Black Ditches, on his re-

turn. I gave him half a guinea, I had got from my wife in the

morning, to pay for it, saying it was necessary to comfort the

poor men these cold nights. Quin returned about twelve at

night, saying there was none in Black Ditches, and returning
me the money I had given him, said, ‘ I will go and bring home
a cow, milk her for you, and boil the milk with an egg broken
in it, which will be good for you

;
it will strengthen your heart.’

He went out and did not return. I went to bed and fell asleep,

and dreamed the bed was on fire about me, and in the excess

of my agony of apprehension I leaped out of bed. I left the

bed-room, and found nine of my men lying round a fire. I

roused them up, and told them I had had a dream that fore-

boded no good. The men prepared themselves instantly; one
of them went out and found a party of soldiers had surrounded
the house, seven of whom fired at him, but all missed. I heard
the shots, and I cried out, ‘ We are sold, let us act like men, if

taken we shall be hanged like dogs,’ Each of them examined

his arms, and reprimed his piece. I had a pistol in one hand
and a sword in the other. The two first ineti that made their

way out of the house were Joseph Begly, the Englishman, and
James Donoghue, from Waterford; they were both shot dead.

I then went to the door, and perceiving the white belt of the I

serjeant I shot him dead, and then ran out, sword in band,

leaping over thr dead body of the serjeant, when a volley was
fired at me; one ball took off the loop of my hat, and another

the feather I wore in it, and cut it into three pieces; it bung
down on my shoulder, but did not fall off. This hat had be-

longed to a French officer, but the Scotchmen had prevented
me wearing it again; the feather was hit, but the bird escaped.

One of my men, Maun Macoon, ran out with me, and was
wounded in the hip, but not dangerously, or sufficient to stop

him: two men followed us unhurt. The last two who remained
in the house were brothers, named Macdonnell, one of whom
was delayed looking for his blunderbuss, which one of the men
had taken with him. The second serjeant approached the
door; Matthew Macdonnell shot him dead, and they both
rushed out and made their escape without injury.

“ The nightwas very dark, and white belts and bright muskets
served us for marks to fire at; Macoon, who was wounded, kept
with me, and when we got out of the enemy’s power, as we
thought, I examined his wound, and finding the ball had passed
through, I chewed a little tobacco, and put it to the wound, and
thus stanched it so as to stop the bleeding. The poor fellow

leaped up from the ground with pain, from the smart of the

tobacco, and notwithstanding the perilous situation we were in,

I could not help laughing.
“ We then lamented the fate of the men we left behind us,

supposing them all dead, and I feel convinced at this moment,
that, if I had not been alarmed by my dream, not a man of us
would have escaped. Quin was the informer; he knew where
our pickets were placed, and silently brought the army by
another route, so that the pickets were not aware of the attack,

until they heard the firing. The night was so dark, that when
we were once out of the house the soldiers could not see us,

and the flash of their guns gave us the direction to aim at them,
while we were constantly in motion. When we were all out,

the party of soldiers approached the door, and poured into the

house a volley, supposing some of us might still be within.

They shot Quin’s sister and her child, his first cousin, and ser-

vant boy. When Quin had placed the soldiers round the

house, he went to Glcmmacanass, thinking it impossible for me
to escape, and set off to claim the reward for my apprehension!

but at his return found himselfdisappointed, and four of his own
family fallen victims to his avarice. The enemy had two Ser-

jeants killed, and seven wounded. Our loss was two killed,

three wounded, and one taken prisoner.” This last disaster

appears to have determined Holt to part from his men, and
provide for his own safety, until he could effect a satisfactory

surrender to Lord Powerscourt.

After some ot her remarkable escapes a surrender was effected

through the medium of Mrs. Latouche, and Holt was dis-

missed from Ireland to try his fortunes among the choice spirits

of Botany Bay. There, in spite of rubs, crosses, vexations,

and contradictions, he was so prosperous as to enable him to

return, after the lapse of some years, to his native island, the
“ Gem of the Sea,” under the sanction of a free pardon. Thus
terminated the military life of this enterprising character.

MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

chapter xx.—

(

Continued.)

The poor frame seemed to shiver in anguish, and the tre-

mors of death seemed fast dissolving a miserable being. The
tunic was open, the cowl thrown back, and the face was
unshrouded. Hubert rushed forward, when memory, too

faithful memory, in the hermit of Oswulph traced the pale

and languid features of the once loved, once beauteous

Rosalie of Fitz-Arwyne.
She gazed on Hubert; hut her fading eyes, even had

remembrance been perfect, could no longer distinguish
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objects. Yet shame still lingered in the ravaged bosom; and,

though unconscious who beheld her she felt her infamy ex*

posed, and, in a deep despairing groan, sunk insensible.

Hubert hastened to administer relief to the insensible

Rosalie. In a few minutes his efforts succeeded, and life,

though faintly, revisited its pale, desolated mansion. She

struggled in shame and torture to escape from his arms,

which still supported her languid frame. “Leave me, ' she

cried, her accents weak and broken ;
“ leave me to expiate,

to die

—

leave me.” She could utter no more,
;
her voice

ceased, her struggle was nearly over, her head reclined upon

his bosom, and she sunk into the stillness of seeming death.

Rosalie still lived
;
and Hubert, with melancholy pleasure,

beheld her eyes once more open languidly upon him.

“ Fear not me, Lady Rosalie,” said he; “ I wish but to con-

vey thee from these caverns of despair, and bear thee where

penitence is encouraged, and misery soothed ;
to repose thy

wearied spirit in that holy sanctuary where atoning mercy
would guide thee to the bosom of thy God.”
The words of Hubert had dropped like balm upon a broken

spirit ; but Rosalie was lost.

“ Thou knowest not,” she replied, an anguished wildness

giving momentary animation to her pale features—“ no, thou

knowest not what I am.”
Hu bert

.
shuddered.

“ What

—

what art thou, lady ?”

“ Passion ensnared me
;
I was betrayed, and, when undone,

forsaken. Upon the heath of Ravensthane a fatal fiend, with

promises illusive, lured my soul to reprobation, to recover
the faithless heart of Baron Aberavou.”

“ The Baron Aberavon !” exclaimed Hubert.
“ To recover his faithless heart, to be his wedded partner,

to share his dearest inmost secrets, and, as I was induced to

think, to save him, I pledged a vow—signed a horrid

contract.”

Hubert groaned in bitterness of soul, while cold dews
trickled down his contracted brows.
She continued :

—

“ All was performed, ratified, and Rosalie was lost. The
baron’s subservient fiend usurped his likeness—I wedded

—

plighted troth to evil beings, and, when I thought I vowed a
much-loved lord obedience, became subordinate to infernal
powers !”

“ Art thou the baron’s wife ?” demanded Hubert, shivering
in the horror of thought.

“ Wife to his evil spirit. Yes, bound in adamantine fetters,

the nether world allows my claims, though the upper regions
know not of our ties. Thus was Rosalie betrayed : a fall

from virgin honour gives a fiend foul influence over the heart
of woman, and enervates every noble principle. Thus fell,

thus perishes Fitz-Arwyne’s daughter !”

“ Can neither prayers nor penance absolve the fatal crime?”
inquired Hubert. “ What can restore you to the hopes of
grace—the privileges of the holy rood f”

“ Think not on it, Hubert—think not on it.”
“ Yet speak,” he cried. “ All that a man and a Christian

dare, I will attempt. The dead have burst their dreary
barriers, Lady Rosalie, to tell me that I am destined to

restore the dormant honours of your father’s house. I love

—and, oh, how true, how ardent is my love !—the Baron
Aberavon’s daughter. Yet, to do a noble justice to the
memory of Earl Fitz-Arwyne, to avenge your cruel wrongs,
and give you back to God, I could forego each proud and
darling hope, and perish in the exercise of duty.”

Rosalie laid a cold and trembling hand upon him.
“ Couldst thou murder ?”

He started.
“ Murder!”
“Murder!—not the Baron Aberavon, but he that betrayed

me to his power.”
“ Who—where is he?” cried Hubert, the ardour of impatience

transporting him; “who is he that betrayed you to him, for

my bosom burns to reach his savage heart?”
“ Three nights hence, when a heavy bell tolls three, thou

?anst surprise him in his slumbers.”

“In his slumbers!” Hubert’s generous soul recoiled.

“ Yes, Hubert, at that very hour, within the western turret
of Fitz-Arwyne Castle.”

“ Fitz-Arwyne Castle !” repeated Hubert, starting aghast.
Rosalie went on:

—

“ Yes, at that very hour thy dagger may drink the blood of
Earl Fitz-Arwyne ! O ! Hubert, Hubert, look upon ruined
Rosalie, and in her wrongs be firm. Thou canst not even think
my sufferings. In yonder corner, under a heap of sea-weed,
you will find a parchment: peruse it, and learn to what arts
Rosalie of Fitz-Arwyne fell a victim.”

“ Tremendous Heaven!” exclaimed Hubert. “ By the honour
of my soul, the memory of thy father, and by thee, thou injured
one, he dies!—dies beneath an arm nerved with ten-fold ven-
geance!”

“ Amen !” cried Rosalie. “ Then will this poor spirit feel

returning peace, and, in some hallowed sanctuary for penitents,
repose from sin, pollution, and despair.”

From a remote and secret niche in the rock Hubert took
Rosalie’s narrative, which she informed him contained a me-
morial of her injuries and sufferings; which having carefully

deposited in his vest, until a convenient opportunity offered to

peruse it, he recommended her to the protection of every holy
saint till his return, and then in deep reflective silence hastened
to the spot where Gilbertin waited with his horses.

CHATTER XXI.

Nothing could restrain Hubert’s impatience to reach the end
of his journey; and such was the speed with which he travelled,

that towards the evening of the second day he arrived at the
cottage of his mother; when, enjoining secrecy to Gilbertin,

he despatched him with a message for Sir Edmund Glenmore,
requesting his immediate presence at the cottage on the
moor.

Gilbertin knew his duty, and performed his errand with
dexterity. Sir Edmund returned with him, when, retiring to

the interior part of the hut, Hubert, without reserve, commu-
nicated the important matters which occupied his mind, and
brought him to Fitz-Arwyne. After consultation they quitted

his mother’s peaceful cottage to encounter danger, perhaps
death, beneath the frowning battlements of Fitz-Arwyne.

Sir Edmund had with secrecy secured a key which opened a
postern leading through private subterraneous passages to the

western turret, and also that which unclosed the iron chamber
in the dreary centre of this mysterious tower.

With some difficulty, for the windings were intricate, they
reached the entrance of the turret. With a steady hand, Hu-
bert turned the key, and they undauntedly descended the spiral

stair, at the bottom of which was the mysterious chamber.
On a minute survey they discovered that there were two

doors; one opened on a flight of narrow broken steps, and led

to the habitable parts of the castle; and the other could only

be discerned on the nearest examination of the rivets that

united certain parts of it.

Hubert would have pursued his way on the instant, but his

friend advised him, as it was not even yet the midnight hour, to

defer their entrance, and peruse Rosalie’s narrative, when, pro-

bably, he might be enabled to act with more justice and deci-

sion, from the information it might reasonably be expected to

give respecting the most mysterious and hidden circumstances,

Hubert agreed to the proposal ;
and having endeavoured to

moderate his feelings, they seated themselves on the broken
steps, secured their light from danger of extinction, and opened

the paper.

( To be continued.)

CHARACTERISTIC TEMPERAMENT OF NATIONS,

The English affect stimulant nourishment—beef and beer.

The French, excitants, irritants—nitrous oxyde, alcohol,

champagne. The Austrians, sedatives—hyoscyamus. The
Russians, narcotics, opium, tobacco, and beng.
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THE PRINCESS SUMROO.

Previous to the permanent and almost universal extension

of the British power over the wide and numerous provinces of

India, the government of that country was in the mo3t con-

fused condition that can be conceived. The authority of the

iineai emperors, the great Mogul race, had long been confined

to a limited portion of the peninsula, and even there their

sceptre had become a mere mockery, and themselves playthings

in the nands of ambitious ministers and successful generals.

The princes, or rajahs, who had the rule of the provinces un-

connected with the throne of the Moguls, had in like manner

become the prey of able and unprincipled servants and war-

riors, who either deposed their masters altogether, or permitted

them to retain merely a nominal throne at pleasure. The
celebrated Hyder Ali, and his son Tippoo, are examples of this

nature, the former having risen from an obscure and mean
station, by deposition and usurpation, to an extensive and

powerful sovereignty. In the life of the individual whom we
are now to about to present to our readers, a remarkable in-

stance of the same kind will be observed.

The Begum Sumroo, or to translate the word Begum
,
the

Mahommedan Princess Sumroo, chanced, above sixty years ago,

to exhibit her powers, in the humble character of a dancing
girl, before a French gentleman of good fortune, who had set-

tled, a number of years before, in the province of Delhi, in

Northern India. The Hindoo girl had a peculiarly handsome
form, and her features were equally pleasing and beautiful.

The Frenchman was highly captivated with the appearance
and agile movements of the future princess. He bought her

from her master for a high price, and speedily found, on fur-

ther acquaintance with his purchase, that her mind was acute,

active, and inquiring, and her capacity for instruction great.

In the course of a short time she ingratiated herself so much
into her master’s favour, that he married her, and from her
husband’s name of Sombre, the corrupted term Sumroo was
bestowed upon her, which she bore throughout her whole life.

After being married for a short time to this French gentle-

man, her husband died, and Sumroo did not long remain in her
weed3 after his decease. Within a very short time she was
married to a second husband, of a disposition much more con-

genial to her own than the first. This person was named Le
Vassu, a European who held a very strange position in the
upper provinces, and which can only be accounted for by the

confused condition of the country which we have described.

Le Vassu was an adventurer, a sort of land-pirate, who had
risen, by his activity and talent for plundering, to the situation

of an independent leader, or rather prince. He had a very con-

siderable army under his command, and with this he main-
tained himself in the unchecked possession and government of

an extensive territory. In the roving expeditions which Le
Yassu habitually and unceasingly carried on, Sumroo always
accompanied him, and here she initated herself into all the

hardships of a military and predatory life, and accustomed
herself to mingle with and command rude soldiers.

For a good many years Le Yassu, and Sumroo, his constant
counsellor and companion, continued to maintain their power
and to prosecute their schemes. They appeared to be entirely

devoted to each other, and on the husband’s side this affection

was unquestionably ardent and sincere. But the time was at

hand when Sumroo’s true character was about to develop itself,

and to show to the world that she possessed ambition, forti-

tude, and duplicity, to a degree that woman has seldom
exhibited. To share her husband’s wealth and power became
too little for her aspiring mind

;
she longed to possess undivided

rule and greatness; and in order to compass the object at

which her wishes aimed, she 'conceived and executed a plot

which has scarcely a parallel in the annals of history.

A slight disposition to mutiny, excited in all probability by
Sumroo herself, or the Begum, as she was now called, mani-
fested itself among that portion of Le Vassu’s army, appropri-
ated as a body-guard to himself and his wife. The latter, then
only twenty-five years of age, artfully exaggerated the danger
to her husband whose unsuspecting confidence she entirely

possessed, and contrived, through her private agents, to get

intelligence conveyed to him, that the rebels had formed a plan

to seize and imprison him. She then advised instant flight, in

which she would gladly accompany him. The two then, acting

apparently in concert together, packed up all their jewels, their

treasure, and every valuable which they possessed. Loaded

with these, they started by night from their palace, with only

a few devoted guards and attendants. The whole of the fol-

lowing scene was projected by the ambitious lady, and fell out

as she had anticipated. Towards morning the attendants in

great alarm announced that they were pursued; and our

heroine, in well-feigned despair, vowed, that if their escort was

overcome, and the palanquins stopped, she would stab herself

to the heart. The artful Begum had not overrated the devoted

attachment of her husband. As she anticipated, Le Vassu, on

hearing her resolution, declared that he never would survive

her, and that the moment he knew of her death should be his

last, for he would instantly follow her example, and blow out

his brains. Soon after, the pretended rebels came up, and after

a short skirmish drove back the attendants. This was the mo-

ment for the Begum’s purpose. She desired the attendants

around her palanquin, which was at a short distance from the

spot where LeVassu was placed, to begin the part she had taught

them. Some of them burst into loud lamentations^ and others

ran around the vehicle where their mistress was, wringing their

hands, and acting all the signs of excessive grief. Le Vassu

heard the screams, and his wife’s female slave on the instant

rushed up tuhim with a bloody shawl in her hand, exclaiming

—“ The Begum is dead! the Begum has killed herself!” True

to his vow, the unfortunate husband no sooner heard the words,

than he pulled out a pistol, and shot himself dead on the spot.

When the wily lady heard the welcome report, she started from

her palanquin, mounted her horse, galloped up to the troops,

and demanded their allegiance. In her harangue she did not

affect to conceal her instrumentality in her husband’s death

but avowed it, exhibiting to them the treasures, which her late

husband would have carried away ,
and would have defrauded

she said, his brave soldiers of their share of, had she not been

more faithful to them. By this artful view of the subject, and

her promise of immediate payment of all arrears, the soldiers

yielded at once to her authority. At their head she marched

back to her palace, and the great beauty of her form and face

confirmed her subjects in their allegiance.

The Begum, having thus unscrupulously waded to undivided

power through her husband’s blood, showed the clear-sighted-

ness of her understanding by the steps she took to seat herself

firmly in her acquisition. Seeing distinctly that a state of

small size like hers could not exist long in troublesome times

without some powerful ally, she prudently threw herself under

the protection of the Hon. East India Company, who confirmed

her in her possession, on the condition that at her death it

should revert to the British. She then set herself assiduously

to the cares of government; and if we may judge from the dis-

cription of the British officers who visited her territory at

various subsequent periods, her reign must have been marked

by no ordinary prudence.

Of the widowed Begum’s warlike career, Colonel Skinner

states, that he has often, during his service with the Mahrattas,

seen her, then a beautiful young woman, leading on her troops

in person in the field.

On all occasions she displayed the most undaunted courage

and striking presence of mind. Her troops were not numerous

enough to render her a very powerful ally, but she contrived

always to benefit and enrich herself In this manner she served

the British faithfully during the various Indian wa,rs, and even

when she grew old she retained her love of fighting. At the

siege of Bhurtpore, the martial dame, then a veteran, was most

anxious to share the glory (and prize-money, says Captain

Mundy), and harassed the commander-in chief to permit her to

support him with her retainers, but the chief, to her great

chagrin, always declined her offer.

( To be concluded in our next

)
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BATTLE OF HOHENLINDEN.

After a long suspension of hostilities, consequent upon
negotiations between Great Britain and the contending

powers, Austria and France, the two latter determined to

take the field again. Austria had acquired strength by re-

pose; her troops had all the enthusiasm of a new army, and

was commanded by the Archduke Ferdinand—a young,

ardent, and resolute prince, possessed of great personal

brsvGry
The archduke passed the Iser on the 29th of November,

debouched by Muldorf and by Crayburg, bore upon the left

of the French army, and threatened to cut off its communi-
cations. This was a bold and well-concerted manoeuvre:

but the ground being wet and full of ruts, the Austrian forces

were obliged to take up a position. They established them-

selves in front of Ampfingen, and covered the plain and the

heights with their columns.

Night having set in, Ney contented himself with following

the line of their advanced posts along their front; but day-

break was still distant when he perceived them in motion.

He saw them first

reduce, then extin-

guish their fires

;

and, not doubting
that they were pre-
paring to march
towards him, he
made ready to re-

ceive them. Nor
indeed were they
long in debouch-
ing. They threw
heavy masses of

cavalry upon his

eentre, drove in his

advanced posts,

and threatening
his right wing and
his rear, pushed
dense columns of

infantry towards
the woods of Ar-
chau and Hasslach

.

But Ney, who had
a quick eye upon
their motions, de-

spatched General
Ruffin to the

woods, and direct- r „ . „
ed General Deper-

fARCHDCKE Ferdinand endeavouring

rieres to occupy

endeavouring to reach St. Christophe. The prince himself
occupied the causeway of Haag ; and the Austrian army, re-
suming its movement, persisted in endeavouring to turn the
French. Unfortunately for the Imperialists, the season was
not favourable to such vast combinations. The ground, as
we have before observed, was broken up, and the lateral
columns were obliged to follow narrow and difficult roads,
cut up by waggons, and rendered almost impassable by the
h*avy rains. That alone pursued by the archduke had a
firm and spacious causeway. This difference in the roads
necessarily caused a great difference in the march, and it was
upon this circumstance that Moreau formed his plan of
battle.

Nev. and the remainder of Grenier’s troops, had established
tnemseives on tne left of Hohenlinden

;
Grouchy held all the

approaches to the forest, which extended as far as the village;
and the reserve, in position on the right, reached from St.

Christophe to Ebersburg. Moreau perceived all the advan-
tages which time and locality afforded him, and did not de-
spair of overpowering the centre before the forces by which
it was to be supported could be formed into line. Grenier
received orders not to seek the enemy, but only to endeavour

to check their ad-
vance if they ap-

peared. Riche-
panse was sent
into the forest to

take them in flank;

but they already
occupied every
glade and every
path, and the

French generalwas
obliged to engage
them, although se-

parated from the
forces which fol-

lowed him. He
continued to ad-
vance, neverthe-
less, and reached
the nucleus of the
defile. The Aus-
trians being here
entangled in deep
glens, he charged
and broke them.
Their ranks being

thus thrown into

confusion, Moreau
- soon perceived

TO DISLODGE THE FRENCH TROOPS.]
tbe jr wavering
and indecision.

the village. Both of these officers were active, brave,
and devoted; and the archduke exhausted himself in useless
efforts to dislodge them. In vain did he bring up his columns
to the charge—in vain did he press upon the centre and left

wing of the French: he was always repulsed, and kept in
check upon every point. The courage of the republican sol-

diers vied with the talents of their leaders; and they not only
drove back the enemy’s columns, but pursued, overthrew,
and forced some of them to lay down their arms.
The disproportion in numbers was, however, too great to

allow of Ney’s further continuing the contest; he, therefore,
retired slowly and in good order, without allowing the cavalry,
which pressed upon him, to obtain tbe least advantage. A
piece of cannon, 1,200 prisoners, and so unequal a combat
maintained during a whole day, already formed a noble feat
of arms. But what renders it still more admirable, and
stamped it with real importance, was the fact, that it broke
the movement of the archduke, and gave Moreau time to

collect his forces.

The Austrians, fancying that the French army was retir-

ing, began to pursue it. Kinmayer was advancing upon
Darfen, Baillet marching towards Prievendorf, and Riczel

Judging, therefore, that Richepanse was driving them
before him, he forced them back into the wood. Ney gives

the following account of this part of the action, which he

himself directed :

—

“ At six o’clock in the morning, the enemy, with consider-

able force, consisting principally of artillery, attacked us near

Hohenlinden, on the high road to Muldorf, directing their

greatest efforts against the right of General Grouchy, who
received them with vigour. Soon after, my division was
warmly attacked, and the enemy began to gain the heights

of Krainaker. The general-in-chicf, judging that they were
not yet entirely free from the defile, ordered a general attack.

The columns of attack debouched upon Hohenlinden, in

order to reach the height on the left near Krainaker, and
that on the road to Burkrain, which the enemy already occu-

pied in strong force. The velocity of the manoeuvre, to-

gether with the vigour of the attack, obliged the enemy to

make a precipitate retreat. It was now twelve o’clock. At
this juncture Grouchy’s division, on my right, forced the

enemy’s left to make a retrograde movement, and the rout of

the latter was soon complete.
“Having become masters of the defile of Mattenpot, a
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quantity of artillery and ammunition-waggons fell into our
bands. General Heudelet’s brigade, in which was Adjutant-
general Puffin, pursued the routed enemy as far as the last-

named village, and effected a junction with Richepanse’s
division, which had just debouched upon this point, and was
vigorously beset. The two generals acted in concert, to force

the latter to a complete retreat upon Haag. Meanwhile, the

column on the right, under the command of the Archduke
John, began to debouch upon Preiserdorf and Hartofen, in

order to develop the left of Bonnet’s division; whilst a second
column from Burkrain had already begun to emerge from the
forest, and advance by a cross road upon Hohenlinden. But
the two last battalions of the 163rd, the battalions of grena-
diers, the 76th, the 13th dragoons, and the 19th cavalry, were
placed by echelons upon the several openings. These, in

conjunction with Bonnet’s division, succeeded not only in

keeping the enemy in check, but even in repulsing them with
loss.

“ General Heudelet’s brigade having skirted the wood, and
driven the enemy as far as Haag, I directed that it should
return towards Schnauping, with the 8th regiment of chas-

seurs, in order to follow the enemy, who seemed to be obtain-

ing some success on our left. This brigade took up its posi-

tion in front of the village, and was upon the flank of the

enemy, who had taken up theirs behind Burkrain. It was
now seven o’clock in the evening.
“The combined movements of the neighbouring divisions,

together with the vigorous exertions of that under my com-
mand, made us masters of eighty pieces of cannon, an im-
mense number ofammunition-waggons, many pairs of colours,

and about 6,000 prisoners, among whom were several general
officers, and a great number of distinguished field officers.

“ The brigadier-generals of my division generally, the offi-

cers of every rank, and the men of every corps, did their duty
on this memorable day.”

Such was the fate of the archduke’s forces. Pressed and
forced back upon each other, the columns could not with-
stand the shock of the French army, and they either dispersed
or laid down their arms. The lateral columns were not more
fortunate. Before night the French had taken 100 pieces of

cannon and 11,000 prisoners ; 6,000 Austrians were left dead
on the field of battle, whilst the French had not 300 hors de-

combat.

Having achieved this splendid feat, the republicans made
ready to gather the fruits of their victory. They accordingly
marched upon the Inn, and prepared to turn the Tyrol, for the

purpose cf seizing the communications between Vienna and
Italy; but the undertaking was by no means unattended with
difficulty. It was necessary to cross a deep and precipitously

imbedded river, which Turenne himself had pointed out as a
formidable line of defence. Nevertheless, if the passage were
not surprised, it would be impossible to isolate the scattered

corps of the imperial army. Moreau therefore resolved to make
the attempt. His centre and right wing rested upon Rosenheim;
Ney advanced upon Muldorf, to carry the tete-de-pont which
covered that place. Unfortunately, the immense plain, which
separated the Inn from the Iser, prevented him from pressing
the work with vigour. The enemy might have debouched upon
Crayburg, and placed the French army in peril. Ney sought a
means of securing it from this danger, and calculated on the
possibility of carrying Crayburg, which would enable him the
more easily to become master of Muldorf. Having explored
the banks of the Inn, he fancied he perceived a ford at a little

distance from Eusdorf. N On questioning the peasants, he found
all of his opinion, that the river was fordable in that place.

The unanimity of their opinions on this point made him resolve
to try what confidence might be placed on their information.

He therefore directed his engineers to sound the depth of the
water, and ascertain whether or not the troops could cross.

The engineers expressed some doubt; but as the capture of

Crayburg would have offered so many advantages towards
effecting that of Muldorf, by bringing to a turn the movement
on the right, and forcing many very important openings, he
insisted upon trying the experiment. The water was too deep,
and he was forced to give up all idea of this coup-de-main.
Though unable to carry the place, he determined at all events

to occupy one of the hamlets which supported it, and requested
the Austrian general opposed to him to give up Altmuldorf
As Ney’s artillery commanded the position, the Austrian dared
refuse. He sought, however, to gain time; and answered that
Kinmayer alone could order the delivery of such a post. Kin-
mayer, he said, was absent, having been sent for by the arch-
duke; but was expected to return in a few hours, and would
donbtless before night comply with the French general's de-
mand. Kinmayer did not, however, return, but was superseded
by Schwartzenburg, who gave up two-thirds of the village to
the French. The latter general then applied to Ney for a sus-
pension of arms during four hours. Ney granted him three,
and all seemed ag^in to promise peace.
The right wing of the French having crossed the Ino, the

Austrians continued their retreat, and Ney advanced upon
Muldorf. He found the Imperialists still occupying the right
bank

;
they were beginning to destroy the bridge. He therefore

pressed his march, and summoned them to retire immediately.
They refused at first, but he threatened to destroy them with
grape-shot if they delayed—upon which they withdrew. The
citizens then ran to the bridge, and soon extinguished the fire

which had begun to consume it. Ney immediately pushed on
to Crayburg, saved also the remains of the bridge of that town,
and then proceeded to Burkhausen. Here the discussion was
longer, and the negotiation less successful.

The place was strong, well stocked with provisions—not very
distant from Brannau, then occupied by the Austrian forces,
and the garrison was well disciplined. Colonel Wacquant re-
fused to surrender without the usual ceremonies. Ney urged,
that it was as easy to turn him as to crush him with shot and
shells: still this stickler for the forms of war would listen to

nothing, and insisted upon a regular summons. During this

parley the cannon began to sound in the direction of Salzburg;
a sharp action was taking place there, which rendered the
governor more anxious for delay; but Decaen had advanced to

Lauffen, and was busy in the destruction of the hopes with which
the Austrian beguiled himself. Ney refused to submit to his ridi-

culous demands and pay him the honours which he solicited.

He therefbre prepared to cross the Salza. This proved suffi-

cient; Wacquant in alarm abandoned the place, and retreated

to Brannau. Lauffen and Salzburg als < opened their gates to

the republicans.

The Austrians could no longer maintain themselves in the
Tyrol. The French were also on the point of communicating
with the army of Italy. Thus would the two republican
armies be soon able to act in concert, and their operations

become more prompt and decisive; and thus would Austria

be forced to submit to peace. And indeed General Meerfeld
soon presented himself with a flag of truce at the advanced
posts of the French; but the Aulic Council, always infatu-

ated with Great Britain, again pretended that they could not

treat without the concurrence of that power. The French
refused to listen to such strange scruples, and continued their

movement. Ney had arrived upon the Ems, and nearly

overtaken the Austrian rear-guard. He was directed to con-

tinue his pursuit; but he could not reach the enemy without
crossing the plain, and he was not sufficiently strong to en-

counter the cavalry by which it was covered. Unable,
therefore, to employ force, he had recourse to stratagem. He
demanded an interview with Schwartzenburg, represented to

that general the hopelessness of the struggle and the danger
of resistance : in short, he performed his part so well, that he
obtained, without firing a shot, that which he did not feel

limself strong enough to carry by arms. The prince gave up
the whole country to him, and peaceably withdrew behind
•;he Ips. This was Ney’s last feat in this memorable cam-
paign.

LOVE.
Dr. Johnson being asked by a lady what love was, replied*

it was the wisdom of the fool, and the folly of the wise*
' Dryden, being once asked the same question, said, it was a
thing he had often seen, felt, and heard of, but never could
understand.
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ANNA BOLEYN:
An Historical Romance.

CHAPTER II.—

(

Continued.)

Henry could not restrain his vexation at this; and on his

return, after having yielded to the pressing importunities of

Sir Thomas to revisit Hever, he vented his anger in passionate

exclamations. “By the holy apostles!” cried he, “that wilful

wench must have a care how she play too free with us ; I swear
by the beard of St. Luke, that if she do not show herself a little

more grateful for the honour of our notice, I will batter her
father’s towers about her ears, and fill these moats with the dead
bodies of her race.” However, on the second visit of Henry to

Hever House, he was more fortunate. Anna could not avoid

being seen by him, for his visit was accidentally timed at the

moment when she was seated alone with her father. The royal

ingenuity soon invented a means, of obtaining a tete-a-tete with

the lady of his passionate desires; (to say of his love would be
to prostitute the term;) and he threw himself at her feet, ex-

claiming in imploring accents—
“ You hate me!—my love inspires you with detestation, and my

presence is odious to you! I will leave you, then, to enjoy the
thought that you have made of me the most miserable of men;
nothing can evermore tear your dear image from my heart.

Your cruelty shall cover Europe with misery; all the world
shall share my despair. I will seek death in the midst of battle

as the lowest of my soldiers. War and devastation shall follow

on my traces. I will be the curse of the universe entire, since I

have so deserved the contempt of her whose favour I alone am
ambitious of deserving.”

The most ardent passion animated the voice and manly figure

of Henry. The sincerity of his words beamed in his handsome
countenance, and hung on his trembling accents. Anna felt

touched; six months of solitude had deadened in her heart her
recent love for Percy. Her eyes were cast down beneath the
amorous gaze of the prostrate monarch. She feebly essayed to

withdraw her hand from his grasp; she had not the heart to

look with indifference on a king, in the humble posture of a
man before the woman of his ardent admiration.

“ I do not hate you,” she softly said. “ The Boleyns suck
with their mother’s milk, a love for the princes of the house of
Lancaster.”

“ You only love me, then as your king. Ah! would you cause
my death by the expression of so much cold indifference?

”

The emotion of the lover might have ended in gaining* the
heart of the lady, which was already touched by the accent of
truth that accompanied his words, but Anna s looks were at that
mom nt accidentally cast upon the grave portraits of her
family. That of Elizabeth Gray, before which she had often
dreamed, restored her to her presence of mind. She replied to

the kneeling prince in the words of the virtuous widow of King
Edward.

“ Sire, I am not of a rank sufficiently elevated to become
your wife, and I am too proud ever to be your concubine.”

“ I swear by Heaven! that if you will only love me, you
shall be my wife,” cried Henry tossing his arm wildly in the air.

“ I will give you ray throne, and in the innumerable difficulties

that I must vanquish in order to do so, you will see earnest
proofs of the strength of my love.”

“ Ah sire, a bloody crown! a murder, perhaps.”
“ No; neither blood nor murder, trust in my power, it shall

be exercised to the utmost; and.you shall be Queen of England.”
On quitting Hever House, the kihg, accompanied by Brian,

galloped back to Greenwich.
“ Has your highness come to terms with the fair one?” said

Brian, familiarly addressing his royal master.
Henry was silent, and seemed plunged in a reverie.
“ The minx ! What! is not her prudery a little softened yet?

Hoes t'ie citadel still hold out?”
“ Peace, fool!”
“ Peace! My gracious liege well know9 that there is no peace

for a poor devil, on whom the pangs of curiosity have seized.

This mistress Boleyn, does she still hold herself secure within
the impregnable fortress of her virtues?”
“I have hopes!” returned the king, carelessly.
“ Ah Sire! say you so? The cunning wench has played the

prude, to enhance the value of her favours. The next visit then
all will be settled.”

“ No.”
“ No, God’s death ! Give me a girl that does not exact quite

so much homage. I should tire in the pursuit of this dainty
hit.”

“Peace! Brian!”
“ The devil! I cannot hold my peace, when I think of the

trouble my prince is taking for this ingrate! I’d carry her off,

and force her to my will.”

“ That would be no bad scheme, were it not for the family.”
“ Send them to the tower.”
“And the people! History !”

“ A pox on all! Where’s the use of being King of England, if

you frighten yourself with those insignificant things?”
“Perhaps it would be better!” said Henry thoughtfully.
“ What would be better?”
“ Peace! I say;” returned the king, sharply.

“He is mad enough for a strait jacket,” muttered Brian, as
silenced by the determined tone of the king, he rode on by his
side.

CHAPTER III.

The imperious and passionate Henry, discovering that Anna
Boleyn Avas not to be prevailed upon to yield to his amorous de-

sires, immediately set about devising a scheme that would en-

able him to gain possession of her by lawful means. For
capable as he was of penetrating deeply into the human heart,

he knew that, though he failed in interesting her as a lover,

he should not fail in touching her ambition as a king, offering

her a share of his throne.

One morning, the whole court was thrown into great con-
sternation. The king had sent for Longland, his confessor,

a priest whose services had not been required for an age be-

fore. A conference of three hours took place between the
two, and at its termination, the air of humble contrition that

Henry assumed, caused a vague sense of uneasiness in every
breast. And the inmates of the palace grouped together in

parties to consult and advise on the unusual conduct of the
king, for which they could discern no motive.

“ His highness has some scruples of conscience respecting
his marriage,” said one.

“ I understand,” observed the Countess of Surrey, “ that he
reproaches himself with having long neglected the most vir-

tuous of wives.”
“ By God !” exclaimed two or three old white-bearded

knights, “ he does not require a priest’s counsel to point out
to him how he is to return to his wife’s bed. Ha! ha!”

“ You do not comprehend!” said a grave knight of St. John.
“ The king’s scruples are respecting the validity of his mar-
riage : the queen at first espoused the Prince Arthur, who at

the time was suffering from the malady that afterwards caused
his death; and although a dispensation from the pope was
granted to Henry, to enable him to marry his brother’s

widow, still he has now begun to reflect, that in doing so, he
has committed a sin in the eye of God.”

“ And has he only begun to reflect on that eighteen years
after his union?”
“ He thinks that the sin connected with his union is the

cause of the deaths of his children. The anger of heaven re-

fuses him a male heir.”
“ And how does he mean to act? Repudiate the queen!”
“The pious and amiable Catherine! Shame! shame!”
“Aunt to the emperor! We shall be plunged into a war.”
“That will give us something to do,” chuckled some old

soldiers, rubbing their hands, with so pleasurable an antici-

pation.

While this conversation was going on among tho courtiers,

Henry was seated in a small cabinet, with Brian for a com-
panion.
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“ What means your highness?” said the former. “Con- ever, I will pray to be enabled to bear with fortitude the

science, scruples! What barbarities next?”
“ Alas, Brian! I am cursed with the anger of heaven, for

having so long lived in incestuous intercourse with my wife.”
“ Incestuous intercourse! What has that to do with us?”
“ Do you think I could support any longer such a weight of

crime, now that my eyes are opened to its enormity ?”

“ Weight of crime! Your highness speaks in parables, and
my eyes are too much closed to be able to penetrate this

mystery.”
“ Brian, you are an idiot, and your eyes will never he

opened to aught beyond a fat buck, and a tankard of spark-

ling rhenish. Get thee gone, fool!”

“Nay, your highness, be reasonable. Let me order the

barges. The wind is to the north, and we will return to

London. Let us dine on the river, and soak our mustaches
in some of the bright wines of lovely France. True, I’ve an
eye for them, and a nose fora smoking haunch. Yes or no?”

“ No, I’m in no humour.”
“ Then I will away alone. I hope this mania will not be

of long duration, or you will go right down mad.”
Brian left the king to his meditations, and whistling a merry

stave, joined his boon companions, with whom he laughed at

the follies of a prince, who so condescendingly permitted him
to treat him so freely.

Wolsey was not the man to be deceived as to the intentions
of Henry. He was aware of his private visits to Hever, but
he knew it would be useless to attempt any opposition to the

royal will, and thus his own plan of action would be to work
a counterplot, by which he might develop his secret schemes
successfully, while appearing to favour the king’s projects.

He still felt a mortal hatred against Charles the V., who had
twice trifled with the promise made to him of placing the
tiara on his brow, the great object of his ambition. He con-
templated then with delight the idea of revenging himself,
by divorcing Catherine. A few minutes sufficed for him to

conceive a bold and comprehensive scheme.
“ The time it will occupy to overcome the difficulties in

the way of the king’s desires,” thought he, “ will give him an
opportunity of triumphing over the virtue of Anna Boleyn.
For his natural obstinacy of character will not allow him to

abandon a pursuit once commenced. Catherine will be re-

pudiated—his passion for Anna gratified—and then we will

demand the hand of a princess of France, and Charles shall

be doubly humiliated.”
The passion of Henry for Anna was so little known, that

none guessed at the source whence sprung the scruples of the
king. At Hever, the circumstances that agitated the court
were not even guessed at. A gracious letter from the Cardi-
nal of York had been received there, and had spread joy and
wonder throughout that peaceful abode, for it announced a
load of favours, unhoped for, to be conferred. Sir Thomas
was named treasurer to the royal household

;
he was created

a peer, and was expected to take his seat in the Upper House.
George Boleyn was made a viscount, and charged with a
mission to Flanders. There was no mention of Anna ; her
retirement from the world suited best at present the projects
of the king. George felt considerable anxiety in quitting his

beloved sister
;
however Anna reassured him, by vowing

solemnly that she would die rather than fail for a moment in
the difficult postshe was forcing herself to play

;
and mistress

Savage promised to be near her friend, to sustain her in her
resolution, and aid her by her counsels.
When the pretended scruples of Henry reached the ear of

Catherine, she uttered no angry exclamation, nor did she give
vent to any violent emotion. She clasped her hands in an
agony of silent grief, while the big tears chased each other
down her pale cheek.
“ Is it possible?” she said, “ that he should be affected with

the scruples of his conscience, when for so many years I have
lived at peace with mine? Alas! I have always thought that
he has given but too much latitude to that conscience, which
has now become so suddenly awakened. Heaven have mercy
on me and my poor Mary! for the king, my royal master,

will never be turned from the gratification of his will. How-

afflictions that it pleases God to chastise me with.”
Then a soft remembrance of the days of her youth flitted

across her imagination, and she burst into a passion of sorrow,
exclaiming :

—

“Oh! Spain! Spain! Why have I quitted thee ? Where-
fore have I devoted myself to misery through a union which
was bought at the price of murder ?”

“ What says your highness?” timidly demanded one of her
attendants. “ A murder ! how has so awful a word found
utterance from your lips.”

“ Alas! if you will listen, I will explain to you the meaning
of my words.”
The ladies in waiting gathered around their royal and sor-

rowing mistress.

“At the time that my royal father, Ferdinand, the Catho-
lic, granted my hand to Prince Arthur, King Henry VII.
retained in captivity in the tower the young Earl of Warwick,
the last of the Plantagenet race. The unfortunate youth
(ah! from that moment I have daily offered my prayers for

him) was guilty of no crime, but my father resolved not to

ally himself with a Tudor, as long as a Warwick existed; one
of the clauses in my marriage contract was, that this young
Warwick should be put to death, in order to ensure the crown
to the dynasty I was about to marry into. Such a condition
filled me with dread, but my father told me, that causing the

death of this man could not be sinful in the eyes of God. For
the Warwicks were a proud and rebellious race, and might
seek to dethrone the Lord’s anointed, and therefore cause
much bloodshed. I married Prince Arthur, and the very day
of my nuptials the young earl had his head severed from his

body, in the presence of the Chancellor of Castille. As I

could not comprehend the political reasons that actuated my
royal father, I felt persuaded that my union, stained by the

blood of an innocent man, would one day become for me a
source of misery. Alas! alas! that day is come.”

Catherine wept, in utter anguish of spirit, heedless of the

endeavours of her noble and sympathising attendants to sooth

her.
“ There is but one source from which I can derive conso-

lation, my kind and gentle comforters,” she exclaimed, in

sobbing accents. “ In fasting and prayer at the foot, of the

altar, I can alone hope to be supported under these bitter

trials, now about to encompass me.”
With slow and measured step the queen repaired to her

library, and there, kneeling before the altar, she passed the

livelong night, praying in sad anguish of spirits.
* * ******

As soon as Sir Thomas and his son had quitted Hever, not

a day passed that Henry did not fly to the feet of his mistress.

The royal lover was anxious to secure to himself a free en-

trance to the abode of Anna
;
and doubtless, he anticipated

confidently a more prompt gratification of his passion than

that promised through legitimate means. But he was de-

ceived in his anticipations.

In so decidedly giving Anna to understand that she should

legally share his crown, he had awakened her ambition. With
such a futurity in view, Anna had armed herself against

seduction, and surrounded her heart with a complete chevaux

de frieze, that defied the efforts of the monarch. His endea-

vours to please her, were in her eye as so many snares to

entrap her virtue. The gorgeous ceremony of royal nuptials

flitted incessantly before her imagination, and sustained her

courage to resist the king’s desires.

Having once looked forward to binding her brow with the

golden circle of royalty, Anna felt no longer any feminine

weakness that would lead her to risk a sacrifice of such an
exalted hope.
She had begun to feel an interest in the king from the mo-

ment he had spoken to her of his scruples respecting the legi-

timacy of his marriage, and the certainty of procuring a

divorce from Catherine. What female is there, who would
have been insensible to such prospects? The cruel injustice

of which, the unoffending Catherine was to be the victim,

ought to have been a motive for her to refuse the overtures
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of Henry, but she had not resolution enough to oppose the

kind’s imperious will, who evinced, besides, an insuperable

repugnance to the person of his queen.

However, Anna was ultimately compelled to make a terrible

expiation for her error in yielding to her ambitious desires.

We can hardly conceive that the beauty of a woman could

have drawn on her head such abundant misery.

Anna was obliged to make a show of responding to the

affection of the monarch, (even though she had not the

slightest feeling for him,) in order to conceal from his pene-

tration the ambition that alone actuated her. It would not

have suited her fiery lover, for him to suspect that she alone

desired a share of his crown.
The king manifested the utmost impatience to possess her,

and determined to break through every obstacle, by immedi-
ately divorcing himself from Catherine, even before the pope’s

decision had arrived. Wolsey was charged with pressing his

royal master’s project to a conclusion, which, according to the

conduct of the maids of honour, was to be an end, or means,
for the prelate to attain his own object.

The demand addressed to the pope, and the consultation of

the clergy were accompanied with so much public ceremony,
that Anna could not for a moment doubt the sincerity of the

intentions of Henry towards’ her.

Whenever the presence of the king was not required at

court, he ordered his fleetest courser, and galloped to Hever,
accompanied by Brian, or the Chevalier Wiatt. The sound of

his horn announced his approach from afar, and the lady of

his love was immediately seen to mount one of the turrets of

the house, and wave her handkerchief, while the drawbridge
was slowly lowered. The whole day was passed in mutual
intercourse with each other, which the talents and lovely

conversation of Anna rendered delicious. Mistress Savage
divining that her society would be de trop

,
generally left the

lovers to themselves, and daily the king quitted his mistress

more and more intoxicated with his passion toward her.

He argued during his rides from Hever, with the worthless

Brian, on the means by which he might force a surrender of

the citadel of her virtue; while on their part, left to them-
selves, Anna and her friend were busied with a consultation

on their means of defence.

At each visit, Henry came provided with a fresh scheme to

gain his point, but as he invariably failed, the irritation of his

temper increased more and more; and Anna took a pleasure
in seeing this headstrong and wilful man more obedient to

her slightest wishes, than a well-trained child. Her tender
remembrances of Percy, doubtless, enabled her to withstand
the powerful seduction of the king, and repel his ardour with
unshaken fortitude. And she thought that a crown could
alone indemnify her, for having been so arbitrarily deprived
of him she loved, in whom was centred all her hopes of future
felicity.

The pope, besieged in the Castle de St. Auge by tbe Lans-
quenets, had other matters in his head than the whims of
Henry of England. Pie issued a bull in reply to Henry’s
letter, in which his holiness promised to examine the request
of his good son attentively, and submit it to the opinions of

the cardinals
;
and he granted him, in the meantime, per-

mission to espouse another, provided his marriage with
Catherine were declared null.

“ Ha! by the beard of St. Luke,” exclaimed Henry, in a

fury, “ does the old dotard think that I require his permission
to do that? What I want of him is at once to declare my
marriage null. The idiot! fool! What means he? To trifle

with us?”
Henry knew not what plan to adopt; he saw himself forced

to thank a conclave that had done nothing for him. He fore-

saw that his divorce would become an interminable matter of
dispute.

Courier after courier was despatched to Rome, and Wolsey, a
man of expediency, shook his head, and said that the affair had
commenced very unfavourably, and that it was ridiculous for

the king to set on foot negotiations of so grave and important
a nature, and in which he was so likely to fail, for the sake of

a wilful wench, who was amusing herself by playing the prude,

and who, probably would, in a moment of caprice, one day
abandon herself to his desires. He counselled the king to de-
part for Hever, and not to return again till after the victory,

assuring him that the virtue of a woman was more cheaply
obtained than the consent of a pope, to act against his political

interests.

Henry mounted his horse, and hastened to Hever, with a de-
termination to use his utmost art to force her to his will, but
Anna’s air of imposing dignity, and the firm command she pos-

sessed over herself, repelled the monarch, who, sighing at her
feet, was obliged to confess himself conquered; and seeing how
impossible it was to obtain any mastery over her, he determined
to leave no stone unturned to compel the pontiff to obedience to

his desires.

We should never have known the details of Anna’s long in-

terviews with the king at Hever, nor what were her real

sentiments for him, had we not accidentally obtained possession

of some of her letters, addressed to Mrs. Savage, during the

interval that the latter made a visit to her friends. We shall

extract such portions of them as are relative to her intercourse

with Henry, and such as may also more fully develop to the

reader the peculiar traits of character of so celebrated a female.

“Dear prudent friend,
“ Since you left me to myself, I no longer feel my accustomed

confidence. The ablest head in my counsel, has abandoned
me; and as I am sure that the gallant enemy will profit by
your absence, to renew his attacks, I tremble lest the citadel

should not hold out. And I also dread a nocturnal surprise.

When I retire at night, I carefully inspect every corner of my
chamber, and scrupulously bolt the doors before I dare lay down on
my bed. My solitude is absolute at the hour of repose, and you
cannot conceive how at this moment I feel my courage sink. I

turn pale at the slightest noise; if the wind rustles the leaves,

or the furniture cracks, I start up in terror, and remain a prey
to the most terrible anxiety.

“The handsome Roland (a nickname she bestowed on Henry)
thought proper to fall into a fit of sadness, previous to his de-

parture the other day. Your penetrating eye was not here to

enlighten me as to the cause. I do not imagine this sorrowful

air proceeded from the idea of our separation till the following

day
;
but rather, that daily he returns from me without effecting

his purpose. I would wager that his boon companions laugh

at him finely, and advise him as wickedly as you advise me
wisely

“ God only knows in what terms these varlets speak of me!
I almost feel the steel of the axe against my throat, when I re-

flect on the extremities to which the sarcasms of the courtiers

might impel the king. What could I do to resist the employ-
ment of force ? I, who am powerless even to raise thee in

my arras?—I should be lost. Yes, and lost to him also, for

insult to my honour should fall only on my corpse. You
perceive that my affairs may still take a serious turn.

“ The following day his highness arrived on his visit later

than usual. I divined from his agitated manner, and
incensed look, that the passion of anger had almost driven

off the passion of love. After a time, I coaxed him to inform

me of the cause of his evident annoyance. He told me that

Norris, his friend, had dared to joke him respecting his love

for me.
#

‘“That is a grave misfortune!* said I, laughing. ‘ Tell

me, in what he has presumed to offend V You know what
an aversion his highness has for raillery. The colour

mounted to his brow—his voice trembled, and he stammered
out :

‘ He said—he said, that the lion of England had be-

come the spaniel of a maid of honour.’

“I confess that I had some difficulty in restraining a burst

of anger, for the sneers of these varlets are dangerous to my
interests : however, I suppressed my emotion, and feigning

the most perfect indifference, I solicited the pardon of Nor-

ris, and laughed at the piquancy of his sarcasm, but I was
far from anticipating the fury that exploded against me.

“
‘ I see! I see !’ he exclaimed furiously, ‘ it matters little

to you whether I am loaded with ridicule or not; you have

a greater contempt for me than even my court, and delight

' in seeing me grovelling at your feet.’
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“‘Peace, ungrateful man!’ I sternly replied; ‘how dare

you to address reproaches to me; you whom I could over-

whelm with mine. What is it you desire 2 My shame 2

Why are you so annoyed at the gossip of your court 2 Are
not your intentions towards me honest ? If they are not,

come no more here, and then your anger will no longer be

called forth by the loose jests of which I am made the sub-

ject; and to which, I assure you, I am perfectly indifferent.’

“ Henry, already at my feet, was covering my hand with

his passionate kisses, and would you believe it ? he begged
permission to remain at Hever that night.

“ ‘ What can you mean V cried I, ‘ Avhat would Norris, and
other slanderous tongues, report? My reputation is already

too much exposed by your visits. My lord cardinal would
immediately put a stop to the measures already taken to

procure a divorce. If I am one day to be your wife, ought

it not now to be your care that my conduct should appear

beyond all reproach ? And if I am to remain the daughter

of Sir Thomas Boleyn only, is it not for me to be guarded, in

order to escape calumny.’
“ ‘ Always a thousand objections to my most trifling

wishes,’ exclaimed the king; ‘ you will not run the slightest

risk for me, while for you I am ready to lay down my life.’

“ I was obliged to set in opposition to the entreaties of my
royal lover, all the wise arguments with which you have filled

my giddy head; and, finally, I was successful in appeasing

him. We parted the best friends in the world, mutually ex
pressing our anxieties to meet again on the morrow.

“ Now that ambition has glided serpent-like into my breast,

and coiled itself around my heart, I feel a restlessness and
anxiety to attain the summit of my elevation. I complain
that I cannot act myself in furtherance of the grand object.

Inaction and solitude are hateful to me—time drags along

most heavily—aud I begin to think the day will never arrive

that is to see me on England’s throne, the chosen partner of

the most imperious monarch in the world. And yet there

is a still small voice that oiten whispers to my heart, ‘Im-
prudent girl ! of what do you dream? What happiness is

there to be found in the brilliant and jewelled tiara, with
which you would encircle your brows? What happiness
will you feel in being seated on an elevated seat, by a man,
clothed in the radiant robes of royalty ? Rather weave, as

you gaiiy sing, a crown of flowers, that will render you more
lovely. Seat yourself by the lover of your choice, and that

will make you more happy.’
“ Alas ! i have often my misgivings, and fancy that the bird

of ill omen is even now hovering over my head.”
* * * * * *

“ I am going to tell you some news that will surprise you.
In the first place, I have learned to hate, yes, hate most bit-

terly—most implacably; and in the next, 1 have made a great
determination without consulting you.

“ You are aware that I. had become reconciled with the
Cardinal of York, and that I held a secret correspondence
with him, in which he condescended to inform me of the
trouble he was taking to procure the divorce. He has been
in France a month seeking the support and friendship of
Francis. Of late I had received no communications from
him, which was rather suspicious. Yesterday, the king gave
me the ambassador’s despatches to read. The first thing that
I saw was, that the cardinal had officially demanded for
Henry the hand of the Princess Rene, of France.

“ ‘Your highness has no need to waste more time at Hever,’
said I, returning the papers. ‘ Your minister must be trifling

with some one in this negotiation, and it is not probable that
it is the King of France. I see 1 have nothing to expect from
your pretended love. Never hope to familiarise me with the
idea of being your concubine, and if Wolsey persists in that
notion, and yoii listen to him, let everything at once be nega-
tived between us

; make a courageous resolution, and let us
separate for life.’

. .

-
' '

“ The king threw himself for the hundredth time at my
feet, and swore that Wolsey had never been authorised by
him.
“ ‘And is it really you who can suffer such an impertinence ?

In truth I could never have believed it.’

“ He owned that the prelate could not endure to see in a
maid of honour her who was to be the successor of Catherine;

that the talents of the cardinal were necessary, even in this

instance, for his negotiations would be more quickly brought

to a favourable issue, by making it publicly imagined that he
was likely to ally himself with a princess of France.

“ ‘ I comprehend nothing of such cunning policy, I replied;

‘ Wblsey deceives and insults me. The man is a stone wall

interposed betwixt us. He has sworn my ruin. My most

bitter hatred shall openly be exercised against him.’

“Henry regarded me as I was speaking, with a countenance

beaming with as much delight as though he were about to

offer to me a casket of diamonds.
“ ‘ Let him only obtain the proper bull which will set me

free, and you shall have body, crown, and life; and then do

with Wolsey as you list.’

“ t Banish him to his diocese at York, and let me never see

him more. My revenge shall go no further.’
“

‘ I would do more than that to please you, If Wolsey be

hateful to you, I shall be in no difficulty to get rid of him;

three days’ trial, and the scaffold, will suffice.’

“ What a man! adopting this odious and extreme measure

without scruple. Gracious God ! if justice and humanity

have any value in your eye, never take from me the influence

that I possess over this stony heart.

“ The court is about to quit Greenwich. Henry has sup-

plicated me to abandon Hever, and repair to Loudon, when
I shall occupy a palace be has prepared for me. He means
publicly to announce his intentions, and will surround me
with the very elite of the nobility. I accepted the proposal.

The king expects me, and wiil return no more here.

“My reign has commenced. Star of the Boleyns, chase

away the clouds that diminish thy brightness, and rival, in

lustre the sun itself ! My whole soul is now devoted to glory I”

CHAPTER IV.

Anna was right when she said “ the star of the Boleyns

would rival the sun in its lustre;” for from the period of her

arrival in London, it had been continually ascending. Un-
observing people took no notice of the unobtrusive departure

from court of a young maid of honour, but were shortly stu-

pified by seeing her return in triumph; and stupefaction

changed to amazement when they beheld her installed in a

palace, situated near Hampton Court, presented to her by the

great Henry. The assiduous court of the toad-eating para-

sites, ever found in the precincts of a courtly residence, and

the prolonged visits of the king himself, soon explained the

mystery of his majesty’s religious scruples about his mar-

riage, which had hitherto been incomprehensible. there

was no other subject of conversation. Each saw plainly wnat

they had before dreamt of, and referred to a variety of fore-

gone observations and remarks, which nobody heard them
deliver, to prove they had not been deceived, but from the

first had prophesied what would come to pass. Even my
lord cardinal let not a day pass by, without rendering Anna
his priestly homage. Another might bear the title, but in

truth, Anna was Queen of England.
The impatience and love of Henry augmented almost to

the height of depriving him of the very little reason he ever

possessed
;
and the proceedings for the divorce of Catherine

proceeded with redoubled activity; and from a pretty face,

and a fit of royal gallantry, arose events which disturbed the

repose of kingdoms for three centuries.

Henry’s mornings were passed, shut up with learned doc-

tors, who were compelled to interpret Holy Writ according

to his fancy; and from John o’Groatsto Land’s-end, all his

subjects became Theologians; and in many instances, severe

arguments led to hasty blows. An envoy extraordinary was
despatched to the pope, and in order to procure the adhesion

of his holiness to the royal views. The individual chosen
was Sir Thomas Boleyn, the father of the young lady whose
personal charms had caused such dissension among the holy
and learned of the land.
The young and lovely espoused the cause of Anna, while

the aged aud pious matrons vigorously pronounced for the
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devoted Catherine. And as the youthful voices were the

loudest, it may well be imagined that Anna’s cause made the

most noise in the kingdom.
,

Sir Thomas Boleyn, now created Earl of Wiltshire, pro-

ceeded on his delicate mission; and in the meantime, time

was not allowed to sleep in the capital. Catherine was exiled

to Greenwich, where, not contented with her previous self-

humiliations, she believing her present persecutions to result

from the anger of heaven, for some unknown sins which she

had committed, mortified herself anew, and reduced her
frame to a mere skeleton, by rigorous fast and mortification.

Henry insisted, ihat at the period of his marriage with

C atherine he verbally protested against it as illegal, and vari-

ous lay and clerical lords were called upon to corroborate his

assertion, who with one accord declared they remembered
something, although they did not distinctly know what, be-

cause at the time they took no notice of it.

In due course the Earl of Wiltshire returned, and the com-
mission of his holiness was opened. The Latin language of

Campoggio, which nobody listened to, lasted five hours. He
spoke of the see of Rome, of the courage, the dangers, and the

captivity of the pope; and of the death of the Constable de
Bourbon. In short, he spoke of everything but the subject

about which he had to speak. However, he ended by saying a
few words in praise of the general piety of his sacred majesty
tlie King of England, and promised him, if he were an obedient
son, he would find in the pope an indulgent master.

At the conclusion of my lord the legate’s very unintelli-

gible speech, Catherine rose, and a fter a fierce denunciation
of the king, the pope, the minister, and all their proceedings,
she left the court followed by her attendants, nor would she
return, notwithstanding the ushers, as in duty bound, pro-
claimed aloud that as defendant in the trial, it was her duty
to be present.

Her departure created a new difficulty; but my lord car-

dinal consented to allow the proceedings to take their course,
so the difficulty was got over. However, what with tedious
speeches and interminable examinations of witnesses, and
reading of documents, Henry’s patience was quite exhausted;
so advancing to Cardinal Campeggio, he plucked him by the
sleeve of his robe, aud said to him in a firm and resolute
vo ce ;

—
“ 1 believe, Signor Legate, that you are the bearer of a bull

from his holiness, and that it is your intention to publish the
said bull, should you judge fit to pronounce for the divorce.”

*• Fetr nothing, most sacred majesty, I have received from
our common father the necessary instructions. The paternal
solicitude of the representative of Saint Peter, is with me on
the shores of Albion.”

“I do not talk to you about instructions most pious legate.

I care not for instructions. I tell you the divorce can he
pronounced in no way but by a bull from his holiness—I hope
you have brought it.”

The verbose Campeggio was about to commence a new
harangue, but the good king feeling no disposition to follow
his Italian eminence in the sweet wilds of the garden of his
eloquence, fixed on the old priest astern look, and with quiet
determination demanded if the people of Rome knew such
words as “ Yes,” and “ No.”
“lor,” continued he, *'

if the pope is playing with me—if

you are not the bearer of this bull, your presence here, your
Latin humbug, and your saintly sighs, are all .a mockery,

—

and, by my faith, if the representative of Saint Peter thinks
he can trifle with the King of England, lie will find himself
mistaken. You will therefore, before proceeding further
with the trial, be kind enough to hand me over the bull, that
I may be aware how it will end.”
The king turned his back on the cardinal, on whose coun-

tenance indecision was most legibly depicted.

( To be continued.)

DEATH OF A GREENWICH PENSIONER.
Died lately of extreme old age, a noted dependent on Green-

wich Hospital, named “ Old Hardy.” Some ten years ago, a
large water-dog, of the Russian breed, escaped from a vessel
when off Greenwich, and wandered about that town for
several days, without any one paying any particular attention
to him. During that period, a child, while at play on the es-
planade of the Royal College, fell into the river, aud would have
met with a watery grave, but for the timely assistance of the
stray animal. He had been watching there for his lost ship,

and, on observing the accident, he plunged over the pier, seized
the child, and swam with it a considerable distance to the landing
place. Such an heroic action attracted the sympathy of the
gallant old tars, and the noble animal now shared the rations of
many a mess. Nor was this liberality confined to the pensioners,

but was shared in by the governor, Sir T. Hardy, from whose
patronage and kindness to him, he received the soubriquet of
“ Old Hardy.” The dog now found his way into the hospital, and
took up his quarters in the main guard-house. He never
attached himself particularly to any individual, but was con-
stantly to be found among the men on duty for the day, to whom
he became a valuable assistant, and in whose mess lie was a
welcome mate. It is a regulation of the hospital to exclude all

dogs unless led by their owners, and “ Old Hardy” soon took
upon himself this office—a duty which he carried out to the

letter, as well as to the discomfiture of many an unfortunate cur
that dared to intrude. Among the visiters he had manv
patrons, and a halfpenny or a penny bestowed upon him was
immediately carried to the tripe shop in the market, where he
would deposit the money on the counter, and wait until lie had
received the full value for it. He knew the difference, likewise,

between the two coins, and a farthing he would refuse with

scorn. Latterly he would not go to market alone, but when he

received any gift lie would go to the guard-house, show his

money, and appear restless until some one offered to accompany
him. It is supposed that he had been frequently waylaid and
robbed, his old age preventing him from avoiding or resenting

such an outrage, and that he adopted that mode fi>r security.

The late warm summer was a severe trial to old “Hardy.”
During the hottest period of the day he was often to be een

wandering along the beach, immersed to his chin in the wtter,

and occasionally indulging in a swim after a piece of wood some
urchin would throw in for his amusement. “ Old Hardy” was
a noble appendage to a seaman’s institution, as a finer specimen
of the curly-haired water-dog w:is rarely to be seen. The old

pensioners buried him in the shrubbery, betwixt the outer and
inner west gates.

A SWEDISH TYRANT.

Christian laid hold of Sir Lindorm Ribbing in Jonkoping

and beheaded him and his servants. Shortly after, seeing by

chance Sir Lindorm’s two little boys, the one eight, the other

six years old, and fearing their revenge at a future period, he

determined to make away with them both. The eldest boy

was led out first, and was beheaded. The younger looked at the

streaming blood and the red stains on his brother's clothes, with-

out knowing what it meant; hut when he was led out, he turned

with childish innocence to the executioner, and said, “ Dear
man don’t stain my shirt like my brother’s; for then mamma
will whip me.” The executioner melted at these words, threw

the sword from him, and said, “ I would rather blood my
own shirt than thine.” But the tiger-hearted Christian, who
had been an eye-witness of this heart-rending spectacle, was

not to be touched by it; in a fury, he called for a more

savage servant, who struck off the head of the innocent child

and the compassionate executioner .—Andefs FiyxclTs History

of Sweden.
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A SOLDIER’S FETE CHAMPETRE.
At Galister the troops remained from the 4th of May to

to the 21st, and the 28th regiment, which had signalised itself

in Albuera, determined on the 16th, the second anniversary

of that battle, to give a dinner to Sir Rowland and the stall

of the second division. But they had neither tables nor

chairs. This did not deter them from their purpose, and in-

genuity, never wanting where there is inclination, soon in-

vented a mode of giving a banquet al fresco. Lieutenant

Irwin selected the softest and most even piece of turf he

could find, on which he marked out the due length and

breadth of a table for no less than one hundred guests. The
turf was carefully pared off, and a trench was dug^ round it

large enough for all the company. The table was formed in

the centre, of the sods and mould duly levelled and excavated

to give ample room for the legs, and then the green turf was

once more gently laid on, and supplied the place of a table-

cloth. Each officer invited, was desired to bring his own
knife, fork, and plate, and not to be particular about having

them changed. The cookery was of the most substantial

order, the heavy artillery of field cuisne. There were pon-

derous joints roasted, and ponderous joints boiled
;
there was

soup in abundance, in which the shreds of meat gave assu-

rance that it was, at least, unsparingly concocted
;
there were

pies baked in camp kettles turned upside down, of dimensions

and quality Friar Tuck would not have disdained. Then
came the cordial welcome of the chief guest, the man who
never had an enemy but on public grounds, whose bland

smiles set the company at ease, while his genuine dignity

prevented in his presence every word and every act that did

not perfectly become it .—Life of Lord Hill.

NEEDLESS SLAUGHTER OF BRITISH SOLDIERS.

“ It is certainly a great thing to fight a great battle, and
against such a general as Wellington, and such troops as the

British, a man may be well excused if he thinks twice ere he

puts his life and fame, the lives and fame of thousands of his

cauntrymen, the weal and woe of nations, upon the hazard

of an event which may be decided by the existence of a ditch

five feet wide, or by the single blunder of a single fool, or the

confusion of a coward, or by any other circumstance however
trivial. The French artillery played heavily on the light and
seventh divisions. The former, forced to keep near the fords

in column, lest a sudden rush of cavalry should carry off the

guns on the fiat ground, were plunged into at every round, yet
suffered little loss, because the clayey soil, saturated with rain,

swallowed the shot and smothered the shells; but it was a
matter of astonishment to see the seventh division kept on
open and harder ground by its commander, and in one liuge
mass tempting the havoc of this fire for hours, when a hun-
dred yards in its rear, the rise of the hill and the thick forest

would have entirely covered it, -without in any manner
weakening the position.” Upon this passage the author
makes the following remarks:—“The bleeding and mangled
corpse of every soldier of the seventh division killed on this

occasion, and who by more skilful leading might have been
saved, offers a ghastly illustration of the value of the present
system of promotion

;
a system that counts, and can count, for

nothing, the knowledge and abilities of those to whom the
lives of men are entrusted. .1 purposely say that according to
the present system, talents can count for nothing, because the
moment wrealth can raise an officer of the humblest mediocrity
over the ablest officer in the profession who happens to be poor,
there is an end to the just claim of merit. The authorities
become, to a certain extent, powerless; a candidate may plead
talent, courage, knowledge, and services, and these may all

be granted but the next step of promotion is for sale, and
must be paid for; if the purchaser proved a clever fellow, so
much the better; if not—silence, cousin, and shuffle the
cards!”

SCRAPS.

“So Captain Silk has just arrived at Versailles I find.” said a

lady. “Heavens! what a name for a soldier.” “ The best name in
the world,” said Horace Smith, who was standing by her at the

time, “for silk you know can never be worsted.”

A down-east chap, walking with a lady accidentally stumbled
and fell. The lady, thinking to commiserate his mishap, obser-
ved that she regretted his unlucky faux pas. “ I didn’t hurt my
fore-paws,” he replied, “ it was my knee.”

A certain lady of quality, sending her Irish footman to fetch
home a pair ofnew stays, strictly charged him to take a coach, if

itrained, for fear of wetting them; but a great shower of rain fall-

ing, the fellow returned with the stays dripping wet
; and being

severely reprimanded for not doing as he was ordered to do, he
said he had obeyed her orders. 41 How, then,” answered the lady,
“ could the stays be wet, if you took them into the coach with
you?” “No,” replied Teague, “I knew my place better, I did
not go into the coach, but rode behind, as I am always used to

do.”

Captain Durham having during the long war, been ordered
to join Lord Nelson, who was blockading a fleet superior in force

off Cadiz, in a few days after his arrival the enemy was reported
to be on the move, Captain Durham sent to Lord Nelson to re-

mind his lordship that there were 750,000 dollars on board the

Defiance, which he had brought out from England, and to in-

quire what was to be done with them, Lord Nelson answered,
“ If the Spaniards come out, fire the dollars at them, and pay
them off in their own coin.”

Mr J. once objected to the competency of a witness, alleging

that he was non compos. The court granted leave to test the

matter. “ Can you tell me, my friend, the difference between
likewise and also ?” “ May be as ’ou I can,” replied the witness.

“ Go on sir; let us hear.” “ Well, you see as ’ou Colonel P. is a

lawyer.” “ Very well,” said the counsel. “ And you is a lawyer

also.'' “ Very well.” “Colonel P. is likewise a gentleman.”
“ Very well.” “ But you is not likewise.” The lawyer was dumb.

The other day, as a flock of pigeons flew over the house of

a gentleman in Loclicarron, he shot one ofthe birds. It dropped

down the chimney into a pot of soup which hung over the fire!

I remember a bachelor friend of mine going out one day for

half an hour’s walk, and not coming home for a month. He
happened to fall in with an old acquaintance who was going on a

journey collecting orders for some house in the city, and he

went with him. The first notification received of his where-

abouts was by a letter dated from the Orkneys. “ Strange man,

that Mr. ,” said his landlady; “but he has sent me a check

for his rent, and of course he has a right to stay away from

home if he pleases;” and that was precisely all she cared about

it.— The New London Magazine.

A Scotch clergyman, a strict catechist, in examining one of

his flock a short time since, thus addressed her:— “ Janet, can

you tell me how Adam fell?” Janet fell a laughing, and an-

swered, “Oh, my bonniedear doctor, you’re nae serious!” “Very
serious, indeed,” said the doctor. Janet (whose husband’s name
happened to be Adam) then said, “ Weel, weel, sin’ ye will hae t,

doctor, you see Adam just gaed o’er the tither night to Lucky
Liston’s for half a mutchkin of whiskey, when an oar lyiug on

the road took his foot, o’er Adam fell—and that’s the hale

truth of the matter.”

We overheard the following definition in Tottenham Court

Road. The author of it was a cabman :—“ I say, Bill, look at

that ’ere thin ’un. I’m jigger’d if he isn’t in training to go

down a gas-pipe.”

Luxury will be the ruin of us. We shall fall like Hannibal,

before its enervating influence; its effects are already spreading

amongst the agricultural labourers; one of them applied at an

ironmonger’s shop in Keighley, on Monday last for “ a penny

worth of cart-oil, and let it be scented.”
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THE APPARITION SEEN BY BARON KONIGSMARK.

Baron Konigsmamc;, a young German nobleman, in the

winter of the year 1778, had retired from Vienna with a

party of his loose and dissipated companions to profane the

Christmas by their riotous debaucheries at his country house

a few miles from the Austrian Metropolis. They had not long

abandoned themselves to the indulgence of these desperate

orgies when a sudden and unexpected gloom was cast over the

party by the extraordinary depression of spirits and dejection

of countenance which were observed to take possession of their

host : all his vivacity had departed—he fled from the society

which he had so solicitously collected round him ; his laugh

became forced
;

his eye was fixed upon the ground, and his

attention always wandering from the present topic of con-

versation or amusement ;
his mind was occupied with a subject

that distressed it; and if unchecked by the visible melancholy

of the master of the mansion, the spirits of the guests arose to

their accustomed vivacity as the wine and jest and song and
laughter circulated about ,the table, a sigh, coming from
the very inmost recesses of the heart, with a painful and
laborious eff »rt, as if it would rend the bosom from which it

with difficulty escaped, instantly checked the awakening gaiety

of the party, and in spite of every endeavour of Baron
Konigsmark to restore a brighter tone of feeling, communicated '

a sympathetic sadness to the associates. It was in vain that

he attempted to silence the inquiries of the guests on the sub-
ject of his uneasiness ; they were convinced he was ill or had
met with some loss at play, or was crossed in love: and his

denial of all these imputations only excited a more eager
curiosity to be informed of the real origin of his depression.

Thus urged he at last determined to reveal the secret that so

painfully distressed him.
The night before on his retiring to bed after his servant was

dismissed, and his light extinguished, he had heard a noise re-

sembling the fluttering of a dove at his chamber window. This
attracted his attention to the spot: when looking in the di-

rection of the sound, he saw the figure of Isedora, an unhappy
female, whom he had seduced and deserted, and who when
deserted had put a violent end to her own existence, standing in

the aperture of the window from which the fluttering sound had
proceeded. The form approached the foot of the bed—the room
was preternaturally light—the objects of the chamber were
distinctly visible;—raising her hand and pointing to a dial which
stood on the mantel-piece of the chimney, the figure with a severe
solemnity of voice and manner announced to the appalled and
conscience-stricken man, that at that very hour, on the third
day afeer the visitation, his life and his sins would be concluded,
and nothing but their punishment remain, if he availed himselt
not of the warning to repentance which he had received. The
eye of Baron Konigsmark glanced on the dial: the hand was
on the stroke of twelve—again the apartment was involved in

total darkness—the warning spirit disappeared and bore away
at her departure all the lightness of heart and buoyancy of
spirit, ready flow of wit and vivacity of manner, which had
formerly been the pride and ornament of the unhappy being to

whom she had delivered her tremendous summons. Such was
the tale that Baron Konigsmark. delivered to his companions;
they laughed at his superstition and endeavoured to convince
him that his mind must have been impressed with this idea by
some dream of a more consistent nature than dreams gene-
rally are, and that he had mistaken the visions of his sleep for

the visitations of a spirit. He was counselled but not con
vinced: he felt relieved by their distrust, and on the second
night after the appearance of the spectre he retreated to his
apartment with his faith in thereality of the transaction some-
what shaken, and his spirits though not revived, certainly
lightened of somewhat of their oppression.
- On the succeeding day the guests of Baron Konigsmark, with
the connivance of his attendant, had provided that the clocks
throughout the house should be advanced an hour and a-half ;

by occupying their host’s attention during the whole day with
different and successive objects of amusement, they contributed
to prevent his discovering the imposture Ten o’clock struck ;

the nobleman was silent and depressed ;
eleven struck

; the
depression deepened, and now not even a smile, or the slightest

movement of his eye, indicated him to be conscious of the efforts

of his associates, as they attempted to dispel his gloom.
Twelve o’clock struck: —

“ Thank God I’m safe,” exclaimed Baron Konigsmark, “ the
ghost was a liar after all: some wine there—congratulate me
my friends—congratulate me on my reprieve;—why, what a
fool was I to be cast down by so silly and absurd a circum-
stance ! But, however, it’s time for bed— we’ll be up early and
out with the hounds to-morrow—by my faith it’s half past
twelve: so good night, good night:” and he returned to his

chamber convinced of his security and believing that the
threatened hour of peril was now past.

His guests remained together to await the completion of the
time so ominously designated by the vision. A quarter of an
hour had - elapsed; they heard ti.e v&iet descend from his

master’s room—it was just twelve by the proper time—as the

clock had been advanced an hour. Baron Konigsmark’s bell

rang violently : the company ran in a body to his apartment:
the clock struck one at their entrance: the unhappy nobleman
lay extended on the bed before them, pale and lileless, and his

countenance terribly convulsed.

ANNA BOLEYN.
An Historical Romance.

chapter IV.—( Continued.')

The attention of the public became gradually awakened to

the events transpiring at court. Groups of persons were to be

seen standing in the streets of London, discussing impetuously

the arguments for and against the pending divorce. Abusi ve

language and threatening gestures assailed the cardinal and

every member of the sacred council. The sympathies of the

people were decidedly in favour of Catherine. Anna Boleyn

was only known by name, and as the middle and lower orders,

of society usually detest the ministry, they on this occasion

demonstrated their hatred against her whom Wolsey ostensibly

favoured.

The open expression of public opinion would have caused

any other prince than Henry, to pause and r< fleet on the ex-

treme measures he was adopting; but he disdained to notice

the hostile demonstrations of popular sentiment, until the mo
ment arrived for him to. take terrible vengeance on the promo-

ters of the disaffection of his schemes.

The terrible scourge which at this period afflicted England,

was looked upon by superstitious minds, as a proof of the an^ r

of heaven. The sweating sickness carried off thousands of the

numbers of the lower classes; forty thousand of the inhabi-

tants of London, were attacked by the malady. Anna Bole\ n

herself, fell ill, and for a short time, Wolsey hoped that he should

have to thank the plague for having put a termination to his

anxiety.

It is a matter of general remark, that the most robu c tly or-

ganized frames, are more influenced by a dread of physical ail-

ment than those more delicately formed. The king whs seized

with terror; he had many misgivings that the anger of heaven

was visiting him; and he almost forgot his passion for Anna,

in his earnest endeavours to appease the wrath of God. He
regulated his affairs, made his will, relieved his conscience by

prayer, confession, and participation daily in the sacrament of

the church. He acted, indeed, as a man who sees his last hour

approaching. But the plague passed, without striking him by

whom it was held in such terror; and yet, Henry, still pursutd

by the threatening image of death, dared not pronounce even

the name of Anna Boleyn. The weathercocks of the court

knew not on which side to turn. The clear-sighted Wolsey,

however, whose acute penetration had so often pierced into the

recessegof his master’s heart, knew it too well to allow himself

to be soothed by any deceitful hopes; and prudence did not

allow him to declare against a mistress, who might resume all

her empire over his sovereign.
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And so it was; one bright day, love awoke again in the royal

breast, more violent than ever. The question of the divorce

was agitated anew, and the final settlement of it more pressed

than ever. Henry, tired of playing the part of an hypocrite,

was anxious to recal his beloved near him, without waiting

the termination of the process.

Anna Boleyn yielded to the importunities of her lover, and
re-appeared in London a short time previous to the day on
which Campeggio was to pronounce judgment on the pending
suit.

Wolsey, in despair at this recal, threw himself at the feet

of his master, and represented to him that he was endangering
the success of an affair that was already too difficult to ne-

gotiate.

He supplicated in vain, and with tears in his eyes, he ex-

claimed as as he arose from his knees where he had been pros-

trated :

—

“ Alas ! I see that the best counsel no longer finds favour
with my prince, because it proceeds from the humblest of his

servants,”

“No!” answered Henry, “I do not despise your counsel.
A king is blessed in having many counselors, and in listening

to them,Jbut if their advice does not convince him, he has no
occasion to adopt it, were he compelled to do so, he would only
have the title of king—not the power.”
The evening previous to the last sitting, the prelates repaired

to Greenwich to persuade the queen to appear before the coun*
cil. The insinuating and respectful harangue that Wolsey
made, scarcely obtained a moment’s attention from Catherine,
who was busied spinning with her attendants.

V My Lord cardinal,” replied she, pointing to the skein
passed round her throat, “ you perceive that your eloquence is

wasted on poor women like us, who know only how to handle
the spindle, or the needle. You speak skilfully of matters
that we cannot comprehend. I declare to you that my ears
shall be deaf to your solicitations, and I will not be persuaded
to appear before your council. My father and my husband’s
father, were two wise princes; they thbught they did well in
marrying us. Tell the king my master, that he should fear to
become a bad example to those of his children who may succeed

'

him.”
Neither Henry’s bursts of anger, nor his condescending en-

treaties, influenced in any degree the conduct of the old legate,

who replied equally to threats and caresses, by an excess of
polite deference that quite disconcerted the monarch. He ac-
cepted the royal presents, and exhausted himself in expressing
his gratitude; but he went no farther, he neither hastened the
process by which the king’s hopes were to be gratified, nor per-
muted any one to forestal his decision; and his art in evading
all importunate questions only seemed to add to Henry’s impa-
tience.

The sun that was to enlighten the last conference of the Holy
Conclave at last arose. Henry, who for three previous nights
had not been able to take any repose, no longer disguised the
extent of his anxiety. Concealed in a private closet of the
council-chamber, he listened intently to the proceedings. Large
drops of perspiration stood on his brow, his heart beat quickly,
and his trembling frame sought in vain an easy posture. He
changed colour at each phrase the legate uttered, who ver-
bosely enlarged on the arguments for and against the divorce.
At length he brought his discourse to a conclusion. The
king arose, his limbs seemed to refuse their office, and he W£.s
compelled to support himself on the shoulder of the Bishop of
Bayonne, whom he had taken into his friendship. The assem-
bly redoubled its attention, necks were stretched forward, and
breathing almost suspended; but soon there was a simulta-
neous fall back, and every countenance expressed surprise and
discontent.

“ Finally,” said the legate, in the softest and blandest tone
possible, “ I feel how much the importance of this grave ques-
tion is above my frail judgment, therefore cannot presume to
decide upon it. The superior wisdom of our father, Clement the
Seventh, Vicar of our Lord, can only pronounce the sentence,
aided as he will be, by the Holy Spirit, and I regret that a con-
sciousness of my incapacity, makes it my duty to bring this

weighty cause, before a higher tribunal, in short, before him
who occupies the chair of St. Peter.”
At these words, a terrible imprecation was heard to proceed

from the king’s closet, uttered by a w sll known voice; notwith-
standing that, the eloquence of the pope’s legate, continued to
flow smoothly on, and Campeggio would peaceably have ar-
rived at the termination of his speech, had not the Duke of
Suffolk, bolder than the rest, risen, and exclaimed in a powerful
voice

—

“ I knew that this Italian was trifling with us, for never yet
in England, did an emissary from his holiness, do aught but
evil.”

Wolsey arose at this, and spoke, reproaching the kiug’s bro-
ther-in-law for the indiscretion he had been guilty of. * He
recalled to him many former services that the holy church had
rendered to him, and by which he had risen to fortune. He
enlarged so severely on his presumption, in thus outraging the
servants of Christ’s vicar on earth; that the duke sunk on his

seat; awed by the lofty dignity and stern tone of the minister.

However, the tumult in the assembly was so great that Cam-
peggio could no more resume his discourse: therefore, the
members of the council separated in noisy discontent.

The king returned to his palace foaming with rage.
“ Had I but held a musket in my hand,” he exclaimed, “ I

would with its butt end have beaten down that Roman prelate
like an ox in a slaughter-house. God’s death! to be so trifled

with by this oily-mouthed priest of Satan himself!”

When he saw his mistress, he exploded like a furious volcano;
incoherent threats fell from his lips, which were white with
passion. He spoke of putting the cardinals, the members of
the council, and the pope himself, to death.

Anna was terrified at his
/
awful rage, and she forget the

destruction of her own hopes, in endeavouring to appease the
terrible excitement of her lover. After he had exhaled a
torrent of furious abuse he became more calm; and at the end
of an hour, the affectionate remonstrances of Anna giving
another course to his wild anger ; he was seated at her feet, his

head in her lap, listening to her soft voice, entreating him to be
calm; and to be resigned to the decision of the tribunal.

Henry listened to her with patience, though from time to

time he ground his teeth, muttering terrible imprecations, and
then a tear would roll from his eye, and sobbing, he would bury
his face in the knees of his mistress like a vexed and spoiled

child.

In the evening when Wolsey and Campeggio presented them-
selves to the king, they heard the royal voice, previous to their

entering the presence, saying to a gentleman in waiting:

—

“ Tell those mouthing priests that I have had enough of their

speechifying; and that I beg they will let me sup in peace. I

shall now regulate my affairs myself
;
and in doing so, will add

a few more wrinkles to the ancient faces of the Vatican.”

The urbanity of the legate was almost overset by so con-

temptuous a dismissal.
“ You perceive,” said Wolsey, “ that the king is disposed to

take extreme measures. Neglect nothing in giving his holiness

to understand how much the interests ol Rome herself are at

stake, if he does not comply with the wishes of my royal

master.”

“And what can your king do against one who holds the keys

of St. Peter?”
“ What can he do, my lord legate, do you ask me?”
Wolsey whispered into the ear of Campeggio, who crossed

himself with a movement of terror.

“Jesus! do you think he would dare?”

“Don’t doubt it,” replied the minister.

The legate, in haste to quit a kingdom where he no longer

thought himself in safety, demanded his audience to take his

leave. The king was sufficiently master of himself not to tes-

tify any symptoms of anger during the farewell dinner.

However, a cup-bearer overturned a flagon of •wine on the

shoulders of the priest, as he was offering him the beverage,

and as the prince burst into immoderate fits of laughter, at the

circumstance, it was thought that the clumsy mischance was
preconcerted by royal authority. Campeggio too good, a poli-

tician to show the 8li<*htes£ resentment, removed his point lace
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garment, dyed with the juice of the grape, and in the blandest
manner made a present of it to the awkward servitor. The
following day he quitted London, and travelled back more
quickly than he came.
When Wolsey next presented himself before the king, fol-

lowed by his customary suite of lords and bishops, he was far
from expecting the reception which he met with.

“ What do you do here?” cried Henry, as soon as he caught
sight of him, “ I require no more to be lulled by the false hopes,
uttered by your smooth tongue. What need have I of your
subtleties?” See the position to which you have reduced* me.
No, I will have nothing more to do with you, inventor of sub-
terfuges. I will no longer listen to your priestly cant. Give
me men who can speak clear common-sense, and not in the
hyperbole of a church dignitary. I like good English prose—
Such as,—I will take this or that measure, and your desires
shall be accomplished! Go to the devil with you, you never
speak thus!”
“And what would your highness undertake? What are

those energetic measures of which you have conceived so happy
an idea?” returned the cardinal calmly. '

“ My idea is this, my lord cardinal! I will make all your
heads leap from off your shoulders like grasshoppers.”

“ That would not suffice, sire, to cure the evil! Your high-
ness must think of some more efficient measure than that.”
Henry immediately discussed a variety of schemes which

were inspired by his rage, and the absurdity of which drew an
involuntary smile from the minister, who quietly proceeded to
the council chamber, where he remained a considerable time,
and his superior genius, futile in expedients still astonished the
less inventive capacity of the king. Notwithstanding, during
the audience, Henry’s passionate bursts of anger towards the
cardinal were more frequent than ever; and he exhibited a
bitterness against him amounting to hatred. Wolsey became
silent, and the courtiers exchanged anxious glances, on seeing
the king speak and gesticulate alone.
One evening, Wolsey returned home agitated and thoughtful

:

his master had displayed towards him the most undisguised
hatred, during an audience. Anna Boleyn, too, did not conceal
from the prelate her aversion; and Wolsey was too penetrating
not to perceive at once to whom he owed the displeasure of the
morning.

“ If the king does not subdue this girl to his will, I am lost,”
thought he, “ a wench will deprive me of my power. The soft
warbling of two rosy lips will change into hatred a friendship
of twenty years. Let me take care. I may yet crush her
beneath my feet, like brittle glass. But wherefore am I making
misery? The king’s love fit suits my purpose. I wish for a
divorce, and would not wish to withdraw the shaft from the
heart of the bull. Let him spend his strength in following the
whims and caprices of this flighty damsel through the mazes
of her female arts. I shall know how to deliver up the prey
to him, when the right moment is arrived.”
However, Wolsey could not get rid of certain misgivings;

he recalled to his memory that Anna had already shown ex-
traordinary firmness in her management of the king. His
countenance became gloomy. Ilis imagination represented to
him, Henry placing the crown on the brow of his mistress, and
then sacrificing to this queen of a day, the oldest of his friends
and confidents.
“ That shall never be!” exclaimed the cardinal; “ I hold still

the cord, at the end of which is suspended the crown. Rather
than let it fall so low, I will cast into the king’s heart all the
serpents of Gorgons.”

Then the remembrance of his former good fortune and suc-
cess in love affairs reverted to his mind, and he smiled at his
fears. His experience told him that in showing himself more
anxious for the glory of the crown than the king himself, he
should not fail in his projects. Difficulties spurred him on,
anil excited his energies to devise schemes by which he might
carry on his plots to a favourable issue. He wrote to Francis
t ie First to assure him again that his royal master would yet
marry the Princess Rene.
The mipister retired to repose

; his agitation considerably
calmed; but threatening dreams haunted his restless couch.

He imagined himself imploring the pity of a queen, who only
replied to his suit by glances of contempt, and commanded his
absence by imperious gestures. He arose again, his mind once
more troubled, as he contemplated an horizon where he could
observe the gradual rising of the clouds destined to obscure
the glorious sun that hitherto had shone on his path.
“ What!” he thought, as he threw on his garments, “can it

be possible that I am only working out my own ruin? Courage,
I will hesitate no more; my energies, my talents, shall all be
devoted to one object alone—the fall of Anna BoleyD. And
may the furies cast their venom on my tongue, so that it may

:

poison the king s ear. Come, rather than disgrace, rape and

|

violation. A week will suffice to accomplish the ruin of the
enemy. No more beating about the bush. Forward! and may

!

h— serve me as an .”

The cardinal’s mind then dwelt on the impetuosity of Henry,
on the advantages lie might derive from his fiery temperament,
on the strength of his desires, and the grossness of his pas-
sions, and his lips parted with a diabolical smile. He commanded
his mule, in order to attend the levee of the king.

CHAPTER. V.

While the dread monarch of England was inspecting im-
portant despatches, Brian was promenading to and fro in the
king’s cabinet, looking at some pictures. He was singing a
fashionable air, to which he had set words, evidently directed at
Henry.

“If I wore England’s crown*
No saucy priest should dare
Upon my will to frown.
Down, down, derry down.”

“What are you chaunting, there?” said the king, laughing.
Brian resumed

—

•

“ And should his saintship interpose,
I’d tweak him by the nose ;

1

Blow his bulls into the air,

And make the holy father stare.”

li
Briau, my lad, fasting has turned your brain, and a symp-

tom of your malady is the attempt to be a poet, ah, ah!”

“ Great king, you’ve committed an error,
In not holding the legate in terror.
By my mistress’s smock!

If a priest dared to frown,
He should go to the block.

Did I were the crown.”
. I

“ Ha, by the soul ot the virgin !” exclaimed^ the monarch,
“that advice is worthy a better pate than thine, young fool;
prithee let us hear how thou wouldst have acted in my place.”

“ May I renounce wine for ever!” cried Brian, “if my coun-
sel is not better than all the wisdom united of the shaven
crowns that have lately met in sacred conference. I would have
caused that old priest to be flayed alive; you would then have
seen whether he had dared to present his pasty face to an
audience in order to speechify about what he had not done;
and for which valuable information, your highness loaded him
with presents. Do you know wdiy your usual bold determina-
tion is leaving you? I’ll tell you, you drink nothing but water.
In the good old times with glass in hand, we should have con-
trived some scheme to mystify this gouty old dotard, and made
him tremble in his shoes, and he could not have crossed the
seas again without satisfying us.”

“ By St. George! Brian, I think you are about right; but you
know Wolsey conducted this affair.”

“ This Wolsey is laughing in his sleeve at you.”
As the king continued the inspection of his papers, his eye

casually lighted on the last letter he had received from Anna
Boleyn.

“ What grace, what sweetaess in her expression!” he softly
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ejaculated. “ This angel deserves even more than the crown
of England. Listen, Brian, and I will read you some passages

of her letter. No, not of this, the preceding one is still more
charming. Ha, where is it gone to? I had placed it in this

drawer. It has been Removed.”
At this moment, the Cardinal of York was announced.

Wolsey entered, and cast around him a suspicious glance.

“ You are early, my lord cardinal,” said the king accosting

him. “ Come you for my signature to the Latin oration, I com-

posed for the grand master of France?”
“ I would speak privately with your highness, on matters

of importance,” returned the cardinal.

“But is not this oration I speak of, prepared? What are

you about?” ,

“ I have it ready, your highness.”
44

I’ll have it, then; Brian, depart for York House and de-

mand it of his eminence’s secretary.”
“ Cromwell will not remit it, sire, without my previous in-

structions.”
“ Go to the devil with youK Do you imagine that my com-

mand is to yield to yours? Give a note to Brian, for Cromwell,
and let him procure what I desire.”

“ There is something wrong here,” thought the minister as

he wrote. “However, Thomas Cromwell is a discreet youth,
and will know what to do.”

As he raised his head, he observed the king making signs to

Brian, therefore he added to the note, these words—“ prudence
and skill.”

“Now, my lord, what is your pleasure with me?” said the
kina-

,
when Brian had departed.

“I have reflected, sire, and it appears to me, that there is

hut one means to a'lopt.”

“And that?— quick! I am in a fever of impatience; the
check we have received has roused a devil within me.”

“ It would be well, sire, to consult every university in Eu-
rope. Money will procure us favourable council, and its decree
will annul your marriage.”

“ That plan may be well enough, but it will occupy such a
length of time, that I shall expire in the interim. I begin to
be discouraged Wolsey—love is wearing me out. This girl

has infused a slow poison into my veins; and yet I cannot help
adoring her. You who so well know how to overcome every
difficulty, why have you not conceived a plan by which* my
very life might be saved?”*

“ Your highness is anxious for a marriage with the object of
your passion.”

“ Ah, now that road is almost closed against me, I must find
another. Wolsey, tell me but how to gain possession of my idol,

and I will place my sceptre in your hands, and abandon myself
entir- ly to the delights of love.”

“May I speak without reserve to your highness?”
“ Speak, Wolsey.”
“Then my royal master will excuse me, when I say, that I

fear you have already taken a most imprudent step, in inspiring
this young lady with a desire for the crown. In fhe rectitude
of your own heart, you thought the best mea^s to gain her
tenderness would be to prove to her the magnitude of your
love, by offering to share your throne with her. And the
idea of lawfully becoming your queen, has in her eye, trans-
formed the devoted lover into an instrument for her elevation.”
“My lord, your remarks are as unfair as they are unjust.”
“ Nevertheless, sire, they naturally arise from the circum-

stances of the case. Is she not a woman? and the most vir-
tuous among them conceals in her heart a whole arsenal of
cunning devices. She, you love, returns your passion, perhaps,
I would think so; however, you have revealed to her every
secret of your own heart, while she hides in her’s, thoughts,
she dare not utter. To make use of her power over you pleases
her vanity. She sees you struggling in her toils, and she
whispers softly to herself, ‘ 1 have caught him, this powerful
sovereign, and here he is, a very spaniel at my feet!’ Oh, my
master ! is it meet for the great Harry Tudor to be thus de-
graded by his passion for a woman?”

“ Ila! by the Holy see! Wolsey, you make me ashamed of
myself.'

, “You are a king! and yet you think that this woman has
i
made no calculation on that fact?”

44 True, true!”
“ And when wearied with always repulsing you, she grants

i you a cold caress; it is something after the manner of those

|

leeches who give a cordial to the criminals on the rack, in
order to make them hold out the longer.”

“I see, I see
;
this is

-

the secret then? Wolsey, you have
the cunning of the devil himself. The squeamish wench ! but
she shall suffer for it; she shall not thus have martyrised me
in vain.”

<c hire, punish her by making her yield according to the laws
of her sex.”

4T know not what to think. God confound me! What shall

I do?”
“ Would your highness subdue her, and become her lover,

rather than her husband?”
“ Yes, yes; I am»on fire to possess her. No matter through

what means!”
“ Would you have no after regrets that you have made a

concubine of her, rather than a wife?”
“ Regrets ! By Heaven, I would stake my life against the

certainty of lying in her embrace.”
“ Would you for a week only follow my counsels?”
“I will.”

“First then remain three days without seeing her.”
“ Never !”

“ That is absolutely necessary to the success of my scheme.
You must feign to renounce your hopes, and to endeavour to

stifle your love. For three whole days shut yourself up. Be
not seen by any of the court—pretend illness. The Chevalier
Wiatt, who is not deficient in penetration, shall strictly observe
the conduct of the lady, and give you information of her slight-

est actions.”
“ You terrify me, Wolsey. And should she not love me?”
“ Let not the King of England then buy with his crown so

dear a bargain, as the mere person of this woman.”
“Right, right; I would then force her as the commonest

courtesan of my kingdom. But if she love me?—

”

44 Then trust to me ; and before the expiration of a week, you
shall possess her, provided you follow'implicitly my advice.”

“ I will, though I suffer a thousand deaths. But after all we
fail, if you are mistaken in your views. In short, if her virtue

resist our combined efforts
—

”

“ Let her then be Queen of England! and we will adore at her

feet, even though we set all Europe in a blaze! For you will

have found a pearl of chastity, such as we shall never see again

;

a sun amongst stars—a creature like the Holy Mary, worthy
of being adored!”
“Wolsey! there never was a man like you. Be my friend

for ever! I will follow your counsels, as though they were
sacred.”

After this interview, Wolsey returned to York House, his

head thoughtfully inclined on his breast.

“And must I institute so terrible a war against so feeble an
enemy?” thought he. “ With the will of the haughty Tudor
under my direction, his wild passions subdued by my authority ?

and can I fail? Impossible! Ah, young lady, light or love ! if

you now rise superior to me, I will yield to your sovereignty

even my cardinal hat.”

Brian returned to the king, after having executed his com-
mission.

“ I examined well the cardinal’s table,” said he to Henry,
“ but the devil of a letter of Mistress Anna’s could I perceive,

among the heaps of papers; and then that cunning varlet,

Cromwell, walked about like a crab, for fear of losing sight of

me. However, he made so many bows and scrapes, that I

seized the exact moment, when his head was a little more than

commonly inclined, to lay hold of a paper. The fellow heard
jme crush it, to slip it into my pocket, for I saw him knit his

shaggy brows. That was all one tome; for I laughed^ in his ,

face. Let us see, then, if this paper be good tor aught.”

The king revolving in his mind the advice of the cardinal,

took the purloined paper, and read abstractedly :

—

44 4Your holiness will perceive that the arrow has entered too

/
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deeply, for the wound to be cured, unless by a miracle. I will

lay before your paternal eye the most secret recesses of his

heart, that your wisdom may judge.’
“ This is Wolsey’s hand,” cried the king, “ but what means

this wound and heart?”
“ Possibly some matters of the priesthood; the fathers are

always talking about the holy heart of the virgin, and the

wounds of her son.”
“ No no; it’s rather of me that he talks.”

“ Think you so? The traitor! we have him then.”
“ Peace! Wolsey’s is the longest head in the kingdom. He

is a man of profound genius. He knows what he is about. His

zeal is known to me. I rely on his talents. And if he have

enemies, let them be careful of their necks.”

The following morning, the gentlemen presenting themselves

at the levee of the king were informed that his highness was

ill, and unable to receive the court. Brian and Wiatt were

alone permitted admittance.

The news of the king’s indisposition soon reached Anna, and

she instantly forwarded a letter of sympathy to her royal lover.

Henry’s heart dilated with joy and hope; he read it with avi-

dity— devoured every line—while Brian, the king’s ordinary

companion, gazed from the window. Suddenly Henry struck

his fist with force upon the table.

“Brian!” he exclaimed; “ what means this? All the letters

that I have written to Anna have been stolen from her. Are
we then surrounded by spies and thieves? They shall hang
by the neck, who have been the#authors of this mischief.

Mother of God! Shall I, Harry Tudor, bear this insolence?”
“ It must be a scheme of Wolsey’s.”

“Perhaps. Yes! I don’t doubt it. Those words addressed

to the pope ‘ I lay his heart open before your eyes’—they

are my letters that he lays open, the traitor! Brian ! To
horse—to horse! Campeggio can hardly have reached Dover.

Take twenty- four archers of my guard—off—yet stay—you
must have an authority. Now then, run—fly!”

“ I am gone, Sire. A moment, however. What shall I do
with the old fellow, in case I catch him. Shall I strangle

him?”
“ You shall forage in his packages, and if you find my let-

ters wring his neck.”
“ Capital! This is a rational mission; and if the letters are

not there—”
“Oh! demons! rage! tempest! You must find them there.

Off, then!”
“If the ancient should have crossed?”
“ Swim after him to the devil, and drown him—drown him!”
“ That’s understood; and- as lie’s loaded with valuables, I

may' relieve him of their encumbrance.”
“ Strip him— strip him! Leave him not a gouty shoe. But,

for God s sake, be off!”

“I go; but I must have money.”
“ Take this, and this, and this; now, off’.”

“ Give me that gilt-handled poignard.”
“Take it. Will you be off, fool?”
“ Sire, I am at Dover.”

( To be continued.)

A SCENE AFTER BATTLE.
“ Waterloo whs won; the sun set upon a scene of slaugh-

ter, and the stillness of death succeeded the roar of battle.

The thunder of four hundred cannon— the roll of musketry
— the shock of mail clad horsemen—the Highland slogan

—

the Irish huzza, were heard no more; and the moon gleamed
coldly on a field of death, whose silence was only broken
by the groans of the wounded, as they lay in helpless

wretchedness beside their dead companions.
‘‘ I had hitherto escaped with but two trifling scratches.

Hurried on by the frenzy of the scene, and the hotness of young
blood on a ‘ first field/ I quickly found myself in the thickest

of the melee, where sabre and bayonet were the only weapons
employed. The artillery (our owd) had ceased firing—for we
were all intermingled and fighting hand to hand. A grizzled

grenadier of the Old Guard, with two orders on his breast, made
a full lounge at me, and I felt the bayonet glancing along my
ribs. I returned it with a sheer sabre-cut, which brought the
veteran to his knees. An Irish guardsman—for he swore awfully
in the sweet and euphonious language of ‘ my native land’

—

beat out his brains with a clubbed musket. I cut down a stray
tirailleur pretty cleverlv—and next moment was felled to the
ground. A dozen English hussars rode over me—a stream of
blood obscured my sight— I felt a few knocks like the kick of
a charger—became insensible, and lay among the dead and
dying, as the last gleam of sunshine faded on the field of battle.

“ Directly over me, and in the very attitude in which he had
groaned his last, an officer of the middle guard was stretched—our faces were nearly touching, and his open eyes had fixed
their glassy stare on mine. A sword-cut had divided his
upper lip, and exposing his teeth, gave to the dead man’s coun-
tenance a grin so horrible and ghastly, that I, who had wit-
nessed death in every form, was glad to avert my eyes. I made
a desperate effort to shake him off; but a horse’s neck rested
on my legs, and my feeble exertions were quite unequal to rid
me of this double load.

“ While suffering great inconvenience of position, I felt the
cold intense, and thirst intolerable. No relief was attainable;
the groans of the dying were unheard, and I snllenly submitted
to my fate. But morning must soon break, and then probably
I should be succoured. Could I but disengage myself from the
-dead man who pressed me almost to suffocation, I might en-
dure pain, cold, and thirst. I made another effort—it failed

—

and in despair I laid my head upon the ground, moistened with
my own blood and that of my departed enemy. Just then a
voice immediately beside me uttered a feeble supplication for

some water. I turned my head and saw a young ensign, whose
leg had been shattered by the wheels of a gun, raise himself
upon his elbow, and look across the field, in hope of discover-
ing someone who would relieve him. Nor were his cries un-
heard: a man dressed in the dark uniform of a Prussian yager,
and armed with the short sword which rifle troops carry, ap-
proached the sufferer; but alas! his was not the errand of

mercy. Seizing the wounded man rudely, and deaf to his en-
treaties, he commenced his work of plunder. I heard the chink-
ing of a purse, and a trinket, a watch, or locket, glittered in

the moonlight, as he tore it from the bosom of the prostrate

soldier.
“

‘ Oh, no, no, I cannot, will not part with that !’ a low weak
voice muttered; ‘it was my mother’s dying gift

—

I will never
part with it.’ A struggle ensued, but it was a short one: as

the ruffian, irritated at resistance, raised himself, and with one
home-thrust silenced the poor youth for ever. Great God!
that such a scene of death should be increased by the hand of

murder

!

“ I grew sick—I feared to breathe—my deafh was to be the

next, for he had quickly plundered the body of his victim, and
turned to the dead guardsman who lay across my breast.

Suddenly he stopped, listened, and gazed suspiciously around;
then sank down behind a horse, and stretched himself upon
the field.

“ My heart beat again. Two men came forward, and they
too were plundering. But, surely, all could not be so ruthless

as the crouching wretch beside him. Nearer and nearer they
approached

—

and, sounds of joy! they conversed in my native

tongue. I listened with exquisite delight, and never did human
voices appear so sweet as theirs! They were grenadieis of the

line, and one of them wore a sergeant’s stripes. Without a

moment’s hesitation, I addressed them; and an appeal in their

native language was not disregarded. I was promptly an-

swered in kindly tones; and while one caught the defunct
Frenchman by the collar and flung him aside, his comrade ex-

tricated my legs from the dead charger, and assisted mo to rise

up.
“ I found myself in the centre of a heap of corpses; to take

a eecond step without treading on a body was impossible; yet

I scarce regarded the scene of slaughter—my eyes were
riveted upon one corpse, that of the poor lad whom the crouch-

I ing yager had so brutally murdered.

I

*‘ I stood up with difficulty

—

a faintness overpowered me

—
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I staggered, and would have fallen, but the sergeant supported

me, while his comrade held a canteen to my mouth. It con-

tained brandy diluted with water, and, to one parched as I

was, the draught was exquisitely grateful. My deliverers ap-

peared anxious to move off, either to obtain fresh plunder or

secure that already acquired; and which, to judge from the

size of their havre3acs, must have been considerable. I begged

them to assist me from the field, but they declined it, alleging

that they must rejoin their rtgiment before daybreak. At this

moment my eyes encountered those of the yager, who lay as

motionless behind the dead horse as any of the corpses that

surrounded him. If I remained—and I could not walk without

support—the chances were immense that the villain would

speedily remove one who had witnessed a deed of robbery and

murder, and I made a fresh appeal to my worthy countrymen.
“ ‘ Sergeant, I will reward you handsomely—do not desert

me.’—‘ I cannot remain longer, sir: morning is breaking, and

you will soon have relief enough,’ was the reply.—‘It will

never reach me: there is one within three paces, who will not

permit me to look upon another sun.’

“ Both soldiers started.

“‘What do you mean?’ exclaimed the sergeant eagerly

—

‘ Mark you that Prussian sharpshooter who skulks behind the

horse?’

“‘What of him?’ asked the grenadier.—‘ Yonder dead
officer supplicated assistance from that scoundrel, and he
answered him with curses, and commenced plundering him
directly. T saw him take a purse, and tear away his epau-
lette. Some other article the poor fellow feebly attempted to

retain; and the yager, before my eyes, stabbed him to the
heart. Hearing your approach, he flung himself behind that

charger: need I add, that there he lies until you leave this

spot, and I shall most probably be his next victim?’
“ 4 You shall not, by Heaven!’ exclaimed the soldier, as he

drew his sword and stepped over the dead horse. The Prus-
sian who had no doubt watched the conference attentively,

sprang upon his feet on the first movement of the sergeant;
but his fate was sealed: before the soldier’s comrade could
unsheath his bayonet, the yager was cut down, and the mur-
derer rolled in the agonies of death beside the unfortunate
youth whom but a few minutes before he had so ruthlessly

slaughtered.”

NEWSTEAD ABBEY.
Newstead Abbey is a noble pile; and as associated with

tne name of Byron, must, for ages to come, be a house of re-
nown. We went leisurely over it; and then adjourned to
to the grounds. Every object seems to recal the poet and
his writings. There is the nobly proportioned ruined arch,
magnificent even in decay, through which the wind sighs so
wildly, and which the bard has vividly described in a fine
stanza of one of the most objectionable of his poems. The
laire, too, in which he and “ Boatswain” used to gambol, was
before us—a broad sheet of water, and covered, when we
saw it, under the influence of a fresh breeze, with mimic
waves. Looking full upon this lake is the poet’s bed-room.
The furniture in it as having been used by him, naturally
arrests attention. Its value consists entirely with its asso-
ciation with Byron. It is old, ill used, and shabby. We
saw the monument raised by the poet to his favourite—“ Boatswain,” and the tree where he had carved his own
and his sister’s name (Mrs. Leigh)—the sister to whom he
was so deeply and deservedly attached—was specially pointed
out to us. Near a path leading to the plantations are two
trees which grow close together—so close as to suggest the
idea that they spring from the same stem—brother and sister.
On one of these may be read, carved by the poet

—
‘‘Byron

1813. Augusta. Frail memorials of fervent affection ! The
greatest possible care is taken of these trees

;
and no effort

deemed superfluous to secure them from desecration and
injury. In fact, one of the many excellent traits in the
present owner of the abbey is the jealous vigilance with which

he keeps up all that Lord Byron valued; cherishes whatever
is connected with his name or fame; attends to his old pen-
sioners; provides for the comforts of former favourites; and,
with a magnanimous self-denial which no other than a truly
noble spirit could exercise, is content that the old and po-
pular phrase should still pass current—“ Newstead Abbey
and Lord Byron:” instead of being superseded by “ Newstead
Abbey and Colonel Wildman.” No relative could be more
tender of the poet’s fame, or more attached to his memory,
than his true-hearted successor and former school-fellow!
The chapel and cloisters are very perfect and striking. Tne
former dim, gloomy, and sepulchral ;

lit up invariably with
lamps during the celebration of divine service. Here we

;

were shown the stone coffin whence Byron drew the skull
which he mounted in silver, and used as a drinking goblet.
Now of this far-famed drinking-cup one word. Despite the
costly manner in which it has been mounted, and the ela-
boration of art bestowed upon it, and the lines written on it,

and the penchant of the poet for it, is a very disagreeable
affair; and though ranked among the memorabilia of the
Abbey, the sooner one is able to dismiss it from recollection
the better. While passing through the cloisters, one of our
party asked the grey-headed, grave-looking man who pre-

I

ceded us as our Cicerone, whether “ the Abbey was quiet in

j

the sma’ hours?” The cond&ctor was silent. He affected
not to have heard the question. But I was persuaded he had;
and had understood it. Of the same mind was the fair

querist; for she quickly nenewed her question, with the ad-
ditional remark, that she had heard that Newstead had, oc-

casionally, its unearthly visitants. Still the guide preserved
I
silence. But the lady, with true feminine perseverance,
reiterated her inquiries, and those in so determined a tone
that reply was indispensable. “ It is troubled at times,” said

! the old man reluctantly, but firmly. “By whom?” The

j

response was boldly and sturdily given this time. “ By those

I
who cannot rest in their graves, and won’t let other honest

j

people rest out of them. Folks do come again that shouldn’t!

j

That’s the fact! and there’s no denying it. These cloisters

are the place they’re particularly partial to. The colonel

won’t have it so. But they come for all that. An old monk
’specially. One of the duke’s people saw him. It nearly
killed the man; he wasn’t himself for hours after! I’m not
surprised—not 1. Blessed saints!” (I inferred from this

ejaculation that he was a Romanist.) “To hear of such
things is bad enough : but to see—oh dear ! oh dear!” The
amusement caused by this avowal to some of our party was
marvellous. The lady, however, who had elicited the history

was much too absorbed in pursuing it to heed our indecent
merriment: with the deepest gravity she resumed—“Have
you ever seen anything strange?” “ No ! thanks be praised,

I never have
;

but I’ve heard enough. The sighs—the
shrieks that I’ve listened to before now. My very marrow
has been chilled within me.” “And how oo you account
for it ?” “Why,” returned he, with earnest sincerity, “ I
lay it, in part, to the wickedness of the late lord—a sad one
he undoubtedly was—and in parti lay it to the skull. So
long as that skull is kept above ground, that old monk will

walk about and claim it.” “ Oh! Ah !” cried the wag of the
party

; “I understand you now perfectly! you mean that the
skull belongs to the old gentleman—the walking mouk—and
that he feels himself rather at a loss, and uncomfortable
without it ?

’ The guide’s indignation was extreme. “Oh!”
cried he, angrily; “if you make a jest of this, I’ve done:
but at any rate you might, methinks, find a fitter place to

talk in this fashion on such a subject.” And out of the chapel
and cloisters he very uncerimouiously bundled us : nor would
he open his lips again during the remainder of the walk.

ROMANCE AND REALITY.
Sometimes there are living beings in nature more lovely

than in romance. Reality surpasses imagination; and we see
brightening and moving before, our eyres, sights dearer to our
hearts than any we ever beheld in the land of sleep.
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THE HEROIC CONDUCT OF DANIEL BRYAN AT THE SIEGE OF ACRE.

Tffis veteran accompanied Sir Sidney Smith in 1799, in Le
Tigre, to the Mediterranean. Old Dan, as he was called, was
captain of the foretop, and during the siege of Acre made

: repeated applications to be employed on shore; but, on account
! of his age and deafness, his request was not acceded to. At
' the first storming of the breach by the French, among the

multitude of slain, fell one of the generals of that nation. The
Turks, in triumph, struck off the head of this unfortunate
officer, and after inhumanly mangling the body with their

i

sabres, left it a prey to the dogs. Frecluded from the rites of

sepulture, it in a few days became putrescent ! a shocking
! spectacle ! Dan frequently asked his messmates why they had
not buried him, but the only reply was, “ Go and do it your-
self.” Dan swore he would; observing, that he had himself
been taken by the French, who always gave their enemies a

|

decent burial, and did not, like the Turks, leave them to rot

above-board. In the morning, having at length obtained leave

to go and see the town, he dressed himself as though for an
excursion of pleasure, and went ashore with the surgeon in the
jolly-boat. About an hour or two after, while the surgeon was
dressing the wounded Turks in the hospital, in came honest
Dan, who, in bis rough, good-natured manner, exclaimed, “I
have been burying the general, sir, and now I am come to see

the sick.” The boat’s crew, who witnessed the generous ac-

tion, thus related its circumstances;—
The old man procured a pick-axe, a shovel, and a rope, and

insisted on being let down out of a port hole, close to the
bench. Some of his more juvenile companions offered to

attend him: “No,” he replied; “you are too young to be shot
yet; as for me, I am old and deaf, and my loss would be no
great matter. ’ Persisting in his adventure, in the midst of
firing, Dan was slung and lowered down with his implements
of action on his shoulder. His first difficulty, not a very trivial

one, was to drive away the dogs.—The French now levelled

their pieces— they were on the instant of firing at the hero !

—

it was an interesting moment; but an officer, perceiving the
friendly intention of the sailoi, was seen to throw himself
across the file. Instantaneously the din of arms, the military
thunder ceased; a dead, a solemn silence prevailed, and the
worthy fellow consigned the corpse to its parent earth.

—

He

covered it with mould and stones, placing a large stone at the

head, and another at the feet.—But Dan’s task was not yet
completed.—The unostentatious grave was formed, but no in-

scription recorded the fate or character of its possessor.—Dan,
with the peculiar, air of a British sailor, took a piece of chalk
from his pocket, and attempted to write—“ Here you lie, old

Crop!” He was then, with his pick axe and shovel, hoisted

into the town, and the hostile firing immediately recom menced

RUSSIAN JUSTICE
A remarkable law-suit, which has been pending two years,

has just been decided by the emperor. A wealthy Russian
was betrothed to the beautiful daughter of a Polish nobleman
near Warsaw, and obtained liis consent to the marriage. On
the day fixed for the ceremony, the bridegroom appeared, at-

tended by a captain and two officers, the first disguised as a
pope (priest), and the latter as his witnesses

;
and the unsus-

pecting bride was married to the Russian lover by this false

priest. Two years after the general became tired of his wife,

and desired her to return to her father’s house, at the same
time informing her how she had been deceived. She at first

thought lie was jesting; but her cruel husband soon convinced

her of the fatal truth, and shut the door of his house upon her.

Her indignant father immediately brought an action against*

the general, but, of course, lost it, in all the courts against

the Russian general, till at length the sentence came before the

emperor, who decided as follows:—As the general is not really

married to his wife, the marriage is null and void; but as the

wife has been most scandalously imposed upon, he is dismissed,

with the loss of his salary and his office, without having any claim

to another appointment; his whole property is given to the lady

whom he has so wantonly deceived, and he is not permitted

even to marry again; and the two officers, his witnesses, to re-

main for life with a small salary.
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MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER XXII.

The departure of Donald and Hubert from Aberavon, created

.he most agonizing doubts and apprehensions in the mind of

the guilty baron; and when he discovered that during his ill-

ness a vessel had sailed for the isles, by Magdelene’s particular

direction; nothing but that he considered her the medium
through which hi3 hereditary consequence was to be trans-

mitted to posterity, could have saved her from falling a victim

to his relentless passions.

As was his custom, when under these paroxysms of fury, he
hastened to Oswulph in the rock.

“ He has escaped,” said he; “they are both gone.”
“ I know it,” replied Oswulph: “ mischief is busy, fate presses

on, and we must with it.”

“With it,” repeated the baron; “where?”
“ That is to be known.”
“

vFiend that thou art! am I mocked?”
“ Mocked, baron!” with a look he could not misunderstand,
“forgive me, Oswulph,” and his voice grew calmer; “ but

satisfy me, where is that disturber of my rest fled to?”
“ To expedite our business and his own. He is gone to

murder, as he thinks, to avenge my wrongs; but he only
furthers our purposes, and destroys himself.”

“ Precious confederate !” The baron paused; and during
that pause the apprehensive doubtings of guilt returned, and
he added, “But, Oswulph, Hubert is milky; he may relent,

and—

”

Oswulph interrupted him.
“ Hubert is charmed, acts under our influence, and cannot

recede. Nothing human can restrain a resolution he believes
a noble justice to his master’s memory.”

“ Wise and faithful Oswulph,” cried the barou, with exulta-
tion, “ let us follow and laugh at his confusion.—Ensnared to
murder!—Better than my hopes. But tell me Oswulph, will

he survive his error? Shall we meet again?”
“ Oh, yes, you will meet again, baron,” replied the pre-

tended hermit, with a strange laugh: “ do not doubt that.”
“ I will not,” said the baron. “ And now, my long-tri^d

friend, one other question : This Donald, where is he gone ?”

Oswulph looked significantly as he repeated,

—

“Gone!— Still, even now, he breathes oh your domains,
but for a time he slums your presence.”
“Shuns me, Oswulph? Ob, my prophetic fears! But

satisfy me
;
say, when shall I see him ?”

“Thou wilt not more behold young Donald until—until he
is a husband.”

“ Distraction !
’ shrieked the baron, gasping for breath,

*’ wbat do I hear ? A husband! Am I deluded, ensnared ?

Speak, speak, thou who wast born for my undoing, whose
husband will he be?—Who weds my daughter?”

“ 1'empt me not, rash baron. Remember Rosalie, and
thou canst not doubt thy Oswulph. Thy ring!” continued
the assumed hermit. “ Quick, and let a higher power re-
assure thy doubting soul, and yet again unfold the future to
thy view.”
The baron, in trembling silence, resigned the talismanic ring.

„Three times Oswulph struck the basement of the rock with it

;

a sulphureous vapour ascended and filled the cavern; heavy
thunder rolled over their heads, and in the glare of a vivid
flash Isradad suddenly arofce before them.
He looked gloomy and terrific, and, with appalling voice,

demanded of the shaking baron, why his presence was de-
sired. The baron fell prostrate before him, saying,—

“ Great and potent power! will the Earl Glencarron wed
my daughter ? Will their progeny inherit my lands, and
perpetuate my name to after generations ?—This re-assurance,
and I rest content, and am thy own for ever.”

‘ Presumptuous!” cried Isradad, “ have not the elements
been all contributory to thy views and wishes ?—When I come
again, beware !”

Isradad ceased; a parchment was suspended before him,

while the whole enchantment vanished, nothing remained
except the scroll. Oswulph took it up

;
and the baron, with

trembling anxiety, read the confirmation of all he so ardently
desired.

•

“ Be bold,
Thou hast more than mortal hold.
Rest secure; thou bear’st a charm
That shall every foe disarm.
Wed not; for, when thou seest a wife

)
In mortal coil, in mortal strife, V
Despair ! for fate will reach thy life. j
Fear nought beside—nor quick, nor dead

—

For Donald thy child shall wed
;

Their lands, their race, united be.
But thou—no more ”

.
All was now over. Oswulph delivered the baron his ring,

and retired to the remoter gloom of his cavern.
The baron, though almost satisfied that Donald would be-

come the husband of his daughter, yet felt a restlessness to

know the remaining part of the prophecy, that nothing but
the certainty of Hubert’s destruction could have supported
him under.
In this disposition he returned to the castle, where we shall

leave him for a time, and, with Sir Edmund Glenmore and
Hubert, examine the poor betrayed Rosalie’s manuscript.

CHAPTER XXIII.

Hubert began Rosalie’s narrative
;
but his voice sunk un-

equal to the task of reading, and in silence he resigned the
office to his friend.

“That wretched Rosalie was the only child of a most gra-
cious father, and a most virtuous mother; but my father fell

in a fatal feud, and my mother did not long survive her dearer
self. Overtures of alliance with our most noble kinsman,
Earl Fitz-Arwyne’s heir, had been rejected, and my orphan
helplessness, was reposed in the generous bosom of friends

long tried and endearing—the Earl and Countess Glencarron.
“ At the Scottish court the present Earl Fitz-Arwyne, had be-

come acquainted with the Baron Aberavon. In disguise the
baron arrived secretly at Fitz-Arwyne Castle, and in my soli-

tary rambles through the woods of Rheudelands, we often met.
“ Soon, very soon, lie pleaded a fervid passion, and

vowed inviolable failh and constancy
;
and to justify the pi-

racy of his pretensions to my favour, even in a moment when
my softened soul, melted by impassioned tenderness and
solemn vows, had confessed his power, and gave him love for

love, he deplored a pre-engagement, a betrothment to the

wealthy heiress of the Isles.
“ Aghast with horror, and frantic with despair, 1 shrank

from his encircling arms, and would have fled to that sanc-
tuary which I now determined should embosom me for ever;
but he detained me; when, enfeebled by emotion, and gasping
with agony, my trembling frame but poorly resisted his im-
passioned grasp; he imprecated the severest vengeance on
himself, if ever he wedded woman, but the loved, the beaute-

ous Rosalie
;
declared the heiress fiis aversion and abhorrence,

but that, from policy, he was necessitated to assume the

semblance of affection, until he bad secured the interest of

a certain vassalage to support him in his claims to hereditary

rights, when he had espoused Rosalie.

“I listened and believed. My heart was all his own ; I

feared to lose him, and in the anguish of that fear, I pro-

mised, unknown and unseen, to meet him the succeeding
evening in the ruins of the chapel, and, by the sanction of an
holy father he had secured for the purpose, plight him those

vows that can never be broken.
“ I had promised, and was resolved to perform; but after

separating from him, buried in wild and saddened rumina-
tions, I was staggering houiew;irds, when I was encountered
by a youth named Hubert. He had been a menial of my
father’s, but was then a favourite with the good Earl Glen-
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carron. He had witnessed my last interview with the baron,

and wisely judging such secret proceedings tended to no good

with all the energy of duty and honest affection, he conjured

me to confide in those friends so tenderly devoted to my
interest and happiness.
“ Much affected by. his humble, yet zealous remonstrance,

I felt convinced of my lover’s degrading proposals, and

solemnly assured him that I would take no essential step

without the sanction of my friends: and most religiously

should I have adhered to my prudent resolution, but the

baron, emboldened by my former encouragement, obtruded

on the holy sanctuary, and, by working on the passions of

St. Sefrida, whose avarice was unbounded, gained admit-

tance to my presence.

“Again my better resolutions yielded to his insidious

prayers. The Abbess was his friend, and he was often ad-

mitted
;
yet I never would go beyond the convent gates ;

but every circumstance seemed to contribute to his designs.

The Earl and Countess Glencarron, with Hubert, were at the

English court. : I was left to myself— worse, worse than to

myself—to a dark destroyer, and a betiaying woman. That
the abbess might be exempt from blame or suspicion, it had
been agreed that the nuptials should be privately celebrated

in the chapel of Fitz- Arwyne Castle. My heart revolted from
the thought of seeing the earl : but the baron’s pleasure was
my law; and with my trembling steps, supported by his arms,

once again I stood beneath the battlements of my father’s

castle.
“ Shrinking from complicated fears, we reached the pre-

sence of Earl Fits-Arwyne, who awaited us iD the chapel: he

received me with courteous, yet methought a malign respect,

and smiled, saying

—

“ ‘Next to being blessed with the Lady Rosalie himself, his

happiness was beholding her beauties in the bosom of his no-
ble friend.*

“ On a certain signal the holy father appeared; but the ce-

remony was scarcely begun, when the friar was seized with
some sudden illness, and carried, almost lifeless, to his cham-
ber. Affrighted and distressed, £ implored the baron to re-

conduct me to the monastery. He interrupted me —
‘“Does Rosalie doubt the honour of her Aberavon? Has

her own love, so pure, no confidence in mine?’
“‘Oh, yes—but—butlet me return,’ I cried, almost insensible

of what I uttered—* here I cannot, will not stay a moment
longer.’

“‘Fear nothing here, Lady Rosalie,’ interposed the Earl
Fitz- Arwyne

;
‘ fear nothing here, the baron is thy lover, I

thy kinsman : this night accept our friendship for protection,

and to-morrow healtn may revisit our beadsman, when love
and nuptial joy shall brighten the soft eyes of Rosalie, and
bless her Aberavon.’

“ I could not speak
;
constrainedly they bore me to another

apartment, where a banquet was prepared. I continued
passive, more from weakness than acquiescence, while the
baron seated me beside himself, and attempted to soothe and
compose me by the softest whispers, pressing me at the same
time to partake the goblet, which sparkled with the richest
wine, in his hand. Confused, ashamed, betrayed, unable to

resist, and feeling (if I felt at all) it availed not, I received
the wine, and, unconscious of harm, I drank it.

“My enfeebled spirits soon experienced its stupefying
and deadly influence. I sunk into the baron’s arms. I

heard Fitz-Arwyne’s voice exult—I heard the baron joyfully
exclaim

—

“
‘ She is my own—they promised true !’

“ I looked beseechingly in his face
;
there only glared a

fierce destroying passion—I sighed, shrieked—his barbarous
arms infolded me— I cannot write the rest.”

Here Hubert groaned, and his hand grasped the sword that
once had been the victim’s father’s, as he cried in broken ac-
cents,—“ Soon, very soon, thou art avenged!’’

Sir Edmund pressed the arm of his friend, and continued.

* * * * * #

“ In tlie morning I awoke, but oh ! that waking ! innocence
no more gave tranquillity to my looks, purity no more gave
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peace unto my spirits; yet still, still I adored, and would have
perished for the sake of Aberavon.”

“Destruction on him!” interrupted Hubert, trembling in
passion. *

“ On awaking I looked around : Aberavon had fled, had for-

saken his ruined victim, leaving her in an inhuman tyrant’s
power.
“ ‘.Within your father’s castle^Lady Rosalie,’ said the earl

insultingly, ‘you shall command, nay more, command its mas-
ter; I will forget the pride that scorned me once, and in grati-
tude, perhaps, you may now reward my constant passion
with what no longer charms the happier baron. He leaves
you to my care, and I will do my utmost for your pleasure.
Be then kind, sweet Rosalie.’

‘“My lord! my husband!’ I shrieked: ‘I will follow.—
Where, where is he?—I will be gone.*

“ 4 Nay, lady, not so hasty or heroic; it was once your turn,
it is now mine—yon are my prisoner; know, then, your duty
is obedience and submission to my will.*

“ Maddened, I gazed around—I called my father; but he was
in heaven—he came not; even on earth he would have rejected
the impure, dishonoured Rosalie.”

A moment Sir Edmund ceased, for a lengthened groan of
anguish echoed through the dreary turret.

“It is the perturbed spirit,” cried Hubert: “anon the hour
will strike. How my bosom burns to give it rest!”

Sir Edmund resumed the narrative.
“ I meditated escape, and attempted to leave his abhorred

presence; but he caught me in his contaminating arms.
Grant, proud one,’ he cried, f grant what I condescend to

ask, even when I can dare thee to refusal. Yield to my wishes,
and thou shalt follow Aberavon. Nay, more, I will assert thy
cause, and, by a kinsman’s right and power, enforce the hand
of Aberavon for thy recompense.'

“ Rage nearly burst my brain. 4 1 am above thee still !’ I
shrieked, nearly suffocated. ‘ Release me, for I hate and scorn
thee!’ My father, oh, my father! why was thy arm so nerve-
less. Thou didst not, couldst not save thy poor Rosalie. No.

“ I found no mercy; the sacrilegious destroyer violated every
right of humanity. Convulsions soon seized me, my brain
severed, and in that condition, unknown to every one, I was
conveyed to the Monastery of Rhudelands, and there, in dread-
ful punishment for my transgressions, I was restored to life,

and the bitter remembrance of injuries and horrors.
“ The abbess affected sorrow and compassion for my fate;

yet, amid the execrations of counterfeited indignation for the
treachery that had betrayed me, she counselled me to bury all

in everlasting oblivion, and embrace a monastic life.

“ The veil of hypocrisy could no longer conceal her arts; my
eyes were opened. I disdained her counsel, and intimidated
her guilty spirit with ruin and death, if she did not instantly

devise the means to conduct me to the Baron Aberavon s

castle.

“ His father, who then lived, was reputed good, and in his

bosom I resolved to repose my sufferings ami wrongs, if his

son refused me justice. I was desperate, and the abbess had
given me only unsatisfactory answers, when a lay sister, whom
my power had often served, informed me that Fitz Arwyne
and the abbess conspired my death by poison, as the only means
left for concealing their treachery and crimes, as I so reso-

lutely rejected the vows of seclusion. Alas! in life I had little

to hope, yet in death unnumbered terrors. I started from the
thought of dissolution, and accepted the poor sister’s offer oi

privately escaping from the monastery, and, under the guid-

ance of her brother, seeking the way to Aberavon.
“ I left the convent; a>nd, supported and cheered by my

peasant guide, had reached the frontiers of Caledonia, when an
awful tempest overtook us. The storm raged for some time
with unabated fury, when, exhausted by fatigue, we threw our-

selves on the heather which covered the moor, and quietly

resigned ourselves to the fate which apparently awaited us.

“ For a considerable time we continued motionless, exposed
to the relentless fury of the blast. At length, in the glare of

a more vivid flash, a figure was seen to approach. We started

up, and, reanimated by hope, hailed it to our succour In a
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moment it stood beside us, when, in beseeching accents, I sup-

plicated a shelter for the night.

“ The voice that answered was hoarse and uncouth ;
the^sex

the being was doubtful: for we wandered on the. heath of

Ravensthane, the drear abode of Isradad, the craftiest working

spirit of the nether world. With joy, therefore, I heard a

mortal’s voice reply tb my request:—
, f

“ ‘ Yon ruin in the glen will afford you safe shelter from this

tempest; but before you enter, learn, it is enchanted ground.

u The sounds were harsh and discordant, yet they penetra-

ted my heart. I was about to follow my conductor, when I

recollected my poor companion, who, during our conversation,

had again fallen to the ground. I would have aroused him

to accompany us, but the stranger, whose influence, alas

!

was pervading my every faculty, held a finger against my lips,

in token of prohibition.

lie sleeps till morning,’ whispered the fiend ;
‘he now is

charm-bound, and when he awakes will speed hmr,Ahim home

again.’
#

“ The unknown grasped me with a scraggy hand, and con-

ducted my not unwilling steps to the gloomy portico of a

desolated fabric. I was conducted to the presence of Isradad,

who, in tones deep and appalling, addressed me

—

“ ‘ What wouldst thou to regain the love of Aberavon ? to

live the partner of his thoughts, and reign supreme in his

demesne V
: Who ’ I cried, ‘ can ensure me such exceeding bliss V

Isradad replied

—

“
‘ Know, earthly creature, the hearts that own my power

I guide at will. Wouldst though be Alexander of Aberavon’s
wife, enlist thee beneath the banners ofmy power, and in the
instant thou shalt wed him.’

“ The embers of expiring grace elumined my mind for a
moment. Could I forego the Christian’s privilege! resign my-
self to the influence of evil spirits ? I shrank aghast with
horror at the thought, and a refusal quivered on my pale lips,

when a door opened, and discovered the too-dear seducer of
my heart and honour reclining on a heap of rushes. His eyes
were dim, his cheeks pallid, and he appeared to suffer anguish,
while, in the broken murmurs of his well-known voice, my
ear distinguished some words—
‘•‘My Rosalie, oh, my Rosalie! when shall my repentant,

my adoring soul be blessed with love—with Rosalie ?—Oh,
could she now but know my sorrow and despair!’

11
1 would have darted forward, and clasped him to my bo-

som, but a savage hand restrained me, and I felt as if trans-
fixed.

“ £ ^ bat
>
-w ^iat can save, can serve my Aberavon ?’ At that

instant he heard me, knew me, and spoke—‘ Rosalie here!’ he
cried. ‘ I wronged her, yet her gentle heart will save her
contrite Aberavon. Yield, Rosalie, yield!—wilt thou refuse,
when love, when I am thy reward?’

“ All my injuries were forgotten, a degrading passion fatally
tnumphed, and I yielded compliance to each imposed com-

Painless was the wound that opened a vein
; and with the
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subdues creation. Chastity, piety, and truth alone can bid

defiance to my potent power. Had you been discreet and
virtuous, no evil power could have awed you to submission.

Yet, fear not ; you shall reign supreme, with undivided sway,
but it is within the cavity of a rock, on which is builc the

Castle of Aberavon.’
“ With a malign smile he concluded his cruel address

; and
in privacy we arrived the following day at Aberavon, when,
with commands I durst not oppose, he left nie in this dreary
and solitary cave.

“ Remotely still my eye can see! The hand is nerved with
strength, is armed with retribution! many hearts may rue its

failure, but tremble, Aberavon, if it strikes :—thou art in-

volved, ensnared! I see thee shake ;
for if Fitz-Arwynedies,
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But hark! no more! he comes!—No more—World, O world,

farewell!”
“ Merciful saints !” exclaimed Sir Edmund, folding the pa-

per, “ what dark iniquity has this revealed!”
“ Dark, indeed !” repeated Hubert in a deepened voice

;
and

having pressed a small crucifix, the gift of Lady Magdelene,
to his lips and bosom, he demanded of Sir Edmund the key
of the chamber.

Sir Edmund delivered the key, and, held the lamp while
Hubert endeavoured to open the door of the turret chamber.
His heart was firm, but his hand tremulous ; and whether
from rust, or not fitting the Awards, he strove in vain to un-
lock it.

“ Powers of mercy, aid me !” cried Hubert, with a violent
effort to wrench it open ; still it resisted.

“ Give me leave,” interrupted Sir Edmund, who supposed
the tremor of impatience counteracted Hubert’s attempt,
“ give me leave.”

Hubert restored the key, and, almost unconscious what he
did, continued to pace the turret with disordered steps. Sir
Edmund in vain tried to force the lock.

“ We will attempt it no longer,” said lie, “ we will leave the
turret, assemble some of the principal vassals, and proclaim
the injuries done to the worthy predecessor of their present
lord

;
when, doubtless, if necessary, they will assist us in our

noble vengeance.”
“We will go,” said Hubert

;
but at that moment a full and

deepened groan echoed through the turret.
“Tremendous God!” cried Sir Edmund, “ purely we should

not go and they rushed towards that part of the turret
from which the sounds proceeded.
They had reached the porch of the outer chamber; and

with looks of expectation explored the ghastly gloom.
“ See there!” cried Sir Edmund, breaking a dreary silence,

“ see there, something bends this way.”
While he spoke, a figure in robes of white was visibly seen

descending with very slow steps the spiral stair which led to
the basement of the turret. A transparent veil shaded a coun-
tenance mildly expressive of sweetness and dejection, and, had
the habit been doubtful, a certain air of modesty had announced
the figure feminine,

“Sweet, melancholy being!” said Hubert, “ wherefore comest
thou, or what thy purpose? 0 speak ! and quiet the doubl-
ings of our troubled senses!”
The figur^ answered nothing, but sighs evidently burst deep

and repeated from a labouring bosom. It retreated slowly,
and, as it moved, beckoned them to follow.

Fearless of danger, though unconscious who or what they
followed, they ascended the spiral stair, when, taking another
direction, they were soon involved in the winding intricacies
of the castle.

Their mysterious guide, with steps apparently quickened,
though unheard, continued to direct them by the light which
piayed round her, till <hey reached a remote gallery liurg
round with portraits of the Fitz-Arwyne family, which neither
Hubert nor his friend remembered to have ever seen.

Suddenly the figure stopped, and pointed with emphatic
gesture to the likeness of the late earl, now unregarded, and
lading, m damps; a second time she elevated her arm to the
portrait, and then pointed to the earth.
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“Thou art understood,” said Hubert,—“thou art under-,

stood.”

After gliding through several long and dreary passages, they
came to a suite of chambers, and, with palpitating hearts, were
preparing to follow their conductress through a broken panel

iu the oaken wainscoat of a remote closet, when a confusion of

loud discordant voices assailed him. They started with sudden
alarm, but the next instant impulsively darted forward; when,
sinking through some broken rafters on the other side, they
found themselves suddenly precipitated into a dark, deep
vault.

(To be continued.)

LINGERING SUPERSTITIONS.
A clergyman, in the account of a parish in Orkney, in Sir

John Sinclair’s “ Statistical Account of Scotland,” regretted
the rapid disappearance of the superstitions which had such
fast holds of the minds of our forefathers, such as a belief in

witchcraft and thought that the French Revolution ought to be a
warning to us not lightly to meddle with popular prejudices.

People who live in great cities are apt to undervalue the incon-
venience to which enlightened individuals are often exposed
from the superstition still lingering in remote parts of the
country. If a house has anyhow obtained the reputation of
being haunted, it is with difficulty that a female servant can be
induced to pass the night in it. Though the law throughout
Europe at this day takes no cognisance of witchcraft, yet in

districts where the multitude possess powers, such as the
Forest Cantons of Switzerland, it was with the utmost difficulty

that an end could be put to punishments of witchcraft. An
individual was executed for that crime in one of these cantons,
so late as 1785. Whoever possesses any knowledge of German
literature, must have read the letters from Johannes Yon Mul-
ler, the historian of Switzerland, to Bonstetteu, a Patrician of
Berne, published under the title of “ Letters of a young
Scholar.’' Bonstetteu was also an author, and though less dis-

tinguished than his correspondent, was not without his cele-

brity. In one of his publications he gives an account of an
excursion of his friend Muller and himself in the canton of
Lucerne. On a beautiful summer day they were seated before
an inn door, under a shady tree, in one of the most picturesque
parts of Switzerland. Muller, who generally carried, a classic

in his pocket, took out a Tacitus, and began to read it aloud.
A monk was preaching to a multitude at some distance, and all

of a sudden Bonstetten perceived the multitude making hastily
towards them. The landlord advised them to depart with all

expedition. They heard the words g’frorene uttered loudly.
The literal meaning is frozen persons

, but seems it has the
local meaning of what the Scotch call uncanny. They were
at last obliged to take to their heels, assisted by a gentleman,
who attempted a diversion in their favour, and it was with the
utmost difficulty they succeeded in reaching the Berne frontier
in time to save their lives. Bonstetten being a man of great
consequence, the canton of Berne made an angry representa-
tion to Lucerne against the outrage, and some proceedings
were adopted against the monk, who was supposed to have
excited the multitude by an appeal to their superstition. Still,

though the two friends escaped with a whole skin, and had
the satisfaction of knowing that the outrage was resented, we
will answer for it that neither of them would ever afterwards
feel so comfortable when admiring a picturesque scene with
Swiss peasants in the foreground. Coleridge in his Autobio-
graphy gives an account of his residence at Stowey, on the
south-west coast of England. His friend Wordsworth, who
had charge of a pupil of distinction, occupied a respectable
mansion at a short distance from him. Wordsworth was in
the habit of walking in his garden by moonlight, and spouting
poetry. The neighbourhood took alarm, conceiving Words-
worth to be a most formidable wizard, *nnd the gentleman
from whom the mansion was hired would for no consideration al-

low the great poet to continue to occupy it. It may be questioned
whether it would yet be safe to spout poetry by moonlight in
many parts of England, more especially the west. That there
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are wizards in Devonshire who contrive to make a good thing
of it, may be inferred from what occasionally transpires at
assizes. It is very generally reported that, at Lord John Rus-
sell’s last election for Devonshire, the Tories got hold of a
celebrated wizard, who at the preceding election had been on
the Reform side, and that this fellow had influence enough to
.deter several persons Trom voting for his lordship. The poetry
of superstition is all very fine. Sitting by a good fire on a
winter’s evening, a German Volksmarchen by Musaeus may
be a great treat; but it is quite another thing to come in con-
tact with superstition in real life, stripped of poetical adorn-
ment. A mind enslaved by degrading superstitions acts in a
a way often not a little inconvenient to others. The belief in
the evil eye, which prevails so generally in Italy and the
Levant, has brought many a man into much trouble.

DESTROYING THE ROMANCE.
A capital story is told of a young fellow, who one Sunday

strolled into a country church, and, during the service, was
electrified and gratified by the sparkle of a pair of brilliant

black eyes, which were riveted upon his face. After the ser-

vice, he saw the possessor of the witching orbs leave the

church alone, and, emboldened by her glance, he ventured to

follow her, his heart aching with rapture. He saw her look

behind, and fancied some emotion at recognising him. He then
quickened his pace, and she actually slackened hers, as if to let

him come up to her. But we will permit the young gentleman
to tell the rest in his own peculiar "way. (i Noble young crea-

ture!” thought L “ Her artless and*warm heart is superior to

the bonds of custom!” I reached within a stone’s throw of

her. She suddenly halted, and turned her face towards me.
My heart swelled to bursting. I reached the spot where she

stood. She began to speak, and I took off my hat, as if doing

reverence to an angel. “ Are you a pedlar?” “ No, my dear,

that is not my occupation.” “ Well, I don’t know,” continued

she, not very bashfully, and eyeing me very sternly, “ I

thought, when I saw you in the meeting-house, that you looked

liked a pedlar who passed off a pewter half-dollar on me
about three weeks ago, and so I was determined to keep an
eye on you. Brother John has got home now, and he says if

he catches the feller he’ll wring his neck for him; and I ain’t

sure but you are the good-for-nothing rascal, after all!”

THE PRINCESS SUMROO.

( Concluded.)

The considerable town of Sirdhana was the capital of the

Begum’s territory, but her chief residence was at Meerut,where

there is a British military station. The title which she assumed

was that of “ Princess of Jaghire.” Meerut is described as a

place with a fine climate, the houses well built, and the country

abounding in provisions and fruits. There are a considerable

number of British, besides the military, and to their society

the -Begum was also very partial. Being a Catholic, she

built churches, and had always a confessor in her household.

These, however, she was apt to change, when they ventured

too far in their censure. The following anecdote, related on

the authority of several travellers, will show to the reader how
justly liable to censure the Begum’s actions occasionally were.

A slave girl having been guilty of some offence, the Begum, in

a fit of passion, condemned her to be buried alive. To preclude

all chance of rescue, the princess at the same time ordered her

carpet to be spread over the poor girl’s grave, and on this spot

she sat and smoked, till all assistance was rendered vain.

V/hen Lord Combermere visited the northern provinces of

India, the old Begum (at that time above seventy years of age)

entertained the commander-in-chief and his suite at dinner.

Of this Captain Mundy gives the following account Her
Meerut residence;” says he, “is at a short distance from the

cantonments. As we entered her gates, his excellency was

received with presented arms by a heterogeneous body-guard,
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drawn up along the approach, and on the steps of the portico

by the old lady herself. In person she is rather corpulent;

her complexion is unusually fair, and her features prominent.

Her costume consisted of a very short full petticoat, displaying

a o-ood deal of her keemcab trousers, from under which peeped

a verv tiny pair of embroidered slippers. Of Tier hands, arms,

and feet, the octogenarian beauty is still justly proud. She

wore on her head a plain snug turban of cashmere, over which

a shawl was thrown, enveloping her cheeks, throat and shoul-

ders; and from the midst of its folds her little grey eyes peered

forth with a lynx-like acuteness. During the repast, whieh
|

was served in the European style, the old lady smoked a very

splendid hookah, a similar one being offered to his excellency. 1

The party consisted of about sixty persons, and the Begum,
who considers herself now on an equality with the lords of the

creation, was the only lady at table. Indeed, if the absence of

all the softer qualities, and the possession of the most fiery

courage, stubbornness of purpose, and unexampled cruelty, i

can give her a claim to be numbered among the hardier sex,

her righj, to virility will scarcely be disputed. The history of

her life forms a series of scenes such as perhaps no other

female could have gone through.”

This remarkable woman’s death occurred no further back
than the month of April, 1836. Her exact age is not known,
but it is believed that she was considerably beyond her eightieth

year. Her possessions fall into the company’s dominions, and
|

will be no inconsiderable acquisition, as the princess’s income
was latterly above one hundred thousand pounds annually.

PASSAGE OF THE SIMPLON.
One of the.most lasting monuments of the power and policy

of he Emperor Napoleon, are the artificial roads which he
Caused to he constructed across the Alps, which connect Prance
with Savoy and Italy with Valais; and the manner in which
the first military body penetrated the gorges of the mountains,
in order to establish the possibility of a thoroughfare by way
ot the Simplon, is one of the most interesting events in his

eventful life.

In May, 1800, General Bethencourt set out, at the head of
1,400 men, and eight pieces of cannon, to seek this new route
over the Alps, with the view to an attack upon the Austrian
forces in Italy. The difficulties they had to encounter were
such as would have terrified any army but that of the French
republic. At one place they found that the rude bridge over
which they expected to pass, had been swept away by an
avalanche. The chasm was full sixty feet broad, with perpen-
dicular sides, and a furious torrent dashing over the bottom

;

but General Bethencourt only remarked to the men that they
were ordered to cross, and that cross they must. A volunteer
speedily presented himself, who,' clambering to the bottom of
the precipice, eyed deliberately the gloomy gulf before him.
In vain

“ The/tngry spirit of the waters shrieked

for the veteran—a mountaineer, perhaps, himself—saw that
the foundations of the bridge, which were nothing more than
holes in the bed of the torrent to receive the extremities of the
poles which had supported a transverse pole above, were still

left, and not many feet under the surface. He called to his
companions to fasten the end of a cord to the precipice above,
and fling down the rest of the coil to him. With this burden
on his shoulders, he then stepped boldly but cautiously into the
water, fixing his legs in the foundation-holes of the bridge.
As he sunk deeper and deeper in his progress through the

roaring stream, bending up against the current, and seeming to
grapple with it as with a human enemy, it may be imagined
that the spectacle was viewed with intense interest by his com-
rades above. Sometimes the holes were far apart, and, in
striding from one to the other, it seemed a miracle that he was
Hot swept away

; sometimes they were too shallow to afford
sufficient purchase; and as he stood swaying and tottering for
ft moment, a smothered cry burst from the hearts of the spec-

tators—converted into a shout of triumph and applause as he
suddenly sprung forward another step, plunged his leg into a
deeper crevice, and remained steady. (Sometimes the holes

were too deep—a still more imminent danger—and once or

twice there was nothing visible of the adventurer above the

surface but his arms and head, his wild eyes glaring like those

of a water-demon amidst the spray, and his teeth seen fiercely

clenched through the dripping and disordered mustachio. The
wind, in the meantime, increased every moment; and as it

swept moaning through the chasm, whenever it struck the

river, the black waters rose with a burst and a shriek.

The spirit of human daring at last conquered, and the sol-

dier stood panting on the opposite precipice. What was gained
by the exploit ? The rope, stretched across the chasm, and
fastened firmly at either side, was as good as Waterloo Bridge
to the gallant Frenchmen! Bethencourt himself was the first

to follow the volunteer, and after him 1,000 men—knapsacked,
armed, and accoutred—swung themselves, one by one, across

the abyss, a slender cord their only support, and an Alpine
torrent their only footing.

The dogs of the division, amounting to five, with a heroism
less fortunate, but not less admirable, next tried the passage.

They had waited till the last man had crossed—for a soldier’s

dog belongs to the regiment—and then, with a quick, moaning
cry, sprung simultaneously into the gulf. Two only reached
the opposite cliffs

;
the other three were swept away by the

torrent. These gallant beasts were seen for several minutes
struggling among the surge; they receded imperceptibly, and
then sunk at once in an eddy, that whirled them out of sight.

Two died in silence; but a wild and stifled yell told the despair

of the third. The adventurers—at the foot of an almost per-

pendicular mountain, which it was necessary to cross before

nightfall—had little time to grieve for their faithful friends.

With the assistance of their bayonets, which they inserted,

while climbing, in the interstices of the rock to serve as a
support, they re-commenced their perilous ascent; but even
after a considerable time had elapsed, they often turned their

heads, as some sound from the dark river below reached them,
and looked down with a vague hope*into the gulf.

The terror of the Austrian posts may be conceived, when
they saw 1,000 men rushing down upon them from the Alps,

by passes which Nature herself had fortified with seemingly
inaccessible ramparts. The expedition was completely success-

ful, both as regarded its immediate and ulterior purpose; and,

indeed, with all the disadvantages attending the opening of a
new and hazardous route, the column reached the place of ren-

dezvous several days before that of General Moncey, which
had debouched by the pass of St. Bernard.

BUTTON-HOLES ON BOTH SIDES,

A gentleman in Charlestown, who entertained a good deal

of company at dinner, had a black fellow as an attendant, who

was a native of Africa, and never could be taught to hand

things invariably to the left hand of the guest at the table.

At length his master thought of an infallible expedient to

direct him; and as the coats were then worn in Charlestown

single breasted, in the present quaker fashion, he told Sambo

always to hand the plate, &c. to the button-hole side. Untor-

tunately, however, for the poor Negro, on the day after he had

received hi% ingenious lesson, there was among the guests at

dinner, a foreign gentleman, with a double breasted coat.

Sambo was for a while at a stand. He looked first at one side

of the gentlemen’s coat, then at the other; and, finally, quite

confounded at the outlandish make oi the gentleman’s garment,

he cast a despairing look at his master; and exclaiming, in a

loud voice, “ Button-holes on both sides, massa!” handed the

plate right over the gentleman’s head.
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THE ADVENTURES OF WILLIAM BLAIR.

History scarcely furnishes a subject more interesting to

feelings, or better adapted to stimulate the exertions of the
graphic art, or the emotions of the mind, than that of the
young and beautiful Queen of Hungary, (Maria Theresa,

^

standing on her throne, in the midst of her nobles, whom she
had assembled at Presburg, while stating with all the powers
of rhetoric, in accents capable of every inflection, the distress

to which she was driven, and appealing at once to their cou-
rage and loyalty, or, in her own animated language, “ Flying,”
as she said, “ into their arms for protection.”
The effect of this passionate appeal and powerful repre-

sention upon the hearts and arms of the gallant Hungarians,
is well known. In an instant every man jn the assembly
drew his sword, and, solemnly kissing the blade, swore that
it never should be sheathed in peace till she was reinstates
in her dominions, and revenged of the House of Bavaria,
whom with one voice, they excluded for ever from the throne
of Hungary.
This declaration was the signal for the lovely queen to un-

furl her standard. The Imperial Eagle once more soared
aloft, as this symbol of domination floated in the air. Her
subjects, down to the lowest order, animated with the same
gallantry, inflamed with the same enthusiasm as their lords,
ranged themselves under this their ancient banner. Their
chivalry, which this event excited, spread to other countries,
and in kindred souls excited the same emotions.
The sops of Britain, possessing all the generosity and gal-

lantry which adorned romantic times, animated with even
more than Panonian ardour, as it wg& engendered only by re-
presentations of the beauty and the distress of the object,
declared themselves ready to fly with their monarch to the
assistance of the representative of the Imperial House of
Austria

;
then environed by the armies of France and Prussia;

while the daughters of Britain would, could their offerings
have been accepted, have sacrificed their ornaments, have
thrown every adventitious decoration to their native charms,
Into one general fund, for the relief of a queen that rivalled
them in beauty.

At this period, in which the spirit of chivalry seemed to
have spread from Presburg to London, many stimulated by
high'examples, enlisted to rescue the Pragmatic sanction
from the dangers that impended, who did not know the
meaning of the epithet.

Among these was the hero of this tale, a young Northum-
berian of the name of William Blair, who lived in Drury-
lane, and was, like his professional and military ancestor, Sir
John Hawkwood, a tailor.

Whether the valiant deeds of this Knight of the Needle,
whose fame had erst resounded from pole to pole, had ever
reached the ears of William Blair, and had possessed him
with a desire to rescue the Hungarian Princess

; as the former
had the Italian, is unknown

; but it is certain, that not only
our hero, but a great number of hisshopmates, whose bosoms
glowed with military ardour, which seems to have spread
through the whole society to which he belonged, entered into
the army about the same time.

Blair, who was then very handsome, and of an elegant
figure, was gladly received into a troop of dragoons, and was,
in consequence, furnished with a horse, to which it appears he
became in the sequel much attached.
Late in the year 1742, the troops of Great Britain arrived

in the Netherlands; and early in the year 1743, under the
command of the Earl of {Stair, they began their march for the
Rhine.

It was the fortune of Will Blair and his horse (which, pro-
bably from a predeliction for his former profession, he had
named Pocket,) to be among the cavalry sent upon this expe-
dition.

' y

The various difficulties which the English army encountered
in this enterprise, have been frequently mentioned. The winter
and even the spring of those years, were most uncommonly
severe. Great part of the troops were frequently without tents,

exposed to all the rigour of the season, and as frequently in
danger of starving.

In this trying situation, Will Blair, (who, it appears, had a
spice of philosophy in his composition,) derived the greatest
consolation from his horse, Pocket. The friendship that existed
betwixt the man and the animal in this instance, was the ad-
miration of the whole troop. They ate together. The coarse
black bread that was the food of Blair, was frequently the food
of Pocket.

lhe beans which were the food of Pocket, necessity very
often forced Blair to partake of.

They drank from the same stream, and when weariness and
night forced them to repose in the field, Blair was happy if he
could lead Pocket to some rest or hollow; where, while the horse
naturally extended himself, his rider laid upon him, and spread-
ing his cloak over both, in this situation they frequently slept
through the hours of darkness, and have sometimes waked in
the morning covered with, nay almost buried in snow.

In this manner had Blair and his horse Pocket, (who, when
he set out upon this expedition, was, like his master, also one of
the finest of his species) travelled, and taken the roughs and the
smooths of the world together. They were in many actions,
skirmishes, and battles, particularly that of Dettingen. Their
friendship seemed to increase from the dangers to which they
were mutually exposed; and every year that passed over-their
heads appears to have added to their intimacy.

In the performance of every duty which a horse could owe
to a military rider, Pocket was exemplary; and every attention
that a rider could pay to a horse, even to the abridgement of his
own comforts, to add to those of his favourite animal, it was the
care of Blair to bestow upon Pocket.

Blair and his horse continued abroad many years; and he
was, it is said, contemplating with pleasure the great proba-
bility there was that they should travel down the hill of life
together, when, in consequence of new arrangements occasioned
by the peace, his regiment was ordered to England.

. I hope, my poor Pocket,” said Blair, as he was dressing
him the next morning, “ as we have endured many storms by
land, no storm at sea will impede our progress to our native
country.”

This hope of Blair’s was fulfilled, the regiment arrived in
safety; but alas 1 this poor fellow,

%
who had been wounded in

Germany, was soon after taken ill* separated from Pocket in
consequence, sent to an hospital; and while he remained in this
situation, the troop in which he rode was disbanded, and he,
when in some degree recovered, placed in Chelsea College as au
invalid.

Here William Blair lived a considerable time.—Pocket, whose
idea dwelt in his mind, was frequently the theme of his discourse
to his companions

;
but, though he had often inquired alter him,

of his fate he remained in total ignorance. Ali lie could learn
was, that he had, with other horses, been sold, when like his
master, he was deemed no longer serviceable.

“Alas, poor Pocket!” he would often exclaim, as in tra-
versing the streets lie saw a horse that had some resemblance
of him, “ we marched over rough roads in Germany. I had
loped that we should have found the ways all smooth in En-
gland, but it was not to be!”

In this disposition of mind, Blair was one day walking along
;he Strand, and,' as was his habit, examining every horse he
passed, when he came to the stand at St, Clement’s Church,
where one in a hackney coach attracted liis attention. He
sprung to him, and in ecstacy exclaimed, “As sure as I live,
this is Pocket I”

“ Pocket—Pocket!” he repeated, “have you forgot me?”
The horse at the well known voice of his former master,

pricked up his ears, and neighed.
“ It is ! It is Pocket!” cried Blair, throwing his arms round

the animal’s neck. “ It is my old companion. How often, my
poor Pocket, have we slept in theffield together—what hard-
ships have we endured—and now to see you in this situation!”
By this time, the people assembled around thought Blair in a

state of distraction; an opinion which was confirmed when he
flew to an adjacent public-house, whence he brought a pot of
porter, a bowl and some bread.
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“ My poor Pocket and I must eat and drink together once
more,” said Blair.

“God forbid any one should hinder you, my friend!” said

the master of the coach, who had in the interim come up. “ I

guess that this was your Lorse when you was in the army?”
“ It-was, indeed!” said Blair.

“I am huppy,” he continued, “ to see you understand each
other so well; and will not only join in, but add to your re-

past.”

The peoplewhom this circumstance had drawn together, when
they understood the nature of it, admired the humanity of

Blair, and the sagacity of the animal that was the object, and
seemed sensible of it. Several gentlemen made the veteran

presents; but what pleased him more than all was, that the

coachmaster said to him at parting, “ My worthy friend, I live

in Gray’s-inn-lane, and whenever you choose to visit Pocket
at my yard, I shall be glad to see you; and you may depend
upon it, that I shall never bring him to Chelsea, with a fare,

but I shall stop at the Royal Hospital*, and inquire for you;
therefore let it be your consolation, that you and the animal
you are so fond of, may have many future opportunities of

eating and drinking together, with the same pleasure you have
done this day.”

SINGULAR STORY.

Some years ago, a circumstance occurred in Dunbar, which
caused more wordshed in the way of gossip, than perhaps ever

took place on any other occasion, in any of his majesty’s little

gossiping country towns. A poor old woman, who, in former
-times, might have passed for a witch, dwelt in an old fashioned
house in the Dawel brae, which had seen better days, and was
not without its unaccountable sights and sounds. The most
unaccountable thing, however, about the woman, was her
means of subsistence. She got but a wretched pittance, as usual,

from the poor’s fund, yet was never seen to earn anything by
labour, though, like other old women, she might, perhaps, now
and then, be scantily supplied by her v-ealthier neighbours, on
the well-known principle laid down by John Girder, in the
“ Bride of Laramermuir,”—“If there’s ony meat in the house
that’s totally uneatable, ye may gi’e’t to the puir fouk.” After
an existence protracted under these disconsolate circumstances
beyond the ordinary period of human life, the old woman was
at length understood to be confined to her bed, and about to give
up the ghost. . A vast number of other old women then assem-
bled in her miserable dwelling, and proceeded to minister unto
her in style, form, and manner, customary on such momentous
occasions. The bed-rid wretch was, however, as her attendants
expressed it, “ unco ill to dee,”—that is, life showed a great
disinclination to part from her body. Moreover, in her de-
lirium, she used sundry expressions which were not considered
as altogether earthly, and which therefore did not fail to strike

all around her with the most horrible and strange surmises.
She complained particularly of being annoyed by the rocking
of cradles and the cries of children. How such sounds should
have been represented to her imagination seemed strange to

her neighbours, who knew that she had never any children her-
self, nor was connected in any way with the affairs of the nur-
sery. The mystery was explained after her death and burial,

when, her effects being brought to the hammer, as usual, by the
trustees of the poor, her chest was found to contain the skulls
of several infants, while, in the meagre pallet ot straw on which
she lay, was concealed the entire skeleton of a child, with
nothing upon its bones but a tuft of yellow hair, which adhered
to the skull. These were supposed to be victims of maternal
cruelty, which this infirm old hag had assisted in removing
from the world, or whose murder she had at least connived at
and concealed. What rendered this terrible affair the more
appalling to the imaginations of the common people, was the
idea that the woman might have carried on a system of infan-
ticide, and for a great length of time. It was then absolutely

amusing, so far as such a subject could furnish amusement, to
observe how busily, and with what solicitude, the memories of
all the people were set to work, to remember circumstances at
ail bearing upon the horrible exposure . Many female charac-
ters formerly fair, were dimmed by the passing conjectures; as
for those which had hitherto been at all suspicious, their case
was truly pitiable. Such benevolent individuals as had ever
shown any kindness to the deceased, though otherwise mos re-
spectable, were not exempted from the general impeachment;
and it is believed that many a one then took a vow, which no
doubt they devoutly kept, never once again to give cauld kail
to old women on this side of time.

RAISING THE WIND
A good story is told by somebody—we don’t recollect who

—of a couple of Yankees who chanced to be travelling in

the south, and had ran short of funds. Out of “ tin,” and
out at the toes, they hit upon the following expedient to raise

the rhino. By dint of address, they contrived to come it over
the printer, and procured a quantity of handbills, giving notice
to the denizens of the town where they were stopping, that,

“a monster Guyucutus,” of the genus “ humm," would be ex-
hibited on the following day, at a certain place—admittance
twenty-five cents, children half price. A curtain was obtained,

which was drawn across one end of the apartment where the

show was to come off, and the time having arrived, one of the

worthy' pair performed the part of door-keeper and roceiver-

general, while his com^nion in sin was busy behind the

screen (which was so arranged as to prevent discoveries)

where he kept up an incessant and most unearthly moaning,
while the company were entering and being seated. The
hour having at last arrived for the show to commence, the
door-keeper left his post, and marching across the hall, which
was crowded with men, women, and children, he disappeared
behind the curtain. Immediately after his exic a terrific

howling, barking, and chaffering commenced, in the midst
of which, the clattering of chains, and a heavy fall or two,

were distinctly heard. A terrible struggle appeared to be
going on behind the green baize, and an occasional “ Oh !

ah! hold hard Jim!”—“ Hit him on the head!”— “ That’s it
!”

—

“

No it isn’t,” &c., were heard for some minutes by the

audience in front, who by this time had become greatly ex-

cited, and not a little alarmed. Amidst the call for the “ ma-
nager,” the exclamations were heard—“ He’ll break his

chainsF—“ There he goes !”—and the door-keeper rushes from
behind the scenes, hatless and breathless, his hair on end,

while he shouts, at the top of his lun^s—“ Save yourselves,

gentlemen! Save your children! The Guyucutus is loose!"

ACCESSION OF HENRY THE SIXTH.

Henri' the Sixth was not out of his long frocks when he

came to the throne, for he had not yet completed the ninth

month of his little existence. Though he succeeded peacefully to

the crown, lie was in arms from the first hour of his reign

;

and though he was not born literally with a silver spoon in his

mouth, he baa one there on his accession to the throne, for he was

being fed at the very moment that the news of his father’s

death was announced in the Royal nursery,. It is easy to

conceive the interesting proceedings that took place on its being

proclaimed, that the child, then in the act of having its food,

had become the lung of England. A clean bib was instantly

brought, and he was apostrophised as a little “ Kingsey Ping-

sey”—a “ Monarchy Ponarchy;” and was addressed by many
other of those titles of affectionate loyally, which are to be

found nowhere but in the nursery dialect.—Comic History oj

England.

*Public-house by the College gate.
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THE MERCHANT-CLERK OF LEIPSIC; OR, THE
REFORMED GAMESTER.

Mr. Grotzleer was equally well known as the richest

merchant and most singular man in the city of Leipsic. For-

tunate in all his speculations and frugal in his expenditure, his

wealth was very great; in fact it would have been immense but

for the indulgence of certain benevolent propensities which he

concealed with greater care than other people take to display

them. With all his care, however, some of his charitable ac-

tions became known, and they saved him from the charge of

parsimony, which his frugality in other respects would have
brought upon him.

Ope morning a stranger came to him to solicit employment,
he was apparently about twenty-three years of age: his figure
was noble, and his features handsome; but the deep gloom
which overshadowed his countenance took much from its
manly beauty.

“ I am unacquainted with business,” said he abruptly, in
reply to the merchant’s inquiries, “but I am master of the
modern languages, can write a good hand, and understand
arithmetic. You may make me useful; till you can do so I will
serve you for nothing.”

“ And who is to answer for your honesty?”
“ No one; I have not a friend on earth.”

By my faith, yon have an excellent w'ay of recommending

[joe fromaison ruined at the gaming-tableJ

yourself. Do you suppose now that I shall be so mad as to

take you into my service?”

“Yes,” cried the stranger energetically; “yes, I think you
will employ me, when you know that your doing so may per-
haps be the means of saving me from destruction.”
“Umph!” cried Grotzleer, “that might be a reason if I were

sure it was a true one.”

The stranger replied only by a look.
“ Well, but though you’ve no one to recommend you, I sup-

pose you can give some account of yourself: what countryman
are you?”
“ French.”
“Ah! I thought so; they are a sad harum-scarum set of

people,—never quiet at home or abroad. Well, you’ve fought
a duel, or carried off a girl

”

“ I am unfortunate, nay, criminal,” cried the stranger, inter-

No. 45.

rupting him ;
“ this much I acknowledge, but nothing more

relative to myself shall ever pass my lips. I will earn my sub-

sistence by the lowest manual labour, sooner than reveal who
and what I am.”

Grotzleer fixed his eyes steadily for some minutes, but in

silence on the countenance of the young mau ;
at last he said

in a softened tone, “You may come, and when you have at-

tended my counting-house for a few days we shall see what you
are fit for.”

A week passed; the merchant found that Le Martin, for so

the youth called himself, had not deceived him in the account

he gave of his acquirements. His knowledge of the languages,

the beauty of his writing and above all, the uncommon quick-

ness with which lie comprehended the instructions given to

him, delighted Grotzleer. Ho offered Le Martin his board and

salary rather proportioned to what he expected his services
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would be worth than their actual value. At the same time he
told him that if he chose to board himself, he would double his

salary. Le Martin caught eagerly at this offer; he took a

lodging in the neighbourhood, attended regularly at the count-
ing-house

,
and in a short time became a prime favourite.

Two things, however, were equally inexplicable and vexa-
tious in his conduct, to the worthy merchant. The first was
the young man’s constant refusal to partake of his hospitality.

Whether this proceeded from pride or reserve no one knew, but
he pertinaciously declined every invitation

;
and confining

himself to the strictest discharge of his duty, he constantly

avoided all intercourse with the family, or even the merchant
himself, but when business required.

His second offence, was, that every year, on the feast of St.

Genevieve, he absented himself from the counting-house :

why or for what purpose, nobody could tell, for the people at

his lodgings declared that he remained during the whole day
locked in his apartment. Grotzleer had a mortal antipathy to

holidays, for he considered the time lost that was not employed
in getting money; nevertheless if Le Martin had made a jour
de fete in the French fashion, that is to say eat, drink, and
dance, the good merchant would, as it was only for once a year,

have winked at it; but as on the contrary Le Martin’s gloom
and dejection were always observed to increase about that time,

in the third year tried his authority to defraud the saint of her

day; Le Martin was firm: he gave, however, no explanation,

and the merchant was forced to content himself with wishing
the day was blotted out of the calendar.

* '

Five years passed, and the young Frenchman in spite of his tiou. Le Martin was in bed and had apparently fallen into a
solitary and unsocial habits, was a favourite with every body: doze, fo*r it was some time before he perceived the entrance of
the fifth year wasjust turned, when one morning a messenger Grotzleer: at last he asked in a tone whose hollowness startled

9
came to excuse his non-attendance that day, with a promise the merchant, “who is there?”
that lie would be sure to come the next. lie did not however, Grotzleer, who conjectured from the meanness of the apart*
make his appearance, and the merchant who began to be ment the reason that Le Martin had refused to see him, was
uneasy went^ himself to his lodgings: but to his equal surprise almost afraid to reply; but contrary to his expectations, the
and disappointment he was refused admittance. Mons. Le young Frenchman regarded him with a look of satisfaction.
Martin could see nobody. He went away in a pet, but bis . “I was going to send for you my friend,” said he, “come
anger was always short-lived: and the following morning find- near me; to your generous friendship I am sure I may trust to
mg Le Martin was still absent, he presented himself again at rescub my name from ignominy; it will soon be the only kind
ms door; but this time he used a golden key, and it soon gave office you can perform for me.’'
him admission into his clerk’s apartment.

j

This overcame the fortitude of Grotzleer; he sent instantly
Le Martin s salary was amply sufficient to afford him every for medical assistance; and had it been possible, be would have

comfort; but to the surprise of his master, he occupied a small interdicted Le Martin from speaking, till after the physician
room the sea Xj furniture of which was of the meanest descrip* had seen him; but Le Martin protested vehemently against it:

0 '

. ,

‘ '
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“ I feel,” cried he, “ that my days are drawing to a conclusion,
\

and I cannot die in peace without opening my heart to you, my
j

only friend. In telling you I am a Frenchman, I spoke the
1

truth, but I concealed from you my real name which is De
Fromaisson ;

my family is noble and once was rich, but when
the property came into my possession, it was barely sufficient

to support with decency the honour of my name.
“ I became my own master at an age the most dangerous, for

I lost both my parents before I attained my twentieth year. A
good education and a passion as pure as it was powerful, for

some time shielded me from vice. The object of my love was
an orphan, equal to myself in birth, but far superior in the gift

of fortune. She was left under the guardianship of her uncle,

and he resolutely opposed our marriage on account of my com-
parative poverty. In vain, however, did he try by entreaties,

and even menaces to compel Genevieve to reject me. She
pledged herself to become mine as soon as the term of his guar-

dianship expired; but there was still nearly three years before

I could hope for our union, and all personal intercourse with
Genevieve was during that time to be denied me. I endea-

voured but in vain to prevail on her to become my wife, with-

out the consent of her guardian, but as that step would be
attended with the forfeiture of her property, she refused.

“ Her uncle finding that she could not be prevailed upon to

abandon me, confined her in a convent, with a declaration that

she should not leave it till she became her own mistress. She
was thus placed completely out of my reach. I could neither

write to her nor hear from her, and I was almost distracted at

the thoughts of the artifices which might be used to prevail on
her to abandon me. Ah! how vain would those fears have
proved had I been true to myself

!

“ Let me not dwell upon the steps which led to my ruin; I

sought to dissipate the fears that tormented me, by mixing
more in society, and I began to accustom myself more to play,

not from any fondness for it, on the contrary I disliked it, but
merely as a refuge from thought: by degrees, however, I im-
bibed a passion for gambling, but for sometime I indulged in it

without materially injuring my fortune.
“ Some months passed in this manner, when I was roused

from my delirium by a letter from Genevieve. She had ob-

tained intelligence of my infatuation, and she used every
argument that reason and tenderness could suggest, to wean
me from it; concluding with a declaration, that if I persisted

in the indulgence of this destructive passion, she must re-

nounce me, for she would never unite herself to a gamester.
“This letter revived my slumbering passion: I internally

execrated the madness which had made me hazard the affec-

tions of Genevieve; I determined from that moment to re-

nounce cards entirety, and for some time I kept my word. At
length, in a fatal moment I suffered myself to be drawn into

play; my steps were watched; the intelligence of what I had
done was conveyed to Genevieve, and she wrote me a last

farewell. I hastened instantly to the convent; the good abbess

moved by my despair, permitted me at last to write to Gene-
vieve; but vain was every effort to shake her resolution. She
was lost to me

—

lost for ever!

“For some time I shut myself up from the sight of every
human being; at last pride came to my aid. She can renounce
me, said I—renounce me for a single fault! Shall I then afford

her the triumph of seeing that I sink under her loss? No, I

will tear her from my heart.

“I tried to do so, and in order the more effectually to banish

her from my mind, I plunged deeply into the cursed pursuit to

which I owed her loss. I met the fate I merited, for in a short

time I was ruined; nay, worse than ruined: I borrowed money
from different friends under various pretences, and it was not

until I could raise no more, that my eyes were fully opened to

the misery and disgrace I had brought upon my head.
“ Soon after Genevieve had renounced me, she quitted the

convent and returned to her uncle’s house. I heard that she

was free from all restraint, but she spent her time chiefly in

solitude. In the first moments of my despair, on finding my-
self utterly ruined, I tried to relieve my mind in some degree

from the weight of self-reproach, by ascribing my misfortunes to

Genevieve’s severity, and I formed the dreadful resolution of

putting an end to my existence in her presence. Herfemme de
chavibre had been my friend; I told her that I was about to
quit France for ever, and prevailed upomher to conceal me in

Genevieve’s apartment, that I might bid her an eternal adieu.
“ It was on the Feast of St. Genevieve that I obtained ad-

mission to the apartment of my beloved, about an hour before

(
she retired for the night. Ah ! what a conflict of passions did

|

I endure during that hour! but despair triumphed. To live

with honour, cried I, is impossible ! Can I bear to be pointed
at as a wretch, who, to the indulgence of a mad passion has
sacrificed the property of others as well as his own ? No

!

there is but one way—I must perish.
“ At the moment that I had wrought my resolution to the

highest pitch, Genevieve entered: it was a year since I had
last beheld her, and scarcely could I credit my eyes when I

saw the ravages which the year had made. Her paleness and
dejection proved what she must have suffered, and my heart
whispered that she had suffered for me: but I durst not in that

dreadful moment dwell upon the thought that she still loved

me, lest it should shake my resolution. Wrapping myself in

the folds of the window curtain I scarcely dared to breathe,

and I dreaded lest the tumultuous beatings of my heart should
betray me, before I had taken a long last look at a being sc

truly and so tenderly beloved.
“ She soon dismissed her woman, and a moment afterwards

she undrew a curtain nearly opposite to where I stood, and ex-

posed to my view an oratory. Genevieve prostrated herself

before the symbol of our faith, and during some time she

prayed in silence, but her deep sighs, and the tears which
streamed from her eyes, proved the fervour of her devotion.
‘ Oh, my God!’ murmured she at length, in a low tone, ‘ have
mercy on that unfortunate. Wean his heart from the

.
vice

which has obliged me to renounce him, and grant that here-

after, at least, we may be united.’
“ Ah, my friend, what were my feelings to find that even in

the moment in which I was blindly devoting myself to per-

dition, the voice of an angel was raised to Heaven for my
salvation! Burstingfrom my concealment I threw myself at

her feet: speech was denied me, but the pistol which fell from
my nerveless hand sufficiently explained my dreadful purpose.

“ I cannot detail to you the scene that followed. We parted

for ever, and I carried with me Genevieve’s pity and pardon.

I concealed from her the extent of my ruin, for I could not

bring myself wholly to crush her gentle spirit, and instantly

quitting Paris I hastened hither. I had no fixed plan, save

that of endeavouring to gain a subsistence by my labour. The
character I heard of you led me to solicit employment from

you, and your liberal remuneration of my services has enabled

me to. redeem my name in some degree from the dishonour

with which it was overwhelmed: part of my debts are paid.
1

'

“ And that you might be able to pay them, you have denied

yourself comforts, and even necessaries?” cried Grotzleer.

“ Oh, my dear boy, how could you be so rash? Why did you
not confide in me? But it may not yet.be too late.”

It was however nearly so, for grief, joined to excessive ab-

stinence, had brought Be Fromaisson nearly to the grave.

At last, however, he began, though slowly, to mend; he had

been removed in the first stage of his disease to Grotzlcer’s

house, where the worthy merchant watched over him with the

affection of a father, till he was convalescent. He then left

him to the care of an excellent nurse, and merely saying that

he should be obliged to be absent for some time, hastened to

Paris: he had previously ascertained that Genevieve was

single, and he did not lose a moment in presenting himself to

her.
“ Madam.” said he, “ you have once already been the means

of saving the life of an unfortunate young man, avho is as

dear to me as my own child; I am come to ask you to preserve

it a second time.”

At these words Genevieve became pale as ashes.

“ Ah, my God 1” cried she, “you speak of De Fromaisson.

What has happened to him?”
Grotzleer related all that had occurred since De Fromaisson

had parted from her, and he ended by saying “your prayer

has been granted: De Fromaisson has returned to his duty

—
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he has done even more than the most rigid justice would have
demanded—does he not then merit your pardon?”

“ Ah, sir, he received it long since.”

“ But in what manner? You banished him from your pre-

sence—you denied him even hope : is it thus that Heaven par-

dons us? Penitence will expiate our faults in the eyes of the

Omnipotent: and dare you be more rigorous than Him by
whom one day you must be judged?”
“What would you havfe me do?”
“ Accompany me to Leipsic.”

• Genevieve hesitated.
“ Well, then, remain and sacrifice the life of De Fromaisson

to false delicacy; for from the state in which I left him, I am
convinced that his ultimate recovery must depend on his mind
being restored to peace.”

The tender Genevieve could no longer hesitate: in a few
hours she was on the road to Leipsic; need we say with what
transport she was received. A few days beheld the union of

the lovers; but before it took place, De Fromaisson, whose
spirit would not brook dependance, even upon a wife whom he
adored, asked, and obtained permission of his Genevieve, to

drop his title and to establish himself as a merchant in Leip-

sic, where he lived for many years in the enjoyment of that

happiness which his sincere repentance had deserved. A.

AN ACCOUNT OF THAT FAMOUS WARRIOR, SIR
JOHN HAWKWOOD.

Sir John Hawkwood, says the arch Fuller, turned his needle
into a sword, and his thimble into a shield. He was born in the

parish of Hedingham Sibil, in Essex, the son of a tanner, and
in due time was bound apprentice to a tailor in London; he
was pressed for a soldier, and by his spirit rose to the highest
commands in foreign parts.

He first served under Edward III., and received from that
monarch the honour of knighthood. By the extraordinary
proofs of valour he showed at the battle of Poictiers, he gained
the esteem of his heroic general, the Black Prince. That battle

was fought in the month of September, 1356, so memorable an
action, needs, we hope, no apology for its insertion here. The
following is the account as given in history:

—

Edward, Prince of Wales, marching through part of Touraine
and Anjou, south of the Loire, he now entered Poictou; and, on
Saturday the seventeenth day of September, encamped between
Beauvoir and Maupertuis, within two leagues of Poictiers. The
King of France coming up with an army of sixty thousand
horse, besides infantry, called a council of war, in which it was
resolved to attack the English next morning. Edward was al-

ready so straitened for want of provisions, that, in a few days,
he must have been starved into a surrender; but the French,
confiding in their valour, and the vast superiority of their num-
bers, demanded a battle so eagerly, that the king did not think
it proper to disappoint their ardour and ambition. He divided
his army into three bodies; of which the first and most ad-
vanced, was commanded by his brother the Duke of Orleans;
the second was posted on the left, under the conduct of the dau-
phin, assisted by his brothers Lewis and John; while the king
in person, accompanied by his youngest son Philip, commanded
the third division as a body of reserve. This order being set-
tled, John detached the Lords of Ribaumont, Landas, and
Beaujeu, to view the countenance and disposition of the enemy,
whom they found posted among bushes, hedges, and vineyards,
so as to be inaccessible in ever}' quarter, but by a narrow lane
lined with hedges, behind which a body of English archers
were planted to command the passage. Ribaumont advised the
king to dismount all his cavalry, except three hundred chosen
men in complete armour, who should enter the defile, and make
way for the attack of the dismounted cavalry. In consequence
of this advice the three hundred men were armed for this ser-
vice, and all the rest of the troops ordered to charge on foot,
except a few German squadrons, which continued on horseback,
to be occasionally employed according to the emergencies of the
action. Just when John was going to begin the battle, the Car-

dinal of Perigort, employed by the pope to renew the negotia-
tions between the two crowns, running up to the king, conjured
him to spare the lives of so many French gentlemen, which
would necessarily be lost in the attack, and allow him to repair
to the English camp, where he did not doubt of being able to
persuade the Prince of Wales to surrender.
Having obtained this permission, he hastened to Edward,

who, being very sensible of his dangerous situation, declared
himself ready to accept of any terms that should be consistent
with his own honour and that of his country.
When the cardinal returned with this answer, John sent back

his troops to their quarters
; and the mediator spent the whole

day in passing between the two camps, to settle the articles of
accommodation. The Prince of Wales offered to restore all the
places and prisoners he had taken in that campaign; and abstain,
for seven years from carrying arms against theKing of France, on
condition of being allowed to retire unmolested to Bordeaux. But
John peremptorily insisted upon Edward’s s urrendering him-
self prisoner, wjth an hundred knights; and in that case the
English should be permitted to retire without molestation.
The prince, far from subscribing to this article, told the cardinal,
that he and his knights should never be taken but in battle;
and that he would rather lose his life than agree to such a v

proposal. Thus the negotiation was broke off, and both sides
prepared for an engagement; though Edward derived some ad-
vantage from this small respite, during which he had rendered
his camp more defensible by means of ditches and palisadoes.

On Monday morning the French army appeared in the order
of battle we have already described, and Edward drew up his

handful of troops in three divisions, ranged in a close compact
form, with hedges and ditches in his front, while his flanks

were defended on one side by a mountain, and the other by
morass.

. On the declivity of the hill the van was posted, under
the command of the Earl of Warwick; the rear was conducted
by the Earls of Salisbury and Suffolk: and the Prince of Wales
took his station at the end of the lane, to command the main
body, which extended itself into a vineyard. John de Greilly,

Captal de Buche, was detached with three hundred men-at-
arms and as many archers, to form an ambush under cover of

the trees, bushes, and broken ground at the foot of the moun-
tain, that he might fall on the enemy’s back in the heat of the

action: and the open part of the ground, on which the English
stood, was enclosed by the waggons of the army. About nine

o’clock in the morning, the chosen body of men-at-arms entered
the lane with great resolution

;
but they were so galled by the

English archers that lined the hedges through which they passed,

that one half of them fell before they reached the front of Ed-
ward’s main body, where they were cut in pieces by the Lord
Audeley. The Marechals Clermont and Andrehan, advancing

close behind those men-at-arms, were greatly embarrassed by
the horses and bodies that were slain, which choked up the

passage, while the archers plied them without intermission.

When they penetrated to the van of the English, they met with

a very warm reception from the Earls of Warwick, Salisbury,

and Suffolk, advancing from the rear, completed their confusion.

Clermont was killed upon the spot, and Andrehan felled to the

ground by the Lord Audeley, who took him prisoner. The
fate of these noblemen, and the slaughter that ensued, discon-

certed their followers so much, that they fell into disorder, and
fled with great precipitation. The first body of the French
being thus routed, the Dauphin advanced to the charge, though

his men were already dispirited ;
but they had no sooner begun

the attack, then John de Greilly rushing from his ambush fell

upon their rear with such fury, that they were immediately

seized with consternation, and betook themselves to flight.

Those noblemen who were particularly entrusted with the care

of the Dauphin’s person, conveyed him from the field to
(

Chavigny, under a guard of eight hundred lances; and the

Duke of Orleans, with the greatest part of his command, which

had not yet been engaged, thought proper to follow the same
route.

The Prince ofWales seeing those two bodies broken and routed^
immediately mounted his horse, and advanced at the head oi

his men-at-arms, to attack the third division, commanded by

John himself, who waited for him without flinching. Notwith-
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standing the impetuosity with which Edward begun the charge,
the battle was a jong time maintained with equal valour on both
sides, and dubious success, till Gauchefc de Brienne, Duke of
Athens, and Constable of France, was slain; then his brigade
gave way, and victory declared in favour of the English. The
Prince of Wales falling in among the German cavalry, routed
them at the first onset, in which the Count of Sarbruck was
slain, and the Count of Nassau taken prisoner. John, King of
France, attended by his son Philip, endeavoured to rally his
troops, and animate them by his own example. He fought on
foot with uncommon valour, until he was deserted by all his
followers; and Dennis de Morhec, a knight of Artois, who had
formerly been in his service, exhorting him to surrender without
further opposition, he desired to see his. cousin the Prince of
Wales: bat as Edward chanced to be in another part of the
field, he threw his gauntlet to Morhec, in signal of surrender.
Meanwhile a party of English, and another of Gascons, coming
up, deprived him of his royal prisoner, about whom a dispute
ensued, which might have been attended with fatal conse-
quences to John and his son Philip, who shared his fate, had
not the Earl of Warwick and Reginald, Lord Cobham interposed,
and conducted him to Prince Edward, who had retired to his
pavilion, where he reposed himself after the fatigue of the
battle.

Upon this occasion, the Black Prince exhibited all the heroism
of virtue: he received the King of France with the utmost
tenderness and respect; he comforted him under his disaster,
by observing that success very often depends npon accident;
that he had performed the part of a consummate general and
undaunted hero; and that he had fallen into the hands of those
who knew how to revere his virtues and his misfortune. He
expressed the most profound esteem and even a warm affection
for the royal family of France, to which he had the honour of
being related, and he promised to exert all his influence with
his father to promote an honourable peace, which should be for
the advantage of both nations.
He even waited upon him at supper, and could not be pre-

vailed upon to sit down, notwithstanding the entreaties of John,
who bore his fate with unshaken fortitude; and expressed his
satisfaction, that since he was doomed to captivity, he had the
good fortune to be the prisoner of the most gallant prince in the
universe.

The French noblemen, who had been taken in the battle,
were struck with astonishment and reverential awe at this in-
stance of generosity and moderation. They looked upon him
as a being of some superior species; and while they manifested
them veneration for his great qualities, could not help lamenting
the fate of their country, which was exposed to the resentment
of an enemy endowed with such extraordinary talents.
The Lord Audeley having signalized his personal prowess

above all the noblemen in the field, the prince desired to see
him; and he was brought dangerously wounded to his tent,
where Edward highly extolled his valour, retained him as his
knight, with a grant of five hundred marks a year out of his
own inheritance; which bounty he forthwith distributed among
his four squires, who had fought by his side in the battle.
Edward being informed of this particular, applauded his gene-
rosity, confirmed the donation, and settled upon Audeley six
hundred marks a year out of the coinage of the stannaries of
Cornwall.

This great victory was gained without the loss of one person
of distinction; whereas the French lost the floweroftheir nobility,
who, rather than desert their sovereign, chose to die in his defence.
Two dukes, nineteen counts, five thousand men-at-arms; and
about eight thousand infantry, are said to have been killed on
the French side in this battle. Two thousand men-at-arms
were taken prisoners; and among these great numbers of the
nobility.

The gates of Poictiers being shut upon the fugitives iest their
pursuers should enter the town with them pell-mell, suchamulti-
tude of prisoners were taken, that the victors dismissed great
numbers on parole, at very easy ransoms, which were punctually
paid. Every soldier of Edward’s army was enriched by the
spoils of the enemy and the ransom of the prisoners, which
belonged to the captors, when it did not exceed ten thousand
crowns; in which case it was the king’s property.

Next day Prince Edward decamped, and, without under-
taking the siege of Poictiers, retired with his prisoners and
booty through Saintonge to Bordeaux. The pope had, upon
hearing of the king being carried to Bordeaux, sent thither the
Cardinals ofPerigort and St. Vital to mediate a peace; and though
they did not succeed in that part of their negotiation, they
obtained Edward’s consent to a truce of two years by sea and
land.

The Duke of Lancaster, who had invested the town of Rennes,
was by an article of this agreement to raise the siege; but he
refused to conform to this article, until the truce should be
ratified by the King of England; and in the meantime carried
on his operations with such redoubled vigour, that the inhabi-
tants were glad to pay a hundred thousand crowns to indemnify
him for the expence of the siege, and oblige themselves to
receive a governor of his own chusing.

After the ratification of this truce, Prince Edward brought
up all the prisoners of distinction from the captors; and setting
sail from Guienne on the twenty-fourth day of April, with the
King of France and the other prisoners, attended bv a large
train of English and Gascon noblemen, two hundred men-at-
arms, and two thousand archers, landed on the fifth day of May
at Sandwich. When the tidings of the victory at Poictiers first

arrived in England, the king, instead of encouraging revelling

and demonstrations of joy, desired that the Archbishop of
Canterbury would appoint a whole week to be spent in prayer
and thanksgiving, that he and the nation might not be too much
intoxicated by their success.

Notwithstanding this instance of moderation and self-denial,

he now directed the lord-mayor to prepare pageants, proces-
sions, and triumphal arches, to honour the public entrance of
his victorious son, .who was met in Southwark by the
mayor and aldermen in their formalities, with one thousand
citizens on horseback. The royal prisoner rode through the
streets of London in a magnificent habit, mounted on a fine

white courser, and attended by the Prince of Wales, on a little

black horse with ordinary trappings.

The inhabitants vied with each other in displaying plate,

tapestry, furniture, and arms offensive and defensive, in their

shops, windows, and balconies. The streets were lined with an
infinite concourse of people; and the cavalcade lasted from
three in the morning till noon, when they reaqhed Westminster
Hall, where the King of England sat upon a royal throne, in

expectation of tbeir coming. He rose when John approached,

and received him with all that courteous civility which might
have been expected from a prince of his character. Then he
embraced his son with great tenderness, and told him that the

victory did not please him so much as the modesty with which
he bore his good fortune. As for the captive king, he was
entertained in the most sumptuous manner, and provided with

an apartment in the king’s palace, until the fcavoy could be

fitted up for his reception.

But to return more immediately to our hero, Sir John
Hawkwood, he in this glorious victory gained the esteem and
admiration of his brother soldiers, and on the peace between
England and France, he, with several other English soldiers of

fortune, associated himself with those brave banditti, known
by the name of les grandes compagnies, Tard-Venus, and
Malendrins. After carrying terror through certain parts of

France by their dreadful ravages, he persuaded five thousand
horsemen, and about fifteen hundred foot, mostly English, to

follow him to assist the Marquis of Montserrat, against

Galeazzo, Duke of Milan.

After performing the most signal services for the marquis,

he deserted him for the Duke of Milan; and was equally

successful under his new master: and was rewarded by being

married to Domitia, natural daughter to Barnabas, brother to

the duke, with whom he received a great fortune. By her he
had a son named John, born in Italy; who was naturalized in

England in 1406, in the reign of Henry IV.
Notwithstanding this, he quitted the service of the Milanese,

and drew his sword in the cause of their enemies the Florentines.

He fought against the Pisans for the Florentines, and for the

Pisans against the Florentines: but victory attended him on
whichsoever side he took. For a time he enlisted under the

Pope Gregory XII,, and recovered for his holiness the revolted
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places in Provence. I find him also employed, in 1388, by

Edward III., on the cruel service of extirpating the heretics in

Provence, and Forqualquier. I have little doubt but that his

sword, devoted to every call, performed its part to the satisfac-,

tion of his employer.

He finished his days in the pay of the Florentines, and died,

full of years and glory, at Florence, in 1394 ;
where his figure,

on horseback, painted on the wall of the cathedral, by the

celebrated Paolo Uccelli, is still to be seen.
<

His native place, Hedingham, thought itself so honoured

by producing so great a man, that, by the assistance of his

friends and executors, it erected to his memory, in the parish

church, a monument which I believe still exists. As he pro-

bably had no other arms than the needle and thimble, on

the Florentine monument is given on his shield, the device of

hawks flying through a wood.

1
!HE LIFE- OF A DISABLED SOLDIER.

No observation is more common, and at the same time

more true, than that one half of the world are ignorant

how the other half lives. The misfortunes of the great, are

held up to engage our attention; are enlarged upon in tones of

declamation; and the world is called upon to gaze at the noble

sufferers: the great, under the pressure of calamity, are con-

scious of several others sympathising with their distress
;
and

have, at once, the comfort of admiration and pity.

There is nothing magnanimous in bearing misfortunes with

fortitude, when the whole world is looking on
;
men in such

circumstances will act bravely, even from motives of vanity;

but lie who, in the vale of obscurity, can brave adversity—

who, without hope to alleviate his misfortunes, can behave with

tranquillity and indifference, is truly great: whether peasant

oi; courtier, he deserves admiration, and should be held up for

our imitation and respect.

While the slightest inconveniences of the great are magnified

into calamities—while Tragedy mouths out their sufferings in

all the strains of eloquence, the miseries of the poor are en-

tirely disregarded; and yet some of the lower ranks of people,

undergo more real hardships in one day, than those of a more
exalted station suffer in their whole lives. It is inconceivable

what difficulties the meanest of our common sailors and soldiers

endure, without murmuring or regret; without passionately

declaiming against Providence, or calling their fellows to be
gazers on their intrepidity. Every day is to them a day of

misery, and yet they endure their hard fate without repining.

With what indignation do I hear an Ovid, a Cicero, or a
Rabutin, complain of their misfortunes and hardships; whose
greatest calamity was that of being unabled to visit a certain

spot of earth, to which they had foolishly attached an idea of

happiness! Their distresses were pleasures, compared to what
many of the adventuring poor every day endure without
murmuring. They ate, drank, and slept; they had slaves to

attend them, and were sure of subsistence for life: while many
of their fellow creatures are obliged .to wander without a friend

to comfort or assist them, and even without shelter from the se-

verity of the season.

I have been led into these reflections, from accidentally meet-
ing, some days ago, a poor fellow, whom I knew when a hoy,
dressed in a sailor’s jacket, and begging at one of the outlets

of the town, with a wooden leg. I knew him to have been
honest and. industrious when in the country, and was curious
to learn what had reduced him to his present situation:

wherefore, after giving him what I thought proper, I desired to

know the history of his life, an£ misfortunes, and the manner in

whch he was reduced to his present distress. The disabled
soldier, for such he was, though dressed in a sailor’s habit,

scratched his head, and leaning on his crutch, put himself into
an attitude to comply with my request, and gave his history as

follows —
“ As for my misfortunes, master, I can’t pretend to have

gone through any more than other folks : for, except the loss of

my limb, and my being obliged to beg, I don’t know any reason,

thank
1

Heaven, that I have to complain; there is Bill Tibbs, of

our regiment, he has lost both his legs, and an eye to boot; but,

thank Heaven, it is not so bad with me, yet.

“ I was born in Shropshire; my father was a labourer, and
died when I was five years old: so I was put upon the parish.

As he had been a wandering sort of a man, the parishioners were
not able to tell to what parish I belonged, or where I was b6rn;
so they sent me to another palish, and that parish sent me to

a third. I thought in my heart, they kept sending me about so

long, that they would not let me be born in any parish at all;

but at last, however, they fixed me. I had some disposition to

be & scholar, and was resolved, at least, to know my letters; but
the master of the workhouse put me to business as soon as I

was able to handle a mallet: and here I lived an easy kind of

life for five years. I only wrought ten hours in the day, and
had my meat and drink provided for my labour. It is true, I

was not suffered to stir out of the house, for fear as they said,

I should run away. But what of that? I had the liberty of

the whole house, and the yard before the door; and that was
enough for me. I was then bound out to a farmer, where I

was up both early and late; hut I ate and drank well, and liked

my business well enough, till he died, when I was obliged to

provide for myself; so I was resolved to go seek my fortune.
“ In this manner I went from town to town, worked when I

could get employment, and starved when I could get none;
when happening one day to go through a field belonging to a
justice ofpeace, I spied a hare crossing the path just before me;
and I believe the devil put it into my head to fling my stick

at it. Well, what will you have on’t? I killed, the hare, and
was bringing it away, when the justice himself met me : he
called me a poacher and a villain; and collaring me, desired I

would give an account of myself. I fell upon my knees, begged
his worship’s pardon, and began to give a full account of all

that I knewof my breed, seed, and generation; but, though I

gave a very true account, the justice said I could give no ac-

count
;
so I was indicted at the sessions, found guilty of being

poor, and sent up to London, to Newgate, in order to he tran-

sported as a vagabond.

“People may say this and that of being in .Tail; but, for my
part. I found Newgate as agreeable a place as ever I was in,

in all my life. I. had my bellyfull to eat and drink, and did no
work at all. This kind of life was too good to last for ever; so

I was taken out of prison, after five months, put on board a
ship, and sent off, with two hundred more to the plantations.

We had but an indifferent passage; for being all confined in the

hold, more than a hundred of our people died for want of sweet

air; and those that remained were sickly enough, God knows.

When we came ashore, we were sold to the planters, and I was
bound for seven years more. As I was no scholar, for I did not

know my letters, I was oblige! to work among the negroes;

and I served out my time, as in duty bound to do.

“When my time expired, I workedmy passage home
;
and glad

I was to see Old England again, because I loved my country.

I was afraid, however, that I should be indicted for a vagabond
once more, so I did not much care to go down into the country,

but kept about the town, and did little jobs, when I could get

them. '

“ I was very happy in this manner for some time, till one

evening coming home from work, two men knocked me down,

and then desired me to stand. They belonged to a press gang.

I was carried before the justice, and as I could give no account

of myself, I had my choice left, whether to go on board a man-of

war, or list for a soldier. I chose the latter; and in this post

of a gentleman, I served two campaigns in Flanders, was at

the battles of Val and Fontenoy, and received but one wound,

through the breast here; but the doctor of our regiment soon

made me well again.
“ When the peace came on, I was discharged ;

and as I

could not work, because my wound was sometimes trouble-

some, I listed for a landsman in the East India^ Company’s

service. I have fought- the French in six pitched battles;

and I verily believe, that if I could read or write, our captain

would have made me a corporal. But it was not my good

fortune to have any promotion, for I soon fell sick, and so got
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leave to return home again, with forty pounds in my pocket.

This was at the beginning of the present war, and I hoped to

be set on shore, and to have the pleasure of spending my
' money

;
but the government wanted men, and so I was pressed

for a sailor, before ever I could set foot on shore.

“The boatswain found me, as he said, an obstinate fellow :

he swore he knew that I understood my business well, but
that I shammed Abraham, to be idle

;
but God knows, I knew

nothing of sea-business, and he beat me without considering

what he was about. I had still, however, my forty pounds,

and that was some comfort to me under every beating ;
and

the money I might have had to this day, but that our ship

was taken by the French, and so I lost all.

“ Our crew was carried into Brest, and many of them died,

because they were not used to live in jail ; but, for my part,

it was nothing to me, for I was seasoned. One night, as I was
asleep on my bed of boards, wi¥i a warm blanket about me,
(for I always loved to lie well) I was awakened by the boat-

swain, who, had a dark lantern in his hand, ‘Jack,’ says he
to me, ‘ will you knock out the French centry’s brains?’ " ‘ I

don’t care,’ says I, striving to keep myself awake, ‘ if I lend
a hand.’ ‘Then follow me,’ says he, ‘and I hope we shall

do business.’ So up I got, and tied my blanket, which was all

the clothes I had, abbut my middle, and went with him to

fight the Frenchmen. I hate the French, because they are
all slaves, and wear wooden shoes.
“Though we had no arms, one Englishman is able to beat

five French at any time
;
so we went down to the door,

where both the centries were posted, and, rushing upon them,
seized their arms in a moment, and knocked them down.
From thence, nine of us ran together to the quay, and seizing
the first boat we met, got out of the harbour and put to sea.

We had not been there three days before we were taken up
by the Dorset privateer, who was glad of so many good
hands ; and we consented to run our chance. In three days
we fell in with the Pompadour privateer, of forty guns, while
we hai but twenty-three

;
so to it we went, yard-arm and

yard-arm. The fight lasted for three hours, and I verily be-
lieve we should have taken the Frenchman, had we but had
some more men left behind

;
but, unfortunately, we lost all

our men just as we were going to get the victory.
“ I was once more in the power of the French, and, I be-

lieve, it would have gone hard with me had I been brought
back to Brest; but, by good fortune, we were retaken by the
Viper. I had almostforgot to tell you', that in that engagement,
I was wounded in two places; I lost four finger-s off the left

hand, and my leg was shot off. If I had had the good fortune
to have lost my leg and the use of my hand on board a king’s
ship, and not aboard'a privateer, I should have been entitled
to clothing and maintenance during the rest of my life

;
but

that was not my chance
;
one man is born with a silver spoon

in his mouth, and another with a wooden ladle. However,
blessed be God ! I enjoy good health, and will for ever love
liberty and Old England. Liberty, property, and Old England,
for ever, huzza !”

Thus saying, he limped off, leaving me in admiration at his
intrepidity and content; nor could I avoid acknowledging,
that an habitual acquaintance with misery serves better than
philosophy to teach us to despise it.

A PERILOUS POSITION.

V e went ourselves on 9amels to visit the granite quarries
of Gebel Fatireh (Mons Claudianus), and the splendid
porphyry quarries of Gebel Doch&n (Mons Porphyrites),
through a high, barren range, almost without signs of vegeta-
tion, in which we only found water once in eight days, and
then only rain water which collects in the clefts of the granite,
but fails entirely in dry seasons. In looking for this spring
we were in the greatest peril we had hitherto encountered in
our Egyptian tour. One day’s journey before we reached it,

we had ridden on, as usual, before the caravan, with the guide,
who towards evening completely lost himself in the mountain
range, which is full of valleys and ravines. Our scanty

daily ration, consisting of four biscuits and a flask of water
which ought only to have lasted from our coffee in the morn-
ing to our evening dish of rice, had long been exhausted, and
we were obliged to pas3 the night without bread and water,
away from the caravan, on the sand, under the canopy of
heaven. Next morning, the guide, who could never find his
way back into the right track,, led us by different circuitous
roads through a desert, without a tree to shade us, water,
or pathway, and at last deserted us in a mountainous country,
without a house within a distance of several days^ journey.
When we got to the bottom of a very precipitous ledge of
rock, I sent him on to the next turn in search of water

;
but

he did not come back the whole morning, and the probability
was that he had met with an accident, perhaps played us some
slippery trick out of sheer mental anxiety. Unwilling as I
was to believe either the one or the other, I should have
waited in the same spot to the last extremity, thinking it

foolhardy, having once lost our way, to attempt to proceed
further in this mountain country without any other guide
than the stars. At last, however, fortunately for us all, I

yielded to the wishes of the rest of the party, and set off about
mid-day. We took the guide’s camel with us, intending
to go in search of two Arab huts, which we had seen the
previous day, fifteen or twenty miles off, between the hills,

the only dwellings we had met throughout our tour. Owing
to the wrong roads we had taken in the night, with nothing
but the stars to direct us, there was very little probability of

finding them again. Of the caravan, and whether they found
water, we knew nothing at all ; there was only one Arab with
it, who had been here before, and that but once, twenty-one
years ago, and it was twelve years since our lost guide had
been here. We were rescued from our critical situation in a
most wonderful manner. We had ridden on from the stony

ravine into a more extensive valley, and following this, in

about an hour’s time, met with two Arabs on camels, whom
our Turkish havass had luckily sent after us into the higher
mountains, after having fired away all his powder, and lighted

fires on the hill tops in vain the night before. They brought
us bread and water, and the expressions of real joy oil the

part of the Arabs and our servants at meeting, were truly

touching. It immediately struck us, that if we had left the

secluded ravine one quarter of an hour sooner or later, we
should have missed the Arabs, and consequently have in-

curred the greatest risk of dying of starvation on these barren
mountains, as three Turkish soldiers actually did a few years

before, having been deserted by their guide like ourselves.

As for our conductor, the camel-drivers fell in with him, as

they were taking their beasts to water in the evening, with

his mouth open, his feet cut to pieces, and his body swollen,

from drinking to excess, out of the fountain near which he
was lying speechless. He must have got there by dint of

Arab instinct, and was brought on a camel into our tent,

which bad been pitched more than two miles short of the

spring, owing to the caravan having been misled by our track

of the previous day.—-A 7 our from Thebes to the Peninsula of
Sinai.

A BASQUE DESERTER.
The Basque is bold and brave, and the French armies never

had finer soldiers, as far as regarded spirit, than the natives of

these countries; but neither did any region produce so many
deserters, for the maladie du pays is strong upon them, and
they take the first opportunity of returning to their home
aimongst the mountains. This is not confined to the Basque*

but occurs to all the mountaineers of Bearn. One instance

will show this feeling; the story was related by a guide to the

Breche de Roland, who knew the circumstances. A young
man had been forced by the conscription to join Napoleon’s

army : he was very young at the time, and went through all

the dangers, hardships, and privations like a mountaineer and
a man of courage; but, as soon as lie saw an opportunity, he

deserted, and sought the land where all his wishes tended.

He was pursued and traced from place to place; but, generally
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favoured by his friends and assisted, by his own ingenuity, he

always eluded search, and, with the precaution of never sleep-

ing two nights in the same village, he managed for several

years to continue free. He was in love with a young girl, and

on one occasion, at a fete
,
had come far over the mountains to

dance with her: he was warned by a companion that emissa-

ries had been seen in the neighbourhood; but he determined

nothing should interfere with the pleasure he anticipated in

leading out the lass he loved. He had a rival, however, in the

company, who gave notice to the officers of justice that the

deserter would be at the dance; and, accordingly, in the midst

of the revel—as they were executing one of those agile dances,

'called Le Saut Basque—the object of pursuit became aware,

that, amidst the throng, were several persons whom he had no
difficulty in guessing were his pursuers. They kept their

stations close to the path which he must take when he left the

spot where they were dancing; and he, with great presence of

mind and determined gallantry, finished the measure with his

' pretty partner: at the last turn, he looked briskly round, and
observing that one of his companions was leaning on a thick

stick, he suddenly caught it from his grasp, and, with a leap

and run, dashed past the party who were waiting for him,
brandishing the weapon over his head, and keeping all off.

They were so taken by surprise, that they had no power to

detain him; and, the villagers closing round and impeding
them as much as possible, the young hero got off to the moun-
tains in safety. He was, however, taken some time after this

scene, and carried to Bayonne to be tried, -when every one ex-

pected that he would meet with capital punishment; but it

was found impossible to identify him—no one could be induced
to appear against him—and the magistrates, wearied out, at
length gave him his discharge

;
and he returned to live quietly

in his village^ and marry his love, after having been a hunted
man in the woods and mountains for nearly ten years .—Miss
Costello’s Bearn and the Pyrenees.

SYDNEY SMITH ON WAR.
Among the last productions of the pen of Sydney Smith

was one “on the duties of the queen,” in which this

forcible paragraph occurs:—“A second great object which
I hope will be impressed upon the mind of this royal
lady is a rooted horror of war, an earnest and passionate
desire to keep her people in a state of profound peace. The
greatest curse which can be entailed upon mankind is a state

of war. All the atrocious crimes committed in years of peace;
all that is spent in peace by the secret corruptions or by the
thoughtless extravagance of nations, are mere trifles compared
with the gigantic evils which stalk over the world in a state of
war. God is forgotten in war; every principle of Christian
charity trampled upon

; human industry extinguished
:
you see

the son, and the husband, and the brother dying miserably in

distant lands; you see the breaking of human hearts; you hear
the shrieks of widows and children after the battle; and you
walk over the mangled bodies of the wounded calling for death.
I would say to that royal child, worship God, by loving peace;
it is not your humanity to pity a beggar by giving him food or
raiment. I can do that. That is the charity of the humble
and unknown. Widen your heart for the more expanded
miseries of mankind. Pity the mothers of the peasantry who
see their sons torn away from their families

;
pity your poor

subjects crowded into hospitals, and calling, in their last breath,
upon their distant country and their young queen; pity the
stupid frantic folly of human beings wrho are always ready to
tear each other to pieces, and to deluge the earth with each
others blood. This is your extended humanity, and this the
great field of your compassion. Extinguish in your heart the
fiendish love of military glory, from which your sex does not
necessarily exempt you, and to which the wickedness of flat-

terers may urge. Say upon your death-bed, ‘ I have made few
orphans in my reign—I have made few widows; my object has
been peace. I have used all the weight of my character and
all the power of my situation to check the irrascible passions

of mankind, and to turn them to the arts of honest industry.
This has been the Christianity of my throne, and this the gos-
pel of my sceptre. In this way I have striven to worship my
Redeemer and Judge.’”

THE HERO AS A POST-BOY
The infidel, unthinking men may say what they please about

Newmarket; let them lift up their profane hands at Hyde
Park equestrians—aristocrats and horsedealers—terms often
synonymous—and cry out in their barbarous, unthinking
phrases, “ What a swell !” and so forward. We maintain, and
the fact lies in the inner soul of truth and verity, that the
animal ’yclept, “horse,” never looks thoroughly himself, except
with the Post-boy on his back.
Newmarket jockies are mere boobies on horseback. There

they scamber over a broad, smooth course, fuming from hoof
to crown, and they call that.riding. Profane jockies ! They
have nothing of the hero about them. They are mere men

—

gross liveried men, with leaden shot in their pockets, to give
them some weight in society. But the Post-boy—the little

scrap of man, with his soiled red jackets, his leathern bag flung
around him,>as the minstrel wore his harp, cracking his merry
whip and scampering down Ludgate-hill, through Fleet-street,
through the Strand, in and out of rows of cabs, carts, car-
riages, and omnibuses—he is the true hero upon horseback.
Verily, that same Post-boy is a great man ! Small in himself,
but a wonderful provoker of large ideas to thinking men, who
are not stones, but have earnest souls in their bodies. He is,

in truth, a moral on horseback ! a living and palpable emblem
of this infidel life, typifying the fleeting of the world and all

things on it, as he gallops through plain ways, and ways that
are intricate and hard to be threaded. Like the hours that fly,

he bears along with him the hopes and fears and mandate
fate of multitudes. lie is verily a little poetical gem.
And yet who thinks of our hero as he passes? Some infi-

del unthinking man laughs at his lean horse, many hands too
high for the bijou hero. He raises his profane voice, and cries

out, “ There goes the two penny on his cat’s meat.” That is

all which a sceptical nineteenth century can say for its Post-
boy. It is a great fact—a great unwholesome fact—that the
spirit of poetry is gone. Infidel men, at Christmas dinners,

can talk of former festivities and good dinners for the poor.
Verily, it is all talk. A great spirit of fraud walks about in

our streets. It spreads its giant arms through every bye-lane
in our big metropolis. It shoots forth its railway director, its

poor-law commissioner, its reverend magistrate. These- heroes
are its worthy fruit

;
and all these have grown and do grow

fat and heavy and unwholesome on the poetic feeling which
they have eaten up. Old things are passed away, and all

things have become new. Verily, they have also become bad
—infamously bad.

But the Post-boy still cracks his whip. He still bears his

leathern bag full of letters, from all parts—letters that have
the seeds yet of something good in them. They cry out to

the homes of those that write them against frauds wherein the

writers themselves, mayhap, have beeD, through evil example,
actors, and whereby they have met ruin. The evil will grow
greater. The corrupt swelling will grow big and bigger; but
it one day will come to a head and burst, and then we shall

have honest days again, and a trophy raised in honour of our
hero, the Post-boy.

—

Punch.

A widow in Onandago county cut out her own daughter in

the good graces of her lover, and married him herself ! To
obtain revenge for this most unmotherly trick, the daughter
set her cap at the young man's rich father, of whom he was the

only heir, and actually married him, and has heirs, to the infi-

nite annoyance of her step-children ,—Albany Herald.
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A ROMANCE OF HISTORY.
During the reign of the Emperor Theodosius I., there

lived jn Athens a philosopher named Leontius, a man whose
talents proclaimed him a worthy representative of the wisdom
which had flourished in, and bestowed immortality upon his

native city. The philosopher had two sons, and a daughter
of surpassing beauty, named Athenais, whose education he
watched with the anxiety of a father, and with the discrimi-

native eye of wisdom. At this period Christianity had, in

fact, triumphed over the classical mythologies of Greece and
Rome; yet, though aided by the fancied strength of an alli-

ance with the state, and actually occupying the seats of

power, her mental conquests were not complete
;
for there

still lived those who could not, or would not, bow to the

cross, and among the foremost of these was Leontius, the

Athenian. Consequently, the footsteps of his children were
directed in the paths of that worship which, although then
waning, had been
associated for so

many ages with
the glories of

Athens. Under
the guidance of
her father, Athe-
nais became as

proficient in know-
ledge as any of the
gifted youth of the

city. Though en-
raptured with the

development of his

daughter’s mind,
Leontius made a

marked and sin-

gular distinction

respecting her in

the division of his

property after his

death. When this

took place, the
bulk of his pro-

perty was found to

be divided between
the two sons, leav-

ing but a small

legacy of one
hundred pieces of

gold for Athenais.
Yet even this she

did not receive, as,

notwithstan ding
her earnest entrea-

ties, her brothers
appropriated it to

themselves. Thus
at once rendered
poor and friendless

by such unnatural conduct on their parts, Athenais decided
on an appeal to the justice of the Emperor at Constanti-
nople.

At this time the throne was nominally occupied by Theo-
dosius the younger, but in reality, by his sister, the Augusta
Pulcheria, who ruled the dominions of her brother with that
vigour which induced prosperity, the mind of the emperor
being so weak as not to allow the grappling with, or the
conquering of, the difficulties attached to the imperial sta-
tion. Though possessing absolute power, the love of Pul-
cheria for her brother was too pure to permit her to deprive
him of even the shadow of a single prerogative, for she was
ever careful to ascribe the prosperity and happiness of the
empire to the genius and wisdom of Theodosius. His feel-

ings towards his sister naturally almost amounted to venera-
tion, from her being his senior by several years, from her
having superintended his education, and from the serenity of

her devotion to the duties and practice of religion; and the
Augusta and her two sisters having taken the vow of per-
petual celibacy, the imperial court had more the air of a
temple of worship, than a palace, in the which, intrigue,
vice, and tyranny too frequently are exercised.
When the Athenian maiden reached Constantinople, she

hastened to the palace, and threw herself at the feet of the
Augusta, setting forth her claims for justice with such elo-

quence and modesty, that, with the addition of her personal
beauty, made a deep impression on Pulcheria, who entered
into conversation with her. Athenais was then dismissed,
with a gracious promise that full justice should be done, and
ordered to return to the court on the next day. But a far
different fortune now awaited the hitherto destitute maiden.
Pulcheria at once perceived how far she was above the fe-
males of the age in mental qualities, and destined her to

become the bride of the emperor. After the departure of
x Athenais, the
Augusta had an
interview with
Theodosius, to

whom she describ-

ed the fair peti-

tioner in such
terms that he de-

sired to see her.

His sister then in-

formed him that on
the next day he
should do so. At
the appointed time,

Theodosius, being
concealed behind
a curtain in the

apartment of hjs

sister, justprevious

% to the introduction

of^ Athenais, had
the opportunity of

beholding and
hearing her, him-
self undiscovered.
Immediately after-

wards he declared

his love and wishes

for an union.
Athenais, nearly

overcome by this

unexpected result,'

at length modestly
(

accepted the offer

of the emperor

;

and the imperial
nuptials were cele-

brated with such
demonstrations of
popular joy as

were seldom equalled even in the Eastern empire. But prior

to the marriage, as the Christian emperor could not wed
a Pagan, Athenais was baptized, and received the name
of Eudocia : she was now twenty-six years of age, and the

emperor twenty. Pulcheria withholding from her protegee

the title of Augusta until such time as she had born a child.

Thus elevated to one of the highest thrones of the earth,

Eudocia did not forget her brothers, whose injustice had be-

come the means of her extraordinary elevation. They were

summoned by her to repair to Constantinople*: they did so

with anxious thoughts as to their reception by an injured

sister. But Eudocia, who was happy, and had appreciated

the value of one of Christianity’s lessons—to forgive

—

wished her brothers to be happy likewise, and by her interest

they were elevated to the rank of consuls and prefects.

In the enjoyments of ease and luxury which surrounded

Eudocia, she occupied herself in the cultivation of those

[THEODOSIUS DECLARING HIS LOVE TO ATHENAIS.]
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arts which had so sensibly contributed to her extraor-

dinary rise. Her literary pursuits were devoted to the

honour of religion and the glory of Theodosius; and
among her writings that have been preserved are a poetical

paraphrase of the first eight books of the Old Testament, the
prophecies of Daniel and Zachariah, the legend of St. Cyprian,

and a panegyric on the conquests of Theodosius in Persia.

She is also said to have written a paraphrastic cento of Ho-
mer’s verses, applied to the life and miracles of Christ. At
the birth of a daughter, who was named Endoxia, the fortu-

nate mother received the title of Augusta. The happiness of

the empress now seemed complete; and the love of the em-
peror was undiminished by time, or possession. Soon after

the birth of the young. Augusta, she was betrothed to her
nearly as youthful cousin, Yalentinian, emperor of the west,

by her aunt Pulcheria ;
the marriage to be accomplished when

they had each attained the years of puberty. On the occasion

of the betrothment. the affectionate mother vowed she would
make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem after her daughter had be-

come empress of the west. When Eudoxia was fifteen years
of age, this interesting event took place, and th'e grateful

mother reminded her husband of her vow, requesting per-

mission for its fulfilment. This Theodosius could not refuse,

and Eudocia commenced her pilgrimage ;
but not in the cha-

racter of a meek and lowly follower of Christ; its ostentatious

display, directed by the forms of the court, rendered it rather
an imperial progress. Her munificence at Antioch, and other
places in the holy land, was unbounded

;
eight hundred

thousand pounds is considered to have been the amount of her
donations. In return for this immense liberality, after,fulfilling

her pilgrimage at Jerusalem, she enjoyed the pleasure, or the

reputation, of possessing the chains of St. Peter, fhe right arm
of St. Stephen, and a picture of the virgin, painted by St.

Luke.
This pilgrimage brought about the destruction of Eudocia’s

prosperity. During its continuance she acted without a supe-
rior, and consequently imbibed a habit for independent action,

which introducing^into the court of Constantinople and in-

terfering with ^he established authority of her benefactress,
Pulcheria, she aspired to at least a share in the empire’s
government. In the quarrels which ensued, the palace was
filled with discord ; yet the struggle did not continue any
length of time, Pulcheria maintained her ascendancy, and as

the passions of both had not been idle in the contest, Eudocia
and her friends were made to feel the reveDge of Pulcheria.
A charge was secretly brought against her of an illicit con-
nexion with one of the highest officers of the court, who was
executed. When Eudocia found that she had lost the affec-

tion of-Theodosius, slip requested permission to retire to
Jerusalem, and bid farewell to the world. This was granted;
but the vengeance of Pulcheria or Theodosius followed her,
and an officer of the court, named Saturninus, was ordered to
put two priests, who were her most favoured servants, to
death. The assassination of Saturninus was the revenge of
Eudocia; but in retaliation, the empress was deprived of her
title and rank, and degraded in the eyes of the world. The
last sixteen years of the life of the ex-empress was spent in

the exercises of religion
;
her devotional feelings being deeply

influenced by the company of her daughter, the empress Eu-
doxia, who, after a series of the most tragical events, had been
carried captive from Rome to Carthage, and having been res-
cued from slavery, had sought again a mother’s bosom, as the

' only resting place on earth. After a full experience of the
vicissitudes of life, the daughter of the philosopher Leontius
died, in the sixty-seventh year of her age, protesting, with her
last breath, that she had never transgressed the bounds of
innocence or friendship.

10AM.

ROMANCE AND REALITY .

Sometimes there are living beings in nature more lovely

than in romance. Reality surpasses imagination; and we see
brightening and moving before our eyes, sights dearer to our
hearts than any we ever beheld in the laud of sleep.

THE DYING SAILOR BOY’S PRAYER.

By Hawkins A. D’Alton.

The billows were chasing each other in play,

And sparkled and foam’d as they cast up their spray.
The sunbeams spread out in a vesture of light

O’er heaven, and no speck of a cloud was in sight;

The seamews were whirling high up in the air,

And porpoises rising now here and now there,

As d^hed o’er the waters the proud gallant ship,

Like high-mettled coursers, urged on by the whip;
With giant white pinions outstretched to the wind,
On, onward she came with a foam- track behind.

Within her reigned gladness—the joke passed about,
And eyes brightly sparkled, and voices laughed out;

And merriment reigned through her bold, hardy crew,
For, England the land of their homes was in view.
The mariner called to his messmate below,
The tidings of gladness soon passed to and fro;

And upward each sprung with a heart bounding light,

As if his existence was staked on the sight.

Hush!—hush! ’midst that echo of merriment high,

What meaneth that moan, and that lialf-stifled cry,

Which strike on the nerves with so sudden a start,

Till the blood runneth back with a chill to the heart,

Whence cometh that wail ’midst the general joy?
Alas, from the sailor—the poor dying boy

!

In hammock,— delirious with fever he lay,

—

At intervals reason would teach him to pray.
And then as she passed from his hot reeling brain,

His eye wildly roll’d, and his frame shook with pain.

Once more o’er his senses, does reason command,
He heard the familiar cry of “ The land!”
His spirit rekindled to welcome the sound,
Through his veins ran the blood with a thrill and a bound.
He strove to rise up, but the effort was vain;

He felt he was doomed, as his heart chilled again.

Then mem’ry crept o’er him in dreams of the past,

With visions of brightness too glowing to last.

In fancy once more the dear hamlet he sees,

And his home, far more dear, embowered ’mid trees;

The small Vicket gate and the neat garden ground,
The shrubs, and the flowers all smiling around,
And ’mid them an angel to welcome him there,
“ My mother!” he sighed, ’twas his last dying prayer.

GAINING BY LOSS.

When the Russian army of invasion, passed through
Champagne, they took away six hundred thousand bottles

from the cellars of M. Moet, of Epperney ;
hut he considers

himself a gainer by the loss, his orders from the north having
more than doubled since then. This admirably illustrates the
proverb, “ a good wine needs no bush.”
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MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK'S PROPHECY.

CHAPTER XXIV.

Both Sir Edmund and Hubert were bruised by tlieir fall, yet

they were still more dispirited and disappointed; and, tlieir

light being now extinguished, added to an idea that they might

be ensnared for evil purposes, and as they were not endowed
with more than human patience, they were beginning to form

conclusions not much to the honour of their mysterious friend,

when a faint light, glimmering from under a door, attracted

their notice.

They were debating what to do when the door opened, and
again they beheld the figure

;
her looks were now wild and

more pale than before, and her steps, as she approached, weak
and tremulous. She pointed tc some irregular steps, almost

concealed by broken fragments, and was about to present a

slip of paper, when, starting with a faint shriek, she cried,

“ Save him!” and suddenly disappeared.
They were now bewildered 1/ repeated disappointments,

and knew not which way tc ex ricate themselves, for again
they were in total darkness.
They forced their way through the impeding rubbish to the

broken steps, but could only feel rugged walls; and in this

condition they stood, when a heavy bell tolled in hollow
sounds the hour of three.

“By all my hopes, the hour!” cried Hubert; and in an
instant a sudden light gleamed round them : a panel was
softly drawn aside, and, with consternation, they beheld the
slip of paper appear: it was snatched with eagerness, and
Hubert read,

—

“ This is the western turret; three paces to the left there
is a secret door—press a spring beneath the lock, and Earl
Fitz-Arwyne will be discovered. Be quick, ere all is over.”
Hubert drew his sword; Sir Edmund did the same.
“ Ministering spirits, support a righteous purpose,” cried

Hubert
;
“ and now for retribution.”

With resolution the friends advanced; and, pressing the
spring, the door flew open, and they entered.
A small table stood in the midst, on which lay a book of'

devotion, a rosary, and a crucifix ; at one end of it were
some pieces of wood, cut into notches and strange- looking
figures.

At the foot of a wretched pallet stood a pitcher full of
some liquid, and beside it was a large roll of bread

;
a qui-

vering lamp diffused a pale gleam around, and gave an air of
silent mystery to the whole.
A noise sounded, as if approaching the chamber.
“ Quick,” cried Sir Edmund; “ surprise may ruin all.”
Hubert raised his sword, and extended his arm, when a

luminous blaze of light sudden^ irradiated the chamber;
and looking up, he beheld, for the third time, the spectre of
the veiled nun.

i Hubert, ’ said the celestial form — “ deluded Hubert!
what art thou about to do?”
Hubert shook; his arm fell nerveless, and the sword

dropped from his hand.
The apparition again spoke
Hubert, look there!—look upon that sleeping man, and

say what wouldst thou do ?”

Hubert turned his eyes towards the slumbering earl, who
at that moment awoke, and shuddered as if in the convul-
sions of death.

Hubert, resumed the nun, addressing him in tones more
deepened and awful, “ why didst thou premeditate a deed of
wrong. Thou wouldst have murdered while defenceless,
and asleep have murdered, and whom? Hear, and let it
warn thee, should fiends intimidate, or angels tempt thee,
never to diverge from right. Hubert, thou wouldst have
murdered a father!”
Lut for the support of his sword Hubert would have fallen

to the earth. As he gazed upon him whom he had mistaken
for the Earl I itz-Arwyne, he became confused, and could
utter nothing.

I he shadowy veil appeared to drop from the face of the

nun; and, as the pre-devoted victim raised his enfeebled

body from the couch, she stood unveiled, and discovered fea-

tures of exquisite beauty.
“ My Ethelmere!” cried the aged prisoner, extending his

weak and trembling arms towards the beauteous figure, “ my
Ethelmere !”

A celestial smile beamed over the countenance of the nun
as she spoke in reply.

“ Thy Ethelmere, in shadowy form, three times, in moments
most important, hath been permitted to counsel and to save
her son and thine. Thou art allowed to claim, to own, and
reinstate him. My mission is complete—my work is finished.

To earth a last farewell
;
and thee, my husband, thee, my

son, —a last farewell on earth, until we meet in heaven.”
A door, hitherto unperceived in the turret, was now beard

to open slowly
;
and in the succeeding instant, Earl Fitz-

Arwyne, bearing a dagger in one hand and a torch in the

other, appeared, followed by two men of dark and murdering
aspect.

Hubert had hardly recovered from the effects of astonish-

ment; yet he started at the earl’s appearance, and, firmly

grasping his sword, threw himself into an attitude of defence.

The fair apparition had imperceptibly vanished. Sir Ed-
mund prepared to assist his friend, while from the couch the

old man implored him “ to save a father, and avenge his

wrongs.”
“ Save thee,’’ repeated Earl Fitz-Arwyne, in envenomed

rage ;
“ save thee, thou horror of my sight ! Wast thou saved

for this ? But to thy heart before—

”

“Forbear, assassin!” cried Hubert, interposing, and receiv-

ing the thrust upon his sword ;
“ forbear, thou art awake and

armed to meet me. Come on, then, for neither charms nor

fiends can save thee now.”
As Hubert advanced, the earl retreated, until he reached

the door, where stood his ruffian followers. They were dart-

ing forward, when Sir Edmund, by a sudden spring, disarmed

one of them ;
and, holding before their gleaming eyes, the

king’s order for the apprehension of their lord, they quietly

submitted to their fate, and supplicated for mercy.
“Wouldst thou have added my murder to thy other

crimes ?” said Hubert, indignantly calm. “ Behold the order

of thy prince. This instant then, either defend thee, or sur-

render to justice, and perish with the public ignominy thy

crimes deserve.”

Still the Earl Fitz-Arwyne shrunk from the combat, and
stood aghast.

“ The wrongs of my dead master, the horrid fate of Rosalie,

sit upon my sword. Once more, then, thou insatiate in guilt,

I dare thee on.”

“Thy dead master! the fate of Rosalie’!” fell indistinctly

from his quivering lips, as he stared vacantly around him.
Hubert'S patience gave way.
“ Assist, Sir Edmund, to secure the prisoner

The earl recovered recollection ; :md while revenge in-

spired him with deadly fury, he exclaimed,

—

“Ensnared at last—betrayed! The hag!—the—the—

”

His passion rose, and he spoke in louder tones :
“ A peasant!

how dares a peasant meet my sword!—My monarch! my
vassals!”

The voice of his victim was heard, and impelled him to

silence.
“ My son—Hubert, my son, avenge thy expiring father, and

let his spirit bless thee.’'

Anguish, and regret for the dying man, gave violence to

Hubert’s determination; and crying, “Thou shalt no longer

taint the air, or blight enjoyment,” he furiously attacked
him. “This for Fitz-Arwyne! this for Rosalie! and this

—

this for Hubert

!

Earl Fitz-Aarwyne fell under the repeated wounds of Hu-
bert ; and, in one heavy excruciating groan, he expired as lie

lived, the slave of his passions, and the victim of guilt so deep
and enormous, that it precluded the relentings of a contrite

spirit.

Earl Fitz-Arwyne being subdued, the assassins disappeared,
and, after alarming the castle, effected their own escape.

The chamber of the mysterious turret, which for years had
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been avoided with horror, was now crowded with domestics :

and while some were on their knees blessing Hubert for re-
leasing them from the bondage of a tyrant, others were gazing
on the figure of the aged personage who had called himself
the father of their brave deliverer.

Hubert was, with the assistance of Sir Edmund, about to

support him to apartments more commodious and airy, when
a female figure, with looks pale and wild, rushed through
the midst of the thronging domestics ;

then casting one look
of blended horror on the stiffening corse of Fitz-Arwyne, she
threw herself on the pallet beside the old man, and, convul-
sively clasping her arms around his wasted form, uttered, in

broken gasps, “My—my—” but, unable to breathe another
word, sunk lifeless on his bosom.

CHAPTER XXV.
Sir Edmund continued to gaze on the female with emo-

tion, and recognised in her the figure which had so mysteri-
ously flitted before through the intricacies of the castle, as he
and Hubert were exploring their way to the western turret ,*

indeed, to her instructions and mediation they were alone
indebted for having contributed to the preservation of the
venerable old man, in whose arms she now reclined in the
stillness of apparent death.

Care, and various applications, at length succeeded : con-
sciousness was restored, and once again, her mild eyes opened
on the light

; they wandered round the vault, until they fixed
on the stiffening corse of Earl Fitz-Arwyne

;
and then,

though her voice was feeble, and her words broken, she
spoke,
“It was him,” said she, pointing to the dead body; it was

him, I early loved, and fondly trusted
;

it is him I feared and
hated. I was low and happy, he made me high and wretched.
Now he is dead, and I still live

;
yet, oh ! to what ?”

“To bliss,” added the old man, who soothed her with the
kindest caresses; “ to bliss. Look up, then, and be composed.”

Tears gushed from her eyes as her venerable comforter
spoke. And while the party returns to scenes more cheering
and happy, it may not be uninteresting to the reader to relate
how she became a prisoner in the subterranean of Fitz-Ar-
wyne Castle.

Editha was the only child of an obscure character, who
resided in privacy on a neighbouring demesne. Her father
had displeased his chieftain, the Lord of Bellingham, and
lingered out a weary life of neglect, reproach, and imputed
dishonour. The haughty chieftain was a particular intimate
of Earl Fitz-Arwyne; and, during his frequent visits at
Bellingham, directed his ardent glances to Editha’s modest
unobtrusive beauties, and made her splendid offers of illegal
protection.

.Her modest, yet firm resistance, while it offended his dig-
nify, ye t further provoked his passion ; and having imposed
vows the most solemn and fearful upon her, never to divulge
their engagement till it became his pleasure to sanction the
discovery, the artless unsuspecting girl, submitted to his
conditions, and his own confessor joined their hands in
wedlock.
The artless Editha fondly loved the earl, and, perhaps, not

very unwillingly, secretly accompanied him to Fitz-Arwyne
Castle, after the nuptial ceremony had been performed.
The whirl of passion soon subsided in the earl’s bosom, and

poor Editha found herself the betrayed victim of his hatred,
contempt, and revenge.
With consternation and horror she soon discovered that her

unworthy husband held communication with those reputed to
have supernatural power

;
and timid as was her nature, she

shrunk affrighted from further commerce with one so abhor-
rent; and with the fortitude of a pious, upright spirit, she
boldly remonstrated with him on the heinousness of his
offences, and desired to be released from his galling bondage.
But it only augmented her own wretchedness. He confined
her closer, and swore the next moment that she presumed to
obtrude on his presence should be her last.
A heavy lapse of years was past, and still poor Editha was

lost to the world, unknown, unseen, and unpitied : her only
solace was a few books, an old harp, and her devotions.

One night she was traversing her desolated chambers, when
a loose panel in the wainscot attracted her notice': it shook
in her hand. It proved a sliding door, which opened on a
chamber no way extraordinary in its appearance. She was
considering whether it would be safe to occasionally occupy
it, when a board on the floor shaking under her foot, she
stooped down, and perceived a small cavity, which rose and
fell by a spring, with the slightest touch.
Within this curious compartment lay a rusty key, yet of

such nice construction, that Editha could not but admire it.

She was examining the ward, when a footstep made her
start; and she beheld the ancient steward of the household,
who, though faithful to his unworthy lord, compassionated
poor Editha, and often kindly softened the rigour of her
fate, by furnishing her with books, better provisions, and many
little indulgences which her savage husband denied her,
“ What have you been doing, Editha?” said the old man to

her; “ what have you done ? Why have you invaded a spot
sacred to the privacy of your master ?”

“Forgive me, good Bernulph,” replied she, covered with
tears, and mildly resigning the key. “ I would not enrage
the earl, yet far less, my only friend, would I trespass on your
goodness, or give you cause to reprove me.”

Bernulph smiled kindly on her, and bade her be composed.
Editha then related her little adventure, and inquired if she
might know to what part of the castle the key belonged ?

“ You are not the only prisoner, Editha, in this dreary
turret : whatever may hap, you will remember me, and be
silent. I love my master better than he has loved himself:
alack ! alack 1 he is sorely wrong ! he forsakes the rood for
present power. But yesternight, Editha, I had a dream.
Methought a spirit came from heaven, and bade me save my
master’s soul. It then said you were commissioned to preserve
a suffering prisoner; also Fitz-Arwyne your husband’s soul.
When the midnight hour has tolled, be ready, and Bernulph
will conduct you to him.”
At the appointed hour Bernulph appeared, bearing a light

in one hand, and a basket of provisions in the other. He
silently beckoned her to follow, until they reached the spiral
stair leading to the subterranean of the western turret.

“Here,” said Bernulph, introducing the key Editha had
discovered.
The door was opened, and Editha entering, beheld in the

attitude of prayer a venerable personage, who arose on their
entrance, and saluted her with a saddened smile. Before he
had become the victim of Earl Fitz-Arwyne’s passions, he
must have filled some important rank in society

;
for his

manners were dignified, his mind intelligent, and his conver-
sation instructive.

Satisfied, and, indeed, comparatively happy, were the hours
that Editha and this interesting unknown passed together.
It was his study to fortify her mind, and encourage her timid
spirit; while she, by gentle cares, and smiling affection,
endeavoured to beguile his hours of their languor, and his
reflections of their poignancy.
One evening she was enjoying the refreshing breeze at the

casement of a chamber which opened on a distant balcony,
when the earl’s voice vibrated on her ear; the sentences were
broken, yet she distinguished enough to inform her that the
murder of the poor prisoner was determined.
“ Our power is potent. He is strongly tempted, and is now

resolved. Were it done—

”

“ Were it indeed,” added a second voice, more deepened
than the other, “ he then were irrecoverably our own.”

“ But suppose the senseless sounds called conscience and
honour to intefere?” demanded the Earl Fitz-Arwyne.
“ Should he relent, and not perpetrate the deed, how then may
we attain our purposes?”

“ Nay,” cried the former voice, in a doubtful tone, “ what
more would you achieve? You are now our great master’s
for a certain season ; but pledge yourself his throughout the
ages of revolving time, and Hubert’s hand this night shall
drip with human blood, unless angelic beings interpose, and
wrest the dagger from his hand. When the third hour tolls,”

said the subservient fiend, “ hasten to the western turret with
two trusty friends

, and he you hate and fear, among the dead,
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when his mistaken murderer, from the gnawings of remorse

and despair, will precipate a soul so precious now—among
us”
“Alas! alas! ’ replied the compassionate steward, “human

power cannot preserve him now. From what I overheard,

some real friends will seek the presence of this mysterious

prisoner. If you have fortitude, you may direct them by the

winding stair to the secret spring. Yet be cautious, and

tempt not your own fate.” \

Editha’s movements have been already related. That she

glided about so mysteriously, was to avoid the earl and his

vile adherents.
Repeatedly, when she would have directed Hubert and Sir

Edmund how to proceed, the voice or the footstep of her

husband struck her terrified ear
;
and she only escaped his

presence by an instant, when she sunk down by a trap-door

well known to herself, and mysteriously disappeared from
their sight.

CHAPTER XXVI.

The aged man, who had so long been immured in the

miserable dungeon of Fitz-Arwyne, was now solicited to

divulge.by what mysterious manner he had become a prisoner,

and who and what he was.

“Dead! all dead! all may be dead,”—he cried wildly, “I
was a father ;

but now have no one. No, no
;
yet, yet, my

soul, endure ”

He soon grew composed, and calling the attention of his

wrapt auditors, commenced his story.

“ The bell from the Abbey of Lindesfern was tolling deep
and heavy the dreary midnight hour on the holy eve of*

Christmas, and the pious sisterhood were assembled in their

gothic chapel to celebrate the solemn Christian rites, when
two strangers (one of whom had been severely wounded by a

daring banditti which invested the adjoining forest) demanded
admittance.

“ They were instantly conducted to apartments allotted for

the sick and the destitute of that sex, with which their vows
allowed them not (except a certain number deputed to per-

form the acts of charity to the sick) to communicate.
“ He whose situation more particularly required their care

and kindness was a graceful and animated youth, a dangerous
inmate for an holy sisterhood who were for ever precluded

j

from the innocent enjoyments allowed by heaven to cheer and
smooth the rugged paths of life.

“ A young sister, blooming and lovely as the opening rose,

j

had completed her noviciate; and the day previous to the

feast of the Holy Rood, had taken upon her those everlasting

engagements death only could dissolve.
“ Their order was far from severe, and they enjoyed privi-

leges, few religious houses at that remote period could boast;

I and in passing and repassing through the cloisters, this young

j

incautious sister beheld and admired the handsome stranger.
“ She passed not unnoticed

;
she attracted admiration, and

ended with inspiring love.
“ Thestrarger was soon able to leave his bed, and to enjoy

the cool refreshing breezes of the evening; when, one night,

I the beauteous vestal, unconscious of being either) heard or

i
seen, in strains of the sweetest melody sung the evening ser-

vice to the Virgin.
“ She had scarcely finished her devotion, when the stranger

advanced to the spot where she reclined
;
and, though not

!
insensible that he was violating the sanctity of her hallowed

I
condition, detained her with gentle force, while, with ardour,

he confessed each impassioned sentiment that agitated his

bosom.
Lovely, too lovely saint,’ cried he, ‘ mercy is the attri-

bute of thy nature, of thy holy order. Say then only that you
: pity! I go to the fields of war and death

;
give me then thy

nity, that my parting breath may bless thee!’
“ The young saint was pure in thought and upright in in-

|

tention
; but, alas! feeble in resolution. She loved! and

though anguish and horror were in the thought, she felt that
seductive man had usurped the divinity in a bosom conscora-

I ted to heaven.

“ The fair nun was encircled in the stranger’s arms wnen
a lay sister appeared with a charitable warning from the
community for him to take care of the evening dews. Con-
cealment and flight were equally impracticable at the moment.
She drew near, shrieked, and affected to gasp with horror at

her discovery.

“‘Oh, Mary! mother of the saints, what do I see!’ she ex-
claimed, crossing herself, and telling her beads with wonderful
quickness. ‘Violation! pollution! sacrilege in the very
sanctuary !’

“‘ Stay!’ exclaimed the unhappy nun, recovering; ‘stay,

dear, dear sister, stay! you may want mercy ; then, then hear;
pity, save me ! I—I—I—

’

“ Convulsive sobs prevented her saying more.
“

‘ Wicked one ! No thou shalt not tempt me. I have a
precious soul. I am no conniver. No, no ; I will to our holy
lady mother ’

“ She had quitted the cloister, when the stranger, frantic

with the thought of what awaited her he loved, darted after,

and, taking a heavy purse from his vest, pressed it into her
hands, saying, ‘ Be silent, be our friend! pity weakness which
you do not feel ;

and, if an earldom’s power and wealth can
recompense you, name the price of secrecy and aid.’

“ The lay sister was not invulnerable
;
and though the

softening sigh of mercy, the congenial throb of affection, had
never humanized her rigid nature, the greed of gain was
strong in a heart that burned with the passions of pride,

avarice, and ambition; and now that an opportunity offered

to gratify them, she resolved the poor failing sister, and her
lover should purchase her secrecy, and their own safety at no
small price.
“ * Contribute to my wishes, good sister Martha, and by my

every hope of this dear angel’s preservation, thou shalt be
abbess of a monastery superior to that in which tho* now
dost officiate as a menial!’

( To be concluded in our next.)

CARISBROOK CASTLE.

This ruin, celebrated for its picturesque character, is equally

interesting to the historian and the antiquary. It is situated

on an eminence, about a mile south-west of the town of New-

port, and overlooks the village of Carisbrook. Camden, and

Grose after him, state its name to have been abridged from

Whitgaresburgh, Whitgar, or Wightgar, a Saxon, said to have

rebuilt the fortress, which was originally British, about the

year 530. Dr. Stukely considered it as the castle of Ca-

rausius.

In the Domesday survey, in the enumeration of the king s

demesne lands in the Isle ofWight, it is stated, under Alwinestune,

that the manor had been held under King Edward for two

hides and a half, but that it was then held for two hides only,

the castle being situated on a virgate. dhe deduction ot a

virgatc for the site of the castle, shows clearly that it had

arisen subsequently to the time of Edward the Confessor.

There is no doubt, however, of its being a very early Norman

fortress, and was built soon after the conquest.

Henry I. granted the lordship of the Isle ot Wight, and the

castle, to Richard de Rivers, Earl of Devonshire. At his death,

which happened in the first year of the reign of Stephen, he was

succeeded in the earldom of Devon, and lordship of the Island

(1136), by his son Baldwin, who, in the contest for the throne,

was a zealous partisan for the Empress Maud, and, raising his

vassals fortified the island for her defence. Stephen attacking

the castle, took it at his first assault, but Baldwin found means

to escape, with his wife and children, and left the island, but,

on the accommodation between the contending parties, was re-

instated in his honours and possessions.

1257. Baldwin, the fifth Earl of Devonshire, and lord ot

the island, married the Lady Aviea, of tho house ot Savoy,

cousin to Queen Eleanor. After his death, his countess he d

the lordship as her dower; and her daughter, the Countess

Jabel, haring married William de Fortibas, Earl Of Albemarle,
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and surviving him and her mother, was made lady of the Isle

of Wight, by Edward I. Her chief residence was at the

Castle of Carisbrook, where she maintained great state and

dignity. She was much beloved for her charitable and amiable

disposition.

1307. Edward II., in the first year of his reign, made his

favourite. Piers Gaveston, governor of the castle and the

island, commanding Nicholas de Bosco, then warden, to give

him possession; but, on the remonstrances of his nobility,

Edward resumed the grant the next year, and conferred both

the lordship of the island and the Castle of Carisbrook on his

eldest son Edward, afterwards King Edward III. That prince

kept them in his possession as long as he lived, governing them

by wardens, as had before been practised by his grandfather;

these he generally chose out of the chief gentlemen of the

island, judging them the fittest to defend their own lands. An
instance is recorded in the rolls of parliament, where he even

permitted the inhabitants to elect4
, their warden. That mo-

narch’s pretensions to the crown of France gave the islanders

frequent occasions to exert their courage in their own defence,

several attacks having been made on them in this and the suc-

ceeding reign.

1377. In the reign of Richard I. the French landed on the

island, plundered the inhabitants, and, after a fruitless

attempt to take the castle, retired with tbeir booty. It was
defended by Sir Hugh Tyrrel, a knight of Essex. On account

of this, and other invasions about the same time, orders were
issued for arming the clergy.

1386. Richard II., in the ninth year of his reign, granted

the lordship of this island, and Castle of Carisbrook, to Wil-
liam Montacute, Earl of Salisbury, for life; be was the son of'

Sir William Montacute, who, for his service in apprehending
Roger Mortimer, in the queen’s apartments, in the fourth

year of Edward III., was created Earl of Salisbury.

1464. In the sixth year of Edward IV., Anthony de Wood-
ville, Lord Scales, and, after his father’s death, Earl Rivers,

had a grant of the island, with the Castle of Carisbrook.

After the death of that king, he, standing in the way of the

ambitious views of Richard, Duke of Gloucester, was seized,

and, without any legal process, beheaded in Pontefract

Castle.

Sir Edward Wydeville, brother of Earl Rivers, was, in the

first year of Henry VII., made captain of the island. He
appears to have had great influence with the inhabitants, for

he induced forty gentlemen, and four hundred of the stoutest

yeomen, to embark with him, to assist the Duke of Brittany
against the King of France. They crossed the channel in

four vessels, and were clothed in white coats with red crosses.

They were joined by fifteen hundred of the duke’s forces,

dressed in the same uniform, to make the auxiliaries appear
the more numerous. Unfortunately, at the battle of St.

Aubin’s, in Brittany, the duke was defeated, and Sir Edward,
with all the English, slain, except one boy, who brought home
the melancholy tidings, particularly so to this island, as there

was scarcely a family that did not lose a relation in this ex-

pedition.

After the death of Sir Edward Wydeville, Henry VII., in-

tent upon lessening the power of the barons, kept the lord-

ship of the island and castle in his own hands, which has ever
since remained in the Crown. Thus its government was
changed into a more military appointment

;
and though the

captain, or governor, might hold some lands that remained to

the castle, thev are annexed to the charge of it, and were
enjoyed jure officii only.

The castle has been rendered remarkable by the confine-
ment of Charles I., who, taking refuge here, was detained a
prisoner from November, 1647, to September in the following
year.

Colonel Robert Hammond was governor of the island, and
residing in the castle, at the time. He had the custody of

that unfortunate prince, who was induced to hope for

protection from him on account of his being nephew
to his chaplain, Doctor Henry Hammond

;
but his con-

nexions with, and expectations from, the other party,

gave him an insuperable bias in their favour. He was
entirely dependent on Cromwell, through whose interest he
had married the daughter of the famous Hampden, and also

lately obtained the government of the Isle of Wight. The
parliament, being much alarmed by the king’s escape from
Hampton Court, and believing he was secreted in London,
issued orders to search for and seize his person; but their

uneasiness was soon relieved, by a letter fiom Colonel
Hammond, acquainting them that the king was in his custody,
and that he waited for their orders how to dispose of him.
At this news they were greatly rejoiced; directed that he
should remain at Carisbrook Castle, and ordered an allowance
of 5,000 per annum for defraying his household expences.
The unconditional manner in which King Charles resigned
himself into the hands of Colonel Hammond is fully related
by Lord Clarendon, and other historians

;
but the circum-

stances of his treatment, and personal transactions in the
island, are not so generally known. It may be collected, from
Sir Thomas Herbert, that on the first arrival of the king in

the island, Colonel Hammond lodged him in Carisbrook
Castle, not as a prisoner, but as a guest; there was not the

least appearance of restraint on any of his-actions; he rode
out for his recreation when and where he pleased, his faithful

servants were permitted to repair to him, and all who desired

it were admitted into his presence without distinction. The
first restraint on this freedom was respecting his chaplains,

Dr. Sheldon and Dr. Hammond, who were not long permitted
to exercise their functions, a loss the king supplied by his

private devotions, and, on the Lord’s day, by reading the

Scriptures and other pious books, not being disposed to hear

#
those preachers who used the directory then adopted. The
’enjoyment of this degree of liberty was, however, of no long
duration; for about the middle of February, Hammond, one
afternoon, informed the king that he had recived orders not
to permit the attendance of Mr. Ashburnham, Mr. Legg, or

any other of his serva ts who were with him at Oxford, their

continuance about his person being judged improper. The
king, with a countenance that betrayed both surprise and
trouble, communicated this order £o Ashburnham and the

rest of the persons concerned, as a circumstance he did not
expect, and which was by no means consistent with the

promises made him by some considerable persons. The next
day, after the king had dined, these gentlemen came all

together, and prostrating themselves at his majesty’s feet,

offered up their prayers to God for his preservation, and,
kissing his hands, departed. * The day following, his impri-
sonment became no longer, equivocal, he being denied the

liberty of going about the country. Still, though he was
limited by the walls of the castle, they included a sufficient

space for the exercise of walking, and afforded good air, and
a delightful prospect, both by sea and land ; and, for the
king’s recreation, Colonel Hammond converted the barbican,

a spacious area used as a parade, into a bowling-green, and
at one side erected an agreeable summer-house for his amuse-
ment, where the king passed his vacant hours, the castle

having no gallery, room of state, nor even a garden
;
so that

his majesty constantly exercised himself in the morning by
walking on the ramparts, and in the afternoon in the bowling-
green, at the same tkne carefully observing stated hours for

writing and devotion. Mr. Harringdon and Mr. Herbert con-
tinued waiting on him in hi3 bedchamber; to the latter he
gave the charge of his books, of which he himself kept a
catalogue. The books he most usually read were the Sacred
Scriptures, Bishop Andrew’s “ Sermons,” Hooker’s “Eccle-
siastical Polity,” Dr. Hammond’s works, “ Villalpandus upon
Ezekiel,” &c., Sandys’s “ Paraphrase upon David’s Psalms,”
Herbert’s “ Divine Poems,” Tasso’s “ Jerusalem,” in Italian,

with Fairfax’s English translation, “Ariosto,” and Spencer’s
“ Fairie Queen.” At this time he is supposed to have written
his “ Suspiria Regalia,” the manuscript of which Mr. Herbert
found among the books the king gave him, in his own hand-
writing.

Notwithstanding the strictness with which the king was
guarded, many persons found means to present themselves
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to him at his usual times of walking within the lines, in order
’ to be touched for the disease called the king's evil. The
governor’s chaplain, a young man named Troughton, seldom
failed attendingdn the presence-chamber when the king dined,

he possessed all the arguments in favour of bis sect, in opposi-

tion to episcopacy; the king used frequently to walk about
with him an hour before meals, when they would converse
familiarly upon those subjects. Troughton maintained his

arguments with great earnestness, and the king never dis-

couraged him, but being a better logician, and deeper read in

history and polemics, always obtained the advantage. Once,
whilst they were in the heat of argument, Charles took a

sword from the side of one of his attendants, and, drawing it

suddenly, frightened the young chaplain; but another gentle-

man present, who better understood the king’s intentions,

soon quieted Troughton’s apprehensions, by kneeling down
and receiving the honour of knighthood. This was Mr.
John Duncomb, who came into the island to concert measures
with the king for his escape, when the king told him he had
not, at that time, any better means of acknowledging his

services. After the restoration, Sir John Duncomb was made
chancellor of the exchequer.
Soon after the arrival of the king at Carisbrook Castle, an

attempt wSsmade for bis rescue by Captain Burley, mentioned
in Sir John Dingley’s letter as captain of Yarmouth Castle.

The particulars of this transaction are not handed down, but
it appears that the plan was so ill laid and conducted, that he
was himself apprehended and executed. This attempt, in the
present situation of affairs, was extremely prejudical to the
king, as Colonel Hammond believed him to be acquainted with
the insurrection, and, indeed, that it was attempted by his ex-
press desire. This surmise seems to be strengthened by Colonel
Hammond’s reply to the king, who, according to Whitlock
asking him by what authority he had dismissed his attendants,

he answered, “ By the authority of both houses of parliament,
and that he supposed his majesty was not ignorant of the
cause of doing thus.” The king professed the contrary, and the
governor replied—“He plainly saw that his majesty was
actuated by other councils than stood with the good of the
kingdom.” The army and parliament were contending for

the superiority they had jointly gained, and as the possession
of the king’s person was a matter of great moment to each
party, so a prevention of his escape was a point in which they
were both interested. This, therefore, will account for the
subsequent rigour of his confinement.

'

Mr. Henry Firebrace relates, that, having the honour to be
known to the king, by several services rendered him during
the treaty of Uxbridge, and elsewhere, he received a private
letter from him, commanding him to hasten to the Isle of
Wight, with what intelligence he could procure from the most
faithful of his friends about London. He accordingly applied
to the Speaker of the House of Commons, and other commis-
sioners, for.permission to attend his majesty as one of the
pages of his bedchamber, which precaution he made use of
that he might serve him with more freedom and' less suspi-
cion.

.

His first object after his arrival was now safely to de-
liver into the king’s hands the letter he was charged with.
Having found a convenient and private place in his chamber
for depositing his despatches, he slipped a note into-the king’s
hand, as he was retiring to rest, informing him where they
were hidden. The next morning, Mr. Firebrace found a
letter in the same place, by which his majesty expressed his
approbation of what he had done, and'directing a continuation
of the same mode of correspondence, which they accordingly
made use of for several weeks. Firebrace had, previous to
his ieaving London, settled a good channel of communication
with the king’s friends there, by means of two trusty and un-
suspected men, always coming and going, so that his majesty
never wanted intelligence from the queen, the prince, and
many of his friends, even at the time when the vote against
any more addresses to him took place. Mr. Firebrace also
insinuated himself into favour with the persons appointed by
Colonel Hammond to watch the king, by turns, at the two
doors of his bedchamber by day, and at night to sleep in beds
set so close against these doors, which opened outwards, so

that they were kept fast till the beds were removed. The
king constantly retired to his bedchamber as soon as he had
supped. Firebrace, one night, pretended he had no appetite,
offered his service to one of these guards, promising to supply
his place at the door opening to the back stairs, whilst he eat
his supper; this offer being accepted, he enjoyed an uninter-
rupted freedom of conversing with the king, who desired him
to renew the like opportunity as often as he could. Firebrace,
fearing he might be surprised by any one opening the bed-room
door, suddenly cut a slit through the wall or partition, behind
the hangings, which, on the least noise, he could instantly let
fall. In these conversations, they frequently deliberated on
some means for the king’s escape, his imprisonment being by
this time grown intolerable. Among other schemes, Firebrace
proposed his getting out of the chamber window, but fearing
the bars might render the passage too narrow, ho proposed
cutting them with a sword, but the king objecting, from the
danger of a discovery, commanded him to prepare all things
for his departure, being confident he could get through the
window, having tried with his head, and judging that where
the head could pass, the body would easily follow.

Two letters, from the king to Mr. Worsley, are still extant

;

they are written in a small, neat hand, and are here exactly
copied from the originals.

“ 16 May, 1648.
“

I finde so good fruits in the paines that you take for me,
that againe I must put you to a little more troble (asseuring
you that you shall finde me thankefull to you for altogether,
and that not in a meane way.); it is that you would goe to

Southampton, to one Mrs. Pit’s house, where you will finde W.,
and deliver to him the inclosed, wch you will finde directed tc

him, and also advise with him where I shall take the boat,
and where land, and the watchword, as soone as you can: the
other is to 395, wch I desyre you send safely and speedely to

him; but I would not have any bodie know that I have written
to him. So I rest,

“ Your most asseured frend,
“ J.

“Least you should not understand the cypher, the thin
letter is for him, for whom I sent you one, upon the fifth of this

month, to wch (I thanke you for your care) I have had an
answer, and now this is a reply to that. If I knew certainely

that you had the cypher out of wch I have vvriten this name, I

would wryte more freely than I now care.”

Mr. Worsley must have been in possession of a key when he
received the following letter:—

“22 May, 1648.

“ I am verrie well satisfied with the discreete and carefull

account that you have given me of my business, and particu-

larly that you did 208, 343, 294, 74, 9, 45, See. [The remainder
of the letter, being in cipher, is not intelligible; it ends],

“ Your asseured trend,

“J.”

Firebrace imparted the design of the king’s escape to some
trusty friends, and with them concerted the plan of operation.

These were, Mr. Edward Worsley, beforementioned, a gentle-

man of the island much esteemed, afterwards knighted for his

services on this occasion; Mr. Richard Osborn, a gentleman
appointed by the Parliament to attend the king; and Mr. John
Newland, of Newport; who all proved themselves worthy of

the confidence reposed in them. The plan agreed upon was
as follows:—At the time appointed, Firebrace was to throw
something up against the window of the lciug’s chamber, as a
signal that all was clear, on which the king was to come out,

and let himself down by a cord, provided for that pbrpose.

Being descended, Firebrace under favour of the darkness, was
to conduct him, across the court, to the main wall of the castle,

from which lie was again to descend into the ditch, by means
of another cord, with a stick fastened across it, serving as a

seat. Beyond this wall was the counterscarp, which, being
low, might be easily ascended. Near this place, Mr. Worsley
and Mr. Osborn were to he ready mounted, having a spare

horse, with pistols and boots, for the king; while Mr. Newland
remained at the sea- side, with a large boat, ready to have con-
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reyed his majesty wherever he should have thought fit to

direct. At the appointed time, when all things wefe in readi-

ness, and every one instructed in his part, Firebrace gave the

expected signal, on which the king attempted to get out of the

window, but found, when it was too late, that he had been

fatally mistaken, for, although he found an easy passage for

his head, he stuck fast between the breast and shoulders,

without the power of advancing or returning; but having,

the instant before, mistrusted something of this nature, he

had tied a piece of cord to the bar of the window, by the

means of which he might force himself back again. Fire-

brace heard him groan, without being able to afford him
the least assistance. However, the king, at length, with much
difficulty, having released himself from the window, placed a

candle in it, as an intimation that his attempt was frustrated.

Had not this unfortunate impediment happened, there is the

greatest reason to believe he might have effected his escape,

every part of the plan being so judiciously arranged. It now
became necessary to give notice of the disappointment to those

who waited without, which Firebrace could find no better means
of doing, than by throwing stones from the top of the wall,

from whence the king was to have been let down to the place

rhere they were in waiting. Thi3 so well answered his in-

dention, that they went quietlyaway, without having caused any
alarm. After this disappointment, files and aqua-fortis were sent
for, from London, to cut through the bars of the window; but,

in the interim, Hammond received a letter from Derby House,
directing him to keep a watchful eye over those about the king,

as there were some among them who gave him intelligence.

This, though a general hint of suspicion, was not pointed at

any particular person, Hammond, therefore, employed his

emissaries to make discoveries, who gave him so much light,

that he entertained some suspicion of Firebrace, and examined
him, but not being able to come at any material discovery, told

him the reason by which he was actuated. Some time after, Fire-

brace was again sent for by Hammond, who informed him he had
received more letters of intelligence, which would oblige him
to dismiss several of the king’s attendants, himself among the
rest, but that he might, if he pleased, remain three or four
days longer. Firebrace plainly saw this permission was an
intended snare, he nevertheless determined to accept of it, and
guide himself accordingly, informing the king of his suspicions,
and settling with him such a mode of correspondence, that his

majesty received intelligence from his friends, and had his

despatches forwarded, with the same success as before. Another
ineffectal attempt for the king’s escape was made, after the
departure of Mr.Firebrace, by his remaining associates. The
particulars are thus related by Lord Clarendon, and in a
private account drawn up by Sir Edward Worsley:—The king
also, by remembering his former miscarriage, owing to the bar
of his window, now took care to have that impediment re-
moved, either by aqua fortis or a saw; but, when he was
coming though the window, he perceived more persons under
it than he expected. This made him suspect, what was but
too true, that his intention was discovered

;
lie therefor^ shut

his window, and returned to his bed; soon after which, the
governor came into his chamber, and, examining the window,
perceived the bar had been eaten away. It appears that Major
Rolfe, an officer of the castle, had so far insinuated himself into
the confidence of Mr. Osborn, that he was deceived into an
opinion that Rolfe would heartily join in any attempt for the
king’s deliverance, whereas liis real design was to kill him as
he came through the window. Hammond was privy to this
intention, and also posted musqueteers near where the gentle-
men were, of necessity, to pass, and, in riding off, they, luckily,
received the fire unhurt, getting safely to the vessel that lay
in readiness to carry off the king, but, as they came without
him, the master refused to take them on board; so that, leav-
ing their horses on the shore, they were obliged to conceal
themselves, for several days, in the woods, finding means, in
the night, by the assistance of a kinsman of Mr. Worsley’s, to
procure sustenance, and a vessel to take them off from the
south side of the island. Grose gives a more detailed account
of the king’s second attempt to escape, from which the fol-

lowing is taken. A t midnight the king came to the window,

but, in getting out, discerning more than the ordinary centi-

nels, he suspected liis design was discovered, shut the window

,

andceturned to bed. Rolfe immediately went and acquainted the
governor with this attempt, who, going into the king’s chamber,
found the window bar cut in two, and taken out. Osborn fled

but Dowcet, (a centinel) was taken, and, being imprisoned
was visited by Rolfe, who scornfully asked him why the king
came not forth, and said he was ready, with a good pistol, to

receive him. Osborn afterwards laid the true state of this

affair before the House of Lords, when Rolfe was ordered to

be tried at Winchester, but the grand jury threw out the bill.

That the committee at Derby House had intelligence of the
king’s intention of escaping, appears from the information sent

by them to Colonel Hammond, in a letter, dated 13th March,
1647. This letter is printed in Harris’s “ Life of Cromwell;” and
that the design was not laid aside after this disappointment, is

shown by the following letter, printed in the same collection :

—

“ Sir,—Since our last, we have received advertisement, from
a good hand, that the design holds for the king’s escape; and,

to escape all suspicion from you, he intends to walk out on
foot a mile or two, as usual, in the day-time, and there horses

are laid in the isle to carry him to a boat. If he cannot do
this, either over the house, in the night, or at some private

window in the night, he intends his passage, which \%e thought
fit again to give you notice of, that you may make such use

of it, for the prevention, as you shall see cause.”

This is likewise dated from Derby House, the 18th of No-
vember, 1648, and is signed by Salisbury, in the name of the

Lords and Commons there assembled. To it is a postscript:

—

“ We desire you to communicate this to the commission
there; and also, if you shall find the king hath escaped, to

give us notice with all possible speed.”

These unsuccessful attempts afforded pretences to increase

the rigour of the king’s confinement, who, from the time his

servants were removed, had laid aside all care of his person,

suffering his hair and beard, grown to an extraordinary length,

to hang dishevelled and neglected. A decrepid old man, em-
ployed to kindle his fire, whom he afterwards shewed to Sir

Philip Warwick, was, as he affirmed, the best company he

enjoyed for several months.
The army, who now, in fact, held the sword over the heads

of the nominal masters, were engaged in the suppression of the

remaining royalists, an opportunity the House of Commons
made use of to revive their negotiations with the captive mo-
narch. The resolution, styled the “ Vote of Non-Addresses,”
was repealed, and a new treaty set on foot; the appointed place

was Newport, in the Isle of Wight, where the king was to en-

joy the same state of freedom as when last at Hampton Court,

and to be attended by servants of his own appointment. On
his part, to stand bound, by his royal word, not to go out of the

island during the treaty, nor for twenty days aftpr, without the

advice of both Houses of Parliament. Thus was the king so

far released as to be a prisioner at large on his parole. The
treaty now opened, but by the artifices of the independents, it

wa3 spun out to such a length, that, the insurrections being

everywhere suppressed, the army were at liberty to put an end

to these negotiations, which they effected, by once more seiz-

ing the person of the king. Fairfax was returning to Windsor,

when he sent Colonel Ewer to take the king into his custody,

with orders to Hammond to attend him at head-quarters. The
particulars of this transaction are related by Colonel Cooke, to

the following effect.:—On the evening of the twenty-ninth, be-

tween the hours of seven and eight, the king sent for the Duke
of Richmond, the Earl of Lindsay, and Colonel Cooke, desiring

their immediate attendance; they were then altogether at the

Duke of Richmond’s lodgings, and immediately_waiting on him;

the lords entered into the inner chamber, whilst the colonel re-

mained without for orders. The king then acquainted them
that one of his servants had been sent for by a person in dis-

guise, who, having informed him that the army would that

night seize the king, left him abruptly. Colonel Cooke was
then called in, and asked by his majesty whether he had heard

any rumour that the army intended to seize him that night.

(To be continued in our next.)
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TERRIFIC HAND-TO-HAND ENCOUNTER BETWEEN
A BRITISH OFFICER AND A NEPAULESE CHIEF-
TAIN, WITH A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE
OF MUCKWANPORE.

At the end of a winding-road there opened to the view an
extensive valley, and here and there some small straggling vil-

lages, consisting of some ten or more huts ;
but very few people

could be seen, and those few were poor villagers. We continued
our march for about half-a-mile further when we saw on our
left an extensive village, and on the hills immediately in its

rear an immense number of people, seemingly soldiers, for we
could see spears, colours, &c. ; we immediately bent our way
towards this village as we saw numerous people running to and
fro. When near we got into double quick time, and then separ-

ated into flies with our pieces loaded. I went into several huts
where nothing but a set of poor decrepit old people could
be seen.

A little further we came in sight of Muckwanpore valley

and an immense long line of huts, Thesfe, we afterwards were
given to understand, were the summer quarters of tl^e enomy’s
soldiers. On our left ran a ridge of hills, covered with varie-
gated shrubs and trees. On this' range of hills we could see

soldiers posted in immense force, but they attempted not to

molest our line of march, although sometimes I am sure within
shot of their gin galls. They seemed rather to be on the defen-
sive than the offensive, as we should have imagined. Various
were the opinions as to their apparent indifference to our run-
ning all over their country. From these huts or military can-
tonments we could see the Fort of Muckwanpore and innumer-
able large stockades on the hill in the rear of the one immedi-
ately in front of the before-mentioned huts. The fort appeared
some miles off and looked like a speck in the sky ; but no
doubt the approaches to it, protected as it was by the stockades
which we could see with the spy-glass, were extremely perilous.

We encamped in the lines which had been left by the enemy,
and could not htave been more than one mile-and-a-half from
the summit of this hill. However, they still continued passive,
sitting Upon their legs watching our movements. Our position
was strong and secure, being on two sides surrounded by a deep
nullah* and a nice rippling stream.
The following morning was occupied in looking about our

new encampment and seeing what was in the adjoining woods.
We found nothing but a few partridges and woodcocks, and
these we could not shoot, being too near camp. About a mile
behind the camp the whole scenery around was truly romantic
from the white and craggy rocks, apparently living in the

. clouds, behind which not a tree or a shrub was to be seen.

These could only be seen night and morning, or when the sky
was clear

;
at other times these hills could not be discovered

through the elouds. The fort itself seemed high and almost
beyond the power of mortal ascent. As I was standing, look-
ing at the hill with some of my brother officers and our com-
mandant, we were not a little surprized to find that the strong
piquet of the enemy, which was pOsteffthere the night 'before

was not to be seen. Two of our men were brought before the
commanding officer for having gone beyond the outline piquet.
The fact was, that these imprudent fellows had been upon the
hill when the piquet had been unarmed. After admonishing
them for their imprudence and disobedience of orders, the com-
manding officer asked one of them what he saw; he replied,
“ Nothing at all your honour, but a great big piquet

;
and sure

they were not there, but all gone.” He added, “all their fires

were alight, because he saw them burning.”
“ And what did you see on the other side of this first hill ?”

asked the colonel, trying to smother a laugh.
“ Nothing at all, your honour.”
“ Are there hills or valleys on the other side ?”

“Neither, your honour; only a mighty big mountain, as big
as the hill of Howth.”

“ Did you see any meh P”
“ Divil a one, your honour, exfcept One poor old woman in one

of the hbtk, and she was after going, when she saw me and Pat
Logan coining near her.”

“ What took you there ?”

7 2i

'

“Faith, we both went to take a big walk, for we were quite
tired doing nothing—that’s all, your honour—so I hope there
is no offence.”

“ Fall in, the Light Company !”—“ Light Company fall in !”

was bellowed through the whole line of encampment. The
colonel flew to the right; the adjutant to tl>e left; I ran one
way; and the two men jumped another, for they both belonged
to the Light Company. Scarcely had I reached the parade,
when three parts of the company were under arms with our
noble general at their head, getting men together. It was five
minutes only from the first order when we marched off, not a
man absent. We soon found, by the direction we took, that the
taking of the hill was to be our object. We moved on slowly,
for it was a good half mile up the hill, and the ascent winding
and steep. Our lads seemed as merry as crickets. In five
minutes after, we heard firing on the top of the hill to our
right. This proceeded from a small reconnoitring party that
had a short period before gone up under Lieutenant Lee, of the
87th regiment, and Lieutenant Turrell of the 20th Native
Infantry, a brave youDg volunteer who fell an early victim to
his zeal. The design with which this reconnoitring party had
been despatched up the hill, was to protect the quartermaster
general in the execution of the duties incident to his department.
This party being observed from theFort of Muckwanpore which
overlooked the ground on which they were reconnoitring, a
large body of the enemy, who had without orders vacated the
post immediately in front of our encampment, were despatched
to re-oecupy the position which they had deserted, and in their

advance they fell in with our reconnoitring party who, as they
were not in all above twenty men, were of course obliged to

make a precipitate retreat. In this disastrous skirmish poor
Lieutenant Turrell was cut to pieces, and several of the party
killed and wounded.
As the party which had been thus surprised was making the

best of their way down the hill, we made the best of our way
up. We were supported by our old friends, the light company
of the 25th Native Infantry. The ascent was most difficult,

there being only one narrow path-way by which we were obliged

to ascend almost one by one. When about half way, or three

parts up, we came to a small flat spot about fifty yards long
and twenty wide. Here our noble captain sounded the

assembly. We could now see the enemy like ants, creeping and
lurking about, and busily engaged in secreting themselves
behind trees and stones. I presumed to recommend to the

captain of the light company that our forming in a body would
bring on us a destructive fire, and that we had better fight them
on their own system, which was extending, and every man
availing himselfof a tree or stone, and a rest for his piece. This
was sure to be attended with success; and, however brave a
man may be, he never ought to be above advice. Our captain

readily saw the danger that would attend our forming, and
therefore immediately sounded the extend

;
then the advance;

and the fightingisoon became warm on both sides. The enemy
maintained their ground and fought manfully. .1 hate a run-

away foe; you have no credit for beating them. Those we were
now dealing with were no flinchers; but on the contrary, I never

saw more steadiness or more bravery exhibited by any set of

men in my life. Run they would not
;
and of death they seemed

to have no fear,though their comrades were falling thick around
them, for we were so near that every shot told. At last some
of their men began to give way, and as we were ascending

rapidiy, their commander, or one of their principal' officers

attempted to rally them. Having succeeded in this attempt

for the moment, the said officer had the impudence to

attack and put his majesty’s liege subject, John Shipp,

ensign, on full pay, and in the full vigour of his life, in

bodily fear on the king’s high hill of Muckwanpore, on the

afternoon of 1 now forget the date, he so frightened me.

He was a strong, powerful man, protected by two shields, one

tied round his waist, and hanging over his thighs as low as his

knees, and the other on the left arm, much longer than the one

round his waist. From this gentleman there was no escape;

and fortunately for me, I had my old twenty-fourther

with me, which I had two or three days before had put
1

in good shaving order. With this I was obliged to act on
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the defensive till I could catch my formidable opponent

off' his guard. He cut; I guarded; he thrust, I parried;

until he became aggravated and set to work with that

impetuosity and determination pretty generally understood by

the phrase “ Hammer and tongs,” in the course of which he

nearly cut my poor twenty- fourther in pieces. At last I found

he was winded; but I could see nothing of the fellow but his

black face peeping above one shield, and his feet under the

other; so I thought I would give him a cut five across his lower

extremities; but he would not stand still a moment; he cut as

many capers as a French dancing master, till I was quite out of

patience with his folly. I did not like to quit my man; so I

tried his other extremities ;
but he would not stand still all I

could do. At length I made a feint at his toes to cut them;

down went his shield from his face to save his legs; up went the

edge of my sword smack under his chin; in endeavouring to get

away from which, he threw his head back which nearly tum-
bled off, and down he fell; and I assure you, reader, I was not

sorry for it, for he was a most unsociable neighbour. I don’t

know whether I had a right or not, but I took the liberty of

taking his sword, gold crescent, turban, chain, and large shield.

The latter I sported on my left arm during the action, and it

was fortunate for me that I did, for I found that the shield was
ball proof, and I should have been severely wounded had I been
deprived of this trophy. Our gallant captain fought like one
of the old fogs, and his men, as I have been told, were indeed
“divils to fight.” The very noise they made would have
frightened old Harry himself.

The enemy fought furiously before they gave up the hill
;

indeed many of them rushed upon our bayonets in the most
reckless and desperate manner. Being at last compelled to give
way, they took up their station on the adjoining hills, and in

the ravines and valleys below, and their fire for a time was de-
structive. As we had now gained the hill, we had proceeded
to the extent of our orders. Here reinforcements poured up to

our assistance, and two six pounders which had been sent up
immediately after us now began to play with grape on the poor
and brave fellows who had sought refuge in the dells below.
The havoc was dreadful, for they still scorned to fly. During
our ascent, some shells had been thrown by our artillery below
from some howitzers in front of our encampment to the right of
the ridge of the hill where the enemy in immense force had been
observed running down to the assistance of their beaten com-
rades. This reinforcement of the enemy brought down to play
upon our ascent a small hill gun, a three-pounder about a yard
long, which one man could carry. The whole of the ammunition
brought by the enemy for this and other purposes, our shells
from below reached and blew up, and great numbers were killed
and wounded by the explosion. When their ammunition was
gone they rolled the little gun down the hill, where we, after
the action, found it. Our troops having been distributed and
posted along the range of hills, some of our men were killed
and wounded by each other by their cross-firing at random,
where they heard the sound of muskets but could not see the
object. We frequently sounded “cease firing,” but to no pur-
pose; and indeed it was truly tantalizing to see thousands of
the enemy under our very noses and not be allowed to fire at
them; but the woods being thick and high we were fearful of
again drawing on ourselves the fire of our men on the opposite
hills. Our brave colonel had arrived upon the hill with the
reinforcements which belonged to his brigade, and fearing the
same evil, he sounded repeatedly the “cease firing,” but here
there were some shots fired by the native troops. When
lie came to his light company, I could see the beam of delight
in the veteran’s eye; but that was no time for compliments. He
desired us to cut the first man down who presumed to disobey
his often repeated order of “cease firing,” and he told us to lie
down and on no account to attempt to proceed. At this mo-
ment, one of the enemy who had been annoying us from a
thicket, some thirty paces from where I stood, not stomaching
the grape, made a movement from his hiding place. One of
our company seeing so good an opportunity, was not to be re-
strained

; he fired and killed his man. The colonel had nothing
but a walking stick in his hand. Whether he thought that it
was his sword or not I cannot say

;
but he immediately ran at

the man anol struck him across the nose (in which, by the bye,

nature had been very bountiful to this individual), exclaiming
at the same time—“ You rascal, I have a good mind to have
you shot this moment for this pointed disobedience of my
orders.” At this moment, seeing the enemy who had secreted
themselves in the underwood, ferreted out by our shells, and
running off, some of our fellows must (if they died for it) have
a shot. This exasperated our little colonel beyond bounds. He
was a little lion when roused. He immediately selected one of
the men of the light company, of the 25th regiment, and ordered
him to be shot, which would certainly have been done, had not
the adjutant-general of the forces at that time joined the colonel
with orders. By this the colonel’s attention was drawn away,
and he ran off towards the right. The man seeing this ran
towards the left, and thus escaped the punishment he justly
deserved.

Naught was now heard but the roaring of the two six pound-
ers and the whistling of shells. The dying and the wounded lay
in masses in the dells and ravines below. In our company we
had, I think, eleven killed and twenty wounded, our total num-
ber being eighty only. I do repeat again, I never saw such
soldiers. I began to think myself, in comparison with them
but yet a novice. When the evening began to spread her man-
tle over the dreary scene, the sombre appearance of the lowering
sky seemed to mourn and put on a garb of black to shield from
human eye the ghastly sight below. As long as it was light we
could plainly see the last struggles of the dying. Some poor
fellows could be seen raising their knees up to their chins and
then flinging them down with all their might. Some attempted
to rise but failed in the attempt. One poor fellow I saw get on
his legs, put his hand to his bleeding head, then fall and roll

down the hill to rise no more. This was the scene the evening
now closed upon. The dark clouds omened a coming storm, I

have been told that any particular noise in mountainous coun-
tries (more particularly the roaring of cannon), will bring the

clouds down from above, and that rain will follow. How far

this may be the case I know not. I can only say that if con-

vulsion could cause rain there was convulsion enough, for the

roaring of the cannon kept up one continued re-echo. The
evening closed in pitchy darkness.

The pioneers had been sent up and we commenced intrench-

ing and stockading the hill round the huts, which were in

number about twenty. Some refreshments had by this time
come up both for officers and men. After partaking of some
food, it was resolved between my captain and me that we should
watch for four hours round, and that he should commence the

first four. We accordingly went to post his men, and I took
possession with several men of a small hut full of good straw,

on which I lay down to repose. Scarcely had I closed my eye
in balmy sleep when I heard the unwelcome vociferation

—

“Pass the word for Lieutenant Shipp; pass the word for Mr.
Shipp; send Mr. Shipp to me.” It was the colonel’s voice that

I heard; so jumping from my straw, I exclaimed, “ Here I am,
colonel; here I am, sir.”

- “ That’s right,” said the colonel, “ I want you to go on duty.”

He then took me by the iiand, and said, “ You have verified

the recommendations I received from your late commanding""
officer of the 24th Light Dragoons, and I shall not lose sight of

your conduct. From the information our spies have brought,

we have every reason to believe that the enemy will, under the

darkness of the night, make an effort to regain their lost post,

which is of much consequence to them and more to us. We
must therefore prepare to meet them with determined force

and resistance, or we shall have all our work to do over again.

You must take a steady sergeant and twelve men, and proceed
close down to the reservoir of water. On this side of the reser-

voir take up your station. Let your sentinels form a link

with the other sentinels on your right and left; and by no
means permit your men to lie down or sleep, but see that they
watch and are on the alert. Go; I know I need not explain

more to you. Your captain I have posted in a similar situa-

tion.” The rain now fell in torrents; the thunder rolled in its

bitterest anger; and the lightning shot in massive sheets along

the mountain-tops, and by its vivid blaze showed us a glimpse

of the dead and dying. I found that close to my post lay num-
bers whom I believed dead; but I afterwards distinctly heard
during the cessation of the thunder, the moaning of those below.
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I don’t know any situation more painful than mine was at that

moment; a tempest raging in all its terrific forms; surrounded

by the dead and dying; and expecting every moment to be

attacked by a cruel and barbarous foe, from whom no mercy

could be expected, should fate throw us into their hands.

Notwithstanding my dismal forebodings and the dangerous

position-which we occupied, the night passed off
1

quietly enough.

Towards morning the rain ceased, and the sun rose in all its

splendour and majesty; but the scene of death below marred

and defiled the more distant prospect, which was magnificent

beyond description. The picquets from below were withdrawn

after daylight. On going round the hill afterwards the dead

bodies there astonished me. It was scarcely possible to walk

without stepping on them. I could not imagine that the one-

twentieth part had fallen; but as I have before said, self, in

action, is the grand and primary object of man’s regard. I paid

a visit to the dead body of my antagonist of the preceding day.

I found that his head only hung by the skin of his neck. He
had also a cut in the abdomen through which the bowels pro-

truded, I found that in addition to this he had received a ball

in the fleshy part of the thigh
;
but whether he got this before

or after the" fall I do not pretend to say, but I should imagine

before, from the direction of the ball. He was a fine-looking

man and was dressed in full general’s uniform the same as

that worn by our English generals twenty years ago, with the

old frog lace both on the skirts and sleeves, but without epau-

lettes. When engaged with him, I never dared take my eye

off nis. Had I not been thoroughly practised in the sword

exercise, I must soon have fallen, for he was a very expert

swordsman. In a letter addressed to me afterwards, by Cap-

tain Pickersgill, quartermaster-general of the army, I was con-

gratulated on the fall of that distinguished sobah or chieftain.

His name the quartermaster-general stated to be Khissna

Rhannah Bahader, and that he was the identical officer who
had planned and executed the massacre at Summanpore and

Persah the season before. The letter went on to state that he

was a great loss to the Nepaul government and it was the

opinion of the quartermaster-general, as well as of Sir David

Ochterlony,that the death of this sobah contributed greatly to

turn the current of affairs in the Nepaul campaign.

—

Extract

from “ Memoirs of John Shipp, late lieutenant in her majesty's

87th regiment.”

MAGDELENE; OR, THE MONK’S PROPHECY.

chapter xxvi.—

(

Continued.)

“
‘ Amen !’ responded the pious sister, proud exultation

darting from her eyes :
‘ Amen ! the holy sister seems yet

but faintly !—this key will open from yon cloister to a narrow

passage leading to her cell. The saints be with thee, sister!

I commend me to thy pious prayers, and shall report thee

stranger, in thy chamber at devotion/
“ The vile idea of seduction had never once contaminated

the stranger’s generous bosom
;
his passion for the fair vestal

was pure and fervent, as it was incontrollable; and he passed

the night at her feet with the same innocent rapture she her-

self might have done at the Holy Virgin’s shrine.
“ The nun might have resisted

;
piety might have tri-

umphed in her modest bosom
;
but when she looked down

and beheld the darling object of her fond affections, pale and
motionless at her feet, every thought but of his danger was
annihilated Love conquered

;
and though dedicated to re-

ligion, and consecrated to Heaven, past engagements were
all forgotten, and the vestal promised, should the means
be found, to become a wife, and fly from the hallowed fane

she had with such solemnity vowed to never forsake.

“Gold, and repeated promises, secured the interest and
assistance of the unprincipled Martha; the shining ore dead-
ened every remaining ember of virtue in her heart; and,

with the splendid prospect of being superior oi an abbey be-

fore her eyes, she would have delivered a whole community
of saints to the great destroyer of the world.

“ At length the domestic brought the intelligence that a
reverend father waited, according to the stranger’s directions,

at a little chapel dedicated to St. Mary Magdalene, not more
than half a mile from Lindesfern Monastery.
“There, by previous agreement, the lovers were to repair

at midnight, and receive the holy benediction.
“ The twelfth hour had resounded hollow through the lofty

dome of Lindesfern as the young nun left her lonely cell to

keep her appointment ;
and they were united by the holy

father at the altar of Mary Magdalene’s chapel.
“ The new wedded pair passed a few short days together in

secrecy ; when the dark storms of separating destiny arose,

and disunited them for ever. The stranger’s confidential

domestic arrived with a special order from the monarch,
which commanded the doting husband to instantly lead his

troops to the field of battle.

“They separated; and, when no longer cheered by his

voice, and soothed by his endearments, the wretched wife
imagined she felt the worst she could feel.

“Days, weeks, and even months wasted away, and still no
intelligence of her husband. She had retired to a convent,
where her piety and sweetness had much endeared her to the
whole sisterhood, who importuned the saints, and made vows
to the Virgin for the recovery of reason to the gentle suf-

fering nun. But, alas ! the period of conviction was arrived ;

the veil of delusion was torn from their eyes, and the shrink-
ing victim stood a sinner confessed.

“ From the time that her indisposition appeared to be se-

rious, an inferior of the house had been commanded to sleep
in an adjoining cell, to be near, should she require any as-

sistance in the night.
“ One evening, as this attendant was in the midst of her

devotion, just as the last bead had dropped, a groan of
deepened anguish pierced her ear. Listening more attentively,

she felt convinced that they issued from the cell of the suffer-

ing sister, and with palpitating heart she hastened to offer her
every possible relief. But let imagination conceive, for des-

cription is unequal to portray, the consternation and horror of

the affrighted creature, when she beheld the nun pale, speech-
less, and exhausted, with a new-born babe moaning on her
throbbing breast.

“ ‘ Heaven defend our sanctury ! who—or what do I see?’
“ ‘ A wretch !’ replied the sufferer, ‘ who have forsaken, and

am forsaken by my God ! I am a wife—a mother ! I know
my fate!—am ready—my child—my husband! Oh.’

“ A little bell was sounded, which assembled the community

;

when their terrific shrieks proclaiming that something ex-
traordinary had happened in the convent, the poor nun’s fatal

secret was discovered.
“ Proper care was taken of the little innocent babe, to whom

the unhappy sister had given being
;
but she herself was com-

manded to prepare for her destiny.
“ Summary is the trial of a cloistered sister, on the charge

of having violated her vows; yet this unfortunate offered no
plea of extenuation—made no defence; but serene, silent, and
resigned, awaited the decree.

“ A robe of hair-cloth wrapped her enfeebled form; her feet

were bare, her head shorn, and, with a crucifix in her trembling

hand, she received the awful and appalling sentence that

doomed her to perish immured, without one prayer or tear to

soften the excruciating pang of death, or sustain an embittered

spirit in the awful convulsions of separating, bursting nature.
“ The attending priests had concluded their solemn dirge; the

holy sisters had finished their pious requiem for her last repose

:

tears, sighs, and groans filled up the pause.

“A confessor stood beside her; and not more pale, and far

less perturbed, looked the interesting victim herself than this

good man. '

“
* Daughter,’ said he, in a voice tremulous and low, 1 hast,

hast thou yet a prayer?—a thought to be forgiven? a wish—

’

“ The nun raised her languid eyes upon him—motioned to

her smiling child— ‘ Oh, God 1’ and said no more.
“ ‘ Now unto the dust, from whence thou sprung, return,’

was pronounced, as the recoiling spirit impelled her to faintly

struggle in passing the confine that was eternally to enclose

her from the world.
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44 Her resistance caused a momentary pause, and again the

ceremony proceeded:—Now unto the dust, from whence thou
sprung/

“ ‘ Desist ! Stay, stop thy profaning hands ! My wife ! My
wife!’ resounded loudly through the assembled throng.

44 The stranger, the husband of the condemned devoted nun,
rushed among them, and, with seeming desperation, clasped

her sinking frame to his bosom.
'* Astonishment and indignation still held the procession im-

moveable; and, before returning composure enabled them to

complete the victim’s destiny, her husband, in the gloomy calm-
ness of settled despair, handed an open paper to the abbess.

*“ Your sentence is repealed! you are pardoned! but dread-
ful the conditions to your doting husband! cruel are his

restrictions, and never ending is his penance; all is torn from
bis unhappy heart/

The husband of the nun had, as usual, brought victory to
the banners of England; and while a monarch who delighted
to reward his bravery commanded him to ask some boon worthy
of majesty to bestow, he dropped on his knees, and implored
one moment’s privacy.

44 It was granted; and when prostrate at his feet, he confessed
his marriage with the nun, and conjured him, by his clemency
and royal promise, to interpose his influence with the pope for
her pardon and dispensation.

“ The king revolted from giving sanction to the innovation
of religious duties; but his royalword was engaged, and, though
he was subordinate to the decrees of Iris holiness, he ventured
to obtrude upon him the royal prayer for pardon and dispen-
sation to the greatly erring nun.
“ His holiness, in full conclave, had the momentous business

discussed, and returned his nuncio with the king’s messengers,
bearing a conditional pardon to the perjured nun.

“
‘ The nun shall sustain her weary life, until a higher flat

summons her perjured spirit to purifying fires; yet let not the
seducer of a hallowed member triumph; they separate for ever;
the remnant of her days is doomed to the severe seclusion of
Oransey Monastery, where perpetual penance and remorse, in
the lapse of time, may satisfy eternal justice, and prove a
dreadful example to succeeding ages.

“
‘ The wretched offspring of their unholy contract shall, by

the guilty father’s hand, be exposed to strangers’ mercy, never
to be acknowledged or inquired for, unless the agency ofHeaven
itself vouchsafes to interfere, proclaiming pardon/

The husband s remaining history is indistinctly known.
By some it was imagined that he fell in battle

; others affirm
that he wasted away a weary, wretched being in dreary
solitude

; and nothing more conclusive has transpired.

•
have heard when in the world, that the wretched father,

°h^ (h®nce fo the stern command he had received, exposed
the hapless infant in a neighbouring forest

;
and while

nature, powerful nature, was rending every heartstring, he left
it moaning in its helplessness.”

.

The story is soon told. The old man, by the circumstances
jffist related, had debarred himself from enjoying the title of
Earl of Fitz-Arwyne, to which he was entitled, and which
had consequently fallen upon his cousin, the late Earl, whose
death by Huberts avenging hand we have recorded. He
had pursued a fearful career of crime, disregarding all human
and moral obligations

; and happening by accident to come
in contact with the rightful earl, who was concealed in the
neighbourhood of his paternal halls, he had him immured in
one of its most secret dungeons, from a fear of his one day
reclaiming that title which he believed to be his own indis-
solubly. Inquiry was now set on foot, as to what had become
or the hapless infant, who had been exposed by his heart-
broken parent. Nor were they long in finding evidence
which indisputably fixed the identity of Hubert, as the long
io&t child and heir of the Earl of Fitz-Arwyne. He had been
found by his long-supposed father, and brought up as his
own son, which be believed himself to be, till these mysterious
relations proved him to be the rightful heir of the earl, in the
a*e ot whose house he had so long taken an absorbing in-

terest. I his opportune discovery removed every obstacle to
his marriage with Magdelene, which took place a few months
afterwards

; and loud and long were the plaudits, and con-

tinued the rejoicings, whkrh celebrated the union of the truly

noble Hubert and the lovely and virtuous Magdelene.

n i . . I !Tn. ..rrWn ... . n

ROBERT THE BRUCE.
Bruce spent his early years at Turnberry Castle, in Ayr-

shire, and, at about the age of sixteen, on the death of his

mother, he succeeded to the earldom of Carriek. The Earl of

Garrick was upwards of thirty years of age before he assumed
the character of a patriot. His father had lived chiefly in

England, with little inclination to put forward any claims on
the Scottish crown

;
and, bred up with a wish to conciliate Ed-

ward’s favour, he himself was inclined to remain a peaceful

subject of England, and on one occasion took oaths of fealty to

him. The heroism and the fate of Wallace at length stimu-

lated him to view matters differently. He became desirous of

attempting to free Scotland from English intrusion, provided

it could be done with a good chance of success. The disap-

pearance of Baliol in 1304, by opening up a prospect of gaining

the crown, no doubt contributed to fix his wavering resolutions.

Yet there was a rival to his aspirations after kingly honours.

This was a personage usually known by the title of the Red
Comyn, and against whom he had a grudge, on account of

Comyn having perfidiously made known to Edward that Bruce

was wavering in his allegiance. Happening to visit Dumfries,

on the occasion of a meeting of a court of justice, at which

many of the feudal chiefs attended, Bruce there met the Red
Comyn 1 in the church of the Minorite Friars (February 10,

1305-6). The result of such an interview in such an age of

strife might almost be anticipated. Facing backwards and

forwards in the aisles of the church, conversing together on

matters of import, these two fiery spirits came to high words,

Bruce reproaching Comyn with his treachery. At last, when

near the alter, something which Comyn said provoked Bruce

so much, that he drew his dagger and stabbed him. Comyn
fell, the blood flowing from him on the pavement of the sanc-

tuary. Shocked at his rash act, Bruce rushed out of the

church, and his friends, Kirkpatrick of Closeburn, and Sir

Christopher Seton, meeting him at the door, asked what lie

had done. He said, “ I doubt I have killed the Comyn.’
4
‘ Doubt,” cried Kirkpatrick; “I’ll mak sicker ” (I will make

sure); and running into the church, he finished Comyn with

one or two stabs. This deed of blood scandalised all religious

feeling, and Bruce ever afterwards looked on it as the sin of

his iife; not, however, the act of assassinating his rival for

in these days killing was recognised as a mode of action which

it was quite legitimate to adopt-—but because the assassination

of Comyn had been effected in a church. This was considered

a sacrilege only to be atoned for by along life of toil, penitence,

and good deeds. Whatever were the feelings of Bruce after-

wards, he now seems to have considered that, by the riddance

of his rival, the time was come for throwing off his ill-dis-

guised, and, as he styled it, compulsory allegiance to the King

of England. Collecting his followers, therefore, he immedi-

ately took possession of the town of Dumfries. The English

justiciaries shut themselves up in the place where they were

holding their sittings; but Bruce threatening to set it on fire,

they surrendered, and were suffered to leave the country in

safety. Bruce then traversed the south of Scotland, seizing

and fortifying towns, and expelling the English who happened

to be in his path.

Although thus far successful, Bruce had yet the kingdom to

win—no easy task with only a handful of adherents. Among
these, besides his own brothers, were Lamberton, Bishop of St.

Andrews, Wishart, Bishop of Glasgow, David Murray, Bishop

of Moray, the Abbot of Scone, Thomas Randolph or Randall,

of Strathdon (Bruce’s nephew), Christopher or Christall Eeton

(Bruce’s brother-in-law), Malcolm, Earl of Lennox, John, Earl

of Atholl and Lord of Strathbogie, Gilbert Hay ,
Earl ot

Errol, young Sir James Douglas, and nine or ten other persons

of consequence. But these were but a fraction of the ScotUsn

aristocracy; and many of the rest were pkdged on the English

side. Nevertheless, Bruce and his party res ived on a bold

and decided step. Spending about three weeks in riding hither
m
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and thither through the country, to rouse as strong a feeling

as possible, they met at Scone on Friday the 27th of March
1306, and there Bruce was crowned king, a small circlet of gold

having been made to serve in lieu of the old Scottish crown
which Edward had carried away. Now, the honour of placing

the crown on a new king’s head belonged, by ancient right, to

the family of Macduff, Earl of Fife. But the present repre-

sentative of the family, Duncan, Earl of Fife, being on the
English side, it appeared at first that this essential requisite in

the ceremony could not be complied with. Hearing, however,
that Bruce was to be crowned, Isabella, the sister of the earl,

and wife of Comyn, Earl of Buchan, stole her husband’s
horses and posted off to Scone, resolved that, in spite of

brother and husband, Bruce should be crowned by a Macduff.
As she did not reach Scone till after the 27th, the act of

crowning was perfoimed over again on the 29th, the thin gold

circlet being placed on the brow of the new king by his fair

adherent.

In the meantime all was bustle and excitement in London.
Edward was now an old man, scarcely able to bestride his war-
horse

;
and that the great scheme of the annexation of Scot-

land, to which he had devoted so many years of his life, should
now be in danger of failing at the last, was a grief and a canker
to his aged spirit. Forthwith there was a going to and fro of
messengers, a writing and sealing of despatches, a buzz of

eager anticipation among the young men, and a noise every-
where of steel clanging under the armourer’s hammer. To
meet the present emergency, and oppose Bruce at the outset,

Aymer de Yallance, Earl of Pembroke, hurried away north-
ward with what force he could gather. To crush the spirit of
the Scotch under a fear stronger than that of invasion, Ed-
ward wrote to the pope to procure an anathema against Bruce
and his cause for the act of sacrilege committed in the church
of the Minorite Friars at Dumfries. He levied a large army,
and, for the purpose of giving more eclat to his expedition,
knighted his eldest son. Immediately after receiving that
honour, the Prince of Wales went in procession to Westmin-
ster Abbey, ascended the high altar, and knighted three hun-
dred nobles, who were all apparelled in embroidered robes of
gold. At the conclusion of this ceremony, two swans, adorned
with trappings and bells of gold, were brought by minstrels,
in nets of the same metal, with great pomp into the church,
and the king took a solemn oath, by the God of Heaven and
by these swans, that he would march into Scotland, and never
return till he had punished the rebels, and avenged the death
of John Comyn. Giving the command of the army to the
Prince of Wales, and exacting an oath from him that he would
not re.3t two nights in one place before reaching Scotland, Ed-
ward himself^followed more leisurely with his queen. Poor
old monarch ! be never reached the land against which he had
vowed vengeance. Becoming ill near Carlisle, he was detained
there, and obliged to leave the management of the invasion to
others.

At first the Scotch suffered a considerable reverse of for-
tune. Having penetrated as far north as Perth, the English
forces there surprised Bruce by a sudden attack. Many of
the Scotch were killed, and others were made prisoners, and
hanged. Among these was Sir Simon Frazer or Jfrizell, who
was carried to London, and there ignominiously put to death,
his head being set upon a spear on Westminster Bridge, near
that of his co-patriot Wallace. This defeat was a heavy
blow and great discouragement to Bruce, who, with his fol-

lowers, retired into the north, a fugitive in the kingdom
whose crowp he had assumed. He halted for a time at Aber-
deen, whither his wife, and the wives of all his noble adhe-
rents, had resorted to wait his arrival. From Aberdeen, the
band of patriots, ladies and all, retreated to the mountain
country inland, and although pinched occasionally for food,
held together during the summer of 1306.

In the course of Bruce’s wanderings, he attempted to force
his way into Lorn, a district of Argyleshire; but here he en-
countered the M‘DQugal,s, a powerful family, then called Lords
of Lorn, and friendly to the English; besides, John of Lorn,
the chief of the M‘Dougale, hated Bruce on account of his hav-
ing slain his kinsman the Red Comyn, At the first encounter

Bruce was defeated; but he showed amidst his misfortunes the
greatness of his strength and courage. According to the ac-
count given by Sir Walter Scott of Bruce’s movements after
this defeat—“ He directed his men to retreat through a narrow
pass, and placing himself last of the party, he fought with and
slew such of the enemy as attempted to press hard upon them.
Three followers of M‘Dougal, a father and two sons, all very
strong men, when they saw Bruce thus protecting the retreat
of his followers, made a vow that they would either kill this
redoubted champion, or make him prisoner. The whole three
rushed on the king at once. Bruce was on horseback, in the
strait pass, betwixt a precipitous rock and a deep lake. He
struck the first man who came up and seized his horse ?s rein
such a blow with his sword, as cut ofl his hand and freed the
bridle. The man bled to death. The other brother had grasped
Bruce in the meantime by the leg, and was attempting to throw
him from horseback. The king, setting spurs to his horse,
made the animal suddenly spring forward, so that the High-
lander fell under the horse’s feet ; and as he was endeavouring
to rise again, Bruce cleft his head in two with his sword. The
father, seeing his two sons thus slain, flew desperately at the
king, and grasped him by the mantle so close to his body, that
he had not room to wield his long sword. But with the heavy
pommel of that weapon, or, as others say, with an iron hammer
which hung at his saddle-bow, the king struck his third assail-

ant so dreadful a blow that he dashed out his brains. Still,

however, the Highlander kept his dying grasp on the king’s
mantle, so that to be free of the dead body Bruce was obliged

to undo the brooch or clasp by which it was fastened, and leave
that and the mantle itself behind him.” The brooch, which fell

thus into the possession of M‘Dougal of Lorn, is still preserved
in that ancient family, as a memorial that the celebrated

Robert Bruce once narrowly escaped falling into the hands of

their ancestor. Robert greatly resented this attack upon him;
and when he was in happier circumstances, did not fail to take
his revenge on M‘Dougal, or, as he is usually called, John of

Lorn. On the ruins of the family rose the Campbells and other
great clans.

After this defeat in Argyleshire, with the English pressing

northward, the chieftain of Lorn dogging their footsteps, and
the cold weather coming on, the wanderers found it impossible

any longer to live, as they had been doing, among the hills

with their garments worn out, their shoes torn arad patched,
and with scarcely the means of procuring food. Bruce there-

fore divided his little band into two parties. One of these,

under the command of Nigel Bruce, his youngest brother, was
to convey the ladies to Kildrummie Castle, on the river Don,
in Aberdeenshire, where, though in danger of being besieged,

they would at all events be safer than if they remained where
they were. When the party had gone away, taking with it

all the horses, there remained with the king about two hundred
men, uncertain whither they should go, or how they should

pass the winter. To remain in Scotland seemed impossible ':

they therefore came to the resolution of crossing over to the

north of Ireland, where they might possibly obtain assistance

from the Earl of Ulster, or where at least they might remain
through the winter, looking eagerly across the Channel, and
watching for an opportunity of returning to renew the enter-

prise. Accordingly, they pushed their way across Argyleshire

to Captire, whence they passed over to Rathlin, a small island

on the coast of Ulster, within sight of the Scottish shore.

In the spring of 1307 the fugitives began to think of revisit-

ing their native land, where their mysterious disappearance had
caused some sensation. Accordingly, Douglas and Boyd, with

a few followers, went over to the Isle of Arran and attacked the

English: and ten days after,* Bruce and the rest of the Scotch

left Rathlin and joined them. They were now near the Scott-

ish mainland, opposite Bruce’s own district of Carrick and his

Castle of Turnberry
;
but before actually committing themselves

by a landing in Ayrshire, it was resolved to send a spy, named
Cuthbert, to learn the true state of affairs. If appearances

were favourable, Cuthbert was to kindle a bonfire on Turnberry
nook, the blaze of which, seen in the night-time from the coast

of Arran, would be a signal for Bruce and his little band to

embark in their boats and row across the Channel. After the
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messenger was gone, Bruce walked up and down the beach, his

eyes in the direction of Turnberry nook, watching eagerly for

the expected signal. All night he watched, and all next morn-

ing: and just as it was growing late in the day, he thought he

saw the flickering of the bonfire. As it grew dark, all doubt

was at an end; there was the bonfire blazing ruddily in the

horizon; so with joyful hearts they began to busy themselves

in getting ready the boats. Just as Bruce was stepping on

board, a woman of the island, “ than whom none in all the land

had so much wit of things to come,” came and prophesied to

him that ere long he would be king, and overcome all his ene-

mies; but before that time he should have much to endure; in

token of her own confidence in her prophecy she gave him her

two sons to be his followers. With the words of this wise wo-

man in their ears, the brave band, increased now to three hun-

dred men, shot out their galleys into the water, and steered

through the darkness for the light on Turnberry nook.

After hard rowing, they drew near the Garrick shore, dis-

cerning through the gloom the dark figure of a man walking

to and fro on the beach. It was Cuthbert come to tell them
that there was no hope of effecting a rising in Carrick; that the

bonfire on Turnberry nook had not been kindled by him; but

that, seeing it blazing, he had come to warn them away. What
were they to do ? Remain in Scotland, now that they were in

it, or re-embark and seek refuge for a year or two longer in the

Island of Rathlin ? Thus they stood inquiring of each other

with sinking hearts in the gray of the early morning, where
the tide was rushing up among the sands. Out spoke Edward
Bruce, the king’s brother, a wild impetuous young man — “I
tell you no peril, be it ever so great, shall drive me back to the
sea again; by God’s help I am here, and here will I take my
venture for better or worse.” They determined to make a be-
ginning immediately; and hearing that there was a party of
soldiers belonging to Percy, the English governor of the dis-

trict, in the town of Turnberry, they attacked and routed it.

Little, however, could be done in the Carrick district, where
the inhabitants, though friendly to Bruce, were afraid openly
to take his part. One lady, however, a relation of his own,
came with a reinforcement of forty men.
Now for the first time Bruce learned what had taken place

in Scotland during his absence. The pews was melancholy
enough. Shortly after the defeat of Bruce at Methven, Edward,
then in the north of England, had issued, through the Earl of
Pembroke, a proclamation to the effect “that all the people of
Scotland should search for and pursue every person who had
been in arms against the English government, and who had
not surrendered themselves to mercy; and should also appre-
hend, dead or alive, all who had been guilty of other crimes.”
In consequence of this proclamation, and the efforts made to
enforce it, many of Bruce’s most eminent adherents, some of
them the co-patriots of Wallace, fell into the hands of the Eng-
lish, and suffered death.
The condition of Bruce after his disheartening defeat in Ayr-

shire was most afflicting, and was aggravated by the intelli-
gence of the capture of his brothers Thomas and Alexander,
and their execution at Carlisle. Still, he was not utterly de-
serted or deprived of friends; his brother Edward proceeded
into Galloway, while Douglas went into Lanarkshire, to raise
men in these quarters. Until assistance should be raised, he
wandered about the wild hills of Carrick, constantly shifting
from spot to spot, in order''to escape the vigilant pursuit of his
enemies. On one occasion, separated from the few men who
had kept him company, he reached, about midnight, a poor
hut, under whose thatched roof he might rest till morning.
Throwing himself down on a heap of straw, he lay upon his
back with his hands placed under his head, unable to sleep,
but gazing vacantly upwards at the rafters of the hut, disfigured
with cobwebs. From thoughts long and dreary about the
hopelessness of the enterprise in which he was engaged, and
the misfortunes he had already encountered, he was roused to
feel a degree of interest in the efforts of a poor and industrious

®?irl°
V

.

er kea<L The object of the animal was to swing
itself by its thread from one rafter to another

; but in this at-
tempt it repeatedly failed, each time vibrating back to the
point where it had made the effort. Twelve times did the

little creature try to reach the desired spot, and as many times
was it unsuccessful. Not disheartened with its failure, it made
the attempt once more, and lo ! the rafter was gained. “ The
thirteenth time,” said Bruce, springing to his feet; “I ’accept
it as a lesson not to despond under difficulties, and shall once
more venture my life in the struggle for the independence of
my beloved country.”

Rallying his drooping spirits, Bruce hastened to assemble
such as were disposed to risk all for the sake of the cause he
had at heart. With a courageous little army he met the Eng-
lish under Pembroke at Loudon-hill (May 10, 1307), and gained
the first of that series of victories which ultimately made Scot-
land a free kingdom. Pembroke’s defeat roused the dying
Edward at Carlisle, and, although unable to endure the
fatigue of a journey, he mounted his war-horse, and made
the attempt to reach Scotland, for the purpose of crushing
the rebellion in person. Vain effort. Having reached, with
extreme difficulty, Burgh.on- Sands, from which the blue hills

of Scotland could be seen, he there sunk and died. It was his
dying request that his bones should be carried at the head of
the army into Scotland; but this injunction was not complied
with. His son, Edward II., caused the body to be burjed at
Westminster, with this inscription on his tomb, “ Edward I.,

the Hammer of the Scotch.”

Edward II., to whom the duty of subjugating Scotland had
been bequeathed, was of inferior abilities to his father, and
failed to inspire his followers with confidence or his enemies
with fear. He proceeded into Scotland in obedience to his

father’s injunction, but being disheartened with some reverses,

he led his army back to England. Picking up courage, Bruce
ventured now on bold measures, and with a considerably aug-
mented force swept through the country as far as Inverness,
rooting out garrisons of English, destroying castles, and skir-

mishing with parties sent out to keep him in check. While thus
engaged, Edward Bruce, his brother, expelled the English
from Galloway; and Douglas was roving about the hills of
Tweeddale, doing good service. Here, at a house on Lyne
water, Douglas had the good fortune to take prisoner Thomas
Randolph, Bruce’s nephew, who had latterly attached himself
to the cause of the English usurper. Apparently ashamed of

this recreancy, Randolph afterwards became one of his uncle’s

warmest adherents. Many other influential persons, who had
hitherto kept aloof, now joined Bruce’s standard. Argyleshire,

the country of the Lords of Lorn, still holding out, he invaded
it, took the Castle of Dunstaffnage, and drove Lorn and his

son refugees into England. The whole of Scotland might now
be said to have been in Bruce’s hands, except that several of the

great towns were still in the possession of English garrisons,

and that Edward II. was every now and then threatening an
invasion. An invasion in the then weak state of Bruce’s

government might have proved fatal; but this danger was
warded off, partly by Edward’s own fickle and unsteady tem-
per, partly by the disgust of his nobles at his unkingly conduct,

and partly also by the earnest endeavours made during the

years 1308 and 1309 by Philip, King of Prance, to bring about
a peace between Scotland and England. A truce between the

two countries was indeed agreed to; but it was broken almost
as soon as made. In 1310 Edward II. conducted an invading
army into Scotland; but, as on a former occasion, he retired

again into England.
The years 1311, 1312, and 1313 were spent by Bruce in con-

solidating the power he had acquired; expelling garrisons, and
acquiring the allegiance of some of the principal towns. The
citizens of Aberdeen had already expelled the English gawison
from that town. Forfar and several other important stations

had been wrested out of the English keeping; and during the

three years to which we are at present directing our attention,

many other towns or castles were won either by Bruce in

person or by his adherents. The principal of these were—the

town of Perth, and the Castles of Linlithgow, Buittle, Dumfries,
Dalswinton, Roxburgh, Edinburgh, Rutherglen, and Dundee.

(To be continued in our next.)
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THE STORY OF ABUL CASSIM’S SHOES.

FROM THE ORIGINAL IN TURKISH.

It is related that there once resided in Bagdad a very wealthy

man named Abul Cassim, who was celebrated for his avarice

and parsimony. So strong was his ruling passion, that he could

not even be prevailed upon to throw away his old shoes, but

whenever it became urgently necessary, he would have them
stitched at a cobbler’s stall, and continue to wear them for four

or five years. So, finally, they became so heavy and large

that it was proverbial in that city to say that a thing was “ as

clumsy as Abul Cassim’s shoes.”

Now one day as this man was walking in the bazaars of

Bagdad, a friend of his, a broker, informed him that a mer-

chant from Aleppo was just arrived, bringing some bottles for

sa e. “Come,” added he, “I will get them for you at a low

price, and after keeping
them a month or so, you can
sell them again for three
times as much as you gave,

and so make a handsome
profit.” The matter was
soon arranged between
them; Abul Cassim bought
the bottles for sixty dinars,

and after employing several

porters to carry them to

his house, he passed on. He
had also another friend, a
public crier, whom he like-

wise happened to meet, and
who told him that a mer-
chant from the town of

Yzed’had some rose-water
for sale. “ Come,” said he,
“ I will get it for you now
at a low rate, and dispose of
it for you some other time
for double the amount.” So
Abul Cassim was prevailed
upon to buy the rose-water
also, and on reaching home
he filled the bottles with the
water, and placed them on a
shelf in one of his apart-
ments.
The day following, Abul

Cassim went to a bath,
and while undressing him-
self, one of his friends

.going out saw his old shoes,

and jokingly said: “Oh!
Cassim, do let me change
your shoes, for these have
become very clumsy.” Abul
Cassim only replied, “ In -

shallah! if God wishes;” and
continuing to undress him-

self, went into the bath. Just then the Cadi
, or judge of

the city, came to the bath, and undressed himself near to Abul
Cassim. Some time afterward Abul Cassim came out of the
inner room of the bath, and when he had dressed himself,
looked for his shoes, which not finding, but seeing a new pair
in their place, he thought his friend had made the change that
he desired; so putting them on, he returned to his house.
When tne Cadi came out of the bath, and had put on his

clothes, he asked for his shoes, but lo! they could nowhere be
found; and seeing, close by, the old ones of Abul Cassim, he
naturally concluded this latter person had purloined his. So
the Cadi was greatly enraged; and ordering Abul Cassim to
be brought beiore him, he accused him of stealing shoes out of
baths, imprisoned him two or three days, and fined him.
Abul Cassim on his release said to himself: « These shoes

have dishonoured me, and I have been severely punished for
their sake;” so with revengeful feelings he threw them into the

Tigris. Two days afterward some fishermen, on drawing
their seines out of that river, found a pair of old shoes in them,
which they immediately recognised as those of Abul Cassim,
One of them remarked that perhaps he had fallen into the
river; and taking the shoes into his hand, carried them to
Abul Cassim’s house, and finding its door closed, he threw
them in at the window which was open. Unfortunately the
shoes fell on the shelf Where the bottles of rose-water were
ranged, so that it was thrown down, the bottles broken, and
all the rose-water was lost.

When Cassim returned to his house he opened the door and
beheld the loss he had sustained. He tore his hair and beard
with grief, wept aloud, and charged the shoes with being his
ruin. To be free from farther misfortune on their part, “ I will
bury them,” said he, “in a corner of my house, and then all

will end.” So the same night he arose and commenced dig-
ging a hole in a corner
of his dwelling: but his

neighbours hearingthe noise,

thought he was undermin-
ing their house; and rising
in affright, they complained
to the governor of the city,

who sent and apprehended
Cassini* and threw him in

prison, from which he was
released only on the pay-
ment of a fine.

After this Cassim returned
to his house overwhelmed
with grief, and taking his
old shoes, he threw them
into the sluice of a neigh-
bouring caravansary. In
the course of a few days,
the sluice being stopped,
it overran its banks, and
workmen having been called
to clean it out, lo ! Cassim’s
shoes were found to be the
cause of the inconvenience.
Bo the governor again threw
him in prison, and fined him
to a large amount.

Abul Cassim, now per-
fectly in despair, took his
old shoes, and after washing
them clean, laid them on
the terrace of his house, with
the intention, after they
were well dried, to burn
them, and so put an end to

all shame and misfortune
on their account. But it

happened that while the
shoes were drying, a neigh-
bour’s dog passing over the
terrace saw them, and mis-

taking them for dried meat, took one in his mouth, sprang
from one terrace to the other, and in doing so let it fall. The
neighbour’s wife was enciente

,
and as she happened to be sitting

at the foot of the wall, the shoe fell upon her, and in her alarm
she was prematurely brought to bed. Her husband, in great

anger, complained to the governor, and Abul Cassim was once
more thrown into prison and made to pay a fine.

Abul Cassim now tore his hair .and beard with grief, and
accusing the shoes of being the cause of all his misfortunes, he

took them in his hand before the Cadi of Bagdad, related to

him all that had befallen him. “I beg you,” added he, “to

receive my declaration, and I hope all these Mussulmans will

bear witness that I now break off all farther relation between

me and these shoes, and have no longer anything to do with

them. I ask also a certificate showing that I am free from
them, and they free from me; so that if henceforth there are

any punishments or fines to be incurred, questions to be asked
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or answers given, that they may take them all upon them-

selves.’
5

The Cadi, much amused with what he heard, gave the de-

sired certificate, and added a present to Abul Cassim. Behold

in this tale to what the ayaricious subject themselves !

CARISBROOK CASTLE.

( Concluded.)

He answered, he had not heard anything so much as tending

towards it, adding, that if he had he would surely have in-

formed the king thereof. Charles, acquainted the colonel with

the reason for the question, ordered him to find out Major
Rolfe, who was then left as a deputy-governor by Colonel

Hammond, and to inquire whether he knew of any such design.

Cooke opportunely found Major Rolfe in his bedchamber, and
communicated the king’s message. Rolfe denied all knowledge
of any such thing, saying, “ You may assure the king, from me
that he may rest quietly this night; for, on my life, he shall have
no disturbance this night.” The colonel, observing he laid so

much emphasis on the words this niglit, urged him farther to

declare if there was any such design at all. After some pause,

he answered, “ It is impossible for me to know the purposes of

the army at so great a distance, but as yet I have received no
such orders.” “If you should hereafter,” rejoined the colonel,
“ shall I be so timely acquainted with them, as that the king
may not be surprised with their execution?” To which request

he seemingly consented, answering, “ That was but a respect due
to the king.” Colonel Cooke returned with a punctual account
of all these circumstances; but the king, having, in the mean-
time, been informed that a considerable number of the army
had that evening landed on the island, remanded him back to

Major Rolfe, to learn the truth of that report. Rolfe said he
knew fresh troops would, ere long, come over, to relieve those
then on duty there, but was not yet certain of their arrival. Dur-
ing the short interval of Cooke’s second absence, the king re-

ceived intelligence that two thousand foot were drawn up round
Carisbrook Castle. At this he seemed greatly agitated, ex-
claiming, “ Surely there must be some very extraordinary bu-
siness in hand, that could cause such a body of men to be so
secretly landed, and in so bitter a night as this, exposed to the
extremity of the weather;” the wind then blowing very high,
and the rain falling very fast. As the king expressed an
anxious desire of certain information, doubtiug he might be de-
ceived by Major Rolfe, Colonel Cooke once more offered his
services for that purpose; but the king, reflecting on the seve-
rity of the weather, refused to expose him to it any more : the
colonel, however, knowing no other expedient for his majesty’s
present satisfaction, at length obtained permission to go, the
king adding his hopes that the colonel, being young and healthy,
would not receive any prejudice thereby. The colonel, having
mounted his horse, with great difficulty found the way to the
castle, the night being extremely dark. Having rode round it

without meeting any troops, he took shelter under the gateway,
to cover himself from the violence of the rain; and recollect-
ing that Captain Bowreman, a gentleman of the island, with
whom he was well acquainted, commanded a company of
militia there, he sent in a message, desiring to speak with him,
discoursing, in the meantime, with the soldiers, to try what he
could learn from them; these he found altogether ignoraut, be-
ing of a company newly marched in, the two army companies
that formerly were in garrison here having been drawn out into
the town of Newport, probably to strengthen the guard doing
duty at that place. After a long stay, the messenger returned
to Colonel Cooke, with an excuse that the eaptain could not
conveniently come out to him, but desired he would walk in,
Cooke, accepting the invitation, was, on entering the parlour,
surprised with the sight of above a dozen officers of the army,
most Oi whom he knew; after mutual salutations, he addressed
himself to the governor, desiring to speak to him in private,
when he observed him to ask leave of those officers; on inquir-

ing of Captain Bowreman the meaning of that application, he
plainly told him that he was no better than their prisoner in
his own garrison, being threatened with immediate death if he
so much as whispered to any of his servants. The colonel then
asked him if he could imagine the cause of all this. He an-
swered, he supposed there was something extraordinary going
forward, but he knew not what it was; only he understood the
captain of the horse in the island was in the same situation with
himself, and that his lieutenant had the command of the troop.
He added, he knew no cause for this treatment of either of them,
unless they were suspected of being too much attached to the
king. This gave Cooke an opportunity of inquiring particu-
larly whether he knew of any intention t6 seize the king that
night. Captain Bowreman answered, possibly some such thing
might be designed, although he knew nothing of it.

Colonel Cooke, on his return to Newport, found a great
alteration in circumstances there. Guards were not only
placed round the king’s lodgings, and at every window, but
even within, at his chamber door, almost suffocating him
with the smoke of their matches. This hastened the colonel
back, to complain to Major Rolfe of the rudeness of the soldiers.

He found the major in bed, it being then nearly twelve
o’clock, and received for answer, that he was far from intend-
ing to incommode the king, but the two companies having
been drawn out of the castle so late, that quarters could not
be provided for them that night, he had, therefore, thought
of the expedient of having the guards all doubled, in order
to dispose of them for the present, never foreseeing the con-
sequences complained of

;
but that in the morning he would

redress all things himself, and in the meantime was confi-

dent, if the colonel would speak to the captain of th,e guard,
he would remove those men who proved offensive, adding,
that, if he found it necessary, he might make use of his
name for that purpose. Cooke applied accordingly, and so
far prevailed, that the sentinels, whose matches annoyed the
king, were removed to a more tolerable distance.

Upon Colonel Cooke’s return to the king, his majesty made-

him repeat the several events and circumstances which had
occurred that night

;
these, when weighed and compared

together, caused all present unanimously to conclude that the
army designed to seize upon the king’s person. This being
taken for granted, the next question was, what was most ad-
visable to be done in so desperate a case. The Duke of Rich-
mond and the Earl of Lindsay recommended it to the king
immediately to attempt an escape, as the readiest way to pro-
cure the personal treaty with his parliament, which he so

earnestly desired, as well as to secure his person from danger;
but before they could proceed to consider on the method ot

escape, the kina' cut them short, by objecting against the
escape itself. He urged the great difficulty, if not impossi-
bility, of accomplishing it, and the consequence should he
miscarry in the attempt; that it would exasperate the army,
and dishearten his own friends; and besides that, supposing
the army should seize him, they must preserve him, even for

their own sakes, for he was convinced that no party could
secure their own interest without joining his with it, his son
being out of their reach’ The Earl of Lindsay replied, “ Take
heed, sir, lest you fall into hands that will not steer by
such rules of policy. Remember Hampton-court, where
your majesty’s escape was your best security.” The Duke of
Richmond added, that he thought an escape feasible enough

;

and turning about to Colonel Cooke, asked him how he passed
to and fro. The colonel replying he had the word, the duke
asked him whether he believed he could pass him also

; to

which he answered, he made no question but that he could. On
this, the duke put on a cloak without a star, and in company
with the colonel, passed throu h all the guards, and returned
again, to encourage the king, and shew the possibility of the
measure. But on a sudden, his majesty, turning from the Duke
of Richmond and the Earl of Linds y, who were in discourse
with him at the window, to the colonel, who was drying
himself before the fire, said, “ Ned Cooke, what do you advise
in this case ?

’ The colonel answered, he suspected his own
judgment too much to offer any advic e, considering the great-
ness both of the danger and the person concerned in it ; but
his majesty had his privy councillors with him, to whom he
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humbly begged he would listen. The lords then resumed
their persuasions, but the king, turning about again, said,

“ Ned Cooke, I command you to give me your advice. ’ Where*
upon the colonel craved leave that, after he had premised
some particulars, his majesty would permit him to propose a

question,' which being granted, “ Suppose,” said Cooke, “ I

should not only tell your majesty that the army meant suddenly

to seize your person, but, by concurring circumstances, should

fully convince you of it; supposing, also, that, beside the word,

I have horses ready at hand, a vessel attending, and hourly

expecting me at Cowes, myself both ready and desirous of at-

tending your majesty, and the darkness of the night as it were
' suited to the purpose; so that I can foresee no visible difficulty

in the thing. The only remaining question is, what will your
majesty resolve to do?” After a short pause, the king delivered

this positive answer—“ They have promised me, and I have
promised them

;
I will not break first.”

Colonel Cooke then begged leave to argue the point with the

king, who replied, “ With all my heart.” “ I presume, sir,”

said he, “ by those words they and them
,
your majesty intends

the parliament to whom you have made that promise
;

if so,

the case is now quite changed. The present apprehension
arising from the army, who have already so far violated the

votes and promises of the parliament as to invade your majesty’s

freedom and safety, by changing the single sentinel of state at

the outer door, contrary to their declared promise into guards on
your very bedchamber, which in itself is no better than confine-

ment, and in all probability the forerunner of something worse.”

The king replied, ‘‘However, I will not do anything that shall

look like breaking my word;” and so bid him and the Earl of

Lindsay good night (for the Duke of Richmond was then in wait-

ing), saying, “ I will go and take my rest, too, as long as I can.”
“ Which, sir,” said Cooke, “ I fear will not be long.” The king
rejoined, “ As it pleases God;” but, perceiving Cooke to be
very uneasy, he added, “ Ned, what troubles you? tell me.”
He said, “ To consider the greatness of your majesty’s danger,
and your unwillingness to obviate it.” “ Never let that trouble

you,” said the king, “ for were it greater, I will not break my
word to prevent it.” Cooke begged him to suspend his reso-

lution, and give him leave to fetch the Earl of Southampton;
but he told him there was no need, for, pointing to the Duke of
Richmond and the Earl of Lindsay, he said they were his true

friends. “ Re pleased to consult them,” replied Cooke. “ I have
resolved already,” said the king; “go ye both to bed, and if I

have need I will send for you;” on which Lord Lindsay and
Cooke took leave, and departed.

The Duke of Richmond steppe^ after Colonel Cooke, to con-
sult with him whether he had better go to bed that night, or
lie in his clothes. Cooke said, as for himself, wet as he was, he
would not pull off his; for, notwithstanding Major Rolfe’s
promises, he feared it would not be long before the king would
be disturbed, unless the face of affairs deceived him. The duke
asked him whether it would not be best for him to repeat his
opinion to the king? Cooke said, with all his heart, and he
would stay in the outward room to wait the result; but the
duke then returned with information, that the king was deter-
mined to go to bed. It was then about one o’clock, and though
Colonel Cooke, wet as he was, did not undress all night, yet
everything was conducted so quietly and secretly, that not the
least noise was heard, nor any cause of suspicion given.
Just at the break of day, the king, hearing a great knocking

at his outer door, sent the Duke of Richmond to learn the
cause. He found there a person who said his name was Mild-
may, and the duke inquiring his business, he answered that
there were several gentlemen from the army very desirous to
speak with the king. The duke carried in this message, but
the knocking still increasing, the king gave orders for their
admission. Tne door was no sooner opened, than those officers
rushed into the bed-chamber, before the king could rise from
his bed, and abruptly told him they had orders for his removal.
“From whom?” said, the king. They replied, “From the
array.” The king asked, “To what place?” They answered,
“To the castle.” The king demanded, “To what castle?”
They, again answered, “ To the castle.” “ The castle,” said
the king, “is no castle;” but added, “ I am well enough pre-
pared for any castle, and therefore require you to name it.” After

a short whisper together, they said, “ Hurst Castle.” « In-
deed!” replied the king, “ you could not well have named a
worse.” He then desired the Duke of Richmond to send for the
Earl of Lindsay and Colonel Cooke. At first they objected to
Lindsay’s coming, but the king saying, “ Why not both, since
they lodge together?” they, after a whisper, promised to send
for both, though, in fact, they sent for neither. The Duke of
Richmond ordered the king’s breakfast to be hastened, pre-
suming there was little provision made in that desolate fortress:
but before his majesty wis well ready, the horses being come
they hurried him away, only permitting the duke to attend him
for about two miles, and then telling him he must go no farther.
He therefore took a sad farewell of the king, being scarcely
permitted to kiss his hand. His last words to the duke were,
“ Remember me to my Lord Lindsay and Colonel Cooke, and
command Colonel Cooke, from me, never to forget the passages
of this night.”

The Duke of Richmond returned directly to the Earl of Lind-
says lodgings, on which a guard had been stationed all night,
to prevent his stirring out during this dark transaction

;
and the

duke surprised both him and Colonel Cooke with the first intelli-

gence of the king’s removal
;
delivering also to both his majes-

ty’s gracious remembrance, as well as his particular injunction
to the colonel. They then all left the island, embarking, with
the Earl of Southampton and his countess, on board a vessel
that attended Colonel Cooke, and landed near Tichfield, the
seat of the Earl of Southampton. Just at their landing, they
were seized by a party of Colonel Okey’s regiment; but, upon
Colonel Cooke’s engagement for their appearance, they were
permitted to go to the earl’s house. The next morning, whilst
all the passages were fresh in their memories, in conformity
to the king’s command, they met, and drew up a narrative
as here materially stated.

The final' catastrophe of this affair is too well known to re-

quire a recital here : to say that the unhappy monarch was
entirely blameless, might, perhaps, be deemed too bold an as-

sertion; on the other hand, to judge of his character by revolu-
tionary principles, would be both unjust and absurd; possibly,

when the prerogative and powers claimed and exercised by his

predecessors are taken into consideration, his tragical end may
be thought more than an expiation of his errors. With regard to

his enemies, although liberty and religion were their pretended
motives, power and emolument were their real incentives; and
that tribunal, which doomed their sovereign to death for a
breach of the laws, were themselves assembled, and acted con-
trary to, and in defiance of those very laws.

So said Sir Richard Worsley, when governor of the castle and
island; but Charles unfortunately inherited, from his less re-

spectable father, too high notions of the kingly prerogative for

the time in which he lived, and not consistent with the freedom
of his country. Many of the greatest men of talent were
strongly devoted to republican principles, and they brought
him to the block. But what artist can think of the kind friend

of Rubens and Vandyke, without lamenting his unmerited and
untimely fate? He was a munificent patron of genius, a kind
friend, and an amiable man in private life.

On the king's death the castle was converted into a prison

for his children, wherein died the Lady Elizabeth, whom the
levelling rulers of that time are said to have intended to appren-
tice to a button-maker. She was buried at Newport. It was
likewise made a prison by Cromwell and Gnarles II.

1649. Colonel Hammond was succeeded in the command of

the castle and island by Colonel William Sydenham, son of

William Sydenham, Esq,, of Wingford-Eagle, in Dorsetshire,

and brother of the celebrated physician of that name. He was
an active man against the king; had been governor for the
parliament of Weymouth and Melcomb, and afterwards com-
mander-in-chief, in Dorsetshire. Oliver Cromwell made him
one of his council; a member of his other house of parliament,
substituted for a House of Lords; governor and commander-
in-chief, of all the forts and forces in the Isle of Wight.

1 660. Upon the re-establishmeut of regal government, Thomas
Lord Culpeper was appointed governor, who, by several un-
popular and arbitrary acts, excited so much discontent, that the

gentlemen of the island sent a petition to the king and council
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against him, and he, in consequence, soon after resigned the

government of the island.

1667. Admiral Sir Robert Holmes was then made governor.

He had distinguished himself in the hostilities commenced by
Charles II. against the Dutch, having been secretly despatched

to Africa, before any declaration of war, with a squadron of

twenty-two ships, where he not only expelled the Dutch from

Cape Corfe, to which the English had some pretensions, but

also seized their settlements at Cape Verd and the Island of

G-oree, taking several vessels trading on that coast; and,

stretching over to America, he likewise possessed himself of

Nova Belgia, since called New York. The States complaining

of these depredations, Charles, unwilling to avow what he

could not justify, pretended total ignorance of Sir Robert

Holmes’s enterprise, and, to amuse them, committed him to the

Tower; but releasing him soon after, gratified him with this

government.
1693. On the death of Sir R. Holmes, the Government was

conferred on John Lord Cutts. He had made considerable

progress in polite learning, but was much more remarkable for

his daring courage, of which he gave many instances both in

Ireland and Flanders, when he served under King William.
On the first accession to his government he was extremely un-
popular, interfering improperly with the corporations, and im-
prisoning a clergyman several weeks in Cowes Castle.

1706. Lord Cutts was afterwards reconciled to the inhabi-

tants of the island, and repaired the habitable part of the
castle, where he often gave handsome entertainments, and those
apartments have been kept in repair by the government to the
present time.

The walls of the original fortress include about an acre and
a half of ground, and are nearly, in figure, a rectangular paral-
lelogram, having the angles rounded. The greatest length is

from east to west. The old castle is surrounded by a more
modern fortification, faced with stone, of an irregular penta-
gonal form, defended by five bastions

;
these out-works,

which are in circuit about three quarters of a mile, and
encompassed by a deep ditch circumscribe, in the whole,
about twenty acres

;
they were added in the time of Queen

Elizabeth, by Genebella, an Italian engineer. On a small pro-
jecting stone, on the north-east corner, is carved the date,
“ 1598.” The entrance is on the west side, between two
bastions, through a stone gateway, on which is the same date,
with the letters, “E. R.” This gate leads to a second, of
much greater antiquity, flanked by two large round towers.
It is supposed to have been built by Lord Woodville, in the
time of Edward IY., hi3 arms being carved on a stone at
the top, and the roses of York on each side. The old gate,
with its wicket of strong lattice-work, fastened with large
nails at every crossing, is still remaining, and opens into the
castle-yard. Entering the area, on the right hand stands the
chapel of St. Nicholas, with its enclosed cemetery; this was
erected on the ruins of an ancient chapel, endowed when
Domesday-book was compiled. Over the former chapel was
an armoury, containing breast, back, and head pieces, for two
or three troops of horse; but defensive armour being out of
use, they were sold, by order of Lord Cadogan, when governor.
Over the door is carved “ G. II., 1738;” and by a stone tablet
at the east end, we are informed that it was rebuilt during the
government of Lord Lymington. Farther towards the left
hand are the ruins of the apartments in which King Charles I.

was confined; beyond these are the barracks and governor’s
house; the latter contains several good rooms, with carved
ceilings. It was occasionally -used for a military hospital.
In the north-east angle of the base court, on a mount raised

considerably above the other buildings, stands the keep, or dun-
geon; its figure is an irregular polygon; the ascent to it is by
seventy-two steps up the side of the mount, and there are more
within. This tower bears marks of great antiquity; some of
the angles are strengthened by walling of hewn stone, which
were probably added under Edward IY., when the gate was
rebuilt. There is a well here said to be 300 feet deep, but it
has been partly filled up, as useless and dangerous. The keep
commands a most extensive view.
Under a small building in the castle-yard is another well,

more than 200 feet deep, whence the water for the use of the

garrison was drawn, by means of a large wheel turned by an
ass; and the inhabitants of the castle are now supplied with
water in the same way.
In the summer of 1793, during a tour in the Isle of Wight,

a friend of the editor, with three companions, having been led,

by an old soldier, through the ruins of Carisbrook Castle,

before they parted with their conductor, he said to them,
“ Now, gentlemen, I will show you a greater curiosity than you
have yet seen/’ Accordingly, while all were standing together
under the gateway, taking off his hat, he said, “ Gentlemen,
did any of you ever see me before?” “ No,” they all answered.
“ Then did you ever see anything like me?” asked the veteran.

“Yes,” replied the editor’s friend; “the figure that is sup-
porting General Wolfe, in the picture of his death, by Mr.
West, is very like you.” “ Aye,” said he, “ it was taken from
me; I had the honour to receive the dying hero in my arms.”
And the old man’s face flushed with pride and pleasure at

having been thus recognised, and he proceeded to tell several

interesting anecdotes of his old master.

WALLACE, THE HERO OF SCOTLAND.
It was in 1297, that William Wallace burst into public

view. This young and ardent patriot was born at Elderslie.

His father was Sir Malcolm Wallace of Elderslie, and his

mother was the daughter of Sir Hugh Crawford, sheriff of

Ayr. ^ Although descended from a Norman family, Wallace,
like his father, was a true Scotchman. While he was a boy,
his father and elder brother were killed fighting against the
English intruders, and this sad event threw him entirely on
the care of his mother. As he advanced in years, he was
committed to the charge of his uncle, a priest at Dunipace,
in Stirlir.gshire, and from him he received the rudiments of

a liberal education. From Dunipace he removed to Dun-
dee, where, becoming morbidly alive to his family’s and
his country’s wrongs, he slew one of the English garrison
who had insulted him. He now retired into Ayrshire, and,
scrupled not to encounter and punish any English soldiery

who made themselves amenable to his irregular discipline.

Of large stature and fair proportions, his strength is described
as having been considerably beyond that of other men, while,

though rash and incautious, his temper was exceedingly mild,

and his disposition generous. Sympathising with the people
in their sufferings, and often succouring them in their neces-
sities, he became endeared to them in an extraordinary
degree

;
and no man in Scotland ever ranked so high in

popular esteem as “Wallace Wight”—the name by which
our hero has been fondly remembered.
While rendering himself notorious by his exploits through-

out the shires of Ayr, Renfrew, and Lanark, Wallace does
not appear to have signalised himself as a public champion
till after the battle of Dunbar, when about twenty-six years
of age. He now, in connexion with a chosen band of pa-
triots, led the life of a guerilla chief in the recesses of Clydes-
dale, occasionally issuing forth and taking signal vengeance
on the English garrisons which incautiously exposed them-
selves to attack. Among the most noted of his associates in

these hazardous operations were Sir Andrew Murray, Sir

William Douglas, Robert Boyd, David Barclay of Towie,
Hugh Dundas, Alexander Scrymgeour, and John Blair, a
priest. A body of from ten to thirty always remaining
together in the forest, the sound of Wallace’s bugle could
increase it on special occasions, by summoning recruits from
the villages and hamlets round about. Thus he continued
for several months, daily gaining new adherents, and extend-
ing the range of his operations, till at last there was not an
English garrison in all that district in which stories were not
told by the soldiers to each other of the formidable doings of

the turbulent robber of Clydesdale.
Wallace was now become exceedingly formidable to the

English intruders, whom it was his object to exterminate
without mercy ; and many Scottish nobles began to think
that if matters continued to proceed as successfully, it would
be safe for them ere long to forswear their allegiance to Ed-
ward. On the other hand, attempts seem to have been made
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by the English officials to tamper with Wallace through his

mother’s relations. But it is the proudest fact in the patriot’s

history, that never once during his whole life did he make a

single acknowledgment of Edward’s right to govern Scotland.

While others went and came, took the vows when they were

in extremity, and broke them when hope revived; while the

Cummings and the Bruces and other great nobles were living

in ignoble security at Edward’s court, watching a safe oppor-

tunity of being patriotic
;
nay, while even the fair fame of

Douglas himself was tarnished in the end, Wallace, hunted

with sleuth-hounds through the woods, or hiding in the hol-

lows of trees, never once did a false or mean thing, but lived

and died, in the midst of slaves, a true Scottish freeman !

But, alas ! what neither promises nor threats, nor hunger,

nor danger could effect, a power greater than any of them
took on hand. Wallace fell in love—an accident important

enough in any man’s life, but, as it appears to us, unusually

so in that of Wallace. Going to the kirk of Lanark one day,

Wallace saw Marion Bradfute, the orphan daughter of Sir

Hew Bradfute of Lamington. Father, mother, and brother

dead, the orphan girl lived a retired life in Lanark, purchasing

protection from insult by paying a sum of money to Hazel-

rig, the English governor, who, it is said, intended to marry her

and her estate to his son. For a time Wallace struggled

between love and duty—between Scotland and Marion Brad-

fute. He endeavoured to reconcile both sentiments by mar-

rying the gentle Marion. For some time after this event,

which was kept a profound secret, his enterprises were con

fined to the neighbourhood of Lanark, and the. English had
a respite. But Wallace was to be restored to his country.

Returning home from one of his forays, our hero was
recognised by some English soldiers, and attacked in the

streets of Lanark. He was near being overpowered when a

well-known door opened, a hand beckoned him, and dashing

in, he escaped into the woods behind. It was the house of

Wallace’s wife, the heiress of Lamington. The secret was
now divulged, and, by Hazelrig’s orders, the poor girl was
hanged. All Lanark was horror-struck

;
and intelligence of

the event reaching the distracted husband, he returned with

his party at night, slew the wretch Hazelrig, and drove the

English from the town. Nothing now stood between Wal-
lace and his duty to his country.

After this tragic circumstance, Wallace carried on his ope-

rations on a more extended scale. With a party greatly in-

creased in numbers, he found himself strong enough to lay

siege to some of the most important garrisoned towns. The
most signal of these achievements were his taking of Glas-

gow, which was occupied by a strong body of soldiers under
Anthony Bek, Bishop of Durham, and his extirpating a

colony which Edward had planted in Argyleshire, under an
Irish chief called M‘Fadyan. These successes, followed up
by a number of other sieges and engagements, made the

final deliverance of the whole country appear possible.

One of Wallace’s most noted exploits about this time was
the burning of what were called the Barns of Ayr. It ap-

pears that the English governor of Ayr had invited a large

number of the Scottish nobility and gentry to meet him at

these barns or buildings, for the purpose, as he said, of friendly

conference on the affairs of Scotland. His design, however,
was base and treacherous. It was bis object to put the whole
assembly of gentlemen to death, by causing soldiers in at-

tendance to run nooses over their heads, and then hang them
to the beams of the roof. Unsuspicious of any such plot, a

large number came on the appointed day, and, as they were
admitted into the house, nooses were thrown over their heads,

and they were immediately drawn up to the beams overhead
and hanged. Sir Reginald Crawford, sheriff of Ayrshire,

and uncle to Wallace, was among the sufferers in this infa-

mous tragedy. As soon as Wallace heard of this outrage on
some of the best men in Scotland, he was dreadfully enraged;
and collecting his men, proceeded to revenge his country on
the contrivers and executioners of the crime. He proceeded
very cautiously in this enterprise, his plan being to take the
English unawares. One night, accordingly, when he learned
that they had laid themselves down to sleep, after feasting

and drinking, in the same large barns in which the Scottish

gentlemen had been murdered, he led his men to the attack

A woman who knew the place, friendly to Wallace, obligingly

marked the doors of the houses in which the English lay, and
these outlets were immediately fastened with ropes. Thus
secured, the doors were set on fire with burning s raw.

Roused from their slumbers by the noise and smell of the burn-
ing, the English endeavoured to escape

;
but they were driven

back into their burning houses, or put to death on the spot.

Thus perished, either by fire or the sword, the principal per-

petrators of an unjustifiable crime
;

the deed still more
spreading abroad the fame of Wallace’s heroism.
He had come southward again, and was engaged in besieg-

ing Dundee, when he was informed that a powerful English
army, with Warenne at its head, was marching northward.
Leaving strict injunctions to the townsmen to continue the siege

of the garrison of Dundee, he hastened southward, and en-

camped at Cambuskenneth, near Stirling bridge. Warenne
having been superseded in the governorship, wished to avoid

an engagement till his successor, Brian Fitzallen, should arrive to

take the responsibility. He therefore sent two friars to attempt
a truce with Wallace; but they were sent back with a defiance,

and the battle commenced. The military sagacity of Sir

Richard Lundin, and Warenne’s own prudence, were overborne
by the zeal of the hot-headed Cressingham, who insisted on
crossing the bridge, in order to fall directty upon the Scotch.

The result was a total defeat of the English army. The Scotch
rushed down upon them as they were crossing, slaughtered

them in masses on the bridge, drove hundreds into the river, and
made havoc of the fugitives. Cressingham was killed; and so

obnoxious had this official made himself to the Scotch, that,

animated by the barbarous feelings of the period, they made
sword belts of his skin. In this battle the Scotch lost but few

men. The brave Sir Andrew Murray, however, a colleague

worthy of Wallace, was mortally wounded. The remains of

the English army fled in confusion to Berwick.

Not long after this battle, in the end of 1297 or the beginning

of 1298, we find Wallace using the title of “ Guardian of Scotland

in the name of King John, and by the consent of the Scottish na-

tion.’ ’ The manner of his assuming such a title has been made a
subject of debate, some insisting that it was regularly conferred?!'

a meeting at which certain of the Scotch nobles were present,

others that no such meeting was held, and others that Baliol had
sent Wallace a private commission appointing him regent.

However this might be, it was a regency in the sovereign’s

namq, with the approbation of the nation; and although the

title roused many invidious feelings among the Scottish nobility,

Wallace used his power with great discretion, and never aimed'

at being anything more than a servant of the state. A person

in his circumstances, animated by vulgar ambition, would have
aimed at becoming king.

The period of national tranquillity was short. At the time
of the battle of Stirling, Edward was in Flanders, and when
he returned to England in the spring of 1298, he immediately
turned his attention to Scotland. He first summoned the

Scottish nobles to meet him at York; and, when the fear of

Wallace’s vengeance prevented them from going thither, he
collected an immense army, and marched northward at the

head of it, to redeem the defeats of former commanders by
his own military genius. The detention of the fleet to which
he trusted for provisions, and the mutinous conduct of his

army, owing to the number of Welsh in it, involved Edward
in such difficulties, that he had almost determined on a retreat

into England, when he received intelligence that the Scotch
were willing to risk a battle, and were drawn up near Falkirk.

He immediately marched thither. Wallace, who commanded
the Scotch infantry or spearmen, had drawn them up in four

circular bodies. In the spaces between these bodies of spear-

men were posted the archers, under Sir John Stewart. There
were but a thousand horse, and these were in the rear, com-
manded by Comyn. The English infantry were drawn up in

three divisions
; but Edward relied principally on bis cavalry.

A morass lay between the two armies. “ I have brought you
to the ring,” said Wallace to his men, before the battle com-
menced, in jocular allusion to some now obsolete game

;

“ hop
gif ye can.” The fight was long and desperate. The Scot-

tish spearmen stood like stone walls. But at length the im-
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petus of the English cavalry, assisted by showers of stones arid
\

arrows from the irifantry, thinned and broke them. A total

defeat ensued, and an immense number was left dead or taken

prisoners. The defeat is easily enough to be accounted for by

the great superiority of the English in numbers,^ and espe-

cially in cavalry
;
but tradition will not accept this explana-

tion, arid insists that the defeat was owing to the refusal of

the two aristocratic leaders to co-operate ^ith Wallace, and

to a positive act of treachery on Comyn’s part during the bat-

tle. Sir John Stewart was among the killed. Wallace, with

the remains of his infantry, retreated to Stirling, which he Set

on fire. Edward withdrew into England, leaving Scotland

crushed for the meantime in military, but still unconquered.

Edward’s blow was only suspended. With a zeal and vigour

more than sufficient to compensate for the loss of time, the

English monarch, in 1303, recommenced the war. As most

open to attack, the couritry round Edinburgh was invaded,

and here geveral engagements took place between the troops

of Edward and the Scottish chiefs. One of these was the

battle of Roslin, fought by Comyn, the Guardian of Scotland,

and Simon Frazer of Tweeddale, on the one side, and Segrave

on the other. The English suffered a defeat on this occasion;

but in other quafters they were more successful, and ravaged

the country as far as Caithness. All that Wallace could do in

such a strait was to attack matching parties, and storm

weakly-garrisoned fortresses, as he did when he was a mere

outlaw chief, winding his bugle through the fordst of Clydes-

dale.

From Caithness to Galloway, Scotland was now in the pos-

session of the English; the Highlands, however, presenting

too many difficulties for attack. On the 9th. of February 1304,

the Comyn government gave in its resignation. A treaty was

drawn up, in which the Scottish nobles stipulated for their lives,

their liberties, and their estates, subject to such fines as Ed-
ward should see fit to impose upon them by way of punish-

ment. From the benefits of this amnesty there were excepted

by name the following eight persons :—David Graham, Alex-

ander Lindsay, Sir John Soulis, the Stewart, Wishart, Bishop
of Glasgow, Simon Frazer, Thomas Boys, and William Wal-
lace. We have arranged the names in the order corresponding

to the severity of the punishment to be inflicted on them.

Graham and Lindsay were to leave Scotland for six months
;

Soulis, the Stewart, and the Bishop of Glasgow, were to be ba-

nished for two years; Frazer and Boys were to be banistied

for three years; and during that time they were to reside nei-

ther in England or France. ** As for William Wallace,” says

the treaty, u
it is agreed that he shall render himself up at the

will arid mercy of our sovereign lord the king.”

As Wallace had no disposition to render himselfup in accord-

ance with this arrangement, means were adopted to capture
hirm; but, in spite of every attempt, he continued for several

months to wander about, accompanied by a few of his outlaw
followers. Traditiori also mentions that at this time Wallace
and young Robert Bruce were in secret communication with
each other, and that Wallace was meditating a new insurrection

against Edward, for the purpose of placing Bruce on the throne.

In this last effort he was not doomed to be successful. On the
5th of August 1305 he was treacherously delivered up by Sir

John Menteith to the English, by whom he was taken, under a

strong guard, to London. The rest is soon told. Wallace wss
tried, on a charge of high treason, in.Wesminster Hall, and, as

a matter of course, condemned. In a few days thereafter, this

gallant and unfortunate patriot was ignominiously and cruelly

put to death on a scaffold at Smithfield; to the last protesting

against the injustice of his sentence, and declaring that all he
had done he would do over again, and more, for his beloved and
much-abused country.

.

FLORA MACDONALD.
Amongst those whose self-denying heroism, in the midst of

perils and personal privations,, have shed a glory over female
devotedness, Flora Macdonald has deservedly obtained a high
meed of applause.

Flora spent her youthful years in the house of her stepfather

at Armadale. When Prince Charles Stuart came in the year
1745 to Scotland, to endeavour to regain the throne from
which his family had been expelled, he was joined by a great

j

portion of the clan Macdonald, including nearly the whole of

the Clanranald branch, to which Flora’s father had beloriged.

Another large portion, who looked to Sir Alexander Mac-
donald of Sleat as their superior, was prevailed upon by that
gentleman to remain at peace

;
for he, though a friend of the

Stuarts, was prudent enough to see that the enterprise had no
chance of success. Flora’s stepfather, as one of Sir Alexander’s
friends, -was among those who refrained from joining the
prince’s standard

; and it was probably from his example that
Flora’s brother, young Macdonald of Milton, rilso kept quiet.

Thus, it will be observed, Flora’s immediate llting relatives

were not involved in this unhappy civil war
;
but the branch

of the clan to which she belonged was fully engaged, and she 1

and her friends all wished well to the Stuart cause.

Prince Charles Edward landed in Scotland on the 19th of
|

!.'

August 1745. The place chosen for his disembarkation from 1

the small vessel which had conveyed him from France, was
Glenfinnin, a lonely vale at the head of Loch Shiel, in the
western part of Inverness-shire, throrigfh which runs the small

river Finnin. Here having planted his standard, he was imme- !

•

diately attended by a band of Highlanders, of different clans,

with whom he forthwith proceeded towards the low country, 1

His small irregular army, augmented by adherents from Low-
land Jacobite families, passed, as is well kno\vn, through a series

of extraordinary adventures. After taking possession of Edin-
j

;

burgh, it attacked and routed a fully equal army of regular '
‘

troops at Prestonpans. It marched into England in the depth P

of winter, and bodily advanced toDerby, a hundred and twenty- P

seven miles from the metropolis. Then it retreated—turned

upon and routed a second army at Falkirk, but at Culloden was
finally broken to pieces by the Duke of Cumberland (April

16, 1746). Prince Charles, escaping from the field, withdrew
into the western parts of Inverness-shire, with the design of

‘

endeavouring to get to France by sea ;
while parties of the

king’s troops proceeded to ravage the lands of all those who
had been concerned in the enterprise.

The government, sensible of the dangerous nature of the

prince’s claims, had set a price of thirty thousandpounds upon
j

his head. This was a sum sufficient in those days to have pur-
chased a large estate in the Highlands

;
and as the Highlanders

were generally poor, it was thought that some one would, for

its sake, betray the prince into his enemies’ hands. Charles,

aware of the danger in which he stood, very quickly assumed
a mean disguise, in order to elude notice, and pursued his way
almost alone. Disappointed in his first attempts to obtain a
passage in a French vessel, he sailed in an open boat to the

outer Hebrides, where, after some perilous adventures, he found
a refuge in South Uist, under the care of the chieftain of Clan-

ranald and his lady, who resided there at a place called Orma-
clade. It has been mentioned that the Clanranald branch of the

Macdonalds had been engaged in the insurrection. They had,

however, been led out by the chiefs eldest son, who alone,

therefore, became responsible to the law, while the chieftain

himself and the estate were safe. This enabled Clanranald and
his lady to extend their protection to Prince Charles in his now
distressed state. They placed him in a lonely hut amidst the

mountains of Coradale in South Uist, and supplied all his wants
for about six weeks, during which he daily hoped for an oppor-

tunity of escaping to France. At length, his enemies having

formed some suspicion of his retreat, the island was suddenly

beset with parties by sea and land, with the view of taking him
prisoner—in which case there cite be little doubt that his life

would have been instantly sacrificed, for orders to that effect had
been issued. Clanranald, his lady, and the two or three friends

who kept the prince company, were in the greatest alarm,

more particularly when they heard that the commander of the

party was a Captain Scott, who had already become notorious

for his cruelties towards the poor Highlanders. The first object

was to remove Charles from his hut, lest exact information

about it should have been obtained ; the second was to get

him, if possible, harried away frobi the island. But the State

of affairs was such, that it was impossible for him to move a
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mile in any direction without the greatest risk of being seized

by some of his enemies.

In South tlist, in which he had taken refuge with a single

follower named O’Neal, he was in continual danger from the

parties on the watch for his apprehension, and for about ten

days he wandered from place to place, crossing to Benbecula,

and returning, sometimes making the narrowest escape, but

with the faintest possible hope of finally eluding discovery. It

was at this critical juncture that Flora Macdonald became

accessory to his preservation. She was at the time paying a

visit to her brother at his house of Milton, in South Uist. It also

happened that her stepfather, Armadale, was acting as com-

mander of a party of Skye militia amongst the troops in pur-

suit of the prince. Armadale, like many others, had joined

that militia corps at the wish of his superior, the laird of Sleat
;

but, in reality, he retained a friendly feeling towards the Stu-

arts, and wished anything rather than to be concerned in cap-

turing the royal fugitive. Such associations of feeling, with an

opposite mode of acting, were not uncommon in those days..

O’Neal, who had formerly been slightly acquainted with

Flora, seems to have suggested the idea of employing her to

assist in getting Charles carried off the island.

One night near the end of June, he came by appointment to

meet the young lady in a cottage upon her brother’s land in

Benbecula: the prince remained outside. After a little conver-

sation, O’Neal told her he had brought a friend to see her. She
asked with emotion if it was the prince, and O’Neal answered

in the affirmative, and instantly brought him in. She was
asked by Charles himself if she could undertake to convey him
to Skye, and it was pointed out to her that she might do this

the more easily, as her stepfather would be able to give her a

pass for her journey. The first idea of Flora was, not her own
peril, but the danger into which she might bring Sir Alexander
and Lady Margaret Macdonald, by carrying the fugitive to

their neighbourhood. She therefore answered the prince with

the greatest respect, but added, that she could not think of

being the ruin of her friend Sir Alexander. To this it was
replied, that that gentleman was from home ;

but, supposing

it were otherwise, she could convey Prince Charles to her
mother’s house, which was conveniently situated on the sea

side, and the Sleat family was not necessarily to have any con-

cern in the transaction. O’Neal then demonstrated to her the

honour and glory of saving the life of her lawful prince: it has
been said that, to allay scruples of another kind, this light-

hearted Irishman offered instantly to marry her. If such a pro-

posal was really made, Flora did not choose to accept of it ; but,

without farther hesitation, she agreed to undertake the prince’s

rescue.

Pleased with the prospect which this frank and single-hearted

offer presented, Charles and his friend O’Neal again betook
themselves to the fastnesses of Coradale, while Miss Macdon-
ald repaired to Ormaclade, to make preparations in concert

with Lady Clanranal J. The journey was not accomplished
without encountering a difficulty arising from the strictly-

guarded state of the passes. While on her way, crossing the

sea-ford between Benbecula and South Uist, she and her ser-

vant were seized and detained by a militia party, which, on
inquiry, she found to be that commanded by her stepfather.

When Armadale came to the spot next morning, he was
greatly surprised to find Flora in custody, and quickly ordered
iier liberation. Of what passed between him and liis Step-

daughter, we have no distinct account
;
but there seems no

reason to doubt that he became a confidant in the scheme, and
entered cordially into it. At her request he granted her a
passport, to enable her to proceed on her return to her
mother’s house in Skye, accompanied by her man-servant,
Neil Mackeclian, and a young Irishwoman named Betty
Burke. This last person was understood to be a servant out
of place, whom she thought likely to answer her ihother as a
spinner: in reality, she contemplated making Prince Charles
pass as Betty Burke. She now pursued her way to Orma-
clade, where all the proper arrangements were made in the
course of a few days.

On Friday the 27th, everything being ready, Lady Clan-
ranald, Flora, and her servant Mackeclian, went to a wretched

hut near the seaside, where he had taken up his abode. The
elegant youth who hdd lately shone at the head of an army

—

the descendant of a line Of kings which stretched back into
ages when there was no history—was found roasting the liver

of a sheep for his dinner. The sight moved some of the party
to tears

;
but he was always cheerful under such circumstan-

ces, and on this occasion only made the remark, that it might
be well for other royal personages to go through the ordeal
which he was now enduring. Lady Clanranald was Soon after

called home by intelligence of the arrival of a military party
at her house, and Flora and her servant were left with the
prince and O’Neal. Next morning O’Neal was compelled,
much against his will, to take his leave : he had not long
parted from the prince when he was made prisoner

Next forenoon Charles assumed the printed linen gown,
apron, and coif, which were to transform him from a prince
into an Irish servant girl. He would have added a charged
pistol under his clothes, but Flora’s good sense overruled that
project, as she concluded that, in the event of his being
searched, it would be a strong proof against him. He was
compelled to content himself with a stout walking-stick, with
which he thought he should be able to defend himself against
any single enemy. The boat, meanwhile, was ready for them
at the shore. Arriving there wet and weary, they were
alarmed by seeing several wherries pass with parties of sol-

diers, and were obliged to skulk till the approach of night.

They then embarked for Skye—Charles, Flora, Mackechan,
and the boatmen. A night voyage of thirty or forty miles
across a sound in the Hebrides, with the risk of being seized

by some of the numerous government vessels constantly prowl-
ing about, was what they had to encounter. It appears that

the anxiety of Flora for the life of the prince was much greater

than his own, and he was the only person on board who could

do anything to keep up the spirits of the party> For that

purpose he sang a number of lively songs,and related a few
anecdotes. The night became rainy, and, distressed with
the wet and her former fatigues, the young lady fell asleep

in the bottom of the boat. To favour her slumbers, Charles

continued to sing. When she awoke, she found him leaning

over her, with his hands spread above her face, to protect her
from any injury that might arise from a rower who was
obliged at that moment to re-adjust the sail. In the same
spirit he insisted upon reserving for her exclusive use a small

quantity of wine which Lady Clanranald had given them.
These circumstances are not related as reflecting any positive

honour on the prince, but simply as facts which occurred on
that remarkable night, and as at least showing that he was
not deficient in a gentlemanlike tenderness towards the amia-
ble woman who was risking so much in his behalf. It may
here be mentioned that Mackechan, whose presence on the

occasion was fully as good a protection to Flora’s good fame
as the name of O’Neal would have been, was a Macdonald of

humble extraction, who had received a foreign education as

a priest. He served the prince afterwards for some years, and
became the father of the celebrated Marshal Macdonald, Duke
of Tarentum, who, more than eighty years afterwards, visited

the scenes of all these events.

When day dawned, they found themselves out of sight of

land, without any means of determining in what part of the

Hebrides they were. They sailed, however, but a little way
farther, when they perceived the lofty mountains and dark
bold headlands of Skye. Making with all speed towards that

coast, they soon approached Waternish, one of the western
points of the islands. They had no sooner drawn near the

shore, than they perceived a body of militia stationed at the

place. These men had a boat, but no oars. The men in Miss
Macdonald’s boat no sooner perceived them, than they began
to pull heartily in the contrary direction. The soldiers called

upon them to land, upon peril of being shot at j but it was
resolved to escape at all risks, and they exerted their utmost
energies in pulling off their little vessel. The soldiers then
put their threat into execution by firing, but fortunately with-
out hitting the boat or any of its crew. Charles called upon
the boatmen “not to mind the villains;” and they assured
him that, if they cared at all, it was only for him ; to which
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he replied, with undaunted lightness of demeanour, “ Oh, no

fear of me 1” He then intreated Miss Macdonald to lie down
at the bottom of the boat, in order to avoid the bullets, as

nothing,
- he said, would give him at that moment greater pain

that if any accident were to befal her. She declared, how-
ever, that she would not do as he desired, unless he also took

the same measure for his safety, which, she told him, was of

much more importance than hers, It was not till after some
altercation that they agreed to ensconce themselves together

at the bottom of the boat. The rowers soon pulled them
out of all farther danger.

In the eagerness of Duke William’s emissaries to take

Charles in South Uist, or the adjoining islands in the range,

where they had certain information he was, Skye, lying close

on the main land, in which the prince was now about to

arrive, was left comparatively unwatched. The island was,

however, chiefly possessed by two clans, the Sleat Macdonalds
and Macleods, whose superiors had deserted the Stuart

cause, and even raised men on the opposite side. Parties of

their militia were posted throughout the island, one of which
had nearly taken the boat with it3 important charge when it

was ofFWaternish.
Proceeding on their voyage a few miles to the northward,

the little party in the boat put into a creek, or cleft, to rest

and refresh the fatigued rowers
;
but the alarm which ' their

appearance occasioned in a neighbouring village quickly

obliged them to put off again. At length they landed safely

at a place within the parish of Kilmuir, about twelve miles

from Waternish, and very near Sir Alexander Macdonald’s
seat of Mugstat.

Sir Alexander was at this time at Fort Augustus, in attend-

ance on the Duke of Cumberland; but his wife, Lady Mar-
garet Macdonald—one.of the beautiful daughters of Alexander
andJSusanna, Earl and Countess of Eglintoune—a lady in the

bloom of life, of elegant manners, and one who was accus-
tomed to figure in the fashionable scenes of the metropolis
—now resided at Mugstat. A Jacobite at heart, Lady Mar-
garet had corresponded with the prince when he was skulking
in South Uist, and she had been made aware by a Mrs. Mac-
donald of Kirkibost, that it was likely he would soon make his

appearance in Skye. When the boat containing the fugitive

had landed, Flora, attended by Mackechan, proceeded to the

house, leaving Charles, in his female dress, sitting on her
trunk upon the beach. She was immediately introduced to

the family apartment, where she found, besides Mrs. Mac-
donald of Kirkibost, a Lieutenant Macleod, the commander
of a band of militia stationed near by. Flora entered easily

into conversation with the officer, who asked her a number
of questions, as where she had come from, where she was
going, and so forth, all of which she answered without
manifesting the least trace of that confusion which might
have been expected from a young lady under such circum-
stances. The same man had been in the custom of examining
every boat which landed from the Long Island

;
that, for

instance, in which Mrs. Macdonald of Kirkibost arrived, had
been so examined

;
and we can only account for his allowing

that of Miss Flora to pass, by the circumstance of his meeting
her under the imposing courtesies of the drawing-room of a

lady of rank. Miss Macdonald, with the same self-possession,

dined in Lieutenant Macleod’s company. Seizing a proper
opportunity, she apprised Kingsburgh of the circumstances
of the prince, and he immediately proceeded to another room,
and sent for Lady Margaret, that he might break the intelli-

gence to her in private.

After having many narrow escapes from detection
Charles was smuggled onwards by an old friend of Flora’s,

for all whom they met expressed wonder at the uncommon
height and awkwardness of the apparent female. The oppor-
tunity of talking to their landlord’s factotum being too precious
to be despised, these people fastened themselves on Kings-
burgh, who under the particular circumstances, felt a good
deal annoyed by them, but at last bethought himself of saying,
44 Oh, ah's, cannot you let alone talking of your wordly affairs

on Sabbath, and have patience till another day.” They took
the hint, and moved off. The whole party-—Charles, Kings-

burgh, and Miss Macdonald-arrived in safety at Kingsburgh
House about eleven o’clock at night. . :

Mrs. Macdonald, or, as she was usually called, Lady Kings-
burgh, lost no time in preparing supper, at which Charles,
still wearing the female disguise, placed Flora on his ri»ht
hand, and his hostess on his left. Afterwards, the two ladies
left the other two over a bowl of punch, and went to have a
little conversation by themselves. When Flora had related
her adventures, Lady Kingsburgh asked what had been
done with the boatmen who brought them to Skye. Miss
Macdonald said they had been sent back to South Uist. Lady
Kingsburgh observed that they ought not to have been per-
mittedJo return immediately, lest, fallinginto the hands of the
prince’s enemies in that island, they might divulge the secret
of his route. Her conjecture, which turned out to have been
correct, though happily without being attended with evil
consequences to the prince, determined Flora to change
the prince’s clothes next day.

The pretended Betty Burke was that night laid in the best bed
which the house contained, and next morning all the ladies assisted
at her toilet. A lock of her hair was cut off as a keepsake and
divided between Lady Kingsburgh and Flora. Late in the day,
thejprince set out for Portree attended by Flora and Mackechan
as before, Kingsburgh accompanying them with a suit of male
Highland attire uiid«r his arm. At a convenient place in a wood,
Charles exchanged his female dress for this suit

; it being thought
best that this should he done aTer he had left Kingsburgh
House, so that the servants there might have nothing to say either
of their own accord or upon compulsion, but that they had seen
a female servant come and go in company with Miss Flora The
party now separated, Kingsburgh returning home, while the prince
and Mackechan set cut for Portree (a walk of fourteen mi’es),
and Flora proceeded thither by a different route.

At this village, the only one in Skye, Donald Roy had mean-
while made arrangements f;r carrying the prince to the neigh-
bouring Island of flaasay, which was judged a safe p<ace for him,
as its apparent and legal proprietor, Mr. Macleod, had not been
concerned in the insurrection

; although his father, the actual

proprietor and all his followers, had been engaged in it, and he
bimse ! f was strongly attached to the cause, /n the evening,
Donald and some friends whom he had called to his aid, received

j

the adventurer at a mean pub'ic-house in the village, where he
I

partook of a coarse meal, and slaked his thirst from a broken
brown potsherd, which was usually employed in baling water out i

of a boat. Here Flora joined the party, but only to take a final

farewell of the prince, as she was no longer able to be of any ser-

vice to him. Having paid her a small sum of money whioh he had
borrowed from her in their journey he gave her his warm thanks
for her heroic rfforts to preserve his life, and tenderly sa'uted her,

aiding, in a cheerful manner, “ For all that has happened, 1

hope, madam, we shall meet in St. James’s yet !’’ He then set

sail for Raasay with his new friends, while Fiora proceeded to her
•mother’s house in Sleat. Respecting the further adventures of

the prince it is on'y necessary to say that they were of a nature

cot less extraordinary than those which have been related and
that they terminated, three months after, in his happily escaping

to France.

{To be continued.')

A STRANGE 'COSMETIC.
Numerous as are the attractions of these dark charmers

there is one very powerful protection to the traveller against

their unconscious fascinations, their soft, smooth, shining skin

owes all its brilliancy to - castor oil. Unfortunately for romance,

there are large plantations of this plant in many districts in

Nubia; and as oil is absolutely necessary to save the naked skin

from the scorching effects of the tropical sun, the whole popula-

tion, men women and children, polish themselves with it two
or three times a day. Now, does it not seem hard, that in a

|

country where the trees drop aromatic gums and fragrant bal-

sams, and every air is laden with delicate perfume, that the

particular article or general use in the savage toilette should be

such as only an apothecary’s apprentice could make love in the

face of.— The Crescent and the Cross.
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THE LOSS OF THE TWEED.
On Tuesday the 9th of February, 1847, the Tweed started

from Havannah for Vera Cruz, having on board quicksilver

to the value of 18,000 dols., and other valuable commodities.

The total loss, and the lamentable destruction of human life,

are given at length, compiled from the narrative of an eye-

witness :

—

Thursday, February 11.—It continued to blow heavy from
the north, with a considerable sea on. At noon no observa-

tion of the. sun could be had, it. being cloudy and obscure.

To-day, at noon, the bearings of the Alacranes were S. 86,W.,
124 miles by dead reckoning. This evening, after tea was
over, at 7 o’clock, the passengers who were not sea-sick amused
themselves in the saloon, some playing chess, some cards, and
others reading, till about 1 1 o’clock, when all retired to rest,

and the lights were extinguished.

Friday, February 12.—About 2. 30 a.m., the captain went

on deck, which he continued to walk till seven bells, or half-
past three, had struck, when one of the look-out men forward
called out “breakers ahead!” Instantly the captain was for-
ward with the officer of the watch, midshipmen, and look-out
men, and then quick as thought, the orders were given to “ stop
the engines,” and “turn astern full speed,” the helm being-
ordered “ hard a starboard.” The writer of this narrative was
awoke by the cry of “ breakers ahead,” although not fully
knowing its purport; and when sounds of people running
hurriedly overhead were heard, he instantly jumped out of bed*,
snatched up his trousers and boots, and was on deck in a very
few seconds. He cast a glance to the left and right, and saw
the dreaded white tops of the breakers stretching along in the
gloom and darkness. The captain was amidships, coming aft.
and was asked—“ What danger, captain?” He replied—
“Never fear, she’s going astern.’’ He must have meant the
engines, for the ship herself never did, as, in a few seconds

more she went crash on the reef with almost all her force, as

she had been under full steam with sails set. She went over

a little to leeward on first striking, then uprighted, and being

raised by the swell, the way scarcely off her yet, she again
crashed on the rocks with all her weight. This seemed fairly

to dash her whole bottom in, sending her machinery, boilers,

and funnel up with a jerk some inches. The engines immedi-
ately stopped of themselves, tlm steam escaping from the boilers,

filling the engine room, and flying up through the hatchways
in a thick white cloud. There was then no hope of getting the

ship off the reef, and orders were given about the sails, to pre-

pare the life-boats, and stand by the others. All this was the

work of a few minutes. The passengers and crew now crowded
on deck, some almost naked, and but few dressed. On striking

the second time the ship swung broad (port) side on the reef,

and then fell over to windward. The sea then struck her,

carrying away in a moment, as if they were feathers, the cut-

No. 47. «i'.

ter, mail-boat, and dingy astern. She then reeled to leeward,

and back to windward, each time the timbers underneath being

heard to tear, crash, and give way with a fearful grating noise.

The next sea dashed away the starboard paddle-box boat. The
scene at this time was truly awful! The night was very dark,

and piercing cold. Everywhere might be seen individuals

clinging with all their strength, some to the masts, others to

the sides, skylights, seats, boats, and rigging ; the sea making
a breach over all. Below, where all was dark, there seemed
awful disorder, the lower decks breaking up ;

the bulkheads,

cabins, furniture, &c., washing about; and screams of people

in distress! Oh, it was fearful! and being without power to

assist made it worse ! At this time I was near the captain,

and said, “ What is to be done?” lie said calmly, “ Hold on till

daylight, if possible
;
as I hope she will keep together till

then.” By this time the funnel, after reeling once or twice

from side to side, fell over to windward, and the masts, as she
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reeled each time from side to side, were seen to shake like

willows. Each moment we expected to see them go, but they

held on*; and the captain gave orders to cut them away, but

no one had a knife at first
;
at last something like a penknife

was got hold of, and the chief officer cut the lanyards. The cap-

tain gave orders to stand by the two remaining boats on the lee

side, to preserve them from injury as the ship rolled, but not

to lower them till the last moment, although by this time they

were crammed full of people. It was found impossible to stand

to get the lee paddle-box boat out ;
besides, if she could have

been moved, she would have been dashed to pieces. All this

time we scarcely knew where the ship had struck. Some

thought it might be the coast of Yucatan, naturally supposing

that the ship had been gradually set towards it by the fierce -

norther which had blown for two days ;
but no land whatever

was to be seen. On looking over the breakers, nothing but

water met the eye, though very indistinctly, of course, in the

darkness of the night. ’Twere absurd to attempt to convey an
idea of our fearful condition at that moment—so hopeless !

The ship was rapidly going to pieces under our feet ;
there

was no chance of the boats living in such a sea, and even they
could only save a few souls ; there was no land to be seen, and
truly death stared us in the face. All made up their minds
that there was no hope. Some might be heard to utter a short
prayer to their Maker for pardon, while holding on with all

their strength, in the midst of the tempest and the crashing of
timbers. By this time the masts had gone over the side. A
few minutes more and the destruction was complete. The ship

parted fore and aft the sponsons, leaving the machinery and
boilers standing on the reef. One or two seas tore the deck off

the after part of the ship, as the latter divided from the ma-
chinery. At the last moment orders were given to lower the

two boats, which was done, and they drifted a little astern
;

but they were without oars, it is thought, and there is no

doubt the boats were much stove when swinging at the ship’s

side full of men. One more sea sent all the after part of the

ship, boats, and all, flying in a thousand pieces, and all that
had remained on it were scattered in the sea. The writer

recollects being seated, with the captain and a few others, on
a part of the ship’s side to which the netting was attached, with
the water up to their breasts. A fearful cry was heard, and the

captain said, “ Ob, these poor men in the boats, they arq gone,

God have mercy on them !” All was still. In a moment more,
it seemed as if tons of broken wood were hurled on the top of

us, and we were scattered and buried beneath the waves. Then
came a fearful choking struggle with death. The prayer to

God, thoughts of “ home,” and struggles for life, all at the

same moment !

In less than thirty minutes from the first notice of danger,

the destruction of the “ Tweed” was complete. She was no more.

The rapidity with which she was destroyed and torn to pieces

was fearful. How so many were afterwards saved, is a miracle.

The Avriter mentions his own case to .show the way in which
many others were sayed. After being all but drowned, the

receding waves dashed him on apiece of wreck, which he found

to be skylight, perched on a piece of the stern-post, to which a

few ragged timbers were attached. To this, he clung with nine

others, the sea breaching over all, and at times, dashing against

us, large pieces of the wreck, which sadly maimed us. Still

we clung on, until at last, we found we had been drifted inside

t e breakers to rather smoother water. At length we
got so far on the reef, that one of our party, on step-

ping out on a piece of wood, said he found the bottom,

in only a few feet of water. It was joyful news to hear
him say he saw many people scattered about, standing on
the Avreck, which bad grounded inside of the surf. It was then

about 4.30 a.m. A few of us crawled off the piece of wreck
which had saved us, but the injured clung to it till a little day-
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light appeared, when they also crept on shore—no, not on

shore, but on the reef, among wreck, water, and stones. When
daylight fairly came, what a fearful picture was presented to

our eyes ! For at least a mile along the edge of the reef, inside

the breakers, nothing was to be seen but wreck, piled up
several feet in awful confusion—timbers, planks, doors, crushed

boats, beds, trunks, baggage, barrels, seamen’s chests, &c.,

—

and all that remained in the surf of the once proud Tweed, was
the port side from the sponson, to the figurehead, over which
still stood the bowsprit and jibboom, bending as each sea

covered it, like a reed. The wneel was still attached to the

sponson, and the paddle-box boat still covered the paddle-box,

all held together by the machinery and the shaft. To this

portion of the ship, there still clung about 40 individuals, to

whom we could render not the slightest assistance.

We then began to think that it must be the reef called the
“ Alacranes” where the ship had struck. This reef is about

15 miles long, by 12 miles broad, and is distant about 65 miles

from the nearest part of the mainland on the Yucatan coast.

The course of the ship was intended to be about 30 miles to the

south of the reef, say about- midway between the coast and
Alacranes; therefore the current must have sent the ship

bodily to the north, and that right in the teeth of a strong

norther. The Alacran reefs are completely under water, at

low tide there being here and there small patches where there

might be about 18 inches water, the same places at full tide

being covered by perhaps three feet of water; other places

having four, five, and six feet, with here and there open spaces

with several fathoms of water. When we were huddled to-

gether on the reef, among the wreck, as the latter acted as a
sort of breakwater to keep off the surf, we found some few spots

of ragged stones, with little or no water, it being low tide. Had
the tide been full when the wreck took place, we must all have
perished, as there would then have been above five feet of

water on the edge of the reef, and the entire wreck would have
been carried, piece by piece, right on to the middle of the reef,

and scattered for miles around in deep water; besides, the
people who might have been carried through the breakers on
to the reef, being in an exhausted state, would have perished in

four or five feet of water. Most providential, then, was it

that the wreck took place at ebb tide.

At daylight on the morning of Friday, Feb. 12th, the survi-

vors began to creep together, and consult what was to be done.

Few had escaped without severe cuts and bruises, and some poor
fellows were dreadfully mangled. The morning was bitter cold,

and few had any clothing; so the first act of all who could crawl
about among the wreck, stones, and water, was to search for

any sort of clothes to protect them from the cold. Some might
be seen scrambling over a ship’s beam, across a few cabin doors,

broken chairs, &c., disappearing into a hole of water for a few
seconds, scrambling on again over a few ragged stones, cutting
the feet, up to the waist in water, and, on coming alongside, some
poor fellow’s well packed trunk was seized, broken open, and
the clothes turned over in search of flannels, trousers, and
coats. These were in great demand, but few were to be found.

For want of a coat a few wet shirts wrapped round the shoulders
helped to keep some warm. After the stragglers had been
gathered together on the shoalest spot about 250 yards inside

the oreakers, and perhaps,600 yards from the place where the
ship struck, the pieces of the wreck being about midway, in-

formation was gathered of the state of the boats, which were
seen here and there among the wreck. One life-boat was re-

ported to be unfit for use, having some eight feet of the side

torn away, besides being rent from stem to stern, so that she
opened with every sea that struck her. The cutter was re-

ported as useless, being crushed to pieces, and the only other
boat to be seen was the mail boat, which was also reported of

no use, having her entire stem torn out, all the lining boards
gone, and stove in the stern, bottom, and sides. Our position

seemed hopeless. Had but one boat been saved out of the seven
boats which were on board, she might have lived to reach the
coast of Cara peachy, and picked up some vessel and brought
her to our relief, if we could have held together in our present
condition. By 10 a.m. the tide was observed to be flowing.

We never thought of that; and now came the question from
every mouth, “How far is it likely to flow?” but no one

j

could tell! It might cover the spot where we then were so
I
deeply, that we must all perish ! Some few at last put their
heads together, and said that our only hope of salvation was in
getting one of the boats patched up any how, to make an at-

tempt to reach the main coast; that now we were only idling
and losing time—time which, if well used, might be the means
of saving us all yet. The mail-boat was fixed on as the only
boat worth attempting to make swim. She was hauled out
from the wreck, and pushed to the place where we stood, which
had then some twelve inches of water on it. The carpenter,
poor man, was seen in the morning to leap off the remaining
portion of the wreck, and try to swim on shore. He almost
gained the reef, but was drowned; so his -loss was greatly felt

at this time. We had no hammer, nails, &c., and scarcely
knew how to commence to repair the boat. The chief engineer,
chief, second, and third officers, boatswain, and a half-a-dozen
men, were appointed to take her in hand; a copper bolt was
torn out of a timber to serve as a hammer; every one was
desired to look among the broken wreck and gather together
all the nails to be had. Some picked up oars, others odd sails,

&c., and the patching of the boat commenced. About this

time some one happened to pick up one of the ship’s compasses.
Wonderful to relate, it was uninjured, although it had been
torn out of the binnacle, washed on to the reef, and was found
lying among the mass of wreck and stones, with not evt n the
glass broken! We hailed it as sent by Heaven, to assist in
our deliverance. A rough sort of bulkhead was made in the
boat, about three feet from the bow, the space before it being
stuffed full of anything which could be laid hold of, such as old

blankets, pillow-cases, shirts, &c. A piece of sail was then
covered over the broken bows and the fore part of the boat,

extending under the bottom some five or six feet, and there
nailed on, and fastened as well as possible. The other defects

in the frail boat were tinkered up as much as possible, so that
by 4 p.m. she was thought fit to swim. Her mast and sail

were found and put on board, with half-a-dozen oars, a few
bottles of wine, a ham, a bit of cheese, and a little oatmeal and
flour; after which the chief officer was appointed to take charge
of her. with six men; the Admiralty Agent. Mr. Davies, and
Mr. Dimond, the American Consul, bound for Yera Cruz,
being allowed also to go in her— the first on account of his age
and injuries, the latter to act as interpreter on the coaat. Be-
fore setting off we all shook them by the hand, wishing them
God speed from the bottom of our hearts. They shoved off,

and we gave 'them three cheers, which they returned; but both
sides cheered with sorrowful hearts. She set off at five p.m.,

with orders to steer south, but to be careful how she passed the

night crossing the reef, and getting through the surf when they
came to the edge. As she movt d away from us many felt a

sinking at the heart; her chance of being kept afloat over 100

miles was very doubtful, and on her depended all our hope-

!

By this time, as vre were so much taken up in starting the

boat, it was scarcely noticed that the tide had risen at least 18

inches, so that we were surrounded by deepening water, ami
the wreck began to float fro n the edge of the reef where it had
first grounded, and floated in hundreds of pieces towards us,

the wind still being from the north, which sent the drift in our
direction. It was now time to set ab mt constructing some
sort of fabric on which to take shelter. As the pieces drifted

near, we secured them, and placed them one above another,

anyhow, without any sort of order, or distinct idea at first what
we could or should do. At last so many were piled up that we
got on the top. above the water, and began to arrange it in

something like order. It was squared as much as possible, and
the flat boards laid along the top. The size might he ten feet

square. There were no lashings to any part of it, as we had no

rope. The few bottles of wine and odd provisions, &e„ which
we had gathered during the day, were placed on the top, by
which time it began to come on dark, but still the tide was
flowing, and continued to flow till near midnight. This was a
most anxious time to all—our first night, not knowing to what
height the tide might flow, and only footing on a “loose bundle
of sticks,” it might almost be said. Few slept much that night.

The tide rose to the level of our raft, so that sometimes the

water dashed over the side near the reef, the breakers seeming
to approach nearer and nearer as it became darker, and the
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tide increased. How often we sounded round our frail-raft to

watch the tide! It was very cold, too, and few had much
clothing on, and that little saturated with water.

_

There was

not room to lie down, but all huddled together in a sitting

postureas close as possible to keep each other warm; still, the

teeth chattering together, and the limbs trembling with extreme

cold, might be heard and felt everywhere. Some tried to talk

in a cheering tone when they felt sleep was out of the

question, but it was a faint attempt, and of no use; the heart

was too sad, and the thoughts too gloomy ;
so each relapsed into

silence, busy with his own sad reflections, and longing for the

morning light.

But all this time “the wreck” has been forgotten by the

writer here, although far from forgotten by those on the reef

then. During the day a few managed to reach the reef in

safety, but far the greater number were killed by the floating

timber in the surf, as they tried to reach us. Half-a-dozen

might be seen to jump off at a time to make the attempt, but

seldom more than one lived through the surf. Swimming was

of no avail; those known to be expert at it were seen to go

down, while, at the same time, some who could not swim one

stroke came on to the reef safe, washed and blown on to it,

as it were, helpless. Those who came safe said that, although the

side of the ship, from the figurehead to the port-sponson, might

be seen by us at daylight still hanging together, yet, in reality,

that was all that was left; there was nothing behind it—decks,

beams, all were gone ! They saw now and then the tops of the

engines and boilers, which, of course, would not move. In an

or hour so after daylight the side of the ship, from the bows as far

aft as the fore part of the sponson, was seen to move backwards

and forwards with every wave, until gradually it broke away,

leaving only the sponson and wheel, surmounted still by the

life-boat; but the latter was observed soon to be washed away,

falling to windward, and dashed to atoms in a few minutes
;
so

now, all that remained to be seen above water were the

sponson and the top of the wheel; the whole only a few feet

above water now and then, but oftener buried in the sea,

as it broke over it every minute. To this small portion still

clung some dozen people. It should have been observed, that

before the little boat left us to-day we all gathered together,

and offered up our thanks to Almighty God for our wonderful

preservation. One of the passengers had saved a prayer-book,

and kindly read prayers. To-day each had a little wine and a

little oatmeal.

Saturday, 13th Feb.-—By 6 a.m. all were up and astir. As
each was cold and benumbed, a small drop of brandy was dealt

round in the neck broken off a bottle, with a cork in it. Then
all who were able to work were divided into parties, each in

charge of an officer ofthe ship; some to secure provisions, others

clothes, and spars for our raft, &c. It was another mercy to

find so many officers of the ship saved, as they were able to

take charge of the men, keep them in order, and make them
useful; for, without some order and system, nothing would
have been done. At 1 0 a.m. all were gathered together on

the raft, and we offered up our thanks to God for our pre-

servation through the night. By 4 p.m. all the spars which
could be collected together were added to our raft, and lashed

together, as well as we could manage, with odd ropes picked

up; and the raft was now nearly double the size, and much
heavier; still anything but secure. We served out to each
half a “ tottle” of brandy, and a small ball of flour mixed up
with a little salt water, wine, and a little treacle. The five

poor fellows who still clung to the wreck were observed about
to leave it—they had tied together two spars, which they had
broken off, and at last committed themselves to the surf. How
anxiously we all watched, ready to assist them! Out of the

five, three were saved. We now numbered 69 souls on the

raft, and, 10 having gone off in the little boat, made 79 saved
out of 151 souls supposed to have been on board. We had by
this time gathered together on the raft three barrels of flour,

one small barrel of oatmeal, one small cask of brandy, one
barrel of vinegar, one case of claret, about three cases of other

wines, three hams, two cheeses, one basket of preserved apples,

a piece of bacon, two live pigs., one live sheep, one dead sheep,

one dog alive, one tin of stuff like treacle, one small barrel of

butter aud one box of candles. We had also picked up some

few clothes ;
so, when each had rigged himself out as he best

could, a strange lot we must have been. But there was no
grumbling, no complaints; each man was for himself in the

way of garments. A bag containing the ship’s signals was
found, and one flag was fastened to a spar, which we hoisted

as a signal to any ship. At 6 p.m. we all lay down to rest, the

depth of water round our raft 2 feet; at ten p.m., it was

3^ feet; then it began to ebb. The tide flowed from noon till

ten p.m., and ebbed from midnight till ten a.m. This night

we had room each to lie down on the raft. It was still very

cold; and as the raft was still insecure, it was also an anxious

night for us.

Sunday. Feb. 14th.—With the first daylight all were moving
glad to stretch our cold and stiffened limbs. To those who
were going to work we served out each half a bottle of brandy.

Some set off to collect pieces of the wreck and spars, others

provisions, clothes, &c.; some to gather stones to fortify the

raft; others with some boarding pikes which had been picked

up, to endeavour to catch fish, as many were seen round about

us. A writing-desk was found, and in one corner was a little

box of about a dozen wax lucifer matches
;
but they were wet,

and would not light. We stuck them in the flour to dry, but

very near lost them, one of the Spanish passengers having seen

the box there pocketed the same, throwing away the matches.

When this was discovered, a hue and cry was raised about the

matches, on which our existence almost depended. The re-

spectable portion of the Spaniards (some of them most worthy

and kind gentlemen) assisted in the search at once, and at last

we made the delinquent turn out the box, also a jar of preserves

he had pocketed for his own use ! He confessed having thrown

the matches out, and on searching we found them scattered in

some holes of the raft. A few of them were picked up, and
dried, and at last we struck alight! Oh, joyful news it was
to all. We gave three cheers! A candle was lighted, and

placed on an empty barrel, and a watch placed over it, with

orders never to let it out by night or day. A piece of board

lined with iron was found, and on this we soon had a fire

blazing, having plenty of sticks at hand. The doctor and

purser then got the dead sheep, skinned it in a most skilful

manner with an old razor, and we soon had a portion of it

cooked. A piece was served out to each man, and all declared

they never tasted such excellent mutton, One “ tottle ” of

wine followed round to each. At noon we offered up our

thanks to God for His goodness. This afternoon we picked up

a few fish, one or two fine lobsters, three bottles of wine, and a

can of oil. The engineers (now that we had a fire) set about

constructing an apparatus with which to condense water, if

possible. First they tried earthenware jars, but these broke;

afterwards they got hold of some copper vessels and lead pipes,

with which they busied themselves. We began now to long

for water, the want of which pained us most; and the poor dog,

pigs, and sheep seemed very thirsty. At 4 p.m. served out to

each a bit of fish or lobster, then half a “ tottle ” of brandy.

To-day attempts were made to drag the broken life-boat near

to us at high water, that we might again examine, aud try if

possible to repair her. If sound, she could have carried us all

safely to the main coast; but she was found to be useless.

Made up our minds to commence the construction of a large

floating raft to-morrow on which, if there should be no succour

by the 19th one week from the day of our shipwreck), we would

set out in hopes of reaching a little island which the captain

was sure lay on the south side of the reef; or, failing that the

main coast. At 6 p.m. served out to each man before lying down

one “ tottle ” of wine. Thirst began to be very troublesome.

The vinegar-cask was much resorted to by all; some drinking

a little, others only wetting their lips with a wet rag of

vinegar.

Monday, Feb. 15.—All up at daybreak. At six served out

half a “ tottle ” of brandy mixed with half a “ tottle” of vine-

gar, which was most palatable. Many began to try a mixture

of brandy, salt water, and vinegar, in equal quantities, some
thinking it very good, as affording something like a drink

;

the half “ tottle” of brandy,or whole one of wine, scarcely suf-

ficing to wet our parched tongues. At seven, offered up our

thanks to Gcd for His goodness. Parties then started off in

all directions, wading in the water, as usual, almost half breast
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high, to look for wreck, food, &c. One party of a dozen was

appointed to gather together the fore, main, and mizen- masts,

main-yard, and other large spars, with which to form a substan-

tial floating raft, and they set about it with right good will.

Our distillery had now been put together, and was at work,

but the success was very doubtful. At 8 a.m., the ship’s cook

commenced to make 69 small cakes, of flour, butter, and salt

water, which were baked at the fire on a piece of sheet iron torn

from abitof the wreck. The cakes were served out with apiece

of mutton or fish, and never was a feast so relished. At 9 a.m.

the distillery, getting into good order, produced a bottle of

water in about fifteen minutes. The water so made was not

very pleasant to the taste, and we were rather afraid of the

first portion made, on account of its passing through dirty

copper and lead pipe ;
however, it was all put by for future

use in corked bottles until it could be seen how much
could be made. By 10 a.m. the raft builders had put

together a most substantial groundwork for a raft, fit

almost to carry the whole of us. It made us feel more
independent of our old fixed raft, in case of its going

to pieces. By 11 a.m. we had made about six bottles of

water, when some one called out “ a sail !” How it made our
hearts leap with joy, although many were sceptical, there hav-
ing been a false alarm in the morning about a light, which was
only a star. All were up in a moment, with eager looks,

asking Where?” It seemed but a mere white speck, and
some doubted its being anything but the top of some rock, many
of which were to be seen in the distance. But some of the old

seamen, on taking a good look, declared it to be a sail: and a,

sail it proved to be in a few minutes. We were half afraid to

believe that she was coming to us, in case she was only a
chancev ship, and might, after all, never see us on our lowly
raft. The distillery and everything else was thrown aside

—

all were gazing towards the vessel, to make out how she was
steering. Some said she was a schooner, others a brig. We got

another signal raised on two oars lashed together. At length

she hauled round the east point of the reef, some six or eight

miles distant, and bore right up towards along the reef, keeping
about two miles outside. When there could be no doubt as to

her intentions, we felt that the sudden and unexpected pros-

pects of a speedy deliverance were almost too much for us.

Only then did our hearts seem to soften, and feel what we had
gone through. All knelt down and joined together most fer-

vently iu thanking Almighty God for our preservation
; after

which each might be seen to grasp their friends by the hand
and shake it, with something like a smile at last upon the
lips, although the heart was too full for anything to be said.

As the brig stood towards us about noon our claret was opened,
and a double allowance (two tottlefuls) was dealt round to each
man. By 1 o’clock p.m. it was abreast of us, about four miles
outside the surf

;
she stopped, and a small boat, which we had

observed towing astern, set sail towards us. In less than an
hour she had neared the surf, when she let down the sail,

and eight swarthy fellows got out poles, with which they
guided their canoe right through the breakers on to the reef,

close to us. In a few words we may as well relate the adven-
tures of our little boat. She left us at 5 p.m. on Friday, and
continued to row and sail gently along across the reef, in great
fear of running aground every moment and damaging her frail

hull. She touched often as she went along in the dark
; but

they were able always to clear her. The stem turned out not
to be her frailest part, when once they got clear away

; she
leaked in so many places in the bottom, that two men baling
could scarcely keep her free ; and had any of them stood up
in her bottom, they would have gone through her. The chief
officer sat with the compass between his knees in the dark,
steering, but with great difficulty making out the points of the
compass

;
only doing so by now and then getting a glimpse of

the flourish round that north point. They scarcely knew how
they got off the reef into open water

; remarking, on being
asked, “ God must have guided us !” At daybreak on Saturday
they found themselves clear of the reef, and also saw that
they were past the small Island of Perez, to which they thought
it best not to return ; but kept on their eourse towards the
south. The sea was calm, and the wind was fair all the way.
By sitting all well aft they kept her bows out of the water.

They sailed all day and during the night, and when Sunday
morning dawned had the happiness of seeing the coast a few
miles off

; at the same time they observed a brig in the offing,

to which they at once made ; but she seemed to avoid them,
keeping away. The little boat kept on towards her, however,
making signals as well as they could, and, at last, got near her,

and the chief officer boarded her. He found them all in con-
fusion, with loaded muskets, ready to protect themselves, hav-
ing taken the small boat for some piratical craft. The tale

was soon told to the chief mate, Senor Villaverde, of the Spa -

nish brig Emilio, and at once he got all on board and set oft’

towards Sisal, to inform his commander, the brig having been
obliged to slip and run from Sisal, leaving her captain on shore,
when the same “ norther” came on to blow which the Tweed
encountered. Sisal being only 11 miles off, the brig reached
it by 11 a.m., when the captain was at once communicated
with. On hearing of our disaster he hesitated not for one
moment, but, getting some water hurriedly on board, set sail

towards the reef, which he reached, as has been said, at 1 p.m.
the next day. Worthy, noble, humane Bernardino Camp, for

such is the name of the excellent young officer who commands
the Emilio. He never thought of his cargo lying on the beach
at Sisal, or his passengers appointed to join him, to sail on a
certain day for Havannah, to which port she is a regular
trader

;
his only thoughts were on rescuing the poor ship-

wrecked people. He thought not of his insurance either, or
the risk he ran of coming on a lee shore in the “ norther” sea-

son
; and last of all, but not least, he never thought of remu-

neration or reward, afterwards remarking when spoken too n
this point, “ I did but my duty, which every man would have
done in such a case, and my reward is here” (laying his hand
on his heart). We knew that many would not have acted so

promptly as he had done.

To return to the canoe alongside our raft. She brought
some roasted fowls, biscuit, and two or three gallons of water
mixed with sugar. Capt. Camp came also with her, and for a
noble purpose, namely, to remain with us on the raft, as a
security in himself that the brig would not leave us until all

were rescued. The faft’s muster-roll was at once got out,

and 25 names called over, commencing with the invalids, all

of whom were to go off in the canoe to the brig. The writer’s

name was among the first called out; but, for certain pressing
reasons, which need not be here mentioned, he preferred
remaining on the raft till the last. The canoe started with

25 passengers, and was anxiously watched while the attempt
was made to pull her through the breakers. After a struggle,

this was accomplished, and their oars got out, and they were
about to hoist the sail, when a sea struck her and turned her
broadside on to the surf into which she was driven, and back on
to the reef, narrowly escaping being capsized. Her crew said

she was overloaded, so 12 only were sent in her
;
and this

time she got over in safety, and made towards the brig, on
board which they were placed. She returned about 4 p.m.,

bringing the brig’s small boat, which alone came through the

surf, the canoe stopping outside, as they were afraid she

would get stove if she struck the reef in the middle of the

boiling surf. The small boat took off seven passengers to

the canoe, and returned for seven more, with which she set off;

but, when in the middle of the surf, one wave seemed to lift

her high in the air, then dash her round broadside on, and
capsize her. She turned over and over, and was swept back
on to the reef, full of water, the people who were in her being
scattered about in the surf. Fortunately, all of them, after

a little, got a footing on the reef, in four or five feet of water,

and reached the raft in safety. The boat was baled clear of

water, and a few more seamen put into her, with extra oars,

and only four passengers allowed to go. This time she got

safely through the surf, and alongside the canoe, which went,

to the brig, the small boat returning to the raft. It was now
getting late, and the brig stood out to sea for the night. We
dealt round the sugar and water and biscuit, with some rashers

of ham in addition, which we prepared from our own stock.

A lantern, sent from the brig on purpose, was then hoisted

on the oar signal-staff; and we passed a pleasant night,

compared wilh previous ones, enjoying a secure sleep, with

the little boat alongside, and the brig not far off'.
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Tuesday, I6tli Feb.—All astir at 6 a.m., but no appearance

rf the brig. At 7 a.m. each had two tottles of wine, an

“ Alacran cake,’’ and a rasher of ham. At 11 a.m. the brig

hove in sight, coming from leeward; and by 2 p.m. she hove

to, and sent off the canoe to us. We now saw it was hopeless

to attempt getting the people conveyed through the surf, which

aDpeared to roar louder and rise with greater violence than

before; and should the boats strike the reef in trying to get

through the surf, they might get so much injured that the brig

might be compelled to leave the greater number of us behind;

besides, it was dangerous for the brig to be kept so near a lee

shore shou'd a “norther” spring up. It was, therefore, pro-

posed that the canoe should come through the surf to us, to be

employed with the small boat in carrying us all at one time

across the reef to the southward, to the small island, where the

brifj could go round and pick us up. This was agreed on, as

our only chance of all reaching the brig in safety. But there

was no time to he lost; therefore Capt. Parsons gave orders to

us to embark forthwith, no one taking with him a single rag

nv>re than was on his back. Some were disposed to think this

a severe order; but when it was explained that we numbered

so many, it might almost be impossible to get the boats to clear

some of the sunken rocks which studded the entire extent of

the reef and that our lives depended on the boats drawing not

one incli more than our own weight would make them, all set

about embarking with cheerfulness; before doing which, how-

ever, every one knelt down ou the raft, and we offered up our

united and fervent thanks to Almighty God for His goodness.

We took with us a few bottles of wine, a little brandy to mix
wit, It the water, in case drinking too freely of the latter raw
might be injurious, and a ham; but, with feelings of regret on

toe part of ail, we were compelled to leave the two poor black

pigs, the sole occupants of our rafts. It was also with some
regret we were obliged to leave behind a case containing some
dozens of ready made shirts and flannel vests, so much needed
by all. But there was no help for it, our minds being made
up so suddenly to cross the reef. Capt. Parsons was the last

to step from the raft- into the canoe. The arrangement was
that the small boat, in charge of the chief officer and nine men,
should take the lead, with the canoe in tow, the small boat

steering by compass and guiding the canoe.

There were 42 people stowed in the canoe, and 10 in the small

boat. At 5 p.m. we shoved off in silence, all looking back at

the raft, which had stood our part so long, with feelings min-
gled with regret, sorrow, and joy. Our voyage, we knew, was
attended with great danger; for, were our canoe to run on a

rock or reef, she might turn over, and drown pprhaps the

whole of us, in fathoms of water alongside. The second offi-

cer took his stand in the bow of the canoe, as she was obliged

to take the lead, and, assisted by one of the natives of Sisal

belonging to the boat, with poles sounding, he kept a look-out
for reefs and danger. Sometimes we used the oars, and at

others the sail, the canoe often grating over the reefs, which
made us shudder, till we had gone three or four miles in the

dark, when we thought it best to come to an anchor about 8

p.m. This was a trying night to all, much worse than the
raft, as we were all huddled together in a sitting posture, the
wind blowing fresh, sending the spray over us, and a heavy
dew falling. It was bitter cold, too, and it was with great de-

light all hailed the first glimpse of returning light.

Wednesday, 17th Feb.

—

Sunrise brought us a lovely morn-
ing. We offered up our thanks to God for His protection and
goodness, and set sail towards the south. After many times
touching on the rocks, at eleven o’clock a.m. we reached a
small island, on which there was a hut, swarms of birds, piles

of wood, and lots of our wreck, which had floated about ten

miles, boxes, spars, clothes, and some dead bodies. The peo-

ple in the same boat landed, thinking it was Perez, but as we
found it was not that island, the boats then were kept on their

course to tbe south towards another small island, which was
seen about five miles off. We now had some bread and cheese,
with a little brandy and water, for breakfast. About two p.m.
we reached Perez, on which we landed, observing the brig, at

the same time, about ten miles off, making towards us. Perez
is about 1 mile long and 1 mile broad. Bird Island is about
the same size ; and another rather longer island lies a few

miles to the eastward of both. There are a few good huts at

Perez, built of the wreck of some ships, and thatched with
cane leaves. In one hut there are about a dozen butts of fresh
water, kept there by the fishermen and turtlers, who resort
thither from Campeachy and Sisal. There are a few shrubs
growing on the island, which is all formed of sand, the highest
part not being more than 10 feet above the sea. We lighted
a fire in one of the huts, broiled some bacon, and with some
bread and tbe fresh water we found in the cask we made a good
meal. The sun was very hot all day. If we had but had the
luck to be cast away on an island like this, it would have been
a perfect paradise compared with our late quarters on the
reef, where we had five days and five nights of much suffer-

ing.

The brig came round near to Perez, and the canoe in two
trips placed us all in safety on her deck by 5 p.m., when she
set sail towards Sisal. On board the brig they were every-
thing in the shape of kindness to us ; and on the following
day we reached Sisal, where, having received for a week the

utmost kindness and hospitality, we embarked on board
the Emilio for Havannah, where we arrived on the 3rd of
March.
When the inhabitants of the Havannah learned how nobly

CHpt. Camp and Mr. Villaverde, his chief mate, had behaved
in our lescue, a subscription, headed by the governor-gene-
ral, was commenced for their benefit as a mark of how much
their conduct was esteemed by all. In a short time it had
amounted to 4 000 dollars. When the two noble officers for

whom it was intended heard about it, they at first refused to

accept any part of it, in the most kind and generous manner
offering it for the benefit of the widows and families of the

poor men lost in the Tweed ! The consul and all concerned
said this should not be, observing that the subscription made
by the people of Havannah was for their two noble minded
countrymen; and that, surely, “at home,” the countrymen
of the poor sufferers, on hearing of the sad catastrophe, which
would bring destitution to many a poor family, would as

handsomely “ do their duty.”
It is to be hoped that the Government, and the Royal

Humane Societies, will not overlook the noble and humane
conduct of the captain und chief officer of the Spanish brig

Emilio. Her owners would not accept any return for the

four days employed in rescuing the shipwrecked people off

the reef.

The Tweed steamer was launched in 1841,having been built

by Mr. Charles Wood, at Greenock. The engines were made
by Messrs. Caird and Co. She commenced running in January,

1842, and at the time of her loss was almost as good as the

first day of starting. Captain Parsons is a master of 22 years’

standing in the royal navy, lie joined the royal mail steam-

packet company’s service in 1842 as chief officer of the Dee,

for one voyage. He then commanded the Medway for one

voyage; after which he exchanged into the Tweed, in which

he had made five complete voyages to and from the West
Indies, three of which were to the Gulf of Mexico. Many of

the Tweed’s men had been in her since she first started run-

ning, and almost all had been several voyages in her, some of

the men having followed Captain Parsons from ship to ship for

ten years.

“OH ! MOLLY, PAWN.”

(An Improvement on Lover.)

Oh ! Molly, pawn without repining,

That wedding-ring I gave to you,

Where three gilt balls are brightly shining,

Because they’ve customers to do.

The gin-shop yet is open keeping ;

Let’s have a drain of ruin blue,.

Or tumble off' our chairs a-sleepiug ;

Our stomachs washed with mountain dew.

Oh ! Molly, Pawn ! Then Molly, Molly, Pawn 1
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HOPE ON.

Come tell me thy sorrow, and if I can aid thee

My heart and my purse are both thine to the end

;

If not, seek support from the Ileing that made thee ;

But mourn not as if without solace, my friend :

Though the sky be now dark, there is hope for to-morrow,
A sunlight to come, which the morn may restore ;

Then cheer, bid thy soul spring immortal o’er sorrow ;

Thou hast one friend at least, if thou canst not find more.

Ne’er fancy thine own disappointments are greater
Than their’s who seem right whatsoever they do ;

Misfortune finds all, either sooner or later
;

Life’s mourners are many, the mirthful are few :

Then vex not thy spirit with fears and surmises,
But wrestle with care, and thy firmness restore

;

There’s a star for thee yet, and till brightly it rises

Thou hast one friend at least, if thou canst not find more.

II. C.

LIFE OF WASHINGTON.
George Washington was born in Westmoreland County,

.Virginia, on the 22nd of February, 1732. He was the eldest

-son, by a second marriage, of Augustine Washington, a gentle-

man of large property, the descendant of John Washington,
an Englishman who had emigrated to America during the
government of Oliver Cromwell.
When Washington was fourteen years of age, a proposal

was made with his own consent, which, if carried into effect,

would have opened up for him a very different career from
that which he was destined to follow. Observing his liking
for adventure and active exercise, his brother Lawrence ex-
erted his interest to procure for him a midshipman’s warrant
in the British navy. The warrant was procured, and the boy
was pleased with a prospect which was at that time as pro-
mising as one in his circumstances could desire; but as
nothing could overcome Mrs. Washington’s reluctance to let

her son go to sea, the project was at length abandoned :

George Washington remained at school, and some other boy
obtained the midshipman’s berth.

At the age of twenty, Washington was appointed to the
rank of major in the militia.

At the time of his appointment as commander-in-chief,
Washington was forty

:
three years of age. His life, during

the next eight years, is identified with the history of the war
between Great Britain and the American States.
Washington’s first care, after being appointed to the com-

mand, was to form and systematise the army, which was mi-
serably weak and ill provided with the necessaries of war.
The task was no easy one, as he had to contend against the
wishes of the soldiers themselves, against the mutual jea-
lousies of the officers, and against the irresolution of congress.
Nevertheless, he succeeded to a certaiu extent. “He ar-
ranged the army into six brigades of six regiments each, in
such a manner that the troops from the same colony should
be brought together as far as practicable, and acfunder a
commander from that colony. Of the whole he made three
grand divisions, each consisting of two brigades, or twelve
regiments. The great work of creating a regular military
system was to be executed mainly by the commander-in-
chief. Congress might approve, sanction, and aid ! but it was
his task to combine, organise, establish, and sustain. To this
end he kept up an unremitted correspondence with congress
during the whole war. His letters were read to the house in
full session, and almost every important resolution respecting
the army was adopted on his suggestion or recommendation,
and emanated from his mind. Besides his unceasing inter-
course with congress, he was obliged to correspond with the
heads of the provincial governments, and afterwards with
the governors and legislatures of the states; with conventions,
committees, and civil magistrates.”
The first y^ar of Washington’s command was spent not so

much in actual warfare, as in making these arrangements.

At the end of the year, when the old army was dissolved, the

whole number of the new establishment was nine thousand
six hundred and fifty. More than a thousand of these men
were absent on furloughs, whieh it had been necessary to

grant as a condition of re-enlistment. This result was pecu-
liarly discouraging. “ Search the volumes of history through,”

said Washington, “ and I much question whether a case

similar to ours is to be found
; namely to maintain a post

against the flower of the British troop3 for six months toge-

ther without powder, and then to have one army disbanded,

and another to be raised within the same distance of a re-

enforced enemy.” The advanced season of the year, however,
rendered it impossible for the British troops to avail them-
selves of the advantage which these circumstances gave
them.

In the end of 1775, General Howe, who had been sent out

to supersede General Gage in the command of the British

forces, was fitting out an expedition which was imagined at

first to be against New York, but which was, in reality, des-

tined for North Carolina. Washington, on his side, was
eager for an attack on Boston, but was overruled by a council

of his officers
;
and it was agreed to attempt the occupation

of Dorchester Heights. Accordingly, on the 4th of March,

1776, the Americans took possession of the heights; and
this was followed by the evacuation of Boston by the British

on the 17tb. On this occasion the thanks of congress were

conveyed to Washington in a letter signed by the president,

and a gold medal was struck in his honour. After leaving

Boston, General Howe and his army hovered about the coast

in their fleet, meditating, as it appeared, an attack on New
York. When they did land at Sandy Hook, on the 28th of

June, such was the state of Washington’s army, that he was

unprepared to offer any effective resistance : and accordingly,

after the British bad got possession of Long Island, he was

obliged to evacuate New York, and fall back behind the De-
laware. The defeat at Long Island made Washington more
anxious than ever for a complete re-organisation of his army,
“ I am fully confirmed,” he wrote to the president of congress,

“in the opinion I ever entertained, and which I more than

once in my letters took the liberty of mentioning to congress,

that no dependence could be put in a militia or other troops

than those enlisted for a longer period than our regulations

heretofore have prescribed. 1 am persuaded, and as fully

convinced as I am of any one fact that has happened, that

our liberties must of necessity be greatly hazarded, if not

entirely lost, if their defence is left to any but a permanent

standing army; I mean one to exist during the war.” In

consequence of these representations, congress turned its

attention earnestly to the state of the army : most of Wash-
ington’s recommendations were adopted; and in the month
of December he was invested with powers which made him,

in fact, a military dictator.

Meanwhile, the famous declaration of independence had
been passed, by which the name of colonies was abolished for

ever, and the thirteen provinces constituted into the United

States of America. This act was entirely in accordance with

the wishes of General Washington, who, with all the leading

men in the colonies, had long foreseen the impossibility of

any reconciliation with the mother country. A short time

after the declaration of independence was passed. Lord Howe,
the brother of the British general, arrived from Great Britain

as a commissioner from the king, bearing certain terms from
the British government. The terms were such as might have

had some effect, if they had been offered sooner; but now
they came too late.

Lord Howe’s mission having proved fruitless, the war
was continued. The campaign of the year 1777, did not

open till the month of June. During the winter, Wash-
ington had been employed in making those preparations

which his increased authority now enabled him to effect.

The months of June and July were spent in insignificant

skirmishing between the two armies. The month of July,

however, was signalised by an event of some importance;

namely, the arrival from France of the Marquis de La-

fayette, with the chivalrous design of fighting on the side

of the Americans.
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In the end of 1777, the American army was twice de-

feated—at the Brandywine on the 11th of September, and
at Germantown, in Pennsylvania, on the 4th of October.

The British entered Philadelphia, and Washington retired

into winter quarters at Valley Forge.
After a trying winter, during which all Washington’s promp-

titude and skill were required to prevent his troops from
breaking out into mutiny, owing to the want of supplies, the

war was resumed in the spring of 1778. Upon the whole, the

issue of this campaign was favourable to the Americans. The
British were obliged to evacuate Philadelphia, and retreat

towards the coast; and although the battle of Monmouth was
a drawn one, its results to the Americans were nearly as good
as a victory. But the event of the year 1778, which caused the

most universal joy in America was the conclusion of a treaty

between the United States and France, by which the French
king recognised the independence of the states. This treaty

was concluded in May; and in July following, a French
fleet, consisting of twelve ships of the line and four frigates,

arrived on the American coast, to assist the states against the

British. The rest of the year was spent rather in mutual
menaces than in actual warfare, and in December the army
went into winter quarters on the west of the Hudson.
Jn the want of more interesting particulars connected with

this period of Washington’s life, we shall imitate his biogra-

pher’s example, and introduce the following letter which he
wrote to his friend Dr. Cochrane, inviting him to dinner. It

will give an idea of Washington’s mode of life in the camp, and
of his manner when he meant to be playful. The date is the
16th August, 1779.

“Dear Doctor—I have asked Mrs. Cochrane and Mrs. Liv-
ingstone to dine with me to morrow; but am I not in honour
bound to apprise them of their fare? As I hate deception, even
where the imagination only is concerned, I will. It is needless
to premise that my table is large enough to hold the ladies.

Of this they had ocular proof yesterday. To say how it is

usually covered, is rather more essential; and this shall be the
purport of my letter.

“ Since our arrival at this happy spot, we have had a ham,
sometimes a shoulder of bacon, to grace the head of the table;
apiece of roast beef adorns the foot; and a dish of beans or
greens, almost imperceptible, decorates the centre. When the
cook has a mind to cut a figure, which I presume will be the
case to-morrow, we have two beefsteak pies, or dishes of crabs,
in addition, one on each side of the centre dish, dividing the
space, and reducing the distance between dish and dish to about
six feet, which, without them, would be nearly twelve feet
apart. Of late lie has had the surprising sagacity to discover
that apples will make pies; and it is a question whether, in the
violence of his efforts, we donotgetoneofapplesinstead ofhaving
both of beefsteaks. If the ladies can put up with such enter-
tainment, and will submit to partake of it on plates, once tin,

but now iron (not become so by the labour of scouring), I shall
be happy to see them; and am, dear doctor, yours.”
The years 1781 and 1782, passed away like those which pre-

ceded them, no decisive battles being fought or great victories
obtained on either side, but the general tenor of events, both in
America and Europe, being favourable to the cause of Ameri-
can independence. The latter year, howrever, was marked by
a very singular incident in the life of Washington. During
the whole war, the sluggishness and timidity of congress, and
its dilatory method of passing measures the most essential to
the public good, had been the subject of great complaint in the
army, and at length the feeling of. discontent gave rise to senti-
ments of an anti-republican nature. Judging from the speci-
men of republican government which they had in the proceed-
ings of congress, the soldiers and officers began to think that
affairs would never be well managed, until some one man of
ability were placed at the head of the government, if not with
the title of king, at least with some other corresponding title.

So strong had this conviction become in the army, that at
length a number of the officers met, and deputed a veteran
colonel to express their sentiments to Washington himself. A
long and skilfully-written letter was prepared, in which, after
describing the wretched condition of the country, and especially
of the army, the writer adds this important paragraph—“ This

must have shown to all, and to military men in particular,
the weakness of republics, and the exertions the army have
been able to make by being placed under a proper head.
Therefore, I have little doubt that when the benefits of a
mixed government are pointed out, and duly considered, such
will be readily adopted. In this case, it will, I believe be
uncontroverted, that the same abilities which have led us
through difficulties apparently insurmountable by human
power, to victory and glory, those qualities that have merited
and obtained the universal esteem and veneration of an army,
would be most likely to conduct and direct us in the
smoother paths of peace. Some people have so confounded
the ideas of tyranny and monarchy as to find it very difficult

to separate them. It may therefore be requisite to give the
head of such a constitution as I propose, some title apparently
more moderate; but if all other things were once adjusted, I

believe strong arguments might be produced for admitting the
title of king, which I conceive would be attended with some
material advantages.”

This was an important moment in the history of the United
States. It has been remarked, that there are two classes of
persons who play an important part in revolutions—lawyers
and military men. The lawyers usually make themselves
conspicuous during the revolution ; but the military men at
last obtain the ascendancy, and restore society to order. It

was by the power of the army, that Cromwell and Napoleon
were placed in the supreme civil command, and, in the pre-
sent case, it was from the army that the proposal originated
to make Washington king. Washington, however, declined
the proposal, not, probably, from any mere scruple about in-

juring his fair name with posterity by appearing ambitious,
but simply because, in the circumstances of the United States
at that time, ho may have seen that his accepting the offer

would be attended not by good, but by ruinous consequences.
The following is the answer which he returned to the letter

containing the proposal :

—

“Newburg, 22nd May, 1782.
“ Sir,—With a mixture of great surprise and astonishment,

I have read with attention the sentiments you have submitted
to my perusal. Be assured, sir, no occurrence in the course of

the war has given me more painful sensations than your infor-

mation of their being such ideas existing in the army as you have
expressed, and which I must view with abhorrence and repre-

hend with severity. For the present, the communication of

them will rest in my own bosom, unless some further agitation

of the matter shall make a disclosure necessary.
“ I am much at a loss to conceive what part of my conduct

could have given encouragement to such an address, which to

me seems big with the greatest mischiefs that can befal my
country. If I am not deceived in the knowledge of myself, you
could not have found a person to whom your schemes are more
disagreeable. At the same time, to do justice to my own feel-

ings, I must add, that no man possesses a more sincere wish to

see ample justice done to the army than I do; and as far as my
power and influence in a constitutional way extend, they shall

be employed to the utmost of my abilities to effect it, should

there be occasion. Let me conjure you, then, if you have any
regard for your country, concern for yourself or posterity, or

respect for me, to banish these thoughts from your mind, and
never communicate, as from yourself or any one else, a senti-

ment of the like nature.—I am, sir, &c.,
“ George Washington.”

In May, 1782, Sir Guy Carleton arrived at New York, having
been appointed to succeed Sir Henry Clinton in the command
of the British army. It was apparent, from the tone of his

first letters to Washington, that the British government was
inclined to make concessions; and in August he gave formal

notice that negotiations for a general peace had commenced at

Paris, and “ that the independence of the United States would
be conceded as a preliminary step.” By Washington’s advice,

however, the army was kept entire until tne spring of 1783,

when the news arrived that the treaty recognising the indepen-

dence of the states had been actually signed.

( To be continued.')
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THE KNISTENEAUX INDIANS.

These people, from whom are sprung many tribes, under

different qames, are spread over a vkst extent of country.

Their language is the same as that of the people who inhabit

the coast of British America on the Atlantic, and continues

along the coast of Labrador, and the gulph and banks of the

St. Lawrence to Montreal. The line then follows the Utawns
River to its source, and cQntinues thence nearly west along

the high lands that divide the waters that flow into Lake
Superior on the one hand, and Hudson’s Bay on the other.

It then pioceeds till it strikes the middle part of Lake
Winnipeg, and right through it, to the discharge of the

Saskatchewan into it. From thence it accompanies the etatrl

to Fort George, when the line, striking by the head of the

Beaver River to the Elk River, runs along its banks to its

discharge into the Lake of

the Hills, from which it

may be carried back, east,

to Isle a la Crosse, and so

on to Churchill by the Mis-
sissippi.

The whole of tract

between this line and
Hudson’s Bay and Straits

(except that of the Esqui-

maux in the latter) may
be said to be exclusively

the country of the Knis-

teneaux. Some of them,

indeed, have penetrated

further, west and south,

to the Red River, and the

south branch of the Saskat-

chewan. The similarity

between their language and
that of the Algonguins is

clear proof that they are

of the same stock.

They are of moderate
stature, well proportioned,

and very active. Examples
of deformity are seldom to

be seen among them. Their

complexion is copper

colour, and their hair black,

which is common to all the

natives of America: it is

generally cut in various

forms, according to the

fancy of the several tribes;

but by some it is left in the

long, lank flow of nature.

They mostly extract their

beard; and both sexes

manifest a disposition to

pluck the hair from every

part of the body and limbs.

ment; over the whole a kind of robe is occasionally thrown.
The materials vary according to the seasons; and consist of
dressed moose-skin,—beaver, prepared with the fur on, or
European woollens. The leather is neatly painted, and fancifully

Their eyes are black and piercing: their countenances
open and agreeable; and it is a principal object of their
ambition to give every possible decoration to their per-
sons. For this purpose vermilion is a material article,

worked, in some parts, with porcupines’ quills and moose-deer
hair; the shirt and leggins are also adorned fringe and tassels; the
shoes and gloves are also decorated with taste and skill. Their
dress is, however, put on according to fancy or convenience;
and they will sometimes proceed to the chase covered only with
the slightest of them. Their head-dresses are composed of the
feathers of the swan, the eagle, and other birds. They also use
the teeth, claws, and horns of different animals, wherewith to

ornament the head and neck.

Their hair, however worn,
is always besmeared with
grease. All the articles of

dress are made by the fe-

males, who bestow peculiar

pains on the decoration of

the men, whose faces are

also painted with more care
* than those of the woman.

The female dress is com-
posed of the same materials
as that of the men; but of

a different arrangement, and
make. Their shoes are com-
monly plain, and their leg-

gins gartered below the knee.
The vest falls down to the
middle of the leg, and is

fastened round the shoulders
with cords, a flap or cape
turning down about eight
inches before and behind,
and neatly ornamented with
quill-work and fringe; the
bottom is also fringed, and
fancifully painted as high as

the knee. As it is very loose

it is fastened round the waist
with a stiff belt, decorated
with tassels, and tied be-
hind. The arms are covered
to the wrist with detached
sleeves, which are sewed as

far as the bend of the arm
;

from thence they are drawn
up to the back, and the

corners of them fall down
behind as far as the waist.

The cap, when they wear one,

consists of leather or cloth,

which they contrast with their native white, blue, and brown
earths, with a frequent addition of charcoal.

“ Of all the natives,” says M‘Kenzie, “ which I have seen

on this continent, the Knisteneaux women are the most
comely; their figure is well proportioned, and the regularity

of their features would be acknowledged by the most civilised

Europeans. Their complexion, too, is less dark than that of

the less cleanly natives.”

The dress of the males is simple and commodious. It con-

sists of gloves, shoes, and tight leggins, reaching nearly to the

hip—a strip of cloth or leather, called assian, about afoot wide,

and five feet long, whose ends are drawn inwards, and hang
behind and before, over a belt which fastens it round the waist,

a close vest or shirt, reaching down to the former garment, and
cinctured with a broad strip of parchment, fastened with
thongs behind; and a cap for the head, consisting of a piece of

fur, or small skin, with the hairy tails suspended as an orna-

sewed at one end, by which means, it is kept on the head, and

hanging down the back, is fastened to the waist belt and is also

tied under the chin. They also have an upper robe like that of

the men. Their hair is divided on the crown, and tied behind, or

fastened in large knots under the ears. They are fond of

European articles; and, like other savages, wear bracelets, rings,

and other baubles. Sometimes they tattoo three perpendicular

lines—one from the centre of the chin to the centre of the

under lip, and one parallel on each side to the corner of the

mouth.
. ...

Chastity is not considered a virtue among them. 1 lurality

of wives is allowed, and so is an interchange of wives; but it

a wife commit an indiscretion without the consent ot the

husband, she is liable to severe punishment, such as the loss

of her hair, nose, or ornaments. When a young man marries

he resides with his wife’s parents, who, however, treat him

as a stranger, till the birth of his first child; he then attaches
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himself to them more than to his own parents, and the wife

always calls him by the title of father of her child. When a

man loses his wife, it is considered his duty to marry her

sister: or he may have several sisters together. They are,

generally, hospitable, generous, and mild, exceot when in-

flamed by spirituous liquors; and are indulgent and attentive

to their children.

The occupation of the men is war and hunting only. The
women make the nets; dress the skins; collect the wood;

erect the tents-; and perform all the domestic work; and

attend to the children. Hence their life is one of great toil;

and, from a consciousness of this, they sometimes destroy

their female children, and procure abortions
,
which they effect

by means of certain simples, and without risk of life to them-

selves.

Their funeral rites begin, like all their other ceremonials,

with smoking, and end with a feast. The body is dressed in

the best habiliments of the deceased, or of his relations; and
is deposited in a grave, lined with branches; some domestic

utensils are placed in it, and a canopy erected over it. Dur-

ing this ceremony great lamentations are made; and, if the

deceased be much respected, his relations cut off their hair,

and pierce the fleshy parts of their thighs and arms with

arrows, knives, &c.; and blacken their faces with charcoal.

In some instances the women used to sacrifice themselves to

the manes of their husbands. The whole of the property of

the deceased is destroyed; and when the relations give up
their garments they are willing to take any rags to cover their

nakedness. This imprudent custom tends to keep them in

poverty, and compels them often to resort to the bounty of

the Hudson’s Bay Company. At the funeral feast eulogies

are pronounced on the deceased; and on his tomb are carved
the symbols of his tribe, which are taken from the different

animals of the country; and also, if he had in any way distin-

guished himself, memorials of his own deeds.
Before they engage in war the chief summons the warriors

to a council, for which they prepare themselves by long medi-
tations and fasting. When they have assembled, the chief
formally explains the subject; and, if they agree to take up
arms, they smoke with him the sacred pipe; and this is con-
sidered a sufficient enrolment. Every one who attends the
meeting brings with him something as an offering to the
Spirit; and when the assembly dissolves, these offerings are
suspended from poles near the place of council.
They have, at stated seasons, such as the spring and autumn,

long and solemn ceremonies. On these occasions, dogs, as
the most useful of their domestic animals, are sacrificed; those
that are very fat and milk white are preferred. The scene of
these religious rites is an open and elevated space on the
banks of some lake or river, so that all persons passing by
may be attracted to the spot and make their offerings. But if

any one, a member of the tribe or a stranger, should be in
want of any article displayed as an offering, he may take it,

provided he replaced it with some other article, though of ever
such inferior value. But to take anything wantonly is gross
sacrilege.

There are also private feasts, attended with religious cere-
monies, given by individuals on many occasions, of which due
announcement is given. On this occasion the host’s lodge is
completely cleared out, and decked round with fresh boughs in
every part. Even a new hearth is made. The owner re-
maining in it alone, spreads out a well-dressed moose- skin,
neatly painted, (of late they sometimes use cloth,) on which he
lays out the contents of his medicine, or holy bag—consisting
of various articles; the principal of which is a sort of house-
hold god—a curiously carved image, about eight inches long.
This is first covered with down, over which a piece of . beech-
bark is closely tied, and the whole enveloped in folds of skins,
or cloth, red and blue. This figure is an object of the most
pious regard. The next article is the war- cap, which is
decorated with the plumes of scarce birds, and with beavers’
and eagles’ claws, &c., and to which is suspended a quill or
feather for every enemy which the owner has slain. Then
follow other articles—the pipe and tobacco; and roots and
simples esteemed for their medicinal properties. These articles

being exposed, and the stem of the pipe resting on two prongs,
as it must not touch the ground, he calls in the person whom
he means most to honour—and who sits down opposite him.
Then the bowl of the pipe is filled, and is fixed to the stem. A
pair of wooden pincers is provided, to place the fire in the
pipe; and a double-pointed pin to empty it of the remnant of
the tobacco not used. The remainder of the guests are then
summoned in

; and the most solemn awe pervades the whole.
The women are generally allowed to be spectators at a dis-

tance. The assistant lights the pipe, and presents it to the
host, or officiating person, who holds it between both his hands,
and standing. He then turns to the east, and draws a few
whiffs, which he blows to that point: he observes the same
ceremony towards the other quarters; his eyes being directed

upwards all the time. He then holds the stem about the mid
die, between the three first fingers of both hands, and raising

it on a level with his forehead, he swings it three limes round
beginning from the east, with the course of the sun

;
when,

after poising and pointing it in various directions, he replaces

it on the prongs. He next makes a speech to explain his object

in inviting them, and concludes with an acknowledgment ot

past favours, and a prayer for a continuance of them from the

Master of Life. He then sits doAvn
;
and the whole company

declare their approbation and thanks by loud and prolonged
sighs. After this the assistant takes up the pipe, and holds it

to the mouth of the host, who, after smoking three whiffs,

utters a short prayer, then hands it round (raking his course
from east to Avest) to each guest, who smokes, and mutters
something to him on the occasion. Thus the pipe is generally

smoked out; Avlien the host, after turning it time or four

times round his head, drops it doAvnwards, and replaces it on
the original props. After this he returns the company thanks
for their attendance, and wishes them all happiness.

These smoking rites precede every matter of great import-
ance

;
and sometimes they are politic. If a chief wishes to

sound the disposition of his people towards him, or wishes to

reconcile any differences between them, he invites them to see

his medicine (or holy) bag opened, and smoke the sacred stem
Avith him. As the ceremony of smoking with the sacred stem
dissipates all differences and can not be violated, no one who
entertains a grudge towards any of the party can smoke the
pipe with him. No one can avoid attending on these occasions

;

but a person may be excused from assisting at the ceremonies
by declaring that he lias not undergone the necessary purifica-

tion: for instance, cohabitation with his wife within twenty-
four hours before the ceremony, renders a man unclean, and
unfit to join in any part of the rite. All contracts solemnised
by this smoking ceremony are held inviolable.

When the chief proposes a feast, he sends quills, or small
pieces of wood, as tokens of invitation. Every guest brings a
dish and knife, and takes his place beside the chief, according
to age or rank. The pipe is then lighted, and the chief makes
an equal division of the viands. While the guests are eating,

the chief sings, and plays with the tambourin, or the rattle.

He who has first eaten his portion is held in estimation. If

any one cannot finish his share, he offers a reward—such as

ammunition or tobacco, to some friend to eat the remainder.
But before they commence these feasts they offer a small
quantity of the meat and drink, as a sacrifice, by throwing it

into the fire, or pouring it on the earth. Generally, the quan-
tity supplied to the guests must be eaten, however immense

;

but on some occasions they are allowed to take the surplus to

be eaten at home. Care is always taken that the bones be
burned, as it would be profanation if the dogs touched them.
At their public feasts they discuss various topics—repeat

the heroic deeds of their fathers, and encourage the rising

generation to follow their example ;
while the women sing and

dance around the tents, beating time to the music within.

They commence their divisions of time by the night
; and

compute the length of their journeys by the number of nights
passed in performing them. They also divide the year by the
succession of moons.
They know the medical virtues of many herbs, roots of

plants, and barks of trees. When a blister rises on the foot from
frost, or the chafing of the shoe, &c.. they open it with their
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flint lancet, and apply the heated blade of a knife to that part;

and as the best remedy for sprains, they apply the dung of an

animal just killed. However, much of their remedies and

surgical operations is supposed to derive effect from magic aud

incantations.—“ History of the Oregon Territory” by John Dunn.

1 •

FLORA MACDONALD.

( Concluded.')

Our heroine Flora had gone through all these adventures
with a quiet energy peculiar to her, but with little conception
that she was doing anything beyond what the common voice

of humanity called for, and what good people were doing
every day. Reaching borne, she said nothing to her mother,
or any one else, of what she had been about, probably
judging that the possession of such knowledge was in itself

dangerous. Meanwhile the boatmen, returning to Uist, were
there seized by the military, and obliged to give an account
of their late voyage. This was what Lady Kingsburgh
dreaded, and it seem3 to have been the only point in which
the prudence of our heroine had failed. Having obtained
an exact description of the dress of the tall female accom-
panying Miss Macdonald, a merciless emissary of the go-
vernment, styled Captain Ferguson, lost no time in sailing

for Sk\e, wh^re he arrived about a week affer the prince.
Inquiring at Mugstat, he learned that Miss Macdonald had
been there; but no tall female had been seen. He then fol-

lowed on Flora’s track to Kingsburgh, where he readily
learned that the tall female had been entertained for a night.
He asked Kingsburgh where Miss Macdonald and the person
who was with her in woman’s clothes had slept. The old
gentleman answered that he knew where Miss Flora had
lain, but as for the servants, he never asked any questions
about them. The officer nevertheless discovered that the
apparent servant had been placed in the best bed, which he
held as tolerably good proof of the real character of that
person, and he acted accordingly. Kingsburgh was sent
prisoner to Fort Augustus, and treated with great severity :

thence he was removed to Edinburgh Castle, where he suf-

fered a whole year’s confinement. Macleod of Talisker,
captain of a militia company, caused a message to be sent,

desiring the presence of Flora Macdonald. She consulted
with her friends, who recommended her not attending to it

;

but she herself determined to go. On her way she met her
stepfather returning home, and had not gone much farther,
when she was seized by an officer and a party of soldiers,

and hurried on board Captain Ferguson’s vessel. General
Campbell, who was on board, ordered that she should be well
treated; and finding her story had been blabbed by the boat-
men, she confessed all to that officer.

Sbe was soon after transferred from the ship commanded
by Ferguson to one commanded by Commodore Smith, a
humane person, capable of appreciating her noble conduct.
By the permission of General Campbell she was now allowed
to land at Armadale, and take leave of her mother : her
stepfather was by this time in hiding, from fear lest his
concern in the prince’s escape should bring him into trouble.
Flora, who had hitherto been without a change of clothes,
here obtained all she required, and engaged as her attendant
an honest good girl named Kate Macdowall, who could not
speak a word of any language but Gaelic. She then returned
on boTrd the vessel, and wa3 in time carried to the south.
It chanced that she here had for one of her fellow-prisoners
Captain O’Neal, who had engaged her to undertake the
charge of the prince. When she first met him on board, she
went playfully up, and slapping him gently on the cheek
with the palm of her hand, said, “To that black face do I
owe all my misfortune !” O’Neal told her that, instead of
being her misfortune, it was her brightest honour, and that
if she continued to act up to the character she had already
shown, not pretending to repent of what she had done, or to
be ashamed of it, it would yet redound greatly to her
advantage.

I

l

The vessel in which she was (the Bridgewater) arrived at
Leith in September, and remained there for about two months.

I

She was not allowed to land; but ladies and others of her
own way of thinking were freely permitted to visit her, and
she began to find that her deliverance of Prince Charles had
rendered her a famous person. Many presents of value were
given to her; but those which most pleased her wefe a Bible
and prayer-book, and the materials for sewing, as she had
had neither books nor work hitherto. Even the naval officers

in whose charge she was were much affected in her behalf.

Commodore Smith presented her with a handsome suit of
riding clothes, with plain mounting, and some fine linen for

riding shifts, as also some linen for shifts to her attendant
Kate, whose generosity in offering to accompany her when
no one else would, had excited general admiration. Captain
Knowler treated her with the deference due to her heroic
character, and allowed her to call for anything in the vessel

to treat her friends when they came on board, and even to

invite some of them to dine with her. On one occasion, when
L idy Mary Cochrane was on board, a breeze beginning to

blow, the lady requested leave to stay all night, which was
granted. This, she confessed, she chiefly was prompted to

do by a wish to have it to say that she had slept in the same
bed with Miss Flora Macdonald. At this time tne prince

was not yet. known to have escaped, though such was actually

the fact. One day a false rumour was brought to the vessel

that he had been at length taken prisoner. This greatly dis-

tressed Flora, v/hosaid to one of her friends with tears in her

eyes, “ Alas, I fear that now all is in vain that I have done!”

She could not be consoled till the falsity of the rumour was
ascertained. Her behaviour during the whole time the vessel

stayed in Leith Road was admired by all who saw her. The
episcopal minister of Leith, who was among her visiters,

wrote about her as follows:
—“ Some that went on board to

pay their respects to her, used to take a dance in the cabin,

and to press her much to sha*e with them in the diversion
;

but with all their importunity, they could not prevail with her

to take a trip. She told them that at present her dancing

days were done, and she would not readily entertain a thought

of that diversion till she should be assured of her prince’s

safety, and perhaps not till she should be blessed with the hap-

piness of seeing him again. Although she was easy and
cheerful, yet she had a certain mixture of gravity in all her

behaviour, which became her situation exceedingly well, and

set her off to great advantage. She is of a low stature, of a

fair complexion, and well enough shaped. One would not dis-

cern by her conversation that she had spent all her former days

in the Highlands; for she talks English (or rather Scots) easily,

and not at all through the Earse tone. She has a sweet voice,

aud sings well; and no lady, Edinburgh-bred, can acquit her-

self better at the tea-table than what she did when in Leith

Road. Her wise conduct in one of the most perplexing scenes

that can happen in life, her fortitude and good sense, are me-

morable instances of the strength of a female mind, even in

those years that are tender and inexperienced.”

The Bridgewater left Leith Road on the 7th of November,

and carried her straightway to London, where she was kept

in a not less honourable captivity in the house of a private

family till the passing of the act of indemnity in July, 1747,

when she was discharged without being asked a single ques-

tion. The ministers, we may well believe, had found that to

carry further the prosecution of a woman whose guilt con-

sisted only in the performance of one of the most generous

of actions, would not conduce to their popularity. Her story

had by this time excited not less interest in the metropolis

than it had done in Scotland. Being received after her

liberation into the house of the dowager Lady Primrose of

Dunnipace,she was there visited by crowds of the fashionable

world, who paid her such homage as would have turned the

heads of ninty nine of a hundred women of any age, country,

or condition. It is said that the street in which Lady Primrose

lived was sometimes completely filled with the carriages of

ladies and gentlemen visiting the person called the Pretender’s

Deliverer. On the mind of Flora these flatteries produced no

effect but that of surprise: she had only, she said, performed
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an act of common humanity, and she had never thought of it

in any other light till she found the world making so much
ado about it. It has been stated that a subscription to the

amount of 1,500/. was raised for her in London.
Soon after returning to her own country, she was married

(November 6, 1750) to Mr. Alexander Macdonald, son of the

worthy Kingsburgh, and who in time succeeded to that pro-

perty. Thus Flora became the lady of the mansion in which
the prince had been entertained; and there she bore a large

family of sons and daughters. As memorials of her singular

adventure, she preserved a half of the sheet in which the

prince had slept in that house, intending that it should be
her shroud

;
and also a portrait of Charles, which he had sent

to her after his safe arrival in France.
At her death, which took place March 5, 1790, when she

had attained the age of seventy, was actually buried in the
shroud which she had so strangely selected for that purpose
in her youth, and carried with her through so many adven-
tures and migrations. Her grave may be seen in the Kings-
burgh mausoleum, in the parish churchyard of Kilmuir.

ROBERT THE BRUCE.
(Concluded.

)

The seizures of the Castles of Linlithgow and Edinburgh
deserve particular mention, from their romantic character.

The Castle of Linlithgow was taken by the stratagem of a poor
peasant named William Binnock, who was in the way of con-

veying hay and other provender into the castle. Having
agreed to deliver a load of hay at a particular day, Binnock
placed eight men in his cart, covered them well over with hay,
and then walked by the side of the cart, a stout man going
before driving. When the cart was within the posts of the
gate, so that it could not be shut, Binnock gave the precon-
certed signal by crying out, “ Call all! call all!” and gave the
porter a blow which split his skull; while the man driving cut
the rope by which the oxen were yoked to the cart, so as to

leave it fixed in the gateway. The men then leaped out, and
the castle was taken.

Edinburgh Castle, which occupies the top of a lofty and
huge rock, precipitous on all sides but one, could not be
taken without encountering very serious risks of destruction.
Randolph engaged to gain possession of it by stratagem and
personal activity. Guided by a person named Frank, who
had once been in the garrison in the castle, and had become
acquainted with the nature of the precipice, Randolph, and
a party of thirty men, proceeded one dark night to scale the
black and jagged sides of the rock. Up they climbed, slowly
and painfully, with scathed knees and bleeding fingers, by a
zig-zag path, where a single false step would have caused
them to be dashed to atoms, or the scraping of their arms
against the rock would have discovered them to the watch
above. The darkness of the night, however, favoured them,
and at last they all reached a shelving part of the rock half-
way up, where they could rest for a little. While crouching
together here, they heard the sentries pacing above and chal-
lenging each other. Proceeding upward, they at length
reached the wall, to which they applied a ladder they had
contrived to bring along with them. Frank climbed up first,

then Sir Andrew Gray, then Randolph himself. Seeing these
three on the top of the wall, the others climbed after them.
The noise alarmed the sentries, who raised the cry of Trea-
son! treason!” Some of them fled

; some of them were so
terrified that they leaped over the wall ; the rest of the gar-
rison mustered and fought, but were soon overpowered,
leaving Randolph master of the castle.
These and similar exploits not only secured Bruce’s pos-

session of the country, but increased the number of his par-
tisans, by causing many powerful Scotch gentlemen, who had
hitherto taken the side of the English, to join him. In the
year 1313 only a few vestiges of English intrusion remained,
in the shape of an unreduced garrison here and there. Nor
had Bruce’s exertions been confined to Scotland itself. Imi-

tating the conduct of Wallace after the battle of Stirling, he
had made two several forays into the north of England, de-
vastating and spoiling the country

; and he had also seized
the Isle of Man. All this w hile Edward II. was engaged in

enjoying himself at his own court, or in quarrelling with his
nobles; sometimes resolving upon an expedition into Scot-
land, but never carrying it into effect. At last, after
repeated complaints from the people of Cumberland, whose
territor es Bruce had ravaged, and from the small party of
Scottish nobles who still adhered to the English interest,
Edward, on his return from a short visit to France in the
end of 1313, began to make preparations in earnest, and an
army greater than any that had ever followed his victorious
father was ordered to be raised.

When the appointed day for this decisive battle drew near
Edward entered Scotland by way of Berwick and the Lothians
at the head of an army of 100,000 men, 40,000 of whom were
cavalry. Bruce now caused his whole available forces to by
summoned to meet atTorwood, near Stirling, and when they
were all assembled at the place appointed, they numbered no
more than 30,000 fighting men, and about 15,000 camp fol-

lowers. To make up for the inferiority of his army in point
of numbers, Bruce chose his ground warily, on the face of a
hill which gently slopes towards the Forth, near Stirling.

What he feared most was the English cavalry. The locality
where, from the nature of the ground, cavalry would have
the greatest difficulty in acting, was a field called the New
Park, having the town of Stirling, with woods between, on
the left, and the small brook or burn of Bannock on the
right. Here, therefore, he resolved to draw up and wait the
approach of the English. Still more to improve the advantage
which his choice of the ground gave him, he caused pits two
or three feet deep to be dug in all those parts of the field to
which the English horse could have access. These pits were
covered neatly over with brushwood and turf, so that they
might not be perceived by the English cavalry till the feet of
the horses actually sunk down into them. Besides these,

pointed barbs of iron called calthrops were strewn over parts
of the field to lame the horses. Giving the command of the
centre to Douglas, and Walter, the Steward of Scotland, of
the right to his brother, Edward Bruce, and of the left of
Randolph, Bruce himself commanded a reserve composed of
picked men. During the battle, the band of camp followers,
boys, and baggage carriers, were to keep in the valley on the
other side of a rising ground, where they might be out of the
way. All these arrangements having been made, the Scotch
lay looking eagerly for the first appearance of armed men on
the horizon; and on the morning of Sunday the 23rd of June
the English army was seen approaching from the direction of
Falkirk, where they had slept the evening before. Whether
they should attack the Scotch immediately, or whether they
should wait till to-morrow, was the question in the English
army when they came to the field; and the latter alternative

was at length resolved on. In the meantime, however, 'it

would be a great advantage if they could throw a body of
men into Stirling Castle to succour the garrison. Randolph,
in command of the Scotch left, had received strict injunctions

to be on the -watch to frustrate any such attempt ; but the
attempt was nevertheless made; and had it not been for the
vigilance of Bruce himself, it would have succeeded. Eight
hundred horse under Sir Robert Clifford were stealing along
towards the castle, and had almost gained it, when Bruce
pointed them out to Randolph, saying rudely, “ There’s a rose
fallen from your chaplet, Randolph.” Off dashed Randolph
to repair his fault, and drive the English horse back. Seeing
him hard pressed, and likely to be beaten, Douglas wished
to go to his rescue. “ You shall not stir an inch,’’ said the
king; <c

let Randolph extricate himself as he may
;
I am not

going to alter my order of battle for him.” “ By my troth,

but with your leave, I must go,” said Douglas; “I cannot
stand by and see Randolph perish.” Bruce then giving his

assent, Douglas flew to assist his friend. Before he could
reach him however, Randolph had turned the day, and was
throwing the English into confusion; and Douglas seeing
this, cried out, “ Halt ! let Randolph have all the glory him'
self ;” and then stood to look on.
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This attempt to throw a party into Stirling Castle was made
by the advanced guard of the English ; but before the evening
of the 23rd, the whole army had come up and taken its posi-

tion. Bruce was riding along in front of his army on a small
Highland pony, with much good humour, marshalling the
men with a battle-axe in his hand. On his basinet he wore a
small crown, distinguishing him from his knights. When the
main body of the English came up, seeing the Scottish king
riding along in this manner, and thinking to signalise himself
by killing him, an English knight, Sir Harry de Bohun, armed
at all points, set spurs to his horse, and with his spear couched,
galloped against him. Bruce perceiving him approach, in-

stead of withdrawing among his own men, prepared for the
encounter

;
and reining in his pony, so as to cause the knight

to miss him when he cam§ on, he stood up in the stirrups, and
dealt such a blow with his battle-axe, that the skull, down
almost to the neck, was cleft through the helmet. This feat
being seen by both armies, encouraged the one as much as it

dispirited the other. Bruce, when reproached by his lords for
exposing himself so unnecessarily, did nothing but grumble
that he had broken the shaft of his battle-axe.

It was a sleepless night on both sides. The Scotch, as being
the weaker, spent it in prayers and devotion

;
the English, as

being the stronger, in rioting and carousing. In the gray of
the morning the two armies stood looking at each other. The
Abbot of Inchaffray, after celebrating mass, walked along
barefoot, holding a crucifix, in front of the Scotch, who all

knelt. Seeing this, the English cried out, “ They ask mercy/’
“ Yes,” said Sir Ingram de Umfraville, a Scottish knight in
the English army, “ but it is from Heaven.” The same
knight advised the king to feign a retreat, so as to draw the
Scotch out of their well-chosen position

;
but his advice was

not taken. The signal was given, and the English van moved
on to the attack.

t

Immoveably firm, the Lion standard floating proudly on a
rising ground, fixed in a large earthfast stone, which Scotch-
men now go many miles to see, the Scottish battalions waited
the onset. Edward Bruce’s wing was the first attacked

;
but

in a short time all the three bodies were engaged, and there
were three battles going on together. Seeing his men severely
galled by the English archers, Bruce detached a body of five
hundred cavalry under Sir Robert Keith to ride in among
these and disperse them, while he himself plunged into the
fight with his reserve. The battle was now a hand to hand
fight of 100,000 and 30,000 men. Fortune turned in favour
of the weaker party. The English having got into a state of
confusion in the contest, they were seized with a panic fear,
and their confusion was turned into a flight. It appears that
the motley group of Scottish baggage carriers and camp fol-
lowers, placed for safety behind the brow of the hill, became
anxious to learn the fate of the battle, and crawled to the top
of the eminence, whence they could look down on the field
beneath. The moment they saw that their countrymen were
gaining the day, they set up a prolonged shout, and waved
their cloaks, which giving an impression to the English
that there was a new army coming to the attack, they
turned their backs and fled. Many crowded to the rocks near
Stirling, and many were drowned in the Forth. Edward, led
off the field by the Earl of Pembroke, fled in the direction of
Linlithgow

;
but being pursued by Douglas and sixty horse-

men, he did not rest till he arrived at Dunbar, a distance of
sixty miles from the field of battle, and there he took shipping
for England.

1 F *

Such was the famous battle of Bannockburn, fought on the
24th of June 1314. While the fame of the victory humbled
the priue and arrogance of the English, and more particularly
of Edward and his immediate advisers, it raised the Scotch
from the depths of despair.. It procured them not only glory,
arms, and all the apparatus of war, but the release of many
prisoners, and vast sums as ransom for captives taken in the bat-
tle. Stirling, according to agreement, was delivered up, and
a few other places of strength were secured. The victory, in
short, placed Scotland once more in the hands of the Scotch,
and relieved the country from the military who, for such a
.ength of time, had occupied and tyrannised over it. Bruce
was now at liberty to recognise the ancient institutions of the

country, to consolidate the peace which had been achieved*
and, with the assistance of his parliament, to appoint a suc-
cessor to the crown. /

From this period the Scottish king devoted himself to the
consolidation of his power, and the tranquillising of his long
distracted country. Yet, amidst these cares, it appears that he
considered it a measure of safe policy to carry war into Eng-
land, for the purpose of weakening and annoying an enemy
which he expected would return to vex the country. Perhaps
in carrying this project into effect, he was desirous of taking
advantage of the internal disorders of the neighbouring king-
'dom. In that country there had been treason, civil war, and
famine. Edward II. was barbarously murdered by Mortimer,
and Edward III., a youth, ascended the throne (1327). Being
in a feeble state of health, and unable to mount his war-horse,
Bruce intrusted the expedition against the English to the two
most eminent men of their day, the good Lord James Douglas,
and Thomas Randolph, Earl of Moray. These commanders
accordingly proceeded with 20,000 men into Northumberland
and Durham, burning and slaying, and everywhere laying the
unfortunate border country waste. Accustomed to endure fa-

tigue, to live sparingly, and to move rapidly in their marches,
the Scotch on this occasion proved more than a match for the
heavy cavalry and less hardy infantry of England. Edward
tried to bring the two forces into collision; but in vain. The
Scotch avoided a regular battle, and only retired after having
kept the English king and his army tramping backwards and
forwards for weeks through morasses and across mountains,
in a manner most amusing to the Scottish leaders.

Having thus settled the affairs of this kingdom, and, as he
thought, effected a peace with his neighbours, Robert the Bruce
retired to Cardross, a pleasant residence on the north bank of

the Clyde, there to die in tranquillity; for he was now broken
by age, toil, and disease. The last moments of the pious
monarch are affectingly described by Froissart:—

“ When King Robert of Scotland felt that his end drew near,

he sent for those barons and lords of liis realm in whose loyalty

he had the greatest confidence, and affectionately enjoined them,
on their fealty, that they should faithfully keep his kingdom
for David, his son, promising to obey him, and place the crown
upon his head when he attained the full age: after which, he
beckoned that brave and gentle knight, Sir James Douglas, to

come near, and thus addressed him in presence of the rest of his

courtiers:—‘Sir James, my dear friend, few know better than
yourself the great toil and suffering which, in my day, I have
undergone for the maintenance of the rights of this kingdom;
and when all went hardest against me, I made a vow, which it

now deeply grieves me not to have accomplished: I then vowed
to God that, if it were his sovereign pleasure to permit me to see

an end ofmy wars, and to establish me in peace anti security in

the government of this realm, I would then proceed to the Holy
Land, and carry on war against the enemies of my Lord and
Saviour, to the best and utmost of my power. Never hath my
heart ceased to bend earnestly to this purpose ;

but it hath pleased

our Lord to deny me my wishes, for I have had my hands full in

my days, and, at the last, you see me taken with this grievous

sickness, so that I have nothing to do but to die. Since, there-

fore, this poor frail body cannot go thither and accomplish that

which my heart hath so much desired, I have resolved to send

my heart there, in place of my body, t8 fulfil my vow
;
and

because, in my whole kingdom, I know not any knight more
hardy than yourself, or more thoroughly furnished with alJ

those knightly qualities requisite for the accomplishment of

this vow, it is my earnest request to thee, my beloved and tried

friend, that, for the love you bear me, you will, instead of my-
self, undertake this voyage, and acquit my soul of its debt to

my Saviour; for, believe me, I hold this opinion of your truth

and nobleness, that whatever you once undertake, you will not

rest till you successfully accomplish; and thus shall I die in

peace, if you will do all that I shall enjoin you. It is my desire,

then, that as soon as I am dead, you take the heart out of my
body, and cause it to be embalmed, and spare not to take as much
of my treasure as appears sufficient to defray the expenses of

your journey, both for yourself and your companions; and that

you carry my heart along with you, and deposit it in the holy

sepulchre of our Lord, since this poor body cannot go thither.
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And I do moreover command, that in the course of your

journey you keep up that royal state and maintenance,

both for yourself and your companions, that into what-

ever lands or cities you may come, all may know
you have in charge to bear beyond seas the heart of King
Robert of Scotland.’ At these words all who stood by began

to weep; and when Sir James himself was able to reply, he

said, ‘ Ah! most gentle and noble king, a thousand times do

I thank you for the great honour you have done me in per-

mitting me to be the keeper and bearer of so great and

precious a treasure. Most willingly, and, to the best of my
power, most faithfully shall I obey your commands, although

I do truly think myself little worthy to achieve so high an

enterprise.’ ‘My dear friend,’ said the king, ‘I heartily

thank you, provided you promise to do my bidding on the

word of a true and loyal knight.’ ‘ Undoubtedly, my liege, I

do promise so,’ replied Douglas, ‘by the faith which I owe to

God, and to the order to which I belong.’ ‘Now, praise be

to God,’ said the king, * I shall die in peace, since I am as-

sured that the best and most valiant knight in my kingdom
hath promised to achieve for me that which I myself never
could accomplish:’ and not long after, this noble monarch
departed this life.” He died July 9, 1329, in the fifty-seventh

year of his age. His dying injunctions were so far complied
with. Douglas set out on this solemn expedition with the

heart of the deceased sovereign in a silver casket; but, being
killed in Spain fighting with the Moors, the caskef never
reached its destination, and was brought back to Scotland
and buried at Melrose. The body of the royal Bruce, after

being embalmed, was buried in the Abbey Church of Dun-
fermline.

RUSSIAN RESTITUTION.

An English woman, who held an appointment in the Winter
Palace, and whose daughter was educated at Zarskoje-Sselo,

delivered to a poor Isdawoi five hundred rubles, which he was
to carry to the latter. Next day the man came back to his

constituent, kissed her hands, and said, “Forgive me, I am in

fault; I have lost your money, I know not how, and have
searched everywhere, but cannot find. Do with me what you
think proper.” The lady, who had no wish to ruin the poor
fellow, put up with the loss, said nothing about the matter, and
some time afterwards entirely lost sight of the man, on his

removal to another part of the palace. At length, six years
after the occurrence just related, he went to her one day with
joyous countenance, and in the mostcheerfnl mood, and counted
out upon the table the five hundred rubles which he had lost

by his carelessness. On her inquiring how he had raised such
a sum, he told her that he had denied himself every indulgence,
and saved so much of his monthly wages till he had at last

scraped together three hundred rubles. As he had lately ob-
tained a better situation and higher wages, he had found him-
self in a condition to marry. Ilis wife had brought him one
hundred rubles, and other little valuables. He had persuaded
her to give up these articles and dispose of them by lottery
among his comrades,and the produce of this had completed the
sum, which he now repaid as a debt that had weighed heavily
upon his mind for six years. As the honest fellow was not to
he persuaded to take back his money, the English lady, whose
head and heart Avere likewise in the right place, put the little

capital out to interest as a gift to the first offspring of the
marriage, thus grounding the good luck of the child on the
honesty of the parent. Such instances of integrity, adds the
same author, are by no means rare among the Russians. Truly,
honesty is the best policy.

—

Kohl's Russia.

STARTLING NOVELTY.
Anything- by way of Change.—The Olympic bills recently

announced a performance for the benefit of the Lessee.

A TRUE GHOST TALE.

Dr. Fowler, Bishop of Gloucester, in the early part of the
eighteenth century, was a believer in apparitions. The follow-
ing conversation of the bishop with Judge Powell is recorded:

“ Since I saw you,” said the lawyer, “I have had ocular de-
monstration of the existence of nocturnal apparitions.”
“I am glad you are become a convert to truth; but do you

say ocular demonstration? Let me know the particulars of
the story.”

“ My lord, I will. It was—let me see—last Thursday night,
between the hours of eleven and twelve, but nearer the latter
than the former, as I lay sleeping in my bed, I was suddenly
awakened by an uncommon noise, and heard something coming
up-stairs, and stalking directly towards my room. The door
flying open, I drew back my curtain, and saw a faint glimmer-
ing light enter my chamber.’’

" *
“ Of a blue colour, no doubt.”
“ The light was of a pale blue, my lord, and followed by a

tall meagre personage, his locks hoary with age, and clothed in
a long loose gown

; a leathern girdle was about his loins, his
beard thick and grizzly, a large fur cap was on his head, and
a long staff in his hand. Struck with astonishment, I remained
for some time motionless and silent: the figure advanced, star-
ing me full in the face. I then said, ‘ Whence, and what art
thou?’ ”

“What was the answer, tell me, what was the answer?”
“The following was the answer I, received:

—

‘I am watch-
man of the night, an’t please your honour, and made bold to
come up stairs to inform the family of their street-door being
open, and that if it was not soon shut they would probably be
robbed before morning.’ ”

—

Sharp's London Magazine.

%

ELEPIIANT-HUNTING.
A DILEMMA.

Major Rogers had just had capital sport with a herd of

elephants: his four guns had all been discharged, when an
elephant made a charge at him from the skirts of the jungle;

there wasno help for it except to run
; and for four hundred

yards the major kept just ahead, fet ling at every step the

animal’s trunk trying to insinuate itself round his loins. A
turn round a tree gave him a momentary advantage, which he
made the most of, by springing up into the branches

;
(he was

nimble as a cat, and strong as a lion ;) one foot higher, and he
would have been out of the elephant’s reach, but before he had
time to draw up his legs the elephant had go him firmly clenched

in the coils of his proboscis: still Rogers pulled against him,
thinking it better to havs his leg wrenched from the socket

than to fall back bodily into the animal s power. The struggle,

however, did not last long; for, to the delight of the pursued,

and the chagrin of the pursuer, the Wellington-boot which the

former wore slipped off, extricated the leg, and saved the life

of poor Rogers. The dilemma, however, did not end here
;

for the elephant, finding himself balked of his prey, after des-

troying the boot, took up his quarters beneath the branches,

and kept his anticipated victim in the tree for twenty-four

hours
;
when the tappal

, or country postman, happening to

pass by, Rogers gave him notice of his position, and on this

being intimated to the nearest village, the elephstht was fright-

ened awav by tom-toms and yelling. Had this occurred in a

deserted part of the jungle, poor Rogers would indubitably

have been starved to death in the tree.—Sporting Magazine.

POISONED ARROWS.
The poison for arrows differs almost with every tribe, and

very mysterious ceremonies are observed at its preparation.

On this account the art of preparing it, and the ingredients

employed, are only very partially known to Europeans. Their

elements are obtained from several plants not yet defined

botanically, among which the Apihuasca and poison capiscum

are much resorted to. Infusions of the leaves of a very strong
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kind of tobacco, and of the Saiano (Taberncemontana Sanano,

R. P.), and of Euphorbiaceae, are also taken. Some modern
travellers, contrary to the testimony of the oldest writers on

Peru, have asserted that no animal substance is employed in

the poison for arrows. I am, however, enabled to state, on the

authority of an Indian who had himself often made the poison,

that not only the black and very poisonous emmet (Crypta-

‘Dsrto iieato affin), but also the teeth of the formidable serpent,

known to the Indians by the name of Miuamaru or Jergon

(Lachesis picta. Tsch.,) are used for that purpose. The wound
of the poisoned arrow is fatal and rapid. Men and large mam-
malia die in about four or five minutes after receiving the

wound
;
the smaller mammiferous animals and birds, in two

minutes. The blow-reed sends these deadly arrows with great

certainty to the distance of thirty- two to thirty-six paces.

Hunting with the blow-reed must be long practised in order to

acquire dexterity in its use, and great caution is requisite to

avoid being self-wounded by the small sharp arrows. An
example came to my knowledge in the case of an Indian who
let an arrow fall unobserved from his quiver ;

he trod upon it,

and it penetrated the sole of bib foot
;
in a very short time he

was a corpse.— Travels in Peru.

EARL ST. VINCENT’S LOVE OE ENERGY.

He was fretful if he saw anything done in a careless or

slovenly manner, whether at his table/ or on service ; and if he
could not reclaim a young man in these particulars, he gave
him up. He could not endure to hear of the word “ trouble

there ought, he said, to be no such word in the naval diction-

ary. When any one said they could not do a thing they were
desired to do, he used to tell them to “ rub out 1 can’t ’ and put
in ‘ try.’” He would.forgive an officer for springing a top-

mast in carrying sail ;
but never overlooked splitting a topsail

in handing or reefing it, because he said such accidents were
the effect either of ignorance or carelessness.

—

Brenton.

A BRAVE MAN IN A FIX.

Vice-admiral Sir Alan, afterwards Lord Gardner, a man
of undaunted bravery but of remarkably sensitive and retiring

temperament, being at that time member for Plymouth, was,
according to custom, to receive, through the speaker, the honour
of the thanks of the house, in his place in parliament. On the
appointed day, before the commencement of business, he en-
tered the speaker’s private room in great agitation, and ex-
pressed his apprehensions that he should fail in properly
acknowledging the honour which he was about to receive. “ I

have often been at the cannon’s mouth,” said he, “ but hang
me if I ever felt as I do now ! I have not slept these three
nights. Look at my tongue.” The speaker rang for a bottle

of Madeira, and Sir Alan took a glass. After a short pause he
took a second

;
and then said he felt somewhat better

;
but

when the moment of trial arrived, and one of the bravest of a
gallant profession, whom no personal danger could appal, rose
to reply to the speaker, he could scarcely articulate. He was
encouraged by enthusiastic cheers from all parts of the house

;

but after stamiqering out, with more than the usual amount of
truth, “ that he was overpowered by the honour that had been
conferred upon him,” and vainly attempting to add a few more
words, he relinquished the idea as hopeless, and abruptly re-
sumed his seat amidst a renewed burst of cheers.

—

Life of
Viscount Sidmouth.

A CONDOR.
The Indians quote numerous instances of young children

having been attacked by condors. That those birds are some-
times extremely fierce is very certain. The following occur-
rence came’ within my own knowledge whilst I was in Lima.

I had a condor, which, when he first came into my possession,
was very young. To prevent his escape, as soon as he was
able to fly, he was fastened by the leg to a chain, to which was
attached a piece of iron about six pounds weight. He had a
large court to range in, and he dragged the piece of iron
about with him all day. When he was a year and a half old
he flew away, with the chain and iron attached to his leg, and
perched on the spire on the Church of Santo Tomas, whence he
was scared away by the carrion hawks. On alighting in the
street, a negro attempted to catch him for the purpose of
bringing him home

;
upon which he seized the poor creature

by the ear and tore it completely off. He then attacked a
child in the street (a negro boy of three years old), threw him
on the ground, and knocked him on the head so severely with
his beak that the child died in consequence of the injuries. I
hoped to have brought this bird alive to Europe

; but after
being at sea two months on our homeward voyage, he died on
board the ship in the latitude of Monte Video.— Tschudi’s
Travels.

KING CHARLES THE FIRST’S GIANT AND DWARF
A.D. 1664.

On a stone over Bull’s Head Court, in Newgate Street, is a
crude representation of these curiosities, William Evans, the
gigantic porter, and Jeffery Hudson, his fellow servant. The
latter was at about seven or eight years of age served up in a
cold pie at Burleigh House, the seat of the Duke of Bucking-
ham; and when the pie was opened, and Hudson made his ap-
pearance, he was presented by the duchess to the queen, who
retained him in her service. At this time he did not exceed in
height eighteen inches, and he never exceeded three feet some
inches in his stature. At one time the giant porter, Evans, had
him in his pocket: and at a masque he took him out, to the no
small surprise of the company. In the civil wars Hudson
was made a captain in the royal army; in the year 1664, he
went to France with the queen, and fought a duel with one
Croft, who so despised himy a“s to meet him with a squirt;
afterwards, however, a real duel was decided upon, and Croft
shot dead in the first fire: they met on horseback with pistols.

The dwarf returned to England at the Restoration, and was
afterwards suspected of some concern in the Popish Plot; and
imprisoned in the Gatehouse, Westminster, where he died in
his sixty-first year. In Ashmole’s Museum, Oxford, are pre-
served his waistcoat, breeches, stockings, &c.

“IS THIS WAR?”
“ Monterey, Oct. 7, 1346.—While I was stationed with our

left wing in one of the forts, on the evening of the 21st, I saw
a Mexican woman busily engaged in carrying bread and water
to the wounded men of both armies. I saw this ministering
angel raise the head of a wounded man, give him water and
food, and then carefully bind up his wound with a handkerchief
she took from her own head. After having exhausted her sup-
plies, she went back to her own house to get more bread and
water for others. As she was returning on her mission of
mercy, to comfort other wounded persons, I heard the report of
a gun, and saw the poor innocent creature fall dead ! I think
it was an accidental shot that struck her. I would not be wil-
ling to believe otherwise. It made me sick at heart, and turning
from the scene, I involuntarily raised my eyes toward heaven,
and thought Great God! is this war ?' Passing the spot next
day. I saw her body still lying there with the bread by her side,

and the broken gourd with a few drops of water still in it

—

emblems of her errand. We buried her, and while we were
digging her grave, cannon balls flew around us like hail.”—
Correspondent Louisville Courant.
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RECRUITING IN GLASGOW.
A FEMALE RECRUIT.

The East India Company’s Recruiting-sergeant, stationed

here, was applied to by a splendid-looking young fellow to be

admitted as a recruit. Congratulating himself on his good

luck, the sergeant led the way to the rendezvous, where the

recruit was found to be 5 feet 5| inches in height. The chest

and legs were examined as usual, though the worthy sergeant

considered this proceeding quite unnecessary in this instance,

and performed this part of his duty very cursorily. A bye-

stander’s eyes were, however, sharper than the deluded

sergeant’s, for he saw, while the chest was being looked at,

that the would-be recruit was a female ! To avoid a closer

examination, she at once confessed her sex, while the dis-

appointed sergeant stood by in gaping astonishment. She
said her name was AnneM‘Lean, eighteen years of age ; was
a native of Ireland, though of Scotch parents, who were poor,

and that after their death had found it difficult to obtain a

livelihood. Being stout and hardy, thought she might pass

for a boy ;
came to Cork, engaged as a sailor, and went two

voyages to the West Indies. On her return in November last,

got employment for three weeks in a factory in Glasgow, but
did not like the confinement. Subsequently was employed about
the Broomielaw as a coal porter, and also at Pollockshaws in

field labour. Having a brother in the East India Company’s
Service, thought she would go there also, and was rnuph dis-

appointed when discovered. She has cousins in Glasgow,
and generally passed herself off as her younger brother, and
was never even suspected before. She has altogether a
manly look ; and dressed out in corduroy jacket, moleskin
trousers, blue bonnet, striped shirt, and hob nailed shoes, the
masculine gender could not be doubted. To avoid suspicion

she smokes, and can take her glass of whisky or porter like

her would-be fellows. Her voice is rather shrill, and is the
only weak point in her assumed character. She left the
soldiery, saying she would endeavour to get work on the rail-

ways as a “ Navie !” This true tale serves to confirm the
old adage “ that truth is sometimes stranger than fiction.”

—

Gazette.

A TURKISH NOSTRUM.
A correspondent of the Daily News in describing a visit

paid to the abode of Abdul-Jelil, the representative of a
family which formerly governed Mosul, relates the last nos-
trum resorted to in the chief’s mortal sickness “ Ilis wives
stripped themselves of their finest jewels, and pounded them
in mortars, and a portion compounded of rubies, pearls, and
emeralds, was commended to the lips of the dying man by his
afflicted harem.” [In the reign of Queen Elizabeth, a belief
in the remedial efficacy, in many bodily ailments, ofjewels and
the precious metals was common enough in England.]

SUPREMACY OF THE HUMAN ANIMAL.
The fear which all wild animals in America have of man is

very singularly seen in the Pampas. I often rode towards the
ostriches and gamas crouching under the opposite side of my
horse’s neck; but I always found that, although they would
allow any loose horse to approach them, they, even when
young, ran from me, though little of my figure was visible;
and when one saw them enjoy themselves in such full liberty,
it was, at first, not pleasing to observe, that one’s appearance
was everywhere a signal to them that they should fly from
their enemy. Yet it is by this fear that man hath dominion
over the beasts of the field; and there is no animal in South
America that does not acknowledge this instinctive feeling.
As a singular proof of the above, and of the difference be-
tween the wild beasts of America and of the Old World, I will
venture to relate a circumstance which a man sincerely assured
me had happened to him in South America. He was trying

I to shoot some wild ducks, and in order to approach them un
perceived he put the corner of his poncho (which is a sort of
long, narrow blanket) over his head, and crawling along the
ground upon his hands and knees, the poncho not only covered
his body, but trailed along the ground behind him. As he
was thus creeping by a large bush of reeds, he heard a loud,
sudden noise, between a bark and a roar; he felt something
heavy strike his feet; and, instantly jumping up, he saw, to
his astonishment, a large lion actually standing on his poncho

;

and perhaps the animal was equally astonished to find himself
in the immediate presence of so athletic a man. The man told
me he was unwilling to fire, as his gun was loaded with very
small shot, and he, therefore, remained motionless, the lion
standing on his poncho for many seconds. At last the crea-
ture turned his head, and, walking very slowly away about ten
yards, he stopped and turned again. The man still maintained
his ground, upon which the lion tacitly acknowledged liis

supremacy and walked off.—Sir Francis Head's Journey Across
the Pampas.

VICTORIA’S GREAT GRANDFATHER.
In the meantime, the great source erf all opposition, the dread

of the successful, the hope of the defeated, the thorn in the

royal side, or, to take a higher emblem, the tree of promise to

all that contemptible race who trade in conscience, and live

on faction—disappeared in a moment. The heir-apparent died!

The Prince of Wales had suffered from a pleurisy, but was so

much recovered as to attend the king to the house of lords

After being much heated in the atmosphere of the house, he
returned to Carlton House to unrobe, put on only a light frock,

went to Kew, where he walked some time, returned to Carlton

House, and lay down upon a couch for three hours on a ground
floor next the garden. The consequence of this rashness or

obstinacy was, that he caught a fresh cold, and relapsed that

night. After struggling with this illness for a week, he was
suddenly seized witii an increase of his distemper. Three years

before he had received a blow on the breast from a tennis ball,

from which, or from a subsequent fall, lie often felt great pain.

Exhausted by the cough, he cried—“ Je sens la mort,” he died

in the arms of his valet. The character of this prince, who
was chiefly memorable as the father of George III. had in it

nothing to eclipse the past age, conciliate the present, or attract

honour from the future. Walpole, in his keen way, says, “ that

he resembled the Black Prince in nothing, but in (lying before

his father.” “Indeed,” he contemptuously adds, “ it was not

his fault if lie had not distinguished himself by warlike achieve-

ments.” He had solicited the command of the army in Scot-

land in the rebellion of 1745, which was of course given to his

brother ;
“ a hard judgment,” says Walpole, “for what he could

do, he did.” When the royal army la^ before Carlisle, the

prince, at a great supper which he gave has court and favour-

ites, had ordered for the dessert, a model of the citadel of Car-

lisle, in paste, which he in person, and the maids of honour,

bombarded with sugar plums. The prince had disagreed with

the king* and queen early after coming to England, “ not en-

tirely,” says Walpole, “ by his own fault. The king had

refused to pay his debts in Hanover, and it ran a little in the

blood of the family to hate the eldest son.” The queen exerted

more authority than he liked, and “the princess Emily, who
had been admitted into his greatest confidence, had not,” the

historian bitterly observes, “ forfeited her duty to the queen,

by concealing any of his secrets that might do him prejudice.”

Gaming was one of his passions
;
“ but his style of play did

him less honour than even the amusement.” He carried this

dexterity into practice in more essential points, and was vain

of it. One day at Kensington that he had. just borrowed 5,000/.

of Doddington, seeing him pass under his window, he said to

Hedges, his secretary, “ that man is reckoned one of the most

sensible men in England
;
yet, with all his parts, I have just

tricked him out of 5,000/. !” A line from Earl Stanhope sum-

med up his character,—“ He has his father’s head and his

mother’s heart.”

—

Blackwood's Magazine.
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LAMENTABLE DEATH OF THE DUKE OF
ORLEANS, PRINCE ROYAL OF FRANCE.

In the month of July, 1842, a most melancholy event oc-

curred which plunged the Royal Family of France into the

deepest affliction. This was the sudden death of the heir to

the throne, the Duke of Orleans, who was accidentally killed

by a fail from his carriage. The event is thus narrated by
the Gazette of France.

“ This day (July 13th) at half-past twelve, the Duke of

Orleans, who was to have set out in the course of the day for

Plombieres, where the duchess is at present, was returning
from Neuilly after having taken leave of his family, when at

a little distance from the Port Maillot the horses of his car-

riage dragging it with them ran off, in spite of the efforts of

the groom, threatening to overturn it into the lower side of

the road. The duke, to escape the danger, threw himself out
of the carriage, but so unfortunately that his spurs (some say
his sword) got entangled in his travelling cloak. This occa-

sioned a fall, by which the prince received some contusions on
the temple and the wrist. A congestion of the brain was
produced by the shock. He remained senseless on the road,

and was taken up and carried into the nearest house occupied
by a grocer, whither assistance speedily arrived from the
Tuileries. lie was bled almost immediately, but never re-

covered consciousness. Dr. Baumy, who was there, went
into the house, and assisted Dr. Pasquier, the Prince’s phy-
sician, who arrived from Paris.
“ LouisPhilippe—Madame Adelaide, and the Duke d’Aumale

arrived from Neuilly and Courbevoie almost immediately.
An ecclesiastic of St. Philip du Roule, and the cure of Neuilly
were sent for. They would only administer extreme unction.
The prince died at three o’clock, in the house, into which he
had been carried No. 4, Chemen de la Revolte. His body was
carried to the Chateau of Neuilly, and deposited in the chapel.
“ All the ministers immediately repaired to Neuilly, and

also Marshal Gerard and General Pagol. A council of
ministers was held.

<( The Duke d’Aumale, who was at Courbevoie, having
received intelligence of the accident which had happened to his
brother, wished to come to him in a hired carriage; but on the
carriage having broken down, the young prince proceeded on
foot to reach his dead or dying brother.

“ The prince was setting out for Nancy, from whence he was
to go to Plombieres, where the duchess is at present. He had
expressed great joy at his journey, and great preparations were
made in several towns. He was to have taken the command
of a camp of 40,000 men. Who can reckon on to-morrow?”
The Moniteur Parisien describes the manner in which the

body was borne to the chapel:

—

“ The body of the Duke of Orleans was placed on a litter and
carried by soldiers to the chapel of the Chateau of Neuilly. The
king, the queen, Madame Adelaide, and the Duke d’Aumale, fol-
lowed on foot the melancholy train

,
which was escorted by a bat-

talion of the 17th light regiment. The soldiers had tears in their
eyes. Behind the litter, mingled with the members of the
royal family, walked the ministers, officers of all ranks, and
citizens of every class who had gathered on the first news of
the catastrophe. Some ecclesiastics who had also followed the
procession, recited prayers beside the royal deceased.”
The remains of the lamented prince were removed from

the chapel at Neuilly, to their final resting place in the Ca-
thedral of Notre Dame, on the 30th of July. The mournful
pageant was very imposing.
The procession began its march from the Pont de Neuilly;

and was headed by the Gendarmerie of the Seine, followed
by numerous bodies of troops. Six mourning coaches pre-
ceded the car which contained the heart of the prince, on
each side of which rode an officer. After it, came the Arch-
bishop of Paris and his clergy

;
and then followed the funeral

car containing the body. The cords of the pall were held by
Marshals Soult, Moletor, Gerard, and Vallee, and by the
Chancellor of France and Minister of Justice. The insignia
of the prince’s orders were borne on cushions by three of his
aides-de-camp. Next came the ministers of state—the Mar-
shals of France, and the Deputations of the Chambers of

Peers and' Deputies,* the aides-de-camp and orderly officers

of the king and princes, the Secretaire de Commandemens,
and other officers of the household of the prince. The duke’s
charger and his carriage closed. The princes, and Marshals,
and admirals, were in two mourning coaches; ten more con-
tained the household officers of the king and princes. Several
bodies of troops terminated the long line. After passing
through the Arc de Triomphe, the cavalcade passed along the
Champs Elysees, the Place de la Concorde, the Quays of
the Tuileries, of the Louvre, of L’Ecole, the Place du Cha-
telet, the Point Notre Dame, the Quay Napoleon, and the
Rue Arcole, to the opening in front of Notre Dame.
On the arrival of the procession before Notre Dame at

three o’clock, a salute of twenty-one guns was fired, by the
battery of artillery stationed at the back of the cathedral.
The body was placed on the superb catafalque erected in the
church. Vespers for the dead were then performed j and the
princes returned to Neuilly, where the king remained with
the rest of his family.

The sudden death of the Duke of Orleans gave rise to a
controversy, which was for some time keenly debated in
France. This was the question of the4egency, in case of the
demise of Louis Philippe during the minority of the young
heir apparent; an event which in all human probability
would occur. The choice of a regent to govern France during
such minority seemed to lie between the Duchess of Orleans,
the widowed mother of the Comte de Paris, and the Duke
de Nemours, his uncle.

In consequence of the death of the heir apparent of the
throne an extraordinary session of the French Chambers was
convoked in July; and on the 26th of that month, the king,

accompanied by his four sons, the Duke de Nemours, the
Prince de Joinville, the Duke d’Aumale, and the Duke de
Montpensier, opened them in person. At that time the body
of his eldest son, who had perished by so melancholy a death,

lay unburied; and an unusual interest attended this meeting
between the bereaved father and the representatives of his

people.

The king entered the chamber amidst the deafening shouts

of " Vive le Roi.” He burst into tears and sunk down into

the chair provided for him, and for sometime was unable
to proceed. At length, however, he read the following

speech.
“ Gentlemen, Peers, and Deputies,—Under the grief which

oppresses me, deprived of that dearly beloved son, whom I

considered destined to replace me on the throne and who was
the glory and support of my old age, I have deemed it impe-
rative to hasten the moment of your assembling around me.
We have together a great duty to fulfil. When it shall please God
to call me to himself, it is necessary that France and the con-

stitutional monarchy be secured against being for a moment
exposed to any interruption of the royal authority. You will,

therefore, have to deliberate upon the measures requisite for

preventing, during the minority of my beloved grandson, this

immense danger.
« The calamity that has befallen me, does not render me un-

grateful to Divine Providence, which still preserves to me my
children worthy of all my tenderness and of the confidence of

France.
“ Gentlemen,—Let us secure the repose and safety of our

country. At a later period I shall call upon you to resume
your accustomed labours relative to state affairs.”

The whole scene was a most affecting one, and it is thus

described in one of the journals of the day:

—

“ The king’s emotion was so great that he found it impossible

to give utterance to the words. lie made the attempt the

second time, and again he was unsuccessful. The auditory

burst forth into one long cry of Vive le Roi, which seemed to

give him courage. He at last found utterance; but his voice

was thick, husky, and broken with agitation. At the word
‘ consolation,’ the king could no longer withstand the torrent

of his grief. lie laid down the document, and burst into tears.

The whole auditory was deeply afflicted
;
and we do not exag-

gerate in saying none present could resist the contagion. Loud,

long continued, and reiterated shouts again greeted him.
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Again he resumed,—and his voice became stronger, until he
spoke the words ‘mon Jits,’ where it again faltered. At, ‘ma
tcKdresse,’ tears again prevented his proceeding; and the shouts
of the auditory were again necessary to give him confidence to

conclude. At the end, his majesty rose, crossed his arms on
liis heart, and in an effusion of gratitude for his reception,

after bowing to the chamber, sunk back on his seat and sobbed
convulsively, holding his features in his handkerchief. It was
altogether one of the most affecting scenes we have ever wit-
nessed; and it was long before the persons present could
recover from their emotion. After the speech, and after

having bowed to the Chamber, the king advanced to the front

of the estrade, and repeatedly acknowledged his affectionate

reception. The cries of Vive le Roi were again loud and long
continued at his departure. The whole sitting lasted exactly
twenty-five minutes.”

LIFE OF WASHINGTON.
( Concluded.)

Nor was this a task of small difficulty
; for so large were the

arrears of pay due to the officers and men, that it required all

the prudence and authority ofWashington to prevent the troops

from rising in rebellion against the congress which had em-
ployed them.
The proclamation of the final cessation of hostilities was

made to the American army on the 19 th of April, 1783, “exactly
eight years from the day on which the blood was shed in this

memorable contest at Lexington.” Eight years’ war had. con-

verted what had been a few flourishing colonies of Great Britain

into a new and independent state, likely to become ere long one
of the most powerful nations, on the face of the earth. The
war had not been one of daring achievements and brilliant

exploits. If viewed in this light, the war of American inde-

pendence would seem but paltry and insignificant compared
with other struggles recorded in history. We do not see in it

any of those glorious victories of hundreds over thousands,
those flashing acts of individual heroism, or those daring stra-

tagems of military genius, which characterise other wars of
similar importance. It was a cool, cautious, defensive war, in

which patience and perseverance were the qualities most essen-
tial. Nor was Washington a Csesar or a Napoleon. It would
be absurd to name him as a military genius along with these
two. But he was gifted with those great moral qualities which
the circumstances of the American people required; and if he
gained no victories of the first class, and astonished the world
by no feats of warlike skill, it is still not the less true, that if

the British colonies had not possessed such a man, they would
in all probability have failed in the struggle, and remained
British colonies still. Let the truth, indeed, be spoken. It was
not the bulk of the American people, as represented in con-
gress, who achieved the independence of their country. That
congress, by its perverse wrangling and incapability; that
people, by tlieir slowness in furnishing supplies, would have
ruined all, but for the intrepidity, the patience, and the powers
of management of George Washington. Although not what
might be called an amiable man, or a man of refined sentiment,
few have ever appeared of so well-balanced a character, and
uniting the same power of command over men’s minds with the
same self-denial and want of personal ambition; and probably
none but a man of his rigid methodical habits would have been
able to preserve order in the American army.
What were Washington’s thoughts and feelings at the resto-

ration of peace, may be gathered from the following extract
from a letter which he wrote to Lafayette in April, 1783 :

—

“ We are now an independent people, and have yet to learn
political tactics. We are placed among the nations of the earth,
and have a character to establish

;
but how we shall acquit

ourselves, time must discover. The probability is (at least I
fear it), that local or state politics will interfere too much with
the more liberal and extensive plan of government which
wisdom and foresight, freed from the mist of prejudice, would
dictate ; and that we shall be guilty of many blunders in

treading this boundless theatre, before we shall have arrived at
any perfection in this art.”

Part of the summer of 1783 was spent by Washington in a
tour through the northern states

; and it was during this tour
that he struck out a plan of great importance, which has since
been carried into effect—a water communication between the
Hudson and the great lakes. Returning from this tour, he

I attended the congress then sitting at Princetown, where he was

j

received with the highest honours. On the 18th of October the
army was disbanded by congress

; on the 2nd of November
Washington issued his farewell address to it ; on the 4th of
Lecemberhe dined with his officers at New York, now evacuated
by the British troops; and on the 23rd of the same month he re-
signed his commission into the hands of congress. “ Having
now,” he said in the conclusion of his address, “ finished the
work assigned to me, I retire from the great theatre of action ;

and bidding an affectionate farewell to this august body, under
whose orders I have so long acted, I here offer my commission,
and take my leave of all the employments of public life.”

Next day he left Annapolis, and proceeded to Mount Veruon,
which he had only visited twice during more than eight years.

The even tenor of Washington’s life was soon to be interrupted.

The war was now over
;
but much remained to be done. The

great difficulty was, to devise a federal form of government, one
which would give the states the strength of a united nation, with-
out trenching on the privileges and interests of each particular

state. The general feeling was against investing congress with
much controlling authority. Washington saw the evil of this

;

and, in his letters to his friends, he spoke strongly on the neces-

sity of a central and supreme government.
At length, after considerable prevarication and delay, a conven-

tion of deputies from all the states was agreed upon, for the purpose
of framing a constitution. Washington was unanimously elected

one of the deputies to this convention from the state ofVirginia
; and

although somewhat reluctant, he consented to attend. Immedi-
ately on his appointment, he set about preparing himself dili-

gently, by the study of history, for the important duties which,
as a member of the convention, he would be called upon to per-

form. He examined carefully, we are told, all those confedera-

cies of the ancient and modern world which appeared most to

resemble that which he was about to assist in erecting. He also

read and abridged several standard .works on political science, to

store his mind with those general ideas for which he supposed he
would have occasion in the convention. Thus prepared, he set

out for Philadelphia, where the convention met on the 14th of
May, 1787 consisting of deputies from all the states except
Rhode Island. Washington was unanimously called to the chair.

After sitting fire or six hours daily for nearly four months, the

convention announced the*results of its deliberations on the form
of a new constitution for tbe United States of America. This
constitution was accepted with remarkable unanimity all over the

states. Benjamin Franklin, one of the members of the conven-
tion, thus expressed his opinion of it :—“ I consent to this consti-

tution, because I expect no better, and because I am not sure it

is not the best. The opinions I have had of its errors, I sacrifice

to the public good.” And Washington’s opinion was exactly the

same. “ In the aggregate,” he said, *'
it is the best constitution

that can be obtained at this epoch.”

After all the states had signified their acceptance of th% con-
stitution, eongress passed an act, appointing the first of February
1789 as the day on which the people were to choose the electors of

the president, according to the provision made in the constitution,

and the first Wednesday of March as the day on which these

electors were to meet and choose the president. When the day
of election came, the electors did their duty, by unanimoulgy
declaring George Washington the first president of the United
States. Leaving Mount Vernon on the 16th of April 1789, he
set out for New York. The journey was a triumphal procession

;

people gathered all along the road
;
and his entry into every

town was celebrated by the ringing of bells and the firing of
cannons. He made his public entry into New York on the 23rd
of April

;
and on the 30th, he was solemnly inaugurated, and

took the oaths of office. He was now fifty-seven years of age.

The first session of congress under his presidency was spent
in organising the several departments of the executive. Wash-
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ington, as president, nominated the heads of these depart-
ments. The celebrated Thomas Jefferson he appointed secre-
tary of state; Alexander Hamilton, whose political opinions
were considerably less democratic than Jefferson’s, was named
secretary of the treasury; Henry Knox was continued in the
office of secretary of war; Edmund Randolph was made
attorney-general; and John Jay chief justice. These appoint-
ments reflected great credit on Washington’s sagacity and
impartiality.

It is impossible, in such a paper as the present, to sketch the
history of Washington’s presidency; suffice it to say, that the
same talents and probity which had characterised him hitherto
appeared conspicuously in the discharge of the new duties
which now fell to his lot. In nothing was his ability more
manifest than in the manner in which he maintained the
balance between the two political parties into which his own
cabinet and the nation generally split—the federal party, whose
aim was to strengthen the central authority

;
and the democra-

tic party, whose aim was to increase the power of the citizens
in their local courts, and in the separate state legislatures. The
head of the former party was Henderson

; the head of the latter
was Jefferson. Washington personally inclined to the former

;

but, as president, he made it his object to make the different
elements work as harmoniously as possible. It was impossible,
however, to prevent the parties from diverging more and more

;

and, as Washington’s term of presidency was drawing to a close,
fears began to be entertained of the consequences which might
result from such a division of opinion. The nation had not
yet been consolidated, and a struggle between the federal and
the democratic party might produce the most disastrous effects.
The only means of preventing such a calamity, was the re-
election of Washington for another term of four years. Ac-
cordingly, all his friends and the members of his cabinet
earnestly solicited him to allow himself to be re-elected. With
considerable reluctance Washington yielded to these solicita-
tions, and suffered himself to be re-elected. The time of his
re-election was just that at which the French Revolution was
at its height

; and it required all Washington’s skill and
strength of purpose to prevent the United States from being
drawn into the vortex of a European war. But although he
succeeded in preserving the neutrality of the states, there were
many citizens who sympathised with the French revolutionists,
and the democratic party, with Jefferson at its head, was
gaining ground. So vehement did the struggle between the two
parties become towards the end of Washington’s second
presidency, that even he did not escape the attacks of calumny,
and the accusations of an excited public.

So disturbed was the state of political opinion in the union,
that many were anxious that Washington should, for a third
time, accept the office of president; but against this proposal
he was resolute. Accordingly, in 1797, the election of a new
president took place. John Adams, of the .federalist party,
having the largest number of votes, was declared president

;

Thomas Jefferson, of the democratic party, having the next
largest number, was appointed vice-president. Adams was
inaugurated on the 4th of March; and immediately after the 1

ceremony Washington retired to Mount Yernon, where he re-
sided for two years and a half, finding a recreation in his old
age in those quiet agricultural pursuits which had always been
liis delight. On the rumour of the probability of a war with
France, he was, indeed, appointed commander-in-chief; but he
had no occasion to take the field. His health continued to be
remarkably good; and, to all appearance, the day of his death
was yet distant. But on the 12th of December, 1799, having
gone out as usual to give directions to his labourers, he was
overtaken, when riding home, by a storm of sleet and rain.
When he came in, his neck was wet, and the snow had lodged
itself in the locks of his hair. Next day he felt that he had
taken a cold, but anticipated no danger. He read the news-
papers as usual, seemed very cheerful, and when asked to take
something for his cold, said, “ No; you know I never take any-
thing for a cold. Let it go as it came.” Before morning he
was much worse

;
he breathed with difficulty, and could

scarcely speak. He had himself bled by one of his overseers,
and his friend Dr. Craik v/as sent for. The remedies tried pro-

duced no effect. A little after four, he desired Mrs. Washing-
ton to bring two wills which she would find in his desk. After
looking at them, he gave her one, which he said was useless, as
it was superseded by the other, and desired her to burn it;
which she did. Shortly after, he said to Mr. Tobias Lear, who
lived with him in the capacity of secretary and superintendent
of his affairs, “ I find I am going . My breath cannot last long.
I believed from the first that the disorder would be fatal. Do
you arrange and record all my late military letters and papers.
Arrange my accounts, and settle my books, as you know more
about them than any one else, and let Mr. Rawlins finish
recording my other letters, which he has begun.” To Dr. Craik
he said, “ Doctor, I die hard, but I am not afraid to go. For
some hours he was uneasy and restless, often asking what
o’clock it was. About ten, he said with some difficulty to Mr.
Lear, “ I am just going. Have me decently buried; and do not
let my body be put into the vault in less than three days after
I am dead.” Towards eleven o’clock, he died without a strug-
gle or sigh. Mrs. Washington, who was sitting at the foot of
the bed, asked, “Is he gone?” “It is well,” she said, when
told that he was; “ all is now over; I shall soon follow him; I
have no more trials to pass through.”
Washington died on the 14th of December 1799, aged sixty-

seven years. He was buried at Mount Yernon on the 18tb. The
news of his death was speedily carried through America, and
all over Europe; and everywhere men vied with each other in
doing honour to his memory.

ELEPHANT HUNTING IN CEYLON.
A melancholy case, in which an Englishman was killed

while hunting a rogue elephant, occurred about five weeks
since. Mr.^C. Keane, the victim, was a superintendent on a
coffee plantation. Early one morning information was brought
to his bungalow by some natives that an elephant had been
seen in the vicinity. Mr. Keane immediately took his gun,
and sending for two friends, who resided close by, they set out
in search of the elephant. The report of fire-arms soon told
them that they were not far from the object of their search,
and presently the crushing of underwood gave greater evi-
dence of his neighbourhood. Concealing themselves in trees
they waited his approach, nor were they kept long in suspense,
for hardly were the arrangements for their safety completed
than the huge beast made his appearance with upraised trunk,
and looking around for something to wreak his vengeance
upon, for he had been much worried by the random shots of
the natives. One of the concealed Englishmen now fired, and
wounded the animal’s trunk, and the creature catching sight
of this person chased him, but fortunately he escaped by
getting into the cleft of a rock, where the animal could not
reach him. Not so fortunate was Mr. Keane, as this gentle-
man, on seeing the danger of his friend, left his place of con-
cealment, upon which the elephant, seeing a neAv antagonist,
turned his rage against him. Mr. Keane stood his ground
with his piece ready cocked; the elephant stopped short when
within twelve yards of his victim; now was the critical mo-
ment—slowly is the gun raised to the shoulder, and with
steady aim at the forehead the trigger is drawn, when horror
upon horrors, the cap explodes without igniting the powder.
Mr. Keane’s only chance now was in flight, but the foe was
too near, and was not to be again cheated of his victim

; but
a few paces were run, and poor Keane was lying in the dust-

under the feet of the savage monster, which with difficulty was
driven away, and when at last poor Keane was taken up, life

was almost extinct, nearly every bone having been crushed,
and he died in a few hours. Fortunately such fatal results as
this are of rare occurrence, and the elephant is generally killed

by a single shot. The party shooting must go up to within
fifteen yards of the animal, and if he be a cool and practised
hand he feels confident of bringing him down, unless, as in the
above-mentioned instance, the gun misses fire, to prevent which
the greatest care is necessary in examining the nipple of the
lock, to ascertain that the powder is dry—a caution doubly
necessary in this humid climate, and when engaged in such
sports .—Letter in the Morning Post.
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NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.

Napoleoh was the second son of Carolo Bonaparte, and was
born at Ajaccio, in August, 1769. In his tenth year he was
entered as a king’s scholar in the military school of Brienne.
At the fete of St. Louis, the last year of his being at Brienne,
he displayed a marked apathy to the pastimes of his companions
on the occasion.

In 1783, he was one of the scholars sent to the military
school at Paris to finis his education; M. Keralio, the inspector
at Brienne being much attached to young Napoleon.
In 1785, he was admitted into the artillery, and proceeded

from the military school at Paris to the regiment de la Fere, as
second lieutenant. From the period of his having the command
of a battalion in Corsica in 1791, until the beginning of 1793,
he pursued his mathematical studies. As sub-lieutenant he
declared for the Revolution. He now followed the fortunes of
Paoli with all the enthusiasm of a Frenchman, while the pa-
triotism of Paoli was merely that of a Corsican. Having
quelled an insurrection, he was accused of having sought to
provoke that disorder for the purpose of making himself con-
spicuous by repressing it, and was compelled to repair to Paris
to justify his conduct, which event took place in 1792, an epoch
distinguished by the abolition of royalty in France. On his
return to Corsica after the memorable 10th of August, 1792,
he at last found an opportunity for the exercise of his military
talents.

i

In order to oppose the united powers of Europe, who had
threatened to attack France, now declared a republic, more
than a million of republicans flew to arms and expelled the in-
vaders. Belgium was conquered, Savoy invaded

; while a fleet
had sailed from Toulon under the orders of Admiral Truguet.
Bonaparte was now intrusted with that expedition which seized
upon the Island and Fort Saint Etienne as well as the Isle de
la Madeleine, belonging to the King of Sardinia

; however he
was compelled to evacuate those places. On his return to Cor-
isca, he, with the assistance of some troops disembarked by the
French commissioners, attmpted to re-enter Ajaccio, but they
did not succeed. On account of the active part he took in this
affair, General Paoli condemned him to perpetual banishment,
Having re-entered the corps of artillery, he passed as first

lieutenant of the fourth regiment, and a few months afterwards
rose by seniority to that of captain in the second company of
the same corps, then in garrison in Nice.

In the siege of Toulon he bore a conspicuous part, and was
rewarded with the rank of general of brigade. For a short
time subsequent to his achievements at Toulon, Napoleon re-
mained in obscurity; but the public transactions of 1795 served
to dispel the clouds that obscured his lustre. He was then
shortly afterwards employed against the sections, who had
quarrelled with the convention, and on his success, five days
alter the combat, 13th Vendemaire, the noted Barras obtained
for him the rank of second in command, under him, of the army
of the interior, and he soon afterwards was nominated general

-

in -chief of the army of the interior.

On a visit of ceremony to the Hotel of Carnot, one of the di-
rectors, he saw a lady at the piano-forte who drew his atten-
tion, Madame Beauharnais, and an union subsequently followed.
The young Eugene Beauharnais whose father had been guillo-
tined had waited upon Napoleon and requsted the return of his
father’s sword, Napoleon was so sensibly affected that he com-
piled with his solicitation. Madame Beauharnais in gratitude
Waited, upon him to return her thanks, and he was not long in
returning the visit. The attractive graces of Josephine gene-
rated a passion which terminated in their union. In February,
1796, he was nominated commander of the army of Italy, of
which he took the command. Having by manoeuvres deceived
General Beaulie the latter presented himself with ten thou-
sand men before Voltri, six miles west of Genoa. The defeat
of Beaulieu followed, and the French head-quarters were re-moved to Carcara. Many traits of individual bravery might
be noted; General Causse when mortally wounded, seeing the
coramander-in-chief, exclaimed, “Is Dego retaken^’ “The
positions are ours,” replied Bonaparte—“ Vive la Republique!
I die content. *

After various successes he signed an armistice with the King
of Sardinia on the 29 th of April, and immediately marched for
the Po, and arrived on the 6th of May at Castello San Giovani,
and in the sourse of the following day, the .whole French army
passed that river easily. He pursued his opponents to Lodi,
and the Imperialists abandoned that town so hastily that they
had not time to destroy the bridge which was 100 toises in
length. This bridge was defended, however, by ten thousand
men, and thirty pieces of cannon. The repeated attacks of the
French proved unavailing to force the bridge; but the soldiers
were not intimidated, although they did hesitate, until on the
10th of May, 1796, the generals, Berthier, Massena, Cervoni,
and D’Allemagne, started from the ranks, invited the grenadiers,
to renew the attack, while Napoleon, seizing a standard, placed
himself at their head. The fate of the day was decided in a few
minutes to the surprise of the enemy.
A conspiracy took place in Lombardy but it was quenched.

General Wurmser obtains some advantages over him, but he is

at last the victor. On the occasion of the siege of Mantua, the
French were compelled to abandon the siege with some loss,

and when his army was in danger of being surrounded, he
cheered them with the assurance that he would recover all that
had been lost, if their legs would sustain them. By a rapid
movement he outwitted the enemy, and on the 3rd of August,
the battle of Lonado took place, when the French army entered
that place.

The French, after beating the Austrians in the gorges of the
Brenta, at Primolano, at Selogna, and carrying the Fort of
Covelo, on the 8th of September, marched towards Bassano,
where Wurmser had his head- quarters. Whilst Augereau
penetrated the town on his left, Massena entered it on his right,

and seized the cannon that defended the bridge on the Brenta,
and overthrew the old grenadiers who attempted to cover the
retreat of their general, Wurmser narrowly escaped, and 5000
prisoners, five standards, thirty-five pieces of cannon, with their

caissons fell into the hands of the victors. It was on this occa-
sion, when viewing the field of battle strewed with the dead,

that Napoleon, in the deep silence of a five moonlight night, saw
a dog leap suddenly from beneath his dead master, and alter-

nately licking his hand and howling piteously as he approached
the party, as if to solicit their aid or revenge, that he was in-

duced to pause and contemplate the singular scene.

About the middle of September, Wurmser, who had taken
refuge in Mantua, made a sortie, but was checked with con-

siderable loss, while that of the French was small, but several

of their generals were wounded. Napoleon confined himself to

the blockade of Mantua for some months, owing to the rains,

and not receiving the reinforcements he had been promised,
and put several places in a proper state of defence.

The Austrians, greatly strengthened by reinforcements, had
passed the Brenta, and on the 8th, Napoleon commenced the

attack upon them, when a warm contest ensued, but the French
were victorious.

Alvinzi, thenew Austrian commander, had approachedVerona
on the 15th November, It was necessary to check the Aus-
trians to traverse Arcole, but the French were arrested in their

progress. Napoleon, finding that the French would not follow

their generals to attack the bridge of Arcole, and having no
thought of passing the night there, retired behind the Adige.

At day-break on the 16th, the French repassed the river, and a

furious battle ensued, after which, each party retired ‘to the

position they had previously occupied. On the 17th, the Aus-
trians were driven to Arcole and the action became general,

when the Austrians were discomfited with the loss of 13,000

men, including 5,000 prisoners and 18 pieces of cannon. •

On the 17 th of October, a treaty of peace was signed at mid-

night at Campo Formio, and the victorious Napoleon returned

to Paris on the 20th of November, 1797, where he was received

by the people with the most rapturous applause. On the 20th
of May, 1798, he sailed from Toulon on board the L’Orient, ot

120 guns, with a large fleet, having on board 40,000 men, with
numerous adventurers, artists, and scientific individuals, for

the conquest of Egypt. After landing at Alexandria, on the

morning of the 10th of July, the army came in sight of the fa-

mous Pyramids. “ The battle of the Pyramids” has beenjustly
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celebrated ; this victory was followed by the surrender of Cairo

on the 22nd July.

The success ofthe French in Egypt was unprecedented, when
reports of the British and Turkish fleets being at sea reaching

Napoleon, he framed an excuse to the army, and on the 23rd ot

August, 1799, he embarked with a few of his favourites for

France. On the 16 th of October he arrived at Paris, where he

was little expected. He now assumed the supreme power, and
in six months, as first consul, remodelled the constitution; and
in six weeks, by gaining the battle of Marengo recovered all

that had been lost. The year 1800 ended victoriously for the

French in Italy. Peace was concluded with Austria, and Na-
poleon now endeavoured to effect a treaty with England, which
was signed on the 17 th of March, at Amiens. This treaty

confirmed the power of Napoleon, who was now entitled, “ The
Grand Pacificator.”

Napoleon was next made consul for life, but not satisfied

with this, and wishing to have the reins entirely in his own
hands, on the 9th of July, 1804, he issued his imperial decree,

directing the ceremonies and oaths to be performed on the 9th

November, sending for the Pope to officiate at the ceromony.
This was consequently performed, and he was proclaimed,

Emperor, &c. The coronation took place on the 2nd of Decem-
ber. On the 1st of May following, he entered Milan, where
Napoleon and Josephine were anointed as king and queen of

Italy.

Napoleon was now at the summit of his power, and continued

to carry on conquest after conquest, overwhelming all the

powers on the continent, until the year 1809, when his good
fortune began to fail him. The beginning of the year 1810 was
notable for the union of Napoleon with the Archduchess Marie
Louisa, of Austria. At the close of the following year, Napo-
leon began to form designs upon Russia, and on the 23rd of June,

1812, the French army, consisting of 355,000 infantry, 59,000 ca-

valry, and nearly 1200 pieces of cannon, was ready to pass the
Niemen. On the 14th of September, the French entered
Moscow, and soon forced the Kremlin. The burning ofMoscow
soon followed. The army now began its disastrous retreat; and
Napoleon arrived at Paris on the 18th of December, at mid-
night. The allies, more firmly united, invaded France, and
on the 31st of March, 1814, entered Paris. According to the
treaty of Fontainebleau, Napoleon retired to Elba, where he
remained until the 20th of March, 1815, when he returned
again to Paris, and was carried in triumph to the Tuileries,

and on the following day he harangued the delighted troops
in the Place Carousal. Negotiations having failed with the
allies, Napoleon exerted himself for the ensuing campaign.
On the 16th of June, he attacked the Prussians and defeated
them at Ligny. On the 18th he attacked the English on the
plains of Waterloo

; the British bravely stood their ground
until the arrival of Blucher with the Prussians, decided the
fate of the day. Napoleon fled to Paris dreadfully agitated,
and after several consultations, he consented to abdicate in

favour of his son. It was now his intention of quitting France
and retiring to the United States of America, for which
purpose two frigates were placed at his disposal by the pro-
visional government

;
but owing to the vigilance of the Bri-

tish cruisers, he surrendered himself on board the Beliero-
phon, to be conveyed to England. Being refused an asylum
in Britain, he was transferred to the Northumberland, to be
conveyed to Saint Helena, where he arrived on the 15th of
Oetobqf. On the following day he was landed with his suite,

where he remained a.prisoner until his death, which took
place on the 5th of May, 1821.

AN ORIGINAL.
(l Do you think Jonas cried when in the whale’s belly?” was

the question put to an oily seaman by sleek querist. “Don’t
know*” replied Jack, “ but should think not, as there was
plenty of blubber w ithout his’n.”

Young Officer.—*The Emperor of Russia has appointed
his infant grandsop, just born, an officer in two regiments of
his guards.

TRADES IN JERUSALEM.
“ This morning being rather wet and lowering, and not

likely to go far, I thought I would take a range among the
different trades of the city. The first I fell in with was a
baker; the oven was rather larger than the common brick
ovens in Cumberland, in which the farmers bake their large
brown loaves. In part of the oven the fire is kept burning
the whole time, the baker throwing in a little fuel every two
or three minutes, not unlike dry heather which grows on
the mountains. The dough is made of coarse wheat-flour
mixed up with warm water, with a little old leaven put into
it, which serves for yeast or barm. This is done a few hours
before baking. A man next makes it into cakes about tern

inches in diameter, after which the baker puts three of
them upon a shovel with a long handle, and places them in

that part where the fire was not burning, and continues to

throw in about three cakes every quarter of a minute, and
when he has got about a dozen in, he begins to draw the
baked ones out, so that he bakes a dozen in about four minutes;
but when the oven is well heated, the business is done in less

than two minutes. I next went to a school where there were
ten or a dozen boys, of about seven or eight years of age; all

sitting in a circle cross-legged on the floor, like so many tailors,

with the master among them sitting in the same, posture.

They had every one an Arabic book in bis hand, and all read
aloud together, keeping their bodies in a rocking motion, so

that their faces nearly touched their books, and they all kept
time with each other in the most orderly manner. I do not
know whether this motion has any favourable influence on the
mind, but it certainly must be a very good thing for exercising

the body, of which these boys, penned up in so small a place,

and sitting crofs-legged, must stand greatly in need. They
were very attentive to their lessons, never once taking their

eyes from their books, even to look at a stranger. The master
sometimes spoke, which I suppose was to correct them. A
little further on, I visited the shop of a roaster and grinder of

coffee. The process of roasting is very simple. A large pan
is set over a slow charcoal fire, and a person is appointed to

stir it until it is sufficiently roasted. The grinder’s task seemed
more difficult.

.
A stone hollowed out, and made like a large

drug mortar, lay before him, and for a pestle he had a large

wooden mallet, with the end made rotind and nearly large

enough to fill the mortar. With this he was pounding the

coffee, and every time the pestal came down, he sighed out

‘halt ’—just like a person driving stakes, or cutting stones in

a quarry. I examined some of the coffee, and found it very

much burned; hence I knew the reason why my coffee was
always so black and disagreeable. The next place I visited is

what serves in Jerusalem for a cabinet-maker’s shop: but, as

little furniture is wanted, the main employment seemed to be

in using the lathe, for making pipe handles or any little thing

that wants throwing. It is moved by an instrument like a
fiddle-stick, the middle of the string being wrapped once round
the wood that is to be turned; and by drawiug it backwards
and forwards, the wood is made to go round, while the man
with the other hand holds the chisel to it. He showed me
some of his work which was very smooth and nice. I next
found my way among .the blacksmiths: and going into a shop,

I found there was no chimney to it, but the fire place was built

on the middle of the floor, and the smoke had to find its way
out at the door. I saw a boy blowing the bellows, and I went
to examine them, but I found themof such a shape that, though
I have endeavoured to give a description of all that I have yet

seen, such, at least, as I have thought of any importance, I am
unable correctly to describe these bellows.”

—

Lowthiaris Visit

to Jerusalem.

FEMALE POLITICIANS

The Duke of Guise was one evening at a ball given by
Catherine de Medicis at Paris, and was dancing with a beautiful
lady of rank, with whom he was upon very*good terms, when
taking him aside, she whispered in his ear, “ upon my word,
it is a fine thing to see you amuse yourself here, while your
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enemies are getting possession of the town of Meaux from you!”

He got out of her in as few words as possible the secret of

the enterprise that was carrying on against him, and without

appearing to take any notice of what was told him, ordered

one of his gentlemen to go to the Hotel de Guise, and to wait

for him there with an Arabian horse that could make great

expedition. The duke stayed out the ball, as if nothing had

happened, returned home, undressed himself, went to bed, and

dismissed all his attendants. Soon afterwards he got up,

dressed himself, and by a back staircase reached the private

door of his hotel, where his groom was waiting for him

with his horse, as he had ordered. He immediately mounted

him, and without a single attendant reached Meaux, thirty

miles distant from Paris, just as the gates were opening. He
pushed on directly to the guard-house, and in a firm tone of

voice asked where such and such officers were, whom he named,

and ordered them to be brought before him. A sudden murmur
immediately rises among the soldiers. The inhabitants hearing

that M. de Guise was arrived, follow him to the market-place,

where he stops to harangue them. He then makes all those

persons lay down their arms who had taken them up against

him. He delivers from the prisons those of his own party,

which the contrary one had thrown into them. In short, he spoke

and he menaped with so mvch fierte and dignity, that he made
the people do just as he pleased, and after having put every-

thing upon its ancient footing in his own favour, he returns to

Paris with the same speed with which he left it, and appeared

the same day at the Louvre, the court of his sovereign in that

city, as if he had never quitted it.

MARGUERITE VALOIS.
Marguerite de Valois, first wife of Henry the Fourth, in

her Memoirs, thus describes what passed in her bed-chamber on

the morning of St. Bartholomew:

—

“ My husband rose early in the morning to play at tennis,

before he should see the king. He and his gentlemen left me.

I, perceiving that it was day, and supposing that the danger
which my sister had predicted to me was over, overcome by
watchfulness, told my old nurse to shut the door of the room,

that I might sleep more at ease, About an hour afterwards,

I was awakened out of a very profound sleep by hearing the

door knocked at very loudly, and by hearing a man cry out,

‘ Navarre ! Navarre
!'

lily nurse, thinking it was the king, my
husband, who wished to come in, ran to the door, and opened
it immediately. The person, however, that knocked thus vio-

lently, was a Monsieur de Tegan, who was wounded in the

elbow with a sword, and had likewise another wound in the

arm with a halbert; and who was closely pursued by three

dragoons, who all of them together, forced themselves into the

room, Tegan, anxious to savehis life, threw himselfupon my bed.

I, perceiving myself held down by him, threw myself upon the

side of the bed, and he after me, taking hold of my waist. I

had not the least acquaintance with him, and in my fright,

did not know whether the soldiers intended mischief to him or

to myself. At last, however, it pleased God that Monsieur de
Nancey, captain of the king’s guards, came in to us, who find-

ing me in this situation (although he was a man of great hu-
manity,) could not refrain from laughter; and storming at the

soldiers for their insolent intrusion, sent them away, and
granted me the life of the poor man, who still held by me. I

afterwards ordered his wounds to be dressed, and himself put
into my closet till he was recovered.

“ When I had changed my shift (which was covered with
blood), M. de Nancey told me what had happened, and in-

formecLme that the king, my husband, was with the king my
brother in his apartment, and that not a hair of his head would
be touched. Then making me throw my night-gown over me,
he conducted me to the room of my sister, the Duchess of Lo-
raine, and which I entered more dead than alive. As I was
passing through the anti-room (the doors of which were all

open), I saw a gentlemen of the name of Bourse, in endeavour-
ing to escape some soldiers that were pursuing him, fall down
dead nearly at my feet, run through with a halbert. I fell

|

down at no great distance from him on the other side, in a

swoon, into the arms of Monsieur de Nancey, firmly persuaded
that the same thrust of the halbert had run us both through.
Recovering, however, I made the best of my way to my sisters

bed-chamber, where I found M. de Meossins, first gentleman of

the bed-chamber to the king, my husband, and Armagnac, his

first valet-de-chambre, who came running up to me, desiring me
to save their lives. I then hastened to pay my respects to the

king and queen; when, falling upon my knees, I requested them
to spare the lives of these gentlemen; with which request at last

they complied.”

A SCENE AT THE TOMB OF NAPOLEON.
In the course of the afternoon I was favoured with nume-

rous anecdotes of what had occurred at the tomb of Napoleon
within Mr. Carrol’s recollection. I was particularly amused
at an account of an irascible Frenchman, who conceived him-
self insulted by a Yankee. Though such an anecdote must
lose in the repetition, I shall give it as nearly as possible in

the language of the narrator. An Englishman some years

since visited the tomb, and indited in the register a verse on
the ex-emperor to this effect :

—

Boney was a great man,
A soldier brave and true,

But Wellington did lick him at

The field of Waterloo.

This was not in very good taste, nor exactly such an allusion

as an Englishman should be guilty of at the tomb of a con-

quered foe. Nevertheless, it contained indisputable truths.

A yankee visited the place soon after. Determined to punish
the braggart for so illiberal and unmanly attack on the dead,

he wrote immediately under it

—

But greater still, and braver far,

And tougher than shoe-leather,

Washington, the man wot could
Have liked ’em both together.

The next visiter was a Frenchman, who, like all his

countrymen, was deeply attached to the memory of Napoleon.

When he read the first lines he exclaimed, with looks of

horror and disgust, “ Mon Dieu ! Quel sacrilege 1 Sans doute,

les Anglais sont grands cochons!” The Yankee’s addition

next attracted his eye. He started as he read ;
gasped, grin-

ned, read the lines again ; and then dashing his hands into

his hair, danced about the room in a paroxysm of indignation,

screaming “Sacre diable ! Monsieur Bull is one grand brute ;

but le frere Jonathan is one savage horrible ! Sacre ;
sacre !

I challenge him ! I shallcut him up in vera small pieces !”

He called for his horse, rode post-haste to town, and sought the

Yankee everywhere. Alas, the bird had flown ! A ship had

just sailed
;

the skipper was gone 1 Unappeased in his

wrath, the Frenchman called on the consul for redress; hut

was told redress could not be had there. Straightway went

the enraged man with his complaint to the governor. His

excellency reasoned with him, moralized, philosophised, but

to no purpose. Nothing would satisfy the irascible French-

man hut erasure of the offensive lines, which, by order of the

governor, were stricken from the register .—Etchings of a

Whaling Cruise by J. Boss Browne*

AN ECHO.
There is a singular echo, in the vicinity of Lochcarron,

which put a gamekeeper to a good deal of annoyance lately.

It seems he had shot a fox on the opposite side of the gleu

and his ear was shortly afterwards saluted with a double

report from the echo, at several miles’ distance. Imagining

that the sound proceeded from a poacher’s gun, he set off at

full speed, and in a few hours reached the place, quite ex-

hausted. Disappointed and vexed, he lay down, and, yawning

like a grampus, vociferated, “ Hay ! how ! haoo . haa . Ihese

interjections were immediately repeated by tho echo. I he

keeper started up in alarm ; his dogs commenced to hark,

and as their howls were also repeated, he fancied that he had

|

fallen upon the den of Cerberus and fled, confounded, from

the spot.

—

Inverness Courier
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THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON. *'

Arthur, Duke of Wellington, was born May 1st, 1769, at

Dengen Castle, in Ireland. He received part of his education
at Eton, whence, while yet very young, he was removed to

the military academy at Angiers, in France, there being, at

that time, no such institution in England, On attaining his

18th year, he received an ensign’s commission in the 41st
regiment of foot. He was afterwards a lieutenant in the
12th light dragoons. After a series of exchanges and pro-
motions, his brother, the present Marquis of Wellesley, on
30th September, 1793, purchased for him the lieutenant-
colonelcy of the 33rd. In the ensuing year he accompanied
Lord Moira to Ostend, and in the subsequent disastrous

retreat from Holland, he was chosen, by the experienced
General Dundas, to cover the retreat with the brigade to

which he was attached. In 1795, he embarked for the West
Indies

;
but the fleet was repeatedly driven back by tempests.

Before it could proceed, the destination of his regiment war.

altered, and he was ordered to Ireland to recruit; thus,

perhaps, providentially escaping that fate to which so large a

portion of his fellow soldiers were doomed

!

His brother, the Earl of Mornington, being appointed Go-
vernor-general of India, in 1797, a fair field was opened for

Colonel Wellesley, in that country, whither his regiment was
now ordered, and arrived in the spring of 1798. The Eng-
lish in India have never had a more formidable enemy than

Hyder Ali, nor so inveterate a one, as his son, Tippoo Saib,

whose zeal for Islamism and hatred of the English amounted
almost to madness. He imagined himself the chosen servant of

the prophet, destined to root out the Nazarenes, as he called

them, from India. That he might see more vividly than in

imagination his heart’s desire upon his enemies, he had a

piece of mechanism constructed, which represented a tiger

in the act of destroying a European; and which may now be

seen in the India House, in Leadenhall Street. The figures

are as large as life, and when the machinery is set in motion,

%
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the human automaton raises its hands, as if in supplication,
and utters dreadful screams. Tippoo had a turban for this
holy war, which had been dipped in the well of Zemzem,
thereby acquiring a sanctity which he believed rendered it

impenetrable; and when he sat upon his throne it was under
the splendid form of the humma—a fabulous bird, which is

supposed to confer prosperity and empire upon him over
whose head it casts the shadow of his wings!

While Tippoo was forming alliances with the Mahrattas,
with the French in the Isle of France, with Zemaun Shah,
in Candabar, and with Bonaparte in Egypt, with the view o
destroying the British dominions in Asia, Lord Mornington
obtained full information of all his measures, and preparec
to act vigorously against him. For this purpose the Madras
'army under General Harris, was ordered to concentrate at
Villore. One battle only was fought before Tippoo retired
within the walls of his capital. It was at the village of Mal-
lavelly, on the 27th of March, 1799, Major-general Floyd,
commanded; Colonel Wellesley distinguished himself
greatly, as also did Colonel Cotton, now Lord Combermere,
who was destined to be his companion in so many fields of
glory. At the subsequent siege of Seringapatam, Colonel
Wellesley had the difficult service of driving in the enemy
from the strong ground which afforded cover for their rocket
men. Sergeant Graham was the name of the soldier who
planted the British flag on the summit of the breach. This
man, who led the forlorn hope, dashed up to the breach and
planted the flag. He then waved his hat, and gave three
cheers; but the last had hardly escaped him, when he fell

dead within the gap, by a musket-shot. After the capture of
the place, Colonel Wellesley was, on the 6th of May, ap-
pointed Governor of Mysore, and named as one of the com-
missioners who were to dispose of the conquered territories.
To him, in particular, the arrangements for removing the
family of the fallen sultan to the Carnatic, were committed.
In this and all the arduous duties of his government, Colonel
Wellesley so acted as to justify his brother’s choice, and to
deserve and obtain the gratitude of the conquered people.
During his command at Seringapatam, one of those adven-

turers started up, who have so often subverted empires and
founded dynasties in the East, Dhoondiah Waugh was his
name. He soon made himself formidable, and it was neces-
sary to send a force against him under Colonel Wellesley.
By a rapid movement, he intercepted Dhoondiah on his
march with about 5,000 horse. Colonel Wellesley had four
regiments with him, whom he was obliged to form in one
line, in order, as nearly as might be, to equal in length that
of the enemy, whom they charged with complete success,
routed them, dispersed them, and killed their leader; thus
effectually completing the service upon which they had been
sent, and fulfilling the instructions he had received from the
Madras government—*“ to pursue him wherever he could be
found, and to hang him on the first tree.” Colonel Wellesley
afterwards wrote—“ I have struck a blow against Dhoondiah
which he will feel severely. I surprised his camp at three
o’clock in the evening, with the cavalry, and we drove into
the river or destroyed everybody that was in it. My troops
are in high health and spirits, and their pockets full of money—the produce of plunder.”
Nothing of material consequence occurred until he became

major-general in 1802, when the Mahratta war commenced;
which was occasioned by the hostile attitude assumed by
Scindiah and Holkar, who having refused to withdraw their
army from the frontiers of our ally, the Sobahdar of the
Deccan, were ordered to be attacked by the British forces.
The command of these was given to Major-general Wellesley,
with directions to march against the enemy, who was posted
with an army of 38,000 cavalry and 10,000 infantry, at Tulgory

,

at the foot of the Adjusteen Ghaught, in the Deccan. He im-
mediately commenced his march against the fortress of Amed-
naghar, the pittah of which was carried with great gallantry
and spirit; and on the 14th of August, 1803, batteries were

by which the most important advantages were secured. On
the 24th, the confederate chiefs entered the Nizam’s territories,

General Wellesley being joined, on the 21st of September, by
Colonel Stephenson, with his accustomed promptitude, marched
to meet the enemy, before they could strengthen themselves in

their position. The British force formed two divisions, the

better to accelerate their march. General Wellesley, on the
23rd, reached Maulnair, where he heard that the confederates

were strongly posted at Assaye, which has a river in front,

whose steep banks are impassable for artillery. But nothing
could damp his ardour: his quick eye detected the untenable
position of the enemy, and he instantly determined to attack
them without waiting a union with Colonel Stephenson.
Having made the necessary arrangements, he commenced the
action on their left, where the guns and infantry were posted,

with his small force of 4,500 men, only 2,000 of whom were
Europeans; the enemy having upwards of 40,000, and 200
pieces of artillery. General Wellesley, undauntedly advanced
under a most gallant fire, and, succeeded in driving the enemy
from their guns. A stratagem adopted by the latter, during the
action, had nearly proved fatal to the British army. After
having attacked, and routed two lines of the Mahrattas, and
in the act of pursuing the fugitives, a numerous body of the

enemy had thrown themselves on the ground, where they lay as

if slain; under this idea, they were passed by the British

soldiers, when they rose upon their feet, and seizing the cannon
which had been left in the rear, turned them against the force

under General Wellesley. Encouraged by this unexpected
event, the enemy’s infantry rallied, and facing about on their

pursuers, the contest was renewed with increased obstinacy.

Observing this dangerous state of affairs, the English com-
mander put himself at the head of the 78th regiment and a

battalion of Sepoys, and charging the Mahrattas who had
seized the guns, again compelled them to flight; and being

charged by the small force of British cavalry, the victory was'

rendered complete. The action lasted three hours, when the

enemy abandoned the field of battle, leaving all their artillery

and stores, which fell into the conqueror’s hands. Afterwards,

on the plain of Argaum, he again signally defeated the enemy,
when thirty-eight pieces of cannon and their ammunition fell

into the hands of the British.

General Wellesley, for his part in this memorable campaign,
his military exploits having procured an honourable and advan-
tageous peace for British India, received the first fruits of those

honours of which he was one day to reap so abundant a harvest.

A monument in memory of the battle of Assaye was erected

at Calcutta. The inhabitants of that city presented him with
a sword; his own officers with a golden vase: in England, the

thanks of parliament were voted him; and he was made a

K.C.B. The people of Seringapatam, presented to him an ad-

dress on his return, which, to one who felt himself deserving of

the feelings which it expressed, must have been as gratifying

as the proudest distinctions. They declared that “ they had
reposed for five years under the shadow of his auspicious pro-

tection; that they had felt, even during his absence, in the

midst of battle and of victory, that his care for their prosperity

had been extended to them in as ample a manner as if no other,

object had occupied his mind; and that they were preparing in

their several castes, the duties of thanksgiving and of sacrifice

to the preserving God, who had brought him back in safety.”

They concluded with this memorable prayer:—“ When greater
1

affairs shall call you from us, may the God of all castes, and’

all nations, deign to hear with favour, our humble and constant

prayer for your health, your glory, and your happiness!” To
all who believe in the benignant superintendence of a Supreme
Being,,the Duke of Wellington’s transcendant military achieve-

ments must be ascribed, in a great degree, to his uniform efforts

o mitigate the horrors and soften the asperities of war. His
own memorable expression, when environed with glories, and
enthusiastically greeted in Spain, as Duke of Giudad Rodrigo,
bespeaks what has been well called “ the modesty of great-’

ness.” “The events of war,” said he, “are in the hands of

Providence.”
Sir Arthur Wellesley (as he was now called) returned to

erected against that fort
; two days afterwards it surrendered, England in 1805, and commanded a brigade in the army under

Lord Cathcart, which having landed on the continent, speedily

re-embarked, in consequence of the battle of Austerlitz. Upon
and directed their march towards Hyderabad, the capital, the death of the Marquis Cornwallis, he was made Golonel of
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the 33rd regiment, in which he had served as lieutenant-

colonel thirteen years. In 1806 he was elected member of

parliament for Newport, in the Isle of Wight. In the same

year he married the Honourable Catherine Pakenham, sister to

the Earl of Longford. It is stated, that Sir Arthur and his

lady had been companions in early youth, and that a mutual

fondness had matured itself into the all-subduing passion of love,

before the gallant officer’s departure for India. Miss Pakenham,
hearing of young Wellesley’s brilliant^ achievements and pro-

motion, almost despaired of a promise of marriage which he

had made in England, being redeemed on his return. Though
time and illness had made some ravages in the countenance

of Miss Pakenham, the successful warrior proved the devoted-

ness of his attachment, by making her the partner of his fame
and fortunes.

In 1807, Sir Arthur was appointed chief secretary in Ireland,

under the Duke of Richmond, and Dublin is indebted to him
for a police. In the summer of this year, the expedition sailed

against Copenhagen, and Sir Arthur again accompanied Lord
Cathcart. In the only action of any importance which took

place, Sir Arthur commanded. Four battalions of the Danes
were strongly posted on the banks of a stream, with cavalry

on both flanks, and, apparently, a large body in reserve at some
distance beyond Kioga, the little town in front of which the

rivulet runs. It was agreed that the Swedish General Linsingen,

should ascend the bank higher up, and turn the left flank of

the Danes, while Sir Arthur attacked them in front. The two
.corps lo3t all communication with each other on the march;
and Sir Arthur, when he came in sight of the enemy, without
waiting for the junction, attacked them, drove them from their

positron into a strong entrenchment, from that entrenchment
into the town, into which he pursued them, and where he
routed and dispersed them. This action deprived the Governor
of Copenhagen of all hope of relief from the army, and accele-
rated the capitulation. Sir Arthur Wellesley was appointed to
treat; in diplomacy and in war he pursued the same prompt
system, and the terms were discussed, settled, and signed in the
same night. The Rouae of Parliament having voted thanks to
Lord Cathcart, and the officers engaged in this service, Sir
Arthur Wellesley was thanked by the Speaker, and returned
his acknowledgments, in his place in the House of Commons.
He was soon to be tried in more arduous undertakings. By the

peace of Tilsit, Napoleon was left master of the Continent of
Europe, the greatest part being actually in his possession, and
the rest under his control. Having resolved to seize on Spain
and Portugal, and make these ancient kingdoms dependent fiefs

of his empire, a French army under Murat took possession of
Madrid, while Junot marched on Lisbon, and the emperor
oracularly declared that “ the house of Braganza had ceased to
reign !”

An expedition had been prepared, against part of Spanish
America, and Sir Arthur Wellesley appointed to the command.
The troops, amounting to 9,000, were collected at Cork ; but
before they could set sail, the events of the second of May, 1808,
when the exasperated people of Madrid rose upon the army of
Murat, altered their destination. The impulse of the move-
ment at Madrid was felt like an electric shock throughout the
whole Peninsula. The Spaniards and Portuguese rose simulta-
neously against their oppressors. The feelings of the British
people were forcibly appealed to, and they were universally
excited. The British government did no more than echo the
sentiments of the nation, when it had decided upon supporting
the Spanish and Portuguese in their struggle for independence

;and Sir Arthur Wellesley was selected to lead the first arma-
ment which should carry assistance to Portugal and Spain.

Before embarking, the following interesting incident occurred
at Cork : Orders were issued, that only a certain number of
women should be allowed to accompany their husbands. A
sergeant s wife, a woman of great personal attractions, was in
the list of the prohibited

; but, resolving not to be parted from
her husband, she appealed directly to the lion. Sir Arthur
Wellesley, with that heart-touching pathos which belongs to
woman alone. The gallant officer, who never yielded to the
foe, bowed before beauty in tears, and at once conceded the
request of his fair and importunate suppliant.
The force under his orders, sailed from Cork on the 12th

July, 1808, Sir Arthur himself proceeded in a single ship to

Corunna. The state of affairs, upon his arrival at that port,

was unfavourable to the Spaniards. The Gallician army under
Blake, and that of Castile under Cuesta, had been defeated by

a French corps, commanded by Marshal Bessieres, at Medina

del Rio-Seco ;
and there appeared no obstacle to the march of

the enemy to Corunna. This disaster had not, in the slightest

degree dispirited the Gallicians
;
when Sir Arthur offered his

assistance, he was assured that they were in no need of men

,

and that his army could nowhere be so usefully employed, as in

acting against Junot, in Portugal. Sir Arthur consequently

proceeded to the coast of Portugal, and arrived in Mondego

Bay, on the 26th of July. Leaving there the expedition he

commanded, he went to the mouth of the Tagus to procure

information, and to combine his operations with Admiral Sir

C. Cotton. When these objects were accomplished, he returned

to Mondego, determining to land his troops as soon as the corps

which he expected, either from Cadiz, under General Spencer,

or from England, under General Ackland, should have arrived.

The former joined on the second of August, and oir Arthur

Wellesley immediately disembarked his army, and began his

march from Coimbra towards Lisbon. At this moment, three

-

fourths of Portugal were in insurrection against the French.

Marshal Junot, who had entered the country in the November

preceding, had commanded a corps of 40,000 men, of which

about 10,000 were Spaniards ;
Oporto was occupied by a part

of the Spanish troops, the rest of them were at Lisbon.

While the British were on the coast, a detachment of the

French under General Loison, was ravaging Alemtejo. On the

29th July, he sacked the City of Evora, and in the carnage

which ensued, the clergy were marked out as especial objects

of vengeance, and hunted like wild beasts. Wherever he went,

his soldiers were let loose to burn, to pillage, and to destroy.

At the first rumour of the advance of the British, Loison has-

tened from Alemtejo, and crossing the river, took a position

between Thomar and Santarem ;
and Laborde, with Generals

Thomieres and Brennier under him, entered Alobasa with a

strong detachment, and pushed his advanced posts as far as

Aljubarrota. The enemy, who were well acquainted with the

country fell back as the British approached, and took post upon

the heights of Rolissa, or Roleia, as it is usually written, a

village about two leagues south of Obidos, remarkable as the

first ground whereon the British and the French were opposed

to each other in the Peninsular war. Laborde had about 5,000

men : Loison, with an equal force, was expected to join him on

the evening of the 17th. Sir Arthur Wellesley was informed

of this, and made his attack in the morning. He had 13,000

British infantry and 300 cavalry, and about 16,000 Portuguese

troops, which he placed under the command ot Colonel Trant.

The enemy had chosen his ground well ;
it consisted of narrow

passes and strong heights. The attack on the enemy s left was

led on by the brigade under Major-general Hill, while the 45th

and 29th regiments, under Major-general Nightingale, were

ordered to advance upon the centre ;
Major-general berguson s

brigade was brought from the heights on the left to support this

movement. The main attack was made boldly upon the front

and strength of the position, where the principal column, under

cover of some olive and cork trees, was enabled to approach

and deploy without much loss. The way was up ravines, made

by the rains, in some places overgrown with shrubs, in others

impeded with grass, and hitherto only thought practicable for

goats. The middle pass appeared the least difficult, and here

the assailants suffered their severest loss
;
for near the top of

this pass there was a small opening, in the form of a wedge,

where the French posted an ambush of riflemen, and here

Colonel Lake led his regiment ;
and the French, letting half the

regiment enter, fired upon them in close column, Colonel Lake

fell—a severe loss was sustained ; but the grenadier company

having charged that part of the enemy which was upon the

open ground, the men having had time to form, rushed forward

and won the pass. Here the 29th and 9th regiments found

themselves, for a considerable time unsupported, and the enemy
charged them thrice with great resolution, but were as often

repulsed. In the meantime, the light troops under Brigadier-

general Fane had got upon the right of the position, and Major-

general Hill had ascended the hill upon its left, so that the
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enemy was obliged to abandon his first line, and after retreating

with admirable order from one difficult position to another,

retired into the village of Zambugera in the rear. From this

he was driven by a most gallant charge, under the direction of

Major-general Spencer, which after constant fighting from nine

in the morning till five in the afternoon, terminated the action.

Our loss was less than 500 men killed, wounded, and missing
;

that of the French, who retreated in good order to Torres

Vedras, to join the main force under Junot, was supposed to

have trebled it, and of their five pieces of cannon three were

taken.

Sir Arthur, being informed that Generals Ackland and

Anstruther, with their brigades, were off the coast, moved to

Vimiera to protect their landing. On the 20th, General

Anstruther’s brigade having landed, marched up to the army.

The enemy was known to have collected his force at Torres

Vedras; but Sir Arthur Wellesley conceived, that by moving

along the coast road to Mafra, he should turn the position

which the French occupied, and by that operation force them
to retire upon Lisbon. He was also of opinion, that from the

rapidity of his own march, he should arrive in the neighbour-

hood of that town, before the French would be able to occupy
with advantage the ground which would defend it, and upon
which, it was his intention to force them to battle. On the

evening of this day, however, a frigate, on board of which was
Sir Harry Burrard, arrived in Marceira Bay; Sir Arthur im-

mediately waited on that officer, who was his superior in com-
mand, to receive his orders, and to communicate to him the

plans he was about to pursue. Sir Harry Burrard disapproved

of them, directed counter orders to be issued to the army, to

prevent its march in the morning, and determined to await the

arrival of the corps under the command of Sir John Moore.
Sir Arthur Wellesley represented that the French army were
now so near, that it was impossible to prevent an action

;
that

the corps under his orders were equal to the contest with it;

that the army of Sir John Moore would be of infinitely more
service by marching upon Santarem; and that the greatest

disadvantage would arise from our changing at once from an
offensive to a defensive line of operations. Sir Harry Burrard,
however, remained fixed to his first resolution; the counter
orders were given, and a messenger was despatched to Sir

John Moore, to direct him to move down in his transports to

Marceira Bay. Thus was the whole system of the campaign
changed in a moment. The event, however, proved what Sir

Arthur Wellesley had foretold. At nine in the morning of the

21st, our advanced posts were attacked, and the glorious bat-

tle of Vimiera evinced, that the British army was worthy of the

confidence which its general had reposed in it, in the discussion

of the preceding evening.

The enemy were allowed to choose the place, the time, and
manner of attack; and they made full use of the advantage, for

they brought the whole of the force to bear upon half the
British army. There were in the field about 14,000 French;
and yet 8,000 English engaged them, being a superiority of nearly

two to one. Among many fine anecdotes which have been pre-

served respecting this action, there is one of General Anstruther.

During the heat of the battle, one of Sir Arthur Wellesley’s
aides-du-camp came to tell him that a corps should be sent to his

assistance
; he replied, “ Sir, I am not pressed, and I want no

assistance
; I am beating the French, and am able to beat them

wherever I find them.”
During the action, Sir Harry Burrard and his staff arrived

from the frigate, on board of which he had remained during the
night ; and when he reached the heights, Sir Arthur told him
briefly what measures he had taken for defeating the enemy. The
new commander, approving of all the dispositions, desired him to

go on with what he had so well begun. But when the French
were beaten on the left, Sir Arthur went to him, and told him
this was the moment to advance—the right wing ought to march
upon Torres Vedras, and the left pursue the beaten enemy. Sir
Harry Burrard, however, conceiving that such a movement would
be attended with risk, and resolving to wait for reinforcements,
desired Sir Arthur Wellesley to discontinue the pursuit, and to

rest satisfied with the advantages that had been gained. Sir Ar-
thur remonstrated on the field against the order to halt, but it

was of no avail ; the decision was not to be chaaged or modified j

the enemy retired at his leisure, though completely disheartened
by their defeat. The irrevocable opportunity was let pass

;
and

Sir Arthur, whose sense of military obedience would not allow
him to act upon his own better judgment, as Nelson was accus-
tomed to do, concealing the bitterness of his spirit under a sem-
blance of levity, turned to one of his officers and said, ‘‘ Well
then, we have nothing to do, but to go and shoot red-legged
partridges !’’ the game with which that country abounds
On the morning after the battle, Sir Hew Dalrymple, com-

mander-in-chief, arrived. He gave directions for the advance
of the army on the next day; but about three o’clock in the
afternoon, General Kellerman arrived and proposed terms,
which, perhaps, not less to their own astonishment, than to the
wonder and indignation of Great Britain, were accepted.
By these terms the French were to evacuate Portugal, and be
conveyed to France, with all their arms, artillery and baggage,
then to be at liberty to serve again; and the Russian fleet

in the Tagus was to be held in deposit by the British, till six
months after a peace should be concluded between England and
Russia, when the ships were to be restored, the crews being
immediately to be conveyed home in British vessels. The
tidings of the Convention of Cintra, as this was called, and
which was signed on the 30th of August, were received at home
with an outcry of indignation from all parts of the kingdom,
such as had seldom been known before. The great object,

however, for which the campaign in Porfugal had been under-
taken was accomplished. That country was freed from the

presence of the enemy, by the genius of Sir Arthur Wellesley,

and the bravery of British troops. Sir Arthur, disgusted with
the way in which the affairs of Portugal were conducted, applied

for leave of absence, and soon after embarked for England. S r

Hew Dalrymple and Sir Harry Burrard were recalled, and tho

British army was entrusted to the command of Sir John Moore
;

who, after conducting one of the most difficult and harassing

retreats on record, was killed in the moment of victory, on the

plains of Corunna, having, by the defeat of the French, secured

the safety of the army entrusted to him.

After the success of Bonaparte in the centre of Spain, and
the expulsion of the English army from Gallicia, General Vic-
tor was despatched against the Spanish corps of General Cuesta,

which was quartered about Medellin. After some previous

movements, a general battle was fought, in which the Spanish
army was completely routed. Victor at this time concerted

with Marshall Soult, in Oporto, a combined attack upon the

unconquered provinces of Portugal. Soult was to move through
Coimbra, upon Lisbon; while Victor was to co-operate from
the Spanish frontier, through Portalegre, or Alcantara, upon
Abrantes, and from thence to march upon the capital. Sir

John Craddock, who had been appointed to the command of

our troops in ^Portugal, had collected the British force, which
had become respectable from the different reinforcements which
had arrived, in positions in front of Santarem, and upon the

road to Coimbra, so as to be prepared to move upon either of

the two French corps which threatened to advance upon him.

But on the 22ud of April, 1809, Sir Arthur Wellesley (who had
been selected for the command in Portugal) arrived at Lisbon
with some reinforcements, and assumed the command of the

army amounting to 30,000 men.
Sir Arthur decided upon proceeding instantly against the

corps under Marshal Soult in Oporto. He left a division under
Major-general Mackenzie, with the brigade of heavy cavalry

under Major-general Fane, at Abrantes, to watch the corps of

Marshal Victor; some Portuguese were placed to observe the

bridge of Alcantara, and with the rest of the army he proceeded
to the Douro. By the rapidity of his movements, Sir Arthur
Wellesley disconcerted the plans of the French; he drove their

advanced guard, in three days, from the Volga to Oporto, and
arrived on the Douro, opposite to that town, upon the 11th of

May. He had detached Marshal Beresford (vrho had lately

been appointed to the command of the Portuguese army) to

pass the Douro, near Lamego, and to occupy Amaranthe: he
had also directed General Silviera, with the troops under his

command, to retain possession of Chaves. On the morning of

the 12th, he determined to cross the Douro in face of the enemy,
and to attack the town of Oporto, although the bridge had been
destroyed, and the boats, with the exception of two that con-
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veyed over the first soldiers, had been removed to the opposite

side of the river. But complete success attended this movement.

Soult was surprised; the British army passed the river in spite

of every obstacle; and the French army was driven with the

loss of its sick and wounded, of great part of its baggage, and

of a considerable number of guns, from the town of Oporto.

The inhabitants greeted the British with the most lively grati-

fication and joy at their deliverance.’ In every knapsack of a

French soldier, killed or taken prisoner, were*found plate and

other plunder from the inhabitants. Summary vengeance was
about to fall upon the prisoners, and even the sick, when Sir

Arthur appealed to the humanity of the natives, and his firm-

ness prevented all disorders. Sir Arthur is said to have sat

down to the dinner which had been prepared for Marshal Soult.

Sir Arthur Wellesley pursued the French on the following day.

Marshal Beresford had driven them from Amaranthe; so that,

being pressed on all sides, they were obliged to abandon the

whole of their guns and baggage, and to fly the country, by
the mountain roads, to Orense; their rear was several times

attacked, but Sir Arthur Wellesley, unable any longer to pur-

sue an enemy who had abandoned everything which constitutes

an army, and who fled without artillery, baggage or equipment,

halted on the 11th, at Monte Alegre, and gave up the pursuit.

This short campaign of only ten days, is perhaps the most
brilliant that ever has been executed. The movements of the

Portuguese about Chaves, had disappointed the expectations

of Sir Arthur Wellesley, or his triumph had been more com-
plete. He had entertained the hope of surrounding the French
army; but by the non-execution of part of his plan, owing to

the delay occasioned by the want of co-operation of the Spanish
generals, Soult and the wreck of his force were enabled to

effect their retreat.

Sir Arthur Wellesley, upon his arrival on the Tagus, deter-

mined, if possible to liberate Madrid: and, having received the

most distinct declarations from the supreme government of

Spain, that his army should be supplied with provisions, ad-

vanced on the 25th and 26th of June, from Abrantes, towards
Placentia.

The French had been enabled to draw together an army of

35,000 men, in the environs of Talavera, and on the river Al-
berche; and ajunction having taken place between the British

and Spanish forces, Sir Arthur made his dispositions, and the

battle of Talavera de la Reina was fought on the 27th and 28th
July, 1809. The battle was obstinately disputed. The French
army, under Marshal Victor, which had crossed the River Al-
berche, assailed the British in their position, and vainly
attempted by repeated attacks, to obtain possession of a hill

about a league from the British line; but after a bloody con-

flict, was bravely repulsed, and in the night recrossed the
Alberche. Sir Arthur, however, was obliged to fall back the
next morning upon Portugal, by the bridge of Arzohispo and
the high road of Badajos and Elvas, leaving his sick and wounded
to the mercy of the enemy.
On thef receipt, at home, of the official despatches from Sir

Arthur, parliament passed a vote of thanks to him and to the
army under him. Subscriptions were opened for the wounded,
and the widows and children of those who had fallen in battle;

and Sir Arthur was raised to the dignity of a peer of the united
kingdom, under the title of Viscount Wellington of Talavera,

and Wellington, and of Baron Douro of Wellesley.

On Napoleon’s reappearance in France upon his return from
the Island of Elba, the Duke of Wellington was instantly named
by the allied sovereigns, generalissimo of the allied army. The
glorious and signal victory obtained in the field of Waterloo,
on the 18tli of June, 1815 together with its subsequent events
are well known. On his graces’s return in triumph to England
he was voted a further sum of 20,000 /. ; and the sovereigns of
Europe emulated with each other in bestowing on him rewards
and honours.

The Pacha of Damascus lately issued a proclamation to the

women of that city, in which he enjoined them to be more
strictly veiled when they went abroad, and declared that he
would cut off the noses of all who disobeyed his orders.

GREAT CLOCK AT STRASBOURG.
From the bottom to the top not less than 100 feet, and above

30 feet wide and 15 feet deep. The clock is struck in this way:
The dial is some 20 feet from the floor, on each side from which
there is a cherub, or little boy, with a mallet

; and over the
dial is a small bell. The cherub on the left strikes the first

quarter, that on the right the second quarter. Some fifty feet
over the dial, in a large niche, is a huge figure of Time, a bell in
his left, a scythe in his right hand. In front stands a figure of
a young man, with a mallet, who strikes the third quarter on
the bell in the hand of Time, and then glides, with a slow step,
round behind Time

; out comes an old man, with a mallet, and
places himself in front of him. As the hour of twelve comes,
the old man raises his mallet, and deliberately strikes twelve
times on the bell, that echoes through the building, and is heard
round the region of the church. Then the old man glides slowly
behind Father Time, and the young man comes on ready to
perform his part as Time comes round again. Soon as the old
man has struck twelve,and disappeared, another set of machinery
is put in motion, some twenty feet higher still. It is thus :

There is a higher cross, with an image of Christ on it. The
instant twelve has struck, one of the apostles walks out from
behind, comes in front, turns, facing the cross, bows, and walks
round to his place. As he does so, another comes out in front,
turns, bows, and passes on

;
so twelve figures large as life, walk

round each to his place. As the last disappears, an enormous
cock, perched on the pinnacle of the clock, slowly flaps his

wings, stretches forth his neck, and crows three times, so loud
as to be heard outside the church to some distance, and so
naturally as to be mistaken for a real cock. Then all is as
silent as death. It was made in the year 1500, and has per-
formed those mechanical wonders ever since, except about
fifty years, when it was out of repair.

AN ACCOMPLISHED SOMNAMBULIST,

A Strange circumstance has been related by a highly benificed

member of the Roman Catholic church. In the college where he
was educated was a yonng seminarist who habitually walked in

his sleep; and while in a state of somnambulism, used to sit

down to his desk and compose the most eloquent sermons :

scrupulously erasing, effacing, or interlining, whenever an incor-

rect expression had fallen from hia pen. Though his eyes were
apparently fixed upon the paper when he wrote, it was clear that

they exercised no optical functions : for he wrote just »s well

when an opaque substance was interposed between them and the

sheet of paper. Sometimes an attempt was made to remove
the paper, in the idea that he would write on the desk beneath.

But it was observed that he instantly discerned the change; and
sought another sheet of paper, as nearly as possible resembling

the former one. At other times, a blauk sheet of paper
was substituted by the bystanders for the one on which he
had been writing ;

in which case, on reading over, as it were,

his composition, he was sure to place the corrections, suggested

by the perusal, in precisely the same intervals they would have
occupied in the original sheet of manuscript. This young
priest, moreover, was an able musician

;
and was seen to

compose several pieces of music while in a state of somnambu-
lism, drawing the lines of the music paper for the purpose with

a ruler and pen and ink, and filling the spaces with his notes

with the utmost precision, besides a careful adaption of the

words, in vocal pieces. On one occasion, the somnambulist dreamt
that he sprang into a river to save a drowning child

;
and, on

his bed, was seen to imitate the movements of swimming.
Seizing the pillow, he appeared to snatch it from the waves
and lay it on the shore. The night was intensely cold, and so

severe did he appear affected by theimaginery chill of the river

as to tremble in every limb
; and his state of cold and

exhastion, when roused, was so alarming, that it was judged
necessary to administer wine and other restoratives. —»

Poyntz's World of Wonder,
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CHARLES THEODORE KORNER,
THE POET HERO.

In naming Theodore Korner, we are sensible of an example

wherein the “ vision and the faculty divine,” was roused to the

stirring call to arms; and we call to mind the soldier not less

brilliant or daring—not less prone to activity in the field—

although his soul might be filled with the enthusiasm of the

poet.

Circumstances led Korner forth, a mere youth, in behalf of

his fatherland, and he met the warrior’s death of “glory”

before he attained the age of manhood, Stiff, in his rapid

career, the vigour of the intellect, religious feeling, and a de-

votion to the deliverance of his country, were not wholly lost

gifts. In the stormy battle period of 1813, and on the eve of

his death, Korner poured out a“ Sword Song,” which for vigour

has never been equalled; and before that period, lyrics from

his pen, animated strikingly the hearts of his compatriots. A
brief and rapid survey of the life of this somewhat extraordinary

individual, may not be uninteresting to such of our readers as

are not already familiar with the subject.

Korner was born at Dresden, in September 1791. His father

being then a Councillor of Appeals for Electoral Saxony. In

his infancy, apparently of a weakly constitution ;
during that

period we learn that much of Charles Theodore Korner’s time

was spent in the open air, partly among children of his own
age in a neighbour’s garden, and in summer partly with his

parents and sister in a vineyard. Although, of necessity, his

tenderest years were thus passed out of the atmosphere of the

study, Korner seems little to have suffered with respect to

education ;
an exemption from early scholastic training proving

in his case, of no detriment to mental power at a subsequent

period of his existence. Of course more backward than most

children of his age, he was not one of those who gratify the

vanity of parents by exhibiting precocious knowledge and

talents. Still from his childish years, might be observed in

him a tender heart, #rmness of will, and sincere depth of at-

tachment to those who had gained his love. Early traces of a

buoyant, exalted imagination were likewise developed.

With the body’s growth came further evidence of the boy’s

mental powers* It was seldom easy to fix his attention ; but

this once secured, he then apprehended rapidly. He showed
less inclination and facility for learning languages, than for

the study of history, natural philosophy and mathematics.

His rooted dislike for French was apparent, even when he had
made considerable progress iu other modern, as well as in an-

cient languages.

Many gymnastic exercises, during Korner’s early years*

gave strength and activity to his body; and the young man
was esteemed a graceful dancer, a bold rider, an able swimmer,
and, especially a good swordsmen. Eye, ear, and hand, were
all in him of the happiest natural organization; and each
was well-educated in right season. All delicate fancy-work,
such as turning in wood, pleased him particularly; and he
drew, with much success, not merely mathematical figures in

true perspective, but also landscapes, &c. Even in a more
extraordinary degree, were marked his fondness and genius
for music. He had already given the promise of becoming a
very successful violin player, when the guitar attracted his

fancy, and to the latter instrument he remained ever afterwards
devotedly true. With his lyre in his hand, he was easily car-

ried back by fancy to the times of the Troubadours. For this in

strument, and for the voice, he composed many happy trifles

;

and his correct, delicate, spirited touch of the strings, was de-

lightful to hear. Even from his very childhood, young Korner
had, moreover, displayed the highest poetical genius. Korner
remained under his father’s roof until the middle of his seven-
teenth year, and received his education, partly in the town-
school of Dresden, but principally from private tutors. It now
became the duty of Theodore Korner to choose an occupation
which might soon secure him a sufficient independance, as he
could not expect to inherit any considerable property. Mining
had many attractions for his poetical disposition

; and from the
varied mental repast offered by the auxiliary sciences which it

employed. Accordingly in the summer of 1808, young Korner
became a student in the Miners’ Academy at Freyberg. He

entered upon the practical study of mining with great zeal;
shrank from no toil, and was soon quite at home in the parti-
cularities of a miner’s life. He painted it in the most glowing
colours in hispoems ofthis epoch

;
and the good-natured, practised

craft’s-brethren, amongst whom he dwelt, could never weary
him with telling the stories current amongst the miners. Little
by little, came the unattractive reality, in place of the ideal;
and the powerful allurements of the sciences subsidiary to the
study of mining, made bim, for a time, uqtrue to the practice
of this -art. Mineralogy and chemistry especially engaged him.
Fossils were collected—the surrounding country explored—
charts drawn—and, with the help of an enthusiastic friend,
some chemical researches were entered upon.

Korner’s academical course in Freyberg ended with the
summer of 1810; and he was, at first, desirious of continuing
his studies in Tubingen, particularly for the sake of profiting
by the instuctions of Kielmeyer. Afterwards, he decided for
the newly established University in Berlin; where many ad-
vantages united to favour his scientific pursuits. In this plan,
Leipsig, where Korner’s father was born, and where many of

his relations yet lived, was not wholly left out. Here, also,

there was no want of the ablest instructors in his particular
branches of study; and a half-years course in this University
was determined upon.

The session at Freyberg ended too late for afterwards enter-
ing upon the summer course in Leipsig; and an interval was
spent in travelling. Korner accompanied his parents to Carls-
bad; made there many very pleasant acquaintances; and spent,

afterwards, some happy weeks in Lobichau, (the estate of the
Duchess of Courland, who honoured Korner’s parents with her
friendship), where a sprained ankle forced him to remain longer
than he had intended. He was therefore compelled to abandon,

a projected mineralogical journey to the Harze mountains.
For the evening’s entertained, in Lobichau, his authorship

was called into service. A highly gifted lady in the suite of

Duchess von Courland, a physician, and an artist, united with
Korner in compositions, under the title of Tea-papers

,
which

were merely manuscripts, designed for the entertainment of

this evening circle. Just about this time, was Korner’s first

appearance as an author, before the public. A collection was
made of his poems, under the title of “ Flower-buds.”
While at the University of Leipsig, Korner pursued his

studies with much earnestness; became a fellow of an associa-

tion for literary pursuits and social enjoyments; founded a

poets society, and was well received in the most distinguished

circles.

In Berlin, whither he came at the Easter of 1811, Korner
found a friend of his parents of long stahding in Councillor

Parthey, whose hearty welcome delighted him much. His
father could also, from later acquaintance, introduce him to the

Count Von Hoffmansegg; who receieved him kindly, and un-
dertook the direction of his botanical studies, which were now
pursued with peculiar earnestness. Another part of his time,

during this first half-year, was devoted to the instructions of

the lecturers in philosophy and history. He obtained, more-
over, through the Councillor Parthey, the benefit of unre-

stricted use of the valuable Nicolaien library; and the Zelterian

Vocal Society, with the theatre, promised enjoyment for many
happy evenings. All these sunny prospects were darkened
by a severe fit of tertian ague, which lasted many weeks, and,

after two or three relapses, left behind it such weakness, that

very powerful remedies were needed for his recovery. A
journey was thought useful; and was the more available, as

the part now remaining of the summer course could be of but

little use to one whom sickness had deprived of all the previous

lectures. Young Korner, therefore spent a month at Carlsbad,

with his parents; and thence his wishes would have led him to

the Rhine country, near Heidleberg. But his father, being

alarmed at the spirit then stirring amongst the youth of most
of the German Universities, intended to place his son in a

position that would at once break off all those connexions;

which else might have had a dangerous influence upon one of

his fiery temperament. Here th'ere seemed a particular case

to be dealt with, for which common rules were insufficient. A
youth full of promise should b'e placed in a higher position in
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society, liis sphere of observation extended, and the steps of

his fresh progress forwards the end of a complete education

quickened. All this, for many reasons, his father expected

from a residence in Vienna. Besides the general advantages

afforded by this capital, he counted particularly on the house

of the Prussian King’s Minister and Envoy, William Von
Humboldt, with whom he had been for many years in the

closest intimacy. And, from his friendly relations with

Frederick Schlegal, he might hope for a favourable reception

for his son with this distinguished scholar. Against the moral

dangers of a great city, this son was more shielded than most

other young men, by a character, in which his father could

venture to trust: and never had he reason to repent this con-

fidence.

With the August of 1811, the period when he entered Vienna,

began a decisive period in the life of Theodore Korner. lie

found himself full of fresh young life; in a new world; and

feeling all the excitements of pleasure, without losing his pur-

pose of mind. Now undisturbed, and with the concurrence of

his father, could he give himself up to his deep inclination for

poetry; since, in any event the knowledge procured in Freyburg
assured him an independent existence for the future. What
his father now desired was not the preparation for any particular

employment, but the complete accomplishments of a nobly

gifted man. For such a man alone did he deem en-

titled to give his inward feelings utterance aloud in poetry.

Here his son especially felt that he needed a thorough acquaint-

ance with history, both in ancient and modern languages. By
means of historical studies, a poetical sketch, which may give

material for a dramatic work, must often be sought for.

Korner was long busied with preparing the plan of a tragedy,
“ Conradin,” which, however, was never completed. Much of

what the subject of this drama naturally led to would perhaps
offend the Censor, and injure any chance of bringing his work
upon the stage. His first productions were two pieces, of one
act each, “ The Bride” and “ The Green Domino.” Both w<&e
received, in January 1812, with great applause. A comic trifle,

“ 7he Watchman,” had also the same success. Then Korner
began to employ himself upon serious tragic materials, which
suited his inclination better. A tale by Henry Von Kleist was,

with some alterations, worked into a three- act drama, under
the title, “ Toni” Soon afterwards, appeared a very deep
tragedy, in one act, “ The Expiation.” Now the poet thought
himself prepared to venture upon the personification of the
Hungarian Leonidas. “ Zriny” To these succeeded a drama,
on an appalling story, “ Hedivig ;” and a tragedy, “Rosamund,”
from English history. His last serious theatrical work was
“ Joseph Heidrich” for which a true sacrifice, the devotion of a
brave subaltern for his lieutenant, gave the groundwork.
During these undertakings, he still found time to compose three

little comic pieces, “ The Cousin of Bremen “ The Sergeant of
Cavalry and “ The Gouvernante

”

as well as two operas, “ The
Fisher Girl

;
or, Hate and Love,” and the “ Fourday-post;” besides

many little poems. He, moreover, completed an opera, which
he had begun before, called “ The Miners.” Of an opera, which
he had designed for lleethoven, “ The Return of Ulyssess,” a
part was ready, and the sketches drawn for all the greater and
minor characters. All this could never have been accomplished,
in a period which did not exceed 15 months, had not a remark-
able ease of versification, acquired by his numerous early pro-
ductions, come powerfully to Korner’s assistance. The search
for his historical materials, and casting his plan, occupied the
principal time in his compositions. For the completion of a
great work, he afterwards needed but a few weeks; but these
were of complete devotion, and unbroken application to his
subject.

For his productions, he found generally, such a reception
as could hardly have been surpassed by his wishes. The first

appearance of “ Zriny ” was warmly welcomed by the public;
and the author was called tor; which i3 a wholly unusual oc-
currence in Vienna. Moreover, some voices, eminent in letters,

were of the highest encouragement to Korner, and from afar
was received a delightful review by Goethe, through whose
influence, “ The Bride

f

“ The Expiation,” and “ The Green
Domino” were produced in Weimar, with singular care and
applause.

There is only one situation in Germany which secures for
the poet an independant existance, devoted to the cultivation
of his art; and this was now to fall to the lot of young Korner,
His appointment, as Poet to the Royal Theatre of Vienna, was
a consequence of the applause with which the public had re-
ceived his dramatic compositions, and especially Zriny. Be-
sides many advantages connected with this appointment, it

secured him a sufficient income.
The attention which his compositions now excited amongst

the very highest classes of his countrymen, was proved, in the
year 1813, by a circumstance which was highly pleasing to
Korner. In his deep feeling of the subjection of Germany at
that time, the battle of Aspern was his comfort, and Arch-
Duke Charles his hero. He inscribed to this general, two
poems, full of warlike triumphant excitement; and had the
pleasure of being invited to visit the renowned prince, who
received his free-souled utterance of feeling with affectionate
sympathy.

Korner’s decision to stand forth as one of the warriors for
the deliverance of Germany, the first moment there appeared
the slightest probability of success, was already firmly formed.
The Prussian call to arms was sounded, and nothing could
longer hold him back. He wrote, at this time, to his father

;

“ Germany has arisen. The bold soaring flight of the Prussian
Eagle awakens strong hopes of German freedom in all true
hearts. My heart sighs after her fatherland—let me prove a
son worthy of her. Now, when I know how far this woild’s
happiness can reach; now, when all the stars of good fortune
shine over me, fair and propitious; now is it, by my God, a noble
spirit which stirs in me: now do I give a mighty proof that uo
offering is too great for man’s highest blessing—the freedom of
his country ! The great moment calls for great hearts, and
within me do I feel the power to be a rock amidst this raging of
the waves of nations. I must away—and throw my breast,

with fearless force, against this storm of seas. Shall I be
cowardly content, with my lyre to arouse my conquering bro-
thers, by sounding after them songs of triumph? No! I
know what anxious fears thou must suffer for me

; I know how
my mother will weep ! God comfort her ! I cannot spare you
this sorrow. That I offer up my life is no great thing; but
that this life is twined with all the flower-wreaths of friend-

ship, happiness, and love; and that thus I offer it: that I fling

behind me the dear pleasure given by the feeling, that I caused
you no trouble—no pain: this is an offering to be weighed
against freedom alone!”

Theodore Korner left Vienna on the 15th March, 1813, with
excellent introductions to some of the most important men in

the command of the Prussian army. When he arrived at

Breslau, Major Von Lutzow had just raised there the Free
Corps, known by his name. At his call, flew, from all sides,

distinguished men and youths to the struggle for German
freedom. One spirit joined here the most widely separated

conditions, in the combat for the highest good of life. Offi-

cers who had already served with distinction—important civil

functionaries—the learned, and artists of renown, were found
amongst powerful landed proprietors, and a crowd of young
men of promise. Towards such a company young Korner was
irresistibly drawn; and he seized the first opportunity, on the

19th of March, of entering this troop.

His mineralogical wanderings had strengthened Korner for

serving on foot, and frequent exercises, then and before, in firing,

prepared him for the duty. This decided his choice upon en-

tering the Free Corps. He devoted himself to the service, with

continued zeal and exactness. As a brave comrade, he soon

won the respect of his brethren in arms; as a true and welcome
companion in joy and sorrow, he soon gained their love.

Ilis chief occupation, during his hours of leisure, was with
warlike songs. He expected to effect much by the influence

of music; and many of his lyrics derived their rhythm and
form from well-known simple and powerful strains which hap-
pened to please his fancy. Moreover, he collected such foreign

poems as he thought worthy of being sung by German^arriors,
and busied himself in adapting measures to them. He saw,

with the deepest pleasure, that all these were caught up by a
people, whom every spark kindled.
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But that Horner's poetry and music were no impediment to

his serious service, both his commander and his comrades were

soon convinced. Very soon after entering the Free Corps, he

was chosen, by the voices of his brethren in arms, to fill the

post of a subaltern officer. He was appointed to accompany
Major Yon PetersdorfF, commanding the infantry of the corps,

upon a journey of business; and had the commission of pro-

curing contibutions from Saxony, in aid of the common struggle

for the good cause.

(To be concluded in our next.)

IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES OF THE YEAR 1846.

We apprehend there can be no doubt, that the year 1846 will

be memorable to the end of time, for the remarkable exten-
sions, or new applications, of human knowledge, which will

come before future historians, as rendering illustrious its nar-
row limits. Most evident is it, that we are now living in the
days predicted by the Hebrew prophet—“ when many shall

run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased.”

1. Foremost among these may be placed the use of ether,

inhaled for the facilitating surgical operations. Like all other
appliances of this kind, it meets with failures and even with
evil results, in a few cases. But, for one fatal result, and five

failures, we have 500 instances of vast benefit
; in many of

which, beyond all doubt, lives have been saved which would
otherwise have been lost. Without describing it as infallible,

or in all cases safe, or to be relied on, there can be no doubt
that this discovery has conferred vast benefits on mankind.

2. The substitution of a new explosive material—the gun-
cotton—in place of gunpowder, is another remarkable event.
The extent of its utility is not yet ascertained. Whether it

will be largely adopted in warfare is still a point on which no
decided opinion has been formed. But of its great utility

in all blasting and mining operations, not the slightest doubt
can exist. It is both cheaper and more powerful than gun-
powder ; and the absence of smoke gives it a decisive advan-
tage. There can remain no question, that in all works of
this description, the new agent will rapidly supersede the old
one.

3. The third discovery of 1846 is perhaps even of greater im-
portance than either of the former. We allude to the lately
patented process of smelting copper by means of electricity.

The effect of this change will be quite prodigious. It produces,
in less than two days, what the old process reqnired three
weeks to effect. And the saving of fuel is so vast, that in Swan-
sea alone, the smelters estimate their annual saving in coals at
five hundred thoi^sand pounds ! Hence it is clear that the
price of copper must be so enormously reduced as to bring it

into use for a variety of purposes, from which its cost at pre-
sent excludes it. The facility and cheapness of the process,
too, will enable the ore to be largely smelted on the spot. The
Cornish mine proprietors are anxiously expecting the moment
when they can bring the ore which lay in the miue yesterday,
into a state to be sent to market to-morrow

;
and this at the"

very mouth of the mine. In Australia, also, the operation of
this discovery will be of the utmost importance. Ten thousand
tons of copper ore were sent from Australia to England last
year, to be smelted at Swansea

; and the result was only 1,600
tons of copper. But Australia in future will smelt her own
copper, by a 36 hours’ process ; saving all this useless freight
of the 8,400 tons of refuse

;
and saving also the cost of the old

and expensive process. In a very few years, Australia will
send to market more copper than is now produced by all the
rest of the world. But if our future pennypieces are to bear
any proportion to the reduced cost and value of the metal, they
must be made of the size of dinner-plates.

THE LATE LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR DUGALD
L. GILMOUR.

This distinguished officer entered the army in 1794. He
joined Sir Arthur Wellesley’s army near Vimiera, shortly
after the battle. On the retreat from Salamanca, he served
ably with the rear-guard, almost constantly engaged with the
enemy. At the battle of Corrunna he commanded the left
wing of his regiment, on the right of our line. In 1809

marched to Almeida, and was with the advanced guard on
the Coa and Agueda, during the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo by
Massena, from which period he commanded his regiment. In
the retreat of Massena in 1811, he was engaged in the different

actions at Pombal, Redina, Sabugal, and Foy d’Aronce;
battle of Fuentes d’Onor, and action of Guinaldo. Rejoined
his regiment and the army under the Duke of Wellington in

1813, in the Pyrenees (having been sent to England by a
board of health), and was engaged ir the closing actions of

that war, at the Bidassoa, Nivelle, Nive, and Toulouse,
having been also present in many minor but equally hard
fought conflicts during the course of that long and arduous
struggle. Promoted to the rank of Colonel, 19th July, 1821

;

Major-General, 22d July, 1830; Lieutenant-General, 23d
November. 1841 ; and Colonel of the 2d Battalion Rifle

Brigade, 25th April, 1842.

SPEECH OF A PERSIAN LEGISLATOR.
“ Light of the universe, if it is desired to throw the rays of

knowledge upon the darkness of these questions,—ask the
merchants. Inquire of Iladgi Ibrahim the gouty, and Shroff

Manasseh the Jew, whether they think arrivals of corn may be
looked for from Bush ire or from Aleppo. And if you want
to know beyond doubt their unbiassed opinion, free from all

chances of sectarian prejudice or national delusion,—peep into

their books. See whether there are any symptoms of the Hadgi
having despatched an intimation to his brother on the Eu-
phrates that he should like more corn, or of the Jew’s having
stirred up his Syrian correspondent to try if there is not food

to be had from Egypt. And if it is so, O Commander of the

Faithful, the words of the prophet are not more certain, than
that the Iladgi and the Jew are of opinion that more corn will

be wanted, and are doing the best they can to get it. And
for the sale, let not the heart of the bull of bulls be troubled,

for the Hadgi and Manasseh are wise men in their generation,

and infallibly will sell their corn if they can, just when it is

best for the dogs your highness’ slaves. They will take sweet
counsel together as to the time, and each will get from the

other all the information he is able ; but the Hadgi will see

the Jew impaled, and the Jew will make over the Hadgi to the

bowstring, sooner than delay for an hour his own sales, when
in his judgment he thinks he can make more by selling than
by keeping. And fear not that they will keep anything to

rot
;
for their gain is by what is eaten, and not by what is

thrown away. As the wife of the water carrier finds a mouse
in the corner of her store basket, when the cat of perversity

has neglected to be watchful
;
even so it is with the keepers

of more. But if the mind of the commander of tho Faithful is

disquieted, let the Sublime Vizir be sent to see that the Iladgi

does not allow mice to harbour in his storehouses, and the Jew
encourages not the tribes of Moth to multiply within his bor-

ders. But the Sublime Vizir may slumber on the cushions of

tranquillity, for never were such men for turning their corn

with the shovel of precaution, and if a little mould got into it,

sending it for consumption before it became unexchangeable
for the dirhems of the hungry. Does one man toil for another,

as a man will toil for himself ; and does not the Hadgi com-
pass sea and land, to bring in another bushel that will pay ?

Sometimes by the favour of Allah he gains, and sometimes he

loses
;
and the sons of the jackass count the one and take no

note of the other. He that fishes for pearls, must be allowed

to keep what he finds ; for he turns over many a shell for

naught. Is not the price which we pay, theprice of the camels the

Hadgi has hired to carry corn from afar
;
and wherewith shall

the children be fed, if the merchant who brings corn though
its cost be as of rubies, has a rope for his principal sum and his

profit thereby ? Wherefore if the words of the contemptible

your servants may reach the ear of the exalted presence, in-

stead of a halter let a chain of gold be put about the neck of

the Hadgi and of the Jew, and for sackcloth scarlet, and for

shackles rings upon their fingers and upon their toes, an*l let

them be put upon a horse, and proclamation be made be lore

them, thus shall it be done to the men who feed the true

believers, and ward off the scimitar of famine with the Jong
ppoon of diligence and knowledge,”
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MASSACRE AT MAWEE ;
TO WHICH IS AP-

PENDED A SHORT ACCOUNT OF AN EXPEDI-
TION INTO THE INTERIOR OF NEW ZEALAND.

The question may very reasonably be asked,—when will

down their arms and surrendering themselves prisoners
Many of them were murdered afterwards in cold blood.
About the end of June, the following year, 1844, the first

symptoms of an outbreak appeared in the norther, partof the
islands, at a settlement called Kororarika or Russell, in the

the captain of ships trading or whaling in the great Ocean of Bay of
’

Isiands . This bay has always been the resort 0
’

f whal;

Polynesia, learn to be cautious in their intercourse wita those
ing vessels for refreshments, which were both plentiful and

natives of the colony, who have not been reclaimed from cheap, but the promiscuous intercourse which had taken
their natural state of barbarism.

.
place between the crews of those vessels and the natives, had

Year after year, we are pained with the recital of tragical no t tended to improve the morals of the latter. Within the
events that have occurred to unwary mariners

; yet heedless bay on the left, stood the settlement of Kororarika, which had
of such, those who follow commit themselves with all the
confidence which they would do in their intercourse with a
civilized people to those savages ;

forgetful, it would seem,
that of all animals, untutored man in his savage state is the
most ferocious, and the least to be trusted unguardedly.

latterly been changed to the name of Russell, and was grow-
ing into a pretty little town, and on the opposite side of the
bay, the missionary settlement of Pallia was situated. In
different directions around, numerous settlers were located,
and several picturesque looking cottages were erected in the

As an illustration of our remarks, we now detail an account midst of small farms, which gave to the whole an air of peace
of the massacre of two ships -crews by the natives of Mawee, and plenty.
0n

rniP^
the South Sea Islands.

. I
A flag-staff had been erected on a hill, overlooking the

The first ca^se was that ot the Jane of Dumbarton, Captain entrance of the bay, and in sight of the town. This flag became
Gorman. 1 he brig unfortunately touched at Mawee, the ground-work of ail the troubles which have since taken
where they were immediately attacked, their boat destroyed, piace with the natives. Disaffected Europeans, from different
and twelve of the crew seriously maimed. The other was the countries, of whom there were several in the colony, and who
Two Sisters, a south-sea whaler, commanded by Captain disliked the restraint which was likely to be put on their evil-
jrend; and every soul of the crew was barbarously murdered, doings by the establishment of a regular government, persuaded
Shortly after her arrival off the coast, a large number of na- the natives that the erection of the flag-staff was a mark of
fives of both sexes went on board. The crew were at their their subjecti0n, and that they would be all made slaves if they

\
U
iTri

311

^
un^?^°una^e^ ®ne them happened to take a permitted it to remain. These insinuations, beiDg strengthened

slight liberty with one of the women and a dreadful slaugh- b the circumstance of fewer ships resorting to the bay than
ter ensued The na lives plundered the vessel, and in order formerly, and the profits made by the natives being consequently^ 0 ^ dia

Q
bol

^
cal fevenge, fired her and she was much Educed, induced a chief named Held, a man of much

Th ^
consume . uc i is le pubhs led accoun

. intelligence, and of considerable influence among his country

-

V -

1* massacre of tie cre/ °* * ie men, residing about sixteen miles inland, to resolve on cuttinglwo bisters is, we imagine, a mere supposition, for if the •*. j v
3
., u • i , „ .

®

whole of the men were killed, who told the tale? Besides, it f ^ removmg, as he supposed, a 1 impediment

is well known, that the male savages of the islands possess no
t0

?
h
,

e 8atne “"restrained intercourse with ships which formerly

irt

“

Sr^Sii '
“r~ °/T b

esolu

h
tio

d i

H
h

e,d
rr

mb
t

Ie

d
d his

*fvnd

would be found that the natives were tempted to commit the
“a

« .“g f
0™ t0 thebay ’ he deliberately cut down the flag-

act by the want of precaution in the crew; and as to the
stafl

’ t0 whlch 110 res,stance was offered
’
a"d he then retired

idea of carrying out their diabolical revenge’, by setting fire
«*bout doing farther mischief, except grossly insulting some

to the ship, we may pretty correctly infer that revengl was
of the EngI,sh females at the This event took

^ ~ i l: 1 L ZL 1 _ ~ T J- . Zf ® • 1not the motive; but it was done as the readiest and easiest
way of getting possession of the iron-work of the vessel

;
that

metal in the eye of the savage being of the highest value.
As a further illustration of the jeopardy the civilized por-

tion of the community are placed in during their fancied con-
fidence in the savage, we append a short narrative of an
expedition which took place in the month of June, 1843,
into the interior of New Zealand, and of the wanton aggres-
sion of the natives against the lives and properties of British

place in June, 1844. A detachment of soldiers was ordered to

be stationed at Kororarika, to prevent any further aggressions

of a similar sort taking place. A reinforcement of troops ivas

now applied for to Sydney, which soon arrived, and were im-
mediately ordered to the bay, and the Governor accompanies
them. The object of this movement was to frighten or coerce

Heki into submission ;
and he hearing of their arrival, an

being conscious that he was not prepared to resist them, so it

to the Governor, to say that he Avas sorry for what he

settlers. In the month of June, 1843, some attempt was had done
’
and re(llieste(i that tho troops might n °t proceed any

made by the British authority in the southern part of the further towards his place, and he would submit to the Gover-

island to enforce the right of occupation to some land situ- nor
’

s terms - This business being thus far settled, the troops

ated on the middle island, at a place called Wairaa, and a returned to Sydney. Matters now remained quiet till the

party of European settlers, amounting to about forty pro- month of January following, when the flagstaff, which had
ceeded to the place, by water, from Port Nelson. Wairaa is

been re-erected at Kororarika, was again cut down by Heki,

situated on the southern side of Cook’s Straits, and nearly who came down to the ba^ with a few followers for this pur-

opposite to Port Nicholson on the northern side. The town Pose>
and wbo tben retired as before. It now became evident

of Wellington is situated within the latter port. that a collision soon must take place between this native chief

The party having landed at or near Wairaa, and beino- and the British, and that the crisis was rapidly approaching. A
supplied with all the implements of John Doe and Richard tbir<5 time the flag-staff was set up, and with a view to effec-

Roe, about which these natives know as little and cared as tually prevent its being again destroyed, a strong block-house

little as they did about the man in the moon, (as well as being with loop-holes all round, was prepared, and erected so as

fully armed with arms of a more oppressive nature) soon came to command the flag-staff; a ditch Avas dug round the

in contact with the opposing tribe, amounting to about an equal block-house, and it was occupied by a detachment from the

number, under a chief named Raupahara. An angry discus- troops quartered in the town.

sion seems to have taken place, and a demand made by the Heki was noAr so full of confidence, inspired no doubt by the

Europeans that the chief should deliver himself up as a pri- impunity with which all his aggressions had been treated, that

soner, met with a direct refusal, and the same was given to be determined on coming to an open rupture. He was not

all their other demands. An unfortunate shot was fired by now to be terrified by the sight of a red coat
;
and having

one of the settlers, said to have been accidental. The conse- united with several other chiefs, and assembled a large body of

quences were melancholy. A general fire was opened on them followers, he once more moved down against the flag-staff,

by the natives which severely injured several, and although surprised the block-house that had been erected for its pro-

the fire was returned, they were obliged to retreat with heavy tection, and killed several of the soldiers placed there for its

loss, and in the sequel were under the necessity of throwing defence.
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A sad scene was now enacted
; the inhabitants in their

defence were many of them wounded, and the whole obliged

to fly, leaving their property and houses to the mercy of the
enemy, who plundered and burnt them all.

i Open war was now commenced
;
and as soon as the destruc-

tion of Ivororarika became known at Auckland, it was resolved

to send an expedition against Heki, on a much larger scale

than that which had yet been attempted
;
but to effect this it

was necessary to wait for further reinforcements, which had
been applied for to the Governor of New South Wales.
These having arrived in the month of April, the greater

part on board H. M. S. North Star, Captain Sir Everard
Home, Bart., the whole expedition under the command of

Lieut.-Colonel Hulme, of the 96th regiment, sailed from Auck-
land for the Bay of Islands, accompanied by H. M. ships North
Star and Hazard.
The troops were landed near the mouth of the Rizi-Po-Rizi

river, and reached the mission station of the same name the

same evening, or rather the following morning, and thence
proceeded towards Heki’s pah or fortress.

Before reaching this place, they were joined by a friendly

chief named Tomati Waka (the native way of pronouncing the
name of Thomas Walker, which had been given him wrhen he
was baptised). He was a Wesleyan. He was accompanied by
a number of followers.

On approaching the enemy’s position, it was considered too
strong to be attacked, and while consulting on what was to be
done, they found themselves attacked by the natives, who after

a short struggle were repulsed at the point of the bayonet, but
not without serious loss on our side

; and as any attack on the
pah, with the force then assembled, was considered hopeless, a
retreat was decided on. This was effected without further
loss, carrying their wounded with them. The troops first

retired to the residence of the friendly chief, Tomati Waka,
who gave them food and shelter for a couple of days, after
whioli they withdrew to the shipping in the bay, and returned
to Auckland.

Previous to proceeding against Heki, Lieut.-Colonel Hulme
had directed his operations against a chief named Pomare,
residing close to the bay! This man made no defence, but
surrendered himself a prisoner, and allowed his pah to be
destroyed. He was taken to Auckland as a prisoner, on board
his H. M. S. North Star, and after a short detention there, he
was pardoned by the Governor, and allowed to return to his
tribe at the bay. There was no doubt of this man having been
among the plunderers of Ivororarika.

It is a remarkable circumstance regarding this native chief
Heki, who had become so formidable to the British government,
and been the cause of so much loss of life, that he was bred up
in the family of one of the oldest missionaries in the colony,
Archdeacon Williams. He is a Christian, and extremely
observant ot all the forms of Christianity. When he was
baptised he was called John, after his early protector Mr.
Williams, which name is corrupted by the native way' of pro-
nouncing it into Honi, so that he is now usually called Honi
Heki. He was one of the first chiefs who signed the celebrated
treaty ot Waitangi

; by which the sovereignty of the Queen
ot England over those islands was acknoudedged. Heki was
also extremely instrumental in inducing other chiefs to sign the
same treaty. His wife is also a Christian, or pretender to be
one, and she also was brought up in the family of one of the
missionaries, a Mr. Kemp, residing at Riri-Riri. Hitherto no
cause has been assigned for the change which has taken place
in the mind of this chief, or the reason why now he had become
so determined an enemy to the British

; but from t'ie expres-
sions he has made use of, the probability is that he has been
worked on by the underhand insinuations of other Europeans,
who are jealous of the British occupation of these highly fertile
islands, and who wrould leave nothing undone to foment discord
and produce hatred in the minds of the natives against the
British, Such expressions as the following could never have
originated in the mind of a New Zealander :

—
“ What have you done in New South Wales? You have

driven away the natives and have taken their land from them.
You have done the same in Van Dieman’s Land. You have
done the same in India, and we know that you will do the

same here as soon as you are strong enough, though you say

you are come here to protect us.”

Such were the observations made use of by this same chief,

Heki, and there cannot be a doubt but that these ideas were
instilled into his mind, after he had signed the treaty of

Waitangi, by some ill-disposed foreigners. That both
France and America are extremely jealous of the British

government having taken possession of New Zealand is an
acknowledged fact, and the emissaries of those countries who
are settled in this colony consider themselves as forwarding
the views of their respective governments when they encou-
rage the natives to oppose us. When Ivororarika or Russell
was plundered and burnt, there was an American sloop-of-war,

the St. Louis, at anchor in the harbour, whose captain behaved
in the most humane and honourable manner, in giving every
assistance in carrying off the women and children, as well as

the wounded men, from the settlement, the latter of whom
would most undoubtedly have been all murdered if they had
fallen into the hands of the savages. Captain Mac Ivewer
and liis officers deserve every thanks and praise from these
unfortunate people. He also obliged one of the large war-
canoes, when passing his vessel, full of men for the attack, to

strike the American flag which they had flying in the canoe.

Now this flag was certainly not made by the natives, and the
intentions of the person or persons who gave it them were
obvious. It must be admitted, at the same time, that there are
numerous countrymen of our own who are quite as capable ot

doing a bad action of this sort as those of any other country,
and without the same excuse.

CHARLES THEODORE KORNER,
THE POET HERO.

(
Concluded.)

Tins journey brought Korner a week sooner to Dresden
than the Free Corps of Lutzow entered that town. Here, for

the last time, he saw his own family, and received his father’s

blessing on his call to arms.
Korner followed Lutzow’s Corps to Leipsig; where, on the

24th of April, he was chosen lieutenant by the votes of his

comrades.
The Free Corps had been strengthened ; and was henceforth

to be employed with two other squadrons of light troops, upon
the rear of the enemy, to harass their motions by continual

skirmishing. They had then these tv/o flying squadrons
operating on their flanks; which could, at any time, close up
in the rear, if needful, in case of subsequently occurring emer-
gencies. In the meantime, Major Von Lutzow, about the

26th of April, attempted, by crossing the Saale near Scopau,

to pass tbrougn to the Harze Forest ; but received (as soon

as lie had actually crossed the river) certain intelligence, that

a considerable body of French troops, under the command of

the Viceroy', had already begun to move towards the very spot

which the Free Corps would have to pass through before it

could reach the Harze Forest. Even when he got the news,

the auxiliary light troops in advance were driven in by the

superior numbers of the enemy. In these circumstances, the

only apparent means of carrying into effect the instructions

he had received were, to join a corps of the United Troops
posted further below, on the right shore of the Elbe : and,

united with some of these, or serving them for a point d’appui,

to give assistance to such inhabitants of the North of Ger-

many, already wearied of the foreign yoke, he would use, to

obtain their own freedom, all the resources which the enemy
had entrusted to them for his own assistance.

Major Von Lutzow led his troops to the neighbourhood of

Lenzen. Here the Free Corps crossed the Elbe, under General

Count Von Wallmode, to fall upon the enemy, in his post at

the north-east of Danneberg. They met the foe, under this

General, at the Gohrde ;
where, on the 12th of May7

, there

was a sharp skirmish. The French were driven back, with

the most decided success. The General found himself unable

to pursue any further the advantage he had gained
;
and, on

the 13th May, passed, with all his forces, again over the Elbe,
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near Domitz. Major Von Lutzow, at this moment, kept

strictly to the duty assigned to him, of harassing the rear of

the enemy’s forces, but not pursuing them too far. Mean-
while, by the fight at Gross-Gorschen, the French were driven

upon the Lausitz, towards Dresden
;
and tactics required that

care should be taken to cover all sides of the boundary. The
troops of Lutzow were continually employed, by the different

commanders into whose neighbourhood they came, in cover-

ing fords, and defending bridges, contrary to their original

destination ; and, thereby, straitened in their service, if not

kept wholly idle. A good opportunity for the diversion of

their powers appeared to offer itself, when, about the middle
of May, the “ Landsturm,' was called out; and the military

government of the country, on the right shore of the Elbe,

could not but see the advantages which the neighbourhood of

the Free Corps and their commander offered for keeping up
a skirmishing war of posts, and repelling any hostile attack.

• During their negociations upon this subject, the officers

were constantly employed in a powerful organization and
strengthening of the Free Corps and Auxiliaries, which were
encamped along the left shore of the Elbe, whither they had
withdrawn from the foe. Many of the brave Altinarkers

having taken up arms, a prospect was opened of extending
the movement farther. With this design, the cavalry of the

corps surrounded the environs of StendaJ, and remained there

many days. This period of inaction amongst the infantry of

the corps, bore very hard upon Korner’s patience ; and his

feelings spoke in a poem to be found in the “ Lyre and
Sword.” But soon the chance of procuring some active

service aroused him. On the 24th of May, he followed the

cavalry to Stendal, accompanying a detachment sent by his

commander to co-operate with the civil authorities of West-
phalia, for the purpose of forming a strict organization

;
and

he learned by this means, on the 28th of May, that Major
Von Lutzow, with four squadrons of the cavalry, and fifty

Kosaks, would set off on an expidition to Thuringen on the

following day. To obtain the power of accompanying them,
Korner prayed earnestly to serve in this cavalry, and obtained

his wish, being appointed adjutant to Major Von Lutzow,
who, being very fond of him, was glad to have him for a

companion.
They marched, in ten days, through Halberstadt, Eisleben,

Buttstadt, and Schlaitz, to Plauen, not without perils from
the bodies of the enemy then scattered over that neighbour-
hood, but not without satisfactory success. Intelligence was
procured— military stores were captured—and couriers inter-

cepted with despatches of importance. The bold corps
harassed the enemy much

;
and occupied his attention by

interrupting his communications. A plan was formed by the

French Emperor, that, to make a sufficiently terrible example,
not a man of those who had shared in the daring enterprises

of the Free Corps should be suffered to escape with life.

Apparently he saw a fit opportunity for his design in the

suspension of arms, which at this time was singularly season-
able to the Duke of Padua, who had been blockaded in

Leipsig on the 7th of June, by the Generals Woronzof and
Czerniczef, with the aid of two battalions of Lutzow’s in-

fantry
;
and was only rescued by the cessation of hostilities.

Of the suspension of the war, Major Von Lutzow had
received intelligence which he considered official. Therefore,
without the slightest apprehension of any opposition, he chose
the shortest way to join the infantry of his corps

;
received

the most satisfactory assurances from the hostile general ;

and travelled, unmolested, along the high road as far as Kitzen,

a village not far from Leipsig. But here he saw himself sud-

denly surrounded, and menaced by an overwhelming force.

Theodore Korner was sent on to demand an explanation of*

this
;
when, instead of giving him any answer, the leader of

the enemy’s forces struck at him ; and this was the signal for

a general assault, in the twilight, upon Lutzow’s three squad-
rons of horse, before they had even time to draw their sabres.

Part were wounded, and taken prisoners, and part dispersed

over the neighbouring country ; but the Major himself

escaped, by the help of a squadron of Uhlans, who, with the

Kosaks forming the vanguard, evaded the assault upon the
j

main body. He rallied a considerable number of his troops 1

upon the right shore of the Elbe, where were posted his in-
fantry and one squadron of his cavalry.
The first blow, which he could not parry,—having, in obedi-

ence to his orders, approached the leader of the enemy without
drawing his sword,—wounded Korner severely in the head

;
and

the second only hurt him slightly. He fell back, but instantly
recovered himself

;
and his spirited horse bore him safely into

the neighbouring forest. Here he was just busied, with the
help of a comrade, in binding up the wound for the present
moment, when he saw a party of the enemy riding in pursuit
of him. His presence of mind never left him for an instant ;

and turning back towards the wood, he shouted loudty, “ Charge
with the Fourth Division

!” The enemy were confused, and
retreated rapidly, giving him time to hide himself deeper in the
thicket. It was then growing dark

;
and he found a place

amongst the thick bushes, where he could not easily be dis-

covered.

The pain of his deepest wound was sharp
; his strength

sank, and the last hope of life left him. It was during this

important night of suffering that he wrote the following lines :

—

“ My deep wound burns ;—my pale lips quake in death,

—

I feel my fainting heart resign its strife,

And reaching now the limit of my life,

Lord, to thy will I yield my parting breath !

Yet many a dream hath charm’d my youthful eye ;

And must life’s fairy visions all depart ?

Oh, surely no ! for all that fired my heart

To rapture here, shall live with me on high.

And that fair form that won my earliest vow,
That my young spirit prized all else above,

And now adored as freedom, now as love,

Stands in seraphic guise, before me now.

And as my fading senses fade away,
It beckons me, on high, to realms of endless day.”

During the first hours of the night, he could still hear,

from time to time, the pursuit of the enemy, who were
searching through the wood, all around him—but soon

he fell asleep, and, on waking the following morning, saw
two peasants standing before him, who offered him assist-

ance. For this succour he was indebted to some of his

comrades, who, flying through the wood, on the night before,

had come upon these two men, posted at a night-fire, to guard
from plunder some timber, collected for an intended fortifica-

tion. The troopers, having sounded the dispositions of these

men, and found they were worthy of confidence, entreated

them to attempt the rescue of a wounded officer, who had con-

cealed himself in the wood, and would certainly reward their

service. When they succeeded in finding Korner, he was re-

duced by loss of blood to the greatest possible weakness. His

deliverers procured him powerful restoratives ; and led him
secretly, by concealed ways, to the village of Great Zschocher,

in despite of the occupation of that place by a body of the

enemy. Here his wounds were dressed by a village surgeon of

no meatf skill ;
and a great many inhabitants of the village,

devoted to Germany, were eager to lend every assistance
;
nor

was there a single traitor, though neither threats nor bribes

were spared to procure information by the enemy’s horse, who
were hot upon Korner’s traces, and knew that he carried about

him an important sum of money, belonging to the Free Corps.

From Great Zschocher, Korner wrote to a friend in Leipsig,

who, with the warmest zeal, procured him all needful assist-

ance.

Leipsig then mourned under the French yoke ;
and the con-

cealment of Lutzow’s Yagers was forbidden under the heaviest

penalties. But Korner’s friends were deterred by no danger.

One of them possessed a garden, through the back -door of which,

partly by water, partly by an unfrequented foot-path, there was

a way to Great Zschocher. This was immediately brought

into service ;
and by these means, Korner was carried, secretly

and disguised, into the suburbs of Leipsig. He was thus

enabled to save the military chest in his care, which, after the

battle of Leipsig, was returned to the corps. Without being
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discovered, he obtained here the necessary surgical care

;

and, after five days’ nursing, was well able to leave Leipsig,

and relieve his friends there, who had run such risks for him,

from the anxious watch over his concealment.

The state of his wounds allowed only of short days’ journeys ;

and this increased the danger of bis discovery, in a country

wholly overrun by the enemy’s troops. Carlsbad appeared the

best place of refuge in that neighbourhood. Korner could there

count upon a friendly reception
;
and facilities were afforded,

by this route, for convenient resting places by the way, and a

secure escape. At Carlsbad he found a nui'se, and second

mother, in the Lady of the Bed Chamber, ElizaYon DerRecke;
and in Councillor Sulzer, of Ronneburg, a most skilful surgeon

for the cure of his wound, which was in a bad state from travel-

ling. After about fourteen days more, he was in a condition to

leave Carlsbad, and to travel by Silesia to Berlin
;
where he

had to pass through the necessary forms to enable him to re-

sume his former command, before the end of the truce.

Quite recovered from his wound, and with restored strength,

Korner hastened once more back to his companions in arms, to

renew, by their side, the suspended contest. The Free Corps

of Lutzow was then posted with the Hanse Legion, and some
English troops, under GeneralYon Walemode, above Hamburg.
With a force far their superior, and formidably strengthened by
Danish allies, Davoust menaced all the country from Hamburg
to the north of Germany. Hostilities were renewed on the

17th of August, and Lutzow’s troops, forming the outposts,

were engaged almost every day. Korner wrote at this time :

“ The spirit of the great king, on the very day of whose death

the strife for German freedom is renewed, will war mightily for

his people.” In his bivouack-hut at Buchen, on the Stecknis,

he began, on that day, his war-song, “ The nation arises, war-
clouds burst wild.”

Major Von Lutzow appointed the 28 th ofAugust for a part of

the cavalry of his Free Corps, under his command, to make an
excursion upon the rear of the enemy. One evening they
reached a post where an entertainment had been prepared for

the French. The troops refreshed themselves therewith, and,

after a halt of about two hours, continued their march to a
forest not far from Rosenberg, where they waited in ambush
for a spy, who was to bring them intelligence of the nearest
road to a badly-watched enemy’s camp, lying at about two hours’

march distance, which they had determined to attack. In the
me antime,some Kosaks, posted to watch on a hill, discerned,
about seven o’clock on the following morning, the approach of

a convoy of the enemy’s ammunition and provisions, guarded
by two companies ofinfantry. The successful design of cutting
them off was immediately formed. Major Von Lutzow
ordered the Kosaks (100 horse) to attack the front ; took half
the troop to fall upon the enemy’s flank, and bade the other
half keep in reserve to cover the rear. He led the flank
movement himself ; and had Korner, as adjutant, at his side.

During an hour’s halt in the thicket, was written Korner’s last

poem, “The Sword Song.’ ; On the dawning of the 26 th ofAugust,
he wrote it in his pocket-book, and was reading it to a friend,
just as the call of the bugle sounded.

On the road from Gadebusch to Schwerin, near a* grove,
about half an hour’s march to the west of Rosenberg, they fell

in with the enemy. T his convoy was stronger than they had ex-
pected

;
but after a short resistance— breaking through the

Kosaks, who had not closed up fast enough, the French fled
across a narrow plain towards some coppices of underwood.
Amongst those who pursued them most boldly was Korner

;

and here found the noble death which he had so often foreboded,
and in his songs had prayed for with eagerness.

The enemy’s sharp-shooters, who had soon found cover in the
thickets, sent from them a shower of bullets upon Lutzow’s
advancing Yagers. One of these struck Korner, after piercing
nearly through the neck of his grey horse. It entered his
stomach, wounded the liver and spine, and took from him, in
an instant, speech and consciousness. His features remained
unchanged

; and showed no traces of suffering. Nothing was
neglected which the nature of the injury permitted to be tried
for his recovery, after he had been raised carefully from the
ground. Gently was the body carried into the near forest.

and given to the care of a skilful surgeon
; but all human help

was in vain.

The skirmish, which, after this death so deeply lamented by
all, became desperately bloody, was soon brought to a close.

Lutzow’s Horse plunged through the thickets upon the foe

like maddened lions. All that could not escape were shot, cut
down, or made prisoners.

After the fight came the well deserved care of the dead
;
and

the earthly remains of the three brave fallen warriors were
placed upon a waggon, and carried off' with the prisoners and
the captured convoy. The French troops, who soon after-

wards hastened to the relief of their comrades, dared not dis-

turb the march, until they had consumed all their time in

reconnoitering the forest, where they thought much greater
forces must be concealed.

Korner was buried at the village of Wobbelm in Meckleji-
burgh, under an oak-tree, in the recess of which he had
frequently deposited verses composed while campaigning in its

vicinity : the monument erected beneath this tree is of cast
iron, its upper part wrought into the favourite emblem of the
soldier-poet it commemorates— a sword and lyre.

Near the grave of the poet is that of his only sister, who died
of grief for his loss. Mrs. Hemans’ affecting stanzas on the
death of Korner, contain these lines, with reference to his

sister :

—

Thou hast a hero’s tomb !—A lowlier bed
Is ker’s, the gentle girl, beside thee lying,

The gentle girl, that bow’d her fair young head,
When thou wert gone, in silent sorrow dying.

Brother ! true friend ! the tender and the brave !

*

She pin’d to share thy grave.
Fame was thy gift from others—but for her
To whom the wide earth held that only spot

—

She lov’d thee ! lovely in your lives ye were,
And in your early deaths divided not !

Thou hast thine Oak—thy trophy—what hath she ?

Her own blest place—by thee.*******
The earth grew silent when thy voice departed,
The home too lonely whence thy step had fled ;

What then was left for her, the faithful-hearted ?

Death, death, to still the yearning for the dead !

Softly she perish’d—be the flow’r deplor’d,

Here, with the Lyre and Sword !

Over the gate of the cemetery, iu which the monument we
have spoken of is placed, are engraved Korner’s own
words :

—

“ Forget not the faithful dead.”

HOT BATHING IN ALGIERS.
I went to the baths, attended by the French interpreter;

we were carried into a saloon handsomely illuminated, and
covered with mats, where they undressed us, and afterwards
covered us with two napkins, the one tied round us like a
petticoat, and the other upon our shoulders. Hence we were
led into another chamber, which was agreeably warm, where
we remained some time, the better to prepare us for +he sud-
den excess of heat into which we were to pass. Next we
proceeded to the grand saloon of the bath, which is covered
with a spacious dome and paved with white marble, having
several closets round it. We were told to sit down upon a
circular marble seat in the middle of the hall, which we had
no sooner done than we became sensible of a very great in-

crease of heat; after this, each of us, separately, was taken
into a closet of a milder temperature, where, after placing a
white cloth on the floor, and taking off our napkins, they laid
us down, leaving us to the further operations of two naked
robust negroes. These men, newly brought from the interior
of Africa, were ignorant of the Arabic spoken at Algiers, so
I could not tell them in what way I wished to be treated, and
they handled me as roughly as if I had been a Moor inured

e to hardship. Kneeling with one knee upon the ground, each
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took me by the leg, and began rubbing the soles of my feet

with a pumice-stone. After this operation on my feet, they

put their hands into a small bag, and rubbed me all over

with it as hard as they could. The distortions of my coun-

tenance must have told them what I endured, but they

rubbed on, smiling at each other and sometimes giving me
an encouraging look, indicating by their gestures the good it

would do me. While they were thus currying me, they

almost drowned me by throwing warm water upon me with

large silver vessels, which were in the basin under a cock

fastened in the wall. When this was over, they raised me
up, putting my head under the cock, by which means the

water flowed all over my body; and, as if this was not suffi-

cient, my attendants continued plying their vessels. Then,

having dried me with very fine white napkins, they each of

them very respectfully kissed my hand. I considered this as

a sign that all my torment was over, and was going out to dress

myself, when one of the negroes grimly smiled, stopped me,
till the other returned with a kind of earth, which they

began to rub all over my body, without consulting my incli-

nation. I was much surprised to see it take off’ all the hair,

as I was pained in the operation; for this earth is so quick
in its effect, that it burns the skin if left upon the body.
This being finished, I went through a second ablution; after

which one of them seized me behind by the shoulders, and
setting his two knees against the lower part of my back,

made my bones crack so that for a time I thought they were
entirely dislocated. Nor was this all, for after whirling me
about like a top to the right and left, he delivered me to his

comrade, ivho used me in the same manner; and then, to my
no small satisfaction, opened the closet door. I imagined I

bad been a long time under their hands, but these servants
are so quick and dexterous in their operations, that on con-
sulting my watch, I found it had lasted but half an hour.~~

Algeria, Past and Present.

THE PRINTER.
A TRUE HERO.

“ The printer, in his folio, heraldeth the world. Now come
tidings of weddings, maskings, mummeries, entertainments,
jubilees, wars, fires, inundations, thefts, murders, massacres,
meteors, comets, spectrums, prodigies, shipwrecks, piracies, sea-

fights, law-suits, pleas, proclamations, embassies, trophies,
triumphs, revels, sports, pla3's; then again, as in a new-shifted
scene, treasons, cheating-tricks, robberies, enormous villanies

of all kinds, funerals, burials, new discoveries, expeditions;
now comical, then tragical matters. To-day we hear of new
offices created, to-morrow of great men deposed, and then
again of fresh honours conferred; one islet loose, another pri-

soned; one purchaseth, another breaketh; he thrives, his
neighbour turneth bankrupt; now plenty, then again dearth
and famine; one runs, another rides, wrangles, laughs, weeps,
arid so forth. Thus do we daily hear such like, both public
and private news.”

—

Old Burton.

He stood there alone at that shadowy hour,
By the swinging lamp dimly burning;

All silent within, save the ticking type,

All without, save the night-watch turning;
And heavily echoed the solemn sound
As slowly he paced o’er the frozen ground.

And dark were the mansions so lately that shone.
With the joy of festivity gleaming,

And hearts that were beating in sympathy then,

Were now living it o’er in their dreaming;
Yet the Printer still worked at his lonely post
As slowly he gathered his mighty host.

And there lay the merchant all pillowed in down,
And building bright hopes for the morrow,

Nor dreamed he that F'ate was then waving a wand
That would bring to him fear and sorrow;

Yet the Printer was there in his shadowy room,
And he set in his frame-work that rich man’s doom!

The young wife was sleeping, whom lately had bound
The ties that death only can sever;

And dreaming she started, yet woke with a smile,

For she thought they were parted for ever!
But the Printer was clicking the types that would tell

On the morrow the truth of that midnight spell!

And there lay the statesman, whose feverish brow
And restless, the pillow was pressing,

For he felt through the shadowy mists of his dream
His loftiest hopes now possessing;

Yet the Printer worked on, ’mid silence and gloom,
And dug for Ambition its lowliest tomb.

And slowly that workman went gathering up
His budget of grief and of gladness;

A wreath for the noble, a grave for the low,
For the happy, a full cup of sadness;

Strange stories of wonder, to enchant the ear,

And dark ones of terror, to curdle with fear.

Full strange are the tales which that dark host shall bear
To palace and cot on the morrow,

Oh welcome, thrice welcome, to many a heart!
To many a bearer of sorrow;

It shall go like the wild and wandering air,

For life and its changes are impressed there.

A SAVAGE ENCOUNTER.
In the midst of the uproar, aud the loud crash of the falling

trees, a shout arose from the turbulent waters of the Sciota

—

more dreadful to the Shawnees than the most deafening dis-

plays of the Spirit’s anger. Again the hideous howl was
repeated, mingled with the thunder’s rage, and followed by a
long-continued succession of flashes, exhibiting to the anxious
eyes of the islanders the forms of the Tuscororas, swimming
in vast numbers to the attack.

The air became dark for an instant, when the flash of a
thousand rifles played upon the waters, the war-whoop was
again repeated, for the Tuscororas and their sanguinary
advisers, the Long Hunters of Virginia, had gained the island.

The Shawnees rushed upon their hated foes, tomahawk in
hand, with irresistible force, giving and receiving in turn
frightful blows. The lightning played around the combatants,
exhibiting the forms of warriors fighting with impetuosity, or

falling dead and wounded around. Ranoka was gallantly

charging at the head of his braves, when the form of that
hated, surly Dutchman, Rip-Van Dam, or, as the Roppahan-
fiock hunters nicknamed him, ‘Vasher Dam,’ met his gaze.

Without a thought, he darted upon his prey. Rip saw the
advancing form of Ranoka, and stood to the contest, his face
glowing with bitter spite and malice as he shouted with Satanic

malevolence.
“ Me vil have de girl Viola for mine vife, and you scalp for

mine revenge.”

“Villain, you die!” exclaimed Ranoka, making a crushing
blow at his head. The wily Dutchman, however, eluded the
aim, and returned the thrust, though with equal success.

“ Me not tie yet,” he shouted with a savage grin.
“ Devil, ye do perish,” rejoined Ranoka, as he inflicted upon

the rascal a mortal wound, running his dagger to the hilt in
the body of the vagabond. The Dutchman uttered one curse
—blasted Ranoka, Viola, and Reginal; then giving one piteous
moan, fell to the ground, never to rise again.

The fight still continued with unabated fury, the gallant
hunter, accompanied by the Prophet, shouting aloud their
war-whoops and victorious yells.

“ Shawnees!” exclaimed the former, “ Shawnees never surren-
der. Wollaho! wollaho! Death to the knife.”
But the Shawnees were obliged, by the superior number of

the Tuscororas and Long Hunters, to retreat from the banks of
the river, as Ranoka, having made a successful charge upon
the enemy, for a few seconds put them to the rout. Satisfied
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with the advantage apparently gained, he thought to secure

the fruits by retiring with haste behind the rude breastwork

erected under his directions, and there make a final stand.

Ere, however, his plan could be put into execution, the place

burst into one body of lurid flame, and long before he regained

the cover of the woods, a destructive fire was again opened
’ upon his party, by the Long Hunters in the rear, followed by
their loud war-whoops.
Ranoka and the Prophet now perceiving their case almost

hopeless, with the few remaining Shawnees, fought with des-

derate determination, and many were the Tuscororas that fell

under their blows, as their bodies strewed the ground on all

sides
;

still the bravery of the gallant hunter-chief, aided by
the Prophet and the fearless Shawnees, could not restrain the

overwhelming numbers of the enemy, and the islanders were
now falling back with loss, when Ranoka cheered them to a

last stand. In the midst of the charge, the gallant hunter fell

upon one of the celebrated chiefs of the Senecas, and with his

tomahawk smashed in the skull of the ill-fated brave. He was
about scalping his victim, whom he held in his arms, when a

rifle ball struck him backwards, he tottered and fell upon the

bloody sward, across the form of the warrior.—Sketches of
Indian Life.

\ r ' 7,

DEATH OF A VICE-ADMIRAL.

Vice-Admiral of the White, Nicholas Tomlinson, died at his

residence, Middleton House, Sussex, in the 83rd year of his

age. The deceased was as gallant an officer as ever wore the

British uniform, and had seen as much hard personal service as

any one, although he had neither stars nor garters, grand

crosses nor medals. He entered the service plain Nicholas

Tomlinson, was midshipman of the Charon, and scaled the

walls at the siege of St. Fernando de Omoa in 1778, and was
subsequently at the capture of the French 64- gun ship, Comte
d’Artois. In the expedition to Virginia he commanded a gun-

boat, and the Charon being burnt by red-hot shot at the defence

of York Town, in 1781, he commanded an advanced battery

on shore. He was made a lieutenant in March, 1782, and was
senior of the Bristol, and was severely injured in attempting

to rescue the crew of the Athol, Indiaman, blown up in Madras
roads in that year, and was first lieutenant of the Bristol also

in the Suffrein. He was promoted to the rank of commander
on the 30th of November, 1795, not having been merely a few
months a lieutenant, as the more fortunate and highly decora-

ted flag-officers on the list, but after many years hard and
meritorious service; and in the rank of commander, in which he
remained nearly six years, did something to merit his promo-
tion

;
for, as commander of the Suffisante, he captured th^

French national 12-gun brig Revanche, and two privateers in

1796. In 1801 he served as a volunteer in Lord Nelson’s fleet

at Copenhagen, and was promoted in September of that year.

He commanded the fire ships at Walcheren
;
but it appears he

had not served his full time as a captain, for he was one of the
dotted flag-officers, and was only in the receipt of half-pay as a
rear-admiral. It is interesting to compare the career of the
gallant deceased with that of another flag-officer. Vice-admiral
Tomlinson was a lieutenant 18 months before Sir Edward Cod-
rington entered the service, and six months before the former
by his hard fighting had obtained one step, Sir Edward was a
post-captain. They both served under Nelson, and both had
commands at Walcheren

;
but the one dies plain Vice-admiral

Nicholas Tomlinson, and the other is Admiral of the Red, Sir
Edward Codrington,G.C.B.,G.C.M.G.,&c., loaded with honours,
prize-money, office, and pension.

EPITAPH IN ST. DUNSTAN’S, STEPNEY.

Here lies the body of Daniel Saul,

Spitfield’s weaver, and that’s all.

AN ENGLISH ADVENTURER IN THE SOUTH SEAS.

Having approached as near the land as we could prudently,
our headway was stopped, and we waited the arrival of a canoe
which was coming out of the bay. Soon after, the canoe came
alongside. In it were eight or ten natives, comely, vivacious

-

looking youths, all gesture and exclamation
; the red feathers

in their headbands perpetually nodding. With them also came
a stranger, a renegade from Christendom and humanity—

a

white man in the South-Sea girdle and tattooed in the face. A
broad blue band stretched across his face from ear to ear, and
on his forehead was the taper figure of a blue shark, nothing
but fins from head to tail. He was an Englishman, Lem Hardy
he called himself, who had deserted from a trading brig touch-
ing at the island for wood and water, some ten years previous.

He had gone ashore as a sovereign power, armed with a musket
and a bag of ammunition, and ready, if need were, to prosecute
war on his own account. The country was divided by the
hostile kings of several large valleys. With one of them, from
whom he first received overtures, he formed an alliance, and
became what he now was, the military leader of the tribe, and
war-god of the entire island. Ilis campaigns beat Napoleon’s.
In one night attack, his invincible musket, backed by the light

infantry of spears and javelins, vanquished two clans, and the
next morning brought all the others to the foot of his royal
ally. Nor was the rise of his domestic fortunes at all behind
the Corsican’s

;
three days after landing, the exquisitely

tattooed hand of a princess was his
;
receiving along with the

damsel, as her portion, one thousand fathoms of fine tappa,

fifty double-braided mats of split grass, four hundred hogs, ten

houses in different parts of her native valley, and the sacred
protection of an express edict of the Taboo, declaring his person
inviolable for ever. Now, this man was settled for life,

perfectly satisfied with his circumstances, and feeling no desire

to return to his friends. Friends, indeed, he had none. He
told me his history. Thrown upon the world a foundling, his

paternal origin was as much a mystery to him as the genealogy
of Odin

;
and, scorned by everybody, he fled the parish work-

house when a boy, and launched upon the sea. He had
followed it for several years, a dog before the mast, and now he
had thrown it up for ever. And for the most part, it is just

this sort of men—so many of whom are found among sailors

—

uncared for by a single soul, without ties, reckless, and im-
patient of the restraints of civilization, who are occasionally,

found quite at home upon the savage islands of the Pacific

And, glancing at their hard lot in their own country, what
marvel at their choice ?

—

Melville's Adventures in the South

Seas.

A PROPHECY AND ITS FULFILMENT.

It not unfrequently happens that a very foolish prophecy is

the cause of its own fulfilment, a fact which tends to confirm
the faith of the ignorant in the infallibility of the “ wise men”
of their district. We have to record a case in point. Two
men of this neighbourhood had, almost from their earliest

years, been the counterpart of Damon and Pythias or David
and Jonathan. They consulted each other in every step they
took, and the harmony of opinion between them was remark-
able. But at length one of them was smitten with love, and,

very naturally, took some steps in this matter without consult-

ing his friend. At length, however, he did consult with him,
but it was to tell that he was about to be married. His friend

laboured hard to dissuade him from such a step, whether from
jealousy or some other motive, we know not; and as a last

resort told him that if he did marry the woman in question he
would not live more than five years! But love was stronger

than the fear of death in this instance, and the marriage was
duly celebrated. Things went on smoothly for a time, but the

gloomy prediction of his friend haunted the mind of the mar-
ried man, and at last so preyed upon him that it effected its

j

own fulfilment. He died within a few miles of Bradford, within

i three days of the fatal five years !—Bradford Observer,
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BATTLE OF WATERLOO.

On the evening of the 15th, intelligence of the enemy’s
advance was received by the Duke of Wellington at Brus-
sels. His grace, who with most of the British officers in

Brussels, afterwards went to a ball at the Duchess of Rich-
mond’s, immediately gave orders that the army should hold
itself in readiness to march at a short notice. In the middle
of the night, a second courier reached Brussels, and an-

nounced to the duke in the ball-room, by a letter from
Prince Bluclier, that Chaleroi had been taken; that the

Prussians were concentrating in the rear of Fleurus; that

the Belgians were contending with the second corps of the

French on the road to Frasnes, and that Bonaparte was
advancing in full force.

The duke, without quitting the ball-room, merely ordered

that notice should instantly be sent to the officers com-
manding divisions, that they should proceed without delay,

and meet him at Quatre Bras. The drums instantly beat to

arms—the bugles sounded, “ startling the dull ear of night,”

and the whole city was roused. Before dawn, the Park and

Place Royale ex-

hibited a continual

bustle of armed
men wrho met and
“ gathered, and
formed in a hazy
obscurity.”

It was indeed a
splendid sight,

where the bright

gleams of torch
and lantern threw
the red light

around, to watch
the steady tramp
of the Highland
regiments, as they
defiled into the

open space; each
footstep as it met
the ground, seem-
log in its proud
and firm tread, to

move in more than
sympathy with the
wild notes of their

native mountains.
Silent and still

they moved along,

no voice spoke
within their ranks,
save that of some
command to “ close

[the LAST CHARGE of THE BRITISH.]

capital, bearing with them the affectionate regrets of all who
had witnessed their orderly conduct while in Brussels.
At nine o’clock, the Duke of Wellington left Brussels, with

his staff and some light horse, and proceeded to Quatre Bras.
Prince Bluclier, with eighty thousand Prussians, occupied
the heights between Brie and Sombref

; and General Bulow,
with the 4th corps, hastened to join him between Liege and
Hannut. At three in the morning, the French army com-
menced their march forward. In their advance by Fleurus,
they discovered the position which the Prussians had taken
up, and Napoleon on the instant resolved to fight them.
The command of the left wing was conferred on Marshal
Ney; the centre, constituting the main body, was commanded
by the Emperor in person; and the cavalry, on the right, by
Marshal Grouchy.
Marshal Ney, with the second corps, having the first corps

in reserve, moved forward on the Brussels road, and again
attacked the corps under the command of the Prince of
Weimar. The latter, in conformity to orders from the Duke
of Wellington, fell slowly back, that an opportunity might
be given to Sir Thomas Picton’s and the Duke of Bruns-

wick’s divisions,

to meet his troops
in the field at

Quatre Bras at the
same moment, and
so form a suffi-

cient force to keep
the enemy in check
till other regiments
should arrive. The
28th, 42od, 79th,

92nd, 95th regi-

ments, and Royal
Scots, were the

British corps
which first defiled

into the field at

Quatre Bras. They
took up their dif-

ferent stations

under a heavy
cross-fire of
musketry and can-

non; but here, as

at Waterloo, the

Scotch were fore-

most in the fight.

This was about

three in the after-

noon, when the

French immedi-

ately commenced
a vigorous attack

up—take ground—to the right—rear rank—close order.”
Except such brief words as these, or the low muttered praise
of some veteran general as he rode down the line, all was
orderly and steady as on parade. The officers, many of them
in their ball-dress, for they had no time to change, took their

places in their respective regiments, and proceeded from the
ball-room to the field of battle. At sunrise the march began;
each regiment, as it quitted the ground, gave three cheers.

Two distinguished Highland regiments, the 42nd and 92nd,
were among the first to muster. During their stay in Brus-
sels, they had secured the respect and affection of the
inhabitants, who came forth, at this early hour, to bid them
adieu, previous to their departure for the field of battle.

This was owing entirely to the attention which the officers

and soldiers of these regiments paid to the community,
among whom they had recently been residing. Where these

men happened to be quartered, they displayed the utmost
simplicity of manners; they might frequently be seen watch-
ing and leading about the children of their hosts, and doing
other little offices of a homely and friendly nature. To the

spirit-stirring sound of the pibroch
,
they quitted the Belgian

upon the British position. Early in the engagement,

the 42nd regiment advanced, and charged a large body

of infantry, which they broke and put to flight. Yield-

ing to their natural impetuosity, the two companies in the

van pressed forward, and were separated from the main

body, when a column of French lancers, who were lying

in ambush, in the adjoining wood, suddenly rushed upon them.

Their colonel, Sir Robert Macara, ordered the regiment to form

into a square, and the adjutant was dispatched to bring in the

two companies. In doing so, some delay took place, nor was a

square formed till Major Dick rode in among the men, calling

loudly for them to rally round him. Sir Robert Macara, at

the same moment, was shot by a tirailleur, and pierced by a

lancer as he was falling from his horse. The two companies

not being able to rejoin the regiment, were obliged to form

hastily, to defend themselves. The lancers attacked them

with so much fury, that nearly one half of the Highlanders

were cut to pieces, and scarcely one of them but was severely

wounded. The adjutant was unavoidably left out of the

square, and had a narrow escape. A lancer pushed towards

him as he was endeavouring to regain his regiment, when his
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horse was, by good fortune, shot, and falling, pitched him
safely under the bayonets of his own corps !

The laBcers having retired, and the survivors of the two
companies returned, the regiment was speedily reunited, and
being again attacked by cavalry in front and rear, they nobly

fought back to back, and in a short time these brave men re-

pulsed no less than six successive charges of the enemy’s horse.

The battle soon became general. The French, from their

superiority of force, continued to advance with increasing con-

fidence. Repulsed at one point they immediately rallied at

another. Suddenly a party of cuirassiers—so called from the

armour which they wore, consisting of a breast-plate and back-

piece, joined by clasps, and a helmet with cheek-pieces—was
observed to ride along the high road leading to Brussels, with
the object of carrying two guns which gave them great an-

noyance. The 42nd took an opportunity of raking their flank,

and at the same moment, the two guns discharged a round of

grape-shot, when almost every man and horse were brought to

the ground. *

During this conflict, the Duke of Wellington, who had re-

paired to another part of the field, resumed his station on foot.

Major MacDonald of the 92nd, who was mounted, observing a

column of French infantry rapidly approaching along the edge

of a wood on the right, called the attention of his Grace to that

part of the field of battle, who, on looking at them through his

glass, in his usual tranquil tone, replied, “Yes, Major, there

is a considerable body of them there;” then turning to Colonel

Cameron, he said, “Colonel, you must charge!” General
Barnes, adjutant-general of the army, instantly took off his

hat and cheered, calling out, “ 92nd, whom I have often led, a
column of the enemy is now advancing upon us, and the honour
of repulsing it is entirely iven to you.” The 92nd rushed
forward and drove hack this column, which became much scat-

tered, and took refuge in a house and garden on the opposite

side of the road. Being concealed, the fire of the enemy was
now very destructive; but they were soon forced from this po-
sition, and pursued as far as the skirts of the wood from whence
they had issued.

In this short but bloody contest, the 92nd suffered a loss of
nearly three hundred men. !

'
l ieir colonel, Cameron, was shot

in the groin, and was about falling from his horse when some
of his men received him into their arms, and carried him to the
rear. Three officers of the same regiment shared his fate,

while no less than twenty-one lay wounded on the ground over
which they had marched.

Sir Thomas Picton’s “ superb division” was singly engaged
with the French for nearly two hours. Every man fought with
a desperation which no language can describe. Sir Thomas
was himself amongst his soldiers, urging them to stand firm,
and receive the enemy with a steady front. The conflict was
murderous. A rolling discharge of musketry from the British
line was answered with deadly rapidity and closeness by that
of the French; the havoc was terrible; but Sir Thomas was in
the midst, watching the progress of the fight. Wherever death
was thickest, there could he be seen, encouraging and exhorting
the soldiers to be firm.

All attempts against the British were eventually defeated
with considerable loss on the part of the enemy, although their
attacks throughout the day were made with impetuosity, and,
in a few instances, with partial success. Having been repulsed
oil the left, Marshal Ney ordered an attack to be made on the
right of the British position. At this critical moment, the di-
vision under General Cooke, amounting to 4.000 men, accom-
panied by two brigades of artillery, after a fatiguing march
from Enghien, essentially contributed to repel this attack. The
infantry under General Maitland were directed to retreat into
the wood, where they formed; and, under cover, opened a most
galling fire on the French cavalry, which was compelled to fall

back with considerable loss.

Seeing the men under him becoming intimidated by repeated
defeats, the marshal (Ney) sent orders to the first corps, which
ne imagined was still in reserve, to throw themselves on the
flanks of the British; but to his astonishment he was informed
that the emperor, who was engaged with the Prussians at the
same moment in front of Ligny, had disposed of it. This in-

telligence confounded the marshal. “ My plans,” he exclaimed,
“are destroyed, and the battle is lost!” It was then, he after-

wards acknowledged, that he was obliged to renounce the hope
of victory, and to call forth all his energies, and the utmost
efforts of his soldiers, even to maintain his position till the close

of the day. Yielding to his natural bravery, and exasperated
at being deprived of his resources, Marshal Ney now brought
forward the whole of his cavalry, and headed them in repeated
desperate charges, but in vain. They were at last compelled to

retire with considerable slaughter. Even after they had left

the field, however, cne.effort more seemed to be determined
upon. The French cavalry again, collected into a body, and
stood for some time on the Brussels road, as if intending to

make another trial. M?ajor-general Sir J. Yandeleur, with the
11th, 12th, and 16th light dragoons, followed by Major-general
Sir Hussey Vivian, with three regiments of hussars, prepared
to charge them, but beaten and dispirited, the French suddenly
retired. The contest was maintained at different points, till

the approach of night, when Marshal Ney, foiled in all his

efforts, retired to the heights before Frasnes, leaving Quatre
Bras in possession of the British.

The loss to the allied army was very severe, amounting to

5,000 men; among whom were many brave officers. The gal-

lant Duke of Brunswick was killed at the head of his troops.

Ide had taken a solemn oath that he would never sheathe his

sword, till he had avenged the insults offered to the corpse of

his father, who was slain in the battle of Jena, and whose re-

mains Napoleon would not allow to be deposited with those of

his ancestors. Although twice wounded, the duke could not
be prevailed upon to retire, and, “foremost fighting, fell.”

On the same day, the 16th of June, was fought the battle of

Ligny, between Napoleon and the Prussians. Early that day,

the French army appeared on the plains of Fleurus, driving

before them the Prussian light troops into the valley of theLigne.
Having reconnoitred the Prussian position, the emperor re-

solved on an immediate attack, in order to cut off the retreat

of a great portion of Blucher’s army. The battle began about
three o’clock in the afternoon, by a furious cannonade, under
cover of which the village of St. Amand was attacked at the

point of the bayonet. The most desperate efforts were made
by the Prussians to recover this village, but without success.

The French then advanced against Ligny; here a murderous
scene commenced, which, for fury and inveteracy, had never
been equalled in any former contest between the French and
Prussians. Each soldier appeared to be avenging his own per-

sonal quarrel; and neither party was disposed either to give or

ask quarter.

The contested villages were taken and retaken several times,

after a most dreadful slaughter. Saint Amand and Ligny
were, above all, disputed with invincible obstinacy. Having,
at last, succeeded in making a lodgment in the churchyard of

the former place, the French maintained themselves there, not-

withstanding the repeated efforts of the Prussians to drive them
from it.

In an attempt, by the division of General Girard, supported
by a portion of General Vandamme’s corps and his reserve

cavalry, to carry the heights towards Brie, on which the main
body of the Prussians was posted, and which was repelled by
the Prussians, led on by Marshal Bluclier in person, General
Girard, one of the most gallant and intelligent of Napoleon’s

officers, was slain at the head of his division, the majority ot

which shared his fate; so destructive was the Prussian charge.

Atone time, the success of the battle was so doubtful, that

Napoleon sent for the first corps to assist him, but neglected

to inform Marshal Ney, then engaged against the British, of

the reduction he had made in his force, which deprived the

latter of all chance of victory. Before this reserve could

reach Napoleon, it was countermarched, in consequence of

the discomfiture of the marshal at Quatre Bras, but it arrived

there too late to be of any service.

The conduct of Blucher, throughout the day, was marked
with his usual intrepidity. In the dusk of the evening, he
headed an unsuccessful charge against the French cuirassiers;

and a hall having struck his horse, which galloped most
furiously till it fell down dead, he narrowly escaped being taken
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prisoner. The horse he rode upon this occasion was a grey

charger, given to him by the prince regent. He fell just^at

the moment when his cavalry wheeled round to fly from the

French. “Now,” said he, to his aide-de-camp, “I am, indeed,

lost!” He was, for the moment, protected by Count Nostitz,

who stood beside him to prevent his being noticed, while, partly

covered by his charger, the mass of the French cavalry passeu

over him. Before, however, the marshal could be extricated,

the Prussians rallied, and turned upon their pursuers, when the

whole of the retreating troops again passed the spot where

Blucher was lying. Upon the Prussians coming up, Count

Nostitz, with the aid of a soldier, placed the almost insensible

marshal on a trooper’s horse, and hurried him from the field.

Night put an end to the battle of Ligny. The French re-

mained masters of the field. During the consequent confusion

upon the retreat of the Prussians, the latter, for a time, were

much scattered. Luckily Blucher soon rallied from the effect

of his fall. General Gneisenau found him in a cottage by the

roadside during the night, already devising plans for another

contest. “Hard blows these,” observed Blucher; “but we
must just pay them back.” The Prussians ultimately effected

their retreat in good order, and formed again at Tilly and

Gembloux, not half a league from the scene of operations.

The loss of the two armies is supposed to have been nearly

equal. The Prussians calculated theirs at fourteen thousand

men, and fifteen pieces of cannon. The combatants had fought

with the most implacable fury on both sides. They were

mutually exasperated against each other; the Prussians could

not forget the wrongs inflicted on their country by the French

and there was something ferocious in their attacks upon the

latter. The soldiers of Napoleon remembered but too well the

part which the Prussians had taken against them when they

returned from Moscow: that they had joined the Allies, and

assisted in defeating the armies of France on their own sacred

soil.

On the morning of the 17th, Blucher issued a general

order, in which, after detailing the loss of the battle of Ligny,

lie severely censured the cavalry for want of coolness and in-

trepidity, and required them to be in readiness to wipe away the

stain their defeat had brought upon them. He also reprimanded

the artillery; but spoke in high terms of the conduct of the in-

fantry, concluding thus: “I shall immediately lead you against

the enemy; we shall beat him, because it is our duty to do so.”

Napoleon now imagined that he had succeeded in completely

separating the British and Prussian armies. On the 17th, a

laconic note from Marshal Soult, major-general of the army,

announced that the enemy’s line had been separated, and that

Wellington and Blucher had with difficulty made their escape!

Napoleon, witli the main body of the army, marched to

Frasnes, near Quatre Bras, to join the troops under Marshal

Ney, leaving Grouchy, with a small force, to follow the re-

treating Prussians.

The French, in their march, on the 17th crossed the field of

Quatre Bras, which was covered with dead bodies. Some
wounded also, belonging to the French army, who had been

recovered, were found. It was evident how sanguinary the

battle of the preceding day had been.

On the evening of the 17th, the Duke of Wellington des-

patched a messenger to Blucher, to inform him he was resolved

to accept battle on the following day, if the Prussians would
support him with two of their corps. Blucher replied, “ Not
only two of his corps, but his whole force would unite with

him to attack Napoleon.”

As the British troops arrived in position, in front of Mont
St Jean, they took up the ground they were to maintain, early

in the evening. The whole French army under Napoleon, with

the exception of two corps under Marshal Grouchy, thirty-two

thousand men and one hundred and eight guns, despatched in

pursuit of the Prussians on the road to Wavre, took up a posi-

tion immediately in front, and after some cannonading, both

armies remained opposite to each other during the night. The
rain fell incessantly. The soldiers, in their open bivouacs

among the standing corn, were exposed to the thunder and

lightning, and “the pelting of the pitiless storm. ’ The ground

was trampled into mud, and if they attempted to kindle a fire,

the storm instantly extinguished the flame. In the course of

i the night, however, the British army were able to clean their

arms, receive ammunition, and make every preparation for the

coming fight.

The Duke of Wellington, with the assistance of Colonel

Carmichael Smith, and Sir William de Lancy had completed

his arrangements in the field; and on this occasion he observed

i to his attendants, that he remembered, on crossing these plains

j

in the summer of 1814, he took particular notice of the ground,

and then declared that if ever it should be his fortune to de-

fend Brussels, the side on which he had just arranged his army
would be the position he should occupy. He shortly afterwards

repaired to the village of Waterloo, about a mile in rear, where

he took up his quarters for the night.

A little before mid-day, that is, shortly after eleven o’clock,

the battle commenced, by the almost simultaneous advance of

three entire French corps on the right, left, and centre of the

British lines. Our troops were in the act of swallowing their

breakfast, when an aide-de-camp, riding at full speed along the

line, called out to them, as lie galloped past ,
“ Stand to your

arms, the French are advancing!” and in an instant the British

soldiers calmly ranged themselves along the line. The first

gun that was fired was from an English battery, against a

column of French commanded by Prince Jerome Bonaparte,

advancing upon Hougoumont, which was occupied by some

Nassau and Brunswick troops, and by the light companies of

the English guards, under Colonel MacDonell, which latter,

with the 7th company of the Coldstream regiment, were placed

in the garden and around the house. It is supposed that not

less than 30,000 of the enemy were engaged in this attack, in

which likewise were employed an immense artillery. Their

success, however, was confined to forcing the light companies

of thelst, 2nd, and 3d Foot Guards to take refuge within the post,

instead of defending the small wood on the outside of it. The
post itself was never occupied for a moment. In spite of grape,

and musketry, and balls, and shells, and flames; in defiance of

the infuriated and reiterated efforts of the enemy again and

again reinforced, the heroic British guards resolutely kept their

honourable post, from which they never moved till they issued

from its precincts, when the foe fled in confusion from the field

of battle.

It is difficult to describe the fury of the contest in this quar-

ter. The Duke of Wellington justly estimated the post of

Hougoumont, since its loss would have uncovered our flank,

and thereby given the French a most fatal advantage over our

line; in a word, had it been lost, nothing short of its being re-

taken, at any rate, could have repaired the misfortune. A
most murderous cannonade was opened upon the brave defenders

of Hougoumont, which was answered by our artillery with a

spirited and well-directed fire. At length the enemy forced his

troops into the orchard, and after a contest of some hours, he

succeeded in reducing our men to nothing but the house itself.

Every tree, every walk, every hedge, every avenue, had been

fought for with an obstinacy almost unparalleled; and the

French lay killed in every direction, even at the very door of

the house (to which, as well as a haystack in the farm-yard,

the enemy had succeeded in setting fire), and, though all in

flames, over their heads, our brave fellows never suffered them

to penetrate beyond the threshold. The greatest part of the

wounded on both sides were, alas, here burnt to death!

In consequence of this success on the part of the French, the

Coldstream and third regiment of Guards were ordered into the

wood, from whence they drove the enemy; and every subse-

quent struggle to repossess themselves of it was ineffectual.

The places of these two battalions were supplied by two of the

gallant Brunswickers, which, with the second and third batta-

lions of the first regiment, were formed into hollow squares, on

the slope and summit of the hill, so as to support each other;

and in this situation they all lay down, in order to avoid the

storm of death which the enemy’s artillery was spreading

around them.
In the meantime, the Prussian corps, struggling with the

heavy roads in their march through the defiles of St. Lambert,

were urging forward their course towards the scene of action.

“ Keep your ground, brave English!” was the general exclama-

tion of Biucher’s troops to a British officer, who had been dis-

patched by the Duke of Wellington, to inform the Prussian
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commander that an engagement had become inevitable—“ only
keep your ground till we come up!”
The two points of gt . test importance in the British lines

were the chateau of Hougoumont, and the farm of La Haye
Sainte. The attack on the former, we have already shown,
failed. It was accompanied by a heavy cannonade from more
than 200 pieces of artillery, along the whole French line, and
under cover of this fire, repeated attacks were made. It was
about the time of the enemy’s gaining the orchard, already no-
ticed, that the French commenced their desperate charges of

cavalry, under cover of the smoke which the burning houses
and haystack had caused; the whole of which the wind drifted

towarda the allies on the ridge and slope, and thus prevented
their approach being observed. At this period the battle as-

sumed a character, for interest, beyond description. In vain
the French artillery mowed down whole ranks of their oppo-
nents. The chasms were instantly filled. Napoleon was lost

in admiration. “ What brave troops!” exclaimed the emperor
to his staff. “ It is a pity to destroy them; but I shall beat them
after all.” Nothing could be more tremendous than the French
mode of attack, under Count D’Erlon, in the direction of Ter
la Haye. It was headed by artillery, which discharged showers
of iron grape shot; and at the head of their columns were the
iron-cased cuirassiers, in complete mail, upon which the musket
balls were heard to ring, as they glanced off without injuring
the wearer. The English met this phalanx without dismay.
Sir Thomas Picton, without waiting for the attack, formed his

division into squares, consisting of the 28th, 30th, and 79th
regiments; and with Sir Denis Pack’s brigade, composed of
the 42nd, the 44th, and 92nd regiments, advanced to the charge.
The French, after suffering immense loss, were driven into the
plain. General Ponsonby 's heavy dragoons took the French
in flank; when the latter, throwing down their arms, fled in

all directions. Two eagles and two thousand prisoners were
taken. But the English cavalry pursued their success too far;

they were fired upon by another column, and being at the same
time attacked by a fresh body of French cavalry, they were
driven back with much loss. The struggle for the eagles was
maintained principally by the 92 nd regiment, who broke into the
centre of the columns with the bayonet, and the moment they
had pierced the line, the Scotch Greys dashed in to their sup-
port.

Ponsonby’s brigade consisted of the Royal Dragoons, the
Scotch Greys, and the Enniskillens—an English, Scottish,and
Irish corps. The attack was made most judiciously; for no
sooner did he see the French infantry closely engaged, than lie

led his brigade up the slope, and passed through the intervals
of the British squares. Shrill and wild from the Highland ranks
sounded the mountain pipe, mingled with shouts of “ Scotland
for ever!” when the soldiers of the Scottish regiments saw their
gallant countrymen, the Scotch Greys, arriving to their aid.

The latter, as they advanced, replied to the spirit-stirring cheer
with the same heart-arousing war-cry, and, like the avalanche,
the whole of the gallant band burst at once upon the foe. The
French could not withstand the crash—they fled at once—and,
as we have shown, the British, in their ardour, pursued them
too far. In this gallant but imprudent pursuit, the brave Sir
William Ponsonby lost his life.

Among the single-handed combatants none displayed greater
prowess than the famous Corporal Shaw, of the Life Guards,
who is said to have slain or disabled ten Frenchmen before the
fatal shot hit him. Sir Thomas Picton, who in person led on
his division to repel the attack of the French on our position,
was also among the slain. He was looking along his gallant
line waving his sword, when a ball struck him on the temple,
and he fell back upon his horse—dead.

It was now four o’clock. The allied army bad sustained
several severe attacks, which had been all repulsed, and no
advantage of any consequence had been gained by the French.
A brief cessation of Napoleon’s repeated attacks took place

:

he seemed to have changed his plans. From this time till

about half-past five he employed himself in concentrating his
troops. At that time a new series of attacks commenced along the
whole extent of the line. At once all the French heavy cavalry,
curassiers, carbineers, dragoons, and the cavalry of the guard,
rushed forward upon the British centre. Terrible as the

slaughter was, it would have been yet more dreadful had not
the shells, owing to the wetness of the ground, frequently
buried themselves in the earth, and when they exploded pro-
duced no other effect but that of casting up a tremendous
splashing of mud!
Napoleon had now in full operation every corps he could

muster, except his resources; and he spoke and felt as if the
battle were his own. On noticing his guide tremble at the shot
which fell around him he said, “ Do not stir, my friend; a ball

will kill you equally in the back as in the front, and wound you
more disgracefully.” To Bertrand he said, “We shall arrive
at Brussels in time for supper!”
The battle was maintained on both sides with inconceivable

violence. The fire of the artillery and the attacks of the cavalry
were so terrible and so severe, that the allied troops absolutely
looked upon the present attacks of the infantry as a breathing
time from their unparalleled toils. The anxiety of their illustrious
chief for the sufferings of his gallant comrades became great.
“I saw him,” said a person who was present, “ pull out his
watch several times, calculating, no doubt, when the Prussians
would arrive.” It is also said that he was heard to exclaim,
“Would to God that night or Blucher would come!”
At six o’clock the Prussians had not arrived. The British

troops were all in action—their loss was already severe: suc-
cess was more than doubtful. Another hour without the
appearance of Blucher might render defeat inevitable. At this

juncture General Sir Colin Halket, who commanded the fifth

English brigade, observing his ranks dreadfully thinned, and
many men drooping with fatigue, sent an aid-de-camp to the
uke, to say that a relief, however temporary, was absolutely

necessary. “ Tell him,” said his grace, “ the thing he asks is

impossible: he and I, and every Englishman on the field, must
die on the spot rather than give way.” “ That is enough,”
returned Sir Colin; “I and every man of my brigade will share
his fate.”

The British army had been under fire for nearly seven hours.
The frequency and impetuosity of the enemy’s attacks were
now redoubled, but in vain—they could rot force the British
line. The advance of the Prussians was retarded partly by the
state of the roads, which had now become nearly impassable,
and partly by the unwillingness of those who had been defeated

at Ligny again to come into action with their conquerors. It

is true the Prussians were burning for revenge, but they wished
to attack the French army after it had been broken and dispi-

rited by Wellington, and when they thought they could secure

an easy victory. The Prussians in their advance had, no doubt,

to contend with very great difficulties. The obstacles which
the infantry and cavalry had to overcome were great, and we
are aware that the immense train of artillery occasioned still

greater delay, although they had not more than twelve or

fourteen miles to march. from Wavre. The guns frequently

sunk ankle- deep into the mud. Notwithstanding the boasted

discipline of the Prussians, however, the men broke through all

restraint of order and subordination. They refused to obey
their officers, and spread themselves for miles over the fields.

Even with Blucher himself they did not fail to remonstrate.

“We shall never get on,” was heard on all sides. “We must
get on,” replied Blucher; “I have given my word to Welling-

ton, and you surely will not suffer me to break it ? Only
exert yourselves, my children, and certain victory is ours!”

Napoleon being informed that the Prussians were advancing
in the rear, sent Labedoyere to inform his men that it was the

corps of Grouchy which had joined the right flank of his army.
This intelligence, it will be seen, deceived even Marshal Ney.
The advanced guard of the Prussians was repulsed by a

French corps under General Lobau. It was after seven o’clock

before the Prussian force came into communication with the

extreme left of the British army.
The emperor, on being convinced that the Prussians had

come into the field, determined to make one of those grand
efforts by which he had so frequently snatched victory from the

hands of his enemies. Notwithstanding the number of his best

troops already fallen, he had in reserve the Imperial Guards,
with which he resolved, by putting himself at their head, to

make one last effort to force the centre of the British army,
before the Prussians could have time to engage. For this pur-
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pose he left the more distant point of observation, which he had
for some time occupied upon the heights in the rear of the

line, and descending from the hill, placed himself in the midst of

the highway, fronting Mount St. Jean, and within about a quar-

ter of a mile of the English line. The banks which rise high on
each side, protected him from such balls as did not eome in a
direct line. Here he caused his guards to defile before him,
and acquainting them that the English cavalry and infantry

were entirely destroyed, and that to carry their position they
had only to sustain with bravery a heavy fire of their artillery,

he concluded by pointing to the causeway in front, and ex-

claiming, “ There, gentlemen, there is the road to Brussels!”

The prodigious shouts of “ Vive VEmpereur” with which the

guards answered this appeal, led the British troops, and the

Duke of Wellington himself, to expect an instant renewal of the

attack, with Napoleon as their leader. But the troops advanced
under the command of Ney, and the emperor, yielding to the

advice of his generals agaiust his better judgment, retired to

his former position.

In this, the last charge they were ever to make, the guards
advanced into the plain with great enthusiasm. No sooner had
they presented themselves within range of the British artillery,

than an enfilading fire opened upon them, with an effect so

tremendous, that for a moment they were staggered. They
succeeded, however, in penetrating within the British lines; and
it seemed impossible for the duke to rally a sufficient force to

arrest their progress. They carried everything before them;
and once more, in this eventful battle, victory inclined to the
side of Napoleon

!

But in the rear was Wellington; and on the brow of the hill,

a regiment of British guards had been ordered to lie down, to

shelter themselves from the enemy’s fire. The imperial guard
was within a hundred yards of them, when the duke exclaimed—“ Up, guards, and at them! ” In an instant they formed,
and poured in a volley, which threw the enemy back with the

shock. The duke, gallopping close up in the rear, called out,
“ Forward, guards,” and before the French guards had time to

deploy, the British gave three cheers, and rushed furiously

upon them with the point of the bayonet—when they imme-
diately turned and fled. It was in this attack that the British

and French guards were for the first time fairly opposed to

each other. The enemy refused to take or give quarter, and
the carnage was horrible. The tirailleurs of the imperial guard
gallantly attempted to cover their retreat, and for a short time
did considerable execution among the British; but being
charged by a body of our cavalry, they fled in the greatest dis-

order.

The main body of the Prussians now arrived. The Duke
of Wellington exclaimed exultingly, “There goes oldBlu-
c her, at last. We shall beat them yet!” He immediately
ordered the whole line to move forward. At the same time,
he put himself at the head of the Foot Guards; and having
addressed a few words to them, to which they replied with a
general hurrah, he led them on with his hat in his hand.
The hour of vengeance and triumph had arrived. In a

moment, the guards were on their feet
; one volley was

poured in
; the bayonets were brought to the charge

;
they

closed upon the enemy : then was seen the most dreadful
struggle that the history of all war can present. Furious
with long restrained passions, the guards rushed upon the
leading divisions

; the seventy- first, and ninety-fifth, and
twenty-sixth overlapped them on the flanks. Their generals
fell thickly on every side

; Michael Jamier and Mallet are
killedj Friant lies wounded

; Ney, his dress pierced and
ragged with balls, shouts still to advance; but the leading
files waver

; confusion, panic, succeeds. Nothing could re-
sist the impetuosity of the attack. The French fought with
desperation : but their first line was soon penetrated; the
second afforded little moro resistance, and complete confusion
and rout ensued. Cries of “All is lost!” “The guard is

driven back!” issued from all parts of the French army.
They were driven from the heights, leaving behind 150 pieces
of cannon, which fell into the hands of the British. The
scene of dismay and confusion which ensued, it is almost
impossible to depict.
The Prussiau columns, understanding that the French

were defeated, continued to advance, and broke through the
right wing of the French army in three places. It was
impossible to rally a single corps, as a complete panic spread
itself throughout the whole field. The cry of “ Sauve qai
peut” was distinctly heard, raised, it has since been ascer-
tained, by some disaffected officers in the French army.
Napoleon and his companions stood astonished and confounded
on the banks of the ravine, scarcely any one, for a time,
daring to break silence. At last, seeing that he had still a
reserve of three or four thousand of the old and young guard,
he hastily called them forward. This reserve willingly
obeyed the order; but the attempt to move beyond where he
was stationed was in vain. At that place they were borne
back by the overwhelming force of the fugitives, who issued
from the field in disorderly flight. Perceiving that all was
lost, the emperor exclaimed to Bertrand, “ Let us save our-
selves!” He then retreated, but stopping near La Belle
Alliance, he saw the Scotch Greys intermingled with, and
furiously cutting the French troops to pieces. “Look at
those grey horses!” he said, “ how terrible they are!” Then
looking towards the field, with uplifted hands, he shook his

head, and, according to the expression of his guide, wore a
countenance as pale as a corpse. The guide had been de-
tained against his will all day, and no doubt gave as unfa-
vourable a description of his manner at that eventful moment
as he could. But all accounts agree that Napoleon preserved
his self-possession to the last

; and did not quit his post until

he had assured himself that all was indeed lost. He was, in

fact, among the very last to leave the field ; when, having
mixed with the multitude, he was carried with the stream of

his dispirited and flying soldiers.

The darkness of night spread over the pursued and their

unrelenting pursuers. The British cavalry became wearied
with their work of blood, and with the fatigues of the day.

Wellington and Blucher met at the farm of La Belle Alliance.

At the solicitation of the latter— the ferocious Blucher—the

pursuit of the retreating army was left to his bloodhounds, the

sanguinary Prussians
; and while the exhausted British, re-

lieved of a task so unsuited to their character—that of mowing
down, and literally murdering a defeated and defenceless

enemy,—gladly prepared their bivouacks, their allies! the

blood-thirsty and savage Prussians, greeted them with the air

of “ God save the King!”
The tremendous scenes of the day were surpassed by the

horrors of the night. The causeway, between Waterloo and
Genappe, was covered with cannon, caissons, carriages, bag-

gage, and arms, forming one vast chaos. No rallying point

had been given to the French army, as Napoleon was so con-

fident of victory. The pursuit by the Prussians was active

and vigorous, as it was in character most sanguinary and
merciless. Blucher had ordered that every man and horse in

his army, capable of action, should pursue the fugitives without

allowing them time to rally. The light of the full moon shed

its lustre on this scene of butchery, and prevented, in many
instances, the escape of the French. The Black Hussars of the

Duke of Brunswick, who had exerted themselves during the

battle, headed the chase, and none escaped who came within

the reach of their sabres. The death of General Duchesme is

sufficient to show the implacability of their revenge. One of

these Brunswickers, while in pursuit, perceiving the general

at some distance, immediately rode up to him. The latter

begged for quarter. The soldier, for a moment, looked sternly at

him, with his uplifted sword, and exclaiming, “ The Duke of

Brunswick fell the day before yesterday, and thou also shalt

bite the dust !” instantly clove him down.

In the midst of this horrid route, every one was ignorant of

Bonaparte’s fate, for he had suddenly disappeared, and, when the

catastrophe took place, all were more occupied with their own
danger than with the Emperor’s safety. The general report was,

that he had fallen in the heat of battle. This intelligence being

conveyed to one of his generals, he replied in the words of

Megret, after the death of Charles XII. at Fredericks tad t,

“ Then the tragedy is ended !” Others said, that while making
a charge at the head of his guards, he wras taken prisoner.

The same uncertainty prevailed as to Marshal Ney, and most
of the principal officers.
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“A general disorganization of the army ensued,” says Raoul,
“ and Napoleon, rousing himself from the stupor into which he
had sunk, was cold as a stone. The last time I saw him was
in returning from the charge, when all was lost. My thigh

had been broken by a musket-shot in advancing, and I re-

mained in the rear, having fallen on the ground. Napoleon
passed close by me. His nose was buried in his snuff-box, and
his bridle fell loosely on the neck of his horse, which was
pacing leisurely along. A Scotch regiment was advancing at

the charge in the distance. The emperor was almost alone.

Lallemaud only was with him. The latter still exclaimed,

‘All is not lost, sire
;

all is not lost! Rally, soldiers, rally !’

The emperor replied not a word. Lallemaud recognized me
in passing. ‘ What has happened to you, Raoul !

’
‘ My

thigh is shattered with a musket- ball.’ ‘ Poor devil, how I

pity you! Adieu! adieu!’ The emperor uttered not a

word.”
In his flight, having lost his way, the emperor had thrown

himself into an orchard, attached to the farm of La Belle Alli-

ance. It was there that, by chance, two horsemen of his own
guard found him wandering alone. They undertook to guide

and protect him across the fields, and through the parties of

Prussians, to try, if possible, to reach his own equipage.

Luckily for them, the Prussians, who throughout this dreadful

night behaved more like brigands and cut- throats than disci-

plined soldiers, were too busy in plundering the camp equipages,

to notice them, and so they let them pass. In spite of the

confusion and the horrors of the scene, Bonaparte was perceived

and recognised in several places, and the soldiers whispered to

each other as he passed, “ Look! there i3 the emperor !” He
at last succeeded in getting inside his own carriage, which drove
rapidly towards Genappe. Beyond the town, he was stopped
by the vehicles which crowded the road and had the lead. It

was here the last stand was made. The Prussions soon over-

took the carriage of Napoleon. To cut down the postillions,

who continued to lash their horses with great fury, shoot the

coachman, and cut the traces, was the work of a moment; but
in that moment, Napoleon succeeeded in getting out at one
door, while the enemy entered at the other, leaving behind him
his hat, sword, and papers. Mounting a horse, accompanied
by a few chosen officers, who had rallied round his carriage, he
hastened away by the road to Charleroi, a little way beyond
which they stopped, and partook of some refreshment, of which
they stood in much need. Napoleon, in particular, had tasted

nothing from the commencement of the battle, and the night
was now far advanced. At two in the morning, they again
mounted their horses, and pursued their course. At a short
distance from Charleroi, two roads meet: one leads to Avesnes,
the other to Philippeville. Bonaparte chose the latter, and
increased his speed as the roads became clearer, and he could
obtaiu a carriage and post-horses. lie has been blamed for

abandoning his army, after the defeat at Waterloo, without
attempting to rally it

;
but none knew so well as he, that on

sustaining a reverse, the French became quite disheartened,
and he was well aware that it would be vain to attempt to rally

soldiers who had been so completely defeated and dispersed as

the French were on this occasion.

On arriving at Philippeville, Napoleon was compelled to wait
some time; for when he reached the gates of that town, they
were shut, and the men on guard would not admit him, until
the governor was sent for and recognised him. He then entered
the fortress with his suite, reduced to a few faithful and devoted
adherents.

After some hours’ rest, the emperor quitted Philippeville, and
took the road to Paris, by Rocroi and Mezieres. At the former
place, he was earnestly solicited to remain during the night,
but being aware how necessary it was for him to reach the
capital before his defeat was known there, he refused this

friendly request, and hastily resuming his journey, arrived at
Paris at nine o’clock on the evening of the twentieth of June.
We have thus attempted to give an account of the great

victory which brought back peace to the agitated Continent,
restored the balance of power in Europe, and destroyed the
hopes of Napoleon for ever. The result was almost immediately
apparent. On the 22nd of June, Bonaparte at the requisition

of the representatives, abdicated his throne in favour of his son,

Napoleon II. He afterwards retired to Rochefort, where ho
surrendered to the commander of the Bellerophon, and was con-
veyed prisoner to St. Helena. After enduring many indigni-
ties, and bearing his sad reverses of fortune with his usnal
dignity and equanimity, he expired on that island, on the 5th
of May, 1821.

Both commanders in this day’s contest did ample justice to
each other. Wellington acknowledged that Bonaparte did
his duty—that he fought the battle with infinite skill, perse-
verance, and bravery’; “ and this,” said the noble duke, “ I do
not state from any personal motive of claiming merit to myself
—for the victory is to be ascribed to the superior physical
force and constancy of the British soldiers,”

HORRORS OF WAR.
It" appears from authentic documents which Mr. Alison

has collected, that from the commencement to the close of
the revolutionary wars the levies of soldiers in France
exceeded four millions, and that not less than three millions of
these, on the lowest calculation, perished in the field, the
hospital, or the bivouac. If to these we add, as we unques-
tionably must, at least an equal number out of the ranks
of their antagonists, it is clear that not less than six millions

of human beings perished in warfare in the course of twenty
years, in the very heart of civilised Europe, at the commence-
ment of the nineteenth century of the Christian era. But
even these stupendous numbers give us no adequate concep-
tion of the destruction of human life directly consequent on
the wars of the revolution and the empire. We must add the
thousands who perished from want, outrage, and exposure,
and the hundreds of thousands who were subsequenty swept
away by the ravages of that pestilence which took its rise

amid the retreat from Rmsia, and the crowded garrisons of

the campaign of 1813, and for several years afterwards deso-

lated in succession every country of Europe. And even
when we have summed up and laid before us, in all the mag-
nitude of figures, the appalling destruction of life here exhi-

bited, we can still gather only a faint and remote conception
of the sufferings and the evils inflicted by this awful scourge.

Death in the field is among the smallest of the miseries of

war; the burned villages—the devastated harvests—the ruined
commerce—the towns carried by assault—the feeble and the

lovely massacred and outraged—grief, despair, and desolation,

carried into innumerable families,—these are among the more
terrific visitations of military conflicts, and the blackest of

the crimes for which a fearful retribution will one day be ex-

acted at the hands of those who have provoked, originated,

or compelled them. If anything could awaken the statesmen

of our age to a just estimate of war and the warrior, surely

their deeds and the consequences of these deeds should do so,

when exhibited on a scale of such tremendous magnitude.

Yet so far the impression made seems to have been both

feeble and imperfect. Our views with regard to war are still in

singular discordance both with our reason and our religion.

They appear to be rather the result of a brute instinct, than

of obedience to the dictates either of a sound sensd, or if a

pure faith.

How happens it that our notions on the subject of war are

so widely different from what we have a right to suppose they

would be among a Christian people? from what they would

be, if Christianity had had any share in their formation ?

We think the singular discrepancy may be traced to two

sources. In the first place, the whole tone of feeling among
educated minds, and through them among other classes—has

become thoroughly perverted and demoralized by the turn

which is given to their early studies. The first books to which

the attention of our youth is sedulously and exclusively di-

rected are those of the ancient authors
;
the first poet they

are taught to relish and admire is Homer ;
the first histories

put into their hands (and with which, through life, they are

commonly more conversant than with any other) are those of

Greece and Rome
;
the first biographies with which they be-

come familiar are those of the heroes and warriois of the
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wild times of old. Now, in those days the staple occupation

of life—at once its business and its pastime—was war. War
was almost the sole profession of the rich and great, and be-

came, in consequence, almost the sole theme of poets and

historians. It is, therefore, the subject most constantly pre-

sented, and presented in the most glowing colours, to the

mind of the young student, at the precise period when his

mind is most susceptible and most tenacious of new impres-

sions
;
the exciting scenes of warfare fill him with deeper

interest than any other, and the intellectual and moral
qualities of the warrior—quick forethought, rapid combination,

iron resolve, stern severity, impetuous courage—become the

objects of his warmest admiration; he forgets the peaceful

virtues of charity and forbearance, or learns to despise them;
he sees not the obscurer but the loftier merits of the philan-

thropist and the man of science; he comes to look upon war
as the noblest of professions, and upon the warrior as the

proudest of human characters; and the impression thus early

made withstands all the subsequent efforts of reflection and
religion to dislodge it. It is difficult to over-estimate the

nischief wrought by this early misdirection of our studies; and
flat the impression produced is such as we have represented

it, every one will acknowledge on a consideration of his own
itelings.

The other source of our erroneous sentiments, with regard
t> war, may he found in the faulty and mischievous mode in

finch history has been generally written. In the first place,

It tie except war has been touched upon; and the notion has
ben thus left upon the mind, either that nations were occupied
ii war alone, or that nothing else was worth recording. Those
/dent but steady labours which have gradually advanced the

wealth of a country, and laid the foundation of its prosperity
and power

;
those toilsome investigations which have pushed

forward the boundaries of human knowledge, and illustrated

through all time the age and the land which gave them birth;

that persevering ingenuity and unbaffled skill which have
made Science the hand-maid of Art, and wrought out of her
discoveries the materials of civilization and national pre-

eminence; and, greater than all, that profound and patient
thought which has eliminated the great principles of social

and political well-being. Concerning all these, history ha=
been silent; and the whole attention, both of the teacher and
the student, has been concentrated upon the loud transactions

of the outlyiDg world, while the real progress of nations, and
tba great and good men who have contributed thereto, have
alke been consigned to oblivion.

Again, historians have never given a full and fair analysis
of what war is. They have described the marches, the sieges,

the able manoeuvres, the ingenious stratagems, the gallant
enterprises, the desperate conflicts, the masterly combinations,
the acts of heroic daring, with which war abounds; and they
have summed up those descriptions of battles which we read
with breathless interest, by informing us that the victory was
gained with a loss of so many thousands killed and wounded

—

so many thousands made prisoners—and so many standards
and pieces of artillery taken from the enemy. But all this is

only the outside colouring of war, and goes little way towards
making us acquainted with its real character. Historians
rarely tell us of the privations suffered, the diseases engen-
dered, the tortures undergone during a campaign; still less of
the vices ripened, the selfishness confirmed, the hearts har-
dened, by this ‘ temporary repeal of all the principles of virtue.’
They do not speak of the ties broken—of the hearths made
desolate—of grief never to be comforted—of shame never to be
wiped away—of the burden of abiding affliction brought upon
many a happy household—of all the nameless atrocities, one
of which, in peaceful times, would make our blood run cold,
but which in war are committed daily, by thousands, with im-
punity. Historians rarely ever present us with such pictures
as the following

;
and yet these are the inevitable accompani-

ments of wars:

—

“ Such was the terrible battle of Eylau, fought in the depth
of winter, amidst ice and snow, under circumstances of unex-
ampled horror. The loss on both sides was immense; and
never in modern times had a field of battle been strewn with
such a multitude of slain. On the side of the Russians, 25,000

783

had fallen, of whom above 7,000 were already no more; on that
of the French, upwards of 30,000 were killed or wounded, and
nearly 10,000 had left their colours under pretence of attending
to the wounded. Never was spectacle so dreadful as the field

presented on the following morning. Above 50,000 men lay in
the space of two leagues, weltering in blood. The wounds
were for the most part of the severest kind, from the extraor-
dinary quantity of cannon balls which had been discharged
during the action, and the close proximity of the contending
masses to the deadly batteries which spread their grape at half
musket shot through their ranks. Though stretched on the
cold snow, and exposed to the severity of an arctic winter, they
were burning with thirst, and piteous cries were heard on all

sides for water, or assistance to extricate the wounded men
from the heaps of slain, or the load of horses by which they
were crushed. Six thousand of these noble animals encum-
bered the field, or, maddened with pain, were shrieking aloud
amid the stifled groans of the wounded.”

—

Alisons History of
Europe

,
vi, p. 85.

“Ou Sunday forenoon I found a crowd collected round a car,

in which some wounded soldiers had just returned from Russia.
No grenade or grape could have so disfigured these victims
of the cold. One of them had lost the upper joints of ail hi3

ten fingers,«and he showed us the stumps. Another wanted both
ears and nose. More horrible still was the look of a third,

whose eyes had been frozen; the eyelids hung down rotting,

the globes of the eyes were burst, and protruded from their

sockets. It was awfully hideous; but a spectacle yet more
dreadful was to present itself. Out of the straw in the bottom
of a car, I now beheld a figure creep painfully, which one
could scarcely believe to be ahuman being, so wild and distorted

were the features; the lips were rotted away’ the teeth stood
exposed: he pulled the cloth from before his mouth, and grinned
on us like a death’s head ”

—

Alison
,
ix., p. 112.

The following is a description of the state of the town and
garrison ofDresdenin 1813:—'“The ravages which a contagious
fever (the consequence of their privations) made on the inha-
bitants, added to the public distress. Not less than three hun-
dred were carried off by it a-week, among the citizens alone.

Two hundred dead bodies were every day brought out of the

military hospitals. Such was the accumulation in the church-
yards, that the grave-diggers could not inter them, and they
were laid naked, in ghastly rows, along the place of sepulture.

The bodies were heaped in such numbers on the dead carts,

that they frequently fell from them, and the wheels gave a
frightful sound in cracking the bones of the bodies which thus
lay upon the streets. The hospital attendants and carters

trampled down the corpses in the carts, like baggage or straw,

to make room for more; and not unfrequeutly some of the
bodies gave signs of life, and even uttered shrieks under this

harsh usage. Several bodies thrown into the Elbe for dead,

were revived by the sudden immersion in cold water, and the

wretches were seen struggling in vain in the waves, by which
they were soon swallowed up. Medicine and hospital stores

there were none; and almost all the surgeons and apothecaries

were dead.”

—

Alison
,
ix., p. 643.

These are ghastly pictures, but we must not shrink from
them if we would conceive aright what military glory really is,

and how alone it can be purchased.

We might multiply pictures yet more fearful. But we
cannot refrain from quoting a few passages from a letter of Sir

Charles Bell to Francis Horner, written after the battle of
Waterloo, whither he had gone to assist in giving the necessary

surgical attendance to the wounded.
“ After I had beenfive days engaged in the prosecution of my

object, I found that the best cases, that is the most horrid

wounds, left totally without assistance, were to be found in the

French hospital; this hospital was only forming; they were even

then bringing these poor creatures in from the woods. It is impos-

sible to convey to you the picture of human misery continually

before my eyes. What was heart-rending in the day was in-

tolerable at night. * * * * At six o’clock I took the

knife in my hand, and continued incessantly at work till seven
in the evening; and so the second day, and again the third.

All the decencies of forming surgical operations were soon
\ neglected; while I amputated one man’s thigh, there lay at one
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time thirteen
,
all beseeching to be taken next. It was a strange

thing to feel all my clothes stiff with blood, and my arms
powerless with using the knife; and more extraordinary still to

find my mind calm amidst such a variety of suffering. * * *

After being eight days among the wounded (operating, it must
be remembered, all the time), I visited the field of battle. The
view of the field, the gallant stories, the individual instances

of enterprise and valour, recalled me to the sense which the

world has of victory and Waterloo. But this was transient;

a gloomy, uncomfortable view of human nature is the inevit-

able consequences of looking upon the whole as I did—as I was
forced to do. There must ever be associated with the honours
of Waterloo, to my eyes the most shocking sights of woe; to

my ears accents of entreaty, outcry from the manly breast,

interrupted forcible expressions of the dying, and noisome

smells.”

When a statesman declares war in consequence of any of the

ordinary motives thereto; for the sake of a rich colony which
he is desirous to obtain; to prevent an ambitious neighbour

from acquiring what might render him a formidable rival; to

restore a monarch dethroned by a people wearied of his mani-
fold oppression; to resent a private wrong, or to avenge a

diplomatic insult—his thoughts on the matter seldom travel

beyond the issuing of a manifesto, the appointment of a general,

the levying of troops, and the imposition of taxes for the

maintenance of the contest. He is therefore wholly uncon-

scious what in reality he is doing;—and if a sage were to go to

him, as Nathan went to David, and say—“ Sir, you have given

orders for the commission of murder on a monstrous scale;

you have directed that 50,000 of your subjects shall send as

many of their fellow-men, wholly unprepared for so awful a

change, into a presence where they must answer for their

manifold misdeeds; you have commanded that 30,000 more
shall pass the best years of their life in hopeless imprisonment
—shall in fact be punished as the worst of criminals, when
they have committed no crime but by your orders;—you have
arranged so that 20,000 more shall lie for days on the bare
ground, horribly mutilated, and slowly bleeding to death, and
at length only be succoured in order to undergo the most pain-

ful operations, and then perish miserably in a hospital; you
have given orders that numbers of innocent and lovely women
—as beautiful and innocent as your own daughters— shall

undergo the last indignities from the license of a brutal sol-

diery; you have issued a fiat which, if not recalled, will carry

mourning into many families, will cut off at a stroke the de-

light of many eyes, will inflict upon thousands, now virtuous

and contented, misery which can know no cure, and desolation

which in this world can find no alleviation;”—if such a mes-
sage as this were conveyed to him

—

every word of which tvould

be strictly true—would he not disown the ghastly image thus
held up to him, and exclaim, “ Is thy servant a dog, that he
should do this thing?” And if statesmen could realize all this

before they put their hand to the declaration of hostilities,

would they not rather thrust it into the flames?

Has it ever occurred to any of our readers to analyse the

profession of a soldier?—a profession so much honoured in

our country, as in most others. A soldier is a man whose
profession it is to make war—to fight with his fellow-men. and
(and disguise it how we will, in the smooth conventional
hypocrisies of language) to slay them. Like every one else

he takes a pride and a pleasure in the exercise of his profes-

sion. To rust away in idleness is irksome and inglorious; in

peace he has little chance of employment, promotion, or dis-

tinction; peace, therefore, is burthensome and unwelcome.
From the very nature of things, he longs for war; he watches
with a natural, but certainly not a Christian delight, the first

bickerings which give promise of ripening into actual hostility,

and he desires to “fan the smoking flax into a flame.” This is

natural and inevitable; it cannot be otherwise. Inmost of the
nations of modern Europe we have created and maintain an
esteemed and influential profession, numbering hundreds of

thousands of members, whose interest and inclinations both
point towards war, and who thus constitute an always acting
force, urging their countrymen (however unconsciously) to

that which, when fairly stated, no one can defend—to be active

in aggression, tenacious in dispute, prompt in reprisals, and

sensitive to insult. A soldier is a man who, by the inevitable
instinct of his profession, incessantly desires and seeks for a
state of things which Christianity denounces as sinful, and
which reason condemns as noxious and absurd.
Again, that the destruction of the life and property, of our

fellow-men is a sin, and a grievous sin, per se, there can be no
question. The position of a soldier imposes upon him the
obligation of committing this enormous iniquity to any extent,
and upon any parties, at the command of the minister of the
day. History tells him—and his own experience will confirm,
the teaching—that this minister is often wicked, incapable, and
passionate; that he has frequently obtained his power by the
vilest means (by mistresses in France, by corrupt parliament-
ary majorities in England); that, in the views which he takes,
and the orders which he issues, he is often governed by the
basest motives, and the silliest and wickedest counsellors. He
may be a shallow and sensual intriguer, like Godoy; he may
have objects of personal ambition, like Napoleon; he may be
an empty chatterer, like Newcastle; but however unjust thf

war which he commands, however wild the scheme, howeve
barefaced the aggression, however innocent the victim, how
ever harsh and barbarous the mode in which the enterprise i

to be carried through—the soldier has no choice, no power c

refusal or evasion; he has bound himself to do the biddin

of his superior, however palpably and monstrously iuiquitou
that bidding may be. He cannot resign; that would be at

tended with dishonour. He cannot remonstrate; that woul
be punished as insubordination. In some of the most im
portant actions of life he has ceased to be a free agent, thoug

he cannot cease to be a responsible agent
;
he has parted with hi

birthright for a mess of pottage: he has, inflict, sold himsel
into a species of slavery, which often leaves him only thi

humiliating and torturing alternative of remaining at his pos

to perpetrate sin and cruelty, or leaving it with dishonour anc

ruin. And to us it is marvellously strange, and a signal proo

of the difficulty and the rarity with which men rise to tlx

contemplation of first principles, that any one of sound judg
merit and good feelings, who can dig, or plough, weave or pusl]

his fortune in any of the thousand paths which lie open to tlui

foot of enterprise, should be willing thus to barter away, fpr sej

paltry an equivalent, his right of refusing to do wrong.— Wist \

mitister Review.

THE FAST-DAY, ABRIL, 1847.

“ Mr. Straggles. Is a regular brick, and no mistake: 1 i

been called a Gent: wasn’t offended: why should he be

Didn’t observe the Fast, although he looked for it; doesrri

know anybody that did. Had a breakfast party that day, anl

kept it up till next morning; believed them—he did ea

Bought up all the kidneys he could get, the night before. N
end of half-and-half. Bank shut up. Never had such a Fasti

day in his life, and don’t care how soon he has another. Think
the Ministers are jolly bricks, and hopes they may never

gj

out. Politics and Ireland be blowed.

“Mary Stubbs. Is maid of all work in a lodging-house

Didn’t know which way to turn the Fast-day. All the gentlemei

in the house gave parties, from Mr. Thompson in the parlour

to Mr. Barton on the fourth floor. Never heard such a nois

—never; thought she should have been worrited out of he

life by the g ntlemen; they did eat and drink so. She nevt

see such a Fast. Missus was going to church, but wouidn’

because she hadn’t got her new bonnet; and what was the us

of going to church shabby? Drats the Fast, and all the Iris

too. Never know’d no good of none of ’em, since she wa
engaged to Corporal Nowlan, who borrowed five shillings o

her, the day he went away for ever. Wishes she’d made bin

Fast/’— The Man in tlie Moon.

A MAMMOTH SLEIGH.
A mammoth sleigh was lately made by a carp^er in the

state of New York. It was 40 feet in length byf m breadth,

made mostly of unhewn timber, was drawn J horses, anil

would comfortably seat 125 persons.
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DREADFUL WRECK OF AN EMIGRANT SHIP ON
THE COAST OF ISLAY.

TWO HUNDRED AND FORTY-EIGHT LIVES LOST.

We announce with extreme pain that a lamentable shipwreck
occurred on the shores of Islay, accompanied with the most
extensive loss of life which has taken place on the west coast
of Scotland within our remembrance. The intelligence was
brought to Glasgow by three seamen, being the only survivors
of the crew and passengers of the brig Exmouth, of Newcastle,
who had been forwarded from Islay in the Modern Athens
steamer, by Mr. Cheine, the factor for Mr. Campbell, of Islay.

According to their statement, the Exmouth, of 320 tons, of
which Isaac Booth, of Sunderland, was master, sailed from

Londonderry for Quebec between 3 and 4 o’clock on the
morning of Sunday the 25th of April, 1847, with a light
south-west breeze. She had a crew of 1 1 men (inclusive of
the captain), and about 240 emigrants, consisting principally
of small farmers and tradesmen with their families, who had
turned their little all into money for the purpose of escaping
the famine and earning for themselves a home in the western
world. Many were women and children going out to join their
fathers and protectors, who had already settled in Canada, and
who had beckoned those who were dear to them across the
Atlantic. There were also three cabin passengers, young
unmarried ladies of the middle classes, two of them being
sisters, on their way to join their relatives at St. John’s, New
Brunswick. The vessel was registered for 165^ passengers,
but as two children count as one adult, and as a very large

[WRECK OF THE EXMOUTII

proportion were under age—there being only about 60 men
amongst the passengers—the survivors of the wreck/,who'are
our informants, think that the total number of those ill-fated

emigrants must have amounted to the total stated, viz., 248.

The ship lost sight of the loom of the land about 4 o’clock

on Sunday afternoon. The breeze, which had been light in

the morning, increased to a gale during the day, and about
11 p.m. it came in terrific squalls, accompanied by heavy
torrents of rain. They then furled the fore and main sails.

The wind, which had been westward at first, veered northerly,

and the storm increased in violence, and blew the two topsails

from the bolt ropes. The crew then set the foresail and
spanker, and commenced to bend two other topsails, which
they furled; but about 3 in the morning they were blown from
the gaskets. Previous to this the jib had been stowed, the

larboard tacks on board, and the ship was now driving to the
I

No. 50.

ON THE COAST OF ISLAY.

J

southward and eastward. The reason of the master not
standing to the westward when the wind became northerly,
and where he would have had ample sea-room, was for the
purpose of attaining some harbour of refuge, where he might
repair damages and replace the sails.

Shortly after this, on Monday forenoon, the long boat was
unshipped from the chocks by the force of the seas which
successively broke over the vessel, and in the course of the
same forenoon the bulwarks were stove in and the life boat
washed away. The gale continued with the same violence
during the whole of Monday night and Tuesday

; and an
indication of the force of the hurricane may be learned from
the fact, that on the latter day the mainsail, after being furled,

was torn from the gaskets by the storm blast. While the
crew were setting the foresail it was blown from the bolt

ropes, and the trysail-mast was unshipped, and the main gaff
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carried away, which rendered them unable to carry the

spanker. During this dreary time the vessel pitched dread-

fully—now on the crest of a mountain wave, and in two
seconds afterwards reeling in the trough of the sea; the

passengers were all below under hatches, many of them in-

sensible to external danger from the pains of sea-sickness,

but all were not so. Some of them had a fearful presenti-

ment of disaster, and it would be difficult to say whether the

parents suffered the greater agony from the cries of their

children pent up in the dark and noisome hold, or from the

innocent prattle which betrayed no fear or consciousness of

the unhappy ate which was so soon to overtake them. Cook-

ing, of course, was out of the question
;

but the grown-up
people had no heart to be hungry, and, moreover, the cooked

provisions brought from Londonderry were not yet entirely

exhausted.

About eleven o’clock on Tuesday night, land and a light
were seen on the starboard quarter, which Captain Booth at
first took to be the light on the island of Tory, off the north-
west coast of Ireland; and in the belief that he thus had
ample sea-room in the course he was steering, he bore along.
As he drifted near the land, however, and observed that the
light was a flashing instead of a stationary one, he became
conscious of his error and dangerous position, and made
every effort to repair it by bringing the ship further to the
northward and westward; and with the view of “clawing”
her off the land, the maintopsail and the foretopmast stay-
sail were set, and the jib half hoisted. The effort, how-
ever, was an ineffectual one ; the ship soon got amongst the
broken water, and at half-past twelve on Wednesday morn-
ing was dashed amongst the rocks. If the above be a correct
version of the impression on the captain’s mind as to his

position—and it is distinctly spoken to by the two survivors
we have seen—the result shows that he must have been fully

a hundred miles out of his reckoning; but perhaps it could
not be well otherwise. The sun was obscured during all the

time of this brief and disastrous voyage by black driving
clouds, which distilled perpetual rains

;
the moon was only

seen through a heavy haze at fitful intervals, and from these
causes it was impossible that any observation could be taken.
The light seen was in reality that of Oransa or Oversay, on
the point of the Rhinns or Runs of Islay, to the north-west
of the entrance of Lochindaul

; and the land seen, and on
which the brig eventually struck, was the western part of the
iron-bound coast of the island. She went ashore with all the
sails already mentioned fully distended, and after striking

once was dashed broadside on alongside the rocks, which
?ose to the height of the mast head. She struck violently

against the rocks three times, and at the fourth stroke the

mainmast went by the board and fell into a cbasm of the

rock. An hour and a half previously, when Captain Booth
observed the dangerous proximity to the shore, he took his

station in the maintop, that he might personally keep a

look-out and see how the land bore, and from this place he
occasionally gave his orders to the crew. As soon as the

brig struck, John Cleat, the mate, and all the seamen, eight

in number, joined the captain in the maintop, leaving the

captain’s son, a youth of about 15 years of age, asleep in

his cot below. After remaining in the maintop about three

minutes, five of the crew went down for the purpose of

ascending the foretop, thinking that they would have a

better chance of gaining the shore from that part of the ship.

At the same time, one of the crew, named John Scott,

went out upon the mainyard with a life-buoy on his person—
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thus leaving in the maintop the captain and three seamen,
whose names are John Stevens, William Coulthard, and
George Lightford, all belonging to South Shields. We have
said that the maintop, along with the wreck of the mast, was
thrown into a rift or chasm of the rock, and immediately
afterwards Coulthard, then Lightford, and finally Stevens,
scrambled up the topmast rigging, and obtained a footing on
the crags. As it was pitch-dark at this time, the captain
asked the men their names, and when they had informed
him he said, it was their duty to assist each other in such a
terrible crisis. He was about to follow the men when a wave
dashed over their heads as they clung to the rock, but they
were enabled to maintain their position

;
and when they

looked round after the sea had retired, they found that the
captain was gone. The mainmast had been broken into
splinters by the fourth collision with the rocks, and this
recoiling wave had not only dragged the ship, but the frag-
ments of the mast which adhered to her by the rigging,
further into the sea, and thus cut off from the dense mass of
human beings on board every chance of escape. Had the
wreck remained in the chasm where it was originally thrown,
and from which the three survivors escaped, it might have
been used as a bridge by the others

;
but unhappily, this last

possibility7 of relief was taken away. The same wave which
effected this fearful havoc must also have prevented the five
seamen from reaching the foretop, from which they might
have had a chance of escaping. A quarter of an hour
elapsed from the time of the brig first striking, until the
three survivors got upon the rock. At the moment she
struck, and a little previous to it, about half a dozen of the
male passengers were standing on the deck, occasionally
asking the mate if there was in reality any danger ; but as
the latter well knew the perils of their position from the
broken water seen around, he answered them not. Of the
three young ladies who were cabin passengers, one of the
sisters had been confined to bed by sea sickness from the
moment of leaving Londonderry

;
but at ten o’clock oh

Tuesday night the other two took theif position in the com-
panion way, and anxiously gazed on sea and sky till their
agonising doubts were realised by the fearful catastrophe, at
half-past twelve o’clock. They were seen there when the
survivors last gazed on the deck. The ship was grounded so
frightfully amongst the rocks that she must have broken up
almost instantaneously. There was no cry of despairing
agony from the multitude of God’s creatures cooped up
within the hull of the ill-fated brig ; or, at least, it was un-
heard ; for the commotion of the elements was so furious
that the men on the top could scarcely hear each other at the
top of their voices. The great mass of the emigrants, there-
fore, must have perished in their berths, as the rocks rapidly
thumped the bottom out of the vessel.
The three men who had escaped to the rock, as soon as the

ship entirely disappeared, searched anxiously for some outlet
by which they might reach the mainland

;
but none such could

be found, and they finally took shelter in a crevice, which
however did not shield them from the rain, which fell heavily
all night, and here they remained till grey daylight. They
then discovered an opening, through which they scrambled to
the summit, and having travelled about a mile they saw some
cattle on a waste, or muir, near which they lay down in the
hope that some person would soon come to look after them and
take them away. No one came, however, and after day had
fairly broken, the men got up from the grass and ascended an
elevation near at hand, from which they observed a farm house
about half a mile distant. Thither they proceeded, and were
most hospitably nourished and put to bed. They were
thoroughly worn out by exhaustion, not one of the crew
having been in bed from the moment the ship left London-
derry. They were at the same time nearly naked, from having
divested themselves of their heavy clothing when the Exmouth
struck, and lost part of that which remained when scrambling
on the rigging and amongst the rocks. The hospitable farmer
—whose name we have not learned—and others who had been
apprised by him, went to the scene of the catastrophe, but of
course too late to help, and only to gaze on the desolation.

Mr. Cheine, Mr. Campbell’s factor, soon heard of the event,

and kindly furnished the men with a passage to Glasgow by
the Modern Athens steamer, where, as already stated, they
arrived on Saturday last. Here they were consigned to the
care of Mr. Fildes, of the Naval Rendezvous, and assistant to
Lieut. Forrest, agent for the Shipwrecked Mariners’ Society,
and by him they have been clothed and comfortably boarded
in the meantime.
On Thursday afternoon, about twenty of the bodies had come

ashore. They were principally women, with one little boy
amongst them; and as many of them were in their night-
clothes, the probability is that they were those Wji< had rushed
upon deck at the first alarm caused by he sti i dhg of the ship.
They were fearfully mangled by being dashed amongst the
rocks and being jammed within the crevices along with
pieces of the wreck, few of which were above two feet in
length. Other bodies were seen floating in the surf, but
the sea was still too high to permit any boat venturing
out to bring them in. The belief is, however, that the
great mass of the poor emigrants went down With the
“ between decks ” of the ship, and that their bodies will not be
recovered till this part of the Vessel breaks up.
The Exmouth had nothing on board but ballast, and the

provisions and little stocks of goods of the emigrants. She is

the property of Mr. John Eden, of South Shields, and though
old is stated by the survivors to have been well found in every
respect. All the crew and passengers were perfectly sober
during this fearful time, and the three seamen state that they
never saw spirits On board at all. The captain was in the
prime of life, and has left a widow and family. All the rest
of the seamen were unmarried, with the exception of a man
named George Ross, who is amongst those who perished.
According to the above estimate, the number who have been
thus suddenly called to their account amounts to 248; but even
leaving room for misinformation or exaggeration, the loss of
life has unquestionably been frightful. Whether or not this
fearful shipwreck may have been partly caused by negligence
or incompetence, or unseaworthiness, we cannot say. We have
no reason to state that it is so, but still the public voice will
demand a searching inquiry.
We have only to add that the above narrative has been

principally made up from the statements of the survivors
Stevens and Lightford.

HORRIBLE PUNISHMENT IN THE OLD TIMES.

About the year 1 190, when King Richard was at Chinon,
on his way to Marseilles, he issued the following ordinance,
which is remarkable for being the earliest “ articles of war” for
the government of an English fleet. If any man slew another
on board a ship, he was to be fastened to the dead body,
and thrown with it into the sea; if the murder were committed
on shore, he was to be bound to the corpse, and buried with it.

If any one were convicted by legal testimony of drawing his
knife upon another, or of drawing blood in any manner, he
was to lose his hand. For giving a blow with the hand, without
producing blood, the offender was to be plunged three times
into the sea. If any one reviled or insulted another, he was
on every occasion to pay to the offended party an ounce of
silver. A thief was to have his head shaven, boiling pitch
poured upon it, and feathers shaken over him, as a mark by
which he might be known; and he was to be turned ashore at
the first land at which the ship might touch. By another
ordinance, every person was strictly required to be obedient to
the commanders or justices of the fleet; and as they regarded
themselves, and their return to their own countries, they were
enjoined faithfully to observe these regulations. It is singular
that no penalty should have been provided for disobedience of
orders, nor for any offence against discipline; but the principal
object seems to have been to prevent quarrels, and to rehder
property secure.
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[the TRIAL OF QUEEN CATHERINE.

J

ANNA BOLEYN.
AN HISTORICAL ROMANCE.

( Concluded.)

It is unnecessary to follow the rackety Brian in his adven-
ture, or to trace the various conflicting scenes which haunted
and harassed the brain of the wily cardinal; sufficient be
it when we say that Henry had his will. The much injured

Catherine was divorced, and Anna Boleyn occupied her place

;

yes, the ambition which had filled her soul (it is to be feared

to the destruction of some better feelings) conquered ; she

was Queen of England.
It is much to be doubted whether the heart of the bright

and mighty queen beat with a purer, healthier, happier tone
than when it gave impulse to the actions of the beautiful and
simple Anna Boleyn.
One of the most celebrated actions of her reign was her

dismis|al (through Henry) of the hypocritical, and at one
time powerful, Cardinal Wolsey.

It. was in the council-chamber at Windsor Castle—Wolsey
and^arapeggio stood before the throne, upon which the king
and queen were seated. It has been said, “ Coming events
cast ’their shadow before

a

single glance at the servile face
of the cardinal, which betrayed every token of fearful agi-
tation, would have stamped the saying with truth.
“You have sought an interview with me—what is it?” said

Henry, hastily.

“We have brought a citation for you, your highness, which
has just now been received from his holiness the pope,”
answered Wolsey. The king took the parchment, glanced

his eye over it, and dashing it to the ground in his fiery rage,

exclaimed

—

“ Insult upon insult 1 By heavens, you shall all rue this 1”

“ But my liege,” implored Campeggio

—

“Silence!” thundered the king; ‘’the day for apologies

has passed. As for Wolsey, you whose pride has over-

shadowed our honour—whose insatiate avarice has
,
caused

misery for thousands of our people—whose acts of ^bribery

have impoverished this our country—whose cruelty and par-

tiality has turned even justice to suit your own vile ends
;

to

you, I say, the time of punishment has at length come 1”

“ Do not condemn me unheard, my dear liege,” implored
Wolsey.

“ I have heard you too long—know you too well
;

you
shall have from me justice—dost hear, cardinal ?—nothing
but justice !” He turned to Anna, and whispered, “ Have I

done well?”
“ Yes,” she replied aloud

;

“ false cardinal, your reign is at

an end !”

“ Yours, Anna, may not be much longer,” cried Wolsey,
bitterly

;
“ the shadow of the axe,” he added, pointing

to the reflection of a partizan upon the floor, “is at your feet,

ere long it may rise to the head.” And accompanied by
Campeggio he left the royal presence.
Too truly was this prophecy fulfilled, for the feeble minded

and fickle hearted king became as deeply enamoured of

Jane Seymour as ever he had been of Anna Boleyn; and
now his thoughts were incessantly occupied how he should
dispose of the queen. If a divorce could have been effected,

doubtless he would have had recourse to that, but nothing
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was now left—no other means of riddance but the block.

And to this fearful death was she consigned.
Anna was seated in her own apartment, when the Duke of

Norfolk, attended by a company of halberdiers, whom he left at

the door of the room, entered, advanced to the queen, and said

—

“ Madam, I grieve to say I have received a warrant for your
arrest.”

“ Arrest !” exclaimed Anna, “ for what crime, your grace?”
“For inconstancy towards the king’s most excellent ma-

jesty.”

“It is false!” exclaimed Anna, devoutly raising her hands
to heaven, “ as God shall judge me, I am innocent!”

“If your majesty can prove so, all may yet be well, for I

doubt not, madam, you will receive strict justice.”

“Justice!” echoed Anna, with a bitter, mocking laugh,

“justice from Henry the Eighth!”*****
Anna Boleyn was arraigned before the Duke of Norfolk and

twenty-six peers. Notwithstanding a most impassioned de-

fence, Anna was found guilty, and was sentenced to be burned
and beheaded “ as it might please the king to command.”
The fatal day arrived. How beautiful she looked, as, with

a solemn stately step, she advanced towards the scaffold, moving,
by her gentle and resigned manner, even the hearts of her

enemies to pity. Suffolk, Richmond, Cromwell and the Lord
Mayor were there. She took leave of her weeping attendants,
giving each some little memento to be worn and prized for

her memory’s sake. Arrived at the scaffold, she mounted
the steps without assistance—without a tremble. She looks
around. Then she finds a tongue. She tells the spectators

she is innocent of the foul crime imputed to her. She
implores a blessing upon the king—her husband—her mur-
derer. With stifled breath they listened to the tones of her
clear musical voice. Many a heart heaved a sigh—many an
eye dropped its tear. Again she bids the friends around her
farewell, again she implores forgiveness for her enemies.
Then advancing to the block, she laid aside her robes,

breathed another prayer, and with a resignation which
became her well in so trying a moment, laid her head upon
the block. The headsman grasped his axe with both hands,
upraised it high in the air, and in one short moment it had
done its deadly work.
Thus died, in the bloom and vigour of life, the beautiful

yet unfortunate ANNA BOLEYN.

A DOMESTIC TRAP; OR, THE THIRD EGG.
“ You don’t eat this morning, my love,” said Mrs. Dabchick

to Mr. Dabchick, as they sat at breakfast in their little back
parlour at Chelsea—“ Try another egg—do—do ! ’Tis beauti-
fully fresh, and I know ’twill do you good.”
Mr. Dabchick didn’t want another egg—he had disposed of

two already; but the kind tone in which Mrs. Dabchick said,
“ ’twill do you good,” persuaded him, and he broke the shell
of his third egg. It would have been better for Mr. Dabchick
if he had broken one of his front teeth—as you shall see pre-
sently.

“ I had a curious dream last night, my dear,” said Mrs. Dab-
chick, as soon as she perceived that her husband had got his
spoon into the yolk.

“ Dreams,” said Dabchick, innocently, “ always come out
contrary.”
“ How very remarkable, then,” observed Mrs. Dabchick,

“ that I should have dreamed you bought me that charming
sweet shawl I saw at Swan and Edgar’s.”
Dabchick looked down his nose into his egg; he felt that he

stood on the brink of a precipice—and was silent.
“ The Hon. Mrs. Crawthorne has just such another.”
Mr. Dabchick began to swallow his egg with enormous ce-

lerity.

“ It’8 so becoming, too; just the colour that you like, and so
genteel; you know, my love, I haven’t a stitch fit for any woman
to be seen out of doors in. I don’t mind for myself, anything

would do for me, but I confess I like to look respectable as your
wife.”

Dabchick gave a deep sigh, which nearly amounted to a
groan, but continued to eat his egg in obstinate silence.

“ It’s so enormously cheap,” observed Mrs. Dabchick, coming
again to the charge—“ only five guineas, my love.”

“Five guineas!” echoed Dabchick, dislodged by this last

remark from his taciturn position—“ Where is it to come from?”
“ Why, I suppose from your pocket, my dear.”
“ You must put it out of your head; I can’t afford it; never

was so hard pressed for money in my life.”

“ Dabchick, I didn’t think you could be so unkind—I may
say ungrateful—after I gave up my regular month at Margate
last summer, because you wished it.”

“ Ay,” replied the husband; “ but you went to Boulogne, in-

stead, and stopped two months.”
“ That was for the dear childrens’ sake. I wanted them to

learn French with the Parisian accent. But that’s always the

way. A woman sacrifices herself for her family, and gets

nothing for it—not so much as a shawl.”
“My dear,” said Dabchick, in a soothing tone, “I really

would if I could. But what am I to do? I have a heavy bill to

meet to-day.”
“ Well, meet it like a man,” replied his lady.

Dabchick smiled faintly
;
the unfortunate man was evidently

giving way. He attempted to rally, but his wife continued to

press him closely.

“Five guineas is a great deal to give for a shawl,” said he,

hoping to compromise the matter for two or three sovereigns.
“ Yes,” said Mrs. Dabchick, triumphantly; “ but see what I

have saved in housekeeping, by buying French eggs instead of

English; they’re twopence a dozen cheaper. That’s a French
egg you’ve been eating, my love, and a very nice one it was.
There, you’ll give me the shawl—I know you will; and you may
thank Heaven, that you have a wife that studies the Economy
of French eggs.”

* * *

The following Sunday, Mrs. Dabchick appeared at church
in the pew facing the Honourable Mrs. Crawthorne, arrayed
in the charming, sweet shawl.—Man in the Moon.

THE FIRST SEA FIGHT.

Although it is uncertain whether any English ships were
engaged in the conflicts with the Saracens before the arrival of

Richard the First in Palestine, yet,‘as the accounts given by
Yinesauf of two sea-fights are perhaps the only existing de-

scriptions of the naval warfare of the period, it is desirable to

insert a literal translation of his curious narrative. The first

of these battles appears to have taken place about Easter,

1190: “The people of the town (Acre) ill brooked their loss

of the liberty of the sea, and resolved to try what they could

effect in a naval battle. They brought out their galleys, there-

fore, two by two, and, preserving a seemly array in their ad-

vance, rowed out to the open sea to fight the approaching
enemy; and our men, preparing to receive them, since there

appeared no escape, hastened to the encounter. On the other

hand, our people manned the war fleet, and, making an oblique

circuit to the left, removed to a distance, so that the enemy
should not be denied free egress. When they had advanced on
both sides, our ships were disposed in a curved and not a straight

line; so that, if the enemy attempted to break through, they

might be enclosed and defeated. The ends of the line being

drawn out in a sort of crescent, the stronger were placed

in front, so that a sharper onset might be made by us, and that

of the enemy be checked. In the upper tiers the shields in-

terlaced were placed circularly; and the rowers sat close

together, that those placed above might have freer scope. The
still and tranquil sea, as if fated to receive the battle, became

calm
;
so that neither the blow of the warrior, nor the stroke

of the rower, might be impeded by the waves. Advancing

nearer to each other, the trumpets sounded on both sides and

mingled their dread clangour, First they contended with
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missiles; but our men, invoking the Divine aid, more earnestly

plied their oars, and pierced the enemy’s ships with the beaks

of their own. Soon the battle became general; the oars were
entangled; they fought hand to hand; they grappled the ships

with alternate casts, and set the decks on fire with the burning

oil commonly called the Greek fire. This fire, with a deadly

stench and livid flames, consumes flint and iron; and unquench-
able by water, can only be extinguished by sand or vinegar.

What more direful than a naval conflict? What more fatal,

where so various a fate involves the combatants? for they are

either burnt and writhe in the flames, shipwrecked and are

swallowed by the waves, or wounded and they perish by arms!
There was one galley which, through the rashness of our men,
turned its side close to the enemy

;
and thus, ignited by the

fire thrown on board, admitted the Turks, who rushed in on all

parts. The rowers, seized with terror, leapt into the sea, but

a few soldiers, who from their heavier arms and ignorance of

swimming remained through desperation, took courage to

fight. An unequal battle raged; but by the Lord’s help, the

few overcame the many, and retook the half-burned ship from

the beaten foe. But another was boarde’d by the enemy, who
had gained the upper deck, having driven off its defenders

;

those, however, to whom the lower station had been assigned,

strove to escape by the aid of the rowers. A wonderful, truly,

and a piteous struggle! for the oars tending in different direc-

tions by the impulse of the Turks, the galley was urged hither

and thither. Our men, however, prevailed; and the enemy
rowing above were thrust off by the Christians and yielded.

In this naval conflict the adverse side lost both a galley and a

galliass, with their crews; and our men, unhurt and rejoicing,

achieved a glorious and solemn triumph.”

—

History of the Royal
Navy

,
by Sir N. Harris Nicholas.

PETER THE FIRST, EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

Peter I., justly styled Peter the Great, Czar, and afterwards
Emperor of Russia, founder of the Russian Empire; for though
the country was well known, and of great antiquity, yet it had
no extent of power, of political influence, or of general com-
merce. in Europe, till his time. He was born in 1672; and was
proclaimed czar when but ten years of age, in exclusion of

John, his elder brother, who, being of a sickly constitution, was
at the same time very weak in his understanding. His half

sister Sophia surrounded Peter with everything that might
stifle his natural desire of knowledge, deprave his mind, and
enervate it with pleasures. Notwithstanding this, his inclina-

tion for military exercises discovered itself in his tenderest years.

He formed a company of 50 men, commanded by foreign
officers, clothed and exercised after the German manner. He
entered himself into the lowest post, that of a drummer; and
never rose otherwise than as a soldier of fortune. Herein his

design was to teach his nobility, that merit, not birth, was the
only title to military employments. The sight of a Dutch ves-
sel, which he had met with on a lake belonging to one of his

pleasure-houses, made such an impression on his mind, that he
conceived the almost impracticable design of forming a navy.
His first care was to get some Hollanders to build some small
vessels at Moscow; and he passed two successive summers on
board the English or Dutch ships which set out from Arch-
angel, that he might instruct himself in every branch of naval
affairs. In 1698 he sent an embassy to Holland; and went in-

cognito in the retinue, and visited England as well as Holland,
in order to inform himself fully in the art of shipbuilding. At
Amsterdam he worked in the yard as a private shipcarpenter,
under the name of Peter Michaelof; but he has been often
heard to say, that if he had never gone to England, he had still

remained ignorant of the art. He formed an army according
to the manner of the politest and most experienced nations; he
fitted out fleets in all the four seas which border upon Russia:
he caused many strong fortresses to be raised after the best
plans; and made convenient harbours: he introduced arts and
sciences into his dominions, and freed religion from any su-

perstitious abuses: he made laws, built cities, cut canals, &c.;

was generous in rewarding, impartial in punishing; faithful,

laborious, and humble; yet was hot free from a certain

roughness of temper natural to his nation. He had indeed

cured himself of excess in drinking
;
but he has been branded

with several other vices, particularly cruelty. He died of the

strangury in 1725, and left the world with the magnanimity of

a hero and the piety of a. Christian.

Peter was tall of stature, and of a bold and majestic aspect,

though sometimes disfigured by convulsions, which altered his

features. This deformity was ascribed to poison, given him, as

it is said, by his sister Sophia
;
but it was indeed no other than

wine and brandy, which he often drank to excess, relying too

much on the strength of his constitution. He conversed with

persons in all stations, from the mechanic to the general of an

army
;
and his conversation was neither like that of a bar-

barian who makes no distinction between men, nor of a popular

prince who seeks to please all the world, but that of a person

who aims at instruction. We are told that kings and legislators

should never suffer themselves to be transported by passion
;

but never was any man more passionate than Peter the Great,

nor more merciless. In a king, this is more than an infirmity

for which he makes no amends by confessing it
;
but it was

generally remarked by Peter, and he himself said to a magis-

trate of Holland, at his second voyage, “ I have reformed my
nation, and have not been able to reform myself.” It is true,

the cruelties with which he is reproached were not novelties at

the court of Moscow, any more than at that of Morocco: it was

not uncommon to see a czar, with his own royal hand, inflict

a hundred lashes on the naked shoulders of a prime officer of

the crown, or of a lady of the palace, for failing in their

duty, by getting drunk ;
or to try the goodness of his sabre by

striking off the head of a criminal. Peter had himself

performed some of those ceremonies of his country. On
the whole, that he was a great man few will deny who
know what real greatness is

;
the Russians, if there is any good

in civilization, owe to him every thing.

ATTACKING A FORTRESS.
Meanwhile the Pisans, and others skilled in naval tactics, to

whom the siege of the town by sea was committed, erected a
machine upon the galleys in the form of a castle with bulwarks,

so that it might overtop the walls, and afford an easy means
of throwing darts. Moreover, they made two ladders with

steps, by which the summit of the walls might be gained.

They then covered all those things and the galleys with ex-

tended hides, that they might be protected from injury, either

from iron, or any missile whatsoever. All being prepared, the

besiegers approached the “ Tower of the Flies,” which they at-

tacked furiously with the discharge of cross-bow and darts.

Those within manfully resisted them. But our chosen war-
riors having advanced their engines as commodiously as they

could to the tower, some began to throw great anchors at the

tower, and whatsoever came to their hands, wood, or masses of

stone, or showers of darts; others, as they were disposed, were

not slow to carry on a naval conflict with those at sea. The
shields yielded to the anchors thrown against the tower, and
were broken up. The tower, indeed, was assailed with won-
derful and insupportable fury; one party succeeding another

when fatigued, with untiring energy and invincible valour.

The darts flew about with a fearful noise, and larger missiles

were hurled through the air. The Turks yielded in time, for they

could no longer sustain the fight. And now, having raised

the ladders for scaling the tower, our men hastened to ascend;

but the Turks, perceiving that the crisis was at hand, with

great valour made all resistance, and threw down masses of

stones of large size upon our people, to crush and throw them
off the ladders. Afterwards they cast Greek -fire upon the

castle we had erected, which was set in flames; and those

within it, perceiving this, were compelled with disappointed

hopes to descend and retire. But meantime there was a count-

less slaughter of the Turks who opposed our men by sea
;
and,

although at the tower a part of our people was unsuccessful,

those at sea committed great havoc on the Turks. At last the
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engines, together with the castle, the galleys, and all within,

and the ladders that had been raised, being consumed by the
devouring fire, the Turks, abandoning themselves to rejoicing,

with loud yells mocked at our discomfiture, shaking their heads,

whereat the Christians were beyond measure incensed, being
no less stung by their insulting taunts than by the misfortune
they suffered .—History of the Royal Navy, by Sir N. Harris
Nicholas.

A FEMALE BUTCHER.
An individual, apparently about seventy, and having a long

white beard, was a few days back taken up at Laon for beg-

ging, and conducted by the gendarmerie to the common place

of confinement. The authorities not being able to learn

anything of this person’s previous life, were obliged to proceed

to all the formalities required in such cases, and, as a prelimi-

nary measure, sent the medical man of the prison to pay the

usual visit of examination. It was then discovered that the

person taken up was a woman. For forty years, she stated,

she had worn male attire, and acted as a journeyman butcher.

Her sex had never been discovered, and she would in all proba-

bility have gone on to the end of her career believed to be a
man, had not her advanced age prevented her working as she
had done formerly. Nature in having given her a beard, had
suggested to her the idea of earning her bread in men’s
clothes, in place of those of her own sex, women not obtaining
employment as easily as men. The authorities ordered her to

be removed to an asylum, where her wants will be provided
for.

JOHN POUNDS, THE FOUNDER OF THE RAGGED
SCHOOLS.

John Pounds, the cripple and the cobbler, yet at the same
time one of nature’s true nobility, was born in Portsmouth,
in 1766. His father was a sawyer, employed in the royal
dockyard. At fifteen, young Pounds met with an accident,
which disabled him for life. During the greater part of his

benevolent career, he lived in a small weather-boarded tene-
ment in St. Mary’s Street, Portsmouth, where he might be
seen every day, seated on his stool, mending shoes in the
midst of his busy little school. One of his amusements was
that of rearing singing-birds, jays, and parrots, which he so per-
fectly domesticated that they lived harmoniously with his cats
and guinea-pigs. Often, it is said, might a canary-bird be seen
perched upon one shoulder, and a cat upon the other. During
the latter part of his life, however, when his scholars became
so numerous, he was able to keep fewer of these domestic
creatures. Poor as he was, and entirely dependent upon the
hard labour of his hands, he nevertheless adopted a little crip-

pled nephew, whom he educated, and cared for with truly
paternal love, and, in the end, established comfortably in life.

It was out of this connexion that his attempts and success in

the work of education arose. He thought, in the first instance,
that the boy would learn better with a companion; he ob-
tained one, the son of a wretchedly poor mother; then ano-
ther and another was added, and he found so much pleasure
in his employment, and was the means thereby of effecting so
much good, that, in the end, the number of his scholars
amounted to forty, including about a dozen little girls.

His humble workshop was about six feet by eighteen, in
the midst of which he would sit, engaged in that labour by
which he won his bread, and attending, at the same time, to

the studies of the little crowd around him. So efficient was
John Pounds’s mode of education, to say nothing about its

being perfectly gratuitous, that the candidates were always
numerous

;
be, however, invariably gave the preference to

the worst, as well as poorest, children

—

to the “little black-
guards,” as he called them. He has been known to follow
such to the Town Quay, and offer them the bribe of a roasted

potato, if they would come to his school. His influence on
these degraded children was extraordinary.
As a teacher, his manners were pleasant and facetious. He

frequently might be seen amusing the “ little blackguards”
while he taught them. Many hundred persons, now living
usefully and creditably in life, oWe the whole formation of
their character to him. He gave them “ book-learning,” and
taught them also to cook their own victuals and mend their
shoes. He was not only frequently their doctor and nurse,
but their play-fellow : no wonder was it, therefore, that when,
on New Year’s Day, 1839, he suddenly died, at the age of
seventy-two, the children wept, and even fainted, on hearing
of their loss, and for a long time were overwhelmed with sor-
row and consternation. They, indeed, had lost a friend and
benefactor. Such was the noble founder of the first Ragged
School

; a poor, but great man.—Howitt's Journal.

CURIOUS BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

Mary East.—This singular character lived 36 years as
“ landlord ” of the White Horse Tavern, Poplar. She served
two parish offices, and attended the courts of justice as jury-
man. The eccentricities of this woman-man are said to have
originated in “ an unfortunate love affair.” About the year 1736,
Mary had a sweetheart, who was tried at the Old Bailey for

highway robbery, and transported. In the same neighbour-
hood there lived another female, who, like herself, had met
with disappointments in love, and they determined upon living

together. After consulting on the best way of obtaining a
livelihood, they agreed to retire to some obscure village, where
they were not likely to be discovered, and to assume the habit
of man and wife. Mary was at this time about 16, and it fell

to her lot to enact the part of the husband, which she did, un-
der the feigned name of James Howes. Their first enterprise
was at a small public-house at Epping, from whence
they removed to Limehouse-hole, and finally to the White
Horse, which they purchased. In the year 1750, a Mrs. Bent-
ley, a woman who had known Mary from her infancy, thought
the secret of her metamorphosis a profitable scheme to build

a project on, and accordingly sent to her for the sum of 10/.,

threatening to disclos'e her sex if she refused her demand.
Fearful of the consequences which would result from a dis-

covery, Mary complied with the demand, and sent her the
money. Fifteen years afterwards, she made a similar applica-

tion, and with like success. Flushed with the prosperity of

her scheme, she sent again a fortnight after, for another 10/.;

but Mary had not so much in the house, and therefore could
not comply in the whole, but sent her 5/. At this time, the
Woman who lived in the character of wife died, and Mrs. Bent-
ley could not let the opportunity escape which that event
afforded, for attempting a new plan to enrich herself. For
this purpose, she hired two well-known desperate fellows to aid

in her designs—one of them, William Barwick, a mulatto, she
engaged to appear in the garb of a police-officer, and the other
was to enact the part of a parish- constable. These emissaries

she sent to Mary at the White Horse, whom they accused of a
robbery 40 years previously, and at the same time informed
her of their determination to expose her sex, unless she pre-

sented them with a purse of gold. Mrs. East was a very
ignorant woman, and, although conscious of her innocence of

the crime imputed to her, became greatly alarmed at the out-

rageous conduct of these villains, who, finding ill-usage availed

nothing, threatened her, that unless they were bountifully

rewarded, she should be hanged for an impostor, and that then

they would obtain a reward of 40/. each, “ blood-money.”
Mary became exceedingly terrified, and consented to give them
a draught for 100/. upon a Mr. Williams, a next door neigh-
bour, which they accepted, and immediately left the house.

Barwick was shortly afterwards arrested; but his male asso-

ciate escaped. Barwick was tried at Uick’s-hall, on the 21st

of October, 1776, for fraudulently obtaining money from the

prosecutrix, and was sentenced to four years’ imprisonment
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and to stand four times in the pillory. The matter having now

become public, Mary resumed the habit of her sex, and soon

after quitted business, to live upon a decent competency which

she had acquired. Mrs. East died in May, 1780, and was

buried in Poplar Chapel-yard. At her death, she bequeathed

the sum of 50l to the charity-school at Poplar.

ESCAPE FROM A SHARK.

Hardy, in his Travels through Mexico, gives the following

lively account of an escape from a shark
.

“ The Placer de la Piedra Negada, which is near Loretta,

was supposed to have quantities of very large pearl-oysters

around it—a supposition which was at once confirmed by the

great difficulty of finding this sunken rock. Don Pablo, how-

ever, succeeded in sounding it, and, in search of specimens of

the largest and oldest shells, dived down in eleven fathoms

water. The rock is not above one hundred and fifty or two

hundred yards in circumference, and our adventurer swam

round and examined it in all directions, but without meeting

any inducement to prolong his stay. Accordingly, being satis-

fied that there were no oysters, he thought of ascending to the

surface of the water ;
but he first cast a look upwards, as all

divers are obliged to do who hope to avoid the hungry jaws

of a monster. If the coast is clear, they may then rise without

apprehension. Don Pablo, however, when he cast a hasty

glance upwards, found that a tintetero had taken a station

about three or four yards immediately above him, and, most

probably, had been watching during the whole time he had

been down. A double-pointed stick is a useless weapon against

a tintetero, as its mouth is of such enormous dimensions, tnat

both man and stick would be swallowed together. lie there-

fore felt himself rather nervous, as his retreat was now com-

pletely intercepted. But, under water, time is too precious to

be spent in reflection, and therefore he swam round to another

part of the rock, hoping by this artifice to escape the vigilance

of his persecutor. What was his dismay, when he again

looked up, to find the pertinacious tintetero still hovering over

him, as a hawk would follow a bird ! He described him as

having large, round, and inflamed eyes, apparently just ready

to dart from their sockets with eagerness, and a mouth (at the

recollection of which he still shuddered) that was constantly

opening and shutting, as if the monster was already, in imagi-

nation, devouring his victim, or, at least, that the contempla-

tion of his prey imparted a foretaste of the gout l Two alter-

natives now presented themselves to the mind of Don Pablo
;

one, to suffer himself to be drowned ; the other, to be eaten.

He had already been under water so considerable a time, that

he found it impossible any longer to retain his breath, and was

on the point of giving himself up for lost, with as much philo-

sophy as he possessed. But what is dearer than life ? The
invention of man is seldom at a loss to find expedients for its

preservation in cases of great extremity. On a sudden he re-

collected that on one side of the rock he had observed a sandy

spot, and to this he swam with all imaginable speed ;
his at-

tentive friend still watching his movements, and keeping a

measured pace with him. As soon as he reached the spot, he

commenced stirring it with his pointed stick, and in such a way
that the fine particles rose, and rendered the water perfectly

turbid, so that he could not see the monster, nor the monster
him. Availing himself of the cloud by which himself and the

tintetero were enveloped, he swam very far out in a transver-

tical direction, and reached the surface in safety, although

completely exhausted. Fortunately he rose close to one of the

boats
;
and those who were within, seeing him in such a state,

and knowing that an enemy must have been persecuting him,
and that by some artifice he had saved his life, jumped over

board, as is their common practice in such cases, to frighten

the creature away by splashing in the water ; and Don Pablo
was taken into the boat more dead than alive.

,,

COMBAT OF TWO HARES.

On Easter Sunday (1848), in the afternoon, as I was pro-
ceeding with my brother-in-law, Mr. Carr, to look at a wild-
duck’s nest in an adjacent wood, we saw two hares fighting
with inconceivable fury on the open ground, about 150 yards
distant from us. They stood on their hinder legs like two
bull-dogs resolutely bent on destruction. Having watched
them for about a quarter of an hour, we then entered the
wood

; I observing to Mr. Carr that we should find them en-
gaged on our return. We stayed in the wood some ten minutes,
and on leaving it, we saw the hares still in desperate battle.

They had moved along the hill side, and the grass was strongly
marked with their down for a space of twenty yards. At last

one of the sylvan warriors fell on its side, and never got upon
its legs again. Its antagonist then retreated for a yard or so

—

stood still for a minute, as if in contemplation, and then rushed
vengefully on the fallen foe. This retreat and advance was
performed many times ;

the conqueror striking its prostrate
adversary with its fore feet, and clearing off great quantities of
down with them. In the meantime, the vanquished hare
rolled over and over again, but could not recover the use of its

legs, although it made several attempts to do so. Its move-
ments put you in mind of a drunken man trying to get up from
the floor, after a hard night in the ale house. It now lay still

on the ground, effectually subdued ; whilst the other continued
its attacks upon it with the fury of a little demon. Seeing that

the fight was over, we approached the scene of action— the
conqueror hare retiring as we drew near. I took up the fallen

combatant just as it was breathing its last. Both its sides had,

been completely bared of fur, and large patches of down had
been torn from its back and belly. It was a well-conditioned

buck hare, weighing, I should suppose, some seven or eight

pounds. Mr. Carr’s groom was standing by the stable door as

I came up, with the hare in my hand. Here, John, said I, take
this to your own house, and get your wife to dress it for your
family

;
it is none the worse for being killed on Easter Sun-

day
;
and then I told him how it had come into my possession.

He thanked me kindly for it ; and I learned from Mr. Carr, at

the end of the week, that John’s wife had made it into a pie, with

the addition of a few rashers of bacon ; that it proved to be

uncommonly good
;
and that they would all remember, for

many years to come, the fight betwixt the two hares in, the

park at Walton Hall, on Easter Sunday afternoon, the 16th of

April, 1843.— Waterton's Essays on Natural History.

DRUNKEN HABITS OF THE RUSSIAN PEASANTRY.

At every festival, the natural course of the people is from

mass to the Kabak, or brandy. shop. At the door the peasant

counts his cash, reckons how much he can afford to drink,

and takes his dose at one deep draught. The effect is speedy,

and, as the Kabak cannot accommodate many, the drunkards

are carried into the street, to lie there until they recover their

senses. On the morning after a festival the roads are strewn

with drunken sleeping men, and no one notices the customary

scene. As surely as the bells, on the preceding day, ring in a

festival, so certainly this is its conclusion. This drunken dis-

position extends to the women as well as the men. Of course,

the Kabak keepers are prosperous people ;
and if, in any poor

little town, you meet a female dressed in silk or satin, you may
be sure it is the landlady. The brandy is often adulterated,

though the apothecaries have authority to examine it from

time to time ;
but the landlord of the Kabak takes care to

supply the appointed inspector with liquor sent to his own house

so liberally, that he has ample opportunity to test its qualities,

by experiments upon his own person, without the trouble of

going to the shop,— Travels in European Russia.

- -THE. END.
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